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lKegtntatiur nr hi
Tuesday, 23 August 1994

ESTIMATES COMMITTEE A

The meeting commenced at 9.00 am.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Ainsworth): For the information of members, this Estimates
Committee will be reported by Hansard and a proof document will be made available to
the committee clerk progressively throughout the day, with the final pages to be available
about two and a half hours after each sitting concludes. The daily Hansard will be
available the following morning. Hansardi will distribute documents for correction,
which must be returned on the A4 documents sent to members. The cut off date for
corrections will be indicated on the bottom of each page.
I remind members that, as has been the practice of previous Estimates Committees,
members should not raise questions about matters of Government concern which do not
have an item of expenditure in the Consolidated Fund. The Estimates Committee's
consideration of the Consolidated Fund's Estimates of Expenditure will be restricted to
discussion of those items for which a vote of money is proposed. I also remind members
that the only estimates being considered arr items of recurrent expenditure and not
capital items. Members may not direct to Ministers questions on any capital expenditure.
For the benefit of members and Hansard, I ask the Minister to introduce his advisers to
the committee.
It will also greatly assist Hansard if when referning to the Program Statements volumes or
the Consolidated Fund Estimates, members give the page number, item, program,
amount, and so on in preface to their questions.
The Minister may agree to provide supplementary information to the committee, rather
than asking that the question be put on notice for the next sitting week. For the purpose
of following up the provision of this information, would the Minister clearly indicate to
the committee which supplementary information he/she agrees to provide. If
supplementary information is to be provided, I ask the inister's cooperation in ensuring
that it is delivered to the committee clerk by one week from today, so members may see
it before the report and third reading stages in the next sitting week. An example of the
required Hansard style for the documents has been provided to your advisers.
Any information provided at a later date by Ministers in response to members' questions
will be included at the conclusion of the week's transcript under the heading
"Supplementary Information". The material will be keyboarded by Hansard but, apart
from minor changes to ensure that it conforms to Hansard style, it will not be edited.
Division 2: Parliament, $21 788 000 -

[Mr Ainsworth, Chairman.]
(Mr Clarko, Speaker.]
[Mr P.J. McHugh, Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.]
[Mr N.J. Burrett. Chief Hansard Reporter.]
The CHAIRMAN: Division 2 covers the entire Parliament and has sections on both the
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly. However, it seems appropriate that the
Legislative Council be left to one side and that the proper place for asking questions on
anything to do with that item is in the Legislative Council estimates and that the area
discussed here today should be restricted to the Legislative Assembly and the division as
a whole.
Mr McGIN: What is being done to upgrade the sound recording system in dhe
Legislative Assembly?
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The SPEAKER: Members will be aware that this has been a concern for some time. I
am told that the present system is considered to be inadequate.
Mr McHUGH: Estimates have been done on the cost of replacing the system. They are
being considered in association with the proposals for televising. A request was
forwarded to the Premier for additional funding early this year. We ame still awaiting a
response.
Mr McGINTY: Have any different technologies been suggested or any favoured
technology applied?
Mr McHUGH: A number of different proposals have been looked at partcularly to
accommodate Hansard's concern about the need to obtain good quality recording.
However, no technology has been selected. The request for funding was based on the
Building Management Authority's advice on what a good quality sound system would
cost. However, no technology in particular has been selected.
Mr McGfl4TY: Have the Hansard staff expressed a view or preference for technology?
Mr McHUGH: Hansard has a concern to ensure that if at all possible digital audio can be
included. As I say, no decision has been made.
Mr McGINTY: Is the preference of the staff for digital audio?
Mr McHUGH: I know from a Hansard point of view, digital audio is considered to be
the best way to go for the time being.
Mr BURRELL: We are examining digital audio, which is quite innovative. It is not fully
developed yet. It has been around for only a few years, but it appears to us to be a very
worthwhile system and one with a tremendous amount of potential. We are discussing it
with two local companies and we hope to start a pilot project in a committee room within
the next six months.
Dr WATSON: From the way the programs are set, it is difficult to establish whether a
budget is allocated to that end. Can you elaborate on the process that is being considered
with digital audio?
Mr BURRELL: There is no allocation in the Budget for it. If we proceed, it will be by
way of special request to Treasury for funding. Given the state of the present audio
system we feel it is appropriate we should try it. We think it has tremendous potential. It
is hard to describe the technology in a few words. However, it is far superior to tape
recording. The transcript can be made available instantly. While the system continues to
record proceedings it is possible to play back instantly what was said two minutes or two
hours ago by touching a screen.
Dr WATSON: I acknowledge that no direct commitments were made to address a series
of questions I asked about the conditions under which Hansard staff work. However,
how are priorities established on whether money should be expended through a new grant
from Treasury on the digital audio system or on working conditions for Hansard staff?
For instance, you will recall that at this time last yearlI asked a number of questions about
the accommodation for Hansard staff. The Speaker agreed unequivocally that the
standards in Parliament should not be lower than those in government. It is obvious that
the carpet needs replacing and the staff need to work in air-conditioned offices. I will
come back to the actual payment of Hansard staff.
[9.10 am]
The SPEAKER: The member will be aware of the potential for a problem to arise if her
question seeks an answer which moves into the area of capital expenditure, which the
committee cannot debate. In the broadest possible way I advise the committee that the
President and I approached the Premier and put to him a case for another building or
major extension of this building. We contacted him in August last year not long after the
member for Kenwick raised her queries in the Estimates Committee. The Premier said
he would look at the matter. Not long after that he gave an answer to a question asked in
this Chamber in which he said he was genuinely supportive of such an addition.
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Subsequently, in answer to a further question, members will recall he said it would not be
possible to carry out a major extension or addition to Parliament House in the life of the
present Parliament. As soon as he said that the President and 1, with the assistance of the
Clerks and others, wrote to the Premier and said that if he was not going ahead with the
major addition to this building which we regard as being urgently required, it would be
highly desirable to carry out certain other changes. From memory we listed between
$ 1 mn and $2m worth of improvements which we regarded were essential for the operation
of the Parliament. We have not yet received a response and we are in the process of
writing another letter to the Premier.
Dr WATSON: My question was how the priorities are established. Why was money
expended on lighting in this Chamber and in the Speaker's corridor when another option
could have been carper laid in the Hansard corridor? Again, how are the priorities
established?
The SPEAKER: I have already said that I should not go into the question of capital
expenditure. However, the member would be aware that the question of lighting was
established as a priority a year before I became the Speaker. The actual sum of money to
be included in the 1993-94 Budget was determined before my time. The people who
made the judgment then decided lighting would be a priority.
The member should understand that in practice there are two aspects one should
consider Firstly, the Legislative Assembly, the Legislative Council and the Joint House
Committee make the decisions to undertake certain upgrades in Parliament House.
Secondly, and a quite separate question, is the need for between $20ni and $40nm or
whatever, to provide another building to enable the unsuitable Hansard temporary offices
and the like to be taken down. Really, the issue relating to the bigger question of an
allocation between $20m and $40m is outside the control of the Speaker, the President
and the Joint House Committee. We would like a new building as much as the
Opposition, but it is not funded within this Budget.
The CHAIRMAN: I am conscious of what you, Mr Speaker, said on two occasions; that
is, the difficulty which arises in answering questions which touch on capital expenditure.
I have allowed the member for Kenwick to raise these matters because she has not asked
them in a way that is homing in on specific dollars and cents so much as the general area
of policy and seeking information about what is happening in a general sense. It is not
out of order otherwise I would have taken the necessary action. I am glad that you, Mr
Speaker, are as much aware as I am that this committee should not get into the finer
detail of capital expenditure.
I remind members that there are two divisions within this section relating to Parliament -
one is Parliament and the other is the vote for the Parliamentary Commissioner for
Administrative Investigations. Two or three items must be dealt with within the next 45
minutes. It is up to members to determine how much time they will spend on each item.
Mr BLAIKIIE: I refer members to program 3.0, parliamentary support services. My
question relates to members' puinting and photocopying facilities and the provision of
stationery by the Joint House Committee. My concern for members of Parliament is that
they are not provided, as is their right, with mobile telephones. The current set of
circumstances is less than satisfactory for 1994.
The SPEAKER: It is possible to provide members with mobile telephones under this
program. However, I understand that that sort of item has been traditionally handled by
the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet in the same way as it provides members with
photocopying facilities and t'gc like. I also understand there is nothing to prevent the
Joint House Committee taking up this issue and seeking to have it included in this
budget. It has not done that to date. Some people would say it was a question of left or
right pocket; that is, whether mobile phones would be paid for by the Ministry of the
Premier and Cabinet or from parliamentary support services. The most important thing is
the decision on which area would accept the financial responsibility for such phones. I
have been told in the past that the bigger issue of mobile phones is the actual cost of
operating them.
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Mr BLAIKIE: As a member who has been in this place for one or two moons I go back
to the days when members were not provided with electric typewriters. My secretary and
I bought our own because the government of the day decided not to provide members
with thenm. However, this is 1994 and my judgment is that a mobile telephone is
important to a member of Parliament should he or she wish to have one. I have now
purchased my own so I do riot have a pecuniary interest in this matter. However, I raise
this matter on behalf of those members who come into this Parliament and if the mobile
phones are not provided by the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet, it is a matter I
should raise in this part of the budget consideration.
The SPEAKER: Is the member seeking an answer?
Mr BLAIKIE: I received an answer which I did not find very satisfactory and I made a
comment on it because I feel it needs to be addressed.
The SPEAKER: Mr Chairman, do you intend to deal with each program seriatim? I
understand we are not dealing with program 3.0, but it will not be satisfactory if we move
from program 1.0 to 3.0 and then back to 2.0.
The CHAIRMAN: The question is put at the end of each division. Programs 1.0 to 5.0
form division 2. 1 would prefer it if members would go through the programs in
sequence to avoid jumping from program to programn. Some of the programs overlap and
some are not a great source of debate.
The SPEAKER: I simply asked the question because if we are to deal with the programs
individually I will ask the relevant officer to sit next to me.
[9.20 am]
Dr WATSON: Program 4.0 on page 8 of the Programt Statements is the parliamentary
reporting and information technology services. As you know, Mr Speaker, I have raised
in a letter with you - and I mentioned this in the House during debate on the
Appropriation (Consolidated Revenue) Bill (No 3) the other day - the payment of penalty
rates for casual keyboard operators. It is difficult to see from the way the proposed
expenditure is set out the breakdown of casual and permanent staff.
As a question of policy, will a determination be made so that when it is decided that
people employed for a set number of hours per week and day will work beyond the set
number of hours, they will be paid overtime penalty rates? This would seem fair to
anybody. Firstly, how many keyboard operators are employed on a full time and casual
basis?
Mr BURRELL: We have four full time and eight casual keyboard operators; a total of
12.
Dr WATSON: Under what conditions are they employed? Ame any distinctions made
regarding whether overtime will be paid for full time or casual people?
Mr BURRELL: The full time people come under the parliamentary employees' award.
We do not pay them overtime, but we give them time off in lieu.
Dr WATSON: Therefore, those employed on a casual basis are not paid overtime?
Mr BURRELL: At the moment they are not paid overtime. The matter is under
consideration.
Dr WATSON: When will that matter be resolved?
Mr BURRELL: It is before the Presiding Officers. I anticipate that it will be resolved in
the next week or two.
Dr WATSON: I have beard from Mr Burrell that the matter is to be decided by you, Mr
Speaker. Although I do not have the letter here, I understand that in msponse to my letter
to you, Mr Speaker, you said that the matter would be dealt with by Mr Burrell.
The SPEAKER: In anticipation of questions being asked on this matter, I asked Mr
Burrell to give me a brief statement on this matter which I ask him to read Out. We can
come to other questions subsequently.
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Mr BURRELL: The statement indicates that on 5 November 1993 the typists presented a
written address for a penalty to be added to the hourly rate in recognition of long hours
worked. I refer here to casual typists.
Dr WATSON: Let me interrupt there. For the edification of members, I understand that
the casual keyboard operators were waiting for up to 20 hours Straight. I understand that
that is not unusual.
Mr BURRELL: It is unusual, but it has happened. Last year in particular was a heavy
year, and sometimes that number of hours were worked consecutively.
The statement continues: The Deputy Chief Mansard Reporter met typists to discuss the
matter and subsequently supported their request after discussions with the Department of
Productivity and Labour Relations, which verbally recommended payment of a penalty.
In early March 1994 the Deputy Chief Hansard Reporter made a recommendation to me,
and I presented it to the Presiding Officers with my support. The Presiding Officers
discussed the matter with me and requested that DOPLAR be asked to make a written
recommendation. DOPLAR complied with that request, albeit somewhat reluctantly.
The Presiding Officers then met, and corresponded, with DOPLAR over the matter,
culminating in July in a letter from DOPLAR to the Presiding Officers alleging
underpayment by the Hansard Department of the casual typists. The allegation was
incorrect, and it caused further delay while we sorted it out and indicated the error.
Dr WATSON: Would you stop there. DOPLAR said that underpayment by your
department occurred. and you said that this was an error of judgment or an error of fact?
Mr BURRELL: It was an error of fact. I assume DOPLAR looked at time-sheets and
made certain assumptions without checking with us. It relates to the payment of a
guaranteed minimum number of hours worked per week, which applies during sitting
weeks, but not during non-sitting weeks.
Dr WATSON: What is the number of hours?
Mr BURRELL: It is 20 hours.
Dr WATSON: Therefore, if somebody worked 50 hours in one week, on the face of it
that person would have worked 30 hours' overtime.
Mr BURRELL: On the face of it, yes.
Dr WATSON: But you refute that? Is that what DOPLAR said?
Mr BURRELL: Not at all. DOPLAR made the assumption that if we worked a typist for
six hours in a non-sitting week, we should pay that person a guaranteed minimum of 20
hours. That is not the agreement we have with them. We pay a minimum of 20 hours
per week in a sitting week, but that does not apply in a non-sitting week. DOPLAR did
not understand that or ask about it.
Mr McGINTY: I find the response just given to be inadequate. You have people who
have occasionally worked 20 hours a day who have not received any overtime payment.
You have a report from DOPLAR on this matter and you say that it is under
consideration. I place on notice now that as part of these proceedings we would like to
see an answer to the question of when will they receive payment of overtime for that
work done. It is appropriate to have that determination provided during the Estimates
Committee proceedings.
The SPEAKER: I do not think that lines up with the agreement on which those people
are operating.
Mr McGINTY: The question is: Why axm they not paid overtime, and when will you
start doing so?
The SPEAKER: They are not paid overtime due to the agreement which they took up
upon commencing employment.
Mr GRAHAM: What was the agreement?
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Mr BURRELL: We contract with people individually to emplay them for a minimum
number of weeks per calendar year. We calculate the number of weeks on the number of
sitting weeks, plus two weeks for training.
Mr GRAHAM: I am not overly concerned at the moment about what is in the agreement.
Is it a contract? With wham does the employee have the agreement?
Mr BURRLELL: It is between the Chief Hansard Reporter and the employee.
Mr GRAHAM: Is it a workplace agreement?
Mr BURRELL: Not as such.
MrGRAHAM: Is it covered by an award?
Mr BURRLELL: No.
Mr GRAHAM: Is it a stand-alone agreement, or are they all the same?
Mr BURRLELL: They are the same. We pay some a little more than others; the hourly
rate increases according to the length of service as they become more proficient.
Mr McGINTY: -The Parliament should not condone such an unreasonable contract
entered into by the Chief Hansard Reporter. People are working up to 20 hours without
the payment of overtime. This Parliament, in good conscience, should not condone that.
Mr Chairman, I would like that question placed on notice so that we will receive an
answer as a result of these hearings. The situation is utterly unreasonable.
Mr BLAIKIE: When the information is made available, can we be advised of the
practice in other Parliaments?
The SPEAKER: I do not believe that the member for Fremantle can actually insist on
any answer to a question. We axe happy to give a statement.
Mr McGINTY: My word I can insist on an answer.
The SPEAKER: You will not necessarily get an answer.
Mr McGINTY: If you want to abuse these proceedings in that way, be it on your head.
The CHAIRMAN: Order!
The SPEAKER: The member should not think he can run these proceedings like some
other organisation he has been with.
Mr McGINTY: Like when you are in the Chair!
The CHAIRMAN: Order!
The SPEAKER: The situation is clear: The member can ask and we will be happy to
provide the details regarding the way people have been working.
Mr McGITY: Are you happy for people to work 20 hours without the payment of
overtime? It is unbelievable!
The SPEAKER: Do you mean 20 ordinary hours a week?
Mr McGINTY: No, straight.

[9.30 am]
The SPEAKER: You did not say that. I am happy to provide the list of the arrangements
under which -

Mr McGINTY: What about answering the question regarding whether you are happy
that people work for 20 hours straight pursuant to a contract that you am supposed to
supervise?
The SPEAKER: I have given an answer -
Several members inteijected.
The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Mr McGINTY: I have asked the Speaker whether he is happy -
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The CHAIRMAN: Order! I should intervene and set the record straight.
Dr WATSON: Could Mr Burrell finish reading the letter?
The CHAIRMAN: When I have finished. According to the instructions to Chairmen
regarding committee procedures. it is not in order for a member to have a list of questions
incorporated in die record for later answer by a Minister. As to the question by the
member for Fremantle I rake it that is in effect a question on notice to be answered by the
Speaker. That does not preclude die Speaker from doing what the member suggests, but
it is not something we wish to record in Hansard, and have that as a requirement that the
Speaker must answer. The Speaker's remarks about the request were accurate, although I
-m sure he will have no trouble providing the information required without it being in the
form of ademand. I take it that information will be provided, and we can leave the
matter there.
The SPEAKER: As well as providing a description of the terms under which these
people are employed, we will provide a comparative basis from the other states. That
information will go to Mr Blailde. Does the member for Fremantle wish to receive both
pieces of information?
Mr McGINTY: I am very interested in the end result.
The SPEAKER: I -m asking a question.
Mr McGINTY: I would like three pieces of information; the two referred to, and whether
you will pay overtime to people in those circumstances.
The SPEAKER: We are still examining the whole issue, so I am not in a position to
answer.
The CHAIRMAN: That is a matter to take up in another way, member for Fremantle.
Mr Speaker, if you provide any information for any member of the committee, the
information should be available to all members.
The SPEAKER: If everyone wishes the information I am happy to provide it.
The CHAIRMAN: Can we have the last part of the letter that Mr Burrell was reading?
Mr BURRELL: It was a briefing for Mr Speaker. I had reached the point where
DOPLAR had written to the Presiding Officers giving incorrect information. I met with
the Presiding Officers and the matter was discussed further. The Presiding Officers
asked me to go away and come back with another recommendation. That was presented
on 12 August The matter is presently under consideration by the Presiding Officers.
Mr TAYLOR: What is t ecommenidation?
Mr BURRELL: It is for the payment of a penalty rate for all hours worked, that is, a $2
an hour penalty in lieu of overtime for all hours worked.
Dr WATSON: Two dollars an hour! Are you a aware that penalty rates often incur
double time or indeed sometimes triple rime? It is to be $2 an hour, so, if a person
worked 20 hours straight, the person would receive after eight or seven and three quarter
hours a regular payment and then $24 for working 12 hours!
Mr BLAIKIE: That would be calculated on all hours worked.
Mr TAYLOR: At the end of a 20 hour shift a person would receive $24 extra. Did you
put forward that recommendation of your own volition, Mr Burrell, or was that suggested
by the Presiding Officers?
Mr BURRELL: It was suggested by DOPLAR.
The SPEAKER: It covers the hours that they do not work also. If the present rate is $18
an hour it would go to $20 an hour for all hours; that is, it would be for the unworked
hours as well.
The CHAIRMAN: Although this is a very important matter which was the subject of
discussion prior to this committee hearing, the fact that members on both sides take a
deep interest is well recorded. Some information will be provided, and if anything
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further needs to be done with regard to penalties for hours worked, that matte can best
be pursued in a logical sequence after the recommendation has been put to the Presiding
Officers and dealt with. This is flot the proper forum to enter into debate about the rights
and wrongs of a matter that is being considered, and which is not in place.
Dr WATSON: I seek an assurance that a representative of the group is involved in
negotiations. It would seem unjust to have something like that simply imposed. I am
talking about policy issues that are not directly related to our discussions this morning.
I turn now to the schedule attached to appropriation Bill No 3. A great deal of concern
has been expressed about the approval of this money retrospectively. An amount of
$396 000 was approved for expenditure in the Legislative Assembly, and $283 000-odd
for the Joint Printing Committee. I understand that the money would need to be
appropriated from elsewhere, and that savings would have been made elsewhere. From
which program did the savings come?
Mr McHUGH: The appropriation of funds, of course, is effected by the Bill after
Treasury provides funds from the advance account. It does not come from parliamentary
sources; it comes from the general consolidated fund. As to the amount of the excess,
which I think perhaps you are also asking about, we had overexpenditure by committees.
Over our original allocation of $122 000 committees spent $729 000. We had to get an
excess of $394 000, as a result of cutting out a program altogether ini other parts of the
Assembly budget and dramatically reducing others; added to that is the fact that because
the staff were involved heavily in committees, we did not have time for them to carry out
their normal work. In a number of' areas we are up to a year behind in the work we must
complete in the Assembly. Consequently, we are having to catch up this year.
Dr WATSON: So, there is no allocation for extra FTEs?
MR McHUGH: No. I have approached the Speaker on the matter because we were
expecting that committee activities would wind down but we still have 10 or more
committees operating. If things work out the way I would like, we would be looking at
an average FTE number by the end of the year of probably 22 or 23 to catch up with the
extra work and with the backlog of work that we did not complete last year.
Dr WATSON: Would you say that a large component of the $396 000 went on travel?
Mr McI-UGH: Yes. The $396 000 is a net figure as a result of the unexpected
expenditure by committees since last year's budget was put together, and savings overall
in the Legislative Assembly budget. It is a net consolidated figure.
Dr WATSON: Where was the additional $284 000 for the Joint Printing Committee
expended?
Mr BURRELL: A total of $64 000 went on salaries and related staff costs due to the
increased activity of Parliament in the past financial year, $211 000 on the printing of
Mansard, and $17 000 on the employment of contract reporters to report some select
committees Hansard staff were physically unable to report. We had savings of $9 000 in
other areas, giving a total of $283 000 excess expenditure.
[9.40 am]
Dr WATSON: In fact, this year you have budgeted for less than you did for last year
when you needed that extra allocation. I am just making that point.
Mr BURRELL: Yes, we budgeted for a normal sitting year in the current financial year.
That is all we can do. We cannot forecast that Parliament will sit 20 hours a day for two
or three days a week.
Dr WATSON: Can I just ask -

The CHAIRMAN: Member for Kenwick, I am conscious of the fact that you are not a
member of the committee. I have allowed questions, but I think other members who are
members of the committee perhaps might like to have a turn. Are there any other
questions?
Mr McGINTY: I am happy.
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The CHAIRMAN: I am sure you are happy, but other members of this House who are
official committee members may wish to ask questions.
Dr WATSON: Maybe we need a longer allocation.
Mr BLAIKIE: I have questions an three or four are-as, and am very anxious to get on to
dhe Ombudsman area. Getting back to Hansard, could you provide, as supplementary
information, details of the salaries paid to Hansard reporters over the previous 12 months
and the number of hours and days worked in that period, together with a comparison with
other Australian Parliaments for the same period? If that were possible to compile
reasonably, it would help the Parliament understand what is going on.
Mr BURRELL: It will take some little time but it can be done.
Mr McGINTY: Returning to the question of conditions of employment of the staff, Mr
Speaker, are you happy with the cunrent system regulating the conditions of employment
of parliamentary staff? Given the unique position of their not being public servants but
being employed by the Parliament, would you see any merit in having the conditions of
employment of all staff at Parliament House regulated by the Salaries and Allowances
Tribunal?
Mr CLARKO: This is not a question I have considered to this time. I do not know
whether anyone would care to comment on this question. We are considering it at the
present moment, and we have correspondence from the heads of the various departments
who are looking at how they address salaries and conditions of officers within the
Parliament. There have been meetings of various sections of the staff, and they have
been considering what new arrangements they may care to make in regard to agreements
and the like. We have not yet reached the point where I can give a substantive answer.
Mr McHUGH: The joint consultative committee process is proposed in order to have
further discussions on the question of awards, the parliamentary employees' award and
other conditions which apply here. I would not like to preempt any decisions out of that
as to what the best way to go might be. It may be something we can consider while in
that process.
Mr TAYLOR: I have two questions and a comment. Firstly, axe you going to do
anything at all about the appalling lights over our heads? Secondly, I understand a
review is currently taking place of the education services made available by Sheila Mills
and David Klemm. I believe these services are excellent, and I hope the view would be
to expand these services provided to young people in Western Australia to enable them to
understand the workings of our Parliament Thirdly, I understand the Parliamentary
Librarian is moving on. I think we started here at the same time, and I would like to say
that we will miss her greatly. She has done an outstanding job in our Parliamentary
Library.
Mr CLARKO: I warmly agree with your comments about the reputation and standing of
Ms Membrey. which is recognised not only in this Parliament but also in the wider world
of librarians and parliamentary librarians. As to the lights, as you are aware, during the
recess the lights will be raised half a metre, as they are not in the right position. Tests
have been conducted and after the lights have been raised half a metre further tests will
be considered. However, I would say most deliberately that the lights are here because of
complaints by numerous members about the inadequacy of the previous lighting, and I
strongly agree with them. My predecessor advocated that the lighting be upgraded.
What was your other question?
Mr TAYLOR: I raised the review of the education services, and said I hoped they would
be expanded rather than contracted-
Mr CLARKO: I know of no efforts to withdraw them or reduce them. I think it is
generally agreed that the service provided is very good. However, I think you will agree,
in terms of what is done in this place by way of those two excellent officers, that it is
appropriate from time to time to listen to various comments.
Dr WATSON: And augment them.
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Mr CLARKO: Apart from some augmenting, we need to examine from time to time
what is being provided by these people as they give their excellent talks. This comment
is in no way directed to the merits or demerits of what they do, but there is a need to
ensure that, because different audiences require different addresses -
Dr WATSON: And they do this.
Mr CL.ARKO: It is not appropriate to interject at this stage.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! Member for Kenwick, I must remind you that, as an
unofficial member of this committee, you have even fewer rights than the average
member.
Mr McGINTY: The Speaker was savaged in the nicest possible way.
Mr CLARKO: 1 believe we should continue this extremely good service but, like
everything it needs to be reviewed to see what we can do to enhance it and provide an
opportunity for what we do to become even better in the future.
Mr BOARD: On page 6, program 2.0, support for the Legislative Assembly, under
recurrent finance, can someone explain how the FT7-s can go up by one and the amount
down by $200 000 a year?
Mr McHUGH: The FlEa increased by one, as I said earlier. I think at the end of this
year the figure will be 22 or 23. The figure is in other operating costs, where you will see
$1 025m. as the actual expenditure for 1993-94, which was largely as a result of
committee expenditure. We do not anticipate anything like that committee expenditure
in the operating costs for 1994-95. As I said earlier, because of the staff that must be
allocated to committee work, a good deal of other work did not get done last year which
we hope to get done this year. I suggest our Frts will increase considerably in the
current financial year. I am not sure whether that explains it for you.
Mr GRAHAM: I do not think it does. On that information I would suggest that if the
FTEs goup the opeating cosswill also go up.
Mr McHUGH: Yes. Of the $1 025m other operating costs last year, a very significant
amount was for committee travel; it was not so much that we were employing extra staff,
That level of nravel is not involved in the current yea.
[9.50 aml
The SPEAKER: The member will appreciate that last year we appointed more select
committees than have been appointed in the time the member has been in Parliament. I
understand the figure used to be one select committee set up per parliamentay term.
Last year we got six almost immediately, and others have been set up subsequently
including the excellent committee on Wintenoom which the member chaired. In my
view? when the Parliament unanimously agrees to set up a committee, which it did in the
case of the Wittenoomn committee and all those other committees, it is hard for me as the
person who approves expenditure on them to say other than, "Please look at it again:
perhaps you can prune it here or there." The amount of money you sough: for the
Wittenoom select committee was exactly the amount you were given. To me, that was a
logical thing to do. There is some anticipation, perhaps unfounded, that in the second
year of this Government the number of committees it will agree to support will be fewer.
Mr GRAHAM: You are momelikely tobe right in the third year than in the second year!
Division 3: Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations,
$1603000.
[Chairman, Mr Ainsworth.]
(Hon JtO. Clarke, Speaker.]
(Mrt R. Eadie, Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations.]
(Mr A. Errington, Deputy Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative
investigations.]
Mr McCIINTY: I amn concerned about the delays in cases being handled by your office.
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What is the current delay in processing applications that would be lodged today, and
what does this say about the resources that are available to properly process complaints?
Mr EADIE: The situation is a good deal better in the office thanks to the additional
resources provided over the course of the past two years. I mention one important
statistic: As at 30 June 1993 we had 257 allegations over 12 months of age, whereas at
30 June 1994 that figure had been reduced to 67 allegations over 12 months of age. The
position has improved quite dramatically compared with a year ago. We still have,
inevitably in an office of our kind because of the wide differences in the nature of the
complaints which range from straightforward matters to extrmely complex ones, quite a
number of outstanding matters for a certain length of time.
A breakdown of the figures shows that at 30 June 1994 we had 406 allegations in hand up
to three months old; 404 aged between three and 12 months; 21 between 12 and 18
months; and 40 allegations over 18 months. I would not regard the first figure as
significant because many matters, even if handled expeditiously, will take three months
and more to dispose of. I would like to see us maintain an average disposal time of about
three months. It is not easy in some cases, but that is the kind of time frame I would like
to see achieved if possible.
Mr McGINTY: When would you expect a complaint lodged today to be addressed and
investigated?
Mr EADIE: That would depend very much on the nature of the complaint. In the case of
complaints against police, you must bear in mind that under the legislation the police
must be given the first opportunity to investigate, and that means a minimum period of 42
days. or longer f1 agree to allow it to go beyond that, before I can become involved after
the police have completed their investigations. On the other hand, in my general
jurisdiction covering all other complaints I can begin an investigation from the word go.
Broadly speaking one would be talking about an average figure of just over three months.
Mr BLAIKIE: I have raised die question of the Parliamentary Commissioner's area of
jurisdiction for the past four years. I was concerned to be advised last time that the
Parliamentary Commissioner has no jurisdiction over quite a large number of bodies.
Has any progress been made in the past 12 months to include more organisations so that
the public can take their complaints to the Ombudsman?
The SPEAKER: The Parliamentary Commissioner has taken up this matter with the
Presiding Officers in my time, and probably before. The legislation lays down which
departments or government bodies come under his jurisdiction. As a result of the latest
letters from the commissioner, the President and I have examined the issue. A meeting
had been set down for last Monday, but due to my state of health I was unable to attend.
I presume the President met the commissioner on that occasion.
Mr EADIE: Yes, the President of the Legislative Council and I had a meeting and I
indicated my concern about the present position.
The SPEAKER: I am waiting for a report from the President on this matter. We have in
mind a three way meeting with the commissioner in the near future to look at the point
the member has raised.
Mr BLAIKIE: I find it almost incomprehensible that a number of organisations should
not be under his jurisdiction, such as the Commissioner for Equal Opportunity, the Lands
and Forest Commission, the National Parks and Wildlife Conservation Authority and a
host of others. Surely the public should have access to the Ombudsman should people
have a grievance in relation to any of those bodies. Why is there a delay? It is important
in my view that the jurisdiction be widened.
The SPEAKER: Perhaps the member for Vasse would care to write to the President and
me and indicate the departments in relation to which he has had experiences which cause
him to think it desirable that they be included in the commissioner's jurisdiction. We are
examining this matter at the moment, and had it not been for my ill-health it would have
been slightly advanced as a result of the recent meeting.
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[10.00am]
Mr GRAHAM: I seek from the Parliamentary Commissioner by way of supplementary
information the number of allegations against the police for the year ending 1994, the age
of the complaints up to three months, between three months and 12 months, and those
over 18 months.
The CHAIRMAN: That question has been recorded for the member.
The SPEAKER: There have been problems from time to time in terms of the time it
cakes to get die answers. The fact that we have a two week recess will possibly give us a
better opportunity than previously.
Division 4: Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet, $51 563 000 -
[Mr Ainsworth, Chairman.]
[Mr Court, Premier.]
[Mr J. Pritchard, Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet.]
[Mr M.C. Wauchope, inistry of the Premier and Cabinet.]
Mr BLAIKIE: As the committee progresses, is it your intention. Mr Chairman, that the
programs and subprograms be done in sequence? If a member joins a committee at a
later stage and it has already progressed through that section, is it the committee's
intention to go back?
The CHAIRMAN: It provides me with something of a dilemma. Progress through a
series of divisions under the control of a particular Minister must be done in logical
order. We will discuss divisions one by one, so we cannot go back. I prefer that we deal
with them in order. The Premier has his advisers with him and we must progress the
business in a lgclfashion.
Mr BLAJIKIE: That is how it was done when the Leader of the Opposition was on the
other side of the House.
The CHAIRMAN: I am sure the Leader of the Opposition will bear that in mind when
directing his members to ask questions.
Mr TAYLOR: I notice in the Program Statements that the salaries and wages and related
staff costs of all the ministerial officers have been lumped under your portfolio. I
understand that is a fairly substantial change from the past. Why are you attempting to
hide the cost of ministerial staff from the public?
Mr COURT: I? have no intention of hiding any costs from the public.
Mr TAYLOR: They are effectively hidden by lumping them all together and no-one has
the opportunity of examining Minister by Minister what is the cost of staffing and of
running their offices.
Mr COURT: It is no different from what was the case under your government. They
were always grouped under the one heading.
Mr TAYLOR: It is different; we made sure in our case that Ministers and their officers
were paid for out of the departments for which they were responsible. in this case they
are lumped together.
Mr TAYLOR: Why has the number of ministerial officers increased from 203 to 237 - a
16 percent increase in those staff?
Mr COURT: In the past few years of your government the staffing was always
consolidated into the one figure and nothing has changed with that presentation.
Mr TAYLOR: It has. Given you will not answer my questions, can I have the following
information - as at 30 June 1994 - in respect of each Minister's office: The number of
staff employed, the number of staff in each Minister's office that have a wage and salary

package within the ranges of less than $30 000. $30 000 to $40 000, $40 000 to $50 000,
$0 000 to $60 000, $60 000 to $70 000. and $70 000 to $80 000? What is the salary
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range of senior officers in each of the ministerial offices and have there been any
significant changes in those salary ranges over the past 12 months? I accept that question
is on notice.
The CHAIRMAN: Although seeking additional infornation is quite appropriate, at the
end of any particular Ministers' session, tabling a list of questions effectively on notice
will not be accepted.
Mr GRAHAM: What does that mean?
The CHAIRMAN: With reference to previous divisions, I think the member for Pilbara
wanted further information on some items. However, in the past, there has been a full
discussion on a range of issues on several divisions and in the last couple of minutes
people have put on the record various questions. We have been advised that is not the
way questions should be asked. It is different from what the member for Pilbara did.
What the Leader of the Opposition did was to seek supplementary information. A list of
questions cannot be put forward for supplementary information simply because members
did not have time to ask them. I have sympathy for members asking questions, but their
time is limited.
[10.10 am]
Mr OSBORNE: Some time ago I wrote to the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet
seeking an upgrade of my electorate office computer which is old and the screen quality
is very poor. The answer I received was no resources were available to upgrade the
equipment. It is an essential piece of equipment to assist a member of Parliament in the
performance of his duties. I was somewhat disappointed because I had anecdotal
feedback that some members of Parliament had sophisticated computer systems in their
electorate offices. Has an allocation been made to upgrade what is quite outdated
equipment in electorate offices and what is the procedure for the update programs?
Mr COURT: Concern has been expressed about equipment in members' offices. There
have been variations of equipment between the offices because some have gone through
different generations of equipment. An allocation of $550 000 is available in this year's
budget to upgrade equipment in electorate offices. The process has involved the calling
of a request for a proposal through the State Supply Commission and the issuing of a
restricted tender with those organisations which responded to the request for that
proposal. It is anticipated that the tender will be awarded in September and the project
will be completed by the end of December.
The CHAIRMAN: Items of capital expenditure cannot be debated in this committee. In
this case the member for Bunbury was seeking an indication of the Government's policy
and the Premier answered the question by stating an amount of money. It is a borderline
case, but I advise members that they cannot ask questions of a direct nature on capital
expenditure.
Dr GALLOP: I refer the Premier to page 21 of the Program Statements and to the first
item under major achievements for 1993/94. It refers to the establishment of the public
sector reform committee of Cabinet and my runt set of questions deals with that
committee. Firstly, who is on the committee; secondly, how often does the committee
meet; thirdly, what does it do; and fourthly, what sort of support does it get from within
the ministry?
Mr COURT: The Deputy Premier, the Minster for Transport, the Minister for Finance,
the Minister for Lands and I am on that committee. Craig Lawrence works for the
committee and the main support officer is Paul Schapper. The backup for the committee
comes mainly out of the policy office of the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet. The
committee meets every Monday at 7.30, theoretically for one and a half hours. If a
particular issue is before the committee some people request an extension of time. For
example, an issue may involve the revamping of a department If additional time is
required the committee will meet on other occasions. However, it tries to meet every
Monday at 7.30.
DrOGALLOPh What is the committee's agenda?
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Mr COURT: It follows on from the McCarmey report. Its main agenda is to implement
reform within the public sector. In the first series of meetings the committee requested
the chief executive officers and their Ministers to explain their particular reform agendas.
They now provide quarterly reports on their progress and details of some of their work.
if the committee is not happy with their performance it concentrates on that until die
problem has been tackled. It is an additional process to the Cabinet estimates committee
in which similar people are involved, but it is looking at the spending priorities. This
committee looks at the mechanics of how to bring about certain change.
Dr GALLOP: Does this committee look at specific tendering out within the public sector
agencies?
Mr COURT: In what way?
Dr GALLOP: It is not clear from the Budget papers which committee deals with the
arrangement I understand has been set up so that public sector organisations, when
tendering for work, have to establish that they are doing that on a level playing field with
the private sector. The Premier will recall the controversy surrounding the contract
relating to die Water Authority of Western Australia. I understood there was an agency
within the ministry that reviewed the tender to assure the Government that there was an
equal playing field.
Mr COURT: Each department has responsibility for handling those things. If there was
a concern that the Government was starting to take business from the private sector
through a government agency the matter could be raised at a meeting of the public sector
reform committee. No particular agency has the responsibility to interfere in thes
matters.
Dr GALLOP: Have any of the issues been raised with the public sector reform
committee?
Mr COURT: On tendering proposals they are raised on a regular basis.
Dr GALLOP: Therefore, the committee reviews the tendering process within agencies if
the private sector complains to you.
Mr COURT: Not necessarily. If a department has a responsibility to privatise a
particular operation and that is not happening, the committee would expect the CEO to
explain what is happening.
Dr GALLOP: What about the situation I referred to where a private sector competitor of
the Government came to you and said, 'We believe agency X should not be given this
tender because it is tendering on an uneven playing field"? Would this committee
consider that?
Mr COURT: Eventually it might. The first inquiry would go to the relevant department
and Minister.
Dr GALLOP: Has this committee ever considered an issue like this?
Mr COURT: Off the top of my head I cannot tell the member.
Dr GALLOP: I put the following question on notice: Has the public sector reform
committee considered any complaints raised by private sector competitors in respect of
the tendering process?
Mr COURT: I thought I made it clear that any complaints would go the Mlinister and
department responsible for it.
Dr GALLOP: Ilam asking whether this committee has dealt with any of those issues?
Mr COURT: It deals with a range of issues. The member will not get a copy of its
agenda.
Dr GALLOP: I put the following question on notice: Has the specific tendering in
Government agencies been made the agenda of the committees?
Mr COURT: The committee does not interfere with what the Minister or his department
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are doing. It will debate a particular issue, but the relevant Minister has the overall
responsibility for running that particular area. The whole idea of this process is to have a
think tanik to come up with suggestions to help departments improve their operations.
The committee does not get involved in the departments' nuts and bolts decisions. It is
suggesting the broader agenda which the departments can introduce. It is not a day to
day role.
Dr GALLOP: I put that question on notice.
[ 10.20 am]
Mrt BOARD: Page 20 of the Program Statements refers to royal and other commissions
of inquiry; what are the six FTEs for the 1994-95 financial year working on?
Mrt COURT: This involves two groups: The Aboriginal Social Justice Task Force
implementation group, and the graffiti task force.
Mr TAYLOR: Page 22 of the Program Statements refers to -

Commencement of a program of attitude monitoring to better understand
community needs and assist die government in defining policy objectives and
programs.

Page 26 refers to a number of major tenders being called, one of which is for an attitude
monitoring survey. I presume that they are linked. What is the nature of the program
and who were the successful tenderers?
Mr COURT: A regular poll takes place on a wide range of community issues; this
recently commenced operation. The previous government had extensive polling in a
number of areas. This is general polling to try to determine whether the Government is
addressing the issues raised in the community.
Mr TAYLOR: Who does the polling?
Mr COURT: That contract is with West Coast Field Services.
Mr TAYLOR: Can you provide us with the details of the cost, and the nature, of the poll.
the questions asked, and the outcome of this "attitude monitoring" in Western Australia?
Mr COURT: Yes.
Mr OSBORNE: Page 22 of the Program Statements refers to a major planned
achievement for 1994-95 being for the ministry to coordinate with the Western
Australian Tourist Commission on tourism development, and also refers to coordination
with trade and investment. What is the relationship between the Mnistry of the Premier
and Cabinet and the other two departments? I would have thought that the lead agencies
in Tourism and Commerce and Trade would have primary involvement. Does an
informal arrangement exist, and what is the policy for determining which body takes the
lead on certain issues?
h& COURT: The agencies to which the member referred are certainly the lead agencies.
However, the Premier takes a very active role in promoting both tourism and trade
initiatives. As the member is aware, I also have a responsibility in the tourism area.
Even if that were not the case, I would be involved in encouraging the attraction to
Western Australia of events such as the world cycling championships. On the nuade front,
often leading delegations visit this state, and wherever possible the Premier, the Deputy
Premier and the relevant Minister give such visits the highest possible status. Also, my
visits overseas are predominantly trade and investment related, and have the tourism push
associated with them.
Mr OSBORNE: How does the relationship between the Ministry of the Premier and
Cabinet anid other departments work in practice? Does the ministry take the lead in
initiating, for example, the state tourism plan and is its implementation left to the
agency?
Mr COURT: It is all done by the Tourism Commission or the Department of Commerce
and Trade. A very large department of Premier and Cabinet operated under the previous
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goverrnment. This had a large policy unit with heads in all areas such as trade, investment
and social issues. We got rid of all that. if I need trade advice, I deal directly with the
Department of Commerce and Trade. Likewise, on tourism issues I deal directly with die
Tourism Commission. Where possible, we deal directly with the agencies.
Mr TAYLOR: If you got rid of that unit, why has the number of FTEs increased from
605 last year to 634 in this financial year?
Mr COURT: That area was abolished. Last year we introduced into this division the
Public Sector Management Office, and this year we have incorporated the Government
Property Office. That is comparing apples with apples. They are included in those
figures.
Dr GALLOP: Page 23 of the Program Statements has a communications subprogram,
which deals with the Government Media Office. When the Premier was in Opposition he
made the point of criticising the Government Media Office; at that time he described it as
a huge and sleazy propaganda machine and said that he would cut it in half. However,
the Budget papers indicate an expansion in the size of this office by 3 FrE positions.
What are these positions and how do you justify the increase given your commitment to
the people prior to the last general election?
Mr COURT: The approved staff allocation at the media office is currently 26 FTEs,
although it is currently operating at 24. That covers the director and the administration
staff. It involves media monitoring, government advertising, a communications unit and
the corporate services allocation. Currently we have 16 press secretaries, this
Government has more Ministers than the previous government; therefore, we have more
sharing of press officers among Ministers.
Dr GALLOP: Recently you appointed Robert Reid, a former Canberra bureau journalist
for The West Australian. What is his job?
Mr COURT: He works in the policy area. Journalists have skills ocher than journalism,
and he is working in the policy section.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I thought you said a moment ago that you had removed the policy
section.
Mr COURT: The previous government had a section known as the department of
Cabinet which was headed by Marelle Anderson. We no longer have that department.
Mr TAYLOR: You have just changed the name.
Mr COURT: No.
Mr TAYLOR: You said previously that you did not have a policy section, yet we find
out that you do have such a section.
Mr COURT: I said that the former department of Cabinet has gone. This employed
about 100 people under the previous government. The majority of our advice now does
not come from a policy unit within the ministry.
Mr TAYLOR: So, you have a policy unit?
Mr COURT: Yes.
Mrs HALLAHAN: How big is it and who heads it?
Mr COURT: It is headed by Don Saunders. It has an approved allocation of 36 FTEs
although it is operating below that figure.
Mrs HALLAHAN: is the federal affairs unit within or without the policy unit?
Mr COURT: It is within that unit-
Mrs HALLAHAN: The federal affairs unit seems to be very expensive for Western
Australia. I presume chat is the agency which has recommended that we should not enter
the coastal worinrg group, and that we should not become involved with the $70m
allocation by the Federal Government. That was the group that led us not to go to the
emergency dental health program for disadvantaged people on low incomes in this state
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earlier this year. I presume that it is also the group that has cost us a great deal of money
to appeal against the land titles and tz-ational usage legislation. Is that the case?
[10.30 an)
Mr COURT: The member is presuming a lot of things.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Can you correct any wrong presumption?
Mr COURT: The federal affairs unit is involved in all dealings that the state has with the
Federal Government. The unit oversees the procedure to ensure that we have same
coordination, but matters such as Mabo, or any native title action, involve a number of
different parties and in this case the unit does not have much involvement. A senior
public servant is responsible for overseeing the native tide operation.
Mrs HAU..ARAN: Who is that?
Mr COURT: Mr Stephen Wood, who was formerly with DOPLAR.
Dr GALLOP: Returning to the Government Media Office, can the Premier tell us a little
about the two media secretaries employed in Bunbury and Geraldton? Are they on
contract to the OMO?
Mr COURT: There is no person. There is a contract with Anthony Wlee Media in
Bunbury. and with Brian Abbott in Geraldton. Previously, the Government employed
media officers in the office of the Minister for the South West, separate from the South
West Development Authority. We closed the offices in Geraldton and Btrnbury. We
have put out the work to the private sector. In Bunbury the cost is $55 000 a year and in
Geraldton $40 000 a year for a wide range of services. It is a very cost efficient way to
provide those services.
Dr GALLOP: Was the work put out to public tender?.
Mr COURT: It was the normal process through the State Supply Commission.
Dr GALLOP: Who supervises and monitors their performance?
Mr COURT: Their performance is overseen by the head of the OMO, Barry Thornton.
Dr GALLOP: Can local backbench members of Parliament - for example, the members
for Bunbury and Geraldton - access the services of the media secretaries?
Mr COURT: The services are for the Government, mainly me. For example, this week I
will be in Bunbury. I will work with them and explain what I want to do in Bunbury.
including the issues I will run. I will get them to assist in preparing press statements, etc.
Dr GALLOP: You ame not in Bunbuiy or Geraldton all the time. What do they do in
between?
Mr COURT: They provide a range of services.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Is that to local Liberal Party members?
Mr COURT: No, to the Government.
Dr GALLOP: So, no local Liberal Party members access the service of the media
secretaries?
Mr COURT: No, the services are to the Government. Any local member can talk to
those people. They would talk to local members of all political parties, if it helped them
to carry out their responsibilities.
Dr GALLOP: Let us be specific: Do they write press releases for the members for
Geraldton and Bunbury?
Mr COURT: I would think not.
Dr GALLOP: Would you regard it as proper if they did?
Mr COURT: That is a hypothetical question.
Dr GALLOP: So, you confirm that they have never written a press release for the
members for Geralton and Bunbury?
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Mr COURT: It is a hypothetical question.
Dr GALLOP: It is not; it is specific. I will put the question on notice: Has either the
contracted media secretary in Bunbury or Geraldton written any press releases for the
members for Bunbury and Geraldion?
Mr COURT: Services are being provided for a quarter of the price paid previously.
Several members inteijected.

Point of Order
Dr GALLOP: This is an Estimates Commuittee. The proper way to proceed is with an
interchange between members asking questions of the Government - in this case, the
Premier - and the notion of interjections is out of order.
Several members interjected.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I am not receiving a great deal of cooperation from either
side, I regret to say. Interjections are out of order. This is not a parliamentary debate.
Questions and answers should flow in an orderly fashion.
Mr PENDAL: I was aware of the practice in Bunbury under the previous government.
This is a political stunt by members opposite.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! Such an inteijection by the member for South Perth is, by its
nature, a political statement. I agree with the advice from my left. This is not an
appropriate forum for this type of advice to be given to the Chamber, whether the
interjection is providing clarification or not. Such clarification properly comes from the
Minister who is, in this case, the Premier.

Committee Resumed
Mr BLAIKIE: At page 23 of the Program Statements subprogram 1.1 relates to overseas
representation. It appears that an extra FIE will be provided in 1994-95, but the extra
PI'E will cost less. What is the reason for that?
Mr COURT: In general terms, the budgets remain the same. At the European office we
are negotiating new lease terms for Australia House. to come into effect in three years.
In the short termi, we are hrying to combine premises with the South Australian
Government to share the costs because we am concerned about the high rental for the
building. The European office underutilised its FM~ by two during 1993-94, although it
will continue with the same entitlement.
Mr BLAIKIE: Can the Premier provide a breakdown of overseas representation in the
Tokyo office, the London office, and any other agency areas?
Wr COURT: I can provide that material in my two areas of responsibility. The north

Asia office is based out of Tokyo and covens Korea. Most other offices are trade offices
which come under the Department of Commutce and Trade. Also, there are some
tourism offices and Education Department offices. If you want a list of all the offices it
can be arranged.
[10.40 am]
Mr BLAIKIE: The final part is this: In relation to overseas representation, I understand
all the Moinisters being involved, but has the Government considered whether it is
appropriate to bring the offices totally under the umbrella of the Premier, even though
they may be under the dirctdon of other Ministers, so that the Premier has a complete
handle on the whole thing?
Mr COURT: That has been argued many times, but it is a case of horses for courses. It
depends on what one is trying to achieve in a particular area. Gold Corporation has
offices in certain locations where no-one else would want an office. There is no need
theme for state representation. The London office has a trade and investment focus, and
there will be a senior person from the Department of Commerce and Trade for those
areas and on specific jobs. For example, a special team went over for the wine show. I
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do not think it is a matter of having them under one Minister, The important thing is to
know what to focus on in a particular place. We have placed a stronger focus on Kuala
Lumupur than on Singapore on certain issues. With tourism we must hit our targets. I do
not think we would necessarily achieve a great deal by having them under one Minister.
Governments come and go, and these matters can change.
Mr BLAIKIE: I would appreciate your advice on where the people are overseas.
Mrs HALLAHAN: This is a fourth question.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! The judgment on the questions will be left to me.
Mr TAYLOR: I refer again to the attitude monitoring surveys, or polling, that was
undertaken. In the interests of showing how things are done by an open and accountable
Government, will you make available full details of all the surveys undertaken as a result
of the program you have commenced, including the questions asked, the costs, and the
results of each of the polls undertaken?
Mr COURT: You asked that question, and I said we would provide all the infornation.
We have also been asked detailed questions on the polls we have run, and we have
provided that information. That is in stark contrast to what happened previously, when
we were provided with no polling information over the 10 years of the Labor
government.
Mr TAYLOR: Can we expect the outcome of each poll as it is concluded?
Mr COURT: You have asked for chat information -

Mr TAYLOR: As it is concluded?
Mr COURT: When you ask for that information.
Mr TAYLOR: I am asking whether you will provide, as a matter of policy, the outcome
of each of chose attitude polls when you receive it.
Mr COURT: We will provide it when you ask for it.
Mr TAYLOR: This is your open and accountable government. As a matter of policy you
will not provide to the public of Western Australia the results of each of those polls.
Mr COURT: Do not put words into my mouth. I said that if you ask for information it
will be provided. That is the exact opposite of what your government did.
Mr TAYLOR: I asked you -

The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Mr COURT: We will give you the information when you ask for it.
Mr TAYLOR: That is just a smart answer. It will not get you very far.
The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Mr TAYLOR: Are you prepared to provide the results of each of those attitude polls or
surveys when you receive them?
Mr COURT: No.
Mr TAYLOR: Why not?
Mr COURT: Because we will provide them when you ask for them.
Mr TAYLOR: That is uidiculous. Should we submit a letter every day asking if you
have one for that day?
Mr COURT: If you think it is necessary.
Mr TAYLOR: That is accountable -

Mr COURT: The accountability is that this Government provides the information. Your
government -

Mr TAYLOR: You have just refused to provide information.
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Mr COURT: Just a momeot; to the contrary: I have said that if you ask for dhe
information we will provide it.
Mr TAYLOR: I ask youto do iton the day.
Mr COURT: We will not grant access to the information on a day to day basis because
until our office -

Mr TAYLOR: Are you prepared to make information on polls publicly available when
you receive it?
Mr COURT: If you ask for the information we will get it for you.
Mir TAYLOR: That is not an answer in keeping with your supposed openness and
accountability for Western Australia. You have failed again.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I recognise the sensitivity of some of the questions put by the
Opposition to the Government, but I think the point you are trying to make is well made.
It was recorded in Hazsard more than adequately as it was said two or thre times. I
would like to avoid repetition like that in the future.
Mrs HALLAHAN: What provision has been made in the forward estimates for
compensation under the Land (Titles and Traditional Usage) Act? One assumes that the
Government thinks that the Act will remain in force and, therefore, that compensation
may well fall away from the Commonwealth and onto the State Government. What
provisions have been made for that eventuality in the current financial year?
Mr COURT: I cannot specifically give you that information. Tle Treasury officers may
have it. Two ways of dealing with that question are, firstly, to put it on notice and I will
provide the information; or, secondly, if I can obtain the information firm one of the
officers in the next few minutes, I will provide it. As to future compensation, again that
is hypothetical because you are assuming that compensation must be paid.
Mrs HALLAHAN: One would expect there to be some provision in the estimates if you
are serious about this legislation and are not just grandstanding. My judgment would be
that if there is to be compensation -

Mr COURT: You mean our state legislation? Most compensation is in the form of land
and of guaranteeing access for traditional land usage. The difference between our
situation and the Federal Government's situation is that the state can compensate in the
form of land because it has land available. The Federal Government has no land.
Mrs HALLAHAN: It can purchase land.
Mr COURT: It can. One thing we are not short of in this state is landl.
Mrs HALLAHAN: It may not be in Crown ownership.
Dr GALLOP: Have any changes been made to the way the Government buys and places
advertising? If so, what are they, and what is the reasn for the changes?
A& COURT: To my knowledge we are working under the same arrangements as were set
up by your government, with a central agency.
Dr GALLOP: How many people are employed by the Government Media Office, and
how does it compare with the situation prior to December 1992? How is it broken up
into various categories?
Mr COURT: The GNO comprises a director and administrative staff, 7.5; media
monitoring, 11.5; Government advertising, 3; communications unit, 2; and corporate
services allocation, 2.
Dr GALLO)P- And the media secretaries?
Mr COURT: There are 16.
Dr GALLOPh And the media consultants?
Mr COURT: Two of those positions in the Government Media Office have yet to be
filled.
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Dr GALLOP: Are those positions for media consultants?
110.50 am]
Mr COURT: They are in the communications unit.
Mr TAYLOR: What is that?
Mr COURT: It is a unit that has not yet been establishedL
Mr TAYLOR: What will it do?
Mr COURT: It will look at overall coordination of communications coming through
government. It is a function that we announced when we firt camne to governiment. We
have been using existing staff, but we will put two people into that operation.
Dr GALLOP: And the people at Bunbury and Geraidron?
Mr COURT: That is the two contracts you mentionedL
Dr GALLOP- What is the total number?
Mr COURT: There are 26 approved people in the media office - 16 press secretaries -
andi we are running two under the 26.
Dr GALLOP: The bottom line is you have increased the size of the Government Media
Office.
Mr COURT: No, that is not the case.
Dr GALLOP: There seems to be an increase.
Mr COURT: No. I do not have the figures here for 1992, but we will pull them out for
YOU-
Dr GALLOP: Do you want me to give them to you? The GMO had one director, one
researcher and 15 media secretaries. Thai makes 17.
Mr COURT: I can assure you the media monitoring unit and all those other services ame
exactly as we took them over from your government, so you must have had them
somnewhere else.
Dr GALLOP: To whom are the media secretaries in the 0MO responsible - to the
Ministers, or do they report to the 0MG every morning?
Mr COURT: They line up at 6.15 every morning!
Dr GALLO)P: Are they responsible to individual Ministers or is there a cenwailised
procss of coordinating their work?
Mr COURT: They are responsible to their Ministers. The coordination is done in a loose
way; that is why there is a media office. They have a choice of working in the GMG
builing or in the Ministers' offices. It depends on what is appropriate for them. We are
trying to move them around as much as we can so they get experience with different
Ministers. There is flexibility in the system. When people are away or sick others ame
capable of doubling up in those areas. There were a whole lot of cubbyhole offices on
fte media floor. We have got rid of them and developed an open media room.
Dr GALLOP: It looks more and more like a newspaper office every day.
Mr COURT: No; no smoking or drinking is allowed!
Mrs HALLAHAN: Where is the traditional land usage unit located in your department?
Mr COURT: That comes wider the portfolio of the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs.
Mrs HALLAHAN: So theme is nothing in your department?
Mr COURT: No. AAPA has now been relocated into the Capita building. The Office of
Taditional Land Usage is a separate body.
Mrs HAILAHAN: I understand from a press release that Lloyd Stewart heads the State
Government Committee on Federal Affairs. What does it do?
Mr COURT: 1Tat is a committee outside government..
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Mrs HALL.AHAN: It says it is a State Government committee on federal affairs.
Mr COURT: Federal affairs is part of the policy secretariat. Within that secretariat there
are a number of different committees for different issues, one of which is federal affairs.
Mrs HALLAHAN: So it is a government committee?
Mr COURT: It is under government. We have a committee that looks at native tide
issues and our legislation. We have set up a heap of committees.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Is this federal affairs committee secretariat supported by your
department?
Mr COURT: Yes.
Mrs HALLAHAN: What does it do, and who are the members? Will you provide that
information at Mnother time?
Mr COURT: I do not know specifically what its agenda is, but it covers issues related to
federal affairs and dealings with the Federal Government on a wide range of matters.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I place on notice questions as to what it is doing and proposes to do,
its membership, the expertise they bring to the committee, and the cost of servicing it.
Mr COURT: That group is headed by Patrice Judge.
Mr TAYLOR: You mentioned that Mabo effectively is handled within Kevin Prince's
portfolio.
Mr COURT: The Office of Traditional Land Usage is.
Mr TAYLOR: On page 36 of the Program Statements reference is made to Mabo
coordination and the fact that $2m is to be expended. What is that for?
Mr COURT: As I explained earlier, the officer responsible for it is Stephen Wood. That
covers salaries, services, contracts, promotional material, education, marketing projects,
travel and general administration. Of all the issues we have handled in government the
native tidle issue is the one on which we have had to spend the most time and effort. That
unit is helping to coordinate the work that is being done in preparation for the challenge
to the federal legislation. Our own legislation has been challenged and the unit works
closely with all the relevant inisters, particularly Aboriginal Affairs, the Attorney
General and Lands. They are the main areas.
Mr TAYLOR: What sort of marketing will it be doing?
Mr COURT: We have to sell our state legislation and explain it both to industry and
other interested groups. You have seen the work we have done in that regard.
Mrs HALL.AHAN: Who is being briefed for the two challenges, how much of the work
is contracted out and at what rates?
Mr COURT: The main High Court challenge is being headed by David Jackson, QC,
from New South Wales. He has a number of support people in conjunction with our own
Solicitor General. There is a team from the private sector and one from within
government - the Solicitor General, Chris Humphrey; I cannot recall the other legal
officer's name. That covens the High Court challenge and the challenge to our own
legislation.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Is David Jackson doing both?
Mr COURT: It has all gone into one case. The High Court ruling will cover both the
state and federal legislation.
Dr GALLOP: On page 26 of the Program Statements reference is made to a number of
major tenders which were designed, called and evaluated in relation to ministerial aircraft
charter arrangements, attitude monitoring, information technology and
telecommunications, and the public relations service for the south west and Gemdldton.
Who was involved in the design, calling and evaluation of each of those tenders? How
many private sector operators participated in bids in relation to each of them?
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[11.00 am]
Mr COURT: Mr lazry O'Day came over from the east and provided some good advice
on how we should go through the tender process; for example, what we should be asking
for. The process was run through the Supply Commission. As you know we have just let
a new contract for those services which will give us the exclusive use of a Kingair plane,
as previously, and also access to a jet for I think 100 hours. That has been provided at
$1.2m, compared with $1.7m for the previous contract. As a result of the work we did
with Jerry O'Day and others, we have been able to save $500 000. We believe we have a
better deal. We can provide the figure of how many people - a large number - tendered
for that. I cannot give the figures on how many tendered for the attitude monitoring
survey.
Dr GALLOP: Who did it?
Mr COURT: They were all done through the Supply Commission. We are reorganising
the telecommunications area. The information technology and telecommunications
review previously came within the Supply Commission. However, it has been put under
the Public Sector Management Office. Those contracts were up in the air for some time
because the Telecom deal that was put together was ruled to be illegal. We amt currently
reworking them, but we have been able to negotiate some considerable savings before
that process is completed. The public relations contract went out through the Supply
Commission and we will advise how many people applied for it during the committee
debate.
Dr GALLOP: I place on notice the question concerning how many people bid for each of
those contracts.
Mr BOARD: I refer the Premier to some questions the member for Vasse referred to on
trade and the Premier's role in supporting the Department of Commerce and Trade. l am
particularly interested in the markets in China and India which, as we know, are
expanding at an incredible rate. What are we doing in Western Australia? Are we
looking at any positions in China or India? If not, what role will your department be
playing?
Mr COURT: It is not handled through this portfolio. The China operations are
coordinated now through an office in Hong Kong that has been relocated and is headed
by a gentleman of whom I only know as B.J. He was previously based here in
Commerce and Trade. In the past, we have not had representation in India. We, and I
think the previous government, have found it a difficult market to break into. However,
some big changes are taking place there. I was constantly being given the message in
Europe that genuine reform is taking place in India which is resulting in opening up those
markets. The member for South Perth went there with a successful delegation in
opposition. It resulted in a new factory being opened in Albany. Later this week, I think
on Friday, another all-party delegation will visit India to assess what changes are taking
place there. The vice president came here a month or so ago and gave us the message
that the Government there had deregulated the mining sector and many other areas. Big
companies such as Alcoa of Australia Ltd, Western Mining Corporation Ltd, The Broken
Hill Proprietary Co Ltd and CRA Exploration Pty Ltd are now starting to take an active
position in India. Rather than just allowing it to happen without us being a part of the
action, we are reassessing the situation. When the Federal Government was over here
recently for its Cabinet meeting, Senator Gareth Evans met with us and indicated that he
wanted to work closely with the state in building relations with the countries around the
Indian Ocean rim, such as South Africa, Pakistan, India, etc. We have said that we have
no problems in working closely to build up those ties.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I understand Western Australia has paid out quite large amounts of
money to Melbourne QCs Colin Howard and Sek Hume for the High Couirt native title
legislation challenge. Today you are saying that Western Australia is employing the
services of David Jackson to take cuses to the High Court. What is the budget allocation
and the estimated expenditure for that?
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Mr COURT: Colin Howard and Sek Humne were part of the legal team used in the
drafting of state legislation. We have put aside in the Budget - in two different areas - the
estimated costs associated with the High Court challenge. I win find out the two figures
and advise the member of them during the committee.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Will you also indicate how much has been allocated for the services
of David Jackson and his team?
Mr COURT: Those are the costs involved.
Mvrs HALLAHAN: Are all the costs going into that? Is he also taking up the case of the
crocodile farm? I understand the Western Australian Government has become involved
in that
Mr COURT: To my knowledge, David Jackson is not representing the state in that case.
I will advise the member for Axmadale, who is handling that. I think most of it is being
done by Crown Law.
Mrs HALLAHAN: If there is any contracting out, will the Premier advise me to whom
and how much?
Mr OSBOR-NE: I refer to subprogram 5.2 at page 40 of the Program Statements on
office accommodation. No doubt the Premier is aware that in order to complete a hotel
development a loose arrangement was entered into with the Bunbury Tower which was
very expensive to the taxpaye: s of Western Australia- I-ow will the Government
extricate itself from the very riad extra expenses those lease arrangements have engaged
it in? What is the policy on getting private tenants in theme? There ame some private
sector people in that tower. Will they pay the real rare of rent or the market rate?
[11.10 am]
Mr COURT: We are trying to get private tenants into the building, but there is some
resistance because the rentals are well above what is accepted in the market place. The
building management set its own levels. The Government is certainly trying to find
private tenants for the building. The Government has incurred huge expense, and if
members want the figures associated with it they can be provided.
Mr OSBORNE: An the private tenants going into the building at the market price rather
than at the real cost to the Government?
Mr COURT: Yes, because the real costs associated with the building are so high that the
Government cannot find tenants to meet them.
Mrs HALLAHAN: In answer to my previous question did the Premier say that there was
no provision in the budget for ongoing compensation? I did not ask him about the
allocation of funds for the ongoing court costs associated with matters of dispute between
the Commonwealth and State Governments. Is there a provision in the forward estimates
for such court action?
Mr COURT: Yes, I told the member that I could not give the specific figure, but I will
find out the information for her.
Mrs HALLAHAN: That is on the question of compensation?
Mr COURT: Yes, but most of the compensation in this state is in the form of land.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I expect a response to that, but I also want to know about die
allocation for ongoing court costs.
Mr COURT: It is frightening, but I will take that question on notice.
Division 5: Executive Council, $1 000 -
[Mr Day, Chairman.]
[Mr Court, Premier.]
The CHAIRMAN: I understand division 5 is not in the Program Statements.
WrBLAflUE: Why has there been achangecto thisfigure? It usedto be $10.
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Mr COURT: It is now $1 000 because the Treasury is rounding off figures in thousands.
I am told this amount is yet to be spent.
Division 7: Office of the Auditor General, $8 621 000.
[Mr Day, Chairman.)
[Wr Court, Premier.)
[Mr D. Pearson, Auditor General.)
[Mr J. Pritchard, Chief Executive.]
Dr GALLOP, In the recent Auditor General's report reference was made to the issue of
risk management and how it can be acquired through a Treasurer's Instruction; for
example, that government agencies take into account the risk involved in financial
planning. Will moves be made to draft such an instruction which can be included in the
Financial Administration and Audit Act?
Mr PEARSON: Consultations are continuing with the Treasury Department and a
proposed Treasurer's Instruction essentially exists. It is now a matter for the normal
processes of consideration of that instruction and its promulgation.
Dr GALLOP: What does that instruction say in general terms and how will it relate to
the issue of risk management which was dealt with in the Auditor General's Report?
Mr PEARSON: It was very much an in principle reference in my report stressing the
complexity of government operations and recognising the magnitude of change that is
occurring in this state and elsewhere. The purpose of including it in the report was to put
forward for consideration a more comprehensive framework for planning for change. At
a more simple level! a risk management approach can be pursued. It is one that provides
for conscious consideration of eventualities and making contingency plans in advance. It
has a dual advantage of consciously thinking a couple of steps ahead, which is important
for large organisations with long communication chains. It also has a flow on effect.
Even if the eventuality is nor anticipated it creates a train of thought which assists people
throughout organisations to anticipate contingencies and to develop a mind set to address
those contingencies, even those that could not have been foreseen.
Mr TAYLOR: The Auditor General is aware of my concern for smaller government
agencies and the trouble they have because of the lack of resources to comply with the
Financial Administration and Audit Act. We have discussed the possibility of a cash
approach for some of those agencies. I am talking about agencies which originally haW
eight or 10 people and now have three or four people. I understand the Auditor General
has had difficulty convincing the Treasurer of that approach. Has he made any progress
in that approach?
Mr PEARSON: I cannot report tangible progress in that respect, but a very positive
example of cooperation within the public sector is the introduction of accrual accounting.
My office has, together with Treasury and a number of groups of agencies, been involved
in forming a network to consider the implications and to work trough the problems,
taking into account the cimrcustances of like organisations. The Leader of the
Opposition raised a valid point about what I call the overhead or busy work associated
with compliance. A lot of that work can be overcome by greater understanding and
comprehension of the principles behind the requirements. In that respect my office ran a
workshop a couple of months ago on the implementation of accrual accounting. By
doing that it sought to bridge the knowledge gap so that smaller agencies without
separate resources to dedicate to that task would not devote too much time to anticipating
doubt. It was seen as a proactive way to service those perceived needs.
M& COURT: The number of people with expertise to do that is being increased. The
Minister for Finance will travel east and to New Zealand at the end of this week to meet a
number of people involved in implementing accrual accounting, particularly in smaller
agencies. The speed with which that change is occurring is dependent on the people.
available to help the different agencies understand what is required. However, the
Minister has a desire to do it very quickly.
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[ 11.20 am)
Mr BLAIKI: Page 52 of the Program Statements refers to performance examination.
As this Budget, as did t previous, allocates substantial money to various departmients,
how are we ensuring that the expenditure of taxpayers' money is leading to satisfactory
performance generally?
Mr PEARSON: The primary responsibility under the accountability arrangement rests
with the accountable officer or authority who receives these appropriations. That person
or body receives that responsibility, and at the end of the day that accountable officer or
body reports to the Parliament. Complementing rta: process is the Financial
Administration and Audit Act which provides a double overlay method of accountability.
The accountable agency or officer must specify the key indicators of performance for
efficiency and effectiveness of the bd.This leads to performance reporting by those
officers and bodies, and they must specify their objectives and the measures which are
appropriate to measure the relative achievements in relation to those objectives. That
reporting is subject to review by my office, as is the financial review of the expenditure
of money, and is included in the accountable officer's report
I see the second overlay of accountability as the Auditor General, who is charged in his
mandate to conduct what are colloquially referred to as "value for money audits". The
money in this program is provided for that category of audit by my office. In that respect
I refer the member for Vasse to the report on page 50 of the Program Statements, which
outlines the reports on and the nature of those performance examinations undertaken.
Also, this indicates the theme of the examination. This is Mnother method adopted.
However, we do not have the capacity to conduct a full range of those audits, and we
have tried to establish a framework in which to establish the priority in undertaking those
audits.
Mr BLAIKIE: My concern is not necessarily in the balances, because they can be
provided. I refer to the checks to ensure that funded programs are carried out
appropriately. For example, what mechanism does the Auditor General have to ensure
that money is appropriated properly in the exercise of computing equipment at Fremantle
Hospital? How do we ensure that the state is getting good value for money? If the state
is not receiving good value for money, what measures can Parliament take to ensure that
these issues arise before decisions are made which can cost the state millions of dollars?
Mr PEARSON: Taking the last part of the question first, the best thing the Parliament
can do is to be particularly exacting regarding program objectives. In that way the
objectives for which the money is provided are specified in a clear and unambiguous
way. This should be as measurable as possible. This gives a direct reference to the
deliverable outcomes sought. Going further, we need to rely on the totality of the
accountability system in place. This Parliament provides money to program managers
via appropriations, and the Parliament requires those managers under section 53 of the
Financial Administration and Audit Act to have responsibilities imposed upon them.
The Parliament has a second opportunity to rigorously review those accountability
reports to t Parliament in the context of the FAAA requirements. Over and above that,
the Auditor General provides an auditing mechanism of overlay. However, this is, by
nature, a sample and testing procedure, and it is impossible to give a 200 per cent
guarantee on these matters. We welcome feedback on the natur and extent of our audit
coverage. It is a sample coverage and we use our best endeavours to ensure that the
coverage provides the best results. We consult as widely as we can to takce on board
views regarding our audit selection process.
Division 8: Salaries and Allowances Tribunal1 $246 000.-
[Mr Day, Chairman.]
[Mr Court, Premier]
[Mr B. Moore, Executive Officer.]
Mr BLAIKIE: Portable telephones should be stock in trade for members of Parliament. I
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have raised this issue on an earlier division and with the Salaries and Allowances
Tribunal. Consideration should be given to making provision in this regard bearing in
mind chat the public should have the widest possible access to their members of
Parliament. Also, members have a responsibility to be accessible to their public. As an
aside, some years ago an electric typewriter was not available to mue as a member, and my
secretary and I bought one for my office use. By the same token, I have bought my own
mobile telephone, but they should be provided to members in due course.
Mr COURT: Currently, members are reimbursed for rentals for telephone calls by $130
month for country members, and $80 a month for city members. The Salaries and
Allowances Tribunal has asked for some clarification of how far it should go in making
decisions on such issues as the provision of equipment. Currently, it is not making
determinations regarding the provision of equipment, but is doing so with the payment of
accounts. I understand the member's concern.
[ll.30Oam)
Division 9: Treasury, $16 451 000 -

[Mr Day, Chairman.]
Mr Cowrt, Treasurer.]
[Mr R. Hughes, Acting Under Treasurer.I
[Mr R. Hazell, Assistant Under Treasurer.]
Mr TAYLOR: At page 61, significant issues and trends refer to a review of the budget
process to address any key issues arising from the earlier presentation of the state Budget.
In view of the debacle associated with the 1994-95 Budget without enough comparative
information regarding anticipated out-turns for the previous year, can the Treasurer give
an undertaking that in future when a Budget is brought down at that time of the year, he
will make available details of the best available estimated outcomes for the financial
year?
Mr COURT: It was not a debacle. We brought down the Budget before the beginning of
the financial year to fulfil a commitment. A decision had to be made whether to provide
estimated out-turns or to wait for the figures to occur. We decided to wait for the actual
figures. Some sections of the media and the Opposition have said that we should have
provided some estimates. The Federal Budget was brought down and went through
before the end of the financial year, so there was no time to look at the actuals - it went
through before the beginning of the financial year. In other states, the situation varied, If
it is believed that it is necessary to provide estimated out-turns, we are prepared to
provide that information, but it will make no difference. The idea of bringing down a
Budget earlier is so that we will know what will happen during the financial year.
I dispute the remark that the Budget is a debacle. Last Thursday and Friday I met with
economic commentators in the eastern states. They were impressed with the way our
Budget was presented. They understood debate about whether we should have estimated
out-turns in those areas. If people want that information, it will be provided, but it will
add to the confusion. Members will need to make sure that they compare apples with
apples. A few weeks after that information is provided, the actual figures will come
through.
Mr TAYLOR: I understand the difficulties of the process. However, the Treasurer
should accept that although the eastern states commentators accept this situationi, a range
of other people, apart from Opposition members, had a different view of the process. I
expect that next financial year the Budget will be brought down at about the same time,
but it will include estimates of outcomes for the current financial year.
Mr COURT: Yes and no. We are considering bringing down the Budget even earlier,
but whether we can achieve that I do not know. At this stage, our target is to bring it
down at the same time. The Federal Government brought down its Budget earlier and
debated it. If we bring down our Budget at the same time next year as this year, we will
provide estimated out-turns.
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Mr OSBORNE: In 1993-94 the actual figure of $850 000 applied to 11I FTEs. This year
for 12 FrEs the estimate is lower. What is the reason for that?
Mr COURT: In 1993-94 we experienced one-off costs associated with redundancies.
Dr GALLOP: At page 62, reference is made to the need to accurately forecast future
economic developments. For some time it has occurred to me that different government
agencies are involved in the business of forecasting. Obviously, SEC WA does it because
it must plan its electricity supply, and the Water Authority must address the future
demand for services. The Department of Resources Development is involved in
forecasting. Treasury also engages in some forecasting. Can a Treasury officer indicate
the model used for forecasting? Secondly, to what extent do departments cooperate in
developing a common government approach to the question?
Mr COURT: In general terms, SECWA must predict demand. It has proven to be an
incredibly difficult science. A lot of cyclical trends occur. Forecasts can address three or
four years and no-one is brave enough to predict an upswing. Treasury officias
communicate constantly with the Federal Government as it tries to determine its
forecasts. That is interesting because investment, employment, and a couple of other
indicators have been moving differently from the national scene overall.
Dr GALLOP: It occurred to me, when in government, that a lot of agencies were
involved in forecasting. I had the impression they did not talk to one another about it.
SECWA ran its system, and the departments of Commerce and Trade and Resources
Development ran theirs, but at the same time there was a fair bit of duplication within
government.
MIr HUGHES: That is fair comment, but things arc coming together with bette
coordination. Also, agencies focus back to the central borrowing authority and its
involvement; so a general getting-together is developing.
Dr GALLOP: What is the current forecast for economic growth in Western Australia?
Mr COURT: Healthy.
Dr GALLOP: How healthy?
Mr COURT: As the member would be aware, when we came to government it was 4.75
and the Federal Government is now talking 5 overall. We are lookcing at 4.75 this
financial year, 5 next year, and 4.5 the following financial year. Of course, a lot of it will
depend on things such as the effectiveness of some of the gas changes up north; that is, if
we experience major investments in processing up north, if BHP commits, and if other
companies try to take advantage of that scenario. Those things can have an effect. The
North West Shelf product had a huge influence on the growth in this state for nearly a
decade compared with other states. We seem to be hitting our investment targets. The
Federal Governiment is having difficulty overall with its new investment targets.
[ 11.40 and
Nr TAYLOR: When it comes to forecasting, the only meason God made economists was
to enhance the reputation of meteorologists.
Mr BOARD: I draw the Treasurer's attention to page 63 of the Program Statements and
the major achievements for 1993-94 in the Valuer General's Office. The introduction of
a new land tax scale, and bringing that system up to date on an annual basis will be well
received. What will the new land tax scale be, and how will it be brought in?
Mr COURT: The Government sets the total collection that it wants to achieve for the
year and then sets the rate accordingly. A system of annual valuations will take out the
large fluctuations that occur with a major change of valuations every three years or so,
and fluctuation in various areas which were causing many anomalies. Basically the
Government attempts to set a target and work within it.
Mr BOARD: Is it based on unimproved values?
Mr COURT: Yes, but where they change within the central business district in the
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metropolitan area, instead of the sharp fluctuations we are rending to get a levelling out
of the arrangement.
Mr TAYLOR: At the bottom of page 61 of the Program Statements reference is made to
the Government's commitment to the priority of implementing financial management and
accountability reforms, such as full cost recovery based user charging. I am sure many
questions will be asked about chat later on. I note at the top of page 60 that cenralised
corporate services to support the Treasury are being provided by your ministry at no cost
to the Treasury. How does t issue of cost recovery fit in with not charging the
Treasury for your management from corporate services?
Mr COURT: We believe there should be only one corporate area in those two areas.
Mr HAZELL: We are looking at charging which will be complemented by a move to fuli
accrual accounting so the departmnents really know the cost of a service. We believe
efficiencies will be achieved in that environment, and competition is a precondition for
that efficiency. To introduce user charging is one element which will enhance that, so
that if a department is not competitive it will have to wind down or downsize some of its
services. These financial reforms are related in terms of accrual accounting, user
charging and so forth.
Dr GALLOP: There is no intention to charge the Treasury for this service?
Mr HAZELL: We will consider that. This happened last year. One charges only where
the benefits outweigh the cost. If the cost of measuring the services being provided to the
Treasury outweighs its benefits, we would not do it. We are very conscious of that.
During the course of die year we will see whether it is beneficial to do that.
Mr OSBORNE: My question relates to page 64 of the Program Statements. A majorachievement for 1993-94 involved a financial model being developed to evaluate and
compare the public provision of goods and services with the private sector's provision of
those goods and services. How will that model be used by Treasury, and when it is used
are those analyses which come from the financial model application to be made public?
Mr COURT: The ongoing debate is whether services should be carried by the public or
the private sector. The general rule of thumb is if we can get a better service at a lower
cost we put it across to the private sector, but it des in very much with the competition
policy we have been debating with the Federal Government. The Government has a
number of monopoly situations, and the argument is that we must start breaking down
those monopolies and allowing the private sector to get more rewards for delivering those
services. Energy is a classic example. Under the previous arrangements we had a
monopoly in gas sales in the Pilbara, but as part of renegotiating the North West Shelf
contracts we have taken away that monopoly and companies can deal direct. In the south
west we are splitting SECWA into gas and electricity components, and next we will bring
in more competition with generation and distribution, etc. The competition argument is,
how quickly should we be opening up those areas to the private sector? That is what we
are working on with this financial model.
Mr BOARD: So its application will be on an ongoing basis. Are you going through the
government operations in a strategic way or case by case?
Mr COURT: Many of the government trading enterprises are in monopoly positions.
Interestingly, the main concern from other states comes from those that have a railway
system, where they have inflated freight rates, such as in New South Wales and
Queensland. One of the Hunter railway systems is pulling in about $140mn a year more.
Those are areas we must address. We do not have any major examples along those lines.
Dr GALLOP: On the issue of the Hilmer report - I am not focusing on the specific
arrangements that have gone on - was work done within Treasury in measuring the
economic impact, in terms of the way our economy works and potential revenue to the
state?
Mr COURT: The detail of the report has been handled in the Ministry of Fair Trading by
Peter Foss' people.
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Dr GALLOP: What about the analysis of it?
Mir COURT: We did a complete audit of all government operations and brought in an
outside consultant to do that work. We agreed at the Hobart conference that we would
provide a full audit of how it would affect all the various government operations, and it
was carried out by one of the accounting firms which undertake that work.
Dr GALLOP: Who put that work out - the Ministry of Fair Trading, the Minis try of the
Premier and Cabinet, or Treasury?
Mr COURT: I will have to double check but I am pretty sumt it was the Ministry of Fair
Trading.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Is this an analysis of all government activities that would be affected
by Flilmer's recommendations?
Mr COURT: Yes, we had to do an audit to see how it would affect all of the various
government operations.
Dr GALLOP: Could we be given a copy of that report?
Mr COURT: I do not see why not.
Mrs HALLAHAN: It would be useful to have, and I suppose the name of the group will
be in the report.
Mr TAYLOR: I find it a bit unusual that the Ministry of Fair Trading is handlig this. I
assumed it would be in consumer affairs. After a quick perusal, I cannot find anything in
the estimates.
[ 11.50 anm)
Mr COURT: It is Fair Trading because it is a wrade practices issue. We have done a lot
of Work, much more than the Federal Government it would appear. We were working
down that path before the Hilmer report came out in order to have stare legislation that
fitted with the Federal Government legislation. That is the route we want to take. As
you know, we have not been able to achieve a cooperative approach with the Federal
Government.
Mrs HALLAHAN: To which piece of legislation are you referring?
Mr COURT: We would introduce our own trade practices legislation. The Federal
Government keeps changing the tidles of its particular bodies. We do not have a
difficulty fitting in with federal legislation, provided it allows the state to retain certain
autonomy just as the Federal Government is retaining autonomy in granting exemptions,
etc. We do not have anything to hide on reform because we are moving quickly in that
area. However, we will not sit back and hand over all those powers to the Federal
Government that can be handled just as easily by the states.
Dr GALLOP: Is there a Treasury analysis of the economic impact?
Mr COURT: We will give you the audit.
Dr GALLOP: I was thinking of an economic analysis.
Mr COURT: That is an economic analysis. It tells you what areas are affected and how
it would flow through.
Mrs HALLAHAN: An outside group has done the audit which you will provide to us.
What is the cost of dhe audit? Can we have Treasury's assessment of the audit, because
as I understand it there is quite a lot of confusion and disagreement about the figures for
the effect of the Hilmer recommendations? I presume Treasury will have assessed the
report.
Mr COURT: The officer responsible, John Langoulant, is not here today, but I will give
you a summary of Treasury's assessment.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I want to clarify your position on having a state commission, or
whatever it will be called. Am I right in assuming other states will not be doing that?
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Will Western Australa establish its own body even though you are saying that in the
main it will work complementary to the federal body?
Mr COURT: We are quite prepared to work wider basically mirror legislation provided
we reach agreement with the Federal Government. on the legislation. We are prepared to
use its main bodies to carry out the work because they have the expertise, again provided
we have the same areas of autonomy as die Federal Government. We then go a step
further. Whereas the federal body will not cover many state issues - it Will cover issues
across boundaries - we are quite prepared to apply a competition agenda to areas within
the state jurisdiction. The argument is not about whether we are committed to the
process; ir is what the federal legislation will be and how it will operate. At the meeting
on Friday the Federal Government brought in its legislation; it gave it to us a few days in
advance and we analysed it and found that the Federal Government had gone back on
many of the commitments given to the Premiers at the meeting in Hobart. When we
started questioning the legislation, it became evident the Minister responsible, George
Gear, was not familiar with iL When one of the Premiers said the Federal Government
had been lying to the Premiers, the Prime Minister's response was, "No, it is not a lie, it
is just a draft Bill that can be changed." It turns out that they did not realise what had
been pu: into their draft legislation. The officers had put in what they wanted to put in.
We left the meeting with the Federal Government not understanding its own legislation.
We have reinforced our position, which has been consistent the whole way through. We
are quite prepared to cooperate with the Federal Government and, as a result of last
Friday, and following discussions with some of their officers, I hope they now realise
they will have to cooperate instead of trying to push through what they think is right. I
hope we will be able to get some agreement on how it happens.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Is it not also the case in relation to some of what you have just said
that officers from Western Austraia and other states had reached agreement with federal
officers, and it was the Premiers who disagreed with their own officers on what had been
agreed prior to that meeting?
Mr COURT: No, you have got that quite wrong. If you look at the letter I have written
to both The Australian Financial Review and The Australian, you will see that the only
thing that was accurate in the communique was the Western Australian position. It said
in the so-called draft communique that all states had agreed to this and that with "except
Western Australia" in brackets. We were the only state whose position was fairly
reported in the draft communique. We sat in on all the meetings with the officers, and
the draft communique did not represent at all the position agreed to by the officers. It
was like the native title negotiations: We sit in on the meetings, but if we disagree with
the Federal Government we do not get invited to the next meeting. That is how the
system works. The draft communique was a fabrication, and the first thing that all the
Premiers said was that neither they nor their officers had agreed with what was in it. We
can hardly have cooperative federation with that sort of game plan. The final insult was
when the Prime Minister and Minister Gear did not understand their own legislation.
Mr TAYLOR: That is your view.
Mr COURT: No, that is no: just our view.
Mr TAYLOR: I am sure Mr Gea would not agree at all.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The allegation was made at previous meetings that you were the
person who was not briefed on your position. Now we have a counter claim.
Mr COURT: I can assure you I go into all of those meetings fully briefed, whether it is
on roles and responsibilities, Mabo, competition policy or whatever. In this case I am
telling you we had to stop debate on dhe legislation because, firstly, it went against what
the Federal Government had agreed to in Hobart; and, secondly, neither the Prime
Minister nor his Minister understood the legislation. When someone accused them of
lying they said, "No, it is no: a lie, it is just a draft Bill that can be changed." That is how
they got out of it.
Mr TAYLOR: Page 62 states that community pressure to reduce the burden of the state's
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narrowly based and regressive taxes, as well as payroll tax, could offset the strong
underlying growth in own-source revenues. Are you considering the reduction or
elimination of any ocher state-based taxes?
Mr COURT: As you know, we are cutting the percentage of' payroll tax and the state's
reliance on that tax, and will continue to do so. We have asked the Federal Government
for assistance in that regard, but it has replied in the negative.
Mr TAYLOR: What about other taxes? I agree they are narrowly based and regressive.
It says you could be forced to reduce the burden.
Mr COURT: This is the debate we had for half the meeting on Friday. The Federal
Government has said the states will not share in revenue growth that comes out of
economic growth. Although in die last 12 years the states have received an increasingly
lower percentage of total1 Commonwealth tax revenues, it has said we will not share in
the growth that will occur. That puts a greater burden on the narrow base we have. We
do not have much flexibility to move in that regard. We would have if the Federal
Government were prepared to give us a fair share of those growth revenues. That is what
die whole debate was about.
[ 12.00 noon]
Mr TAYLOR: Is there nothing you are particularly examining at present in relation to
state taxes?
Mr COURT: As you know, in our first Budget we budgeted for a reduction in areas such
as land tax. Every year we must make a decision about what the mix will be.
Dr GALLOP: With respect to the Rilmer report, what is the general intention towards
trade practices legislation at state level? Is it quite similar to the federal philosophy and
approach?
Mr COURT: That is exactly what I said. We are quite prepared to have the same
legislation, provided a couple of our concerns - not serious concerns - are alleviated. The
Federal Government's draft legislation - if you have not seen it I can easily provide a
copy to you - is all encompassing. It gives the Federal Government full power to
override in all areas. It can come into areas in the states where currently it does not have
that ability. The Federal Government wants a bit of autonomy, yet it is ramming
competition down our throats. However, no-one could be moving quicker than we are
here and in Victoria and other states. The Federal Government goes cool on discussing
issues such as ANL and its airports authority. Provided we can reach agreement on the
main legislation, we will have similar legislation here and we will use Commonwealth
bodies to oversee the bulk of the implementation of it. We have nothing to be afraid of in
relation to the competition strategy.
Dr GALLOP: Will any consideration be given to the relatively small size of our market
and the way that impacts on the possibility of genuine competition?
Mr COURT: That is a good point. Every state has different needs. We are not part of'
the electricity grid in the eastern states. South Austraia, Victoria, New South Wales,
Queensland and, possibly in the future, Tasmania, are trying to work out all the
complexities of working fronm a grid. We have the opposite problem. We have a
considerable amount of power generation in very remote areas which adds to our costs.
We have said to the Federal Government that it must have a flexible enough approach to
enable the states to retain autonomy to handle areas such as those.
Dr GALLOP: Will the trade practices legislation you are drafting for the state have built-
in recognition of those factors?
Mr COURT: Thai is exactly what we want to do. The difficulty is that the Federal
Government ha s come down with its draft legislation with which we cannot agree. We
were the odd person out until last week. Now the other states have major concerns about
the legislation. It is not as big an issue in Western Australia as it is in some of the other
states. For example, they are pulling huge amounts out of their Pacific Power. We pull
out roughly the tax equivalent we would be paying out of something like SECWA.
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Victoria is moving very quickly in that area, but it takes years to bring about some of
these changes. It will damage them financially and they see the Federal Government
having all financial power and the states having no avenue left with which to raise
money. That is why the critical issue on Friday was the proper sharing of the growth
revenues in the economy.
Mr BLAIKIE: Does the Commonwealth have any sympathy with the states' difficulty in
providing power to remote and isolated communities, which the state must subsidise in
order to keep those people in those communities, and ensuring those people who are still
pant of the Commonwealth receive some form of assistance?
Mr COURT: The Commonwealth Goverrnent does not have any interest in that area.
Its main interest is gas and electricity crossing state borders. We have just stripped away
the Government's monopoly on gas distribution in the Pilbara The new gas corporation
would probably love to have a monopoly there to boost its sales position. However, we
are now saying that the companies can deal direct with suppliers.
Mr GRAHAM: That begs the question of how it got there in the first place.
Mr COURT: I will argue all day on the North West Shelf project, but this is not the time
to do it. The new gas pipeline from the Pibara to the goldfields complies with all the
competition policy.
Further consideration of division postponed.
Division 11: Western Australian Tourism Commission, $22 466 000 -

[Mr Day, Chairman.]
[Mr Court, Minister for Tourism.]
[Mr K. Harrison, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer.]
[Mr B. Hearne, Director Finance and Administration.]
Mrs HALLAHAN: An increase of 12 FI~s is shown in the 1994-95 Budget estimates.
How can that he reconciled with the decrease in funding of $328 000?
[12.l0pm]
Mr HEARNE: Last year the commission paid out $128 000 in voluntary severance
payments and $123 000 in outstanding lump sum superannuation liabilities. Th1e
commission has a liability of approximately $1.6m which does not fall due until staff
either retire or resign from the Public Service.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Therefore, the same thing could happen again?
Mr HEARNE: It will continue to happen until the people - I think there are 18 - on our
books resign or retire.
Mrs 1-ALLAHAN: The figures do not answer my question.
Mr COURT: Mr Hearne was referring to salaries, wages and related staff costs. He
referred to the redundancy payments and costs associated with superannuation payouts.
It depends on the number of people who retire or resign in a particular year.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I understand that, but it does not answer my question. Does the
allocation cover the increase in salaries of the 12 additional FTEs plus the unpredictable
payments?
Ir HARRISON- Last year the commission provided for 165 FTEs on the basis that it
had short term employees for events such as Rally Australia. The avenage was 153 FT~s.
The commission expects to do the same this year, but a provision has been made for 165
FTEs which includes short term employees.
Mrs HALLAHAN: You are willing the Minister that the commission needs 165 FTEs in
the eventuality that it may need them and you are telling me that you probably will need
not 165, but 153. If that is the case, the commission has gained 12 FTEs more that it is
likely to need.
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Mr COURT: Mr Harrison clearly said that last year's budget included a similar number
of FTEs, but the actual number used was 153. This year's budget is for 165 and die cost
differential is what was explained to the Deputy Leader of the Opposition - redundancy
payouts and changes which occurred to superannuation payouts - and that will continue
until all the people on that scheme have resigned or retired
Mrs HALLAHAN: An allocation has been made for superannuation and redundancy
payments, but is the salary allocation for 165 ful time employees or should it be 153?
Mr COURT: It is for 165.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Therefore, we could expect that if tourism was given the priority
which most of the committee believe it should, it would be remiss of die responsible
Minister not to ensure that the allocation was actually expended to get the best possible
economic benefit for Western Australia.
Mr COURT: That is the way one does business, If efficiencies arm made of course the
money is not spent.
Mr CATANIA: Why does the Minister not answer the question properly instead of
trying to score political points?
Mr COURT: The Deputy Leader of the Opposition asked a question in a political way
and I answered it in the same way. Most of the increase in expenditutre is in relation to
the marketing program.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Is it the case that other portfolios have been given an IFTE allocation
above what their actual requirement is likely to be?
Mr COURT: No.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Then it is just for Tourism?
Mr COURT: It will need 165 ETEs. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition cannot come
to grips with the fact that in last year's budget theme was an allocation for 165 FTEs, but
the actual figure used was 153. Often a department does not usc the full allocation. This
year the Tourism Commission is saying that it needs 165 FTEs and that is the number for
which it has budgeted.
Mrs HALLAHAN: In my experience one had to justify the need for an above budget
allocation. Tourism is very important, but other departmental heads must find it a
curious practice that this commission can be given in excess of its need. Despite that, the
Government has approved an allocation which is above what was proved to be necessary
last financial year.
Mr COURT: I cannot believe the Deputy Leader of the Opposition is asking this
question. It would be remarkable if it were over die allocation. It is not at all remarkable
if it were under the allocation. When a department has a budget it tries to work within it,
not above it. The commission's budget last year included an allocation of 165 PFTEs and
the actual number used was 153. In other words, it came under budget which was the
case with virtually every government operation. If a department came in over its
budgeted figure the Opposition would be concerned. The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition is comparing the actual outcome for last year with the estimated figure for
this year.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I would like it clearly understood that I think it is a remarkable
process.
Mr COURT: If it came in over budget, the Deputy Leader of the Opposition would be
happy!
Mrs HALLAHAN: I did not say that.
Mr COURT: Does the Deputy Leader of the Opposition want the commission to come in
exactly on budget?
Mrs HALLAHAN: I am saying it would be of interest to other departmental heads to see
how this budget is handled. Has the same thing been done with every portfolio?
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Mr COURT: No.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Just in Tourism?
Mr COURT: Thbe Deputy Leader of the Opposition does not understand that the role of
the officer in charge is to come in under budget, not over it.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I think that is laudable.
Mr COURT: Then that is the end of the argument.
Mr OSBORNE: I refer the Minister to subprogram 1.2 on page 84 - retail information
and bookings services - in which reference is made to a tourist centre in Perth. What
progress has there been with the eastern states travel centres and what are the current
staffing levels of those centres?
Mr HARRISON: The east coast travel centres. have closed and no staffing is involved. I
refered to this last year. The commission has sales staff servicing the retail travel
agency network.
Mr OSBORNE: Are there supervisory staff for those agents?
Mr HARRISON: Yes, each major city has a manager in charge of sales staff.
Mr BOARD: I presume the commission is meeting the targets regarding the sales
objective?
Mr HARRISON: Growth in interstate tourism has substantially increased and non-
business airline traffic growth has increased by 40 per cent this year.
Mr BOARD: Is that the result of the sales technique used?
Mr HARRISON: Yes. Previously the commission serviced three per cent of the traffic
coming into Westernt Australia through those agencies and now it is servcing a wider
area.
Mr BOARD: Therefore, the figures have increased and the costs have decreased.
Mr HARRISON: That is correct.
Mr OSBORNE: Is there any plan to extend that into major suburban and regional centres
in the eastern states?
Mr HARRISON: As from next month there will be mobile trvel agencies - vehicles
with caravans attached - which will service all the retail travel agencies in the suburbs.
Mrs HALLAHAN: With the closure of those state offices what was the saving in FTEs?
Mr HARRISON: The number was decreased from 31 to 14 - a saving of 17.
[12.20 pm]
Mrs HALLAHAN: Where are they reflected? Is it in the 150 FTEs?
Mr HARRISON: They were closed in the previous year.
Mrs HALLAHAN: So they are not reflected in the figurs we have now? How were the
travel agents contracted to do the work? It was a very unfortunate situation when one
Melbourne agency went into liquidation. I understand that this has reflected negatively
on the perception of this state as a destination and on some of our agencies here. The
Minister is aware of this incident, I presume?
Mr COURT: I have just answered a detailed question by the member for Armadale, or
one of her colleagues, outlining the cost involved in the operation. The money is lost,
and the amount involved is refatively small - it was around $6 000; 1 do not have the
figures in front of me.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The Minister's tone is rather dismissive. Tourism is about
perceptions of attractive destinations.
Mr COURT: Let us answer the question, and then make your comment on whether you
like my tone of voice!
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Mr HARRISON: The firm concerned was Coma! Travel Pty Ltd, which was the
successful tenderer. As far as it will affect travel agencies and principals in Perth, two
companies are affected. However, the loss is less than $5 000. It was a private
arrangement between them and Contal Travel.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I appreciate that. What assessment was done into these individual
agencies in other states? Has this experience led to changes in that assessment process in
selecting agents to act for Western Australia?
Mr HARRISON: It had all the protection of the Travel Agents Act. We axe aware of
that. It was a normal commercial experience - somebody failed to keep operating
commercially.
Mr OSBORNE: Page 85 of the Program Statements refers to the promoting special
events subprogram. Is EventsCorp involved with the Sydney 2000 Olympics in an
endeavour to attract major international events to Western Australia? Also, the Tourism
Commission has three main locations in the city: The travel centre is in Forrest Place,
the head office is in St George's Terrace and EventsCorp is located in Hay Street. Has
any thought been given to bringing those three offices together in an attempt to reduce
corporate overheads?
Mr COURT: EventsCorp will shift - if it has not done so already - into the St George's
Terrace office. We are currently renegotiating the lease on that office.
We have put together a group to deal with the Sydney 20D0 Olympics, and EventsCorp is
involved with that. It also involves the Ministry of Sport and Recreation and others. We
are looking at coordinating our efforts. To date, a controversy has surrounded the world
swimming championships to be held in 1998. which we are. tryig to attract to Western
Australia. We have been through the formal process of that. The Ministry of Sport and
Recreation people have been mimning that exercise with the support of EventsCorp and
others. We were the only state which lodged an application, but I believe Sydney is now
trying to attract the event - originally, they were prepared to let it go and were not going
to compete. Some negotiations must be worked upon.
Also, the world cycling championships has been won. We hope to attract a couple of
other major events to this state. Also, we are coordinating through the Ministry of Sport
and Recreation some smaller scale activities. We are regarded internationally as a major
centre for hockey. We have the facilities for this sport including the new training
facilities at Busselton.
Mr BLAIKIE: They have just staged an international match between Australia and India.
Mr COURT: All those government departments were involved in that committee.
Mr OSBORNE: Is it possible that sport like hockey will be attracted to areas like
Bunbury? Will EventsCorp help regional communities, such as the south west with a
significant Italian community, to attract international wearns in the lead up to the Sydney
2000 Olympics?
Mr COURT: It is certainly a good idea. EventsCarp is trin* to concentrate on large
scale participation activities. I am told that the Masters' Olympics in Queensland will be
a big success this year. Such participation events, such as the Golden Oldies Rugby,
involve big money spenders.
Mr CATANIA: Returning to the sales staff on the east coast, it was indicated in last
year's Estimates Committee that approximately 24 staff disappeared from the eastern
states operation. This was from Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney. Is the figure 24
correct?
Mr HARRISON: No. A lot of them were re-employed as sales staff servicing travel
agents.
Mr CATANIA: I refer to last yea's Estimates Committee and the answer provided by
Colin Baneti He indicated that 24 fewer staff would be involved- Ilam not reflecting on
that answer. However, other states have tourist offices successfully promoting their
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states. We have general sales agents operating in ocher states. Apart from the bad
experience - which I put to one side - are we now reverting to the cost regime in place
when we had offices and staff directly representing this state in other areas? Is the cost
difference minimal with the sales staff currently in operation?
Mr HARRISON: No, there is a saving in the vicinity of $800 000. More importantly, we
are flow servicing 1 400 retail trawel agents in the states, and these were not servced
before. Previously, we were just servicing the public.
Mr CATANIA: Therefore, you have gone into wholesale rather than retail? Is that the
emphasis you give?
Mr HARRISON: We are not wholesale. We are not competing with the wholesale
market, as we are servicing retail agents.
Mr COURT:- We are working closer with a wide range of agents because in that way we
can get the product knowledge across on a broader front We have developed a much
more cooperative arrangement with federal bodies. We have entered into Partnership
Australia, as realistically we do not have the ability to run large offices overseas. With
die arrangements we have made, we get much better value for our dollar spent
promoting our products. There was a tendency for most Australian promotions to be
from the Cairns-Sydney east coast push. in the past six months we have developed a
good working relationship with the Australian office. When I was in Europe I discovered
there were some weaknesses in some European destinations but, by and large, they have
been working closely with our staff out of both Germany and London.
[ 12.30 pm)]
Mr CATANIA. Last year the estimates stated that emphasis would be on the promotion
of Western Australia in the allocation of resources both human and financial.
Considering the activities of EventsCorp and the promotion of our state as a tourist
destination, can you indicate the increase in the promotional allocation? How were the
funds divided between the promotion of the state's physical attractions and the events
held?
Mr HARRISON: As indicated, the increase in the events allocation was minimal. It
went from $4.456m to $4.2mn; that is an increase of about $44 000. That was mainly
extra funding for regional events. All the additional funding has gone into promoting the
state.
Ms CATANIA: As a destination?
Ms HARRISON: Yes.
Mr CATANIA: What about the comparison between interstate and overseas?
Mr HARRISON: Roughly, that is split up as 45 per cent international, 30 per cent
interstate, and 25 per cent within the state. That reflects the potential growth in tourism.
Mr COURT: Interstate, we are trying to get away from the one-off tourist arrangemen
We have a marketing program throughout the year which will promote Western
Australian to people on a regular basis. That will be done mainly through a regular
newspaper advertisement, supplemented by television advertising. The newspaper
advertisements will be similar to the wildflower promotion held recently. Therefore,
instead of one-off promotions we will have constant promotions of different products for
different seasons to continue publicity in the eastern states.
Mr CATANIA: The funds allocated for promotion have not been substantial. The whole
basis of last year's estimates was that the Government would promote the state in a
substantial way. This is not reflected in this budget.
Mr HEARNE: It is approximately 76 per cent up on last year's figure.
Ms CATANIA: That is on the promotional side, but last year's figure was small. We can
talk about $100 and increasing that to $176, but the actual funding relative to the entire
Budget process is chickenfeed - as the Minister for Police would say.
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Mr COURT: We spend more on marketing than did the previous government.
Mr CATANIA: That is not a very good answer.
Mr COURT: It was increased 76 per cent this year.
Mr CATANIA: I would rather hear that the Government will make a determined effort
to ensure that tourism is a priority. That is not indicated in the Budget at all.
Mr COURT: Is the member saying that a 76 per cent increase does not indicate an
increase?
Mr CATANIA: The percentage is relative to dollars. If I were told the dollar amount
relative to the whole budgetary process, I could say whether it is important. In this
instance, I do flat think the Government has given the priority to the tourism industry that
it should have.
Mr OSBORNE: I refer to significant issues and trends at page 82. The Premier has
talked about the improved relationship with the Australian Tourism Commission. It is
stated here that the Tourism Commission has entered into a new marketing arrangement,
Partnership Australia. I take it that the word is used advisedly; that is, it is just an
arrangement. Is it an understanding or is it an agreement where Western Australia
receives a fixed share of Australian Tourism Commission resources? Can such an
arrangement or agreement be renegotiated as the Western Australian market share
changes and, I hope, improves?
Mr HARRISON: It is an arrangement subject to negotiation each year. Besides general
marketing, it is usually on the basis of dollar for dollar spending up to an agreed figure.
Mr BOARD: I refer to planning and consultancy, at page 87. 1 was not aware of this
activity. I compliment the Tourism Commission for being involved. I am interested in
the role played by the commission with the Department of Planning and Urban
Development in regard to the new strategy for regional planning. Where will these
opportunities arise?
Mr COURT: With strong growth in tourist numbers, particularly from the South East
Asian region, we run into problems because of a lack of infrastructure; that is, hotels,
rooms and other facilities. The growth is occurring not only in Perth but also in a number
of regional areas containing natural attractions, such as in the Kimberley. Exmouth,
Ningaloo Reef, and Kaiijini national park, and we need considerable new investment to
meet the demand. However, in some areas - such as between Carnarvon and Exmouth -
the planning processes have not been undertaken. People are considering investing in
different areas near Coral Bay and in parts of Exmouth, but the planning process has not
been completed. Using the area fmom Carnarvon to Exmrouth as an example, planning
officers are in the process of completing the planning process by working with local
authorities, Aboriginal departments, tourism, so that we can address the issues. As
another example, Kununurra desperately needs new accommodation, and we are working
with the planning people to try to identify suitable waterfront locations for that
expansion. We have a different set of problems in the south. We are keen to have a new
airport constructed at Busselton. We are working through the planning issues relating to
the location of the airport. We have allocated funds for a large part of the operation.
Mr CATANIA: Will concessions be given to tourism investors; I refer to local rates and
charges, and facilities?
Mr COURT: There will be no direct concessions there. The best we can do -
Mrs HALLAHAN: Will there be no land grants?
Mr COURT: I was just about to mention land. It is not a matter of land prants. It is the
availability of land. For example, people are considering investing in Broome but we
have native tidle clainms over all the sites being considered. It is our responsibility to try
to make certain what land is available and what titles can be granted for that land. It is a
problem. We are moving as quickly as we can to identify and complete the planning
process where there is demand, but we have problems with land.
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Mrs HALLAHAN: Where tourism development is proposed, will that affect your 'view
of the taditional usage of land which is claimed?
[12.40 pm]
Mr COURT: Specifically whene?
Mrs HALLAJIAN: You just gave Broome as an example.
Mr COURT: Broome, if you are not aware, has two different native title claims over two
areas being considered for tourism development. Under our legislation if the specific site
was identified and if the Aboriginal people showed they had traditional land usage over
thazarea and tharland was tobe taken from them, they would have tobe fairly
compensated.
Mrs HALLAHAN: That brings me back to my former question about forward estimates
for compensation, for which you said there was no need.
Mr COURT: I did not say that at all. I said that compensation in Western Australia in
most cases will be in the form of land, because we have land available.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I said in some instances it may not be, and you were not able to point
to anything in the forward estimates -
Mr COURT: That is not correct at all. I said that we would tell you what we believe are
the estimates of compensation to be paid. I said most of it will be in the forma of land.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Are allocations in the papers?
Mr COURT: You are in a tricky mood today.
Mr BLAIKI: I refer again to program 2.0, tourism investment and to the major planned
achievement to identify and market regional investment opportunities. The Minister has
already indicated the focus given to providing the funding for a regional airport for
Busselton. How far have deliberations proceeded to satisfy Treasury that the shire is able
to provide a satisfactory site?
Mr COURT: The Under Treasurer has been involved in this exercise. We said to the
council, "You identify a suitable site and we will then assist." They have now identified
a site, and they are going through ail the processes required by the Environmental
Protection Authority, etc, to see if the site satisfies the requirements for an airport. The
site they are looking at will not be a problem for residents nearby. It is currently a
mining operation, as I understand it, but I will have to double check with the Treasury
people, who will be here after lunch, if that is acceptable.
Mr BLAIKIE: Just as an overview -

The CHAIRMAN: Isthis a supplementary question?
Mr BLAIKIE: Yes. Having represented the area, I know that the decision by the
Government to provide funding far outweighs the perceived expectation of the
community, and it is one of those instances where the Governiment is 10 years ahead -
Mr CATANIA: Are you asking the question or giving a bit of history?
Mr BLAIKIE: I would like to put this on record, because it happens to be important for
regional development You have had your go and I amn having mine.
Mr CATANIA: it is not to do with this budget.
Mr BL-AUCIE: It has a lot to do with this budget.
The CHAIRMAN: Could you conclude your comments?
Mr BLAIKI: Again, has the Minister got all the cooperation the Government needs to
expedite this important regional project?
Mr CATANIA: Everyone is cooperatn- we all want it. Does that answer the question?
Mr COURT: The location has been a controversial local issue, which does not affect the
member for Balcatta but does affect people down south.
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Mr CATANIA: I agree with it. Tell him!
Mr COURT: We have had a problem with the location, and we are just trying to explain
co you that hopefully we have worked through it.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Would the Government give land grants in order to facilitate tourism
development?
Mr COURT: It depends on the situation.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Would it consider it?
Mr COURT: Of course it would.
Mrs HALLAHAN: It is one of the things that the Government will do.
Mr COURT: If not necessarily a land grant, certainly a secure title to land.
Mrs HALLAHAN: At what cost?
Mr COURT: You tell me the circumstances and I will tell you the cost.
Mr BLAIXIE: Why do you not ask the Treasurer how long is a piece of string?
Mrs HALLAHAN: Member for Vasse, just be quiet.
On the question of tourism, we may disagree about the amount of expenditur on the
promotion of Western Australia. It seems from the complaints I received last week that
inbound passengers cannot get seats on international airlines. I would like to know if it is
a general complaint and what you are doing about it.
Mr COURT: We have had quite severe seat shortages on a number of routes at certain
times of the year. Our passenger numbers out of Indonesia last year grew by 115 per
cent - that is, they more than doubled - and in the first six months of this year they grew
by 150 per cent. At certain times we have had problems not only with seats but also with
accommodation. As I have said, the infrastructure will have to move pretty quickly to
cope with growth of that type. We have been negotiating with most of the major airlines
for increased capacity.
Mr CATANIA: Any specific one?
Mr COURT: Virtually all the ones that come here, such as Malaysian Air. We are trying
to get more direct routes from Korea and Taiwan. We do not get them at the moment
because they are all going to the east coast, but we are currently talking to those people.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I am talking about Western Australians who could not get back from
Europe.
Mr HARRISON: British Airways will have a jumbo flying daily to Perth via Singapore
from 1 April.
Mrs HALLAHAN: That is next year.
Mr COURT: It will finish in Perth, and then turn around and go back again.
Mr OSBORNE: A major achievement for 1993-94 was the reintroduction of the regional
manager network, on which I congratulate you.
Mr CATANIA: Is there a Cabinet vacancy coming up?
Mr OSBORNE: A major planned achievement for 1994-95 is a statewide tourism
strategy, which I remember calling for in my maiden speech in this place. I think that
would be a major achievement, and I was partially responsible for keeping it in front of
the Government.
Mr COURT: That is not true. You were fully responsible.
Mr OSBORNE: The Western Australian Tourism Commission will provide guidance
and advice to encourage investment in regional tourism projects and will assist regional
operators. Will that guidance, advice and assistance be contingent on developers and
investors being in accord with the statewide regional strategy?
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Mr COURT: 1Te reality of the commercial world is that people invest only where there
is a commercial opportunity, and the strategy will reflect that. Right at this moment we
are keen to increase three, four and five star hotel accommodation in Perth, and there are
a number of projects on the board. We must get them committed, and we have
negotiations under way with a number of groups which are already big investors on the
cast coast, to get them to consider Western Australia as a possible site for investment.
The strategy certainly fits in with where the commercial demand is. If we have a major
international group that is currently not a player, let us say, in hotel accommodation in
Australia, we will be able to present it with a detailed analysis of the current demand, the
history and the forecast for growth.
Organisations like The Vines Resort migbt have snruggled initially, but now tremendous
growth is occurring in the golfing market and they are putting in Mnother nine holes, and
will be building a hotel and expanding the residential side of the resort considerably. It
gets around by word of mouth that that sort of development is now working very well,
and it attracts other investors.
[ 12.50 pm]
Mr CATANIA: We are competing with other countries that may give enormous
concessions for tourism infrastructure through land, rates and taxes, and state and local
government charges. How will you compete for infrastructure?
Mr COURT: At this stage we have not found that necessary. As you will know, the
Singaporeans have been big buyers of existing infrastructure. Now that they are
comfortable in the marketplace they are starting to become investors in new
developments. They see Western Australia as a very competitive place cost-wise. They
see land competitively priced and building costs competitive -

Mr CATANIA: Because we awe coming out of a recession. Just wait; costs will go up.
Mr COURT: If we do not have to provide financial assistance, why provide it?
Mr CATANIA: Obviously a number of places in Western Australia attract tourism,
whether from interstate or intrastate, one of them being Rottnest Island. Its development
must be guided to make sum it remains in its natural state. Has a change occurred in the
Rottnest Island Board? If so, what qualifications do the new members of the board have?
Mr COURT: There have been considerable changes. I do not have the list in front of
me, but it includes a representative with architectural skills and someone with
environmental skills. We have put a person from a moorings group on the board. We
have a broad -

M~r CATANIA: Can we put that on notice so that you can give us the names and their
qualifications?
Mrt COURT: Yes. It is effective on 1 September.
Mrt OSBORNE: I refer to visa requirements to enter Australia. The Federal Government
has recently restated its position that only New Zealanders will be able to enter Australia
without a visa. Does the Tourism Commission have a different view? We have direct
flights coming to the Gascoyne region from Singapore. Should Western Australia have a
different position on this matter from that of the Federal Government?
Mr HARRISON: The Federal Government is now thinking of requiring New Zealanders
to have a visa. As a- commission we have written to the Federal Government, with the
industry, saying that it is slowing tourism growth in this state.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I understand many people in the tourism industry in Perth believe a
convention centre is needed here. On page 82 of the Program Statements there is a
general statement which gives no commitment from the Government to carry out a
feasibility study. Why is that the case?
Mr COURT: We have nearly completed that study.
Mrs HALLAHAN: This document does not support that statement.
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Wr COURT: The convention study will be completed by approximately 15 September.
It is nearly finished. The idea is to identify the opportunities in this state for a purpose-
built convention centre.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Will a copy of that report be made available?
Mr COURT: It will be made public.
Mrs HALLAHAN: In future, could the Program Statements reflect the reality of the
situation? Page 82 refers to a requirement to conduct a feasibility study to establish the
need for a dedicated convention centre in Perth to hold larger scale meetings and
conferences, It indicates it is a future activity, not one that is almost completed& The
Program Statements should be more accurate.
Mr COURT: Okay.
Mr BLAIXIE: On the question of visas, has the Federal Government given any specific
reason for its decision? Is it for security reasons?
Mr HARRISON: It is for security and customs, particularly relating to drugs from South
East Asia.
Mrs HALLAHAN: What was the commission's position?
Mr HARRISON: We supported an industry viewpoint that the situation with New
Zealand should remain as it is. There should not be any restrictions between Australia
and New Zealand.
Mrs HALLAHAN: But you accept visa requirements on other incoming passengers?
Mr HARRISON: No, we suggest that with computerisation the whole system could be
speeded up. They seem to have a problem doing that.
Mr CATANIA: Does the Government have regional priorities on the basis of promotion
and/or development?
Mr COURT: No, we do not have priorities; we promote all regions. The south west has
special attributes, as do die goldfields. Pilbara, Kimberley and Exmnouth areas. We do
not have a single priority, illis an overall priority because the growth is coming from
nature-based tourism. The limitation on the growth will be infrastructure. Qantas is now
operating on domestic routes, which will provide much greater accssibility as far as air
fares am concerned. Itris up to the private sector and the Government to make sure the
infrastmucture is there to handle it.
Mr GRAHAM: Page 86 refers to tourism investment What is that about?
Mr HARRISON: That is the regional network - the regional staff.
Mr GRAHAM: It is an interesting way of describing it.
Mr HARRISON: It has two roles. One is involvement in getting investment in the
region and the other is marketing the region through product development.
Mr GRAHAM: If that is the case why was the budget underspent by $ 100 000 in 1993-
94? The estimate for that year was $l.Olm and the actual expenditure was $925 000.
Mrt HARRISON: A decision was made to reinstate those regional offices horn I July. It
took four or five months to get the people in position and to find housing, so there were
some savings.
Mr OSBORNE: Does the Tourism Commission plan to reinstitute the tourism monitor?
Mr HARRISON: Yes, it has been reinstituted, and it will cost $700 000 over two years.
Mr OSBORNE: Will that be ongoing?
Mr HARRISON: Yes.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I want to clarif an earlier answer. Did you say the industry does not
want to see any more obstacles in relation to inbound tourists firm New Zealand, but for
other countries the industry accepts and understands the need for the present visa
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requirements although you would like to see the processing of people speeded up on
arrival?
[1.00 pm]
Mr HARRISON: It involves the issuing of advice, which is taking up to a month or two
in some countries.
Mrs HALLAHAN: However, the industry accepts the issuing of visa requirements.
Mr HARRISON: The Federal Government said flatly it refused to change it. It is trying
to speed up the process.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I think there is a case for speeding up the processing at the arrival
point. I understand we have some particular protections in places where people wait
much longer when coming in than they wait at European and other points.
Mr HARRISON: We keep a constant review of that. It has improved over the past few
years.
Mr CATANIA: I read a disturbing report in The West Australian two or thime weeks ago
where a tourist promoter from the UK described our city as a destination which offered
nothing and was one he would not recommend. I do not know whether the Treasurer or
Mr Harrison is aware of that.
Mr COURT: That was for backpackers was it not?
Mr CATANIA: Yes; what does the Tourism Commission intend doing about such
perceptions? That sort of comment can be quite damaging.
Mr COURT: The majority of the reports we get are good. Of course people can be
critical. I suppose we will not invite him here next time.
Mr HARRISON: We have a trade and familiarisation program which last year cost in the
vicinity of $800 000, but we received more than $2mn in industry support. In promotional
dollars it was worth more than $40m. We are constantly bringing in trade and tourism
journalists to the state.
Mr COURT: It is an on the ground basis to places such as the Kimberley, Karijini, etc.

Sitting suspended fromt 1.02 to 2.00 pm
[Ms Warnock, Chairman.]
Mr TAYLOR: On page 85 of the Program Statements under subprogram 1.3 - promoting
special events, reference is made to the commission identifying new events of regional,
national and international significance. I am aware of the international significance of
some events which may be won. What feasibility studies does the commission undertake
to identify suitable events at a regional level?
Mr COURT: It is a good question. Every state is running around trying to attract events
of different types. The situation has been reached where states are bidding against each
other for events. The commission is trying to concentrate on events which involve a
large number of participants; for example, the golden oldies rugby carnival. The Masters
Olympics which will be held in Queensland will be a big success. Thle Government is
not happy bidding against other states for events. New South Wales is belatedly looking
at coming in on the World Swimming Championships and it has the muscle because of
the Olympic Games. Previously it made a decision not to bid for chat event. Recently
Victoria bought the Grand Prix off South Australia. I will ask Mr Harrison to advise the
committee of the specific events the commission is working on.
Mr HARRISON: The commission has tried to attract events which are unique to
Western Australia. An example is the World Mining and Energy Games which the
commission is about to announce. These games will comprise a series of events held in
the Pilbara, goldfields and Collie and will attract people from that field. It is expected
that the event will run in September next year.
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Mr TAYLOR: Does the commission undertake feasibility studies in regional areas for
events which are statewide? For example, would the commission undertake a feasibility
study to attract a particular event to a place such as Albany?
Mr HARRISON: Yes. The Avon Descent is an existing event and the commission is
trying to promote it internationally. It has great potential for promoting Western
Australia. The commission is keen to run other events in the country, like the Margaret
River Masters, if they stack up feasibility wise.
Mr TAYLOR: Is the commission involved in making the event work? For example, the
Margaret River Masters had trauble getting started and I do not know the reason for that.
Mr HARRISON: The commission ended up managing it and that is not its role. Its role
is to get the event going and the private sector rns with it. It looks as though the
commission has support for the 1996 Margaret River Masters.
Mr OSBORNE: I refer to subprogram 1.1 on page 84 of the Program Statements which
deals with advertising and promotion. I note an increase in advertising and promotions
expenditure of $1.8m. What is the additional expenditure for and are there any industry
contributions associated with it?
Mr HARRISON: Earlier the member for Balcatta asked a question and I can now advise
him that 87 per cent of the commission's funding goes into the marketing arena and less
than 13 per cent into corporate services. The commission is aiming to spend in excess of
30 per cent of its budget on advertising and promotion instead of 17 per cent last year.
That is the reason for the increase from $4m to $7m. The commission is hoping to
increase its budget by 50 per cent with funds from the private sector, that is, from $22.4m
to $33.6m. Therefore, it is hoping to achieve another $11.2 from the private sector.
Mr OSBORNE: Is that actual money that comes into the Tourism Commission or is it a
contribution from the private sector for tourism campaigns?
Mr HARRISON: A large percentage is in the form of cash. For example, the
commission will receive dollars from the private sector for Partnerships Australia. Some
of the income will be in the form of airline Contra.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Has the Government entered into a three year agreement with Ansett
for services to the north and east of the state?
Mr COURT: Ansett won the tender for the government's business within Australia and
Western Australia as the result of a tender process. Mnother firm won the tender for
international travel. I do not know the precise details of the length of the contract but I
can find out that information for the member.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Perhaps Mr Harrison will know.
Mr COURT: It has nothing to do with the Tourism Commission; it is the State Supply
Commission.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I am sure the information is known within the Tourism Commission.
Mrt COURT: I explained it was a contract let by the State Supply Commission and that it
had nothing to do with the Tourism Commission.
Mrs HALLAHAN: This is a three year contract entered into by the State Government for
bookings for its officers?
Mr COURT: I cannot tell the member the precise term of the contract I have answered
the question in the Parliament and I advised when the contract was let, when the tenders
were announced, when the tenders closed and the value of die contract.
[2. 10 pm]
Mrs HAI.LAHAN: Given the fact that you have already answered the question in the
House, perhaps you can recall whether the tender process was conducted before Qantas
entered the field in this state?
Mr COURT: I will give the background, as I mentioned to the House previously.
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Allegations wert run around the state by a member of the Opposition in relation to this
contract.
Mrs HALLAHAN: It was made by other people before it was made by the member.
Mr COURT: It was made by die member for Ashburton.
Mrs HALLAHAN: He would not have been on his own.
Mr COURT: He made the comment to the media, which asked me questions publicly
which I answered publicly.
In relation to Qantas, two major contracts arose this year for intrastate travel; namely, one
relating to Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pty Ltd and die other to the State Government.
Those contracts are the two major air travel contract inside die slate. If Qantas wanted
to break into the domestic market in Western Australia, it had die opportunity last year to
do so through winning those contraczs. However, halfway through the Woodside
contracting process, Qantas pulled out and left one party - Ansctt - to compete. Thbis was
embarrassing for a number of diffrent parties, but that contract was completed.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Why was it embarrassing?
Mr COURT: One party was bidding, and it could have put in whatever price it liked.
Nevertheless, Ansett did the right thing. Also, in relation to the State Government
contract, Qantas did not put in a serious bid.
Mr CATANIA: What do you mean by a "serious bid"?
Mr COURT: Of all the parties involved, Qantas came in fourth. However, Qantas had
won the contract previously, although Ansett had carried out the work. On this occasion
Qantas did not put in a serious bid and the contract went to Ansett. However, when
James Strong became head of Qantas. he rang up the Government and said, '"We realise
that we have mucked up an opportunity to break into the market last year. We are serious
and we want to negotiate entering the market." This involves a commercial decision.
We had a number of discussions and eventually Qantas announced that it was going to
come into the market.
Mr TAYLOR: What did it have to negotiate?
Mr COURT: It wanted to know about access to facilities and things like that.
Mr CATANIA: That is quite a flippant way to say that. This is a very serious matter.
Mr COURT: I will give the member as much detail as he wants. Another issue to be
discussed was the domestic Market. The internal market is relatively small, and Qantas
wanted to develop a relationship with other airlines to build up a growth market out of
South East Asia from Denpasar and Singapore. It wanted to consider its options in
directing people into the state using Darwin as a hub. We discussed the figures of
tourists coming through Darwin travelling down to the east coast and we had the west
coast figures prepared. We considered all sorts of strategies to see how we could attract
more tourists from South East Asia and from the north. We had no difficulty in using
Darwin in that way, as it is regarded as a hub by Qantas.
We discussed a number of options and limitations. They explained that they would
initially be looking at Kcalgoorlie, Port Hedland, Karrtha and Broome. They discussed
operating some flights from the east coast stopping at Kalgoorlie; some from the east to
Alice Springs and on to Broome; and some flights from Cairns to Alice Springs and on to
Perth. A number of options were discussed. We helped Qantas regarding the best
opportunities for growth. This was to help make it worthwhile for Qantas to enter the
domestic market in this state. It is not just die growth it anticipates internally, but also
how Qantas can tie in flights and moutes with other airlines. This was designed to
develop a larger market.
A problem we have, particularly in the north, is a lack of facilities. A number of places,
such as Kununurra, have a lack of accommodation. Qantas will not fly there initially.
Also, restrictions apply to the type of aircraft which can use such airstrips. We have
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reached agreement with Ansett, not Qantas, on conducting a study at Kununurra
regarding lengthening the airstrip; this relates mainly to freight, not passengers. The
Boeing 737 can land at Kununurra only with restricted loads.
Mrs HALLAHAN: So, it is not to do with passengers?
Mr COURT: Ansett's main interest was in freight in Kununurra. The 737 can operate
only with light loads, particularly on hot days, at that airport. Qantas had the opportunity
to make an assault into the domestic market in this state last year. It missed that
opportunity. One cannot be more open than having things out to tender following that
process. It has been decided that the longer it takes to get into the market, the worse off
Qantas will be.
The allegation made by the member for Ashburton to the media was that Ansett had won
the contract because my brother works for that company. I find that to be absolutely
despicable, as I said a: the time. That allegation was in effect an allegation of corruption.
My brother works for Ansett - he was the state manager at the time, and currently works
in the eastern states. He has served on the Tourism Commission under the previous
government, and he has served the state well.
Mr TAYLOR: He is a good bloke.
Mrs HALLAHAN: He is well regarded.
Mr COURT: Htis reputation has never been in doubt. It was cowardly for that sort of
allegation to be made.
Mr TAYLOR: Ansett has the State Government contract, and I understand that it is
effectively a booking contract. Is that correct?
Mr COURT: I do not know the precise detal, but I have no problem in the member
looking at the contrat and looking at how it was processed.
Mr TAYLOR: I understand that what I suggest is the case. If someone at the Health
Department wants to fly to Kununurra, Ansett makes the travel arrangements. Is Qantas
concerned about access to, say, 15 or 20 per cent of the total state government market? Is
there an opportunity to ensure that Qantas is in the market for a long term and that the
Government directs a certain percentage of state government business to Ansett and to
Qantas? It may be a minimum percentage, or something like that.
Mr COURT: I cannot give the precise detail of the way the contract works. if the
Government books 80 per cent of its travel through Ansett, the Government will receive
the maximnum discount which has been negotiated. If the booking percentage is lower,
the Government will receive a lesser discount percentage. Therefore, another airline,
such as Qantas, can receive 20 per cent of state government business and the Government
will still receive the maximum discount. However, the contract has another component,
on which we want to work. This was a document I was just signing, and the deal is that
we are to receive the best fare of the day.
Mr CATANIA: How do you know what that is?
Mr COURT: The airline has a system by which it will give us a printout of the best fare
of the day.
Mr CATANIA: Is that the best Ansett fare?
(2.20 pm]
Mr COURT: We are booking with Ansett, so it is that fare. It is our responsibility to
book the best fare. Therefore, if we can book a fare 10 days in advance for $400 instead
of $800 it is our responsibility to do so. We are encouraging people to get the cheapest
fare they can. The airline companies in the past did not offer a standard economy fare. I
have difficulty getting those sorts of fares because I cannot guarantee what time I will
travel, but officers going to conferences etc, booking in advance, can take advantage of
those fares. Very shortly we will be able to get a printout to indicate the fares being
booked by a department, and what was available at the time. The departments can shop
around.
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Mr Blaikie interjected.
Mr COURT: When taxpayers are paying the bill, the easy way is to take the fare, and pay
the high price. Ansett agreed to provide such fates as a service. It is due to the fact that
they are comfortable -

Mr CATANIA: Do you say that you will receive one printout applying to different
fares - what is available, what is booked, and the best fare?
Mr COURT: Ansett will provide information on the fare we purchased and the best faxes
available on the day.
Mr CATANIA: Why did Ansctt not give the best fare in the first instance?
Mr COURT: It depends on whether it is 10 days or 15 days in advance.
Mr CATANIA: The best fare should be what they make available. It is no use Ansctt
saying there is nothing available and then making it available.
Mr COURT: In the trave! business it is a different ball game. 'They never used to
discount to the business market. Now, the strategy is that if a plane goes from Perth to
Sydney it must be full. If it is not, 10 hours before they ring the travel agencies and offer,
say, 20 tickets at a lower price. Tle agencies ring their clients. The airline companies
want their planes full all the time. As a government, we must take advantage, If we
think we can save considerable travelling costs, we will utilisc the cheap fares.
Mr CATANIA: That works well in theory, but I would like to see government
departments achieving the best fare - and that would be about 12 per cent of the time.
Mr COURT: The Minister must approve interstate travel.
Mr CATANIA: Ministers would not know the best fares.
Mr COURT: If I receive a travel form for approval for, say. $1 000 to Sydney I do not
approve it. I query it and ask whether it is the best fare available, If I am told that the
officer needs flexibility with time for certain reasons, I accept it. In most cases it does
not come back.
Mr TAYLOR: What about Qantas being able to get a share of the market? For example,
if on a flight to Kalgoorlie I wish to fly Qantas it will take me but if not it will
automatically book me on Ansett.
Mr COURT: If we all book Qantas and we need to meet an 80 per cent target we will
lose the discount
Mr CATANIA: Do you get it with Qantas?
Mr COURT: No.
Mr CATANIA: It is the same system: Eighty per cent goes for X, and 40 per cent goes
for X.
Mr COURT: On top of that, there is something like a 10 per cent discount.
Mr CATANIA: Qantas gives the same.
Mr COURT: I can tell you the deal.
Mrs H-ALLAHAN: Tell us.
Mr COURT: I will not say publicly. If the member wishes access, she can have it.
Mr TAYLOR: Qantas has decided to pick out the eyes of the market with Kalgoorlie and
KarrathE. The concern is that some of the jet services to a variety of towns will drop off
and, one way or another, they will receive a lesser service. Anseit subsidises services
throughout the state.
Mr COURT: That is. if you bring in competition they will not provide a jet service. I
spent three days with Ansett people considering tourism investment opportui~ties around
the state, including at Kalgoorlie. Its attitude is the opposite; that is, it has spent years
building up goodwill in the domestic marketplace and it would be foolish to throw it
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away. Between when Qantas made the announcement and started flying, Ansen has been
investigating a number of initiatives to lift services etc.; it has been tackling the matter in
an aggressive way. The routes concerned axe Carnarvon and Exmouth in recent times,
but before the announcement Anseti had started running planes on certain days. It was
taking up the Saab. What will probably happen is that the jet planes will cover major
mutes, but with the development in the south west - including Busselton, expanding
Mbany and Kalgoorlie - we will probably have a plane between the size of the Saab and,
say, the DaslV8 to do the minor runs, and start to pick up the routes. Instead of a step
down it is a step up, if there are more flights to some places.
In Mlbany die current planes cannot handle the traffic, so a small plane goes backwards
and forwards. They are experimenting with the Saab. If the market grows the propeller
planes will probably fly on some of those routes that miss out. From the tourism point of
view, we axe developing things like the This aerial highway where local small planes will
take people through to the different tourist destinations. People can now get into the
Bungle Bungles and different stations. A promotional pamphlet has been produced-, it is
one of the best I have seen. The Bungle Bungles are serviced purely by aircraft out of
both Halls Creek and Kunuua - that is, aircraft and choppers. So, the Tourism
Commission is working closely with them. We are trying to develop a similar service out
of Karratha and Exmouth taking in the Karijini national park, and out of Denham for
Monkey Ma. The smaller airlines will provide those services to the places that Miss OUL
We will keep an eye on it. Derby is a problem. Again, Ansett has not jumped in. The
problem is the lack of a new airport. Some of the possibilities discussed include a shuttle
service between Derby and Broome - that is, a shuttle service from the town to the
airport
Mr CATANIA: Earlier, I asked the Treasurer a question relating to the Rottniest Island
Board. I have been advised that Mr Harrison was on the board last year. When the new
appointments were made he was taken off, and four other people have been appointed.
The Treasurer stated that he did not know who those people were.
Mr COURT: I said that a new board comes into effect on I September.
Mr CATANIA: Do you know who is on it?
Mr COURT: No.
Mr CATANIA: Can the Treasurer confirm the names: Craig Lawrence, Robert Murrie,
Clare Huston and Guy Leyland?
Mr COURT: Yes.
Mr CATANIA: So. you knew the members of the board?
Mr COURT: You just told me.
Mr CATANIA: I wanted the Treasurer to confirm the names.
Mr COURT: I said that I would give the details regarding the Rattnest Island Board.
Mr CATANIA: I am concerned that the Treasurer did not know that Mr Harrison had
been tipped off the board.
Mir COURT: He has not been tipped off.
Mr CATANIA: Taken off then.
Mir COURT: That is different
Mr CATANIA: Now that the Treasurer knows the names, can he give an idea of their
expertise?
Mr TAYLOR: What has Craig Lawrence got going for him? He is running the City of
Pert; he is a senior conisultant; and now he is on the Rottnes: Island Authority. Why
have these appointments been made?
Mir COURT: Craig Lawrence has been involved commercially in the past, on RottneSt
He ran a diving business. He is interested in developing the tourism side of Rotmt,
mainly through opportunities with diving.
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Mr CATANIA: Is Clare Hluston related to Michael Huston?
Mr COURT: Yes, she is his wife. She is an architect.
Mrs HALLAHAN: We are keeping it in the Uiberal family.
Mr COURT: Do you object to her being on the board?
Mr CATANIA: What about Robert Murrie?
Mr COURT: He is representing the recreational users, the boat owners, and the mooring
committee.
Mr CATANIA: And Guy Leyland?
Mr COURT: He has a fisheries background and represents environmental interests. The
member should look at the various qualifications and he will see the answer.
Mr OSBORNE: A major planned achievement, at page 87, is that the Tourism
Commission will undertake a "positioning" advertising campaign to identify the varying
features of the states to differentiate Western Australia from other tourism destinations
and allow tourism operator participation. What are the major elements of the new
developing tourism image? To which markets will the campaign direct itself'? Which
tourism organisations will be involved in the campaign to promote Western Australia to
these market places?

[2.30 pm]
Mr COURT: In New South Wales people identify Sydney with the Harbour Bridge and
the Opera House; similarly, Queensland is immediately identified with the Great Barrier
Reef. Western Australia is such a large state and has so many different natural
attractions, from the south to the Kimberley in the north, that we have been working on
trying to position the state. The previous logos were along the lines of "It is as good as
you will get", or "You will not get much better than that". We are trying to position the
state for the South East Asian market, which because of its geographical location tends to
regard us as a short haul flight from most of its destinations, whereas going to the east is
a big deal. We will reinforce the strengths we have and will also be positioning the state
as a major natural base for tourists.
Mr OSBORNE: So for South East Asia it is the proximity?
Mr COURT: Perth has been the destination, but it has been expensive for people to
travel around the state. We hope that with internal competition it will be easier,
effectively, to sell the product to other parts of the state with cheaper fares.
Mr OSBORNE: Are the country tourism organisations, the regional travel associations
and tourist operators to be involved in any way? This mentions that tourism operato
participation will be involved. Will that involve the country tourism organisations in any
way?
Mr COURT: They are.
Mr HARRISON: That is aimed as much at the private sector when we say "tourism
operator"; but Yes, we have some incentive funding available for participation by regional
travel associations.
Mr COURT: The Kimberley is one example of that. It raised a lot of money for its own
promotion. We have been assisted there, and the work coming out of that region has
been very professional.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I refer to a press statement dated 4 July, which refers to a Cabinet
meeting apparently held at Port Hedland. In the third paragraph it mentions discussions
you were currently having with a number of airlines about bringing greater competition
onto the major regional air routes. I would be interested to know the names of the
airlines. Did they enjoy the same level of comprehensive consultation as Qantas, for
example?
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Mr COURT: Qantas is the main one I met with, and the other airlines involved were
West Australian Airlines, I think a South Australian group -
Mrs HALLAHAN: It says "a number of airlines".
Mr COURT: The international ones I have been dealing with are EVA, Lufthansa,
British Airways, Britannia Charters -
Mrs HALLAHAN: Into regional centres?
Mr COURT: Yes.
Mr CATANIA: Lufthansa wants to fly into regional centres?
Mr COURT: Lufthansa wants to look at getting frm Denpaser to Broome.
Mrs HALLAHAN: That is hardly competition in air fares that the expression "going into
regional airports" would have conjured up in the minds of people at Pant Hedland at that
tune.
Mr COURT: They are looking at what they call code sharing, whereby people fly into
Broome and then continue on to Perth or elsewhere on Qantas or Australian Airlines.
Mrs HALLAHAN: [ think what you are saying now is a little different from what you
said in that press statement.
Mr COURT: It is no different at all.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Is it true that Lufthansa presently has landing rights at Perth which it
is not using?
Mr COURT: I would not know offhand.
Mrs HALLAHAN: No?
Mr COURT: I do not know.
Mr TAYLOR: Page 86 of the Program Statements refers to tourism investment and
programs to facilitate this, etc. What prants, subsidies and transfer payments were made
in 1993-94, and what do you expect them -to be for 1994-95, in terms of who got what?
Mr COURT: The biggest one was $247 500 for the Hothamn Valley Tourist Railway, and
there is another.
Mr HEARNE: There was another $20 000 in accrued projects from 1993-94.
Mr TAYLOR: is that $247 500 for this yea or the past year?
Mr HEARNE: It is for 1994-95.
Mr TAYLOR: So the Hotharn Valley railway will get $247 500, and last year it got
$349 000?
Mr HARRISON: Itris a similar amount: $237 302 for Horham Valley and $100 000 in
general grants.
Mr TAYLOR: What sort of things are we looking at?
Mr HARRISON: Assistance to local government on tourism-related projects, such as the
Carnarvon jetty.
(2.40 pm]
Mr BLAIKIE: A major planned achievement for 1994-95 is the undertaking of a
"positioning" advertising campaign to identify the features of die stair in order to
differentiate between Western Australia and other tourist destinations. I see numberplate
logos as having some significance. I have been concerned for some time that every
couple of years we change our logo. The traditional logo always was "The Wildflower
State". Does the wildflower state still have significance over any other destination in
Australia? When will the, state settle down and have one identifiable. numnberplate logo
that it intends to kep forever?
Mr COURT: Do you think itris time to become the "State of Excitement" again?
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Mr BLADUIE: There was also "Home of the America's Cup".
Mrs HALLAHAN: I am sure people in the tourism industry would be appalled at the
idea of having to settle down with one logo forever.
Mr BLAIKIE: I asked the question because we have got rid of "The Wildflower State"
logo. Does it have any relevance in today's market positioning?
Mr COURT: The wildflower state certainly is one of the major tourism attractions we
have had. We have gone to great lengths this year to promote the wildflower season. We
have not addressed the question of numberplate logos at this stage.
Mr BLAIICIE: Does the Tourism Commission see numberplate logos as having any
relevance? Are they important for a state, bearing in mind the logos which other states
and countries use?
Mr HARRISON: It is in a sense of selling the state and a sense of pride in the state;
whether it brings visitors is questionable.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Where in the commission's PTEs is the capacity to provide advice to
government on retail trading hours and the present review of the Liquor Act? People in
the tourism industry tell me these matters am important. What is your attitude to them,
and how does the commission provide advice to you?
Mr HARRISON: We are aware that one of the impediments to tourism growth is
infrastructure development, so we have created a policy, planning and development
section in the commission to concentrate on not only development of private and
government sector infrastructure, but also the kinds of issues to which you refer.
Mrs HALLAHAN: What is the Premier's attitude to the major issues of trading hours
and liquor laws?
Mr COURT: There is no doubt shopping is becoming a big attraction for South East
Asian visitors. I never thought I would see a situation where they would come shopping
here because they get a better deal. That is a fact now, They see many quality products
at lower prices. Presently we have six day trading, and the trading hours review will be
brought down shortly -
Mr CATANIA: Do you favour deregulation?
Mr COURT: I certainly think on weekdays we must look at extending hours. Sunday is
the questionable one. The overwhelming evidence is against allowing big stores to open
on Sunday. We probably need some flexibility on weekdays. Shopping is becoming an
important part of the South East Asian tourism experience in Perth.
Mr CATANIA: Are you aware that in every big capital city around the world - Rome,
London.- the retail shops are closed on Sunday, yet they depend more on tourism than
anywhere else?
Mr BLAIKI: That does not make them right.
Mr COURT: There are certainly some anomalies in the liquor laws, but I cannot preempt
what a review will show.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The review is completed.
Mr COURT: The one that annoys me is Monkey Mia where the tourist attraction has had
difficulty getting a licence because of objections from people in the Denham townsite.
Attractions like that must have easier access to licences.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Does that mean the liquor review is not before Cabinet?
Mr COURT: I amn sorry, I cannot tell you the current status of the liquor review.
Mrs HALLAHAN: It is something to which you should give attention because people
have been waiting for a long time to hear the outcome of the review, If it is not before
Cabinet, it must be sitting in the Minister's office. You have the capacity to move it
along.
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Mr CATANIA: I refer to a previous question by the Leader of the Opposition, and will
take this information on notice. I refer to grants, subsidies and transfer payments for
tourism investment for 1993-94 and 1994-95 and to promotion of Western Australia as a
tourist destination in those two years. What are those payments and who received them?
Can I have them itemised over the next week or two?
Mr COURT: Yes, we will itemise them for you.
Mr OSBORNE: I refer to cooperative development projects on page 88 of the Program
Statements. The sum allocated this year is $408 000, down from $469 000 last year. If
my memory is correct, that figure has been declining steadily for several years. It seems
a small amount of money in comparison to the amounts that development commissions
can dedicate to projects. I wonder about the value of the Tourism Commission remaining
involved in this area where so many other people such as local authorities and
development commissions are working. What is the commission's relationship with
development commissions in improving public attractions and facilities at local level in
country areas? Will the Tourism Commission be able to persuade development
commissions to take account of a statewide tourism strategy when the commissions give
money to those sorts of projects?
Mr HARRISON: When we discussed future directions with the industry 12 months ago
it clearly said our role was not to supply money to local government for public toilets and
the like, so we are withdrawing from that. We have worked closely with the
development commissions. Last Friday I met the 10 chairmen of the commissions and
we sat down and worked on the statewide, strategy. We clearly identified who is
responsible for what, so there will be no duplication in government, and we will be
working along those lines.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Two or three people in the industry have suggested to me that the
portfolio received rater attention when it was handled by the member for Cotta sloe.
Now that it is the Premier's responsibility it is not getting the same attention and Western
Australia is seen to be neglecting its responsibilities by not having the Premier at the
ministerial council meetings. Can you provide some comfort to members of the industry
with regard to the attention the portfolio interests are receiving?
[2.50 pm]
Mr COURT: I have not attended the ministerial council meetings. I sent the chief
executive officer to represent me at the last meeting. The previous Minister, Parn Beggs,
did not attend the last ministerial council meetings. However, I do not see that as being
of great significance. I put a huge amount of time into the Tourism portfolio. I meet
with all the relevant organisations. I often travel at short notice to meetings where

approprite in Melbourne, Sydney, etc if we look like being able to put some sort of deal
in place whether it involves an airline, hotel or whatever. I have used all my visits
overseas to develop contacts in the tourism industry. I would like to think that the
recognition we have given the industry is acknowledged by the Opposition; that is, it is
becoming one of our major growth industries in the state and we are treating it
accordingly.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The Opposition certainly agrees. Tourism is a very important
industry and growth area. However, I am relaying to you comments that have come my
way and giving you the opportunity to respond and to be aware of those comments.
Mr COURT: I will not relay any comments I have received about yourself.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I amt not in government, so it would not materially affect those
people in the industry. However, your position does affect them.
Ir TAYLOR: My experience is that most ministerial council meetings are a waste of
time.
Mr COURT: I tend to agree with the Lader of the Opposition. The matter did not come
up at the COAD meeting on Friday, but the ministerial councils have been hijacked by
the federal bureaucracy. They now set the agenda. Regardless of what contribution the
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different stares want to make, die bureaucracies have the communique prepared in
advance and we read about it in the newspaper. We intend changing the emphasis at
those ministerial council meetings when examining our roles and responsibilities. The
Premiers agreed at that last form that we would involve the private sector more in
examining how we could eliminate duplication. We have pulled out the bureaucrats.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I hope it does not include going broke like the people you appointed
in Melbourne to cary out the work on behalf of Western Australia.
Mr COURT: I hope not either because Wayne Goss has selected the first people.
Mr OSBORNE: Several years ago, I think in the mid-1980s, die Tourism Commission
appointed an Aboriginal tourism officer. When we are talking about tourism products for
Western Australia, obviously Aboriginal culture must be a major component of chat. Can
you give us an update on what are the Tourism Commission's actions in developing
Aboriginal culture?
Mr COURT: There is not enough involvement of Aboriginal people in die tourism
industry. However, in the Kimberley and Pilbara regions many opportunities exist for
their involvement. A successful tours operation has been developed at (Mike Gorge,
Fitzroy Crossing where CALM and other departments have been of assistance. We are
disappointed chat there is not more Aboriginal involvement at the Bungle Bungle Range
and we see many opportunities at Karijini. Once the road funding is in place and die road
is completed. the back access into the gorges will be opened up. We want to see
Aboriginal people involved in those types of developments.
Mr HARRISON: We have one position in the department for an Aboriginal person.
However, in addition to five major projects with the Aboriginal Economic Development
Organisation that we are working on, such as Karijini, our regional managers are working
on local tours involving Aborigines. It is becoming very important and we are placing
emphasis on it.
Mr OSBORNE: Are the local managers given specific targets to achieve or a general
instruction to do something if an opportunity arises?
Mr HARRISON: It depends on the local region. More opportunities exist in the Pilbara,
the Kimbedleys and Kalgoorlie than in the south west.
Mr BOARD: I note that of the $22m allocated for expenditure, about half is in
advertising and promotion. How much of that is spent overseas? I notice you have some
key personnel in overseas locations. Where are they and how much of that advertising
budget is spent on overseas locations?
Mr HARRISON: Eighty-seven per cent of the total advertising and promotion budget
goes into that arena in various forms, not 50 per cent. Having somebody on the ground
selling Western Australia is still promoting Western Australia. Of that percentage, 45 per
cent is spent overseas.
Mr BOARD: What are the major locations?
Mr HARRISON: London, Bonn, a small representative office in Prance, South East
Asia. Indonesia, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok and Tokyo.
Mr BOARD: Do you still place television advertisements in countries where no staff are
located?
Mr HARRISON: As a general rule we do not become involved in consumer advertising
overseas; it is not effective. We get the Australian tourism industry to do it.
Mr COURT: When the Federal Government is undertaking a campaign we must try to
work out a way to become involved with it. There has been an emphasis on promoting
the Queensland-Sydney access and we are trying to encourage them to move away from
that There is no doubt that Queensland outperforms all the other states in promoting
tourism overseas. It has a large office in London and in most of the Asian centres.
Queensland has promoted tourism very effectively. We cannot match that state numbers.
wise, so we are trying to work closer with the Australian tourism offices overseas as we
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have done with trade. That is beginning to bear fruit. I make personal visits to the
Australian tourism people. They also come here on a regular basis. All of themi were
here a month or so ago. We have kept them well and truly aware of the product. The
member for Balcatta. will understand that one of the critical things to be done overseas is
to get our product onto their booking systems and that involves a great deal of money.
Some of our operators arm small and cannot afford the money to be listed on some of
those systems. We are trying to work out ways of encouraging more of them to put their
product on the booking systems so that when a person books an air ticket or hotel
reservation, he can also book a Monkey Mia or a south west visit. We see that as one of
the important things to do.
Mr CATANIA: Could we subsidise putting that information into the various systems?
Mr COURT: We provide limited subsidy in that area. We have a new officer in London
and he is concentrating on that area as one of the areas on which to get more of the
product. There must be good, reliable products for sale. If we are selling into the French
and German markets we must he able to speak the languages and provide the foods etc.
We are gradually building up those levels.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Has the decision made by CALM to increase fees for visitors
entering our national parks been considered by the policy planning unit within the
Tourism Commission? I have received letters of complaint from tourism interests in the
south. I do not know whether just national parks incurred that fee or whether it is a
policy of the Government across the state. It has caused dissatisfaction among the
commerce and industry bodies in those localities.
[3.00 pm]
Mr COURT: The Tourism Commission is involved in it but the difficulty is that the
infrastructure required to look after these tourist attractions has not been up to scratch.
The Government is putting more funding into the Departnent of Conservation and Land
Management's operations. For example, so many tourists have been visiting places like
the Valley of the Giants that they have destroyed the natural beauty. The Government
will allocate money for proper timber walkways to protect the natural environment of
these attractions. The Government has to get the funding from somewhere to help look
after those attractions. There will be an upgrading of the controls over those natural
attractions. Considerable expense is involved in maintaining places like the Ningaloo
Reef were there has been an increase in tourists.
Mr TAYLOR: The Government cannot charge people to go into that national patk
Mr COURT: We do on the water-based attractions. The charter boat operators charge a
fee.
Mr TAYLOR: People cannot be charged to go into the Cape Range national park
because the road there belongs to the local shire.
Mr COURT: Where considerable expense is involved, a charge has to be made to cover
that expenditure.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Is it the general principle within government to look at upgrading
facilities by charging people to go into areas where previously there was no charge?
Mr COURT: Most of the popular areas had charges on them.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Therefore, the Government will increase those charges?
Mr COURT: I cannot tell the member off the top of my head what those charges are.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I did not ask the Treasurer todo tha. I can do that by way of a
question in the House. Is the Government's intention to either increase charges or apply
a charge where there was not one previously?
Mr COURT: I cannot say it is the Government's policy to increase charges. A charge is
being levelled so the Government can use the funds to protect the popular areas. Some of
them have become degraded because of the large numbers of people going there. The
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Government will not stand by and do nothing to protect these area. It will take action to
improve them.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The Opposition recognisesa the value of ecotourism and it would not
want the popular tourist attractions degraded. By the same token, some of the people in
the tourism and related industries are complaining, rightly or wrongly, about the
imposition of additional charges.
Division 9: Treasury, $16 451 000 -
[Ms Warnock, Chairman.]
[Mr Court, Treasurer.]
[Mr R.N. Hughes, Acting Under Treasurer.]
[Mr R. Hazell, Assistant Under Treasurer (Budgeting).]
[R JL. Langoulant, Acting Assistant Under Treasurer (Finance).]
Mr TAYLOR: Page 68 of the Program Statements refers to the implementation of
corporate information systems. Are there many problems with fraudulent claims in die
pensioner rebate system?
Mr COURT: There am about half a dozen fraudulent claims a year, but there are many
problems with duplicate claims.
Mr TAYLOR: Page 64 of the Program Statements refers to further participation in an
interstate heads of Treasury committee which has been formed to review financial taxes.
The aim is to report to the Government on a series of recommendations to enhance a
number of things. Will the Treasurer give an indication of what is being looked at in
terms of the state's financial institutions duty, debits tax and other financial taxes?
Mr COURT: The Treasurers have met on a number of occasions in the last year to
discuss the broader question of die share of funding the states have been receiving. A
combined effort, coodnated by the New South Wales office, put a figure on the
declining percentage of the states' share of Commonwealth tax revenue. In 1983 die
states were $4b worse off and now that figure is $6b. I do not have a representative here
from that committee to outline the individual taxes. The committee is in its early stages
and I am unable to give the member the answer, If he wishes I will find out the
information and make it available to him.
Mr TAYLOR: I would like that information.
Dr GALLOP: I refer to page 67 of the Program Statements dealing with public
authorities policy and monitoring. Has any work been done by the Tr'easury to assess the
possible privatisation of the Rt & I Bank Ld?
Mr COURT: The bank and the Treasury together commissioned SEC Dominiguez to
come up with a series of options for the bank. It gave advice on those different options.
The Treasury developed a paper which it has given to the Government and which
outlines some of die issues and alternatives it should consider. The Government is
considering all the advice it has received. The Government's objective is to keep the
bank as a Western Australian-based financial institution. It wants a full public float
without any restrictions attached to it. Realistically the bank could be swallowed up by
one of the major banks straightaway. The Government is considering ways for the bank
to remain a Western Australian-based head office and financial institution. It is getting
advice on whether certain restrictions will affect the float price. We are still a way off
working out the formula and how to do it. We do not want Mnother TabCorp -
[3.10 pm]
Mr TAYLOR: Or SGlO.
Mr COURT: That has gone reasonably well. We achieved top of the market price on
that, and we cannot complain.
Mr TAYLOR: Some investors might.
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Mr COURT: We achieved top of the market price, and dhe SGlO will be a reasonably
long term investment. We aic receiving separate advice from Treasury. apart from other
professional advice.
Ar TAYLOR: One of the criticisms, rightly or wrongly, of TabCorp was die role of die
opposition. I have spoken to the BankWest Board about this matter, and I have asked
whether it will be prepared to brief Caucus on the privatisation issue. It has indicated
that it is prepared to do so. Will you allow Treasury officers to be involved in briefing
Caucus on some of the issues involved?
Mir COURT: I would not see a problem with that, although I do not know about diem
being conducted as die same briefing.
Mr TAYLOR: They will just be information briefings on issues and matters which must
be addressed.
Dr GALLOP: And the options.
Mr TAYLOR: Indeed.
Mr COURT: I w~ould not see a problem with that. When selling a government asset, it is
not an easy exercise. One can take risks with a personal asset. For example, we are
finding that no set moute is available to follow when selling such assets. The SG10 seli
off was a process, started by the previous government, which was proper for that
organisation. Some Western Australian insurance companies were in operation at that
time, and the SG010 did not have the same significance in the market place as does
BankWest; it is the largest single financial institution in Western Australia and is the
most important bank in this state. We must work out the means of achieving the best
price for the taxpayer, and we also want to maintain the bank in Western Austrlia. A
little commercial to-ing and fro-ing will take place to ensure that we build up competition
to achieve the best price. We will have no difficulty in Treasury briefing die Opposition.
Mr BOARD: The swing over to accrual accounting is a major move for the department
to plc valuations on all land and buildings, infrastrctre and so forth. How far has that
process gone, and is it currently on target?
Mir COURT: Neville Smith has been overseeing that operation, but I wil get the Under
Treasurer to outline what has taken place.
Mr HUGHES: That process is well under way and various agencies and departments are
in the majority looking like they will be operate on a reporting base at the end of this
financial year. Therefore, within two to three years, we will move to full accrual
accounting. It will take time to work through.
Mir BOARD: Does that mean that buildings will be revalued each year? What formula
will you use to assess die current values on a year to year basis?
Mr HUGHES: It is necessary to go through the process and see how to conform to
various standards to see how realistic the formula is.
Mr BOARD: It is an interesting issue.
Mr HUGHES: It is.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Referring to the committee discussion prior to the lunch suspension
on the Council of Australian Governments meeting in Darwin, the Premier was a little
unfair about - indeed, he may have misrepresented - the nature of discussions at that
meeting. I understand that a number of issues were discussed, not merely legislation. I
wonder whether die Premier could cast his mind back to those discussions, rather than
referring to claim that the Prime Minister and the federal Minister for Finance, Mr
George Gear, would not address the legislation when challenged by the Premier. He told
us today that the Federal Government said it was draft legislation. I presume from the
paper I have seen that it was a draft it was not the object of that agreement and other
things were discussed at die meeting. Is that not the case?
Mr COURT: If the member wants to know the detail of the meeting, I shall tell her It
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was due to start at 9.30 am, but, as has become the norm, it started and the Prime
M~inister arrived at 10 am - a half-hour late. All morning was spent discussing fintancial
issues. The afternoon was spent on the detail of the legislative proposals. A draft
communique about that section of it was about four pages long. The Prime Minister tried
to work through that communique, dhe last part of which related to legislation.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The last part was on legislation. Thai is a little different from what
you indicated before.
Mr COURT: I said that the last part of the draft communique related to legislation.
However, one cannot discuss the first part of the communique unless one discusses the
legislation, if the member understands My point We end up with what was described by
some as a dog's breakfast. The morning was spent on financial issues, which were not
resolved, and the afternoon was spent on the detail of the federal legislation. That
legislation will now be reconsidered by the Federal Governmet.
Mrs HALLAHAN: What is Western Australia's position generally on the Hilmer
recommendations? I understand that Western Australia has agreed in principle to
competition policy being desirable for the state and the nation, but that compensation for
revenue foregone is the matter of contention. Is that a too simplistic view of things?
Mr COURT: Yes, it is too simplistic. We have always supported the broad thrust of the
Himer competition recommendations - it has never been in dispute. However, the

dispute is about their implementation. Our policy prior to the last general election
included competition. Compensation is not an issue we have raised by ourselves. We
raised the issue of a better state-federal financial arrangement mainly because one cannot
easily identify the benefits which flow from individual changes. If a lot of growth is
occurring in the economy as a result of changes in, say, the energy industry as more
deregulation occurs, everybody benefits. Instead of making a state competition
arrangement, the state should be given a share of the growth revenue - that is fair. We
have no difficulty on the financial side. We have been told point blank that the states will
not be sharing in any of the revenue growth.
Mrs HALLAIIAN: So, that is one stumbling block at this stage.
Mr COURT: The financial arrangements, in relation to revenue growth, have been a
stumbling block. These have arisen on a number of issues. We have completed our draft
legislation. If the Federal Government was prepared to listen - we made it clear to
officers present - we would cooperate fully in drafting legislation which is acceptable.
As a result of the Friday meeting, the officers realised that they would have to start
listening. I hope that we will make headway with them.
[3.20 pm.]
Mrs HALLAHAN: Can the Treasurer outline the general principles in the Western
Australian legislation?
Mr COURT: We support having the same legislation as the Federal Goverment, so that
we comply with the same guidelines - with the proviso that the state retain certain
autonomy in some areas; that is, where we can grant exemptions, which is exactly what
the Federal Government does. We are prepared for the federal body to be the main body
overseeing it provided it took into account Western Australia's concerns. In other words,
we want a cooperative scheme where the states have legislation, if it fits in with the
federal legislation, and we are prepared to use the structure of the federal body.
Mrs HALLAHAN: If Western Australia says that it will exempt certain areas, and if
other states do the same, will we end up with national consistency?
Mr COURT: Hf the member wants uniformity across the country, she should say so.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Will we achieve something workable out of this process?
Mr COURT: Of course.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Would it be possible for the Opposition to have a copy of the draft
legislation when it is completed?
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Mr COURT: When we have gone through the process of liaising with the bodies
involved, the Opposition can have a look. Our main concern is that the federal
legislation may contain a you-beaut clause. It may say that the states can do this or that,
but the overriding provision may be that the Federal Government can come in and make
the final decision - even though the states have made a decision. For the states, that is
like a red rag to abull.
Mrs HALLAHAN: If states wish to have exemptions, they can do that unilaterally
without discussing it with other states. Is that what the Treasurer wants?
Mr COURT: That is what happens now. The Federal Government wants that provision
in its legislation to make decisions about exemptions. Labor Ministers will not allow
certain areas to be opened up to competition. Brian Howe and others have an agenda that
is different from what the Prime Minister is publicly pushing.
Mr TAYLOR: Your National Party colleagues have a different agenda from yours.
Mr COURT: Some of the strongest opposition comes from within elements of the
Federal Labor Government.
Mrs HALLAHAN: No concerted effort has been made by the states. It is not the most
harmonious situation for state Premiers.
Mr COURT: The states have differing needs. New South Wales and Queensland are
using government monopolies - such as the railways system - as huge fundraising
exercises. Most of our mining operations are privately owned-, the power authorities are
pulling out huge dividends in excess of their equivalent tax profits. They have financial
concerns to consider. We do not have as many of those types of concerns, but we do in
other areas. As far as the competition policy goes. Victoria and Western Australia are
well ahead.
Mr TAYLOR: What has happened about the appointment of an under treasurer?
Mr COURT: The position was advertised and the applications closed last Thursday. We
will go through the normal selection process, and I hope that will finish within a month.

Division 10: Public Service Commission, $5 738 004) -

[M Warnock, Chairman.]
[Mr Court, Minister for Public Sector Management.]
[Dr K.C. Michael, Public Service Commissioner.]
[Mr B. Tilbury, Manager Corporate Services.]
[Mr J. Pritchard, Chief Executive, Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet.]
Dr GALLOP: Given the passage of the Public Sector Management Bill and the abolition
of the Public Service Commission, can the Premier indicate how the different functions
will be distributed within government in an administrative sense?
Mr COURT: The Public Sector Standards Commissioner's office will be located in the
AMP building. We have negotiated a walk in, walk out anrngement. The commissioner
will be involved in a number of functions in setting standards. The Office of Deployment
will go with the public sector management group. That group will remain where it is and
operate from that office. It will fall within the public sector management area. The equal
opportunity section will go with the standards commissioner.
Mr PRITCHARD: Some small part of the operation will go to the public sector
management office. Some senior recruitment. management of the SES, the minimum
obligatory information requirements - the census arrangement - and the monitoring of
information will be under the public sector management office. Most other employment
functions will remain with the employment group - which the Premier has not announced
or finally decided. There is still a need for an employment function to be carried out as is
the case presently under the Public Service Commission.
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Dr GALLOP: What is the logic of puffing the equal opportunity section with the
standards commissioner?
Mr COURT: It seems to be the logical place. It is about the setting of standards for
equal opportunity employment-
[3.30 pmn)
Dr GALLOP: Is the whole point of the Public Service Standards Commissioner just to
deal with general statements of policy? What about the actual implementation of policy?
Surely the public sector management office is more orientated to that, and in many ways
that is where the issues arose in respect of equal opportunity.
Mr COURT: I can accept that side of the argument as well. We were splitling the
operation up into those areas, and we made a judgment which was appropriate. The main
thing in setting standards of equal opportunity is how we are performing; that is, what are
the numbers of Aboriginal people, women, etc, in the work farce. The monitoring of
those functions is done outside, in the monitoring unit.
Mr PRITCHARD: Just adding a little to the rationale for the equal employment
opportunity people being with the Standards Commissioner, the Standards Commissioner
is responsible for the equity, probity and merit of the system. One of the concerns of the
equal opportunity people is monitoring those sorts of employment matters within the
public sector. The rationale is to do the things together. There is no change to the equal
employment legislation, and statutory requirements will continue.
Dr GALLOP: Have the regulations that relate to the Public Sector Management Act been
drawn up yet?
Mr PRITCHARD: We expect to have them completed by the end of this week, so they
are nearly complete.
Dr GALLOP: How many regulations will there be?
Mr PRITCHARD: I cannot answer as to numbers, but there will be more than under the
previous legislation - the Public Service Act.
Dr GALLOP: Will redeployment and redundancy be in there?
Mr PRITCHARD: They will be, but the Minister for Labour Relations, Mr Kierath, is
dealing with those, not our office.
Dr GALLOP: You might remember that before the last state election a document was
produced anomalously entitled "Destruction of an Apolitical Service". Do you remember
that document?
Mr COURT: Vaguely.
Dr GALLOP: It made reference to a whole range of public servants, some of whom have
appeared today, and implied they had been unfairly placed in positions under the
previous government. The document was so libellous in its content that the then Public
Service Commissioner rook the matter up with the police. An article published in the
Sunday Times in February 1993 indicated that this matter had been referred to the police.
I wrote a letter to the Public Service Commissioner in May last year askcing what had
become of the inquiries about these matters. I received a reply from the commissioner in
June 1994 which said that the police had looked at the issue and had replied to the Public
Service Commission, and had failed to establish the identity of the author of the
document. The police also informed the Public Service Commission that it was unlikely
the contents of the document would be dealt with by indictment.
The letter to me also pointed out that the Public Service Commissioner had responded to
that correspondence with the police and indicated that he was of the understanding,
according to his letter, that one person had admitted to the police responsibility for
publishing the document. Dr Wood, who-was then the Public Service Commissioner,
asked the Police Department to consider that the role played by this person be pursued
and that appropriate charges be laid. That letter was sent to the police on 6 August 1993.
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As a result of that information which I received ftum the Public Service Commissioner
on 16 June, I wrote to the Assistant Commissioner (Crime) to ask what had become of his
investigations and whether the matter was to be taken further. I received no response.
My question relates to the Public Service Commission. I wrote back to the Public
Service Commission and asked whether it would pursue the matter further under the
tenns of the Public Service Act. That letter was sent on 22 June and I have still to
receive a reply. I do not know whether you read it, but I think it would pay you to look at
that document, which was put out in a highly political way before the last election.
Without question it stained the character of many good public servants in this state, quite
improperly and unfairly. It is a matter of great concern. Given that I have been told in
correspondence from the Public Service Commission that a person had admitted to the
police responsibility for publishing that document, it seems very strange that neither the
police nor the Public Service Commission has taken any action on it.
Mr COURT: I cannot answer the specific questions. I am not aware of what the
document was about and I do not know what correspondence has gone on between the
Public Service Commission and the police.
Mr MICHAEL: I anm aware of that. The matter predated me. With your subsequent
letter we went back to the police. I have had a subsequent report, and I am having a
couple of matters followed up. There may be identification of a person, and whether the
Public Service Commission follows it up depends on whether that person is a public
servant.
Dr GALLOP: Under the Act.
Dr MICHAEL: Yes. A Public Service Commissioner can take no action under the Act
unless that person is a public servant. For that reason we use the Services of the police. I
am not clear on the information, but as soon as I get it I will write to you separately, if
we identify a person as a public servant whom we believe has undertaken misconduct
contrary to the Public Service Act as it currently stands, of course if there is a substantial
basis upon which action can be taken, first and foremost the person needs to be a public
servant.
Dr GALLOP: Premier, can you follow the matter up with the police? I have written and
have not received a response on that question since June.
Mr COURT: The commissioner has said that he will do that with the police.
Mr TAYLOR: I have a fairly straightforward question. In years gone by I was always
enthusiastic but never able to do anything about the idea of reintroducing the graduate
service scheme. You have behind you one who was very good and one in front of you
who is not so good. It is a good scheme, and if one looks around the Public Service one
sees it has benefited.
Mr COURT: Is that how you got in?
Mr TAYLOR: T~hat is right. Certainly I think it was a very good scheme. Are you
reintroducing it?
Mr COURT: Thiere are some needs in the Public Service that must be filled by graduates
where we are having some difficulty.
Dr MICHAEL: I happened to make a remark to John Pritchard relating to a cadet
scheme, which supports the comments you are making. If I may talk on the Main Roads
Department's behalf, it was introduced many years ago. For some time it was stopped
and that impact certainly did not persist. The organisation of the cadet scheme has been
re-established and has maintained a base skill in that area over the ensuing years. This is
workng very well. We have arranged the scheme so ta we do not take people in the
first year of university life but in the second or third year. That means, firstly, we get
committed graduates and, secondly, in that respect they are very clear on their careers.
For the Public Service Commission it is based on merit and on the information we open
up at the time for graduates, rather than having a training scheme as such.
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Mr COURT: On dhe question of graduates, you know how you address the journalists
from The West Australian when a new group come in. Every year their qualifications
seem to get higher and higher. Now some of them have a double degree in arts and law,
or various other disciplines. I think it is the same for the Public Service; more and more
graduates are required, but we have not had a formal policy of going out to attract them at
this stage,
[3.40 pmj
Mr BOARD: I have been keen for a long time to explore the possibility of greater
incentive-based programs for employees in the public sector so they can share in
reaching targets below budget. I understand there was some talk within the Department
of Transport of programs where cost savings in reaching budget targets could be shared
among employees. Has that been discussed throughout the Public Service? Are
government departments looking at implementing those programs so we do not have this
continuous process of people trying to spend their budgets? They should be rewarded for
their efforts in coming in under budget.
Mr COURT: We are breaking new ground with some of the enterprise agreements that
have been negotiated. Recently some of the officers at the Department of Conservation
and Land Management accepted a 10 per cent pay increase on their base salaries in return
for giving up other areas of entitlement, and they have accepted different overtime rates,
etc. We are certainly starting to see flexibility in the establishment of those agreements.
It is also being reflected in the private sector. The shop assistants have quite a few
flexible arrangements which are outside what can be done under the award structure. It is
early days, but that is the main breakthrough. As far as sharing financially is concerned,
I have just been told Main Roads has an arrangement.
Dr MICHAEL: Under the enterprise bargaining arrangements with the Main Roads
Department, the Water Authority, and perhaps the Frem antle Port Authority - I will stand
corrected on the latter - productivity measures are part of the agreement. There is a share
arrngement between the employer and the employees in respect of any gains made. In
the case of Main Roads, 40 per cent is to be returned to employees by way of pay rises.
They are nominated in a schedule. If the productivity gains are not realised, it impacts on
any increases. I believe workplace agreements which are being progressed in parallel
with some of these arrangements will bring some benefits to employees as a consequence
of productivity, changed measures or conditions.
Mr BOARD: It is early days with the agreement, but is there any indication of greater
productivity, reduced sick leave or leave without absence?
Dr MICHAEL: Again speaking about Main Roads, the agreement has not been formally
signed. Some changes have been made which must go back to the union's single
bargaining unit. The indication to date from some of the measures we have put in place
is that sick leave and absenteeism have tended to reduce. They are very important
indicators of morale as well. I believe some real pluses will come out of this
arrangement with employees through workplace agreements and enterprise bargaining.
Mr COURT: The member for Victoria Park asked earlier about the work of the public
sector reform group. One of the initiatives we have introduced is that if a department is
making savings is can keep those savings. There is an incentive for the department to
bring about improvements and then is can use the money on new programs is wants to
implement.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The Tourism Commission was an interesting example. I understand
why is needs flexibility because of the casual and part-time work available in responding
to particular projects. Does it mean you have over-allocated to a department and it can
keep the savings as well?
Mr COURT: No. I do not quite understand your argument on tourism. AUl government
departments are the same. If they go over their budget, we get pretty concerned.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I will tell you why I raised it When I was a Mintister, people came
to me wanting over and above that which they could justify, and they had to justify it
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pretty strenuously. Today it was clearly stated that 165 FTEs were allocated and last year
the department needed only 153 of them. No argument was put forward to justify asking
again for 165. Your very generous response was that you wanted them all to come in
under the figure. Now you are saying that as an incentive to underspend - and I think
there is some sense in that - they can keep what they do not spend. Theme is an anomaly
in the approach which is not coming out in this Committee.
Mr COURT: If you look at virtually every department, you will find it has a budget for
the year of, say, 200 people, and it usually comes in at 190. In other words, the
department does not use the full entitlement, for one reason or another. There is a big
difference between underspending and reforms to bring about genuine savings. We are
saying that if a department has been given a budget to provide a certain service and it can
make savings in how it delivers the service, we will allow it to keep the savings in some
areas.
Mrs H-ALLAHAN: I am very interested in the progress, or lack of it, in the promotion of
women to senior positions in the Public Service. I do not have the time or the resources
to research it myself, but occasionally I meet women who were formerly in the public
sector, or who are there now, who relate grim stories about the lack of women in senior
positions. What is the Government's commitment and performance in that regard?
Mr COURT: I will get the commissioner to answer the specific details. One of the first
things I did on becoming a Minister Was to sit down with the people involved to look at
what progress had been made. Certainly there was not as much progress as I would have
liked to see. We have a total commitment to lifting the numbers, not just in those Public
Service positions but also in appointnents. Our success initially was quite slow, but I
think we are now getting more success in making appointments into those senior
positions. We certainly are more successful with appointments to boards.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Does the Court Government have a concern to see more women -

Mr COURT: A total commitment, and with Aboriginal people as well.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Women, people of Aboriginal descent, and people with disabilities
as well?
Mr COURT: Yes.
Dr MICHAEL: Three programs are being actively pursued through the Public Service
Commission. I do not know whether you have looked at the census on Public Service
agencies. Perhaps we can make that available to you.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I would appreciate that.
Dr MICHAEL: Some of these things are listed. This is for Public Service employees,
who constitute about one-fifth of the total. They are public sector and Public Service
employees who come under the Public Service Act.
[3.50 pm)
Dr MICHAEL: In that case it is about 24 000 people - it is fairly representative. It was
surveyed as at December 1993. Another one has been not long finished. The surveys are
carried out every six months in an attempt to keep track of the issues you are referring to.
Of the total employees within that public service group, the ratio of men to women is
50-50; or, 51 per cent female and 49 per cent male. However, as you are suggesting,
most of the women are in the lower groupings within the categories of the Public Service.
Of the senior executive service nine per cent are female. We can provide you with a
copy of this survey. An issues paper has been produced tided '"The Recruitment of
Senior Executives in the Public Sector Where are thie Women?" As you suggest, there
is certainly an interest in lifting that element.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Do you also have the statistics on how many people of Aboriginal
descent and people who are designated as having a disability are in the senior service?
Dr MICHAEL: I could not put my finger on it right now; but I would be quite happy to
make that information available to you later.
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Mrs HALLAHAN: Does that census cover about-20 per cent of the employees?
Mr MICHAEL: Yes.
Mrs HALLAHAN: lIs teeaso a =port that covers dhe remtaining 80 per cent?
Dr MICHAEL: No; however, MOIR - the minimum obligatory information requirement
system - was mentioned earlier. It will collect that information across the whole of the
public sector. We estimate it will take probably until July 1996 to fully cover the public
sector in die sense we are talking about now. There is a serious attempt to collect the
information you are talking about across the spectrnm.
Mrs HALLAHAN: At present agency heads will be aware there is no monitoring of that.
Dr MICHAEL: I think they have their own statistics in that -re which they montitor
themselves. There is sufficient information to agencies through the Public Service
Commission reminding them of the areas you mention.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Is it right that things are not as rigorous with the incorporation of the
equal employment opportunity agencies into the Pubic Service Commission? My
recollection is that that was part of its job and that data would have been available.
Dr MICHAEL: This census is in response to a particular questionnaire. Every agency is
required to put in a return to the Public Service Commission on matters relating to
employment profiles. Thai information is monitored by them individually, but not
necessarily in the format we see before us. Currently all agencies have recently
submitted, or are about to submit, their annual report. Information on Aboriginal
employees will be included.
Mr COUJRT: I said that one of the first thingslIdid was try to find out what were alldte
different figures. J presumed accurate information would be available across all public
sector employees. However, that was not the case. As the commissioner has said, the
gathering of information is improving. The Government has a commitment to improving
the situation. The Public Service Commission has been promoting that function, whether
it involved the recruitment of more disabled or Aboriginal people, or more women into
senior positions.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The commissioner is saying, we are presuming, that information will
be sent into what used to be called DEOPE. The information that may or may not be in
that agency is a separate set of data from that which is in the report you have there.
Dr MICHAEL: I understand it is a joint effort. The annual reports from the agencies axe
a return in response to a set of criteria requested by the Office of Equal Employment
Opportunity. This document is collated purely for Public Service Act agencies for which
the Public Service Commission is responsible. That document is produced for the
commission to be aware of what is happening. The other information is still available,
but not in a published form such as this. The informiation is available to the extent that
any elements relating to Aboriginal employment or people with disabilities or women in
the work force can be extracted and monitored across the public sector. One of the
programs we have in mind this financial year is to expand some of the demographics.
Apparently we do not gather collectively all the information concerning the groups to
which you refrred. However, we do gather it within the areas I have just mentionedl,
One of the efforts that will be made this year will be to improve on that information
across die board. Certainly a couple of years after the MOIR system comes into
operation there should be a fairly comprehensive database containing the information you
are talking about.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Does the Treasurer have such a commitment to equality among the
political staff his Ministers take on and within his own department?
Mr COURT: Within my own office I have gone to great lengths to employ Aboriginal
people. They last about two months and get snapped up by other departments as a result
of better job offers. I am pleased the office has been used as a stepping stone to job
improvement. I hope we have set some sort of example. I cannot give specific figures
on the Ministry of Premier and Cabinet as a whole in the public sector management area.
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Mrs HALLAHAN: When I see you around Parliament House your staff - although not
exclusively because I know one of your staff fairly well - monotcnousiy all seem to be
men.
Mr COURT: Monotonous men, or monotonously men?
Mrs HALLAHAN: I presume both.
Mr COURT: That is not a very kind thing to say.
Mrs HALLAHAN: It was very ungenerous; but women have been treated ungenerously.
Mr COURT: I have two advisers here the whole time; one is male and one is female.
The ratio is 50-50.
Mrs HALLAHAN: That is not an answer to my question.
Mr COURT: You have personally abused my staff.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I have not abused them. I am sure they are mature people with a
sense of humour and if they have partners or daughters and observe that their colleagues
around them are all in senior male positions, they will know there is an injustice.
[4.00 pm]
Mr COURT: The majority of staff in senior positions in my office are female.
Mrs HALLAHAN: What levels are they employed on?
Mr COURT: I do not know.
Mrs HALLAHAN: You do not know because they are lowly paid positions.
Division 59: Miscellaneous Services, $109 729 000 -
[Mr Ainsworth, Chairman.]
[Mr Coon, Treasurer.]
[Mr R.N. Hughes, Acting Under Treasurer.]
[Mr R. Hazell, Assistant Under Treasurer (Budgeting).]
[Mr G.J. Rolfe, Director General Finance.]
Mr BLAIKXE: Mr Chairman, is it your intention to go through the item numbers in
sequential ordler?
The CHAIRMAN: It would be preferable to do that because of the number of items.
Mr ICOBELKE: It is all very well if that helps the progress of business. However,
because it wil not be possible to ask all the questions the Opposition wishes to ask in two
hours, I have prioritised my questions and they are not in item number. I will try to work
through them and I hope you, Mr Chairman, will not rule them out of order.
The CHAIRMAN: I will not do that Previously I ruled that we could go back to an
item. The decision on the priority of questions is entirely in the hands of the members of
the committee. I ask members to, as far as possible, keep their questions in sequential
order because it will facilitate the process.
Item 83: John Curtin Prime Ministerial Library -

Mr TAYLOR: An amount of $lm has been allocated. However, the explanation for this
item is that the state will contribute $4m per annumn over four years.
Mr COURT: The total funding for this library is $16m. An amount of $4mi will come
from the State Government - that is, $lm. for the next four years - the Commonwealth
will contribute $Smn and $4m from private fund raising.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Therefore, the figure in the explanation is incorrect.
Mr COURT: Yes, it should be $Ilm per annum. When the coalition parties were elected
to government the people involved with this library wanted a commitment fronm it.
Initially the Federal Government had not shown a lot of interest in the library. Curtin's
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contribution to this state during the Second World War was explained. Although he was
a Labor Prime Minister the Government believed it was fitting that a prime ministerial
library be established in his name at the Curtin University and that it become a major
centre of studies. T'he Government left the partisan politics out of its decision and it was
prepared to go ahead with it because it believes it will become a centrepiece at the Curtin
University and I hope it will attract private funding. Not many Prime Ministers come out
of Western Australia and it will be a significant attraction.
Item 95: Regional Aerodromes - Assistance -

Mr TAYLOR: An amount of $3.5m has been allocated to this item. What sites have
been considered for a regional airport in the south west?
Mr COURT: This allocation has been set aside for a regional airport at Busselton.
Mr TAYLOR: Will all that money be allocated to that airport?
Mr COURT: In this case, yes. The development of the airport is behind schedule
because of the difficulties that have been experienced in locating a proper sire. The
Acting Under Treasurer has been involved in this project and I will ask him to comment
on it.
Mr HUGHES: The majority of the money is earmarked for Busselton and obviously it is
subject to a feasibility study. Even though this allocation is earmarked for Busselton,
other regional areas are crying out for funding for airports.
Mr TAYLOR: Has a site been chosen for the Busselton airport?
Mr HUGHES: No, but we are getting close to choosing one.
Mr COURT: The existing airport is on someone's property and it is in the path of a
major residential expansion. That person has been generous in allowing people to use it.
The site set aside for an airport is also in the path of a residential expansion. A number
of sites have been considered and the Government wants to take a long term view - it
does not want to choose a site which will be subject to residential expansion. The site
that is now being considered will not run into those problems.
Mr BLAMCE: I am sure the Opposition would greet the new site with enthusiasm.
Mr TAYLOR: Wheat is it?
Mr COURT: It is on top of a minesite. The mine is currently being mined.
[4. 10 pm]
Item 98: BankWest - Privatisation -

Mr TAYLOR: BankWest's privatisation has a large allocation of $5.6m for various
consultancies and other such matters. How many consultancies have been let, or arc
intended to be let? Will consultancies be open to tender? Will there be an open tender
process? If consultants have been selected, who are they?
Mr COURT: To date the main consultancy has been with SBC Dominguez, which has
provided the initial advice. The allocation covens the cost of such aspects as the
preparation of legislation; the prospectus preparation, printing and distribution; the
broker handling fee; the share registry establishment; taxation advice; issue marketing;
information services, investigation of accountancy reports; and underwriting. It is
anticipated that some of the costs will be met through the float proceedings, if
privatisation is by that means. Some costs will be detrmnined by reference to like issues,
but other costs are more difficult to determine. This figure depends on the route finally
chosen for the privatisation process. At this stage, the figure is an estimate. If the
privatisation is to be completed in the financial year, this item is an estimate of the
expenses to arise.
Mr TAYLOR: When you refer to the preparation of legislation, do you mean that it will
be prepared outside of government?
Mr COURT: It may be. The bank is keen to have an involvement in the drafing of the
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legislation. We have produced two differing paths on legislation, and it may have some
private sector involvement in its drafting. However, that route has also not been
fin ali sed.
Item 111: City Living Land Tax Concession Scheme -
Mr KOBELKE: 'This item has an allocation of $350 000. However, the expenditure last
year for this item was $87 000. I understand that the estimate for last year was also
approximately $350 000, so the amount was well underspent. Why is that so, and has
action been taken to see that this rebate is allocated to encourage city living?
Mr COURT: Again, this is an estimate and it depends on certain issues. It provides
reimbursement of land tax for landlords who own inner city residential units. It involves
the difference between the land tax chargeable on a commercial basis and land tax
rendered on a residential basis. Last year we thought we would need $350 000, but only
$87 000 was required. With the growth in demand, the figure will probably be closer to
$350 000 this year.
Mr KOBELKE: As one who supports inner city living, I would like to see the concession
working. I am concerned that it may be not working due to a lack of take-up. It may be
that the fall in the value of commercial properties means that such a big discrepancy in
the tax which would be levied against a commercial property when compared with
residential property no longer exists. The reduction in the differential would be part of
the meason. Could the Treasurer provide some detail of whether this was caused by a
reduction in the differential due to a fall in commercial property prices or a lack of take-
up of the concession due to lack of tenants or because people find the rebate scheme
cumbersome?
Mr COURT: I cannot specifically answer that question. I will try to find out. We are
pouring a lot of money into the inner city area this financial year to make it a more
attractive place in which to live. However, these matters must be market driven - moves
must be made because people want to live there. A number of major developments are
occurring. Members ame aware of the warehouse-type conversions, and we know of
major conversions on Terrace Road, which I am told are moving well. The proposal for
the development on the corner of MUiligan Street and St George's Terrace involves a
hotel and residential units. Therefore, the market is starting to pursue these
developments. The beautification programs we have planned for the city will also help to
make it a more attractive place in which to be and live.
Mr KOBELKE: I support that notion. Perhaps the Estimates Committee is not the
appropriate forum, but a reduction in the budget for the inner city living task force would
indicate that the Government was withdrawing support for that process, and that would
be a matter for concern.
Item: BankWest's - Barrack and Hay Streets Property.-
Item 216: Central Perth Historic Precinct Development -
Mr ICOBELKE: BankWest's Barrack and Hay Streets property has been allocated $12m.
Item 216 has an allocation of $8.5m. Why have those two items been separated when I
assume that they relate to the same thing?
Mr COURT: They are two separate issues. This land does not involve a freehold tidle.
BankWest was able to carry out its operations on this site as long as it was for banking
purposes. Once the bank shifted from the site, the land reverted to the Crown. When
forming its valuations on the property the bank said, "We have use of this building for as
long as we like." The valuation in the books was for around $16m. The negotiations
were carried out and we agreed to assist the bank with some plot ratio allowances on its
new tower. It was going to purchase some land next to that to meet the land plot ratio. In
other words, the bank had some empty floors in the tower which could not be let because
the bank did not comply with the plot ratio.
Mr KOBELKE: Could you give an imputed value of the land required to meet the plot
ratio?
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Mr COURT: Not off the top of my head. The compensation package was $12m, and the
plot ratio problem was resolved. The bank also retained any useful items of the ft-out -
furniture, plant and so on - and it will have occupancy until 31 December this year.
Mr KOBELKE: Will the Treasurer mice that question on notice regarding the imputed
value of the land required to meet the plot ratio? A range of issues arise from that, such
as the demolition of the building in Barrack Street.
Mr COURT: It will be an estimate only.
Mr KOBELKE: Is the cost of the demolition included in the $8.5m?
[4.20 pm]
Mr COURT: Yes. The figure comprises a combination of the demolition, which we
hope to complete during this financial year, and the heritage study being conducted on
the Town Hail, land tides office and Treasury buildings, Included in this is our
contribution to the beautification program for the City of Perth. We are about four to six
weeks away firom deciding which projects should be undertaken in the city relating to the
beautification of the streets, the heritage precinct, the entrance to the city over the
causeway etc. We have been liaising with the Governiment and private sectors.
Ultimately we will inform the Perth City Council about our contribution to help fund the
projects. We have allowed for some of the work in this year's Budget.
Mr KOBELKE: Can the Treasurer provide a breakdown of the major items that
constitute the $8.5m?
Mr COURT: Part of that amount is for consultancy on the heritage study. Part of it
might be under the Heritage budget. Perhaps some initial funding was given there.
Heritage studies have been undertaken on the buildings in the area. This item will tie the
studies together with the specific one relating to the Treasury and the old land titles
buildings. The advice on the building was that the facade was first class but the inside
had been changed around and added to. It will be a major expense to fully restore the
building, so we must determine its use. We must allocate funds for that.
We are liaising with the church next door which is keen for the law chambers to be
demolished provided we can offer alternative accommodation. This will be an expensive
exercise, so we are considering the options. Sadly the law chambers block off the best
facade on the old land titles building.
Mr KOBELKE: When was the heritage strategy for the whole precinct commissioned?
Is this item a back-up for last year's Budget?
Mr COURT: I cannot indicate a specific dare. The Minister for Heritage has
responsibility for this, and I will ask him. I think it would have started last financial year.
Mr KOBELKE: I am happy for the question to be taken on notice.
Wr COURT: We asked three people with an interest in heritage matters to give us their

views on the overall heritage strategy for the inner city area. They suggested different
ways to handle the situation. Currently Philip Cox, Etheringron, Coulter and Jones Pty
Ltd are overseeing discussions wiih the different interest groups inside and outside
government, and a separate heritage study is being done on the area.
A couple of other projects, such as St George's HaIL, are included in this funding. We are
planning a development so that the site will become usable, and so that our options are
kept open if there is to be a future development. The firm has offered an imaginative
plan taking advantage of the heritage value of the area. That is also included in this
funding. Originally we Wanted a little redevelopment by Christmas but it has been put
back a few months.
Item 117: Act of Grace Payments -
Mr OSBORNE: Under this item, provision has been made for claims likely to arise. I
understand that act of grace payments are made by the state if it so chooses. Therefore,
this is not a matter that should be subject to claims arising and it would not be possible to
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specify the exact figure to be provided because provision would be made after a decision
to make an ex giratia payment.
Mir COURT: Act of grace payments address a wide range of issues in any year.
Guidelines arc set to apply to act of grace payments. They could include legal fees for
police officers, and so on. In one case, we refunded stamp duty to an embassy and an
agreement has been reached regarding the refund of stamp duty in future to consular
premises. An act of grace payment was made in that case. Stamp duty penalties were
repaid on taxi licence and egg licence transfers. A number of personal matters are
involved, about which we are willing to provide the details, but because of the personal
nature of them perhaps we should not. In many court actions awards are made against a
person - and perhaps the person has no assets, or may be in prison - so we use act of
grace payments to meet those amounts.
Mr OSBORNE: I was struck by the use of the wants "claims likely to arise". To me, this
is a matter for the discretion of the state.
Mr COURT: We have no legal liability to make those payments, but the state agrees to
make them.
Mr KOBELKCE: Will the Treasurer provide a list of the payments, with a deletion of the
names, if necessary, in some cases?
Mr COURT: Yes.
Item 86: Refund of Taxes to Trotting and Racing Clubs for Donations to Charitable
Organisations -
Mrs HALLAHAN: Last year the allocation to this item was $50 000, but no funds were
expended. I seek some clarification about the charities that could benefit but apparently
did not. I seek some history of the item, considering there was no expenditure last year,
despite which an allocation is made this year.
Mr ROLFE: A refund is available to charitable organisations for which race clubs run a
charity meeting. In 1993-94 the clubs did not run any charity meetings for that purpose,
because of the changes in the return to the racing industry in respect of the TAB rebates
of betting taxes. The clubs did not want to take any risks that may have affected them.
Apart from that, the only charities that can be beneficiaries are those which do not
currently receive government financial assistance or prants of $5 000 or $10 000 a year.
Therefore, the assistance is limited but we keep providing the item because if we close it
off and someone comes in, we must create a new item.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Has there been any negotiation for a charity meeting?
Mr ROLFE The only one held last year was under an Act of Parliament for Anzac Day.
The Trotting Association and the Turf Club must conme to the Treasurer and ask for
permission to run a meeting. I am aware it is not Anzac Day. Anzac Day was the only
one covered by legislation and, therefore, it does not affect this item. Three or four years
ago there were many charities.
[4.30 pm]
Mrs HALLAHAN: How on earth did the State Government arrive at a donation of
$30 000 to the Rwanda appeal? I think the amount is very low for such a human tragedy.
Mir COURT: Thbe responsibility for those campaigns rests with the Federal Government.
It puts in the funding and if there are contributions of materials in kind, people, etc, it has
the responsibility for organising that. In this case the decision was made to assist the
Care and World Vision organisations. The moneys went through them, and we wanted to
help them get a bit more publicity. They were very appreciative. Both those campaigns
have been successful in raising funds for Rwanda. This offer was an incentive for people
to give to the campaigns at that time, we realising fully that the major responsibility was
with the Federal Government. The only other way we looked at contributing was in kind
with food, blankets and the like. We were advised that it was being handled centrally and
told, "Don't reinvent the wheel." The Federal Government has the transport, the planes
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and the capacity to cooperate with die US military and other operations. We did not want
to put a spanner in die works of what was being put together nationally.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I am sure the groups were appreciative, but the answer does not
really throw a light on how we arrived at a figure of $30 000.
Mr COURT: It was a suggestion that came out of a discussion with Treasury and other
people. We made inquiries of the Federal Government and were satisfied we werc doing
the right thing.
M~r TAYLOR: Would I be right in saying that in relation to the decision on the
BankWest property $8.5m has been set aside for the historic precinct? One of the major
landholders in that area is, in fact, the Anglican Church.
Mtr COURT: Yes.
Mr TAYLOR: Have you given any consideration to the significant financial benefit from
this decision the Anglican Church or whoever it is in the Anglican Church who owns that
property?
Mr COURT: No. I have met with the Church, in the form of the Archbishop and his
committee that handles the property matters. They wanted to discuss the law chambers
building with us. We have reached agreement with them that we will keep them fully
informed as to what we are proposing to do with the redevelopment of the heritage
precinct. I do not see how it will add value to the cathedral.
Mr TAYLOR: I understand the Anglican Church has other landholdings around that
ret.
Mr COURT: Such as? I am only aware of half the law chambers being owned by the
Anglican Church.
Mr TAYLOR: There is die Playhouse Themte.
Mr COURT: I think the plan is for that to come down.
Mr TAYLOR: It has significant assets around that area and I think it would be a
significant beneficiary from any proposals to make this area a historical precinct. I
wonder whether that has been taken into account in making this expenditure.
Mr COURT: Art you saying that the Church will benefit financially out of this?
Mr TAYLOR: Yes.
Mr COURT: I do not think so.
Mr TAYLOR: Why not?
Mr COURT: It is a heritage precinct, and the only building of any commercial value is
the law chambers. The Church owns half and the Public Trust owns half. The talk is that
that building will come down. I cannot see how the Church will receive a commercial
advantage out of it. It has lost the land titles building and by puffing out of there it has
lost tenants in uts building. I do not know how one adds value to a cathedral.
Mr TAYLOR: I am talking about other properties owned by the Anglican Church.
Mr COURT: As to other properties, with the law chambers and building up the heritage
precinct, I suppose it adds value to all the city.
Mr TAYLOR: The point I arm making is that I have no doubt the project will add value
to the landholdings of the Anglican Church in that vicinity.
Mr COURT: They are landholdings which can be used only for that heritage purpose.
That point has never been put to me before.
Mr TAYLOR: It is being put now. I intend to pursue the issue, so you are now aware of
it. I understand that as part of the payments to BankWest, apart from the $12m already
spent, sonic arrangements are to be made about plot ratios for the Tenrrae building. That
matter was covered briefly while I was not present. We were told in Parliament the other
day ftht $12m. was paid on the basis of two valuations received. Was the value of the
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amended plot ratio taken into account when you were making those payments to
BankWest for the building?
Mr COURT: It was made up of a $12m payment. The plot ratio issues with the
BankWest tower were resolved.
Mr TAYLOR: What is that worth?
Mr COURT: We said that the bank would have to buy additional land to meet the plot
ratios, and we will come back with the estimate on that. The bank will retain any useful
items of fit-out, furniture and plant, and has occupancy until 31 December this year.
Mr TAYLOR: When the valuers gave you the value of chat building were all those issues
taken into account in making that $12m payment?
Mr COURT: Yes, we negotiated for about six months on this matter. The bank had a
certain valuation in its books.
Mr TAYLOR: What valuation did it have?
Mr COURT: It is in its books at about $16m, I think. It is hard to put a value on the land
because it was Crown land. The bank had the ability to build and use it as long as it
occupied it as a bank building. The minute it was no longer used for bank purposes it
reverted to the Crown.
Item 131: Swan Building Society (Under Administration) -

Mr BLAIKIE: The amount of $650 000 sought for expected legal costs of civil recovery
action in respect of debts outstanding to the Swan Building Society. How much has the
state actually paid in relation to the Swan Building Society? Is there an end in sight for
the requirement to continue putting items in the Budget?
Mr COURT: To date $18.4m has gone out which is made up as follows: In 1987-88 an
advance of $1 2m went to Home Building Society to meet Swan Building Society's main
portfolios; in 1988-89 there was a further advance of $4.3m, payout of a third party
mortgage to protect a Swan Building Society loan of $335 000 and additional legal
expenses of $4 870; in 1989-90 there were further legal expenses of $115 000; in
1990-91, $183 000; in 1991-92. $386 000; in 1992-93, $404 000; and in 1993-94,
$679 000.
(4.40 pm]
Mr BLAIKIE: When does the Treasury or the Government expect the stat's ongoing
commitment to this fiasco to come to an end?
Mr COURT: The. final loss figure will not be known at least until all the civil recovery
actions have been completed, which is expected to be during the 1994-95 financial year.
The Director General, Finances Division, Treasury Department was appointed
administrator of the Swan Building Society in 1990-91 to facilitate the continuity of legal
actions following the withdrawal by the Home Building Society from the management of
the society.
Mr BLAIIB: Of the amount of money that has been lost, how much is the state likely
to recover, if any?
Mr COURT: I cannot answer that question.
Mr ROLFE: That depends on the result of the court action, if it gets to court, or a
settlement if it does not get to court. It is an unknown factor because a number of actions
are in hand. One is against the former auditors, and that is the reason for the $650 000
allocation this year. It is a build up of the actions by the state and the Swan Building
Society against the former auditors. There are also actions munning at the same time
against the directors and former senior officers of the society. It is really in the hands of
the courts as to what we will get back, unless a settlement offer is made.
Item 133: The W.A. Teachers' Financial Society Ltd (Under Administration) -

Mr BLAIKIIE: When will we come to an end with this ongoing commitment? How
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much has been paid out to date? What is the opportunity for recovery of the amounts that
the state has lost?
Mr COURT: The total sums paid amount to $129 581 707. That is made up of payments
in respect of estimated losses of the society on its commercial loan portfolio, $125m; a
premium paid to die R & I Bank to take over the non-commercial loan portfolio, $3.5m;
the Registrar of Cooperative and Financial Institutions' legal and associated costs,
$641 000; and die Administrator's legal and associated costs, $439 000.
Mr BLAMKE: What possibility exists of die state recovering some of those losses?
What action is being taken?
Mr COURT: Since die Budget was presented to die Assembly advice has been received
that settlement of the final actions relating to the former directors of the society has been
concluded and die Administrator is now in die process of winding up the society. There
will be additional legal costs, although they are not expected to be significant. We are
getting close to the end of the road on that one.
Item 134: Western Australian Government Holdings Ltd - Legal and Other
Expenses -

Mr BLAIKIE: Last year the figure was $6.7m; this year it is $120 000. What has
transpired to date? Is there an end in sight to this ongoing expenditure by the state's
taxpayers?
Mr COURT: The outstanding debt associated with the Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd
deal was $125m. That was paid back in last year's Budget. We still have some legal
expenses in some actions that are currently takcing place. That explains die $120 000.
The decrease of $6.5m was a reduction in interests costs as a result of our repaying the
facility. Some legal costs ame still outstanding in relation to this.
Mr BLAIKIE: It will be very good to see this item disappear from the agenda.
Mr COURT: We have a couple of years to go yet.
Mr KOBELKCE: Will the Treasurer offer some justification for paying the $7m to
Southern Equities Corporation Ltd for settlement of a claim negotiated with the liquidator
by the state and relevant state agencies, given that it was always known there was not a
substantial case against the state? Following settlement there was a clear statement by
the two QCs who advised the other party that they previously advised the probability was
that the litigation in which Southern Equities was the plaintiff was unlikely to succeed.
They said that -at best Southern Equities had an arguable case. Given that advice by two
QCs and the Government not being willing to disclose any of its advice, how can this be
seen as ocher than paying $7m for die Government's own political purposes?
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Ainsworth): While this matter appears in the Budget papers, it
refers to expenditure from die previous financial year and as such is not a matter for
debate as far as future recurrent expenditure is concerned. If the member has a question
relating to that item it is probably more appropriate to put the question on notice than to
this Committee.
Mr COURT: There is no money there.
Mir TAYLOR: It is in dhe Estimates. We are considering Miscellaneous Services and
there is a $7mi amount.
The CHAIRMAN: There is no allocation. That is the point I am making. If you cake the
right hand column -

Mr TAYLOR: I am taking the left hand column. We are making comparisons between
one year and the next.
The CHAIRMAN: The comparison is that there is no money for this year. There is no
appropration, and on that basis I do not believe we can debate the whys and wherefores
of the money being allocated last year. The appropriate time for tha debate was 12
months ago.
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Mr KOBELKE: Twelve months ago there was no item. The fact is $7m has been
expended without an item in last year's Budget and without any justification by the
Government or corroboration as to why $7m should be given away to die company. Now
we have no item this year. If the same practice as happened last year is to continue this
year, we do not know how much the Government might give away against this item.
Mr COURT: The budget last year was $1 2m for legal fees.
Mr KOBELKE: But no: as a payout. That is a different item.
Mr COURT: It has been settled for $7m and the total cost was around $400m. If you
want to start debating that issue I am prepared to stay until midnight.
Mr KOBELKE: I want an answer that has some substance.
Mr COURT: The answer is that you got a good deal.
Mr TAYLOR: The answer is we paid out $7m that we did no: have to pay out.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! My first ruling was the correct one.
Mr TAYLOR: How can it be correct?
The CHAIRMAN: Order! IT Leader of the Opposition!
Mr TAYLOR: We have been right through these Estimates making comparisons
between last financial year and this year. Here we have an opportunity to do the same. I
have heard people making comments about there being no money last year and asking
why there is some this year. When the question is the other way round you say we
cannot ask it. It does not make sense.
The CHAIRMAN: We are dealing with proposed recurrent expenditure. Where there is
an item from the previous Budget which can be compared with proposed expenditure
under the same heading or division, it is a different matter entirely. The question
members are raising about whether some expenditure was required for that item in the
previous financial year is more properly raised in another forum.
Mr TAYLOR: The Treasurer wants Co duck the issue.
Mr COURT: I do not want to duck the issue at all. I said I would debate it until
midnight.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! That is how I am ruling, and that is the end of the matter.

[4.50 pm]
Mrs HALLAHAN: Where is the $37 000 for Rwanda?
Mr COURT: That was provided after the Budget as supplementary funding.
Mrs HALLAHAN: It is in this year's financial expenditure.
Mr COURT: The Deputy Leader of the Opposition is pretty clever!
The CHAIRMAN: I realise it is getting late in the day and members are tired, myself
included. However, we do not need to get to this level. fbr the enlightenment of
members, the previous item is the subject of an item in Appropriation (Consolidated
Fund) Bill (No 3) which has been before the House.
Mr KOBELKE: Hardly!
The CHAIRMAN: I will not reopen the debate on my ruling, but I am giving members
that information.
Item 114: Stamp Duty Refund on Farm Loans -
Mr TAYLOR: I understand the amount under this item is an assistance measure for the
rural sector. If it is good enough for farmers to receive that assistance, why is it not good
enough for small business in general and in particular in those country communities that
have been hit very badly by some aspects of the rural problems?
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Mr COURT: It was in effect and we kept it going. The rebate scheme was introduced in
1990. Cabinet decided on 10 May 1993 to continue it beyond December 1993 to June
1994. On 17 May 1994 it was extended to I October 1994. It is a specific measure to
assist the rural sector with farm loans. It can always be extended across the board if
necessary.
Mr TAYLO)R: You announced a similar assistance measure by the removal of stamp
duty on farm holdings being transferred within the family about three or four months
before the Budget. Is that included in the Program Statements?
Mr COURT: Legislation needs to come before Parliament to make that possible. It will
not incur a huge revenue cost because people have not been transferring farmis. The idea
is to remove that obstacle so they are prepared to make intergenerational transfers.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Will that be a supplementary funding item?
Mr COURT: It is a revenue loss.
The CHAIRMAN: I understand it will be a forgoing of revenue rather than a budgetary
item, soit does not apply to this debate.
Item 107: Western Australian Land Authority -

Mrs HALLAHAN: An amount of $4.935m is provided to enable the authority to
undertake joint projects in conjunction with local governments. Which specific items
will that expenditure be for?
Mr COURT: Regional commitments in the Rockingham-Kwinana area amount to $2.2m
and are designed to provide a mechanism for coordinating delivery of programs,
infrastructure and facilities in the south west metropolitan region. The areas involved in
the project are defined by the municipal boundaries of the City of Rockingham and the
Town of Kwinana. Funding over the two fiscal years 1993-94 and 1994-95 of $4.9mi is
to go towards planning studies, streetscape works in Rockingham City, construction of
Rockingham City park, design works for a regional court and construction of the
Kwinana town centre park and market square. We are pork barrelling Labor seats!
Mns HALLAHAN: I thought it was pork barrelling and that you wanted to pick up a seat
in that area.
The CHAIRMAN:. Order!
Mr COURT: Kwinana is on the swing!
An amount of $2.5m is to be spent in Albany. This project entails redevelopment of 3.75
hectares of underutilised Crown land on the Albany foreshore. The project provides for a
stage 1 land release around October 1994, consisting of 17 lots for retail, tourist, marine
and service industrial users. Stage 1 involves community infrastructure projects
including refurbishment of the town jetty foreshore plaza, public ablution facilities, a
pedestrian footbridge and landscaping of the surrounds.
Stage 2 covers land development from 1997 onwards to include hotel accommodation
and residential, retail and civic and cultural uses in accordance with market demand and
the foreshore land backing of 0.9 ha for potential marina facilities to be retained and
made available as demand dictates. The amount of $100 000 is a contribution towards
the cost of providing an artificial surface for the Joondalup hockey field, thus giving the
arena the capability of competing with the Busselton hockey field. The amount of
$100 000 is for design and construction of landscape work for the Wanneroo town site.
Mns HALLAHAN: So there are four areas of expenditure?
Mr COURT: This year there were four, last year there were seven.
Mr KOBELICE: Why are these items now being included in the Budget? Previously
LandCorp was able to expend money on projects which were seen as adjuncts to land
development that might be in the same area, although die expenditure may not have been
on the particular development. What policy change has initiated its being itemised under
miscellaneous services?
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Mrt COURT: Due to the constraints of the enabling legislation of the authority it cannot
self-fund non-commercial activities, but it can fond commercial activities.
Item 216: Cental Perth Historic Precinct Development -

Mr TAYLOR: Have any negotiations taken place to resolve what will happen to the
Perth City Council building?
The CHAIRMAN: That is an area of capital expenditure which is outside this
committee. Capital items start at item 215.

(5.00 pmnj
Mr COURT: We have had a lengthy debate on this item even though it involves capital
expenditure. However, it covens die demolition cost of the building and specific projects.
For example, a small development will be undertaken around St George's Hail.
Mr TAYLOR: I amn not referring to that Is the Government considering any reports,
reviews, or recommendations in relation to that so-called precinct which involves the
Perth City Council building?
Mr COURT: In six weeks the Government will release its overall view for Perth. it will
include about 14 separate projects which will be undertaken in conjunction with the Perth
City Council. If the Government chooses to improve the appearance of St George's
Ten=ac or the Causeway entrance it and the PCC will contribute financially to the work.
This will ensure that the Government will have some coordination over the way the
money is expended. The new City Manager, Garry Hunt, is on the committee, together
with other council officers. The Government does not want to get involved in doing
works which are the responsibility of the council, but it is prepared to contribute
financially to upgrading the city.
Mr TAYLOR: is it intended to knock down the PCC building?
Mr COURT: That is the recommendation.
Mr TAYLOR: I hope it is not knocked down because it is an important aspect of this
stare's heritage.
Mr COURT: The Leader of the Opposition must have read the 50 letters I have just read.
Mrt TAYLOR: I have not read any, but I have been talking to architects who believe the
building should be retained. It will be just as expensive to knock it down as to renovate
it.
Mrt COURT: That is not right. It will cost in the order of $40m to renovate the building.
Mr TAYLOR: I have heard that figure bandied around, but other people are saying it is
ridiculous.
Mr COURT: Asbestos must be removed and the facade is falling off. The building is
generally unsound. It will involve a major rebuild.
The CHAIRMAN: With all due respect, this debate is for another time.
Item 110: Western Australian Water Resources Council.-
Mr RWPPER: I preface my question with a quote from The West Austraian of 20 April
1994-

The WA Water Resources Council wants more money and more independence so
it can make a proper review of water management in Western Australia.
The council has asked Water Resources Minister Paul Omodei for more money mn
the June Budget so it can do more research and conduct important reviews of
work being done by agencies involved in water management, such as the Western
Australian Water Authority.

The Western Australian Water Resources Council's budget has not increased. Why has
the Government not responded to the request fromi the council's executive officer and its
chairman forma increase in its budget?
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Mr COURT: I cannot give a specific answer on the operations of the council. The
council provides advice to dhe Minister far Water Resources in relation to the assessment,
development, conservation and protection of the water resources of this stare. I am
advised that its expenditure has increased by $36 000, but the consolidated fund
contribution remains at $260 000.
Mr RIPPER: Where will the additional $36 000 come from if it is not from the
consolidated Bind?
Mr COURT: Last year the Water Authority of Western Australia contributed $26 000
and this year its contribution will be $75 000, and that represents the main increase.
Salaries have increased from $154 000 to $157 000; members' fees from $15 000 to
$20 000; publishing costs from $9 000 to $23 000; specific sponsored projects from
$64 000 to $75 000; and other operating expenses from $62 000 to $65 000. giving an
increase in total gross expenditure of $36 000.
Mr RIPPER: The same article stated -

Council chairman Adrian Peck said the request had been sparked by the council's
inability to carry out a crucial review.
The council wanted to review WAWA 'a water pricing policy but did not have the
money.

Did the Government fail to increase the consolidated fund allocation because it did not
want an independent review of the pricing policy of the Water Authority undertaken?
Mr COURT: No.
Mr RIPPER: Will the Water Resources Council now be in a position to conduct the
independent review of water pricing policy it wishes to conduct?
Mr COURT: I cannot answer the question, but I am prepared to provide the answer by
way of supplementary information,.
Mr RIPPER: Is it Government policy to seek advice on any proposals to privatise the
Water Authority, or any pant of it, from the Water Resources Council before it makes a
decision on that matter?
Mr COURT: I cannot give a specific answer.
Mr RIPPER: You are the Premier. Is it State Government policy to seek advice on this?
Mr COURT: I am not familiar with the internal workings of the council, but I am
prepared to obtain an answer to the member's question. I can advise the member that
advice has came from a wide range of people. Advice has come from private sector
operations in Europe. They have been eager to provide advice on privatisation. Some
organisations in the Eastern States have been working on this and they have the most
experience on the privatisation strategies. The Government has been talking to those
organisations.
A decision has been made that the infill sewerage program will be done by the private
sector and that work will get under way soon. I will find out about the advice that comes
from the Water Resources Council.
The CHAIRMAN: Does this come under the item we are debating?
Mr RIPPER: An amount of $260 000 has been allocated out of this budget to an
independent advisory committee. Surely it is proper to ask on what that money will be
expended. I cannot see how my question is out of order.
Mr COURT: I have told the member that the council provides advice to die Minister in
regard to the assessment, development, conservation and protection of the water
resources in this state.
The CHAIRMAN: We art debating policy matters.
Mr RIPPER: Money will be spent by the Government for particular purposes and it is
appropriate to ask what those purposes arc in this committee debate.
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The CHAIRMAN: The member has done that and I have cautioned against extending
that into policy matters.
Mr RIPPER: Is there any other unit of government workdig on water resources policy
outside the Water Authority and the Water Resources Council? Are there any conracts
outside government?
Mr COURT: I am sure there ae other consultants working on different issues. I do not
know who they are but I will find out for the member.
Mr RIPPER: Does the Treasurer regard it as a weakness of the Budget process that this
division is the only one which allows questions to be asked on water matters and he is
inadequately briefed on them?
Mr COURT: I am not here to answer questions on the operations of the Water Authority.
I amn answering questions about the Western Australian Water Resources Council. If the
member wants to ask questions about the Water Authority he should do so and I will
commence by talking about the infil sewerage program which did not get priority under
the previous government.
[5. 10 pm]
Mr TAYLOR: It did, actually.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! Although I amn not here to be taking sides, the member for
Belmont has an opportunity to ask questions of a similar nature to the Minister for Water
Resources tomorrow evening.
Mr RIPPER: No, there is no expenditure within the Program Statements for that area.
Therefore. I have no avenue to ask questions.
The CHAIRMAN: I am sure the member will devise a method of doing so. I have great
faith in his capacity to circumvent obstacles I
Mr RIPPER: I will offer that advice to the person in the Chair when I ask the question
tomorrow.
Item 96: Shire of Shark flay - Denham Foreshore Development -

Mr KOBELKE: Is the allocation of $200 000 merely a contribution to the overall project
and, if so, what is the size and nature of the project? is the $200 000 earmarked for one
item which forms pant of the development?
Mr COURT: I was going to say that this is a Bob Pearce benevolent fund at Shark Bay.
However, this item lapsed because the Gascoyne Development Co~mmission will meet
that contribution to the Denham foreshore development project. It had been doubled up.
Mr KOBELKE: Is the Treasurer saying that it should not appear in the Progra
Statements and that it is an error?
Mr COURT: Yes. It was a grant, and will remain in that form.
Item 104: 001idM Corruption Comission - Contribution to Truss Fund -

Mr KOBELKE: This funding has increased from $166 000 to $280 000, which is an
approximate 68 per cent increase. What is the reason for such a large increase in the
budget of this commission?
Mr COURT: The legislation was changed and the increase in the funding was provided
for the increase in the scope of operations of the commission follown the proclamation
of the Acts Amendment (Official Corruption Commission) Act, whc came into effect
on 23 May of this year.
The commiission was established in 1989 to examine allegations of corruptions made
against public officers and to consider whether in its opinion a matter should be referred
to a body or person empowered by law to investigate and take action on any report
furnished toit by any person or body.
This allocation is not to meet the operational expenses of the commission. The increase
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will mainly be for service contracts to allow the commission to carry out more
investigations regarding whether action should be taken when a complaint is made. The
salaries allocation will remain much the same with an increase of $113 000 to $116 000.
The other staffinig cost is $2 500, and the other communications allocation reduces from
$7 300 to $4 600. The services and contracts area is where the main increase of
$106 000 has occurred. The accommodation allocation has increased from $30 000 to
$40 000 as the commission has relocated; it achieved an almost Tent free-type deal in
shifting to more appropriate premises.
Mr KOBELKE: Can the Treasurer provide more detail on the services and contracts
which is the area of the greatest increase? Given that the Official Corruption
Commission has strict secrecy provisions within its legislation. I would like a clear idea
on how the contracting out will operate.
Mr COURT: If the member places his question on notice, I will ask the 0CC for a
response.
Item 132: Telephone and Telex Charges.- Central Government Buildings -

Mr KOBELKEX: This item has an increase of 19 per cent from $780 000 to $930 000.
What is the reason for such a large increase in telephone and telex charges?
Mr COURT: It is for the general provision for telephone, switchboards and equipment
purchases for the 197 and 32 St George's Terrace buildings - the latter is the May
Holman Building. It covers rental and other charges for telephones, switchboards and
facsimile machines. It is difficult to estimate the amount involved due to the occupancy
changes in the buildings. Some movement of people is involved as this year the
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority and the Office of Government Accommodation
have moved into the Capita building. The increase of $149 000 is only an estimate.
Mr KOBELKE: Does the charge relate only to expected increased levels of usage, or is
there an aspect of new equipment?
Mr COURT: It includes a general provision for "equipment purchases". The overall
government costs for telephones should come down considerably in the future. We are
negotiating with Telecom in that regard. The main deal which we were negotiating - the
SPA contract - was ruled illegal. The federal legislation had to be changed. In the
meantime Telecom has offered a new discount structure, and we will be bringing in a
third party to handle the negotiations with Optus, Telecom and others to achieve the best
deal.
Mr TAYLOR: Who will be the third party, and how will that workc?
Mr COURT: I believe the third party has been appointed, but I will find that out.
Mr TAYLOR: Can you determine how much they are being paid and the nature of the
contract?
Mr COURT: Yes.
Mr KOBELKE: Could we also have a basic reason for the other undertaking being ruled
to be illegal?
Mr COURT: It was against the trade practices legislation. The Federal Government had
to move quickly to amend its legislation. I will find out the details.
Item 218: Mandurah Arts and Cultural Centre -

Mr KOBELKE: What is the total budget allocated to that project? That answer will
indicate the significance of the Sl.2m allocated in this item. Also, who is the controlling
body? Is the private sector involved in the cons truction of that centre?
Mr COURT: This is in the capital section. Briefly, we are developing an arrangement
with the council in which the Government will fund the facility to be built by the private
sector, but when built the council will take over the facility and be responsible for all its
running costs. As the Leader of the Opposition would be aware, the Kalgoorlie facility
has had an ongoing dispute regarding ongoing costs. The Mandurah City Council said
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that it would kick in the money for the original construction - the figure was something
like $3.5m - to be provided in the form of land. They were talking about land swaps
where the greyhound track is, etc. We wanted someone responsible to run it, so they did
not kick in arty money initially but they took on responsibility for ongoing costs. The
facility will be similar to the Kalgoorlie centre. It will be more of a multipurpose facility
designed to handle different functions. It will include an art gallery, a music studio,
dance areas, etc. It is a similar concept to the one at Kulgoorlie, but the council will
accept the running costs.
[5.20 pmn]
Item 115: State Energy Commission of Western Australia - North West Shelf Gas -

Mr KOBELKE: Can the Treasurer provide, presumably on notice, the details of the
amount provided by the Commonwealth Government as a subsidy for the North West
Shelf gas project since the beginning of the current agreement? What is! the remaining
ine for the agreement to run?

Mr COURT: The terms of the assistance payable by the Commonwealth Government to
the State Government for on-passing in full to the State Energy Commission of Western
Australia are set out under section 130 of the Commonwealth Petroleum (Submerged
Land) Act 1967. Part 3 of section 130 establishes the basis for calculating the annual
Commonwealth payment being the lesser of either a scheduled payment as listed in part
8, agreed to in 1985, and escalated in line with the growth in gross domestic product or
the Commonwealth share of domestic non-gas royalties from the North West Shelf
project in that year. If the member wants the actual figures I will provide them.
Mr KOBELKE: I seek the cumulative figures since the start of the agreement.
Division 60: State Taxation, $31 389 m00-
[Mr Ainsworth, Chairman.]
[Mr Court Treasurer.]

[Mr A.J. Bryant, Acting Commissioner of State Taxation.]
[Mr R. IKeiahan, Manager. Financial Services.]
Mr TAYLOR: A major achievement for 1993-94 relates to a strategy for the
development of a new tax system being approved and a tender let to perform phase 1 of a
two-phase project. What is this all about?
Mr BRYANT: That is a comprehensive rebuild of our tax collecting systems. Currently
we have three separate tax systems which are nearing the end of their life. An analysis
has been done about the cost of refurbishment
Mr TAYLOR: What do you mean by a tax system?

Mr BRYANT: This is the operational system for assessing, collecting and other aspects.
it is the operational system of the department and it is a comprehensive project. The first
phase will cost $1.82m and involves the high level design and the requirements definition
for the system. The second phase is to build, and will take three years. The difference in
the operating costs of the two systems when complete will be a saving of about $2.7m a
year.
Mr TAYLOR: What does it all mean?
Mr BRYANT: It is a computer system. It does all the assessing and matching of land,
for instance, for land tax; the issuing of assessments, the allocation of payments to
accounts, the production of reports, stamp duty and payroll tax assessments, and the issue
of notices, etc.
Mr TAYLOR: So it is a new computer system?

Mr BRYANT: Yes, but it is an integrated system running three previously separate
systems, so there are efficiencies in the maintenance and operation involved.
Ir KOBELKE: What are the three existing systems?
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Mr BRYANT: Land tax, stamp duty and payroll tax. Stamp duty includes our receipting
system.
Nk TAYLOR: Will the information be interrelated and fed between the systems?
Mr BRYANT: It will provide greater flexibility. For instance, if there were a desire or a
possibility to integrate die assessment areas of the three taxes, there would be a great
flexibility in die system.
Mrt KOBELKE: Has a decision been made regarding how much work will be handled in-
house and what will be tendered out, both for the design and operation of the computer
system?
Mr BRYANT: It will all be out-sourced for development of the system, including die
design of the system. The project involves about I11 full time people, and resources have
been allocated to backf ill the normal day to day wort
Mr KOBELKE: Has a decision been made on whether it will be rn h-house or
contracted out, when die system is established?
Mr BRYANT: No.
Mr RIPPER: Are the outside people working on die system hired on the basis of die
skills they will contribute? In other words, are they hired as employees even though they
are contractors or do they have responsibility to deliver the completed project?
Mr BRYANT: They are employed by the department. They report to the steering
committee chaired by the commissioner.
Mr KOBELCE: Who is die contractor?
Mr BRYANT: It is Andersen Consulting for eight months. The second phase has not
been let.
Mr KOBELKE: At page 570, reference is made to the payment to the Health Promotion
Foundation. The amount is die same this year, which is due to the legislation under
which that money is raised, that is, seven per cent of the total amount of fees paid or
$12.9m, whichever is the lesser. What would be dhe amount paid if it were set at seven
per cent?
Mr COURT: It would be around $14m.
Mr KOBELKE: Is the duty paid on vehicle registration and transfers handled by the
State Taxation Department?
Mr COURT: Yes.
Mr KOBELKE: A major achievement for 1993-94 was that the audit program was
maintained and assessments issued where an underpaid liability was detected-, and that by
the end of April 1994, taxation revenue of $14.5m had been raised as a result of this
program. What action has been taken to investigate the potential for unpaid duty on
vehicle transfers through the 1980s? Has any action been taken to see whether moneys
can be recouped from unpaid stamp duty on vehicle transfers?

[5.30 pm]
Mr BRYANT: We are liaising with the director of police licensing and services in
looking at this very aspect. Computer programs are being devised to run out reports
which will assist our investigators, in conjunction with the police licensing and services
officers, to look at that problem.
Mr TAYLOR: Do those reports relate to current problems or issues perhaps of the past
four or five years, for example, and any duty that may have been avoided?
Mrt BRYANT: They are looking at die past performance of any evasion of stamp duty on
the licence. No liability for stamp duty occurs on the transfer of a licence until it is
submitted or an application made for a transfer of licence, so technicallty there is no
liability for stamp duty. Clearly if an application is not forthcoming there is a stamp duty
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loss. We are looking to work with the police licensing and services to find out which
applications are not being submitted when they should be. We are looking at a range of
new schemes to try to detect this leakage.
Mr TAYLOR: Is it a problem? Are people using the transfer of vehicles mechanism to
avoid the payment of stamp duty?
Mr BRYANT: Certainly it is not avoidance; it is outright evasion. It is a question of our
detecting it. That is why we amt looking at the computer programs. Detection is very
labour intensive unless we can identify evasion through some computer matching
technology, which is what we are trying to do.
Mr KOBELKE: I take it there ame established legal precedents for recouping chose funds
if you can get the information together?
Mr BRYANT: Yes. The process is laborious because we must prosecute for the offence
before we can collect the revenue, which could clog up the courts enormously.
Therefore, we are looking at other ways to approach this problem.
Mr TAYLOR: Have there been many prosecutions?
MW BRYANT: Yes.
Mr TAYLOR: For large amounts?
Mr BRYANT: There have been large amounts in cases where evasion has been the result
of not declarng the true transaction - for example, when taxpayers have left a zero off the
value of the vehicle - which has had a dramatic effect on the revenue payable. We have
successfully prosecuted in those circumstances.
Mr KOBELKE: I appreciate the answers being given which I take to refer mainly to the
maintenance and efficiency of the system to ensure that aUl people who ame liable to pay
duty on transfer do so. The point of my question related to a small number of people
who perhaps owe very large amounts. I refer to cases of which I have only read in the
newspaper. There have been prosecutions and also out of court settlements between the
various players which have involved the transfer of vehicles running into hundreds of
millions of dollars. I am keen to know whether such cases are being followed up by die
State Taxation Office.
Mr BRYANT: I am aware of the cases to which you refer, they art being investigated. I
cannot tell you the state of the investigation.
Division 61: Valuer General's Office, $10 380 000 -

[Mrt Ainsworth, Chairman.]
[Mr Court Treasurer.]
[M R. Williams, Valuer General.]
Mr KOBELKE: I would like an explanation of the implementation of the new system of
annual valuations.
Mr WILLIAMS: I have just completed the second annual general valuation of the stare
using the recently developed geographic information system. Certainy it has been quite
a cask to complete the second annual unimproved general valuation. However, with a lot
of lateral thinking and hard work we produced it an time and provided it to the
Commissioner for State Taxation in time to strike the relevant rates in the dollar for land
tax purposes and provide it to the local governments at the time agreed with them.
Mr KOBELKE: The level of staff required for implementing that system does not seem
to indicate any drop. What is the staff commitment required to achieve the
implementation of the system as it is now running and what ane the future projections?
Mr WILLUAMS: No extra staff were employed to provide annual unimproved
valuations, notwithstanding that the task required a productivity increase of about 300 per
cent. We used the benefit of the computer system to provide those valuations. However
some funds were provided to engage contract valuers to assist us in that task. In many
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ways that has been more effective than employing a large number of permanent staff,
because we can bring them in as and when we need them, to ensure we meet peak loads.
Mr KOBELKE: In the system that you took up with the contract valuers, were you able
to strike a special rate, given the status of your office and the level of work involved?
Mr WILLIAMS: We struck a rate the equivalent to those valuers engaged full-time
within the organisation.
Mr KOBELKE: How was the computer system for the new system developed, who were
the consultants used - assuming them were any - and what level of involvement did your
staff have with the consultants in developing that system?
Mr WILLIAMS: We engaged consultants to work with my staff to develop a system. It
was very much driven by the staff in order that we developed a system which met our
requirements rather than have a system imposed upon us. One cannot buy a valuation
system, because there is no such thing. To develop a system, one must involve the
valuers and contractors as a team controlled by the chairman of the steering committee or
the previous valuer general and then later on myself.
Mr ICOBELKE: Does that principle of the organisation initiating the system having
control extend to ensuring a totally integrated, day to day working relationship between
the contractors and officers of your department who are undertatking the work?
Mr WILLIAMS: They would work in the same work ara.
Mr KOBELKE: You say you would have to adopt that principle when one is a specialist
user having a system designed for it.
Mr WILLIAMS: Yes, or one will not get what one wants. The user must ensure that the
designers and the developers develop what it wants.
Mr BOARD: In regard to government departments which are moving over to accrual
accounting, is theme a demand on your office to revalue government buildings and assets
that you have not been required to do prior to now?
Mr WILLIAMS: Yes. Shortly after this Government came into office my Minister, Hon
Max Evans, and I discussed the development of a government property register. He was
very keen that it be developed, and it was developed under the control of the Government
Property Office with ourselves and the Department of Land Administration. The DOLA
mainframe was used to hold details of government properties. We are developing a
system to provide valuations for the government property register. Originally we
believed there were about 100 000 values, but it has transpired that the figure in fact is
180 000, made up in part of approximately 150 000 land parcels.
We have matched the DOLA land data with the data of the improvements in our
valuation system and also the property details held by the various government agencies
and integrated all that information to mass-appraise the valuations. In the first instance
the valuations are very much estimated values. Obviously with the resources provided to
me, which were seven staff consisting of five permanent and two contract staff, one could
not make a 100 per cent accurate valuation of the properties.
We will complete that by about September this year and will then begin upgrading those
values. The intention is to inspect 20 per cent of those properties each year and index the
others in relation to the movement of property values in that diStricL All that information
will be held on the DOLA mainfr-ame.
(5.40 pm]
Mr COURT: That will be the first time this state has had a full asset register.
Mr BOARD: Is that estimate of the value based on gross rental value or replacement
cost, or is a different process used?
MR WILLIAMS: We utilise the benefit of doing annual unimproved values to place a
land value on the property. That is the starting point. We know the replacement cost of
residential properties and we have a good idea frum market evidence of what a house of a
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particular design in a particular area is worth. We can develop mass appraisal techniques
for valuation of residential properties. We have properties which are specialised in their
nature, such as hospitals, schools and Perth Central Railway Station. It was necessary,
therefore, to place a replacement cost on the property and allow depreciation for age,
obsolescence and other factors which reduce its utility to government.
Mr BOARD: So it is amixed bag?
Mr WILLIAMS: It is very much a mixed bag. The government property register
contains two valuations - the existing use value and the disposal value; that is, its value
on the open market, The existing use value for a hospital may be much higher than if it
were sold on the open market because there is utility in the building as a hospital. Once
it is closed as a hospital it may be that all one can do is knock it down and sell the land.
The value of the land is obviously less the cost of demolition.
Mr TAYLOR: On page 583 there is reference to completion of a pilot marketing project
for the provision of integrated sales evidence to the real estate industry. What is the
nature of that project?
Mr WILLIAMS: I commenced that project about 18 months ago using the sales evidence
from DOLA and matching it with property details on the valuation system. In the past
we have sold sales information which says a block of land sold for x dollars. We can
now say that a block of land with a brick and tile 3 bedroom house on it sold for x
dollars, so we have added value to that sales information. We did a pilot project to
investigate the demand ftrm the real estate industry for this information. That showed
there is considerable demand for that type of data. I approached the Minister to net
appropriate this information to cover the cost of carrying out the work. In the first year
the cost of operating the system is estimated at $105 000, with a revenue of $110 000. If
trends go the way they are going now, we will. exceed that figure. There is a strong
demand from the real estate industry.
Mr TAYLOR: What information does the industry actually receive from you?
Mr WILLAMS: It receives whatever it wants. It might ask, for instance, for
information on all the brick and tile homes with 3 bedrooms built in 1990 in a certain
area and sold between certain dutes. We can provide that information by interrogating
the database. It involves an integration of the sales with the data and the provision of
comprehensive data in order to give clients what they want.
Mr RIPPER: To whom is the information available, apart from the real estate industry?
For example, would a carpet company be able to buy ftrm the system a list of the new
home buyers in an area?
MR WILLIAMS: No. I am very conscious of what we provide. It is only information to
which sales are attached, and it is to the real estate industry. I do not intend to extend the
information to provide to a swimming pool company a list of all blocks of land with a
swimming pool. The Valuation of Land Act contains secrecy provisions, and I must
maintain that secrecy. AUl data we sell is currently in the public domain and easily
Obtainable. We have integrated it into a package.
Mr TAYLOR: Most of them seem to have no trouble getting the information from the
council.
Mr WILAMS: I know that in New Zealand the Valuer General raises in excess of $2m
in this area, but he sells anything to anybody!
Mr KOBELKE: I would like a list of the various user groups who hang off this system.
MR WILIAMS: They are the Water Authority of Western Australia; the Commissioner
of State Taxation, for land tax; local government; the Western Australian Fire Brigades
Board; and the country shines water boards. They are our major clients who use our gros
rental value and unimproved values for rating and tax purposes.
We also provide valuations to the Commissioner of State Taxation for properties which
are transferred inter-company or between related parties, to ensure that the correct
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amount of duty is payable on the properties. They are our main clients. We also provide
market values to government agencies and instrumentalities.
Mr KOBELKE: What about investigative organisations such as the Australian Sec urities
Commission and the Police Force?
Mr WILLAMS: They are a government agency or instrumentality and we do provide
valuations if they ask for diem. We have not had one from the ASC to date that I know
Of.
Mr OSBORNE: The corporate services section has been halved in size. What happened
there?
Mr WILLIAMS: This area used to have 28 staff, but when I looked at their functions I
found 14 were directly contributing to the valuation program and therefore were not
corporate services staff. You will see an increase of the same number in the valuation
program.

Sining suspended from S.48 to 7430 pm

Division 92: Planning and Urban Development, $11 171 000 -

[Mr Strickland, Chairman.]
[Mr Lewis, Minister for Planning.]
(Mr T.S. Martin, Chief Executive Officer.]
[Mr R. Peters, Director, Administration and Finance.]
Mr KOBELKCE: Will the Minister outline the relationship between divisions 92 and 93
given there is an interchange between the two? I know the Minister is making changes in
how they operate.
Mr LEWIS: The financial administration of planning in Western Australia comes under
two categories: One is the Department of Planning and Urban Development which is
funded by vote through consolidated revenue. The other is the State Planning
Commission the principal responsibility of which at this time is the administration of the
Metropolitan Region Town Planning Scheme Act The department is an agency that
services the requirements of the Planning Commission which has various functions
associated with the metropolitan region scheme. However, it has the overview of
planning generally throughout Western Australia and is responsible principally for the
administration of the statutory procedures committee and the functions associated with
the south west region planning committee.
There is a State Planning Commission Act, a Metropolitan Region Town Planning
Scheme Act and a Town Planning and Development Act, the financial administration of
which comes under consolidated revenue which is by vote under division 92. The State
Planning Commission and the activities associated under that area come under division
93 which is predominantly funded by the metropolitan region improvement tax.
Mrs HENDERSON: I refer to significant issues and trends at page 933. In what way in
the major amendments to the Perth region scheme, is the Minister providing for
alternative means of transport?
[7.40 pmn]
Mr LEWIS: There are two south west amendments in relation to Westrail and the
Department of Transport. With the coordination of the environmental processes and the
like, there has been identified what we call a rapid transit corridor which is basically the
standard gauge railway line that goes around the back of Jandakot to Fremantle. It
extends to the bottom of the metropolitan region boundary which is north of Mandurab.
It picks up Rockingham and will endeavour to service the emerging urban areas that have
been identified with urban planning for the future. It is accepted that with that corridor in
place feeder services will certainly be required. Under the previous administration a
south west transit steering committee carried out a study into the intersuburban transport
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requirements for that south west region and it examined the technology that would be
required to ensure that the region could be serviced more quickly.
At the moment the transit corridor does lead up through the Kwinana Freeway alignment
until it meets the standard gauge railway line which runs around die southern suburbs of
Perth. Preliminary planning has that line meeting the Perth-Axmadale line. It will give
the Governent the ability, in the short term, to facilitate the electrification of a rail
system into Canning Vale, Livingstone and other areas south of Perth. The longer turn
plan is to extend that service down that corridor through to Rockingham and eventually
to Mandurah. Of course, that is dependent on finance.
it has been recognised that with the Ellenbrook development in the north east corridor
and as that corridor progresses there will be a need for a public transport corridor. I
cannot say whether it will be serviced by rail or some other form of technology.
However, the corridor has been identified and is being readjusted subject to the
submissions that have been made to that amendment by the hearings of the State
Planning Commission's committee.
T'he north west corridor amnendment extends the railway line that currently ends at
Cunrmbine to Alimos. The amendments have been very definite. I made the decision,
and directed the State Planning Commission accordingly, that I would not be prepared to
pursue an amendment unless provision had been made for a rapid transit corridor. That
has been taken into account with everything that has been done to date.
M~rs HENDERSON: Is the inister await that there is concern about the proposed moute
of that transit zone? My understanding is that in order to pick up Rockingham the rapid
transit moute will go through the middle of an area of bushland south of Leda.
Mr LEWIS: I understand that is not true. Those amendments, like all amendments, were
worked up in concert with the Department of Environmental Protection, If the
Government is looking at providing 68 kilometres of a rapid transit corridor there will be
some desecration of the surrounding bushland.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am talkcing about the area that has been identified and that will be
put under the management of the Department of Conservation and Land Management.
The map I was given shows that it will go through the middle of bushland. If the route
has changed. I am glad. Perhaps the Minister Will show me a copy of the current map
showing the rapid transit route.
Mr LEWIS: I cannot do that because the Metropolitan Planning Council has not made a
formal decision. I understand it will meet on 7 September. The matter will then be
referred to me.
Mrs HENDERSON: Has this proposal been put out for public discussion?
Mr LEWIS: Yes.
Mrs HENDERSON: The groups which raised this matter with me had a map showing
the rapid transit corridor going through the middle of bushland. Their comments to you
in the public participation process were based on that route; if it has been changed, I am
pleased to hear it.
Mr LEWIS: I understand that recommendations will be made to obviate some of the
difficulties. It is very hard to speak on this matter without knowing the exact area the
member is referring to.
Mr MARTIN: Several changes to the route have been contemplated. The options have
been worked up with the Department of Environmental Protection. 'The Environmental
Protection Authority's assessment of the route has been completed and has been taken
into account by the hearings committee of the State Planning Commission and it will
report to the Metropolitan Planning Council and the Minister. The points made have
been taken on board and several changes have been made.
Mrs HENDERSON: I look forward to seeing a map of the proposed moute. Taking on
board comments does not mean they will be considered.
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Mr LEWIS: The member will be aware that the Government cannot please everyone.
Mrs HENDERSON: Of course I am, buttI am talkcing about an area which only recently
was set aside as bushland for preservation. It will be a preat pity if the route taken to
accommodate Rockingham goes through this area.
Mr BLAIMU: Why does this division appear before division 93, which is an overview
of the State Planning Commission? Division 92 covers a more definitive area. Why is
the Minister's office caught up in division 92 and not division 93?
Mr LEWIS: I will ask Mr Peters to explain the reason for that. Before I do, it is
appropriate to consider the way the estimates ame produced, because they are certainly not
conducive to an easy understanding by this committee or the public. I have been reading
balance sheets for between 20 and 30 years, but as Minister I have difficulty
understanding how the estimates are structured.
Mr BLAIKIE: The Minister has outlined the situation rather well.
Mr LEWIS: The estimates are not structured to please me, but they are structured
according to the Treasury's directive. This committee should be looking at how they are
structured and how they can be improved.
[7.50 pm]
Mr PETERS: The administration of the Minister's office is done through the Department
of Planning and Urban Development, because we are a Public Service organtisation
established under section 21 of the Public Service Act. Our charter determines that we
are to provide assistance to the Minister. Furthermore, the appropriation for the
Minister's office comes through the consolidated fund, and the funding for planning
agencies from that fund comes through only this department Therefore, the allocation is
contained within division 92.
Mr BLAIKIE: Therefore, the departments which follow division 92 are structured that
way for the same masons.
Mr PETERS: Yes.
Mr KOBELKE: The figures on page 930 of the Program Statements indicate that the
expenditure for the Minister's office in 1993-94 was considerably higher than the
estimate. What was the reason for that?
Mr LEWIS: Fundamentally, the previous Minister's office was operated under the
Department of Land Administration. When the Lands and Mlanning portfolios were
separated, the responsibility for servicing the Minister for Planning's office came back to
the Department of Planning and Urban DevelopmenL At that time, the department did
not have the experience of the requirements of such an office as it had not been servicing
a Minister's office for a number of years. Therefore, the department miiscued and
underspent items not identified when the government changed.
Mr PETERS: There was overspending in the Minister's office of some $28 000, but that
was due to a number of contingencies which had to be met with the new Minister's
office.
Mr KOBELKE: These were not capital items?
Mr PETERS: No.
Mr KOBELKE: Continuing with those figures. we notice that the estimated expenditure
for the department in 1994-95 is down on the previous year. Given the activity currently
under way - for which I commend the Minister - it would seem that great pressure will be
applied on the department to deliver the range of services in the planning area with
reduced resources. Will the Minister confirm that a slight reduction in resources
available has occurred, and will he explain why that is? Als, how will the full range of
planning services be provided with fewer resources?
Mr LEWIS: Indeed, a fair amount of increased activity has been generated. It is fair to
say that the priorities of the department have been redirected. Three personnel have been
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shed - if it has not happened yet, it certainly has been budgeted for. The shedding of
these personnel is reflected in the $100 000 reduction. We have refocused priorities for
the department, and the extra activities have been taken up by die officers who have been
redirected to these areas.
Mr KOBELKE: Could the Minister elaborate on what is meant by "refocusing"?
Mr LEWIS: We saw the task as getting on with the job of having some land zoned in the
Perth region, and to date this Government has initiated 13 or 14 major amendments in 18
months. I remind the member that the previous government did four such amendments in
10 years! That result having been achieved, I can only commend and congratulate the
performance of the department in rising to that challenge. It has done the job very well
without a lot of fuss. The resources of the department have been better managed and
directed to that task. Indeed, some of the tasks which the officers were doing have been
put on the back burner as they are not seen as a priority at this time.
Mr KOBELKE: Such things as coastal management I presume?
Mrt LEWIS: Not at all.
Mr KOBELKE: What resources are allocated to coastal management?
Mr LEWIS: Five Fits.
Mr KOBELKE: Thbe inister indicates that he has been active in taking up a range of
issues, but clearly he has been building on the work of the previous government. He has
added his own touches - we accept that - but much of the work was already in place. The
Minister gave the number of major amendments to be examples of his commitment, but
these could easily be interpreted as a move away from planning, in a sense, of setting
guidelines and structures; it is becoming planning after the event with report writing on
the outcome.
Mr LEWIS: That is a shallow statement. The member would be wise to address himself
to facts rather than fiction or hypothetical scenarios. If the member wants to look at the
performance of the department over the past 18 months, it can only be said that it has
been extremely commendable.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Strickland): Order! I remind members that we are here for the
asking and answering of questions. If members feed off interjections and make
statements, we will go round in circles.
Mr BLAIKIE: Page 932 of the Program Statements refers to strategic land use planning,
to which an allocation of over $3m is made for this financial year. What process does
that strategic land use planning body have to identify not only urban needs, but also those
important land resource requirements for development purposes, be it tourism or other
areas? The Program Statements make comment about environment and conservation
aspects, but I see no objective or statement relating to land which is important for
resource development.
Mlr LEWIS: That is a fair question. Simply, the commission and the department have
been working for some time on what is known as the state planming strategy; that is, a
strategy which looks at the entire state and identifies the opportunities of future growth
which can be predicted on the basis of historical data. This relates to future growth and
compiles scenarios of how we can redirect growth from the Perth region. This can be
done through enticing people to realise that their standard of living could be better
outside the Perth region. The planning strategy is in a draft form. It went from my desk
on the weekend to one of my officers for more work; I hope we can release it later this
year. It is a comprehensive overview of the strategy regarding how we can become
dinkumt about taking the pressure off the Perth region in favour of those people living in
our provincial centres.
Mr BLAIKIB: If, for example, the Albany region had areas identified with high
conservation value, would the strategic land use planning body look at those areas and
weigh up the advantages of the use of the land for development rather than placing it into
a growing estate area? Who makes the decisions? If they are not being made, why not?
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[8.00 pm]
Mr LEWIS: If dhe member is talking about Albany in particular -

Mr BLAIKIE: I could have referred to other areas.
Mr LEWIS: - the department and the commission have been particularly active and have
produced a regional plan for the area. Areas have been identified. Mome germane to the
question arc the areas of conservation value, and some perhaps have been identified as
having future development potential.
Mr BLAUIBI: Why should people move to those areas if development is prohibitive and
conservation values rule the day?
Mr LEWIS: I do not know whether conservation values rule the day, but certainly one of
the principal elements of determining land use and identifying areas for growth must be
the consideration of environmental consequences and die need for conservation when the
areas are considered to be of significance. That is one of the major difficulties facing
planners. More and more it is a no-go situation. The real difficulty is not in colouring
plans or zoning land for particular purposes but in finding the land that can be identified
and set aside for a particular land use. In 1991, we had the urban expansion policy.
Today, it is a fact of life disc one-third of the land identified in 1991 as suitable for urban
expansion in the Perth region has been lost because of conservation requirements and
those associated with the environmental movement, and so on. The problem is to
identify land for urban expansion or where to put industry -
Mr BLAIKIIE: Does people power become more important than planning?
Mr KOBELKE: Can the Minister identify the growth projections on which present
planning is based for Western Australia and die metropolitan area?
Mr LEWIS: The growth projections are 1.8 to02 per cent for the state. Migration from
overseas has decreased. However, because of the buoyancy of the economy and the
unemployment factors associated with Western Australia, we are experiencing a surge of
interstate migration which, of course, we must address. It is interesting to note that in
1992-93 the production of lots was around 8 500. Last year, 12 400 lots were produced,
which reflected a huge surge in demand. The commendable point that should be
recognised is that the Government was able to satisfy the demand, and the land doubled
in price, as happened in 1988.
Mrs HENDERSON: Can the Minister confirm exactly how much residential land has
been put on the market?
Mr LEWIS: It was 12 400 lots over 12 months.
Mrs HENDERSON: Can he confirm the average price? I understand the price has
increased from $40 000 to $78 000 on avenage.
Mr LEWIS: The average price has increased by 15 to 18 per cent. There are hot spots
within the region where prices have gone from probably $45 000 to $70 000. That is not
denied, but that happens anywhere in select areas where die commodity has run out and
no extra land is available. As land runs out for a development, prices rise. The available
statistics from REIWA. and other official statistics across the board, indicate that the
average increase in die price of land in 1993-94 went from 15 to 18 per cent.
Mr KOBELKE: I return again to growth rates. The indication. is that planning is
projected on the growth rate from 1.8Bto 2per cent, and that would be higher tanmthe
growth rate in the 1980s, which was 1.7 per cent Is that correct?
Mr MARTIN: I cannot say, off thewtp of my head, but the figures are in that order.
Mr LEWIS: Although it might gall the Opposition, it must be recognised that the state is
leading the nation out of die recession.
Mr KOBELKE: As it did through the 1980s.
Mr LEWIS: It is recognised federally that our economy is the most buoyant in Australia.
Our unemployment rute is two percentage points below the rest of Australia. There is
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confidence in the community. Large resource projects are on the drawing boards; they
have been announced. Everyone recognises that this state is going places again. Of
course, we will experience extra growth as a result of interstate migration. People will
come to Western Australia because they see opportunities here, If members consider that
a criticism, Ifeel sorry for them.
Mrt KOBELKE: The Minister has misinterpreted my remarks. The fact is that this
Government has built on the good work of the previous government. I do not wish to
debate that point. The germane point is that planning must be projected on growth, or a
lack of growth. Clearly, there is good growth and I am trying to work out the level on
which the Government based that growth. What are the Government's predictions on
growth for the metropolitan area and non metropolitan areas? Again, that has major
implications for the allocation of resources and where planning efforts should be made.
Mr LEWIS: Obviously I do not carry those figures around in my head.
Mr KOBELKE: I will accept the answer on notice.
Mr LEWIS: The information will be made available in the state planning strategy when
it is released.
Mr BOARD: The question asked by the member for Nollamara was close to the one I
intended to pursue. Given that 12 400 blocks came onto the marketplace last year, and
demand runs at around 10 000 or more blocks each year, and given all the proactive
work, we can satisfy the demand at the moment. However, the time will come when the
demand is so great that we must pursue the regional planning strategies provided in our
planning legislation.
My question concerns the whole-of-government approach to planning. What sort of role
does your department play in incentive based programs to take people to country
regions? There will come a day when the corridor approach will be outstripped by
demand.
[8.10 pmJ
Mr LEWIS: In the program of major amendments we have identified land supply in the
Perth region for probably the next eight years, building on probably a two or three year
supply that was hitherto zoned, but there is a great difference between having land zoned
in a regional scheme, having it zoned in a local district scheme and having the
infrastructure available to service those demands. As I mentioned last year, we formed a
ministerial council for urban development, which has taken a whole-of-government
approach and brought principal ministries to the table to identify the hurdles we must
overcome. 'They have been addressed, and we have now a pro-active metropolitan
development program, as we call it, which identifies where the urban front is going, with
a guarantee that that front can be serviced. Hitherto there was one metropolitan program
which identified the developers' wishes. as it were, without a guarantee that they could
be serviced. We have coordinated this with servicing agents. We are producing now
basically a guarantee that what is on that plan can be satisfied. That will be published
probably within a week or so. That has identified 16 OO0-odd lots for the next year's
program. We know that they can be serviced, that the land is available and ripe for
development and that it will look after the short term need. That program will be
monitored over three months and we will have a rollover program every three years to
see the state of play.
To return to your point about what we are doing co take the pressure off Perth in the
longer term, it is pretty well known that in 2020 Perth is projected to have a population of
two million people, from a current base of 1.2 million people. Obviously there will be a
great deal of growth over the next 25 years. We recognise that we live in a free and
democratic society and that we cannot order people not to live where they wish or where
opportunities present themselves. As a government what we can do is to have people
recognise they can obtain as good a job security and as good a quality of housing at a
better price than in the Perth region; that the post-secondary and tertiary educational
opportunities are as good, if not better, than those that exist in the Perth region, bearing in
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mind that parents will not have to board their children; that the cultural and sporting
opportunities are the same; and that the services associated with health are better or as
good as those in the Perth region. Morn importantly, the community of interest, as I call
it. that exists in the provincial centres is such that people, rather than living in the
peripheral regions of Perth and having the hassle of public transport and long distances to
travel, will recognise the advantages of living in provincial centres and over time Will
want to live there rather than on the outskirts of the Perth region.
Mrs HENDERSON: I have two questions in relation to the Major Achievements for
1993/94 on page 933 of the Programn Statements. First when the Minister released the
urban bushland policy one of the planks was the appointment of an urban bushland
council. When will it be appointed and what will be its composition?
Mr LEWIS: The composition is six members: An eminent scientist -

Mrs HENDERSON: I have read these things in the document. I want to know who the
people are.
Mr LEWIS:, As you may be await, at the request of the community, the period for
comment was extended by 40 days. On the basis of the comment coming in we decided
not to appoint anyone.
Mrs HENDERSON: That period is now well and truly closed.
Mr LEWIS: It has been closed for three or four weeks. Two hundred submissions have
been received. Until we have dealt with those submissions and made determinations on
the draft, the committee will not be appointed. Indeed, it is my intention to appoint the
committee as soon as I can. As I left this evening I said to my personal private secretary
that we need to get on with that and make sure it is in place within the next month or so.
Mrs HENDERSON: In the next four weeks?
Mr LEWIS: Yes, I would like to think we could have that in place.
Mrs HENDERSON: The next point at page 933 refers to the north east corridor structure
plan, in relation to the Ellenbrook development. You will remember I previously asked
about the proposed listing by the Australian Heritage Council of bushland adjacent to the
proposed Ellenbrook estate. At the time you indicated you were not aware of any
proposals for listing by tie Australian Heritage Commission. I have received advice that
the Government and you were informed last February that the Australian Heritage
Commission plans to list that area and sought comment from you. How is it possible that
you could tell me in June you were not aware of the proposals by the Australian Heritage
Commission when in fact it wrote to you in February?
Mr LEWIS: I accept the point you make. In fact, I saw the Federal Minister for the
Environment, Mr Faulkner, three weeks ago. He said to me that he believed the ARC
had advised me of that. I have to say quite honestly that I was not aware of that; indeed, I
may even have responded to it but I could not remember its having notified me. Indeed, I
still have not found the correspondence, although he had a copy which he showed to me.
Mrs HENDERSON: What will you do now you know of its plans?
Mr LEWIS: I have objected vehemently.
Mrs HENDERSON: To its listing?
Mr LEWIS: No, the commission has not even interim listed it yet It intends to interim
list it, as I understand it, in October. I have made a submission to the federal Minister
that it is an absolute nonsense for the Australian Heritage Commission to become
involved, in an endeavour, I suppose, to usurp or undermine the statutory processes
concerning heritage in Western Australia, bearing in mind we have an Act that I think the
member for Thornlie used to administer, which puts in place a protection on our heritage;
the National Trust, which is also a state Statute; the State Planning Commission Act; the
Town Planning and Development Act; the Metopolitan Region Town Planning Scheme
Act; the Environmental Protection Act; and the Conservation and Land Management
Act. We have an absolute raft of legislation that has been properly passed by this
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Parliament and is more thart adequate to look after, protec and conserv areas that need
to be conserved in our state. We do not need any federal agency without any statutory
authority - I emphasise, without any statutory authority - and without any access to the
overview, environmental and other assessments via an absolutely public process put in
place by the Statutes, to swan into Western Australia and, with total disregard for all of
those processes and the scientific analysis and work that has been done in identifying
those areas, run its flag up on an area that even the previous government identified as
land which should be set aside for urban development.
Because of those processes over 600 hectares have been identified which should be
conserved, and have been set aside in the major amendment for conservation. We see, it
as an insult and a manifestation of its incompetence chat the ARC should come over here
with an absolute disregard for all those processes and try to include areas outside those
which have been identified scientifically and by extensive process, and say they should
be conserved.
[8.20 pmj]
Mrs HENDERSON: Do I take it from your comments that, firstly, you did not respond
when asked for comment in february but you have subsequently made a submission; and,
secondly, you are denying the legitimacy of Uts role?
Mr LEWIS: I anm not denying the legitimacy of its role at all. Western Australian is a
sovereign state and has more than enough Statutes, processes and professional
competence, which the ARC does not have -

Mrs HENDERSON: So you will not accept federal funding for any of these areas?
Mr LEWIS: We do not accept any federal funding for the setting aside or reservation of
land that must be conserved.
Mrs HENDERSON: Does Western Australia accept any money for heritage. matters?
Mr LEWIS: We receive money under the NEGP grants, as the member is well aware,
which total about $650 000 a year -
Mrs HENDERSON: Do you deny the Federal Government has a role in these matters?
Mr LEWIS: The member should let me finish, instead of nagging on. That sum is an
absolute pittance, and the Australian Heritage Commission should have better regard for
the professionalism and competence of the agencies of this state.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am glad that is on the record.
Mr LEWIS: I have told Faulkner, and I have told the ARC to its face. The Leader of the
Opposition and the member for Eym have said that the ARC should mind its own
business and keep out of this state. You cannot have it both ways.
Mrs HENDERSON: I hope you will send the federal money back.
Mr LEWIS: What federal money? The Federal Government has not given us any money
for that sont of work.
Mrs HENDERSON4: The federal money you get in relation to heritage. 1 hope you will
send it back.
Mr KOBELKE: Referring to the north east corridor structure plan, what is the Minister's
response to the request from the Shire of Swan for his support for the continuation of
Benara Road into the centrie of Midland with a bridge across the Swan River?
Mr LEWIS: I think that is in the structure plan that is currently out for comment. Those
plans are not statutory documents. They are the work of forward planners and strategic
planners in the department to put in place urban structures to meet future demand. They
have been promulgated. With all roads today public comment usually is more to the
effect that a road should not go through, rather than recognising the need for it. I am not
competent to comment on whether that road should proceed, other than to say it goes
through some sensitive areas and must cross the Swan River. There are more problems
than just putting a line on a map and saying it is a good thing for Midland, which indeed
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it would be. As members will know, it is hard to plan something and get it in place,
bearing in mind the extensive processes we must go through to make it a statutory
document. I am ambivalent about it.
Mr KOBELKE: I understand, but the point of the question relates to Midland as a
regional centre. There is great concern that the existing road structure will attract people
to Morley, with its major new shopping centre, and Midland will not gain the momentum
or critical mass to be seen as a major regional centre. The structure plan, which is likely
to indicate the road layout, is important to idland. We have already seen this
Government cut back on the extension of the Reid Hlighway by shifting funds to country
roads. That has been delayed or put on the shelf. There was a request from the Shire of
Swan and the Minister answered a question on 29 March in which he recognised the
benefits of the proposed extension of Benara Road. You said at that stage that the
Government had not considered the matter. That is why I am asking whether
consideration has been given to it to ensure that Midland take its proper place as a major
regional centre for metropolitan Perth.
Mr LEWIS: It has been considered in the structure plan which has been out for
comment. Those comments must be analysed and recommendations must be made by
the planners to the State Planning Commission. In turn the SPC will make
recommendations to the Government. It is a hypothetical question; I do not know what
the answers will be.
I want to pick up on a point you made about all roads leading to Morley. I remind the
member that his government walked a special Act into this Parliament the effect of which
will be to remit $IlDm over 20 years to facilitate that shopping centre going into Morley.
Now you and your leader have the gall to say this Government has not recognised
Midland as a regional centre of importance and we should do all we can to boost it.
Mr KOBELKE: Is was our government which put the DOLA headquarters there and
made a commitment to the Reid H-ighway. on which your government has reneged.
Mr LEWIS: Let me finish. If any action has affected Midland it was that by the previous
government which gave this vast amount of money at the taxpayer's expense to give a
leg up to a major shopping centre, the biggest in Western Australia and one of the biggest
in the southern hemisphere, to be located at Morley.
Mrs HENDERSON: Would you reverse that decision?
Mr LEWIS: How can we? The jolly thing is built. That is how silly the member's
comment is. I remind members opposite that I spoke in this Parliament against that
proposal.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: The program description on page 933 includes the Swan
Valley strategy. What is the Government's commitment to funding and to putting the
strategy through Parliament? How does the Minister see the future of the Swan Valley,
especially with the development of the Midland regional centre?
Mr LEWIS: The member will know that prior to coming to governent we made a
commitment to protect the Swan Valley. On coming to government I asked Hon Derrick
Tomlinson to chair a committee, the members of which were all from the Swan Valley.
Mr KOBELKE: Properly connected and properly related.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: To the Swan Valley. They all lived in the valley.
[8.30 pm]
Mr LEWIS: Hon Derrick Tomlinson and the committee sat over a period of nine months
and brought down a report which was basically a proposition and drafting instructions for
an Act to enshrine in the Statutes and etch in stone that the Swan Valley shall be
protected for as long as possible until some future government wants so overturn it. We
have honoured that commitment. A Bill is king drafted which identifies the valley and
its boundaries and proposes certain actions within that valley. That will honour the
commitment that has hitherto been made by this Governent. People in that area have
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suggested that part of the major amendment is in the Swan Valley. That is absolute rot
because the boundaries of the Swan Valley have been identified by people from that
valley. The Government takes the advice of the people who live in the valley, not people
who may be aggrieved and want to hang on to a fallacious motive chat they are being
affected by a major amendment. That is not true. The boundaries of the Swan Valley, as
will be enshrined in the Act, have been identified by the majority of people who live
there.
The CHA[RMAN: I remind members we ane dealing with four divisions. We have spent
one hour on one division and there are two hours to go. I am totally in the hands of the
committee. If members want to spend all night on this division that is okay. However,
when 10.30 pm comes the question will be put.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: Does the Minister know the total number of hectares to be
preserved in the valley?
Mr LEWIS: I do not know. I will take that on notice.
The CHAIRMAN: flat is supplementary information required within a week.
Mr KOBELKE: My question will give the Minister an opportunity to confirm his
government's lack of concern for Midland as a regional centre. What is his commitment
to the early construction of Reid Highway and to consideration of the extension of
Benara; Road across the river into Midland to provide a ready means of transport into
Midland to ensure it takes on the regional status it deserves and needs?
Mr LEWIS: As the member should be aware, before we can extend roads through
wetlands, conservation areas and areas that have been identified as having Aboriginal
heritage, we must put the proper processes in place such as planning and the tick-offs
from Aboriginal sites and the like. The smcture planning has yet to be firmed up and
recommendations need to be made to the State Planning Commission. That is taking its
due course and is being done with due diligence. It may be 12 months or so away - I do
not know.
I do not accept for a moment that the Government in any way reneged on the
construction of Reid Highway. This Government has constantly asked for bipartisan
support from the Opposition to approach its federal colleagues in Canberra and put the
case that we in Western Australia are being very unfairly created in the distribution of
road funding. We have over 25 per cent of the nation's roads and 9.8 per cent of the
nation's population and we receive 8 per cent of the road funding. It is inequitable. In
the 1993-94 federal Budget, Treasurer Willis increased fuel excise by 70 a litre, which
immediately bled another $150m out of Western Australia to Canberra Road funding
has not been increased over 10 years. It is an absolute disgrace. Unfortunately the
Opposition's colleagues in Canberra do not see the need for the maintenance and
development of infrastructure. Tey see their priorities are better directed towards social
welfare and the humanities of society rather than developing infrastructure that creates
jobs which produces wealth and allows the payment of funds into the social side. I and
other government members believe that the Federal Government must recognise that the
time has come when Western Australia is done in the eye as far as road funding is
concerned when taking into consideration its geography and the extent of its woads.
Western Australia produces 25.8 per cent of the export wealth of this nation and receives
8 per cent of the road funding for its 9.8 per cent of the population. If the Opposition
were dankum about road funding for Reid Highway it would join with the Government in
its campaign to Caniberra The Leader of the Opposition has refused to join with the
Minister for Transport and this Government to seek those road funds.
Mr KOBELKE: Lengthy answers which avoid the question clearly confirm that the
Minister has no commitment to Midland and is not willing to push ahead to ensure we
have the road structure which will meet the needs of Midland as a regional centre.
How is the assessment progressing with respect to the move by the Government to sell
off parts of Whiteman Park?
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Mr LEWIS: Have you been listening to the rumour line?II
Mr KOBELKE: I am taking the words of the Premier and the Minister following the
McCarty report that consideration was being given to selling parts of Whiteman Park.
Mr LEWIS: This Government has never considered selling any part of Whitenman Park.
Mr KOBELICE: I did not say that; why does the inister not listen and answer the
question?
Mr LEWIS: As you and the rest of Western Australia know, the McCarty report
identifies that the Government holds vast parcels of land throughout the state. A
responsible government would identify and analyse the need for government to hold that
land. That is exactly what this Government has done. A planning study has been
undertaken on all of the land holdings of the State Planning Commission to find land that
is not required for conservation or for the purposes for which it was originally set aside.
It is intended to rationalist that inventory so we can bring in some moneys that will pay
for the current $235m contingent liability based on our major program to set aside an
extra 8 000 hectares of land for conservation purposes within the metropolitan region. It
would be an irresponsible government that did not examine its land holdings with the aim
of rationalising where it was no longer required.
The point the member makes about Whiteman Park is true. Of course the State Planning
Commission analysed whether any of it was not needed for the purpose for which it had
been set aside. That report was rejected by me and by the Stare Planning Commission.
Mr KOBELKE: I take it the Minister's answer, which has taken five minutes, is that the
matter is under consideration?
Mr LEWIS: I told you it had been rejected.
Mr KOBELKE: I asked what consideration was being given to selling off parts of
Whiteman Park.
Mr LEWIS: The suggestion that parts of land on the southern side of Whiteman Park
could have been considered for urban use has been rejected by me and it will not be
excised from Whiteman Park reserve.
Mrs HENDERSON: At page 935 of the Program Statements a major planned
achievement for 1994-95 is to conduct a review of coastal management in Western
Australia to encompass all land and maxrine-based activities which occur within the
coastal zone. The review will increase the efficiency and effectiveness of coastal
management in the state leading to enhanced decision making and cost savings. A
number of outstanding studies have been conducted in the coastal area which I
understand have not yet been implemented. One example is the Leeuiwin-Naturaliste
study plan. What commitment can the Minister give that he will not delay implementing
all those management plans that impact on coastal areas while this new review is
conducted?
The strong view in a number of coastal communities is that it wil effectively put on hold
the implementation of many of the studies that have been completed. The Minister
previously indicated that Western Australia would not be involved in the Federal
Government's coastal management body, but later he said his officers had attended as
observers. Since he made that statement, has he made further inquiries to ascertain
whether the departmental officers took part in the discussions or were they simply
observers?
[8.40 pm]J
Mr LEWIS: The Lecuwin-Naturaliste report was in two parts. I think the first part of the
report was completed and put out for public comment in draft form in 1991. It is
interesting that the second part was never completed or put out for public comment by
the then government.
Mrs HENDERSON: Why did this Government not complete the process?
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Mr LEWIS: Because it recognised the difficulties occurring in that area.
Mrs HENDERSON: So the alternative is to have one for the whole coast?
Mr LEWIS: The Government recognised the conflict and competition in land use in char
area. It held a seminar at Margaret River, which was attended by people across the
board, to identify what could be done by the Government, The repont has been printed,
but I do not know whether it has been published. It has left my desk. If it has not been
published yet, it will be in a few days. I emphasise chat the report consists of the findings
of the people who live in that area and not the findings of a government agency.
Mrs HENDERSON: I understand a government agency chaired the meeting.
Mr LEWIS: It was the State Planning Commission. Who else should have chaired it?
Mrs HENDERSON: I am not objecting to that, because it is obvious that a government
agency would be involved. Will the Government implement the findings of that report or
will it wait for the review of the whole of the coastal area before it takes action?
Mr LEWIS: We are progressing it with due diligence. Do not compare this
Government's record with the previous government's record, because it failed dismally.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am more than happy to stand by the previous government's
record. When will the Government implement these findings?
Mr LEWIS: Obviously the member has been asleep for 18 months.
Mrs HENDERSON: You have not done anything in 18 months. Will this Government
wait for the total review of the whole of the coastal management or Wester Australia
before it progresses the follow up to the seminar and the first structure plan?
Mr LEWIS: The findings of the seminar will be put in place to progress the planning of
that region and then the Government will redo the regional plan.
Mrs HENDERSON: From the beginning?
Mr LEWIS: Yes.
Mrs HENDERSON: What a total waste of time and resources. Does the Minister
disagree with the first part of that plan?
Mr LEWIS: The dynamics of the area have changed considerably.
Mrs HENDERSON: Why not complete what remains to be done and get on with it?
Mr LEWIS: The Government will progress it with due diligence. It may not suit the
Opposition's agenda. In government it did nothing about it;, it put it on the back burner
because it could not handle the heat in the kitchen. The resource assessment committee's
report devotes one paragraph to the reasons that there should be national legislation to
regulate the coastal zones of Australia. Every state in Australia and even the Federal
Government did not accept that proposition.
Mrs HENDERSON: The other states are proceeding with it. Western Australia is dhe
only state that rejected it.
Mr LEWIS: Thiere was only one paragraph in that report to justify the need for federal
legislation that would override the land management responsibilities of this state. This
Government has rejected it outright because there are more than enough Statutes,
competence and professionalism in this state for the state to look after its affairs without
Canberra telling it what to do. By the by, the Leader of the Opposition has the same
understanding as this Government: He believes Canberra should stay out of the proper
business and responsibilities of the Government of Western Australia.
I was very disturbed and annoyed at the blatant dishonesty of the Leader of the
Opposition when he addressed a local government conference and told it that Western
Australia was missing out on some of the $75m that was supposed to be available from
the Federal Government I advise this committee chat $75m has not been allocated in the
federal Budget for coastal management.
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Mrs HENDERSON: You are wrong.
Mr LEWIS: I reiterate that $75m has not been allocated in that Budget for coastal
development within Australia. Only today I signed a letter to all local authorities whose
boundaries abut the coast of Western Australia formally informing them that there is no
money available which they think they can dip into and that they should not be under the
false impression that they could apply to Canberra for money for coastal management
The Government did refuse to send people to represent this state on that working group.
The agenda was 'put in place by Canberra and on the basis of' overtures by Minister
Faulkner and Deputy Prime Minister Rowe I relented and sent two government
observers. I do not know how they registered in.
Mrs HENDERSON: Did they participate? You told Minister Faulkner they would.
Mr LEWIS: I did ROL

Mrs HENDERSON: The Minister said he changed his mind.
Mr LEWIS: I said I changed my mind and sent two participants.
Mns HENDERSON: You crawled in through the door and asked whether Western
Australia could participate.
Mr LEWIS: The member obviously does not want to listen to me. For the record, I have
not decided whether they will go back.
Mr KOBELKE: We could progress this committee if the Minister stopped rabbeting on
and saying things that are half true. When does the Minister expect the report of the
Margaret River seminar to be made available?
[8.50 pm]
Mr LEWIS: When it is printed, it may be next week.
Mr KOBELKE: Can you explain who was the officer responsible for coordinating and
organising the seminar for the South West Region Planning Committee?
Mr LEWIS: The committee is chaired by the CEO, Mr Terry Martin, and the officers of
the department assist in the committee's organisation, as do the committee members.
Mr KOBELKE: So the South West Region Planning Committee was responsible for the
establishment of the committee?
Mr LEWIS: Basically.
Mr KOBELKE: What role did Dr David Can have int establishing or organising the
committee?
Mr LEWIS: He was a member of the committee.
Mr KOBELKE: And cook a leading role.
Mr LEWIS: But so was Ann Arnold, and Mr Martin was also there.
Mr KOBELKE: Who chaired the seminar?
Mr LEWIS: David Canr.
Mr KOBELKE: Did he resign before or after that seminar?
Mr LEWIS: After.
Mr KOBELKE: Can the Minister deny or comment on the rumours that Dr David Can,
at the time he was involved in the regional planning committee, was working as a
consultant for a Minister of the Government?
Mr LEWIS: Dr David Carr wrote to me resigning his position on the South West Region
Planning Committee on the basis that he thought he had a conflict of interest.
Mr K0OBELKE: Regarding the new direction which you hope will result buom the report,
what key elements are different in the new planning scheme from the part one plan to
which you referred earlier?
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Mr LEWIS: That is a ridiculous question! It has such a wide ambit and so many
elements regarding a plan for that region that I could speak for an hour on it - and the
member refers to my rabbiting on. It will not serve any purpose to do char. The member
should focus his question.
Mr KOBELKE: You earlier suggested that the report of three years ago is now out of
date -
Mr LEWIS: It was four years ago.
Mr KOBELKE: It became available three years ago, and the Minister is saying that it is
out of date. He claims that that is the basis of undertaking the whole process again.
Mr LEWIS: I am cold by the head of the department that the work was done in 1988, but
that it was not processed by the previous government. The report was prepared on data
compiled in the mid-1980s, and it was approved in 1991.
Mr KOBELKE: That is nothing unusual. The Minister released a metropolitan
development plan a couple of months ago, the work for which started two years ago.
Planning takes time.
Mr LEWIS: No such plan was released two months ago.
Mr KOBELKE: I refer to the one printed and made avai~able publicly only two or three
months ago. However, the process started sonic 18 months ago when data started to be
gathered. Planning processes take rime, and delays are unfortunate, but they occur.
Mr LEWIS: The Leeuwin-Cape Naturaliste regional plan was in two parts, but the
previous administration processed only one part, Wben I inherited the Planning
portfolio, no work was done on processing the second part of the plan. Does the member
understand my point?
Mr KOBELKE: I understand the difficulty -

Mr LEWIS: Is the member trying to blame me for that too?
Mr KOBELKE: If the Minister addresses the questions fairly, openly and frankly, he
will overcome the concern that we are blaming him. I earlier recognised some of the
achievements attributable to the Minister, and I am not trying to be totally negative. We
will open up the failings where we see them, but the Minister should provide frank and
open answers. These will indicate that the Minister has achievements of which he should
be proudl.
Without getting into the detail of the many problems involved in the planning of the cape
to cape region, will the Minister indicate the key planning issues which he hopes to
resolve? These relate to the land pressures from different user groups in the area.
Mr LEWIS: Most people who have an understanding of the area can identify the conflict
of interests which exists. These relate to viticulture; chalet and tourist developments;
grazing cattle; conservation issues; development needs and structures; and road
placement. It is critical that we have a good look at the entire region. Some competing
land uses exist, and various arguments can be made for all of them. More importantly,
the area comprises two shires which are cheek to jowl. When one moves from one shire
to the next it is like chalk and cheese: The policies and town planning schemes in each
shire, and how they are applied, are completely different. It is necessary to look at the
strategic requirements in the region and to create an overview involving not only the
State Government, but also the efforts of the people and the councillors in the area.
Mr KOBELKE: Is the Minister contemplating - he may have already taken steps - an
examination of the funding required by government for a planning scheme in the area?
This would relate to putting aside bushland, national park and other areas involved in a
proper planning process.
Mr LEWIS: Is the member talking about funding for conservation or the work involved
in a study to develop a regional plan?
Mr KOBELKE:, I refer to the expenditure which would be met in the metropolitan region
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through the metropolitan improvement tax. How would such issues be funded in the
south west? I refer to conservation and major road reserves which will be needed.
Mr LEWIS: It is no secret that I have recognised that outside the Perth metropolitan area
no vehicle exists by which people can be compensated for injurious effects of regional
planning. If aroad is required to bereserved or anarea is tobe conservedjt is grssly
unjust that a person is not compensated. Members must bear in mind that we have no
statutory plan outside metropolitan Perth. Therefore, we have no statutory vehicle which
allows people to be compensated. We have no statutory plan, so compensation is not
triggered because land is not reserved in a statutory sense. For many years I have
recognised an increased need for an instrument similar to that which operates in the Perth
metropolitan region to fund the underwriting of regional plans. In that case, when land
required is to be conserved for conservation or roads, it is financially possible to do so.
Currently, the Government is working diligently towards that end. I cannot say now how
it will be done. The money can be provided in half a dozen different ways. However, I
do know -andlIhope thatthe Opposition recognises -that there needs tobe fnancial
underpinning of regional plans in future so that we can compensate people whose land
has been injuriously affected.
[9.00 pm]
Mr KOBELKE: When dealing with coastal management, mention has been made of the
Geographe Bay catchment strategy. Concern has been expressed about coastal
development and development within the catchment area because the wetlands have
conservation significance and also because of the real problems which could eventuate in
residential development in some of those areas in future. Can the Minister indicate his
concerns in respect of development in the area?
Mr LEWIS: Is the member talking about the Vasse-Wannanup area?
Mr KOBELKE: Concerns have been expressed to us that a freer hand will be given to
developers who may develop an area and move on; that there will not be stability in
respect of water levels and soils;, and that the people who own the properties in future
may have to bear the cost, or that the council will have to bear the cost if some
developments push too hard into fragile areas.
Mr LEWIS: I do not know whether the member is asking whether the Government will
allow developments that will, in the longer term, have an effect on the environmental
balance of an area. I can think of only one development of major significance, and that
was approved by the former Administration. Of cours, that was the Port Geographe
development, and the member will be await of that. The Government has recognised the
very sensitive wetlands in the area. It has recognised the need for an overview across the
principal agencies of government regarding how the areas will be treated. The area is an
extensive bird habitat. Officers of the Department of Planning and Urban Development,
the Department of Conservation and Land Management and the Department of
Environmental Protection have been meeting and briefing Ministers on the importance of
the area, and the need to take a whole of government approach to treatment of the area. I
cannot comment further because a lot of work is still being done. I cannot comment on
what may or may not happen, other than to say that the issue is recognised.
Mr KOBELKE: I appreciate that it is a broad area to take up in this forum. I turn now to
coastal management generally. A major planned achievement for 1994-95 relates to the
conduct of a review of coastal management. The Minister indicated earlier that five
officers were committed to the task of coastal management Can he explain how the
various processes fit together? A member of Parliament chairs a committee, and officers
of the Department of Planning and Urban Development are undertaking work on coastal
management. Can the Minister put together those elements and explain what is being
done in that regard?
Mr LEWIS: The coastal management consultative committee is chaired by an officer of
the Department of Planning and Urban Development. It is a committee comprising
representatives from all government agencies involved including the Fisheries
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Department, the Department of Environmental Protection, and local government; that is,
a whole raft of agencies associated with coastal areas. Twenty-eight agencies or
authorities am involved. When we came to government, we looked at coastal
management from the department's point of view. We considered what had been
happening under the previous Administration, where small prants were given and specific
coastal management planning works had been undertaken - whether a plan for the
location of gazebos and street furniture, reticulation of the beach at Denham, or some
other small local council schemes in the south west. We focused on a series of planning
exercises and on a specific task within various councils. I thought there was a dearth of
strategic overviews, and the point I made to the department was that we should not be
mucking around with the specific, dedicated tasks but rather we should be looking at the
big picture, at the strategic work to do with coastal management. On that basis, we
undertook a redirection.
The coastal management consultative committee was an occasional committee; it did not
meet regularly. In later years it was shunted down the priority list, in that mid level
officers attended meetings, and so its importance diminished over time. People attended
meetings because meetings were called, rather than anything of substance coming out of
them. We had to redirect our thinking about erosion in the Geographe area, what was
happening to the monitoring of the area, and rather than having an arbitrary setback - that
is, someone saying we must set the coast back 500 metres - I asked, why 500 metres?
The answer was that it sounded like a roughly good figure. I decided that a scientific
analysis should be undertaken, so a scientific rationale was produced for the departments.
It was my intention to refocus the work of the CMCC in that regard, as a committee of
the State Planning Commission. As a result, the resources assessment committee
undertook a review and produced a healthy document that, franidy, has been discredited
generally. Other states and the Federal Government were not prepared to accept it
because it proposed federal legislation. The Federal Government has recognised now
that it should not happen and it has withdrawn the legislation. On that basis, the central
body and the local authorities thought there was a pot of money in Canberra and that all
they had to do was put up their hand and go and get the money. When I heard that. I
made inquiries, but I could not identify where the money was. I quickly recognised that
if 20 to 40 local authorities individually ran to Canberra to ask for money without
coordination and without a strategic plan about the way the money could be properly
used, we would have a mess.
Mrs HENDERSON: You knew that was not the plan. It was for a study group to put
forward proposals to the federal Minister for funding, and how it would be funded. That
was the whole point of the working group.
Mr LEWIS: What group? I am talking about an entirely different matter. I am sorry you
do not understand it.
[9. 10 pm]
Mrs HENDERSON: I do understand the issue.
Mr LEWIS: I am talking about our CMCC, which I recognised was not fulfilling the task
as I believe it should have been.
Mrs HENDERSON: I understand that part, but the pot of federal money did not relate to
that.
Mr KOBELKE: Could I ask the inister to come back to the role of the committee he
set up under a member of Parliament?
Mr LEWIS: I recognised, firstly, that there was not a strategic overview; secondly, that
the local councils believed they could run off to the Federal Government for money and
do their own thing in regard to a strategic overview; and thirdly, that the CMCC had not
focused on what was its real task, brief or function. I believed that the time had come to
rn-identify its function, what it should be doing and how it should be doing it, on the
basis that there was confusion across the board. In my estimation the purpose of the
CMCC and what was being achieved by it was cloudy. I appointed Hon Bruce
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Donaldson together with Dr Eliot from the University of Western Australia, whom I
believe was recognised Australia-wide for his credentials in planning and management,
and Dr Robert Kay, an officer from die Department of Planning and Urban Development,
who also hadl extensive credentials and was widely recognised for his expertise. 1 gave
those three people an open brief to travel far and wide in the state. They have been from
Wyndham to Esperance talking to councils. In my estimation they have been extensive
in their studies to try to bring a report together to government, so that we can progress
strategic coastal planning and management in this state. That report is not yet before
government, but I expect they will be reporting because there is a public seminar in
September and the report is due in December. Out of that report I would like to think we
can restructure exacdly what we are doing in the state in regard to coastal planning and
management
Mr KOBELKE: I commend the Minister for pushing this and taking a strategic
overview. I agree it is most important. However, my concern is that if one does not
conduct local studies as part of that strategic overview one ends up with something that
could be irrelevant. To come back to the earlier question, the cutback in overall
resources may mean that you cannot put in place a strategic overview and the detailed
work to make it effective. I hope the Minister is able to put the two together. It is
important for our coastal areas.
Mr LEWIS: Rather than individual council officers doing small, discrete plans for
beautification of a beach at Denham or somewhere, which is not what they should be
doing - they should be looking at the big picture -

Mr KOBELKIE: It is not just beautification; quite often it is important conservation work
and if it is not done the beaches may disappear.
Mr LEWIS: There is only so much financial resource.
Mr KOBELKE: That is not committed. In some cases the beaches will disappear and
the tourist facility will no longer be there.
Mr LEWIS: You have first to find out why those things are happening.
Mr KOBELKE: If you do not do it in enough detail -

Mr LEWIS: What is the point of putting it in if it is going to be blown out?
Mr KOBELKE: Exactly.
Mr LEWIS: You do not do it until you know the reasons.
Mr KOBELKE: A localised study is often necessary in order to know the reasons.
Mr LEWIS: It is like regional planning, is it not? One makes a regional structure, then
regional plans, then district plans that fit into them. It is a straight process. The chief
executive officer is just telling me that a manual is being produced for individual councils
on how to set about making these plans.
Mr KOBELKE: I take it, then, that you see the need to move onto local councils a
greater responsibility for local management plans for coastal areas?
Mr LEWIS: Yes, because it is part of their function.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: I refer to strategic land use planning, program 1.0 on page
945. *The second paragraph under significant issues and trends refers to the proposed
south west urban system based on the rapid links back to Perth and a Perth focus. If you
are working for all those areas to be linked, has consideration been given to some
alternative transport links between each of those areas, linking back into Perth, and what
do you envisage for the future? I ask this because we have so many road problems that it
is important to put the roads in frst and not do as was done in Ellenbrook, which was to
put Ellenbrook in first and then decide to find some road to get out of it. Are you looking
for some rapid road transport links to enable travel back to Perth as a major cent?
Mr LEWIS: I suppose the question can be answered yes and no. Indeed. in the strategic
planning we are conducting for the Perth region the need is recognised for efficient
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communications between major regional centres within a wider region. In that respect
we have identified those corridors, which have been delineated or laid out in plan form,
at least to accommodate electric vehicles at speeds of 150 or 160 kilontes an hour.
T'hat in itself is obviously not sufficient to interlink those regional centres within the
bigger region. We have also to provide for major roads because it is readily recognised
that people in this state enjoy the freedom of mobility. They are not extensive users of
public transport, and it would be foolish of any government not to recognise that it must
make provision for freeways, important regional roads and other major roads within the
structural planning. Urban areas have been identified with interconnecting
communication links. Further, an overview in the planning that has been done shows that
everything focuses on Perth as a capital city. People from the east come over here and
glibly speak of our urban sprawl, but I would question that and argue very strongly that
we do not have it. We have what I would call orderly urban spread, which is focused on
a regional cent concept or, as people call them, urban villages, whereby places like
,Toondalup, Midland, Rockingham, Mandurah, Fremantle and Armadale, as regional
centres, are the heart of a geographical area or catchment area which has the work
opportunities and all the other facilities and infrastructure required to service the
population within the catchment area. 'The planning which has been done is really to
focus dormitories on regional centres which are interlinked with other regional centres,
which in turn are interlinked with Perth in a matrix or network of regional
communication.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: Will the country planning for this area be similar?
Mr LEWIS: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: As I understand it, we took a giant leap from division 92 to division
93. Are there any further questions on division 92?
[9.20 pmil
Mrs HENDERSON: I refer the Minister to page 937 of the Program Statements and the
significant issues and trends where it talks about implementation measures which resolve
conflicting land use demands and ensure that urban growth and development pressures
are carefully balanced with environmental concerns. My concern is desire to resolve
conflicting land use demands in termis of the relationship between the EPA and DPUD.
and the development of major amendments to the region scheme. The Minister has made
it clear that in his view it is preferable for environmental issues to be resolved at the
beginning of the process, at the major point at which the rezonings occur.
I notice in the report on the north west corridor that the City of Wanneroo made extensive
and detailed submissions that a major formal environmental assessment should have been
done at that point of the major amendment, and that was rejected. In the correspondence
that went to the City of Wannerco advising it of that, it was made clear it was a Cabinet
decision mather than a decision by the Minister for the Environment. Does the Minister
have Cabinet support for his view that formal environmental processes should all be
resolved at the beginning of the process - at the point of the major amendment - or are
there differing views among his colleagues about the point at which such an assessment
is appropriate?
Mr LEWIS: The member well knows that currently there is a statutory impediment to
the validity of environmental assessment of town planning schemes. There are two legal
opinions, one independent and one from the Crown, that go to the inability to identify a
proponent, and indeed suggest that an environmental assessment of a town planning
scheme is not legal. If the member wants to talk specifically about the Alkimos or north
west amendment, I certainly do not recall any question of a direction to the
environmental agency that it should not be assessed. te relevant Ministers meet as a
ministerial council on urban development, which their CEOs attend, and all of the
elements associated with a major amendment, whether the environment, conservation,
water, sewerage or drainage - you name it - axe addressed and reported on.
Frankly, I cannot recall making any direction that there should not be an environmental
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assessment of that area. The point is that the environmental agencies refused to assess on
the basis that they did not have the resource or did not see the need to do it at that time.
They believed it would come to them in due course.
Mrs HENDERSON: My understanding is they assessed it informally. Were you aware
that the City of Wannerco had made detailed and extensive submissions seeking a formal
assessment by the EPA?
Mr LEWIS: I have subsequently come to the understanding that it has. I do not know
whether it wrote to the EPA.
Mrs HENDERSON: The council wrote several letters to the Minister for the
Environment and made major submissions.
Mr LEWIS: I have not formally seen the letters, but I know fr-om. the correspondence
that goes across my table that there were submissions from Wanneroo.
Mrs HENDERSON: Leaving aside the legal question of whether there was a proponent
would you have supported the City of Wanneroo's view that there should be a fornal
EPA assessment at that stage?
Mr LEWIS: It is well known that since I became a Minister - indeed in 19911 wrote a
paper about planning - I have long been of the opinion that it is a nonsense to go through
the extensive process of putting a statutory land use in place without an environmental
assessment or some understanding of whether one can use the land for that purpose if
such an assessment has not been made. The member knows I have introduced a Bill
which will make it compulsory for an assessment of any planning proposition to be made
when putting land use in place. It may be that the environmental agency will say no, it
does not believe it must be assessed. It might say that a certain level of assessment is
required, whether informal, a CER, or whatever. That is not for me to say. It will mean
that in future the environmental agencies will not be able to cp out at their discretion, sit
back until it suits them and create that insecurity in our zoning and planning processes.
Mrs HENDERSON: Are you also of the view that as well as assessment at that early
stage there should be an opportunity for assessment at other stages? For example, in the
north west amendment a major area is set aside which was talked about as being used for
a university. It was subsequently changed to civic, I think.
Mr LEWIS: It is "city centre".
Mrs HENDERSON: It was sufficiently broad to allow for the potential for a university.
Those documents contained quite detailed comments about areas of high conservation
significance that bounded the edges of the area. One was a ridge of native bushland.
Depending on the type of development within that categorisation, a further environmental
assessment would be needed. It would depend on the type of project. Do you accept that
in addition to the need for an environmental assessment at the beginning of the process,
because the land uses are so broad there must be an opportunity for environmental
assessment further down the track as individual projects and details of what is proposed
in broad zonings become apparent?
Mr LEWIS: I am not qualified to say whether something should be environmentally
assessed. It is not in my area of competence. We should wor on the principle that the
environmental consequences should be ticked off when the land use is designated, on the
understanding that if we are to have urban development it necessarily follows we will
have environmental degradation.
Mrs HENDERSON: Do you accept there is such a broad range of developments within
one zoning that the effects on the environment could be quite different? For example, in
relation to the impact on the environment, the establishment of a university in an area
could be different from that of a shopping centre.
[9.30 pm]
Mr LEWIS: Urban development has the same effect on the environment.
Mrs HENDERSON: It depends on a number of other things that might be part of the
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development. A tertiary institution might deliberately seek to retain significant areas of
bushland. That would be different from a shopping centre.
Mr LEWIS: We are being hypothetical.
Mrs HENDERSON: Of course we are, but within one zoning so many different
possibilities exist and, as a result, the potential for cutting out environmental assessment
at that stage is very shortsighted.
Mr LEWIS: Who are you blaming for being shortsighted?
Mrs HENDERSON: I anm trying to get clear your view.
Mr LEWIS: I think it is on the record.
Mrs HENDERSON: I do not have it clear.
Mr LEWIS: I introduced a Bill into this Parliament.
Mrs HENDERSON: I understand the Minister's view about the beginning of the process.
However, I am trying to get his view on the situation later in the process, at the
development stage.
Mr LEWIS: The legislation is not retrospective.
Mrs HENDERSON: I undertand that; I am talking about the future.
Mr LEWIS: I do not know what the Environmental Protection Authority or other
environmental agencies will wanL. It is not for me to say.
Mrs HENDERSON: It is still of interest at what point you support assessments. That is
a significant issue.
Mr LEWIS: The facts are that by virtue of urban development progressing there will be
environmental degradation. You cannot have urban development without it because
there must be roads, sewerage, drains, etc. Notwithstanding the fact that urban
development will degrade the environment, the social and economic needs must be
balanced.
Mrs HENDERSON: There will be different levels of degradation, depending on the
development; that is my point. It is not always the same.
Mr LEWIS: Within urban development there could be 15 hectares of open space. It
depends on the structure and the urban design associated with it. The bottom line that
everyone accepts is that if we are to have urban development there will be degradation. I
am Ulying to achieve in the legislation the need to identify the areas we must conserve. It
is not for me to say. That is the environmental agencies' job. When we have identified
the no-go areas, we can have our urban development without having, at the eleventh
hour, when the bush has to be destroyed to allow roads to be built, people hanging off
bulldozers. It will have been assessed with the understanding that urban development
will mean that there will be some degradation of the environment. Surely that must be
accepted? Do you think I am wrong?
Mrs HENDERSON: Yes; I do not accept what the Minister says.
Mr LEWIS: How can there be urban development without some degradation?
Mrs HENDERSON: It is not possible to say that all urban development is the same; it is
not. If a huge area of land, such as the north west corridor, is zoned for deferd urban
development, that does not mean it has carte blanche for total development of that area -
that we write off all environmental questions for such massive areas far into the future, as
are in that major amendment.
Mr LEWIS: I have not said they will not be assessed. What are you talking about?
Mrs HENDERSON: You are directly implying - I have asked the question several times
- that in your view it should be assessed at the beginning and once the assessment has
been done there should be no further impediments to development because everyone
accepts that development causes degradation.
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Mr LEWIS: You do not understand all the planning processes, do you?
Mrs HENDERSON: Maybe I do not. I do not pretend to know afl the details involved
with planning.
Mr LEWIS: Why are you making silly statements? They must be rezoned under a
district scheme.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am not making silly statements; I am asking the Minister his view
on the assessment process at each stage. He made it clear to mue that there should not be
that same assessment at each stage of the process.
Mr LEWIS: I am not saying that at all.
Mrs HENDERSON: I will read the transcript to see what the Minister said.
Mr LEWIS: I am saying that once something is assessed it should not have to be
assessed four or five times subsequently.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am talking about assessment of a broad zoning, rather than an
individual proposal.
Mr LEWIS: I do not know what this has to do with the estimates.
Mrs HENDERSON: It has a lot to do with them.
The CHAIRMAN (Ms. Warnock)- Order? I remind members that we are on division 92.
We have only until 10.30 pmn - less than a hour - and we have divisions 93, 94 and 95 to
cover.
Mr BOARD: With reference to the urban development part of planning and urban
development, I am conscious of the fact that tonight we have talked mainly about
bringing on land over the next whatever number of years, but we have not talked about
the need for urban renewal, which is constantly a dilemma because there is still a
propensity to develop single residential blocks. I am concernied that many of our local
authorities are not encouraging reasonable design guidelines which encourage people to
utilise smaller blocks or higher density living. As a result, people are forced to live
further away from Perth because they feel they need the space. In many cases it is
resulting in second class homes coming onto the market. Does the Department of
Planning and Urban Development see itself as having a role in persuading local
authorities to encourage design guidelines for a need to inras urban renewal or does it
see that solely as a role for the market?
Mr LEWIS: There is, I guess, a responsibility for the State Planning Commission to give
an overview of target densities and the like. Indeed, they basically set the structures that
are the infill of those situations. The State Planning Commission has been working for
some time on what is known as a metropolitan region density strategy. That is really a
guide to local authorities when considering underused capacity and infrastructure. Today
in society, family structures are different. We need a diversity of housing type, mix and
location. The density strategy report that is being worked up by the SWC is almost ready
for publication. It identifies these aspects and gives a lead to local authorities. However,
the underlying thrust of it is that local authorities am still responsible for their own
destiny. The document in no way is designed to force local authorities to do what they
do not want to do in their own communities. It is intended, I suppose, to educate councils
that family structures have changed and whereas hitherto there may have been families of
four or five living in a homne, with the ageing of the community there may be only one or
two people living in a place. As a result there is underused capacity in structure and in
land. It is up to the local authority to identify what the community is prepared to accept
in regard to densities and what it wants to achieve. In the longer term it might want to
achieve what the State Planning Commission identifies.
One of the contradictions that came out of a discussion on this matter four or five years
ago was the need to increase housing densities on the presumption that automatically
living densities increased. Statistics show that while the number of dwelling units within
a particular geographic area might increase, in some cases the population actually
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decreases. It is a contradiction in what is trying to be achieved. The backyard of
someone's 1 000 square metre lot can take another dwelling, but because of the cost of
real estate we do not get the people we want living in those situations.
[9.40 pm]
Mr BOARD: That is the thrust of my question. Is it the Department of Planning and
Urban Development's role to encourage local authorities to adopt better quality urban
renewal to attract families into higher density areas? What is happening now is that
homes on higher density blocks have only one or two people residing in them and that is
because of design and cost. Does the Department of Planning and Urban Development
have a role in encouraging local authorities to come up with concepts which will increase
densities and take the pressure off bringing on more land? It is a secondary focus on its
planning role.
Mr LEWIS: I think the answer is yes, but I will ask Mr Martin to expand.
Mr MARTIN: The residential codes commonly known as the R codes have been
reviewed over the last 12 months. It is intended that the review be made public in
November. That review will incorporate the proposition which has been developed
around Australia to reduce consolidation. It is designed to improve the quality of
housing and allow density accommodation to be more easily provided in the inner
developed suburbs. The residential density guidelines which have been developed by the
State Planning Commission over some years are very close to finality. It is proposed that
they will reduce greater consolidation. The guidelines illustrate the awareness of the very
great need to consolidate and produce a more attative form of residential development
in inner suburbs.
Mr KOBELKE: I come back to the environmental assessment issue. I thought I
understood the proposition the Minister put, but as the debate proceeded I became
confused. I understood that the Minister is seeking through legislation to have
environmental clearances given at the beginning of the planning process. After that,
development cannot be held up on environmental grounds. I thought that proposal had
considerable merit and that it would have a lot of support. In answer to other questions,
the Minister left open the possibility of an environmental assessment except where there
is a need for the Environmental Protection Authority to be involved if there is clear
evidence of pollution. Will the Minister clarify whether once a planning scheme has
been approved and has received environmental clearance at the start of the process the
EPA or the Department of Environmental Protection will have a role in the development
as it proceeds?
Mr LEWIS: We are getting into the realms of debating the legislation and this is not the
appropriate place to do that. The intention is that a proposition will be referred for
assessment in the planning process at the same time. The environmental agency will
designate at what level it needs to be done. It will then go to exhibition on both a
planning and an environmental basis and at the end of that process they will come
together and if the land is zoned it could have conditions pertinent to the environmental
assessment attached to it. If it has been through that process it will then be considered a
conforming proposition. On the basis of subdivision or development it cannot be
reassessed other than because of public concern and only at the absolute discretion of the
Minister for the Environment.
Mr KOBELKE: I see some merit in what the Minister is proposing and I am sure that
many people will. My concern is that there must be a proper level of environmental
clearance at the initial stage. Obviously money has not been allocated in this budget for
that. Who will ensure that resources are available so that the proper level of
environmental assessment occurs at the initial stage?
Mr LEWIS: I seek the guidance of the Chair because there is a Bill before the House
dealing with this issue. Should this committee be debating the consequences of a Bill in
this committee? I am happy to talk about it.
Mr KOBELKE: I do not want to go into the legislation in great detail. However, on
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page 937 of the Program Statements it states that development pressures are carefully
balanced with environmental concerns. It is a crucial point. Is the Minister able to distil
what is germane to that issue and expand it?
The CHAIRMAN: Is the Minister prepared to answer that?
Mr LEWIS: 1 think we are venturing into a debate on a Bill which is before the
Parliament.
Mrs HENDERSON: The most recent question is about the funding for that process.
Mr LEWIS: At the moment there is no legislation in place.
Mrs HENDERSON: I understand that.
Mr KOBELKE: It is a significant issue and trend in the Program Statements. Therefore,
there must be government policy on who will meet the costs. How will the costs be metK
in the future?
Mr LEWIS: The proponent will meet the cost of the environmental assessment in the
same way as the proponent meets the cost of a town planning scheme amendment.
Mr KOBELKE: If a local authority proposes a major amendment, or more likely a
review of its town planning scheme, which requires an environmental assessment will it
have to meet the cost?
[9.50 pm]
Mr LEWIS: An existing scheme should not require environmental assessment if it has a
form built into the scheme. It is those without a built form which require environmental
assessment.
Mr KOBELKE: Do local authorities on the edge of metropolitan Perth which seek major
changes in planning, to change from, say, rural to urban deferred, become responsible for
funding or placing resources into the process to undertake an environmental assessment?
Mr LEWIS: The proponents are responsible for the town planning scheme amendment.
Mr KOBELKE: In other words, the local authorities.
Mr LEWIS: The proponents. At the end of the day the proponent will pay.
Mr KOBELKE: In cases of particular land subdivisions which are moved by an agent of
landowners, they will meet the cost. However, often the local government authority will
move to amend the scheme.
Mr LEWIS: The authority may have to underwrite that cost in the short term. Like all
schemes, costs are associated with it.
Mr KOBELKE: Can you not see the danger in the process? I said at the outset that it
had merit, but it will fail in this regard. As with coastal management, the Minister is
looking to local authorities to pick up the cost of the work. With reviews of town
planning schemes or major changes to the infr-astructure for a development, the cost Will
rest with the local shire. For example, the Dardanup Shire, which is not a large authority,
would have difficulty finding the money for a major environmental assessment in order
to extend the urban area of Bunbury into its shire near Bunbury. It may not be practical
to meet these costs.
Mr BLAIKIE: The member for Nollamara is debating the legislation.
Mr KOBELKE: Not at all.
Mr LEWIS: I am not inclined to answer that question as it deals with legislation before
the House. It has nothing to do with the Program Statements.
Mr KOBELKE: We are dealing with the Department of Planning and Urban
Development and its role in proper planning in, this state. Environmental assessments are
referred to in a couple of places in the Program Statements, and these are importanit to the
planning process. If the Minister is not willing to address how resources will be made
available, by default the Minister will allow planning schemes which will not have proper
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environmental clearances - they will fall over. The Minister will have urban
development below the standards we have come to expect. We will end up with a
degraded urban environment
Mr LEWIqS: We do flat have any assessments. The member is talking nonsense!
Mr KOBELKE: We have had environmental assessments on all the minor amendments,
for which the Minister is at pains to berate the previous government. Thbose Minor
amendments were put through with a fairly intensive level of assessment. However, the
Minister wants to put through major amendments with informal environmental
assessment.
Mr LEWIS: I am not prepared to enter into debate on legislation before the House.
The CHAIRM~AN (Ms Warnock): I am inclined to agree with the Minister, if the
member cannot point to an item in the Program Statements or an allocation which the
Minister can address, we should move on.
Mr KOBELKE: I will give the Minister one more chance. Page 937 of the Program
Statements refers to a significant issue and trend as -

resolve conflicting land use demands and ensure that urban growth and
development pressures are carefully balanced with environmental concerns;

The Minister has clearly indicated that he has taken up a developmental role as the
Minister for Planning as he will put in place a system which takes no real account of
environmental concerns. That is a great worry to the Opposition.
Mr LEWIS: That was a statement, not a question.
Division 93: State Planning Commission, $28 011 000 -
[Ms Warnock, Chairman.]
[Mr Lewis, Minister for Planning.]
[Mit T.S. Martin, Chief Executive Officer. Department of Planning and Urban
Development.]
[Mr R. Peters. Director, Department of Planning and Urban Development.]
Mr KOBELKE: I have a further question relating to coastal management. I understand
that the Environmental Protection Authority is able to delegate certain of its powers to
the State Planning Commission in relation to coastal developmlent. Can the Minister
explain the extent of those delegation powers and their legislative base?
Mrt LEWIS: I do not know. Thec member is asking me to comment on the responsibility
of the Minister for the Environment.
Mr KOBELKE: These are powers which now rest with the State Planning Commission,
which is the Minister's responsibility.
Mr LEWIS: I am not awnr of them.
Mr ICOBELKE: The example was given to me of lot 401 at Frenchman Bay, Albany.
This is a controversial development, and the comment in the Press - it may be wrong -
was that the environental clearance necessary for the subdivision on the fragile piece of
coastline could be provided by the State Planning Commission or one of its delegated
committees. If the Minister is not aware of this, perhaps he could provide the
information later. The people down there and the Press may be wrong.
Mr LEWIS: That parcel of land was referred for environmental assessment. I
understand that the Minister for the Environment gave it a tick and said that it was
appropriate that the planning process take its normal course.
Mr KOBELKE: flat may be true; however, what was the basis of the report in the local
Press?
Mr LEWIIS: The member does not believe everything he reads in the Press, does he?
Mr KOBELKE: It was not denied by the Minister for the Environment
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Mr LEWIS: Perhaps the member should ask the Minister for die Environment - I do not
know.
Mr BLAIKIE: What is the general time lag between the lodging of an appeal and when
the appellant receives a decision?
Mr LEWIS: In general, the appropriate time is 12 to 16 weeks. However, now and again
other matters must be considered and the appeal process can take six months.
Mr BLADCIB: Can the Minister provide the committee with the progress score regarding
the number of appeals which were handled by the Minister and the Town Planning
Appeal Tribunal?
Mr LEWIS: As of 30 June, the tribunal heard 22 appeals, and 589 appeals were
considered by me.
Mr BLAIKIE: Regardless of whether people have been satisfied with the outcome of an
appeal, they are satisfied that the Minister has had a good look at them; that reflects a fair
amount of credit on the Minister.
Mr KOBELKE: Given the decrease in the allocation for the Town Planning Appeal
Committee, and the increase in the number of appeals directed to the Minister, can he
explain how he is fully considering more appeals with fewer resources?
Mr LEWIS: I do not believe any fewer resources axe allocated. In fact, an extra person
has been temporarily assigned to the town planning appeals panel. In the previous
government the former Minister sat for a couple of hours every fortnight. I sit up to four
hours every fortnight. The workload has increased, and it is a matter of committing more
time to it and taking more advice.
[10.00 pm]
Mr KOBELKE: I do not question the Minister's dedication or ability to take on hard
work. However, consultants must write reports, and they must be paid. We have
witnessed an increase in the number of appeals to the Minister, yet at page 944 there
appears to be a reduction in the money to be used to employ consultants.
Mr LEWIS: It is the same appropriation as last year.
Mr KOBELKE: But last year's allocation was overspent.
Mr LEWIS: Yes.
Mr KOBELKE: Can the Minister indicate the role that the State Planning Commission
plays in the development of plans such as the Burrup Peninsula draft land use
management plan? It may have been a Department of State Development initiative.
How does the Minister see the role of the state strategic plan fitting with the initiatives of
other departments?
Mr LEWIS: The Department of State Development instigated the plan, and obviously
conferred with other government agencies including officers of the Department of
Planning and Urban Development. The plan falls within the responsibilities of that
agency. It has no formal status with the State Planning Commission.
Mr KOBELKE: Will the State Planning Commission be reviewing or taking up that plan
as a draft proposal to ensure that it fits with the strategic state plan that the Minister is
developing?
Mr LEWIS: The member is talking about a specific plan for a particular part of Western
Australia. The state strtegy that I am talking about is not targeting an area. It is a
statement or an overview of direction; so we are mixing up a graphical plan with a plan
of action, one could say. The plan prepared by the Department of Regional Development
and the North West has not been endorsed by the State Planning Commission, but it
could be. It could be enshrined into the local district town planning scheme. That is up
to the council in the East Pilbara.
Mrs HENDERSON: At page 950. a major planned achievement for 1994-95 is that
progress will continue on the planning, management and development of regional parks
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including Bocliat, Jandakot, Unangara and others. What negotiations and discussions
have taken place to ensure the legal legislative status of the regional parks proposed by
the management arrangements? As I understand it, currently the parks have no legal
status, and although the matter does not fall directly within die Minister's portfolio it will
be of concern to him because he has some responsibility for planning proposals and
management. How far has the matter progressed? When are we likely to see legislation
in this Chamber implementing that kind of status for the parks?
Mr LEWIS: The parks have a certain legal status, not necessarily as parks under a
Statute, but as reserves they fall within the Metropolitan Region Town Planning Scheme
Act. Theiy are set aside as parks and reserves. Other areas are under planning control
and management, and because they are in that category of parks and reserves. When they
are owned by the Crown, management does fall on the shoulders of the State Planning
Commission. Where land is in private ownership and has been reserved, die ongoing
management is at the discretion of the owners. Although it is not within my area of
respon~sibility. I have had two or three meetings with the Minister responsible, his chief
executive officer and my chief executive officer in an endeavour to work up a longer
term plan regarding how we can manage this vast state. The land that has been identified
for parks and reserves is scheduled to be acquired -

Mrs HENDERSON: Can the Minister indicate a timetable for that?
Mr LEWIS: The question should be directed to the Minister for the Environment. We
are working towards it. We realise the problem and we understand the need. A
legislative change will be required.
Mrs HENDERSON: Are we talking about six months or 12 months?
Mr LEWIS: I cannot say, but if I had my way I would like to see the legislation
introduced as soon as possible because legislative change is needed.
Mrs HENDERSON: Does the Minister see any obstructions or impediments to that
happening?
Mr LEWIS: We must fund these things and we must legislate.
Mrs HENDERSON: I know that we must legislate; that is not a major problem.
Mr LEWIS: It is.
Mrs HENDERSON: The Minister need only bring in the legislation.
Mr LEWIS: We have the Opposition; that is the problem.
Mrs HENDERSON: We promise that we will scrutinise it. We will continue to do that
Is the funding available?
Mrt LEWIS: The Opposition does not want any legislation passed. It filibusters all night.
Mrs HENDERSON: Is the funding available?
Mr LEWIS: No. We are considering ways and means to fund or manage those areas, not
only in the Perth region. This also applies to die bigger picture throughout the state.
Mrs HENDERSON: The work has been done for those listed. T7hey have been
identified. We know the boundaries. All the groundwork has been done.
MW LEWIS: Not all.
Mrs HENDERSON: Most of it. Is funding available?
Mr LEWIS: It is available for the acquisition of the land. We have costed it and
calculated how to acquire it. Some of the funding for the management is in place,
although it falls within the responsibility of the State Planning Commission. It is a
transition stage. When it is vested in Mnother agency we will work out how we will fund
it
Mr KOBELKE: An indication has been given regarding the completion of the Darling
Range regional park study. Given that the draft was available when the Minister came to
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governmt and that the time allowed for public comment expired almost 12 months
ago, when will we see the finalisation of die study?
Mr LEWIS: As the member knows, I appointed the member for Darling Range as
chairman of the committee, which has met on numerous occasions. I have had meetings
with the committee. As recently as last Wednesday, I met with the chairman and officers
of the Department of Planning and Urban Development to consider the committee's
progress. The final report will be presented in the near futture.
[10.10 pm]
Mr KOBELKE: More than a few weeks?
Mr LEWIS: Yes.

Division 94: Heritage Council of Western Australia, $1 647 000 -

[Ms Warnock, Chairman.]
[Ms Lewis, Minister for Heritage.]
[Mr JRH. Baxter, Director.]
[Ms D.E. Bleach, Administration, Financial and Legal Officer.]
Mrs HENDERSON: I have two questions. The first is, how many municipal -registers
have been completed? The second relates to State Government.
Ms LEWIS: Let us take one question at a time, and then I will not pass over one. To
date, a cumulative total of 67 local authorities have initiated or progressed work on their
municipal inventories, which represents 47 per cent of the 144 local authorities involved.
I have personally written to all local authorities asking them to recognise the need for
this, drawing to their attention the February 1995 deadline. I have also suggested that
although it is in the Statutes it is recgnsed that some of the local authorities, because of
resources and things like that, may findit difficult. I have asked them to see if they can
inate their inventories, certainly, by that time.
Mrs HENDERSON: Have you considered providing any resources to local authorities to
assist them?
Mr LEWIS: Yes; a dollar for dollar proposition, to a maximum of $3 000, is available to
local authorities.
Mrs HENDERSON: Is that currently available?
Ms LEWIS: Yes it is, subject to the resources of the Heritage Council. As Mr Enter
said, a full time research worker from the Bactye Library is assisting those local
authorities.
Mrs HENDERSON: My second major area of concern is state government properties. It
is my impression that a very large number of heritage properties are things like old
school classrooms, courthouses, perhaps police stations in country towns, and post
offices. I was extremely concerned when the issue of the lights arose in this Chamber.
My recollection is that the Minister said this building is not a heritage building.
Ms LEWIS: I did not say that at all.
Mrs HENDERSON: Yes, you did. it is in Hansard.
Mr LEWIS: Please show it to me.
Mrs HENDERSON: I would be delighted.
Mr LEWIS: I did not say that atall. I said it was not listed.
Mrs HENDERSON: You said what goes on in this building is of no concern to the
Heritage Council. Those were your words. I do not want to revisit thc argument about
the lights. Most people in this state would consider this to be a prime example of a
building that would be of concern to the Heritage Council, and changes to any structures
would be a matter of consultation with the Heritage Council. What kinds of safeguards
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are currently in place for renovations, refurbishing, major changes, demolition and so on
to state government owned buildings?
Mr LEWIS: The member for Thornie knows as well as I do that no Statute and no
authority other than the Joint House Committee and the Presiding Officers has
responsibility in the two Chambers of this Parliament.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am talking about state government buildings. I used this building
as an example. I do not want a 20 minute discussion on Parliament House. My question
relates to state government buildings. I gave the examples of old schoolrooms,
courthouses and police stations in country towns as they are often our most significant
heritage buildings.
Mr LEWIS: One of the very first things I did when I became Minister for Heritage was
to tell the Heritage Council that as a government we should focus on governent
buildings and lead by example.
Mrs HENDERSON: So what have you done?
Mr LEWIS: I have written to the minister for Works. I have written to all ministers
drawing to their attention the need to recognise the significance of heritage buildings
under their responsibilities, and that they should take cognisance of this and confer with
the Heritage Council of Western Australia when they are altering, disposing of or doing
other things to those buildings, because of the great importance of those buildings. Also,
at my request the Heritage Council has embarked on a program of categorising and
identifying. In recent weeks it has been looking at post offices and police stations
throughout this state to gather detail and data so that they can be listed with some
credibility. What we found and what has been reported to me is that in the initial burst
associated with the birth of the Heritage Council, buildings were listed with very little
detail, and the basis of the reporting and the substantiation of the listing was very
shallow. What the council has done quite diligently and purposefully is to go back and
look at the listings and the credentials before entering buildings on the pernanent
register.
Mrs HENDERSON: I understand the burst of enthusiasm that occurs when a body is set
up. However, there is also an urgency in providing the new-found protection of the
Statute. Requiring the Heritage Council to go back over all those buildings previously
listed - I do not know how many there are - will presumably slow down the process of
new interim listings.
Mr LEWIS: The mnber is 114.
Mrs HENDERSON: Have extr resources been allocated for that purpose, so that the
process for niew listings can go on at the same pace as previously?
Mr LEWIS: An extra FIE has been assigned.
Mrs HENDERSON: If I may go back to my original question, I appreciate your response
in writing to the Minister for Works.
Mr LEWIS: No, I wrote to all Ministers and sent another letter to the minister for Works
as well.
Mrs HENDERSON: My concern is that it sounded as though it was a request that they
take this into account. Axe you likely to take forward to Cabinet a proposal which would
make it mandatory, in the case of major changes, redevelopment and refurbishment to
buildings which are obviously of heritage value, before they are listed?
[10.20 pm]
Mr LEWIS: I have taken to Cabinet a submission recommending that buildings should
not be disposed of without a heritage assessment.
Mrs HENDERSON: What about major refurbishment?
Mrt LEWIS: I have written to the ministers on that basis, and at least twice to the
minister for Works, and Services.
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Mrs HENDERSON: Would you consider taking that to Cabinet to make it a mandatory
requirement on your colleagues?
Mr LEWIS: I am informed it is in the Act; it is a statutory requirement.
Mrs HENDERSON: On those that are listed. I am talking about during the process. A
number of government buildings are not listed.
Mr LEWIS: There are probably thousands of them.
Mrs HENDERSON: Exacdly. I want to ensure that those buildings will not be
demolished or subject to major redevelopment and refurbishment in the meantime.
Sometimes that is done in ignorance - I am not saying it is deliberate - without reAlising
the heritage value of the buildings. I am thinking particularly of some small buildings in
country towns. Will you consider asking your Cabinet colleagues to put in place in the
meantime something which will ensure that no one rushes out and redevelops a small
school or whatever without first going to the Heritage Council?
Mrf LEWIS: The old saying is that you can lead a horse to water but you cannot make it
drink. As the member probably experienced when in government, government agencies
are the responsibility of their respective Ministers. Although I can make a formal request
it does not mean to say something may or may not happen, perhaps through ignorance as
you suggested. If I take a submission to Cabinet or write personally to each Minister to
draw his or her attention to the matter and ask that the agencies under their contro have it
drawn to their attention, how do we get a fail-safe situation? Surely the agencies must
know -
Mrs HENDERSON: In my view, and you may or may not share it, a Cabinet decision
carries much more weight than a letter.
Dr EDWARDS: In Maylands recently we were surprised to find that Tranby House was
not on the register or being assessed for dhe register. Are many National Trust properties
not listed?
Mr LEWIS: I do not know whether there are many. By virtue of their being vested in
the National Trust one assumes their heritage is in good and safe hands. We come back
to the point of the resources required to list all those important buildings. Because they
are vested in the miust I presume the heat is off those buildings as we believe they will be
preserved and conserved. We are trying to get the resources to give credentials and
proper assessment to other buildings which we believe may be in danger.
Dr EDWARDS: I raise this matter because it has been raised with me by local historical
groups who have some concern.
Mr BAXTER: I found it surprising that Trmnby House was not on the list when it came
to my attention. It is intended to put all National Trust properties on the register, and that
was done with the agreement of the trust.
Dr EDWARDS: Do you have any idea of the time frame?
Mr BAXTER: We have a 12 month schedule ahead of us. I am not sure where Tranby is
on the schedule.
Mr BOARD: The problem is that it costs about $3 000 to put a building on the
permanent register. In Queensland they took the National Trust list and adopted that on
the permanent register and dealt with those buildings only where there was an appeal.
They increased the size of their list quickly, rather than deal with zhose on the Heritage
Council list one by one. There is some merit in looking at that and saving a great deal of
money, because at the end of the day 80 per cent of the buildings on the Heritage Council
list will be adopted. Only those which amt bogged down in the appeal process with the
owners will not be on the list. The Minister might look at adopting that system an.
saving a lot of money for the state.
Mr LEWIS: It is very important that we preserve the integrity of listing and the regard
for the proper assessment process. Mr Baxter informs me that although Queensland did a
blanket listing there were many appeals and it cost a lot of money to process them.
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Mr BAXTER: I wondered why it was not done initially, but when one considers the
aspect of owners perhaps objecting to the listing one must make sure one has the
substance behind the registration in the first place. The Heritage Council has been
particularly conscious of making sume that buildings am assessed properly.
Mrt BOARD: The National Trust classification process is pretty strong.
Mr BAXTER: The National Trust would be the firs: to admit that some of its
documentation is poor.
Mr BOARD: There art instances of it but if the lists of the two agencies were
amalgamated we would get it right
Mrs van de KLASHORST: Ihe member for Noliamara has been talking about Midland
as a major regional centre, and the Midland Workshops site was and is one of the major
elements which make idland such a centre. In 1993-94 feasibility studies were carried
out on the workshops site. What commitment does the Heritage Council have to
providing moneys to maintain the heritage buildings on the railway workshops site and to
use them for the benefit of the people of Midland?
Mr LEWIS: In the course of the task force of which the member is await, a sum of
$50 000 was used for a comprehensive appraisal of die buildings at the workshops. The
report released today identifies four categories ranging from very important to a lesser
status of importance. I have asked the Heritage Council to give its appraisal of the
consultant's report and advise the Government about the retention or otherwise of the
buildings on die site. The Register Committee of the Heritage Council wil meet on
Friday.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: All four categories of buildings?
Mr LEWIS: Yes, with regardt to that report.

Comininee adjourned at 10.30 pm
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ESTIMATES COMMITTEE 3
The meeting commenced at 9.00 am.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr Strickland): For the information of members, this Estimates
Committee will be reported by Hansard and a proof document will be made available to
the committee clerk progressively throughout the day, with the final pages to be available
about two and a half hours after each sitting concludes. The daily Hansard will be
available the following morning. Hansard will distribute documents for correction,
which must be returned on the A4 documents sent to members. The cut off date for
corrections will be indicated on the bottom of each page.
I remind members that, as has been the practice of previous Estimates Committees,
members should not raise questions about matters of government concern which do not
have an item of expenditre in the consolidated fund. The Estimates Committee's
consideration of the consolidated fund's estimates of expenditure will be restricted to
discussion of those items for which a vote of money is proposed. I also remind members
that the only estimates being considered are those items of recurrent expenditurt and not
capital items. Members may not direct to Ministers questions on any capital expenditure.
For the benefit of members and Hansard I ask the Minister to introduce his advisers to the
committee. It will also greatly assist Hansard if when referring to the Program
Statements volumes or the consolidated fund estimates, members give the page number.
item, program, amount, and so on in preface to their questions.
The Minister may agree to provide supplementary information to the committee, rather
than asking that the question be put on notice for the next sitting week. For the purpose
of following up the provision of this information, would the Minister clearly indicate to
the committee which "supplementary information" he/she agrees to provide, If
supplementary information is to be provided, I ask the Minister's cooperation in ensuring
that it is delivered to the committee clerk by one week from today, so members may see
it before the report and third reading stages in the next sitting week. An example of the
required Hansard style for the documents has been provided to the Minister's advisers.

Division 89: Police, $293 718 000 -
[Mr Strickland, Chaiman.]
[Mr Wiese, Minister for Police.]
[Mr R. Falconer, Commissioner of Police.]
[Mr E. Wood, Executive Director.]
[Mr R. McDonald, Acting Director of Finance.)
Mr CATANIA: Page 899 of the Program Statements indicates an overall increase in
vms from 5 623 in 1993-94 to 5 725 in 1994-95, an increase of 102 FI~s. Note 1 states
that the 1994-95 FTE figures include 100 additional FrEs for the civilianisation project
Is that projected increase totally for civilianisation?
Mr WIESE: Yes. One hundred civilians will be put into the Police Department this year.
The purpose behind that is to put civilians into jobs that currently are done by fully
trained police officers, who are basically sitting behind desks. The intent is to put
civilians into those jobs to release officers to police service on the streets, which is what
they are trained for. It will have the overall effect of being a little cheaper to employ
civilians than to employ trained police officers. The civilians have been trained in all the
skills they need to do those desk jobs in the police stations.
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Mr CATANIA: Will the Minister confirmn that operational police recruitment for
1994-95 will simply cover resignations and retirements?
Mr WIESE: That is the budget situation at this stage. However, as you would be aware,
discussions and planning will occur in the coming two and a half years as part of the
policy on which the Government went to the election in 1992-93. These are only
estimates, and it is probable that the Governiment will take new recruits into the training
academy beginning in January 1995.
Mr CATANIA: That is not reflected in the budget. Is it reflected in the forward
estimates? Where can we point to the reflection of expenditure on the intake of what you
say will be new recmits for 1994-95?
Mr WIESE: It is not reflected in the figures shown in the budget. The expenditure for
such an intake in the 1994-95 budget will be quite small. The estimates are that it would
be somewhere around $1.6m or $1.7m because the expenditure will be only on the
training and initial wages of those recrits while they are in thai training process. It will
not be reflected until the 1995-96 budget in real wages expenditure and that sort of thing
which is required to get them out into the field.
Mr CATANIA: There is no allocation for expenditure on recritnent. but there is a lot
of expenditure associated with that recruitment, such as advertising to attract staff at the
academy, wages while the recruitment is occurring and a number of other associated
expenses. Are you saying that this budget does not reflect any of those associated
expenses?
[9.10 am]
Mr WIESE: At this stage, it does not.
Mr CATANIA: is there anything in the forward estimates for that?
Mr WIESE. No. The member must realise the situation the police are in at the moment.
We are going through a total review of how the police will operate.
Mr CATANIA: For how long has it been going on?
Mr WIESE: it is about to start. It has not properly starte at this stage. The review is
estimated to rake 72 weeks - or one and a half years - so it will be an ongoing process.
As it goes along, many of the issues from that process will be implemented. It is part of
the role of Arthur Andersen to work with the Police Department1 and ensure that those
changes identified as being needed are put in place. It will happen through the next year
and a half, and probably for a substantial time alter that.
Mr CATANIA: Was this review going on when the Budget estimates were drawn up?
Mr WIESE: No, it has only just started. The initial stage was a scoping review to see
where the weaknesses were in the Police Department, and to identify the areas we needed
to concentrate on. That was finished at the end of January this year, or within a few
weeks of that time. It resulted in a report being brought down which was made public
about March, or within a month of that. Subsequently, we went through the process of
advertising and selecting an organisation to carry out the total review. That review is
about to start.
Mr CATANIA: The object of my question is to obtain information from the Minister as
to whether there was any projected increase in the operational numbers in the Police
Force at the drawing up of this budget.
Mr WIESE: No, there was not
Mr CATANIA: You said the review was not then in operation and that it took place after
that tim. Obviously, you must have thought at the time the decision was made that you
would need extr funds to increase the siz of the Police Force and to recrit new
officers. When did you decide this recruitment program would be established?
Ar WIESE: That decision has been made in recent times, as the member will be aware.
The decision wil not be dependent on extra funding.
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Mr CATANIA: Was it made one, two or three weeks ago?
Mr WIESE: It was made within that period. The reality is that no extr expenditure will
be required in the budget for the Pollee Department to put that whole program into place.
I am pleased to tell the committee that we will be in a position to put that programn into
place and lock it into place by January next year. That will ensure we meet the
commitment made for 800 extra police officers to be on the streets of Western Australia
during the four years of this Government. The timetable I had set was for the program to
start on 1 July 1995. and that would have been difficult. However, that has come
forward. I believe that is fantastic for both the Police Forte and the people of Western
Australia.
Mr CATANIA: You said additional funds are not required. Are you advising this
committee that the recruitment of extra people and putting them through the Police
Academy - at a rate of 32 a month or thereabouts - will not require any additional funds?
Are you advising the committee that no extra funds have been allocated to provide for a
recruitment drive and the training of recruits at the academy?
Mr WIESE: Basically that is correct. I am telling the member for Balcatta and the
committee that in these early stages of the negotiations -

Mr CATANIA: In other words, no plans have been formulated?
Mr WIESE: That is certainly not the case. The initial plans before me indicate an
expenditure in 1994-95 of $1 652 982. In a budget of $293m that is not a substantial
amount of money.
Mr CATANIA: It is chickenfeed.
Mr WIESE: That is exactly the term I have used in the past. The reality is that the
planning to put the 100 civilians into place has not as yet progressed and the budget
allocation for that is $4.5m. No start has been made on putting those civilians in place
because the review is a little slower than anticipated when the budget was completed in
March/April this year. That was three or four months ahead of the normal budgetary
process. At that stage we hoped to start the civilianisation on 1 July. We obviously will
not start that process by 1 September, or probably before 1 October. That means a
percentage of the $4.5m will not be spent in the 1994-95 civilianisation, and that will go
a substantial way to meeting the $1 .65m I indicated earlier. I believe a very small
amount, if any, will be required to cover the full cost of putting those recruits into place
and to implement that program starting I January next year.
Mr CATANIA: How many recruits do you anticipate will be recruited in this financial
year, 1994-95?
Mr WIESE: My estimate is 192. The member must realise that of those 192, 32 will be
in the process for six months and the last 32 will be there for the last month of the
financial year. Therefore, the costs for those recruits will be met for only one month.
Mr CATANIA: Are you saying recruitment training will be for a month, as opposed to
the 12 to 15 weeks under the current system?
Mr WIESE: No, not at all.
[9.20 am]
Mr CATANIA: Why will they be there for only one month?
Mr WIESE: The program as it has been foreshadowed at this stage will involve 32
recruits a month and the program will mun for six months, so the recruitment will be
cumulative. They will spend six months in full time training.
Mr CATANIA: So that is six months at 32 a month?
Mr WIESE: That is the early stage of die program that has been put to us by the Police
Department. The indications axe that will be a very good means of putting these recruits
through school.
Mr CATANIA: At one stage you said there was no urgency for police recruits, which is
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reflected in the Police budget - you have not allocated funds in the budget or forward
estimates. When did this urgency hit you?
Mr WIESE: I am not saying there is no urgency, and certainly the Police Department
does need ensm police numbers. The member for Balcana and the community have been
saying that there is a need for extra police numbers in the Police Department. My initial
priority in the Budget process was to make sure that existing officers had the resources to
enable them to do their job. What we ame doing, and what I had always intended, is that
in the final two years of this Government there will be a substantial intake of police
recruits into the academy in order to get those numbers in the police. That propun will
be brought forward. Going down this route will make it a lot easier for both training and
achieving the extra numbers.
Mr CATANIA: At the beginning of the program it states that the agency's mission is to
preserve peace and protect life and property, If 32 recruits a month is the Government's
recruitment program will the mission be compromised by pushing the recrits through
the academy?
Mr WIESE: In no way.
Mr FALCONER: It is my very firm belief, and I have already said this publicly, tha: one
way not to take in recruits is in huge numbers in an accelerated process, so no standards
should be compromised by the increase in personnel; hence, this so-called drip system of
32 a month can be catered for without any diminution of the already necessarily high
standards. The deployment of the people at the end of the period of training will depend
on the outcome of the review.
One of the reasons I was interested in taking this job, as opposed to another one that was
available nationally, was that this state had taken a stance that this review should be
properly funded and conducted. My view is very firm -1I said this in another state long
before I came here - that the key to it all is the balance between sworn and unsworn
personnel and infrastructure. We must get the balance right.
Mr CATANIA: The infrastructure interests me, and I agree we must have that. If you
are applying the drip system of 32 recruits a month will die infrastructure presently
available to dhe police in the form of the academy and its personnel at Maylands be
sufficient to handle that?
Mr FALCONER: Yes.
Mr CATANIA: Without any increase in the present personnel of 11I?
Mr FALCONER: There will need to be an increase in the 11 personnel and additional
hours of work to cater for these extra. numbers That will not be at the cost of other
activities and the standard of training. These are the issues we have discussed internally
and with the Minister.
Dr EDWARDS: What is the resignation rate and from which sector of the force do most
resignations come?
Mr WIESE: My understanding is that it is around eight to nine a month. Certainly prior
to July this yea, as we were mn the run up to the introduction of new superannuation
legislation, that resignation rate went up substantially arnd was running at the level of
around 12 a month. I cannot identify where those resignations and retirements are
coming front Mr Woods may be able to give us an indication.
Mr WOOD: We can obtain that information for the member. The figures have been
affected by the big retirement numbers during 1993-94 as a result of 1 July
superannuation changes. We lost 68 senior officers as a result of that The attrition rate
which had been five or six a month increased to I1I or 12 a month, so the average would
be eight or nine a month. Does the member want those figures over any particular
period?
Dr EDWARDS: I am curious to know whether that recruitment takes that into account.

Mr WIESE: The normal rate of attrition is covered by our normal recruitment program
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and is built into the training in the academy over the next two and a half years. We can
provide that as supplementary information within the week.
Dr EDWARDS: Would you have any idea how many of those people who resign are
then employed in security type areas?
Mr WIESE: I do not know. I think we have tried to investigate that. I think there was a
question on notice at some stage in the past six months and my memory is that we were
unable to get the information.
Dr EDWARDS: Would that trend be obtainable in die future given that in other police
forces there has been same shift from the force into the security industry?
Mr WIESE: That information would be very difficult to obtain. I am not sure that we
conduct an exit survey of personnel who leave the force.
Mr WOOD: When officers retire or resign from the force they do not give an indication
of whether they are retiring or taking up secondary employment. However, if they
wanted to get into the security industry they would apply for a licence that is issued in the
commercial agents area of the department and we would know from their name and
former occupation they were police officers. We may be able to get that information
from applications.
Mr WIESE: That would be a roundabout way of getting a figure, and I would not be
prepared to guarantee its accuracy.
Mr WOOD: I would imagine that part of the licence application would require previous
occupation details.
Mr WIESE: Do you want to persist with that?
Dr EDWARDS: No.
Mr DAY: Under that drip feed system of 32 recruits a month, I presume five months
after the program starts you will have 160 students in the process of being trained. How
many personnel will you need to adequately carry out that training?
Mr WIESE: The projections that are made for putting those recruits through the school
take account of the need for staff to carry out that training. They also take account of the
fact that lecturers and other teaching staff will be brought in from outside to do some of
that training. That is not new; that has happened in the past, and I have a strong belief
there should be more of that happening in the future. We utilise some personnel from
Edith Cowan University and Curtin University. We also utilise Aboriginal people to give
us some cultural awareness training. A substantial amount of staff and lecturing
capability is now brought in from outside.
[9.30 am)
Mr CATANIA: Will the number of new police officers recruited be 800, 500 or 300, and
where is this reflected in the budget, if it is reflected in the budget?
Mr WIESE: Those figures do not appear in the budget. That question refers back
initially to election policy statements, and it is probably not really pertinent to these
budget figures. A commitment has been made that 800 additional police officers will be
on the streets of Western Australia over a four year period.
Mr CATANIA: New officers orjust officers?
Mr WIESE: Eight hundred officers on the streets, who will come partially from the
civilianisation process.
Mr CATANIA: Will the number of civilian staff recruited be 100, 200 or 300?
Mr WIESE: This year's budget shows clearly that the recruitment of civilian staff this
year will be 100.
Mr CATANIA: The forward estimates do not indicate any more police officers. Carn the
Minister enlighten us?
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Mr WIESE: They certainly do not, but in drawing up the Police budget we are in a
difficult situation. A review is taking place, and that review will, if it serves its purpose
correctly, cause some major changes in the way things are done within the Police Force.
It is virtually impossible to budget and to budget forward for things when we do not
know what will take place. Therefore, we have not been able to build those figures into
the future projections. However, part of the scoping review indicated that about 350
positions could be civilianised. The review will, hopefully, identify those positions and
indicate how we can implement the civilianisation of those 350 positions, if that is the
ultimate figure that is thrown up. We will take account of those figures in drawing up the
1995-96 and 1996-97 Budgets, but they cannot be indicated in the forward estimates at
this stage because we do not know what those figures are.
Mr CATANIA: I find it a staggering statement that the 1995-96 and 1996-97 forward
estimates would not reflect, in some form or fashion, a recruitment of 500 new police
officers. What the Minister is saying to me is that the decision was made only after the
announcement of the by-election in Helena, and that is what the cynics will say.
Mr WIESE: I am not particularly worried about what the cynics will say. The reality of
the situation is that until the review process has progressed to the stage where we are able
to identify the savings that will be made and the changes that will take place, it will not
be possible to reflect those numbers in the Budget. The Budget estimates are exacdly
that - they are an estimate. They are not fixed in concrete. They certainly are able to be
changed and will be changed as we progress into putting in place the 1995-96 and 1996-
97 Budgets. I am sure that the 1995-96 Budget Will reflect a different estimate from what
is shown in this Budget because of the fact that the review will have progressed to some
degree and we will be in a better position to reflect those numbers in the estimates for
those years.
Dr CONSTABLE: I refer to the 100 FTEs for the civilianisation project. Are any of
those people in place yet; when do you expect to have all 100 FTEs in place; and in
which areas are they likely to be - city, rural, or whatever?
Mr WIESE: They are not in place yet. One of the first things at which the review will
look is the civilianisation projectL The review team that is looking at civilianisation will
have to identify the positions that can be civilinnised and how to remove the police
officers from those positions and put in civilians. The civilianisation project will
commence virtually straight away and will take place over the next three months. I will
not set it in concrete, but I hope that we will be well on the way to putting those people in
place before 31 December.
Mr FALCONER: It is absolutely crucial - and I have been a little frustrated by the fact
that we have a review - that we pick up all of those issues, including the 100 civilianised
positions. Ilhe issues at the moment are that different departmental heads have their own
requests, and we have people who are identifying positions which they believe are the
most important. The advantage of having a review format is that it gives each of the
departmental heads within the Police Force the opportunity to discuss and identify, with
the executive group, the immediate priorities for the placement of those 100 people. The
organisational and industrial ramifications of broad civilianisation of police forces cannot
be overstated. These are sensitive issues and they must, in my view, be dealt with in a
structured and cohesive way. I am concerned that a situation may develop where
immediacy is placed upon civilianisation so that the cart is placed before the horse in
regard to the review process. I hope that the formal review process Will commence on
Monday week, and once the peak management group and the other project owners are
nominated, who are members of the police executive, we can get the show on the road in
regard to conducting this review in a proper, structured way. One of the immediate steps
within the review will be the identification of the 100 civilian positions for which funding
has been made available.
Mr CATANIA: I refer to corporate services at page 900. Will the Minister confirm his
promise that the civilianisatian progream will free 100 police officers from desk duties by
the introduction of an additional 100 civilian recrits?
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Mr WIESE: Yet.
Mr CATANIA: Can the Mnister then explain why the Program Statements indicate that
only 51 FTEs associated with the civilianisation project will be relieved from desk duties
and transferred to the policing program? In fact, the figures indicate that 49 officers will
remain on desk duties, and the additional 100 civilians will simply be added to the
number of bureaucrats in corporate services. The number of FrEs for 1993-94 was 330,
and the number of FTEs for 1994-95 is 379.
Mr WIESE: It is a complicated setup. The member probably needs to run right through
the corporate services program and the other programs and subprograms, because 49
FUEs are picked up in corporate services and the others are picked up in other programs.
There are actually 102 additional personnel.
Mr WOOD: Note No 2 at the middle of page 899 states thai more accurate ET*E figures
have been provided for 1994-95 than for 1993-94 due to changes in the distribution
method. Therefore, those figures under corporate services of 330 FTM in 1993-94 and
379 FTEs in 1994-95 are not a true representation of the 100 additional civilians. Those
100 additional civilians have been put in there for the time being because we do not know
to which portfolios, programs and subprograms they will be distributed.
(9.40 antI
Mr CATANIA: But there is only a figure of 51 there.
Mir WOOD: These actual figures are due to changes in the method of recording FM~.
Previously our senior executives included all of our superintendents and commanders,
who were shown under corporate services. A more accurate way of distributing them is
across the programs and subprograms, and those commanders and chief superintendents
have been distributed into crime, traffic or general duties.
Mr CATANIA: Do the Program Statements show the 51 officers who have gone from
desk duty to police programming? We cannot find where they are placed.
Mr WOOD: You need to go through each program and subprogram area and look at the
changes. I can provide the information to you. I have here a five page report which goes
by programs and subprograms. It shows 1993-94, 1994-95, the differences, and where
they come about. For example, we might have a chief superintendent shown under
corporate services who is now under crime, where extra public servants have been
allocated into a program area.
Mr CATANIA: Let me take that as understood. There. are still 49 officers rernaining on
desk duty, according to your program.
Mr WOOD: if you are referring to the 100 civilians who will free up police officers, that
has not yet started, so those police officers have not been released into operational areas.
Mr CATANIA: They have been projected for this year, so by the end of this year 100
police officers will be released as a result of placement of 100 civilians.
Mr WOOD: Yes. Under the major organisational project that will be embarked upon, a
specific project dealing with civilianisation will identify what positions will be
civilanised, where those officers will be freed up and where they will be replaced by
civilians in country, metropolitan -

Mr CATANIA: That is understood. However, these figures indicate that only 51 will be
hreed up and 49 will remain. Surely that is projected over a year?
Mr WOOD: No, the figures in the Program Statements are different from those of the
previous year because of adjustments made in our internal method of calculating. The
100 civilians have not been broken down into their various areas yet. They are shown
under corporate services.
Dr HAMES: I wish to deal with the special government committee on Aboriginal-police
relations. I notice that the number of FTEs is decreasing by one, from five to four. I
would like an explanation for that. At the same time, the employment costs are
increasing from $203 000 to $216 000.
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Mr WIESE: First, the decrease in numbers reflects that Robin Thorne, who was
associated with the special government committee, has been transferred to the Ministry
of Justice. Ihe increase in funding indicates that there has been a very substantial lack of
funding pded tothat committee over the past two or theyears. In factit has run
down over that time. The intention is that funding for services and contracts Will
increase, and there is a substantial increase in salaries and wages.
Dr HAMES: Will the individuals themselves receive a significant increase in salary?
Mr WIESE: No, that is not the case.
Mr CATANIA: There is one fewer staff member.
Mr WIESE: That person has been moved to the Ministry of Justice. Perhaps Mr Wood
could explain the funding. It reflects an extra allocation. My understanding is that we
are projecting to bring another liaison officer onto that special governent committee at
some stage. The special government committee is in crisis at present. A person from
public sector management has been allocated to that area to undertake a review of the
way it is operated, its role, and everything else to do with it, to get that committee back
on track to do the job it was initially set up to do.
Dr EDWARDS: In what way is it undergoing a crisis?
Mr WIESE: There have been some internal problems with the staff of the organisation.
Them are probably a variety of reasons, which are not pertinent to anything concerning
the budget. I have a very strong commitment to that committee, having been a member
of it long before I came into Parliament. I believe it serves a very important role,
especially in the communities, in resolving disputes that occur between Aboriginal
people, between Aboriginal people and the pollee, and between Aboriginal people and
the wider community. When liaison officers go into the areas and special committee
groups are established within a community, most of the Aboriginal community-type
problems are successfully defused. The latest example of that would be at Midland
where serious problems have occurred involving Aboriginal people and other sections of
the community. A liaison person has been allocated to the Midland area and it is hoped
this position can be maintained on a more permanent basis over six months. Very
substantial changes have occurred in die relationship between shop owners and
Aboriginal people there. When that six months is completed we hope to have defused the
situation, which was getting very serious. That is the sort of work the committee
undertakes, and I am very happy to be able to give it a little extra money to put this
review in place, in order to get that committee back on track and performing its core role,
rather than involving itself in other activities such as inter-family, domestic-type
disputes.
Dr HAMES: I wish to clarify this. That increase of $13 000 in salaries and wages
reflects an intent by you to replace the person who has left by bringing in an extra person;
so that brings it back to five persons.
Mr WIESE: That is part ofit. Mr Wood may be able to provide abreak-up of the
funding.
Mr WOOD: No. What happens is that the pollee relations committee puts in its budget
bid and provides details of how much money it needs. I do not have the budget
submission with me, but I imagine the extra $13 000 is salaries, wages and related staff
costs, which could have a component for overtime where extra overtime allocation is
sought. Until I look at the detailed budget submission I cannot give a specific answer.
Dr HAMES: I would like details on that. You have reduced the FrEs by one member
yet increased salaries by $13 000.
Mr WIESE: I will be very happy to provide that by way of supplementary information.
It will provide a far better breakdown of the funding allocation.
Dr HAMES: I think that is a particularly important program.
The CHAIRMAN: It is noted that that supplementary information is required.
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[9.50 ant]
Mr CATANIA: Can the Minister explain why the average staff salary for nonoperational
police departmental employees has increased by 7.5 per cent, f-rm $49 475 to $53 176,
when operational police salaries have increased by only 3.2 per cent, from an average of
$38 167 to $39 399?
Page 900 of the Program States refers to corporate services and shows 330 VIM,
together with the salaries involved. It also shows the salaries of FEs in operational
policing. If one of those numbers is divided into the other, we can calculate the increase
in saary for nonoperational staff by comparison with that for operational staff.
According to my calculation, the salaries for nonoperational staff have gone up. Perhaps
the corporate services or financial adviser can tell us the reason for the 7.5 per cent
increase in nonoperational police salaries, when operational police salaries have
increased by 3.2 per cent. Perhaps we should forget the figures quoted. Let us just look
at the percentage increase in salaries between operational and nonoperational. Is that a
fact and if not, why not?
Mr WIESE: It is not afact.
The CHAIRMAN: What pages are you referring to for your workings?
Mr CATANIA: I am looking at the increase between 1993-94 and 1994-95 on page 900
which deals with corporate services, where the FTEs have increased from 330 to 379.
Dr HAMES: Is your calculation based on dividing 330 into $16.327m and 370 into
$20. 154m?
Mr CATANIA: Yes.
Mr WOOD: I do not have a detailed analysis of the reasons for those shifts with me. As
I previously mentioned, we have reapportioned the FT~s by changing where they had
previously been allocated into a more accurate reflection of where they are working.
Also included would be the funding that has been provided for the major organisational
review, including allocation of flunds for t external consultancy which Arthur Andersen
is providing.
Mr CATANIA: Does that come under corporate services?
Mr WOOD: The $Ilm that has been allocated for the consultancy does.
Mr CATANIA: Are you stating that the money required for the Arthur Andersen report
and the review is now shown in the corporate services item which is why corporate
salaries seem to have increased by 7.5 per cent, as compared with the previous year?
Mr WOOD: Particularly the 100 civilian Fits and the $4.5m which was allocated as
part of that.
Mr CATANIA. That answer needs to be investigated and more detail provided. In my
calculation there has been an increase of 7.5 per cent in salaries of corporate services
staff and only 3.2 per cent in salaries of operational staff. Could the Minister provide the
information either to confirm or reject my assertion, either now or in writing?
Mr WIESE: I ant sure we can. The question that has been asked - I will not say that it
shows a lack of understanding of the process - is not a simple one to answer.
Mr CATANIA: You are probably right.
Mr WIESE: It is not a simple process in which the FTEs have been changed. There have
been substantial changes in the way they are shown.
Mr CATANIA: I am willing to accept an answer in writing.
Mr WIESE: I will give the member an answer now so that he does not think anyone is
trying to do a con job on him-
Mr WOOD: The Frts in the corporate services area are split into various areas
including executive, executive support, internal investigations, policy and planning,
financial services, human resources, property, supply and administrative services and the
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100 ETEs for civilianisation. By way of an example of the changes that have taken place,
under the heading of executive last year the FTEs were 33. They are shown this year as
16. There have not been any transfers of personnel to that extent fr-om the executive
staff. They have been taken out of the executive and are shown in other areas under other
headings. They might be shown under executive support, policy and planning and
financial services, etc. There has been a very substantial change in the way in which they
have been allocated. I will be very happy to supply the committee with as much detail as
I can to give a correct understanding of exactly what has been happening and how the
funding relates to the numbers of personnel in those various sections.
The CH1ARMAN: Just to clarify this: On page 900 the FEEs are shown as going from
330 to 379, an increase of 49. My impression is chat that figure of 49 is shown in
corporate services but it may well involve additional operational people when the review
is undertaken in light of where those people will go. Is that correct?
Mr WOOD: Not specifically. Under our method of counting in 1993-94, 330 FrEs were
shown under corporate services. We immediately added in 100 FrEs for the
civilianisazion procss, which rakes the number to 430. A number of others have been
transferred out of corporate services into other subprogram or program areas. The
Minister has just indicated that under the executive the number has been reduced from 33
to 16 FTEs. That difference of 17 would be represented by commanders and chief
superintendents who were previously recorded under the corporate services section but
who have now been transferred out to crime, traffic or general duties; that is, the
portfolio area they now work in. It is not just a change in the figure of 49; there are a
number of changes in that program area.
The CHAIRMAN: Is it true to say that if we are talking about 49, some may be allocated
to operational services?
Mr WOOD: Eventually, yes.
The CHAIRMAN: It makes it very difficult to calculate a percentage.
Mr WIESE: If we can give the total breakdown to show where they have been
transferred to, taking into account the figures for last year and this year, we will do that.
The CHAIRMAN: This supplementary information should be provided as the best
estimates to this stage.
Mr WIESE: We will be able to do that.
Mr CATANIA: Could the Minister also include a further explanation? This matter may
be complicated by the Minister's previous explanation. Is it a fact that the avenage staff
cost for corporate services is over 35 per cent higher than the costs for operational police
officers? I do not need the answer now, but I would request that it be provided as
supplementary information. Will the Minister also provide a breakdown of how many of
those bureaucrats within the corporate services area earn less than $33 000 a year,
between $33 000 and $33 999, between 544 000 and $50 000, between $50 000 and
$60 000, between $60 000 and $70 000, and over $70 000?
Mr WIESE: I assume that you do not want that information in relation to serving police
officers.
Mr CATANIA: No. There is a heading for the special government committee on
Aboriginal-police relations. A number of questions have been asked in relation to this
section. Once again, I will take the answers as supplementary information, if it is not
available now. The expenditure on services and contracts is up by 32.8 per cent,
increasing from $70 000 to $93 000. Can the Minister tell me why and to what that
relates?
Mr WIESE: Yes. I can supply that as supplementary information.
Mr CATANIA: These are statistics.
Mr WIESE: I have already indicated that I will provide the committee with a total
breakdown of all of chat which will adequately cover the response you require.
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Mr CATANIA: Could the Minister also advise what is included in the category of
"Other' expenditure and why has that increased from $38 000 to $51 000? 1 see no
specific item where additional funding has been allocated for recommendations of the
Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. Does any item in the papers
relate to any recommendations made by the royal commission which could be deal: with
by this special government committee?
[ 10.00 am]
Mr WIESE: Mr Chairman, I will have some difficulty in answering that because, as you
indicated, I am not permitted to talk about capital expenditure. A substantial allocation
has been made in capital expenditure for the upgrading and modification of cells, which
relates directly to the royal commission's recommendations.
Mr CATANIA: Will we see that mainly in the capital expenditure on cells?
Mr WIESE: Yes. Nothing in the budget relates to that in recurrent expenditure. The
majority of that shows in capital expenditure.
Mr WOOD: That also relates to money that would be used on police aides, salaries in
that police auxiliary unit, the Aboriginal liaison officers and also the Aboriginal recruit
awareness program. There is some recurrent spending on mrining costs and that sort of
thing during academy intakes. The major part of that allocation is for capital
expenditure.
Mr CATANIA: I refer to the salaries under policing on page 901 of the Program
Statements. Once again, I may be simplistic in my question. However, I am concerned
about the provision for increases in salaries and wages for police officers as distinct from
corporate staff. By simple calculation, the increases in salaries under salaries, wages and
related staff costs barely, if at all, keep up with inflation. Can the Minister give any
indication why operational police salaries are being treated in this manner in the budget?
Mr WIESE: The answer to that is pretty simple: that is, an industrial decision has not
been handed down to increase the wages. However, built into these wages is the first
increment of the wages that result from the agreement to introduce incremental pay
scales. That has never been done before. Officers who are able to satisfy the group
which formulates the assessment criteria will for the first time get an incremental pay
increase. From memory, that amounts to approximately $600 or $700 each increment.
Built into those figures will be a wage increase for those officers.
Mr WOOD: Corporate services is not just non-sworn staff. It includes a large number of
police officers. When we provide the more detailed information on salaries -
Mr CATANIA: Perhaps it is better to refer to them as nonoperational staff. There is a
difference between operational and nonoperational.
Mr WOOD: Yes; however, corporate services could still include some operational
people in that area - police officers doing operational work.
Mr CATANIA: Uniformed and non-uniformed? I want to illustrate the difference
between police officers and civilians.
Mr WOOD: Under the policing program to which you refer at page 901 of the Program
Statements, the ETEs indicated under salaries also include a large number of civilian
staff, particularly level I keyboard staff in all police stations. That is what brings their
salary component down.
Mr CATANIA: Is that because those at level I are being costed with the operational
staff, so their salary remains low?
Mr WOOD: Yes.
Mr CATANIA: Does that give you an indication that the increases that were projected
by the previous government over a period of 24 months, which were put aside and
rejected by this Government, would have been different under the previous system of
incremental increases that were set by thie previous government?
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Mr WOOD: No. An amount of $1.5m is built in to that policing program for the
incremental pay scales for 1994-95. What is confusing it is that the way the FrEs have
been counted has been adjusted in 1994-95 compared with the previous year. However,
this has not directly impacted upon the salaries and implications in a direct relational
manner. We will analyse for you the salary allocation for 1993-94 and 1994-95 and the
components of the salaries, because it includes not only the base salary, but also salaries,
wages and related costs, which includes higher duties allowances, overtime, leave
loading and other components. Nine or 10 separate components make up that item which
need to be split between the serving, or operational, police and civilian, or
nonoperational, staff to give a clearer picture. We can obtain all the information that is
available. However, we do not have it readily at hand.
Mr CATANIA: Could we have that as supplementary information?
Mr WIESE: I am happy to provide that information.
The CHAIRMAN: We note that is supplementary information to come.
Mr CATANIA: Page 901 of the Program Statements under significant issues and trends
states there is an increasing demand by the community on the range and scope of policing
services. How is this reflected in the department's budget?
Mr WIESE: Firstly, it is reflected in the fact that the budget has increased by $26m or
$27mi. Secondly, it is reflected in the fact that there is an allocation of 100 civilian
personnel to release 100 police officers to return to work in the general public. Thirdly, it
is reflected in the substantial increases in capital expenditure which have been allocated,
partly to equipment and partly to upgrade the buildings and resources which the police
officers need to provide that policing duty to the community. It is right through the
budget. The increased allocations reflect that acceptance of the community's needs.
Mr CATANIA: The statenments refer to the range and scope of policing services;
however, there is no range and scope reflected in what you have just said. You are just
saying that the main increase is in capital items, and that that is the focus of the budget.
Mr WIESE: Nor at all. I am saying that there is a strong reflection in the budget of a
substantial increas in funding; for example, in the equipment area. There has been a
$3m increase in funding specifically for equipment, basically to give the officers who are
providing the service to the community the tools they need to do that. That is a
substantial amount of money.
Mr CATANIA: One of the major planned achievements for 1993-94 was the completion
of a scoping review. Who conducted this?
[10.10 am]
Mr WIESE: The scoping review was cmnried out by Arthur Andersen & Co. That report
was released in late February/early March.
Mr CATANIA: How were the consultants chosen?
Mr WIESE: The consultants were chosen following expressions of interest or tenders
being called. From memory, I think eight or nine people indicated an interest, and their
quotes were assessed and a selection made.
Mir CATANIA: Were they the cheapest? On what basis were they chosen? Had they
done any work previously for the Government?
Mr WIESE: No, they certainly had not A normal assessment was done. We utilised the
services of the Department of State Services, which handles all tendering processes, to
carry out the selection and identification of the people with the potential to do the job.
interviews were carried out and a short list was made of four or five organisations who
had the potential and ability to do the job. A selection was made from those people.
Mr CATANIA: How much did the scoping review cost?
Mr WIESE: I am informed that it cost $35 000.
Mr CATANIA: Those same consultants have been subsequently employed to review the
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Police Department. What has been the cost of that review so far, and what is toe
projected cost of that review?
Mr WOOD: The total cost of the major organisational review is $l.5m for the external
consultants' fee, of which $lm has been provided in the 1994-95 Budget. The
anicipated time frame for the review is 18 months, so the remaining $500 000 will be in
the 1995-96 Budget.
Mr CATANIA: Will there any addition to toe $1.5m? Is it a cost plus, and is it likely to
increase from Sl.5m?
Mr WOOD: No. The tenders were invited and it is a fixed cost under the tender awarded
to Arthur Andersen. If the cost goes beyond that, Arthur Andersen must absorb any
additional cost.
Mr CATANIA: I refer to page 903 and the major planned achievements for 1994-95 for
recurrent expenditure. The following statement is made in this area -

Maintain an ability within the Force to prevent crime, public disorder and
unlawful behaviour by the continuance of pro-active strategies such as targeted
patrols .

What are targeted patrols? How many police are employed in these targeted controls?
Mr WIESE: An example would be operations such as Operation Safe City and Operation
Sweep. They were targeted patrols.
M~r FALCONER: There is nothing magical about targeted patrols. They are placing the
police when and where they are needed. One example of targeted patrols took place in
Northbridge. Already in the city we are going back to the one-person patrols in the
central business district during office hours, which is a different way of deploying
people. I have a number of issues in mind, which I prefer not to go into at the moment,
but they were never contemplated by the writers of these estimates and I must consider
those in the course of the review and also in budgetary tenms. I have already said
publicly that the secret is to be able to deploy people more laterally than we tend toin a
territorially based, geographically grouped police agency, in which there is an ownership
mentality. That is not peculiar to Western Australia. I am interested in targeting people.
For example, 79 Division has had additional people allocated, and has been asked when
patrolling not to drive past convenience stores open late at night, but to physically go into
those stores, when possible, so that the proprietors know they have been patrolling. That
targeted activity is simple and straightforward. but at times it needs to be re-established
and restated throughout the organisation.
Mr CATANIA: When targeting, obviously extra operational personnel are needed and I
am concerned about where those extra staff come from.
Mr FALCONER: With respect, although we would love to have extra staff, extra staff
are not needed to do the things I am indicating to you. The single-person patrols and the
deployment of people is one example. I am assured that the Northbridge deployments
and extra work at Leederville have been achieved without additional personnel or
incurring overtime costs, other than when anests are made at the conclusion of a shift. It
is about streamlining the allocation of people and the establishment of rosters, and also
on occasions making people available from an area with a lesser need to another area
with an increased need.
Dr HAMvES: I refer to page 903 of the Program Statements and the allocation of
equipment. Do the statements cover all CIfi facilities and is the Government planning to
allocate other equipment?
Mr WIESE: That statement relates to the Sunsparc computer which was used by the
royal commission and which the Police Department obtained. Last year we made a
substantial allocation to make that piece of equipment usable. It was intended to be used
by the CIB. That has now happened and the Sunsparc computer is operating in all of the
CWB offices in the metropolitan area. We have not yet been able to expand the utilisation
of that computer to our country stations. A substantial allocation of $600 000 is needed
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to expand it into country areas. It is operating in the city area and that is the
computerisation introduced into CIB offices referred to. The initial indications are rta: it
is a very valuable tool for die police to utilise in identifying trends, where crimes are
happening, particular pockets of crime and so on, which enables them to target criminals
who they believe may be responsible for offences.
Dr HAMIES: Are there any plans to provide mobile telephones to officers? I have been
told by people in the CIB thac as soon as they are in their can, they can no longer
communicate and, for example, check whether people are at home before going to
interview them. Is the provision of that equipment something that you are looking at?
[10.20 anm]
Mr FALCONER: That is a story that detectives tell around the country. With the
example the member gave, detectives could use their police radio to contact their base
and ask that Fred Nerk be telephoned on a particular number to see if he was in. Every
detective would love to have his own mobile telephone. I am not sure if that is on the
wish list. There are uses for mobile telephones and I know they are available because I
have seen our officers using them. Not yet having had a senior executive permanently
appointed - that should occur soon - I have not been able to discuss with those senior
people sonic of their projected needs and to prioritise them. There will be a need for
some of that equipment, but it must always be a balance between the reality and utopia
for operational police - and I have been one most of my life. They are always searching
for the clouds, and people like me must remind them where terra firma is and get them
back on the ground.
Mr WOOD: The capital equipment allocation for the operational efficiency program has
been apportioned to each subprogram area. They put up lists for die equipment they
want - whether that be for mobile telephones. PCs, etc - and if they make savings through
various initiatives and have money available they could put forward a request. We have
a monthly meeting of the senior executive which looks at submissions that come in for
more funding. Mobile telephones attract fringe benefit tax on private calls and they are
also at a higher call charge rate; therefore, the more mobile phones allowed within a
particular subprogram area the more the recurrent operational costs are affected. They
must meet those costs within their budget allocation. For example, the crime subprogram
would make its own value judgment on whether the advantages of a mobile telephone
outweigh the disadvantages of losing some of that operational money.
Dr CONSTABLE: One of the complaints I often hear in my electorate from constituents
is that there is an insufficient police presence at night - and that may be a perception
rather than reality. How many police are on duty or how many police cars are on the
street, say, between midnight and 6.00 am?
Mr FALCONER: Not many. I cannot tell the member the number, but I know anywhere
in the western world, anywhere in this country, night shift numbers are always minimal
compared with the daytime activity requirements like traffic.
Dr CONSTABLE: I asked a specific question: How many? If it is not available now I
would like it to become a supplementary question. I would like to have that information
by region.
Nit FALCONER: These thing amt achievable, but again with all these things and afl the
questions raised today, they take time and energy and people within the agency who wiln
be doing these things will not be doing other things.

Point of Order
Mr CATANIA: I mean no disrespect to the commissioner but we ask specific questions
and members would like to know the answers. Although it may take the time of officers
it is very important that members of Parliament are well briefed on the operations of the
police.
The CHAIRMA4N: I take the member's point, it is not a point of order. The member for
Floreat asked a question and an answer is coming.
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Committee Resumed
Mr WIESE: My answer to a question like that on notice within the Parliament would be
that this information would require a very substantial amount of the time of police
personnel to manually drag it out of the system. Under general circumstances I would
not answer a question like that because I would not be prepared to ask someone to do the
amount of work required to get that information. I am prepared to have some discussion
about it, but to drag that information out region by region for 16 regions is a very
substantial question which will require going back into all of the shift records of each
station in those regions. I ask that a little bit of commonsense be used in seeking
information. I would be prepared to get the staff to try to do it for some of our
metropolitan regions, which may be more pertinent to the member. I think it is a totally
unreasonable question, and I would not be prepared to answer is.
Dr CONSTABLE: Let us restrict it to the metrpolitan region then. Why not choose one
night of the week for one rgon? It is a major issue in the community. People are
concerned about it and I thiwe deserve to get the information. Let it be Wednesday
night in the metropolitan region.
Mr WIESE: The commissioner has indicated a willingness to endeavour to get that
information. We will obtain it for a Wednesday night, and see if we can get that
information to you.
The CHAIRMAN: Will that be supplementary information and can you get it within one
or two weeks?
Mr WOOD: At the moment we have to extract it manually from the shifts. We are
hopeful that when our police human resource system becomes effective that information
will be automatically put in the computer and we will be able to obtain it for any day of
the week. We might have a roster drawn up, but an officer might call in sick. Even
though the roster is drawn up in advance, we cannot put it into the system because
officers may call in sick.
Dr CONSTABLE: Infornation from the roster is fine, it is an indication of how many
people are rostered on.
Mr FALCONER: Not many.
Mr WIESE: We will endeavour to do that for Wednesday.
Dr CONSTABLE: That would take five minutes for each region.
Mr WIESE: We will endeavour to provide it as supplementary information, but witb no
guarantee.
The CHAIRMAN: It has been noted that every attempt will be made to find that
information in time for the member.
Mr CATANIA: A planned major achievement for 1994-95 under recurrent spending is
enhancing managerial effectiveness. I beard the commissioner state that the requirement
to appoint his deputy will set the process of the review and proper functioning and
effectiveness into motion. When will the appointment of the deputy take place?
Mr WIESE: I have indicated publicly there will be an announcement before the end of
the week.
Mr FALCONER: That was not quite a correct quote. I did not mention the deputy; what
I said was "the senior executive", and there are a number of positions around the
executive table. I know it is a fine point, but much has been made in the media of the
deputy's position and I have always talked about the collective executive.
Mr WIESE: I cannot see how this relates to the Budget papers before us.
Mr CATANIA: Enhancing managerial effectiveness is quite relevant and taking up the
words of your commissioner, who referred. to a group of senior management
appointments, we know that the top senior management are all acting in their positions.
It is crucial that the appointment of the deputy commissioner take piace so those officers
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acting in positions can be appointed. I amr delighted to hear that an announcement wil be
made by the end of this week. When will the remainder of those acting positions be
filled to enable you to enhance managerial effectiveness?
[ 10.30 am]
Mr WIESE: I would have thought the answer I gave would have indicated to the member
and everyone else that an announcement will be made by dhe end of this week about
those positions. That is conditional upon a number of matters being finalised.
Mr CATANI.A: So it may not occur at the end of this week?
Mr WIESE: The intention is that there will be an announcement before the end of this
week, but I will not give a categorical answer because we are trying to set in concrete
some of the contract matters in regard to those appointments.
Mr W. SMI[TH: To clarify the question asked by the member for Floreat, were the
numbers which the member wanted per region or per station, because -

Mr WIESE: We have settled upon the metropolitan region.
Mr W. SMITH: My concern is that I would have thought that was an operational matter
and you would not want to indicate what is the manpower per station or region.
Mr WIESE: The point is well made. That concerns an operational area, where perhaps
we are indicating, not just to the general public but also to those in the community whose
intentions might not be entirely honourable, what numbers of police personnel are
allocated to various parts of the metropolitan area. We have to be aware of the potential
impacts and bad effects that could flow from providing that material to the committee.
The CHAIRMAN: I am sure the Minister will use his discretion.
Mr WIESE: We will ensure that we give as much information as we can in regard to that
question without in any way jeopardising police operations and the safety of the general
public.
Mr CATANIA: I refer to the police general duties subprogram at page 906 of the
Program Statements. There has been a net increase of two FTEs, from 2 427 FTM in
1993-94 to 2 429 FTEs in 1994-95. How does that meet the description of deploying
human and material resources throughout the state to ensure a policing presence to meet
the needs of the Western Australian community?
Mr WIESE: That gets back to how FTEs are allocated and the changes in the method of
recording. I will pass that question to Mr Wood.
Mr CATANIA: There is no need to pass it to Mr Wood. It is a general question, which
the Minister should be able to answer.
The CH1AIRMAN: The Minister is entitled to invite an adviser to give the answer.
Mr WIESE: We have already had lengthy explanations of the allocation of FE~s, and I
have indicated that we will give the member the total breakdown and an explanation of
how changes have been made in the way that FM~ are recorded and reflected in these
Budget estimates.
Mr WOOD: The increase of two FTEs is the net difference. A number of FrEs have
been allocated to the police general duties subprogram and a number have came out. In
regard to those who have come in, eight FTEs have came in from corporate services -
two commanders and six chief superintendents - which were previously shown under
executive support; two FrEs have been reallocated from the Strate Emergency Service - a
quality control officer and a catering officer, five FTEs have been reallocated as a result
of civilianisation of some positions - two from corporate services and three from
operational services; three FM~ were incorrectly allocated to other programs in the
previous year - one in operational services and two in crime command;, two Public
Service KITM have been reallocated from the crime program for the Fremantle regional
office staff, which were previously incorrectly allocated; 2.5 KITEs are new clerk-typist
civilian positions at the Lockridge, Geraidron and York Police Stations; and a further
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8.1 FTEs were previously in corporate services but were unallocated to the subprogram
areas. In regard to those who have come out, 30 FMt, which was the buffer for
recruitment in advance of wastage, were previously shown under general operations but
have now been put under operational services in the personnel subprogram, because they
are in the academy. The net difference in those ins and outs is an increase of two FTEs.
Dr HAMES: My question is about the description of "deploying human and material
resources' at page 906. and I will refer to three areas. Firstly, the coverage by police of
events like football matches is a use of police resources that could be used more
adequately elsewhere. I am sure there are sufficient retired police or police who want to
do overtime who could cover those events and, therefore, free up police officers for more
active duties. Secondly, a lot has been written in the media recently about the Minister's
views about the use of volunteer police personnel.
Mr CATANIA: Mr Chairman, is that relevant to the Budget? That is an opinion rather
than a reflection of a financial consideration or an issue or trend.
The CHAIRMAN: If the member rephrased his question to make it relevant to the
Budget -

Dr HAMES: This is particularly relevant to the deploying of human and material
resources throughout the state, when we are looking at providing additional police and
freeing up police for additional duties. The third area is the commitment to community
policing. The community police are doing an excellent job, but I gather that because of
the lack of response by the police when people make a call, the people involved in
Neighbourhood Watch are dropping out in large numbers.
Mr CATANIA: Is that relevant to the Budget? Is is an opinion.
Dr HAMES: It is relevant because we are talking about -

The CHAIRMAN: Order! We will not have a debate by committee members across the
table. The question is in order if it relates to the Police budget.
[ 10.440 am]
Mr WIESE: I believe that there are times when we need a police presence at events like
football or soccer matches. Whether they should be operational police and police on
roster, or police who are brought in off roster, perhaps voluntarily or to do a bit of
overtime, is another matter- I would prefer that the opportunity to perform those roles be
offered to police officers who are not on duty. One of the matters that will be addressed
during the review process is how we perform these duties and how those duties relate to
the core business of the Police Force. I have a view, which I have expressed on a number
of occasions, but it is an operational matter and it ultimately rests with the Commissioner
of Police to decide how to deal with these situations.
I have not responded to questions about police volunteers in the public arena at any stage,
and I do not intend to do so now. Operations such as the Aboriginal patrols - the Kullari
and Numbud patrols and the others listed in the Program Statements - are probably the
closest thing we have to a voluntary service providing a semi-policing role. They have
been extremely successful. In Broome, where the Kullari patrol operates, the workload
directly related to police has probably dropped by up to 50 per cent as a result of the
operations of that group of volunteers. It is something which needs to be addressed and
considered during the whole review of police operations. I ant not prepared to make any
public comment in relation to it until the review has considered all of these things and
made recommendations. Those recommendations will then be worked through the
system, because other matters such as industrial and union matters and attitudes of police
will then arise. I have not closed my mind to it. If that provides an indication, that is as
far as I am prepared to go.
Community policing has been a very successful initiative and needs to be encouraged.
Programs such as Industrial Watch, Neighbourhood Watch and Rural Watch have been
very successful. How well they operate and how effective they are seems to depend upon
the energy and commitment of the civilian people involved. At times I have had
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indications - from, say, Neighbourhood Watch - of disappointment at the slow response
of police officers. That is a direct indication of the workload of police officers,
especially at night when fewer officers axe on duty. There is a substantial increase in
workload for those officers and they cannot always respond, but they eventually respond
to the calls from Neighbourhood Watch areas that have been put through to them.
Dr EDWARDS: My question relates to domestic violence, which is highlighted on page
906.
Mr FALCONER: The Minister indicated that he would refer some matters to me.
The CHAIRMAN: The member for Maylands has the call.
Dr EDWARDS: In 1992 the State Government Domestic Violence Advisory Council
circulated a paper proposing new, s04cfic, domestic violence legislation. When that was
completed a lot of support was meceived from the police. A number of items in the
document were very relevant to the police - such as police becoming involved in
restraining orders, and a cooling off period so that men could be taken away from a
violent situation by the police for a few hours until it settled. The paper considered
clarifying police powers of entry where it was thought domestic violence or very serious
violence may occur in the home in the immediate future. It also considered removal of
guns fr-om situations where violence had occurred for some time. Thtat discussion paper
received a lot of support within the community and from the police, and even received
support from the gun lobby. What is the Minister's commitment to revisiting tht paper
and putting forward that legislation?
The CHAIRMAN: We are dealing with budget matters. I am sure the Minister can
provide some comment relevant to the budget.
Mr WIESE: I will put my mind to it. The relevance of the question to the budget is that
all these things have an impact on the overall budget of the Police Department, and are
picked up in the budget as we work our way through. I am sure the member for
Maylands would have heard about the announcements made yesterday relating to the
serious crime legislation package. Stalking and restraining orders, which are two matters
specifically mentioned by the member, will be dealt with in the proposed legislation,
which will be passed by the Parliament by die end of November this year. Stalking is
specifically picked up in the legislation, as is a very substantial increase in the penalties
for disobeying or ignoring restraining orders. I share the member's concern about all of
those matters.
I may need to confer with the commissioner about the ability of police to remove men
from domestic violence situations. It is not specifically addressed in any of the
legislative amendments we are making. I believe those powers are within the existing
legislation, as is the power and the practice of the Police Department relating to firearms.
I understand that the police have always had, and exercised, the ability to remove
weapons from a person who has been involved in making threats in a domestic situation.
In such a situation those weapons are removed. As a matter of practice it is one of the
first things that is considered when a domestic situation arises: Are any weapons shown
on the person's licence? If so, those weapons are removed from that person forthwith.
As a result of an arrangement entered into at the recent Police Ministers conference, the
transfer of information relating to restraining orders, gun ownership and that sort of thing
is now permitted. If a restraining order is made in another state and that person moves
interstate, the information is nrnsferred to the other state. A substantial amount is being
done to address problems that arise in domestic violence situations. The incident which
occurred on the weekend could probably never have been prevented, regardless of the
arrangements and legislation implemented, according to my understanding of it. Mr
Chairman, may I confer with the commissioner to see whether any further information
needs to be put relating to the domestic violence issue?

T'he CHAIRMAN: You may, but you must remember we are dealing with budget issues.
I amn sure people can be very clever and frame questions which ask for impacts on
budgets and get some answers, but we cannot go off onto a debate on all sorts of issues,
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as relevant as they may be. I will give die commissioner the call. I remind members that
time is going by and we are still on the first of three divisions.
Mr FALCONER: In relation to domestic violence, particularly as it relates to firearms, I
have called for a briefing as a result of last weekend's activities. I am a little concerned
about some of the things I have been told at this early stage. I am considering those
matters and will speak to the Miniszer. If I could return to the three which are not
directly budget related, the question relating to attendance at football and other sports
matches -

Mr CATANIA: I think we have gone past it.
Dr HAMES: Could I ask the Chairman a question on that? I thought we were able to ask
questions not just about the dollar and cent amounts on the pages, but about other things
i the document such as significant issues and trends, and major planned achievements.
Are we not permitted to ask questions on those?
The CHAIRMIAN: Yes, you may, but with some relevance to the budget. Obviously, if
money is expended in one area there might be less money in another if there is a
budgetary impact. Questions are allowed.
Dr HAMES: I would like the commissioner to reflect on this: I feel that if those changes
were made then that would have a significant impact on dhe budget in terms of freeing up
some people for other activities and further commitment of those people.
[ 10.50 am]
The CHAIRMAN: I will allow the question, and the commissioner to answer, and then
we will move on.
Mr FALCONER: That has to be looked at in a different way. I will not give my
personal opinion. It wI be examined as pant of the review. Notwithstanding the review,
it would have been looked at anyway. Volunteer policing is a very important issue. We
are forming a group to look at community policing in the Northibridge area. Community
based policing, Neighbourhood Watch, is an international phenomenon. It waxes and
wanes and has to be revitalised. I am interested in pushing it forward. Blue Light discos
and PCYCs ame also of great benefit to the community. Further, those areas are
operational policing issues that I have to consider and then present material to the
Minister.
Mr CATANIA: An item on page 907 relates to the continued cooperaton and interaction
between police, other government and non-government agencies and the public in
developing a coordinated approach to community issues. It refers to the Yamatji patrols,
and to patrols in general. What support is given to these patrols, both in financial and
other resource terms, for accommodation, transport, uniforms, wages and salaries, etc?
Mr WIESE: The support comes from various agencies. I could not give exact
allocations of funding from specific agencies. I understand that the Department for
Community Development and the Education Department have an involvement and do
assist. The Police Department also assists in many ways. At times, it has made
accommodation available.
Mr CATANIA: Could the answer be provided by way of supplementary information? I
am referring only to the Police Department's contribution to Aboriginal patrols; I do not
want to know about the assistance provided by any other government deparmenL.
Mr WIESE: That can be provided. In interpreting that information, we need to be aware
that that is not the only funcig that is available to those organisations. In relation to
groups like Kullarri there is very substantial community and local government
involvemnent.
The CHAIRMAN: I will take that as being supplementary information to be provided by
the Minister.
Mr CATANIA: Under subprogram 1.2 relating to crime, the objective states, in part, "to
nmaximise the apprehension rate of offenders". The annual report of the Police
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Department last year stated that serious crime was on the increase. We expect that the
agencies, such as the Criminal Investigation Brunch, uniformed and plain clothes police,
which deal with crime would be provided with resources and personnel over and above
the normal allocation. The FlM~ in 1994-95 decreased to 1 090 from 1092 in 1993-94.
Why has there been a reduction in this area if serious crime is on the increase?
Mr WIESE: I will ask Mr Wood to give more derailed information about the specifics of
the question.
Mr WOOD: When I referred to the breakdown under general operations, I mentioned
that two Public Service FTEs had been reallocated to crime because they had previously
been incorrectly allocated. They are regional office staff at Fremantle who had been
shown under the crime command in the previous year. They have now been transferred
back into general operations.
Mr CATANIA: My question is general - I do not want the breakdown specifically. why
has the number of staff in the crime area decreased by two, if serious crime is on the
increase? I ask the Minister, why have the personnel in the area dealing with serious
crime been reduced? With all due respect, I do not need the nitty gritty breakdown of it;
I am merely asking a general question of the Minister about why the number of staff
dealing with serious crime has been reduced when serious crime is on the increase.
The CHAIRMAN: The member has made an interesting point, but he cannot tell the
Minister how the Minister will answer the question. It is up to the Minister.
Mr WIESE: If I thought that a decrease - I am not a mathematical genius - of 0.02 per
cent in the allocation of numbers to the portfolio would make a big difference, I would
have discussions with the commissioner about that matter. The actual allocation of these
personel to the particular areas is an operational matter in which I have no role, and
should have no role. I will refer that question to the commissioner.
Mr FALCONER: I do not know why two people went out of the crime section. Another
issue is that when one breaks up a large organisation into different programs, one has to
be careful that the presumption is not made that only crime section personnel solve
crimes. Some of the major apprehensions are carried out by traffic and general duty
police. It is bigger and broader than the number of personnel in the crime section.
Mr CATANIA: I have no problems with the explanation given by the commissioner.
Once again, generally serious crime - maybe the commissioner can correct me on this - is
handled by the Criminal Investigation Branch. I refer to drugs, murder, etc. The number
of personnel in that area who apprehend criminals has been reduced. Why?
Mr WIESE: I have difficulty sometimes in getting a message across to the member for
Balcara. My response remains the same: The allocation of police officers to particular
sections is the role of the commissioner, and certainly not one in which I have any place.
As we are talking about serious crime, perhaps I should look at some of the serious crime
areas and indicate how effectively the Police Department is working. There has been a
100 per cent clearance rate in drug offences; an 82 per cent clearance rate in serious
assaults; an 88 per cent clearance rate in sexual penetration cases; and a 98.8 per cent
clearance rate in aggravated sexual penetration.
Mr CATANIA: Are you assuming that we do not need any more staff
Mr WIESE: I am indicating that the commissioner makes an allocation of personnel to
particular areas. My judgment has to be based on the clearance rate that is achieved by
the Western Australian Police Force. My judgment is that, in comparison with those in
other states, the Western Australian Police Force is performing very well in those areas.
The commissioner may be able to agree, or disagree, with me. He has more experience
in other states.
Mr FALCONER: I have no need to disagree with the Minister on those figures. As I
alluded to earlier, the apprehension rate of offenders often occurs by people other than
those in the CIB. They are mainly concerned with targeted investigations or post-
incident investigations after an offence has occurred. However, notwithstanding that we
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will have a major review, there has to be a balancing act between the staff on night shift
in uniform, the crime prevention patrois and the subsequent investigation of incidents
after they occur; that is, the balance between the CIB and the uniform.
[11.00 am]
Mr FALCONER: Those are matters [ will address as soon as the executive group meets
this morning.
Mr CATANIA: Are you content that the FlIEs in the CIB have been reduced by two?
Mr FALCONER: I do not know the two people and I do not know their function.
Mr CATANIA: Are you happy that the number of staff available in the Cifi has
decreased?
Mr FALCONER: I will have to assess those numbers in the appropriate way. I do not
recall that off the top of my head.
Dr HAMES: What is happening with the allocation of funds for the graffiti task force?
Mr WIESE: I could not accurately give information on that. I will provide it as
supplementary information.
In relation to the previous question, the decreasing number of two was, for all. intents and
purposes, a book entry which relates to an incorret allocation in previous yenr of two
public servants to the previous 1993-94 figure of 1 092. It is an austment of a book
entry.
Mr CATANIA: Page 908 of the Program Statements indicates that one of the significant
issues and trends is a continuing trend of complex, multiple and linked crimes requiring
highly resourced investigations. Are these highly resourced investigators specialist
squads or specialist sections in the Police Force, and what are these squads? Is it the
fraud squad, for instance?
Mr WIESE: My understanding is that it relates to specific groups, such as the drug squad
and the armed robbery squad. I cannot provide the number of personnel specifically, and
I am not sure whether we could. Quite frankly, I am not sure that we should because that
again is getting into operational areas, and to areas about which I have some substantial
reservations about making public those sorts of numbers and figures for police allocation
crime. That is a personal feeling. I am prepared to ask the commissioner whether he
wants to comment more specifically on those areas.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Although I appreciate the continuing reliance on police
operational matters, I suggest that the area of the size of some of these squads in
comparison with what is happening elsewhere in Australia is not only a question that
we - and particularly the Minister - should be concerned with, it also indicates the
direction in which this stare is going with its Police Force compared with other states.
For example, my understanding is that the fraud squad in this state is an extremely small.
squad with fewer than 20 people, compared with Queensland which in the same -re of
fraud - the major area of crime in Australia - has over 100 officers in its squad.
Mr WIESE: I share the member's thoughts on that squad. I have a strong belief that we
need some civilian personnel with specialised skills in that area to enable the existing
police officers to perform their role much more effectively. I have discussed that matter
with the previous commissioner and the Government has touched on the matter in broad
terms in discussions with the new commissioner. I arn happy for Commissioner Falconer
to comment on that.
Mr FALCONER: Statistically, probably the biggest dedicated fraud unit in the country
was in the state I just left. It is considerably larger than either of the numbers mentioned.
Notwithstanding thar - [ did not know there were only 20Oofficers in the fraud squad in
this state -

Mr MARLBOROUGH: I think in fact there are only lJ.
Mr FALCONER: I accept that. Like the Minister, I have some concerns about the
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necessity for an ongoing fight against white collar crime. Thiat must be balanced with the
needs in ocher areas. For example, there is no graffiti squad in Victoria; however, I have
already been apprised of the important work of the graffiti squad in this state. The
balancing act as part of the review when we consider the crime command is where the
demands and needs are. It may well be that the fraud squad will need an infusion of
people. When that occurred in Victoria theme was considerable angst about where the
people were redeployed from. They were redeployed from areas such as the drug squad.
We must prioritise those matters and decide where the community most wants its scarce
resources, which we will always have, to be deployed.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The Commissioner of Police does not need to be advised by me
that if it is a choice between officers in the fraud squad - where major, multi-million
dollar crime occurs in this stat as well as in every other state in Australia - and officers
in the graffiti squad, there is no choice. They should simply be in the fraud squat. I am
delighted to hear that the new commissioner is happy to take on board that the fraud
squad needs attention during the review of the police numbers. I anm delighted to have on
record that he comes from a state where far greater numbers ame involved in a fraud squad
than the figure I mentioned of over 100 in Queensland. We now know that Victoria has
far more in its fraud squad compared with fewer than 20 in the fraud squad in Western
Austrlia. That leads us to the general problem with the Police Force in that area of
policing in Western Australia.
Mr WIESE: During those remarks a commitment to further numbers into the fraud
squad, which I do not believe was made by the commissioner, was attributed to the
commissioner.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: That may be a question we need to pursue next year if the
commitment has not been made. We have heard the Minister's comments about
supporting the need for greater expertise in the fraud squad. Does the Minister believe
that any section of the Police Force in Western Australia should be able to be used at the
behest of private companies as their private army?
Mr WIESE: There is an implication in that question that this is happening. I totally
reject that.
Ms MARLBOROUGH: It is an implication that that is occurring. I am not saying it has
occurred through any deliberate intention of the Police Force; however, I am suggesting
absolutely that it is occurring. It is occurring through the relationship that has developed
between Custom Credit Corporation Ltd and the Police Force in this state. It goes right
to the heart of the credibility of major sections of the Police Force. I remind the Minister
of what has occurred in the past two years.
Mr WIESE: This forum is to consider the Budget and the facts and figures relating to the
Budget: It is not the fomum to make these types of allegations. Th1e member is quite able
to make them in the House if he wants by way of a substantive motion. A substantive
motion on this matter is on the Notice Paper in the upper House. The allegation being
made is totally rejected. Matters of such a broad nature and that type of allegation should
be debated in the proper forum - the Parliament.
[1 1.10 am]
Mr MARLBOROUGH: With the greatest respect, that is a nice view for the Minister,
but it is not what this committee is about. This committee is for asing questions outside
the Budget, it is for askting questions about the Program Statements. A general statement
is made in die document about the running and integrity of the Police Force. Under
significant issues and trends a statement is made about the integrity of the Police Forte in
Western Australia. and I want to pursue its integrity because I want it to be intact.
Mr McNEE: Pursue it in the right place.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I suggest that the right place is this committee. In the last two
years, with Custom Credit and the Police Force, $1.7m of vehicles -

Mr WIESE: This type of matter should be pursued in the Parliament, not in this foruim.
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Point of Order
Mr CATANIA: We are discussing budgetary allocations and the allocation of resources
in the Budget to the Police Department. When looking at resources we also consider how
those resources are allocated, either through a budgetary process or from sources outside
the budgetary process to ensure that the budget is not impinged upon. The member for
Peel is looking at the resources that have been allocated specifically to the fraud squad.
If not enough resources have been allocated in the budgetary process, they must be
obtained from an outside source.
Dr HANES: The previous chairman, under criticism from the member for Balcatta that I
had strayed slightly, suggested that my question be ruled out of order. I suggest the
member for Peel has strayed far wider than I did when asking my question. This is not
specifically in the Budget papers.
Mr WIESE: In relation to the point of order, the matter is already the subject of a motion
in the upper House and hence I do not believe it should be discussed in this forum.
The CHAIRMAN: I remind all members that we are discussing division 89 of the
Budget papers. Divisions 90 and 91 are still to be discussed and we have limited time
available. Therefore, I suggest all concerned stick to the matters in front of them rather
than stray too far.

Commiscee Reswrned
Mr MARLBOROUGH: With that in mind. are any of the special investigative areas
being subsidised by outside bodies?
Mr WIESE: Yes, some funding is comes into those investigative areas.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Do those outside bodies include Custom Credit?
Mr WIESE: Not that I am aware of.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Is the Minister aware of an article which appeared in the
newspaper last year and indicates that Custom Credit made a donation of 70 vehicles?
The Minister is quoted in that article.
Mr WIESE: Mr Chairman, the member for Peel asked whether any of those matters were
related to special investigative areas and whether funding was coming from outside
bodies. I answered correctly that I understood there were. The matter just raised does
not refer to special investigative areas but to the three areas in the department to which
those vehicles were made available, including commnunity policing and school based
policing. Those arrngenment are totally and absolutely above board, and have none of
the implications being made by the member for Peel.
The CHAIRMAN: Ame they reflected in the Budget estimates before us?
Mr WIESE: No.
Dr HLANES: I refer to page 909 of the Program Statements and the reference to proceeds
of crime. I note an income of $1.5m received under the provisions of the Act Is the
legislation adequate? Does this money go to consolidated revenue and, ifso, is there any
possibility of this funding being used for areas within the Police Force?
Mr WIESE: I will clarify that point. Although I would like the $1.5m from the proceeds
of crime to go to the Police Department, the statement is that the unit has seized,
restrained or placed embargoes on real estate etc, to a value in excess of $1 .5m under the
provisions of the Crimes (Confiscation of Profits) Act We are a long way from that
position to decisions by the courts to take property from the persons from whom it has
been seized. The only item I am awnr of that came to the Police Department as the
proceeds of crime is an aeroplane which was seized during an operation. By agreement
between the State and Federal police, that was given to the Police Department as part of a
proceeds of crime settlement. Smaller amounts may have been received, but I am not
aware of them.
Mr WOOD: No specific financial allocations have been made to the Police Department
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under the confiscation of property or proceeds of crime in monetary tenms. The
department has had access to vehicles which have been confiscated and forfeited to the
Crown under that legislation, and that amounts to a water tanker used at the Police Air
Wing, a utility and one other sedan - three vehicles in all.
Dr HAMES: Are you pushing for changes to the legislation to alter that situation?
Mr WIESE: Yes, there are proposals to change that legislation to enable easier access to
anything from the seizure of those types of goods.
Dr HAMES: What about it going into consolidated revenue? Will that be changed?
Mr WIESE: I understand that matter would need to be addressed in the legislation. At
present, if a judgment is made the proceeds of crime go directly to consolidated revenue.
The Attorney General and I do not believe that should be the case, and it needs to be
addressed in amending legislation.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Is the fraud squad understaffed and under-resourced, and can an
investigation be carried out only by the fraud squad being funded for the majority of its
costs by outside resources? Is this happening with the Argyle Diamonds inquiry? Did
this happen with the Custom Credit inquiry and is it continuing to be funded by the
National Bank, to complete the Custom Credit inquiry involving Wayde Smith, the
member for Wanneroo, and Wanneroo Inc?

Point of Order
Mr McNEE: I do not think this question is relevant to the discussion. The member for
Peel is on a fishing expedition. If he wants to do that, he should do it downstairs in the
Parliament.
Several members interjected.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Johnson): Order!
[ 11.20 am]
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I could have started off this question by asking the Minister for
Police whether he had the member for Wanneroo here to be his side guard or to be close
to the police. I decided not to do that and to ask questions on the Budget which are
absolutely relevant.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! The Minister for Police has already said that your questions
are not related to the Budget at all. He said that when you asked the last question.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: If you are going to follow this line, and if that is your ruling, I
want the Speaker brought here to replace you because you are not aware of how to run a
meeting. My questions earlier were in relation to vehicles.
The CHAIRMAN: Your question earlier related to outside funding. It is recorded in
Hansard.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: It is absolutely related to the Budget.
The CHAIRMAN: The Minister has said it is not in the Budget.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I want to get the Speaker here.

Committee Resumed
Mr WIESE: In relation to the first question on assistance provided by outside
organisations in some fraud investigations, I have said clearly that is the case. I am sure
that is very much on the public record. In relation to the Argyle Diamonds investigation,
there certainly has been assistance provided in the way of computers and the lik. In
relation to other fraud investigations, I am aware of occasions when assistance is
provided by the parties involved.
Mr CATANIA: Has the National Bank provided funds?
Mr WIESH: I am aware of instances where assistance is provided. That may be by way
of an air fare to assist an investigator to go overseas to carry on further investigative work
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in relation to a particular commercial investigation or complaint. I am not able to give
the committee information on the Custom Credit investigation because I do not have it.
However, I am certainly very willing to make available all the details in relation to the
arrangement that was entered into by the community policing section of the Police
Department and FleetWest in relation to the donation of 70 motor vehicles to the Police
Department. The role of Customfiect, not Custom Credit, was to assist with the
financing of that deal, and two Toyota associated organisations which have assisted with
the provision of those vehicles. I am prepared to make available all of that information
by way of supplementary information. I do not have any knowledge of any other aspects
of that question. If dheme is any form of an investigation going on in those areas, and I am
unaware of it, it is not a matter about which I am prepared to comment either in this
committee or in the Parliament. To comment would be totally inappropriate, and that is
the attitude I have always adopted and will continue to adopt on matters which are the
subject of police investigations. Theme is no way I will make any information available
either in this committee or in the Parliament which could in any way jeopardise ongoing
police investigations. I am not awnr of any ongoing investigations associated with
Custom Credit, the National Bank or any other organisation.
Dr HAMES: How many Multanova speed detection cameras are currently in operation
and will that number increase or remain static? Is there any evidence that their placement
reduces speed or is it a revenue raising exercise? Are they placed in areas where there is
higher risk of accident?

Point of Order
Mr CATANIA: The last part of that question is a request for information; it is not related
to the Budget at all. The member for Dianelia. has asked for an opinion.
The CHAIRMAN: That is not a point of order.

Committee Resumed
Mr WIESE: My understanding is that five Multanovas are currently in operation by the
Police Department. I understand also that there is no allocation in this year's budget for
any further purchase of Multanova cameras.
Mr WOODS: That is correct.
Mr WIESE: Anyone who travels regularly on Mounts Bay Road will accept that if a
Multanova has been operating a couple of times in the week previously the general speed
of the traffic stream drops by very nearly 10 kilometres an hour, so there is evidence that
they reduce speeding. I have queried very often the positioning of Multanovas and other
speed detection devices. I have been given advice that they are positioned in places
which are shown to have a records of traffic accidents. On a couple of times that I have
asked questions about specific placements I have been surprised by the substantial detail
on the traffic accident history of a particular section of road, so I have not yet been able
to catch them out, so to speak. There is no evidence that they are used for revenue
raising. Generally speaking the Police Department gets no funding from any of their
speed or traffic operations; however, a percentage of the funding from the operation of
Multanovas goes into a mrust fund which is then used for various traffic related programs
and other matters. That would be the only area where there is any benefit to the Police
Department from its operations in this whole area of traffic enforcement.
Dr HAMES: Given that the Minister says theme is a specific effect in reducing traffic
speed in particular areas, and given the low numbers of police, why is there no allocation
in the Budget to increase their numbers?
Mr WIESE: I cannot answer that. but obviously they were not requested by the traffic
department.
Mr WOODS: The information I have in front of me is that the Multanova speed
detection contacts decreased by 1.5 per cent from 66 453 to 65 443. A 26 per cent
increase was recorded in the number of vehicles that passed through Multanova. radar
locations; however, the number of vehicles recorded as having exceeded the speed limit
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decreased by 3 per cent. This indicated continued marginal success of Multanova
operations by reducing the number of motorists who exceeded the speed limit.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: There are too many in country towns.
The CHAIRMAN: I refer to the comment made earlier by the member for Peel about
calling the Speaker to this committee. The buck stops here with me in this Chair. If the
member does not like the rules in here the committee will decide on the matter. is the
member now aware of that?
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Absolutely.
Ihe CHAIRMAN: Also, the member cannot mention members of Parliament by name in
this Committee because that is not relevant.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I thought the Chairman had learnt a lesson from his actions in
the Parliament last week.
Why is the Minister giving advice to this committee today about the use of vehicles from
Custom Credit which is different from that which is reported in The West Australian
today. The Minister said that those vehicles were used for community purposes, yet in
The West Australian the Minister is reported as saying that the cars would be supplied to
school based policing, community policing, crime prevention, Aboriginal aides, Blue
Light discos and Constable Care programs. He also said that 22 of the cars would go to
the country areas, with Aboriginal aides in Broome, South Hedland, and Hall's Creek.
Did the Minister forget that he said those cars would be used for crime prevention, or has
he changed his mind?
[11.30 am)
Mr WIESE: No. That crime prevention is a specific part of community policing. It is
not the crime prevention that takes place in the Criminal Investigation Bureau's
operations, or anything of that nature. I am prepared to give the member information in
regard to the operations that are performed by each of those sections that are detailed
there and to which these vehicles were made available.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Is the Minister aware of the Police Department guidelines.
which state under the heading "Sponsorship and donation of financed goads and
services" -

Mr WIESE: Yes.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I will refer to particular sections in this document and to
questions arising from it in regard to the $1.7m donation finom Custom Credit.
Mr WIESE: May I correct that. The comment was made that that donation was made by
Custom Credit. I understand that that is not correct.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Custom Fleet is part of Custom Credit. I am happy to put on
record that the National Bank directed Custom Fleet to make a $1l7m donation of 70 car
to the Western Australian fraud squad. The Western Australian Police Force was the
only police force in Australia chosen to receive such a donation, tinee months before that
company went into liquidation. This Press article states that Custom Credit will review
the situation to see whether it can do it every two years, at a time when it was taking civil
litigation against individuals. The public wants to know whether the police are being
compromised. I suggest that the guidelines say they ame.
The CHAIRMAN: The questions that you art asking are not relevant to the Budget.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Yes they are. We have a document here -
The CHAIRMAN: They are not The document at which we are looking is the Budget,
not the document from which you are reading. You can raise that matter in the Chamber
later but it is not relevant to the Budget documents.
Mr MARLBOROUGK The Minister has indicated his willingness to speak to this
document.
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The CHAIRMAN: Minister, are you willing to answer these questions?
Mr WIESE: It is some time since I have looked at this document. I am rnot prepared to
make comments about the specific details of it without having the opportunity to look at
it. However, I am prepared to say that my understanding of the arrangement that was
entered into by the community policing council, which is a community and not a police
body, and with Custom Fleet and the Toyota organisation, is that it was totally above
board and not related to any of the matters to which the member is referring.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Is that why Sergeant Brennan of the fraud squad went on the
media that night and thanked Custom Credit for giving it those cars, and he has now been
removed from the fraud squad and relocated elsewhere?
Mr WIESE: The other matter that needs to be borne in mind is that I understand that this
matter is the subject of a motion in the upper House and I am not sure that we are able to
discuss it here.
The CHAIRMAN: If it is not in the Budget estimates, we are not.
Mr McNEE: I refer to the issues and trends at page 910. I am concerned about the
continued disproportion of fatal crashes within country regions. Axe traffic patrols any
thinner on the ground now than they were some months ago? We also need to look at
providing rest areas. In view of the fact that we now have more heavy trucks on the road,
for good reason -

Point of Order
Mr CATANIA: Point of order.
Mr McNEE: Mr Chairnan, I have not asked a question all morning.
Mr CATANIA: If the member for Moore is trying to ask what budgetary allocation has
been made for safety on country roads and have the police heavy haulage inspectors been
withdrawn, I would agree with what he is asking, but what he has asked is way out of the
Budget discussion. If he is trying to ask the Minister why have police been taken off
country roads and does he agree with the unlimited speed limit -

Mr McNEE: Mr Chairman, how about letting the Minister answer my question? I am
not really interested in what the member for Balcatta has to say.
Mr CATANIA: I am making the point of order. If the member for Moore is saying that
the budgetary allocation for police surveillance of country roads has been taken away -
The CHAIRMAN: Member for Balcatta, you are now making a statement, not a point of
order. I accept that part of your point of order is valid because I know the member for
Moore did goon toother areas after the initial part of his question, and Iam sum the
Minister will answer the question that is before us.

Commnittee Resumed
Mr WIESE: The situation in regard to traffic patrols in country areas has improved
enormously over the last couple of years as a result of regionalisadion of traffic patrols.
The effect of regionalisation has been to enable the Police Department to run patrols
using a single car for approximately 15 hours a day compared with the situation
previously where one car was able to be used for a maximum of seven hours a day and
was not able to be used on more than five days a week. Traffic regionalisadion has had
the effect of allowing the police to run patrols seven days a week, for approximately 15
hours per day, and that has led to a substantial increase in police presence on country
roads. Unfortunately, that is not reflected in the figures for deaths and injuries on
country roads, so the matter goes substantially deeper than that.
The heavy haulage section is being transferred to the Department of Transport. The
Department of Transport had provided revenue of about $949 000 for the operations of
the heavy haulage section, which enabled the police to carry out heavy haulage
operations. The police also carried out some other traffic duties as they moved around
the country. There is still some minor presence of police officers in the Department of
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Transport, but at die end of that transfer process the police officers will be totally out of
that department and the heavy haulage section will be run totally by the Department of
Transport
Mr W. SMITH: Do security cameras in Northbridge and the city -re-
Mr Marlborough: Are they still on your house?
Mr WSMITH: -and in car parks in the city, have an impact -
Mr Marlborough: And on your front and back doors, or do you tunnel out these days?

[ 11.40 am]
The CHAIRMAN: The member for Peel is obliterating the sound for the Hansard
reporters.
Mr W. SMITH: My question relates to security cameras.
Mr WIESE: I am not sure I can comment on that. Not all security cameras art provided
by the Police Department; they are provided by a range of external organisations, such as
Perth City Council and some of the nightclubs themselves. As I understand it, they have
been able to assist police in carrying out some of their operations. Perhiaps
Commissioner Falconer can make further comment in relation to that.
Mr FALCONER: Turning to the presence of security cameras, as shown here and
elsewhere the film in those cameras can often eliminate a suspect or someone who is
alleged to have committed an offence, an assault or thieft; or it can incriminate them, If
the cameras are placed properly and not at the cost of the police or government, as long
as they become only an aid to an investigation and not an enforcement tool per so, I see
no problems with the notion. In fact, in sonic places cameras are installed with nothing
in them whatsoever. The very fact that they are there and have a small red light blinking
has a deterrent effect
Mr CATANIA: I refer to subprogram 1.2, crime, on pages 907 and 908. I stated that I
was concerned about the decrease in FTEs, and a partial explanation was given for that. I
stated there was a concern that specialised areas receive die right resourcing and staffing
so that specialised investigations can be carried out. I noted previous comments that the
fraud squad, which is part of that area, can be considered understaffed. The Minister,
when asked questions relating to the staffing of that area, stated that a certain number of
staff may be under-rtsourced. The commissioner would not be awart of the situation as
he has only just been appointed. Would the commissioner agree that, since theme may be
occasions when outside resources are given to the police, that the outside resources - be it
in funding orin kind -be reflected in the budget as afootnote, or anaddition? This
would make it clear when the budgetary process is considered that extra funds were
received from such and such a source.
I refer the Minister to the guidelines, because if an allocation of funds is made outside the
budgetary process and a note is taken thereof, then the cynicism is taken out. I refer to
the guidelines which state that care must be taken to ensure the association with a
sponsored donor to the organisation - that is the police - is not likely to damage or
compomise the image or standing of the department. The following factors should be
considered: The history and reputation of the sponsor, the legitimacy and ethical
standing of the sponsor and/or sponsor's business, the potential for conflict of interest
between the sponsor's activities or the activities of its organisations and the department's
objectives. All sponsors are to be discreetly vetted, their motivation for involvement, if
known, together with the factors listed under procedures, are to be included in the vetting
process.
The results of these inquiries are to be included in the process for consideration and the
authorising member is to ensure that all details of the sponsor are forwarded to the public
affairs branch for recording. I read this out for a very important reason: If we show that
funds are being given to supplement the budget, then people will say that there is no cost
to justice, that justice will come about if we contact the Police Force. It would appear
that one can buy justice and the bigger companies have money that can buy justice. I ask
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for the Minister's comments on an area being set aside somewhere in the budget which
states, "We have received X dollars from outside sponsors and it went to these
departments."
Mr WIESE: I have just been informed that that will come into place through accrual
accounting. I was not aware of that. Perhaps Mr Wood can comment on that. My
observation of the Police Department relating to when this assistance has been utilised -
and I am not aware of where it has been assistance by way of funds - is that invariably it
has been by way of computer equipment and that type of thing. The Retail Traders'
Association played a substantial role in assisting the police to set up that operation, which
was generally acknowledged as being of substantial benefit to the Police Department and
the community in their operations. That was another example where assistance has been
provided. I am sure that the member would not disagree with the Police Department
accepting that sort of assistance. My understanding - and every example I have seen - is
that the police have been very careful in their assessment of the organisations they
become associated with and the help they accept in carrying out their investigations.
They have to be.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Those guidelines -

Dr HAMES: Mr Chairman -
Mr MARLBOROUGH: While they were taking several litigations against people in the
state - and I remind the Minister that a major speech was made in this matter -
The CHAIRMAN: Order!

Point of Order
Mr McNEE: We are not discussing whoever's speech it was, we amt discussing the
Budget. I do not see the relevance at all.
Mr CATANIA: You have just heard it.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Now that we have heard it is accrual accounting -

Dr HAMES: It is not your question.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! The Minister had the call and the Minister indicated that he
wished one of his advisers to say something on that matter.

Debate Restamed
Mr WI1ESE: I asked Mr Wood to provide further information in relation to accrual
accounting, which I understand is not yet in place but will be in place in the futre.
Mr WOOD: These estimates are on a cash based accounting method and do not show all
of the assets and liabilities of any government agency. Under the direction of
government, we are in the process of introducing an accrual based method of accounting.
It is a lengthy process of getting all assets and liabilities valued and identified, and then
financial statements are put on an accrual basis. It will be some months before all of that
is ready. There will be some form of accrual based accounting for the estimates hearing
in the Legislative Council in September, but not the full detail. Mr McDonald might be
able to explain exactly how much will be included in the accrual accounting.
Mr McDONALD: We art about two-thirds of the way through. It is anticipated it may
take two to three years in total before we have quality information that can be referred to.
The department is committed to it and we are moving towards it as quickly as we can.
The CHAIRMAN: I remind members that this committee finishes at 12 o'clock.
Divisions 9and 9arestilito bedealt with. If members do not want to discuss or ask
any questions on those divisions, that is fine. We must put the questions by 12 o'clock.
Dr HAMES: That is the point I was about to make. I want to ask a question on division
91 relating to bushflres. We have only 10 minutes left.
The CHAIRMAN: If members wanted to go onto mnother section, I will put the question
on this division.
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Mr CATANIA: Since there are only 10 minutes left, perhaps members can ask whatever
questions they wish, on whatever sections?
Dr flAMES: it needs a different adviser.
Mr CATANIA: Perhaps one more question on each side, and then we will go on to
bushiflres.
Dr HAMvES: We have probably got time for one from you and one fromi me.
Mr CATANIA: Five minutes each.
Dr HAMES: We will do one onbhis and thenlIwill ask one on division 91.
[ 11.50 am]
Mr MARLBOROUGH: I refer to the guidelines that have just been read out which go to
the heart of crime: The cost of crime and policing of crime in the state. Does the
Minister agree - irrespective of whether the National Bank or any other body is
involved - that there has to be a question mark against any organization that is funding
any section of the Police Force, given that the justification for Police Force power is that
it is totally independent of any outside influence? Does the Minister agree that any
corporate body which is sponsoring any section of the Police Force, at a time when the
Police Force is carrying out civil litigations against organizations in this state, cuts right
across these guidelines? These guidelines were put in place to stop that sort of thing
happening. The police never wanted to find themselves in a position where they might
have been seen to be influenced by any corporate body in pursuing charges against
individuals. Some very prominent individuals in this state have been sent to the wall by
the National Bank, while it was taking the actions that it did. This relates to a company
that has already been to the High Court of Australia in Victoria this year which received a
finding of $90m against it; that is, Custom Credit These guidelines were written to stop
the police being placed in this sort of a position. How the hell were these guidelines able
to be interpreted in the way in which they were so that three months before Custom
Credit was liquidated around Australia, the National Bank gave a donation of $1.7mr this
year to the police in this state -

Point of Order
Dr FlAMES: We have five of the remaining 10 minutes to enable a question to be asked
to conclude this section. However, the member has been rabbiting on about matters that
are outside those in this budget
The CHAIRMAN: I accept that the matters relating to outside donations are not in the
budget. However, the Minister can answer, if he wishes to do so.

Committee Resumed
Mr WIESE: My understanding is that the agreement is with Custom Fleet. Thiat is a
totally different corporate identity to that which the member has referred. I am unable to
comment on the links and ties between the various organisations.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: They work out of the same building.
Mr WICESE: My understanding is that an arrangement was entered into. It is the subject
of a motion in the upper House. I have not had any inferences made to me, except the
comments by the member here, as to there being any impropriety in this matter. I will
take up the matter further and clarify for myself that what has been done is absolutely
correct and proper.
Dr FlAMES: Mr Chairman, could we now vote on divisions 89 and 90?
Mr CATANIA: We had an agreement for five minutes, and two minutes are left Do not
break the accord.
Dr FlAMES: There will be far less than five minutes available for answers to my
questions if we do nor vote on these divisions now. The member asked an excessively
long question that used up most of the available time.
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Mr MARLBOROUGH: Is the Minister await that page 200Y7 of the Hansard for the
Federal Parliament of 14 March 1991 shows that Senator Ian Campbell made a lengthy
statement about the actions of Custom Credit against individuals?
Mr McNEE: Mr Deputy Chairman, I do not think that this ties in with what we are
talkring about; and I ask you to move on because members want to ask questions on other
divisions.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The question of the member for Peel is not relevant to the
Budget Estimates before us.
Division 91: Bush Fires Board, 5703 000 -
[Mr Johnson, Chairman.]
[Mr Wiese, Minister for Emergency Services.]
[Mr P. Mew, Chief Executive.]
[Ms L Barbato, Manager, Budget and Finance.)
Dr HNMES: My question relates to the funding for country fire brigades services, in
particular vehicles. I have raised this question in relation to the electorate of the member
for Mentedin, where it was brought to my attention that the Police Department has a
program to get the older fire tenders off the road. That is creating significant difficulties
because the local councils do not have the funding to replace all of those vehicles
immediately. It is leaving a significant shortage of fire tender vehicles in country areas.
Can the Minister address that problem and give suggestions of what he intends to do
about it? Will the country police continue their rigorous efforts to force these vehicles,
albeit substandard vehicles, off the roads?
Mr WIESE: No program was designed to force those vehicles off the road. There was a
programmed inspection of vehicles undertaken by arrangement between the Police
Department and the Bush Fires Board to look at all of these vehicles to ascertain the
condition they were in. It was done mainly to bring to the notice of both the brigades and
the local government authorities, which have responsibility for the vehicles, their
potential risk, were any accident to occur with those unroadworthy vehicles. That has
been done. No charge has been applied to those inspections. A voluntary arrngement
was entered into. To try to assist the situation, we have put into the budget another Sim,
and a further $700 000 from the Lotteries Commission; so this year $1.7m will be
available to assist local government authorities to upgrade their equipment.
Dr HAMES: Almost all of those fire tenders in country towns were found to be
substandard and were forced off the road. Now there is a significantly reduced number
available.
Mr WIESE: It is not adequate. It is a start. Over the next three years $4.5m will t-.
allocated.
Mr MEW: The vehicle inspection looked at only roadworthiness. The number cf
vehicles permanently put off the roads is very small. The inspections did highlight a
need for regular maintenance of the vehicles, and the shires are now repairing t--
vehicles to make them roadworthy.

[ 12.00 noon]
Division 96: Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority, $12 292 m0 -

[Mr Johnson, Chairman.]
[Mr Prince, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs.]
[Mr C. Wyatt, Commissioner for Aboriginal Planning.]
[Mr B. Warner, Manager, Corporate Services.]
[Mr RIL. Reynolds, Acting Registrar of Aboriginal Sites.]
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[MrI]. Clarke, Acting CEO, Office of Traditional Land Use.]
[Mr D. Callaghan, Administrative Officer.]
Dr WATSON: I am interested in one of the major achievements for 1993-94 to develop
criteria to evaluate a number of outcomes, one of which is health. flow will that be
evaluated? How will improvements in health be evaluated? How wil access to health
care be evaluated? What has the infant mortality rate been over the past five years?
What have the hospitalisation rates been? What are the mortality rates for Nycongar
men? I appreciate that the Minister may have to take some of those questions on notice.
However, I would appreciate an answer now which indicates that effective measures are
in place for access to health care.
Mr PRINCE: With regard to the question generally, I refer members to the Premier's
social justice task force, which reported in April. It quite rightly had a strng health bias.
Members may recall that Professor Fiona Stanley was one of the members of that task
force. The statistics collected by the task force clearly show that the infant mortality rate
for Aboriginal children is at least double that for non-Aboriginal children, and the life
expectancy for Aboriginal adults is 18 years less than for non-Aboriginal adults. They
are generalisations. The figures in the task force's report are broken down into male and
female categories.
Statistically, the mortality rates for children and the life expectancy rates for adults have
not changed in the past 15 years. The consequential emphasis from the social justice task
force is in the area of Aboriginal health, most particularly in the area of environmental
health, but also obviously in the physical health. To that end the Government has
allocated an extra $3m to the Health Department specifically for Aboriginal health
matters for the current financial year. A number of other initiatives are being worked on
with respect to environmental health. As far as I am aware, there has been no change in
infant mortality rates for 15 years. I assume that statistic would be the same for five
years. I amn happy for the figures to be examined so that I can give a precise answer. I
am not sure whether that can be provided by way of supplementary information within a
week. It may require some time to go through the data. I cannot answer the question on
hospitalisation rates now, but I will undertake to provide the information. If!I can do that
by way of supplementary information, I shall, If the figures take longer to come through,
I will provide the information by way of an answer to a question on notice. I have no
information on mortality rates on Nyoongar men. Again, I will provide it if it is
available. I do not know whether it is.
Dr WATSON: I understand that a recent survey by the Aboriginal Medical Service
demonstrated some fairly alarming statistics.
Mr WYATT: The development of a framework for the monitoring of those social
outcomes involves the creation of a database with the authority which takes statistical
information from all those agencies about some of the performance indicators those
departments have been pushing around for some time, so that we are able to provide that
information to the community. We hope to have on the pround a framework in which,
with local government health inspectors in communities, there is self-assessment of
health outcomes. The database now has enormous information about funding priorities
and programs - those that are appropriate and those that are not appropriate - and in the
planning mechanisms we hope to get government agencies to change the way in which
they deliver services which are not appropriate to the community. That has been largely
met by the creation of a decent database which can be used by planners for that exercise.
[12.10 pm]
Dr WATSON: It was said that $3m had been allocated by the Government to the Health
Department for Aboriginal health. I assume that is for health care services?
Mr PRINCE: Yes.
Dr WATSON: What about environmental health? How much is being allocated to the
supply of water, roads, sewerage and drainage, and from which budget?
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Mr PRINCE: You will be aware, of course, that the Aboriginal Affairs Planning
Authority budget contains a component for essential services in this current year of
$3.25m. That is split equally between the Water Authority and the State Energy
Commission. In other words, the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority is the conduit
for that amount which is divided between those two service agencies to provide water
and electricity services to remote communities. In my view, it will not be enough but we
are working on that matter right now.
With regard to environmental health, that comes down to the local government
authorities in each area. Under the Health Act it is the responsibility of local government
to implement and monitor environmental health. There is nio separate funding for it, but
it is their responsibility.
One of the very good outcomes from the social justice task force report was to identify
how much money is spent and where. Approximately $400m per annum is spent on
providing services to Aboriginal people. Last year $280rn was spent on providing
mainstream services to Aboriginal people, and $107m for Aboriginal people specifically,
as opposed to non-Aboriginal people. In addition, an amount of $1361n per annum is
spent by the Aboriginal and Tonres Strait Islander Commission. We are not yet
completely sure of the amount spent by Commonwealth agencies, such as the
Commonwealth departments of education, training, health, and social security, but that
information is coming together now.
One of the challenges that faces us, and one of the recommendations from the social
justice task force report which the Premier, the Government, and I have taken on board,
is the need for coordination. We need to coordinate the resources so that there is no
duplication and the ultimate result, in modern parlance outcomes and old parlance results,
is seen on the ground from the money coming from the top. I am pleased to say that is
progressing quite well, most particularly on a regional basis. It is progressing better in
some places than in others, where a formal regional coordination is already in place.
Dr WATSON: In the end, local government authorities will not buy those services.
They will use all means to avoid doing so. We could have this conversation for an hour
but it is perhaps better to ask further questions.
Mr PRINCE: I accept what you say but I do not accept that it will be the result. It is
essential that local government authorities take control of that which is their statutory
responsibility.
Dr HAMES: I note from page 968 of the Program Statements a reduction of five full
time employees, and on page 970 a reduction of two full time employees under the
Aboriginal planning subprogram, and three under the Aboriginal development
subprogram. I would like an explanation for those reductions. I note under the
Aboriginal Affairs program that the reduction by five FrEs results in a reduction of
$20 000 in expenditure. Under the Aboriginal development subprogram the reduction by
three FI~s results in an increase in expenditure of $500 000.
Mr PRINCE: The answer relates to some Aboriginal trainees taken on during the last
financial year, who were there for a specific period.
[ 12.20 pm]
Mr WARNER: The reduction in the level of approved Fr~s for Aboriginal Affairs this
financial year is the sum total of five, comprising a reduction of three in the Aboriginal
planning subprogram and two in the Aboriginal development subprogram. The
anticipated increase of expenditure in the Aboriginal development subprogram of
$500 000 is accounted for by the planned conclusion of the negotiations for the transfer
of mission lands at Broome, which has been ongoing. The money expected to be spent in
1994-95 is a carryover resulting from negotiations which have been long-standing.
Dr HAMIES: That is listed as a recurrent expenditure. Surely you would not include a
one-off expenditure there?
Mfr WARNER:. The figure is there because money is brought forward from a
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Commonwealth allocation in prior years, so it is money identified previously from past
alloc-ations which we have carried over in our opening balances.
Mr BLOFFWJTCH: A major achievement for 1993-94 is identified as the development
of a computerised land register identifying Aboriginal land holdings. Surely, we have a
register of land holdings now? If we do not, surely the Tides Office holds one? Why
would we be putting that down as a major achievement?
Mr PRINCE: We have not had it before.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: So nobody knows what they have got?
Mr PRINCE: The land held by the Aboriginal Lands Trust, which is an entity created
wider the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority Act, which succeeded the previous
Native Welfare Act, holds around 11I per cent of the State as trust lands for the use and
benefit of Aboriginal people. These in large part were reserves 30 years ago. That is not
land that necessarily has a certificate of title issued to it; hence, the Office of Land Titles
does not have a record of it because largely it is Crown land vested in the Aboriginal
Lands Trust. There are also other land holdings which are held in a number of different
ways. The Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority owns some pieces of land, for
example, and there are some others around the place which will all be brought together as
one database so we know what is held for or on behalf of Aboriginal people. It has been
a major undertakcing.
Mrs HENDERSON: The member for Kenwick raised the second major achievement for
1993-94, which was to develop a framework for monitoring the effectiveness of
programs. I notice one of the department's major planned achievements for 1994-95 is
die development of an assessment or audit for presentation to Parliament. I assume that
is die next stage of that first process.
Mr PRINCE: Yes.
Mrs HENDERSON: To what extent have Aboriginal people been involved, or will be
involved, in determining the criteria that will measure the effectiveness of these programs
for presentation to Parliament? Along what basis will the audit be developed, and have
there been consultations with Aboriginal communities in developing those criteria? The
second question relates to a major achievement in 1993-94 in relation to the Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, which refers to the development,
implementation and evaluation of funding guidelines and processes to stimulate
implementation. The suggestion appears to be that developing guidelines for funding is
the objective rather than the implementation. Firstly, can I take it from those words that
there is a commitment to implement all the recommendations of the commission and,
secondly, can you give us some idea of die progress and the timetable for completion of
that task?
Mr PRINCE: Dealing with die question of the development of an assessment of audit,
die member will be aware of the intention to establish a new Aboriginal affairs
deparmnt which will bring together the three agencies that are presently part of
Aborigina Affairs; that is, the Office of Traditional Land Use, the Department of
Aboriginal Sites and the Aboriginal Planning Affairs Authority. That is intended to have

fiv drecortes, one of which is planning policy and monitoring, and the member may
have seen advertisements in the national and state Press and the Government Gazette for
positions of chief executive officer of die five directorates. I think applications for the
CEO close today. The planning policy and monitoring directorate will be responsible for
the implementation of the way in which these matter are assessed and how the audit is
then presented to Parliament. The Aboriginal plan which was presented last year was the
result of work done last year and the previous year, which was the first step. It is
essential that there be proper criteria to measure results and therefore that there be a
comprehensible report presented. As far as the involvement of Aboriginal people is
concerned, the member would know that there is a preponderance of Aborigines
employed in the planning authority and there is daily consultation with Aboriginal
communities and groups. Certainly there is a commitment on the part of the Government
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and me that there will be involvement wick die Aboriginal community in determining the
criteria that will he used to monitor and evaluate. Very largely, we will be drawing on
the recommendations of the social justice task force for the criteria and, of course, there
must be consultation. Without that necessary involvement with the Aboriginal people we
will not have a proper result.
Dr WATSON: I am pleased to hear that.
Mr PRINCE: Of the significant number of recommendations contained in the Royal
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody, some have been implemented entirely,
some are in the process of being implemented, and the rest are being worked through for
the process of implementation. The one that is pressing at the moment is the creation of
the Aboriginal justice advisory council. Members will be aware of the reference group
which is virtually an interim MJAC. That has been functioning very well. I had a
meeting only two weeks ago with the Attorney General and Minister for Police to
progress that towards an MJAC, and that will be a most importnt step forward in
monitoring an evaluation of the royal commission report.
Dr WATSON: That was negotiated over two years ago.
Mr BRIDGE: The member for Geraldton queried the third major achievement for
1993-94, which is the development of a conmputerised land register. The words "to
identify Aboriginal land holdings" raises with me the same concerns which die member
for Geraldton raised. It is not correct to say that the large areas of land held under the
lands miust jurisdiction is not identified land, quite the contrary. The large percentage of
land that is held in perpetuity by the statutory functions of the lands trust is in many
instances set aside, and is clearly defined as being a piece of land that is either in the
ownership of or has been allocated to a certain Aboriginal group within the state. I
should think that all of the land held by the lands trust currently would have an
identifiable position. Even the reserve status land would be transferred into another type
of land holding, and that has not necessarily been taken away. For example, the One
Arm Point people would have that area which was once a reserve set aside for them
although it is vested for perpetuity purposes in the lands trust. I want to know why you
see the need to set in place that system. It states also, "To complete a review of
opportunities for conversion of the land estate currently managed by the Aboriginal
Lands Trust to freehold tidle". A large proportion of that estate has been allocated under
99 year lease agreements, which really are like inalienable freehold title in the sense that
they are very secure. Are 99 year leases likely to be brought under that heading for
conversion; and, if so, what form of conversion would the Minister attach to 99 year
leases?
[12.30 pmj
Mr PRINCE: With regard to the need for a database, the information was there but it was
not all collected in one place. It was not possible to get the information from the Tidles
Office because most of the land was Crown land the subject of vesting order, hence held
by the miust and there were no tidles as such. The land should be used for socioeconomic
purposes for Aboriginal people, and until we know what that land is and how it is held,
we do not know what then may be able to be done with it, or by whom. Therefore, the
two reasons for the database are to find out what land is there and how it is held. We are
aware of several 99 year leases that exist, and one community which holds a 99 year
lease has applied under section 41 of the Land (Titles and Traditional Usage) Act for
freehold land to be issued, and that has been agreed to by Cabinet and that process is now
in hand. It is quite likely that others will follow, but it is being dealt with on a case by
case basis as communities request it. I agree with the member that for all practical
purposes, a 99 year lease is virtually the equivalent of freehold. Some groups,
organisations or families which have had 99 leases have not sought to have freehold land.
The Swan Valley fringe dwellers is a case in point. I see no reason why I should not
make that public because it already is public. Mr Bropho's family had been offered
freehold land but has declined it and wishes to have a vesting of a particular natur in
order that that land cannot be sold. That is that family's choice. It made an application
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under section 41 of the Land (Titles and Traditional Usage) Act, which was then
withdrawn because it wanted to have reserve status land rather than freehold land. That
matter has been progressed and I hope in the next two weeks to present that to Mr
Bropho.
Dr WATSON: If one wanted to be cynical about it, one could see that opportunities to
realise economic value might be progressed by selling the land. Page 981 of the Program
Statements stares that the Office of Traditional Land Use - which was, of course, created
through the denial of native title - has a mission to ensure that land can be bought. The
end result of the conversion of leased land to freehold title, in order to rease its
economic value and to compensate people who cannot have native title, might be that the
Aboriginal estate is reduced.
Mr PRINCE: It is inherent in what the member is saying that the Aboriginal people to
whom freehold title is granted will sell that land and take the money, and that will be the
end of it. I happen to think more of Aboriginal people than that. If they ask for the land
and it is capable of being transferred to them, then I would have no problem, under
section 41 of the Land (Tiles and Traditional Usage) Act, or any other legislation, as in
the case of Mr Bropho, with progressing those applications where they ame regarded as an
appropriate way of dealing with land. If the member takes the view that we as a
governent in 1994 should be so paternalistic as to stand over these people in a
grandfather way and say that we will let them use that land only in a certain way, then the
member is out of date.
Dr WATSON: I am suggesting that there will be an encouragement to sell that land.
Mr PRINCE: There is no encouragement to sell land at all. The intention is that the land
should be able to be used by Aboriginal people for places upon which to live and to carry
on their lifestyle, of whatever form that might be - and the member would appreciate that
there is a vast disparity between Aboriginal people in the south west and those in the
Kimiberley or western desent - and an economic benefit will flow from the land as well. I
have no problem with that. It is apparent from section 7 of the Land (Titles and
Traditional Usage) Act that it is not a denial of native title.
Mr BRIDGE: As I heard the Minister's explanation to me, I do not believe the Minister
fully appreciates the nature of a 99 year lease. Ile Minister said there is an opportunity
in this process to convert a 99 year lease into freehold tide, which suggests to me that the
Minister thinks that would be a good deal. A conversion of a 99 year lease to a freehold
title would lessen the security of that land for those people. I want the Mintister to take
on board today the view that the most secure formn of land title that is available in this
state for Aboriginal people - superior even to the Commonwealth native title process - is
a 99 year lease. That is the advice I have received and diet is the advice that has
generally been given by eminent lawyers. The Minister should bear in mind that this
process will offer to Aboriginal people that opportunity, but they need to be told in
advance of that transition what it is all about. A 99 year lease agreement requires the
approval of both Houses of Parliament None of these other things does, not even
freehold tide. In my view, a very secure form of land tenure already exists in this state,
and that should be highlighted to people when they are given the opportunity of
transition.
Mr PRINCE: I understand the point that the member is making. A 99 year lease has
some attractiveness from an economic point of view, and perhaps even from a
bankability point of view, and to a large extent it depends upon the family or commnunity
group. As I said, there is one situation where a 99 year lease has been converted to
freehold. It would not surprise the member to know that it is south of Perth. Mr
Bropho's group, for example, withdrew an application for freehold tidle and said it
preferred reserve status, perhaps for the reason which the member put forward. I do not
expect Aboriginal groups necessarily to ask for fileehold, but I would expect them to
consider what is most beneficial for them from a socioeconomic point of view as well as
from other points of view. I do not think it appropriate that the stare holds vast racks of
land for the use and benefit of Aboriginal people in some paternalistic way. This
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necessarily follows from a consideration of die ties between Aboriginal people and land,
and it flows from that that they should come and say, 'liis is what we would like".
[ 12.40 pm]
Mr BRIDGE: Can I offer this advice? It is very wrong to talk about governments
holding that land in a paternalistic way because what one then does is categorise all
Aboriginal structural entities as just tokenly Aboriginal. The lands trust is an Aboriginal
structure, so that area of land is not under your control as a non-Aboriginal Minister it is
vested in the lands trust, whose membership is anl Aboriginal. So the Minister needs to
be careful when talking about paternalism. They are charged with delegated
responsibilities, because many members of the trust have been chosen because of the
status they occupy. It is arguable to talk about it. All I say to the Minister is that in the
context of what I know now exists, and in the context of what has been set in place for
the basis of autonomy and decision making to exist in Aboriginal hands, the Minister
needs to be careful.
Division 97: Aboriginal Material Preservation Fund, $2 519 000.
[Mr Johnson, Chairman.]
[Mr Prince, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs.]
[Mr J. Clarke, Acting Chief Executive Officer.]
[Mr L. Wyatt, Commissioner for Aboriginal Planning.]
[Mr B. Warner, Manager, Corporate Services.]
(Mr RIL. Reynolds, Acting Registrar of Aboriginal Sites.]
Dr WATSON: I have a question that I would like to put on notice to receive some
supplementary information. How many applications for section 18 consent were made in
the past three years? How many were accepted, how many were accepted with
qualification, and how many were refused?
Mr PRINCE: I have it in graph form but not in numbers. I indicate that will be provided
as supplementary information.
The CHAIRMAN: It is for the last three years?
Mr PRINCE: Section 18 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act.
Division 98: - Office of Traditional Land Use, $2 885 000 -
[Mr Johnson, Chairman.]
[M Prince, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs.]
[MrSJ. Clarke, Acting Chief Executive Officer.]
[Mr L. Wyatt, Commissioner for Aboriginal Planning.]
(Mr B. Warner. Manager, Corporate Services.]
[Mr RIL. Reynolds, Acting Registrar of Aboriginal Sites.]
Mr BLOFFWITCH: There will obviously be a big increase in the number of staff in this
department -that is, from six to25 FrEs -and they all seem to begoing into the
traditional land use program, which is increasing its FTM from four to 19. What type of
Prhs will theme be? Will Aboriginal people mainly be employed, or general FrEs?
Mr PRINCE: I can answer that in general form to begin with. Obviously, because the
office came into existence only in December last year, starting from nil, it has grown. I
do not anticipate a significant increase at all in this financial yea, nor in 1995-96. That
is largely because of the amalgamation of the three agencies - the Office of Traditional
Land Use, the Department of Aboriginal Sites and the Aboriginal Affairs Planning
Authority - into one departmnt.i I would foresee - and it is my intention that this will
happen - that at least in areas of corporate development and regional offices, and to a
certain extent in land title matter, because the three: agencies will be together and in one
place with the head office on the first floor of the Capita building, it should not be
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necessary to employ extra staff, so the PFTE complement should stay the same. Having
said that as a ministerial hope, I have no doubt that I will be approached for changes in
some areas where they may well be required. It is not my intention that there should be a
significant growth. I refer the question about the numbers and types of people
specifically employed in the office to Mr Clarke, the Acting Chief Executive Officer, for
particulars.
Mr CLARKE: The staff involved cover a wide range of disciplines. The office certainly
has a registration and mapping function, which is essentially staffed by people with
training in cartography, mapping, and procedural process-type activities. At present, the
staff in that area are seconded from other agencies where that expertise is available. The
most difficult area is the dispute resolution area. The Act relies very heavily on
consultation processes, both in dealing with new applications and in claims and
compensations. That is dhe area where there will be a mix of Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal staff. The non-Aboriginal staff have backgrounds in anthropology and some
have legal training, and they are complemented by Aboriginal staff with knowledge and
expertise of Aboriginal culture and tradition. The compensation area is one of the areas
that is not yet staffed because no claims have been lodged. It is envisaged that people
will have a legal background because we are moving into an area which has a
relationship with the court process.
Mrs HENDERSON: I refer to the bottom of page 982 of the Program Statements which
discusses the High Court action currently in progress. I ask the Minister: Should the
current High Court action find that sufficient sections of the Land (Titles and Traditional
Usage) Act are invalid, will he give an undertaking that the funds provided in this section
of the budget be transferred to other sections and used for other areas within the
Aboriginal Affairs portfolio?
Mr PRINCE: I cannot give the member that undertaking because it will depend upon
what happens, and when. The High Court action will be heard as to oral argument in
September. When the decision will be handed down is an imponderable, save to say that
I understand that the Chief Justice of the High Court, Mr Justice Mason, will retire in
March next year, when he reaches the statutory retirement age for High Court judges.
One would expect that all outstanding matters before the court will be dealt with and
judgments delivered by the time he retires. That is what normally happens. Whether
there will be a judgment by or before March, I cannot say. I am speculating to that
extent. What may happen after that - and we will be getting close to the end of the
financial year - may or may not require me to do anything at all. There has been some
movement of funds in the past financial year between agencies. They have had the
opportunity of using some moneys from the Office of Traditional Land Use to assist in
areas of heritage assessment, which is a perfectly reasonable thing to do. I have no
problem with that in principle, as long as it can be done and is done for the right reasons.
Mrs HENDERSON: Is it the Minister's intention to suspend this program when the
action commences in September?
Mr PRINCE: No.
Mrs HENDERSON: So the Minister shall continue until the decision is made. I
understand the Chief Justice has made it clear that the decision will be handed down
before be retires.
Mr PRINCE: That is the normal thing. There is no intention to suspend the operations of
the Office of Traditional Land Use.
Mrs HENDERSON: That still leaves three months or so.
Mr PRINCE: It is more like five or six.
Mrs HENDERSON: I was calculating from March until the end of June.
Mr PRINCE: Yes.
Mrs HENDERSON: We could be talking about quite a substantial sum of money.
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Mr PRINCE: It depends on the decision that is handed down, and whether I am required
to do something. I cannot give an undertaking because it would be highly speculative to
even contemplate it.

[12.50 pm]
Dr WATSON: When did the 5692 000 which was expended in 1993-94 become
operative? I do not have last year's Budget papers with me. Was approval given in the
Budget for 1993-94 for that expenditure? From where did this money come?
Mr PRINCE: It was not in the 1993-94 Budget papers because the office did not exist,
the legislation not then being passed.
Mr CLARKE: Initially it was a Treasurer's Advance. It subsequently went through as
an additional allocation.
Dr WATSON: Can we deduce that the reduction of five FI~s from AAPA and six from
the Aboriginal sites program has meant that within the portfolio I11 FTEs have been
transferred to the Office of Traditional Land Use?
Mr PRINCE: No, you cannot. The five from AAPA were within the Aboriginal visitor
scheme, which scheme transferred completely to the Ministry of Justice. There is no
reallocation within Aboriginal Affairs.
Dr WATSON: What about those from the Aboriginal sites area?
Mr PRINCE: I knew I had five trainees somewhere! Five Aborigines were from the
Aboriginal sites program who were there for a specific time and whose employment
finished. These are new positions.
Mr BRIDGE: On page 983 the second major achievement is the setting up of statutory
registers as required under legislation. Can you provide me with any figures that have
emerged out of that area? It refers to the recording of claims for compensation and areas
where rights of traditional usage have been declared by the Supreme Court to exist. Have
there been any declarations?
Mr PRINCE: There have been no claims to date and nothing has gone to the Supreme
Court for declaration yet.
Mr BRIDGE: Under that function, has there been no activity to date?
Mr PRINCE: The register is there but nothing is on it.
Mr BRIDGE: During 1993-94 a total of 821 proposals were referred by the
Commissioner for Aboriginal Affairs to Aboriginal groups. Are these for other than
Aboriginal applications?
Mr WYAU: They were all Aboriginal.
Mrt PRINCE: These are land proposals that could be applications for a pealing lease,
exploration licence or pastoral lease.
Mrt BRIDGE: By non-Aboriginal people?
Mr PRINCE: They are applications for land use by anyone. The process is then referred
through AAPA to Aboriginal groups in the area.
Mr BRIDGE: Do the 821 applications relate to non-Aborigines?
Mr PRINCE: They apply to any form of land propo sals, whether it is by Aboriginal
people, companies, groups or whatever.
Dr WATSON: Would that also involve an application to the sites committee under
section 82?
Mrt PRINCE: No.
Mrt BRIDGE: Of these, in 20 cases native title had been extinguished under previous
land tenure. In general terms, how did that come about?
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Mr PRINCE: By doing a land tenure search of the current records held by the state - that
is, die Office of rthles, Department of Minerals and Energy or State Archives - it can be
established whether them has been a former grant over the land or freehold title which,
for whatever mason, may have reverted to the Crown and the native title would then have
been extinguished. That is applying the judgment of die High Court of Australia in the
Mabo No 2 case.
Dr WATSON: One planned achievement is to develop a mapping system to cater for the
needs of the client groups. Is there any indication as to the number of interest groups that
will be involved here? For instance, how many will be associated with mining and
petroleum? How many will be Aboriginal groups?
Mr PRINCE: I will ask Mr Clarke to give an approximation. If he cannot, I will provide
the answer as supplementary infonnation.
Mr CLARKE: At this stage the client groups ar substantially other government
agencies. The need for information is essentially back to the whole range of government
agencies firm the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority to the Department of Minerals
and Energy, the Department of Land Administration, die Fisheries Department, and so
on. We also use that system to provide information to the National Native Tide Tribunal.
Clearly it needs comprehensive, integrated land information.
Mr PRINCE: If. for example, die Department of Minerals and Energy issues an
exploration licence for mineral exploration, the Department of Minerals and Energy
sends the information, not the mining company. If an Aboriginal group were to seek a
pastoral lease, that comes through the Department of Land Administration, not from the
people concerned.
Dr WATSON: How is that related to the information set out under achievements for this
past year which states that as at 30 June 1994, 26 objections were statutorily required to
be finalised?
Mr CLARKE: I will quickly run through die objection process. When a proposal to use
land in the broader sense comes in, it is referred by AAPA to Aboriginal groups who may
have an interest in that land. T'hose Aboriginal groups have the right to object. When
they object, that is when the Office of Traditional Land Use comes in. Two things
happen: Initially the proposal is subjected to a thorough assessment of the land tenure,
both existing and previous, to ascertain whether them is a possibility of native title
existing.
Dr WATSON: I will just stop you theme because I can read about that process and,
because of the time, I need to ask a question to clarify this matter. Were six of these
objections upheld?
Mr CLARKE: They passed through that assessment process where native title, and
therefore native use rights, may continue to exist
Dr WATSON: I am delighted at that term which here is said to hold that native title had
been extinguished The obverse of that is that there art six possible cases where native
title may exist.
Mr PRINCE: That is COrrec

Dr WATSON: What is happening to them?
Mr CLARKE: In those cases there have been consultations with die members of the
groups involved and in all of those six cases the end result was that die proposal
proceeded but with particular conditions attached to protect the element of native title or
traditional use that was identified.
Mr PRINCE: It was found that they could coexist.
Dr WATSON: Could people choose whether to go to this office or to the federal office?
Mr CLARKE: Yes. Thiere are two pieces of legislation.
Dr WATSON: Will those people be advised to go to the federal office?
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Mr PRINCE: Not really. In the federal system it is a claimant procedure where People
simply make a claim. This system is triggered by some other land use being proposed
11.00 pmn)
Mr BRIDGE: The member for Kenwick makes a pretty significant point. You would
agree that it is a complex issue. The question of how in the end the decision may be
made to proceed with, to agree to and to facilitate an arrangement on native title needs to
be considered fairly closely by die Minister.
Mr PRINCE: Of 821 land proposals, six are found where there can be rights to
traditional land use - that is, native title - and they have been able to be preserved in a
cooperative measure with the other land use proposed. The Commonwealth Native Title
Act is a claimant procedure where people claim, for example, Kalbarri, the Mmrchison
gorges, most of die eastern goldfields, Broome, waters and so on. The claim is simply a
claim over a monstrous area that then must wend its way through die tribunal, and
probably the courts, until there is finalisation one way or the other. In the meantime
nothing can be done. This system recognises the native title concept in a land
management system. It is proved thac it works.

Sining suspended from 1.00 tw 2.00 pm
Division 99: Government Employees' Housing Authority, $20 055 000.
[Mr Day, Chairman.]
Mr Prince, Minister for Housing.]
[Mr G. Joyce, Executive Director, Homeswest.J
[Nit R. Maddison, Director, Government Employees' Housing Authority.]
[Mr J. Coles, Director Finance, Homewest.]
[Ms 5. Webber, Project Officer, HonmesweSt.J
[Mr A. Broun, Secretary Liaison Officer, Rural Housing Authority.]
Mr PRINCE: I appreciate that die matters in the program statements relate only to the
Government Employees' Housing Authority. Given there is a good deal of cross-flow
between the various agencies in government housing I have with me representatives from
Homeswest, the Industrial and Commercial Employees Housing Authority and the Rural
Housing Authority.
Dr WATSON: I will commence by making a general comment about how unsatisfactory
it is to have only the GEHA listed for consideration in the estimates. I ask the Minister to
consider for next year doing something similar to what has been done by the Minister for
Transport. He has made the Main Roads Department's Commonwealth funding an item
for consideration by the Estimates Committees. It seems that under the terms of the
Commonwealth-State housing agreement there would be nothing to preclude that
happening here so that the committee could give consideration to a wide number of
issues. Although GEHA is important, the general issue of housing policy and the
allocations to each area of funding are also important. For that mason, opposition
members will address sonic of die issues in the Supplementary Budget Information which
details some of the allocations made to revenue and expenditure. For the tine being, we
will address GEHA and division 99, and will then return to those issues.
Mr PRINCE: I agree that it is not exactly the best process to have only GEHA before us
on the program summary. I remind the member for Kenwick that Homeswest has been
an off-Budget agency for 10 years. What she is suggesting could have been implemented
some time ago. One of the reasns these officers ame here today is that I take the view
that these matters cannot be compartmentaliscd. Homeswest is the dominant agency in
terms of its size. There is a good deal of flow between the agencies. I have no problem
with die member for Kenwick's suggestion. When the Budget was announced by the
Treasurer, what was being done across the board in housing was revealed in general
terms, and the detail is contained in the Budget. I am more than prepared to be
accountable for it all.
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Dr WATSON: I undeurstand that GERIA administers about 4 500 homes and that 1 000 of
those are in need of substantial upgrading or replacement in the next few years. Why has
the gross capital expenditur for this program been reduced by almost $6m from
$14 828 000 to $9 088 000?
Mr PRINCE: The situation we inherited at GERA is that to a large extent it is hinging on
debt and interest on debt. I refer members to the expenditure of $2l1n on loan servicing
as it appears at page 991 of the Program Statements, a slight reduction by some $800 000
on last year. No organisation can continue on that basis, particularly with the relatively
high interest rates the GEHA loans must wear, without running into a situation where it is
not able to continue in its present form. That problem has been apparent for some time.
Consequently, shortly after I became the Minister I instituted a review of country housing
per se of not only GERIA. but also ICEHA and the RHA. The review has been conducted
and a report has been prepared. It has been presented to the board of commissioners of
CELIA and Homeswest and to me. There is no secret about it. Ms Webber is the project
officer and is charged with reporting to me by 1 September on the planned reordering of
country housing. It may well move to one authority dealing with country housing - as
GEHA has done for employees of government with the provision of public housing - and
also, to public housing for those in country areas that are not Homeswest clients, but
more the low paid workers who otherwise cannot obtain housing. Specifically, the RHA
has a brief for homes for farmers. That restructuring process and the implementation
plan for the report as presented to me is in hand. To a certain extent members are
hamstrung in that the information before them was prepared in April, and matters have
moved on since then.
I will ask Mr Maddison to provide some detail on why the capital expenditure is
significantly less from the point of view of what is to be done this year. It relates to the
sale of GEHA houses to existing tenants and various other things which must be done to
keep the organisation going during this period.

(2.10 pm]
Dr WATSON: I remind the Minister a commitment was made to sell 50 houses in the
last financial year. That does not appear in this list of achievements for 1993-94,
although there is a planned target of selling 50 houses to tenants in the forthcoming year.
Will the Minister clarify whether 50 houses were sold, and, if so, what income was
received and to where did it go?
Mr PRINCE: A stop was put on all sales while the report on CERIA was prepared. It
was prepared'by Mr Leonhardt, one of the principal McCarrey commissioners, with
assistance.

Dr WATSON: Did he win a tender to do that?
Mr PRINCE: Yes. It took quite a long time. I had hoped to have it by Easter, but it was
not finally received until the end of May. It was very comprehensive and detailed.
While that investigating and reporting process was in hand, it was deemed appropriate
not to sell any houses so that we could establish the status quo and move from there.
Quite obviously the situation was in crisis.
Mr MADDISON: 7Te capital expenditure shown on division 99 is $9m, which is
substantially less than the $14m. allocated for last year. That reflects lesser borrowings
available to the authority last year, plus some of the sales that occurred during the year.
Essentially, we are now considering using some of the sales proceeds to upgrade and
replace some of the older houses. We can now make inroads into the older housing
stock - more than we have done in the last few years.
Mr PRINCE: We will more than likely move to a model which includes leasing
properties, as well as construction and owning, for use by government employees.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: The problem I see in Oeruldton is that an enormous number of
CEHA houses are not occupied because they are located in the Rangeway area, in which
there aire social problems. The department that holds those houses is reluctant to release
them to any other department and, consequently, Homeswest tenants are living in
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boarding houses and are on a two year waiting list, while houses are vacant in an area
they would be quite happy to move into. Never the twain shall meet. Why can these
houses not be available for use by the general community? I wonder why in this day and
age they are not all under Homeswest, which could allocate houses for government
employees.
Mr PRINCE: The answer is somewhat lengthy. In part it relates to the principle that
governent employees' housing should be of a better quality than that provided for
Homeiwest rental tenants. For example, in the northern part of the state GEHA houses
are air-conditioned and Homeswest houses are not The other part is the situation we
have inherited, where mainstream agencies are proprietorial with regard to the houses
which they regard as their own. Of course, they are not the property of any department.
they belong to GEHA and rent may or may not be paid at a reasonable rate, or may or
may not be subsidised. Other employees' housing is owned independently, for example,
by Wesirail, and I understand some agencies, such as the Health Department, have their
own housing. I ain not talking about movement of ownership into one authority, but the
end result is a lack of proper coordination which to me is applied commonsense.
I accept the point made. It is true, and we are moving to correct ft. We can do so, firstly,
by getting the model right for country housing as opposed to Horneswest housing, and
then - probably at the same time -working with the major agencies so that we have the
most efficient and effective use of all government housing that is available. We should
not have the position referred to in which houses notioned for the police, for example, are
vacant and there is no housing for health personnel. That operates in far too many
country centres, and I do not intend that it shall continue. I know it will take some time
to achieve those objectives.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am sure the comments made by the Minister are endorsed by
everyone, but I recollect recommendations being made on that issue in a number of
reports made over the past five years. Thtey all said dhe same thing about central pooling
and departments not feeling that they own certain houses. It is a longstanding problem,
for which we did not need another review.
What are the criteria for the sale of the 50 houses referred to in planned achievements,
and how will the locations be determined? It has been everyone's experience that in
some Cowns the supply of GERA housing is desperately short, and in others GEHA
houses are vacant, many of which are in poor condition. What are the criteria for usage,
condition of housing, planned future development of the town and future location of
government employees? What criteria will be used for selling these houses to tenants?
Mr PRINCE: Three weeks ago I gave a directive that sales should be commenced and at
present it is to tenants only, where those tenants have indicated they wish to buy the
homes in which they have lived - generally for some time. The sale prices are
established by valuation.
Mrs HIENDERSON: Obviously, they would be sold to tenants, but is it just a question of
the desire on the part of the tenant to buy or does Homeswest also look at the demand in
the town? Does it consider that it will take a rental home out of the pool and take into
consideration future demnands in that town?

(2.20 pm]
Mr PRINCE: When a property is occupied by a tenant who wants to buy, it is invariably
a tenant who has been there for quite a long time and wants to stay; so, in a sense, it is
not available to be allocated.
Mrs HENDERSON: Except if the person were resigning or retiring in two years, and the
house would be back on the market?
Mr PRINCE: Much of the stock is relatively old and where a tenant wishes to pay
market value I see no reason why I should not sell it to that individual. It frees up a sum
of money with which one could build other houses, otherwise it would not be possible to
do so. A few GEHA houses are not in that category, and they may be offered for sale on
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the open market. Obviously they will be untenanted GERA houses because there is no
demand in that location. The vast majority of sales are presently negotiated with tenants.
Mr MADDISON: Tenants have requested to purchase something like $3m worth of
property.
Mrs HENDERSON: Are you putting a caveat on modern or recent property so that a
house that is relatively new cannot be sold to a tenant?
M~r MADDISON: The policy at this stage, which is to be confirmed by the board next
Thursday. is that the older properties with no caveats will be sold at market value, but
GEHA has first right of purchase of the newer properties with caveats if the people
choose to resell.
Mr PRINCE: The caveat will be five years.
Dr WATSON: Are you able to tell us how many unmet applications there are? I
understand at this time last year there were 495 applications.
Mr PRINCE: The numbers arm similar.
Dr WATSON: So 495 workers do not have appropriate accommodation or any
accommodation?
Mr PRINCE: Those who are there have accommodation, and in most instances it is
appropriate, but it is not necessarily government accommodation.
Dr WATSON: Does the Government subsidise their rentld cost?
Mr MADDISON: The Government does not subsidise private accommodation unless
GEHA has taken up the lease. In most cases where there are no GERA houses
employees are required to find their own accommodation.
Dr WATSON: Do people who are living alone, single people, have any choice as to
whether they must share accommodation? I understand that this is an issue that has come
up in the Pilbara in particular and that very often there might be a number of people
without a partner who need accommodation and there is little choice given to them as to
whom they live with and not just where they live.
Mr PRINCE: I cannot comment on detail.
Mr MADDISON: It has been longstanding policy that individuals share a household,
depending on their criteria. Obviously having a mature age person sharing with a
younger person is very difficult and we try to eliminate that problem. Generally, single
people, for want of a better term, ame required to share if they want government
accommodation.
Dr EDWARDS: Does this policy apply also to other government departments that are
not part of GEHA?
Mr MADDISON: Government employee housing policy should apply to all departments
providing accommodation for employees.
Mr PRINCE: It is a hodgepodge of arrangements and it is my intention that it be more
regulated.
Dr WATSON: I hope the recommendations will be implemented to overcome this.
Mr PRINCE: The report has been favourably accepted by GEHA and, clearly, action is
required in order to fix what is an untenable situation.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: Do government employees prefer to rent rather tha buy? For
example, if Geraldion has an excess of houses for rent surely we would not build three
more CElA houses?
Mr PRINCE: Where that situation exists I would not expect us to build more. One of the
Goverment's policies is to encourage housing ownership. Where a government
employee is posted to a country locality and wishes to buy a house I would not be
looking favourably at that to be achieved.
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Mr BLOFFWITCH: There were no houses for the extra police sent to Geraldton and the
policy had to be changed so they could lease houses within the private sector. My
concern is that if you are building houses and people desire to buy them, how do you ever
get houses for other employees who come to the area? Surely you would have to have
some restriction on what you sell?
Mr PRINCE: Where theme are new houses, the probability is - I am speaking
speculatively because the policy is not fixed - that they would be able to buy, but there
would be a caveat if they resold in less than five years that GEHA would have first
option to buy back. That means the government employee is accommodated in a house
built by the Government, and when an employee moves on, GEHA gets it back.
Mrs HENDERSON: What criteria do you use to determine which prperties will be
leased? Is it put out to tender, say, in country towns? Are thr independent
determinations of what is a reasonable rent for the premises?
Mr PRINCE: At the moment it is done on an ad hoc basis, and the member for Geraldton
mentioned the police officers who were transferred to Geraldton, for whom we had to
lease private houses. When we do that we are reliant on real estate agents because
generally they are the managers of the private rental properties. We are looking at real
estate agents and the advice they give to us for acceptable rent values in any particular
place. The housing market in the major country areas like Gemaldton, Bunbury, Albany
and Kalgoorlie is big enough to be able to work out comparative rates. However, in the
Smaller centres often there is not much available and it is then more a matter of judgment.
I remind members that the staff of GEHA have considerable expertise. I anticipate - this
is not an undertaking but more an educated guess - that a process will be put in place for
leasing to be handled by way of tender. In other words, real estate agents in a particular
place will tender for the supply of houses of a particular type. That will be a more
competitive exercise.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am disturbed that even in a place like Geraldton where there may
be an ad hoc demand for additional houses it might be a better exercise to advertise in the
local newspaper for tenders, otherwise it leaves the question of fairness open to debate.
The idea of putting it out to render is a good one.
Mr PRINCE: The benchmark rental in a communities the size of Geraidton, Kalgoorlie,
Albany or Bunbury is usually known.
Mrs HENDERSON: It is not the question of rental; you might get a roughly similar
rental for the same kind of house in Geraidron and Bunbuxy. The question is which real
estate agent handles the leasing of the houses. Walking into the first real estate agent's
office can lead to allegations of favouritism.
Mr PRINCE: It has been done on an ad hoc basis but the logical way of moving to
leasing is by tender.
Dr EDWARDS: Can you explain whether, under the regional management scheme,
GEHA can rake control of other departments' housing, whether it is in place in other
areas besides the goldfields and west Pilbara, and whether you have the same success in
other places?
[2.30 pm]
Mr PRINCE: I rely upon Mr Maddison to tell me whether that is working.
Mr MADDISON:- Ir is working far better than my expectations in both the Kalgoorlie
and Karratha areas. We are currently looking at extending it to the east PMlara and South
Hedland areas. From there, it is a different situation, and a consultant's report
recommends that we look at using private enterprise to assist us in that regard.. I agree
with the Minister that that is the way to go.
Dr EDWARDS: Do you have control over the housing of other government
departments?
Mr PRINCE: Not yet.
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Mr MADDISON: At the moment, we control 49 different departments. tem are a few
agencies still outside our control.
Dr EDWARDS: Which ones are they?
Mr MADDISON: The State Energy Commission, the Main Roads Departrnent and
Westrail are the main ones.
Mr PRINCE: We are not necessarily looking for control, but coordination.
Mr McNEE: This is not a problem in places like Geraldton and Bunbury, but in places
like Dowerin, where there axe jobs, there is no point in getting people to fill those jobs
because there are no houses for them. I do not know when we built the last house there -
it might have been last year - but for as long as I have lived in the bush, there have never
been enough houses, and no government has ever addressed that question. We have
always managed to get a philosophy or a vacancy rate which says that we cannot provide
more houses. The fact is that there are jobs them, but until we do something about
providing houses, we will have people on the dole forever. Is there any possibility of
changing that situation?
Mr PRINCE: The member for Moore has raised this subject with me on more than one
occasion, in his usual eloquent and very convincing way. He has actually dragged me
out to Wongan Hills to see the situation for myself. Firstly, how do we establish need?
That is a rhetorical question, and it has been discussed at some length at Housing
Ministers' conferences that have taken place this year. It has generally been recognised
across Australia that it is inadequate to judge need on the basis of a waiting list. That
may work for a major capital city or perhaps even for a major country town, but it does
not work for die Dowerins and Wongan Hills of this world because, as the member
rightly pointed out, as there is no housing, there is no waiting list; therefore, there is no
need. That is a nonsense. T'herefore, Housing Ministers generally, under the auspices of
the ministerial council, have commissioned a working group to examine how to establish
a better equation to work out what need exists, which will take into account the matters
raised by the member for Moore.
The other point - and this is where it cuts across agencies - is that it is not just a matter
for GEHA. To a certain extent, it is more a matter for ISA, which unfortunately, because
of the way in which it is structured, has limited powers at present because of the
requirement to service the debt by lending out the money from houses which are rentedL
It also cuts into the functions of Homeswest. Part of the function of Homeswest is to
provide housing for low income workers. "Welfare" rentals - that is, people in receipt of
some form of social security benefit, whether that be the age pension, the single parent's
pension, or whatever - comprise 86 per cent of Homeswest rentals, and 14 per cent of
rentals are for people who are working but are on low incomes. Homeswest is well
aware that this is also its problem, and how it will solve it is part of the planning process
which Ms Webber is undertaking for the establishment of what may be a country housing
authority. One of the models at which we are looking, which has come out of the report
into country housing by Mr Leonard, is cooperation and working widi local authorities.
In the past, there have been a Dumber of projects, one of which is the local government
housing program, which has now been succeeded by others, where local authorities have
been prepared to work with Homeswest, and there is significant interest in local
government for the proposal which I am explaining. I hope that is the way in which we
will go in trying to provide housing in smaller country towns for workers who otherwise
would not be able to go there.
Dr WATSON: The matters I wish to raise are perhaps outside the parameters of this
committee but the Minister has indicated that he is happy to take matters on related
issues. At page 34 of the Supplementary Budget Information, there is an expected deficit
of over $5m in the estimates for 1994-95, and there is a surplus for 1993-94, plus
something called abnormal items from 1990-91 unil this year. What is the relationship
between earnings, expenses and abnormal items? What does "abnormal items" mean?
Why would you budget for a deficit of $5m?
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NMr COLES: These accounts represent the income and expenditure of HomeswesL.
Homeswesc also derives substantial income from asset saes, which is not included here.
This basically represents a shortfall between Homeawest's operating income and
expenditure.
Dr WATSON: Did you say asset sales are not included?
Mr COLES: That is part right. Not all capital sales are included in those figures.
Dr WATSON: What is the third one?
Mr COLES: The profit on sale of some assets is there. I am referring, from a
consolidated point of view, to the off-budget home ownership of Keysir which is not
included One of the advantages of the Keystart scheme is that we can make surpluses,
which allows us to put money into other arms of Homeswest.
Mr PRINCE: With die overall consolidation of Keyscat, the interim profit figure is
$13.6m.
Dr WATSON: It is difficult, because these figures do not tally with chose given in the
annual report. I understand that the income was about $800-odd million.
Mr COLES: That is right. The total budget of Homeswest is $800-odd million, and in
the past year has been over three-quarters of a billion dollars. These accounts reflect the
estimates in regard to the general operating side of it, with rental interest earned, and they
do not reflect the substantial capital side of it. One of the difficulties with a substantial
amount of Homeswest's operations being off-budget is that presentations like this do not
allow you to see the full picture. The information is available in Homewest's full budget
papers. As the Minister stated, with the full ambit of the whole income side and the
expenditure side -

[2.40 pm)
Dr WATSON: As I stated earlier, it would be helpful if we had the opportunity of
sessions such as this. I acknowledge it has been going on for a long time. I think the
Parliament should be able to scrutinise your estimates in the samne way as we scrutinise.
the estimates of other departments.
Mr PRINCE: I am more than happy to consider a briefing to the Opposition.
Dr WATSON: It is about scrutiny of Parliament which we represent.
Mr PRINCE: I mean prior to the estimates next year.
Dr WATSON: Yes. Could the Minister tell me what "abnormal items" represents, why
we have not got any budgeted for this year, and why there will be a budget deficit?
MR COLES: The abnormal items usually reflect extraordinary adjustments in the
accounting area. For example, we may have received income or expenditure which we
have not classified in a normal category; that is terminations. It is a line item of
adjustment we would make from the accounting point of view when it resulted from
extraordinary circumstances or clarification of exactly what category the income is
coming from.
Dr WATSON: It is a deficit; it is next best.
Mr COLES: The records you ane referring to are showing no abnormal items in that
year. The deficit down the bottom is the difference between the total expenses and total
revenue.
Mrs HENDERSON: I refer to the revenue side of things under profit and sale of assets.
If we look along the line we see a very big jump from the 1991-92 actual of $25m up to
the current estimate of $53m. It is almost a doubling over that period, and the big jump
was between 1991-92 and 1992-93. Can the Minister explain why there was such an
increase in profit and sale of assets?
Mr COLES: Part of that is an increas on the land sales side, and obviously for 1993-94
there is also the influence of the sale of rental stock.
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Mrs HENDERSON: Was that almost a doubling?
MR COLES: There has been a substantial increase, and a significant amount of that
increase is due to our increased land sales program. That has helped Homneswest. The
profits made from land sales help to compensate the losses made on the rental side. It is
a very necessary income. From the substantial increase in the profit for sales of assets,
rental construction programs have been maintained. However, the funding grants we
received remained fairly static over those years.
Dr WATSON: In the expenses column, there has been a substantial reduction in support
for community support programs, from $7m in 1992-93 to nearly $8m, down to $lm in
1994-95. Can you offer an explanation of what programs have been reduced, and why? I
would be happy to have the answer provided as supplementary information.
Mr COLES: One of the difficulties, as I highlighted earlier, is that it does not give the
full picture, If I produce the Homeswest budget it will show that $l0rm is proposed for
expenditure in Homeswest's budget for 1994-95. The explanation here is a
categorisation of it, and in the 1994-95 budget the proposal for community housing is to
spend $10m.
Dr WATSON: By looking at that, one can only assume that there has been a lessening of
support for community houses and those programs.
Mr PRINCE: It is a matter of categorising. It is not so. More than $l0m will be Spent.
Dr WATSON: It might stop me and other avid readers of Hansard jumping to
conclusions if some supplementary information could be provided on community support
programs.
Mr PRINCE: We will supply that supplementary information.
The CHAIRMAN: We have moved outside the parameters of what this committee is
meant to be considering. That supplementary information would not be appropriate, but
the Minister is quite happy to provide it.
Mr PRINCE: If it would be more appropriate I will answer it as a question on notice.
The CHAIRMAN: Would you direct it as a question on notice?
Dr WATSON: Yes.
Dr EDWARDS: Did the expected savings from the abolition of the Homeewest
maintenance division come about, and is that reflected in this statement?
Mr PRINCE: I will ask Mr Joyce to answer that.
Mr JOYCE: There are actually two schemes on the maintenance side. One was the
changing over to the contractual side of estate maintenance function; that has just
recently happened. The maintenance trades was a similar sized program. One projected
that there would be savings of $2m. That has since been audited. When I say "audited",
I mean audited by my people, and the savings are now coming out to $2.2m. Those
papers are available. In the most recent one, savings of approximately $1.2m were
projected, but it is too early to tell. I do not think they will be reflected in those papers.
Mr PRINCE: They are not.
Dr WATSON: Can you provide for us now or as supplementary information the waiting
lists for the metropolitan area regional offices at Cannington, Mirrabooka, Frenmantle and
Midland?
Mr PRINCE: I can tell the member generally that some 18 500 people were on the
waiting list in February. By introducing the zoning system, that was reduced to some
12 500. It is now back to nearly 14 000.
Dr WATSON: How long has it taken to go from 12 500 to 14 000?
Mr PRINCE: Seven or eight months. The member might be aware that the state is a net
immigrant state from other states as well as from overseas.
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Mr JOYCE: All that information is available.
Dr WATSON: Do Cannington. Mirrabooka. Midland and Fremantle cover the
metropolitan area?
Mr JOYCE: Yes, the three metropolitan areas.
The CHAIRMAN: Will you provide that directly to the Minister?
Mr JOYCE: Yes.
Mr BLOFF WITCH: Do we all get a copy of the questions that were asked?
Mr PRINCE: They can be sent to you.
Mr BLOFEWITCH: I would like a copy.
The CHAIRMAN: Not as supplementary information, for the measons that I gave. Mr
Joyce, will you make a note to give a copy to Mr Bloffwitch?
Dr WATSON: I am interested in some Homeswest-owned land in Kenwick that is to be
conserved. It is agreed that it will be conserved by CALM and that a land swap will be
initiated. I think the chief executive officer knows the area I am tailking about. I want to
know what progress is being made, particularly as a similar piece of land in Bunbury
which will be conserved and a land exchange initiated.
Mr PRINCE: Is the piece of land in Bunbury an area known as the maidens?
Dr WATSON: The maidens, with a small "in"?
[2.50 pm]
Mr PRINCE: Yes, it is called the maidens. Is that the land to which you referred? That
is partly owned by Homeawest, the City of Bunbury and the Water Authority.
Consequently, it is a little more difficult to deal with. It requires CALM's involvement
and possibly that of the State Planning Commission. The only problem with the
Kenwick land is ensuring that Homeswest gets paid for it.
Mr JOYCE: The land referred to is in Brixton Street. About five years ago CALM
described that land as the best land left in Perth without a conservation zoning on it.
Homeswest owns it in fee simple. Over the past three or four years we have been
endeavouring to negotiate a land swap with CALMK We have been unsuccessful to this
stage. We have now committed the land to conservation purposes, which is formally
being managed by CALM. It is locked into a bureaucratic argument and it is up to
people like me to resolve it. So far I have not been able to do that, but it is not for want
of trying or follow-up. We are endeavouring to get CALM to provide alternative land in
recompense for it.
Dr WATSON: It seems to be taking an inordinately long time, and almost two years
have passed since the decision was made. If there is any way in which we can help as
shadow Ministers, we will.
Mr JOYCE: We have identified several alternative bits of land, including land owned by
CALM at Baldivis. The current state of negotiations is that we hope that some of it can
be urbanised in futur and we will give up some of the Brixton Street land.
Dr WATSON: In relation to houses for people with disabilities, I acknowledge that
Homeswest is working closely with the Disability Services Commission; however, there
is a problem in that there is a waiting list - or unmet need - of 211 people. It is estimated
that 50 people will be added to that list every year. Is there any specific allocation here
for housing people with disabilities in the range of support of accommodation that they
need?
Mr PRINCE: It is a matter of concern to me that it takes so long to get these projects
through. I have ensured that, with the bureaucracy of Homeswest, the matter is trcked
as fast as it can be. I have raised dhe matter with the federal Minister for Housing, Mr
Howe, because it has to go across his desk. He assures me that his office does not slow
down the process. The problem appears to be within the Canberra bureaucracy. It is
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acknowledged by him that it takes a long time to get these projects through the paper
jungle.
Dr WATSON: I understood that this State Government made a very firm commitment to
housing people with disabilities who were ready to be housed.
Mr PRINCE: That is right, but with the funds available under the Commonwealth-State
Housing Agreement. That is being done as fast as possible; but the bureaucratic side
takes a long time.
Mr JOYCE: The Minister is referring to the program called CHP in which there is a
circuitous and tortuous decision making process. It consists of five milestones. It takes
time and we are trying to streamline the bureaucracy. In addition, there is the
mainstream rental program in which the Government has committed itself to making
housing for people with disabilities the centrepiece of the target groups. Bearing in mind
it is early days, in the past 18 months we have established the program and developed the
policy and procedure, and we have done that with lots of consultation with community
groups. We are now organising our mainstream programs and the way in which we
allocate in our waiting list management so that we target people with disabilities as a
group and assist them quickly. This financial year we hope we can establish out of the
mainstream rental program - the money comes from the Commonwealth - a certain
segment for people with disabilities so that we can dedicate and target part of the
mainstream rental program for those people. In that way we will make sure that some of
those early figures which the member is quoting are reduced.
Dr WATSON: To say there is a crisis is not to overstate the problem.
Mr JOYCE: I do not know whether that is true. I monitor this very closely. I have said
to my regional people that for people with disabilities, provided they are not selected and
are prima facie in urgent need of rental assistance - we also try to encourage home
ownership for those people - there are concessions in the policy to ensure that we give
them some priority. Most people who come to us get assisted within a very short time.
Dr WATSON: I will come back to your overview in your latest annual report. What is
your building target for 1994-95? Does the figure pick up the 500 units which were not
built and which were the target for 1993-94?
Mr PRINCE: The figure for commencements for 1994-95 is 1 800 and the figure for
completions for 1994-95 is expected to be 2 183.
Dr WATSON: Are you saying that 300 of that shortfall of 500 will be built?
Mr JOYCE: Could you please clarify the shortfall? Are you talking about the annual
report for 1992-93?
Dr WATSON: There was a target of 2 800 units, and Homeawest recorded the final
figure of 2 362.
Mr JOYCE: That goes back to 1992-93. Originally in 1992-93 we postulated that we
would have a rental housing trust which had 500 units in it. Decisions were made
throughout the year that we would not proceed with that and consequently theme was an
adjustment to the 1992-93 program.
Dr WATSON: Was that a consequence of the election?
Mr JOYCE: It was included by the previous government in the program and then it was
subsequently negotiated out by the board of Homeswest commissioners. I will have to
double check my information.
Mr COLES: It was a rental property trust where Homeswest would raise money in the
private capital market. Homeswest, like Keystart, would be the sole owner. When the
Commonwealth Government looked at it. the only way it would agree to have it off the
budget was by way of joint venture arrangement with the private sector. We therefore
said that the benefit should be to Homeswest and not the private sector, and we did not
proceed.
Mr JOYCE: It was certainly before the election.
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Dr WATSON: What is the status of tenant liability? The annual report indicates that
Homeswest last $29m, on rental operations. It reads as though that was about tenant
liability.
Mr JOYCE: That $29m is the operating loss on the rental account and that consists of
those principals that any profit and loss account has. It would include income and
expenditure, depreciation etc.
Dr WATSON: What is the sum of the liability now?
Mr JOYCE: Do you mean in respect of the amount to be recovered?
Dr WATSON: Yes.
Mr JOYCE: I do not have those figures.
Mr PRINCE: They are amounts outstanding of rents, unpaid excess water accounts and
things of that nature.
Mr JOYCE: Tenant liability is the amount assessed of the tenants' liability when they
leave the property.
(3.00 pm]
Dr WATSON: Perhaps you could take that on notice.
Mr PRINCE: I want to clarify the question. Is it the amount that is owing as at the
vacation of the tenancy?
Dr WATSON: I want to know what is owed by tenants to Homeswest in arrears, damage
and water bills - which the Government can expect more of because of the decision to
charge for water.
Mr PRINCE: I doubt that.
Dr WATSON: How many WiseChoice units are planned to be built this year, and where
will they be built?
Mr PRINCE: There are 252 commencements and 285 completions. We can provide
details of those that art planned and the areas in which they will be built.
Dr WATSON: Perhaps you could send those to us so that the information can be
circulated. The 282 is a long way down from 400.
Mr PRINCE: The figure of 252 commencements and 282 completions of WiseChoice
units is comparable to the 1993-94 figures of 255 completions - that makes 285 - and the
1992-93 figures of 142 completions and 336 commencements. Your figures do not
match mine.
Dr WATSON: I request that infarmaion as supplementary information.
Mr BLOPEWITCH: I compliment the Minister on his frankness and openness with this
committee. I have been to previous committee meetings and have asked questions on
Homeswest. I have been told that it is a statutory body, and my questions have not been
answered.
[3. 10 pm]
Division 25: Agriculture, $99 831 000 -
[Mr Day, Chairman.]
[Mr House, Minister for Primary Industry.]
[Dr M.D. Carroll, Director General of Agriculture.]
[Mr E. Neeshamn, Manager Financial Services.]
[Mr 0. Thompson, Principal Policy Officer.]

[Miss KC. Lynch, Senior Policy Officer.]
Mr GRILL: The first and most obvious question relates to the big increase in spending
over the estimate of 1993-94. The in-house economist to the Leader of the Opposition
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said that the actual figure for 1993-94 has increased by $8.1m, or 9.1 per Cent, on
1993-94 Budget estimates due to unbudgeted expenditure on commonwealth/industry
funded projects, and seems to be poor budgeting. 'That is a comment from an outsider
looking at the accounts for the first year, and perhaps for die second year. I know we
went through this last year and I have some hazy recollection of the reason given; that is,
generally that the department does not know how much it will receive from the
Commonwealth and industry sources and, therefore, it is hard to make an estimate.
However, it casts the estimates in a fairly poor light because outside people lookting in,
who were not at the discussion last time, think there is 9.1 per cent overexpenditure.
That looks bad. Is there any way that can be remedied?
Mr HOUSE: I am sure die member for Eyre, when Minister for Agriculture, wrestled
with this problem, as I have. and as did the member for Kmberley. To the best of my
understanding there is not a more accurate way of doing it. We are fairly sure industry
will allocate funding, but it is difficult to be accurate about that funding prior to its
allocation. 'The member's assessment is right that it makes it difficult for us to be totally
accurate, although we have some idea of the amounts. I am not sure there is a better
answer than that.
Mr GRILL: It appears to be something with which the Department of Agriculture must
live.
Dr CARROLL: It is a perennial problem because to a large extent the state,
commonwealth and industry funding are integrated through the Budget statements. At
page 195 of the Program Statements ame details of funding from the state, Commonwealth
and industry. It can be seen that the difference in Commonwealth funds and industry
funds between the two years. taking into account that state funds are increased because of
the capital component now factored into the Budget, is the difference between $16.5m
versus $14.7m for the Commonwealth, and $14m versus S8.lm for industry funds. Both
figures come up in 1994-95 in the Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill. They
represent what has come in terms of industry approvals. That revenue has now come in
and has been appropriated through this additional Bill.
[3.20 pm]
Mr BLOFFWITCH: Why is there is such a significant variation? Is there any
significance associated with that as far as industry's contribution is concerned?
Dr CARROLL: There is not really a reduction. For example, the industry funds in
1994-95 amount to $14m versus $8m, and that $8m has now come up through the
appropriation to $14.016m. It represents funding from industry which is not indicated at
the time the Budget papers are prepared. It is approvals for research programs and
projects which are approved by bodies outside our control later in the process. Those
funds and approvals come through after the Budget is prepared, so we are always out of
phase.
Mr BLOFEWITCH: You am saying that come August, it will be $14m not $8m?
Mr GRILL: T7hat is the problem I was getting at earlier. The Budget papers come down
and the Minister makes a statement, as he did this year, that the budget in the Agriculture
Department is up, and everyone claps their hands. Then the Press get onto me and I say
that the Minister might well be right about that, but we cannot be certain until the figures
come out. It creates some uncertainty.
Mr HOUSE: The consolidated fund allocation that the start is responsible for has
increased. The point of the member for Eyre is well made, but I do not know if there is
any other answer, If we were to budget for it, and we did not get it, we would have a
bigger problem.
Mr GRILL: I suppose there would be a lot of criticism. It might be worthwhile looking
at that for next year. I read that statement to the Minister mainly because it was a
completely unbiased statement from someone outside thinking there was a major
overexpenditure in the Budget. We know now that is not the case, but it looks very
strange.
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Mr HOUSE: The only other thing is to investigate whether we can put in an estimated
industry figure. I am not sure whether we can estimate a figure based on historical
records. We can look at that and see if it is possible.
Dr CARROLL: At the minimum there could probably be a footnote to say the figure is
an estimate at the time of the Budget going to Press.
Mr GRILL: That would be a big step forward.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: This is a capital item and I am not supposed to ask questions on
capital items, but I refer the Minister to the closure of the agricultural research station in
Chapman Valley and the proposal to build a new agricultural facility in Geraldton. What
is the purpose of that facility? Is it to replace the Chapman Valley facility or is it an
expanded version?
Mr HOUSE: The facilities in Geraldton are inadequate for the staff. I am keen to base
more of the department's staff in the country, and in order to do that we must be able to
accommnodate them. Geraldton is the next building program on the list We have bought
some land out towards the airport just past the oval on the right hand side, and we will be
proceeding with that as soon as the current building program in Albany is completed.
We will be ready to start the year after next. Money is in the Budget for the planning to
start immediately.
Mr GRILL: Is this the first time that costing associated with the Minister's office has
been included in the estimates, or has it been included somewhere else?
Mr HOUSE: It is part of our open and accountable government. We will not publish the
historical costs.
Mr BRIDGE: That explanation is not quite right. In the past the Minister's office had
such an insignificant budget it did not warrant being reported.
Mr GRILL: That is another slant, is not it? Does this include your trips?
Mr HOUSE: No, I do not think it does.
Mr GRILL: The Minister has some reputation in this arena, and I am sure he will not
minimise it while he is Minister. The program for the Minister's office says that costs
other than salaries, wages, and rental accommodation associated with the provision of
Minister's office have been included in the Agriculture budget. It seems that if you
include these figures, you should put in all the figures; that is, salaries, wages, and rental
accommodation and, ifll may be so bold, the allocation for the Minister's trips should be
included in this total.
Mr HOUSE: As the member for Eyre is well aware all the travel costs not only for
myself but any member of my staff or the department ame published and regularly tabled
in the Parliament. There is no attempt not to be accountable.
Mr GRILL: I am not saying that, but it would nice to have them in the budget.
Mr HOUSE: I am informed that they are contained in the Premier's portfolio.
Mr McGINTY: They are not broken down, so we could not pick up the allocation for
your office.
Mr MARSHALL: I believe it should be monitored a little better and there should be
some indication of where it came from. The itemisation of salaries and wages should be
more explicit.
Mr GRILL: In truth, because there are so many exclusions it is not a figure that means
anything.
Mr HOUSE: It means something because it shows a real reduction from last year's
expenditure, so we have had a very responsible attitude to office costs.
Mr GRILL: I do not want to detract from What the Minister has said, but unless all the
figures are here it is hard to say whether there is a reduction.
Mr BLOFF WITCH: The objective of the industry and market development program is to
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identify market oppontunities and facilitate the development of new and improved
products, yet the estimates indicate you will spend less money than you did last year.
Dr CARROLL: It is the same problem as we mentioned previously. That $8m will be
factored into these programs. It moves from that summary table into another area.
[3.30 pm]
Mr HOUSE: In agriculture it is a bit difficult to differentiate between where one of those
programs stops and starts. It is not as simple as having blokes doing one thing, because
they can be involved in other things as well. A lot of our staff are what you might call
multiskilled.
Mr GRILL: I refer to page 196. The department needs to be congratulated for reducing
the gross expenditure for corporate services in 1993-94 from an estimated expenditure of
$13.80lm woan actual expenditure of $1l.614m. That is a reduction of over $2m.
Mr HOUSE: Have you not read it the wrong way around?
Mr GRILL: No. I am referring to last year's figure - the estimated expenditure for
1993-94. 1 do not think we can make proper comments about this year's figures if we do
not look at last year's figures. Last year's Budget estimates indicated that the estimated
cost for corporate services would be $13.8m, and that was reduced to $1l.6m. I am
congratulating the department for it.
Mr HOUSE: What is the crick?
Mr GRILL: Why then does it increase another $1.5m in this year's estimates?
Dr CARROLL: In corporate services we have an item called central salaries, which is
the vote chat cakes care of retirements, and so on, which are additional to salaries chat are
allocated through the programs. It is also for accrued payroll when the payroll runs over
the financial year. There was a salary saving, which largely represents the $915 000
which was overestimated to cover those salary needs, and that was due mainly to the fact
that the voluntary severance scheme which we had a couple of years ago took out a lot of
people who were approaching retirement. Therefore, the number of retirements in the
last few years has been at a much lower level than predicted, so there was a saving in that
area. That accounts for most of it.
Mr GRILL: It then increased again?
Dr CARROLL-: Yes. We will require that estimate for central salaries' needs.
Mr MARSHALL: Page 197 states, under significant issues and trends, that the wool
market indicator is predicted to be between 5000 and 6000 per kilogram of clean wool in
the medium term. How does chat market indicator work? It has been an up and down
market over the last few years, and I know the indicator is going upwards, but how do
you arrive at that conclusion?
Mr HOUSE: In the last few months, that has turned around. Last week, the eastern
states wool market indicator was around 6580 per kilogram - it was certainly closer to
7000 than 6000. It is done by caking a standard 21 micron wool with a clean scoured
base of 70 per cent and averaging it across the wool sales of that week. It is a weekly
indicator mark. In regard to next year's projections, we try to make some market
calculations about forward sales and things of that nature. Our indication is that it will be
closer to 7000 this year, which is good news.
Mr MARSHALL: Which countries are buying the wool?
Mr House: There has been a general increase right across all countries. China is still
raking about one-quarter of our wool, but Europe is still our biggest market.
Mr GRILL: The 1993-94 estimate for the industry and market development program was
$30.771m, but the actual expenditure was $35.297m, or an increase of almost $5m. Is
there some explanation for that significant increase?
Dr CARROLL: It is the same problem, where there was $3 959 000 in new project
approvals after that date.
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Mr GRILL: Is it industry funding coming through?
Dr CARROLL: The same principle applies. We can footnote that all the way through.
Mr GRILL: It is probably unique to the Department of Agriculture. Last year, it was
indicated in the significant issues and trends that high quality grain fed beef for both
domestic and export markets would be a feature. Has that trend eventuated?
Mr HOUSE: Yes. The member for Kcimberley would be aware that many of the cattle
now going out of the Kimberley am being fed on canola, and that has made a significant
contribution to that market. The average price has risen from 850 to about $1.30 or $1.35
a kilogram in 12 months. All the indications in the southern parts of the state are that
companies like Woolworths are now feedlotting as many cattle as they can get through a
feedlot because the demand from consumers is for grain fed beef rather than grass fed
beef, and that trend is continuing.
Mr GRILL: People in the health industry say that grass fed beef is healthier than grain
fed beef because it is not marbled with fat. I thought that might be a factor, but obviously
I was wrong.
Mr HOUSE: Their feeding techniques are now good enough that they can keep out that
marbled fat, or they can put it in, which they do for part of the Japanese market, where
there is a demand for it. It depends upon the ratio of proteins and carbohydrates in the
feed mixes. It is a pretty scientific technique. It also depends on for how long it is done.
Mr GRILL: The leucaena program was just getting off the ground when I was Minister.
How is that going? Has it been a success commercially?
Mr HOUSE: Very much so.
Mr GRILL: Is there a fair bit of leucaena under pasture?
Mr HOUSE: I am not sure how many hectares there are in the Kimberley now.
Mr BRIDGE: There are a lot. They are now locating stock on those pastures and
fattening them, and then shipping those cattle from the Kimuberley to the export market in
not a totally finished condition, because the topping up is something they do over there,
essentially with feedlotting, but in a very advanced condition after they have been on
those feedlots.
[3.40 pm]
Mr HOUSE: We have established a beef strategy group which is made up of producers
and exporters and people in the retail industry to ensure those programs are on track to
meet market demands.
Mr GRILL: That is a real feather in the cap for the department because I pioneered all of
that work. It is good to see it coming up commercially.
Mr MARSHALL: I refer to page 198, major achievements for 1993-94, "Farmers
significantly expanded production of the oilseed crop Canola", and page 199, major
planned achievements for 1994-95, "Increase the diversification of agricultural
production by further developing enterprises such as canola . Th ose two statements
are good statements. Has it been checked to see how far the marketing and production of
canola can go? In Pinjarra it is manufactured under Davison Industries Pty Ltd, and
processing of canola has increased in one year by between 50 and 100 per aent. When
one gets a dramatic figure like that, one thinks 'Wow", but how far can it go?
Mr HOUSE: With respect. Ray Davison does not produce any canola; be manufactures
canola seed into oil. The world is screaming out for oil-based products of that nature.
There is an unlimited market in Europe at a price. I have regular contact with Davison,
and I agree there is a limited market in Australia. I do not think we have reached the
bottom of that, either. There is more potential, and people are switching to those oils
because of their unsaturated fat content. -There is more opportunity; and from an
agricultural point of view, because of the price of wheat, many tanners will take the
opportunity of growing more canola.
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Mr MARSHALL: What opportunity is there on a world market?
Mr HOUSE: They extract oil from soya beans.
Dr CARROLL: It fits into chat healthy end of the rnarket along with olive oil. Its
competition is largely from Canada, which is a major exporter. The grain has an export
demand - that is, the seed, as distinct from the crushing chat is done at Pinjarra. We do
not see a limit to that market at present. This refers to the planting, which has gone from
approximately I1000 hectares a year ago when that was written, to 44 000, to over
100 000, and it would be more if it all had got in. It is a growing industry.
Mr HOUSE: We have been there before in the early 1970s. In 1973-74 the figures were
about the same, and the industry collapsed.
Mr GRILL: Where is it growing?
Mr HOUSE: Anywhere in what we would call the normal wheat-sheep country, and
probably into the wetter areas in the central great southern area as well.
Mr GRILL: What do you think the acreages might get up to, and as a crop is the return
competitive. with wheat?
Mr HOUSE: There is a better price at the end, but the input costs are much higher.
Physically, it is about the worst thing one can ever grow in one's life unless there is an
adequate return. That is why people will not keep growing it. It is very difficult to
handle physically in a fanning enterprise. One needs to spray it regularly: it soaks up
costs enormously.
Mr MARSHALL: How productive in sales is noodles? Is it exported to one or two
countries?
Mr HOUSE: To Indonesia and Japan - and I think a small opportunity exists in China.
The department, to its great credit, has specifically bred a new wheat called Cadoux
which is targeted for that noodle market.
Mr MARSHALL: Is that grown all over the state or in particular areas?
Mr HOUSE: It will grow all over the state; whether it will meet the necessary
specifications of protein and carbohydrate levels and the other Specifications grown in all
areas of the state, I am not too sure. It probably will not.
Mr BRID)GE: When I was Minister for the controversial fat tail sheep set, I think from
memory there was a certain Monty House who used to give me a blessed time about
things. Can the Minister tell me how it is going now, three or four years down the track?
Mr HOUSE: It is amazing how one changes one's ideas when in a different position.
Mr GRILL: The Minister was not the only Minister to knock it. Federal Minister Kerin,
through some associates, tried to knock the whole program on the head at some stage. It
was a matter of stubbornness on the part of some people within the department that the
program continued. It was Dr Lightfoot who was pushing it, wasn't it?
Mr HOUSE: Yes. I gave the authorisation for it to be released last August or September,
so it was about 12 months ago. That was endorsed by Mr Crean, the then Federal
Minister, on my recommendation. If there were problems, people have accepted them as
normal management problems. In fairness, it is going to he a great opportunity, and I urn
sure it will develop as there is a good deal of demand for it.
Mr MARSHALL: Coming as I do from a country electorate, I must len all about these
things. Mnother major planned achievement for 1994-95 is expansion of the export
market potential for horticultural crops by introducing new varieties. What are they
likely to be, and what acreage will be required?
Mr HOUSE: There are two things. First, we have tried to identify crops that are grown
around the world and what we can supply in out-of-market times because of our
opportunity to grow from Kununurra to Albany. We can supply melons to certain parts
of the market and many other countries cannot do that. We have cried to integrate our
program so that it happens. Expansion is planned for those sorts of things. In addition,
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we have cried to implement quality control. I recently gave the banana growers at
Carnarvon money to employ a quality control person to make sure the product was the
best quality going onto the market, and thac has been quite successful. We have tried to
implement that in a range of horticultural industries. Extra people have been employed
as advisers.
Mr MARSHALL: What are some of the ocher varieties? The Minister states he has
introduced new varieties.
Mr HOUSE: The department has successfully bred a couple of new grape varieties
which have been very successful, and they are growing around Harvey. There are some
big berried varieties such as Red Globe.
Dr CARROLL: That was introduced from California under licence. We did not breed
that. The apples are the ones chat were bred. The reference here relates to ascertaining
what the market is buying overseas and making sume we produce those varieties rather
than the ones we have become comfortable with growing in the past. We have done it
with stone fruit and are doing it with apples.
Mr GRILL: Both Pink Lady and -
DR CARROLL: Sundowner was the ocher one bred.
Mr GRILL: It was Pink Lady. Was Royal Gala not bred here?
Dr CARROLL: No, Sundowner. Other modern varieties have to be introduced here.
Pink Lady and Sundowner form only pant of the market for pant of the time. We must
produce some of the top varieties sold around the world.
[3.50 pm]
Mr MARSHALL: Has the introduction of sugar cane been a success?
Mr HOUSE: In Kununurra there has been experimental planting. This year will see the
first commercial planting because the company agreed only a matter of weeks ago to
build a sugar processing plant there. The plantings will commence this year.
Mr BLOFFWJTCHi: They were waiting for that.
Mr GRILL: Would the apples be registered under plant variety rights?
Mr HOUSE: Yes.
Mr GRILL: We would then be selling those rights overseas.
Mr HOUSE: There is a bit of a problem. As I understand it. those varieties were
developed in 1986 before the plant variety rights legislation was introduced in Australia.
We are trying to work through that with the French. I am not up to speed with the
technical legal details, but we do have a problem.
Mr GRILL: Do you mean with both varieties?
Mr HOUSE: As I understand it, it is with the Pink Lady variety. I am not sure about the
other one.
Mir GRIIL: It is a superior eating apple.
Mr HOUSE: There is no doubt about that. I thought the member's question was whether
we were getting a spin-off. As I said, we have a problem with that. Had it been
developed a few years later, we might have had better control. However, we are crying to
retrieve that situation.'
Mr GRILL: When I was the Minister, it was a real problem to redress the plant variety
rights. It was mainly because a very famous scientist, John Gladstone, was not
enamoured of the idea. I went to New Zealand and looked at plant variety rights there
and came back quite convinced that we had to go down the same path. Is there still a
reluctance in the department to go down that track?
Mr HOUSE: There is probably a lot of reluctance within the farming community to take
that avenue. Those people argue that in many cases they contribute industry funds for
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development and, therefore, do not think they should have to pay for the rights. Another
thing is that, in all fairness, we have not had the expertise within the department to work
through the issues of plan: variety rights properly so that we could get them registered.
We are now addressing that as a result of the Pink Lady situation.
Mr GRILL: Does the department encourage plant variety rights?
Mr HOUSE: The department probably does, but the farmer groups are more opposed to
them. 1 am not speaking for everyone withi the department. There is probably a
divergence of opinion. Gladstone is probably a good example. He was responsible for
the introduction of lupins in Western Australia. That has created enormous wealth for
farmers here. He was also responsible for a large proportion of the wine industry in
Western Australia. He got very little out Of it There should be some ability to reward a
man of that expertise over and above a certificate saying that he has done a very good
job.
Mr GRIDLL: I agree. He adopted a very academic and purist attitude.
Mr HOUSE: Perhaps Dr Carroll will agree with a Gladstone pure philosophy.. However,
I do not think the world works that way any more. If people are encouraged, we are more
likely to get a better resul
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Day): The Minister will be aware of a problem with codling moth
earlier this year. Three properties in the hills were in quarantine. Is it under control?
Mr HOUSE: It was apple scab, not codling moth. Please do not frighten us with another
outbreak of something we do not need. I have no: been in recent discussions in the past
few weeks about it so my comments are qualified. I think we have it under control at the
moment.
Dr CARROLL: The outbreak in the hills area was unfortunate because we were well on
top of it in the Manjimup-Donnybrook area. It is a fungus and easily spread. It is a small
outbreak and we are going through the same protocol of eradication as has occurred in
the south. The eradication schedule has been put back another year. Even though the
fungus is not seen for a year, the treatment must be applied for another year. The coling
moth has been confined to Bridgetown and one property in Albany.
The CHAIRMAN: Are those regions through it now?
Dr CARROLL: No, they will be under quarantine.
Mr HOUSE: We have had outbreaks in the past. One example was in the 1950s when
we had apple scab in Western Australia. We have been through it and brought it under
control before. It is just a matter of working in cooperation with the farmers.
Mr MARSHALL: Does the export of our wildflowers and pretes come up as a major
achievement or is it a very minor part of our exports?
Mr HOUSE: It is still very small in dollar tenms, but it is growing. We have been
encouraging people to grow them because there is a market for those things. One of the
biggest problems is getting those flowers out of the state and on the transport; but there is
a market.
Mr GRILL: Under the major planned achievements is mention of wool processing. The
wool strategic group is also looking at processing.
Mr HOUSE: We have formed a link with some of the scourers. We brought wool of
particular qualities from various parts of the state and they were put through as a test
batch so that the manufacturers, spinners and weavers could see how they performed.
Mr GRILL: In arecent speech of the Treasurer - Ido not have iwith me -he said that
all of the scourer have now been relocated to a new area- That surprised me. I was no:
aware that that had happened.
Mr HOUSE: It has KIoL I am sume the member is talking about Western Australia.
Mr GRILL: Yes.
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Mr HOUSE: The scourers are being run at Jandakoc. I think the Treasurer might have
been saying that they have to be relocated because they will not meet the standards
required by the Environmental Protection Authority if they remain where they are. The
waste product cannot be dealt with satisfactorily. We are holding discussions with the
three scourers to look at the options. One is to relocate two of them to Jandakor and to
amalgamate them with the one that is already there, and the three companies have some
agreement about that. The other option is to take them to what is known as the 1P14 site,
which is at Kwinana. Those discussions have been ongoing for some months now. I
imagine that by Christmas we will have a conclusion, but it is a matter of the cost
involved. It will cost about $44m.
Mr GRILL: I know it has taken a fair while. Clearly someone in the Premier's
department has made a mistake. Hon Kim Chance brought a copy of the speech to me
and said that he was not aware that the scourers had been relocated. I said that I would
put a question on notice to the Minister. However, you have answered it now.
Mr HOUSE: It started about eight years ago and they were given up to 10 years to
relocate by a very generous Minister of the day.
Mr GRILL: Will the Minister tell me what he thinks of the recent decision under the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade? Many claims have been made about the
beneficial effect that GATT will have on Western Australian agriculture. I was very
pleasantly surprised at a statement made at the final outcome of GAT. What is the final
opinion of the department?
Mr HOUSE: I do not know about the department. My view is that it will have minimal
effect in the next decade. Even after that, one would have to question what effect it
would have, given that it might track on its decisions. If the decision that has been made
continues to head in the direction that has been put forward, it will be good. You know
as well as I that the Americans and Europeans have a habit of not implementing a policy.
It will be different for different industries. There has been some immediate freeing up in
the quota systems for meat in the EEC which will have some effect fairly quickly.
However, with regard to wheat, it has gone backwards for the next year or two. There
will not be any real benefits for some time.
[4.00 pm]
Mr GRILL: You talk about the South East Asia and northern Asian markets. Do they
really represent the major markets at present, or is Europe still the major market?
Mr HOUSE: Yes it is, very much so. It depends which product we are talking about.
Europe is still 70 per cent of our wool market. It still takes a lot of meat, the majority of
our lupins and a reasonable amount of barley. Many of our big ticket items still go into
Europe. Asia is the quickest growing market; in other words, the growth has been
quicker there than anywhere else.
Mr BRIDGE: I refer to a major planned achievement on page 199 of the Program
Statements of enlisting the commitment of the state's beef industry to a plan. Will that
involve die Kimberley beef team and others?
Mr HOUSE: Yes, and the beef strategy group. A number of exporter have said that
they believe there is potential to expand the industry because there is enough demand.
That is why we have put the beef strategy group together to work with people such as the
Kimberley beef team to ensure that we get maximum access to those markets. Bearing in
mind that, from memory, Western Australia has about 7 per cent of the nation's cattle,
our industry is not that large compared with that in the rest of Australia.
Mr BRIDGE: That is a good move, because the difficulty we run into with the Asian
market is that the potential outweighs the reality of trade. We must consider a long term
structure to maximise the opportunities. Logistically we are close to the market, but
major problems are evident in the export industry. Anything along those lines is highly
valuable. The embracing of people who have that confidence is important
Mr GRILL: At page 201 of the Program Statements is a comment that the increasing
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sophistication of market demand for grain is coinciding with a major change in the
technology of grain production in Western Australia, and that significantly greater
potential yields arm becoming possible, particularly in the higher rainfall cropping areas.
I know that has always been a goal. However, I have heard other people say that overall
yields in Western Australia have remained on a plateau for a long time. Are yields
increasing dramatically or are they still on that plateau?
Mr HOUSE: Western Australia will always be somewhat limited by its rainfall patterns;
that is still the greatest limiting factor. However, people are now growing significantly
higher yielding crops by using simple techniques, such as planting earlier or taking out
grasses in the year prior to cropping to eliminate disease. Much of that has conic about
because areas that traditionally ran only sheep, such as along the bottom of the south
coast and in some areas through to Kojonup and Boyup Brook, are now starting to grow
move cereal crops. That camne about because of the downturn in wool prices. Simple
methods such as using chemicals which have allowed people to direct drill and take out
grass to eliminate disease have made quite a difference. People following some of those
programs are getting good yields.
-Mr GRILL: Can we generalise and say that the yields axe increasing, or are the figures
not in yet?
Mr HOUSE: I do not know what the official figures show. Those significant increases
have not occurred in the eastern wheatbelt, but much of that is climatically determined.

-As you know, I have been critical - this is probably what you are referring to - about
some of our wheat planting programs.
Mr GRILL: It is not just you; some of your colleagues have also been critical. This
statement in the Program Statements is pretty bullish.
Mr HOUSE: Last year we produced a record wheat crop. I do not think that will occur
again this year.
Dr CARROLL: This is directed largely at the better rainfall areas. We have rainfall that
can be made better use of if the package outlined by the Minister is followed: That is,
selecting thre best country only for cropping; preparing it the year before; and
implementing measures such as grass control seeding as early as possible, having a range
of varieties on hand to match the opening of the season to some extent, and strategically
using nitrogen fertiliser and the other chemicals available. It is possible to get morn out
of the environment if more attention is paid to those techniques.
Mr MARSHALL: I refer to the major achievements on page 202 of the Program
Statements. How receptive were farmers to the Cropcheck benchmark project which was
launched to help farmers establish better crop production on a paddock by paddock
basis? My experience is that many farmers stick to their own way of doing things and
are reluctant to change.
Mr HOUSE: I cannot be specific about that problem. Today's farmers are better
educated and informed and take advantage of expertise and advice given to them by a
range of people, such as their own crop and spray consultants and agronomists. Some of

*them will and some wili not have benefited.
Mr MARSHALL: Can you put a figure on it?
Mr HOUSE: No. I would not have any idea.
Mr MARSHALL: It is done, but there is no check?
Mr HOUSE: How would you check it?
Dr CARROLL: These are formal programs. They are included in the planned
achievements because to some extent they are just starting. Someone is working full
time with groups of farmers, who tend to be leading edge farmers who take up the
projects first. It will grow on that basis.
Mr GRiLL: Page 202 of the Program Statements mentions in passing land degradation.
I have heard people talk about continuing problems with acid soil in Western Australia.
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When they do so they talk about it as a problem that will not go away and will get bigger
as time goes on. New South Wales and other states have experienced arid soil. Is it a
major problem or potentially a major problem, and can it be overcome?
[4.10 pm]
Mr HOUSE: I understand it can be overcome, and that it can be a major problem.
Dr CARROLL: Part of it is natural. Quite a few soils have a naturally acid subsoil, and
they have always been difficult to grow crops on. The greatest hazard is the development
taking place under agriculture generally, and particularly pastures. It is a very slow
process, but there is enough history and research results to indicate it will be with us
while agriculture is carried out in the way it is. Some practices, such as crop rotation, can
be utilised, but eventually we shall see greater use of lime in agriculture in Western
Australia.
Mr GRILL: I presume that lime would be spread at the time of planting.
Dr CARROLL: It would be spread periodically.
Mr GRILL: Will it be an expensive procedure?
Mr HOUSE: It depends on where the property is. The lime is often not expensive, but
the cartage is because it needs to be applied in large quantities - perhaps a tonne to the
hectare in some cases. That is the reason for the big push to open up the new deposit at
Nyabing. That would give a 200 ilometre advantage on the nearest access to much of
the central great southern.
Mr GRILL: How much land could be affected by this problem of arid soil? Is it
potentially a large area?
Dr CARROLL: If nothing were done about it, over the years it would start to show
almost everywhere where there is agriculture, particularly where the sails are inherently
acidic. It will not be in the heavy soils of the eastern wheatbelt, but wherever there are
sandy soils it is very slowly developing. It appears even faster on the continuous clover
pastures, as opposed to rotations. Perhaps we can give an estimate of that
Mr GRILL: I have always thought land degradation was our biggest environmental
problem in Western Australia. It is rather strantge that until recently the
environmentalists have not focused on it. When I was Minister, the previous governiment
put in place a scheme for planting on agricultural properties, as distinct from coastal
plantations, 10 million trees a year. That program was put in place under the Landcare
program through the Department of Agriculture. Does the program continue and how is
it now progressing? I think the target was 100 million trees by the turn of the century.
Dr CARROLL: It was a national program to plant one billion trees. I do not have the
numbers on hand, but the tree planting program has increased rather than remained static.
It varies, but tree planting is now a fact of life.
Mr MARSHALL: I believe Alcoa is heavily involved.
Mr HOUSE: Yes, it is.
Mr GRILL: flat is the program in the wetter area, and according to Syd Shea it is
ahead of schedule. However, we bad a separate programt for the agricultural areas. I
understood that it was ahead of schedule at one stage.
Mr HOUSE: In all parts of the agricultural areas now farmers are planting trees. It has
become the done thing to fence off creeks and to plant those areas that tend to become
salty. The biggest limiting factor is the cost of fencing the trees off from the stock.
Mr GRILL: It is interesting that the Minister hit on that point. When I was Minister for
Agriculture a program was put in place for the fencing of remnant vegetation on
properties, and I think it has been reasonably well received. The governiment at that time
met half the cost of the fencing. Is it worthwhile extending that program to plantations
on properties, or just fencing these creek lines and so forth?
Mr HOUSE: That program is still in place, and perhaps it could be said that one could
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never put enough money into it to solve the problem immediately. By and large, farmers
have taken up that technique and are doing it themselves. In most cases they axe flat
looking for government help. They realise it must be done and they are doing it.
Mr GRILL: It seems to me chat the focus has been on the forests, when the real problem
with the environment in Western Australia is in the rural farning areas.

Mr HOUSE: Particularly in those areas we call maliee country, which was cleared from
the mid to late 1950s and on. There are two reasons for that: Firstly, it was cleared with
chains instead of axes and bulldozers, so nothing was left; and, secondly, there was
poison in fth country, so all the vegetation had to be pulled out. If a patch of bush were
left the poison could not be removed.
Mr GRILL: I was not aware of that. What poison was it?
Mr HOUSE: Docks and narrowleaf. If not for that, more trees would be left in the
fanning areas. When driving along the road in malice country now, heaps of it can be
seen on the road verges.
Mr MARSHALL: A major planned achievement on page 202 of the Program Statements
is to increase wool growers' incomes by focusing on the pay off from quality
management. What ind of marketing strategy did the department put together to get in
contact with all the farmers of Western Australia to give them advice in that area?
Mr HOUSE: We did a number of things. Firstly, at the shed end there have been
programs about getting quality control and contaminant fiee wool into the bale. That has
been taken up by industry and by private enterprise under the Galcare and Clipcare
programs. Specific programs are in place for each of those. I am not sure what
percentage of Western Australian farmers have taken them up, but it is becoming
increasingly accepted. The member might be aware that in the past week, at our
invitation, some international wool people have been in Western Australia representing
all sections of industry, including chose who buy for Marks and Spencers in Europe. We
have tried to spread our efforts across the whole range of people involved in the wool
industry in order to focus the world's attention on Western Australian wool. To a certain
extent that has been working. Those programs are slow to develop to a bottom line, but
they have been working.
Mr MARSHALL: How do you ensure those programs get to every fanner?
Mr HOUSE: One can only make them available. We cannot put their heads in the
"rugh and make them drink! The department has also been running small seminars

around Western Australia, as have private enterprise companies such as Elders Limited
and Wesfarmers Limited.
Mr GRILL: I refer to the industry support and assistance program detailed on page 205
of die Program Statements. It was said last year that eastern Europe has considerable
potential for efficient food production and poses a future challenge to Australian
agriculture. That is not repeated this year, and I wonder whether eastern Europe has
emerged as a real threat.
Mr HOUSE: Perhaps it has not got its act together as quickly as we thought it would.
Mr GRILL: it is stated also at page 205 that draft policies were developed to improve the
management of industry trust funds so that they provide an effective form of insurance
against some of the risks involved in horticultural production, while promoting industry
self-reliance. Axe they the promotional funds provided for in the legislation passed
earlier this year?
[4.20 pm]
Mr HOUSE: The banana industry trust fund is in place for the people of Caniarvon.
They contribute a certain amount, which the Government matches on a two for one basis.
Under the beef industry trust fund the Government pays compensation and, for example,
it paid compensation for the recent outbreak of anthrax in the south west. We also paid
out where we expected a Johne's disease outbreak. We are getting some of those
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programs up and running in conjunction with the horticultural industry. We passed the
Horticultural Produce Commission Amendment Bill to establish those programs in
conjunction with industry. Where industry came to us wanting to establish that sort of
fund we had a vehicle for it to do that.
Mr MARSHALL: On page 207 one of die major achievements was the introduction to
Perth of a sniffer detector dog team. What are they sniffing for?
Mr HOUSE: Fruit. It is worth watching them. There is a beagle at the airport and I am
disappointed they did not call it Monty! They run along the line of people's bags and if
they smell fruit or meat they sit and wag their tails, which is an invitation to the inspector
to ask the person to open his bag. They have been operating for about 12 months. I think
the limiting factor is that the dogs take a fair bit of training and they can only work for a
few hours before they need a break.
Mr MARSHALL: Is it done all over the world?
Mr HOUSE: We got the idea from America; we did not dream it up.
Mr GRILL: Mention is made at the bottom of page 206 of some diseases and infestations
in recent years. like codling moth, western flower thrips and apple scab. There have been
quite a few others, like the Queensland fruit fly and anthrax, which the Minister
mentioned a while ago, and things of that nature. In recent years we have seen more
outbreaks. We had some discussion on this subject last year. Are we putting enough
money into this area? Should we have another checkpoint in, say, the central desert area
around Warburton? A lot of traffic comes through there now. I know you have had a fair
degree of success in controlling and eradicating some of those outbreaks once they get
here, but it costs us a lot of money.
Mr HOUSE: Also private aircraft traffic is not monitored. You can fly in from the
eastern states, land at the airport, go through one of the private terminals and nobody
checks your bags. We have been looking at shifting the checkpoint from Norseman to
Eucla to try to make it more efficient. The member will be aware that we opened the
checkpoint at Kununurra and it is operating 24 hours a day. I have also been looking at
privatising those checkpoints. We have called for some expressions of interest to see
whether we might run them as a private operation. Security at airports is run by private
contractors, so that sort of thing can be done. The member's point is valid, but where do
we stop spending money on those sorts of things? It is always possible to beat the
system. We must make people aware as much as possible and get other governments to
cooperate. That is not always easy. We have been trying to get the South Australian
Government to share the costs of the Eucla checkpoint, but it is not all that interested,
possibly because South Australia has every disease known to man.
Mr GRILL: The protection regulation and control program on page 206 contains many
issues that could be taken up under the Agriculture Protection Board division. Are you
looking at the duplication within the APB?
Mr HOUSE: Yes, we are conducting a review of the Agriculture portfolio at the
moment, but there is a strong push by farmers to keep a separate APB entity and not
amalgamate it. That has been the case for some time. One can even make the case for
more resources to the APB so it can take over some of those functions that overlap. Until
it is explained clearly farners do not understand that there is as much overlap as there is.
Wherever the APB has had a major problem we have had to use Deparment of
Agriculture resources to help. For example, with the codling moth outbreak at
Bridgetown we had to bring in other people to assist.
Mr GRILL: Is that being looked at under this review?
Mr HOUSE: Yes.
Mr GRILL: I have no problem putting the resources into the APB, if that is what people
want, but we need to have one organisation that can operate efficiently all the time.
However, if you are looking at that, we can have that debate later on.
Mr MARSHALL: The estimate for the disease and pest eradication subprogram is
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almost the same as it was for 1993-94. I thought that would be an area you might have
gamnbled a little and overestimated just in case something came in like the codling moth
and some disease hit the market whene you needed extra funding to step in and eradicate
it immediately.
Mr HOUSE: I would like to take the member for Murray along when I have my next
discussion with the Budget Estimates Committee. I would like to convince them to put
new fat into the Agriculture budget. The reality is that it tends to get shaved back.
Dr CARROL.L: You will notice that $5m of Commonwealth funding is included. The
state is the agent for the Commonwealth in maintaining quarantine barriers for
international wrade, and also the inspection of export products to other countries. That
will tend to come down over time as the Commonwealth backs off from some of that
export inspection and changes to quality assurance. To some extent inspection can be
replaced by quality assurance, which is something that farmers or exporters can take on
themselves.
Mr GRILL: The safety and quality standards subprogram talks about monitoring
production and marketing standards in both domestic and export markets. I can
understand that with export markets because we need to be careful about them. In the
past, there have been some elements of gross exploitation. I cannot understand why we
need to monitor the domestic market because surely normal market forces would ensure
that bad quality produce does not get onto the market.
[4.30 pm]
Mr HOUSE: My understanding is that the growers themselves pay for the domestic
market inspection services and quality control practices, so I guess that probably speaks
for itself, but a lot of poor quality produce still reaches the market.
Mr GRILL: If the growers pay for it themselves, I do not suppose we can complain too
much. Mr Chairman, I appreciate that we are not supposed to discuss capital works, but
there seems to be some latitude on the subject so long as the Minister is prepared to
answer the question.
The CHAIRMAN: The advice which committee chairmen have been given is that it is
grossly disorderly to ask questions about capital works.
Mr MARSHALL: I have a concern about emus. which was raised by someone in John
Bradshaw's electorate who also happens to be called Arthur Marshall, by a strange
coincidence. He breeds emus, and he was very irate about the recent incident where,
because of the lack of water, some emus were shot and others were given to breeders
around that area. He believed that he was feeding his emus on quality feed for export and
that there was no check on those emuts which had come out of the bush.
Mr HOUSE: T7hat question should properly be directed to the Minister for the
Environment, whose decision it was. It was not my decision.
Division 26: Agriculture Protection Board, $14 521 000 -
[Mr Johnson, Chairman.]
[Mr House, Minister for Primary Industry.]
[Mr RIL. O'Dwyer, Acting Chief Executive Officer.J
Mr GRILL: It puzzles me a little why the expenditure was down in 1993-94 from an
estimated $14.072m to an actual $13.855m, particularly considering the number of
,outbreaks of exotic diseases and pests that we have had in this state. Why was all of the
estimate not taken up, and why is this area not receiving greater funding?
Mr O'DWYER: There has been a change in the way in which the estimates are brought
forward and presented. Th1ere has been no reduction in actual funding. The $662m that
is mentioned for capital servces for the year is for vehicle replacements, and it is a net
figure, whereas in the past we were funded on a gross figure. which was $1.194m last
year. This represents the difference between trade-in values and replacement costs. it is
a different approach.
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Point of Order
Mr GRILL: Mr Chairman, this underlines a problem. You indicated a while ago chat
questions about capital expenditure were grossly disorderly. There is a definite trend
within government - in fact, a stated goal - that there should be an integration of the
accounts in respect of both capital and recurrent expenditure, and that is happening to
some degree with these accounts. That is a good thing, because the accounting system in
this state has been out of step with most of the other states and the Federal Government.
We have got a set of accounts here which obviously encompasses certain significant
elements of capital expenditure, yet we are not allowed to talk about them. I believe that
if we are heading down this track, we should integrate the accounts fully and allow
questions on the integrated accounts.
The CHAIRMAN: Thai may be the case in future, but the House has made a clear and
conscious decision that capital expenditure will no: be deal: with in the Estimates
Committees. Even if the Minister indicates a willingness to answer any such question, it
is still out of order and should not be permitted.
Mr GRILL: Yes, but we have a Minister who is prepared to do it. I am not making these
comments in respect of these particular accounts. I am making these comments for
future reference.
The CHAIRMAN: They should be made in the House.
Mr GRILL: Surely it is something which you can take back to the Chairman of
Committees.
The CHAIRMAN: If you feel strongly about it, I suggest you make the point in the
House. I do not make the rules. Ijus: carry out the instructions of the House.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: It is a rule of the House.
Mr GRILL: Yes, and I realise that we are stuck with the rules.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: I also wanted to ask a question about capital works. I agree with
you that we should look at this matter, but we cannot do anything about it here.
The CHAIRMAN: You can raise that point at the third reading stage.
Mr HOUSE: I am reminded by the Clerk that an offer was made to the Opposition, in
writing, to discuss capital works in the Budget estimates, and it was refused.
Mr GRILL: I was no: aware of that. That is a bit of an embarrassment. I am just saying
that we get every year, unfortunately, depending upon who is in opposition and who is in
government, a reluctance to allow proper debate to take place in regard to certain
expenditure. You people adopted the same view when you were in opposition.
Mr HOUSE: Let us be fair about this. We offered to discuss it, and the Oposition said
no. If you are to be fair, then the ball is in your court to take it up with your colleagues,
who refused to allow capital items to be discussed in this debate. We made the offer, and
the Opposition said no, it did not want to discuss that.
Mr GRILL: As I said, it is a bit embarrassing.

Committee Resumed
Mr GRILL: I refer to the Agriculture and Related Resources Protection Act at page 214.
Is that a new item?
Mr HOUSE: No. For the last two years, those rates have been waived as part of our
assistance to the pastoral industry.
Mr GRILL: Is the idea that while they were waived, they were not presented as an item?
Mr HOUSE: I am not sure whether that is right. We had a system where people had to
apply for exemption. I do not know why it was not mentioned. I would have thought it
still had to be shown because we made an actual recoup from Treasury.
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(4.40 pm]
Mr O'DWYER: That section at the top of page 214 refers to the dollar for dollar
matching for pastoral rates. Last year it was $444 000; this year the estimate is $478 000.
in fact, it will be slightly under that because the rare was adjusted marginally downwards.
Mr GRILL: Why was it not included in the estimates last year?
Mr HOUSE: Are you sure it was not?
Mr GRILL: I cannot see it.
Mr O'DWYER: It may have been under another beading. Certainly it was allowed for
in last year's estimates, which I do not have a copy of. To the best of my knowledge it
was recorded there.
Mr HOUSE: We will check that and get back to you. Theme would be no reason not to
show it, but it will be checked.
Mr GRILL1 : The Minister proudly states when the estimates come out that funding has
been increased. It is very hard for a shadow Minister to state whether funding has
increased. A new item appears and cannot be compared with anything.
The CHAIRMAN: Will that be additional information or a question on notice? The
Minister stated he would give some information to the member. He has to do it either as
a question on notice or as supplementary information.
Mr HOUSE: What is the difference?
The CHAIRMAN: The difference is that if it is to be supplementary information, the
Minister must conic up with information in a fairly short space of time; the other one is a
question on notice when the House reopens.
Mr HOUSE: We will try to provide it as supplementary information. I think we can do
that within the week.
Mr O'DWVYER: To retur to page 212 of the Program Statements and the summary for
division 26, the second line "Agriculture and Related Resourcs Protection Act" has an
estimate for 1993-94 of $661 000 and actual expenditure of $444 000. The difference
relates to the assistance under the wool industry assistance scheme for pastoralists, of
which two years' assistance will be paid this year because it was not paid last year. That
was the estimate included in that $66 000.
Mr GRILL: Thank you for the information, but once again I must underline the fact that
that is not really my question.
Mr HOUSE: We will provide the information.
Mr MARSHALL: On page 215 one of the significant issues and trends mentions
"improved coordination between government agencies and authorities", and the Minister
states -that they are getting together with research programs. Can the Minister be more
specific on that?
Ms HOUSE: It is part of trying to ensure that we are spending our dollars properly and
not duplicating area. The shadow Minister mentioned in debate on the last division that
some programs had overlapped. We have been trying to look at those. For example,
accountancy is an area where we have tried to put in place a system for payments that
covers the Department of Agriculture and the APB system. It has been going for some
months. I am not sure whether it is working too well. We have been trying to eliminate
any duplication.
Mr GULL: On page 215, codling moth, European wasp and Queensland fruit fly are
mentioned. A year or two ago there was tihe weevil in the mango. It seems to be one
thing after another. I do not want to cover matters dealt with earlier, but I asked a
question regarding a checkpoint in the central desert. Has that been considered? A lot of
traffic passes through there, and it is part of my electorate.
Mr HOUSE: I have not thought of it. I must be absolutely honest about that. My chief
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executive officer is telling me that as part of the privatisation of checkpoints he has asked
for some expression of interest for a random point on that road
Mr GRILL: Thai will be very interesting because that Aboriginal community is one that
has a very good structure and is able to deliver services efficiently. They might be
prepared to erect a building and tender for that service. They have erected motels and
service stations and things of that nature. They might be prepared to put the capital cost
of that in place. I think that is worthwhile exploring.
Mr HOUSE: That will be explored.
Mr MARSHALL On page 215 under major achievements hydrocotyl is mentioned? Is
that like fertiliser?
Mr BLOFFWITCH-: What is hydrocotyl?
Mr HOUSE: I would not have a clue.
Mr O'DWYER: It is an aquatic weed. The high nitrogen levels in the Canning River
contribute to its growth, but it most certainly was tipped out of private aquariums and
households. At one stage the upper reaches of the Canning River were completely
covered by hydrocotyl. Attempts were made to remove it mechanically but we have
found that all that does is allow it to breed more vigorously. A.PB staff have been
spraying it to reduce the infestation and to get a major level of control. That has now
opened up the upper reaches of the Canning River and improved it significantly?
Mr BLOFFWJTCH: Is it a weed?
Mr O'DWYER: It is a water weed and it floats on water in a very dense mass.
Mr MARSHALL: What makes it breed? What is the program to prevent it altogether?
Mr O'DWYER: If one wants to prevent it altogether it must be totally eradicated. I do
noc think that is possible. We can control it with chemical sprays quite readily, easily and
cheaply, but I do not believe we will ever totally get rid of it.
Mr MARSHALL: It is nothing like the Harvey Pool estuaries?
Mr O'DWYER: No.
Mr LEAHY: On page 213 with respect to the APB there are 240 FTEs shown for
1993-94 with a salary figure of just over $10.5m. There are seven additional FrEs this
financial year, but the payment of salaries and wages is down by $100 000-odd. Why is
that?
Mr O'DWYER: The bottom line on how many people we can employ is always the
dollar value. Last year we had a fairly significant payment to the retiring chief executive
officer. It was in the order of $240 000, which included his past service liability. That
came out of our saary vote and impacted on the number of staff we could employ over
the year. We do not anticipate similar payouts. The APB has a commitment and liability
to superannuation which as at 30 June this year was $11I.5m in total.
Mr GRILL: It is underfunded.
Mr O'DWYER: It is underfunded, but it is in our balance sheet.
Mr LEAH-Y: The other question on the same page relates to revenue from operations
shown as nearly $2.5m in 1993-94, but reducing to under $l1m this year.
Mr O'DWYER: That funding is tied up with the capital side. That $2.4m for last year
has two factors: One, it includes the revenue received from vehicles sold, and, two, it
reflects a significant increase over budget in operational revenue brought about by a very
long dry summer and an increased rabbit problem. We have received something like
$250 000 extra over budget in operational revenue from rabbit baiting and associated
martens.
Mr LEAHY: How does the revenue come in from rabbit baiting? Is it charged out to the
farmers?
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Mr O'DWYER: Yes, it is charged to the farmers who come to the APB for use in that
year.
Mr HOUSE: We would ratlier they did their own control programs rather than us having
to do it for them. It is more efficient for them to do it themselves. In some cases they
would rather pay us to do it, but it takes us away from inspection services.
Mr GRILL: While we ame on rabbits, is this much publicised immunity to myxomatosis
true?
Mr HOUSE: I think it ebbs and flows. That has been the case for the last decade or a
decade and a half. The member may also be awar that a new sort of flu has been
developed, as I understand it. a virus. It was released on Kangaroo Island to be used in a
controlled area to see how it works. If it works, it will be a plus.
[4.50 pm]
Mr GRILL: I understand different strains of myxomatosis are brought in.
Mr O'DWVYER: It has been some time since another strain was brought in. At this stage
no strain would be more effective than die one we are using at present. It is like
influenza, the population gradually builds up a resistance to it. Some seasonal
conditions, especially chose that suit the mosquito - wet and cold - that vector the strain,
will ensure that die strain will get a bold on the rabbits. We will win for a while and then
the rabbits will build up a resistance again. It is extremely cyclical.
Mr GRILL: Are rabbits becoming more of a problem?
Mr HOUSE: They are in some areas. They are entrenched in same area in South
Australia; and in some parts of the member's electorate which is similar they are
becoming entrenched again.
Mr O'DWVYER: Just over 10 per cent of the Agriculture Protection Board's time was
spent on rabbit control by field staff. The preliminary figures I have show that it has
jumped to 17 per cent for 1993-94. The main reason is the long dry summer and the
ideal conditions for rabbit breeding.
Mr MARSHALL: In the major achievements for 1993-94 mention is made of the
predator-prey experiment that was delayedL
Mr O'DW YER: That relates mainly to foxes.
Mr MARSHALL: Are we getting rid of them?
Mr O'DWYER: That is the aim of it. Foxes also prey on native wildlife. The
Agriculture Protection Board is part of a cooperative research centr involved in evolving
sterility genetically into both rabbits and foxes. The predator-prey experiment was
carried out with the cooperative research centre in conjunction with Department of
Conservation and Land Management in Western Australia.
Mr MARSHALL: How is the sterility exercise conducted?
Mr O'DWYER: With the rabbits the idea is to use the myxomatosis virus as the vector
to transmit the sterile gene, which will be dominant within the rabbits and cause
infertility. The APB's role is in the field research to determine what level of sterility is
required to have a significant impact on populations. The trials on the rabbits at
Welistead had different levels of sterility in each of the trial groups so see whether there
was a compensating reaction from a high level of sterility and whether the rabbits that
were still fertile would breed more young.
Mr MARSHALL: Did we take this idea from overseas or was it worked out by she
scientists here in Western Australia?
Mr O'DWYER: It is a cooperative research effort with the Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organisation, CALM and the Australian National University. It
is world-leading technology. There is no other orgmnisation in the world to approach to
find out how to achieve this result.
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Mr GRILL.1: What progress is being achieved with the eradication of starlings and
noogoora burrs?
Mr O'DWIYER: The position with starlings is much the same as in the past two or three
years. Four staff are permanently based at Eucla and they spend most of their time
operating from the head of the gulf to Ceduna. Last year we had some starlings overfly
Eucla. Apparently the wind conditions were ideal and as a result we had to conduct
trapping further west from the border. We have a record of a bird that flew from north of
Adelaide and had been mrapped across our border. It had been banded by one of the bird
groups. We am successful in keeping out the starlings. Because of the South Australian
authority's allowing us to operate far into South Australia, we anticipate that a buffet has
been built up which will protect us for some time.
The noogoora burr program is in progress. It also consumes about 10 per cent of our
resources. It is hoped that in two years' time parts of the northern bank of the Fitzroy
River may be able to come out of quarantine because of the success of the control
program. That is the plus. The negative is that the noogoora burr has been found north
of Lake Argyle and in the catchment area of the Nicholson River. flat needs to be
controlled before it spreads further down the irrigation area.
Mr BRIDGE: The situation with the Fitzroy area looks to be quite positive.
Mr O'DWYER: Along the northern banks there are three or four restricted areas open to
the public. Our staff are hopeful that larger areas of the northern stretch of the Fitzroy
will be open to the public foliowing next yewr's program, if it goes well.
Mr BRIDGE: What has happened about the pandanus plan? Is that workcing
successfully?
Mr O'DWYER: It has finished now; but it was successful when it was in operation.
Mr BRIDGE: There was some community involvement.
Mr O'DWYER: There was very good, positive involvement by the community.
Mr GRILL: I refer to the joint barrier quarantine review with the Western Australian
Quarantine and Inspection Service. What is the relationship between the APB and the
quarantine inspection service?
Mr O'DWYER: It is very close. The principal officer of the inspection service reports to
me on an informal, day to day basis, although technically he is employed by the
Department of Agriculture and Mike Carroll is his boss. We are making sure that there is
no duplication. WAQIS staff do all of the work at Norsenman and the airport. They are
cross-authorised under our legislation to do our work at the same time. At Kununurra
approximately half of the staff are ours and half belong to WAQIS. The local manager is
our regional officer. We could not justify having two managers there. For all quarantine
matters he answers to WAQIS. This is the same arrangement as at Kalgoorlie, where
Cyril Limto works for both organisations.
Mr GRILL: Last year there was a planned achievement for a 10 per cent reduction of
infestation of skeleton weed. Was that achieved?
Mr O'DWYER: No. The achievement for last year was an increase in the number of
properties covered, with a slight increase in the area for skeleton weed. We are hoping
for a reduction this coming year.
Mr HOUSE: We put-it in the program again for this year. One of these days we will get
it!
Mr GRILL: Is the review operating?
Mr HOUSE: The review has been reported. Because the legislation runs out at the end
of October, we will renew the existing legislation for 12 months. I introduced that
legislation last week or the week before.
Mr GRILL: We will deal with that expeditiously if the Minister would like to bring it
forward. I have had a briefing on it, and there is no problem.
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Mr HOUSE: That will give industry groups a little more rime to look at the
recommendations of the review, which procedurally recommends some changes; but, in
the sense of still having a levy arrangement, it is still the path which we will probably go
down. The industry basically agrees with that.
Mr GRILL: Some emphasis was placed on foxes last year, although no target was set.
How is that program going? I notice that CALM is also trying to eradicate foxes.
Mr O'DWYER: The emphasis probably came from CALM as much as from die APB.
We provide the baits for both CALM and ourselves. It was very successful in that it was
a community driven program. It has had significant impact on fox populations. CALM
is trying to establish the impact chat the reduced fox numbers will have on native fauna.
Mr GRILL: Was that mainly by baiting?
Mr O'DWYER: Some shooting was also involved.
[5.00 pmn]
Mr GRILL: Is there any biological way of controlling foxes?
Mr O'DWYER: The foxes are in that same experiment with the cooperative research
centre. There are two large technical problems at this stage: A vector for transmitting
the gene has not been found, and the genetic scientists have not found a spot on any of
the genes where they can attach an infertility pick-up in the gene. The chances of success
with infertility in foxes are very low.
Mr HOUSE: A lot of experimental work has indicated that when foxes are reduced, the
rabbit population increases enormously; the figures are phenomenal.
Mr MARSHALL: I saw a documentary on television recently about the growing of
marijuana for fibre which can replace timber. Is that being considered?
Mr HOUSE: I heard about the program, but did not see it. I asked the department to
consider the matter and see whether it was a practical alternative. That was only a couple
of weeks ago and the department is yet to come back to me.
Mr GRILL: Actual expenditure last year was $886 000 for the eradication program. It
was indicated in the year before that the estimated expenditure was $1.223m. Given the
problems with infestation - we have already discussed those - how can you justify
another expenditure of approximately 30 per cent?
Mr HOUSE: The major problems with those outbreaks were in the year prior. They ran
down in this past year, in other words, the outbreaks to which you refer were more
applicable to the 1992-93 year than they were to the 1993-94 year, and they wound down
a little. The main codling moth outbreaks and apple scab outbreaks are behind us,
although, as you are aware, we have had some. As we have already discussed, there has
always been some overlap in the Department of Agriculture. We have used resources
from there as required to take up the slack. I do not think we have done any less a job; it
is just a matter of where the resources have come from and when they have needed to be
applied.
Mr BRADSHAW: I know that the Department of Agriculture has been workcing on the
biological control of introduced plants and weeds, such as dock and Paterson's curse. Is
the department still a long way from overcoming those problems?
Mr HOUSE: The department has made significant progress in overcome Paterson's
curse. It is now conducting a field-size experiment. The eradication of dock is still a
little way off;, however, the department has developed something to take out the tuber. I
am not technically au fait with it. I can find our those details and let you know.
Mr LEAHY: Page 216 indicates a major planned achievement of a further 20 per cent
reduction in the number of feral goats. Will that be achieved by the use of the 1080
program? What additional measures are to be used?

Mr HOUSE: One good news story for you is that the first shipment of goats out of
Carnarvon occurred seven or eight days ago. The abattoir there has been upgraded to
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export standard. That creates an enormous opportunity for the people in that region to
access the market they did not have before. When I was in the area a couple of months
ago -aslIam sure youare aware fmthe feedback - Itold thepastoralists that the
Government would cooperate to enable them to access income and return from the
problem of feral goats, and it would then move in behind and carry out a cleanup
program, or whatever was necessary. Mostly, it has involved a shoot out program.
Mr LEAHY: Has the intended 1080 program been started, or has it been put on the back
burner?
Mr O'DWYER: The final approval for the 1080 poisoning of goats came trough too
late to be put into operation last summer. A major training exercise of our field staff will
be undertaken in September so they are ready for the coming summer. The 1080
poisoning program will be one of the programs used. A range of control measures -
shooting, mustering and hrapping - will still be used where possible.
Mr LEAHY: Will it be implemented in any case or will it be decided after it is seen what
sort of reduction can be achieved through the marketing of goats?
Mr O'DWYER: The program is driven by the pastoralists. If they want to muster the
goats or market them, that is fine by the APB. If they cannot muster them, or they want
to muster and destroy them because they are not commercial enough, that is their
decision.
Mr LEAHIY: Is it correct that the 1080 programt will not be forced on any pastoralists; it
will be left to their management control?
Mr HOUSE: The Government employed somebody to carry out a feasibility study to see
how many dollars were available in farming goats in a "behind the wire" program. If the
pastonalists want to access that and think they can make a dollar out of it, the
Government will help thenm. Equally, if they want to eradicate the goats from other areas,
they will be helped to do that too. It is an individual decision, and we will work with
them.
[5. 10 pm]
Division 27: Rural Adjustment and Finance Corporation of Western Australia,
$412 000 -

(Mr Johnson, Chairman.]
[Mr House, Minister for Primary Industry.]
[Mr J. Nicholls, Chief Executive Officer.]
[Mr B. Armnen, Senior Finance Officer.]
Mr GRIILL: This division seems to be quite different ini its outcomes for this year as
against the estimates for last year, when there was an estimate of total net expenditure of
$3.839m. This year the actual was $2.162m. That appears to be down dramatically. Is
that just a reflection of the new Act coming into operation?
Mr HOUSE: It is a reflection of efficiencies that have been put in place in the operation -
its downsizing and ensuring that it is mare efficient. I suppose that the new Act has
helped us achieve some of that.
Mr GRILL: If that is all it is about, the staff need a big pat on the back because that is a
huge saving.
Mr LEAHY: On that same question, the estimate was $4.08m, with an adjustnent for
revenue and other financing trnsactions of only $244 000. The actual revenue was
$1.642m, and most of the improvement was by way of adjustment for revenue. Can you
explain that?
Mr ANNEN: There was a change of accounting procedures during the yea and we
retained some revenue. Previously all revenues were paid into the consolidated fund at
Treasury, and from 1 December we retained revenues.
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Mr LEAHY: Is most of that improvement the $1 .2m?
Mr ANNEN: And accounting changes on the revenue side.
Mr GRILL: There were efficiencies and accounting changes? How is the figure
divided?
Mr NICHOLLS: The improvements in efficiency represent $183 287 in actual
expenditure against budget, and against the initial budget a further $335 000 was saved.
All up, on the initial budget we saved $518 000 in administration costs through improved
efficiencies, which is a 16 per cent improvement on budget.
Mr GRILL: Was the balance taken up in the new accounting procedure?
Mr NICHOLLS: Yes.
Mvr GRILL: In 1994-95 is an amount of $2.599m included in revenue for operations?
Mr NICHOLLS: Yes, that is right.
Mr GRILL1: Is that the new procedure?
Mr NICHOLLS: Yes.
Mr GRILL.1: I think it is worth while in that circumstance to include a footnote explaining
why it has happened. A person looking at the accounts without that knowledge would
see only a dramatic difference. It is hard to follow.
Mr HOUSE: It is a good paint and I accept it.
Mr GRILL: How well is the new scheme being received? I do not hear many complaints
about it, but the general complaint seems to be that the tenms and conditions are being
interpreted more harshly in Western Australia than in other states, especially in relation
to exceptional circumstances.
Mr HOUSE: The exceptional circumstances guidelines are clearly set down by the
Commonwealth. We argued strenuously with Crean and Bob Collins about relaxing
some of those guidelines. We were not successful. The member will be aware that they
finished from the beginning of July, and are no longer in place. We managed to help 137
worilgrowers.
When comparing Western Australia with other states, one must take into account the
many smaller woolgrowers in those states. The number of people helped is not the only
figure to be taken into account. I share the member's disappointment; I believe that if we
had been able to relax some of those guidelines, we could have helped more people. That
was not possible. However, I stress that they were Commonwealth guidelines.
Mr MARSHALL: I refer to page 223 of the Program Statements and the comparison
between 1992-93 and 1993-94 for direct loans to farmers, from $1.973m to $22 000.
Mr HOUSE: We have gone out of that business. We no longer directly loan money. We
have put in place different programs, such as subsidy schemes, assistance for farm
management advice, and relocation out of the industry advice. When somebody has
reached the end of the line and agreed to a relocation amount, we give a grant.
Mr MARSHALL: I note that an amount of $L Ilm support was approved to 25 farmers to
enable them to leave the industry. Is that the scheme the Minister is talking about?
Mr HOUSE: Yes.
Mr LEAHY: During the year we heard from RAFCOR that it would make efforts to
recover some of the prants made to farmers who had gone on to better things and had not
repaid their loans. How much has been recovered?
Mr HOUSE: A number of situations have arisen. Probably the best example is where
people have been given subsidised interest loans because they have been going through a
tough period. In view of the fact that it is taxpayers' money, when those businesses
climb out of the trough - in other words, the program has been successful - in our view
they should be in a position to commercialise that and should no longer need RAFCOR
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assistance. We are working through those one by one, talking individually to farmers
trying to reach some cooperative arrangement whereby the money can be recirculated in
the scheme.
At the moment we are considering a discount program in which, for example, a person
who owed RAPCOR $300 000 might reach agreement to repay only $85 000 in complete
settlement of that loan. In that way the administration and associated costs would
disappear, and we could put those people back into the commercial world. It is a slow
process, but we are working through it.
Mr GRiLL: A general statement is made at page 223 about Western Australian crop
yields, record harvests, improved economic conditions and so on. This is probably the
best agency to snake a general statement about the outlook for fanning in Western
Ausn'aia. Is the Minister or the director prepared to make a statement in that respect?
Mr HOUSE: There is absolutely no doubt that more than six million tonnes of wheat and
m~ore than one million tonnes of barley were produced last year, and they were record
yields for the state. The returns for meat producers were also very good. The lowest
point in the whole economic indicator was the wool prices, and the people relying solely
on wool certainly had a tough year. In a general sense, agricultur is in pretty good
shape.
Mr GRILL: Is your prognosis for the next couple of years also optimistic?
Mr HOUSE: If the member can tell me whether it will rain, I can answer that question!
If it rains, the answer is yes. Meat prices are higher than ever, wool price market
indicators are in the top of the 600s, heading for 700, and wheat, lupin and barley prices
axe about the same as last year. All we need are good seasonal conditions, but with a
poor season the situation could change.
Mr GRILL: Thie statements and accounts indicate some success in recovering money,
reducing the number of outstanding debts, and the number of farmers with outstanding
debts. It all seems to be heading in the right direction.
Mr HOUSE: I think so.
Mr GRILL: In these estimates no detail is given of the outstanding debts, what amount is
on loan from the Commonwealth, or how much is due to be paid back. Indication is
given later in the estimates that certain money has been repaid to the Commonwealth
ahead of time, but I have never seen a set of figures setting that out for members of the
public or a parliamentarian. It might be in the annual report.
Mr HOUSE: Those details will be in the annual report. It is farly detailed and can be
read very easily from the columns. It contains very interesting information about the
number of clients, and the categories into which they fall. I wil send a copy to the
member.
Mr NICHOLLS: There are no debts outstanding to the Commonwealth, they have all
been paid out. In the loan portfolio the outstanding principal and interest is $32.9mn at I
July 1994. That is falling off fairly rapidly, and we are anticipating a $10mn drop this
year-

[5.20 pmj
Mr GRILL: I note on page 224 the statement that in line with recommendations of the
McCarvey report, debt due to the Commonwealth totalling $23.7m was retired early,
resulting in significant reduction in liabilities and a net interest saving to the state. Was it
just propitious to pay that money at that time because interest rates bad fallen? If not,
why was it not paid earlier? Are you saying there is a big benefit?
Mr NICHOLLS: By paying that money out early the net savings in net present value
terms was $6.5m.
Mr GRILL.1: That is immense. You did not mention the figure in these papers?
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Mr HOUSE: There was no attempt to hide it.
Mr GRILL: I am not saying there was, but it is a significant figure.
Mr ANNEN: When we prepared these Budget statements Treasury warnted to keep our
details to a minimum, so we have put in only the key points.
Mr GRILL: Why was it not done earlier?
Mr HOUSE: Since we have been in government we have been negotiating with the
Commonwealth to work out this problem.
Mr LEAHY: A major achievement for 1993-94 in the rural support management
program is that 348 loan accounts were repaid by farmers and payments of $ 10.8m were
received, compared with 300 in the previous year where taxpayers received back $13.8m.
We had 48 more loans retired. but $3m less in the kitty. Is that because t discount
applied?
Mr HOUSE: The discount program is ready, but it has not been put into practice.
Mr MARSHALL: Page 223 refers to support to enable 25 farmers to leave the industry,
and page 224 under major planned achievements for 1994-95 refers to helping farmers
whose businesses have flopped to leave the industry with dignity. Can you give me some
examples where that has occurred and what kind of money changes over?
Mr HOUSE: If a farmer finds himself in a difficult financial position, we have tried to
come to an arrangement to restructure his debt and allow him to the leave the industry
and to access up to $90 000 without the requirement for a mortgagee sale. If you are
looking for an example, it is the difference between a mortgagee sale and trying to help
fellows reorganise their lives.
Mr MARSHALL: How frequent has that assistance been?
Mr NICHOLLS: We can provide the details on the number of people we have helped
with farm sale relocation strategy.
Mr MARSHALL: Was that because the farms were in marginal farming areas or from
bad financial management?
Mr HOUSE: It can be a combination of both.
Mr MARSHALL: There are not many businesses that the Government helps out like
that, and I think it is a very good thing.
Mr GRILL: A planned major achievement for 1994-95 is to support eligible farmers
under the rural adjustment scheme to improve their farmn business productivity to lead to
sustainable long term profitability. I notice a substantial increase from last year in the
estimate for the industry and business analysis subprogram. Is RAFCOR having any
success with these below avenage farmers?
Mr HOUSE: One of the major thrusts put in place in the past couple of years has been to
access farmers who are not using good farm management skills. We have been paying
for farm management advisers to put in place programs to reorganise their finances and
to show them how to budget properly. It has been pretty successful. I have seen at least
half a dozen letters from farmers thanking us. They did not have the skills and did not
know how to access that information, and in some cases did not want to.
Mr McGINTY Is some of this work done in coordination with the Department of
Agriculture, because I notice similar remarks in the Department of Agriculture division?
Mr HOUSE: Yes, and the AAAC has helped us a great deal.
Mr NICHOLLS: The assistance is targeted to improving farm business performance, so
there is a clear outcome for the assistance being given. Assistance is provided to identify
ways in which they can improve the farm business performance which will improve
sustainable long term profitability. It has been positively received. It is a bit early to
gauge the effect because it is only 18 months into the new rural adjustment scheme, but
what we have done to date has seen positive results.
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Divison 28: Fisheries, $13 696 000 -
[Mr Johnson. Chairman.]
Mr House, Minister for Fisheries.]
[Mr P.P. Rogers, Executive Director.]
Mr K. Dhillon. Manager, Finance and Administration.]

[Mr 1.W. Penn, Director, Research Division.]
Mr McGINTY: Are you or the department currently giving consideration to any scheme
to buy back dormant fish processing licences, and if you are, what is involved?
Mr HOUSE: I have had discussions with representatives of the processors' association
and currently someone is getting all the information together so I can make a decision
about whether to leave them as they are, to buy back licences, or to expand the
processing industry. I have nor made a decision about that and they are aware of that.
We have had at least three meetings where we have discussed the issue.
It is one of fth most difficult issues I have had to deal with. The whole processing
industry has been based on a certain number of people being involved in the proicessing.
Something like 50 per cent of lobster is processed by two cooperatives - Geraldton
Fishermen's and Fremantle Fishermen's - and the other 50 per cent by 12 licence holders.
I do not have a clear answer for the member because we have not made a decision. I
hope to be in a position to give the industry a definitive answer in the next few weeks.

[5.30 pm]
Mr McGINTY: Do you have any policy or view about the way in which the smaller
licence holders and processors in the industry should he structured in terms of the
involvement of big and small companies? Is there any intent to move to reduce the
number of processors?
Mr HOUSE: I have an opinion about that. There are a lot of inefficiencies within the
lobster processing sector. One example of that is when the catch is landed on the beach
and a whole lot of trucks pick it up and go in different directions.
Another is that if the large fishing cooperatives receive a lot of lobster in one day they
find it difficult to deal with those to keep them in top quality condition. Therefore, one
could argue char because the high value end of the marker is in live lobster, in some
instances they probably have too many lobster to handle properly. Equally, of course, we
must have a market for those live lobster and be able to get them into that market through
a transport system, and sometimes that is difficult too. It is. as I say, a vexed question.
Mr McOINTY: You said that you had an opinion on the structure of the industry. I
appreciate that there are inefficiencies there, but what is your opinion about how it should
be addressed?
Mr HOUSE: We need to iron out those inefficiencies, because at the end of the day that
will result in better returns for producers. I do not have a formed view about how many
processors should be in the industry or how they should operate.
Mr McGINT Y: Are you contemplating any changes to the management plan for the rock
lobster industry for the forthcoming season?
Mr HOUSE: No.
Mr McGINTY: The same rules will apply?
Mr HOUSE: I made ir very clear when we implemented it that the package would be for
two years. The coastal tour, as we call it - that is, the meeting of fishermen up and down
the coast - will start in two weeks, and I have asked them to consider a range of options
that we will look at in the season followinig the next season. They are things like the
"4seven and 10" rule, which has caused some angst among the smaller boat owners, and I
am prepared to look at those, and I signal that we might change that rule, for the reason
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that if people are thinking about building a new boat, it would be very unfair to not give
them a clear indication of what we are thinking. However, the actual package will
remain the same as it was last year.
Mr McGLTY: Will the pot reduction that occurred for last season and this season
remain a permanent feature?
Mr HOUSE: It is too early to say whether it will remain in place after this coming
season. There is now broad agreement among industry that it was a successful move and
that it has achieved the objectives. We need to discuss that thoroughly this dine next
year after we have been through the second year of that program.
Mr McGINTY: It appears to me that the success of that related very much to die size of
the catch. The season that has finished was projected to be a good catch. What are the
projections for the next few years in regard to catch and price?

Mr HOUSE: Peter will have to answer that because he has the technical details. One of
the successes was the price this year, because the price rose significantly, so while they
caught 800 cannes less lobster, the actual return was up by about $45m on last year, so
that had a significant effect on the way fishermen thought about the package. Are you
aware that we do the projections by comparing the puerulus settlement?
Mr ROGERS: I cannot give you precise figures for next year's catch, but depending
upon the management packages, we expect it to be in the cider of 10. 1 million kilos. The
package will have certain impacts in regard to yield. One would expect that the catch
over the next three years would decline simply because the puerulus settlement has been
declining for some years now. We would expect the catch to decline from 10. 1 million
kilos to nine million thence to about eight to nine million kilos.
Mr McOINTY: What was the catch for the season just gone?
Mr ROGERS: It was 10 990 000 tonnes.
Mr McGINTY: So you would expect a drop next season of 800 000 kilos, and
continuing dawn from there because of the puerulus settlement?
Mr ROGERS: Yes.
Mr McGIINT: What reaction do you expect from the cray fishermen, appreciating what
you said about the success of this season being a mix of a relatively high catch plus price,
if you maintain the current management plan?
Mr HOUSE: Some of that will depend on what the price is, but if the price holds up -
there will always be some disagreement, but the majority of fishermen understand that
we are talking about long term security for the industry, and I think that basically there
will be support for it.
Mr ROGERS: The positive side of last year's package was the transfer of animals from
the season just gone into next year, which means that we are starting off at a higher point
in terms of abundance, so there will be sonic benefit in regard to additional catch which
would not have been thene had the package not been in place. The package is providing
some positive benefits by pushing animals into a later year in regard to their capture, so
from that point of view I think they will consider it positively.
Mr McGINTY: When do you expect the catch to increase again? AUl you have said so
far is that over the next three or four years, there will be a decline.
Mr ROGERS: The puerulus settlement is decreasing and I have my fingers crossed that
if there is a restrengthening of the current again this year. we may see some positive
indications on puenilus settlement. If we do not see some positive indications on
puerulus settlement, we will have to rethink the extent of measures which are being
applied in the fishery.
Mr HOUSE: Historically, the department has been very accurate in forward predictions
about the settlement and the catch graphs, and we can make those available to you. In
addition, I could arrange for die Waterman Marine Research Laboratories, through which
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all of this research is done, to gieyo full briefing. It is very interesting informaaion.
We could arrange that for you,%ifyo0u wo0uld like.
Mr McGITY: I am happy to take the Minister up on that. My information was that
everything was showing a decline and theme was not yet a glimmer of light at the end of
the tunnel in regar to the catch. I was wondering whether there was any wore recent
information. As Peter said, he has his fingers crossed. With the augmentation of the
gauge size during the course of the season, what was the experience of the departnent in
regard to enforcement? Did the department have enough enforcement officers to deal
with the changes? What was the level of breach?
Mr ROGERS: The changes to the gauge size occurred at the end of January. We believe
that there was a fairly high degree of non-compliance in regard to people holding back
76 mm animals, so that when the gauge size changed from 77 mm to 76 mm, they could
capitalise on that, and that appears to have occurred over a two or thre-day period. It
quickly disappeared.
Mr McOINfl': So people were catching undersized animals and holding them in their
pots?
Mr ROGERS: Yes.
Mr McGINTY: For how long?
Mr ROGERS: We suspect for one or two days. Certainly, there was no indication of that
prior to that. I do not believe we will. have the same level of trouble this comning year
because a lot of the fishermen, through peer pressure more than anything else, have
recognised the foolishness of their ways because it did affect the quality of those animals
in the first instance, and some of the processing companies also got their fingers burnt
because some of those animals were not in as good a stare as if they had been fleshly
caught and brought in.
Wr McGINTY: Are there any other elements of non-compliance?

Mr ROGERS: Generally, almost all other elements of the package were fine. We were
pleased with the outcome of the management program. Many of the management
measures in the industry have been in place over a number of years. We cannot always
have inspectors there, and a lot of it is peer pressure and accepted by industry. There is
now a much better acceptance by industry of the package than was the case early in the
rock lobster season. You should see a big difference.
(5.40 pm]
Mr McGINTY: How many staff are involved in enforcement?
Mr ROGERS: In the rock lobster area 30 to 40 staff are involved.
Mr McGINTY: Is that adequate to cope?
Mr ROGERS: Broadly, yet.
Mr McGINTY: With the possible exception of the changeover of the gauges.
Mr HOUSE: We have about 600 boats. As in all fisheries areas we are reliant on peer
pressure and people doing the right things. It is not possible to have enough; perhaps it is
a bit like policemen.
Mr LEAHY. The number of FT Es has increased from 138 to 142. Are any of chose on
the enforcement or the inspectorate side?
Mr ROGERS: Yes, one. We are expecting Commonwealth funding to appoint an
Aboriginal inspector to the deparment.
Mr LEAHY: Where have the additional 13 FTEs been assigned?
Mr ROGERS: Ten are largely assigned to aquaculcure; one was transferred fromt Premnier
and Cabinet to the policy division.
Mr HOUSE: It is in the Act.
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Mr McGILNTY: On aquaculture, were they completely new positions or was it a function
transferred from another department?
Mr HOUSE: No, it was a new position.
Mr MARSHALL: How did the home port issue finish up? In the south, they could not
go north because the ones in the north could not go south.
Mr HOUSE: Home porting has been abolished.
Mr MARSHALL: Have things settled back to normal?
Mr HOUSE: I would not use chat term exactly, but most of them have seatled back to
normal. A few people still think they should have home porting.
Mr MARSHALL: In the Mandurah area that matter arises because most of them are
centralised; the others come down from Cervantes and the locals become pretty annoyed.
They believe that if the whites go early up there and the reds come down here, the
northerners get two bites of the cherry and those in Mandurah do not. The overall theory
is that they do not get a fair go.
Mr HOUSE: Some of those are vexed questions and in the end a decision must be made,
and we decided that home porting was not a good rule.
Mr BRADSHAW: Are many people going into aquaculture? Is it mainly in the ocean or
are inland aquaculture projects being undertaken?
Mr HOUSE: There is a bit of both. The answer is yes, there is a good deal of interest
and there are a number of initiatives in both aquaculture and mariculture. There is one at
Jurien where consideration is being given to developing that industry. There has been an
increase in the number of people producing koonacs, yabbies and marron in the inland
area as well. An oyster and mussel venture off Albany has had approximately $Srm
invested in it, and in the Kimberley we have had a lot of interest in trochus shell
development. In addition, there has been interest in red claw and some of the tropical
species.
Mr McGINTY: Has any consideration been given to the introduction of a general fishing
licence?
Mr HOUSE: No, this Government will not be introducing it.
Mr McOLNTY: Are there any other changes in the recreational fishing area?
Mr HOUSE: We are constantly making changes to bag limits and the size of fish. We
have a fairly efficient system with 10 recreational advisory groups around the State, and a
peak recreational body which gives advice to me, and in consultation with the department
those recommendations are considered. Some decisions have just been made regarding
abalone, of which the member would be aware due to publicity. In the past there have
been problems from overfishing and a problem exists with the tailor fish stocks which is
one of the most popular recreation fish stocks being run down. We have to reduce the
bag limit and increase the size in order to Jet them multiply again. In a general sense we
have been trying to phase down net fishing, which we will do. We have been buying
back licences from professionals in those areas in consultation with industry, where they
agree, under schemes that are funded partly by industry and partly by government.
Mr MARPSHAL.L: Does the Minister think that bag limits for blue manna crabs should be
considered? Is there an export market for blue manna crab? I might add that net fishing
is going well in Manudrah.
Mr HOUSE: I do not know if there is an export market for blue manna crab. Most of
them are taken by amateurs and enjoyed by the local populace.
Mr ROGERS: My understanding of blue manna crab is that there is a fairly wide
distribution throughout the world, and presumably there is an export market. The
technical problem, as pointed out, is getting the product there at a useful price and in a
useful quality to successfully market it. Most efforts in marketing the product have
focused principally in the local or interstate markets.
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Mr McGINTY: In which areas of commercial fishery do you expect growth or bright
prospects for the future, and which area are you worried about in terms of the potential
collapse of a fishery?
Mr HOUSE: In the commercial fishery, I do not think there is any doubt that rock
lobster, pearls, scallops and prawns are the big ticket items. They have good
management controls and are well administered industries. There are a few arguments
within fisheries - for example, in the scallop fishery, as to whether they should be
allowed to fish in an area this year, and for how many days. Sometimes the fishermen
say they should be able to fish for a few more days. It is a matter of judgment as to how
far we let them go. We need to be careful in our management and perhaps at risk are
some of the estuarine species such as cobbler in some of the southern estuaries. I have
just increased the size for professionals and reduced the take so that we can ensure they
are protected. The southern shark fishery is in some real danger and, if anything, we may
have moved a little slowly on that. Perhaps a couple of years ago we should have done
something more. We have tried to do that as quickly as possible. The problemn when
those decisions are made is that it affects people's incomes dramatically. They have a
big investment, If the signals that a problem exists are not picked up quickly enough, and
they are nt given time to adjust, enormous pain can be caused.
Mr McCIINTY: What are you thinking about doing with the southern shark fishery?
Wr HOUSE: Reducing the amount of net to try to get some of the fishermen out of the

industry. We must reduce the number of people fishing in that fishery.
Mr McOINTrY: How do you get people out of the fishing industry?
Mr HOUSE: By buying their licences back. They could be relocated to other fisheries, if
an opportunity existed for them to fish for other species. We have tried to do that by
negotiating right down to an individual basis to try to help them. At the end of the day
we must protect the stock.
Mr McGINTY: I was surprised that another fisheries review was undertaken. One of the
areas that came up was the cleanest bill of health in the various reviews conducted during
the 1980s. Has the Minister uncovered anything interesting or any directions that he
would like to take?
[5.50 pm]
Mr HOUSE: It is probably a litdle early to be specific about that job. We are about six to
eight weeks out from the reporting date. We are now getting to the sharp end of the
report. There is a fair awareness among fisherman that they will have to pay increased
access fees to shift the financial responsibility more onto the industry and away from
CRF. In saying that, we would like to see mome CRE dollars devoted to aquaculture
development. There will not be any less allocation, just a change in the way in which
those dollars ame allocated. The fisherman - I am generalising, not all of them - are
saying to me, "We can understand that, as long as we can have a say in how those dollars
are spent and on what program.'
Mr McGINTY: How would you see the shift to the fishermen occurring?
Mr HOUSE: By increasing the entry fee percentage, which this year is 1.25 per cent
Mr McGINTY: Is that in the value of their catch?
Mr HOUSE: Yes. We might increase that to whatever figure is needed. We would need
to phase it in over time. That is only one aspect of the review; the other is to look at
internal efficiencies. The department has been working in pretty dismal surrounds in its
office.
Mr McGINTY: I thought it might be shifted to Fremantle.
Mr HOUSE: We are about to shift the department into new accommodation which will
improve efficiency.
Mr McGINTY: Where will it be located?
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Mr HOUSE: It will be in the SGIO Atrium building. The department is not sure whether
being closer to a Minister is an advantage but Isam sure it will find out.
Mr McGINTY: When is it envisaged that the increase in costs will be phased in?
Mr HOUSE: The review committee has not reported to me. Th'lerefore, I am signalling
something that is no great secret. We have discussed it at length with the industry. If and
when we do it, we will be consulting with the fishermen about how quickly we intend to
do it. I do not think we could bite it all off in one year. It would have to be phased in
over a period.
Mr McGLNTY:. That would depend on the repart.
Mr HOUSE: Yes.
Mr MARSHALL: I have received some information regarding crayfish bait. The people
who sell the cray bait say that 90 per cent of the bait comes from New Zealand and that
the local producers cannot compete with the prices. Could it be that we cannot keep up
with supply or can we help the industry so that local bait can be sold to cray fishermen?
Mr HOUSE: What sont of bait is involved?
Mr MARSHALL: I do not know.
Mr HOUSE: Two sorts of bait are used: Fish bait and calf or cattle hide. I am
absolutely delighted that the price of fish bait is too high for the rock lobster fishermen.
Mr MARSHALL: The industry could be developed locally. I am thinking about the net
fishermen in Mandurab who can no longer sell their pilchards or mullet.
Mr ROGERS: Some years ago the bait fishermen in the estuaries got a bit greedy and
put up their prices. As a consequence the wholesalers, in terms of supplying bait direct to
rock lobster processors, started to look elsewhere and they found they could buy bait on
order in a container when they wanted it and not have to stare it for up to 12 months at a
time. Because prices were too high, the industry now has substituted and is buying fish
from an alternative supplier, and at a much cheaper price. T'he difficulty now is that the
estuarine fisherncn are having a lot of trouble in re-establishing themnselves in the bait
market. The rock lobster processing sector has benefited from the constancy of price and
security of supply. The real issue is trig iogt the estuarine fishermen to expand their
market into food consumption, if the quality of fish allows that to happen.
Mr MARSHALL: Does the bait that is bought come from New Zealand?
Mr ROGERS: A lot comes from Europe as well as from the eastern states. Some
possibly comes from New Zealand.
Mr MARSHALL: It is a tragedy that we are not encouraging our awn people to sell bait
to the local market. If this problem involved farmers, these people would get some sort
of assistance.
Mr HOUSE: Surely it revolves around the price. Nobody owes the rock lobster
fishermen a living by selling cheaper fish bait to them. The member should look at some
of their returns.
Mr MARSHALL: I nm thinking of the people who caught the bait-
Mr HOUSE: If they can sell it off at a better price than they can sell it to the rock lobster
fishermen as bait, good luck to them.
Mr MARSHALL: They must be like farmers and go out with dignity then!
Mr HOUSE: Does the member want a readjustment scheme for bait fishermen?
Mr McGINTY: Does the concept of user pays that applies to the fishermen also apply to
the Department of Agriculture?
Mr HOUSE: We will be applying a number of those sorts of principles.
Mr McGINTY: We were able to deal with these Estimates as expeditiously as we did
because over the past couple of days the department has been most helpful and
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cooperative. I place on record my appreciation for its cooperation over the past couple of
years.
Mr HOUSE: If you would like to cake up die offer of the visit to the Waterman facility,
we can organise that for you and also for any of your colleagues who might like to attend.

Sitting suspended from 5-57 to 8.30 pm
Division 23- Resources Development, $11 290 000 -

[Mr Ainsworth. Chairman.]
[Mr C.J. Barnett, Minister for Resources Development]
[Dr D.R. Kelly, Chief Executive Officer.]
(Mr K.E. Hodgkin, Director.)
[Mr R. Aki, Manager, Finance and Admninistration.l
Mr GRILL In 1993-94 it was estimated that expenditure would be $13.14m, yet
expenditure seems to be down on that by about $3m, which is a big drop. Has that come
about because of changes to the method of accounting?
Mr C.J. BARNETT: No. Several items from the time of the previous government were
shown as one-off allocations that were not expended. From memory, one of the major
amounts was a $3m allocation to the Nifty copper project that was budgeted for in
1993-94 but not used. There was no cutback in the normnal recurrent operations of the
department. They were one-off subsidies or grants that had been committed to in the
time of the previous government.
Dr KELLY: There was the Nifty copper project, the Ashton Mining Ltd rare earths
project and the Compact Steel project.
Mr GRILL: They were the projects, but what sort of work did that $3m represent?
Mr C.I. BARNETT: An amount of $2mi was budgeted for the Nifty project, $580 000 for
Ashton rare earths, $15 000 for the forest residue levy, $500 000 towards Compact Steel,
$120 000 for rates associated with the Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd project at
Kwinana, and $38 000 to the Kimberley Water Resources Development Authority.
Those programs and allocations were an overhang from the previous government and
were shown in the 1993-94 Budget, but for various reasons were not expended. The
Kimberley water resources office was closed. Thie subsidy to the Nifty copper project
was not proceeded with; it was renegotiated.
Mr GRILL: That $1.5m for Compact Steel would have been paid.
Mr CiJ. BARNETT: Yes, we did honour die Compact payments to the letter. Those
payments were one-off allocations to industry that were not used.
Mr GRILL: A new item, Minister's Office, is included on page 175 of the Program
Statements. It is good that it is included;, however, if figures are to be included they may
as well be included in their totality. The figure included is only part of the cost. It refers
to office costs, other than salaries, wages and related staff costs, and rental
accommodation associated with the provision of administrative support for the Minister.
I raised this issue with the Minister for Primary Industry. He conceded that travel costs
also were not included and I presume that is the case wit these figures. The figures are
really meaningless in those terms. They do not give a picture of anything because all
those items are excluded.
Mr CiJ. BARNETT: My understanding is that travel costs are included in that.
Mr GRILL: If they are included, why can they not be ixemnised?
Mr Ci. BARNETT: There is no particular reason. I suppose they are just produced in
that form. As you would appreciate, often expenditure for a ministerial office is
unpredictable, particularly on things such as travel, which can be arranged within two to
three months' notice. for example, from my own experience we expended money on
activities relating to the Collie power station project which normally would not be
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budgeted for. There was a certain volatility about it. If you require a more detailed
breakdown of expenditure from my office I will provide it.
Mr GRILL1: I will be happy to see that. We must be fair-minded about travel costs.
Other costs are excluded such as salaries, wages and related staff costs, and rental
accommodation. Once they are excluded there really is not much of a picture. The other
items are not set out in any detail. We do not really know what is being referred to.
Mr CJ. BARNETT. Do you have a specific question?
Mr GRILL: No, I am just concerned about the format in which they are put. We do not
get any real picture of the costs of the Minister's office when all those costs are excluded
and others are not detailed.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: Which one concerns you most?
Mr GRILL: None particularly. However, if the item is to be included, it may as well be
done in a way that is meaningful.
Mr BRADSHAW: I am not sure those figures were included in the Past.
Mr GRILL: I do not think they were. They were not included in 1992-93. As I said, I
congratulate the Government for putting them in. However, having included them, they
should be there in some meaningful fashion.
Mr THOMAS: My question relates to the inister's office. We have had reports today
that a memo circulating within the State Energy Commission of Western Australia states
that nothing is to be done by SECWA which would embarrass the Government in the
lead up to the Helena by-election. Our information is that the memo states that there are
to be no disconnections due to unpaid bills, there are to be no orders for the lopping of
trees, and there is to be prompt attention to customer complaints by SEC WA employees.
I realise that SEC WA itself does not come within this process; however, our
information - I have not seen the document - is that the document alludes to a higher
authority. Has such a document emanated from the Minister's office?
The CHAIRMAN: I fail to see how the question relates to projected expenditure. It is a
matter of internal policy or of internal politics. I do not think it is a Budget estimate
matter and I rule that way. The Minister seems to agree with me.
Mr CJ. BARNETT: Your ruling is correct, but I anm wiling to make a comment if it
would help.
Mr THOMAS: I presume that if my information on this matter is correct, this document
may have emanated from the Minister's office -

The CHAIRMAN: I am sure many documents emanate from the Minister's office, but if
they do not relate to Budget estimates the committee cannot debate them. There is a
proper forum for you to ask that question if you want that information from the Minister.
I doubt that this is the place for that.
[8.40 pm]
Mr C.J. BARNEfl: As the matter has been raised and is left unanswered, I seek your
indulgence, Mr Chairman, to make a brief comment.
The CHAIRMAN: I am quite happy for the Minister to answer the question, but I do not
want that type of question to be asked as a matter of course because it does not relate to
the Budget estimates.
Mr Ci. BARNEfl: I assume that the member for Cockburn cannot produce the
document or cannot say who is alleged to have signed it.
Mr THOMAS: No.
Mr CiJ. BARNETT: I am not aware of any such document, apart from the fact that a
journalist from The West Australian asked me a question about it 20 minutes ago. No
document to that effect has come from my office or from me.
Mr THOMAS: A further question on that matter -
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The CHAIRMAN: I do not warnt a supplementary question to be asked on this matter,
because we do not have the time for that digression from the Budget papers. If the
member for Cockburn wants to raise another matter in relation to that question, it is
appropriate for him to do so in the normal way or perhaps when the Estimates Committee
is concluded.
Mr THOMAS: Surely it is open to me to ask the Minister whether he is prepared to
allow discussion on this division to be devoted to finding out whether that assertion is
correct?
The CHAIRMAN: The member is drawing a long bow.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I have answered the question. I am not aware of any such circular
or instruction, and no instruction to that effect has conic from me or my office.
Mr THOMAS: Are you prepared to find out whether it exists?
The CHAIRMAN: I rule that question out of order. I fail to see how it will impinge on
the Budget estimates.
Mr THOMAS:, Surely the duties of tie officers are provided for here and are very much
related to the Budget.
The CHAIRMAN: The duties may well be, but that does not relate specifically to a
Budget estimate item, and I rule that supplementary question out of order.
Mr GRILL: One would normally expect corporate services expenditure to be fairly
stable. However, in 1992-93 actual expenditure was $1.507m, and the estimate for
1993-94 was $3.3m, which is more than double the allocation. The actual expenditure in
1993-94 was $2.4m - a reduction of Urm - and then it increased by $400 000 in the
estimate for 1994-95. Although the amount has increased and decreased, the bottom line
figure is that the expenditure firom actual in 1992-93 to estimate in 1994-95 has doubled,
and one would not expect corporate services expenditure to double over that period.
Mr CiJ. BARNETT. I concede that point generally. However, the member will be aware
that in the course of 1993-94 the Department of Resources Development was split from
the former department of state development. That required a new corporate services area
to be set up. There was also relocation within the department- The creation of a new
department is the major explanation.
Dr KELLY: That increase came about through an increase in rental of $233 000, a motor
vehicle fleet cost increase of $25 000, a small increase in salaries and fringe benefits tax
of $42 000, additional expenditure on information technology of about $29 000, and a
number of other small items totalling $65 000, mainly associated with setting up the
department as a separate entity from DSD. It was mainly due to rental increase, with the
cost being transferred from a central funding arrangement tothe department.
Mr GRILL: I thought rentals in the central business district would have gone down.
Mr Ci. BARNETT: Previously in government accounting rents were treated thrugh a
central agency of government, but now rents art apportioned to the departments. There
is no effective increase, but rents are included in the Budget in the accounts for individual
departments.
Mr MARSHALL: I refer to the major achievements for 1993-94 listed on page 177 of
the Program Statements. It is stated that reviews of Western Australia's royalty and
incentive policies have been undertaken. Will the Minister enlarge on that and indicate
how he ascertains the best future directions to attract new investment?
Mr CJ. BARNETT: This matter relates to both the Department of Resources
Development and the Department of Minerals and Energy. DOME collects the royalties.
Traditionally, various incentives have been offered, particularly for further processing of
raw materials. That will be the case with BliP's decision to go ahead with the DIR plant
in the Pilbara. A concession will be given. It is relatively marginal but is seen in many
parts as good faith on the part of government to give some concession to encourage those
projects. One of the major issues with royalties is in respect of offshore petroleum.
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Much of the oil and gas reserves being developed lie in Commonwealth waters, and
under die current arrangements Western Australia does not share in the royalties, unless
some special amrngement is made. With prospective projects, such as WA.PET's Gorgon
field and a few others, we want to reach an equitable sharing of revenues with the
Commonwealth, as happened on the North West Shelf project. T'his has major
implications for the state, because these developments impose costs on the state in the
form of infrastructure and other things, and yet we do not receive any direct benefit.
Mr GRILL: It is stated at page 178 of the Program Statements that one of the planned
achievements for 1994-95 is the preparation of a resource policy statement. That seems
to echo almost exactly the statement made last year that a comprehensive resource policy
would be prepared. Are we to presume that the department was not able to put together a
policy document for 1993-94, or did the Minister decide not to put together a policy? It
seems that a goal has not been met.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: The member can say that, but work has been done in a number of
areas, such as the royalty issue just referred to. We do not at this stage have a policy chat
is ready for release of the breadth or vision that I and the department would want. That
policy will be prepared this year. The emphasis and t direction I have given the
department has been very much project oriented over the past 18 months. Unashamedly
and quite deliberately we have diverted resources onto project bases, such as the gas to
the goldfields and the DIR plant in the Pilbara. It has been totally focused on projects,
and we have deliberately put to one side for the moment longer term issues of policy.
Mr GRILL: The previous government had difficulty putting together a policy, and you
were somewhat critical of it.
Mr C.J. BARNEfT- The member's colleagues did not have the breadth of vision to do
it.
Mr GRILL: For the first time, I have seen reference in this document at page 177 to
adding value. Later on under the planned achievements for 1994-95 on page 181
reference is made to the value adding process. It was not a term used by the Minister last
year. At that time he used phrases such as "specialisation in capitalising on our
competitive strengths' and things of that nature. This seems to represent a major policy
change on behalf of the Minister. Am I correct in saying that?
Mr C.J. BARNEITr: No. Itris just a choice of words. My approach has always been one
of specialising in our resources sector, and incumbent in that has been concentrating
effort in adding value. When I have talked about specialisation, it has been in terms of
concentrating on our natural resources rather than crying to become the Silicon Valley of
the South Pacific or some other fantasy to one side. I see no inconsistency.
Mr GRILL: The Minister did not use the words "value adding" last year. I have
followed what appears to be a progression in that respect. He appears to be getting closer
to the position I have put in the past.
Mr CiJ. BARNETT: No.
[8.50 pm]
Mr GRILL: The major achievements for 1993-94 talk about incentive policies to attract
industry and value adding. How far has that developed?
Mr C.J. BARNETT: Over the past year it has been projects-based and certainly with
such things as the fused alumina project in Kwinana we provided assistance in the form
of land, and on a few other projects, royalty assistance. I do not view incentives as
subsidisation. My approach is that incentives should not cost the state much - some
concession on stamp duty, phasing in of royalties and assistance with leasehold land. I
would start to feel uncomfortable if it got down to a direct subsidy.
Mr GRILL: It is encouraging that you are going down that track to some degree at least,
What then can you do to attract heavy industry to some of the heavy industry parks you
are promoting like Mungari, and possibly Qakajee and Meenaar? None of those
proposals seem to have gone very far over the past couple of years. I made a speech in
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Parliament a few months ago indicating the impediments in place in terms of
infrastructure and additional costs especially in relation to power and water that were
applied to these areas. If they were added together they would represent a very
substantial barrier to heavy industry in those country. areas; in fact, I do not see major
industry going ahead in those areas unless they have some special local advantage. If
you are to attract industry to those areas you must remove those additional imposts which
are put there by two agencies in particular, the Water Authority and SECWA.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: Again, in terms of what you do to attract industry, the sort of
incentives I talked about in the scheme of most major projects are fairly marginal, but
they have some symbolic importance. I agree with the member for Eyre that the
provision of infrastructure is a role of government. I have no philosophical objection to
that; infrastructure is a long term investment. Probably the most difficult question facing
the state on industrial parks is the identification of a major new industrial site. The
member will be aware of the problem in identifying Oakajee. Kemerton is suffering
because it is inland, which explains why more industry has not gone to Kemerton.
Breton Bay is an option to the north. In terms of long term policy that is probably now
becoming one of the most pressing problems that we need to resolve. It is probably a
forlorn hope, but bipartisan support is needed for any government or political party to
identify the next major industrial area of the state. The policy of several small sites is
fine, but to some extent the community must bite the bullet and find the next major
alternative to Kwinana where large industry can integrate, exchange products and so on.
I have a personal preference for Oakajee. but it has a many opponents.
Mr MARSHALL: I refer the Minister to the last paragraph on page 177. Could he
advise the strategy options for tourist development in the north west cape and the
response to the release of the discussion document?
Mr C.J. BARNETT: During 1993-94 it was almost by accident when the old department
of state development was broken up chat one of the officers who came over to the
Department of Resources Development had carriage of a study of planning tourism
potential for the north west cape. The study was conducted by a firm of consultants and
for convenience and continuity the department saw that process through to its end.
Responsibility for the north west cape does not logically reside in the department and
now that process will go to the Department of Planning and Urban Development. If you
were to have a major development anywhere in the state that involved a number of
agencies, some of the skills in DRD, could appropriately apply, such as ame being applied
in the Ord River at the moment.
Mr MARSHALL: When was the document released to the public?
Mr C.J. BARNETT?: It was released in October/November last year. It was generally
well received. It adopted an approach of identifying nodes where there could be
development along the ocean side without interfering with the landscape and seascape. It
has been picked up and further work has been done, but not within my department.
Mr GRILL: Last year the policy for the resources development subprogram was titled
"economic and social policy for development of resources". I notice you have dropped
the word "social" and have also dispensed with the social impact group.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: Yes, that has been taken out of the department and has been wound
down. I do not see the department having a prime role in trying to grapple with social
issues. Having said that, certainly on things such as the Compact Steel project in
Rockingham, a lot of effort has gone into community consultation; however, I have
deliberately dc-emphasised that role.
Dr KELLY: The officers with the skills in that area - that is, of relating to and informing
communities - have been dispersed into the group that coordinates major development.
In that role they will be carrying on with that function of informing communities and also
encouraging other officers in the same group to pick up those skills and do the same
thing.
Mr GRILL: The social impact unit played a very important role in the super pit proposal
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for the golden mile. That was a major proposal right on the edge of a developed city,
which naturally caused a lot of social trauma and discord. The unit did a very good job
there and it seems that if the assessment teams were lost altogether you could find
yourself in trouble down the track.
Mr CJ. BARNE'IT: I am not against, for a particular exercise, having a group that
works on community consultation but I do not see the need to maintain a single unit.
People work on various projects like Qakajee, but they are not identified as a separate
group-
Mr BRADSHAW: That unit did not work as well as it should. The formner government
did not even call it in when it was deciding on the powerline to Beenup, and that would
have had a major impact on many farmers. It is a totally independent body, but the way I
saw it, it was not always used to the advantage of the people.
Mr GRILL: I never thought of it as a totally independent unit, but perhaps it should have
been called in.
Mr BRADSHAW: Yes, it should have been, because it had a big impact on a lot of
farms there, which the previous government ignored.
[9.00 pm]
Mr MARSHALL: Page 179 states, under significant issues and trends, that a number of
resource projects which have received government approval did not proceed to
construction last year owing to depressed commodity markets, but you anticipate a
recovery over the next 12 months. It mentions two projects. How many projects are
there, and is a brighter future predicted for them?
Mr C.J. BARNETT. I have spent a lot of time on the Beenup mineral sands project,
which is the one to which the member for Wellington referred with regard to the
powerline route. 1 am pressing BHP to make a decision to commit to that project before
Christmas, not only for the powerline, which now has an acceptable moute, but also so
that funds from that project, combined with funds from the Jangardup project, can be
allocated to road construction in the south west, which will allow Sues Road to be
upgraded as a heavy vehicle route to the south wesL. I am sure Beenup will go ahead, and
if it goes ahead quickly we can solve many of the transport problems in the south west
because we will have the money to do so. The Onslow salt project has a state agreement
Act which went through the Parliament in 1992. It is a dilemnma. If we pass a state
agreement Act, it gives a project credibility and makes it bankable. However, if we
legislate and the project then does not take place, the Government is left hung out to dry.
There are currently a number of proposals around the state where at some stage we have
to judge whether they have sufficient credibility to warrant an agreement Act being put
through the Parliament, and that is a matter of judgment. I am not being critical of the
previous government. The Beenup project will definitely go ahead, and I am optimistic
about the Onslow salt project. Agreement Acts were put through 20 years ago, for iron
ore projects that have not happened.
Mr MARSHALL: Is the number of projects 20 or 50?
Mr CSJ. BARNE IT: Certainly Beenup and Onslow salt come to mind as projects that
have progressed through the Parliament in the last few years but have not become a
reality. Nevertheless, they are real projects with good prospects.
Mr MARSHALL: Any others?
Dr KELLY: I suppose an example would be BHP's recent DRI project, which is covered
by an agreement. That has been in the pipeline for some time and has suddenly come to
fruition.
Mr MARSHALL: So there is plenty of optimism?
I& CiJ. BARNETT: Yes. The major projects in the state for next year are the Collie
power station, which is certain; the DRI project, which is certain; Alcoa's $700m
expansion at Wagerup, which is certain; the gas pipeline to the goldfields, which is
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almost certain; and BHP's Pilbama energy project, which is certain. In fact, one of the
problems for the state will be dhe amount of construction activity in the next 12 to 36
months.
Mr GRILL: The last two lines on page 179. under significant issues and trends, state that
continued emphasis on microeconomic reforn will be necessary to ensure resource
projects in Western Australia further improve their competitiveness in world markets. I
agree with that entirely, but I find it difficult to understand die Premier's posture vis a vis
the Federal Government with regard to the THlmer report, which deals with
microeconomic reform as it applies to die public sector. The posture of the Premier
seems to be a bit contradictory to the stated posture of the Government, and we need
some explanation with regard to this statement.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I will not comment on the Premier's views, but Hilmer is really
saying that microcconomic reform and competition is a good thing. We can all agaee
with that. However, when it comes to the reality of the states, a general global statement
like that does not necessarily follow. A classic example in this state is the gas market.
Yes, competition is a great thing, but the only way that we could achieve that was to
renegotiate a private contract, so there was no way that either a federal or state
government could deem there to be competition, short of reneging on a contract, which
would cause huge sovereign risk problems for the state and Australia. The way in which
microeconomic reform and competition will occur will not be textbook Hilmer. It will
vary greatly between the states. Some states are doing quite bizarre things. The states
are actually doing it pretty quickly. Reform is occurring in transport and rail. The
Commonwealth squibbed this week on privatising the Australian National Line.
Therefore, when we look at the Commonwealth's own backyard, it has failed according
to some of the HElmer criteria. It is happening. Elmer has set the agenda, but it should
not be interpreted literally because there will be too many differences between the states.
For example, in the energy industry, here in Western Australia our greatest gains, in my
view, will be through competition in the production and upstream side because that is
where our advantage is. In Victoria, there is not much they can do, so their only gains in
competition are in the distribution side and they have distribution networks operating
across Melbourne. That may be relevant for Western Australia now, but it is not worth
the trouble at this stage. Theme are far greater gains for us in deregulating gas upstream,
although somewhere down the track we might look at other areas.
Mr GRILL: Are you saying that the Elmer report is not very relevant to Western
Australia; and, if you are, why have you not argued that with the Federal Government?
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I am not saying that. I am saying that in many respects, I do not
have any problem with the principles of Hilmer. There are great differences between the
states with regard to application, not the least of which are the private contracts that are
in existence, such as the North West Shelf contracts, which have now been resolved.
Mr GRILL: In regard to ANL, you would hardly maintain that there are no competitive
pressures there? ANL carries only 3 per cent of our international trade, so it is a very
competitive market.
Mr C.J. BARNETT': If you are looking at microeconomic reform, particularly adding
value to resources, coastal shipping has been one of the impediments in Australia, and
ANT. is only part of that. There are wider issues. There is a lot of reform that might
rightly be in the Commonwealth's backyard that it might address as well.
M~r GRILL: The Hilmer report is not about privatisation. It is about ensuring that there
is competition. In that area, there is tonnes of competition - perhaps too much.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: But we do not have competitive rates for coastal transport in
Australia, which is what we really need.
Mr GRILL: It is a slightly different question.
Mr CJ. BARNETT: Yes, but Hilmer is about achieving competition and competitive
prices. Whether that be done through privatisation or the introduction of competition
does not really matter.
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[9.10 pm]
Mr MARSHALL: I refer to the subprogram on promoting development opportunities at
page 181. I note that there has been an increase in the estimate. Who promotes
development opportunities, and what value have you gained in the last 12 months from
that expenditure?
Mr CiJ. BARNETT: There has been quite a lot of work, and probably morm work from
goverment needs to go into this area. Most of the major resource companies have that
engineering and technical knowledge and do not need help from government, but there
have been some good examples where the department has been quite proactive in
bringing about results. One example was a good publication put out on the state of the
world LNG market, which had the effect of stirring up international interest in our
reserves and in prodding local companies that there was a market out there. As a result
of that activity, the head of Korea Gas is coming to Perth tomorrow. That is part of the
promotional activity.
Another very good example is that many offshore platforms are being built in the oil and
gas industry. The department has been very proactive in encouraging studies into
building concrete structures that sit on the ocean bottom1 and investigating how they can
be built in Western Australia, rather than building steel structures off shore. That may
well pay off, with Ampolex Australia Pty Ltd seriously considering a concrete structure
built within Western Australia. That would bring a huge amount of benefit to oil and gas
development in the state.
In the next example, the private sector was slow off the mark. Approximately 18 months
ago the department prepared a detailed analysis on the economics of producing direct
reduced iron or DRI in the Pilbara, and actively promoted that throughout China and
other places. That played a major role in spurring BHP's decision and in bringing in
another group of players. There will be more than one DRI plant in the Pilbara this
decade. One can go back to the petrochemical project - although it had an unfortunate
consequence, it had a legitimate role, not in the way it was done, but in promoting ideas,
concepts and synergies.
Mr MARSHALL: It is just a case of the administration.
Mr C.J. BARNETT: Yes, and overseas travel is an important part of that as well.
Mr GRILL On page 180 of the Program Statements there is mention of the Compact
Steel and Mid-West steel projects. What is the Minister's view regarding the likelihood
of these projects getting off the ground?
Mr CJ, BARNETT: I would not attempt to put odds on it. Compact Steel, as I
understand it, provides an attractive rate of return to investors. I do not think there is any
dispute about that. The problem that Compact Steel seems to be facing, even though it
has been scaled down, is that it still requires an up-front investment of around $2.5b,
which is a very large amount of money to mobilise. The Mid-West steel project is
around a billion dollars. In that sense it is digestible to investors. I do not know what the
rates of return are on that project. In addition to the Compact Steel and Mid-West
projects, there are the mineralogy project which is less developed, BHP's project, and
CRA projects. They will not all happen, but I will be optimistic and say that half will. I
think we will see very substantial further processing because the economics are
attractive.
Mr GRILL: In subprogram 2.2, coordinating resource development projects on page 182
of the Program Statements, die 1993-94 estimate was $6.6m, but actual expenditure was
$2.795m. Is there some explanation for that or has it simply been broken up into two
component parts - one promoting development opportunities and one coordinating
resource development projects?
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I suspect it is that but I will need to ask Dr Kelly.
Dr KELLY: Can the member point out to me the difference?
Mr GRILL I have last year's estimate and there is a heading under 2.1, project
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coordination. On page 182 of this year's estimates there is an item 2.2. coordinating
resource development projects. It seems to be the same heading and it seems to have the
same guidelines to it, but the figures seem to be quite disparate.
Dr KELLY: There were a number of different subprograms under last year's program
categories and some of those have not been included into the definitions that we have
adopted this year. We have gone back and identified the same program components for
last year as for this year. That is why you see actual expenditure of $2.795m for 1993 94,
with $2.57 1im estimated expenditure for 1994-95. That is comparing apples with apples.
What was under that heading last year is different from what we have under this heading
this year. Those differences have been put under other subprograms this year.
Mr GRILL: I accept your explanation. I must say it really leads to difficulties in making
a proper assessment between last year and this year. I accept what you say, and maybe
this is a period of change so that next year -
M C.J. BARNETT: Itam not a fan of program statements.
Mir GRILL: I am not allowed to ask questions about the capital works program, but an
item of $80 000 seems to be mentioned each year. Is that a figure for computers?
Dr KELLY: It is because certain types of computer activities are put under capital works
and that amount of money is used on computing hardware each year.
Mr BRADSHAW: On page 180 of the Program Statements it discusses Bunnings
Limited being able to conduct a feasibility study into the establishment of a pulp and
paper facility in Western Australia. I wonder whether there is any time frame for it
happening in the south west and also whether a site has been selected. It is of interest to
me, as I come ftom the south west. I am under the impression it will take time before
sufficient woodchips are available to run a paper and pulp mill in the south west.
Mr CJ. BARNETT: There is a time frame, and the project is running behind that time
frame at present. A bulk sample of eucalypt, approximately 80 tonnes, was sent to
Canada for testing; that testing has been done and the results have been analysed. I have
not seen the results of that. The two critical steps are the results of that analysis and if it
is suitable for pulp and paper. I hope it is. Then there is the choice of location. Three
principal locations are being investigated. I would have expected that location to be
identified by now. I will be pressing Bunnings very hard over the next month or so to
identify that. That determines what forestry resources are available. In fairness, I
imagine the corporate spat between Wesfarmers and Bunnings has not helped progress of
that. We will be pushing that project along. There are obligations under the agreement
for decisions to be made.
Mr BRADSHAW: Recently there was a program which indicated Indian hemp was good
for paper pulp production. Have investigations been made as to whether that could be
grown in Western Australia and used as a source as well as the other woodehips?
Mr C.J. BARNETT: I am not await of any work done on hemp. Under the pulp and
paper project, while there might be sonic woodchips originally from natural forest or
forest residue, the project is planned to be entirely plantation, based on environmental
and uniform quality standards to get exactly the product used in the mill. It is more
economical for a plantation.

[9.20 pm]
Division 24: Energy Policy and Planning Bureau, $2 929 000 -
[Mr Day, Chairman.]
[Mrt CJ. Barnett, Minister for Energy.]
[Wr K.E. Hodgkin, Director.]
Mr CJ. BARNETT: The Energy Policy and Planning Bureau will form die basis of whs-,
will be the Office of Energy. With dhe restructuring of SECWA, some of the regulatory
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and policy roles of SECWA will be combined with the Energy Policy and Planning
Bureau to form an office of energy. For the time being, the Energy Policy and Planning
Bureau has been parked under the umbrella of the Department of Resources
Development.
Mr THOMAS: The significant issues and trends items on page 188 of the Program
Statements refers to low priced energy, competitive with other states and countries. I
think we all agree with that. There is a reference in some of the matters in major
achievements for 1993-94. Under the planned major achievements for 1994-95 there is
no reference to reduced energy prices that I can see. Does the Governmnent feel that there
wil be a reduction in energy prices over the forthcoming year?
Mr C.J. BARNEJT: For the financial year 1993-94, there was no increase in household
tariffs; tt has been the case for three years in a row. There has been about a 7 per cent
reduction in small to medium business tariffs, mainly through time of use tariffs, There
was also a fairly small concession to charitable organisations. and sporting groups and
some concessions to government uses of energy particularly education and health in the
north of the state. They am in place. As to 1995-96, it is too early to know. However, 1
would be optimistic that the same trend will continue. As a matter of policy we have
deliberately concentrated on tariff reductions for the small business sector.
Mr THOMAS: In the significant issues and trend section it states that the Government
has decided to split SECWA into two corporatised businesses, anx electricity business and
a gas business, with functions such as policy development and industry regulationi being
transferred to a government agency. I have a number of questions arising out of that.
Those achievements in trend are carried into the achievements for 1993-94 and are
anticipated achievements in 1994-95. 1 have a problem which a number of commentators
have agreed with. Bodies such as the State Energy Commission, being off-budget, are
not subject to the scrutiny of the process which we are now going through. I feel that that
is a disadvantage. In the legislation that will be brought forward to create the new
electricity business and gas business, is it the Government's intention to make those
businesses accountable by subjecting them to the same scrutiny as CR1' divisions of
government, namely the Estimates Committees?
Mr CJ. BARNET: No.
Mr THOMAS. Is it not the Government's intention that they should be accountable?
Mr CL BARNETT: No, and for good reason. They will be set up as corporatised
entities, subject to the Corporations Law and subject also to specific objectives set by
government and which will be public. There will be an accountability but one couched in
the framework of a corporate entity operating under Corporations Law and there will be
very detailed requirements in terms of publication not only of annual reports but also
detailed segments accounts and so on. In terms of parliamentary scrutiny, under our
current parliamentary procedures, the answer is no. An argument could be put that we
perhaps should have an estimates committee for statutory authorities. if we were in
opposition, I would argue for it passionately, too. I did so two years ago.
Mr THOMAS: The prices that consumers have to pay are a result of the parliamentary
non-accountability of statutory authorities. I am talkdng only about electricity and water
bills. Under the pronouncements that were made by the Government when it was in
opposition, surely we, as representatives, should be able to subject those organisations to
scrtiny. Arrangements could be made for commercial confidentiality. However, most
of the thrust of the statements that the Minister has made is that the arrangements of the
statutory authorities should be transparent. Why MUl the Minister not make these
authorities subject to the scrutiny of the Parliamnent?
Mr CJ. BARNETT: I do not accept that they are not subject to scrutiny; they arm not part
of the budgetary process. Through parliamentary questions and in debate members can
ask anything they like of me about these organisations. The member is raising an issue
about the operation of Parliament. I concede there is an argument of some merit for these
organisations to be accountable to the Parliament. H-ow it would be handled practically
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through the Parliament, given the range and number of statutory authorities is a different
matter. It is not an issue that arises in terms of the split of SECWA. The children of
SECWA will be far more accountable institutions than currently is the case.
Mr THOMAS: We hope so. However, they will not be accountable to the extent that
they are subject to the scrutiny by a committee of this Parliament.
Mr GRILL: The figures on page 187 set out the number of FTEs for the new Energy
Policy and Planning Bureau as being 12 in 1993-94. That number rises to 21 for 1994-95
and the cost has increased from $l.7m to $2.9m. Corporate services increases fairly
dramatically as well. All of that is understandable in line with the recent events and the
restructure. How can we be sure that there will be a corresponding reduction in
personnel and expenditure within SECWA? A few years ago it was argued by elements
within SECWA and by people within government - and those within my party - that we
could not significantly reduce power costs. The conventional wisdom was that by and
large most of the input costs were fixed. They could not go much lower. The Lawrence
governmnent's position on that changed, and I do not know whether the position of this
Government has changed. However, the current position is certainly different from that
earlier adopted and to the conventional wisdom.
The CHAIRMAN: The member asked a question. Perhaps he would like to give the
Minister a chance to answer it.
Mr CJ. BARNETT: I cannot remember what the question was!
Mr GRILL: In view of the large increase in expenditure and the large increase in FTEs,
how can we be assured, without some scrutiny, that we will see a corresponding
reduction in this area within SECWA?
Mr CJ. BARNETTl: I do not think we can on a strictly apples by apples comparison
basis. The two component parts of SECWA are not the same as the current SECWA.
They arm different entities with slightly different roles and functions. As part of the
restructure of SECWA, the total staffing of SECWA will go down by 500 people. In that
sense I could argue that the savings within SECWA swamp the magnitude of any
additional expenditure in this budget. The functions are different. The new gas and
electricity utilities will be set up as though they were in the competitive market. In time
they will face competition. That requires a regulatory framework once new players are
allowed into those industries. New functions will need to be taken on as part of the
process of introducing competition. I do not think that comparison can be made. At the
end of the day the total staffing and costs of SECWA will change. Currently an
enterprise bargaining agreement is going through which will give considerable savings.
The cessation of underground coal mining will save $200m over 10 years. Big savings
will be achieved. At the end of the day the ultimate test will be the price of power, and I
amn optimistic on this issue.
Mr GRILL: Would the Minister like to put any figures on the projections for the
increased power prediction?
Mr CJ. BARNETT-: Does the member mean a price?
Mr GRILL: Yes.
Mr CJ. BARNETT: No. However, it will be down.
Mr MARSHALL: The second paragraph on page 189 relates to the state's domestic
sales. Can the Minister explain how free and fair interstate trade in natural gas affects the
state's domestic sales?
[9.30 pm]
Mr CJ. BARNETIT: The short answer is, not much. On the east coast there ane national
plans; for example, proposals for a national pipeline and the transmission of power across
state butlers. They have run into some difficulties. We must be conscious of what is
going on in Western Australia on issues such as the rules for access to pipelines for third
parties, the specifications for gas quality, and the transport charges which are applied, so
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that we ensure what happens here is at least as good as what happens elsewhere in
Australia. I do not see in the next 20 years at least any direct gas link or power
transmission line link between die cast and west coasts of Australia. We would have to
reinvent the wheel. The Government participates in national debate and discussions
about gas quality and trules of the game - the regulatory framework.
Mr GRILL: I was also intrigued by die statement because when read at face value it
seems to contemplate the gas pipeline to the eastern states.
Mr CiJ. BARNETT:-Thai is Rex Connor revisited! Ironically, when there is a pipeline
to Kalgoorlie some might say that it is not that far to Cooper's Bay. In reality, as there is
more deregulation on the east coast there will be an incentive to explore for gas there.
Even though there are vast reserves of gas in this state, there is no doubt that gas will be
discovered on the east coast. That would mean a transcontinental pipeline was not
realistic in the next 20 to 30 years. After that, who knows?
Mr THOMAS: I refer to the Significant Issues and Trends on page 188 of die Program
Statements which state that the Government has decided to split SECWA into two
corporatised businesses - an electricity business and a gas business - with functions such
as policy development and industry regulation being transferred to a government agency.
You have spoken already about the Office of Energy. Which functions will be
transferred to the new government agency, which presumably is a consolidated fund
agency? Which will be retained by the two new companies in SECWA and which will
be transferred to the private sector?
Mr CiJ. BARNETT: My original desire was to have the Office of Energy as a small unit
that essentially was policy related. One of the problems we had to resolve was what to
do with essentially technical staff who oversee the physical regulation of the bits and
pieces in electricity and gas, and with the inspectors. Under the previous government the
proposal was that the regulatory inspectorial role be transferred to the Department of
Minerals and Energy. We considered that option. At the end of the day we have ended
up with the policy role and the technical regulatory role in the Office of Energy.
Mr THOMAS: Is that the licensing of electricity?
Mr CL. BARNETT Yes, that sort of thing. The inspectors will stay with the utilities. A
grey area exists. There are also practical considerations about not having independently
funded inspectors all over the place. In thinking it through we received independent
analysis on the matter. Although the inspectors will stay with utilities, there will also he
accredited inspectors in private utilities, such as power stations or mining companies. At
the end of die day that is not inconsistent. Of all the issues that was probably the most
difficult to resolve; for no philosophical reason, it was just difficult to know how to meet
those functions. They are important functions.
Mr HODGKIN: That part of the Office of Energy is not included in this budget. It Will
come across from SEC WA and in the first year or so will be funded by SEC WA.
Mr GRILL: Will there be a lot more FTEs there?
Mr CL. BARNEfl: Yes, there will be 40 to 50 people in the technical branch. They did
not really fit anywhere easily.
Mr THOMAS: Can you tell us any more about that? I asked which functions of
SECWA would be transferred to the consolidated fund department and which parts
would be privatised.
Mr C.J. BARNETIT: At the moment no decisions have been made to privatise any of
SEC WA, other than the fact that under the enterprise bargaining agreement that has been
negotiated some work in in-house maintenance may be contracted out, out-sourced. The
Kewdale workshop's future within SECWA has been an issue. That has not been
resolved. No decision has been made on the privatisation of a function. That is not to
say that it may not happen, but that it has not happened at this stage.
Mr THOMAS: Are you referring to the energy services branch at the Kewdale
workshop? Is the position still that no decision has been made?
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Mr Ci. BARNETT: That is right At the end of the day an all or nothing decision will
not be made on Kewdale. It is mare likely that some parts will be retained, and some
pants will not. However, no decision has been made at this stage.
Mr BRADSHAW: What is being done to persuade people to be more energy conscious?
Even though the Government is doing the right thing in one way in trying to bring down
energy prices - particularly to business, which is essential if it is to be competitive with
other states and overseas - will the fact that it is bringing it down for private consumers
have the reverse effect on energy conservation? We all love having low energy bills, but
we perhaps tend to waste more because of that.
Mr CiJ. BARNETlT: A program has been under way for several years within the
government sector which has been effective. Time of use tariffs have now been well
accepted and result in a lot more efficient use of energy. The Government is also
preparing legislation and working with other states for uniform rating of appliances in the
household sector. T"here. are two or three stars at the moment, which are misleading. I
sympathise with your question. A lot more needs to be done in the area of conservation.
That will be an increasing focus of the Government
Mr HODGKIN: The financing efficiency energy use scheme is in place where we fund
energy audits in government departments and the purchase of energy efficient equipment
and systems. We do that on the basis of proposals which have a good pay back period.
Last year we approved a little over $400 000, which will be recoverable. The savings
estimated for those investments are around $200 000 each yea. We will get it back in a
little under two years. taking a global view. More generally, as the Minister said, we
have worked on enhancing the appliance labelling scheme nationally. We are also
helping to develop a house energy rating scheme - a star scheme applying to buildings
similar to appliance labelling. A code is also being worked on for commercial buildings
which would be picked up voluntarily so that people would know what to do to save
energy. We release publications to encourage efficiency. A recent publication dealt with
office equipment, such as buying low energy facsimile machines and photocopiers, and
how to use them.
[9.40 pmj
Mr THOMAS: The previous government had a tariff reductions agreement with the
State Energy Commission in which ant arrangement was made between SECWA and the
Government to reduce tariffs over time. Has the Government contemplated that sort of
arrangement with either of the new utilities to be created, as a way of giving the
community some predictability on tariff movements?
Mr Ci. BARNErr: The two new corporatiseci utilities will be required under the
legislation to make a development plan five years in advance, and the Minister will be
required to set down a statement of corporate intent on an annual basis. One of the prime
targets will be the price of their product.
Mr GRILL: I take issue with the remarks made in the document about the size of the
Collie coal power station. I do not want to take up the issue here, but when the
Government initially considered the matter the energy increase demand figures were
fairly modest I know they have increased since then. What are those figures now?
Mr CJ. BARNETT-' I cannot give the member the exact figure. I understand it is about
6 per cent growth at the moment, which is fairly strong. We do not need to re-argue the
Collie question but, had Collie gone ahead as a 600 megawatt power station, it would not
have been possible to deregulate the gas market.
Mr GRILL: How can you say that? Extra demand is coming from Wagerup, of which
the Minister was very proud a moment ago. That is contemplating virtually doubling in
size. With the goldfields gas pipeline coming on board, and the Minister's optimism that
half these other projects for downstream processing of iron ore will get up - and they are
likely to use gas - how can the Minister make that statement?
Mr Ci. BARNETT: It is a judgment. I am absolutely sure it would have been
impossible with a 600 MW power station in the market to have reached agreement with
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all players to renegotiate the North West Shelf. It was difficult in any case, but it would
have been totally impossible under thac environment. You must be able to dispose of the
gas. That was not the motivation, but we have a lot of energy options available. There
ar more proposals around to sell energy to SECWA or through the grid than the state
can cope with.
Mr GRILL: That does shed some light on the Minister's possible motivation.
Mr CJ. BARNETT': We will probably have the argument again one day for nostalgia. I
have said publicly that I think the 600 MW power station was a lousy deal, and was not
in the interests of the state on its own. Looking at the wider picture and particularly the
opportunities in gas, it definitely was not in the state's interests.
Mr GRILL: I refer to the THil River project. CRA is now indicating that it might claim
compensation. What is the Minister's official attitude?
Mr CiJ. BARNETT': Hill River may have a case for compensation, but I do not think it
will claim it. It may seek an arrangement whereby if any future government allowed
mining within that area, its rights over the coal would be preserved under the exploration
lease. It does not give the right to mine, but its lease would continue even though it was
unable to fulfil the normal requirements of the lease. I am not against that, but it leaves
the issue for another genertion.
Mr THOMAS: A holding tenement.
Mr Ci. BARNETT: Something like that. I do not think it is unreasonable, given its
expenditure in that area.
Mr MARSHALL: I refer to page 189 of dhe Program Statements and ask the Minister to
explain how the financing efficient energy use scheme was able to achieve annual cost
savings exceeding 33 per cent of capital outlay.
Mr HODGKIN: No project is accepted under that scheme for funding unless it has a pay
back period of less than three years. By definition, we exceed 33 per cent.
Mr BRADSHAW: We hear a great deal about alternative energy but we do not seem to
have solved the problems at this stage. A few years ago there was sonic talk of tidal
power, and while in Broonme recently I became aware of the extent of the tides. Is tidal
power a feasible source of energy? What other alternative sources are we likely to find in
die future?
Mr CJ. BARNET: The Esperance wind farm opened this year, and it is the largest
wind farmn in the southern hemisphere. It supplies on avenage 18 per cent of Esperance's
power and can supply up to 30 per cent. That is significant. I am optimistic that
agreements will be signed in the next couple of weeks for the hydroelectric scheme on
the Ord River. A select committee made a study of tidal power some time ago, and there
is currently a proposal for a small tidal scheme on a creek outside Derby. This tidal creek
will produce 10 MW or so. I think it is conceptual, as much as anything else.
A photovoltaic system has been set up in Kalbarri, and successful work has been done
with remote and Aboriginal communities. Also, now that the Centre for the Application
of Solar Energy in based in Western Australia, it will have mom practical applications.
Some things are being done. The thing that probabiy stops it, ironically, is the uniform
tariff policy. I am not opposing the uniform tariff policy, but the renewable energy
system should work in a remote area where the real cost of electricity production is 250
and it is sold at l00 a unit. Our policy gives the wrong signal. We need to devise a
system in which we maintain the objective of uniform tariffs but, instead of accepting
that loss, we use it to encourage renewable energy. I see it growing in those areas where
its true economics are attractive. That applies to a number of areas in the state. Denham,
for example, is suitable for wind power.
Mr THOMAS: If you want to review the uniform tariff policy, we are quite happy to do
that
Mr Ci. BARNETlT: We are not ready for that at the moment.
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[9.50 pm]
Division 29: Minerals and Energy, $61 301 000 -
[Mr Day, Chairman.]
[Mr CJ. Barnett, Minister for Resources Development.]
[Mr L.C. Ranford, Acting Director General.)
[Mr P.H. Palmer, Manager, Finance and Administration.]
Mr GRILL: The funding for this department is down dramatically. The estimate for
1993-94 was $82m, but the actual expenditure is $57m; that is a $25m difference which
appears to be huge.
Mr RANFORD: It is largely the result of splitting these items into two divisions and the
Chemistry Centre (WA) becoming a commercialised unit.
Mr PALMER: When the actual expenditure of $19.756m for the Chemistry Centre,
which is division 30 on page 258, is added to division 29, it is seen to be similar to the
budgeted figure for this year.
Mr GRILL: That is capital expenditure.
Mr PALMER: That is right, but so is the figure for last year.
Mr GRILL: There is still a difference of $5m.
Mr PALMER: The difference relates to a payment for royalties of some $3.5m which
was refunded to WAPET.
Mr RANFORD: The actual recurrent funding for the department is up by about $2.4mn.
When you take out the various one-off items there is an increase of about 5.9 per cent on
actual funding for the department.
Mr GRILL: Thank you for that clarification; it is hard to pick up from these figures.
What is the explanation for the $2m increase in corporate services expenditure?
Mr RANFORD: In general terms you will notice that we have gone onto a new program
structure this year, and in the reallocation of resources to the new programs some things
were brought in to corporate services that were previously shared across the programs.
We now have a different divisional structure. If you look at page 238 you can compare
the 1993-94 actual and the 1994-95 estimate and there is no significant difference.
Mr GRILL : No, but there is a big difference between the estimate for 1993-94 and the
actual for 1993-94.
Mr RANFORD: If they were presented in the same format they would not be, but the
estimates for last year were built on a different structure. The major new item in
corporate services is spatial referencing. We have shifted some of the areas that had to
do with our spacial data bases into corporate services. They had previously been in other
programs but we separated them because they were being used across a number of
programs. and it was better to run it as a single unit.
Mr GRILL: Does that item "Refunds of Previous Years' Revenues" on page 238 account
for that $5m difference?
Mr PALMER: That is right.
Mr GRILL: Is the. Mabo Hfigh Court challenge being handled strictly out of the
Premices office or do officers of your department have some consultation with officers
of the federal departments on this issue, and is there some scope for a compromise?
Mr Ci. BARNETT: The latter part of question is not relevant to this department. The
Mabo issue involves a number of departments and is being coordinated through C-.
Premier's office. The High Court challenge involves Cro)wn Law, the Office c:'
Traditional Land Usage and QCs. The Department of Minerals and Energy is assistir -
with information on exploration permits, tenancies and so on. Information is gained from
across government.
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Mr GRILL: Page 240 refers to wrends in mining fatalities. There has been a spate of
fatalities of late. Which way is the wrend going?
mr RANFORD: The mining fatalities figure for last year was seven. As you know, they
can be very variable. The trend is definitely down, but you must take it over something
like a five to 10 year period to get a reasonable wrend because they tend to be erratic. I do
not think the number of deaths is a good indicator of how we are doing. Obviously
everyone is keen to get it down to nothing, but the number of lost time injuries and the
other measures of accidents are a much better indication of how we are progressing.
Mr GRILL: Miners in the industry assert very strongly diat the figures are being fudged
and that the mining companies are enforcing a regime whereby injured workers are made
to come back to work on light duties even though they are not fit for work. Often they sit
around in offices doing nothing so the figures look good and the workers' compensation
premiums are unaffected and their lost time injuries do flog show up. I have heard that
comment from. a number of workplaces, so to some extent there must be some truth in it.
What ane your inspectors saying about that?
Mr RANFORD: I am not aware of anything like that happening. I would not be
surprised if an occasional person suffered some pressure like that, but our inspectors are
pretty keen to ensure that sort of thing does not occur. I am pretty sure we would hear
about it if it did occur. If that were the case, I do not think we would have the sort of
reduction that we have had in those sorts of figures. The figures for the frequency of
accidents for each one million hours worked as defined in the Australian standard
indicate that the frequency of lost time injuries for mining operations, for example, went
from 21 in 1991-92, down to 17 in 1992-93, and down to 12 in 1993-94. I am quoting
our performance indicators which will come out in our annual report.
Mr GRILL: The figures in the Program Statements are different: Page 241 shows 15
fatalities in 1992-93.
Mr RANFORD: That is in a calendar year.
Mr GRILL.1: Were you taking the fatalities over a financial year?
Mr RANFORD: Yes, I was working from the annual report and that is more recent still.
[10.00 pm]
Mr GRILL: Whether it is 12 or 15 is shown on page 241. Are we talking about die
number of absolute injuries or time lost?
Mr RANFORD: We are talking about the number of lost time injuries, and it is one of
the performance indicators.
Mr GRILL: Once it qualifies, it does not matter how much time is lost?
Mr RANFORD: No.
Mr GRILL: If that is true, I accept the logic, but the reports coming through from miners
are a bit disturbing. I say that as a person who fought for the retention of your
inspectorate ability within the Department of Minerals and Energy as against the
Department of Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare, and I would not like to see the
pressure build up to such an extent that people want to change the system.
Mr RANFORD: We have added to the inspectorate another person to assist in those
areas, and I do not believe that this practice could exist over a. wide ara without our
knowing about it, because the people who are involved in it are, as you are probably
aware, pretty dedicated to this area& They take it very seriously. If at any stage you
wanted further breakdowns, we do put out a publication through our AXTAT system,
which analyses accidents in a series of different ways. We use this one only because we
had to choose one as a performance indicator. We do have a lot more infornation. We
have more information than any other state in Australia and any other industry in
Australia about what is going on. Therefore, I am confident that we would not have the
thing about which you are talking as a general and wide practice.
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Mr GRILL: Royalties are mentioned at page 240 and elsewhere. Can we specifically
rule out any imposition of royalty on gold?
Mr C.J. BARNETIT: The Treasurer has stated that there will not be a royalty on gold.
Mr MARSHALL: If there were a review of the system of royalties, what ind of
adjustment would you foresee?
Mr CJ. BARNETTl: With regard to gold?
Mr MARSHALL: It does not mention gold particularly. There is a general statement
there, and it needs to be more explicit.
Mr C.J BARNETT: There has been some discussion, and DOM has released a paper
on a new royalty regime for offshore petroleum - a hybrid system, where there is a base
charge and then an extra charge if it is a very profitable field. I believe that the gold
royalty issue is an anomaly in our system. A royalty on gold would be worth in the order
of $60m to $70m.
Mr GRILL: At what percentage?
Mr HANFORD: About 2.5 per cent.
Mr C.J BARNETT: If gold were treated as comparable with any other mineral, it would
be of that order. It is an anomaly, but a decision has been made by the Government.
Mr RANFORD: The minerals royalty programt refers to the number of requests that
come in, whether related to iron ore projects or other minerals, to vary the royalty rate.
We have been re-examining all royalties to see how equitable they are and looking for a
system that might be more equitable across the field. That work is ongoing and involves
DOME, the Department of Resources Development and Treasury.
Mr GRILL: Another of the significant issues and trends at page 240 is that detailed
information about abandoned minesites in the state is required to enable proper planning
of remedial work to ensure public safety and appropriate environmental rehabilitation.
That intrigues me. It was also mentioned last year. Is there any evidence that these
abandoned minesites pose a safety problem? I do not regard them as a problem, but
perhaps they are. It seems to me a bit stupid to spend a lot of resources on something that
is not a problem.
Mr RANFORD: The question arose in the ecologically sustainable development context.
In the mining working group, it was identified nationally that we were unable to set out
reasonable figures about just how important these sites were. Subsequent to that, we
have been under pressure from various groups in the community who believe that we
should at least have a feel for these abandoned minesites, some of which have been
reworked because they are in old mining areas, and others of which have now probably
become heritage sites.
Mr GRILL: Frankly, the old workings are essential for prospectors and people who want
to reinvestigate an area. It seems to me that what you am saying is generated by
bureaucrats and other pressure groups in Canberra
Mr RANFORD: I cannot comment on that. I am sure that contributes. Wittenoom
would be one extreme example, and there we certainly have both public safety and
environmental issues. It is very clear that that area needs attention, and in fact the
Government has recognised that. We have done estimates on a notional basis that it
would cost between $5300 000 and $400 000 to put together the sort of data which is
already available in some of the states on abandoned minesites or orphan sites for which
no company is now responsible in Western Australia.
Mr GRILL: It is a lot of nonsense, and you ame not doing anyone in the goldfields any
favour by filling in old shafts and rehabilitating them, if that is the ward you want to use
for abandoned minesites, because they will be a big loss to the area,
The CHAIRMAN: Perhaps it is because occasionally there have been problems with
people falling down those mine shafts.
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Mr RANFORD: There were two stages to this. The first was to put together a directory,
because this stare does have a lot of abandoned minesites. The next stage was to look at
what we might do with them. No-one has really contemplated doing what you have
suggested in the eastern goldfields. The only site for which we have an active program is
Wittenoom.
Mr GRILL.1: I have no problems with cleaning up Wittenoom.
Mr RANFORD: There was an opportunity at one stage for Commonwealth funding to be
made available to the state if we could identify the environmental problems which we
wished to address, and this was thought to be one mechanism of perhaps attracting some
of that funding.
Mr GRILL: In regard to the mining industry and resources policy, is theme a duplication
between what is said at page 242 and what the Minister has asked the Department of
Resources Development to do?
Mr CJ. BARNETT: I do not think so. You might get areas of overlap, but essentially
from a resources development viewpoint the policy is more about incentives, the
attraction of downstream processing and the like, and industrial parks. The policy within
DOME is far more specific to the Mining Act, which is something in which the DRi)
does not rend to get involved. I think there would be an overlap in regard to the
approvals process.
[10.10 pm]
Mr RANFORD: The emphasis in our department is on resources and resource
assessment, and we have people who are competent to do that sor of thing. The
emphasis in the Department of Resources Development is really on the development of
downstream processing at resource projects.

Division 30: Chemistry Centre (WA), $4 378 000 -

[Mr Day, Chairman.]
[Mr CiJ. Barnett, Minister for Resources Development.)
[Mr L. Ranford, Acting Director General.]
[Mr P. Palmer, Manager, Finance and Administration.]
Dr GALLOP: Page 261 of the Program Statements describes one of the major planned
achievements for 1994-95 as the establishment of the Chemistry Centre (WA) as a
commercial unit within the Department of Minerals and Energy. How will it operate as a
commercial unit? Will it be fully corporarised or will it have to tender for all of the work
it has? What is meant by 'commercial" in that context?
Mr CiJ. BARNETTl: I am not involved with this. I will refer the question to Mr Ranford.
Mr RANFORD: As from 1 July, the Chemistry Centre operated as a fully
commercialised unit. Most of its business has always come from government
departments, which have in previous years had a notional indication of the charges but
have not actually paid. All those customers have been allocated the funding and the
Chemistry Centre, which is part of the Department of Mineals and Energy, has virtually
no funding. This even includes the work that was done for the Department of Minerals
and Energy, which is worth some $700 000 per annum. All the work conducted in this
area is being done by means of contracts, and the Chemistry Centre is having to tender
for work done within the department. It is run as an independent unit and its future is
dependent on its ability to attract business in the face of whatever competition might exist
in the private sector.
Dr GALLOP: You stated that to be able to compete freely with the private sector for
work outside of government -
Mr RANFORD: No, at this stage the emphasis is on work within government. In the
past a proportion of its work has been for private companies, and that work is continuing.
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Mast of that work is to da with the mining sector, and it is work that cannot be done by
existing private laboratories. The bulk of the work is done for government agencies.
Dr GALLOP- Is it noat free to go out into the marketplace and compete?
Mr RANFORD: No, it is not. At this stage it is free to compete for any government
work or government funded work. That can be fairly broad, but they are the guidelines.
It also has some funding from government for some $I.lmn worth of community service
obligations. Its budget in total is a bit under Sl~km, which means that most of its work
will have to come from government agencies with some minor amount from industry
sources.
Dr GALLOP: H-ow is the distinction between allowable work under the definition of
specialised skills, as opposed to generalised work, policed? If someone from the private
sector stated they wanted the department to tender for a particular piece of work, and we
wanted the department in there competing with the other people for that piece of work,
how would the department know if it did not fit the category of the specialised work that
the department does? What happens if your people go out and compete? Does anyone
police that? Can you see what I am getting at?
Mr RANFORD: I can.
Dr GALLOP: I ask the question because you art subject to a restriction of trade.
Mr RANFORD: Yes, we are. That is something that will have to be shaped better in the
future. There is no doubt that the Government's desire is for us to service government
agencies in competition with the private sector. It is not keen for us to work out, to move
out, and to try to compete anywhere in the private sector for other work. At the same
time, we have not been prevented from being involved with those mineral research and
mineral invesdigative projects - some research projects which were combined with
Murdoch University, Curtin University and UWA, as part of cooperative research
centres. There is a proportion of the work which we are still doing for industry as well.
Dr GALLOP: Will the Chemistry Centre report separately with an annualI report?
Mr RANFORD: Yes. The Chemistry Cenr is already operating separately on an
accrual basis. The department will also be reporting on an accrual basis next year, but we
are still in the process of changing over, whereas the Chemistry Centre is fully converted
at this stage. Someone has just reminded me that the racing and chemistry laboratory
services private industry, comprising the three racing codes. That laboratory is dedicated
to those three end users and it is continuing with those arrangements. It is possible that
die customers may choose some other arrangement in due course, but they have
committed themselves to continuing at least for the first quarter of this year.
Mr BRADSHAW: Swab testing is what this is all about. Is that a profitable enterprise
for the Chemistry Centre?
Mr RANFORD: It is run at full cost recovery, it has to. We do not have any other
income. We do not do anything where we do not recover the costs.
Mr BRADSHAW: For commercial services, the actual expenditure for 1993-94 was
around $17m, yet the estimate for 1994-95 is down to $1llm. What is the reason for the
huge drop?
Mr RANFORD: That is to do with changes in capital expenditure.
Mr PALMIER: That is the building of dhe Chemistry Centre at Bentley, which is now in
its final stages. The large scale construction was completed in 1993-94.
Mr THOMAS: I was concerned by the announcement about the con version of the
government chemical laboratories to the Chemistry Centre and about the future of the
participation in the A.J. Parker Cooperative Research Centre for Hydrometallurgy. Is the
Governent able to give a commitment that it will continue funding any participation in
that CRC?
Mr RANFORD: That is part of the community service obligation funding that has been
committed. There has been no question of stopping it at this stage.
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[ 10.20 pm])
Mr THOMAS: Provision is made in this budget Thai is a project that will continue for
some years. Will the Government give an undertaking that it will continue chat support?
Mr CJ. BARNETT: I see no reaon why not. It is totally consistent with what research
should be undertaken in this state. While I have not been directly involved, I did take
part in the opening of its building at some stage, and I was impressed by the work it was
doing.
Divison 31: Minerals and Energy Research Institute of Western Australia,
$862 000.
[Mr Day, Chairman.]
[Mr CJ. Bamnett Minister for Resources Development.]
[Dr C.D. Branch, Chairman. MERIWA.]
Mr THOMAS: On page 265 there seems to be a reduction in the grants, subsidies and
transfer payments from $2.3m. to $I.7m. I take it there is about a $600 000 reduction in
the amount of money used to subsidise research under the MERIWA program.
Dr BRANCH: I will explain what these figures mean. The line that has been identified
is sponsorship chat MERIWA obtains from the minerals and energy industry in Western
Australia. The Government's ongoing contribution to MERIWA is the bottom number
for 1994-95; that is. $862 000. The other moneys that contribute to our income are all
sponsorship moneys that we encourage.
Mr THOMAS: I have read it wrongly. I now understand that there is an increase in the
Government's contribution.
Dr BRANCH: it is an increase of just over $110 000 from the Government to MERIWA.
Last year was exceptional with CRCs. being funded for major projects. We expect that it
will not continue tis year. We are hoping that it might, but we are trying to be realistic.
Mr THOMAS: Nonetheless, there will be an increase in government funding. I am
happy about that. There is a view that MERIWA is seelcing to increase the ratio of
external contributions to projects in which it participates. The projects that are being
funded are those that would probably occur anyway. The contribution of the
Government is diminishing as a proportion of the project.
Dr BRANCH: I am glad I was asked the question. It is of concern to us in MLERIWA.
The amount of government funding for our organisation has remained about static over
the past five or six years, while the number of worthwhile projects to be funded has
increased. In the four years that I have been chairman of MERTWA, we have gone fronm
funding 40-odd projects to over 70 now. The value of total projects currently in hand
with MERIWA has risen from over $4mn to over $8m. To fund that amount of research,
with a fixed government contribution, we must increase the amount of money we are
trying to obtain from industry sponsors. Part of the trend has occurred because of the
evolution of CRCs here in Perth. At last we now have some major national CRCs in this
field in which MERIWA is interested in, based in Perth. They are hungry for funds.
They consume large amounts of money. They are outside our league, but we try to help
them as much as we can. While that continues and there is no other source of funding
from government, we must find the money from industry. Industry is also finite.
Therefore, it is of concern to us.

Comminee adjourned at 1025 pm
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Ipvqtetatiwrp Anroutbtg
Wednesday, 24 August 1994

ESTIMATES COMMITTEE A

The meeting commenced at 9.00 am.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Strickland): For the information of members, this Estimates
Committee will be reported by Hansard and a proof document will be made available to
the committee clerk progressively throughout the day, with the final pages to be available
about two and a half hours after each sitting concludes. The daily Mansard will be
available the following morning. Hansard will distribute documents for correction,
which must be returned an the A4 documents sent to members. The cut off date for
corrections will be indicated on the bottom of each page.
I remind members that, as has been die practice of previous Estimates Committees,
members should not raise questions about matters of government concern which do not*
have an item of expenditure in the consolidated fund.
The Estimates Committee's consideration of the consolidated fund's estimates of
expenditure will be restricted to discussion of those items for which a vote of money is
proposed. I also remind members that the only estimates being considered are those
items of recurrent expenditure and not capital items. Members may not direct to
Ministers questions on any capital expenditure.
For the benefit of members and Hansard, I ask the Minister to introduce his advisers to
the committee. It will also greatly assist Hansard if when referring to the Program
Statements volumes or the consolidated fund estimates, members give the page number,
item, program, amount, and so on in preface to their questions.
The Minister may agree to provide supplementary information to the committee, rather
than asking that the question be put on notice for the next sitting week. For the purpose
of following up the provision of this information, would the Minister clearly indicate to
die committee which supplementary information he/she agrees to provide. If
supplementary information is to be provided, I ask the Minister's cooperation in ensuring
that it is delivered to the committee clerk by one week from today, so members may see
it before the report and third reading stages in the next sitting week. An example of the
required Hansard style for the documents has been provided to your advisers.

Division 32: Land Administration, $63 227 000 -

[Mr Strickland, Chairman.]
[Mr Lewis, Minister for Lands.]
[Mr A. Skinner, Chief Executive Officer.]
[Mr W. H. Walker, Director, Corporate Services.]
[Mr T. G. Wilson, Acting Manager, Financial Services.]
Mrs HALLAHAN: I refer to p age 9 of the Supplementary Budget Information. Why is
revenue expected to fail from S40.248m in the 1993-94 actuals to $33.964m in 1994-95?
Mr SKINNER: The primary effect of that is the land titles fees and the predicted slight
stabilisation from the heavy business levels sustained in the March-April-May period of
dhe financial year just gone. We predict a S5m reduction on the outturn from 1993-94.
We are trying to anticipate the effect of possible movements of interest rates.
Traditionally it has been an area of conservative prediction of revenue - primarily that is
the advice we get from Treaury - rather than building up the revenue artificially to put in
a conservative estimate of what we believe it to be. If the figures come in higher, that is
a bonus.
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Mrs HALLAHAN: Given that response, is it nat the privatisation of any of DOLA's
functions that is influencing that expected fall in revenue?
Mr SKINNER: No, it is certainly not.
Mors HALLAHAN: It seems that in almost every revenue linec in the budget there is an
expected decline. Why is that? Is that solely dependent an the conservative estimate of
Office of Titles activities?
Mr SKINNER: I highlighted the Office of Tides because obviously that is a significant
component of the budgetary impact; however, it flows through. For example, we also
predict there will be a slow down of activity in lease, licence and Crown grant fees. The
unpredictability of the real estate market must be taken into consideration. A
conservative estimate of about $300 000 has again been given. There have also been
some one-off revenues previously, such as funding on the UNUP Vietnam projects;
funding for Jabskills trainees, which is down $130 000; and money received last financial
year from the sale of same of our furniture and from rationalised furniture requirements
when we moved to Midland. Again, that revenue will not flow through. There is a
consequential stepping through our revenue predictions.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Which revenue items are included in the line "Other"? What factors
have caused its estimated revenue reduction of almost SIm from $1.415m to $429 000?
Mr LEWIS: We are happy to answer that question now, but perhaps the information
could be provided as supplementary information.
The CHAIRMAN: I confirm that answer is to be supplied as supplementary information.
Mr LEWIS: The department has been particularly conservative this year on the basis of
income. We are talking about revenue, not expenditure. Indeed, if we are conservative
in revenue, and the revenue exceeds that estimate, it is a plus because at the end of the
year we may end up with a credit, which is probably a goad way to go.
Mr SKINNER: One of the influences could be a one-off land sale of a special Crown
grant, which could have a value of $lm. That would boost the figures for a certain year.
We cannot formally predict such sales. We do not know if a one-off sale is to come
through.
M~rs HALLAHAN: I appreciate that, but this is an opportunity to ask questions which we
would not otherwise have an opportunity to do. Has a lease been issued on the batching
plant at Neerabup?
Mr LEWIS: I do not think there is a line item for that. Members can ask questions only
on the basis of a line item.
Mrs HALLAHAN: We take note that the inister does not want to answer a question on
that matter.
Mr LEWIS: It is not that at all. They are the rules of this committee.
[9. 10 am]
Mrs HALLAHAN: I understand that the inister has invoked the rules of the committee
and does not want to answer that question. I refer to page 270 of the Program
Statements. In 1992-93 the actual cost of land administration was $52.547m. In 1993-94
it grew to an actual cost of $66.489m, and the estimate for 1994-95 is $63.227m. It is
anticipated that the revenue will fall by $6.28m. Why is the net cost of operations rising
when the number of FTEs has fallen from 876 in 1992-93 to 715 in the 1994-95
estimates?
Mr LEWIS: T'he figure includes a capital item which increases the estimates for 1993-94
by $2.3m. Also, the blow-out in the 1993-94 estimates occurred principally because of
the redundancy program that took place in the Department of Land Administration. That
cost $4.5m.
Mrs HALLAHAN: In shedding numbers, the agency incurred an outlay with redundancy
payments?
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Mr LEWIS: Yes. Also, the Midland rental costs for 1994-95 increase the estimates for
the department.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Is there a relationship between the shedding of staff and the
privatisation of functions?
Mr LEWIS: Obviously a one-off cost is involved with redundancy, and must be
absorbed. There is also a rent differential, and the amount for rental has increased by
about $5m per annum. The member's government was responsible for that.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Is that an accusation? Is that rent paid for the building at Midland?
Mr LEWIS: Yes. A rental increase of $5mn is a huge amount on a budget of $40-odd
million in recurrent expenditure, and the member should recognise that.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Why did the capital works actual expenditure for 1993-94 exceed the
estimate by more than $2m?
Mr LEWIS: Capital works are not part of the current expenditure and questions should
not be directed to them.
The CHAIRMAN: I can allow only questions that impact on the consolidated fund.
Sometimes capital expenditure may have a flow-on effect and if questions are framed in
that way, it is possible to ask them.
Mr TRENORDEN: What rent is paid per square metre for the Midland building, and is
that rate above or below the current market rate?
Mr LEWIS: It is in the region of the amount charged for office space in the central
business district; that is, $220 a square metre.
Mr TRENORDEN: Except that it is in Midland.
Mr LEWIS: Yes, except that it is in Midland. We are happy to provide the member with
supplementary information giving more detail.
Mr CATANIA: I refer to page 275, subprogram 1.2 dealing with public land
administration. It is stated that die objective of this subprogram is Lo provide cost-
effective services and dealings in relation to the lands of the Crown. Has a lease now
been issued for the Neerabup plant, what are the terms of the lease and what rent will be
paid?
Mr LEWIS: No, a lease has not been issued and, therefore, the other questions are not
applicable.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Is it normal practice for land to be occupied, and a lease to be drawn
up some time after the event?
Mrf LEWIS: I do not know whether it is normal and I do not know the reasons for it. I
am advised that permissive occupancy prior to formalisation of a lease is normal practice.
Mrs HALLAHAN: When will the lease be issued?
Mr LEWIS: It is in its final negotiations.
Mr TRENORDEN: I refer to page 273 of the Program Statements and the reference to
traditional or native title rights. Will the Minister advise whether there has been a slow-
down in the issue of all titles since the introduction of the Commonwealth Native Title
Act? If so, what impact has it had?
Mr LEWIS: It would not have an effect on titles. If it had any effect it would relate to
the issue of Crown grants. Theme has been no diminution in the issue of those on the
basis that the department has been proceeding to issue them under current state native
tide legislation.
Mr TRENORDEN: I am concerned about the land tidle process from the time of
application to the completion of accivity. Are there any delays?
Mr LEWIS:, It depends on the circumstances. I am advised it depends on the
consultative process that must be gone through with regard to the state's legislation for
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the issue of those prants. The time frame of the administration has extended, but I
understand the numbers have not decreased.
Mr TRENORDEN: It seems from the calls I receive that there is a two to three week
delay now over and above the time taken previously.
Mr LEWIS: Is the member talking about normal tite transfers?
Mr TRENORDEN: I have received comments from pastoralists and from people about
general titles. People tell me that the land titles process has slowed down considerably.
Mr LEWIS: It is accepted that because of the great surge in activity associated with land
transfers, mortgages and the like, the department came under terrific pressure earlier this
year. I understand measures were taken to remove those delays from the system. They
were related not to the issue of Crown grants but to normal activities associated with the
Transfer of Land Act.
Mr TRENORDEN: Is any part of that delay to be a permanent feature of the
proceedings, or was it just a result of the large volume of work?
[9.20 am]
Mr SKINNER: It was very much a business level issue in those peak times when we
were sustaining record business levels, which exceeded those in the 1988-89 period by
some 18 per cent. It did cause problems. We have reallocated resources; we work
overtime. We have further reallocated resources on a temporary basis to support that
business level and we continue to monitor it. Our performance turaround times on
published performance indicators are almost back to the full requirement. The only area
we have still encountered problems is in the issue of new tidles, which are not going
through the fast track system. Opportunity exists for developers to identify a fast track
requirement and for that turnaround to be in a satisfactory time frame. However,
non-urgent titles for future subdivisions wI take a little longer. That is negotiated with
each applicant.
Mr CATANIA: I have had to write to the department on a number of occasions where a
new tide must be issued for the acquisition of an access way. This takes forever. I have
two instances in my office where it has taken a year to get a new title issued. That is
grossly exaggerating the situation.
Mr LEWIS: The closure of right of ways and the issuing of prants for those have specific
statutory requirements under the Land Act First, you must go through the local authority
and al those processes, and eventually when it is closed you must issue a Crown grant; it
is an extensive process.
Mr CATANIA: After all that, after agreement with the service authorities like the Water
Authority and SECWA, when that has been settled and paid for by the acquirer of that
access way, it still has taken a year to issue the prant.
Mr SKINNER: I would like some follow up information on that. That should not be the
case; I hope it is an exception rather than the rule. The processing time includes the
external consultative processes of statutory approvals that we need to follow. In house
the process of preparing Crown grants and drawing them up is not done overnight, but
certainly it should not take one year.
The CHAIRMAN: Have you any idea of the normal time it takes, once all the
consultation and the processes have gone through, to process the formal prant?
Mr SKINNER: It depends very much, again without being evasive, on the nature and
tenure of the land and what needs to be done in clearing pre-existing rights. There art
still some processes that vary, but my expectation is that would be in the region of thre
months. That could be ill-informed, but I believe it to be the case.
Mr LEWIS: Some of these right of ways may be owned by a person who has been
deceased for 20, 30 or 50 years, so you have to trace back through the heirs and
successors in title. It is an extensive process.
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Mr CATANIA: I appreciate that. My main concern is that it is a fairly simple procedure
that may have been caught up in the avalanche of work at DOIA, but even with that, a
wait of one year is grossly exaggerating the situation. In this case it went through all the
processes and from the time approvals were granted by the Water Authority and SEC WA
it took 12 months, and that is too long to wait
Mrs HALLAHAN: Page 18 of the Supplementary Budget Information shows that the
estimated net expenditure of DOLA will fall by $3.26mn and that estimated revenue will
fall by $6.284mn compared with 1993-94 actuals, can the Minister give us the reasons for
that lower outcome?
Mr LEWIS: The decrease of $3.5m represents an increase in rental of $5m and an
offsetting of redundancy payments.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Page 271 of the Program Statements shows a clear transfer between
reduced salaries and wages in the 1994-95 estimates and an increase in other operating
costs. As that item is now almost equal to salaries and wages, what is involved in other
operating costs and why is there no further disclosure of what is contained in that item?
Mr LEWIS: The actual FTEs for 1993-94 is 842. That will be reduced to 715 FI~s in
1994-95.
Mrs HALLAIHAN:- I am referring to other operating costs which increase from $17. ira
to $23m.
Mr LEWIS: I am informed that the difference in other operating costs of $6mn results
from a shift from the public sector to the private sector. A lot of that work has been
privatised and is done under contract.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Could we have a breakdown of that information and where it is
going?
The CHAIRMAN: I note that will be provided as supplementary information.
Mr TRIENORDEN: The first and also the second last dot points on page 274 clash
because one states "satisfy demand" and die other "satisfied 91% of identified demand",
but I accept that is close enough. Where was that land made available?
Mr LEWIS: It is a capital item. All land development is under capital expenditure
associated DOLA.
Mr TRENORDEN: I am interested in the progress of making land available in country
towns.
Mr LEWIS: The Minister for Lands now circulates on a quarterly basis all land available
in every country town.
Mrs fIALLAH-AN: If we are talking about capital items it has been clearly spelt out that
it is not possible to discuss those in Committee.
Mr TRENORDEN: We are not talking about capital items, we are talking about the
process. Sending out those lists to councils has been a useful addition to the system.
Mr LEWIS: It also goes to all members of Parliament.
Mr TRENORDEN: That has been a useful addition to the system, and I congratulate the
Minister. Councils need to be sold on the mechanisms of the procedure, I have
circulated it to all of my councils, not all of which acknowledge that they are receiving it
but I am suit they are, and I do not think they recognise totally the value of that, so it
might be worth sending out a document to councils.

[9.30 am]
Mrs HALLAHAN: I would have thought that would be a good job for the local member.
Mr TRENORDEN: Yes, but I do not control the entire state.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I note from page 271 of the Program Statements that the expenditure
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for the Minister's office has increased from $127 000 in 1993-94 to $202 000 in 1994-95.
Much of that increase is due to an increase in communication costs from $7 000 in
1993-94 to $50 000 in 1994-95. What are the planned changes that have caused that
expected increase in expenditure?
Mr LEWIS: These items come under the expenditures that have been appropriated via
the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet and they come back as line items in the Budget,
so they are not under the direct responsibility of the Department of Land Administration.
The Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet looks after the servicing of ministerial offices.
We are mome than happy for that to be a supplementary question.
The CHAIRMAN: I indicate that supplementary information is required
Mrs HALLAHAN: Associated with that is an increase in estimated expenditure for
services and contracts from $29 000 in 1993-94 to $89 000 in 1994-95. What is that for,
and can that also be provided as supplementary information?
The CHAIRMAN: I take it that the entire Minister's office expenditure will be provided
as supplementary information.
Mr CATANTA: We find from the program summary at page 270 that expenditure has
decreased by about 3 per cent from an actual expenditure of $66.489mi in 1993-94 to an
estimated expenditure of $63.227m in 1994-95. We find from page 9 of the
Supplementary Budget Information that the consolidated fund revenue of the Department
of Land Administration has decreased by 6.2 per cent from an actual revenue of
$40 248 084 in 1993-94 to an estimated revenue of $33 964 000 in 1994-95. We fid
from page 18 of the same document that the consolidated fund expenditure for the
Department of Land Administration has also decreased. Why has there been a decrease
in both receipts and the amount which the department requires from the consolidated
fund?
Mr LEWIS: In the program summary, we have a total net expenditure of $63.227m. The
member will notice that the line above the total net expenditure is for capital works,
which is a figure that has been aggregated in there.
Mr CATANIA: That has not increased or decreased by very much.
Mr LEWIS: No, but it has certainly varied from the 1993-94 estimate.
Mr CATANIA: It has not varied significantly.
Mr LEWIS: No, but it is still a couple of million dollars.
Mr CATANIA: No. It is minor. The actual expenditure for 1993-94 is $13.381mi and
the estimated expenditure for 1994-95 is $13.484m.
Mr LEWIS: The estimated expenditure for the Department of Land Administration is
$63.227m, which is down $3mn from the actual expenditure in 1993-94 of $66.489m. Thle
next point the member made is that there is $7m less in revenue. Thai can be explained
by the conservative approach that has been taken right across the operations of DOLA, so
the member is saying that there is now a $4m differential.
Mr CATANIA: Yes.
Mr LEWIS: At page 18 of the Supplementary Budget Information, there has been an
increase in expenditure of $4m. Is that not the $4m differential?
Mr SKINNER: It is always a problem in matching Budget to Budget when a number of
one off items appa ianbugtryeradofcrsin19-94 we had a severance
payout, a one ofigr, of $4.9m, as a result of our downsizing by 150 and moving some
of those people into contracts. We have also handed back a net return of just over $ Im in
reduction of salary. That is then a recurrent reduction for evermore to offset that one off
severance payout. We also had a sizable payout of over SIm last year for the United
States Navy housing at Exmouth. That is not in our Budget estimate this year.
On the other side of the ledger, we had increased accommodation costs for six months in
1993-94 with the move to Midland. and we are now bearing a full year cost. The net
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increase in the change from one year to another is approximately $2.4mi. Primarily, die
issues are those one-off factors which need to be taken into account in the Budget
analysis.
Mr TRIENORDEN: The second dot point at page 274 states that an accelerated land
marketing program resulted in additional sales in coastal towns of $5.5m. I am interested
only in die coastal strip from the metropolitan area to Geraldton. Is every community in
that coastal strip receiving attention in that program?
Mr SKINNER: That accelerated land marketing program refers to a sales program rather
than a lot reduction program. We found ourselves holding in the region of $30m. worth
of unsold land, and the interest rates that we were carrying on our loan funds were such
that we needed to revise our conditions of release. Therefore, in consultation with local
government, we withdrew building conditions on a number of those lots and undertook
an aggressive sales campaign to promote the sales of those lots. That resulted in what we
have identified as sales revenue of $5.5m over and above what we would normally have
received through our saes program. We are continuing, on the other side, our normal
land development process and are trying to ensure that we meet the performance
indicator which the member mentioned before in a number of towns in which we have a
land supply in order to meet demnand.
Mr ThENORDEN: So that program has little or nothing to do with demand from the
community for extra sites?
Mr SKINNER: There certainly was a push from a lot of our potential clients for us to
make land available. Local governments wanted to get in. The reaction was varied, but
generally it was supportive, because rather than have Crown land sit there with no rates
being paid, even if a person did not build immediately, at least they had an owner who
was paying rates. They saw the potential benefit of that, in addition to our benefit of
getting the revenue in, but there was a demand for the land.
[9.40 am]
Mr TRENORDEN: Was so much land put to the market that it affected the market price
of land in the 12 months?
Mr SKINNER: We do not believe that it did, because in most towns we are the sole
supplier and we have balanced the pricing.
Mrs HALLAI-AN: I refer to corporate services at page 272 of the Program Statements.
Again there is a transfer of costs from salaries and wages to services and conflicts, with
wages fatling by $1.6m and contracts rising by $1.4m. The Opposition would like to
know what those contracts are for and how much they are for.
Mr LEWIS: You asked a very similar question earlier, and Mr Skinner indicated a full
breakdown of those services and contracts would be provided.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I would like to get this clear: This question is now under corporate
services, so whenever the question of contracts applies under dhe various headings, will
we receive that information? That will save me asking further questions of that natre.
Mr LEWIS: The information the Deputy Leader of the Opposition seeks will be
supplied.
Mrs HALLAMAN: That will be delineated?
Mr LEWIS: It will be right across the department.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The contracts, to whom, and the amounts?
Mr LEWIS: It is here in handwritten form.
Mrs HALLAHAN: It is available and it will be made available; I appreciate that.
Mr TR.ENORDEN: At page 276 of the Program Statements under Significant Issues and
Trends, the fourth point says that native tide issues are expected to cause an increas in
freehold and Crown land transaction searhing and records administration. Is the
Minister saying a cost will be involved? Before he answers that I ask whether that line
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refers to native title freehold. There is no freehold land in Australia. I imagine the
Minister is talking about land in fee simple. I think that is the point.
Mr LEWIS: It is a subtlety.
Mr TRENORDEN: It should not be in the document as freehold because thai sends a
message, particularly when discussing native title, which is simply not correct. On the
question of cost, what is the explanation for the additional cost?
Mr SKINNER: As indicated in the Program Statements, it is an issue and a trend. We do
not know the extent of it. Legal firms are working in our office now doing on-size
searching of the sequence of title changes to try to determine for their clients whether
there has been any impact on native title potential. This is a growing area for us. We do
not know what impact that will have on resources. We are identifying that as a trend.
Support has been given by the Department of Premier and Cabinet with respect to
funding support for one FTE relating to what we call historical land tenure searching,
which is becoming a trend throughout all land administration in Australia. to try to
determine the sequence of land ownership on a particular parcel of land.
Mr TRENORDEN: Has an allocation been made for that or is that an ame which is
expected to run a deficit at the end of the term?

Mr SKINNER: No, we do not expect to run a deficit. We are absorbing that from our
own resources through productivity. At this stage no services are being cut. We are
working through productivity gains.
Mr CATANIA: I return to the previous question because I think the logic is a little
flawed. If I receive $7mi less in revenue and my expenses are $3m less, I believe I would
have to ask for more money from consolidated revenue to make up the gap, rather than
less.
Mr SKINNER: The issue is that as a government department we are CRIF funded; that is,
although we try to operate on a profitable basis there is no direct correlation in
accounting terms through Treasury administration between revenue and expenditure for
the department. It all goes into consolidated revenue.
Mr CATANIA: The department just draws from consolidated revenue, not from its
income as a wrading corporation normally does as a profit and loss. The department is not
dealing in profit and loss; it is dealing in expenditure and requirement rather than profit
and loss. Your drawings do not depend on your revenue.
Mr SKINNER: No.
Mrs HALLAHAN: This question is directed to the Minister because it is a government
responsibility. It seems that in 1993-94 there were 842 FTEs, 31 fewer than the estimate.
Given the great volume of work DOLA had and the resultant waiting period for clients,
what was the Government's policy regarding that reduction in staff at a critical time for
the agency?
Mr LEWIS: I am advised that the reduction in FTEs is principally a policy decision of
government to direct work that can be done satisfactorily by the private sector to the
private sector. There was an increase in activity in registration and the like, and that was
handled by the departmental staff, although there was a period of approximately three
months when the department found itself in a difficult position.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I would like it on the record. The Opposition has the greatest regard
for the administration of the Department of Land Administration, so- it is not implied
criticism of the staff. It is a criticism of government policy, which did not allow for the
upsurge in market movement and activity, but blindly pursued its policy on reducing staff
in this important department. The department's inability to respond inconvenienced
many people during a period of high economic activity. That is how the Opposition sees
it.

Mr LEWIS: Is that a statement?
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Mr TRENORDEN: It was a policy statement from the Opposition. I refer to page 284,
the item concerning the land administration international program. Obviously a great
deal of activity is involved and it has been fairly well publicisedl in Vietnam. Is there any
intention to try to sell these services within the Indian Ocean area?
[9.50 anmI
Mr SKINNER: Our priority has been for a number of years, under both this Government
and the previous government, to make sure that we are successful with our flagship; that
is. Vietnam. We have put considerable energy with die private sector into developing
that opportunity. We are concerned about how far we can spread our resources,
particularly when we have business pressure in Perth. We axe balancing our
opportunities. With the Government's support we have put in a joint bid with another
state and a private sector consortium for one project in Indonesia, for which we were
unsuccessful. We will look at projects elsewhere, particularly with strategic alliances
with the private sector and other states so that we can share resources. Many very good
people must be involved in running a successful program like that in Vietnam.
Mr TRENORDEN: Do those activities in Vietnam and other places give a return to
Western Australian taxpayers?
Mr SKINNER: It will. As I have said before, these programs are for the long haul:, a
quick return is not involved. We are anticipating the world contract will be made
available in 1995. With our work to dare, we anticipate that we are in a very favourable
position. However, there is no guarantee, and it will be open to world tender.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I refer to the superlots mentioned on page 273. To what extent has
the interest in Crown land superiors resulted in increased costs for the Department of
Land Administration? I have a number of questions on this matter. It is an interesting
issue that I will pursue.
Mr LEWIS: Is the member asking about the process of DOLA identifying a superlot and
selling it to the private sector?
Mrs HALLAHAN: I have four questions relating to superiors. Firstly, to what extent has
the interest in Crown land superlots incurred greater costs for DOLA? Secondly, how
much land has been said in superiors?
Mr LEWIS: I will take one question at a time. The superlot matter is verging on the
capital side of the operation of DOLA. A certain amount of capital input is needed to get
those superiors. Does the member want to know the increased expenditure by DOLA for
the production and sale of superiors?
Mrs HALLAHAN: I want to know whether the interest in superlors creates increased
costs for DOLA.
Mr LEWIS: It creates revenue.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I want to ask the Minister the rest of the questions, but he seems to
be very jumpy.
Mr LEWIS: I am not jumpy. T7here is no drama.
Mrs HALLAI-AN: How much land has been sold in superlors, to whom and at what
sum? Is it fair to say that superiors take place when an area is getting close to eventual
development?
Mr LEWIS: I take it that the member's question is about the quantity of superlots sold
and whether it is on the urban front or whether it is well ahead of the urban front.
Mrs HAtLAJIAN: Not urban necessarily.
Mr LEWIS: Superlots are to do with urban land.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I do nor know whether -that is true. [ would be interested to hear the
answer.
Mr LEWIS: Does the member know what a superlot is?
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Mrs HAtLALIAN: I am asking the questions; the Minister is answering.
Mr LEWIS: The member does not even know what a superlot is and yet she is asking me
a question about it.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The Department of Land Administration deals with land all over the
state.
Mr LEWIS: A superlot is one that is created; it is the aggregation of hundreds of lots and
it is sold as one parcel to a proponent developer which will then subdivide it into smaller
lots.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The Minister has not told me anything that I did not know. My
questions stand.
Mr SKINNER: We have sold a variety of superiots in the past. I am happy to provide
the details by way of supplementary information. Z do not know how far back the
member would like the information to go.

Mrs HALLAHAN: I would be interested in the information over the past two years. I do
not want to make it a big job.
Mr SKINNER: The fact is that a reference is made to private in the item, but it includes
an aggregate of private sector and local government applications. We have a limited
capital works program. We have seen not greater costs but an avoidance of state costs in
development of those parcels where we can make land available by superlots to balance
our land supply activities and to try to cope with the demand. We are looking at
proposals in Kalgoorlie for a superlot.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Is that what the Minister calls the urban front?
Mr LEWIS: There is an urban front in Kalgoorlie.
Mr SKINNER: The private sector assessed a need for a large superior at Walpole where
we perhaps questioned the viability of it. We put the land onto the market and the private
sector carries the risk. We still receive revenue, but we do not incur expenditure to do it,
and our net return is satisfactory.
The CHAIRMAN: I note that supplementary information is to be given about that
question.
Mr LEWIS: Does the member want to know how many superlots have been developed
and sold to whom in the past two years, and for what sum?
Mrs HALLAHAN: Yes. Although Mr Skinner referred to developers takcing great risk,
there is also a suggestion that it transfers potential profits from the public sector to the
private sector.
Mr LEWIS: It depends on how much the land is sold for, the valuations, and the risk.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The private sector would hardly be doing it if there was not a quid in
it.
Mr LEWIS: Why does the member not talk to her colleague who is sitting immediately
to her left and he will tell her how the private sector works. T7he Deputy Leader of the
Opposition may not know how it works, but the member for Balcatta certainly does.
Mr CATANIA: Is there an increase in costs associated with the sale of superlors?

Mr LEWIS: No.
Mr CATANIA: When a superlot is sold, would the profit be less than that for the sale of
small lots?
Mr LEWIS: Of course, because there is no risk.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I will return to the question of FTEs and the offsetting costs of
increasing the services and contracts. They seem to be takcing up quite a lot of the
financial benefits. Can the Minister report to Parliament the net benefits of the public
sector reform that he has proposed for, or that will be inflicted upon, the Department of
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Land Administration? Are net benefits being derived from the public sector reform chat
has resulted in reduced ETEs and increased contracts?
[ 10.00 amJ
Mr LEWIS: Theme are already savings of over $lni in recurrent expenditure: on salaries.
Those savings, unfortunately, have been offset by the exorbitant rent paid on a
development into which the former government of the day, forced DOLA. which is
uneconomic. The rent that is being paid should be paid in the CBD at this time.
Division 33: Transport, $361 212 000 -
[Mr Strickland, Chairman.]
[Mr Lewis, Minister assisting the Minister for Transport.]
[Mr A. Middleton, Acting Director General.]
[Mr M. Bond, Finance Manager.]
[Mr R. Waldock, Executive Director Transport, Maritime Division.]
[Mr A. Hubbard, Acting Executive Director, Regional and Policy Coordination.]
Mr CATANIA: I refer to page 292 of the Program Statements. The VIEs have increased
by 15 from 425 in 1993-94 to 440 in 1994-95, but salaries, wages and related staff costs
have decreased by some $lm. Can you explain why?
Mr MIP)DLETON: The Department of Transport is an amalgamation of the old
department of marine and harbours, parts of Transpenth, and die former department of
transport. The numbers quoted for FTEs. are approved levels hut they have not yet been
attained.
Mr LEWIS: The estimates for the Fits were appraised. The program of reduction for
those FEEs takes time. That must be done by a process of attrition and people leaving of
their own volition.
Mr CATANIA: I thought the explanation was that the FiT approved levels existed, hut
that the levels had not been taken on.
Mr BOND: We are sitting on them.
Mr CATANIA: They have not been attained but you have costed them in; is that correct?
Mr BOND: The 1993-94 actual FTEs represents the establishment as at 30 June, but the
1994-95 estimates are the upper ceiling, and the funding levels are still those of 1993-94.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Why is that the case? I had that experience with an agency
yesterday. I do not understand why agencies have been approved for a higher level of
FTEs, yet the funding is not commensurate with that.
Mr LEWIS: The ceiling has been put on for 440 FTEs. If the $21.034m is insufficient, I
am advised the 15 extra Fits can be absorbed, if necessary, within the additional total
net expenditure of $361 m.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Has it been the general policy this year of the Government to
approve higher levels of Fits - I do not know on what basis that is being done - but not
to approve the funding that supports those levels? Instead, is it saying to agencies that if
they go up to their approved level of FrEs they must find the salaries to support those
levels from other areas?
Mr LEWIS: As you would know, the Department of Transport has recently taken on
other areas of responsibility that hitherto were not within it, particularly marine and
harbours, which has now gone out of existence. The department has also taken
responsibility for transport planning that it was not doing before. On the basis of that
there is a little fat in the establishment in the number of Fits approved by the
Government. Those estimates indicate that on the basis of when the department settles
down into its various sections extra staff may be needed, however, on the basis that they
will not be. the funding has not been provided for.
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[10.10 am]
Mrs HALLAHAN: It is a quirky thing for the Government to provide the FTEs but not
provide for die salaries.
Mr LEWIS: it is providing for an establishment if one is needed. The department is only
just settling down after going through a change of its functions.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The department must find the finance to fund those FI'Es if it needs
them?
Mr LEWIS: It has a budget of $361im. if it needs to find the finance it can probably do it
from within its budget estimates.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The Minister is saying the department must find it from within its
own budget.
Mr LEWIS: I did not say that at all. The first question that must be answered is whether
the extra FTEs are needed.
Mrs HALLAI-AN: You cannot employ the FTrEs without paying them, or is the Minister
proposing that the department use voluntary FI~s?
Mr W. SMITH: I refer to the subprogram on cycling on page 298 of the Program
Statements. Does the department acknowledge and provide for dual use pathways in new
developments? What impact does that have on forward estimates?
Mr LEWIS: Although the Department of Transport coordinates the construction of
cycleways and the like, the function of providing cycleways falls principally within the
individual developments that occur within emerging suburbs.
Mr MIDDLETON: The policy of the department is that local authorities are invited to
put forward proposals for the funding of cycle facilities, and these are generally funded
on a 50:50 basis by the Department of Transport and the local authority. In 1994-95 an
amount of just over $lmn is allocated for engineering programs.
Mr W. SMITHl: I raise this issue in connection with the statement that the objective of
the program is to advance and, where appropriate, carry out programs for engineering
improvements, education and safety, law enforcement and other matters connected with
the use of bicycles. I note a reference to a separate trust fund to be maintained for those
purposes. Under this policy does the department deal with new developments or just
older suburbs? I do not see it happening in the new developments in my electorate.
Mr LEWIS: It is the responsibility of local authorities, and the Department of Transport
has a coordinating role. Funds are provided for marking cycle paths or dual use paths
and the like. It is not the responsibility of the Department of Transport to enforce the
establishment of these paths in new urban developments. It is the responsibility of
individual local authorities via the agency of the State Planning Commission, whereby
development conditions are imposed.
Mr W. SMITH: Do local authorities apply for funds from this trust fund for this
purpose?
Mr LEWIS: I think this trust fund relates to existing cycle paths. Conflicts arise from
time to time with the dual use paths between those cycling and those walking. Money is
available for engineering purposes, such as design and location of these paths.
Engineering expertise is available to local authorities who wish to establish cycleways: in
older suburbs - not necessarily new suburbs - and also line marking is provided to avoid
conflict on dual use paths.
Mr McOINTY: One of the things common to each of the Estimates Committees is that
the details of the Ministers' offices have been given as aggregate figures under the
Premier's departmentL I ask the Minister to provide the relevant information in respect of
the office of the Minister for Transport.
Mr LEWIS: It would be appropriate to provide that as supplementary information, which
will be forwarded to the member next week.
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Mrs van de KLASHORST: I refer to subprogram 1.4 on page 298 of the Program
Statements relating to the taxi industry. The description of this subprogram refers to
controlling taxi numbers to ensure adequate standards and levels of service are available
to the public, including those people with disabilities. It also administers the taxi user
subsidy schemes. How are the numbers being increased, and what commitment is there
to providing taxis for the disabled in both the metropolitan area and country areas?
Which people are covered by the taxi user subsidy schemes?
Mr LEWIS: I am advised by Mr Middleton that an additional $500 000 is to be provided
for taxi user subsidy schemes, but I understand much of that will go to providing
multipurpose taxis to cater for people in wheelchairs. More licences will be issued;- an
additional five have been approved and the vehicles will be on the road this month.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: Which group of people arm eligible under the subsidy
schemes?
Mr MIDDLETON: These are people registered as having a level of disabilty that allows
them to use the scheme. That level is currently being reviewed.
Mr McGINTY: I refer to the proposed contracting out of the bus services in the
metropolitan area. What provision has been made in the tender document, which I have
not yet seen, to ensure that any private contractors who win the contrat to provide the
bus services in the metropolitan area, make specific provision for people with
disabilities?
[ 10120 am]
Mr LEWIS: You have not referred to a line item, but I am happy for Mr Mddleron to
answer as best he can.
Mr McGINTY: It raises itself under the heading of transport because the department is
responsible for this issue.
Mr LEWIS: We are not talking about a line item; it deals with Transperth.
Mr McGINTY: The department is responsible for drawing up the tender conditions so it
is appropriate to ask what the Department of Transport what has done in this issue, given
the general funding for the department is raised under this division.
Mr MIDDLETON: The bus tender documents are currently in draft form. We recognise
that we are subject to both the federal and state requirements of the Disability Services
Act. We am trying to incorporate in these draft tender documents similar conditions to
those which are applied in Melbourne and elsewhere where there are private contracts,
but we will also allow the tenderers in responding to the tender to specify improvements
if they wish. As a minimum the tender must be in accordance with the state and federal
legislation.
Mr McGINTY: Is that in the tender documents?
Mr MIIDDL.ETON: Yes, that is in draft form now.
Mr McGINTY: When will those tender documents be available?
Mr LEWIS: They have not even been to Cabinet yet so we do not know.
Mr MeGINTY: The timetable announced for the contracting provision~s is getting to the
stage where you will not be able to meet the timetable unless those documents are
released.
Mr LEWIS: I understand it will be about September.
Mr THOMAS: A major achievement for 1993-94 on page 295 is that the department
continued to ensure effective consideration of transport in the planning of land use and
development within the metropolitan area by, among other things, the provision of expert
contributions to the south west metropolitan area region trasit study. What has that
achieved?
Mr LEWIS: SWAT was refocused on public transport associated with inn's-suburb
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transportation and how the main line - what we call the transit corridor - will be serviced
from those suburbs or regions, rather than the previous focus of looking at an access rail
running possibly from Mandurali through to Fremantle. Its focus was put onto how the
public transport system would work within that south west region.
The CHAIRMAN: Is it a similar concept to the northern rail line with bus loops going
into a spine?
Mr LEWIS: Yes. Once we decided to go line haul - that is, rapid transit from Mandurab
through to Perth - the function was directed to getting people within that region onto that
line haul and also intr-region from Fremantle to Rockingham.

Mr THOMAS: Is the Government now committed to heavy rail?
Mr LEWIS: Basically. The planning that has been done, notwithstanding no decision
has been made, and the geometry of reserves that have been put in place, have been
designed for 150 kilometres an hour plus vehicles.
Mr THOMAS: Is that being done on the basis that access to Perth would not be through
Fremantle but via Canning? My recollection of the document I saw in the SWAT study
showed that a significant portion of people in the south west corridor wished to travel to
destinations within the corridor, one of the primary destinations being Fremantle. Is the
Government retaining the option of providing access via Fremantle? As I recall the
document it is much of a muchness whether you get to Perth via Kenwick or Fremantle.
Mr LEWIS: There is an eight kilometre difference, but the option is there on the basis
that the transit corridor will be hooking into the standard line that goes around the back to
Fremantle; so the option is to have a circuit over time. We are hooking into that line
initially going through Kenwick to Perth.
Mr TRENORDEN: On page 294 the first two dot points under significant issues and
trends refer to Western Australia's population increasingly concentrating in the
metropolitan area, and Perth being one of the most car dependent cities in the world. Is
there a whole of government attitude? Is this information supplied through your
department in the planning processes of the state?
Mr LEWIS: The Government recently introduced into the House amendments to dhe
planning legislation to put in place a restructure of the existing planning decisions and
create a new Western Australian planning commission which will, by virtue of Statute,
include the principal government agencies as members. The CEOs of Transport, Main
Roads and Planning will sit as full commissioners and under them will be a statutory
transport committee which comprises the principals of al the transport agencies. That
structure should ensure an integration and coordination of all functions of transport
whether it be public transport, bus, Westrail, Fastrak, the location of roads for dornitory
suburbs, or the provision of shipping services.
Mr TRENORDEN: What about more lateral attitudes like telecommuting?
Mr LEW: It should also coordinate the parking policy within the CBD.
Mr TRENORDEN: That will be good news if and when it occurs.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: The regional transport program on page 299 says there will
be an increasing emphasis on community and industry involvement in transport and
decision making. Will you include in those groups members of the community and
industry as part of that overall interdepartmental planning, or is that further down the
track?
Mr LEWIS: In the hierarchical structure it is further down the tree, but certainly the
State Planning Commission will comprise three people from local government - one from
the country, one from the Perth region, and one from the City of Perth - and three people
from the community generally. One of the latter will be an independent chair and the
two other people can have a variety of skills or competencies. We will not be lifting out
directly from the community specific interest groups at that level, but certainly down the
tree; for argument's sake, via local government in the way the Western Australian
Municipal Association networks.
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Mr McGIT: I refer the Minister to the second dot point under significant issues and
trends on page 294. 1 detect since your Government has been in power less of an
emphasis on reducing dependency on private motor vehicles. Do you simply accept the
use of private motor vehicles as a significant trend or are specific programs in place to
reduce that dependency and enhance public transport?
[10.30 anm)
Mr LEWIS: It must be accepted that Western Australians are probably the most mobile
people in Australia. They have had a love affair with their motor vehicles for a long time
and it is part of the culture of Western Australia for people to have that independence.
The member's government. experienced that and all governments have experienced that.
However, that does not mean to say that this Government does not recognise the need to
promote public transport. We are currently looking at ways and means of encouraging
the use of public transport in the central business district by looking at parking policy
within the Perth City Council, and in the not too distant future there will be sonic
announcement about changes in CBD parking policy.
We are also looking at extending the electrification of the existing rail network, and in
the long term certainly extending that line down through Kenwick and behind Canning
Vale, where there is a large urban cell which is expanding rapidly with the south east
corridor amendments. In the not too distant future we will be able, for not a large amount
of money, bearing in mind that the track is already in place, to electrif that line and get
some railcars down there. Those things are being worked up.
If the question is are we trying to promote public transport and relieve the dependence on
private motor vehicles, the answer is yes, because we believe the Government has a
responsibility to encourage people to use public transport for many reasons - reliability,
pollution, to lessen congestion on roads, and the like. Anyone who comes in now from
south of the river will notice the serious impediments on our freeway system. That is all
the more reason that we need to have more transport planning to see how we can free that
up, bearing in mind that in a couple of months the freeway will be open right down to
Thomas Road in Kwinana, which will put more load on the freeway. It is an increasing
problem, but there is no diminution in the Government's effort to encourage people to
use public transport.
Mr McGINTY: I detected with the change of government a significant change of
emphasis on this matter. You have advocated the right of people to choose a quarter acre
block, if that is what they want, and that is at the heart of many of our public transport
problems.
Mr LEWIS: I accept that, and I do not shrink from that at all.
Mr McGINTY: While under the previous government we had the northern suburbs
railway and the present Government's opposition to it, and the specific policy
commitment to extend the southern suburbs railway to Fremantle by a particular date, can
you identify specific initiatives that you have taken to reduce the dependence on private
motor vehicles as distinct from the more woolly notion that it is a nice idea?
Mr LEWIS: The member would be aware that the Government has embarked upon a
series of major planning amendments to the Perth regional scheme, and in the two south
west amendments we have identified a transit corridor and are setting it aside by
reservation. In the north west, we have extended the transit corridor from Curraxubine
through to Alkimos, and that has been identified and is now reserved by virtue of that
amendment passing this Parliament. In the eastern suburbs, we have identified - and the
public exhibition period has -,ow closed - a corridor for a transit system through Ellen
Brook to try to pick up in the long term that emerging population. There will probably be
80 000 to 100 000 people there in 15 years.
Mr THOMAS: At the end of the day, amendment schemes are just lines on a map. What
is your actual commitment?
Mr LEWIS: It is like the reservation of major woads. For goodness' sake, we have got to
be ahead of the play.
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Mrt THOMAS: Of course it is necessary, but it is not sufficient. My colleague just said
that the forner government had a commitment to extend die railway to the south west
corridor. Arc you able to say when the infrastructure will be in place?
Mr LEWIS: No.
Mr THOMAS: So them is no commitment?
Mr LEWIS: I put it firmly on record that the proposition to extend the suburban rail
network to Rockingham by 1996 could never have been achieved. It was not viable and
will probably not be viable until the turn of the century, notwithstanding that it was a
political stunt by die former government in the rn up to the 1993 election.
Mr McCUNTY: The inister said the same about the northern suburbs railway and
ended up with egg on his face, so there is no reason why I should believe him in regard to
the southern suburbs railway.
Mr LEWIS: They are very different in regard to catchmnent areas, patronage and
transport planning. One was feasible and the other was absolutely over the top.
Mr TRENORDEN: The last dot point at page 294 under significant issues and trends
states that there is growing community interest in environmental issues. Are we talking
there about the use of gas for public transport; is theme a program to make greater use of
gas in buses anid the like; and is that clearly advantageous to environmental issues and
efficiency?
Mr LEWIS: I am advised that Tmanspcrth has the second largest fleet of gas-fuielled
buses in the world. The price of gas has inhibited the ful gasification of the fleet because
gas is more expensive than conventional diesel fuels, but certainly research work is
continuing on that issue. More importantly, members may be aware of the central area
transit system, or CAT, which is a system of easily accessible, purpose built, wide door,
low step-up vehicles. An amount of $9m will be expended over the next two years to
develop these vehicles as a prototype for Australia. Those vehicles will service the
deficiencies currently within the central area of Perth and will over time replace the
clipper system. That is designed to be a system where people can get on, bang off a
strap, and jump out, basically at will. Those vehicles will be either electric or gas. It
appears that they will probably be gas because the electrical technology is still not up to
speed in a world sense. A lot of work is being done at this time to identify how we can
introduce those vehicles.
Mr TRENORDEN: Is gas still more expensive than diesel, taking all factors into
account, including capital, and is gas more environmentally friendly than diesel?
[10.40 am]
Mr LEWIS: I am advised that if one considers the gas tanks, the pressure vessels that
one must have, the installation of same, and the cost of the gas, it is more expensive than
diesel.
Mr TRENORDEN: Is it more environmentally friendly?
Mr LEWIS: Yes.
Mr THOMAS: According to the Mlinister for Energy, if momn than 1000 petajoules; a
year is used it comes down from I January.
Mr TRENORDEN: The third dot point on page 295 of the Program Statements relates to
unleaded petrol. Considerable publicity has been given to the notion that motors which
are not designed for unleaded petrol emit carcinogenic gases. Is that true? Is there a
monitoring effect from the changeover from petrol to lead, and is theme a greater risk
from carcinogenic gases with unleaded petrol compared with the much publicised
improvement of less lead in gas?
Mr LEWIS: I am not really sure.
Mir TRENORDEN: Theme has been considerable publicity about this matter.
Mr LEWIS: The vehicles are not designed for it.
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NIT TRENORDEN: Yes, yet they are now using unleaded fuel.
Mr THOMAS: Material that replaces lead in unleaded petrol is carcinogenic and it is not
completely combusted if used in a vehicle that is not designed for it.
MIT TRENORDEN: The question is: Is that being monitored?
Mr LEWIS: It is not being monitored by the Department of Transport; it may be by the
EPA.
Mr TRENORDEN: Would the inclusion of this matter as a major achievement for 1993-
94 be a result of the Federal Government's push to get out of leaded petrol, or one of this
Government's own initiatives?
Mr MIDDLETON: The Unleaded Petrol Act 1985 was set up to make unleaded petrol
available, and at the right price. The view of the Departent of Transport is that that
function has now reached its conclusion and that it is now the function of the EPA to
monitor emissions from leaded vehicles or vehicles using leaded fuel.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: My question relates to the major achievements for 1993-94
at page 300 of the Programn Statements, particularly the points concerning the promotion
of road industry efficiency and safety by developing a major road funding campaign
aimed at redressing Western Australia's road funding deficiencies; and winning
acceptance from the Commonwealth and other states for a review of road taxes and
charges. I notice that is not mentioned as a major planned achievement for 1994-95.
Will the department continue the push for proper road funding so east-west links like the
orange route can be built as soon as possible to eliminate problems on some of our major
roads now?
Mr LEWIS: As the member will know, in March the Minister for Transport launched a
major Australia wide campaign entitled Fix Australia, Fix the Roads. This campaign was
aimed at the Federal Government and the public of Western Australia and Australia
generally to draw attention to the fact that federal funding for roads has not increased
since 1982, notwithstanding the growth in population and the growth in business and the
like. Western Australia has just under 10 per cent of the nation's population and receives
barely eight per cent of the road funding for Australia. In addition, it has 25 per cent of
the nation's roads, and one-third of the geographic area of the country. To add insult to
injury, much of our economic viability comes from the mining sector, which is remote
from the Perth region. The mining sector must be serviced by good road transport.
Western Australia produces 25.8 per cent of the total net export income of this nation, yet
receives under eight per cent of the aggregate of total funding for roads in Austrlia.
That is a disgrace when one considers the numbers. I am not reflecting on Opposition
members. There must be a rethink federally. Roads are vital to Western Australia. We
do not have the rail infrastructures that exist in the eastern states, and our economy is
absolutely dependent on good infrastructure; namely, roads and the like. There must be a
bipartisan approach to the Federal Government to explain that we need our fair share of
road funding based on the disadvantages that exist.
NIT McGINTY: What was the total cost of that campaign and what have we got to show
for it?
Mr LEWIS: That is a hypothetical question that [ cannot answer. Mrt Middleton may be
able to provide the cost of the campaign.
NIT TRENORDEN: To increase public awareness of the problem -

The CHAIRMAN: Is the Minister giving Mr Middleton the call?
Mr LEWIS: No. Some $235 000 from the transport trust fund was directed to the
campaign. Does the member believe we are hard done by regarding road funding?
Mr McGLNTY: I can answer that by stating that the money spent was an absolute waste
of money.
Mr LEWIS: The member has not answeredL
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Mr McGITY: Let me answer it. The Minister takes time to make his point. The
money spent was a shocking waste of taxpayers' money and was purely politically
motivated. If John Hewson had won the last federal election the Government would have
quite happily given up sovereignty over a whole range of funding issues in Western
Australia.
Mr LEWIS: No way.
Mr McGINTY:. Well, the Government did in relation to the goods and services tax, and
other things, when the then Leader of the Opposition went to Canberra to sign away a
whole series of Western Australia's state rights. That is the sense in which it was purely
politically driven. I believe the amount of money allocated to roads in Western Australia
is inadequate. There ought to be a bipartisan approach to the question. However, when
there is a fundamentally politically driven campaign, a partisan campaign, one cannot
expect bipartisan support. If the approach taken by the Minister for Transport had been,
"Let us cooperate to get the best possible end result", the Government might have had
something to show for the quarter of a million dollars expenditure.
Mr LEWIS: The Opposition did not want to be critical of its federal mates in Canberra.
Mr McGINTY:- The former Minister for Transport under the Labor government was as
stridently critical of the amount of money coming from Canberra for road funding in
Western Australia as is the present Minister. The difference is that he has chosen to use
taxpayers' funds for a political campaign. That is improper.
The CHAIRMAN: We have had enough comment across the Chamber.
Mr TRENORDEN: I refer to page 297 of the Program Statements, subprogram 1.2,
urban public transport. The description of this subprogramn includes the issuing of
licences and franchises for area and moute services. Am I correct in assuming that with
this new attitude the metropolitan boundary is not as relevant as in the past? In the past
the MIT could not cross that boundary. Can that boundary now be crossed to service
close communities outside that boundary? For example -

Mr THOMAS: Northam?
Mr TRENORDEN: No. There is a community of Wundowie. which is very close to
Wooroloo and Gidgegannup Springs. Wundowie is a better example because it is only
one or two kilometres from the boundary and has very few services. Will those types of
communities be caught up in the new program?
[10.50 am]
Mr LEWIS: Last week I second read in this House a Bill that addresses this problem. I
am advised that the current legislation restricts the operation of Transperth - or the MiT
as it was known and is probably corporately known - to within the metropolitan area.
The new legislation will bring down those barriers and will enable public transport,
namely Transperth, to operate outside the metropolitan area.
Mr TRENORDEN: How do communities which may have access now but which have
not in the past, bring their needs to the Minister's attention? Is it through directly
approaching the Minister, through members of Parliament or through the department?
Mr LEWIS: They have very good members in the member for Avon, and the member
for Fremantle.
Mr THOMAS: Where in the achievements is reference made to the Government's policy
on road trains? I cannot see it. [ presumed it would have been mentioned somewhere.
Mr LEWIS: I could not tell the member.
Mr HUBBARD: There is no reference in the Department of Transport programs to that.
Mr THOMAS: Will we deal with that issue under the Main Roads Department division?
Mr LEWIS: I understand that it is administered by the Main Roads Department. Unless
a line item within that division deals with it, I cannot answer any questions.
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Mr THOMAS: The Government has a policy of extending areas in which road trains can
operate. Thai is a matter of much concer to die public. The administration of that
policy must be somewhere. Which department is it?
Mr LEWIS: The Main Roads Department deals with it.
Mr TRENORDEN: I refer to the significant issues and trends item on page 299 which
concerns the recognition of the importance of the state's regional areas to its economy.
In die past year there has been some activity to try to identify public use of rail and road
to rake the pressure off moad use. Is a group of people within the department looking at
planning aspects which would use rail to take the pressure off roads?
Mr MIDDLETON: As part of the regional transport program covers this, the Department
of Transport is coordinating various regional transport plans. I understand the Kimberley
study has been completed and one for the southern province is now in operation.
Mr TRENORDEN: There is also mention of the central wheatbelt plan.
Mr MIDDLETON: That will come in the future. The main one being worked on now is
for the southern province.
Mr TRENORDEN: What is the time frame?
Mr MIDDLETON: We are trying to accelerate the programs. At the rate of one or two a
year, it could take some years to go trough all of the provinces.
Mr TRENORDEN: Is there a preferred batting order?
Mr HUBBARD: Following the southern province study, we would look to the wheatbelt
which would pick up in a broader sense the work that has already been done on die
central south eastern study, which was focused on specific road, rail and freight issues.
Our plan is to do a regional transport strategy for the wheatbelt as a whole and it would
build on the work that has already been done in the south east study.
Mr TRENORDEN: Would that involve local government, regional development
commissions, the community and other government agencies?
Mr HUBBARD: Yet. The mechanism that we are using is to develop these strategies in
a partnership agreement with the regional development commissions. They are joint
projects. We rely heavily also on public consultation and cooperation with local
authorities.
Mr McGITY: I refer to the introduction of a more appropriate fare st-ucture and fare
levels set out in the major planned achievements on page 296. What does the Minister
have in mind by way of any fare decreases that might be proposed? It is stated that
public transport costs would be reduced. Alternatively, can the Minister state the areas
that are being targeted for a fare increase?*
Mr LEWIS: I do not believe, and I am sure the member for Fremantle was jokcing when
he suggested, there could be fare decreases, bearing in mind die public transport system
is probably subsidised to about 80 per cent of its operating cost at present, even with the
increases in fares that took place earlier in the year.
Mr McGINTY: What areas are being targeted? Mention is made of "more appropriate
fares".
Mr THOMAS: Who will be hit next?
Mr LEWIS: I am not the Minister for Transport, and it is a little unfair to ask me these
policy questions. The officers do not know the answer. They are policy decisions diat
have to be made by government. They have not come before Cabinet Nothing is before
Cabinet about fare increases.
Mr McGINTY: Can the Minister make any sense out of the planned major achievement
statement then? Is he saying that he does not know what will be achieved?
Mr LEWIS: The information I have with me is that the transport zonal fare structure,
including the two hour transfer facility, has been reviewed by consultants Travers
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Morgan Pty Ltd. The recommendations already received include a standardised fare
scale and a change in the transfer period. The final report is expected later in the month.
Mr McGINTY: My understanding of what the Minister has said in the past about the
privatisation of Stateships is that it would be retained as a state enterprise. Has the
Minister's view changed over time to the extent that he is now looking at contracting
out?
Mr LEWIS: It is on the record that it is the Government's undertaking to leave
Stateships in place for two years. or thereabouts, after its taking government. In the
interim, there would be a further evaluation of it. A report has been finalised, but it has
not come to Cabinet.
Mr HUBBARD: There was a consultant's report. We are now going through the
expressions of interest phase, and the member should be aware of that. By October we
expect to be able to make a determination whether there is any opportunity for private
sector involvement in Stateships. If so, we would be looking at a two year contract.
Mr McCINTY: Is that consistent with the earlier statement by the Minister?
Mr HUBBARD: Yes. The earlier statement was for three years and as almost a year will
have passed, we are talking about a three year stage with no change.
Mr LEWIS: Stateships costs the state about $16m or $17m a year. As the member's
federal colleagues have discovered with Australian National Line, we cannot keep
absorbing those big licks of money that are going out.
Mr THOMAS: Nor can it be sold!
Mr TRENORDEN: The committee should note that I will not ask any questions about
the brilliant Avon Citylink program. However, I will refer to pages 304 and 305 which
talk about increasing the shipping capacity available to local exporters of containerised
cargoes at acceptable freight rates. It is mentioned that a committee has been put
together to develop strategies. Has there been any improvement in the cost and
availability of containers and in the allocation of ports such as Geraldton?

[11.00 am]
Mr WALDOCK: A committee has been formed of all the stakeholders in the shipping
industry and it has finalised a report. It shows that the issue has for the time being
diminished and that sufficient containers are available at present to meet export needs.
With linkage through Singapore we will see more opportunity for container traffic, albeit
we must always accept that there is more export than import. That imbalance needs to be
addressed, but market forces are proving that there are suitable container loadings.
Mr TRENORDEN: Does that include the availability of containers at Geraldton and
Bunbury? At times plenty of containers have been available in the Port of Fremantle, but
that does necessarily mean that it suits the regional ports.
Mr WALDOCC: I understand that. It does not suit the regional ports fully at this stage.
We are conducting major trials at Bunbury and we see Bunbury as a major opportunity
for container export. Geraldton is still a little difficult and problems still exist there.
Mr TRENORDEN: I refer to table 19 on page 42 of the Supplementary Budget
Information. The figures for disbursements in the Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger
Transport Trust indicate a decline from $45.764m to $21.5m. Under disbursements for
the Main Roads Department there is an increase from $87.493m to $1 17.6m. Is that a
reflection of government policy for the better utilisation of state funds raised from fuel
taxes?
Mr LEWIS: The answer is obviously yes. I refer members to the figures for 1990-91
where 545.7m was directed to Transperth from the state's fuel excise levy. The
Government came to office on the promise that those funds would be redirected back to
roads in the state; however, we cannot take those sorts of funds from one government
agency, as Transpcrth was, and put them into roads overnight, The Government has
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embarked on a program over a period of running that down to zero. The transport miust
fund will go to die maintenance and provision of roads in Western Australia.
Mr TRENORDEN: How many more years will that take to occur?
Mr MIDDLETON: It is $1Imeach year.
Mr TRENORDEN: Will that occur for another two years?
Mr LEWIS: It must also be recognised that about $6m from that trust fund goes to
service the Department of Transport; however, all the other moneys will be hypothecated
to the provision of new woads and the maintenance of existing roads.

Division 34: Main Roads, $44 400 m0 -

[Mr Day. Chairman.]
[Mr Lewis, Minister assisting the Minister for Transport]
[Dr K.C. Michael, Commissioner.]
[Mr D.R. Warner, Director, Corporate Services.)
Mr McGINTY: Will the proposed select committee - the motion to establish which is
before the Legislative Assembly - put on hold further road train trials in the metropolitan
area?
Mr LEWIS: I am not aware of that. It must be recognised that a select committee of this
Parliament is just that; it is not a committee of the government. Therefore, the
Government's program of trials will continue notwithstanding the select committee. It is
opportune that the select committee is established while the trials are taking place.
because it would be an appropriate time to gauge the extent of their effect on the
community.
Mr McGINTY: Will you provide details of which trials are currently under way or about
to be undertaken on the introduction of road trains?
Dr MICHAEL: A trial is being conducted at Midland with the transport of livestock. I
am sure you are aware that that trial was extended. Another trial was being considered
for the transport of fertiliser in Armadale. Recent discussions have been held with local
government. At this stage I am not aware of any finality to die trials.
Mr McGINTY: How many vehicles took advantage of the trial in the Midland saleyards?
What were the results of that trial? For how long is it to be extended?
Dr MICHAEL: I do not have that information with me. I believe it is in the order of 30
vehicles. I am prepared to provide that information at a later time.
Mr McGINTY: For how long has the trial been extended?
Dr MICHAEL: It will probably be extended until December this year.
Mr McGINTY: Have you reached any tentative conclusions as a result of the trial? It
has been running for a long time.
Dr MICHAEL: The information we are getting from others and from the transport
industry is that it seems to be working quite well. A number of improvements were made
to the road system to accommodate not only those vehicles, but other heavy vehicles.
Those improvements have facilitated the safe access of the road trains into the Midland
area.
Mr McGITY: What is proposed to be done in the trials on the Armadale
superphosphate road trains?
Dr MICHAEL: At this stage I do not have that information. I am aware that discussions
have occurred with local government. The Minister for Transport has asked us to take up
the matter and discuss it further with industry and others. A further report will be put to
the Minister.
Mr McGITY: Have any studies been done about the safety of road trains and their use
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to justify the pre-existing policy, which would contribute to the debate about their
introduction into metropolitan areas?
Dr MICHAEL: Extensive work has been done on heavy vehicle interaction with the
existing infrastructure as well as with other vehicles. Some years ago we employed the
Australan Road Research Board to conduct trials on the Great Northern Highway in the
Kim berley. The trial consisted of tracking and videoiug vehicles and assessing them. A
report was prepared which assisted us in making a decision at that time to put on road
trains to facilitate some of the mining operations in the Kimberley. Similarly, trias. have
been done over the years on sections of Albany Hlighway. I suggest also that similar
trias were taking place in relation to the Midland access. I do not think we would put
road trains on those roads if we felt that safety was being compromised in any way, and
the information demonstrated that was not the case. Where there is a deficiency in the
network, action is taken to improve that. Examples of that are Midland and the Great
Northern Highway between Cue and Meekatharra, where other works will1 start to
improve that section.
111. 10 am]
Mrt McGINTY: What are the perceived safety problems in this research in relation to
road trains in the metropolitan area?
Dr MICHAEL: One of the concerns is traffic signals, their access to them and the
response time required for vehicles to react to them. For that reason we have set up
advance amber flashing warning signs which give more than adequate time to other
vehicles in those areas, particularly heavy vehicles, to be able to stop in time. Those are
introduced not only on the local network, but also in rual areas when we believe a
particular site requires such facilities. That would depend on the visibility of the site and
the signals themselves, and ensuring there is adequate distance for the vehicle to take
precautionary measures.
Mr McGINTY: That is one issue in relation to safety. Have others been identified?
Dr MICHAEL: The other questions are related to opportunities for passing these
vehicles. Again, it is a question of ensuring sight distances arc sufficient to allow
adequate opportunity for a reasonable length of road for motorists to overtake those
vehicles. In those instances, it will be found in many rural. areas, where there is no
opportunity of dual carriageways as in the metropolitan area that passing opportunities
and overtaking lanes are placed to allow people to get past other vehicles. That includes
not only longer vehicles but also vehicles towing caravans and the like, which pose a
similar problem.
Mr McGIINTY: It has been put to me that the real problem is with suburban drivens - not
so much the drivers of road trains - and the interaction between the two, because
suburban drivers are not used to such large machines, and the braking, overtaking and
stopping requirements. Is that correct?
Dr MICHAEL: No, I do not think so. It all relates to the infrastructure. It is incorrect to
say people have not encountered such vehicles. B-double vehicles, which have a nrailer,
have been operating in the metropolitan area in this state since 1982. They are equally in
that category, as are semi-trailers, and people have been encountering them for some
years. The difficulty is that the words "road trains" have certain connotations for people,
and they are perhaps taken out of perspective.
Mr McGINTY: What view has been relayed to you by the Police Department on the
introduction of these road trains into the metropolitan area?
Dr MICHAEL: I have not had any discussions with the Police Department directly.
Mr McGINTY: I am sure people from the Main Roads Department have.
Dr MICHAEL: I am sure they have, but I have not heard their view. The police have
been brought along throughout all the road train trials conducted, and have been part of
the whole process. Some of the concern expressed some time ago related to braking, and
that is accepted. Where those sites require more advance warning because of their
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location, geometry or whatever, those sites have been accommodated with advance
amber flashing lights.
Mr McGINTY: We have been told that the police oppose the introduction of road trains
in the metropolitan area on the ground of traffic safety. Is that true?
Dr MICHAEL: I will take that question on notice. I do not know whether it is as
specific as chat. I am aware of their concerns in relation to braking facilities.
Mr LEWIS: I am not the Minister for Transport, and I presume he will know the answer
to this. Therefore, it would be appropriate for the member for Fremantle to put that
question on notice for an answer in due course. He is getting into the area of policy, and
it is not fair to ask those questions of permanent officers of the department.
Mr McGINTY: It is about road safety. I ask chat a detailed response be given to that
question in terms of the attitude of the Police Department, and discussions between the
Police Department and the Main Roads Department.
Mr LEWIS: Unless you can identify a lie item, I will not answer that question.
Mr McGINT: The line item associated with chat question is the salaries of the Main
Roads Department officers who are employed on this matter.
Mr LEWIS: That has nothing to do with the Police Department. I am not the Minister
responsible for the police, and I am not in a position to answer that.
Mr McGINTY: I have asked that the answer to that question be given in the usual form.
In other committees the Chairman has then said it will be provided as supplementary
information.
Mr LEWIS: It is not a line item and I am not prepared to give an answer.
Mr THOMAS: Earlier I asked the Minister when we could discuss road trains in this
committee.
Mr LEWIS: You have just had a quarter of an hour talking to the Commissioner of Main
Roads.
Mr McGINTY: He has not answered the question.
Mr THOMAS: The Minister said he was not prepared to discuss it when we were
dealing with the Department of Transport, but it could be dealt with under the Main
Roads Department. Now he does not want to discuss it.

Mr LEWIS: The Commissioner of Main Roads has said that he is not responsible for -
and neither am 1. representing the Minister for Transport - the Commissioner of Police or
the Minister for Police in this committee. It is not within my competence, nor the
competence of the Commissioner of Main Roads, to answer a question about police
activity or opinion.
The CHAIRMAN: I am Chairman of this committee, but I am not in a position to dictate
to any members what they shall or shall not do.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: My question relates to page 3 15 of the Program Statements
and the statement about greater accessibility being sought by road hauliers for large
combination vehicles because of their improved efficiency of operation. I realise it is
government policy for these vehicles to move around the metropolitan area. How much
is the Government committed to driver training to help these vehicles intermingle with
other traffic, and how much funding has it provided for this? The number of these
vehicles on metropolitan roads has increased, and on safety grounds it is also important
that the drivers of ordinary vehicles are able to cope with these larger vehicles. When
licences are issued, the drivers should be required to gain some experience in less
crowded situations before they can drive in heavy traffic.
[11.20 am]
Dr MICHAEL: It does not come under the jurisdiction of the Main Roads budget The
education phase, and the promotion of these vehicles with a mixture of other vehicles,
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has been longstanding. Promotional pamphlets have been distributed widely over a
number of years. They have been developed with the industry, and they are currently
being updated, again with the industry, in order to make drivers aware of the important
measures they should take to ensure that they are proceeding in a safe manner, Safety
has three aspects: The road environment the vehicle and the driver. I cannot give a
specific answer but the Traffic Board of Western Australia is assisting in driver training
programs and the establishment of facilities that allow these areas to be tested. The third
area is the issue of licensing which the National Road Transport Commission is taking on
at a national level. The Departments of Transport and Main Roads are involved at officer
level. A lot of action is happening locally and throughout Australia to address the very
points the member raised, particularly drivers' licences for licensing of larger vehicles.
Mr CATANIA: I refer to the program description for the road use program which refers
to the efficient and effective use of the existing road network. It refers to safety -
minimising accidents and injuries associated with road use - and conforming to road
users', community and government needs. Significant issues and trends are the
increasing traffic congestion, and the greater accessibility being sought by road hauliers
for large combination vehicles because of the increased efficiency of operation. It states
that these trends must be weighed against the environmental and social concerns
expressed about their impact. Minister, in relation to your program description, and
references to safety in the various areas I have pointed, has the Main Roads Department
consulted with anybody, particularly the Police Department, to address those aspects of
safety and road use?
Mr LEWIS: Yes, of course it has, because it is currently in the process of running and
analysing various trials.
Mr CATANIA: Can we have the results of the police advice or any advice on the use of
roads by heavy haulage users in the metropolitan area?
Mr LEWIS: A range of reports are being compiled for the study which is not yet
finalised and has not been reported to the Minister or Government.
Mr TAYLOR: Has the inister started the road trials for these vehicles without having
received information from the police on whether it is safe?
Mr LEWIS: I am not the Minister, I cannot answer that; but I will make a point. As a
government we could have ignored, like members opposite when they were mn
government, the economic advantages that can be gained by more efficient use of
transport, particularly road transport. Any responsible government should be broad
enough in mind and innovative enough in purpose to look at ways and means of
improving the viability and the efficiency of road transport.
Mr CATANIA: Not at the expense of safety.
Mr LEWIS: The Government should be commended for taking on that task of seeing
whether certain moutes within the Perth metropolitan region could take heavy transport.
The Government is in the process of trialling those mutes and the vehicles that are using
them, and looking at road geometry and the physical restraints road safety attitudes and
community opinion associated with the wide range of challenges that have been
identified. if the Leader of the Opposition thinks making mad transport more efficient is
a bad thing he can rest on his laurels of doing nothing about it. This Government will not
make any apology for looking at ways and means of making road transport more
efficient.
Mr TAYLOR: The Minister has still not addressed the issue in terms of the police
advice.
Mr LEWIS: When we have all the information from the trials it will be made public
through the proper channels.
Mr TAYLOR: The Minister stated the Government did not have all the information to
hand but it went ahead anyway. What police advice did the Government receive on the
safety aspects of road trains? Will he make this advice available to us and therefore the
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public? We want to know what is police advice to Main Roads, to the Minister and to the
Cabinet an this issue.
Mr CATANIA: Is road safety a responsibility of Main Roads, of the Police Department,
or both?
Mr LEWIS: It is shared. Road safety is the responsibility of local government,
individuals, the community, Main Roads and the police who regulate our roads.
Mr TAYLOR: You are avoiding the issue. You know dhe police advice is adverse to
heavy vehicles.
Mr LEWIS: It is the whole spectrum of traffic law. The Leader of the Opposition cannot
say it is solely the responsibility of police.
Mr CATANIA: Would you seek advice from the police on road safety?
Mir LEWIS: flat is happening. We are in the process of trialling, evaluating and
quantifying so we can report to the Government, and over time to the public, and to make
a decision on what we will do. I will not at this time, off the top of my head, on a matter
I do not know a lot about, make a statement.
Mr TAYLOR: It has been discussed in Cabinet, you must know about the police advice.
Mr THOMAS: Did it go to Cabinet?
Mr LEWIS: The matter of road trialling went to Cabinet but not the specifics.
Mr THOMAS: Would not the Cabinet document include advice that camne in from the
various departments?
Mr LEWIS: There is no answer to that question.
Mr CATANIA: There is an answer, but you do not want to give it to us.
Mr LEWIS: You are on a fishing expedition. It does not worry me what the Opposition
might think. It is trying to get a bit of mileage for the Helena by-election. It is a
nonsense. This Government was prepared to look at the hard issues and do something
about them.
(11.30 am]
Mr TRENORDEN: The last dot point at page 313 states that road freight traffic has been
increasing at a significant rate and is expected to double over the next decade. Where
can members find the precise details about how, why and where that growth will occur?
Mr LEWIS: That statement is based on current trends. This state relies heavily on road
transport, and we have all discovered on our roads, in the last 12 months in particular,
that as the economy has grown stronger theme has been an exponential increase in traffic.
Mr TRENORDEN: Can the Minister provide a breakdown for the cust-west traffic of
what is being transported?
Mr LEWIS: We can certainly try to provide that.
Mr TRENORDEN: What is generating that increased traffic? What is the number and
type of goods being transported?
Mr LEWIS: Do you want to know whether there has been any change ovar dhe last two
or three years in the goods which are being transported?
Mr TRENORDEN: Have there been any studies of what is transported in the trucks?
Dr MICHAEL: Not by us.
Mr McGINTY: Why was the existing policy of preventing large road trains from coming
further south than Carnarvon introduced, if it was not for the consideration of public
safety? If there are any studies which form the basis of the existing policy, is the
Minister prepared to make those available to me as shadow Minister for Transport?
Mr LEWIS: The first question is historical, and obviously I do not have the competence
to answer that
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Dr MICHAEL: The double bottom road trains can continue Further south and are broken
down at Apple Street in Upper Swan. The livestock road trains are able to come into
Midland. The issue of triple bottom road trains has been addressed and is again being
addressed, as requested by industry. The difficulty that we had previously was die road
infrastructure between Camarvon and areas further south. At this stage, while the matter
is being looked at, we need to be assured that the infrastructure can accommodate those
road trains; and, if not, we must determine what improvements can be made to ensure
public safety. The Main Roads Department is very concerned about road safety, and the
advice that is given to the Minister for Transport is related to those measures.
Mrt McGITY: Is the reason that the triple bottom road trains stop at Carnarvon related
to safety?
Mr LEWIS: That obviously must be one of the elements that are considered.
Mr McCINT: Will the inister make available to mae as shadow Minister for Transport
the relevant road train studies for the metropolitan and surrounding areas which deal with
the question of safety versus economics, which is at the heart of this debate?
Mr LEWIS: No, not until those studies have been compiled in a report to government.
Mr McGINTY: The inister cannot refuse to provide that information.
Mr LEWIS: If the member wants to put the question on notice -

Mr McGINT: I just did, and the inister said no. The inister cannot deny me that
information. The Minister has a duty to make it available to this Parliament.
Mrt LEWIS: I can answer in die way I like and the member has to cop it.
Mr McGINT: That is absolutely outrageous.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! The matter has been pursued adequately. The Minister has
answered that question. The member may not like the answer, but the inister has
answered it.
Mr W. SMITH: I refer to page 313 and to the estimated expenditure for traffic
management and road safety of $28. 126w. I have a general concern, which I have
mentioned in the House previously, about the fast growing areas in my electorate of
Wannerco, where because of the large amount of new development there is a need for
traffic control lights at some of the controlled intersections. There appears to be
insufficient funding to provide those traffic lights. In certain cases, developers have
provided the funds; for example, at the intersection of Marmion Avenue and Hodges
Drive, and also in Joondalup Drive. Has the department reviewed the way in which it
can provide further traffic control lights in these fast growing areas by requiring
developers to pay levies?
Mr LEWIS: This relates to a question without notice which the member asked in the
House. It is accepted that funding to provide the optimum in regard to traffic control at
intersections is not adequate because of the deficiencies across the board in moad funding.
That leads to the second part of the question. It must be recognised that traffic lights deal
with traffic that is not only generated principally from one localised area but also
collected in a broad geographic area over perhaps thousands of allotments. Therefore, it
is inequitable to levy a developer who happens to have lots in close proximity to a busy
intersection which requires traffic control lights. It really gets back to equity. On the
question of who pays, it is reasonable that main roads which everyone uses should be
paid for by the wider community rather than the individuals who live within a close
proximity via an urban development. It is not the developer who pays, but rather the
consumer who buys that land and builds a house.
[ 11.40 am)
Mrs van de KLASHORST. Page 3 13 of the Program Statements shows a considerable
increase in funding over last year for the road preservation program. I refer to tourism,
which is a major item: Where and what sorts of roads for tourism are being considered in
that section?
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Dr MICHAEL: This relates to a number of existing roads. Capital works are included as
pant of the preservation program. They would relate to provision and maintenance of
roads that service particular facilities; I do not have the list. Many of those are generated
through local government requests or through CALM. I would be happy to provide to
the Minister a breakdown if that is helpful.
Mr LEWIS: Does the member want that?
Mrs van de KLASHORST: Perhaps not the whole statement; maybe just metropolitan
and outer metropolitan areas.
Dr MICHAEL: That can be provided.
Mr CATANIA: I refer to page 317 of the Program Statements, program 3.0, road
expansion. I note that the expenditure allocation to state roads has dropped considerably,
from $99m to $63m. Is that why the allocation of funds to Reid Highway has been
diminished? The Minister states under the major achievements for 1993-94 that Reid
Highway to Wanneroo Road has been constructed from Mirrabooka Avenue; that is still
proceeding. I have been advised by the Minister's departnment that that will stop at
Wannemoo Road and will not continue to the Mitchell Freeway as indicated in the major
planned achievements for 1994-95.
Dr MICHAEL: The member's observation about the reduction in expansion work is
correct. The program is made up of three parts - the preservation, the road use and the
expansion. Under the previous funding from the Commonwealth national arterial
program, those funds were directed towards specific types of roads which gave specific
economic returns. As such, the majority of those fell into Reid and Roe H-ighway and
Albany Highway-type categories. It was recognised at that time that if the program
stopped there would be a reaction on the timing.
That was well recognised in the early planning stages. The national arterial program
ceased in December 1993. Some untied money was coming from the Commonwealth
and there was also an increase in the amount of state funds. The opportunity has been
taken to catch up on the backlog of roadworks - that is, improving the existing network
and preservation activities, and catching up on the backlog of reconstruction throughout
the state and general road maintenance. We are replacing roads at a rate three and a half
times less than we should be.
Mr CATANIA: I find that quite strange. First, I was advised two years ago that funds
for Reid Highway had been allotted to Erindale Road, then with further negotiation by
the then Minister in the previous government, that that would expand to the freeway and
onto Marmion Avenue by 1997. Now I am being told it has been stopped.
Dr MICHAEL: No, it has been slowed down.
Mr CATANIA: When will it continue further from Wanneroo Road? Under Major
Planned Achievements for 1994-95 on page 319 of the Program Statements it is stated
that it will continue to Mitchell Freeway in 1994-95.
Dr MICHAEL: Our projects, as listed here, include all aspects of the project not only
acquisition of land but also all preconstruction costs. It is quite true it will continue, but
at a lesser level. The design has not been undertaken yet, including the bridge at
Wanneroo Road that the member is talking about. That reference is to a continuation of
the project relating to planning which will probably start within the next couple of years.
There is a plan to proceed to Erindale Road, as has always been the case.
Mr CATANIA: When? The department tells me three years. This gives the impression
it is this year.
Dr MICHAEL: It is giving the wrong impression.
Mr CATANIA: Is it correct that the contractor to Reid H-ighway is Highv;.
Construction Pty Ltd?
Dr MICHAEL: Yes.
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Mr CATANIA: The Main Roads Department has issued a contract to Highway
Constrction. If any damage is done by one of the department's contractors and that
contractor does not want to pay for the damage, will the Main Roads Department be
responsible for the payment of those damages. and how is that reflected in the budget?
Dr MICHAEL: The contract is between the Main Roads Department and the contractor,
Highway Construction. Highway Construction is responsible for any damage that is
incurred as a consequence of that contract, and is entirely responsible for addressing any
valid claim made against it. This has been raised before, and the departnent takes no
responsibility relating to damage incurred by others. If our work force had been
undertking those works and damage had taken place and it was valid -
Mr CATANIA: Are there inspectors on site?
Dr MICHAEL: Yes. The work is supervised by the Main Roads Department or our
agents.
The CHAIRMAN: Is it the wish of the committee to continue with this division,
considering that we need to finish by 12 o'clock?
Mr McGINTY: Yes. Is it die intention of the Government to extend the road train trials
beyond the two spoken about today - namely, livestock into Midland and superphosphate.
to Armadale - to provide general access for road trains into the tracking yards of Kewdale
and those areas as well as the distribution areas of Canning Vale?
Mr LEWIS: There are no trials into Kewdale. The only trials taking place are into
Midland at present. Subject to an evaluation of those trials a report will go to the
Minister, who will make a decision whether those trials are extended into Kewdale and
the lie, as the member suggested.
Mr McGINTY: The Minister is already on record as stating in 1993 - and he has
committed this to writing - that he would be seeking urgent advice from the Main Roads
Department on the implementation of road trains into thes other areas as well. That
letter is well over a year old.
Mr LEWIS: It has not happened yet.
Mr McGINTY: I am not asking whether there are any trials; I am asking whether this is
a plan to steadily allow road trains general access to the metropolitan area. It seems to
me that it is.
Mr LEWIS: It is clearly on the record that road trains or heavier vehicles coming into the
Perth region are being irialled on certain roads, and subject to those trials a decision will
be made by government whether the trials are extended or stopped, or whether heavy
transport may be able to go on dedicated roads identified as being suitable for that
purpose. We are in the evaluation stage, yet I am being asked to answer questions about
something finite, a decision about which is perhaps months or a year away.

111.50 am]
Mr McGEIY Why then did the Minister convene a meeting with local government
authorities throughout the eastern suburbs of Perth to discuss the introduction of road
trains into those areas if he was not contemplating such a proposal?
Mr TRENORDEN: He was asked to do it by the local government authorities.
Mr McGINTrY: They did not; the meeting was called by the Main Roads Department in
the area, not the shires.
Mrt LEWIS: It is responsible for any government, even one of the persuasion of the
member for Fremantle, when looking at changing some of the traffic flow by the
introduction of heavier transport into some of the municipal districts, to sit down with the
councils to get their opinions and their attitudes before proceeding. That is a
commendable stance to take, and it should not be criticised.
Mr MeGENT: The Main Roads Department has a map showing the residential areas
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through which the road trains will travel. I am not referring to the Annadale or Midland
areas; I am talking about the other access roads into the metropolitan area. Will the
Minister table a copy of chat map?
Mr LEWIS: I cannot tell the member about the availability of the map. 1, representing
the Minister for Transport in this place, will not put into the public forum at this time any
detail or any of the information that is currently being assembled, that is still in the
deliberative process.
Mr TAYLOR: Why not? The Minister should be putting it into that forum when we are
considering this mailer.
Mr LEWIS: We should not, and the Leader of the Opposition knows that. The
Government makes a decision. Until that information has been assembled and properly
collated, and recommendations made to the Government, I will not commit the Minister
for Transport to come out half baked with selective information that can be used to try to
destroy something that the Government is contemplating.
Mr TRENORDEN: An item on page 316 states that the total cost of road accidents in
Western Australia in 1989 is estimated at $670m. I understand that more road accidents
are said to occur because of the configuration of roads than any other reason, including
alcohol. What action is the department taking to combat that severe and growing
problem?
Dr MICHAEL: We keep a database for all accidents that occur. We may not know the
specific cause, but where we do know, we can map the causes. Some studies that we
recently did on fatigue indicated that specific areas along Albany Highway needed to be
addressed in relation to travel time and other events, in an effort to improve mad safety.
The Traffic Board can pick up that sort of information. It runs driver awareness
programs so chat people are taught. The Apex clubs and others assist in this area. We
can also look at speed and other causes.
Mr TRENORDEN: What about incorrect camber of the road?
Dr MICHAEL: If the database refers to a high incidence of accidents due to a particular
cause, we should look at the driver, vehicle and environment. A quick look at the
environment will show whether we need to make any improvements to it. That can be by
correcting camber, widening, adding passing lanes or any other facilities. The three
programs we have accommodate aspects on each of these, depending on whether it is a
new road, an existing road or where there is a need for improvement.

Division 35: Western Australian Coastal Shipping Commission, $16 010 000 -
[Mr Day, Chairman.]
[Mr Lewis, Minister for Transport.]
[Mr MiJ. Hudson-Ansell, Acting General Manager.]
[Mr John Rooke, Controller, Financial Services.]
Mr TRENORDEN: Is there a program to look at a different configuration of services
once ships tie up at the wharf in the Port of Wyndham? What arrangements will be put in
place on the wharf between the providers and the ships?
Mr LEWIS: I am advised that the Department of Transport covers this area.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: A considerable cut in the number of staff, salaries and wages
and the total net expenditure of $3m is referred to on page 321. How are these savings
expected to be achieved in the coming year?
Mr LEWIS: This gets back to rationalisation of the whole operation of the shipping
commission. The maintenance division has been dismantled and put across to the private
sector. There have been cutbacks. Because of chat not so much administration backup is
required. There has been general redundancy and there has been a shedding of staff
across the board.
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[ 12.00 noon]
Division 36: Western Australian Government Railways Commission, $6 537 000 -
[Mr Day, Chairman.]
[Mr Lewis, Minister assisting die Minister for Transport.]
[Ms K. Mulligan, Management Accountant.]
[Dr J1. Gill, Commissioner of Railways.]
Mr McGINTY: As a result of the closure of die Midland Workshops, what proportion of
the contracts to provide the work previously done by the workshops has been won by
Western Australian companies based in this state?
Dr GILL: I do not know the answer to that question immediately. I can provide that
information at a later date.
The bulk of the work is being done in Western Austraia; however, the companies are not
all Western Australian companies. Some have established or expanded Western
Australian bases which handle the work.
Mr McGLNTY: What difficulties have been experienced with the delivery pursuant to
chose contracts now that the work is no longer done by Westrail?
Mr GILL: In general terms, there has been a so-called learning curve on both sides.
Mr McGINTY: Does that mean they have not delivered?
Dr GILL: No, it means a certain amount of coaching has been required. We have been
learning how best to write specifications, administer contracts and package the work.
Some learning has been required on their side. However, the result of die process has
been no interruptions to services to our customers; in other words, no interruptions to
passenger services or services provided to freight customers. We have managed to keep
die railway working despite this big transformation. We had all sorts of teething
problems, many of which you would know about; however, they have been managed
through, and the result is savings.
Division 12: Commerce and Trade, $50 357 000 -
[Mr Day, Chairnman.]
[Mr Cowan, Minister for Commerce and Trade.j
[Mr R. Muirhead, Executive Director, Investment and Trade.]
[Mr S. Arnott, Director, Investment Attraction.]

[Mr QN. Harrington, Director, Economic Policy Unit.]
[Mr B.M. Sutherland, Chief Executive Officer.]
[Dr R.A. Field, Executive Director, Regional Development.]
[Mr B. MacFarlane, Acting Executive Director, Enterprise Development Division.]
[Mr P. Herlihy, Manager, Finance.]
Mr TRENORDEN: The last paragraph under significant issues and trends on page 93 of
the Program Statements refers to a report that identifies companies involved in
innovation, design, quality, and customer service. Does that include the promotion of
government agencies with skills, such as the Water Authority, the State Energy
Commission and, as we have heard before, people in Land Administration?
Mr COWAN: My opinion is that it would not because most of those are services rather
than elaborately transformed manufactures. If services are included in ETMs, they may
well be included.
[ 12. 10 pm]
Mr SUTHERLAND: McKinsey was referring entirely to the private sector.
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Mr TRENORDEN: Surely those skills can be found within government agencies? Is the
Government promoting them as well?
Mr COWAN: Yes, we are promoting them. Extensive cooperation has been achieved
with the principal department - the Department of Land Administration. Others are also
involved. In Vietnam the Department of Land Administration is attempting to institute
some general land information systems. We have a similar approach with the Water
Authority in Indonesia in some of its flood mitigation and/or aspects of quality potable
water. Our investment and trade development division cooperates extensively with them.
Mr GRILL: I refer to page 90 of the Program Statements. The overall estimate for the
budget of the Department of Commerce and Trade in 1993-94 was approximately $46m,
and the actual expenditure that year was $39m. On the face of it, that is a fairly dramatic
underspending. However, the estimate for 1994-95 is $50m. Is that variation attributable
to the division of the department or is there some other explanation?
Mr SUTHERLAND: It can be seen that the capital works estimate for 1993-94 was $6m
higher than the actual figure. The $6m relates to the defernent of the purchase and
acquisition of land in the Coogee district for the restoration of the South Coogee area.
That is the most significant element. and is the reason for the difference. Those dollars
have been carried through and, although they do not show in the estimates for this
department 1994-95, they are included in the budget of the Department of Planning and
Urban Development, which will be responsible for the acquisition.
Mr GR ILL.: Why did the acquisitions not go ahead as programmed?
Mr SUTHERLAND: There was general deferral of that activity. I think we were a bit
ambitious.
Mr COWAN: The Coogee plan was the subject of government consideration and final
amendment. It was felt that it was not appropriate to proceed with any resumptions until
the Government had approved the Coogee plan, and made amendments to the Coogee
master plan. Once those amendments are accepted by government, the process of
resumptions will proceed.
Mr GRILL.1: I initiated that process some time ago and my colleague the member for
Cockburn was in charge of it.
Mr COWAN: We are the first department to recognise that not all wisdom is contained
on this side of the House!
Mr GRILL : What is the status of the program now?
Mr COWAN: The Government has accepted an amended Coogee master plan, and
essentially the ingredlients of that plan have been widely publicised. I am sure the
member will be aware of the major changes that have been made. Firstly, the
Government decided it would be more appropriate to retain a larger area of public open
space along the foreshore. Also, there has been no resolution of the precise alignment of
the controlled access highway. As a consequence, the Main Roads Department indicated
it wanted the controlled access highway to be retained along its original route, rather than
swept around the proposed residential development south of the railway line.
Those changes were accepted by government, and we are now proceeding to make
approaches to all the industries south of the railway line for relocation north or
elsewhere. There is a prospect of relocating one or two industries outside Coogee
because of their intention to move elsewhere. A good example is the skin division of
Metro Meats. Now that the abattoir is not operating in the Robb Jetty region, it is
appropriate for Metro Meats to move closer to the source of its product. I am sure it
would be delighted to move to either Linley Valley or perhaps even Kattanning.
Mr GRILL: What is the future for the Robb Jetty site?
Mr COWAN: The member is taking me into areas outside my portfolio responsibility. A.
decision has been made with regard to Robb Jetty, and in my view it has been kept in
care and maintenance by the Government on the basis that it wanted to be sure we bad
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adequate killing space for stock. The future of Robb Jetty is quite bleak, but that area
will remain a special industry site.
Mr GRILL: Rumours were circulating that some companies, such as Clough, had put
forwardl a proposal to acquire the site and turn it into residential land. That would be
quite contrary to the plans of the previous government and this Government.
Mr COWAN: As the Government has accepted an amended Coogee master plan, and the
principles remain the same, residential development will not be contemplated in the north
Coogee. industrial area
Mr GRIL.L: Can we discount the rumour?
Mr COWAN: Yes.
Mr THOMAS: My question relates to the organisation of the department. On page 90 of
the Program Statements is an outline of the three subprograms and I understand that they
coincide with the divisions of the department. The McCarrey report recommended that
there be four units in the Department of Commerce and Trade, with a separate policy
development unit. The existing structure is concinuing, and no announcement has been
made of any intention to change that structure. Does that mean the Government has
rejected the recommendations by McCarrey?
Mr COWAN: In recent times the Government has undertaken some relocation of
resources or restructuring. It certainly did not make those changes with die
recommendations of the McCarrey report in mind, but rather for the purpose of achieving
a mome efficient operation within the department. We went very thoroughly into the
recommendations by McCarty and dealt with them last year. Any restructuring and
reallocation of resources is not so much a consequence of the recommendations in the
McCan'ey report, but an approach by the chief executive officer, with the consensus of
senior officers in the department, for the more efficient management of the department.
Mr SUTHERLAND: The member for Cockburn is looking at three programs in the
department and they do not reflect the structure of the department. There are mome than
three divisions, and an economic policy unit is currently in place within the department.
The department now has these three programs - they continue to be the programs -
around which the department has been organised. We have recently changed the
structure to combine the industry development and trade development divisions into an
investment and trade. development division, so we are wanting fewer divisions and more
concentration of resources in bringing them together rather than their being separate
boxes. We still have a policy unit, and that was referred to in the McCarrey report. We
have a corporate services allocation which backs it up.
[ 12.20 pm)
Mrt THOMAS: Where are the functions of the policy development unit undertaken now?
Mr SUTHERLAND: That is called a policy unit.
Mr THOMAS: Which program is that?
Mr SUTHERLAND: It covers all of the programs; it is an organisational rather than a

prga ssue. It is a central policy unit. It also puts out such things as the "Economic
Codtos" publication which covens economic issues. It is involved in the development

of policy across the three programs.
Ms GRILL: It seems that this department needs some stability. It was restructured last
year, and almost every year for the past 10 years. I suspect the officers of the department
want to get down and do the job instead of fighting about who will have which job. Can
we be assured there will be stability within this department for the next two or thre
years?
Mr COWAN: If the member for Eyre had asked for this information in question time he
would have found a stabilisation of staff numbers. Officers who are in the department
have been relatively stable, as much as one can expect in a department of that size. in
addition, since the division between resources development and commerce and trade,
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there have been adjustments, but it is nat a major restructuring. 'There has been some
flattening out of the process, but 1 do not think anyone could say that the number of
adjustments that have been made would in any way lead to a lowering of morale or
questioning of someone's future; it is quite the reverse.
Officers of the department with whom I have made contact have been positive, and they
are very much in favour of some of the changes that have been made. They might look
significant on paper, but essentially they do not change the roles of people. That is an
important point.
Mr SUTHERLAND: We have been consolidating a stable structure over the past 15 or
16 months. The essential programs remain the same. This department's key programs
have been in industry attraction, trade development and regional development. It will
have stability, I hope, in that area.
Mr GRILL: Did the division of the department into those two units of resources
development and commerce and trade cause same instability?
Mr SUTHERLAND: The Minister was nat there at the time. Resources development
was part of the state development department, but it was never fully integrated, so the
separation back again was a relatively easy task to perform.
Mr CATANIA: I refer to three items of recurrent expenditure on page 91: Other
operating costs shows an increase of $2m; grants, subsidies and transfer payments has
increased to Slim; and revenue from operations is down by $2m.
Mr SUTHERLAND: The operating costs have increased from $9.6m to $11 .6m. That is
largely due to infrastructure development costs at Jervoise Bay. There was a substantial
increase in accommodation casts. We had a significant rental concession which had been
worth $500 000. We upgraded the offshore networks of our overseas offices by placing
more senior trade people into those offices, which is reflected in other operating costs of
that division. The major component in the prants, subsidies and transfer payments item is
a significant incentive package requirement for Coflexip of $8.5m; that has been publicly
discus"ed There is also significant support of $1.2m to expand the shipbuilding industry
at Jervorise Bay. We have provided a contingent funding of $650 000 for Scitech's
continued operations. That covers the bulk of those changes. There is also $1.98m for
new cooperative research centre developments.
Mr CATANIA: Could I have that information in writing aver the next week or so?
The CHAIRMAN: Are you happy to provide that as supplementary information?
Mr COWAN: Of course.
Mr CATANIA: Revenue from operations is down by nearly $2m, from $4.2m to $2.8m.
Mr SUTHERLAND: We are not getting revenue from vehicle sales. We have a leasing
arrangement with FleetWest so the difference is some $362 000. We have had variations
in loan repayments. Certain loans to assist companies have been concluded, which has
reduced that income by $732 000, and sales at Technology Park have resulted in a
reduction of receipts of $276 000. and reduced industry contributions to Birthmark, down
by $100 000.
Mr CATANIA: Are you saying that the previous motor vehicle scheme was a financial
advantage, and that the lease scheme is a burden an the department?
Mr COWAN: There is a $362 000 difference, so additional expenditure must be met by
the department. Whether that is something that was coming to us and not properly
accounted for is a matter for conjecture and we could debate it for some time.
Mr CATANIA: It is not a matter for debate: Did it cost the department more this year
than the previous year? The answer is either yes or no.
Mr COWAN: Yes.
Mr GRILL: Did you agree to provide a list of payments made last year and this year for
the grants, subsidies and transfer payments item?
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[ 12.30 pmJ
Mr COWAN: That was not included in the question that was being asked. We have
begun to run those pants, subsidies and payments on a quarterly basis in order to keep
account of them. I cannot see any reason why those quarterly reports should not be
included because it is taxpayers' money. I can make them available to the member for
Balcatta. in addition, I can also ensure that the quarterly reports are made available to
Parliament as they are produced. In fact, some of them make interesting reading with
respect to our capacity, or should I say our incapacity in the past, to recover some of the
loans that were authorised and were in default. I will table those as well.
Mir GRILL: There has been a lot of anecdotal comment about that area and it has always
fascinated me to know to which loans people or Ministers were referring, so that would
be of interest. I take it then that the Minister is prepared to supply information for both
last year and the current year?
Mr COWAN: I will give you the last 10 years.
The CHAIRMAN: Is the Minister providing that as supplementary information?
Mr COWAN: Yet.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: I refer to die major achievements for 1993-94 at page 105 and to the
expansion of the Mainscreet program by funding coordinators in Albany, Boulder,
Manjiinup, York, Subiaco, Collie and Broomne. We have a Mainstreet program in
Geraldton. Was funding ever requested for that program, and what criteria apply to
requests for funding? Has that program ceased or is it ongoing?
Mr COWAN: To my knowledge, it is ongoing. In fact, we are seeking to expand that
program. The successful Mainstreet participants are towns of a reasonable size, and we
want to expand that program to ensure that smaller towns are given the opportunity of
becoming involved in that program.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: Who applies for that funding - the city council, or a group of
businesses? What is the procedure?
Dr FIELD): It varies from town to town, but normally local government would be the
central body involved. The funding is $30 000 in the first year and $20 000 in the second
year. so it is a two-year funding program.
Mr BLOFEWITCH: Did an application ever come from Geraldton?
Dr FIELD: Not to my knowledge.
Mr TRIENORDEN: The fourth dot point at page 94 states that industry awareness was
promoted about the Government's competitive tendering and contracting policy for
delivery of goods and services for the public sector. The Minister may be aware that
three government agencies recently put out tenders for motor vehicles - Homeswest, the
Water Authority and the Department of Conservation and Land Management. Is it the
responsibility of the Department of Commerce and Trade to monitor that program or play
any part in it?
Mr COWAN: I am not being evasive, but the answer is that it is and it is not inasmuch as
it is the responsibility of the State Supply Commission to monitor that. However, my
department has had significant input into the policy and has spent a lot of time ensuring
that the policy is understood by chief purchasing officers or chief executive and other
officers in die respective departments. In addition, one of the major functions of the
regional development commissions is to monitor and report on the delivery of essential
services provided by government within their regions. As a consequence, we have not
been monitoring that issue closely to the extent where we have communicated with the
respective Ministers our concern that the adopted regional purchasing policy of the
Government has not been incorporated into tender documents. Therefore, we have
sought an assurance from the respective Ministers, and we have, in fact, circularised all
Ministers,-requestiug that they ensure that the Government's regional purchasing policy
is incorporiedi into any tenders which are called in future. It is acknowledged that in the
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first instance, one or two tenders were called where the advertisements indicated that the
Government's regional purchasing policy was not included as a requirement. It has been
made very clear that it must be included, and that in respect of contracts which might be
let after calling for tenders, the regional purchasing policy should apply. On that basis,
one would expect that local vehicle dealers will still get die opportunity of supplying
vehicles for the respective fleets.
Mr TRENORDEN: It does affect the attitude of rural businesses which may be interested
in those contracts. I would like an assurance that theme will be an attempt to get
information out to rural businesses that someone is watching the process.
Mr COWAN: We have not taken steps to that extent, but that is a goad point and we will
follow that up.
Mr THOMAS: 'The McCarrey report recommended that the Department of Commerce
and Trade be reduced to a core staff of about 70 or 80 officers and that consultants be
used to perform the remainder of the work. The Budget figures indicate a marginal
increase in numbers from 180 to 181. Does that mean that the department has rejected
the McCarrey report recommendations?
Mr COWAN: It is not possible to make a bald statement of that nature. The member
would be aware that there is a public sector reform subcommittee of Cabinet, whose
responsibility it is to maintain some focus by government departments on the McCarrey
recommendations. We have, in conjunction with that subcommittee, gone through all of
the McCarrey recommendations and responded to them individually. In some instances
we have accepted part of the recommendations, and in other instances we have indicated
that they will not be implemented. Therefore, I cannot give the member a straight yes or
no answer.
Mr THOMAS: The key recommendation in regard to the Minister's department is that
the staff numbers be reduced to 80.
Mr COWAN: That key recommendation will not be implemented. In my view, the
Department of Commerce and Trade is focusing on a number of issues which are
achieving a return for the state, and the volume of work is increasing.
Mr THOMAS: I agree.
Mr COWAN: To give an example for the record, in regard to international relations or
trade development overseas, the volume of work that has been generated by delegations
coming to Western Australia or by visits overseas by trad delegations from Western
Australia has increased enormously. That is fully occupying quite a number of staff in
Mr Muirhead's division, which means that they are hard-pressed to perform their duties
efficiently.
[ 12.40 pm]
Mr THOMAS: Does that mean that part of McCanrey's report that dealt with commerce
and trade was a waste of money?
Mr COWAN: I do not know how much money was allocated to that section, so I cannot
comment on that.
Mr CATANIA: Could I request further information be provided? At page 92 of the
Program Statements under industry development, it has under prants, subsidies and
transfer payments an. increase of $7m from 1993-94 to 1994-95. Could information
similar to that which I requested previously be provided, comparing those two years, and
where the increase has resulted?
Under Major Achievements for 1993-94, the first dot point on page 94 of the Program
Statements states that assistance was provided to 69 companies under the Small Business
Improvement program which provides a financial contribution to companies seeking to
attain quality certification. Could the Minister provide that information by way of
supplementary information? I would like to know the names of companies that received
that assistance, how they attated the assistance, and what assistance was provided.
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Mr COWAN: Is the member seeking names of companies or the policy itself?
Mr CATANIA: I want the names of those 69 companies and the reasons they attracted
the assistance to attain quality certification.
Mr COWAN: Does the member want further clarification of die grants and subsidies?
Mr CATANIA: That was in addition to the previous question.
Mr COWAN: The member does not want any further clarification of that?
Mr CATANIA: Similar information was requested in my previous question.
Mr COWAN: The member now wants the names of the 69 individual companies that
were assisted under the Small Business Improvement program.
Mr CATANIA: Yes, the reasons they were assisted, the criteria, and by how much each
was assisted.
Mr COWAN: I cannot see any problem with that. The member might find that it was
not a very large amount. In some instances it would have been assistance in kind. I ask
Mr MacFarlane to outline the Small Business Improvement program.
Mr MacFARLANE: The Small Business Improvement program has introduced a
program parallel to the National Industry Extension Service program directed towards the
criteria used in NIES which excludes a lot of small companies. The essential criteria are
that companies with fewer than 100 employees which have been in operation for at least
12 months are eligible for the Small Business Improvement program. It is for quality
assurance assistance, and is usually in the form of workshops on quality certification, a
quality audit, or quality assurance training. It is usually on a dollar for dollar basis up to
certain limits. For regional based companies it is on a $3 to $1 basis except for quality
certification.
Mr TRENORDEN: What is the attitude to increasing the number of accredited providers
of training in quality assurance?
Mr COWAN: I do not know that it is necessary. We have a group of consultants who
are responsible for taking companies through -

Mr TRENORDEN: The accreditation comes only from the federal base. There is no
Western Australian accreditation policy.
Mr COWAN: No.
Mr TRENORDEN: That is what I am getting at. Is there a push to expand that?
Mr COWAN: I am advised that it is third party certification. Someone sets the standard.
Is the member talking about the fact that it is the Federal Government which sets the
standard, but then -

Mr TRENORDEN: In the end the accreditation is given by one organisation.
Mr MacFARLANE: It is Lloyds or -
Mr TRENORDEN: There is an attitude among small businesses that they have a bottle
neck, with increases in the cost of accreditation. They would like to see the power
divulged to someone in Western Australia.
Mr COWAN: As stated, the standard has been set. There are certifying agencies who
are capable of affirming that a company has met those standards. To some extent the
responsibility is devolved, but there is no devolvement of the standards set in process. I
do not see how it is possible to have different groups setting the standard. All one can
have is different groups applying the criteria against each company to see that they meet
that unit set of standards. That has already been done.
Mr MacFARLANE: We have about five certifying agencies or bodies such as Lloyd's
Register of Shipping, Bureau Veritas Quality International, Dot Norske Veritas, and the
National Association of Testing Authorities. They are accrdited by a national body
called JAS-ANZ - the Joint Accreditation System of Australia and New Zealand - which
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is part of an international standards arrangement where the standards are internationally
recognised co ISO 9000 which is equivalent to the Australian Standard, the AS 3900
series.
Mr BLOFFWITCH:- Having been down the road of quality assurance and having had the
benefit of the application of prants, I congratulate the department on providing the
financial assistance to small businesses to achieve this. How far will we go with it?
While a number have taken it on, a number are still reluctant to do so. I cannot see the
point of my firm having expended $12 000 to $14 000 if we do not start to reap some
reward for the people who are doing it. What are the department's views about turning it
into supply contacts and such things in t future?
[12.50 pm]
Mr COWAN: That is a vexatious question. We certainly have no intention of removing
any incentive for small business to seek quality assurance and accreditation under the
various standards that are available or required. We arc also very concerned that no
tender documnts should be specific about quality assurance to the extent that companies
which are not accredited are excluded from tendering. In other words, it is appropriate
that companies should have QA, but we are not prepared to say, "If you are not
accredited, you should not bother to apply because your tender will be rejected." We
want to maintain some fair competition in t world of small business.
Mr BLO)FFWJTCH: I am just asking whether there is a long range plan.
Mr COWAN: We have a long range plan which gets as many businesses as possible
through the QA program. That is why the assistance is provided. Once a company does
become QA accredited, it should have built into its system some greater efficiencies that,
in our view, will allow it to tender at a very competitive price. That does not always
seem to be happening, which is a disappointment. The long tenm program is to maintain
support for small businesses which want to go through the QA process.
Mr BLOFFWITC-: Although there are some efficiency savings, there are considerable
costs: Calibration,- checking, and self-analysis cost money. In some cases the
expenditure may be higher but the quality of service being offered is better. That may
not help small business in the tendering process. Most of the businesses that have
completed the QA program will look forward to the day when theme will he some reward
under the tendering system.
Mr COWAN: I understand that. One of the rewards that we are not prepared to offer is
some exclusivity in the tendering system which gives a preference to companies which
are quality assured. In my view that is inappropriate. We always state that it is
preferable for companies to be quality assured, but we have not excluded any company
which is not.
Mr THOMAS: A figure of $32mn for giants, subsidies and transfer payments appears on
page 91. I understand that is a global figure for all of the prants, subsidies and transfer
payments that occur within the department. How much of that money comes under a
Commonwealth scheme?
Mr. COWAN: Is the member talking about revenue?
Mr THOMAS: As I understand it the state is effectively distributing Commonwealth
money under some of those schemes which are covered under the heading of grants,
subsidies and transfer payments. How much of that $32m expenditure is Commonwealth
money?
Mr GRILL: The estimates for the Department of Primary Industry clearly set out the
source of funding for the Commonwealth, state and other industries. It is helpful. I do
not know whether it is totally applicable to the Department of Commerce and Trade.
Mr COWAN: I can give a two line answer: National Industry Extension Service, $lm;
and the Aboriginal and Tonres Strait Islander Commission, $250 000. The rest is Stare
funded.
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Mr TRENORDEN: I refer to page 105 which talks about the development of business
activity in regional areas statewide. It also talks about business enterprise centres. is
there any concern about the dual activities of telecentres and business enterprise centres,
as both will be supplying business activities? Telecentres will supply information
through computer access about legislation and about other matters, but not direct
programs that are being supplied by business enterprises. Is there any intention to try to
get these resources coordinated?
Mr COWAN: There is a clewr indication to all of the facilitators associated with business
enterprise centres. Of those 36, from memory 26 are in regional Western Australia. The
facilitators attached to those business enterprise centres are advised that where telecentres
exist, they should be using the services that are provided through the telecentres.
Although the extent to which those services are utilised is an individual thing, every
effort is made to ensure that the facilities that are available in regional Western Australia
are utilsed and resourced by the facilitators. There is a ministerial directive. It is just a
matter of commonsense. Any facilitator that does not do that is not performing its task.
Mr TRENORDEN: Do telecentres basically come under a Commonwealth program?
Mr COWAN: My understanding is that that is the case.
Mr TRENORDEN: Is there a difficulty in getting coordination between Commonwealth
and state programs?
Mr COWAN: They should be able to coordinate their activities because the telecentres
merely provide a service and the facilitators should be able to tap into that service. Many
of the facilitators welcome telecentres for the simple reason that they give them access to
another resource that they can make available to clients. I have found that to be the case.
I have not known any facilitator who has told me that the establishment of a telecentre
within his or her catchment area is anything but helpful.
Mr TRIENORDEN: It might be a bit more helpful if they were both in the same building.
Mr COWAN: It is also argued that telecentres should be attached to some schools or
TAFE operations. There is some competition for the location of a telecenwre. The
member is quite right; if they can be coordinated, it will be a good thing. In many
respects they are not, I acknowledge that.
Mr GRILL: A statement was made on page 86 of the Program Statements for 1993-94
under the major planned achievements item that specific initiatives to address industry
policy would include the completion of stage I of the Western Australia 2029 project,
identifying long range development options for Western Australia's potential futures.
i-as that been achieved? If so, can a copy be obtained?
Mr COWAN: Is the member talking about the 2029 booklet?
Mr GRILL: Yes.
Mr COWAN: That is available. It was published last year. I will make sure that a copy
is forwarded to the member.
Mr GRILL: That item also states that there will be assistance in the development of an
overall industry policy framework to maximise the state's potential to attract industry. I
do not think that has been done.
[ 1.00 pm]
Mr COWAN: A number of policies have been fine-tuned since I assumed responsibility
for this portfolio. The Government has a number of policies which are now in print and
are readily available to industry. In addition, we are working our way through all the
policies which are the responsibility of the department. On assuming government, a
government does not scrap all policies. There is a tendency to maintain the core policies,
refine some, and perhaps place less emphasis on others; nevertheless, continuity is
maintained. We are going through those processes now and considering the whole
operation of those policies as they relate to support for industry. That will be completed
in the near future. In the meantime, separate publications identify specific policies.
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Policies such as encouraging companies to locate to Western Australia have been clearly
enunciated.

Sitting sarpended from 1.01 to 2.00 pm
Mr GRILL: The Minister indicated that he had developed same speific industry
policies, for which we congratulate him. However, he has not answered the question on
die overall policy framework.
Mr COWAN: I thought I had answered it. As I said, a couple of specific programs have
been documented and well published. In adton, the Government is going through the
process of evaluating all the objectives and policies of the Government which are
implemented through the Department of Commerce and Trade. We have completed the
first draft and the refinement of those policies so that we can produce a working
document for the department and for publication if need be. The overall policies were
taken up. Some were discontinued, others were refined-
Mr GRILL: What you have said now about the overall industry policy framework is
essentially what you said last year, except you have now said that you have a draft ready.
When do you expect that industry policy document to be available?
Mr COWAN: Some of the key policies are already available.
Mr GRILL: Some of the specific parrs are, but when will the overall document be ready?
Mr COWAN: in another three months.
Mr CATANIA: I refer to pages 97-99 of the Program Statements which dewai
subprogram 1.1. industry policy development; subprogramn 1.2, industry services
provision; subprogram 1.3, industry attracion, assistance and support; subprogram 1.4,
development of strategic industries; and program 2, trade development. The FTEs for
industry policy development in 1993-94 and 1994-95 are eight. The estimate for 1994-95
is $812 000, an increase of a couple of hundred thousand. The PTEs for industry services
provision in 1993-94 and 1994-95 are 30, with an estimate for 1994-95 of $5.416mi
compared with $3.971m for 1993-94. There is an enormous increase in estimated
expenditure for recurrent funding. Is that increase for consultants or purely for wages
arid salaries?
Mr COWAN: It is not wages. These are specific areas of support for industry. You
mentioned subprograms 1.1 to 1.
Mr CATANIA: Let us deal with one that has an enormous increase; for example,
industry attraction, assistance and support, which had 13 VICEs in 1993-94 with an actual
expenditure of $10.772m and which has 14 FTEs in 1994-95 with $15.075m.
Mr COWAN: That is simply the industry attraction, assistance and support program.
About a dozen projects are directly funded. Probably the greatest difference would be in
funding for Coflexip which had $l.5m allocated to il in 1993-94. An amount of $7.3m is
allocated this financial year to meet the commitment by the Government.
Mr CATANIA: Is that over and above the $8m assistance, or part of it?
Mr COWAN: It is part of it. The Government honoured the Orbital Engine Company
Pry Ltd commitment given by the previous government in conjunction with the Federal
Government, and has allocated $3.3m for this package. The development of strategic
industries covered under subprogram 1.4 is the area to which the greatest amount of
funding would be provided. There are eight to 10 different operations in that program. I
am sure the member for Cockburn would have a great interest in the allocation of nearly
$2m for the cooperative research centres this financial year compared with only $796 000
in the previous year.
The Government has maintained its commitment to the Scitech Discovery Centre.
Another area in which there has been significant expenditure is for the Centre for Applied
Solar Energy. Legislation was passed earlier this year for that centre. The funds to
establish that centre and the state's commitment to it is part of this program. The most
significant increases in industry infrastructure planning and provision are in areas such as
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Jervoise Bay. However, the overall balance of that is $100 000 less because others have
had a reduction in the support given to them.
Mr CATANIA: My main concern is that there was a substantial increase of nearly $Sm
in one area and a couple of million dollars in two other areas. That increase was stark
compared with previous years.
Mr COWAN: Twelve programs were listed under that, which total $15m. For the
benefit of the member for Balcatta I could go through diem all.
Mr CATANIA: There is no need for that. [ have asked for some of these in my previous
questions and I should receive die detail as supplementary information.
[2.10 pm]
Mr THOMAS: On page 92 of the Program Statements reference is made in the program
description to providing information, assistance and support to improve the ability of
existing industries to compete internationally. The McCarrey commission's report
recommended, particularly with regard to information, that the Department of Commerce
and Trade cease economic monitoring and forecasting altogether, because it was not an
appropriate function for the department. Why has die Government rejected that
recommendation?
Mr COWAN: The Government believes there is a benefit in that program.
Mr THOMAS: I agree with the Minister, but does that mean the money spent in that
review of the department by McCarrey was a waste of money?
Mr COWAN: I have already said that I am not aware of the amount of money expended
by the McCarwey commission on reviewing the activities of the Department of Commerce
and Trade. In general terns, I make the point that the McCarrey commission udltised
existing documents from other sources when it dealt with this department. I do nor think
significant funds were expended by the commission on reviewing the operations of the
Department of Commerce and Trade; it merely plagiarised reports of other groups, such
as the Western Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
Mr TRENORDEN: On page 106 of the Program Statements reference is made to the
introduction of a small town economic renewal program to provide a focus for planning
and implementing economic renewal in small rural communities. What is the extent of
that program in terms of dollars and resources?
Dr FIELD: It is envisaged that one officer will be appointed full-time to this program,
with additional funding of $60 000.
Mr TRENORDEN: Does the department have a clear definition of "small town"?
Dr FIELD: Yes, it is a town with a population of 2 000 or less. Currently 124
communities fit into that category.
Mr CATANIA: I refer to the major achievements for 1993-94 listed at page 100 of the
Program Statements, and the reference to financial support being approved for more than
300 applicants for participation in major missions and trade displays in national and
international markets. What sort of support was given, to which companies, and how
much to each company? I will accept that as supplementary material.
Mr COWAN: I cannot give a list of the applicants -

Mr CATANIA: Perhaps the Minister will give me the criteria by which those people
applied and were successful in receiving support.
Mr MUIEtHEAD: Generally those companies ame funded under an export market support
scheme, and they must be part of an approved industry sector mission or participate in a
trade exhibition that the industry association has agreed is worth attending in the target
country. People qualify for that support provided they have not previously been given
support for two trips in that year for each marker. Generally speaking, they receive
30 per cent of the economy class air fare and 30 per cent of their basic exhibition costs.
in Japan, China and Vietnam they also receive $50 a day for up to 10 days, towards
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accommodation coats. Each company can qualify for up to two trips a year to each
country for up to two personnel a trip.
Mr CATANIA: Can supplementary information be supplied about the names of the
companies and the industries attached to diem?
Mr COWAN: We should be able to give the names of the companies, the trade mission
they were part of, and their destinations.
Mr THOMAS: I refer to the statement on page 95 that support and assistance was
provided to promote the wider potential for industry development in this state, including
the Coogee master plan. Under the original schedule construction was planned for
1993-94, but it did not eventuate. Will the Minister explain the rmaon for the delay in
the implementation of the project?
Mr COWAN: We had to seek approval of the Government for amendments to the plan,
as I outlined earlier. Once those amendments were approved, we got on with the process
of relocation.
Mr THOMAS: I drive past that area every day, and it does not look as though much has
happened since February 1993.
Mr COWAN: Lot 100 has been developed to take industry.
Mr THOMAS: Site works were done by February 1993.
Mr COWAN: I doubt whether that is correct. I do not think the site works were
completed. The land was not available for sale.
Mr THOMAS: Certainly not, but the site was level.
Mr COWAN: There is quite some work to be done. We acknowledge that a delay has
occurred. The businesses concerned with relocation have been widely consulted, as has
the community. The member will know that community consultation cannot be
progressed rapidly. I give an assurance that even though a delay has occurred, most of it
has been brought about by the decision of the Government to amend the master plan.
Now that those amendments have been agreed, the process recommended in the master
plan is being largely followed with respect to relocation of industry. Thkat relocation will
give the visible signs that something is happening.
Mr THOMAS: The Minister said that the amended plan no longer involved the
Cockburn Road looping around the residential development.
Mr COWAN: No, Cockbumn Road has nothing to do with it - it is the controlled access
highway. hn the plan a controlled access highway was relocated to the east of the
development in order to entitle; the private developer south of the railway line to access to
a larger area of land for residential purposes. I assume it was to futnd the cost of a
marina. Two problems are associated with that: Firstly, the Main Roads Department had
not been fully consulted on the realignment of the controlled access highway and wanted
the original alignment reinstated.
Mir THOMAS: Under the previous government, by scrapping the Fremantle eastern
bypass, the controlled access highway not an issue.
Mr COWAN: The member will recall that the eastern bypass was reinstated, which
meant the controlled access highway had to be re-examined. In addition, some question
arose about the acceptance by planners that some of the public open space east of the
controlled access highway should be rezoned to residential. Hence, those adjustments
had to be made. That was one of the reasons the plan was resubmitted.
(2.20 pm]
Mr THOMAS: Does the plan still include a marina?
Mr COWAN: That is an option that the developer must submit under its proposal. The
marina is still in the master plan.
Mr THOMAS: What is the status of the proposed agreement wit Consolidated Marine
Developments?
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Mr COWAN: There is no formal agreement. There is a letter of commitment from one
of my predecessors. We are in the process of forrmalising an agreement-
Mr SUTHERLAND: We are currently formalising the heads of agreement, from which
the agreement will flow. CMI) is putting together alternative partners to assist in chat
development, as is provided for. CMD must now provide a concept plan that lines up
with the new road alignment. The original concept plan was the old alignment and this
requires CMI) to do a little bit more work, which it has yet to do.
Mr THOMAS: When do you anticipate that agreement will be finalised?
Mr SUTHERLAND: It is up to CML). It has advised us that within two to three months
it will have its concept plan and timetable for the Government to consider.
Mr CATANIA: On page 105 a major achievement for 1993-94 was the development of
business activity in regional areas. The second example given is that the department
assisted growth in jobs and industry in regional areas through the regional employment
and development initiatives scheme by providing financial assistance to qualifying
individuals and companies. Who are those individuals and companies?
Mr COWAN: There have been four rounds of REDIS grants. For round one, successful
applicants were published in the department's annual report dated 30 June 1993. Media
statements containing the names of the successful applicants for rounds two and three
were released. We can recall chose statements for the member for Balcatra.
Mr CATANIA: Were there any individuals?
Mr COWAN: They were all businesses. Individuals might be involved in the
businesses, but it was judged on the business. We will recall the press statements that
were made at the time and ensure you get the information.
Mr CATANIA: The last example is that the department administered the ATSIC
business funding scheme, jointly with the Aboriginal Economic Development Office and
the State Enterprise Centre, to support the development of successful Aboriginal
enterprises. Can we have the names of those Aboriginal enterprises that were successful,
what sort of assistance was given and the amount of that assistance?
Mr COWAN: We can provide that information. From memory about $300 000 is
involved. You might find that much of that money has been taken up providing officers
to administer the business funding scheme.
Dr FIELD: The State Government administers that scheme on behalf of ATSIC and
received $300 000 in the past year. Last year $2m of Commonwealth funds was
notionally allocated to Western Australia. The state administers the scheme and makes a
recommendation to ATSIC, so ATSIC makes the decisions about the programs. As I
recall up until now, something like 18 individual enterprises have been recommended to
ATSIC.
Mr CATANIA: Does the department have a veto, or can it approve applications?
Dr FIELD: Our department analyses and provides recommendations to ATSIC. We also
provide after-care advice to those enterprises which are successful. The decision on the
recommendations falls to ATS IC
Mr CATANIA: Is this a new scheme? How can we judge if it is successful, or is it too
soon to tell?
Dr FIELD: It has been in operation since September of last year.
Mr CATANIA: Could I have the names of organisations that have received support,
financial or otherwise, as supplementary information?
Dr FIELD: Yes.
Mr THOMAS: Page 95 refers to support and assistance given in the previous year - I
understand it carries forward - to specific clients for the progress of their proposals. It
gives some examples; one is the relocation of the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation's division of exploration and mining and petroleum
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resources to Western Australia. Could the Minister provide an account of rhe status of
that proposal?
Mr COWAN: We have had a number of discussions with the CSIRO officer, Dr Allan
Reid, who has been made responsible for the relocation. At our last meeting we reached
agreement an supporting the principle of relocation. We have indicated that we need
some basic guidelines. It has been accepted chat we would use the guidelines put in place
for the Pinjarra Hills operation in Queensland. That means the state will be responsible
for relocation costs, and the cost of equipment will be shared. The state will be requested
to find some funds for research and development work, so the scientists and officers who
are coming across will have projects to go to.
We must provide a building and lands which the CSIRO has agreed in principle to
purchase over 25 years. All of that must be finalised; at the moment it is just an
agreement in principle. We have allocated $875 000 to make sure that the feasibility
study and planning for chat relocation proceeds in an orderly fashion. We understand that
CSIRO has accepted that the relocation should be to Technology Park rather than to
Flozeat, but the remote sensing operation will remain in Floreat Park. Officers of the
exploration and mining and petroleum division will come across to Technology Park.
That is as much as I can say at the moment. The Government is still committed, within
reason, to seeing the relocation of that division to Western Australia. It would appear
from our discussions with Dr Reid that the Commonwealth is committed. CSIRO's
problem is that the Commonwealth will provide only limited funding to allow the
relocation to Western Australia. Much of that finance will have to be found by the state.
I trust that if I brought something before the Parliament, I would have the support of the
member for Cockburn.
[2.30 pm]
Mr THOMAS: You certainly would. However, the statement that the Commonwealth
provides limited funding is misleading in a sense because although it does, CSIRO
chooses to spend that money on recurrent rather than capital expenditure. CSIRO is
using the state to supplement its budget for the capital waits program, so it really has the
state over a barrel, where the state has to come forward if it wants the work. The
Minister said that part of the allocation is for a feasibility study.
Mr COWAN: My understanding is that the money is set aside for three purposes - a
feasibility study, planning, and the design of a building that will accommodate CSIRO's
petroleum and mineral research division.
Mr THOMAS: When and by whom will the feasibility study be conducted?
Mr SUTHERLAND: The feasibility study is also part of examining whether what has
been proposed for within the building is feasible within the building sit chat has been
specified by CSIRO, and we are working with our quantity surveyors and CSIRO to
determine that issue. None of that $875 000 will be expended until Cabinet has
determined its position on the total proposal. It is at an early stage because it will not be
built this year. It is getting it all together in regard to what is feasible for that site at
Technology Park.
Mr THOMAS: Has the price gone up?
Mr SUTHERLAND: The last time we looked at it, the price was about $32m, for
buildings, plus another $22m for relocation of equipment and staff - $6m; purchase of
new equipment - $6m; and tied funding over five years - $10m.
Mr THOMAS: Is it now asking for more money?
Mr COWAN: The principles ame the sanme. I do not think it is asking for more money,
but it appears that the estimated cost of the building will be a little higher tha was
originally estimated. However, CSIRO has accepted chat that is part of the package that
would be the paid by CSIRO.
Mr THOMAS: On a commercial basis?
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Mr COWAN: They will pay back only the capital in real terms. The figures for
relocation, plant and equipment, and fit-our costs are pretty much where they were
always identified as being. The figure associated with research, which is very much at
the discretion of the state and is something which we have always said would be a good
objective to achieve, has not changed.
Mr SUTHERLAND: The commercial basis is the same as that for the Pinjarra
agreement, to which we have access. The same template is being used.
Mr THOMAS: During the Budget speech, the Treasurer mentioned an $8.5mn incentive
package to attract Coflexip to establish a pipe manufacturing facility in Western
Australia. Can you provide a breakdown of that package?
Mr COWAN: I will refer that question to Mr Steve Amnott, who has a special interest in
this program.
Mr ARNOIT: The $8.5m is broken down as follows: $5m for the building; $2m for a
crane with a 27 metre reach, which translates to about an 800 tonne crane, and while
Coflexip will own that crane and be responsible for its operation and maintenance, it will
be made available to industry throughout Western Australia on an agreed basis with
Coflexip; $500 000 to the Fremantle Port Authority to reinforce the wharf to take the
weight of the crane; $1lm to the Fremantle Port Authority to provide a 10 year lease free
period for Coflexip; $l.5m which was expended in last year's Budget, and $7m which
will be expended in this year's Budget. However, an extra $300 000 has been allowed
for additional expenditure on wharf strengthening. Construction is now under way.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The expenditure for regional development has increased substantially
from $6m in 1993-94 to $l0.6m in 1994-95. That increase is in stark contract with the
position of the regional development commissions, all of which appear to have suffered
some reduction in recurrent expenditure. Does that indicate that most of the regional
development is now being done by city-based planning officers?
Mr COWAN: The member for Mitchell is correct that there has been a reduction in
ETEs within the South West Development Commission.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I will come to that later.
Mr COWAN: I am sure you will, and it would be appropriate, because the Chief
Executive Officer of the South West Development Authority is in the Speaker's Gallery,
and when we get to regional development, he will be able to respond directly to those
questions. The overall expenditure relates to a number of areas where we have increased
our activities. For example, we have increased the funds available for regional initiatives
where development commissions have identified a specific issue that is not funded in a
budget and where there is a capability of assisting the commissions in any project that
might come up. However, to answer the latter part of the question, those projects are
initiated by the regional development commissions and are then supported by the
regional development division of the Department of Commerce and Trade. It does not
work in reverse. The commissions actually promote those initiatives.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Who decides whether a grant, subsidy or transfer is made?
Mr COWAN: I do, but the applications for assistance are brought to me through the
various regional development commissions.
Mr D.L SMITH: Are the programs developed centrally or by the regional development
commissions?
Mr COWAN: They are developed by the regional development commissions.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I am suggesting that the programs are actually developed centrally and
what happens locally is that they are promoted through the regional development
commissions.
[2.40 pmn]
M?&COWAN: No.
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Mr TRENORDEN: Things have changed.
Mr COWAN: That is not the case. The regional development commissions are required
to submit their programs and they are then accepted by me. As I indicated, one of the
areas where we have support for the commissions is where initiatives have not been
funded but may require some support
For example, where there has been some agitation by the Commonwealth for nature
tourism in certain parts of the north west, the department has lent support to projects that
have been submitted to the Commonwealth for funding; costs associated with that have
not been budgeted by the regional development commissions. We have offered them
some financing to allow access to those Commonwealth programs.
Alternatively, with Karijini national park it was felt appropriate to have some Aboriginal
involvement in the operations within the park. That was not budgeted for when ATSIC
refused to provide some funds for that program. We again decided it had great merit and
should be funded. It is not a centrally operated organisation.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Are the decisions as to the maicing of grants made personally by the
Minister?
Mr COWAN: Yes, the decisions are made by me. First, the application comes from the
commission; the recommendations as to whether it can or cannot be supported come
through the regional development division, Department of Commerce and Trade.
Mr DL. SMITH: Is it centrally based and do they make a recommendation to the
Minister?
Mr COWAN: They make a recommendation to me. They assess the priorities of all of
the applications for funds that come in from the commissions. It is the commissions who
submit the applications.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The item called grants, subsidies and transfer payments shows a figure
of $7 955 000. How much of that has already been allocated? In the unallocated portion
what is the composition of the programs which make up that amount? It is at page 104 of
the Program Statements.
Mr COWAN: One item accounts for the difference. The Exmouth Development Trust
has a transfer of funds of some $3.4m.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Is that from the sale of the Navy homes at Exmouth?
Mr COWAN: Yes, that is a dedicated fund. It goes back into the Exmouth area. That is
why there is a difference.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The whole of the increase of $3.9m -

Mr SUTHERLAND: It is $2.8m, and six new enterprise centres of $50 000 each. The
remainder is made up of additional allocations for regional initiatives and grants under
the REDIS scheme.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Is it possible to have a break-up of the remainder?
Mr COWAN: I do not see any reason why not.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Overall, the central bureaucracy has an increase of two staff.
Mr SUTHERLAND: It has not; they have been added to the Bunbury office of the Small
Business Development Corporation and one other in Merredin.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The figure has risen from 28 to 30.
Mr SUTHERLAND: That is a transfer of two from another agency in the region to the
regional office of the Department of Commerce and Tmade in Bunbury.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The one in Bunbury was a transfer.
Mr SUTHERLAND: Des Clark to the regional office.
Mr DiL. SMITH: And a transfer of that person to -
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Mr COWAN: The Small Business Development Corporation officer in Merredin was
transferred to the Wheatbelt Development Commission.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Of the 28 remaining staff, how many are regionally based and how
many are metropolitan based?
Dr FIELD: Five and a half are regionally based.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Is that including those two small business persons?
Dr FIELD: The figure is six and a half.
Mr D.L. SMITH: And the other 23 and a half are Perth based?
Dr FIELD: Yes.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The allocation for services and contracts has risen from $486 000 to
$700 000. What is the mason for that increase?
Mr SUTHERLAND: Services to the enterprise centres account for a significant
proportion of that amount, and the zest would be relatively small amounts for various
other activities and projects in the program.
Mr D. SMITH: In essence, the incease in grants, subsidies and transfers, excluding
the Exmouth housing fund, is of the order of $300 000, and that relates mosdly to the
enterprise centres?
Mr SUTHERLAND: Yes.
Division 13: Gascoyne Development Commission, $2 114 000 -
[Mr Day, Chairman.j
[Mr Cowan, Minister for Commerce and Trade.]
[Mr K. Whiltshire, Principal Private Secretary.]
[Dr R. Field, Executive Director, Regional Development.]
[Mr B. Sutherland. Chief Executive Officer.]
Mr BLOFEWITCH: I refer to page I111 of the Program Statements, the $645 000 actual
expenditure for 1993-94, and the $2. 1i estimate for this year. Is it one major program
that is being taken on?
Mr COWAN: Yes, it is a major program. It is the initial funding for the fascine project.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: I believe the $1.475m capital expenditure relates to the
development of the fascine project. Will any money be recovered from the development
of this project or the sale of land?
Mr COWAN: I might run through these costs for the benefit of the member for
Geraldton.
The CHAIRMAN: We are discussing an item of capital expenditure but I think all
members are fairly flexible at present.
Mr COWAN: There are only four items: The bare and storage - that is, the new bore -
has been allocated $550 000 for 1994-95; $500 000 for dredging; and $425 000 for what
is termed Robinson Street. I would imagine that is to do with aesthetics.
Mr LEAHY: Street beautification, walkways and the like.
[2.50 pm]
Mr COWAN: Ultimately the tramway bridge will be repaired, too; but that is not
included in this year's budget. Those three items amount to $1.475m, which is the
difference.
Mr LEAHY: Is it envisaged that the first lot of money will be used for the dredging up to
the tramway bridge?
Mr COWAN: I will have to check. The initial funding is for work up to the bridge, and
nothing beyond that.
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Mr LEAHY: Is the development of the bore for the 30 or 40 blocks in the first release of
land?
Mr COWAN: Yes, as I understand it.
Division IS: Great Southern Development Commission, $809 000.-
[Mr Day, Chairman.]
[Mr Cowan, Minister for Commerce and Trade.]
[Mr K. Whiktshire, Principal Private Secretary.]
[Dr R. Field, Executive Director, Regional Development.]
[Mr B. Sutherland, Chief Executive Officer.]
Mr TRENORDEN: The second paragraph on page 125 talks about investigations into the
feasibility of establishing an oilseed crushing plant. Is there an attitude to make sure that
the Pinjarra operation will not be threatened? I gather that the oilseed will include
canola. Is there an attitude to ensure that there will not be too much competition and that
there will be a plant?
Mr COWAN: Did the member refer to Pinjarra?
Mr TRENORDEN: The existing oil plant is at Pinjarra.
Mr COWAN: The member can be assured that the feasibility would take into account
the health and wellbeing of any existing facility. It would be built only wo process
increased tonnage.
Division 17: Mid West Development Commission, $800 000 -

[Mr Day, Chairman.]
[Mr Cowan, Minister for Commerce and Trade.]
[Mr K. Whiltshire, Principal Private Secretary.]
[Dr R. Field, Executive Director, Regional Development.]
[Mr B. Sutherland. Chief Executive Officer.]
Mr BL.OFF WITCH: I declare an interest in the Mid West Development Commission. I
was very pleased to see that the new board of the commission was more representative of
the mid-west area than previously had been the case. It seems to be functioning
extremely well. I place on record my gratitude that sufficient funds have been given to it
to enable it to do its job.
Mr TRENORDEN: Could the Minister tell me to what the expected $3m revenue
relates?
Mr COWAN: That is from the sale of residential lots associated with the marina
development.
Mr TRENORDEN: Who owns that now?
Mr COWAN: It is a combination of LandCorp and the Mid West Development
Commission.
Mr BLOFFWITCH:. The residential land for the marina is owned by the Geraldton
Development Corporation and it is repaying the money, having sold the land. It would
be income from the sale of the marina property.
Mr TRENORDEN: An item ander major achievements talks about the excision of land
from the Kalbarri national park to accommodate future growth of the Kaibarri townuite. I
am aware that there is considerable interest about the airstrip. I understand that the land
is to be excised from the national park for the airstrip.
Mr COWAN: It is not developed yet, but we are progressing with the excision of part of
that land.
Mr TRENORDEN: Are the residential area and the airstrip close together?
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Mr COWAN: It is a fairly large excision. I am sure, given the shape of it, that they are
not together. It should resolve the pressures an die town and also create an area for an
airstrip.
Division 20: Small Business Development Corporation, $3 222 000.
[Mr Day, Chairman.]
[Mr Cowan, Minister far Commerce and Trade.]
[Mr C.B. Fitzhardinge, Director, South West Development Commission.]
[Mr R.R. Lane, Managing Director, Small Business Development Corporation.]
Mr TRLENORDEN: I have asked this question of every Minister aver the past seven or
eight years. I note that the expenditure of $2.3m for the Small Business Development
Corporation is less than half of that for the South West Development Commission. Is
that an anomaly?
Mr COWAN: I take it from that comment that the member for Avon will approve
additional appropriation.
Mr TRENORDEN: It is good to see the program has increased.
The first item under the major achievements for 1993-94 heading refers to the provision
of information and advice to approximately 10 per cent more inquirers than in the
previous year. Could the Minister advise me what are the additional areas of interest?
Mr LANE: The figure of 10 per cent is across the board. The Business Information
Centre is slightly up in percentage. The Business Licence Centre is relatively new.
However, there has been an increase from 7 000 inquiries last year to more than 10 000
this year. A general increase has occurred in all of the areas of information, advice and
education.
Mr TRENORDEN: Is advice still offered on commercial tenancies?
[3.00 pm]
Mr LANE: Yes, we do.
Mr TRENORDEN: Is that an active line?
Mr LANE: It certainly is. Of the different types of inquiries, commercial tenancy would
be one of the higher areas in which advice is needed.
Mr TRENORDEN: I am surprised there is no mention of retail trading hours in the list of
major planned achievements for 1994-95.
Mr COWAN: Essentially, retail trading hours are the responsibility of the Minister for
Fair Trading. The corporation has taken an interest in that matter, as the member would
be aware because he prompted the question. The SBDC commissioned a survey, the
findings of which were published. I tabled those findings. I suggest the reason retail
trading hours are not listed as one of the planned achievements is that they do not come
under the auspices of the SBDC directly. It certainly has adopted a position on retail
trading hours that is clearly indicated in the findings of its survey and in its submission to
the Minister for Fair Trading.
Mr TRENORDEN: Under the Small Business Guarantees Act $87 000 was allocated last
year and the estimate for this year is $560 000. How many different guarantees were
issued in the 1993-94 year, and how many people does the corporation expect to be able
to help in the current year?
Mr LANE: For the year to 30 June 1994 three applications were approved totalling
$240 000. The figures to which you initially referred represent the possible claims and
are a form of contingent liability.
Mr TRENORDEN: Does that indicate that an expansion of this program is expected?
Mr COWAN: We are seeking ways to make it more attactive to the small business
community. At the moment it is not overly attractive. One of the reasons for that is that
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we must be cautious about the scheme because it is taxpayers' money, and there has been
a record in the past of a number of guarantees having to be exercised- therefore, we have
been somewhat cautious. We want to reactivate an interest int that; however, associated
with that will have to came some changes which have not yet been finalised.
Mr TRENORDEN: I gather that this is meant to compensate for a lack of venture capital
for small business. I notice that a venture capital company has started in Western
Australia. However, it will still mean that people under this area would be struggling for
venture capital.
Mr COWAN: That is right. This scheme is mainly directed at firms which have a
trading history of two years or which are capable of demonstrating an income that can
support any loan that may be made to them but which a bank would reject because of
inadequate security in the form of bricks and mortar, land, and the usual chattels a bank
will accept. That is the main area in which this scheme tends to operate. It still is
difficult to have a 100 per cent success race. Some of these operations do fail and we are
then left to exercise the guarantee.
Mr BLOPFWITCH: One of my criticisms of our banking system is exactly what the

inister has just expounded; that is, the only criteria they take into consideration is asset
backing. It is interesting to note the success of the small business sector overseas in
countries such as the United States where banks are more concerned with cash flow
projections than asset projections. What sort of lobbying can we do with the banking
companies, state and federal, to get them to change their emphasis from asset backed to
cash flow backed? I have listened to many eminent speakers explain the differences
between the way business is perceived in this country compared with other countries.
Mr LANE: Perhaps lobbying is not the right word. The Small Business Development
Corporation endeavours. firstly, to educate the clients, and secondly, to encourage and
educate the bankers. It does that in many ways. We often have industry meetings with
the state managers and lending managers. We also run seminars, sometimes with an
open clientele and sometimes specifically for women. A series of seminars is being held
around the state at present. The focus is to get a better understanding between the clients
and the bankers, and we have facilitators to bring them together. It is a continual effort to
encourage the clients and the bankers to understand each other a little better.
Division 21: South West Development Commission, $7 355 000 -

[M Day, Chairman.]
[Mr Cowan, inister for Commerce and Trade.]
[Mr C.B. Fitzhardinge. Director.]
[Dr R.A. Field, Executive Director, Regional Development, Department of Commerce
and Trade.]
Mr TRENORDEN: I notice theme is still $2.6m in debt servicing costs with the
commission. For how long will that item appear on the South West Development
Commission's books? Is that amount increasing?
Mr FITZHARDINGE: 'he debt of the South West Development Commission stands at
$18m. That debt has stabilised over recent years and has declined to the point that the
repayments which are made to the WA Treasury Corporation from which this entire sum
is borrowed have been greater than the amounts which the commission was required to
borrow to meet its works programs. With the change in legislation in April this year the
commission will no longer borrow money from the Treasury Corporation; therefore, the
debt of the commission will not increase. It will be retired over the next 25 years as
repayments are made to the Treasury Corporation.
Mr TRENORDEN: Obviously it will be a case of the right hand feeding the left. Partly
the reason far the $7.3m allocation is that. there is a commitment of $2.6m in debt for
payment.
Wr FITZHARDINGE: That is correct.
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[3.10 pm]
Mr TRIENORDEN: Is the interest race on the debt fixed for any specific period?
Mr FITZHARDJNGE: The interest rate charged is a cocktail assessed by the Western
Australian Treasury Corporation, depending on the time the funds were borrowed. The
commission considered retiring some chat debt through the sale of land, but was advised
by die WA Treasury Corporation that it would receive a penalty of about 20 per cent of
the debt if it did so. The decision was made to progressively repay the funds over a
period rather than incur the penalty.
Mr TRENORDEN: Can we then expect the debt servicing cost to increase next year
because of rising interest rates?
Mr FITZHARDINGE: No, because the commission is no longer borrowing funds.
Mr TRENORDEN: It must still pay interest.
Mr FITZHARDINGE: The amount of the principal is being retired at 4 per cent each
year. The amount of debt servicing costs should decline. Currently, the average interest
rate paid is more than 11I per cent, because of the timing of the borrowings and because
rates of 13 per cent applied to borrowings made in the late 1980s. The debt servicing
costs will decline over time, both through a decline in the interest rate even though the
current interest rate is rising, and a reduction in the principal sum.
Mr TRENORDEN: What about the $232 000 of borrowings last year? What were they
for?
Mr FITZHARDINGE: They were pant of the commission's capital works program,
including the Bunbury Harbour City project. They arm not specifically identified for a
particular project. We look at the grant subsidies, sale of land, etc, received by the
commission, but the funds are not earmarked for a particular project. That amount was
borrowed to meet our commitments under the Better Cities agreeinent and the ocher
capital works items of the south west, such as the Eco-Museum and townscaping.
Mr TRENORDEN: Is this the first year in which the Peel area has not been included in
this budget?
Mr COWAN: No, it is not. This is the second year. It was not established as a
commission until April this year. It was a department, but it had been separated and
managed quite separately from the South West Development Commission.
Mr TRENORDEN: Was its funding a separate issue?
Mr COWAN: Yes.
Mr CATANIA: I refer to the major planned achievements for 1994-95 listed at page 164
of the Program Statements, one of which is to develop a promotional package for the
south west region to encourage investment, and another is to develop a south west
tourism strategy which will give a clear direction for the continued expansion of tourism
in the region. What is the difference between those two? I would have thought
investment in the tourism industry is development as well as pure investment.
Mr COWAN: There are quite significant differences. One is specific and relates to
tourism and the promotion of it, and the other is investment in all areas of the south west,
particularly in respect of some of those resources for which the south west is renowned.
Mr CATANIA: Is the Minister refering mainly to resources in the statement about
developing a promotional package for the south west region to encourage investment?
Mr COWAN: It is dealing with any form of investment in the south west. It is not target
specific but is a broad operation.
Mr FITZHARDINCE: The commission is using an incremental approach for the
promotion package. It is developing a package which can be adjusted to cater for
different types of investment,
Mr CATANIA: Across the whole portfolio of the Government?
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Mr FITZHARtDINC3E: Yes, across the whole range of economic activity in the South
wesL For instance, when looking at industry, we would include a video of Kemerton, a
Kemerton brochure, a regional profile, and an industrial site study. The promotion
package may consist of a number of related documents. If it were for agriculture, we
would include some of the studies and information we have relating to agriculture. We
can develop a series of documents which together form part of a targeted investment
package for a particular sector. We also have the ability to appeal to broad investors who
are looking at investment in Western Australia, and perhaps in the south west region.
Initially all they want is some idea of the activities and the way those activities within the
region interrelate.
Mr CATANIA: Why would the South West Development Commission look at a south
west tourism strategy, when the Tourism Commission in Western Australia could be
expected to deal with that aspect?
Mr COWAN: All nine commissions have listed tourism as one of the three major
industries they believe can lead to expanded economic development within the region.
The south west is a well known target for tourism. It is important also to note that the
Western Australian Tourism Commission is much more focused on the marketing of
tourism attractions and the facilities available, and is not so much concerned about the
infrastructure planning associated with increasing the size of the package available to be
marketed.
Mr CATANIA: I do not understand. Can you explain that?
Mr COWAN: The Tourism Commission will market whatever is available. The South
West Development Commission is making sure that what is available to be marketed is
expanded, and that accommodation and tourism attractions are increased.
Mr CATANIA: In other words, the department is improving the infrastructure so that the
Tourism Commission can promote it. Does the Budget reflect that?
Mr COWAN: Yes.
Mr CATANIA: Where in the Budget is it reflected?
Mr COWAN: A clear example is the Eco-Museum in Bunbury, and the concept of
associating that with a number of interpretive centres around the south west. It would not
be within the auspices of the Tourism Commission to promote that, but it can certainly be
promoted by the South West Development Commission. That is a good example, and
funding is available for the Eco-Museum in the budget of the South West Development
Commission.
Mr CATANIA: Is any other infrastructure specifically devoted to the tourism area
reflected in the Budget, and where can I find it?
Mr FflYIIARDINGE: flat is the main item, and there are other small items such as
signage and linkages with woads, through the roads 20:20 study.
Mr CATANIA: Is it reflected in the Budget that the commission provides funding for
link roads?
Mr FJTZHARDINGE: No, the commission would not provide the funding, but in
partnership it would provide the funding for studies which would justify to the agency
involved, the State Government or the Federal Government the need for and high priority
of this infrastructure. I go back to the reason the South West Development Commission
is promoting tourism as a specific example: Firstly, we asked the community which
priorities they wanted us to follow up, and they said the first was tourism. The board
endorsed that approach, and we were successful in obtaining $40 000 of federal funding
to carry out a tourism strategy. They are three very good reasons why we are carrying
out the tourism strategy at this time.
[3.20 pm]
Mr CATANIA: Have you included the Tourism Commission in that?
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Mr FrrZ1HARDINGE: Yes; one of hallmarks of the development commission is that it
works in partnership with the responsible agencies, so it minimises overlaps and also
takes the benefit of their experience and applies it to the region. We are also working in
partnership with private industry within the tourist industry and local government on this
project.
Mr CATANIA: I asked this question of representatives of the Tourism Commission
yesterday. Is any strategy in motion to look at subsidies, in the form of concessions, be it
taxes, water rates and charges, to attract tourist investment? This is a method that other
countries adopt successfully in attracting tourist infrastructure investment. This may be a
way of competing with our northern neighbours for that investment tourist dollar.
Mr COWAN: This is not the case in the South West Development Commission's budget,
but two matters come to mind: First, no matter what incentives or subsidies ame provided
for development in regional Western Australia, whether it be for tourism or any other
form of development, one of the major burdens we must overcome is the cost associated
with headworks charges for water or power connection costs. I am sure the member for
Balcatta would be aware that some years ago the Water Authority made a decision that
developers would be required to meet 40 per cent of the cost of any headworks.
Mr CATANIA: I am aware of it. The Minister would be await that one of his
colleagues and I objected to it greatly.
Mr COWAN: I wish you had been more successful in arguing that case in Caucus when
the 40 per cent was applied.
Mr CATANIA: You have the opportunity to do that now.
Mr COWAN: It is a historical fact; it is there. We have begun a program to develop a
policy that will alleviate that. The other area where we have done a lot of work through
the commissions - from memory the South West Development Commission was the
recipient of a grant from the Commonwealth - is the promotion of tourism and tourism
developments. That will not satisfy the member's question about subsidies or incentives,
but it identifies what might be done to improve the quality of tourism, or the aspects of
tourism as an economic development tool.
Dr FIELD: I am a member of the committee which the Tourism Commission is putting
together to develop a statutory comprehensive strategy. I am surt those issues the
member raised will be canvassed in that committee.
Mr CATANIA: I raised that yesterday with the Treasurer, who is also the responsible
Minister in the tourism area, and that had not been considered to that point. I suggest that
same consideration be given to that, because we will in future be competing for that
investment dollar and the south west will need that dollar like every other part of Western
Australia.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: The commission's estimated debt servicing cost is $2.6m on an
outstanding debt of $18m. I immediately reflected on the unfairness of that situation to
the other commissions. I assume that that debt purchased an asset, and come the end of
25 years when it is paid off the commission will retain an asset which other commissions
through not entering into any debt arrangement will not have. Is that fair to the other
commissions?
Mr COWAN: Even though the debt is the result of specific capital works programs that
were of great economic benefit to the regions, some of those capital works programs
should have been attributed to the responsible government department. That was not the
case and they were assigned to the South West Development Commission, which now
has these debts to service. I can assure the member for Geraldton that that does not
detract from the Government's intention to ensure that regional development is a policy
that is applied right across rual Western Australia. In future, projects that are regarded
as being of value either will have a direct appropriation to a commission, as was the case
with the Ciascoyne Development Commission for the early stages of the fascine
development, or the relevant or responsible department will be required to raise the
funds. Under no circumstances do I want anybody in this committee to accept that any
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previous borrowings of any commission will impact on regional development across the
whole of Western Australia or in the South West Development Commission's region.
Mr TRENORDEN: Expenditure: on divisions 13 through to 22. with the exception of the
Small Business Development Corporation, totals $1O.5m. Is it fair to keep on
representing regional development as a global figure when it includes $2.6m for debt
repayment? Is that a correct representation of the Government's spending commitment
to regional development? Perhaps it would be a fairer representation of the money being
spent across all commissions if that $2.6m were not included?
Mr COWAN: The overall expendite to all of the commissions is $15m.
Mr BLOFFWITC-: Yes, but 50 per cent of that relates to one commission.
Mr TRENORDEN: The repayment of debt represents seven or eight per cent of the
global budget for commissions, and I do not think that that is a correct representation of
where the money has been spent.
Mr COWAN: There is no way I can change that. The money must be accounted for and
it is properly accounted for in the South West Development Commission budget. If we
argue about the philosophy of how much is being spent on the regions, it is fair to
comment that some of that is spent on servicing the debts incurred by one region;
nevertheless it is still an investment within a particular region. I have always regarded
regional development as an underfunded operation of government, and I have looked at
the operations of the South West Development Commission, as have many other regional
development commissions, and felt that we should build up every commission to that
level.
[3.30 pm]
Mr TRENORDEN: You will get no argument from me.
Mr COWAN: In 1993-94, the regional development commissions were funded for just
under $11m. That funding is now $15m, of which about $3m to $3.5m is for debt
servicing, but that debt servicing also existed in the past, so that is not a significant
amount. One significant additional amount is $1.5m for the Fascine development.
Therefore, if we take that $1.5m from the $15m, that still gives us $13.5rn, which is an
increase on the SI m that was available in previous years. I am anxious to see that
expenditure on regional development expand, notwithstanding the criticisms which I
might get from the Chamber of Commerce and Industry or from those people who were
associated with the McCanrey report.
Division 22: Wheatbelt Development Commission, $764 000 -
[M Day, Chairman.]
[Mr Cowan, Minister for Commerce and Trade.]
Mr TRENORDEN: The f irst dot point on page 170 of the Program Statements refers to
community planning initiatives. I noticed with interest some weeks ago that a planning
Bill was introduced into this House which will enable some increased activity in regard
to regional planning. However, that will not provide the necessary resources for that
action. Will the expected increase in this essential area of planning be met through the
vote of this department or through the vote of the Minister for Planning?
Mr COWAN: You will see a combination of funding from many different sources.
There is no doubt that the commissions will become heavily involved in planning. The
concept of extending the powers of the Department of Planning and Urban Development
beyond the metropolitan region scheme will lead to significant changes for regional
Western Australia. We have already responded to that by placing in the regional section
of the Department of Commerce and Trade a qualified planner who is available to
regional development commissions on request to give them advice on planning matters as
a consultant.
Mr TRENORDEN: You would be aware that he is very much in demand.
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Mr COWAN: I am. The preliminary discussions that I have had with some of the senior
chief executive officers and Dr Field are that as we embark upon the provincial system of
dividing the state in order to comply with the requirements of the Commonwealth for
implementing regional initiatives, we should perhaps have a structure which allows for
some further consultancies to be applied, but planning is the first consultancy which the
Department of Commerce and Trade has made available to the various regions. We
anticipate the demand for that service to increase. We have not identified any specific
requirement for resources apart from that consultant and perhaps some support for that
consultant by the provision of research staff.
Mr TRIENORDEN: Planning is the central issue. Without planning, we cannot do all the
other things.
Mr COWAN: We acknowledge that.
Mr CATANIA: The firt and third dot points at page 168 refer to a shift in population
along the coast. To which pants of the coast has the population shifted, what industry and
infrastructure has been developed, and where is this reflected in the Budget?
Mr COWAN: The point of reference in regard to the coastal area is the coastal strip from
Moore River north to Jurien Bay. There has been significant expansion in the Moore
River, Guildenton, Ledge Point and l.ancelin regions. That is predominantly for
residential or rural-hobby farm purposes. Further north, it is built around the fishing
industry at Jurien Bay.
Mr CATANIA: Have farmers gone into the fishing industry?
Mr COWAN: No. Some farmers, particularly in the more stable agricultural regions,
have perhaps been able to invest off-farm, and rather than invest in the traditional south
west corner, they have, because of the proximity of' the location, invested in holiday
homes at Jurien Bay, Ledge Point or Lancelixi. However, in the main, it has been the
urban population which has taken up options for alternative accommodation in that area.
Mr CATANIA: What has the Wheatbelt Development Commission done to make that
move possible and orderly?
Mr COWAN: As the department is less than a year old, it is difficult to quantify chat.
Nevertheless, it has raised the consciousness of the responsible government bodies which
deal with those issues. The member for Avon referred to planning. There is no doubt
that planning is essential, and the Wheatbelt Development Commission has heightened
the need for the necessary planning to take place. it has also made other government
agencies aware of the need for infrastructure, particularly associated with the fishing
industry, recreational boating and leisure pursuits.
Mr CATANIA: Is it a permanent or temporary move, and is the extent of the move large
or insignificant?
[3.40 pm]
Mr COWAN: It is not insignificant. The shift in population is a little overexaggerated.
The populations of the wheatbelt are in the main static rather than in decline. The growth
areas are along the coast, and the majority of chose come from the metropollitan region.
There are two zones in the Wheatbelt Development Commission: Those areas where the
population has stabilised and we have a static population, and those areas along the coast
where there is population growth. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, there is the
desire of people to locate on the coast or to have an alternative dwelling on the coast -
and that is coming from inland and also from the metropolitan area. In addition, some
new industries there are providing additional employment incentives. The member
would be aware of the extensive horticulture in the Shire of Gingin. There is also
aquaculture or mariculture, which we expect to see expand quite rapidly, and a proposal
for a hatchery to be established at Jurien.

Sitting suspend edfrom 3.42 wo 5.00 pm
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Division 62: Office of Racing and Gaming, $12 679 000 -

[Mr Strickland, Chairman.]
[Mr Cowan, Minister for Commerce and Trade.]
[Mr A.F. Bennett, Manager. Finance and Administration.]
[Mr B.A. Sargeant, Executive Director.]
Mrs HALLAHAN: This is the first time I have had an opportunity to examine this
division in all of the years that I have been in this Parliament. Same of the questions may
be predictable in seeking out the obvious. My first question relates to page 589 of the
Program Statements. What is included in the other operating costs item, particularly
given its size? It is nearly 50 per cent this year - last year it was over 50 per cent - of the
salaries, wages and other staff costs component. I am looking at the figure that has gone
from $2.145m last year to the estimate of $2.00lm for this coming year.
Mr COWAN: As a Minister representing another Minister it is my intention to be sure
that all of the questions that ame seeking information or dealing with the administration of
the portfolio will be answered by Mr Sargeant. If there are matters of policy, I will
determine that they are such matters and will either answer them myself or indicate that I
will obtain an answer from the responsible Minister within the prescribed period.
Mr SARGEANT: It covens all of our contingency costs, other than those for salaries and
wages; that is, rental of the Hyatt Centre, rental costs for the liquor licensing judges'
facilities in the May Holman Centre, all of our computing charges for the liquor licensing
system, the casino control system and the gaming system. For this year and last year it
includes a reasonable amount of travel costs associated with Christmas Island activities
and the costs involved in having seven staff located on the island. It relates basically to
non-salary costs.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I am interested in why the computing system cost has been referred
to in the way in which it has. Is it contracted out?
Mr SARGEANT: The liquor licensing is maintained on a system controlled by DBR Pty
Ltd which has a number of government contracts. We have moved off its mainframe to
smaller computers. Our other computers are in-house and are maintained by us. Same
elements are out-sourced but that has been the case for many year. We hope that by
using a small system we will achieve more flexibility; the whole system could eventually
be taken off the mainfr-ame if we decide to go down that path within a review of our
operations.
Mrs HALLAHAN: The Opposition would like to know the amount of the contract to
DER and the costs associated with the location of those officers on Christmas Island.
Mr SARGEANT: Does the member want the total costs of the Christmas Island
component of the operation?
Mr COWAN: We can provide that latter figure now. I will ensure that the member has
the information in answer to the first part of the question.
Mr SARGEANT: The total cost for the casino staff in Christmas Island in this year's
budget will be $l.162m. That includes both the non-salary and salary costs components.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Is that the salary, the nravel and the housing?
Mr SARGEANT: It includes everything to do with Christmas Island. It is purely those
expenses incuired in locating the seven inspectors and the two administrative staff on
Christmas Island. That is the total cost that has been budgeted for this year.
Mr BRADSHAW: The major achievements item on page 592 taks about Western
Australian liquor licensing laws being introduced in Christmas and Cocos (Keeling)
Islands with 22 liquor licences issues to Christmas Island and four to Cocos Island. Was
there any regulation prior to the introuction of those laws and why have we now gone
into their system? If the systems on those islands were functioning before without
regulation, why have we imposed regulations on them now? I do not see that as being an
achievement
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Mr SARGEANT: The decision to impose liquor licensing laws on Christmas Island was
a Commonwealth matter. The Commonwealth has made a decision to apply Western
Australian laws as much as possible. One of those laws is the Liquor Licensing Act.
That law came into force on Christmas Island in September 1993 and, therefore, has been
in operation for nearly 12 months. It was quite an achievement to implement it. I do not
comment on whether it is good or bad to have those laws applying on Christmas Island.
However, from the point of view of its implementation, it was an achievement.
Mr BRADSHAW: If the operations on the island worked without being licensed,
perhaps that situation should have continued, rather than having restrictions imposed on
them.
Mr SARGEANT: I can assure the member that that point has been put to us on many
occasions.
Mr MARSHALL: In relation to the liquor industry regulation program on page 591, a
number of inquiries have been made to me about the tourists and the boating fraternity
who come through Mandurab and who want to get ice and liquor on Sunday mornings
from the bottle shops. Has any thought been given to including in the regulation an
arrangement whereby die licensing of bottle shops can be extended to allow thern to open
on Sunday mornings?
[5. 10 pm)
Mr COWAN: That is a policy matter which I am required to answer on behalf of the
Minister for Racing and Gaming. The Liquor Licensing Act expressly excludes bottle
shops from operating in the hours you mentioned. Any adjustment would require a
policy change by government. I suggest to the member for Murray that he is in a good
position to have some influence on the Government and effect that change if he believes
it has widespread support within the community.
Mr CUNNINGHAM: The Carnarvon Race Club applies for a permit for two-up at a cost
of $125 at least eight times a year. What part of that permit cost is for administration?
Mr SARGEANT: That fee is regarded as a charge for processing that application. It is
all for administration. We do not charge a fee over and above the costs we incur for the
permits we issue, be it for two-up or for a lottery.
Dr CONSTABLE: What was the revenue to the stat from the Burswood Casino in
1993-94?
Mr SARGEANT: The casino tax raised in 1993-94 was $51.533m.
Dr CONSTABLE: There are 14 FTEs under gaming regulation and compliance. Does
that refer mainly to the administration of lotteries and raffles for which people seek
permits?
Mr SARGEANT: It relates to not only lotteries but also two-up permits.
Dr CONSTABLE: How many of those 14 ETEs relate specifically to the administration
of raffles and lotteries?
Mr SARGEANT: We do not separate them. My staff includes a director, an inspectorate
investigative group and administration staff. They handle the functions as and when
required. No distinction is made between the handling of lotteries, bingo or two-up.
Dr CONSTABLE: How many permits for raffles and lotteries were issued last year?
Mr SARGEANT: I will have to provide that as supplementary information.

Dr CONSTABLE: How many people who receive permits defaulted in that they were
not able to supply the prizes to people?
Mr SARGEANT: To the best of my knowledge there was none. We had trouble with
one last year but we pursued that.
Dr CONSTABLE: What effort goes into checking the bona fides of those who apply for
permits?
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Mr SARGEANT: The initial check is to see whether they have had a permit before and
whether they have been denied a permit. We keep a register of those who have been
denied, however, we do not carry out a police check on every applicant. If nothing has
come to our knowledge through their previous record we check to see that they are bona
fide representatives of the club or charity with which they are assaciaced. in the normal
course of events we grant a permit for those people. We do not do a police check as we
do in relation to casino people.
Dr CONSTABLE: It is a pretty cursory check given that you have only a small number
of staff.
Mir SARGEANT: It is; however, you must bear in mind that we issue 2 500 lottery
permits a year plus many bingo and two-up permits. In the majority of cases people are
legitimate and bona tide. It is only on the rare occasion that something goes wrong. I am
not aware of anyone who has not delivered on a prize this year. That can be confirmed.
T'he CHAIRMAN: We will record that it is required as supplementary information.
Mrs HALLAHAN: If there were to be a response by the Government to the growing
community demand for poker machines in licensed sporting clubs, would the Gaming
Commission be in a position to deal with what would be required?
Mr COWAN: You are making an assumption that that would be policy. If it were, the
commission would be required to respond to whatever increased demand existed in order
to service that aspect of the change in policy.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Will there be a change in policy in response to the licensed clubs'
campaign?
Mr COWAN: That is a matter for the responsible Minister. I am not in a position to
answer that.
Mrs HALLLAHAN: Why is there an increase of eight FTEs under casino regulation?
Mr SARGEANT: The Western Australian Gaming Commission was involved with the
Christmas Island Casino only from August. The casino did not open until November so
it did not have the full equivalent of staff on the island for the full year. Now we have
the full year's impact of those staff. In addition, at that stage we were not totally
regulating the casino in our own right; one of the staff was a Commonwealth employee.
The estimates allow for that employee to become one of my staff.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Page 590 of the Program Statements under the functions performed
for the Gaming Commission states that the amount is $3.561m less retained revenue
according to the Financial Administration and Audit Act. What is the basis for that
revenue and what arrangements have formally been arrived at? It also occurs under other
items.
Mr SARGEANT: There are a few components to that revenue: Firstly, the
Commonwealth component for reimbursing the state for the cost of running Christmas
Island; secondly, the $1.6m the Gaming Commission receives from Burswocd Casino as
a licence fee for the cost of regulation of the casino; and thirdly, the balance which is
made up of permits for two-up, lotteries and so on, up to $3.5m.
Mr BRADSHAW: What regulation is carried out on hotels to check that they are abiding
by the Act when selling bingo tickets and that they are providing those funds to the
community? Are sporting clubs which sell bingo tickets in a similar position in that they
must justify where the money is spent? Was it not originally set up that those funds out
of sporting clubs should go to other sports in the community rather than back into their
club?
Mr SARGEANT:- Those permits are issued to the clubs; they ame not issued to the
hotelier. The prime person we hold responsible for the permit is the secretary, president
or member of that club as the recipient of the permit. A requirement exists that the club
identifies which hotelier will be involved in running those lotteries. They are licensed for
a period. At the end of that period they must submit an audit to us. We audit some of
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tern. If we find deficiencies, we usually suspend the licence to operate. Examples have
occurred of that.
Mr BRADSHAW: Are you saying that sporting organisations in the community apply
for the hotel to have that permit to sell the bingo tickets?
Mr SARGEANT: They apply to the Gaming Commission for a permit. Pant of that
permit identifies wheom they can sell the tickets, which is in a particular hotel.
(5.20 pm)]
Mr BRADSHAW. Do sporting clubs, such as bowling clubs, which also have bingo
tickets, have a similar arrangement?
Mr SARGEANT: Yes.
Mr BRADSHAW: Can the proceeds be spent in their own clubs?
Mr SARGEANT: That is right.
Mr BRADSHAW: It might be bettor if they also contributed to the community by
supporting organisations, rather than put it back into their own organisation.
Mr SARGEANT: The community sporting clubs are still part of the community, and the
Act is designed not to differentiate between community benefits. We would be.
concerned if a hotelier were running the game, and taking the benefit. The Act is
designed so that there is no gaming to that extent for personal or private gain.
Mr MARSHALL: [ refer to the TAB profits. Will the Minister give some indication of
the breakdown for Western Australia as well as national?
Mr COWAN: Mr Chairman, I draw to your attention the fact that the TAB is not covered
by this item and, although that question may be asked, it certainly cannot be answered.
The CHAIRMAN: Perhaps the member will take it up in Mnother place.
Mr MARSHALL: I raise it because of the 65:35 breakdown between the racing and
trotting codes. How was that determined?
Mr COWAN: it is a policy matter. The decision was made after consultation with all
aspects of racing. The decision made certainly did not receive broad acceptance across
the codes.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Do you intend to legislate it in?
Mr COWAN: I do not think it is necessary to do that.
Mr BRADSHAW: It was done under regulation.
Mr COWAN: It does not have to be in legislation.
Mrs HALLAHAN: It does not have to be, but will the Government do it?
Mr COWAN: I do not think so.
Mr MARSHALL: Is that distribution of 65:35 a firn figure or can it be adjusted?
Mr COWAN: To my knowledge it is, but I will ask the Minister for Racing and Gaming
to confirm the duration of that policy.
Mr MARSHALL: I ask that question because the nuotting people still believe they are
entitled to a bigger proportion.
Mr COWAN: Will the Chairman rule whether the Minister should reply directly to the
member for Murray or to the committee?
The CHAIRMAN: The Minister has indicated he is prepared to seek an answer from the
Minister for Racing and Gaming. It is quite in order for the Minister to attempt to get an
answer for thiis committee, but it may not be available in the time frame for providing
supplementary information.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Why is that? I thought Ministers were obliged to provide the
information within a certain time.
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The CHAIRMAN: The Minister answering the question is entitled to answer as he sees
fit. The difficulty is that this Minister is representing the Minister for Racing and
Gaming, who has not made a commitment and, therefore, cannot be held to one. He is
not compelled to provide a definitive statement on a policy matter. The Minister
representing the Minister for Racing and Gamning has indicated that he will try to get the
information and that is how it must stand.
Dr CONSTABLE: I refer to page 590 of the Program Statements and the functions
performed for the Gaming Commission. I gained the impression from earlier answers
that the number of Fits and finance provided for gaming regulation compliance were
inadequate for the task of processing so many requests for permits for lotteries, raffles
and so on, and that only a cursory check can be made. Does the department need more
resources? Was anybody refused a permit last year as a result of those checks and are
different procedures, or more detailed and careful procedures, in place when the prizes
offered have a high value?
Mr SARGEANT: It is intended that the services provided by the Office of Racing and
Gaming be self-funding and not be dependent on the consolidated fund, although it is
dependent to the extent of $200 000. Therefore, if it were decided to have additional
resources to do further checking on applications for permits for lotteries and raffles, the
fees would rise to accommodate them. It is a matter of whether the community would
accept that, and of deciding whether the additional expenditure in return for the number
of cases we might pick up that should not be given permits would justify this. The vast
majority of raffles are conducted correctly, the prizes are delivered and there is no
defaulting. Some permits were refused. I cannot give the details, and I will take that
question on notice.
The CHAIRMAN: The answer will be provided as supplementary information.
Mr SARGEANT: For raffles offering high value prizes we differentiate in the
procedures to ensure the organisers have the capacity to deliver the prizes. Those with
prizes over the value of $10 000 must provide either a bank guarantee or an insurance
guarantee. If land is involved, the policy is to obtain an unencumbered title to the land.
Dr CONSTABLE: Are the permits refused more likely to involve lotteries or raffles
offering high value prizes?
Mr SARGEANT: No, they are the minor ones.
Dr CONSTABLE: Are you aware of any cases in the past two or dte years in which
high value prizes have not been delivered?
Mr SARGEANT: I will take that question on notice. I have been with the commission
for only 18 months, so my personal knowledge is deficient. In my time we have not
refused one application.
Dr CONSTABLE: I asked whether a permit had been issued for a high value raffle or
lottery, and the permit holders had not been able to deliver.
Mr SARGEANT: No. The only one with which the member is familiar occurred prior to
my time.
Mr CUNNINGHAM: I refer to an earlier question by the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition. I ask the Minister to advise his attitude on poker machines in clubs in
Western Australia. It can be a matter just between ourselves!
The CHAIRMAN: All written up in Hansardi
Mr COWAN: The member for Marangarao has always been a very resourceful person
and I do not blame him for trying to get some idea of my personal view, as opposed to
the Government's position. However, in the formality of a committee of this nature the
only position that can be stated is the position of the Government As I am not the
responsible Minister!I have no authority to indicate the Government's position but, I have
no doubt the responsible Minister will at the appropriate time inform the member for
Manangaroio precisely the Government's position with respect to the extension of poker
machines outside the area to which they are limited at the moment
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[5.30 pm]
Mrs HALLAHAN: On page 590 the preamble to the section on the functions performed
for racing agencies states that the costs of providing those services is to be recouped from
the two agencies, yet it seems there is a net expenditure. Could you clarify why there has
not been a full recoup?
Mr SARGEANT: That is the frst instalment of a three year program of moving to full
cost recovery. This is the first year we have charged that amount to the Racing Penalties
Appeal Tribunal and the Racecourse Development Trust.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Has that caused any difficulty in the industry?
Mr SARGEANT: It has not been a large cost. We have informed the industry and it has
been accepted as part of the thrust of a user pays principle.
Mr BRADSHAW: Is it still the case that organisations which are successful in obtaining
a liquor licence from the Liquor Licensing Court pay a premium?
Mr SARGEANT: No premium is enforced now.
Mr BRADSHAW: When did that cut out?
Mr SARGEANT: I do not know; it was prior to my time.
Mr MARSHALL: On page 595 a major achievement for 1993-94 in the racing industry
regulation program is a pilot scheme for telephone betting by bookmakers. How is that
pilot scheme progressing?
Mr SARGEANT: It is going well, and the turnover has been quite substantial.
Mr MARSHALL: Is every bookmaker on the course allowed to do that?
Mr SARGEANT: They must apply to be licensed-, not all have telephones on course.
Mr MARSHALL: If you telephone the bookmaker, what kind of a wager can you make?
Mr SARGEANT: You can telephone and ascertain the price on a number of horses. A
minimum bet is $250, or it can be a lower amount provided the win proportion is $2 000.
That is a national avenage that has been agreed between Ministers across Australia for
telephone betting.
Mr MARSHALL: Does that minimum $250 bet limit the turnover?
Mr SARGEANT: To same extent, but the codes are conscious of the impact lowering
that minimum could have on the TAB turnover.
Mr MARSHALL: What about bad debts?
Mr SARGEANT: They can have credit betting in a sense. It is their responsibility. I
have no information on the incidence of bad debts.
Mr MARSHALL: Is all-sports betting part of that report?
Mr SARGEANT: We have some licensed bookmakers who can take all-sports bets.
Mr MARSHALL: How many are there?
Mr SAIGEANT: I think theme are three and one of those is under suspension.
Mr MARSHALL: Do you think that is enough?
Mr SARGEANT: There is no limit; that is all that have come forward to apply.
Mr MARSHALL: Do they operate from home or an office?
Mr SARGEANT: They generally operate from a racecourse, either a greyhound, trotting
association, or turf club course. They cannot operate from their borne.
Mr MARSHALL: How do they take bets in the evening when there is no racing?

Mr SARGEANT: They cannot take them.
M~r MARSHALL: Are they at a disadvantage in comparison with the other sports
bookmakers throughout Australia who are betting 24 hours of the day every day?
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Mr SARGEANT: They are, but 24 hour bookmaking is not available across Australia. It
is available only in the Northern Territory; a Vanuatu bookmaker operates 24 hours a
day.
Mr MARSHALL. Is the layoff system inconvenient with turnover and schedules?
Mr SARGEANT: Under the current legislation they are permitted to take bets only while
they are operating on a course during a race meeting.
Mr MARSHALL: Apart from the bookmaker who errd is it working satisfactorily?
Mr SARGEANT: Yes.
Mr BRIDGE: I refer to the first and third items listed as major achievements for 1993-94
for the racing industry regulation program concerning a racing industry review and status
report. Could you outline the results of the review of the racing legislation?
Mr SARGEANT: The Office of Racing and Gaming reviewed the relationship between
the Totalisator Agency Board Betting Act, the Bookmakers Betting Tax Act and the
Totalisator Duty Act, which is die legislation that controls betting. We were conscious
that betting in Western Australia was controlled by three separate pieces of legislation.
We were reviewing that legislation to see whether we could bring them together into one.
We were also looking at the issue of the principal club status that is conferred on codes
through the Racing Restriction Act. It was an overall review of the legislation for the
benefit of a new Minister in government and to see whether there was potential for some
rationalisation.
Mr BRIDGE: Is there a capacity in that review for an assessment of the functions of
racing, trotting and the dogs in the administrative role of those codes - for example, if
someone were critical of the administration of a code?
Mr COWAN: No public submissions were called. It was merely a review of the current
legslative mechanisms that are in place to control the racing industry. It was a matter of
information being provided to the Minister. Is the member for Kimberley also interested
in the database and industries status report?
Mr BRIDGE: Is there likely to be public input in the preparation of the annual racing
industry status report?
Mr COWAN: I am not in a position to answer that. I can assure the member for
Kimberley that if, as a result of those reports to the Minister, there is likely to be some
advocacy for change, chat is when some approach will be made to the public about its
view. However, at the moment, the review of the legislation is a matter for the Minister
to consider.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Will you approach the Minister to see whether that report could be
made available to the Opposition? As an administrative report it might be a helpful
document.
Mr COWAN: I can put that request to die Minister.
Mr SARGEANT: In relation to the Minister's comments about seeking public input, in
my capacity as chief executive officer I wrote to the TAB and members of the Betting
Control Board to outline the problems we saw in relation to the betting legislation being
contained in a number of Acts.
[5.40 pm]
We did seek some response from those bodies, but that was the extent to which we
sought public input. The statistical report is purely figures. It replicates much of what is
in the annual report of the TAB. It reports on the number of racetracks that we have, etc.
There is nothing in it about policy.
The CHAIRMAN: We will take it that the Minister representing will ascertain from the
Minister for Racing and Gaining whether that report can be made available.
Dr CONSTABLE: What are the fees charged for raffle and lottery permits, and are there
differential fees, depending upon the value of the raffle or lottery?
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Mr SARGEANT: The fees do vary. I do not have the information at hand to give the
specifics so I will take that on notice.
Dr CONSTABLE: May I have that as supplementary information, and also the total
revenue in 1993-94 firm raffle and lottery permits?
Mr SARGEANT: Do you require only those two components? Theft are continuing
lotteries and there are standard lotteries.
Dr CONSTABLE: Perhaps that information can be broken down into the relevant
categories that cover gamning regulation and compliance.
The CHAIRMAN: It has been agreed that that will be provided as supplementary
information.
Mr CUNNINGHAM: How many bookmakers use telephone betting and will every
bookmnaker eventually be able to apply for telephone betting?
Mr COWAN: We do not know how many bookmakers use the telephone to plc a bet.
Mr CUNNINGHAM: How many bookmakers are conducting telephone betting?
Mr COWAN: Three bookmakers are licensed to conduct telephone betting.
Mr SARGEANT: We can provide the numbers as supplementary information. All
bookmakers are eligible to use telephone betning, but under the current regulations they
cannot field at a racecourse unless a particular club authorises them to do so; so while the
Betting Control Board might be prepared to issue tern with a licence, they must get
approval from either the turf, trotting or greyhound clubs in order to field for a telephone
bet. Therefore, ultimate control rests with the racing codes.
The CHAIRMAN: I record that the numbers will be provided as supplementary
information.
Mr BRADSHAW: I think the policy in regard to function permits that are issued under
the Liquor Licensing Act is that an organisation can apply for a certain number of
permits per year. Does the Chief Executive Officer of the Liquor Licensing Court have
any discretion in regard to the number of permits that can be granted to an organisation
which wishes to have a greater number than is allowed under the policy?
Mr SARGEANT: Under the Act, neither the inister nor I have any input into those
decisions. They are delegated to either the Judge of the Liquor Licensing Court or the
Director of Liquor Licensing. The Judge of the Liquor Licensing Court does not get
involved in those matters, so it rests purely with the director, who must assess each
application on its merits.
Mrs HALLAHAN: One of the major planned achievements for 1993-94 was a review of
the Liquor Licensing Act, which has now been completed. It is now some months since
that report was presented to the Minister and there is quite a lot of concern in associated
industries and the community about the length of time it is taking for the Government to
make a decision. Can the Minister seek from his colleague an estimate of when the
Government is likely to respond to that report?
Mr COWAN: I understand the Minister is progressing that matter as quickly as he can.
He certainly wants to have the report available before the end of the year, but that is quite
an extended period of time.
Mrs HALLAHAN: It certainly is a long time.
Mr COWAN: Yes, it is. I will ensure that the Minister responds. He has already
responded to a number of questions in this and the other place about that matter.
Mrs HALLAHAN: That indicates the level of community interest in this matter.
Mr COWAN: Yes. I will seek from the Minister an outline in regard to when he expects
to be able to publish the report.
Mrs HALLAHAN: And the Government's response to it.
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Mr COWAN: I assure the member that they would run very close together.
Mrs HALLAHAN: What was the cost of carrying out that review?
Mr COWAN: I am told that it was $152 000.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Can you provide a breakdown of chat expenditure?
Mr SARGEANT: An amount of $60 000 was for fees for the three members.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Were those fees of equal amounts or was more paid to the chairman?
Mr SARGEANT: It was more for the chairman. The remainder of that expenditure was
for one ful time executive officer and one secretary; for travel, because they went to the
eastern states, and to the north and south of this state; and the normal costs of supporting
an exercise like that, such as typing, paper and consumnables, telephone calls, and parking
for members when they came to the city.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I would like to know where they visited, and which states they
looked at.
Mr COWAN: That information will have to be provided by the responsible Minister.
The extensive detail of that matter will probably be included in the repomt but I am sure
the Minister can indicate generally where the committee concentrated its efforts.
The CHAIRMAN: That will be provided as supplementary information, but of course
that will be subject to what the Minister wishes to provide. Complaints have come to me
from sporting organisations which apply for temporary liquor licences. They have
concerns about changes in society and about trying to distinguish between members of
clubs who are entitled to drink and the general public, and they believe that it has become
a bit of a nonsense. Are you receiving complaints from sporting organisations about
temporary liquor permits?
[5.50 pm]
Mr SARGEANT: I reiterate that I am not responsible for making the decisions in that
area. We receive complaints mainly from publicans, licensees of hotels, about those
activities. I cannot detail the number of complaints we have received. I understand the
review committee will address this issue as part of its report to the Minister.
The CHAIRMAN: I look forward to the report.
Mr MARSHALL: At page 595 of the Program Statements a major achievement for
1993-94 is the commencement of the production of an annual racing industry status
report. I am interested to know how that report is progressing. When will it be
completed and what information is being collated to put into such a report?
Mr COWAN: For the benefit of members of the committee, Mr Sargeant has provided us
with a copy of the report. I am sure that will satisfy the member for Murray.
The CHAIRMAN: We are not tabling papers but the report will be circulated to
committee members if they wish.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Under which line item does the expenditure of $152 000 appear?
Mr SARGEANT: It is included in the $686 000 actual expenditure on services and
contracts at page 591 of the Program Statements under program 1, liquor industry
regulation. That is for the non-salaried component. The salaries would be included in
the $1 150 000 figure. for salaries, wages and related staff costs. The fees were paid to
members on a contractual basis, so that would appear under services and conflicts. The
salary component would include only the executive officer and the secretary who worked
on the review committee. The majority of expenses appear under services and contracts.
Dr CONSTABLE: Program 3.0, racing industry regulation, requires only thre FM~ at a
cost of $96 000 for that task; whereas casino regulation requires 51 FiTs at a cost of just
over $3m. It is an interesting difference between the two industries. Why are so many
more FI~s needed for casino regulation?
Mr SARGEANT: Can I explain the reverse situation? All the stewards and the
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regulating is the responsibility of the codes themselves. 'The regulation that we are
involved with is more to do with thte Betting Control Board and the staff who service
that; it is to do with the Racing Penalties Appeals Tribunal and our servicing of that
group. The bulk of the regulation is the responsibility of the codes. We do not do it to
the same extent as we do with the casino.
Mrs HAILAHAN: Page 592 of the Program Statements contains an important
significant issue and trend at the third dot point, which refers to a decrease in complaints
against licensees conducting drinking competitions. Why has that decrease come about?
Is it a result of a campaign for some tinner control? I was speaking to people in another
Australian state about problems associated with these practices. A good, deal of work has
been done in other places.
Mr COWAN: The Government has been running such a good education program that we
have been able to influence patrons of hotels and clubs to exercise much more sensible
drinking habits! Mr Sargeant will provide an answer.
Mr SARGEANT: In part it has simply been an awareness raising exercise, particularly
by the Director of Liquor Licensing, with people who are responsible for these matters.
There have been some deaths relating to alcohol consumption. A server of drinks was
convicted of serving a drunken person, and this practice has resulted in some deaths.
Publicity has made people more conscious of it. More importantly, the Director of
Liquor Licensing has a policy that when a licence transfers he brings the new licensee in,
and before the licence is granted they talk through the licensee's responsibilities under
the Act. This is one area which is concentrated on to make people fully aware of server
responsibility. It has mainly been a general awareness campaign, but in reality there is a
higher consciousness in the community of the ills associated with these sorts of activities.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Do you have any statistics on deaths that relate to these practices?
Mr SARGEANT: They would be in the Health Department portfolio. We do not have
them in our office.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Under program 1.0, liquor industry regulation, the actual expediture
for services and contracts last year was $686 000, and this year's estimate is $81 000.
Why has there been a decrease, and what will the $481 000 be spent on?
Mr SARGEANT: The main reason is that the cost of the liquor licensing review is not
included this year. It was a big proportion - $100 000-odd - of the $686 000. We are not
repeating the review, so naturally there is a decrease.
Mrs H-ALLAHAN: Prom what you said before, I would have thought only the $100 000
attributed to the liquor licensing review would come off that figure.
Mr SARGEANT: I stated before that the only item not included in that would be the
salary of the executive officer - and that was only for half a year - and the secretary. The
$60 000 that we paid in sitting fees to members is included in that figure. it works out
that approximately $120 000, at least, would be in that arena. Included in the $481 000
are all rental costs of the area, computing costs - including the DBR computing costs
which must be met - and travel costs for inspectors to visit sites.
Mrs HALLAHAN: What is thermason for the decrease from $45000to $15000in the
bottom line, which reads "liquor industry regulation", under net operating expenditure?
Mr SARGEANT: That is the cost of refunds. When people are first assessed for liquor
licence fees, sometimes the licensee can prove there has been an adjustment. if that
occurs, there are refunds. Last year was an exceptional year. It normally runs at
approximately $15 000. That is why it is a lower sumn. Last year was exceptional in that,
for some reason, more came through and we had to refund them. There was also the
timing; sometimes it can take some time to sort them out. It might take up to two years
before we can consolidate them.
I have been advised by Mr Bennett that the figure I quoted for sitting fees was incorrect.
I stated $60 000, but thecorrect figure is $80 000. It was $40 000 for the chair, and the
other members received a balance.
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Mrs HALLAHAN: Was the total 5150 000?
Mr SARGEANT: Yes, $150 000.
The CHAIRMAN: We will note that correction.
Mrs HALLAHAN: I turn to the last line of page 593 of the Program Statements. I do
not understand the expenditure very well, but last year theme were six FrEa and this year
there will be seven, yet the dollar allocation is less this year.
Mr SARGEANT: The member has caught us out, in the sense that there is an error.
Whether it is ours or Treasury's, I do not know. Those FFEs should be six for both
years. On the previous page on the bottom line the FTEs should have increased by one,
from 17 to 18.
Mrs HALLAHAN: Then the amounts allocated there become somewhat anomalous.
Mr SARGEANT: These are subprograms, so the cast of the review is reflected in some
of those reductions as well. That includes Christmas Island. In the first year of operation
at Christmas Island four staff were involved, and that involved travel. This year we have
not had the same amount of involvement, so there has been a reduction in liquor licensing
relating to Christmas Island.

Sittring suspended from 6.00 to 730 pm
Division 63: Local Government, $3 715 000 -
[Mr Ainsworth, Chairman.]
[Mr Omnodei, Minister for Local Governmentj
[Mr S.M. Cole, Director, Local Government Services.]
Mr RIPPER: In the management committee timetable this segment is beaded "Water
Resources and Local Government". It appears that division 63 in the Program Statements
covers only local government.
The CHAIRMAN: I understand there is no item of recurrent expenditure in the Program
Statements relating to water resources. The only item that can be debated in this context
is local government.
Mr RIEBELINC3: Under the corporate services item on page 600 them is a reduction of
one FIT. The wages have increased by $32 000 and the services and contracts have
increased by 534 000. Can the Minister explain the FIE reduction and those increases in
costs?
Mr COLE: Theme has not been a loss of an FTE. That Fit has been transferred within
the department; I think to the policy section, but I would like to clarify that. At this stage
I cannot indicate definitely where that FTE has been relocated.
Mr OMODEI: The number of FTEs in the department is 47 full time equivalents as of
1993-94. The number is the same in 1994-95. Any change has been by way of an
adjustment within the department.
Mr COLE: Them is a variation within the corporate services item by way of a payment
to FleetWest of $17 000. An adjustment has been made in the rent for the Minister's
office. There was a late adjustment in the 1993-94 allocation of $44 000 because we had
underestimated the rent for dhe Minister's office. We adjusted the 1993-94 amount.
Because the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet has taken up space in the Minister's
office for the coming year, a reduction in our rental of $92 000 has occurred We have
been given an extra allowance of $11 000 for Mailwest because Treasury has recognised
that those operations result in costs.
Mr RIEBELING: Did I hear you correcdly that the cast of rental of vehicles increased by
$17 000?
Mr COLE: That is the adjustment that has been made in our budget because FleetWest
has taken over that side of the operation.
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Mr BRADSHAW. .The significant issues and trends item on page 601 refers to future
external funding of local governments, particularly by the Commonwealth, and the
diversification of revenue raising which is likely to be predicated on the achievement of
improved efficiency. Over the years has there been any pressure on local government to
become more efficient? State governments have been trying to improve their efficiency
over the years, but I am unsure whether any attempt has been made by local government
to achieve the same outcome.
Mr OMODEI: At the last ministerial conference it was the Commonwealth's intention to
undertake an efficiency drive within local government. It is something that the
Commonwealth has not pursued with any vigour. At the moment that matter is still being
held in abeyance. To my knowledge there has not been any great activity by the
Commonwealth to pursue efficiency in local government as a criterion to the allocation
of grant funds. It will be taken up again at the next ministerial conference. My
recollection is that last time we had a Commonwealth representative in Western
Australia, there seemed to be less of a demand about the issue of efficiency in relation to
grant allocations.
Mr RIEBELING: In reference to the first item on page 600, I have a number of questions
about the objective and the program description, especially the various reports for which
the Minister has asked. What steps has the Minister taken to ensure that reports on the
inquiries into local government authorities are released to the public?
[7.40 pm]
Mr OMODEI: In relation to which in particular?
Mr RIEBELING: The obvious one is the Boddington report.
Mr OMODEI: I have Crown Law advice that indicates that as some changes are
proposed in relation to cases that are currently before the courts that report will be able to
be tabled in Parliament in the near future. That would be contingent on no other charges
being laid which would require further changes to protect those who are being charged by
the police. Perhaps to clear up the matter I should relate Crown Law advice that has been
given to me.
Mr RIPPER: Will you table that advice?
Mr OMODEI: No, it is not practice to table Crown Law advice.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I am relatively tolerant with these matters because the
question being asked by the member for Ashburton is not directly related to a vote or
matter of cunrent expenditure in the Budget. We are now allowing a little leeway, given
that there is only one division. It is not my intention to use up two hours just because we
have two hours: I am more flexible because we have only one division with which to
deal. However, when it comes to asking for papers to be tabled, particularly when the
papers are not relevant to recurrent expenditure. that is probably out of order.
Mr OMODEI: Thank you for that Mr Chairman. As the member for Ashburton has
discussed this matter publicly in the past I am more than happy to indicate at least part of
the advice I have been given. That is, Mr Kyle has been involved in producing changes
to the report. He is in the best position to discern which changes are necessary because
of his knowledge of the facts. It is apparent, for example, that care has been taken to
excise the material in relation to charges already laid. A lot of talk has occurred publicly
and in this Chamber about matters that are before the courts. I am cautious about
protecting the rights of individuals who are involved in those proceedings. I have sought
to attempt to table the Boddington inquiry in the best interests of local government so
that local government can learn from the mistakes made in that municipality. I will make
every effort to table the report as soon as I can, taking into account the possibility of
prejudicing any case that comes before the court in the future.
?r RIEBELING: Owing to the Minister's answer and the problems he has with the
Boddington report, in the future will he issue guidelines on the conduct of inquiries into
local government authorities, including the mechanism of establishing the inquiry, setting
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up the panel, setting appropriate time lines, and announcing the terms of reference at the
same time to avoid what has occurred in the Boddington inquiry?
Mr OMODHI: I think the member for Ashburton knows the answer to that question:
Mr Kyle is well qualified to conduct inquiries into local government because of his
experience in the Wannerco inquiry, in local government, and as a former president of
the Australian Local Government Association. I have been most cautious because of
Crown Law advice on the issue of the Boddington report that a mechanism is in place
whereby the reports are structured in a way that at least the bulk of the report - the parts
which relate to local government and the mechanics of local government, rather than
legal aspects or aspects that may be subject to same police charge - could be tabled in the
Parliament or made public. To that end I have issued instructions that in the future any
report be structured in a way that those matters which relate to any possible court charges
are held separately from those that relate to local government generally. I think that has
been accepted.
The structure of the Boddington report is such that there is a chronological sequence of
events resulting from Mr Kyle's inquires into Boddington. It was written in that way.
Work has been done by Mr Kyle with the Department of Local Government with advice
from Crown Solicitors to take out those parts which refer to criminality so that the report
can be tabled in Parliament or exposed to the public.
Mr RIEBELING: Has the Minister considered establishing a permanent inquiry structure
for conducting future inquiries into local government? Would the Minister consider
legislative amendments which would make it mandatory to table reports of a formal
inquiry into local government authorities in State Parliament? What are the costs of the
Boddington inquiry and the inquiry's redraft, and of the Greenough inquiry? I gave the
Minister some notice of those questions.
Mr OMODEI: I thank the member for those questions. I was made aware of them only
this evening. I understand that within the Department of Local Government there are
three municipality inspectors. Therefore, a permanent structure already exists within the
department to inquire into local government on any aspect. A private audit system is also
in place to audit the financial statements of local government across the state.
Mr RIEBELING: But no permanent inquiry system is set up. For each inquiry you
respond by setting up a different structured head of the inquiry and so forth. The point is
that if someone is doing it all the time surely he will then know how to write a rePort.
Mr OMODEI: We would not put in place a permanent structure waiting for an inquiry.
However, under the Local Government Act it is proposed that there be a local
government board and that matters of inquiry are referred to that board. That would
satisfy your question.
Mr RIEBELING: What about the mandatory tabling of reports?
Mr OMODEI: On this side of the Chamber when matters relate to criminality or the
possibility of people being brought before the courts, the question of natural justice and
die possibility of prejudicing the case before the courts must be considered.
Mr RIPPER: Not to mention the political damage of a collateral nature.
Mr OMODEI: The issue of the Boddington report is a question of fundamental
breakdown in local government. There is no political damage in that at all. There
certainly is a question of protecting the individuals involved and giving them the right to
natural justice. I am sure you would hold that as much to your heart as I would to mine.
Mr RIEBELING: We must weigh that up against the damage that is done by not
releasing it to local government, which is your responsibility.
[7.50 pm]
Mr OMODEX: Of course. I must admit that while that report is not tabled in Parliament
or made available publicly the people of Boddington and their local council are held in
question. That matter has concerned me greatly. At the same time, I take advice from
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the Crown Solicitor's office. Matters have already been brought before the courts in
relation to that inquiry, and I will continue to take legal advice to protect the people
involved.
That is not a question of politics but is about protecting people's individual rights. The
cost of the Boddington report so far is $139 294. Those funds have been allocated as
follows: Mr Martin, an investigator in the inquiry, 559 787; Mr Kyle and company
$63 690; Verbatim Reporters $8 066; Construction Cost Services, an alternative opinion
sought, $800; typing services $1 068; printing $1 697; equipment purchases $3 429; and
incidentals of $756. In that $139 000, no estimate has been made for the cost of
departmental officers' time.
Mr RIEBELING: And the redraft?
Mr OMODEI: I have no cost for that at this stage, but I will provide that information.
With regard to the Greenough inquiry, the cost of the contract for Mr Dick Leggoc was
$3 320. No estimate has been made of the cost of departmental officers' time.
Mr RIPPER: Has any money been allocated in this division for reopening the Kyle
inquiry into matters associated with corruption of Liberal politicians and the Wanneroo
City Council? If not, why not?
Mr OMODEI: No funds have been allocated in this year's local government budget for
the opening of any Kyle-type inquiry into the City of Wannemoo, for the simple reason
that the inquiry has been completed. No additional matters have come forward of a local
government or criminal nature as far as I am aware that would require a further inquiry
into the City of Wanneroo. If that did occur, the matter would be considered. Certainly
an inquiry of the nature of that carried out by Mr Kyle is a very expensive exercise. I
have the details of the fees. At this stage no evidence has been brought to my attention
that would necessitate a further inquiry. Of course, this Budget was set at the beginning
of the financial year, and no funds have been allocated for further investigation. It is bard
to predict whether an inquiry will be required into any local government authority in
Western Australia in this financial year.
Mr RIPPER: Is the Minister for Local Government, who has responsibility for standards
of accountability, concerned chat the Kyle inquiry was hampered because it could not
speak to the Mayor of Wanneroo at the time, Dr Wayne Bradshaw, on very important
issues? Now that it is possible to speak to Dr Bradshaw on these very significant matters
of corruption, would it not be proper for the inquiry to be reopened in order to establish
exactly what happened?
Mr OMODEI: The member needs to be clearer in his question and to relate to specifics.
I said in response to the previous question that no matters of a local government nature
have been brought to my attention in relation to Wanneroo. With regard to matters of
criminal behaviour, these should be raised with the police. Advice has been given in this
Chamber of a specific telephone number and the person to contact within the Police
Department should any matters arise in relation to this issue.

Mr RIEBELING: Mr Kyle states in his report that he could not complete his inquiry
because Dr Bradshaw, who was mayor at the time, had departed the area. Surely Dr
Bradshaw's return means the inquiry should be reopened so that the evidence can be
heard?
Mr OMODEI: In the meantime Mr Kyle has reported to this Parliament and made I11
recommendations which have been acted upon. If the member is suggesting that other
matters are involved, he should raise them with me, as Minister for Local Government, or
the police. Mr Kyle has said in interviews with the media that he would like to talk to the
former mayor of Wanneroo about the split of the City of Wanneroo. Were I considering
a split of the City of Wanneroo. Dr Bradshaw is one of the last people I would interview.
There are many more competent and capable people.
Mr RIPPER: Surely the Minister is not arguing that that is the only issue on which
Mr Kyle wanted to question Dr Bradshaw? Surely there were matters of corruption -
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Mr OMODEI: That is the only issue raised by Kyle in public interviews in relation to
Dr Bradshaw not being in WA at the time of the inquiry. Perhaps the member should
raise that matter with Mr Kyle.
Mr RIPPER: In his report he said he was unable to talk to Dr Bradshaw about important
matters.
Mr OMODEL: Subsequent to that, the only issue raised publicly that Mr Kyle said he
would like to speak to Dr Bradshaw about is the splitting of the City of Wannerco.
Mr RIPPER: I do not think that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN: I will not enter the debate, other than to say that the two points of
view have been clearly aired and if we continue along those lines, it will constitute
tedious repetition, which is not allowed under our standing orders.
Mr BRADSHAW: One of the major achievements for 1993-94 is a review which was
conducted into the Local Government Grants Commission grants disbursement principles
and methodology, with the objective of simplifying the existing formula. I know that it
was complex on previous occasions. Are those simplified methods of dispersing grants
to be implemented?
Mr OMODEI: The member for Wellington is quite correct. Local government has said
over a period that just as they get to know the formula for the distribution of grants, it is
changed.
Mr COLE: The Grants Commission is proceeding at full speed to simplify its
methodology. Itis reducing the number of expenditure categories from 25 to I11 or 12. It
is reducing the number of disability factors within each of those areas and it is hoped as a
result that it will be much simpler, easier to explain, and mare easily comprehended by
local government.
Mr RIEBELING: With reference to the program description on page 600 of the Program
Statements, to the effect that it involves implementation of strategies and programs and
provision of advice and assistance to local governments which facilitate improvements in
local governments in Western Australia, I am somewhat concerned about the level of
advice the Minister is giving to local government. In how many small matters does the
Minister become involved? For instance, I refer to the involvement of the Minister in the
fees charged at the gymnasium in the Belmont Oasis Leisure Centre. Is it normal
behaviour for the Minister to become involved in the rental charges for premises? If so,
to what extent is he doing it throughout the state? If that is the only incident in which he
has become involved in the prices being charged, why has be become involved in this
case?

19.00 pm]
Mr OMODEI: Having experience in local government, the member would know it deals
with a raft of matters at grass roots level. I remind the member that my portfolio looks
not only at the delivery of the Local Government Act but also the Dividing Fences Act
and many others.
Mr RIEBELING: Do you get involved in arguments over particular dividing fences?
Mr OMODEI: Certainly. People write to the Minister with specific problems on
dividing fences, cemeteries and even RSPCA matters. All of those matters come before
the Minister, and many of those may be regarded by the member for Ashburton as trivial,
but they are very important to the people involved. Those letters come to the Minister
and the Minister seeks advice from the department before responding to those requests or
queries. The Belmont leisure centre was dealt with in exactly the same way.
Mr RIEBELING: Have you had any involvement in the fixing of costs and charges to
users of council facilities in other instances?
Mr OMODEI: The Minister is not involved in setting charges; that is the business of the
local authority. However, when a query comes before the Minister about the activities of
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a council in a certain area - the member for Ashburton referred to the Belmont leisure
centre - die Minister seeks advice from that council. That is all that the Minister has done
in that cas.
Mr RIEBELING: In this instance, the first advice was not acceptable to you so you
wrote to them again.
Mr OMODEI: If the Minister is not satisfied with the response the Minister seeks further
advice. That is normal procedure, no matter who is Minister.
Mr RIPPER: You did not seek advice; you sought an assurance that competition would
be fair. You put pressure on the council to consider the prices they charged at that centre,
and to increase those prices, thereby disadvantaging the residents of Belmont.
The CHAIRMAN: I am starting to detect the type of debate one might normally expect
in the House rather than the Estimates Committee.
Mr RIPPER: Public moneys ame expended in writing ministerial letters, and we are
entitled to ask what they are about.
The CHAIRMAN: I know one can draw a very long bow and make some tenuous
connections with anything one wishes, but ir is not within the strict relevance of this
debate, so I ask members to refrain from that.
Mr RIEBELING: Mr Chairman, I have a series of questions on the effectiveness of the
split up of the Perth City Council. Is it appropriate to deal with them in the local
government development program?
Mr OMODEI: If the member has some questions in relation to the Perth City Council he
should ask the Perth City Council.
Mr REEBELING: You are the Minister for Local Government, and the Government split
up the Perth City Council; therefore, you should know why it occurred.
Mr OMODEI: We spent last year's Estimates debate discussing at length the split up of
the Perth City Council. I am more than happy to discuss that if the member wishes;
alternatively, I will take them on notice, as there are other matters of a local government
natur that require some debate.
Mr RIEBELING: My question on notice 927 dated 10 August asked whether the
Premier's promise of no rates increases in the restructured City of Perth would be
achieved, and if that were the case which services would be reduced or where would the
reduction in maintenance and new work occur. The Minister's answer to that question
was that although the rates had not yet been struck he was confident that the
comnmissioners would bring down a reasonable budget. He said there would not he an
increase of mome than 20 per cent in rates, as had occurred in the previous year and which
had been proudly seconded by the member for Glendalough when a councillor. Does the
Minister still say there was an increase of 20 per cent in rates in the City of Perth in that
year?
Mr OMODEI: Is this relevant to the Program Statements?
The CHAIRMAN: It is getting less and less relevant. I am not saying the question is not
important to the Opposition, however, the Opposition has plenty of avenues in the
Parliament for those questions and it is getting away from current expenditure, which is
what this budget process is all about. The member can properly deal with matters
associated with the Program Statements in this committee.
Mr RIEBELING: Surely the Minister can say whether that answer was correct.

The CHAIRMAN: The Minister can say a lot of things, but if they are not relevant to the
budget papers he is out of order.
Mr RJEBELlNG: How do we ask questions on how this Government is implementing its
strategies and programs and providing advice and assistance to local government that
facilitates improvement in local government in Western Australia if we cannot ask
questions about the biggest split up in local government in the past 10 years; that is, the
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split up of Perth City Council? How do we monitor whether the Government is trying to
achieve its aims in a financially sensible manner?
The CHAIRMAN: There is plenty of scope for asking questions along chose lines, but
some of the member's questions are getting beyond chat point.
Mr OMODEI: I understand that the Perth City Council is currendly considering its
budget. I am not aware if there have been any rate increases. I understand there was an
increase in rates in the last year that the Perth City Council was in place. If the member
wants to pursue that debate ample opportunity exists to do that at some time in the future
in the Parliament. At the moment we have an opportunity to discuss the Estimates debate
in these program papers which may be of interest to local government generally in
Western Australia.
Mr RJEBELING: The Minister stated that one of the reasons for the split up of the Perth
City Council was financial. In his answer to my question on notice the Minister stated
that there had been an increase in rates of 20 per cent. My information is that there was a
reduction in rates for that year. If the Minister still chinks there was a 24) per cent
increase in rates he did not read the financial statements of the PCC before it was split
up; therefore, how can he say he will do better? It is a real worry if he did not understand
the financial position of the council when it was split.
Mr OMODEL: Parts of City of Perth received rate increases well in excess of 20 per cent.
Mr RIEBELING: How many received rate reductions?
Mr OMODEI: If you had given me notice of that question I could have given you the
answer.
Mr RIEBELING: My question on notice received a reasoned response and it was that
there was an increase in rates of more than 20 per cent.
Mr OMODEI: That is correct.
Mr RIBBELING: It is incorrect.
The CHAIRMAN: While you can draw an association between the question and
objectives under program 1.0 the member is now getting into a political debate rather
than debate on the recurrent expenditure programs in the Local Government budget,
[8.10 pm]
Mr OMODET: It relates to the Department of Local Government.
Mrs ROBERTS: I do not want to prolong the debate either, but I point out chat the City
of Perth delivered its budget last night, so it is not still in the process of considering it.
The Minister claimed that for the 1993-94 financial year, I proudly seconded a motion for
a rate increase of 20 per cent. In fact, we reduced the rate take from $47 .5m to $45.5mi.
which meant race reductions for some properties of 40 or 50 per cent. The Minister is
correct when he states that meant chat same ratepayers had a race increase of 20 per cent,
or more. The Minister's answer to the question asked by the member for Ashburton is
clearly untrue. No rate increase of 20 per cent was seconded by me in the last financial
year.
Mr OMODEI: Then I suggest the member ask that question again and be more specific,
because it is well known that the valuations of the Perth central business district
decreased by $l60rr and there were significant rate decreases in the CBD. However, the
areas that were presumed to be referred to by members opposite were the current new
towns that have been set up in the City of Perth, where in some cases the rates increased
by over 100 per cent. The member knows exactly what the question was about and to
what the answer related. If the member wants to be smart -

Mr RJEBELING: We just want a straight answer.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! The point I have made about the way in which this debate is
degenerating is emphasised by what has just happened. The whole tenor of the questions
and answers is more along the lines of what we have, unfortunately, come to expect in
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the general Chanter debates, and neither the questions nor the answers are strictly
relevant to the recurrent expenditure debate.
Mr BRADSHAW: One of the major achievements for 1993-94 was the completion by
the Animal Welfare Advisory Committee of a review of the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act. Has that review been released publicly; and, if so, what recommendations
did it make about amendments to that Act? T'here, is concern that changes may be made
to that Act about which people may not, be happy. Will there be consultation with the
people who ame concerned about this matter?
Mr OMODEI: I thank the member for that question, because this is an important issue in
the community. The 17 person Animal Welfare Advisory Committee was set up by the
former government to review the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1920. I si
pleased that we are undertaking this review, because that Act is antiquated legislation and
the review is not before time. That committee took submissions from the public, and its
deliberations resulted in a discussion paper which was published by the Department of
Local Government and circulated to all corners of the state.
The department is currently taking submissions about that discussion paper, which will
result in draft legislation which will be submitted to the community before it is brought
into the Parliament. This matter is of real concern because there will always be a
difference of opinion about the prevention of cruelty to animals. We have received
tremendous support from animal welfare groups throughout the state, including the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, which has taken an active interest in the
deliberations and the development of not only the discussion paper but also the responses
that have come forward through the Department of Local Government.
I expect that some time in the future, the legislation will be drafted. I do not think we
will get a situation where everyone will agree on that issue, because there are some
contentious matters, particularly when we take into account the country versus the city
viewpoint. There are also differing views across the state even about family pets, but I
know the delicate nature of this issue and have been consulting with a wide section of the
community. When the matter is advanced further, I am sure I will be bringing it before
not only the Parliament but also the people of Western Australia.
Mr RIEBELING: I refer to the allocation of $l.713m for the local government
development program. Was any formal instruction given by the State Government to the
commissioners of the Perth City Council, indicating a preferred structure for the new
councils?
Mr OMODEI: No.
Mr RIEBELING: Has any mechanism been put in place to monitor and review the
workings of the new councils over the next few years?
Mr OMODEI: The commissioners of the City of Perth are required to report to the
Parliament on a regular basis, and those reports are cabled in the Parliament. I have a
regular meeting with the commissioners and chief executive officer of the City of Perth
and continue to monitor the progress of the development of the new towns. They appear
from my perspective to be progressing well. As is the case with other councils, I do not
interfere with the day to day operations of those councils.
Mr RIEBELING: Has the State Government imposed any financial restrictions on
spending by the new councils, in particular the amounts that can be spent on
administration?
Mr OMODEI: No.
Mr RIEBELING: At the time of die split-up of the Perth City Council, was it the
Government's intention that a regional council be formed?
Mr OMODEI: There is a capacity under the City of Perth Restructuring Act for a
regional council to be drawn up. There are already a number of regional councils within
the metropolitan region; for example, the Western Suburbs Regional Council, the
Mindarie Regional Council, the South West Metropolitan Regional Council and the
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South East Metropolitan Regional Council. Therefore, should the commissioners of the
City of Perth decide to set up a regional council, I am sure they would do it with all the
proper advice and in the best interests of not only the Perth City Council but also the new
towns that are set up under the City of Perth Restructuring Act
Mr RIEBELING: So if a regional council were formed, would you envisage it having the
same struture as the Mindarie Regional Council?
Mr OMODET: Not necessarily. Perhaps I should ask the member whether he is in favour
of regional councils in Western Australia?
Mr RIEBEUING: I certainly am.
Mrs ROBERTS: The Minister said in his answer to the member for Ashburton that under
the City of Perth Restructuring Act, there was provision for regional councils to be
established. I was not aware of that.
r OMODEI: I said there is a facility under one of the sections of that Act

Mrs ROBERTS: That is quite different from the facility that is available under the Local
Government Act.
Mr OMODEI: Yes.
Mrs ROBERTS: Did the Minister approve any gratuity or termination payment to Mr R.
Dawson, former town clerk and chief executive officer of the Perth City Council?
Mr OMODEI: To what section of the Program Statements is the member referring? I am
more than happy to answer that, but I suggest the member ask it in the proper forum.
Mr RIPPER: I think that would fall under program 1, local government development,
where $1.7m is allocated for the implementation of strategies and programs and
provision of advice and assistance to local governments which facilitate improvements in
local government in Western Australia.

[8.20 pm]
The CHAIRMAN: The Minister has indicated his preferred method of answering the
question. It is entirely his prerogative.
Mr OMODEI: I am more than happy to answer that question. I do not know whether it
relates to these papers or whether it is in order.
Mrs ROBERTS: That is something on which the Minister would be seeking advice from
the Department of Local Government. They are issues the department will be dealing
with on a daily basis and for which the department requires funding. That is the basis for
my asking the question.
The CHAIRMAN: It is entirely in the Minister's hands whether he wishes to answer it.
Mr OMODEI: Yes, I was requested by the Perth City Council to consider a gratuity
payment for the former city manager of the City of Perth, Mr Reg Dawson, who has now
been made a freeman of the City of Perth. The amount was approxinmately $50 000. I
approved that gratuity.

Mr RIPPER: Presumably the Minister would have taken advice from the department?
Mr OMODEI: Yes, I did.
Mr RIPPER: And under which program were the officers working when that advice was
given?
Mr OMODE!: Break it down. Under which program -

Mr RIPPER: The Minister is trying to say that the member for Glendalough's question
was out of order. He now admits that officers paid under this section of the budget gave
him advice, yet be is still trying to pretend the question is out of order.
Mr OMODEK: I am not trying to pretend it is out of order at a. It is a matter that relates
to the general running of local government. I sought advice. Look, the member is trying
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to be smart instead of getting on with the business of local governiment, If the member
wants to be smart, I can be smart as well. I have just sought advice from my adviser and
the advice was given to me under advisory services.
The CHAIRMAN: I will make one comment on whether a particular question is
considered by the Minister to be in order. The decision on whether that question will be
admitted is entirely in the hands of the Chair. I indicated to the Minister that as far as I
was concerned he could make that choice because I was not going to rule on the
admissibility or otherwise of the question. It is not a matter for debate. If the Minister
decides that he does not want to answer the question. it is not a subject for future debate
in this forum.
Mr RIEBELING: I refer to the same allocation of $1.7 13m. to provide advice to councils,
and to the Minister's comments a short time ago that regional councils should be the way
to go.
Mr OMODEI: I did not say that at all.
Mr RIEBELING: In my view the Minister implied that.
Mr OMODEI: No, I did not. I asked the member whether he was in favour of regional
councils. There is a facility under the Local Government Act to set up local government
councils, and there are a number - and I named the councils that exist in the metropolitan
area.
Mr REEBELING: The Minister does not agree with them.
Mr OMODEI: I did not say that at all. Regional councils have been in existence since
the 1920s, for the member's edification, and they will continue to be around for a while.
Mr RIEBELING: For the Minister's edification, I understand the new commissioners are
considering the establishment of a regional council. Can the Minister explain the reasons
for establishing a regional council over an area which has just been split into four
separate entities by the Government?
Mr OMODEI: That is a question which should be asked of the Perth City Council.
Mr RIIEBELING: Does the Minister not give advice on that?
Mr OMODET: No, I do not give advice to the Pernh City Council.
Mr RIEBELING: This is not an area on which the Minister will give advice to local
government?
Mr OMODEI: No, I do not give advice to local governments on whether they should
have a regional council. That is a decision that they make.
Mr RIEBELING: Would the normal set-up of a council of that type be the type of thing
the Minister would give advice on and say, "We want you to split into four but we do not
care what you form'?
Mr OMODEI: We did not give them advice at all. We introduced legislation into this
Parliament and made a decision to split the former City of Perth into four parts: The
capital city of Western Australia, the City of Perth; the Town of Cambridge; the Town of
Vincent; and the Town of Shepperton. In addition, the decision to form a regional
council is really in their province and is one of the questions that local governments
address themselves.
Mr RIEBELING: Would the Minister agree that it would be ridiculous to form a
regional council where he has just split up a council?
Mr OMODET: I ask the member opposite: Is he aware of a regional council being set up
or one which has been set up?
Mr RIEBELING: It is mentioned in the Minister's Local Government (Superannuation)
Legislation Amendment Bill as a possibility. Does he know whether it will be set up?
The CHAIRMAN: Firstly, the question that is being asked is a matter of some
conjecture. Secondly, it may be a matter of the Minister's opinion whether he answers
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the question one way or the other. It does not relate in any way that I can see to the
Program Statements, and I chink we should leave it.
Mr OMODEI: Can I put the matter to bed flnally and state that I ant aware the Perth City
Council commissioners are considering the setting up of a regional council. To date that
has not been assessed to the extent where I have been provided with a constitution for a
regional council. Until thar happens, I can only state that I know they are considering it.
A regional council has not been set up. If it is their decision, then I will consider the
constitution of that regional council and seek advice from my department before making
a decision.
Mr RJEBELING: I refer again to program 1.0, local government development, and note
an increase of one FTE and a reduction in expenditure overall of $219 000; the services
and contracts allocation has been reduced by $32 000, and "Other" by sonic $90 000.
Why has that occurred?
Mr OMODHI: I ask my adviser. Mr Cole, to answer that question.
Mr COLE: I will deal with the changes to the overall budget, both increases and
decreases. The Boundaries Commission allocation has increased by some $50 000;
Commonwealth grant funding for a number of projects we had in 1993-94 has ceased -
that is an Aboriginal service provision project - so $15 000 has been lost there; the
Aboriginal legal needs project, another project for $30 000 which was completed in
1993-94; a local government classifications project funded by the Commonwealth, a loss
of $15 000; Indian Ocean Territory service delivery agreement, $92 000, a changeover
there - that money is still available but it is no longer shown in our estimates because of
the way Treasury provides the funding; the Boddington inquiry, for which a $40 000
budget allocation was made in 1993-94, is no longer in the system; Perth City Council
review, $20 000, is no longer in the system; and for the accounting manual, a loss of
$6 000. That would explain the major changes in that area.
Mrs ROBERTS: In answer to a previous question the Minister stated that the City of
Perth Restrucwuring Act allowed the establishment of regional councils. When the same
commissioners exist for Vincent, Shepperton, the City and Cambridge, does the Minister
see any conflict of interest in the establishment of a regional council to serve chose
purposes? By way of background, one of the suggestions the chief commissioner made
at an open forum a couple of months ago was that ownership of the regional council
would rest potentially 60 per cent with the City of Perth and lesser percentages for each
of the three towns. I think it was 15 per cent for each of the three towns and 55 per cent
for the city. If it involves decisions as to the ownership of the regional council and what
future financial arrangements will exist between the three towns and the city, does the
Minister see a conflict of interest in wearing the city's hat and the hats of each of the
three towns?
Mr OMODET: Under the City of Perth Restrcturing Act commissioners were put in
place not only to manage the City of Perth but also to manage the three towns until May
1995. If the member is unclear as to che mechanics of what is happening with the
commissioners and the City of Perth - and I understand she is a member of one of the
advisory committees; is that correct?
Mrs ROBERTS: That is correct.
[8.30 pm]
Mr OMODEI:- I find it quite surprising that as a member of the advisory committee the
member for Glendalough cannot get answers to her questions from the commissioners
direct. I do not get involved in the day to day running of any councils around Western
Australia, nor do I get involved with the day to day running of the City of Perth or any of
the three towns that have been set up, Cambridge, Vincent or Shepperton.
Mrs ROBERTS: I am not asking questions of the commissioners. I cannot get a lot of
answers from the commissioners and the advisory committee gets very little information
and very few answers to the questdons it puts to the commissioners. Can the Minister see
a conflict of interest in the same five commissioners representing each council?
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Mr W. SMITH: Mr Chairman, what is the relevance of the member's questions to the
Program Statements?
The CHAIRMAN: This matter seems to be of some concern to the Opposition, but it is
being raised in an inappropriate forum. That is my concern. We are dealing with a
division within the Budget which relates particularly to recurrent expenditure and the
program statements associated with that Although some of the questions asked earlier
could be related to those items in some obscure way this question is getting into an area
which is outside the scope of the debate. I agree with the point made by the member for
Wanneroo.
Mr OMODEI: The member for (Jiendalough knows that I have responded to a letter by
one of the advisory committee members in relation to this issue. If the member is having
problems in getting responses from the commissioners, she could raise that matter with
me in a number of forums. I would be prepared to take up that matter with the
commissioners.
Mrs ROBERTS: That is a side issue that has been raised by the Minister. I am looking
at the program description which taks about facilitating improvements in local
government in Western Australia, and the implementation of strategies and programs and
provision of advice. I see a huge conflict of interest for the same people to wear different
hats for each of those local government authorities. The Minister says that he feels that
these commissioners were appointed under the restructuring legislation to represent each
of the four towns. I suggest that it is too big a conflict of interest for them and I cannot
see how they can properly look after the interests of the people in each of those four local
government authorities.
Mr OMODEI: I will put the matter to rest by responding that the City of Perth
Restructuring Act provided for five commissioners to set up three towns and the new
City of Perth. That was their brief under the legislation, and that is what they are doing.
There seems to be a conflict - and there may well be - in the member's mind.
Mr RIEBELING: I refer to the expenditure of $1.713m which is provided to give advice
to authorities. It also refers to advice that the Minister receives and the sources that he
uses to provide advice. As I understand it, the Minister has received advice from Dr
David Carr, who was then employed by the South West Planning Committee.
Mr OMODEI: I am not aware of any advice. As the member knows very well, David
Carr was employed as a consultant to assist in the restructuring legislation for the City of
Perth. I know him well. If members opposite are conducting an inquisition, I would like
questions to be refer to the Program Statements. If members opposite want to play
games. I am happy to do that as well.
The CHAIRMAN: We will not play games; we will stick to the Program Statements.
Mr RIEBELING: I will ask a question, and the Minister can determine how he will
handle it.
The CHAIRMAN: The member can ask as many questions as he likes, but I will rule on
their admissibility or otherwise.
Mr RtEBELING: Did Dr Canr, while on the planning committee - as an employee of the
state - give advice to the Minister on an informal basis?
Mr OMODEI: About what?
Mr RIEBELING: On planning matters?
Mr OMODET: No, not to my knowledge. Maybe we should try to get away from these
hypothetical questions.
Mr RIEBELING: This is not hypothetical. Did the man give the Minister advice?
Mr OMODEI: Which program statements does that have to do with?
The CHAIRMAN: The question was answered. I fail to see the direct significance of the
question to the program statements with which we are dealing. I ask the member to be
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much mare direct in associating his questions with particular portions of these program
statements.
Mr RIEBELIhJG: I have no funkier questions on program 1.0.
I notice an allocation for subprogram 1. 1 of $904 000 for the provision of advice or
direction to local government. What stage has the better government agreement reached?
I presume this is the program upon which work is being undertaken.
Mr OMODEK: It probably relates to strategic development which is covered in
subprogram 1.3.
Mr RIEBELING: I have a series of questions about the stage that we are at in respect of
that agreement. I understand that the new better government agreement is being drawn
up between state and local governments. Has any agreement been signed yet?
Mr OMODEI: The better government agreement, proposed by the previous government
and agreed to by the then government and opposition, is now being reviewed and is now
known as the agreement of strategic development. Ongoing discussions are taking place
between the Stare Government and the Western Australian Municipal Association.
Proceedings are continuing with mactens about developments on land.
Resource sharing in the south west area for the sharing of plant and road building
equipment is proceeding. However, both WAMA and the State Government have agreed
that the priority should be for the development of the new local government legislation
and all resources are being applied to the development of that new legislation. I remind
members opposite that the current Local Government Act is one that was put in place in
1960. It has 700 clauses and impacts on at least another 200 Acts of Parliament. This
Government has placed a high priority on the rewriting of the new local government
legislation. We have total agreement in the local government industry that that should be
the priority in Western Australia in relation to local government. Other matters have
been superseded by that priority.
[8.40pni]
Mr RLEBELING: In reference to the process of the better government agreement, you
are not saying that you will not proceed with it, but that it is not your priority at this
stage; is that correct?
Mr OMODEI: We have renamed it as the agreement between the state on strategic
development in local government, and the matter is proceeding; however, it certainly
does not have priority. The Local Government Act is the largest Statute in the state. It
has been amended in every session of the Parliament since 1960. It requires a huge
amount of effort, not only to draft, but also for the Department of Local Government, the
Western Australian Municipal Association and the local government industry to give
advice on that Act. It will be a huge task to bring it into Parliament. The last time it was
put through Parliament it took two years. Local government is keen on progressing it
quickly and the industry is crying out for it. I will look for the Opposition's cooperation
when we bring that legislation into this place. Thiere will be matters on which we
disagree; however, the majority of the Bill needs to be progressed through the Parliament
as quickly as possible. Considering the limited resources of the Department of Local
Government, progress so far has been satisfactory.
Mr RIEBELING: I know you are developing the Local Government Act; however, that
is not what I asked. What are the main changes you will make to the old better
government agreement if you are continuing to develop it?
Mr OMODEI: Very few changes will be made to it. It will continue to be an agreement
between the State Government and local governments for strategic development in local
government.
Mr RIEBELING: Will a permanent unit of public servants be established to service that
agreement?
Mr OMODRI: Under the previous better government agreement two FTEs under the
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Public Service Commissioner were allocated to work on the agreement. The new process
is being handled by the Department of Local Government.
Mr RIEBELING: How many FTEs are allocated to that and in which division is it
included?
Mr OMODEI: No FTEs are applied to it at the moment.
Mr RIEBELING: How can you say it is being progressed if no-one is doing it?
Mr OMODEI: It still progresses as and when needed. The main area that is being
progressed is the area of resource sharing in the south west and local government
development on DOLA lands. I have already explained clearly that the local
government -

Mr RIEBELING: What you have explained clearly is that it is progressing, but that you
have not allocated any ETEs to it.
Mr OMODHI: That is right.
Mr RIEBELING: That is amazing!
Mr OMODEI: I clarify that. There are no FrEs within the Department of Local
Government; however, there is one FTE within the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet
on the Public Service side of the agreement.
Mr RIEBELING: Under which section are the Voluntary Regional Organisation of
Councils being considered? Do they come under strategic development as well?
Mr OMODEI: The department does not develop VROCs; they are established under the
Local Government Act. Therefore, I am not sure whether this is the forum in which to
ask questions on that.
The CHAIRMAN: I think not. If it is not related to one of these programs this certainly
is not the forum.
Mr RIEBELING: Do you give advice to local government on VROC?.
Mr OMODEI: My ministerial office and the Department of Local Government would
probably give advice.
Mr RIEBELING: Would that advice be given under strategic development?
Mr OMODEI: It would be given under advisory services. The Department of Local
Government gives advice on a whole host of issues.
Mr RIEBELING: That is right, and we can question you on that advice, surely.
Mr OMODEI: We have probably gone past that; it is probably covered under
subprogram 1.1.
Mr RIEBELING: Shall we go back then? The allocation to support to local government
performance is $904 000. Do you show support for the creation of VROCs out of the
ministerial office?
Mr OMODEI: I have already said that the Local Government Act provides for the
development of the Voluntary Regional Organisation of Councils. I support them.
Mr RIEBELING: Do you support VROCs in their efforts to attract Commonwealth
funding for employment creating projects in regions?
Mr OMODEI: I mentioned in response to earlier questions that the Voluntary Regional
Organisation of Councils has been around since 1920. One council that comes readily to
mind is the south west metropolitan regional council which has been in place for I11
years. It has been seeking and attracting funding from the Federal GovemnmenL. I see no
reason it should not.
Mr RIEBELING: Do you support the recent moves of the south west groupings of
councils to go direct to the Commonwealth for funding?
Mr OMODEI: To which south west group do you refer?
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Mr RIEBELING: The one headed by Dr Manea. I do not know its correct title.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! That is a question about your personal view, Minister, rather
than a matter relating to the Budget,
Mr OMODEI: The south west voluntary regional council has the option of seeking funds
from wherever it wishes. I do not give advice on how it should go about its business, nor
do I give advice to any other regional council. They are legitimately set up under the
Local Government Act and have the right to negotiate between themselves on resource
sharing and efficiency measures. I have encouraged that.
Mr RIEBELING: Individual groupings of councils do not receive any support or
otherwise from yourself. Do you think it is correct that any other Minister in the
Government either supports them or does not? Should you be the one who does the
supporting, or should it be -

The CHAIRMAN: Order! This question is totally out of order because it does not
relate -

Mr RIEBELING: It impacts on -

The CH4AIRMAN: Order! I anm giving a ruling on this. It does not relate to any item in
this budget estimate, nor does it relate to recurrent expenditure. I do not want to keep
having to rule this way on questions that are more properly asked in general debate in the
Parliament and certainly not here.
Mr RI2EBELING: Under local government advancement a reduction has occurred this
year of some $70 000. This represents a reduction of over $300 000 over the past two
years. Why is that?
Mr COLE: I have the figures for the 1993-94 estimate compared with the 1994-95
estimate. There is a reduction in this program of some $60 000 being attributed to the
production of a finite Commonwealth funded project of Aboriginal service provision,
$30 000; to Aboriginal legal needs, $30 000; to the local government classifications
project, $15 000; and to the Indian Ocean territories service delivery agreement, $92 000.
[8.50 pm]
Mr OMODEI: That is the difference between 1993 and 1994. The member talked about
the time before 1993-94.
Mr RIEBELING: The year before there was a $240 000 reduction.
Mr OMODEI: Under the previous government prior to the last election to curry political
favour in marginal seats in Western Australia -

Mr RIEBELING: Is that the right thing to say, Mr Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN: That is out of order. It is brought about by the way the questions
have been asked in the first place. It has lowered the tone of the Estimates Committee
entirely. I ask the Minister not to indulge in those types of answers.
Mr RIEBELING: With reference to the $240 000 reduction in the previous year. were
those funds provided for Aboriginal liaison people to be employed in councils throughout
the state?
Mr OMODEI: To my knowledge most of those Aboriginal advisers have been picked up
by local governments. I have been very keen to encourage local governments,
particularly in areas with large Aboriginal populations, to employ Aborigines as
environmental health officere. The local authorities have responded quite admirably,
especially the Shire of Wyndbam-East Kimberley and Derby West Kimberley. I will
pursue that issue with some vigour. Some important gains can be made for Aboriginal
communities, with local government becoming more involved in Aboriginal matters. In
this case I will seek advice from those councils. The people in Derby have been very
active in that area. I have a great deal of admiration for their efforts. This matter has
been addressed under the Government's Aboriginal social justice package, which was
imtroduced a few months ago, and this matter will be pursued by the Government.
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Mr RIEBELING: Is the Minister saying that the $240 000 was picked up in that
program?
Mr OMODHI: No program is in place but the report compiled by Mike Daube in the
Health Department -

Mr RIEBELING: Is it true to say that the deparment's budget contains no Aboriginal
program? Has the commitment to employ Aborigines within the department gone within
a two year period?
Mr OMODE]: The department has one FTE position that provides for an Aboriginal
liaison officer, but we certainly encourage local governments generally -

Mlr RIEBELING: But not financially.
Mr OMODEI: There ame limitations in the budget. The Department of Aboriginal
Affairs, the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority and Commonwealth fuinding from the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission assist Aboriginal communities. I am
sure the member will agree that we should avoid duplication of effort. I continue to
encourage local government to become involved in Aboriginal matters. The City of
Gosnells has an Aboriginal group working very effectively. I said in response to the
previous question that a number of councils in the north west are employing Aboriginal
people to deal with Aboriginal communities.
Mr RIEBELING: That is almost a direct result of the program set up previously.
MW OMODHI: No, it is not. I am encouraging local governments, particularly in the area
of environmental health, to employ additional staff to assist in health matters. I am
particularly encouraging councils in the north west to employ those people.
Mr RIEBELING: How is the Minister encouraging them?
Mr OMODEI: By meeting with them and discussing the issue.
Mr RIEBELING: By talking to them?
Mr OMODEI: Yes.
Mr RIPPER: I refer to page 599 of the Program Statements and the $185 000 allocated
for the Minister's office casts. The statement is made that office costs, associated with
the provision of administrative support for the Minister for Water Resources and Local
Government have been included in the Department of Local Government. I question the
use of the office facilities funded in this Budget. Has the Minister or his staff used these
office facilities to issue an instruction or request to the Water Authority to give special
treatment to the people in the Helena electorate during the by-election campaign?
The CHAIRMAN: That again is a question that falls outside the scope of this debate.
Although the Minister obviously has the capacity to wear a couple of hats in his office,
we are dealing specifically with the role of the Minister for Local Government and
division 63. Any matters relating to the Minister's Office and its use for instructions or
anything else dealing with the Water Authority are outside the scope of this debate.
Mr OMODEI: The answer to the question is no.
The CHAIRMAN: I am probably sounding like a cracked record, but a concerted effort
has been made this evening by a series of members to ask questions which, at best, art
marginally associated with the Budget papers. I have brought to order members from
both sides of the Chamber, not only for inteijecting while I am speaking, but also for
making statements that are not helping the debate. I ask the member for Wellington to
keep that in mind.
Mr RIPPER: This division provides funding for administrative support for the office
facilities of the Minister for Water Resources. I am entitled to ask how he uses those
facilities. I ask whether he has picked up a telephone, funded under this division, and
asked the Water Authority to give special treatment to the people in Relent.
Mr OMODEI: I have answered no.
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The CHAIRMAN: The member for Belmont is trying my patience. The Minister quite
clearly has rwo portfolios, and his full official title includes his role as Minister for Water
Resources. For whatever reason, perhaps protocol, his entire tidle is listed under the
heading "Minister's Office", but chat does not cuticle members to ask questions about
recurrent expenditure related to the Minister's role as Minister for Water Resources,
because there is no recurrent expenditure vote for water resources.
Mr RIPPER: I am not asking questions about recurrent expenditure in the Water
Resources portfolio. I am asking how facilities funded under this division have been
used by the Minister.
The CHAIRMAN: The Minister has given his answer.
[9.00 pm]
Mr OIMODEI: Maybe you should ask your colleague the member for Kimiberley how
much he spent for his ministry under the previous government.
Mrs ROBERTS: Mr Chairman, given this is the first Estimates Committee I have sat on
I need some clarification. If we have questions on the financial arrangements in the
Minister's office - and from what I have in front of me the full financial arrangements for
the Minister's office are funded from the Department of Local Government - would this
be the appropriate forum for asking those questions? I am concerned that if one asked
those same questions under the category of water resources the answer may well be,
"Sorry, you cannot ask that because the ministerial office is fully funded under the Local
Government portfolio. You should have asked the questions then." Those questions
involve the expenditure of money and need to be answered.
The CHAIRMAN: There would be scope for you to ask those questions in other forums
without their being asked in this division. I appreciate your concern, but the question that
was asked has been answered, so that gets around chat problem.
Mr OMODEI: In my time in this Chamber, while people would have liked to debate the
water resources budget in this Parliament, they were not able to do so because there was
no consolidated fund allocation for water resources.
Mr RIPPER: You could make an allocation of $1 and we could debate it.
Mr OMODEI: I chink we suggested that to the previous government and it was not taken
up.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! Although I share that point of view, I will not let this debate
continue because it has no relevance to this division.
Mr RIPPER: Has the Minister used those office facilities to prepare submissions to
Cabinet on the privatisation of the Water Authority?
Mr OMODEI: No.
The CHAIRMAN: The Minister has given an answer again, but I have some difficulty
with this as a forum for chose types of questions because it relates not one iota to current
expenditure.
Mr RIPPER: It relates to current expenditure on his office facilities, desks, telephones,
word procssors. etc.
The CHAIRMAN: The member for Belmont cannot convince me the current
expenditure would vary because of that suggested use.
Mr RIPPER: The Budget does not have to vary for us to ask questions of the Minister.
Mr OMODEI: I am more than happy to answer questions in relation to water resources
matters in either questions on or without notice or in debate. Important mactens to do
with local government have not been touched on.
The CHAIRMAN: Minister, you will be ruled out of order if you attempt to answer them
in this committee. I will not allow you to answer them.
Mr RIPPER: The amount of $185 000 is allocated to the Minister's office, of which
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$30 000 is for communications, $45 000 for services and contracts, and $104 000 for
"Other". What portion of that does the Minister consider relates to his role as the
Minister for Water Resources? How much of the time of your office is spent on local
government matters and how much on water resources matters?
Mr OMODEI: I do not spend time logging how much time I spend on the telephone or
doing things in relation to the local government budget versus the water resources
budget, or what time I spend travelling around the state giving advice to local
government or to the water resources council, the Water Authority or its board. Does the
member for Belmont want me to make a guess? Is the same sont of question being asked
of other Ministers? In the case where Ministers hold four or five portfolios, is the
member suggesting that we should have a person in the ministerial office to work out
how much time is spent on each portfolio?
Mr RIPPER: We are asking for an estimate of how you spend your time.
Mr RIEBELING: You might be wasting a lot of money on water resources.
The CHAIRMAN: That question is out of order; the member can legitimately ask this
question in another way. The Minister cannot give you an answer off the cuff in any
case.
Mr RIEBELING: Could Mr Cole again explain the statement on page 599 concerning
the estimated $109 000 of retained revenue? I gather it was unspent in the previous year,
but what was the reason for that?
Mr OMODEI: I will provide that to the member as supplementary information within the
given time.
The CHAIRMAN: The Minister has only one week to provide that response.
Mr RIPPER: On page 601 one of the major planned achievements for 1994-95 is the
introduction into Parliament of a caravans Bill. Every now and again I am lobbied by
people interested in this Bill. Can the Minister say in which month it is likely to be
introduced to Parliament?
Mr OMODEI: The caravans Bill is in its final draft and will be taken to Cabinet within
the next four weeks for final approval, and introduced into the Parliament in the spring
session.
Mr RIEBELING: On page 601 a major planned achievement for 1994-95 is the
development of training programs for local government councillors in regional centres.
In which regions do you intend to conduct those training courses in the next financial
year?
Mr OMODHI: The professional development committee comprises the WA Municipal
Officers Association, the Institute of Municipal Management, which is the clerks' peak
industry body, and the Department of Local Government. It has been conducting
seminars around the state, particularly in the north west and the goldfields. I understand
that that committee will be conducting training programs in the south west in this
financial year. If there is a requirement to go to any other sector of the state, that will be
carried out.
Certainly the committee does an excellent job. The training programs we have conducted
to date have been successful, particularly the introductory seminar for new councillors.
Final response to that seminar was good and a number of councillors said they would be
attending next year's introductory seminar. There is definitely one on the program for
the south west and a number will be carried out during the year. Priority will be set
according to demand.
Mr RIIEBELING: How much has been budgeted for that?
Mr OMODEI: The funds come from the local government advancement program but a
specific allocation has not been decided. As I mentioned, many of the seminars are
conducted on demand so we do not set a budget in advance.
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[9.10 pm]
Mr RIPPER: I also want to ask about training programs for local government
councillors. My question probably relates also to subprogram 1.4, local government
advancement, which is the development. implementation and funding of strategies and
projects which foster the improvement and advancement of local government and the
community of Western Australia. Do you have any program which aims to improve the
participation of women in local government? I ask that question because I know that the
Deputy Mayor of Belmont City Council, who is a woman, is particularly interested in this
issue. Do you have any strategies or projects to foster the involvement in local
government of people from non-English speaking backgrounds?
Mr OMODEI: We do not have any programs to encourage people from any specific
group to join local government, but I note with interest and with some pleasure that an
increasing number of women are entering local government, and that is to the betterment
of local government. The Government has no specific policy about giving preference to
one group or another. We treat the whole community on an equal basis; and I could
make a political comment, but I will not. Those programs will continue. The programs
that we have in place for councillors are that every year we put out a councillors' guide to
encourage candidates to join local government and to brief them fully on their
responsibilities once they join local government; we have a pecuniary interests guide; we
have a Local Government Professional Development Committee; and we have a chief
executive officers' support scheme to assist senior officers around the state. Therefore, I
believe that as Minister I am encouraging people to join local governmrent. We are
proposing under the new Local Government Act that local governments be given the
option to have open councils and to include the community on a consultative basis.
Local government is already responding to that before we even pass those sections of the
new Local Government Act.
Mr RIPPER: If your objective is to promote a strong, independent, efficient and effective
democratic system of local government, and if you are providing advice to prospective
councillors, would it not be appropriate to encourage groups which are tradtitionally
under-represented in councils to become more involved, and would that not therefore
require in your guide for prospective councillors some specific consideration of the needs
of those groups, which would include women and people from non-English speaking
backgrounds?
Mr OMODEI: The most recent council that has been put in place, the Shim of
Ngaanyatjaxraku, is a totally Aboriginal shire. The Minister for Local Government is
from a non-English speaking background. There are already a number of people in local
government from non-English speaking backgrounds. However, if you are suggesting
that we should encourage those people to the exclusion of others -

Mr RIPPER: No. I am saying that you should redress the balance.
Mr OMODEI: It would be very difficult to specify one group which we would promote
to the exclusion of other people. We are suggesting to all Western Australians that they
become involved in local government. To that extent, we have a good spread of people,
and I would not discourage people of all extractions from becoming involved in local
government.
Mrs ROBERTS: Is the Minister await of what percentage of councillors in this state are
women?
Mr OMODHI: No.
Mrs ROBERTS: The drafting of a new Local Government Act is listed at page 601 as a
major planned achievement for 1994-95. Are you considering any new sections to deal
with X or R rated businesses such as X rated bookshops, Club X, which is situated on
Barrack Street, and Slic Chix in my electorate? Many people in the community believe
that these types of businesses should be excluded from some commercial and residential
zones. Slic Chix is in a residential area, and those residents feel, quite rightly, that that
business is out of place in a residential environment and should be in Northbridge, and
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that their council should be able to make decisions in that regard. When that issue was
raised in the media and incurred a lot of controversy a year or so ago, there were lots of
calls on local governments to take some action to prohibit those uses in residential areas.
I am sure that various local governments throughout the state have cried to prohibit, for
example, R rated bookshops in certain commercial locations. Is there any proposal
within the new Local Government Act to give local councils the discretion to prohibit
certain kinds of X or ft rated businesses in certain commercial zones?
Mr OMODEI: If we want to have a debate on the whole of the Local Government Act, it
is not relevant to these program papers. We are considering some decisions in regard to
the activities which you mentioned, but no final decisions have been made at that time. If
the member puts the question on notice, I may be able to give a more definitive response.
Mr RIPPER: I refer to subprogram 1.2. support for Local Government Grants
Commission. Is the Minister concerned that there may be, from his point of view,
circumvention of the arrangements set out under this subprogram by direct
Commonwealth grants, and what attitude does he and his departmental officers take
when the Commonwealth seeks to make direct grants to local governments?
Mr OMODEI: I am concerned that ther should be an equitable allocation of
Commonwealth funds to the states and to local government generally, and I have always
preferred that the Commonwealth direct grant funds through the Local Government
Grants Commission under its financial assistance grants process. However, it is well
known that for a number of years, the Commonwealth Government has been allocating
funds to local governments and to regions throughout the state for specific purposes. The
member would be aware of examples such as the Better Cities program, the
Commonwealth employment program, the REDS scheme and the unemployment
program where the City of Stirling received far more grants than did the City of
Wan neroo.
Mr RIEBELING: I refer to the first dot point at page 602. the drafting of a new
consolidated Act for building regulation and control. Will that override local shine
building regulations?
[9.20 pm]
Mr OMODE!: As the member may be aware, the building regulations and building
control are under section 15 of the Local Government Act. It is proposed to draft new
legislation for building control and regulation. That is not a priority but it is something
we are pursuing. Documentation and discussion papers have been circulated on the
proposal for a new consolidated building Act.
Mr RIEBELING: My problem is that my region in the north of the state experiences
cyclones, and the state should not impose controls on the restrictions that councils can
put in place. Is that what is envisaged?
Mr OMODEI: Building activities are controlled by the Australian Building Code. The
Australia Building Codes Board was set up not long ago. We have representatives from
the Department of Local Government. John Lynch. the Chief Executive Officer,
Department of Local Government. is a member of the Australia Building Codes Board.
Our senior buildings officer, Mr Gilovitz, and Mr Lynch attend regular meetings of the
Australia Building Codes Board and the subcommittee.
Mr RIEBELING: What is this Act envisaged to control?
Mr OMODEI: We are talking about a Western Australian Act to control building, and
standards will be set by the national building codes board.
Mr COLE: It is really a modemisation of the building Act. We are modenising part 15
of the Local Government Act to provide a modern building Act to pick up the terms of
the building code of Australia. The building code of Australia contains earthquake
provisions and these would apply in the member's area up north.
Mr OMODEI: The building code of Australia sets the standards for buildings right
across Australia, right down to the type of termite protection for buildings.
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Mr RIEBELING: What is envisaged by the last two wands "the methodology" in the next
dot point?
Mr OMODEI: I think that was answered when Mr Cole advised in answer to a previous
question that the Grants Commission had gone through a process of simplifying the
Grants Commission's methodology so it is better understood.
Mr COLE: Twenty-five expenditure areas have been reduced to I11 or 12.
Mr OMODEI: It has been reduced with the intention of making the local governiment
Grants Commission methodology more easily understood by local governments across
Western Australia.
Mr RIPPER: Is there any money in this division specifically to encourage greater turnout
by voters at local government elections?
Mr OMODHI: No. As members opposite would be aware I have always been very keen
to increase the voter turnout at local government elections. We are considering a range
of options for voting under the new Local Government Act. One of those is postal
voting; it has been shown in other states and in New Zealand that the voter turnout has
been increased dramatically by implementation of postal voting. I cannot say whether
postal voting will be a certainty in the new Local Government Act. It is still under
consideration.
Mrs ROBERTS: Is any consideration being given to compulsory voting?
Mr OMODEI: No, it is not a coalition policy to put in place compulsory voting. The
Government does not believe people should be herded into polling booths to save a $20
fine. We believe quite strongly that people should vote at local government elections
because they want to vote, because they have an interest in local government.
Mr RIEBELING: With the review of the Dividing Fences Act, is it the Minister's hope
that disputes will become a civil matter; or will they remain in the Court of Petty
Sessions?
Mr OMODEI: It is certainly not one of the high priorities. The department is
undertaking a review of the Dividing Fences Act. It is one of those Acts which is very
contentious when personalities are involved. I have not considered whether it should
become a civil matter, although many issues relating to dividing fences turn out to be
common law cases.
Mr RIEBELING: It is never the actual determination as to an order under the Court of
Petty Sessions; a different standard of proof is required in civil cases. Under civil
jurisdiction the enforcement takes place under the Dividing Fences Act. It has always
been my belief that it should be a civil debt because it is a dispute over property rather
than a criminal matter.
Mr COLE: That option is being considered within the department but no policy decision
has yet been made.
Mr RIPPER: I refer to subprogram 1. 1, support to local government performance. What
specific strategies are adopted to improve financial and management practices in local
government beyond what is here in the papers? What is the Minister's view about the
current status and financial and management practices? Is it simply a matter of fine
tuning or in the Minister's view is there a significant way to go before local government
reaches the standards which the Minister thinks should apply? I ask that question
because we are spending $904 000 on this.
Mr COLE: We have within the department a number of municipal inspector who
monitor budgets and annual statements of local governuments. In the past 12 months we
have introduced to local government Australian Accounting Standard 27 and we believe
that is a major breakthrough in better financial management for local government. It
brings local governiment into line with private accounting practices. Our inspectors arc
very regularly involved through the CEO support program in visiting councils a=L
considering financial management practices of local governiment.
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Mr OMODEI: In addition, I state that audits of local government are carried out by
private auditors. It is our intention under the new Local Government Act that there be
performance indicators for CE~s and councils and a check list of items that need to be
addressed within a certain time frame. Before the introduction of AAS27 a number of
seminars were held around the state by KPMG Peat Marwick- Local government is quite
capable of good financial management, and under the new Local Government Act it Will
also give provision for CEOs to be appointed with accreditation other than the local
government diploma. For example, people who have university degrees in commerc
and finance certainly will be sought by local government.
[9.30 pm]
Mr GRILL: I raised this matter previously with the Minister regarding the review of the
Local Government Act and the ability of local government to raise some reasonable rates
in respect of the gold mining industry and the mining industry generally. The gold
mining industry is now the biggest in the state. It does not attract royalties. If it attracted
a minimal 2.5 per cent royalty, it would pay $75m into the state coffers. If it attracted the
average royalty payable in other states, say 5 per cent, it would amount to $150m. I am
not advocating a royalty; however, I believe the mining companies should be paying their
way in terms of local government rates and taxes. The fact that the review of the
legislation and the implementation of new legislation is taking a long time is preventing
local government from getting any fair share of what has been a tremendous boom in the
gold mining industry. When will we see some changes to the legislation which will
allow local government to raise some reasonable revenue from gold mining and other
mining operations generally, and what are those changes likely to be?
Mr OMODEI: I thank the member for the question. He has a number of local authorities
in his electorate that are virtually hamstrung by agreement Acts and agreements between
mining companies and local governments. He will be interested to know that I intend to
bring in an amendment to the Local Government Act in the spring session which will
include a facility to increase valuations on mining tenements. I would be happy to brief
the member if he so requires.

Committee adjourned at 931 pm
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ESTIMATES COMMITTEE B

The meeting commenced at 9.00 am.
Division 73: Environmental Protection, $15 608 000 -

[Ms Warnock, Chairman.]
[Mr Minson, Minister for the Environment.]
[Mr C.C. Sanders, Acting Chief Executive Officer.]
[Mr R. Haynes, Manager, Administration and Finance.]
The CHAIRMAN (Ms Warnock): For the information of members, this Estimates
Committee will be reported by Hansard and a proof document will be made available to
the committee clerk progressively throughout the day, with the final pages to be available
about two and a half hours after each sitting concludes. The daily Mansard will be
available the following morning. Hansard will distribute documents for correction,
which must be returned on the A4 documents sent to members. The cut off date for
corrections will be indicated on the bottom of each page.
I remind members that, as has been the practice of previous Estimates Committees,
members should not raise questions about matters of government concern which do not
have an item of expenditure in the consolidated fund. The Estimates Committee's
consideration of the consolidated fund's estimates of expenditure will be restricted to
discussion of those items for which a vote of money is proposed. I also remind members
that the only estimates being considered are those items of recurrent expenditure and not
capital items. Members may not direct to Ministers questions on any capital expenditure.
For the benefit of members and Hansard I ask the Minister to introduce his advisers to the
committee. It will also greatly assist Hansard if when referring to the Program
Statements volumes or the consolidated fund estimates, members give the page number,
item, program, amount, and so on in preface to their questions.
The Minister may agree to provide supplementary information to the committee, rather
than asking that the question be put on notice for the next sitting week. For the purpose
of following up the provision of this information, would the Minister clearly indicate to
the committee which "supplementary information" he/she agrees to provide. If
supplementary information is to be provided. I ask the Minister's cooperation in ensuring
that it is delivered to the committee clerk by one week from today, so members may see
it before the report and third reading stages in the next sitting week. An example of the
required Mansard style for the documents has been provided to the Minister's advisers.
Mr MINSON: In previous years it has been the practice to start with the larger agencies.
An indeterminate amount of time often amounting to more than three hours has been
spent on the larger agencies while the other agencies have been left to sit around waiting.
Today I had hoped to deal with the smaller agencies first, but the shadow Minister must
leave early. We have therefore asked CALM to attend this morning as soon as possible.
Last year the Zoo took three minutes to deal with when it finally came on. I thought it
was better for the smaller agencies to get their sections out of the way so they could go
early.
Mrs HENDERSON: I appreciate the Minister's wanting to ensure the smaller agencies
art given some time, but this is the third Estimates Committee I have attended this week
and in every other committee we have progressed through the Program Statements in the
order in which they were published. I would have had no objection to altering the order
had I been consulted. Obviously the one with the largest budget deserves the greatest
amount of scrutiny.
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At page 720 the recurrent grants, subsidies and transfer payments are listed under the
Minister's office. I understand it constitutes grams to conservation groups. I notice that
last year's estimate was $121 000 and this year it is $43 000. Which groups will not be
fwnded under the current year?
Mr HAYNES: The grants in previous financial years have been in the order of $50 000.
Last financial year some additional grants were made. Due to the general cutbacks in the
1994-95 Budget, grant moneys were also cut back basically to a level of previous
financial years. It was only in the 1993-94 financial year that the grant moneys were
significantly increased.
[9.10 am]
Mrs HENDERSON: Can the Minister give details of which groups received grants last
year but will not receive thorn this year?
Mr MINSON: I do not have that information with me. I will provide the answer as
supplementary information.
Mrs HENDERSON: On page 723 of the Program Statements one of the significant
issues and trends states that public concern about air quality is demanding stringent air
quality standards and reference is made to concerns about the emissions from large
industrial complexes, traffic and burning off. [ understand that the figures relating to the
air quality over the Perth metropolitan area have been a major cause for concern. What
does the Environmental Protection Authority plan to do in tackling this significant issue
and trend, particularly in terms of smoky vehicles? I understand that there was a unit
within the Police Force which took up this issue, but it is no longer operating. Currently
no-one apprehends driven of smoky vehicles in an attempt to prevent the vehicles
polluting the atmosphere. What does the EPA plan to do in relation to vehicles,
prescribed bumns, wood stoves and emissions from industrial complexes?
Mr MAINSON: The mnember for Thornlie is right because there is cause for concern from
the information the department has received. The member may be aware that an air
quality study is under way. It is a three year program and the study is into its 22nd
month. Some of the information, while not complete, reveals that a trend is beginning to
become obvious. The preliminary intonmation shows that motor vehicles in the general
sense are a major cause of pollution of the environment in t metropolitan area.
Industry is very responsible and has not been a cause for concern. It operates within an
air shed envelope and has done that adequately. Smoky vehicles have been a cause for
concern, but the extent to which they cause extra pollution is not well understood. The
police do not like policing smoky vehicles. The department has had ongoing discussions
with the Police Department which finds it a difficult area because it takes up considerable
resources. One could question the benefit in terms of air quality.
Wood stoves on cold, still winter mornings are emerging as a major problem. It is very
difficult to control. Regardless of how good the stove is if the people damp down the air
flow, as they do at night, the result is incomplete combustion and smoke emission. The
most efficient stove will not burn cleanly if it is not set up properly. The theory that we
should license a stove design so that it has both a primary and secondary combustion
chamber is fine except the policing of the operation of the stoves would have to be
undertaken during the early hours of the morning. The policing of the use of dry
frewood as opposed to green firewood is totally impracticable. I suggest that the
population of Perth is not ready for the Government to say that they cannot use wood
stoves. It is true that in other parts of the world - the most notable example is London -
societies have said that there will be no more solid fuel stoves. The situation in Perth has
not deteriorated to the point where the Government needs to do that. However, in some
isolated areas the pollutant level from wood burning stoves in the early hours of the
morning is very high.
Neither I nor the Government intend to cut back on prescribed burns. I would prefer to
have some cooperation between the meteorological agencies, the Department of
Environmental Protection and the Department of Conservation and Land Management in
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respect of the ining of burns in conjunction with prevailing weather patterns. The
example of what happened in New South Wales earlier this year is ample evidence that

prsrbed burning has been very useful in Western Australia. I certainly do not intend to
crilthe activities, but I would rather they were planned. I will ask MrT Sanders to

comment on these matters.
Mr SANDERS: The Minister has covered all dhe issues appropriately. I will touch upon
one aspect of smoky vehicles. It is a difficult situation because smoky vehicles relate to
old vehicles, often those predating 1986 when major emission controls became
mandatory. It is a social issue and the police are unhappy about having to apprehend
people whose vehicles appear not to be functioning properly because of aesthetically
distasteful emission. However, smoky vehicles probably are not the major contributor to
atmospheric haze in the metrpolitan area. The major problem is smoke from wood
burning stoves and winter bum offs, not necessarily from prescribed burns, but burns due
to clearing for developmental purposes.
Mr BLAIKIE: As a former addicted cigarette smoker and now a chronic asthmatic I
believe the comments raised have a growing relevance in the wider community. While it
has been indicated that it would be difficult at this stage to control the level of use of
wood stoves - I understand their use is increasing by 10 to 12 per cent each year - no
effort has been made to improve the quality of fuel that is used. Has the Government
considered carrying out extended education programs advising the public how to be a
good neighbour during winter by using socially acceptable fuels? It would be in the
Government's interest to promote gas as a clean and more widely accepted fuel. Public
demand will ensure action is taken in due course. I would prefer it if action was taken
now.
[9.20 am]
Mr MINSON: The best way to answer the member's question is to provide an answer
similar to that I gave to the previous question. I have asked for an interim report
regarding the preliminary results from the haze and air quality study. We do not have a
program to deal with the matters yet because die study is not completed. However, as
soon as we complete the study, we intend to develop a program to do a number of things.
Obviously, we will look at all of the pollutants and the percentage of each pollutant
occupying die air shed, and we will devise a strategy to deal with it. For example, if
general motor vehicle emission - other than smoky vehicles - is a problem, as a society
we must consider requesting the Federal Government to provide higher emission
standards. These may be along the Californian lines, although that would be expensive.
I am just floating those ideas as possibilities. Also, we could look at annual checks of
motor vehicles to ensure that they comply with manufacturers' specifications. I am told
that certain emission control conversions, if they are not done properly, arc worse
environmentally than if no conversion were made at all.
Regarding wood burning stoves, I have suspected for some time that they were a
problem. However, in the last couple of weeks information has emerged which indicates
how much of a problem they are. Two things in particular need to be done: First, we
must ensure that the quality of stoves sold is such that at least they can be made to burn
efficiently; we must ensure that they do not leak and that they have a secondary
combustion chamber. In that way not many particles, along with pollutant gases, will
enter the atmosphere through the chimney. Also, the quality of wood supplies needs to
be considered. This, aspect will be hard to police, and the best way to deal with it is
through a public education program which centres on people's responsibility to their
neighbours. If someone happens to live in an area in a hollow, and a neighbour does not
have sufficient flue pipe and a roof of a certain angle, the air flow can bring the smoke to
ground level. This will make the neighbour's air pollution levels several times above that
permitted by the World Health Organisation standard. However, if someone lives a few
metres away, the air pollution may be below that standard. This may not apply in the
metropolitan area. However, it will be difficult to police these matters through draconian
measures, and it may best be handled by an education program.
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Mrs HENDERSON: Before moving to the next issue I thank the Minister for the
infornation given regarding the haze study. I did not understand that it had progressed to
that stage. I understand that it is a three year study but tt sufficient evidence is
emerging to indicate certain information.
I am told that the evidence shows that when an easterly is blowing at the time of morning
peak traffic, hydrocarbons can be found off Rottuest. Also, when a westerly is blowing
hydrocarbons are found in the Swan Valley. Links have been made between these
hydrocarbons and asthma experienced in the Swan Valley. Although I understand the
reasons for the long term study, the Environmental Protection Authority should take
measures now to deal with these problems. The quality of air over Perth is an issue of
enormous interest to the entire population. The quality of air is becoming worse, not
only in proportion to the population, but also regarding road users. Urgent attention is
required. I thank the Minister for his detailed answer.
Mr MINSON: I have asked the Department of Environmental Protection to start
fiormalising a plan to deal with the problems which am indicated as the air quality study
is conducted. Once the report is available and tabled, we will be in a position to deal
with the problems. We do not have to wait. It is a three year study, and the information
on certain aspects will be collected, and the groundwork will be done, well before the
study is complete.
Mrs HENDERSON: Page 723 of the Program Statements, under significant issues and
trends, refers to contaminated sites from disused industrial processes causing concern. It
says that this is to be addressed through controlling legislation. Two issues arise: First,
the figures I have seen in relation to soil sampling conducted at the East Perth
redevelopment give cause for concern. I understand that the soil has been trucked to Red
H-ill for disposal. It has been put to me that the sampling process is deficient because the
drilling was spread at 25 metre intervals. People involved in the industrial complex at
that site say that an area of contamination could have been missed because 25 metres is a
significant distance. I understand that each of the samples taken indicates a high level of
soil chemicals, and this gives cause for concern. Some of these results were found at
Claisebrook.
The same question applies to the Midland Railway Workshops. The Government made
an announcement yesterday about the possible establishment of a Curtin University
outpost at that site. In relation to sampling at that site - which has been an industrial
complex for 70 or 80 years during which time enormous numbers of chemicals were
probably disposed of on site - what measures will be taken to protect people who work to
move the soil? I understand that people are working at the East Perth site with no
protection.
Finally, what confidence does the Government have about the disposal of such huge
volumes of contaminated soil at Red Hill? I understand that this is a clay based shell, and
if the chemicals leached through problems would arise.
Mr MINSON: I will ask Mr Sanders to expand on this shortly. I cannot give a
judgmental opinion on the effectiveness of the sampling, particularly at the East Perth
site. However. I know that the major problem with contaminated sites is contaminants
moving off site into water resources such as rivens. If the contaminants are buried, and
will not go anywhere, they are not a problem; encapsulation and entrapment is one of the
cheapest and best methods of dealing with contaminated sites. I will ask Mr Sanders to
comment on the 25 metre distance between drill samples. If contaminants move from a
site, a plume effect will occur from the source point. If the contaminants are nrapped
well, the checking does not need to be as close as in other situations.

[9.30 am]
Mrs HENDERSON: The area could be for residential purposes and people may sink
bors for their gardens. If they happen to sink a bore in a spot where substantial amounts
of chemicals were disposed of, there could be a problem - and the level of chemicals has
been high.
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Mr MINSON: The member is right. There have been some high recordings on that site,
as there are on many SEC WA sites.
Mr SANDERS: 1 am not able to comment immediately in respect of the grid spacing
which was used for sampling. In respect of the East Perth Redevelopment Authority
embarking upon an endeavour to determine the level of contamination from the residual
gaseous production used by the State Energy Commission at the site, dhe aim was to do a
detailed grid analysis using specialist consultants. They were required by the
Environmental Protection Authority to go a further step, which was to use international
criteria to determine the risk of further contamination between the spaces of the grid
lines. What was required was a very detailed statistical analysis of the chemicals found
at the site, the localised incidence, the incidence of mobility, and the prospect that the
chemicals could become available particularly in the river. They were required to answer
the question of how much of the material should be removed.
I will have to take the mailer on notice if the member wishes to be briefed more fully as
to the number of studies undertaken, but I can assure her they were very comprehensive -
such that the EPA last November felt that adequate studies had been undertaken to ensure
that the amount of contamination was known and that the next stage of removal and
initial storage on site, and removal later to an appropriate locality, would be done. One
aspect was the relocation of the material to Red Hill. Red Hill is certainly a clay-based
quarry; it is on granitic terrain; it holds water and has very low permeability. That is not
to say one would not have escape of material. Some of the other stored material in the
soil is likely to be relocated to the intractable waste repository at East Mt Walton. The
decision to do that has not been made but it is possible that will happen in the fullness of
time. I do not think I can comment any further, other than perhaps to provide the
member with the EPA report of last year which went into the details of the sampling, the
determination of the extent of contamination, and how it was to be dealt with.
Mrs HENDERSON: I think I have seen the report and the outcome, but I would
appreciate any further information. My concern is to ensure that when the development
starts at Midland - which is at least as contaminated as East Perth - the shortcomings to
which people have drawn attention will be considered. I appreciate the sampling was
complementary, and the documents I have seen are very thick; nevertheless concerns
have been raised that the samples were some distance apart, and records were not
necessarily kept. Therefore, should a university be established on the Midland site there
would be no record to show whether it should or should not sink a bore. They are
significant matters. That is the issue I am concerned about. I would appreciate any
further information.
Mr MINSON: At Midland the sampling treatment should be of best practice quality, so
as time goes by I will be more than happy to provide the details.
The CHAIRMAN: The matter mentioned by member for Thomlie intimately concerns
my electorate. I would appreciate some follow-up information about the techniques used,
and their success in regard to the removal of pollution at the East Perth site.
Mr BLAIKIE: At page 723, a major achievement for 1993-94 relates to the CSIRO
division of atmospheric research. Reference is made to the provision of documentation
to the state in relation to climate change. Has the depletion of the ozone substances led to
regulations? Have they been effective? Has the department been able to measure any
discernible change, if not in the atmosphere then on die part of manufacturers?
Mr MINSON: It is measurable from the paint of view of the manufacturers in the
refrigeration industry. The Association of Refrigeration Engineers has been very
cooperative over the last three or four years in implementing some dramatic changes.
They have two or three very good office bearers in the organisation who have drawnt
together a disparate group with a lot of varying interests. They have achieved a
considerable amount of success. On a national basis it was announced at the lez;t
ANZECC meeting four months ago that for the first time a drop in the ozone depleting
substances on avenage had been detected around the area where measurements were
taken. Apparently we are having some effect. Mr Sanders can comment on the CSIRO,
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atmospheric research. He will indicate how imprecise the whole question of the
greenhouse effect will be. considering the original advice a decade or so ago. One
argument is that there would be a plus or minus 20 per cent rainfall. The information is
unfortunately imprecise.
Mr SANDERS: I will deal with t greenhouse effect first. The final report of the
CSIRO three year study arrived on my desk last Thursday, so I have not read it yet, but I
can give some generalised information. It certainly shows changes in weather patterns
over fth south west of Western Australia. That is inferred to relate not necessarily to the
greenhouse effect but to the change in the pressure status between the mid-Pacific and
northern Australia. It is called El Nino - the movement of pressure events. Australia has
been significantly affected by El Nino events, such as the drought persisting across much
of the nation. The CSIRO report endeavours to draw some conclusions between the
natural periodic climate fluctuations versus that effected by the emissions of man, such as
carbon dioxide and methane gas - which is called the enhanced greenhouse effect
[9.40 ani]
Although earth warming appears to be taking place, I must be cautious in how I say that.
It appears to be, because over the last decade satellite infrared imagery has suggested that
the hottest eight years have occurred in the past ten years on a global basis. There is
some question of a movement towards warming in a global perspective, not necessarily
from an Australian perspective. I will shortly pass CSIRO's report on to the Minister and
I will be interested to see where we go from there with respect to another atmospheric
phenomenon, that of depletion of ozone in the upper atmospheric ozone layer, which is
that portion of the upper atmosphere which filters ultraviolet light. The major culprit was
seen to be chlorofluorocarbons from atomisers, used as refigerants and in a whole range
of other products. For a number of years there have been progressive moves to ban
chlorofluorocarbons and change to other chemicals less ozone depleting.
Western Australia has been to the forefront in bringing down legislation to restrict or ban
chlorofluorocarbons and other related chemicals, such that one of our officers has been
invited by the United Nations environment program to indicate the Australian experience
to South East Asian nations in Vietnam in the next week or two. Finally, we in Western
Australia have had good cooperation with the motor trades industry in the re-gassing of
air conditioners in vehicles, and equal cooperation with the air-conditioning industry. In
Western Australia all industries, both large and small, should be congratulated on taking
the initiative to go to other gases rather than use those which are ozone depleting.
Mr BLAIKIE: Supplementary to that, positive information has come out that runs quite
contrary to the information available a few years ago on global warming. People were
quite iraumnatised by talk of rising sea levels, due tc 'he amount of media attention it
received. That related not only to Bangladesh but also to areas in Western Australia. 1
happen to live on the seashore, and I said- my piece about man saving the planet and
doing something about it. That is beside the point. Does the Government accept that,
with all the data that has emanated about that, it has a responsibility to advise the public
on the latest information to ensure that they are now fully and properly informed of the
scientific evaluations at this stage?
Mr NIINSON: We accept that responsibility. What has happened over the last decade in
measuring, monitoring and reporting has shown mome than anything what an imprecise
science it is. What was published a decade ago is shown by the latest information to be
erroneous, certainly in terms of the time-frame over which preictions are made. We
must accept that the current point of view may be just as erroneous as those put forward a
decade ago.
Mr BLAIKIE: Or have the opportunity of having wider scientific analysis?
Mr NUNSON: 'here is certainly a lot more information than there was. There are two
points to be made: Firstly, whatever the effect of the greenhouse phenomenon, it is
unfolding much slower than was predicted by the doomsday stuff of some years ago,
which has just not happened. I am aware that the member lives right on the beach at
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Busselton and could be inundated at any moment, if he cook notice of some of the dire
predictions. That obviously is not happening and, if it is, it is happening at a much
slower raze than was forecast a decade ago. Secondly, it is pretty obvious that the result
of the greenhouse effect may not necessarily be negative. We have two responsibilities.
The first is to keep the public abreast of current knowledge and to present it in as
unbiased a way as we possibly can, which is difficult because it is not sensational.
Unfortunately, people would rather write about something cataclysmic round the corner.
The second is that we must try to monitor accurately the effect of any change. It may
well be that Western Australia will be beater off after a greenhouse effect. We just do not
know the answers to these questions. Unfortunately, we tend to concentrate on the
negative aspects and predict gloom and say that the rains will stop and the forests will all
die, whereas we may get a beneficial effect. We do not know. So we have the two
responsibilities of monitoring the effects and making the true information available.
I advise members that the people from CALM are here. I am entirely in the hands of the
commictee. If we give priority to the member for Thomnlie's questions we can continue
with CALM after the member leaves. The last three agencies were rammed through last
year with virtually no questions, and I wanted to avoid that by having a reasonable
amount of time.
The CHAIRMAN: I suggest we move on to division 77, spend some minutes on the Zoo
and then move on to CALM, giving the member for Thom]nie priority for her questions.
Division 77: Zoological Gardens Board, $3 716 000 -

[Ms Warnock, Chairman.]
[Mr Minson, Minister for the Environment.]
[Mr P. Mountford, Manager of Corporate Services.]
[Mr G. Hall, Acting Curator.]
Mr PENDAL: I am crying to find a financial reference to legitimise my question in
respect of plans recently announced by the Zoo or the Minister over the future of the
Windsor Park development. I am sure there must be some allocation for the matter to
proceed. Will the Minister give us an idea of what the plans are? I came back from
overseas and was not aware of any of this, and I have not got to the bottom of what is
involved. Depending on his answer, I want to ask questions about the previous plan for
Richardson Park.
[9.50 am]
Mr MINSON: I want to clarify the situation with respect to the report that was leaked,
for want of a better wont, from the department. The Zoo board was asked under its new
chairman to look laterally at what could be done at the Zoo without throwing the 25 year
plan out the window. I think it is a good plan. The board was asked what else could be
done to make the Zoo better, less mendicant and more interesting, and to attract a wider
range of people so that when they went to the Zoo they might also take in other delights.
The report was put together by Charles MacKin non. I understand he had not even taken
it to the Zoo board. It has never been delivered to me. It is not a government document
but an internal document of the Zoo board. It has not been costed, and I have no details
of it.
An unfortunate chain of events has occurred at the Zoo, and those of you who read the
Press will be await of that. I have taken the view that we have a board and a chief
executive officer, and managers should be allowed to manage. I have made it clear that
they should manage the situation andI ask me to intervene only when they feel the
situation is such that I should do so. I do not see much point in a Minister jumping in
with both feet in his mouth and crying to take over a situation. If one has appointed
managers, they should be allowed to manage.
Mr MOUNTFORD: The report was from the new chairman. It was a discussion
document chat went to the board, but unfortunately prior to any discussion with other
groups it ended up in the Press. The Zoo is working through many of the options in that
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document internally. I do not consider it to be a plan, rather a number of concepts chat
are being discussed internally by the board.
Mr PENDAL: I amn relieved to hear that. Will you cake this view into account: The
Richardson Park option was abandoned for a variety of reasons, including public outcry.
The freeing up of Windsor Park by getting rid of the rugby club was not done without an
enormous amount of local angst. In looking at the prospect of using Windsor Park for
business development, which would put the Government in opposition to the private
traders in that precinct, my biggest concern is chat in freeing up the park for future Zoo
development the Zoo might have to look at putting at Windsor Park what it was
originally planning to put at Richardson Park, had it been fired, up. I ask the Minister
and the board to take that view into account, because unless they do so the otherwise very
good work the Zoo is doing will be imperilled in that local community.
Mr MINSON: I agree wick the member. However, we did give full licence to the Zoo
board. We said it should look at a range of options, do some brainstorming, and put
some things before us to make sure that we looked at as many options as possible. I cake
on board the member's comments; I think he is right. The main object of the Zoo will
not be changed.
Dr HAMIES: I rang the Zoo not long ago about the endangered species support program
to see if I could sponsor and support the Mallee fowl, which I understand is an
endangered species. It is not pant of the Zoo's breeding program and it is not a sponsored
species. Will the Zoo consider expanding this program to cover the large number of
endangered species in Western Australia, provided you can get support from the public?
Mr MINSON: We must be careful in assuming that the Zoo is the only agency connected
with that. Obviously the agency which has more to do with that than anyone is the
Department of Conservation and Land Management. There will be a certain amount of
selectivity in any program. involving endangered species. If Dr flames would 1like to give
a considerable amount of money. I am sure we can arrange to have such a program put in
place!
Mrs HENDERSON: I am interested in the existing master plan. I went to a briefing at
the Zoo about 18 months to two years ago and was given a copy of a very comprehensive
plan for the future development of the Zoo which in my view was quite outstanding. The
last time I was at the Zoo I noticed work being done on the tropical rain forest section,
which is an enormous project and one from which everyone will benefit. My concern is
that at the time the proposal which has been mentioned today hit the media, allied with it
was the suggestion that the master plan and timetable had effectively been abandoned. Is
that the case? What is the timetable now for the futunre developments that were outlined
in the master plan? What is the next project after the tropical rain forest, and has that
been put on hold? If time does not permit today. I am quite happy for you to send me the
information.
Mr NtINSON: Ihe program has not been abandoned. The Zoo board and the chief
executive officer realise the difficulties they face. The member for South Perth will be
acutely aware of local feeling had the original plan as drafted been pushed through. The
time frame for the plan was 25 years, but it is difficult to know whether that will be
achieved. Certainly at this stage there is not the progress that one would expect to see if
the Zoo were to keep up with the original timetable. We hope when we get over the
current difficulties we will1 be able to speed it up.
[10.00 am]I
I still hope that I will see the day when the 2.5 year plan comes to fruition. The times at
which the various tasks will be done will be different frm when we would normally
perform them. The program has not been abandoned, but the way in which it is
implemented will be different. That program is endorsed by all members of the
Parliament as I recall.
Mr PENDAL: We adopted it as our policy; it is our 27 year plan.

Mr M[hJSON: Maybe our 25 year plan.
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Mr MOUNTFORD: It has always been envisaged that the next major project will be the
Asian rain forest project, a fairly major project. We are working towards it being
substantially completed by 1998, our centenary year. At the same time, smaller projects
are coming on. The 25 year plan is still very much pan of what we an working towards.
However, we are looking at remodelling it in the next five to 10 years.
Division 72: Conservation and Land Management, $34 242 000 -
[Ms Warnock, Chairman.)
[Mr Minson, Minister for the Environment.]
(Dr S. Shea, Chief Executive Officer.]
(Dr J. Byrne, Manager Corporate Division.]
Mrs HENDERSON: I refer to the major change in Department of Conservation and
Land Management funding which is clearly outlined in the appendix on page 717. It
makes quite clear that the current system where CRF funds are allocated to CALM is
now being replaced by a system where moneys received from the sale of forest products
and from the disposal of properties, assets and land sales are to make up the bulk of
income for CALM. Is the Minister aware that this was the system in place at the turn of
the century? It was changed because it was considered to be damaging to the forests
because the departments charged with responsibility for maintaining the forests as a
resource were dependent for their income on the moneys that came from the sale of the
timber. It was decided that was not an appropriate way in which to manage die forest
resources. It led to a position where, rather than be guided by what was the best way to
sustain the forest, the department, being dependent on it, was more inclined to increase
the sales of timber in order to ensure its own income, particularly if there were
fluctuations in the market price for timber. I understand that the major change from the
old system to the new system where the department is funded under CRF was made about
1920. Why does there now appear to be an attempt to turn the clock back to a system
that was rejected?
Mr MINSON: I am aware of the different system, although the ol6 system was not
entirely the same as the system we have put in place. We axe not saying the forests must
fund the whole of conservation and land management, bearing in mind that in the period
about which the member spoke - some 70 years ago - there was a different mechanism
for dealing with the forests. To say that forests tended to be just forests and the
conservation side of things did not exist in the way we know it now is not true. There
was considerable conservation awareness then, as many reserves were set aside quite
early in our history. However, the bottom line for us is sustainability of the yield of the
forest and of the other processes of the forest such as tourism, heritage, flora. and fauna.
The net appropriation is for the land management of the entire Department of
Conservation and Land Management; it is not segmented into forests, conservation,
national parks and endangered species. Each different section does not have to hold its
own. Rather, we are asking the department to run itself on a net appropriation basis. The
bottom line will always be that the forests section cannot take more than has grown in the
year. We have an entirely different situation from what we had before.
[10.10 an]
Dr SHEA: When I joined the forests department a system operated whereby the
department retained all funds, but paid a 10 per cent dividend. I understand that the
changes were brought about because, until that time, the principal focus of forestry had
been timber production. However, in the late 1950s and 1960s the concept of multiple
use was introduced. Therefore, the department's expenditure: was much broader. I
understand that, because of' a combination of factors, it was decided it would be better for
the department to obtain money out of' Treasury for its broader multiple use functions
rather than have it only for timber production.
The change to net appropriations is welcomed by the department. However, we are
extremely conscious of what the member has indicated. Our function is not to maximise
profit whether in forestry, tourism, or any other area. We view net appropriations as a
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much more effective way of achieving our end purpose, which is to sustain the values of
all the land we manage for everybody. We are also very conscious of the fact that if we
were just a private organisation focusing on profit maximnisation there would be the
danger - there have been cases around the world, whether in plantation forestry or in
native forestry management - of improper maximisation occurring at the expense of the
sustainability of the forest. The actual level of wood extracted fromn this operation is not
determined by the department in response to profit motivation. Over the last few years
the department has been through the torrid process of establishing forest management
plans, which form a statutory document and which include a statutory level of cut which
cannot be easily altered by the department or the Minister until the plans are completed.
The actual level of cut is not related to profit. Net appropriations provide some reward
for the department being efficient. One of the great problems encountered in terms of the
psychology of the department, as it operated in the past, was the lack of incentive to gain
revenue. There were two separate streams. Each year the department made revenue and
each year it went through the budget process and argued for an expenditure budget.
Neither the department nor its officers had any incentive to be more efficient in order to
raise revenue. Now there is a huge incentive to be efficient because the more efficient
the department is, the more money it obtains to perform the range of functions for which
it is responsible. It provides the funds required for conservation measures which need to
be taken.
In summary, the department is very conscious of the point the member made, but the
very strong mechanism which is in place prevents the seeking of money at the expense of
sustainability. The level of cut is determined by a statutory land management planning
process. In addition the department has established within it an audit function for the
environment, which is in addition to its audit function for accounts. Therefore, over and
above the statutory constraints on the department to ensure sustainabilizy there is a
special unit within the department which reports to me directly and has an inspectorial
role in environmental management. I assure the member that the department is conscious
of the potential dangers and that the structures which are in place make it impossible to
sacrifice sustainability for profit.
Mrs HENDERSON: On page 713 of the Program Statements is the subprogram of
afforestation. management, the objective of which is to develop and manage plantation
forests to complement the supply of resources from native forest. The description states
that this subprogram includes managing hardwood and softwood plantations. A major 20
year contract was entered into for softwood production in recent times. I refer members
to the comment in the McCarrey report when dealing with CALM's involvement with
softwood contracts. The 20 year contract let on 1 July last year was with Wesfi Pty Ltd
to supply six million cubic metres of pine saw-offs. The comment in the McCarrey
report related to the price of the softwood. McCarrey obviously believed that it was
being sold too cheaply and that as CALM had a monopoly over softwood in Western
Australia it should be able to get a return that was greater than that being obtained. He
questioned the wisdom of entering into a 20 year contract on that basis with, I think, an
option of another 20 years. Of more concern to me is that McCarrey stated that he was
unable, after examining the records, to comprehensively assess the net benefits of
CALM's softwood activities. Why was such a long contract entered into at a fixed price
when obviously the price for softwood has been increasing dramatically with demand and
when the price paid in Western Australia is below that paid in the eastern states? I refer
to the difficulty the McCarrey inquiry had in determining the net benefits. What
information was lacking which meant that the McCarrey inquiry was not able to make a
judgment, and has that information now been compiled? If it has, I would like a copy.
Mr MINSON: The question of royalties has been partly resolved; they have been
increased. It should be noted that the agreement Act dealing with the supply of
softwoods to Wesfi was passed through the Parliament in the dying days of the last
government.
Mrs HENDERSON: The contract I am talking about was dated 1 July last year.
Mr MINSON: The agreement Act pertaining to that contract was passed by the previous
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government. The reason for having 20 year contracts is that one cannot expect people to
make a capital investment prior to building processing facilities, bearing in mind that
what is involved is not only a sawmill but a range of things, including the high tech
medium density fibreboard factory and the like. I cannot recall the exact investment by
Mr Cuility's company, but it is considerable and it is not done on a year by year contract.
I will ask Dr Shea to refer to die exact figures of the contract and to any disparity which
exists between the price charged in Western Australia and that charged in other parts of
Australia.
Dr SHEA: The question on prices charged is one which bedevils the department. One of
the great difficulties the department has is that the market is too small to operate in a
completely free market situation. T'here is a large market on the west coast of the United
States and it experimented with the auction system, but it was disastrous. The
characteristic of forestry is that processing requires large investment. Wood is an
internationally traded commodity and large investments are needed to process the
material efficiently. In a completely free market one does not get the investment and
there is instability from year to year. One suggestion which has been made is that the
department should auction the wood. It auctions part of it, but if it auctioned all of it on a
yearly basis the department would not have the continuity of supply to allow the
investment it needs to be competitive.
The solution the department adopted and which is incorporated in the agreement Act - the
actual contract which has been signed is a follow on from that Act - was to index prices
on the international market to get the best of both worlds. What this State desperately
needed was a world competitive mill. Otherwise, as was happening, it would be blasted
out of die water by mills in New South Wales and New Zealand which were producing
400 000 cubic metres of softwood sawn timber per year. This state definitely needed the
large softwood sawmill. The only way to get it was by offering a secure contract. At the
same time, the department was concerned to maximise the price of the wood to the State
because it is a State grown timber. The department negotiated an indexing arrangement
between the existing royalties and the world market price for products produced from the
softwood sawmill. It was indexed at the bottom end of the worst recession in wood
prices on record in Western Australia. The first indexation resulted in a 15 per cent
increase in prices. The department is currently looking at the next indexation. It is not
correct to say that the price is fixed. It is indexed to the world market and if wood prices
increase in New South Wales they will increase in this State as well.
Regarding the accounting, we were conscious that any comments made by McCarrey
were made in view of the difficulty of assessing forestry operation accounts in relation to
the plantations due to the short time frame that commission had to deal with a very
complex issue. As is always the case, that information is available - we can provide it to
the member if required.
Interestingly, the last thre or four years have seen changes in the international wood
market with die relationship between supply and demand. This has tremendous
implications for Western Austi-alia. T'he price of some categories of softwood logs has
increased in New Zealand by 60 per cent, sometimes more, and this has had flow-on
effects in Western Australia. It has been caused by the major shift in the supply of woods
around the world. A marked reduction has occurred in the tropical forests with die
amount of wood coming down to Western Australia. A problem in Western Australia
seven or eight years ago was that we were achieving high production of soft and hard
woods - I lived in Fremandle at the time - and every time we increased the price of wood
the Malaysians would come down and undercut our market. A Malaysian manufacturer
has come to Western Australia this year asking to buy Western Australian wood. That
country has reduced its production from 48 million to 18 million cubic metres. A marked
reduction in the availability of wood has occurred in the Asian region. A withdrawal of
resources has occurred in the United States, particularly in the Douglas fir forest, and this
has resulted in Western Australian and particularly New Zealand manufacturers moving
into the west coast USA market. The pinus radiana is replacing Douglas fi forest wood
and softwood supplies in the United States.
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Also, in addition to the normal increase in demand for wood fibres, an additional
increase - beyond normal increases - in demand has occurred as people become
wealthier, particularly in places like China. In virtually all categories of wood production
an increase in demand has occurred with a reduction in supply. Also, the wood product
industry has moved out of the medieval era. Some people accused it of being the second
oldest profession, and some say we were one of the first professions or combining both
trades!
[ 10.20 am]
Mrs HENDERSON: And with an equal rating with the oldest.
Dr SHEA: Some people say that we combine both.
The exciting thing in the past five years is the sharp increase in technology used for wood
products. For example, medium density fibre board has come onto the market in the past
few years. I commend Westfi Pty Ltd, a small company, for makting courageous
investments - some $60m - in medium density fibre plants, and it is exporting products to
the world. Western Australia has the opportunity to become a major wood province for
the Asian basin, rather than a net importer. You, Madam Chairman (Ms Warnock), have
heard me make the point in your previous career that we have the opportunity to be the
wood fibre model for the Asian basin. This can be combined with actions to produce
beneficial impacts for the environment.
Mrs HENDERSON: I understand that CALM now has 8 000 to 10 000 blue gum
plantations. In relation to CALM's debt burden, what sort of annuity is paid on an annual
basis to the landowners of the plantations? What is the debt level, and what sort of
projected profit does CALM expect? I have heard constant references to the debt burden
of CALM, but I have not seen figures about when this will be turned around. What
projected time fr-ame is expected in overcoming that debt? When will the blue gum
plantations reach maturity? Linking this to my initial question, I am concerned about the
funding of CALM because the complete change in funding has been based upon negative
references to debt. I am not sure that that is necessarily a productive base to the debate.
My understanding is that the debt is no more than the negative concern that a person may
have when purchasing a house. The plantations are coming along, and undoubtedly they
will wipe out the debt in time. What is the cost of this, and what is the projected profit
expected from this operation? Also, when will that profit cancel out the debt?
Mr MINSON: It will take us through to midday to answer that question! As a broad
overview, the whole plantation operation is approached in a different way from the initial
undertaking for the softwood project. The member may recall that back in the 1950s and
1960s, the state acquired huge tracts of land so that we could own the trees and the land
on which they grew. The current hardwood plantations are mainly being done on water
supply land or on a share farming basis. CALM is simply the managing body on behalf
of Hansol or Oji Paper Co. the two big paper companies we are growing for. The cash
flow is positive as far as CALM is concerned. We are not incurring debt except from a
working point of view. CALM recoups money virtually straightaway from the major
companies. If any other companies are involved in the future, we would also recoup
costs from them.
I leave it to Dr Shea or Dr Byrne to comment regarding the amount of money returning to
the farmers themselves. Regarding debt, we are not preoccupied so much with debt at
CALM as we are with the whole of government approach to debt. CALM's debt is equal
to one of the old consolidated revenue fund allocations of $120m-odd. This has grown
this year by approximately $Im, but that debt increase will be down to zero next year. I
would like CALM to be debt free because its whole ethos and structure is affected by
debt I will not go too far into that aspect but it is interesting that much of the debt was
incurred not through CALM's operation but to pay debts from other government
operations over the past decade or so. The softwood forests are owned freehold lock,
stock and barrel, and these were mortgaged to raise money to allow other losses to be
met CALM has a huge debt around its neck, and this was crated not by itself but under
instruction from other parts of government I would like to see CALM hold up its head
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and be proud of running a good operation debt fire. It is running a good operation at die
moment, but it is being frustrated by its debt. The interest bill is frightening; that is,
approximately $l5m or $16m, although it has reduced recently because of the shift in
interest rates. Debt is not a preoccupation of this Minister, as we cannot immediately get
rid of it just at CALM. However, it is a whole of government approach to try to cut the
growth in debt first and then to repay debt. Through Treasury and the Treasurer I have
negotiated for CALM to develop through net appropriations a debt retirement program,
which will inevitably involve the realisation of some of its considerable assets.
Ultimately, we will be far better off. The simile that the debt would eventually be
covered, and that it is no different from mortgaging and buying a house and ending up
with an asset, is erroneous. The Department of Conservation and Land Management was
forced to take on a debt to finance other parts of government. Therefore the simile is not
correct. As Minister, I would like to see CALM reach a debt free point, and run itself
like a proper business - which in fact it is.
[ 10.30 am]
Dr SHEA: This is Dr Byrne's favourite subject. and he would kill me if he did not have
the opportunity to speak. I agree totally with the Minister. The threat of
comnmercialisation is very relevant to this answer. Our biggest worry is that before we
start our consolidated revenue budget we have an $18m commitment in interest and
repayments. That was reaching 'the stage where it would have a big impact on all the
things CALM does, particularly in areas of conservation. The most positive point of the
net appropriations is that we are now on a debt reduction program. It is true to say that
our assets far exceed our liabilities. A proportion, but not all, of the debt is attributed to
the plantation program, because a significant amount of the debt was attributed to

acurng land for conservation. The net worth of our plantations is between $300m and
$40, whereas our debt is only $121m. We are not bankrupt, but we welcome the new

approach as it allows our debt to be reduced.
Dr BYRNE: I would like to reinforce die approach by the Minister and the executive
director that appropriation is very important to debt management. Previously, recurrent
expenditure, recurrent revenue and recurrent debt were treated separately. By
comparison, the debt is balanced by an increase in asset value, as any commercial
organisation does. One of the first things we said to Treasury about debt appropriation
was that forest resource revenue was already above forest resource expenditure. We
asked Treasury why we must continue to borrow, because it would be better to use the
surplus. Last year we borrowed $10m. This year our borrowings are almost zero, and we
are now allowed to use the small surplus from the forest The revenue replaced debt. As
royalties increase, so does the return. We expect to retire the debt as the situation
improves; we can make an increased profit and increased return, and should be able to
reduce and then retire the debt. The dominant sourice of the total debt has been the
softwood plantations; it is about 75 per cent of it. As the Mvinister and CEO commented,
the asset value is about twice the value of the debt. The debt for softwood is about $24m,
while the minimum value of the softwood plantation is about $1 50mn.
Mrs HENDERSON: I asked earlier about the effective value of the blue gum plantations.
When are they likely to reach maturity, and what is the likely return to CALM? Before
you address that issue, I would like to link it to my preliminary comments about new
funding. My first question relates to the sale of assets and the sale of land. What assets
are to be sold over the next 12 months? What land sales are being considered? I seek
details on the values, expected returns, and areas of land. Has the department already
earmarked land for sale? Another question relates to comments about plantations. I
notice in the Budget papers reference to two joint ventures, one Korean and the other
Japanese. I seek more information on the joint ventures. What are the contracts? What
is the volume of timber? What returns are expected?
Mr MINSON: I do not think we will be selling many assets this year. It is a minor
aspect. The assets that may be sold over coming years have not been set but we do sit on
some extremely valuable land which contains pine. The land in the Blackwood Valley is
prime land because it is hobby farmland. It is such a beautiful are that people want to
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live there. It is a huge asset we can use if the whole of government decides it is
acceptable to dispose of the assets. CALM owns between 19 and 20 million ha across the
state. Obviously, most of it is nature reserve and national parks, and that land will not be
sold. However, CALM has a fair amount of commercial land mostly under plantation.
The Korean joint venture is with the Hansol company; the other is with Oji-Ituchu in
Japan.
Dr SHEA: CALM has established 7 000 ha of hardwood over the past several years,
principally to demonstrate the viability of hardwood plantations in Western Australia and
to attract investment. That has been extremely successful. We are no longer using
government money. The estimated worth of that venture is $30m, allowing for discounts
and cash flow, and that is well in excess of what we planned. The market for high quality
fibre is increasing significantly. For example, Bunnings recently sold the first plantation
hardwood from Western Australia at a bone dry unit price of 5175, which is about $30
above the current price from state forests. That is an incredibly valuable asset, and the
purpose of the estate was to demonstrate - because there were no investors in hardwood
in Western Australia in the l980s - that the Government provided the funds, and that it
would be sold or allocated to a pulp mill in Western Australia if that became a priority.
Obviously the Government has a priority to use state resources for value adding, if
possible. That would be a policy priority.
[ 10.40 am]
Mrs HENDERSON: Just before you come to that, could you answer my question about
the maturity of the forests?
Dr SHEA: We harvest blue gums at about 10 years.
Mrs HENDERSON: Are we talking about $30m a year?
Dr SHEA: That is the net value.
Mrs HENDERSON: What are the individual returns?
Dr SHEA: It depends on the price, but we would be talking about a return of $5 000 to
$6 000 per hectare depending on productivity.
Mrs HENDERSON: How much do you expect to harvest each year?,
Dr SHEA: It depends on the market and the schedule, but we will start to move to
probably a 500 to 1 000 ha program. It will vary from year to year. For example, in
Albany where we have 2 000 or 3 000 ha, we expect to start off in the next two or thre
years with a 500 ha program. Forgive me for saying this but it is true: Having very
successfully established the settings for a hardwood industry, we now integrate that with
the new investors. CALM will plant next year on behalf of the overseas investors 4 000
ha of blue gum, and the private sector will probably establish 6 000 ha. T'herefore,
probably about 10 000 ha of blue gum plantations will be established next year. On a
continuing basis we expect our plantation program for blue gums to increase to 6 000 ha.
Mrs HENDERSON: Is this on private land?
Dr SHEA: All of it is on private land except for the land the Minister mentioned. In the
1960s the Water Authority purchased an area in the Wellington catchment for
rehabilitation, and we have been appointed agents by the Water Authority to continue to
manage and replant that land. We obtained a small amount of land from SECWA, for
example, where it put a power line through and in exchange we had about 1 000 ha.
Virtually 99 per cent of the land planted up. certainly by us, is farmland for which we
negotiate partnerships with farmers.
Mrs HENDERSON: I asked earlier about the annuities and partnership, which is a
different position. I guess you have done a cost benefit analysis. In an area which may
be up for sale, where CALM has examined the possibility of planting that sont of land
with blue gum in terms of costs and returns, for example, will that continue to play a
part?
Mr MINSON: It is shared rather than leased. We try not to get into the business of
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awning trees at all. The ones we are doing are all shared, so the fanner owns the land
and the company owns the trees. They pay CALM a management fee to plant them and
to run diem. Ours is a cash positive operation from start to finish. The farmers can take
their value. So the value of the trees is irrelevant to CALM, as I understand it.
Mrs HENDERSON: So effectively you will just share the pricing?
Mr MINSON: No, we rake a flat race.
Dr SHEA: This is quite complicated. There are three or four different ways of acquiring
land from farmers. We starred with both softwoods; and hardwoods, and because of their
lack of confidence in the industry we developed what is called die annuity or share
farming system. The farmer received his share of the crop, because he provided the land,
in an up-front payment every year. With conifers they like that because there is a longer
period before they get a return. Once we instilled confidence in the industry we moved
as much as possible to what we call crop share, where the fanner does not get a payment
until die crop is harvested. He then gets about a third of the value. Private companies
have come in, and they tend to use leasing and make annual payments. It is quite
interesting to indicate the viability of forestry now in south Western Australia, because
private companies axe prepared to pay between $150 and $180 per ha per annum up front
for the use of the land. In Wellington, probably the finest wool bearing country in the
world, the current depressed price for wool means that farmers are struggling to get $60
or $70 net. Forestry has therefore become a very attractive land use. We have
consistently argued it is important to integrate trees into the farms. When one plants up
whole farms there are many social problems and also a negative economic one. There
are conservation problems with the pressure to clear vegetation. All our programs are
based on integrating trees into farms. After we started the program, as the Minister has
said, we said, "Look, it has been proved. Why should the government risk money?
There is money around." All we are doing with the Japanese, Koreans, and other people
who approach us is offering our agency, so that everything we put in is returned, on top
of which we make a profit for the pleasure of their doing business with us.
Another benefit to the state, and what drove CALM into this program more than anything
else, was the need to provide trees for land care. The state is getting land care for
nothing. It would cost us hundreds of millions of dollars to have the same impact on land
care as we are now receiving from blue gum plantations at Albany and Wellington. It
has dropped the water table at Wellington by 10 metres in five years. These huge
additional benefits for land care are paid for by overseas companies and are generating a
huge new wealth creating industry in this state.
Mrs HENDERSON: That is something everyone would welcome and it is a good
outcome, which might be seen as a side outcome. My next question is on a much more
controversial issue. I think is true that the bulk of the population would be very pleased
if the strip planting program eventually led to a lesser attack on our state forests. It
sounds to me as though there will be different purposes in the contracts with those
countries compared with most of the timber for waodchip, that used in construction, and
in more recent times for value added, furniture making and so on. The public at large
supported this notion very strongly in the 1980s. One of the reasons was that people
were concerned about the attacks on the forests. Mor people use forests for recreation
and many would like to see harvesting come from plantations. 1 would be interested in
your comments on progress towards that.
(10.50 am]
Mr MINSON: The reason I got a bit emotional in the House a week or so ago was that
the concept which I thought, and I still think, you were trying to push led me to believe
that you have a misconception. We do not log forests for woodchips; we log forests for
timber products. In thie same way that, as a fanner, I have never been able to breed a cow
which produces all fillet steak, if you accept that logging is acceptable - and 1 do,
although I understand that some people do not - then it is silly to exclude woodchipping.
A certain section of it will be prime furniture timber, some will be structural timber and
die smaller cuts and biodegradable elements will go to speciality manufacturers of
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furniture and fine wood items. What used to be left in the forest or burnt can now be
chipped. We have arrived at the point where some of the more high tech mills have also
found a use for the bark. Apart from the sawdust, they have a 100 per cent utilisation of
the timber that they take. When we speak of blue gums the plantations are grown solely
for woodehips. We grow plantations for woodehipping, but we do not log forests for
woodehipping. We log for timber products of which woodehips are one. The
philosophical argument of whether one should log native forests is another matter. We
could argue that for a century and never resolve it. The conditions under which blue
gums are grown for woodchips do not provide timber that is particularly usefui for
furniture making. Higher grade timbers must be grown over a much longer period. The
fact is that this is economically driven, whether we like to believe it or not. It is easy to
get people to invest in a plantation that will be harvested at 10 years of age, and then after
having been cut will coppice and can be reharvested in another eight to 10 years. Front
one planting one will get two harvests. People of 40 or 50 years of age who have some
money to invest will be prepared to put it into that sort of operation knowing they will
likely get a return before they die. It is another matter to get people who are 40 or 50 to
be kind enough to their grandchildren to invest in trees which will not be harvested until
they are 100 years of age.
The question of getting out of native forests and having plantations for woodchips as
opposed to plantations for furniture grade timber is a complex issue. My philosophy is
that provided it is sustainable in terms of the yield and the other values of the forest - they
include tourism and preservation of flora and fauna of different types because different
age forests produce different types of flora;, and heritage values - it is legitimate and
arguably a wise use of a resource to have a viable timber industry within the forest. I do
not believe, as does the Resources Assessment Commission according to its latest report,
that there is any need to stop logging in native forests. Plantations are definitely of value
and very economical for woodchips. That is why we grow plantations for woodchips.
Dr SHEA: I cannot comment on the value judgments that are involved in deciding for
and against native forest management. I am a public servant; it is appropriate that
politicians decide that. Western Australia can be proud of how it has restructured its
hardwood industry, particularly the jarruh cut. As a result of the original 1987
management plan and the response of industry, we have changed the hardwood cut,
particularly jarrab, from one that was driven into an end product market for structural
timber to one that is value added. Frankly, when CALM proposed 10 years ago that the
jarrab cut should be convented to at least 30 per cent value added - it was then less than
10 per cent - we were met with some opposition by the existing industry. There is a
belief in some parts of the community, as members will know, that CALM is supposed to
be in cahoots with the industry. The industry at various times has had strong objection to
strategies we proposed to the Government. To the industry's credit, and particularly
Bunnings who I do not necessarily agree with all the time, this year 70 per cent of sawlog
production from jarrab will go to value added. We are seeing over $l00m of investment.
This whole industry has changed from structural to value added. We are talking about
products now that are worth $2 000 instead of $400 when they come out of the mill door.
It is an interesting question, and one I hear all the time, about whether we should go to
plantations. The issue politically is simply that we now have a jarrafi industry which is
based on that timber's unique properties and which cannot be replaced, no matter which
trees one grows in plantations. It becomes a political question of whether we want to say
that the existing industry based on value added should be disbanded. It is trite to say we
will have plantations, because a different product is being produced.
Mrs HENDERSON: Everyone has welcomed the change to value added. It is widely
known that the use of jarrah is much more efficient and in keeping with the quality of the
timber. Everyone congratulates CALM on the moves in that direction. I recollect that
we even had pieces of furniture brought into the Parliament and placed on the Table of
the House so that people could see the change in use, even to the extent of using refuse
and leftover timber to produce what to the eye looked to be high quality timber products.
I do not think it is a semantic issue of whether trees are logged for woodchips or timber
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products, one of which is woodchips. It would be foolish to ignore the degree of public
concern about harvesting from old growth forests as compared with regrowth forests. As
more people spend more rime taking holidays in the south west that will become a greater
issue. It is not particularly productive for that to end up as an aggressive black and white
debate because it polarises people and causes damnage. In the past people who expressed
concern about the issues have been painted by people on the other side of the fence as ill-
informned, emotional, and all those sorts of stereotypical comments, which does not
reflect the fact that the average Western Australian is concerned about this issue. It must
be addressed in terms of where the harvesting occurs and which areas will be left until
later. Although the Estimates Committee is probably not the appropriate place to go
through all the issues which have been raised in the community recently, those issues
must be addressed from the point of view of the continual confrontation between those
seeking to preserve areas of pristine old growth forest from being harvested and who
argue that more effort must be put into harvesting regrowth area and areas of lesser
value, and those who take an opposing view. Those sorts of arguments must be taken on
board, rather than the people who make those comments being constantly attacked as
being ill-informed.
Turning to the question of finances, I would like some information about the projected
returns from the joint ventures. The figure of $30m was mentioned as the overall value
of some of the hardwood plantations. I do not have a clear picture of the expected annual
returns from those joint ventures.
Mr MINSON: We can get those figures for you. I cannot let your comments pass on the
matter of old growth forests. I make it very clear that as far as I am concerned it is not a
black and white argument. At no time have I derided those who hold the view that we
should not log them at all. There is a group of people in Western Australia who would
like to ignore the fact that we have not treated it as a black and white argument Indeed,
we have set aside considerable areas of old growth forest. The question of whether
enough has been set aside is another matter. For example, it is often portrayed that Jane
block is all being logged, whereas in fact 49 per cent of that block has been sec aside and
will never be logged. The Government and!I ackno 'wledge, and this is a fulfilment of a
policy commitment, that we will manage the forests in a sustainable way, not only for
timber products but for all the other values of the forests, including tourism and heritage.
It is often difficult, in fact almost impossible, to put quantitative figures on all those
values.
I think we have done a very good job in Western Australia, over a number of
governments, in arriving at our present position. I amn more than happy to make the
figures available to the member. I do not believe we need to set aside any further areas.
Having said that, I often deal with people who say to me that no trees should be logged. I
do not subscribe to that view, neither do I support the view that trees should be cut down
solely for economic use. Obviously, society wants a good representation of old growth
forests; and all the other good things forests provide must be taken care of. I believe we
are doing that. If someone can convince me as Minister that we are not doing it
correctly, I will shift. It is not a wise use of resources to stop logging our native forests
altogether. I can provide concrete figures concerning the joint venturers within the
specified time frame, unless Dr Byrne can provide them off the top of his head-
With respect to Hansol, there is no pot of money at the end for us. CALM receives an
annual instalment of a planning and management fee, so over a period it receives a
certain amount of money.
[ 11.00 am]
Dr SHEA: Parliament is particularly sensitive about the use of commercial
confidentiality. Obviously when we are negotiating with overseas companies we want to
maximise the return to the state and increase our profits. Essentially for 1 000 ha we
receive $150 000 which is profit over and above all the costs.
One of CALM's rat difficulties in becomning as efficient as we want is that we must
employ a certain number of staff in the south west, particularly for fire emergencies.
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Fortunately fre emergencies occur aver only a small part of the year. iTo minimise the
cost to the taxpayers we have generated projects which provide employment for those
people during other times of the year. Thai is very valuable in terms of the Hansol
projects. For example, at Collie we have just completed planting 1 000 ha for Hansol
where staff who fight the wild fires in summer can be utilised and we will not have to
subsidise them in the winter months. A very important benefit of an integrated agency is
projects which provide employment during the part of the year when there is no
employment.
Mr PENDAL: At page 79 is reference to the metropolitan dieback protection plan. How
are we progressing in the fight against tieback in national parks? Do the figures released
some years ago which arose out of a select committee afford any more optimism for our
prospects of winning that battle?
Mr MINSON: CALM's ieback committee is due to report later this year. I hope it will
have some better news than we have had in the past. It is making some very encouraging
progress in being able to pick out and propagate tieback resistant species which have
previously been very susceptible. Jarrah is the obvious one because the disease is known
as jarrab dieback. There are a number of examples of recolonisation which are probably
worth the member visiting. The John Forrest national park contains several hectares
where jarrah tieback has cleared out the jarrah trees, but where a number of resistant
tieback subspecies are now growing. They have come from more than one genetic stock.
When we recolonise these areas the plants will come from 20 or 30 genetic stocks. We
also have a chemical product which gives short term protection, but which is not really
viable as broadacre protection. It does not give immunity. nevertheless it would be very
useful in the event of an endangered flora species being further threatened.
Mr PENDAL: What is happening in the national parks? At one stage several years ago
reports were that up to 40 per cent of Cape Range national park was affected. Are things
as bad as that these days? Have the last couple of years seen a containment? Are the
figures static, worsening or improving?
Dr SHEA: As the member knows, because he has had an active interest in this area for
some years, tieback manifests itself in a variety of ways and in a variety of areas. In the
jamba forest, where it was initially discovered, I believe the disease has stabilised. It is
still a serious problem but we have made significant advances with jarrah resistant
species and have also gained site understanding. That is not to say we should be
complacent. The area of immense concern, which the member mentioned sonic years
ago, is on the south coast, an area of megadiversity.
One of the frustrating parts of my work is to hear the environmental debate on issues
such as we have been discussing when the serious issues are ignored. I am not prone to
overstating environmental problems, as you know. However, unfolding on the south
coast is a conservation tragedy of international significance. It is an area of
megadiversity which, for a combination of factors, is highly susceptible to introduced
fungus. The Minister and I visited Albany on a number of occasions and saw that the
disease had an effect like a biological bulldozer. The spread occurred in the past as a
result of firebreaks, etc. As the member knows, there was a major outbreak in the
Stirling Ranges in the 1960s because at that time fiebreaks were put in without realising
that the fungus was being spread. The tragedy on the south coast is that the fungal level
in the soil seems to be so high that even the bandicoots are spreading it. It is ironic that a
priority endangered species is spreading the fungus. It was interesting to see the
commumty response to a 30 000 ha no-go area, which the Minister announced in the
Stirling Times. In the past we have experienced resistance to locking up national parks.
However, people realise we are in a catastrophic situation.
Having worked in research on the fungus myself in my previous life, I am pessimistic
about tieback in that area, but there are some rays of hope as a result of the chemical the
Minister referred to. Although that chemical can be used only in a strategic way, it
induces incredible resistance in plants such as banksia which are highly susceptible. One
of the department's research programs is focusing on the chemical trigger resistance
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mechanisms and it will examine an easier and cheaper way to apply it. As part of the
research strategy the department will join with the CSIRO and possibly five other
organisations throughout Australia to come up with a properly researched submission.
The Minister has strongly backed this to allow the department to increase its intensity of
research in that mra. The prognosis for the south west vegetation is not at all good.
(11.10 and
Mr PENDAL: Have all the recommendations of the upper House select committee on
dieback in national parks been implemented?
Dr SHEA: One of its recommendations was implemented in the Stirling Ranges; that is,
some areas were closed off. To the best of my knowledge all of the recommendations
have been implemented. The Minister is pressing me to put more resources into these
areas. One of the by-products of what is a misfocused debate on the environment,
particularly on forestry, is that the large sums of money which are wasted on some
aspects of the environment could be directed to these programs. Over the last several
years the department has spent $2m of taxpayers' money responding to the forestry
argument by way of reviews and inquiries. That amount of money spent on dieback
research would make a massive impact on the environment. I use this forum to put my
strong view that it is time people focused on the real environmental issues like
salinisation and dieback. Although I appreciate community concern and respond to it, in
terms of science there is not one threatened species in the forest because of logging. An
international tragedy is occurring in this state's forest along the south coast.
Mr PENDAL: When the total closure of some of the contaminated areas was publicly
advocated some time ago, you acknowledged that people would buy that idea because of
the possibility of averting a disaster. Are you saying that the total closure has been
received reasonably well?
Dr SHEA: The Minister has approved that.
Mr MINSON: People are very concerned about it.
Mr PENDAL: I understood that the Government's policy was for the creation of a
dieback research institute. Has that happened?
Mr MINSON: A steering committee is working on it and it is due to report shortly. The
results of that committee will lead to the establishment of that institute.
Mr PENDAL: Dieback is not a native Western Australian disease. Whatever this state
does to solve the problem may well produce a new technology on the world scene that
could provide handsome returns to the state because of the need for that technology.
With that in mind, is the problem still as catastrophic in other parts of the world as it
appears to be in this state?
Dr SHEA: It is. This fungus attacks over 1 000 species and it is an increasing problem.
The department has been approached in the last year to give advice on management
procedures for a similar problem caused by another type of Phyrophrhora in the cedar
forests of the United States of America. There is no doubt that over the last few years
Western Australia has had in place most stringent management procedures for forests and
national parks. The potential is there for this department's expertise to be utilised.
When I went back to the University of California, where I had previously worked, I was
saddened to find that to some extent those institutions are suffering the funding cuts that
are occurring around the world. Some of the studies into high tech areas, like gene
manipulation, were not proceeding at the rate they previously did. The departnent is
optimistic and is lobbying strongly to establish a research centre based in Western
Australia, but with cooperation from organisations around Australia including the
CSIRO. This will assist in providing the extra resources needed to deal with this
problem.
Mr MINSON: It is my fond hope that the institute will be established, either as a stand-
alone institute or as a competent research centre, using other resources from around
Australia. However, two things are important- Firstly, when it is established it will have
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to be given a sensitive capital base. If it is established in a cosmetic way it will not
achieve anything positive and will simply be a shell. Secondly, we must be very positive
about it, bearing in mind what Dr Shea said. If we give the institute the necessary capital,
that combined with the knowledge already available on Phyrophshora could make it a
revenue generating organisation because of the sale of its technology overseas.
Mr LEAHY: I refer to the whale sharks at Ningaloo and the program implemented to
licence boats. Has there been an increase in the number of boats allowed into that area
during the whale shark season? Has CALM any intention of charging a fee for people
wishing to dive with the whale sharks?
Dr SHEA: I met with the whale shark operators at the conclusion of last season. The
department has operated two trial seasons and I acknowledge the tremendous cooperation
it received from the operators. Obviously there will always be an objection from the
private sector when a government agency proposes a fee increase. The Minister agreed
to a compromise last season and the fee was reduced from $10 to $7. It was signalled at
the meeting in May that it was government policy - CALM strongly supported it - to have
a user pay fee, given the amount of work required by the government agency to manage
that resource. There was a general acceptance by the industry of a $15 fee, although
there will be objections. The Minister has supported the idea that we need to put a cap on
the number of operators and that, in addition, a licence should be provided for a number
of years to provide security. The Minister is considering the idea of allowing the licences
to be traded to provide flexibility in the market. Currently there are 14 registered licence
holders; two or three people did not take up the option. This information will be
provided to the Minister in a report in about four or five weeks. The general feeling
within the industry was that the most important thing the department could do was
provide certainty and a warning of what would happen. The people involved indicated
that the fees should be used for research, and the department strongly supports that. For
example, the whale shark season is lasting much longer than it did previously. It is
anticipated that the money obtained from the fees will be used to obtain the services of a
top scientist to carry out further investigations. In addition the department will carry out
systematic aerial surveys when the whale sharks are their.
Mr MINSON: I would be interested to hear the member's comments on the way this
system is operating.
Mr LEAHY: The feedback I get is predominantly on the fee. Dr Shea and the Minister
will be aware that the amount charged for diving with the whale sharks is considerable.
The amount of money charged by CALM will not impact on the industry in that regardl.
[ 11.20 am]
Dr SHEA: They accept that they must ensure that it is identified by the customer to be a
positive thing. If the operator provides a brochure - which we provide - outlining the
reasons for the fees and what we do with the money, it will help ensure a positive
attitude. We are happy to do that. When one is charging $1 000, the $15 fee is not much,
and they want to ensure that the oncost is identified.
Mr LEAHY: If it is indicated that the money would be used for research, it is important
that it go into research for that area.
Mr MINSON: We have adopted that same ethos. To broaden the discussion, that ethos
is applied to national park fees, because obviously people resist the charging of fees
where no fees were charged in the past. We have given a commitment that when money
is collected in an area, we will do our best to ensure that the money is spent within that
area for the benefit of the national park, be it such things as picnic areas or toilet blocks.
In the whale shark area, the money will be used to finance the management of the
research. Most people are more than happy to pay when that is known. If we adopt the
strategy of guaranteeing the money will go to that area, the minuses will be outweighed
by the pluses; people will be happy to pay.
Mr LEAHY. How much money was raised this year from that source?
Dr SHEA: About $10 000 or $11 000. We are still in a negative cash flow situation.
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Questions were raised about why CALM should exist and why it should have its own
vote. It is important that we are not pan of another vote, as we act as a type of police
force - that costs money. We are down about $15 000 or $20 000 on this operation,
although we got back about $11 000. 1 have found that the whale shark operators
approach this matter in an incredibly positive manner. Although they are rather tense at
times, they are generally positive.
Mr LEAHY: Is there a charge for the boat licences?
Dr SHEA: That is an issue which the Government must address in relation to the broad
base of tourism. If the Government accepts the general view, which the Minister has
expressed, that there should be a ceiling on the number of operators and a licence should
apply, the licence would adopt a value - this would not be unlike taxi licences.
Therefore, it becomes a question of what happens when the licences are transferred: Will
part of that value be applied to die management of the resource? That is a matter for the
Government and the community to determine.
Mr MINSON: I suppose it is similar to the situation with crayfishermen in the 1950s and
1960s. When the first licences were issued, the likelihood existed of making somebody a
millionaire when that person had made no investment of his own. It was simply a matter
of giving him a licence.
Mr LEAHY: It also recently happened to an extent with scallops.
Mr MINSON: Do we put a value on the licence and charge people once they are let onto
the market place? Do we let the licences find a value once they start to change hands, or
do we auction them oft'? I do not want to approach it through auction, and a better way
may be to issue the licences and for us to receive a portion of their value when they are
traded. That should be guaranteed to be allocated for research. I am not sure whether
that will be the best way to operate to the benefit of die area associated with the whale
shark. Also, I do not want to make this an industry for millionaires only by making it
very difficult to enter. Many fledgling operators need encouragement. As long as we
can encourage them and give incentives to improve the industry by making it attractive
and adding value to the licences, we can then step in. and take a cut when the licences are
traded.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: The McCarrey report suggested that a saving of between $17m
and $24m would be achieved in CALM through a number of suggestions, one of which
was a reduction of between 280 and 27? FTEs. Are you working to achieve the types of
reductions recommended by McCarrey?
Mr MINSON: We are working to achieve reductions. However, the workload on CALM
is increasing all the time. My judgment is that although some reductions have already
occurred - Dr Shea will give details - even if we stood still with FTE numbers during the
next three to five years, that would still be a huge efficiency in itself. That will be due to
the increased workload coming into CALM all the time. Not only is extra land coming
into the conservation and public estate, but also public expectation is increasing on how
these areas are run. We are trying to make the operation as efficient as possible. Unless
we make some dramatic changes, the consequences of which we have not thought
through yet. we will not achieve the FTE reductions outlined in the McCarrey report.
Certainly, it could be done if we wanted to contract out a lot of the work which CALM
does; however, good reasons exist why that is not done. One such reason was mentioned
earlier regarding the tree planting operation: We like to keep a number of people
employed by CALM because they quickly shift across to become firefighters. If
everything was conducted on contract, an experienced, integrated and trained firefighting
force would not be available - when needed, they would be in other parts of the state
carrying out contract work. We will bear in mind a range of possibilities. Also, some
considerations were not pointed out in the McCarrey report. The firefighting force was
just one of them, and these realities cannot be understood unless one has been in the
system for a period of time.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: CALM's annual report indicated the target for prescribed
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burning. Is this an area which may be contracted out? The prescribed burning target is
for 90 per cent of the priority one and two areas; however, only 70 per cent was able to
be achieved. The report went on to indicate on page 43 chat the reason was the lack of
funds and staff.
That aspect would seem to be a crucial part of CALM's operations. Unless the
Government decides to contract out the work - considering the politics involved with
prescribed burning - CALM will continue to be responsible for prescribed burning. Do
you regard this activity as a priority as indicated in the annual report? Also, the
McCarrey report refers to a cut back in staff and a reduction of Sl7m in the allocation.
However, CALM cannot achieve the full 90 per cent of the prescribed burn-off because
resources are not available. The McCarrey report pointed out that 72 per cent of
CALM's fuinding is spent on nature conservation and 18 per cent on forest resources. Do
you see that imbalance improving in the future?
[11.30 am]
Mr MINSON: As to prescribed burning, my answer is a continuation of the comments I
made earlier about employing a certain number of people on work that could conceivably
be contracted out. That is desirable because of fire control, including prescribed burning.
In the time fr-ame during which the McCarrey commission had to operate, it is probably
difficult for an outside reviewer to come to grips with such a difficult matter. The
McCarrey report was as much a thought-starter as anything else. It was never intended to
be a bible. We have not viewed it that way. We have taken the constructive comments
on board. Provided we are as efficient as possible, the size of the current work farce is
desirable simply because of fire control, tree planting and prescribed burning. They go
hand in hand. Therefore. I see a continuation of the current system.
The second question related to various expenditures on nature conservation compared
with forest operations. That becomes complicated with some of the expenditure, by
separating one from the ocher. As we go to accrual accounting it will become very
difficult for the percentages to mean the same thing. We will not be comparing apples
with apples. Considerable changes will be made, and it will not be easy in another five
years to say that we spent 21 per cent on one area, because we will be dealing with a
totally different method of accounting and debt structure. I suggest that the current
balance will not be departed from in a significant way.
Dr SHEA: Subsequent to the McCarrey report the Minister initiated the Lewis inquiry,
which has brought down its findings. It is clear, as indicated in the annual report we
have been lagging behind with prescribed burning. In part, that has been a resource
problem, because until the Sydney wildfires we did not have a lot of community support
for prescribed burning. The department appreciates the bipartisan support for prescribed
burning which successive governments have offered.
To address the problem of the lag, the Minister responded immediately to concerns
expressed by the department and the Lewis inquiry by setting up a $250 000 emergency
fund for the southern forest region. We were concerned about the risks involved for our
operators because of the deterioration in resources, such as fire towers and cracks. We
anticipate we will be targeting some special extra prescribed burning which has become
possible as a result of new technology. Today's newspaper carried an article regarding a
helicopter, and I hope that is only a blimp on the screen. We usually do not set alight
helicopters: it is usually the bush. That technology has made a big impact on our
capacity to target difficult areas such as pine plantations and regrowth. We will be
allocating significant extra resources to technology to bring back the levels of fuel to
those that we can control.
As to the McCarrey report and the way the department is attacking the problem of staff
numbers, we are in t process of stabilising our critical mass of firefighters. We have
the best firefighters in the world in this state. We will extend their capacity by linking up
with seasonal workers, other government agencies, and the logging industry. We will
train the logging industry, which is very experienced in this area. The inister will have
before him during the next few weeks a proposal for seasonal work, including using
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students to supplement the firefighting force. Our management difficulty is that when we
have a blow-up in Western Australia - which occurs about once ever 10 years - we
require something like 350 trained firefighters. We need three shifts to come ont one after
the other to deal with three different areas. We are below that critical level, but through
the training process and the use of seasonal workers we will acquire that critical mass. In
the context of government efficiency the situation is extremely difficult because many of
these people must be employed for the full year.
How do we accommodate the extra funding to keep them on staff? One response is the
same as with the tree planting process: We give them a job, and they are firefighters in
the summer and tree planters in the winter. In view of the bipartisan environment in
respect of fire management in Western Australia, if we had a different method of
delivering a firefighting service in the south west of the state it would cost $40mi to
$50mn. Those ame the figures being used in New South Wales. We are producing the best
bush firefighting service in the world for around $4m or $5m. The commumty must
recognise that it is expensive not only to retain forest for tourism but also to ensure that
when tourists visit the forest they are in a safe environment.
Dr BYRNE: I would like to respond briefly regarding the full time equivalent numbers
of staff members. We have a significant seasonal work force of about 10 per cent during
the peak summer period. In addition, staff numbers have been declining in line with the
McCarrey recommendation. We had about 1 400 staff at the time of the McCarrey
recommendations. Page 705 of the Program Statements shows that staff numbers have
fallen below 1 300 this year. That decline involved 100 or more staff but did not occur in
areas of field work. There has been a decline predominantly in office space functions;
that is, people sitting at desks. We had an early voluntary retirement scheme last year
and a significant proportion of those salared people who went were people who sat in
offices. We have reviewed our work practices to increase standards in that area where
they are not really making an output to suppont our programs. We have been successful
in that respect.
Mr MINSON: We have addressed roughly half of the McCarrey recommendations in
this area, but I do not see us going to the full extent that McCarrey suggested was
possible. It is possible, but the side effects from fires and so on make it unwise to
proceed further.
Mr PENDAL: At page 709, reference is made to the spectacular work of conserving
native flora in Western Australia and the deal with the pharmaceutical company,
AMRAD, to produce a treatment for HIV sufferers. What is the role of our native flora
in dealing with IV sufferers? When can we expect to see royalties starting to come in;
or perhaps they have started coming in already?
I11.40am.)
Dr SHEA: Could I make a general statement about Western Australia's flora? We have
an incredible opportunity to caphtalise on the potential for extracting the potential
pharmaceutical contents from our native flora. Not only is it incredibly diverse and
unique, as many of our species are endemic, but also there is the strange environment in
which these plants grow. The reason we can run Operation Foxglove is that a naturally
occurring poison in the native flora kills foxes but the native animals are resistant to it.
So there is potentially what we call a cocktail of bizarre substances just waiting to be
exploitedL
With respect to the HIV chemical called conocurvone, which was patented by the
National Cancer Institute of the United States, we have already received $lm as an up
front payment from Amrad Pharmacia Biotech for the licence. I understand it is in the
final stages of negotiating with the Nd, in which case another $750 000 will be paid. In
addition, as part of that agreement we have the first right of refusal for any research. In
Western Australia around 40 scientists iranging from medical scientists, through
pharmaceutical experts to chemists and ecologists - are working on this compound. They
will have spent some $750 000, paid for by Amrad, so the net benefit to the state at thi
stage is $1.75m. Those scientists have been extremely successful. We now have seven
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internationally recognised patents on various aspects of conocurvone. because although
we did not achieve the original patent for the chemical, we have surrounding patents; for
example, for synthesis. That program is working very satisfactorily.
The Government has also supported the concept that we should move on fronm that single
compound in Western Australia to see if we can establish a drug discovery facility to
enable us to systematically screen remaining flora. Unfortunately, throughout Australia
in the past large multinational pharmaceutical companies have taken extracts from native
plants and synthesised them without the knowledge of or benefit to the home country.
One of the significant things about the legislation Parliament passed in its closing hours
last year is that Western Australia is ahead of every other state, and to some extent the
world, in establishing sovereignty over our native plant resources.
Mr MINSON: Currently we are trying to become part of one of the cooperative research
centres, or CRCs. Its task will be to run a bio-assay over all our native species so that we
can catalogue them. Sometimes these substances sit on the shelf for years before
somebody finds them useful. If we are successful in getting funding for that CRC it will
be a great boon to us.
Dr SHEA: To return to the member for South Perth's question about dieback on the
south coast, the genus from which we have extracted this chemical is conospermum, the
smoke bush, which happens to be highly susceptible to phytophthora. The research that
CALM and its consortium have done indicates that several species in the south coast
region have even higher contents of this chemical. The point is that when we are in
danger of losing these species it is not just a nature conservation loss but potentially a
very significant loss to mankind.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: To return to the McCarmey report, I am aware royalties have
increased over time. Regardless of that, McCarrey warns in his report that royalties
across the board for timber produced in Western Australia are too low. Does the Minister
agree with that part of the McCarrey report and, if so, what is the proposal for timber
royalties in this state, which at present seem to be guided by the market as most of the
timber goes to auction? It seems to me the marketplace sets the price.
Mr MINSON: In my opinion when McCarrey wrote that, it was correct; the royalties
were too low. Traditionally there has been a lag in royalty increases in Western Australia
because they were determined by Cabinet, which meant that it waited until a government
department was short of money, then thought, "Let's have a look at the royalties." Often
it would go in when the market had peaked and was on its way down again, which was
probably an inappropriate time to increase royalties. Twelve months later the industry
would ask to have the royalties cut again. In fact, I think that since 1989 we had a freeze
until the end of last year or the beginning of this year. It was during 1993, of course,
when McCanrey reported that he felt royalties were too low, and they were. We
increased dhem and set a base value. From now on they will be reviewed automatically
and adjusted in line with an index taken from a basket of timber products in the
marketplace. Most of the timber is not auctioned but supplied on contract.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Who will do that reviewing - Parliament?
Dr SHEA: A basket of products has been identified. The Australian Bureau of Statistics
will monitor and be the arbiter of the price.
Mr MINSON: That means that when the timber prices are high the state will get more
royalty but it will be at a time when the industry can afford it. When there is a slump we
will not get as much, but the industry will not have to ask government for a freeze on
royalties. It will make the process much more responsive in a much more sensible way,
and also it will remove the stupid lobbying that goes on from time to time when royalties
are under review and the industry is forced to behave as though its throat were cut and try
to put forward all sorts of reasons why it should not have an increase. This will put it on
a much more sensible footing.
Dr HAMES: You will recall that I asked a question of the Environmental Protection
Authority before with regard to the mallee fowl, which is on the endangered species list.
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I saw it in the Bencubbin region, but I gather a new south west group has formed to try to
preserve the maliee fowl. What has CALM done in this regard?
[ 11.50 am)
Dr SHEA: This is a useful question. Briefly and broadly, the issue of endangered
species relates 10 my previous comment in response to dhe member for South Perth about
bow the environmental debate has become misplaced. It has been established quite
clearly in respect of endangered animal species in Western Australia that the danger is
not from people, nor bulldozers, nor loggers, certainly - it is the fox. We have
outstanding evidence that feral animals, particularly foxes, have a devastating effect on
our fauna. We have the quite dramatic situation with the numbat which, as the Minister
saw a few months ago, we have moved from being on the verge of extinction to over a
thousand pairs. The same thing has happened with woylies, chuditches and a whole
range of animals. The member for Thornlie mentioned the emotional debate about the
forest. I agree with her, and I wish some of the people she says have points of view
would correct the misinformation they are spreading. For example, in the Alba"y
Advertiser an article reported that two members of the conservation movement have
claimed that logging is making the maliee fowl, and a range of other animals, extinct.
The fact is that the last sighting of the mallee fowl in the south west was in a karri
regrowth forest. We are working with the community to preserve the mallee fowl, and a
key aspect is the control of foxes. While it is true to say that the Zoo has an exciting
captive breeding program, we must be careful we do not use captive breeding when it is
not necessary. For example, the numbat is breeding prolifically, as is the woylie and a
number of animals in the forest, provided foxes are not present. We are putting
significant resources into removing foxes. for example, this year the ministry initiated
Operation Foxglove, the largest feral animal control program in the history of the world.
Foxes were removed from 500 000 ha of forest in Western Australia.
Our next target is the cat. In the conservation debate nobody denies that serious
problems exist, but so much of the debate is focused on issues which are not significant
when compared to the real threats. The danger there is not just frustration on the part of
officers in my department and myself;, is it also that we misallocate resources. Millions
of dollars have been wasted in reviews and inquiries which could have been spent much
more profitably on key issues such as feral animals.
Yesterday the Minister and I went to the wheatbelt where another major threat, not just to
farmland but to conservation, is occurring. We are looking at another tragedy.
Salination in the wheatbelt in the next 10 years is likely to destroy over half of our
existing native reserves and all our fresh water resources. People are concerned about
biodiversity and old growth forests, but right on the door of the forests we are seeing
massive losses of species over thousands of hectares.
Mr LEAHY: In view of the big expansion of the CALM estate in the Gascoyne region,
with national parks at Kennedy Range and Mt Augustus and the marine parks, when will
CALM consider a regional office based in Carnarvon?
Mr MINSON: It is not something to which I have given a lot of thought. If or when
CALM through its executive director indicates to me someone should be stationed there
rather than at Geraldton, that would be an appropriate time to reallocate some staff from
Geraldton to the Gascoyne. It is partly an economic decision and partly a management
decision.
Dr SHEA: As John Byrne has mentioned, one of the things we are concerned about is
getting bums off seats and into the field. Although it is important to have a structure to
manage regional systems, we must be careful. Every time we set up a regional centre
there are automatic overheads. Rather than set up big centres, we have tended to
reinforce areas, as we have at Denham. That is the way we are likely to go at Caniarvon.
When we achieve it will depend on resources. We are optimistic, given the magnificent
resources in the area and its importance to conservation, that we will be able to generate a
significant amount of revenue to fund the sorts of resources you want.
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Mr MARLBOROUGH: The McCafrey report advocates that CALM should relinquish
its role of prime lagging contractor. I and a number of people would be concerned if that
were to occur. Does the Minister shute that view of the report?
Mr MINSON: In strict economic terms, McCarrey is right. However, in the context of
dieback control in particular, it would be unwise for CALM to move to that sort of
modus operandi. Unless CALM is present in its conservation role during logging
operations - let us distinguish the two; CALM is the coordinator for the logging
operations but is also present in a conservation sense - it will not be able to make sure
there is a minimum of disturbance and transfer of dieback. On the grounds of dieback
alone I do not believe CALM can get out of running the operation as it does. As an
ongoing process, instead of awning bulldozers, low loaders and trucks, we will contract
out the physical process of cutting the trees and transporting them out of the forests. As
far as I can see it will always be under the control of CALM in its conservation mode,
because unless we do so we will lose the very tight handle we have on dieback. In a
strict economic sense there is no question but that turning it over to a contractor would be
more economical. In the overall view of things, bearing in mind the charter and
responsibilities of CALM and its Minister, we axe better to keep control of the situation
as we now have it. We can achieve savings through contracting out.
Mr MARLBOROUGH4: There is a lot of confusion in the Rockingham-Kwinana-
Cockburn area over the proposed transit route which the Minister for Planning seems to
have initiated and completed very much on his own. Part of that confusion and concern
relates to the route which the Minister proposes. It flies in the face of another route
which the Minister for Transport has before him and in relation to which lengthy
consultations took place with the local councils. The moute proposed by the Minister for
Planning goes through some very sensitive environmental areas such as Leda and a
number of wetlands. Have you or the department been involved with or had any input
into the proposed route? Have you raised any concerns about that proposal? You may be
aware that the local authorities are concerned about their lack of input into the proposal.
It is causing confusion because, as you will be aware, such roads must be planned years
in advance and there axe now two proposed moutes for a rapid transit system and nobody
knows which one will apply. At least the route proposed by the Minister for Transport
was negotiated through community and local government meetings, and although some
concerns were raised the moute of the transit system was settled in people's minds.
Mr MINSON: The member is quite right; there are a number of imperatives in that area,
one of which is conservation. Two of my departments have been closely involved in the
operation. One is CALM, but the Department of Environmental Protection has been
more closely involved of late than has CALM. Unless something happened recently
when I was not in the Cabinet room, no determination has been made.
[ 12.00 noon]
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Nonetheless, concerns have been raised about this route.
Mr MINSON: Concerns have been raised about both routes. The member will be aware
that a number of people say we should not develop the rapid transit system there at all,
but that we should go further east. I believe we can manage the situation. We can have a
rapid transit corridor and still preserve the wetlands. It may involve the creation of a
couple of artificial wetlands. We will manage it with the wise-use philosophy that is now
adopted by Ramsar and most major conservation bodies around the world, certainly in
Europe. Unfortunately that ethos does not appear to have spread to Australia.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Maybe it has not spread to the Minister for Planning rather than
to Australia.
Mr MINSON: You put me in a difficult position by making comments like that. 'Me
Department of Environmental Protection and CALM ame closely involved in discussions
on where that will finally be built.
Mr MARLBOROUGH: Can we put some sort of time limit on it? I take it from what the
Minister has said that CALM and the Department for Environmental Protection have said
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to the Minister for Planning or his department that any planning program should be
addressed on that basis. Where is that process now?
Mr MINSON: We will probably have to wait another three months before we get an
answer. However, the officers dealing with it have said that even they were amazed at
the number of conflicting imperatives in that situation. It is compounded of course by the
number of stages in the development of Port Kennedy and the southern corridor.
Division 73: Environmental Protection, $15 608 000 -
(Mr Ainsworth, Chairman.]
(Mr Minson, Minister for the Environment.]
[Mr C.C Sanders, Acting Chief Executive Officer.]
[Mr R. Haynes, Manager. Administration and Finance]
Dr HAMES: One of the major achievements for 1993 is said to be that kerbside
recycling services now extend to Stirling, South Perth, Swan and Wanneroo. Last week I
tried to obtain updated figures from departments on the collections in kilogramis a week
for each household. The latest figures are for 1992. Can an effort be made to continually
update those figures for various council areas and can they be made public so that the
different councils will have same idea of how they compare with others? It is
particularly important because all the councils are using totally different methods of
collection and recycling, with no apparent coordination. There is no way people can put
pressure on their council to change their system if they are not aware of the methods used
in other council areas. For instance, Bayswater, South Perth, Armnadale and Belmont
have collection rates of the 240 litre carton system well above the other systems.
What plans are there for the waste management advisory committee you established? Do
you still propose the levy on councils to which I objected a year ago?
Mr MINSON: The member's suggestion that statistical information is needed of
kerbside collections is a good one. I will ask Colin Sanders to get the Office of Waste
Management to do that and get the public involved. We should probably do it every six
months, certainly annually, so that residents can compare how their councils are
performing.
The waste management advisory committee has only just been established. It has had no
effect yet. For various internal reasons we have been rather slow to get the advisory
comnmittee up and running. The idea is to allow local government and industry to have
input to the direction that each policy takes on the handling of waste. I am very happy
with the effect the office is having. but it has been running for only about seven months.
Thie advisory committee will advise the Government whether there should be a waste
management Bill rather than have control scattered all over government. Part of the
advisory committee's job will be to consider whether there should be levies and how
those levies should apply. We will throw it back on industry and local government to put
forward their alternatives and, if there is to be a levy system, how it should be put in
place, bearing in mind - as I know the member is well aware - several councils have
entered into fairly long term landfill contracts, so that some economic imperatives are in
place that no government can ignore. The system will not change right now; we must
phase it in sensibly so that councils can adjust. We are throwing the onus back on both
local government and industry to tell us how they want it done.
[12.10 pm]
Dr HlAMES Despite it not being my electorate, I hear numerous complaints from
residents about the odour coming from the Atlas tip site in Mirrabooka. Given the
modern trend in the management of rubbish tips in terms of site position and the use of
methane gas in electricity production, as is occurring at Red Hill, tips should not be
allowed to operate within the metropolitan area. What are the long terms plans for Atlas
and what is being done to monitor the tip management guidelines which were put in
place to manage Atlas?
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Mr MJNSON: I cannot answer the questions about Atlas and the problems it may have.
The Government is following (he national guidelines to halve the amount of rubbish
going to landfill by the year 2000. Hopefully, it will achieve its aim. I will obtain the
specific information the member required about Atlas.
Dr HAI'IES: What is the Minister's view on the location of tip sites?
Mr MINSON: Frankly, I would prefer landfill kept to an absolute minimum. If the
odour and aesthetic problem cannot be solved I would prefer the sires to be situated
outside the metropolitan area. I have asked the Office of Waste Management to
investigate the establishment of recycling factories as opposed to recycling depots, which
is what we have now. In Germany, Switzerland and Italy factories have been established
to cater for rubbish disposal and they service a population as low as 250 000. The green
waste is composted and everything else that can be used is extracted. What cannot be
used after that process is used for energy production and what is left over forms an
aggregate for road base making or light concrete. My preference is to follow that
scenario and not go to landfill. I am aware tha: a range of landfill sites are under long
term contract and we cannot ignore that fact, Unless society is prepared, through its
government, to buy out those contracts and close the sites and put in place recycling
factories I suggest that they will be with us for some time. When the budgetary situation
improves the member might have the opportunity to move for the establishment of a
select committee to look into recycling factories. I do not see an early closure of the
metropolitan tips, but I hope they will nor be operating any longer than is necessary.
The CHAIRMAN: I refer the Minister to page 724 of the Program Statements. One of
the major planned achievements is to establish strong local markets for waste materials
and recycled products through a "buy recycled' campaign, and strategic government
purchasing. In the past other government purchasing programs have been put in place by
state and federal governments to encourage the purchase of locally made products. In
many cases that has not worked. In some cases governments have gone outside the local
and national markers and purchased products from overseas. What measures will be put
in place to ensure that strategic government purchasing works?
Mr MINSON: I cannot give details of the Government's policy, which was formulated
by the Minister for Services. Recently the Government released a "buy recycled" guide.
The problem is that no-one knows what recycled products are available and a
comprehensive list of them was compiled. The actual policy of how it will be
implemented is available and I will obtain a copy of it for the Chairman.
Mrs HENDERSON: Everyone would support any move by the Government to establish
a factory.
Mr MINSON: I have not actually seen one of these factories.
Mrs HENDERSON: Some members have seen the road base material and other material
which comes out of those factories. There is no doubt that landfill sixes are wasteful. A
number of overseas countries have high temperature incinerators which feed into their
electric grid. Western Australia is looking at other ways of feeding electricity into its
grid and the method used overseas could be explored. The Minister mnade the comment
that we may look at establishing a select committee when the budget permits. I know the
Government had a revenue windfall. Perhaps it should look at establishing a factory.
While it would be costly initially, in the longer term it would more than pay for itself as
has been the experience overseas.
I was very pleased that the recycling guide was published. However, I query the way the
selection process was made to determine which companies were listed. For example, one
section deals with recycled building materials for use by people building or renovating
their home and only one firm is mentioned. There must be at least 20 companies in Perth
which deal in recycled bricks, archirraves and doors. On what basis was it decided which
companies would be included?
Mr SANDERS: I do nor have any details with respect to the selection. I wI take the
question on notice.
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Mrs HENDERSON: I cannot recall where this business was situated, but if someone
lived in Kwinana and that company was in Wannerco he may think there were no other
companies. One would only have to look up. the yellow pages to find dozens of
companies dealing in recycled building materials.
Mr SANDERS: I have received the same criticism.
The CHAIRMAN: I noticed that. Each weekend a number of companies Selling second-
hand materials are listed in the newspaper and the company listed in the guide is one I
was not aware of. The point the member made is correct.
Mrs HENDERSON: I refer the Minister to page 723 of the Program Statements. One of
the major achievements for 1993-94 was a draft memoranda of understanding which was
developed with the Department of Minerals and Energy and was being developed with
the Department of Planning and Urban Development and the Main Roads Department.
On the following page under major planned achievements for 1994-95 reftrence is made
to the finalisation of the memoranda of understanding with key government agencies.
How is it possible to have standard agreed environmental conditions? I presume it deals
with the construction of new roads by the Main Roads Department - I do not know what
it means in relation to Department of Planning and Urban Development. Perhaps it
means a standard memorandum in relation to rezoning from rural to urban deferred.
How is it possible to have standardised agreements when the existing process involves
careful assessment of the actual proposed development, which can vary according to
where it is located, physical parameters and the like? Firstly, could I have a copy of the
memorandums of understanding and, secondly, will the Minister explain how standard
environmental conditions will be attached to them?
[12.20 pm]
Mr MINSON: Are there reasons, Mr Sanders, why the memorandum cannot be made
available?
Mr SANDERS: No; they relate to operations between various departments and
ourselves. We will forward them.
Mr MINSON: T'he second question related to the different memoranda of understanding
and the protocols which operate between various government departments. I know that
this matter arose from die procedural problems departments were having. As this is a
procedural matter I will ask Ms Sanders to answer.
Mr SANDERS: This issue has two aspects. First, it was necessary to determine how
proponents of a proposal - for example, the Main Roads Department with roads - decided
where an alignment should be situated. The alignment of a road may have a significant
environmental impact. Therefore, we endeavoured to draw up adequate guidelines so
that engineers preparing roads could consider environmental aspects. This could be
considered in the context of whether the matter needed to be referred to the
Environmental Protection Authority. This is not much different from the facility
affecting a wetland, a river system or remnant vegetation. We have been able to use the
same type of guidelines - that is why I refer to them as standard guidelines. These will
assist the Department of Planning and Urban Development when considering rezoning
for particular corridors of the metropolitan area to decide whether they are likely to have
a significant impact on the environment. We are hying to standardise the terms so that
they mean the same to an engineer and to a planner. We now have draft guidelines
available, which can be provided with the other information requested. These are still
open for negotiation with the various departments.
Mrs HENDERSON: We will be pleased to accept them; thank you for the offer.
However, I am struggling to see how an engineer can assess whether the construction of a
road will impact on wetlands or bushland if the engineer has no biological understanding
of the Australian environment. I find the concept difficult to picture.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: Page 723 of the Program Statements, under major
achievements for 1993-94, refers to a statutory environmental protection policy and
refers to the Twin Swamps tortoise reserve to protect the endangered short-neck tortoise.
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Do you have any budgetary planning in place during this financial year to compensate the
approximately 60 landowners who have land around that reserve and whose property will
be affected by the preservation of that species? The landowners feel that the entire state
should pay for the preservation of the species - which they do not oppose - and not just
the immediate landowners. That can apply to some of the System 6 areas of
environmental preservation and protection, in which people's land will be tied up and
will not be able to be used or sold. T1hese people are asking the Government to pay
compensation for the protection of species, System 6 areas, national parks and the
protection of land owned by individuals. Do we have a plan to provide the compensation
in the future?
Mr MINSON: There is no provision within this Budget for such compensation.
Incidentally, no compensation is allowed for within the Environmental Protection Act.
That would be a decision for Cabinet. That is the Environment Protection Authority's
advice and this has been published in the bulletin.
Mr SANDERS: The draft environmental protection policy has been published.
Mr MINSON: This is available for public comment.
Mr SANDERS: A public meeting was held last night.
Mr MINSON: I do not know what will come of the draft policy. The final form has not
been published. I imagine that after some negotiation with planning and other
government departments, and bearing in mind the important environment aspects of
endangered species, the final environmental protection policy will be released. When
that decision is made, people who are adversely affected by the policy will need to be
considered by Cabinet - it must decide how to handle the situation and determine whether
compensation should be paid or the land bought. I am aware of the member's concerns,
although I was not aware of the meeting last night.
Division 74: King's Park Board, $3 671 000 -
[M~r Ainsworth, Chairman.]
[Mr Minson, Minister for the Environment.]
[Dr S.D. Hopper, Director.]
(Mr G.D. Edmunds, Manager Corporate Services.]
Dr HAMES: Page 731 of the Program Statements indicates a significant increase in staff
numbers. However, there appears to be a reduction in the amount of money available for
the various activities. This relates to capital expenditure, and other internal costs. Page
733 indicates that a big international convention will be held in King's Park and that a
great deal of work needs to be done for it. How will the board deal with that work and
the increased staff with less funding? Also, the allocation for salaries and wages is little
different from last year, yet the number of FI~s has increased considerably.
Mr MISON: Part of the reason for that is that last year was a 27 pay year. When
dealing with a large number of people, that makes quite a difference.
Dr HOPPER: The 1994-95 figure is an estimate of 84 FTEs and the 1993-94 figure of 72
is the actual. The projected actual for this year will be about the same as 1993-94.
Dr HAMES: Given the increased funds required for the convention, how will the board
operate with reduced funding?
Mr MINSON: Most of the operations of that convention are self-funding - registration
fees will cover it.
Dr HAMES: The suggestion was made that a significant amount of work needed to be
done in areas of the park to prepare it for that event.
[12.30 pm]
Mr MINSON: Due to the mischievous behaviour by the media, particularly television,
we have sought corporate donors - as indeed have previous governments. A lot of
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interest has been shown, and although 1 cannot make any announcement yet a couple of
large media bodies in Perth as well as a number of companies are interested in financing
projects within Kings Park.
Dr NAM!vES: At page 733 reference is made to the International Botanical Gardens
Conservation Congress. It is stated that 500 delegates will attend the conference and that
the Botanic Garden needs significant enhancement to cater for the event.
Mr MINSON: By the time we reach that stage some actions in the pipeline will have had
the desired effect. If the donations - which will not be acknowledged by billboards or
hamburger stores - are not forthcoming, I will need to return to Cabinet to request further
funds to bring the park up to scratch. However, the interest shown is very encouraging
and I am confident that conditions at the park will be very good when the conference
occurs.
Dr HOPPER: The congress is organised by an international group called Botanic
Gardens Conservation International. The Kings Park Botanic Garden is the host agency.
Funds for running the congress will come from the international group and the
sponsorships it will maisc. The contribution by Kings Park is by providing a local
organising committee and keeping that organisation on track. We do not anticipate that
the actual congress will incur a significant cost to the agency except in relation to staff.
However, to get the botanical garden in tip top condition because it will be in the
international spotlight, this year the Government has allocated a minor capital works
budget, part of which will go towards the centennial enhancement project. The aim is to
develop an overview of the developed part of the park, particularly the botanical gardens,
and to work out what should be done to enhance the display next year. We have a small
allocation in the coming budget to set us on that path. We hope we will be able to attract
additional funding to develop the botanical gardens in a significant way for the congress.
Mrs HENDERSON: I refer to page 735, subprogram 1.2, visitor services and cultural
heritage. Can the Minister elaborate on the enormous difference in expenditure? I
appreciate that this is a capital work item, but the amount varies from S4.3m actual in
1993-94 to an estimate of $386 000 in 1994-95. What was major project which has been
completed? How does this figure compare with previous years?
Mr MINSON: It was to do with construction of the restaurant.
Dr HOPPER: The question focuses on a capital area and it relates to the restaurant
redevelopment. The restaurant was funded by the lessees. The capital sums relate to the
financial arrangements to do with the restaurant redevelopment.
Mr EDMUNDS: The amount of $4.355m was fully funded expenditure by the lessee;
that is, the developer. The expenditure the previous year was about $2.7m.
Mrs HENDERSON: Why is it in this budget?
Mr EDMUNDS: It is taken into account on Treasury advice. As a result of the way the
statements are formulated the funds for the agency are all shown. Under the lease
agreement the developer actually funded the Kings Park Botanical Garden before the
development. All the cash transactions are processed through the Kings Park Botanical
Garden, although they were fully funded by the developer.
Mrs HENDERSON: It is an accounting procedure?
Mr EDMUNDS: Yes.
Mr MINSON: Kings Park owns the restaurant, even though we did not pay for it. In
exchange for that the developer received the lease for 40 years. That is the reason the
funds go through for Kings Park, even though it gives a strange picture.
Mrs HENDERSON: Earlier in the year there was some talk about external support for
research. I cannot readily find that in the budget. What amounts of money were being
talked about?
Mr MINSON: Western Mining or Alcoa provide a certain amount of research funding.
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Dr HOPPER: Alcoa is a major contributor. I refer to page 735, subprogram 1.3, science
and education, the area in which our research group operates. In 1993-94 the actual
recurrent expenditre was $813 000. In 1994-95 the estimated amount is $367 000. We
cannot estimate in advance how much funding will come from external sources at the
start of the year, but around $400 000 came in last year from external sources for
research in Kings Park.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: At page 734, a major planned achievement for 1994-95 is to
begin to implement the bushland management plan in order to contain the spread of veldt
grass and other weeds, improve fire control and restore degraded areas. As fires have
been of major significance over the last seven years in the park, can the Minister advise
what plans are in place to implement greater fire control and perhaps to stop some of the
fires as a result of vandalism?
Mr MINSON: We have an enormous problem in Kings Park with fires simply because a
certain clement in Perth thinks it can drop matches, and soon.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: It happens in all bush areas.
Mr MINSON: It is of particular concern to me in Kings Park. Because of problems with
veld grass the fuel buildup is rapid. Controlled burns are not an option in Kings Park.
Although cong-oiled burns in forests generally receive bilateral support in Parliament, we
would not have much joy with implementing controlled burns in Kings Park. I can
understand that. It is not a problem that we can solve quickly.
Dr HOPPER: For 50 years we have endured an avenage of 10 to 20 emissions in the park
every summer by arsonists. The Kings Park Board engaged in a number of strategies
including recurrnt fuel reduction burning on an attempted three year rotation in the
1930s and 1940s. The outcome of that management program was that the veldt grass that
invaded the understorcy was replaced with native shrubs, orchids and kangaroo paws. it
has been recognised that an integrated strategy for rum control is needed in the park. Our
strategy now hinges on a number of elements. Firstly, the park is intermittently divided
by a number of firebreaks and roads, and the broad vista between the children's
playground and the lookout tower. Secondly, our st4ff are trained to fight fire. We have
firefighting units on hand who can get to fires in rapid time.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: How many units?
( 12.40 pml
Dr HOPPER: We have two large trucks and two four-wheel drive Toyotas. Early
detection and rapid suppression is the core element of our strategy. We are assisted by
the public who observe smoke and report either to the fire brigade or us. We are
supported by the fire brigades surrounding Kings Park as well.
We look after the bushland, so we have that as a key strategy. We have veldt grass there
which is very flammable. I am pleased to say that this year again we are at the stage of
completing a substantial veldt grass spray throughout the park. We axm spending $80 000
this year, and to do an entire spray would cost over $100 000. it is required every five
years. Those elements combine to make up our firefighting strategy. It is, the appropriate
strategy for banksia. woodland on the Swan coastal plain, and Kings Park in particular.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: You intend to install new visitor information and directional
signs throughout the park. Will these be multilingual? This was one of the major
features I found when touring the Continent. No matter where one went or what
nationality one was, one could find information and text in one's language. You spent a
considerable amount of money upgrading telephone and communication systems. Is it
possible to have the telephone systems which are available overseas where, for example,
a German can pick up a telephone and hear information in German and a Frenchman can
pick up a telephone and hear information in French? Maybe in the future that sort of
thing could be included. Kings Park, as you know better than we, is one of the major
attrctons for people comning to Perth, who speak in many languages. Perhaps
directional and other signs could be in other languages. Those signs may well be there
but I have not seen them.
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Dr HOPPER: This suggestion is one to which we have directed our attention. As part of
our centennial enhancement project we ame appointing signage consultants to develop an
overall plan for the park. It has been my experience that a number of people have
difficulty finding their way around the park, myself included when I first started.
Signage is a very important area on which we need to focus. The issue of language will
be addressed, but I point out that our recent data on visitation to the park indicates that
international tourists represent about 200 000 of our estimated two million visitors
annually, or about 10 per cent. Our volunteer guides record the country of origin of their
40 000 inquiries during the year.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: Do they speak different languages?
Dr HOPPER: They are not trained or required to speak different languages, but on the
standard handout and map of the park there is a bit of Japanese text and some indication
of die key attractions in Japanese.
Mr MINSON: We find that the bulk of overseas visitors tend to come on tour buses,
where their native language is spoken by the tour guides. I am not saying that we should
not do it but, off the top of my head, I am not sure what the call would be.
Dr HOPPER: I hope that will be investigated by our consultants and that we will have a
clearer picture of the demand. I am also hopeful that we can move into the arena of
multimedia in the future, which gives much rater scope to service the demands the
member is talking about.
Division 75: Swan River Trust, $2 859 000 -
[Mr Ainsworth, Chairnan.]
[Mr Minson, inister for the Environment.]
[Dr B. Hamilton, Chief Executive Officer, Waterways Commission.]
Mrs HENDERSON: I think the public are very aware as a result of the events of last
summer of the issue of the health of the Swan and Canning Rivers. On page 745 of the
Progranm Statements subprogram 1.3, waterways protection and enbahcemenc, would
appear to be a key program in protecting the Swan and Canning Rivers from the adverse
effects of human and other activity. I notice that this year the allocation has been
substantially decreased, from $845 000 to $628 000. Can the Minister explain the reason
for this lesser allocation?
Mr MINSON: In general terms, although certainly the broad objective is to protect the
Swan and Canning River systems from the adverse effects of human and other activity, I
may be being trite in pointing out that it is over the entire length of the river and
catchment. In subprogram 1.3 it is difficult to say that that amount is all that is being
spent to mitigate the effects of human and other activity, because all that is spent on the
catchment and infill sewerage and those sorts of things is impinging on subprogram 1.3.
Dr HAMILTON: There is a small reduction in the recurrent budget, and that is primarily
internal reallocation of priorities in that important subprogram. The capital amount has
gone from $180 000 to zero because the capital for the Swan River Trust is primarily for
plant and equipment and we are up to date on purchases. No additional items are needed
in this financial year.
Mrs HENDERSON: What was the money spent on?
Mr MINSON: A truck and a front loader were the two prime items purchased last year
which do not need to be purchased this year. Therefore, this year there will not be a
capital expenditure.
Mrs HENDERSON: When we had the problem last year of the sewage spill into the
river, there was some discussion about whether it would be worthwhile having
emergency generators in case such an event should recur. Another suggestion was to
have an emergency tank of gasoline. Neither of those options was available to the extent
needed. It would appear that private contractors could have provided the extra tank
capacity. At the time there was plenty of warning that it would be a major problem. Is
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this the sort of area in the budget where capital money could have been set aside for the
purchase of an additional generator or tankers, if there is die need?
Mr MINSON: No, it ls not. I do not want to waste the committee's time.
The CHAIRMAN: Given the time and die fact that the member is asking about an item
of capital expenditure, it really is outside the terms of reference of the committee.
Mr MINSON: Would you like me briefly to comment on it?
The CHAIRMAN: If you could.
Mr MINSON: Really, the ball is in the court of the State Energy Commission of Western
Australia and die Water Authority of Western Australia. This issue gets complex
because WAWA has a contract with SEC WA that the power will not be off for more than
four hours. This was as a result of plain human error, and there was no good excuse for
the spill that occurred. It was simply a result of a lack of proper communication between
SECWA and WAWA. SECWA could have supplied power because 150 megawatts were
circulating in the metropolitan grid. Had there been proper communication, which I
understand there is now. the power could have been diverted.
The flow is 600 litres per second at peak rate. T he amount of power required to service
the metropolitan pumping stations is so large that emergency generators for a pump of
that capacity, although a possibility, are not regarded as particularly realistic. The
likelihood of there being no power in the metropolitan grid is so remote that the
generators probably would never get started. It was purely and simply the fact diat
SEC WA and WAWA did not talk to each other. The power was on in my house when it
should have been driving the pumps at the stations. If a capital item were to be put aside
for this, it would not be in the budget of the Swan River Trust, but that of either SEC WA
orWAWA.
112.50 pm]
Dr HAMvIES: I have a question on behalf of the member for South Perth, who has had to
leave. He states that his electorate is virtually surrounded by the Swan and Canning
Rivers. Has the South Perth City Council drawn up a series of foreshore management
programs which it cannot implement without government funds? Secondly, will the
Government consider special funds given that South Perth has a disproportionate amount
of river foreshore? I am personally interested in the answer because I have been
associated with the Bayswater City Council1 which also has a reasonable amount of
foreshore.
Mr MINSON: I am not sure that South Perth has a disproportionate amount of foreshore
in comparison with the total length of the river. It certainly has a very emotive and
special part of the river, and is therefore difficult to manage.
Dr HAMILTON: The Swan River Trust works with 20 local government authorities
which have frontages onto the Swan and Canning Rivens and has been encouraging all of
those authorities to prepare foreshore management plans. That is an important way in
which the river can be managed and protected and made accessible to people. South
Perth City Council has been outstanding and it has prepared management plans for
virtually all of its foreshore. The trust has worked and cooperated with the council in

peaig those plans. The prime responsibility for their implementation lies with the
coni.The trust certainly has a role to assist councils in so far as the plans affect the

water.
Dr HlAMES: What coordination is there between the Swan River Trust and WAWA
about infill. sewerage programs? My concern arises from my involvement with
Bayswater council. We set up the Bayswater integrated management catchment
committee and prepared a series of reports which showed that 6 per cent of the
phosphates going into the Swan River, as well as a large quantity of nitrates, entered
through the Bayswater main drain. What contribution did the orust make towards the
infonrnation available to the Water Authority about pollution in the Swan River as part of
the program of priorities for infill sewerage?
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Mr MINSON: Although 6 per cent of the phosphorous may enter the river through that
drain, the assumption that it comes from unsewered areas may be erroneous. Most of
that phosphorous comes from a number of sources, one of the main sources being the
runoff from suburban gardens. There are about a dozen reasons for installing deep
sewerage in Perth, but saving the river is about No 10 on the list because the contribution
of unsewered areas to the overall phosphorous load is minor.
Dr HAMILTON: The Water Authority carried out extensive consultations on priorities
for infill sewerage, and that included the Swan River Trust. We put up priorities on
behalf of the mrust for those areas that were most likely to affect the river. As the
Minister said, there are many other reasons for having infill sewerage, and the river's
priority is well down the list. The butk of the nutrients in the Bayswater main drain come
from existing and old industrial areas. The council has very successfully gone around the
several hundred industries in the catchment to get them to improve their performance.
The level of nutrients, particularly phosphorous, coming down the drain has been reduced
by 40 per cent. That is quite a success story in chat catcbment.

Silting suspended from 12-56 to 2.00 pm
Division 78: Disability Services Commission, $92 973 000 -
[Mr Johnson, Chairman.]
[Mr Minson, Minister for Disability Services.]
(Mr H.R. Lowe, Chief Executive Officer.]
[Mr J. Knowles, Director Corporate Services.]
Dr WATSON: I have raised this matter in the House previously. However, I note again
that the expenditure for 1993-94 was about $200 000 less than the estimate for 1994-95.
I know that the Minister asked Cabinet for a minimum of $3.9m. Note has been made
that no new state money has been allocated to Disability Services either last year or this
year. One assumes by that, that your submission was not supported by Cabinet
I refer to subprogram 2.1 at page 775. The expenditure on respite last'year was $9.6m
when the actual budget was $10.4m. Almost Sim was not spent on respite care. Yet we
know of the crying need for respite services in the community. I understand that Activ
Industries alone has identified 400 unmet individual requests for respite care. That is
only one agency.
Mr MINSON: A considerable amount of state money is in the commission's budget
which can be more effectively spent. First, last year was a 27 salary year as opposed to a
26 salary year which, in a large organisation of almost 1 800 employees, involves a
substantial amount of money. Second, Cabinet estimates have allowed us to keep public
sector reform savings which most of the other government departments have not been
allowed to retain. A considerable number of public sector reform measures have
occurred. It is unfortunate they were not implemented years ago when they should have
been. Otherwise the commission would have had money spent more effectively on its
behalf. As the member will well know, neither I nor any other Cabinet Minister should
or will comment on issues outside of Cabinet. Money is in the budget which can be spent
more effectively.
Mr LOWE: I do not believe the difference is an underspending of respite dollars. The
program heading reflects money transferred to the state under die provisions of the
Commonwealth-State Disability Agreement. Those funds are designed for transition
programs which have been nodionally committed at this stage, but not allocated. It is not
a matter of funds not having been spent that were assigned for state programs, rather,
merely the effects of the planning process in implementing the Commonwealth-State
Disability Agreement.
Dr WATSON: It is difficult to understand that from the figures given here. Even if
either of us were right, Acdv - one organisation - still has 400 requests unmet There is a
range of other organisations dealing with people with physical disabilities with needs
unmet.
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[2. 10 pm]
Mr LOWE: There is no doubt unmet demand exists from a sizeable population requiring
respite care. That is not in dispute. After the Commonwealth-State Disability
Agreement was signed, die first payment the state received was in May of the last
financial year.
it meant that the commission had a large amount of funding that was designed to be
turned into recurrent dollars and allocated to the non-government sector. In July that
year the commission received more funds which also had to be allocated to the non-
government sector. Those funds are for the redevelopment of existing services, service
improvement programs and meeting the viability needs of organisations that may be
under financial stress.
Dr WATSON: Are they under different programs?
Ms LOWE: Yes. The individual family and support program will contain a proportion
of the Commonwealth-State Disability Agreement funds, If the information I have given
is not entirely correct I will make sure the member is given the absolutely correc
information within the next week.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: On page 774 one of the significant issues and trends given is
the equity of the access of families and individuals to regional and remote services. On
the following page one of the major planned achievements for 1994-95 is to assess
current and future consumer respite needs and identify mechanisms to improve consumer
access to respite servces. I am aware that vehicles are needed by disabled people who
live in outer metropolitan areas to enable them to obtain treatment. Is there a provision in
the Budget for a subsidy to assist these people in obtaining a vehicle? A vehicle is very
expensive for one person. I know of a gentleman who is bringing up five children and he
needs a larger vehicle to accommodate his wheelchair.
Mr MINSON: The member has raised an important matter and it is not easily dealt with.
The commission and the Lotteries Commission are very reluctant to fund vehicles
because when that has occurred people have in some cases sold the vehicle. The
commission tries to steer away from that sort of funding. In a properly accountable way
money can be made available through the local area coordinator. Some small grants have
been made up to $35 000 per person. Apart from that, there is no channel through which
people can obtain support to purchase a vehicle.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: Some areas have more need than others. For example, there
are no public transport services in the outer metropolitan area. The area coordinator in
that area would need a larger budget. Has that been provided for?
Mr MINSON: Other subsidised transport services are available. I cannot give a specific
answer on the difference between the central and outer metropolitan areas.
Mrs van de ICLASHORSI: Some outer metropolitan areas have no bus services. I have
to travel 22 miles to the nearest bus stop.
Mr MINSON: A committee of three people chaired by Dr Bob Weiland has been looking
at the disabilty services available to people living outside the metropolitan area. I
suspect the area the member is referring to is about half way between and wil not fall
within the committee's investigation, If the member wants an answer to a specific area I
can respond by way of supplementary information.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: That is not necessary - I will obtain the information later.
Dr CONSTABLE: Page 771 outlines the detail pertaining to accommodation and
community home support and shows an increase of two FTE's and a decrease in the
estimate of about $lm. How many clients are serviced with assistance for
accommodation and community home support by the S42m. I understand there is
pressure on the resources available. What is the situation with the waiting list? The first
dot point under significant issues and trends states that 219 people applied for funding in
1992-93. How many people received support?
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Mr LOWE: The commission put out a funding submission for $1.6m. As a direct result
of that roughly 72 people received accommodation. An additional 15 people received
accommodation and home support services from the local area coordination scheme.
Last year the commission placed 87 people in some form of accommodation. The 219
people referd to applied for, but did not get, funding.
Dr CONSTABLE: Therefore, they would be on a waiting list now.
Mr LOWE: Yes. The waiting list is a variable thing. When we receive the dollars to go
out to a funding round we assess the people who apply. Being on the waiting list this
year in a high priority position does not mean that one will have a high priority Position
on the list next year.
Dr CONSTABLE: How many clients are serviced by this amount of money?
Mr LOWE: Some 750 people are in accommodation provided by the commission.
However, it would be better if I provided the member with the exact figures for all
funded accommodation provision.
Dr CONSTABLE: Will you also break down the different categories of accommodation
as well?
Mr MINSON: I will supply that information as supplementary information.
Dr WATSON: My question is on the same issue and I would be happy to receive an
answer within the next week. Of the 219 people in urgent need of accommodation in
December 1993, what proportion were children; what proportion were older than 45; and
what disability types were represented by percentage - intellectual, physical, other than,
acquired brain damage, psychiatric and sensory disability? For the 71 people funded for
support will you break down the answer in the same way? Of the 219 people who had a
pressing need for accommodation, how many will be accommodated this year, what are
the criteria for priority attention; what is the timetable to deal with these people; what
mechanisms are in place to support that strategy; and how many of the 219 people have a
psychiatric disability?
Mr MINSON: I am happy to cake this as supplementary information; it is the sont of
question that should be put on notice.
The CHAIRMAN: It is the Minister's prerogative to supply supplementary information
or take the question on notice.
Mr MINSON: I am happy to take this as supplementary information, but no-one should
expect a Minister to give that information off the top of his head. It is not normal to
expect that sort of question to be asked in this committee. With lengthy questions the
commission must go to Mansard to get them.
Dr WATSON: It is critical for the people in need.
Mr MINSON: It is a damn shame that the member did not put the question on notice in
the House last week.
Mrs HENDERSON: Come on, this is the Budget debate!
Mr MINSON: It is totally inappropriate, but I will accept it as supplementary
information.
[2.20 pm]
Mr BRIDGE: I once was a Minister and had questions thrown at me of considerable
detail during Estimates Committees. Those who sought the answers wert members of
the Minister's party then in opposition, and they felt that I should have had the answer at
my disposal. The Minister is going through this process today -

Mr MINSON: I am not sure of the point of this, Mr Chairman.
Mr BRIDGE: I take exception to the Minister being angry at my colleague.
Mr BRADSHAW: The member's comment is irrelevant. We should get on with the
questions.
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The CHAIRMAN: The member for Kimberley said that he had a question, and perhaps
he should move to it.
Mr BRIDGE: I was just making the point, Mr Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN: The point is made.
Mr BRADSHAW. We are not here to make points.
Mr BRIDGE: I have concluded my point, Mr Chairman and I am addressing you, not the
member for Wellington. I have clarified my point with the Minister, and I shall move at
my own time to the question. The member for Wellington should not carry on like that
as he will find that it does him no good. I am the calmest member of Parliament, as the
member for Swan Hills is aware, and the member for Wellington should not stir me.
My question follows on from that of the member for Swan Hills regarding funding. The
Minister indicated a changed attitude at the Lotteries Commission regarding funding, and
he concluded that some funding may be available but I gathered that that was a small
sum. Would it be possible for the Lotteries Commission'to reassess its policy, and would
other avenues in government exist which can be considered to gain considerable funding?
We are considering the requirement of fairly large sums of money.
Mr MINSON: flat is a fair question. I would dearly love the Lotteries Commission to
fund vehicles for people. To a certain extent it funds groups with corporate ownership
which allows for more accountability. However, during the last few years the
commission has not funded vehicles for individuals in a range of areas, not just
disabilities. The member raises a valid point. We can take a note and perhaps writ to
the Lotteries Commission. The member's suggestion is well within its charter and would
not reqire a change in the Act; it simply requires a change in direction. The Lotteries
Commission has a new board and it may well lead to a change in direction if a method of
accountability can be introduced. I do not see why the Lotteries Commission cannot be
asked to change its policy. It could do so regarding some arm of government - maybe
disabilities - to change funding to allow substantial sums of money to be raised. I
support that idea. However, it is unlikely to happen because of the pressing needs at the
moment in the other areas of Disability Services. We still have a backlog of urgent need
in accommodation and respite care. We expect the provision of 15 new units this year.
We accommodated 87 such persons last year. A minor increase occurred, but compared
to the 200-odd persons on the urgent list, it is unlikely that money will be directed from
them to fund the vehicles.
Dr WATSON: I understand that a shortfalli has occurred in school aged therapy services.
Well over 4 000 children do not have access to an appropriate range of health
professionals who can provide therapies. In fact, the Cerebral Palsy Association
indicates that its clients can easily obtain a heart triple bypass, but cannot make a single
therapy appointment with government services. it has been estimated that about 88
therapists are required, yet page 775 of the Program Statements reads -

increase the funding of the School Aged Therapy Service from $800 000 to
$900 000 ...

The extra $100 000 allocated would purchase two or maybe three therapists, yet 8 8 are
needed. What is the plan for meeting this crisis? This teed applies to children in their
most vita] areas of development.
Mr MINSON: A couple of things must be said in this atea: First, as the member would
know, a wide spread of government agencies contain therapists, particularly the
Education Department, the Health Department and the Disability Services Commission.
The member is accurate in her figure of 88 therapists required and, rue, $100 000 will
not buy 88 therapists. However, even if we had unlimited funding, insufficient therapists
are trained and ready to take up positions; this is just as well, because they would not be
employed However, with changes to the structure in therapy delivery, we expect greater
efficiency and improvement in the situation. I am more than prepared to admit that the
provision is not sufficient, and nor has it been for a long time.
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Dr CONSTABLE: Page 772 of the Program Statements refers to identifying and
providing suitable accommodation options for young people with disabilities currently in
aged care nursing hornet. How many young people are in this situation, and how many
are you planning to move into "more suitable accommodation"? What sort of
accommodation is that, and what money has been set aside for that in the budget?
Also, the same questions relate to paragraph 2 under major planned achievements for
1994-95 on the same page. Also, what is the extent of the problem, and how far do you
expect the achievement to be?
Mr MINSON: I will get a comment from Mr Lowe in this area. It is a matter of great
concern because people with acquired disabilities, such as those with brain injuries, tend
to fall through the cracks.
Mr LOWE: The brain impaired population aged less than 65 years in nursing homes is
131 people.
Dr CONSTABLE: Is that referring specifically to young people?
Mr LOWE: In this regard, people aged under 65 years are young. There are 67 of those
people in nursing homes in Western Australia; 55 in hospitals; and nine in psychiatric
hostels. Of these people 52 are recorded as inappropriately placed That largely
discounts the group of people aged more than 65 years. Most of these people are in
institution accommodation in state government nursing homes: The Homes of Peace
have 13 such people in Subiaco: 21 in Inglewood; 12 in Mt Henry; and 10 in Sunset. 'The
Health Department and the Disability Services Commission are negotiating the future
management of those people. Resources for those people are locked up in the Health
Department not the commission. Therefore, the commission is not in a position to take
over responsibility for those people without a transfer of resources. A committee is
looking at the necessary resourcs for future accommodation for those people, and who
will be required to transfer.
[2.30 pm]
Dr CONSTABLE: Is any money set aside in this part of the budget to ni6ve them?
Mr LOWE: Not within the budget of the Disability Services Commission.
Dr CONSTABLE: So, there is no target this year.
Mr LOWE: The Health Department is engaged in negotiations to transfer the nature of
the funding arrangements and the provision of services within the nursing home system.
I understand that resources will be saved as a result of the new management process.
Dr CONSTABLE: Can you put a figure on how many people are targeted to move to
suitable accommodation?
Mr LOWE: No.
Mr MINS ON: At the moment that comes under the Health Department.
Dr CONSTABLE: I ask the same question in relation to the second point on that page.
How many individuals will be assisted in this way? What is the plan? What is the
implication for the budget? How much has been set aside?
Mr LOWE: In principle, there are a number of sources. We are steadily increasing
funding, from our sources and other funding, for people other than those in institutional
accommodation. For example, we have moved five children from special care hostels
into alternative family schemes, using dollars locked in the system. We have funds under
the Commonwealth-State Disability Agreement which we use for services redevelopment
or improvement which can be applied to people in both government and non-government
sectors, to move them from institutional care to other forms of community care.
Dr CONSTABLE: I am conscious of the good work that you have been doing and are
planning to do, but my specific question was about the number of people you hope to
assist this year, and the implications for the budget.
Mr MINSON: We will provide that information.
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Mr BRADSHAW: The trend has been away from institutionalised accommodation over
the years, to the services provided by the Disability Services Commission. Has there
been a further movement ftrm institutionalising these people? Does the trend mean that
fewer people will be serviced?
Mr MINSON: The crend continues. In the final analysis, I understand there is very little
in it. When four to six people live in a group house, generally the cost is not much
different. We tend not to have the same economies of scale because the ratio of staff to
people being looked after tends to be about the same in both instances. The houses are
set up with appropriate staffing ratios, and it tends not to be different. I may stand
corrected on that.
Mr LOWE: In 1983 under the then Authority for Intellectually Handicapped Persons -
the large state provider of institutionalised care - 90 per cent of the residents provided for
were in hostels or large institutions. Hostels had a minimum of 16 residents. In 1993, 54
per cent of people were provided with accommodation in that sort of care; so the
numbers have moved from 10 per cent to 44 per cent being provided with community
care. The average cost had increased by a small percentage for the reasons outlined by
the Minister. Measurements of quality of life indicated a major improvement in their
lives. Parallel to that scheme were a variety of individualised funding packages to
prevent people from entering institutionalised care. Those forms of care are vastly
cheaper than the institutional options that, people faced over the past 30 years. It is.
beyond doubt that preventing people from eintering institutional care by community based
options will save major amounts of money. Paradoxically, moving people from
institutions into smaller residences costs more.
Mr MNNSON: By what factor?
Mr LOWE: It varies from case to case; but it is about 10 to 20 per cent.
Dr WATSON: It is a complex issue. I refrrt to the first major planned achievement for
1994-95 at page 772. Can you assure the committee that the principles and objectives of
the Act and the disability services standards will apply to the Crown as well as to non-
government agencies?
Mr LOWE: They will be applied.
Dr WATSON: My next question refers to subprogram 3.1 at page 778, information,
advocacy and community education. I seek clarification about the budget allocation for
1993-94, which was $1.852m, but only $1.360m was expended; that is. $500 000 was
underexpended in this very important area. One could say that this is a budgeted shortfall
in this vital area of advocacy and community education. What are the plans to develop in
those areas? What has happened to the $500 000 which was underspent?
Mr KNOWLES: I will provide that as supplementary information.
Mr LOWE: There are differences in the way the budget was constructed this year and
that caused apparent large differences in service provision. There has been no major
reduction in any service offered through the commission this year as compared with last
year, other than the capital provided thro' gh public sector reform; for example, the
reduction of maintenance and non-core servibes.
Dr WATSON: Do you mean privatisation?
Mr LOWE: Commercialisation. Thiere has been no reduction in major services. I will
provide the details.
Mrs van die KLASHORST: At pages 774 and 775 several points relate to school leavens
with disabilities, education development and other areas relating to young people. Is
thene any provision in the budget for these services, such as the provision of care when
disabled children go into classrooms, requiring people to work with those children to
integrate them into the school system? Many disabled children are coming into
mainstream schooling, and often they need assistance in the classroom because teachers
are not able to cope. Will an allocation be made for camrs to be provided within
classrooms?
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Mr MINSON: No, because that is regarded as an Education responsibility; the ethos to
integrate disabled children into ordinary schooling is regarded as being outside the
Disability Services budget. It is the proper function of the Education budget-
Dr CONSTABLE: At page 771, and elsewhere in these Budget papers, reference is made
to increasing demand by ageing parents for accommodation support. This is a matter
about which we are all sensitive, and we have seen examples of the impact on individual
families. Can you indicate the rate of increase in the level of demand based on resources
and, again, the costing for provisions made this year? Is it more than last year? Do you
envisage an increase in funding?
Mr MINSON: I do not have a breakdown of the information regarding demands by
ageing parents.
Dr CONSTABLE: I am happy to receive that as supplementary information.
[2.40 pmj
Mr MvINSON: As to what we might be about to spend. I am currently negotiating with
the board of the commissiorn regarding the use of Commonwealth-State Disability
Agreement funding.
Until a few weeks ago there was a tight rein on what that money could be used for, but
the Commonwealth has relaxed those guidelines. At the moment I am negotiating with
the board as to where it would be better to direct that money which was actually getting
difficult for us to spend if one took into account the strict guidelines the Commonwealth
placed on it. It was difficult to spend it in those areas in a sensible way. I would like to
redirect it specifically to the area you are talking about, because I see that and respite as
the greatest needs to keep people out of institutions. That is where we make a great
saving by servicing many people with a minimum of funding. The commission board
should come back to me very shortly with a recommendation as to how much of that
money it can direct towards that, bearing in mind that if we direct it to accmmodation,
before we spend it I will have to get Cabinet estimates to agree to matching it on an
ongoing basis. One cannot just accommodate someone for 12 months. I hope to resolve
that in the next six to eight weeks.
Mr LOWE: It is really hard to work it out. We conducted a study of the projected
increase in demand on the basis of the age of population some years ago. We projected it
from the mid-1980s all the way through to the rnid-1990s and have been revising the
figures on an ongoing basis. Because of the aging of the population, one would have
expected a major increase in the ages of people who are referred to accommodation
services. That has not happened. In the past five years the age of people on the waiting
list for services has gone up by only one year. It suggests that for aging parents, although
it appear to be a major problem - and I have no doubt that for many individual people it
is a major problem - this has not been reflected in the submissions we are receiving for
funding.
Very simplistically, it seems as though people who are a major problem for carers are a
major problem when they are younger or are a problem that is not so major that the carers
do not want to manage themselves as they become older. In other words, people who are
very difficult to look after and care for come to our attention very young, and the parents
try to find an alternative home for them when they are very young. That seems to be the
simplistic explanation. The age of people on the waiting list is just not increasing. We
know there are many people for whom one would have thought some sort of alternative
care arrangement was necessary. That has not been reflected in the numbers of those
applying for funds.
Dr CONSTABLE: It says here that there is a trend of increase in demand. It gives no
sense of what that increase in demand is.
Mr LOWE: We are being presented with many lobbies, where groups are saying that
parents are getting older and that we need to provide more care. In that sense there is a
demand increase. When one looks at the 294-odd applicants, we tried to target families
where there is one parent, families where neither parent can cope, or families where
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parents are aging. However, much of the demand was not from that group at all. It is
quite paradoxical, because there is an increased demand, especially from older people,
but when we actually get down to numbers it is a different matter.
Dr WATSON: Is it not true to say that those 294 applications were from people in
various states of crisis?
Mr LOWE: Yes.
Dr WATSON: My question is really related to the plan the commission would have to
acconmnodate people who are not in crisis, such as young people who are preparing to
move away from home or older parents, either one or both, who may themselves be
needing to go to aged care residential accommodation. Their biggest concern is what
will become of their adult child who may have Down's Syndrome or something similar.
I believe politicians have a number of constituents who come to them because they need
respite care. They come in crisis. People need accommodation. Our questions today
have really been directed to respite provisions that are not provided in crisis, or
accommodation that should be planned where people can make their own plans within
the limits of what government can provide. What are the criteria for accommodating
people, what is the long-term plan, and what mechanisms are in place to support that
strategy?.
Mr MINSON: In raw tenms, the only thing that will solve that accommodation problem
is money. There is no other short answer to it.
Dr WATSON: As I said before, the Cabinet did not support you.
Mr MINSON: I do not think the member should go down that track because it will not
get her anywhere. The only way to solve that problem is money, and it is not in the
budget As I explained a little while ago, we are looking at the money now freed up by
the Commonwealth that we previously could not spend, to see whether we can match it
and how many people we can accommodate with it. Bear in mind that I, like you, think
whatever the numbers, the children of aging parents are a priority. Another priority I
would suggest is respite to keep people out and get thern off the urgent accommodation
list. I hope to have that in place in four to six weeks. That will be funded outside this
budget.
Mr BRADSHAW: Is the policy of eliminating sheltered workshops by the Federal
Government still in place? Does this responsibility come under the State Government?
What has been the success of placing people with disabilities in the general work force?
Mr MINSON: As to the first question regarding the Commonwealth Government, the
official line is that no, it is not philosophically closing down sheltered workshops.
However, the reality is that I know life is being made very difficult for Good Samaritan
Industries and a whole range of other agencies. Whereas the state policy is no, it is not
doing it; the fact is that it is. I do not blame the Commonwealth Ministers at this stage
because I think the bureaucrats are doing what they want to do regardless of what a
Minister says.
Dr WATSON: Brian Howe gave a number of positive commitmecnts.
Mr BRADSHAW: I think that was driven by the bureaucrats in the first place and not
necessarily the Minister.
Mr MINSON: I rang Brian Howe on the matter when he was still Minister. He said that
in no way was it his intention to close down sheltered workshops and he was very
supportive, but what actually happens and what is the stated policy would appear to be
two different things. I rather fear they are making life difficult for Activ Industries, Good
Samaritan Industries and so on, which incidentally has a difficult effect on the State
Government when we start to get into the area of post-school options. As you know from
one of your questions, employment is the province of the Federal Government, whereas
the State Government is responsible for accommodation and those Community access-
type programs that go hand in hand with post-school options under the Commonwealth-
State Disability Agreement. If the Commonwealth would support the workshops a little
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more, I believe it would take a weight off the states with respect to the commitment we
must make to post-school options, because we do not have to fund the employment side
of it.
[2.50 pm]
Mr BRADSHAW: How successfuil is the placement of people with disabilities into the
workplace?
Mr MINSON: It has met with varying success. I do not have the statistics. In some
instances some good placements have been made right around the state. In a number of
situations it has not been anywhere near as successful as hoped.
Mr LOWE: The proportion of places in sheltered workshops in Western Australia has
decreased since 1986 but the numbers in them have remained the same. The emergence
of organisations such as PE Personnel, which is a competitive employment support
agency, and Interwork which supports people who have integrated but supported
employment, has meant less reliance on the bricks and mortar of sheltered workshops. It
is very similar to the institutional question of accommodation. If someone is placed in
supported integrated work or competitive work early in the piece, it tends to be much
more successful than trying to reverse the process when someone has already been placed
in sheltered employment. The problem with the Commonwealth's 1986 push out of
sheltered workshops was that for many years we had been telling people that that was
precisely where they should place their children. Suddenly they were expected to change
their minds. It is much easier to prevent the process than reverse it.
Mr BRADSHAW: Has any survey been done to find out whether those people are
happier in sheltered workshops than out in the general work force?
Mr MINSON: Not that I am aware of. If such a survey has been done, it has not been
made public. I have never thought of doing one. Anecdotally, workers in both places
seem to be happy. I am disturbed at the apparent attack on sheltered workshops because
when I go to those places the people appear to be particularly happy.
Dr CONSTABLE: I refer to subprogram 2.2 on page 776 of the Projam Statements
which relates to alternatives to work and community access. How many clients are
serviced by this subprogram? What is the demand? Is there a waiting list? Are ther
more people than you can place or provide services for?
Mr LOWE: Arc you happy to accept the demand data and numbers as a supplementary
answer?
Dr CONSTABLE: Yes.
Dr WATSON: On page 774 under major achievements reference is made to post-school
options program services, but there is no reference in the planned achievements for the
coming year. The inister sent me a letter of reassurance when I asked him about
continuing this program on behalf of a group of people. What is the source of funds and
the cost of this program in 1994-95? What is the estimated individual cost? I
acknowledge that it is a very expensive program.
Mr MINSON: It is very expensive. I give a commitment that those who qualify - the
rules have not been changed - will be accommodated in 1994. It is a concern because
people enter the program and tend not to leave it. The idea when it started was that it
would be transitional for many people, but it has not worked out that way. It tends to
become a permanent arrangement, and an expensive exercise for the State Government.
That has combined with the increase in numbers of the disabled - the fact that people am
living longer and many young ones are coming in despite genetic counselling, due to a
range of factors, not the least of which is the NPF program and the heroic efforts of the
medical profession, quit rightly, to preserve the lives of very low birth weight babies.
Unfortunately. 10 per cent of those babies go on to develop cerebral palsy, and many
develop multiple disabilities. It was interesting to see a television program in relation to
that recently, I think on "The 7.30 Report".
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Mr KNOWLES: This year we have provided $I.9m for the program in total, based on an
estimated 48 school leavens being added to the program. That will cake the total number
on the program to 191.
Dr WATSON: Have any assets of the Disability Services Commission been sold and, if
so, what was the income from that? Will there be further sales in 1994-95?
Mr KNOWLES: During 1993-94 a sale of minor items was held at the Disability
Services workshop and the money was used to fund a voluntary redundancy scheme at
the workshop. We have looked at a number of properties during the year, one of which is
Cromane, a vacant hostel in Bayswater. We have declared that surplus to our needs.
Later this year we will also put out to tender a vacant block of land in the northern
suburbs.
Mr BRIDGE: Aboriginal people in remote areas often put the view that little or no
service relating directly to their interest is available. Where will I see in the issues and
trends, major achievements and major planned achievements an indication that their
concern will be answered? That question is often raised with me as a country member.
Mr MINSON: I asked Bob Weiland and his people, Meryl Armstrong and Jill Bennett, to
go through country areas and review the range of disability services provided. The
metropolitan area was specifically excluded. Although it was not specifically in their
terms of reference, I asked them later to address the question of Aboriginal need and to
make sure that they got in touch with Aboriginal people when they went to a community.
That report has not reached me yet, but should do so in about a month. They have done
all their fieldwork and are writing the report now. On the basis of that we hope to target
more specifically Aboriginal people outside the metropolitan area. I am not sure we have
targeted them specifically within the metropolitan area.
[3.00 pm]
Mr LOWE: In general terms we would treat people of Aboriginal descent living in the
Kimberley - almost everyone we support there is Aboriginal - in the same way as we
would treat anybody else; that is, by examining their individual circumstances. Included
in the individual funding package would be a local coordinator in the Kimberley working
with Aboriginal families who would examine, for example, a child and try to meet his or
her needs. The program is targeted on individuals rather than groups.
Mr BRIDGE: Does the same apply to other areas, such as communities in the central
reserve; for example, Warburton?
Mr LOWE: Some of those coordinators cover vast tracts of land. The intention is to
work with individual families, to find solutions and provide resources so that they can
purchase their own services. Utterly we have* had far fewer people needing to leave their
homes of origin to receive support.
Division 51: Justice, $248 761 000 -
[Mr Johnson, Chairman.]
[Mrs Edwardes, Attorney General.]
[Mr D. Grant, Director General.]
[Mr J. Mitchell, Executive Director Corporate Services.]
Mr BROWN: At page 478 the. estimated number of FrEs for this financial year is
reduced from 1 692 to 1 608. Will the Minister provide a total breakdown of the various
classifications of all the employees that make up that total number of F~Ts, including the
difference in the number of FTEs between the 1993-94 and 1994-95 figures?
[3. 10 pm]
Mr BROWN: Will the Minister Indicate the classifications of the 84 employees; that is,
the difference between the 1692 FTE's last year and 1608 this year.
Mr GRANT: Thai figure was comprised of four Aboriginal prison officers which were
finite FTEs funded under a federal scheme, funding for which has now been terminated,
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18 prison officers resulting from the closure of die Wyndham prison; 46 positions as a
result of the introduction of the workplace reform package from 1 July -

Mr BROWN: Are they prison officer positions?
Mr GRANT: Yes. The figure also included 18 positions because of die transfer of the
building services function from offender management to corporate services. Those
figures need to be adjusted upwards by two because of the increase in the full year cost
associated with the extensions to the Albany prison.
Dr CONSTABLE: I note the decrease in the number of FTEs and in the amount of
money set aside, but there is also an increase in the daily muster of 213. Can the Minister
explain how that adds up?
Mrs EDWARDES: Part of the cost efficiencies will be achieved through the new
agreement which has been entered into with the prison officers. It will result in a
reduction of costs and FTEs, but it will still allow sufficient security to deal with the
musters. Although reference should not be made to capital expenditure in this
committee, members will note the increase in musters will result in the increased need for
beds and the ministry is considering the extension of three prisons.
MrT D.L. SMITH: I refer the Attorney General to page 472 of the Program Statements
where the agency's mission is outlined. I note that last year the agency's mission was to
ensure that all Western Australians have access to a fair, equitable and cost effective
system of justice which protects the rights of individuals and is responsive to the
community's needs for a safe and ordered society. I note that the words "all Western
Australians" have been deleted from the agency's mission this year. What was the reason
for the deletion of those words?
Mrs EDWARDES: They were replaced with the words "rights of individuals".
Mr D.L. SMITH: Those words were there last year.
Mrs EDWARDES: Members will be aware that last year when the Program Statements
were being put together the Ministry of Justice was a relatively young organisation.
Therefore, the corporate executive was very new. Since that time they have had the time
to work together as a team and the mission statement is one which they have worked
through.
MrT D.L SMiTHl: Are we not to take anything from the fact that the words deleted are
"all Western Australians", "equitable" and "for a safe and ordered society"?
Mrs EDWARDES: No, nothing at all,
Mr D.L. SMIT'H: Is the charter a public document?
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes, and I will make sure the member receives a copy.
Mr D.L. SMIT: Reference is made to community involvement and reform of the
justice system being progressively increased. The report that was the foundation of the
formation of the Ministry of Justice has not been released to the public. I refer to the lack
of consultation in relation to die development of the juvenile offenders legislation and the
lack of advice on the body parts review. Are they indications that the charter is not being
adhered to?
Mrs EDWARDES: Thbe member is oversimplifying it because the task force provided an
internal document which was set to establish the Ministry of Justice and to bring together
departments and EIT. It dealt with how the resources would be allocated and the basic
administration programs. I note the member's continued complaint about die lack of
consultation about the Juvenile Offenders Bill. Consultation has been ongoing since
December last year, primarily through the release of discussion papers to various
organisations and individuals who had an interest. Prior to die document being
introduced into the Parliament there was further consultation with organisadions. The
Bill was introduced on 12 May and since then there has been considerable consultation.
Therefore, the member's argument that there has been a lack of consultation is unfounded
because it must be evident from the number of amendments on the Notice Paper that
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consultation did take place. The member has said in the past that it was due to the Bil
being rushed into the Parliament. I absolutely refute that. It is because I have accepted
same of the suggestions made by various organisations and by the Opposition at a
briefing. The member cannot make continued complaints about lack of consultation and
then complain about the number of amendments on die Notice Paper.
Considerable consultation has taken place about the body parts review. Two reports were
prepared when the member was a Minister in the previous government. Since then one
of the documents has been put out for public consultation and was released. The time for
public consultation was extended on the basis of the requests of the various organisations.
I addressed the Compassionate Friends group on several occasions to get its concerns
first-hand. The ministry received in excess of 1 000 submissions and they were taken
into account when drafting the new legislation. They also included matters which have
been referred to the Minister for Health and the establishment of the coronial council
service, which is referred to in the Budget papers.
Mr DL. SMITH: I asked one question and the Attorney General gave a thre minute
speech. It is logical that I should be able to ask a follow-up question.
The CHAIRMAN: If it is supplementary to your first question. I have no problem with
that.
Mr DL. SMITH: It certainly is. Was a report produced in relation to the submissions
received on the body parts review?
Mrs EDWARDES: No, but I made a ministerial statement on that subject and I am
happy to give the member another copy of it.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Have these submissions been reported upon? Will that report be
published?
Mrs EDWARDES: A report was not prepared.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Is the Kolomanski report on the capital needs of the conrt going to be
published and, if so, when?
Mrs EDWARDES: A decision has not been made.
Mr DL. SMITH: Will the report in relation to the Crown Law Department be published.
and if so, when?
Mrs EDWARDES: I have not received that report and a decision will be made when I
receive it.
[3.20 pm]
Mr BRADSHAW: One of the issues and trends on page 479 of the Program Statements
refers to the disproportionately high rate Aboriginal imprisonent. Has anything been
done to reduce this situation?
Mrs EDWARDES: Obviously we have put in place a number of initiatives to address the
high proportion of Aborigines in custody. Firstly, we bave closed the Wyndham
Regional Prison, which was primarily for Aboriginal prisoners. Most Aboriginal
prisoners serve sentences of six months or less. Therefore, we have entered into
contracts with 28 Aboriginal communities to apply the home: detention scheme in those
communities. This will apply particularly to remote regions where home detention is not
as available as in the metropolitan area. That is working very effectively. The results are
expected to be shown at a later stage. It is important that the community accepts the
individual who wishes to operate under the home detention scheme. The individual signs
a contract with the community, and with us, and the same conditions are applied
regarding the individual making reports.
Secondly, we have established a petrol sniffing program east of Kalgoorlie. Many
Aborigines become offenders as a result of that problem and require a greater level of
supervision when in the prison system. It is far more effective to have a preventive
program rather than a programn within the prison system.
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Thirdly, die sentencing Bill will come before Parliament later this year, and this relates to
the non-imprisonment of fine defaulters. Abouigines tend to serve short sentences in
prison and this is often due to fine defaulting. This matter will be addressed by the
legislation. This is a complex issue, and although a turn around has not occurred yet, we
expect that to happen in the not too distant future.
Mr D.L SMITH: Last year the Attorney General outlined as a major objective a
reduction in the rate of Aboriginal imprisonment by 7.5 per cent from 1 380 to 1 230 per
100 000 people. However, this rare has increased to 1 570. To what does the Attorney
attribute that substantial increase? To what does she attribute her absolute failure to
reduce the number?
Mrs EDWARDES: I have just highlighted the programs we have put in place to deal
with the high race of Aborigines in custody. As highlighted by the member for Raorest,
we have seen an increase in the muster number. We have also seen an increase in serious
offending. Unfortunately this has led to longer sentences being given by the judiciary,
with which we cannot interfere.
Mr DiL. SMITH: Whatever you did, it did not work. The numbers have substantially
increased.
Mrs EDWARDES: We will be most effective with short sentences, those applying to the
majority of Aborigines in prison. Most of these are fine defaulters. Two pieces of
legislation will be introduced to Parliament lacer this year to address these matters, and I
look forward to the member for Mitchell's support on them.
Mr D.L. SMITH: If they will achieve those objectives, they will receive my support.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: One of the significant issues and trends on page 478 of the
Program Statements outlines chat the national prison census indicates chat Western
Australia's rate of imprisonment remains higher than that of other stares. Does that relate
to the Bandyup Women's Prison muster, or is that constant throughout the state? The
bottom of the sarne page refers to greater use of prison industries to maximise
employment of prisoners and to coordinate industry activities with vocational training
activities for prisoners. I am aware that prisoners at Bandyup do not have enough to do
by way of vocational training. Is some facility provided for women to train in vocational
activities, as this does nor seem to be available at Bandyup? Many ocher activities are
provided&
Mrs EDWARDES: The figures are constant with the other states.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: It is not above the national avenage for women?
Mrs EDWARDES: No. Regarding the operation of facilities for those at Bandyup, some
changes have been made already. I will ask the director general to outline all the
activities available at Bandyup.
Mr GRANT: We are introducing a range of programs in education and vocational
training. These result from an increase in funding through cooperation between us and
the federal Department of Employment, Education and Training. There is still some way
to go before we are satisfied with die vocational training side; it is in its embryonic stage.
It has been that way for a long time. The activities are split between education and
vocational training programs. The education programs relate to all levels of education,
such as literacy and numeracy skills right through to tertiary qualifications. The
vocational training includes TAPE courses - through correspondence and teachers
attending the college - and a range of practical programs in workshop skill acquisition. A
range of outdoor and indoor activities are available, and most of the courses are
beginning to be examined by the federal system of accreditation.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: That is where the system has been lacking. I ask for that to
be attended to.
Mr GRANT: That process is in the early stages, and is not yet as solid as it needs to be,
and will be.
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Mrs van dc KLASHORST: Have you allowed for the continuation of that scheme in the
budget?
Mr GRANT: Yes.
Mr BROWN: Can you provide supplementary information regarding die detail of the
training program provided at Bandyup, the programs taditionally provided, those
proposed to be provided in the future and the steps taken to provide accredited training at
that prison?
Mrs EDWARDES:- I will take that question as supplementary information.
Dr CONSTABLE: What is die cost, taken at the end of 1993-94, of incarceration of a
female, a male and a juvenile prisoner? Also, did any change occur from the figure in the
previous year, and how does this compare with those in other states?
Mrs EDWARDES: We do not have the breakdown between the male and female
prisoners, although we have provided thai information in response to a question on
notice. We have made some major changes in a prison reform package introduced on 1
July -

Dr CONSTABLE: I am asking for the figure for the 1993-94 year. How does that
compare with the previous year and with those in other states? Can that be provided as
supplementary information?
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes.
Mr BROWN: The director general mentioned in his reply a moment ago the reduction in
FTEs. Has chat reduction already occurred?
[3.30 pmi I
Mr GRANT: The number of FTEs has not been reduced. It is a progressive figure
throughout the financial year. The process has commenced, but the process will cake the
balance of this financial year to complete.
Mr BROWN! Are you referring to the reform package, and did dint result in a saving of
46 prison officers?
Mr GRANT: For 1994-95, yes.
Mr BROWN: Will it result in a further saving this year?
Mr GRANT: Yes. A further 36 positions will be saved in 1995-96, 36 in 1996-97 and
16 in 1997-98.
Mr BROWN: Have the positions been saved as a result of natural attrition or
redundancy?
Mr GRANT: Natural attrition.
Mr BROWN: So, die reform package is in place -

Mr GRANT: It became operative on 1 July.
Mr BROWN: With the total reduction, will that result in a surplus of officers under the
new arrangements?
Mr GRANT: Yes, it does, in that there are officers who have not been absorbed by
natural attrition, and for which we have supplementary funding to allow the backlog of
leave to be gradually absorbed.
Mr BROWN: Does that mean chat officers are available now to staff the self-care units at
Bandyup Prison?
Mr GRANT: The plan for the self-cmr units will be put in place this calendar year, and
will come from the next round of the package, with the conversion of the Bandyup Prison
to a 12 hour shift, which will provide additional funding. At that stage, the units will be
reopened-
Mr BROWN: When will that be?
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Mr GRANT:- Developmental discussions are taking place across the state, and I
understand that it will be six to eight weeks before each prison submits progressive plans
for the conversion. At that stage, Bandyup will open the self-care units.
Mr BROWN: Is that in about two weeks?
Mr GRANT: No. It is a matter for the prison operations division and corrective services
to consider the appropriateness. We have given an undertaking that in this calendar year
the units will be reopened.
Mrs van de KLASHORSt: Do you have any plans for the out-can centre at Bandyup?
If so, when will the centre be available?
Mrs EDWARDES: I am pleased to announce that we are proceeding down that path. I
believe we are about to go to tender.
Mr GRANT: Yes; an announcement will be made and tenders will be called next month.
Dr GALLOP: The objective of the Crown Solicitor program is said to be to ensure that
the legal interests of the Government of Western Australia, its departments,
instrumentalities and agencies are protected and advanced. I refer to the case to have the
findings of the Kyle inquiry quashed, which as the Attorney knows has been brought
against the state by her husband. What formnal arrangements have been put in place to
avoid the conflict of interest -

The CHAIRMAN: I am sorry, but the question is out of order.
Dr GALLOP: It is not.
The CHAIRMAN: Members can ask questions relating to the Budget estimates only.
Dr GALLOP: It is in the Budget, it relates to the operations of the Attorney's office, and
the question I am about to ask is very much in this Budget.
The CHAIRMAN: Where is it in the Budget?
Dr GALLOP: It relates to the operations of the Attorney's office.
The CHAIRMAN: What is the page number?
Dr GALLOP: I refer to page 474 relating to the Minister's office where reference is
made to the fact that FTEs are carried by Premier and Cabinet but the administrative
support arrangements are carried within the Attorney's office.
The CHAIRMAN: That is a million miles from the question being asked.
Dr GALLOP: Can I ask the question fnrt; then you might consider your position after I
have finished? It is hard to make a judgment before I have asked the question.
The CHAIRMAN: That was the problem yesterday with the member for Peel when he
asked questions that were totally out of order. I hope that you are not going to do dhe
same to me today, because the purpose of this committee is to ask questions about
specific items.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Including the Program Statements.
Dr GALLOP: It is the objective of the Crown Solicitor program to ensure that the legal
interests of the Government of Western Australia, its departments, instrumentalities and
agencies are protected and advanced. I will ask the Minister a question about the
arrangements put in place to ensure that the objective is carried out. Perhaps if the
Chairman listens to the question, he will reconsider his position.
The CHAIRMAN: I am happy to listen.
Dr GALLOP: What formal arrangements have been put in place to avoid the conflict of
interest between your responsibility as Attorney General and the obvious relationship to
Mr Cohin Edwardes, who has brought this case against the state? That is a question that
falls clearly within the framework of the Budget.
Mrs EDWARDES: I am happy to answer. it is up to the Chairman. The question is
nothing new. It has been asked a million times before, and it has been responded to.
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The CHAIRMAN: If the Attorney is happy. I am prepared to allow the question.
Mrs EDWARDES: It has been made public on a number of occasions that the Solicitor
General has been delegated powers co deal with the matter. The ministerial responsibility
lies with the Minister for Local Government.
Dr GALLOP: Will it be the case that the Solicitor General will report to you, given that
you are the Minister responsible? How will you draw the line between the issues in his
work related to the case and his general reporting to you?
Mrs EDWARDES: He is a professional person, and he will be reporting to the Minister
for Local Government - as has been the case not only with me, but with previous
Attorney's General, in particular the most recent past Attorney General for two years in'
relation to matters dealing with the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of
Government and Other Matters.
Dr GALLOP: Have you sent a memo to all staff, for example, advising of the nature of
the potential conflict and entrusted upon the staff the grave responsibility of not inquiring
into the progress of the case?
Mrs EDWARDES: That is up to the Solicitor General. It has been referred to him.
Dr GALLOP: Have you raised with staff the matter of potential conflict of interest?
Mrs EDWARDES: My staff referred the matter to the Solicitor General before they told
me.
Dr GALLOP: Is it true that the Minister for Local Government is one of your colleagues
in Cabinet?.
The CHAIRMAN: That question is out of order.
Dr GALLOP: Before I ask my question, it is ruled out of order. That is why 78 per cent
of the population in this state want the Attorney General out of that office; and because of
the evasive answers given. She has the support of this Chairman, and he has stopped my
question, which was being asked on behalf of 78 per cent of the population.
The CHAIRMAN: Thie member can ask those questions any time in Parliament. This is
estimates time. Do not waste the committee's rime.
Dr GALLOP: You am an experienced politician. It is the aim of the Estimates
Committee to ask fundamental questions about the policy and conduct of government.
That is exactly what I have done today.
The CHAIRMAN: You have not done that today.
Dr GALLOP: You do not understand the estimates. I think you should do a tutorial.
The CHAIRMAN: The member for Mitchell has the call.
Mr DL. SMITH: Which part of the budget contains the cost of the BDO Nelson Parkhill
report into the Crown Solicitor's office? What is the best cost estimate of the report? Is
it true that at a meeting between the Crown Solicitor and his staff this week, Mr
Panegyres told the meeting he was instructed that he could have no contact with BDO
Nelson Parkhill and no access to information on which the consultant's recommendations
are based? If such an instruction was given, who gave it? On whose authority was it
given?
[3.40 pmn]
Mrs EDWARDES: The 81)0 Nelson Parkhill report was subject to the tender process.
It was contracted out by the Ministry of Justice.
Mr D.L. SMITH-: What is it under in the budget?
Mr GRANT: The payments made had been made, firstly, by the Crown Solicitor and
secondly, within the director general's allocation as two separate accounts.
Mr DL. SMITH: How much were they, and how much was paid by the Crown
Solicitor?
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Mr GRANT: I cannot say at the moment, but I can provide that information.
Mrs EDWARDES: I will provide that as supplementary information. As to die
instructions, first, I do not know about the meeting; and second, I do not know about any
instructions. Again, I am happy to seek out that information.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Can you ask now whether such instruction was given?
Mrs EDWARDES: No. The Crown Solicitor was a member of the review panel to BDO
Nelson Parkchill.
Mr D.L. SMITH: He was very nominally a member of the review panel, as you know.
Will you ask the director general whether Mr Panegyres has been instructed that he can
have no access to and no contact with BDO Nelson Parkhill, and at die same time that he
should have no access to any inormation on which the consultants' recommendations are
based?
Mrs EDWARDES: I take that as a supplementary.
Mr D.L. SMITH: You will not ask him now?
Mrs EDWARDES: I will take it as a supplementary.
Mr D.L. SMITH: You are declining to answer the question.
Mrs EDWARDES: I said I will take it as a supplementary. That is not declining.
Mr D.L SMITH: I turn now to corporate services on page 475 of the Program
Statements. One of the reasons you gave for die formation of the ministry was to save
mnoney in corporate services. The prediction last year, however, was that you would
increase the number of FTEs in corporate services from 279 to 299 and the expenditure
would be $16.8m. In fact, as is shown by this year's Budget papers, the number of FI~s
increased to 321, with an expenditure of $20m. What extra items have been added in to
bring the levels up so significantly?
Mr GRANT: That increase is as a result of a transfer to corporate service of the
operation of the office of stare corporate affairs.
Mr DL SMITH; How many does that represent?
Mr GRANT: It represents 23 FI~s.
Mr D.L. SMITH: According to last year's Budget papers, stare corporate affairs had nine
Fr~s.
Mr GRANT: The correct number of authorised Fits is five but they are carrying a
surplus of 18, which brings the number up to 23 FTEs.
Mr D.L. SMITH: How was the office of state corporate affairs shown in last year's
Program Statements to have nine Frts, yet now has 18 supernumeraries?
Mr GRANT: Those supernumeraries, as you call them, have not intcreased in number but
have existed from the start of the process. The operations of state corporate affairs have
gradually been winding down and will progressively be eradicated through attrition and
other means. At this stage the authorised FrEs are five.
Mr D.L. SMITH: You are telling us that the information provided in last year's Budget
papers was false?
Mr GRANT: No, last year it was five Frts plus four redeployees, so there were nine
actuals as opposed to five authorised. This year there are five authorised plus a further
-18 redeployees. Therefore, the budget information last year was correct.
Mr DiL. SMITH: The whole of the increase in FTEs can be attributed to state corporate
affairs?
Mr GRANT: No, dhe building services represented an additional number beyond that,
because an additional 23 FTEs from the buildings facility were also transferred in from
corrective services and courts administration to corporate services.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Why are those changes not explained in the Program Statements?
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Mr GRANT: The decision to transfer the buildings FTEs has been a progressive process
as we have transferred responsibility for our buildings capacity to the Building
Management Authority. Those decisions have been made fairly late as the year has
progressed, so I am not aware of any particular reason why there was not an inclusion in
the explanation of why the OSCA unit was included in corporate services. The
explanation was given on page 471 of the Program Statements that the residual functions
of state corporate affairs had been unified within state corporate services.

Mr D.L. SMITH: Building services?
Mr GRANT: Yes, building services. That is as a result of progressive changes in
arrangements during the financial year from moves to transfer functions to the BMA.
The residual function will reside in corporate services, which has responsibility for assets
and buildings under the structure of management.
Mr [XL. SMITH: Was the whole of the $3.2m increase in expenditure attributable to the
transfer to corporate affairs of building services?
Mr GRANT: No. The dollar variance between the two amounts includes $60 000 for
salary increases and $280 000 for the Aboriginal visitors scheme transfer from the
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority; the transfer of the building services facility.
which I have described, from courts and corrective services to corporate services; the
state corporate affairs transfer of $120 000; and $86 000 for fringe benefits tax. In
addition, there have been a number of reductions in the increases, which include
efficiency savings of $2. i as a result of changes and reductions in Ehs in the financial
year; a further $207 000 reduction caused by the termination of the Australian craineeship
scheme; a transfer of a single FTE to increase the capacity of the Parliamentary
Counsel's office; and an amount of $560 000 as a result of the redeployees being carried
by the OSCA unit, which I have talked about before. All those figures together, plus and
minus, make up the excesses you are talking about.
Mr D.L. SMITH: How do you propose to reduce the number of FTEs from 321 to 272 in
corporate services?
Mr GRANT: We have a progressive process of FTEs reduction. When the ministry was
formed in the middle of last year we had something like 186 surplus FTE redeployees. In
the year to date we have reduced that figure. and currently it stands at 63. Therefore, we
have already reduced the FTE level by around 123. That process will continue as we
continue to fill vacancies that become available during the year. We expect that within a
couple more months we will have the surplus figure down to around 30.
Mr BROWN: On page 479 there is a reference to the sex offender treatment program. is
that operating as of today?
Mr GRANT: Yes, it is. The structure of the sex offender treatment program at Casuarina
has been changed, so that the next Casuarina course will be introduced later this calendar
year. The program operates in other centres, certainly Karnet, and is being established in
various country centres as part of a community based program.
[3.50pmn]
Mr BROWN: Did it operate throughout last year?
Mr GRANT: It does not operate continuously; it operates as a course. In that sense it
operated throughout the year as numbers required and as staff were available.
Mr BROWN: Was it suspended at any time?
Mr GRANT: The management of the program was reviewed at one point and we made
some structural changes to the program and some changes in personnel. It was not
suspended to the extent that we were dissatisfied with the operation of the program
per se. The program was reviewed by an internationally recognised expert and was
regarded and assessed as being at least of international standard. However there were
internal management and personnel changes.
Mr BROWN: What was the reason for those?
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Mr GRANT: Essentially there were some personality differences within the unit which
restricted the effectiveness of die program. We made some management changes as a
result of that, and we have changed some of the personnel.
Mr BROWN: Were the programs which were then running interrupted by the removal of
staff?
Mr GRANT: No. The change to the timing of the next program at Casuarina was not an
interruption as such but a deferral by a couple of months so that we could undertake an
extension of the community-based side of the program without in any way affecting
those prisoners who would be required to be introduced to the program as part of their
parole plan. It was a change in timing, but not an interruption in the sense that a review
caused it.
Mr BROWN: How many employees were removed from the program?
Mr GRANT: Three, I believe.
Mr BROWN: They were removed for personality differences?
Mr GRANT: Yes.
Mr BROWN: Is the report of the international expert on the sex offender program
publicly available?
Mr GRANT: No, it has not been made available.
Mr BROWN: Can it be made available? As I understand it, the report caused the
removal of a number of staff from the program.
Mr GRANT: I am not sure that I put the two elements as closely together as that.
Certainly the review was set up to establish whether the program was of an
internationally recognised standard. The answer was yes. I am satisfied the review was
not brought about because of the personality difficulties. That happened to coincide. To
ensure the greatest benefit was gained, the transfers I talked about took place. To my
knowledge there was no causal link between those two factors.
Mr BROWN: Is a security check done on people who deliver that program?
Mr GRANT: Do you mean a police record check?
Mr BROWN: A character check or security check.
Mr GRANT: They are assessed in the normal way by interview and selection process. I
do not know that a police check was made in this case. Despite the personality
difficulties I have described, those selected were assessed as qualified and suitable to do
the job.
Mr BROWN: Are you confident about all the people who are currently conducting the
program?
Mr GRANT: Yes, I am.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: I refer to the Guardianship and Administration Board at page
491 of the Program Statements. How many people contacted the board for assistance in
the last year? How many guardians or estate administrators did the board appoint during
the year? I notice the budget has increased; is an increase expected in the number of
people attending the board and asking for assistance?
Mrs EDWARDES: The program has been in existence for 22 months and has gone
through its teething stages. People are getting used to dealing with decision making
incapacity. Up to 30 June, 5 155 applications had been made in the 22 months. About
1 000 appointments have been made. I will get the figures for the year and provide them
to you.
This morning I launched a service providers' guide. One of the things that has been
found wanting is that carers or people who take on the onerous job of being a guardian
and administrator - they ame often the friends of families or relatives of the individual -
need support and assistance in their role of dealing with a person who has decision
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making incapacity. There has been a tremendous response from people, and I am sure it
will increase. One of the greatest areas of concern is financial abuse and 39 of 41
applications related to financial abuse.
Mrs van dec KLASHORST: So about one-fifth of the people who apply end up as
guardians and administrators?
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes.
Dr GALLOP: I refer the Attorney again to the Crown Solicitor's program at page 492 of
the Program Statements. It states that the objective is to ensure that the legal interests of
the Government of Western Australia. its departments. instrumentalities and agencies are
protected and advanced. In view of the answer to my earlier question, how can you
guarantee that the Minister for Local Government will not brief you on the conduct of the
case brought by your husband against the findings of the Kyle inquiry?
Mrs EDWARDES: I live by the objective that is in the program.
Dr GALLOP: Can you understand that members of the public would find it difficult to
believe you when you answer the question in that way?
Mrs EDWARDES: No, because I think you would find that many people in a wide range
of positions in various professions, for instance, journalism - I am sure Jeanette McHugh
might be one - might be faced at various times in their professional life with not
discussing matters at home.
Dr GALLOP: Are you confident that despite the fact that the Minister for Local
Government is one of your Cabinet colleagues you will be completely insulated from the
state's conduct of the case?
Mrs EDWARDES: I have absolutely every faith in his professionalism and mine and
that of the Solicitor General.
Dr GALLOP: I refer to the fact that a review is being conducted of the Crown Solicitor's
Office, to which my colleague referred. Do you not agree, given one's understanding of
power and politics, influence and pressure, that a potential conflict of interest might arise
because the very office that you have delegated to carry out the defence of the Kyle
inquiry is currently being reviewed by you and your office, and you are in a very close
relationship with Mr Edwardes who is conducting a case against the Kyle inquiry?
The CHIR.MAN: I do not believe that question is relevant.
Mrs EDWARDES: I urn happy to answer it. Again the member's premise is incorrect.
it has been delegated to the Solicitor General, not the Crown Solicitor. What the
Solicitor General does with it is up to him.
Mr BROWN: Referring again to the sex offender program, you said that staff were
moved from the program because of personality differences. Were those staff given
notice and an opportunity to overcome the problems?
[4.00 pm]
Mr GRANT: Extensive attempts were made internally to resolve the personality
difficulties and involved at least two managers over a lengthy period. Each has been
answered successfully.
Mr BROWN: Drug detection is referred to at page 479. What management regime is in
place for drug detection among people who visit prisoners at maximum security prisons?
Mr GRANT: Random searching of visitors can apply, but if information is provided,
targeted searching can take place. If a person refuses to be searched it is usual for police
to be advised of that.
Mr BROWN: I understand full body searches take place. Have you run into problems
with that?
Mr GRANT: Several instances have occurred over the past 12 months and beyond thai.
All our searches involve members of the public where, from time to time, concerns are
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expressed about that process. We always ensure to the best of our ability that those
practices are undertaken in the proper way. That does not prevent complaints from time
to time.
Mr BROWN: Are you aware that the Department for Community Development
prevented children of a prisoner - wards of the state - from visiting a prisoner because
they may have been subject to a strip search? Was it not brought to your mnention?
Mr GRANT: I cannot recall that case.
Mr BROWN: Have you received complaints from women, in particular, a woman who
was body and strip searched, but who happened to be menstruating at the time?
Mr GRANT: I can recall a number of complaints from women visitors to prisons who
have complained about the processes of searching. Although we do the best we can to
ensure it is done properly, we do not vary our policy because of complaints. Strip
searching is intended to restrict the introduction of illegal substances into prisons. Our
practices are absolutely consistent with those in other jurisdictions.
Mr BROWN: In other states of Australia in super-maximum security prisons -
maximum security prisons inside a maximum security prison - visitors do not go trough
that practice. Are you aware of the practices in Jika Jika?
Mr GRANT: I was formerly a director of prisons in Victoria and had responsibility for
Jika lika. I was responsible for instituting the practices at that time, therefore I am very
familiar with them.
Mr BROWN: It was then procedure?
Mr GRANT: Absolutely. Jika Jika may have changed in recent times. I know that other
programs are carried out in that institution now. Its function has changed somewhat in
recent years. Certainly the searching procedures of visitors entering all super maximum
security institutions were exactly the same, including those in New South Wales where I
was Assistant Commissioner of Corrective Services and was responsible for and
instituted the high security unit at Goulbourn.
Mr BROWN': Can you tell us the degree to which prison visits have decreased as a result
of that policy?
Mr GRANT: To my knowledge, not at all.
Dr CONSTABLE: My question relates to the juvenile justice teams referred to at pages
482 and 483. In point two on page 482 a comment is made that "if more juvenile justice
teams are created". Given an evaluation was due in July this year, what decisions have
been made about how many more teams, if any, will be created in 1994-95 and at what
cost? What are the budget implications?
Mrs EDWARDES: I reported to the Parliament on the evaluation and the success of the
juvenile justice teams. About 93 per cent of the young offenders who have been part of
those reamns have not re-offended and we have therefore decided to increase the number
of those teams by two.
Dr CONSTABLE: Where will they be located?
Mrs EDWARDES: A firm decision on that has not been made. Some modifications may
result in the teams being implemented statewide on a different basis because of the low
number of offenders. I will provide supplementary information about the cost of each
team.
Dr CONSTABLE: Will two more teams be created this financial yea?
Mrs EDWARDES: At least two more.
Dr CONSTABLE: When will they be put in place?
Mrs EDWARDES: Fairly soon. We are hoping for the Young Offenders Bill to be
passed.
Mr D.L SMITH: I refer to page 15 of the Supplementary Budget Information where it
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indicates that $465 000 was received from the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths
in Custody program which went to the Justice portfolio. Is that reflected in the
expenditure shown here? If so, under what heading and what is that $465 000 being used
For?9
Mr GRANT: To my knowledge it is not included in the Budget figures here. The
moneys are being expended on a range of programs. North of Kalgoorlie a cooperative
funding arrangement between the Ministry of Justice and the Department of Training is
aimed at providing andi-petrol sniffing programs which will be administered by us jointly
with the Aboriginal communities. Six Aboriginal court advice officers will be employed
who will be located around the state to give advice to justices and magistrates regarding
the disposition of Aboriginal offenders. A range of other programs are planned for other
parts of the state.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Can you provide the individual cost of those programs by
supplementary information?
Mr GRANT: Absolutely.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The objective last year was to increase the number of Aboriginal staff
in corrective services generally from three per cent to 4.5 per cent. You did not achieve
that; in fact, the level is still three per cent. Why was it not achieved and why, if it could
not be done last year, do you think it can be done this year?
Mrs EDWARDES: It is still very much one of our objectives, particularly in the courts.
There was a dearth of Aborigines employed throughout the state. The Aboriginal staff
presently constitute 3.7 per cent of the ministry's total staff. There was a downsizing
with the number of people redeployed and recruitment levels have been restricted since 1
July 1993. An Aboriginal review committee has been established to examine all aspects
of current Aboriginal employees.
[4.10 pm]
Mr D.L. SMITH: Is that 3.7 per cent of the total staff?
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes. The review panel will look at future and current Aboriginal
employment opportunities.
Mr D.L. SMITH: On page 480 the ministry claims as an achievement for 1993-94 that as
at 31 March the participation rate of Aboriginal people in community based orders has
increased by 8.5 per cent, exceeding the target increase of four per cent. If both the
prison based Aboriginal numbers have substantially increased by 15 per cent and those
participating in community based work orders have increased by I11 per cent, does that
not indicate that the number of Aborigines who are offending in a way that warrants
either imprisonment or community based orders is increasing? Why does the ministry
claim it as an achievement?
Mr GRANT: The only explanation I can give is that if the participation rate of
community based programs had not been so high the imprisonment rate would have been
higher. The ministry's intention is to reverse that trend.
Mr D.L. SMITH: It is not having that effect.
Mr GRANT: Not at this stage, but it has not deterred the ministry from entering die
community based program agreements which currently have around 300 offenders under
community supervision in Aboriginal communities. The member is right: It would
appear that if both figures are increasing the trend is going in the wrong direction. It is
certainly true that the imprisonment rate is increasing. Equally, the ministry's diversion
programs are more effective by diverting people from prison.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The actual number of people going through community work based
orders is decreasing while the prison population is increasing. It is contrary to die
rhetoric of the Attorney.
Mrs EDWARDES: The member might recall that I said earlier there is unfortunately an
increase in serious offending by Aboriginal people.
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Mr D.L. SMITH: Itis further evidence that the ministry is treating the outcome and not
the cause. This state is not doing anything new towards implementing the
recommendations of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody.
Mrs EDWARDES: Obviously a lot of outcomes could be achieved across government
and that is one of the reasons that the Premier commissioned the review earlier this year.
He wanted to deal with the social justice package including education, raining, health,
housing and the like. I am sure that when the member visits Aboriginal communities he
is appalled at some of the conditions in which they live. The Government will continue
to work towards improving their conditions. Unfortunately, I have responsibility for
diem only after they have offended.
Mr D.L. SMITH: When they do offend I hope they remain the concern of the community
based corrections department.
Mrs EDWARDES: If that is the decision of the judicial officer.
Mr D.L. SMITH: One of the major planned achievements for 1994-95 is to develop
strategies and management procedures in response to the Sentencing Act requirements.
Will the Minister confirm that that is shorthand for the fact that she anticipates that the
numbers in prisons will escalate this year and management procedures will be required in
response?
Mrs EDWARDES: The ministry is expecting the number to reduce. It will put emphasis
on the more serious offender and that has been announced in the Parliament already. The
ministry has estimated an additional 100 beds as a requirement and with the increase in
offences such as murder and wilful murder there will be a requirement for a further 100
beds over an extended period of time.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Where do you intend to accommodate them?
Mrs EDWARDES: The capital works program includes additional beds in three existing
prisons.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: On page 480 of the Program Statements one of the major
planned achievements is to commence the development of a pilot risk assessment model
of offender management. will the Minister explain that and advise whether it will relate
to Bandyup as well as to the male prisons?
Mr GRANT: The risk assessment model is focused on community based programs. It is
an attempt to draw from successful exercises in international jurisdictions to allow the
ministry to assess offenders at the court sentencing stage. That will be before they are
sentenced. The judge and magistrate will have the advantage of a better assessment of
the offender and the likelihood of recurring offences.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: It has nothing to do with prison behaviour?
Mr GRANT: It can be adjusted to refine the prisoner classification process, but it is not
intended to do that initially. It will be a follow on result from the first project.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: Will it apply to prisoners being sentenced in all courts and
encompass women and Aboriginal people?
Mr GRANT: Yes.
Mr BROWN: Does the ministry currently rate its institutions according to a security
rating?
Mr GRANT: Yes, it does.
Mr BROWN: Are they rated maximum, minimum and medium?
Mr GRANT: Technically they are rated as closed or open. The closed institutions carry
subsets from equivalent jurisdictions elsewhere.
Mr BROWN: Does the ministry rate prisoners according to the different security
ratings?
Mr GRANT: Yes, consistent with those two classifications - closed and open.
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Mr BROWN: How many prisoners are currently in the wrong accommodation?
Mr GRANT: A number of prisoners will always be held in the high security
classification section for reasons such as the shortness of their sentence and medical
treatment. I cannot tell the member today how many minimum security prisoners are
held in maximum security prisons. However, there are and always will be some held
there.
Mr BROWN: Is it currently the case that a number of prisoners who hold lower security
ratings are held in higher security prisons because there are no places for them at the
minimum security institutions?
Mr GRANT: There are probably some. Their transfer to a minimum security institution
may be slow, rather than prevented by their muster numbers. I do not think that delay is
very significant.
Mr BROWN: Have you done an analysis on the cost differential of holding a prisoner in
different security rated prisons?
[4.20 pm]
Mr GRANT: Yes, there are standard figures. These relate to the cost of holding a
prisoner for a full year in a minimum security situation as opposed to a high risk
institution.
Mrs EDWARDES: If the member recalls, we said that we would provide those figures
by way of supplementary information.
Mr BROWN: The fact that a minimum security prisoner cannot be transferred to Mnother
institution imposes an overall cost.
Mr GRANT: Ironically, no. I am sure that you realise that the institutions am run at a
fixed cost because the staffing arrangements are standard. They vary little depending on
the variations in prison population. Some marginal costs must change due to rosters and
such things, but they tend to be on the margin rather than at the heart of prison
management costs.
Mr BROWN: Yes, if you apply that rationale, the more you overcrowd a prison the
cheaper it becomes. If you run a prison that way, quality can be sacrificed for quantity.
Mr GRANT: That is true.
Dr CONSTABLE: Page 487 of the Program Statements refers to victim support services.
We are all aware that the expectation has been raised in the community that the
Government will provide increased support services. Therefore, I was a little surprised to
see a reduction of a few thousand dollars in the estimate for this financial year. The
objective of the program is to restore victims' sense of wellbeing, justice and equity.
One of the most important things for a victim while the case of the perpetrator of the
crime is taking place is the provision of information. Is a special service to be provided,
or has any thought been given to this, to keep victims up to date with the progress of
perpetrators' cases? That does not seem to be happening at the moment. What is the
reason for the reduction in funds? Also, what are the specific terms of this service?
Mrs EDWARDES: There is no significant dollar variation in the provision -

Dr CONSTABLE: There is no increase either.
Mrs EDWARDES: The cost of the subprogram regarding victims' impact statements
were debited to this area as the costs could not previously be actively defined. The
victims support role has various categories.
Dr CONSTABLE: I am asking about subprogram 3.1.
Mr GRANT: Due to the progressive implementation of the service in the first full
operational year. an underexpenditure of $66 000 occured That figure has been
included for this year. Therefore, the expenditure will be increased accordingly.
Mrs EDWARDES: Members will be aware that a victims of crime Bill will be
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introduced into the Parliament during this session of Parliament. and this will moslt in a
pilot program. This has been operating on an ad hoc basis through the Directo of Public
Prosecutions, and it will now be formalised. The range of communications will increase,
particularly through to the Parole Board. We have not had the legislative base, so in the
meantime we have had adult victim mediation programs to provide information to die
victims and the Parole Board.
Dr CONSTABLE: It is not reflected in the Budget papers that there will be an increase
in services.
Mrs EDWARDES: We are expanding the service, and we have already done so to
Albany, Gemaldton and Kalgoorlie.
Dr CONSTABLE: If that is the case, and no real increase in funding has occurred,
somebody is missing out somewhere. There is no increase in the FTM or in funding, so
how will the service be increased and spread across the state?
Mrs EDWARDES: The service has been increased.
Dr CONSTABLE: It is not reflected in the Budget papers.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I do not know how the Attorney handled victim impact statements last
year: She budgeted for two FTEs and allocated $204 000. Only $2 000 was spent with
no FTEs. However, according to the figures, this year it is proposed to spend $204 000
with no PTEs.
Mr MITCHELL: I know that we are discussing subprogram 3.1, but this must be
considered in the context of subprogram 3.2 as well. The staff allocated to 3.1 is nine
FrEs, and they will perform a dual role with the victim support services and the victim
impact statements. During die past financial year, some $182 000 of staff costs were
allocated to subprogram 3. 1. Therefore, it is essentially the same staff over both
subprograms. I understand that this financial year the full funding being provided will
result in a more appropriate utilisation of the staff. Therefore, we will not have the repeat
of the $22 000 expenditure against a $200 000 budget.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Last year you spent $607 000 on subprogram 3.1 and $204 000 on 3.2.
Therefore, last year you underspent on victims' programs by a couple of hundred
thousand dollars.
Mr GRANT: As I said before, it was significantly due to the progressive implementation
of the service.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Therefore, it cook a lot longer than you thought to put in place the
service you promised last year.
Mr GRANT: Yes.
Dr CONSTABLE: How many victims of crime art there in Western Australia?
Mrs EDWARDES: That is a very difficult question to answer.
Dr CONSTABLE: Can you provide a rough answer?
Mrs EDWARDES: I will take that as supplementary information.
Dr CONSTABLE: How many people were assisted by the victim support program?
Mr D.L. SMITH: We are all aware of how stressed the staff are at the assessor of
criminal compensation's office. I noticed last year that you underspent the budget
allocation by $230 000. Is there any reason for this allocation not being used to employ
extra staff during that 12 months to process the delays in those assessments?
Mr GRANT: The process of assessment is progressive. Therefore, once the application
is lodged the funds are effectively allocated for that purpose and not easily allocated to
other purposes. It is never clear when an application is made how complex the process
will be. Therefore, we will not be clear regarding how long it will take to resolve the
matter. It may appear to be a simple book transfer, it may be much more complex.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Are you saying that you are not awart that the staff are stressed out of
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their minds? Are you not concerned about processing these assessments, and do you not
intend to increase staff numbers?
Mr GRANT: I am aware of the workload this unit is carrying. We are constantly
discussing with the unit manager the staffing needs.
Mr D.L. SMITH: However, it will receive no increase this year?
Mr GRANT: No increases have been budgeted for.
Dr GALLOP: Page 493 of the Program Statements refers to the review of the Crown
Solicitor's Office. To what extent will that review go, and which aspects of the office
will it cover?
Mrs EDWARDES: I am happy to provide as supplementary information the ters of
reference of that review.
[4.30 pm]
Dr GALLOP: Tell us now.
Mrs EDWARDES: I do not have a copy of the terms of reference.
Dr GALLOP: You can tell us in general. Why is the review being conducted?
Mrs EDWARDES: It was a recommendation in the McCarrey report and, as such, it was
put to tender. I am happy to provide a copy of the terms of reference.
Dr GALLOP: Does that cover all aspects of the Crown Solicitor's Office?
Mrs EDWARDES: I will provide a copy of the terms of reference, and you will be able
to see for yourself.
Dr GALLOP: Does it cover the work of both the Crown Solicitor and the Solicitor
General?
Mrs EDWARDES: They are separate individuals. The review was into the Crown
Solicitor's Office.
Dr GALLOP: I understand that program 5.0 covers the Crown Solicitor's Office and the
Solicitor General.
Mrs EDWARDES: The review covers the Crown Solicitor's Office.
Dr GALLOP: There is some confusion with that program because the Crown Solicitor's
Office is dealt with under program 5.0, and the Solicitor General is covered by the same
program. iff1 anm not mistaken.
Mrs EDWARDES: Where?
Dr GALLOP: I am asking you.
Mrs EDWARDES: It has nothing to do with the Solicitor General.
Dr GALLOP: Where does the Solicitor General appear in this budget?
Mrs EDWARDES: Under special Acts.
Mr D.L. SMITH: At what page?
Mrs EDWARDES: The Solicitor General is not part of the justice program; he is not
responsible to the Director General of the Ministry of Justice in any way.
Mr BROWN: At page 483, reference is made to a work camp facility. Has the person
who will be in charge of the work camp been selected and appointed?
Mr GRANT: The person who will run the program has been seconded from the adult
offender management program under corrective services. He has been appointed to take
up the position.
Mr BROWN: What training has he had?
Mr GRANT: The person has had a range of training, apart from his tertiary
qualifications, and he has extensive experience in prison operations. Recently, he was
sent to the United States to examine the available programs in that country to see whether
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they are applicable to Western Australia. He has a variety of technical experience,
including training in short term courses.
Mr D.L SMITH: Has he had any work experience with offenders aged between 16 and
lS years?
Mr GRANT: He has not worked in the juvenile justice division - apart from the work
that might have been transferred from juvenile justice to corrective services
responsibilities.
Mrs EDWARDES: The juvenile justice division has had responsibility for getting the
work camp program up and running.
Mr D.L. SMITH: But the person who will run the camp comes from an adult offender
area and has had no experience with young offenders.
Mrs EDWARDES: A couple of other people will be seconded from the juvenile justice
division. They have been harassing us because they want to be part of the program.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Surely, they should not need to harass you if they have the required
experience with juvenile offenders.
Mrs EDWARDES: They want to be part of the program. The people who amt part of the
Aspire program are competent and are supportive of and committed to young people.
They have demonstrated that.
Dr CONSTABLE: What tertiary qualifications does he have?
Mr GRANT: He has a university degree in social sciences.
Mr BROWN: How long was he in the United States?
Mr GRANT: About four weeks.
Mr BROWN: Specifically, what did he do in the United States?
Mr GRANT: He visited a number of institutions for juveniles in New York State. They
are similar institutions to those that will be established in Western Australia. He
examined the assessment, placement and program arrangements in those institutions. He
also visited the post release organisation in New York, which takes some responsibility
for the post supervision of persons released from those camps.
Dr CONSTABLE: How many staff will be employed at the work camp?
Mr GRANT: Initially, 10 people will be employed but that number will be reviewed as
the program develops.
Dr CONSTABLE: Does that include the officer in charge?
Mr GRANT: Yes.
Dr CONSTABLE: Will they be prison officers or group workers?
Mr GRANT: They will not be prison officers. As the Minister has indicated, they will
be taken from the juvenile justice division, and they are likely to be group workers -
except for the person running the institution. The positions will be available for
applicants from both divisions.
Mr BROWN: Will the group workers have a background in the disc iplinary provisions
you are thinking about for these camps?
Mr GRANT: Yes. They will be sought from those currently involved in institutional
programs, apart from others. They will be familiar with the institutional needs of our
current institutions.
Mr BROWN: So the disciplinary needs at the work camp will be similar to the
disciplinary requirements at other juvenile institutions?
Mr GRANT: The institution will be a variation of current institutions. The regime will
be a combination of elements drawn from experience in, say, the United States. It will be
put together with our experience in Western Australia to form a unique institution which
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is suitable for Western Australia. It will be drawn from the elements of various
programs.
Mr BROWN: Is the program yet to be put together?
Mr GRANT: It is being put together.
Mr BROWN: Is it together today?
Mrs EDWARDES: It is still in the process of being developed and refined. It has not
come to me in a final form.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Do you know where it will be located?
Mrs EDWARDES: I expect to make an announcement within a month. I am waiting for
a couple of final details to be completed. We have been able to work through the various
available sites, with the key emphasis on the work available in the community.
Mr BROWN: Has a decision been made regarding the industrial regulation of the staff,
whether under workplace agreements or awards?
Mr GRANT: No.
Mr BROWN: When do you expect the camp to be operating?
Mrs EDWARDES: At the beginning of next year.
Dr CONSTABLE: What will be the yearly cost to run the camp?
Mr GRANT: We have budgeted this year for $760 000 recurrent and $l1m capital
funding. We have not made a budget submission for a full year at this stage.
Mrs EDWARDES: We will start the program slowly. At any time the camp will
accommodate 20 to 30 young people. In the first month we will take in a small number
and build up over the next month. We will take in eight to 10 young offenders at a time.
We are dealing with estimates at this time.
Mr D.L. SMIH: Can you provide a breakdown of the 30 offenders; say, between 16 to
18 and 18 to 25 years of age?
Mrs EDWARDES: No.
[4.40 pm ]
Mr BROWN: How many people do you envisage going through the work camp this
financial year?
Mr GRANT: It is obviously not clear, as it is a new program. We do not know how the
judiciary and the magistates will respond to the program. The maximum we can enrol is
eight offenders a month. Therefore, the maximum is for half a financial year at eight
offenders a month. It is not clear at all whether we will have such a market available to
us anyway, and the response of judges and magistrates will determine the extent to which
it is used.
Mrs EDWARDES: In the last map I think there were something like 388 identifiable
people in one year. Again, it will be a matter of choice, and dependent on the decision of
the judiciary.
Mr BROWN: So it is a maximum of eight per month?
Mr GRANT: Yes, a maximum.
Mr BROWN: So at any one stage there would be no more than 32 offenders there.
Mr GRANT: We expect to keep it to around 30 offenders.
Mr BROWN: And for that there will be 10 staff?
Mrs EDWARDES: To begin with.
M~r BROWN: How many staff will there be when there are 30 offenders there?
Mr GRANT: There is a complement of 10 including administrative as well as so-called
custodial staff. That number will be reviewed as the program develops.
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Mr BROWN: Are those 10 to 30 for 8 24 hour shift operation?
Mr GRANT: People will be required for 24 hour surveillance, yes. It will not be
structured as an institution. We are examining how we might form the staffing
arrangements around the clock. As the Minister has indicated, we have not yet finalised
those discussions.
Mr BROWN: Are you securing people at night?
Mr GRANT: Yes.
Mr BROWN: Axe you having officers on at night?
Mr GRANT: There will be supervision, yes.
Mr BROWN: So those 10 staff will work 24 hours a day?
Mr GRANT: As I have said, the initial arrangement will be 10 staff for 30 offenders, but
we will adjust it as time goes on. We do not yet know how the judiciary will respond to
the program.
Mr BROWN: It is all pretty grey to me and it just does not appear that too much
planning has gone into it. How will 10 staff work 24 hours a day, seven days a week
supervising these 10 to 30 recidivist offenders?
Mrs EDWARDES: I am sure you will find that as discussions develop between staff and
the various unions they will undertake an exciting prospect, and you will be only too
pleased to endorse it.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Not very exciting if you are under stress super-vising so many people.
Mrs EDWARDES: Centainly not. We will make sune we look after our staff. Until
those details have been finalised in discussions - and I am sure you will appreciate it is
the staff with whom we are discussing it - it remains with them in order for us to be able
to fmnalise it.

Mr BROWN: How many people are proposed to be in the activities at any one time?
Mr GRANT: As the Minister has said, we have not yet finalised the staffing
arrangements. We have budgeted for 10 for the half year from I January onwards, which
is 20 for the full year.
Mr D.L. SMITH: You have not finalised the location, the numbers, the program or the
staff.
Mr GRANT: It is all very close.
Mrs EDWARDES: When we announced it we always said we would refine the program
as we developed it. We will have the program up and running by the beginning of next
year. The site is about to be announced. Everything is coming together very nicely,
including the staff and the way the operation will run. As soon as we are able to make
that public I will be pleased to give you a briefing.
Mr BROWN: Has Mr Grant changed his view from that he expressed to the Attorney
General earlier this year?
Mr GRANT: Yes I have, because we visited the United States after I wrote to the
Attorney General and examined a number of programs theme. I forned the view that
variations of what we saw in the United States would be applicable to Western Australia,
without pretending that work camps will be a solution to a offending problems. They
will take their part irrespective of the sentencing options. It is not a solution but it has a
place.
Mr BROWN: I understand from statements made by the Attorney General that thc7.1
camps are for people going to prison for the first time and will not apply to anyone w.
gets less than a nine month sentence. Have you made an analysis of the types c.7
offenders and offences that will attract a sentence of incarceration for more than [1123.-
months for a first offence?
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Mrs EDWARDBS: Yet.
Mr BROWN: What sort of offences are commnitted by offenders who get a sentence of
incarceration for more titan nine months for the first time, who will now be going to
those camps?
Mrs EDWARDES: Many of the offences are against property and are quite serious,
particularly when one is dealing with 18 to 21 year olds. For the very first timne we will
have an alternative. We may find there are a much smaller number of juveniles of 16 to
18 years who will participate in the program. Primarily it will be young adults who
participate. Motor vehicle theft is another area we have been able to identify. The
Australian Bureau of Statistics figures given at the beginning of this year show that
Western Australia has a higher than national average of both breaking and entering and
motor vehicle theft. We specifically wish to target that area.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: Have you conducted any analysis of how these camps will
save the community costs by catching these children at the time they need to be assisted
not to re-offend? Members will be aware of the trauma people experience from loss of
their cars or possessions and ftrm other crimes these young people commit. How will
these camps save the community not only cost but also emotional effects, and what are
the long term effects of helping these children in these camps?
Mrs EDWARDES: You have identified a very good reason for the establishment of
these work camps. The cost to the community is not reduced merely by detention
eventuating on an individual basis. Thbi statistics from our reseaih in the United States,
which were tabled in Parliament, show that the level of recidivism cuts back in at about
three years. If a reduced level of crime occurs over that three year period, there is a huge
reduction in the cost to the community. The trauma cannot be identified in dollar terms.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: I refer to page 484 of the Program Statements, the first
paragraph of which refers to the establishment of a further full time juvenile justic team
in the northern suburbs of Perth and part time juvenile justice teams in major couty
areas. Midland has one of the highest rates of juvenile crime in the metropolitan area. is
Midland included in the northern suburbs, or does that term refer to the Wannero
northern suburbs?
[4.50 pro]
Mrs EDWARDES: As indicated previously to the member for Floreat, we have
identified that we will have two juvenile justice teams in the metropolitan aBea with a
variation to those operating in country areas. The identification of those sites has been
discussed but not yet finalised. Obviously Midland is one of the areas. Fremantle and
Rockingham have also been suggestedL The northern suburbs is an area of greart demand.
We are doing a proper assessment and analysis of the location of those sites.
Mr D.L. SMITH: What modifications will apply to juvenile justice teams in country
areas?
Mr GRANT: Primarily that the teams do not need to be full time in rural centres because
of the way they are serviced.
Mr D.L SMITH: In rural centres?
Mr GRANT: We must assess the need wherever they axe established. To the extent that
they may be called upon to a lesser degree in country areas, they will not be full time.
Mr OiL. SMITH: Will they be part time?
Mr GRANT: Where necessary.
Mr DL SMITHl: There will be a $5m saving on prison costs although the number of
prisoners is increasing. Have you considered spending some of the savings on improving
facilities and programs for pregnant women at Bandyup? How many women have been
.pregnant when admitted to Bandyup, and how many have lost their child since I June
1993?
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Mr GRANT: I do not have the answer co the second question.
Mrs EDWARDES: Do you mean miscarried?
Mr D.L. SMITH: Miscarriage, curettes and mishaps at the prison.
Mr GRANT: We can provide the information in all those categories. As far as
reallocation of funds is concerned, the efficiency savings were just that. It has resulted in
a lower allocation to the ministry. It is not available for reallocation purposes.
Mr D.L SMITH: What facilities such as beds and staff are available for pregnant
women at Bandyup?
Mr GRANT: A full medical service is available. Nursing staff are available on reception
for medical examination. Qualified practitioners are available during working hours or
on call. Transportation to general hospitals where required is fr-equently and readily
available.
Mr D.L. SMITH: What would you say if I told you only an old fashioned set of stirrups
and an ear horn is available.
Mr GRANT: That is not so. The nursing staff have a range of medical facilities, as do
the general practitioners who visit.
Mr DL. SMITH: How many women pass through Bandyup each year?
Mr GRANT: I will supply that information.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I am advised that at least five have miscarried this year or been forced
to have curectes because of the foetus's ill health.
Mr GRANT: I am aware of at least two cases, and they have been the subject of recent
inquiries and reports.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Only those two?
Mr GRANT: I am aware of reports on two. I am not awart of the others. In those two
cases the reports that have been completed by custodial and medical staff indicate the
medical tatment was adequate in both cases. Because it is a matter of very significant
concern to us, and although our reports indicate the medical treatment was adequate. I
will ask the Parliamentary Commissioner to examine the reports and satisfy himself that
the care was adequate.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Will you object to a select committee of the Parliament examining the
reports?
Mrs EDWARDES: That is not an operational matter, it is a matter of policy. We will
not support the setting up of a select committee.
Mr DiL. SMITH: Why?
Mrs EDWARDES: Will you allow me to answer the question? The matters which have
been raised - and I can only pick it up from the newspaper -

Mrt D.L SMITH: You have been well aware of them, quite apart from the newspapers,
for six weeks in one case.
Mrs EDWARDES: In terms of the establishment of a select commuittee to review the
circumstances. As the director general has indicated to you, although he is satisfied with
the reports, as I am, he has referred those matters to the Ombudsman to ensure there is an
independent review. 'With regard to the other matters which were raised in The West
Australian as being part of a select committee to look at the reasons why women are
incarcerated, I point out the crime research report was prepared by Meredith Wilkie. It
was published last year and dealt primarily with women's experiences in the criminal
justice system. It was quite wide ranging and dealt with women offenders. It made some
valuable points, as did the Chief Justice's task force report on gender bias.
Dr WATSON: Ame you committed to implementing all the recommendations of those
two reports?
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Mrs EDWARDES: Both those reports have been considerably reviewed, particularly the
Chief Justice's report. Thai review is still being undertaken. I have asked the Chief
Justice to come back t0 me with his comments. The member inay recall thai when the
Chief Justice released the report he said not all the recomnmendations were his.
Dr WATSON: But what about your commitment to implementing them?
Mrs EDWARDES:- I will wait until I have received a property considered report on those
recommendations from the Office of Women's Interests, the Equal Opportunity
Commission, the Guardianship and Administration Board, and the Chief Justice. I have
spoken to other people who are similarly interested in providing a response to the
recommendations.
Dr WATSON: Would you agree there is a wonderful opportunity with a select
committee to get bipartisan agreement on policy directions as well as to receive the same
information through any investigation or inquiry that might be held? This is an issue that
concerns all women members of Parliament. You will be aware that the member for
Swan Hills, the member for Floreat and I recently visited Bandyup, and a number of
questions were raised. I am Sure I can speak for us all in saying that we are committed to
seeing that conditions are improved. We are all sorry to read of perhaps five women
having miscarried at Bandyup. unknown and unreported until it was raised by the
member for Mitchell.
[5.00 pmJ)
I am also concerned about women in the Greenough and Eastern Goldfields Regional
Prisons as well as women in police lockups who may miscarry. I hope the Minister will
rethink this issue so that a select committee can be appointed. I would like to see such a
committee comprise all women members. It could even be a joint committee of both
Houses so we can use our skills and experience and benefit from the interest we all have
in investigating this and matter related to women's health, welfare and wellbeing.
Mrs EDWARDES: We simply have the care of prisoners' interests at heart. We hear of
many complaints from prisoners involving a great variety of circumstances. When
incidents are raised they are always investigated thoroughly. These instances were
brought to my attention in the first instance not by the member for Mitchell. but by the
individuals concerned. They were investigated; a second investigation was held into one
matter. The medical reports had been made available to me by very well qualified
people. However, as concerns have been raised, even though we are satisfied, the
director general has referred the matter concerning those individuals to the Ombudsman
to ensur it receives independent review.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: Will the juveniles sent to the boot camps comprise both males and
females?
hm EDWARDES: It is intended for only male offenders from 16 to 21 years old. The
Rangeview Remand Centre has both and the new detention centre will have both. The
operation of the work camp will be different from that of a detention or remand centre.
As a result of the small numbers going into the boot camps it will not be possible to
properly supervise a mixed population.
Mr BLO)FFWITCH: I refer to page 485, subprogram 2.2, concerning custodial
management of juvenile offenders. One of the major problems in country a=as is lack of
suitable facilities for holding offenders. As a result, we transport them. This is a huge
drain on police resources, and as two or three police vans each night are being taken out
of the town difficulties arise in maintaining law and order. I am heartened to see the
budget has increased from $12.5m to $20.S5m. Where will you spend the extra $8m?
Will areas such as Geraldton benefit from those funds?
Mr GRANT: Thbe variation in budget is a result of increases in a number of categories.
The introduction of a supervised bail program in the community has an allocation of
$430 000. The amount of $760 000 has been earmarked for the establishment of the
work camps. A number of other miscellaneous items will benefit. including salary
increments, transfer from minor works funding from the BMA and a transfer of almost
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$l.4m of funding from the community based juvenile justice subprogram. On the other
hand, reductions have been made, wbich include the purchase of equipment, of $139 000
and several other mactens. On the positive side, funding has been increased for both
community programs and institutional programs, particularly for the work camp.
Mr BLOFF WITCH: Are no funds allocated in that extra funding to address the lack of
facilities for juvenile offenders in places such as Geraldton or Albany? What do we do
with them? As a result of the restricted bail Act more juveniles are being held in
detention, which accentuates the lack of police resourcs.
Mr GRANT: The plan is to ensure that the transportation of those young offenders to the
present institutions will be as efficient as possible. We have no plan to build additional
capital works facilities in country areas at this time, apart from, as the Attorney General
has announced, the replacement of the two current institutions with a new facility.
Mr BROWN: At page 482 the Program Statements refer to existing FTEs and proposed
FiTs - there is a difference of 23 Fits. I request, as supplementary information, in
statistical form, the number of classifications that comprise the 390 and the 413 FTEs and
where differences are between one and the other.
Mrs EDWARDES: We are happy to provide that as suppiementary informadion.
Mr BROWN: On page 484 of the Program Statements a major planned achievement for
1994-95 is to establish a further full time juvenile justice team in the northern suburbs of
Perth and part time juvenile justice wearns in major country centres, depending on a
satisfactory outcome of the former evaluation of the two pilot juvenile justice teams. Is it
proposed that an additional team be placed in the northern suburbs as indicated?
Mrs EDWARDES: The finalisation of the location of the juvenile justice team has not
been made. The northern suburbs is more than likely to be one of those sites. As I have
indicated to this committee previously, it appears that in this financial year we will be
able to provide teams for two sites in the metropolitan area; one will be in the northern
suburbs.
Mr BROWN: Juvenile justice teams operate in Fremantle and Thoitlie, and one is
proposed for the northern suburbs. Is a fourth team likely to be established this financial
year? Has a decision been made on a site?
Mrs EDWARDES: A fourth team is more than likely to eventuate. However, the sites
have not been finalised. As previously indicated, we are finalising our analysis of the
figures. We want to make sure that the placement of those teams wili meet the needs of
the communities.
Mr BROWN: Has a decision been made in principle to establish a fourth team?
Mr GRANT: It wili depend somewhat on whether we can produce efficiencies within the
department that will enable us to find money in the budget to do that. The aim is to
provide a fourth team if we can.
Mr DROWN: When will it be known whether that can be done?
Mrs EDWARDES: Within the next month.
Mr BROWN: How many officers employed by the Ministry of Justice are engaged in a
juvenile justice team?
(5. 10 pm]
Mrs EDWARDES: One. Is the member aware of how die team is made up?
Mr BROWN: I know that the ministry draws from other departments.
Mrs EDWARDES: It draws from the Education Department and the Police Department.
In cases where Aboriginal offenders are involved, the ministry makes sure that an
Aboriginal person is present. That person might be an employee or a member of the
community. In addition, the offender's parents and the victim are also part of the wearn.
Mr BROWN: Will the question of whether there are three or four teams in the
metropolitan area depend on the availability of an employee?
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Mrs EDWARDES: I am mtaling about the availability of resources, not the availability of
an employee. That may equate to the same, but not necessarily.
Mr GRANT: We have to find the FTE and supplementary funding to establish that ?eamn.
Mr BROWN: Is the ministry providing staff and funding to ensure that the penalties
agreed through the reams process are properly monitored and compared?
Mr GRANT: yes.
Mr BROWN: How many staff will be allocated for that purpose?
Mr GRANT: The monitoring is done by a member of the team who is involved in
determining the matter.
Mr BROWN: I will rephrase that question: In other jurisdictions where this has been
tried theme has been a need to ensure char outcomes are centrally monitored to make sure
that one team. is not doing something entirely different from another team. Will feedback
be provided to the coordinators to ensure there am no major discrepancies?
Mr GRANT: The strategic services division has responsibility for monitoring and
comparing the performance and operation of the teams. They will have to take into
account the directions of the juvenile justice division.
Mr D.L. SMITI: Do the programs for pregnant women at Bandyup and Nyandi exclude
heavy work?
Mr GRANT: The heavy work is undertaken by either the staff or other prisoners. Thbe
prisoners who have serious medical conditions and those who are pregnant are excluded
front heavy work. In the two cases I referred to earlier I was satisfied from the reports I
received that the women involved were not required to lift heavy objects. In case my
satisfaction with those reports is nor considered to be enough I have referred the matters
to the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations for his
consideration.
Mr DiL. SMIT: I understand that in the case of one woman she was in prison for non-
payment of surety for another offender. Are people who are imprisoned for non-payment
of fines required to participate in any work programs?
Mr GRANT: No distinction is made of the seriousness of offences. The woman the
member is referring to was nor, on the occasion discussed, expected or asked to lift heavy
items.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Legally, the mninistry is not able to require women who are in prison
for non-payment of fines to do the work.
Mrs EDWARDES: Under the amendments to the Sentencing Act which will be
introduced into the Parliament this year it is unlikely that this prisoner would have been
imprisoned.
Mr D.L. SM: She should not have been imprisoned under the existing law.
Mrs EDWAIRDES: The Government will legislate to make sure that will not happen.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The Government will not establish a select committee or make the
internal reports available to me.
Mrs EDWARDES: I have told the member that if he would like them he should put in a
request in writing to me.
Mr DiL. SMITH: I asked the Minister for them on two occasions and she did nor ask me
to put a request in writing. A staff member phoned me yesterday and asked me to put my
request in writing.
Mrs EDWARDES: if the member does that, I will make sure be has a confidential
briefing.
Mr D.L. SMiTH: Confidential?
Mrs EDWARDES: Absolutely. We are dealing with personal information of prisoners
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and the ministry wants to ensure that the people concerned are happy for the member to
have access to medical reports. My concern is for the personal benefit of those women
and not for any political purpose.
Mr D.L. SMIT7H: I wish the Minister's concern was for their welfare as well as their
privacy.
I turn now to juvenile justice. In last year's budget there was a blow-out in staffing costs
of $l.8m. What was the reason for that? There was additional expenditure on
communications of $85 000 over budget. A million dollars was underspent on services
and contracts and $300 000 was underspen: on other costs. In addition, $200 000 was
spent on grants, subsidies and transfers. Will the ministry provide the reason for the staff
costs blow-out and why there was underspending in other area? There was also
underspendirig in capital works: $2.4mn was allocated and $549 000 was spent.
Mr GRANT: I will provide the details for each of those categories. It is a considerable
list. The FTE variance occurred because six were provided for the supervised bail
program; 11I for the establishment and upgrading of the juvenile justice field services; 10
for the first half of the year on work camps; and one was on transfer from the Ministry of
the Premier and Cabinet to the task force.
Mr D.L. SMIT H: The number of staff provided last year was 385 and the current staffing
is 390.
Mr GRANT: There was a reduction in a range of other positions to balance out these
figures.
Mr D.L. SMITHl: Will the ministry supply the answer as supplementary information?
Mr GRANT: Absolutely. Additional funding was provided: $200 000 for salaries and
wages for the supervised bail program; $360 000 for the establishment of the regional
field services; $400 000 for the establishment of the work camps; $45 000 for the transfer
of the position from Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet to the task force; and $140 000
for salary increases.
[5.20 pmJ
Servicing and contracting has been provided with $185 000 for the fleet car hire costs
under the new arrangement; field services has been allocated an additional $156 000; the
Office of Government Accommodation is allocated $230 000 for work camps; $80 000 is
for the Aboriginal deaths in custody recommendations in conjunction with the federal
department: and $100 000 is for supervised bail. Regarding the other categories,
$473 000 additional funding is allocated to the Building Management Authority for the
transfer of minor works and maintenance. I have already referred to some of the other
issues.
Regarding reduction in funding, $288 000 has been reduced due to one-off costs in
relation to computers, office equipment and other consumables. Also, $123 000 is
allocated for grants and subsidies because funding grants in 1993-94 did not reach the
expected budgetary level because the education groups did not meet our guidelines. I
could provide all the capital funding if required.
Mr D.L. SMITH: It would be helpful if it were provided as supplementary information.
Regarding the grant savings and subsidies, how much was saved through the cancellation
of the Lake Jasper project, and to where has the money been relocated?
Mr GRANT: I cannot tell you the exact amount; I can provide chat subsequently. The
money was not reallocated. As I indicated, the shortfall in expenditure of $123 000 was
primarily because the alternative applications we received did not satisfy the guidelines.
Mrs EDWARDES: We went through the process of looking at new guidelines for the
non-government sector agencies which provided the services. Those guidelines were
circulated to all agencies, and were finalised following responses. As such, for the
1994-95 financial year each non-government sector agency providing services to the
Ministry of Justice must enter into an agreement before receiving funding.
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Mr D.L. SMITH: Therefore, grant subsidies to the community groups under the juvenile
justice area is exactly the same in dollar terms as last year?
Mr GRANT: No, increases have occurred.
Mr D.L. SMITH: So die Ministry does not intend to fund any more community operated
programs this year?
Wr GRANT: We will provide funding to the amount of our budget allocation. We have
$123 000 more available this year, the difference is the shortfall in the expenditure last
year.
Mr BROWN: Page 484 of the Program Statements refers to an evaluation of the
community-based pilot juvenile justice teams. Has that formal evaluation been
completed?
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes.
Mr BROWN: Is there anything confidential in that evaluation?
Mrts EDWARDES: I reported to the Parliament on the outcome of that report.
Mr BROWN: Is the report publicly available?
Mrs EDWARDES: I can make a copy of that report available as it contains nothing
confidential.
Mr BROWN: Was an assessment conducted of the skills of the coordinators of the
teams?
Mr GRANT: Among a range of things, the assessment was whether the teamn operated
effectively and satisfactorily. Regarding the skills and qualifications, questions were not
asked of the individuals. However, assessment was certainly made of the success of the
teams' operations. Therefore, the answer is, generally; but specifically, no.
Mr BROWN: Will an assessment be carried out of the skills that are necessary for that
position? I understand that one, and probably both, of the team leaders have superior
skills in this area. Perhaps the Government was fortuitous in having people of this
calibre operating the teams. However, it would be a mistake to base an assessment on the
operations of the teamus when people of outstanding skills were leading the teams. When
you are looking at expanding the teams, will you look at the skill base requirement for
the coordinators of the teams? There will be no guarantee in future that you will find
people with that degree of skill to handle the matters.
Mrs EDWARDES: Obviously I endorse the cornments of the member for Morley about
the outstanding skills of the two team coordinators. We would like to ensure that all
team coordinators have similar skills.
Mr GRANT: One of the issues of the assessment was the structural arrangement to
ensure that successful programs of this kind could be further implemented. The skills of
the people involved were assessed in general tenms.
Mr BROWN: Page 483 of the Program Statements gives as a major achievement for
1993-94 the prospect of more juvenile offenders being caught under the new provisions
of the Crime (Serious and Repeat Offenders) Sentencing Act. It refers to the legislation
being applied more effectively and an increase in juveniles sentenced under the

provis'ions. Has an assessment been made of the number of juveniles likely to be caught
by those changes?
Mrs IEDWARDES: Yet.
Mr BROWN: How many were involved?
Mrs EDWARDES: I do not have the information with me. I had it for the Committee
stage of the Young Offenders Bill, but we did not get that far. 1 am happy to provide it
by way of supplementary information.
Mr BROWN: It was said that 77 juveniles would be caught -
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Mrs EDWARDES: We must clarify what we ame chasing. The second reading speech
identified 77 juveniles relating to the special order of the Young Offenders Bill. We ane
talking about the serious and repeat offenders legislation, the amendments to which came
into effect in February. To which legislation does the member refer?
Mr BROWN: I refer to the one which applies in this reference.
Mrs EDWARDES: I had that information available during the Committee stage on the
Young Offenders Bill. I am happy to provide it.
Mr BLOFEWITCH: Regarding the cost of providing justice, have any facts or figures
been collected regarding the effect of introducing corporal punishment back into the
justice system? Places such as Singapore use the rattan and this cuts down -

Mr McGINTY: Why stop there; why not reintroduce hanging as well?
Mr BLOFFWITCH: Let me ask my question instead of coming up with smart remarks!
Mr McGINTY: It is a stupid question. Would you really like to see corporal punishment
applied to people?
Mr BLOFFWITCH: I would like to see it used on members sitting on the other side of
the table.
Mr McGINTY: That does not surprise me.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: An assessment of the effects of corporal punishment on die justice
and juvenile justice system rather than imposing two, six or 12 month sentences might
indicate huge savings for the community. An assessment should be made in view of the
great public acclaim for the reintroduction of corporal punishment.
[5.30 pm]
Mrs EDWARDES: When I visited Singapore recently I investigated how the rattan was
used, by whom and in what circumstances. I discovered that it is applied at a very high
level of authority. It is for adults, not juveniles, so we are talking about persons 18 years
of age and over. They use it for breaches of the law, and that is an interesting aspect
Again, despite the level of publicity given to this matter recently, the cane is rarely used,
even in Singapore. Debate continues regarding whether it is a punishment that should be
continued. The use of the cane was brought in by the British when street riots started
about employment. Historically, it was not used to deal with juvenile offenders; it was
more for riot control. It has stayed on the Statute books. We are considering initiatives
that we hope to put in place for juvenile justice that will be far more effective than the
use of the cane. Whipping was taken from the Statute books years ago. That form of
punishment was inflicted for the last time on a juvenile in 1926 and on an adult in 1957.
Mr D.L. SMIT: I refer to page 6 of the Supplementary Budget Information. I note that
revenue from the Law Conrt this year will increase from $42.455m to $50.345m, mainly
as a result of the better enforcement of fines and penalties. Does the Attorney intend to
implement the rather expensive proposal for the sheriff to have responsibility in those
areas? If so, will the sheriff be appointing officers in regional centres to collect fines and
execute warrants? Has the cost of the special appointments been calculated? Has
consideration been given to using civilian bailiffs in areas where they exist, such as in
Bunbury and Geraldtan? If so, when will a decision be made to use civilian bailiffs or
extra sheriff staff? In country areas where there is not a civilian bailiff and insufficient
population to wanrant the appointment of a sheriff officer, does the Attorney intend to
allow police officers to continue to perform those duties?
Mrs EDWARDES: We budgeted for an increase in sheriff appointments in metropolitan
and country areas. However, after representations and meetings with civilian bailiffs in
each am.a we reconsidered the question of sufficient numbers and the cost savings
involved, because if an ability exists to effect more cost efficiencies, obviously we would
prefer to take that path. We are reviewing that decision, although the budget provides for
the appointment of sheriffs' staff in both metropolitan and country regions. We hope to
be able to make a decision within three or four weeks. We must do that because we need
to put a system in place. We cannot leave it any longer.
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Mr DiL. SMITH: The Opposition would strongly support the use of civilian bailiffs.
Mr BLOFFWrrCH: So would the member for Geraldion.
Mr D.L. SMITH: In relation to court and tribunal services, in future years it would be
helpful if the resourcing for the various courts were broken down. The current
information does not cell us anything about whether the extra staff are being allocated, or
why. Perhaps die Attorney can briefly explain where the extra 44 staff will be allocated,
or provide supplementary information later.
Mr GRANT: The pilot legislation has provided for 22 additional Fts. For workers'
compensation reform there are 8.5 FTEs; the Criminal Court and the District Court blitz,
nine FTEs: and the Coroners Act changes provide five additional Fits. The transfer of
thre Fits to corporate servces for the building servces is a reduction in the total
number. Finally, a tuibunal's review of the Commissioner of the District Cour provided
two Fts, and an additional security officer at Joondalup reflects one FIt. The total
number of Fit isa4.
Mr D.L. SMITH: At page 14, die Supplementary Budget Information indicates an
increaed allocation from the Commonwealth Government for the Family Court through
the Justice Ministry from $6.6m to $7.4m. Is the $7.4m being spent on court tribunal
services part of the $56m that will be spent this year?
Mr GRANT: We think it is, but we need to confirm that. The funding is not available
for reallocation.
Mr D.L SMITH: Under the same heading of Family Law Court. $lm. is allocated for
community development. Is that the family law counselling and service cost?
Mrs EDWARDES: I imagine it is. The budget for the Family Law Courts involves
liaison with the federal Attorney General's department. Those funds come through to us
as the approved budget. I can confirm exactly what the amount is for.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The amount allocated under the same heading for police is $50 000.
What is that for? Last year $12m was allocated for capital expenditur on court
improvements but only $3.3m was spent. What is the reason for that? Why is the $9mn
not spent last year not reflected in this year's capital works?
Mrs EDWARDES: As a result of the Kolomanski review of court accommodation,
various proposals have been made. There have been discussions about whether to use the
old taxation building in St George's Terrace, whether the May Holman building should
be upgraded, whether a new court should be built on the site opposite the Central Law
Courts, and whether to relocate in East Perth.
Those proposals were being discussed by various committees in die various agencies. An
independent review was carried out and a report was received. It is being considered in
the light of the Premier's heritage precinct proposal. We wI make a decision fairly
shortly. We did not proceed to acquire the taxation building, for which the $Sm was
allocated.
Mr DiL. SMITH: In brief, as a result of the Kolornanski review last year $3m was spent
on die courts instead of $12m. Do you intend to spend only $4.5m this year?
Mrs EDWARDES: That was because we did not proceed with the purchase of the
taxation building.
Mr D.L. SMiTHl: Or the refurbishmnent.
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Will the expenditure of $4.5m this year implement the Kolomanaki
report or carn we expect additional allocations during the year to implement that report?
Mr GRANT: The Kolomnansi review was instituted to bring together the previously ad
hoc process of courts and separating the various jurisdictions. The money to be
expended this coming year in the budget will not be inconsistent, but it is not a beginning
of the Kolomani process. That will need to be separately funded.
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(5.40 pm]
Mr D.L. SMITH: I refer to the number of judges. Do we intend to add one judge to the
Supreme Court as requested by the Chief Justice, and to add two judges to the District
Court. as requested by the Chief Justice, instead of one?
Mrs EDWARDES: Kolomanski has identified the need for two adiditional judges in the
District Court, based on the workload. Similarly, we are concerned about the expansion
of the appeal process in the Supreme Court. We have established a working party -
which includes justice people, members of the judiciary, and people from the Law
Society of Western Australia, the Director of Public Prosecutions' office, and the Legal
Aid Commission - to work through proposals on how to deal with court delays and how
the program of the District Court can be implemented.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Why was the allocation for last year underspent by $900 000?
Mir GRANT: That information is fairly detailed but the department can provide it
subsequently.
Mr BROWN: Page 478 of the Program Statements contains a reference to the prison
reform package, part of which, I understand, was in relation to the privatisation of
existing and new prisons. Was it part of the arrangement? If so, was the arrangement
that no prisons, either existing or planned, will be privatised prior to 1 January 1997?
Mrs EDWARDES: At 31 December 1997 no existing prisons will be privatised.
Mr BROWN: And new prisons?
Mrs EDWARDES: No, we were talking about existing prisons.
Mr BROWN: Are there proposals to privatise any new prisons that are likely to be built?
Mrs EDWARDES: We are not likely to be building any new prisons by 31 December
1997.
Mr GRANT: There is a capital works program to provide 282 beds attached to current
institutions rather than building a new prison anywhere.
Mr BROWN: As I understand it, some discussion took place on the prison reform
package in relation to prison officers taking on court work. Is that proposed?
Mrs EDWARDES: It is something which has been under discussion for quite some time,
as you will be aware. Obviously we are coming closer to the finalisation of these
discussions, for several reasons. We have been able to identify some savings from which
the resources can be provided, and also to allow those police officers who ame
experienced to go back out on the beat.
Mr. BROWN: Another question raised from time to time concerns police officers staffing
police lockups.
Mrs EDWARDES: That is also being discussed, as well as court security, and transport.
Mr BROWN: I take it there is no provision for that to occur?
Mrs EDWARDES: No. but savings have been identified through a fine default
management system we are putting in place, whereby those funds can be allocated.
Mr D.L SMITH: I note at page 9 of the Supplementary Budget Information that income
from legal services this year is estimated to increase from $2.5m to $5.lm. Will the
whole of that increase be earned by the Crown Solicitor's Office?
Mrs EDWARDES: I imagine that would be the case, but I can clarify that. I do not
know who else would earn it.
Mr D.L. SMITH: It is not netted against division 51. program 5. 'Ibis year $13.899m is
being expended on the Crown Solicitor but the income is not shown.
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Do you know whether it is real or notional income when other
agencies pay for the advice the Crown Solicitor provides?
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Mrs EDWARDES: Prior to 1 July last year the Crown Solicitor's Office charged
nominal figures to various agencies and departments for whom it recurrently provided
work. From 1 July last year it went to a more formal, though not complete, system for
charging for its services on a user pay basis. That process is still being refined.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I note that last year services and contracts were underspent by about
$2m. I request supplementary information on that, and on die approximately $100 000
relating to "Other". These are on page 492 of this year's Program Statements. TMe
expenditure items are taken from last year's budget. Could you by way of supplementary
information provide a list of the legal staff and the positions they hold from the Crown
Solicitor?
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes, I will be able to provide that by vjay of supplementary
information.
Mr D.L. SMITH1: I turn now to proposed legislation. Can die Attorney General advise
how many Bills are currently with Parliamentary Counsel, and what is the longest delay
expected for any Bill currently being drafted?
Mrs EDWARDES: No. but I thought there was a similar question on notice. I will
provide that by way of supplementary information.
Mr D.L. SMITHI: I notice the expenditure this year on the Registrar General will total
$2.218~m. The revenue appears to be estimated at $2.29m on page 9 of the
Supplementary Budget Information. As the Registrar General is earning more than his
services cast, do I take it that he is expected to make a profit?
Mr GRANT: It appears to be right. We will have to clarify that.
Mr BROWN: I refer to page 487 of the Program Statements. Could you provide now,
and in more detail by way of supplementary information, the support services available to
victims of domestic violence?
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes. We have extended that process in a pilot scheme at Joondalup,
and I will provide the full information by way of supplementary information.
Mr DiL. SMITH: For the Christmas Island Court Services, page 9 of the Supplementary
Budget Information shows that last year an income of $425 000 was netted against
division 5 1, and it shows where division 51 was so netted. Can you provide that by way
of supplementary information?
Mr GRANT: Yes, we can provide that.
[5.50 pm]
Division 52: Commissioner for Equal Opportunity, $1 6110(00 -
[Ms Warnock, Chairman.]
[Mrs Edwardes, Attorney General.]
[M J. Williams, Commissioner.]
Mr D.L. SMITH: I refer to a report which appeared in The West Australian in which you
said you had commissioned a report on sexual preference. Will you confirm that it was
in fact commissioned by me?
Mrs EDWARDES: I certainly can confirm that the report was commissioned by the
previous government. I did not know that you had done it. That was my statement, but it
did not get written up that way.
Mr D.L. SMITH: When was the report received by the commissioner? When was it
referred to you and when do you intend to take some action to implement it?
Mrs EDWARDES: I have not received it; it is still with the commissioner.
Mr D.L. SMITH: When did she receive it?
Mrs EDWARDES: I understand that you sent the terms of reference to the commissioner
and she commissioned the report. That report, whether completed or not, is still with her.
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I apologist to the committee. The commissioner unfortunately had to leave. We thought
that discussion on justice would continue until 6.00 pm. She is expected to return at
7.00 pm. so perhaps you would prefer to hold over your questions until the commissioner
is here.
Mr DiL. SMH: I will come back to that.
Further consideration of the division postponed.
Division 53: Law Reform Commission, $806 000 -

[Ms Warnock, Chairnman.]
[Mrs Edwardes, Attorney General.]
[Dr P.R. Handfonl, Executive Officer and Director of Research.]
Mr D.L. SMITH: Last year the budget allocation was for eight FTEs and expenditure of
$821 000 but the actual outcome was seven FTEs and expenditure of $590 000. What
was the reason for that? Were any research projects delayed as a result of the reduced
expenditure and staffing?
Dr HANDFORD: In fact there have been seven FTEs for a number of years. The extra
one is a research officer, a position which has been vacant for a couple of years. Whether
an appointment will be made to that position will be reviewed in the context of new
references to be given to the commission. The absence of that research officer is part of
the reason why dhe expenditure is lower. It is not just a question of salary but of a
generalised reduction in activity. There are some other savings also. I do not think it can
be said any particular project has been delayed by the absence of a research officer. It is
certainly true that when the previous occupant of that position left, the work he was doing
had to be handed on to others. Some work has possibly been indirectly affected, but no
one project could be identified as having suffered.
Mr D.L. SM: You seem to have had five corporate services staff supporting three
staff on law reform spending $234 000 last year. There are thre staff this year and an
expenditure of $215 000. There seems to be an imbalance between corporate services
and law reform. Is that simply a matter of wrong identification of resources?
Mrs EDWARDES: The member will recall that even under the previous government
much of the research on various terms of reference was contracted out
Dr HANDFORD: Program management in some ways gives a misleading impression of
the commission's activities. My own functions as executive officer and director of
research are split between the two programs, but for categorisation purposes I have to be
shown in one place or another. I am in corporate services even though I am responsible
for a fair bit of the research.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I strongly support the Law Reform Commission, but I warn you that if
some of the McCarrey people see the breakdown between corporate services and research
as shown here they might wonder whether some savings could not be effected.
Dr HANDEORD: I could go into a lengthy explanation of why it has been done that
way.
Mr D.L. SM: I do not want that. I just want to encourage you to show it in a
different way next year because there are people about who will look very hard at that.
Mrs EDWARDES: The explanation which could be given to this committee or any other
committee could be supported by the operation of the Law Reform Commission.

Sitting suspended from 5-59 to 730 pm
Division 52: Commissioner for Equal Opportunity, $1 611 000 -
[Mr Johnson, Chaiman.]
[Mrs Edwardes, Attorney General.]
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[Ms J. Wilams, Commissioner])
[Ms L. Coen, Executive Officer.]
Mrs van de KLASHORST: The first point at page 506 under Significant Issues and
Trends is that during the 1993-94 financial year the commission received 8 720 inquiries.
Can I have a percentage breakdown of where the main inquiries came from; were they
from dhe aged, the disabled, Aboriginal people, people in the public sector, the general
community or in the work force? I would also like a breakdown of the number of
inquiries that were resolved successfully.
Ms WILLIAMS: They were inquiries rather than complaints. Of those, 43 per cent were
outside our jurisdiction.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: I am referring to the number of actual complaints you
received last year.
Ms WILLIAMS: Somewhere between 450 and 500 turned into complaints. An
overwhelming number of inquiries were about employment related discrimination issues;
the most common ground being sex discrimination in employment generally.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: Were they made by women against men or men against
women?
Ms WILLIAMS: Both. In a good year, over 50 per cent of men complain about women,
and in a bad year under 50 per cent complain.
Dr WATSON: Are the numbers almost equal?
Ms WILLIAMS: They vary, but probably fewer men complain.
Mr BLOFEWITCH: I am interested in your comments on pages 506 and 507 that age
seems to be a major topic in equal opportunity. How do we cope with such things as the
Corporations Law where a director must let the shareholders know he has reached 70?
What about the High Court judges who are barred? I appreciate that it is covered by
separate federal legislation, but do you receive many complaints from that area?
Ms WILLIAMS: On 27 and 28 August we will be attending a major conference which
will examine some of the main areas of conflict between the age discrimination laws and
other existing laws such as for superannuation and, to a degree, taxation, workers'
compensation and petformance reviews. How does one properly review a person's
performance in order to ask that person to leave at 70 because he is no good, rather than
because he is a certain age? State and federal legislation overlap each other considerably.
We are not the only state that is grappling with this. Many of those issues will be
addressed at that conference. We must review the written laws of the state and report
back to Parliament early next year. Judges are exempt from the age legislation. They
will have to continue to retire at a mandatory retiring age.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: Is that because a referendum was held?
Mrs EDWARDES: They were exempted under legislation passed in 1992.
Dr CONSTABLE: I refer to significant issues. I anm interested that 43 per cent of
inquiries were outside your jurisdiction. Does that consist of any one major group of
inquiries which might suggest some amendments should be made to the legislation?
Ms WILLIAMS: [ will provide supplementary information to you.
Dr CONSTABLE: It might be interesting to see whether a particular area of inquiry
stands out.
Mrs EDWARDES: It was not evident in the review as an issue that indicated amendment
to the legislation would be necessary.
Dr WATSON: How far advanced are we with making gender preference subject to
antidiscrimination legislation?
Mrs EDWARDES: Prior to the dinner suspension the member for Mitchell indicated he
had referred that issue to the commissioner. I have not yet received that report; it is still
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with the commissioner. Since that time we have been made aware of the New South
Wales case.
MS WILLIAMS: One of the anomalies shown in New South Wales was the complaint
received by the equal opportunity commission there from a woman in a sporting team
who alleged she had been discriminated against because she was heterosexual rater than
homosexual. None of the existing laws in any state deals with that situation. As it raised
a major issue, we have continued to work more on that question before the finalisation of
the report.
Dr WATSON: What proportion of complaints were conciliated to the client's
satisfaction? If you remember, last year I expressed some concern that, I think, only
25 per cent of complaints were conciliated to the client's satisfaction.
Ms WILLIAMS: There are complicated reaons for that. The Attorney General has
asked for a review of the policies and practices of the complaints handling procedures.
The report of the review went to the printers today and will be released shortly. Levels of
dissatisfaction have been closely examined.
Dr WATSON: Also in this committee last year I understood a commitment was made to
increase the VIE level at the commission to deal principally with age related issues.
[7.40 pm]
Mrs EDWARDES: A conference will be held shortly and a review will take place for
which resources will be required, although that will be on a temporary basis.
Dr WATSON: Is the Ff2 level the same?
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes, but resources have been provided to allow the review to be
undertaken. The member may have noticed that the position was advertised recently.
Dr WATSON: My next point relates to a question I have on notice about whether there
is a plan to send workplace equal opportunity issues to the Industrial Relations
Commission.
Mrs EDWARDES: The answer should have reached you by now. The answer is no.
Dr WATSON: Therefore, we can be assured that issues of sexual harassment in the
workplace will remain with the Equal Opportunity Commission?
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes, at this stage. A decision has not been made to change that.
Dr WATSON: Has there been any consultation on that matter?
Mrs EDWARDES: There has been a bit of consultation around Australia. There have
been relevant changes to other legislation. It does not mean that no consultation has
taken place or that no decision has been made.
Dr WATSON: The Minister sounds equivocal. I would be most concerned if issues of
workplace sexual harassment in particular, and other issues to do with employment, were
not dealt with by the Equal Opportunity Commission. Those matters of discrimination
are rightly dealt with by that commission and not by the Industrial Relations
Commission.
Mrs EDWARDES: I agree. Members will be aware that South Australia has a
concurrent jurisdiction. There are various examples in other states to illustrate how it has
been dealt with. The short answer is no.
Mr D.L. SMITH: When does the commissioner expect to complete the report on sexual
preference?
Ms WILLIAMS: In approximately four weeks.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I was surprised to note that last year the commission underspent by
$115 000. mainly from savings on other operating costs. Why did that happen?
Ms WILLIAMS: I was also surprised about that. Probably the biggest single reason is
that the commission was engaged in moving from one set of accommodation to another.
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A large amount of money had been put aside for reprinting stationery and the
commission was unable to get that done and paid for in chat financial year.
Mr D.L. SMITH: An area that appears to be under pressure in terms of an increasing
number of complaints is chat covered by subprogram 1.2, redress-law, jurisdiction and
practice. It appears that expenditure in that area has been decreased.
Ms WILLIAMS: The salary expenditure has increased for that area.
Mr D.L. SMITH: 'The FrE splits are difficult to follow. There appears to be 57, but in
fact there welt only 29.
Ms WILLIAMS: I do not follow the member's additions.
Mr D.L. SMITH: There are 28 under program 1, eight under subprogram 1.1 and 20
under subprogram 1.2.
Ms WILLIAMS: The total is 29. The salaries have increased because the legal staff was
increased from 1.5 ETEs to two FTEs.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Page 508 of the Program Statements shows that the actual number of
Fits last year was 20 and the actual cost was $978 000. The estimated figure this year is
20 FTEs at a cost of $898 000.
Ms WILLIAMS: That is for the subprogram, and this is where the member is counting
the numbers twice.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I am more worried about the apparent reduction in expenditure in an
area which seems to be under stress.
Ms WILLIAMS: That is accounted for in the accommodation costs.
Mr D.L. SMITH: In last year's Program Statements theme were a number of planned
achievements which the commissioner indicated would be achieved. One of them was -

The provision of community education to groups such as Aboriginal people, and
to those groups affected by the inclusion of age to the Act. Specific activities
include:

the production of a Training Manual on equal opportunity issues,
particularly with respect to age. Potential users of the Training Manual
include community groups and equal opportunity practitioners and co-
ordinators.

Was the manual produced?
Ms WILLIAMS: No. However, brochures and the trainer programs on age have b~en
prepared.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Reference was also made to the organisation of a conference on issues
arising from the inclusion of age as a pround for unlawful discrimination in the Act. Has
that conference been organised?
Ms WILLIAMS: Yes, it will be held on 27 and 28 September this yeas.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Another planned achievement last year was to review the processes
and procedures that underpin the conduct of investigation and conciliation with a view to
identifying mechanisms which ensure that the requirements of complainants and
respondents are addressed and met satisfactorily. Has this been done?
Ms WILLIAMS: It went to the printer today.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Another planned achievement was that the commissioner recognised
the stress to both respondents and complainants caused in part by delays in the processes
of investigation and conciliation and would seek to ensure that, wherever possible,
matters were either conciliated or referred to the Equal Opportunity Tribunal within nine
months of recipt of a complaint. Does the commissioner have any indication of h~w
many achieved that?
Ms WILAMS: I have, and I will supply the answer as supplementary information.
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Mr D.L SM: A further planned achievement was to review the nature and scope of
racial harassment in specified areas of public life. Has chat been done?
Ms WILLIAMS: No.
M~r D... SMIT7H: Is there any reason why it was not pursued?
Ms WILLIAMS: There is no special reason.
Mr D.L. SMITrH: This year, for die first time, I have been receiving complaints - I have
not followed them up, but I will - about the delay and lack of thoroughness of
investigations into complaints. It may have been because complaints have increased by
84 per cent and die commission is under pressure. Has anything been done to review the
situation and to cake advice from clients about delay?7
Mrs EDWARDES: Thet is what the commissioner referred to and said had gone to the
printer. A review of the practices and procedures was undertaken and it included going
back to clients to receive information from diem.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I refer to the exemption that has been gazetted by the Attorney General
relating to HIV positive prisoners. Was the commissioner consulted on that exemption
and does she approve of it?
[7.50 pmn]
Mrs EDWARDES: The question is mome aptly directed to mue. I applied for the
exemption as the Attorney General. After the tribunal hearing, it was applied for a
limited period of six months to allow the Ministry of Justice to put in place proper
practices and procedures to ensure not only that matters raised under the tribunal were
dealt with, but also that proper consultation rook place afterwards. We have a duty of
care to all prisoners as well as to staff.
Mr D.L. SMIT: Do you intend to extend that exemption in any form beyond the
current six month term?
Mrs EDWARDES: It is not intended to do so. We believe that we will have char
fimalised within the six month period - in fact, it will happen before then.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Am there any other areas for which you are contemplating a similar
exemption?
Mrs EDWARDES: No. We are looking at infectious diseases per se, not just HJIV
infection.
Mr BLOFFWlTCH: How does the Equal Opportunity Commission handle die situation
of affirmative action - on which we all have differing views - as it seems to be a direct
contradiction of equal opportunity?
Dr WATSON: That is not a budget question.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: Maybe not, but I would like to ask it.
The CHAIRMAN: I suggest that rime is marching on.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: I have heard quite a few questions from Opposition members not
related to the budget policy, but if that is the ruling, so be it.
Mr PENDAL: The Opposition members are not chairing the meeting.
Mrs EDWARDES: I indicate to the member for Geraldton that the commissioner will be
pleased to talk to him after the hearing.
Division 57: Office of Women's Interests, $1 185 000 -
[Mr Johnson, Chairman.]
[Mrs Edwardes, Minister for Women's Interests.)
[Ms L. McG uigan, Executive Director.]
Dr CONSTABLE: Last year a major planned achievement was to increase to 50 per cent
the representation of women on government boards and committees by the yea 2000;
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also a strategy was to be outlined to develop a women's register. What progress has been
madet with that objective, and how many women are now represented on government
boards?
Mrs EDWARDES: We have undertaken a total review of how the register will operate
and the effectiveness of it,
Ms MCGUIGAN: I cannot answer the second pant of the question.
Mrs EDWARDES: We will take that as supplementary information.
Ms MeGUJGAN: The establishment and use of the women's register is under review.
The Office of Women's Interests is targeting the boards as they come up, and is
forwarding names to those boards.
Dr WATSON: A major planned achievement for the coming financial year is an
emphasis on making government services accountable to women and also planning in
relation to business and employment. That is all laudable, but no mention is made of the
register, or of women care=, which has been a focus in previous budgets. Sadly,
especially this week, there is no mention of policy development concerning women and
violence. As both Attorney General and Minister for Women's Interests, would you
clarify the statement that you made the other day about improving legislation relating to
restraining orders? Do you intend to have a comprehensive and single piece of domestic
violence legislation, or is the intention to amend the justice, sentencing and other relevant
legislation?
Mrs EDWARDES: Dealing with the way in which the Office of Women's Interests
operates, we have changed the structure in order to provide a greater level of focus to
make departments and agencies meet the needs of women and provide service delivery to
them. Therefore, the office is better placed to develop and assist in these areas of policy,
and also in relation to the monitoring and evaluation -

Dr WATSON: It has always done that.
Mrs EDWARDES: That is rather than providing the services itself. Women as caret
was a major issue which the Ministers for Women's Interests discussed as a major issue
at last year's New Zealand conference. As a consequence of that conference, we made a
recommendation to undertake some research in this area. That was undertaken and the
results were published in a book in May this year. I have forwarded that book to every
organisation which would like to provide me some feedback on the issue. Mso, a
Ministers for Women's Interests meeting will be held in September in Adelaide.
Dr WATSON: There is no evidence of violence in the planned achievements in the
Budget papers.
Mrs EDWARDES: It was done right across the board. We see domestic violence as a
justice rather than a welfare issue. This is dealt with across the portfolios.
Dr WATSON: Tomorrow morning we will be discussing those issues with the Minister
for Community Development. I am glad that the Attorney has made that point.
Mrs EDWARDES: The police obviously have a role as the front line when domestic
violence circumstances arise. The Minister for Community Development obviously has a
number of programs, and he has developed an interdepartnental committee. for spouse
abuse. A task force report has been prepared, and this task force was chaired by Hon
Mwiel Patterson.
Ao, the funding through the Federal Government goes to the Department for

Community Development for provision in this state. Of course, various areas across the
portfolios tackle domestic violence as such. Obviously, the issue is now not so much
domestic violence as family violence, as we are seeing changes come through regarding
statistics on elderly abuse as well.
Dr WATSON: Will it be one piece of legislation or do you intend to amend the disparate
legislation involved?
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Mrs EDWARDES: We will be amending the different pieces of legislation.
Dr WATSON: That flies in the face of what many inquiries have recommended.
Mrs EDWARDES: Not necessarily. We can bring it forward in the form of a domestic
violence Bill; however, at the end of the day if we introduce an offence for domestic
violence, it will be in the Criminal Code. If we strengthen the restraining orders dealing
with penalties and reciprocal arrangements across the states, we must deal with the
justice Acts. If we make stalking an offence as a breach of a restraining order to be
applied under the bail order, that must be done through the Bail Act.
[8.00 pm]
Dr WATSON: I will not argue with you here.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: At page 535, a major achievement for 1993-94 states that the
Women's Trust was reinstated to provide grants totalling $88 792. Can you outline some
of the projects and how they were assessed? Wili this process continue in 1994-95?
Mrs EDWARDES: I tabled information on those projects in Parliament. I amn happy to
provide the details of the grants again.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: Will the process continue next year?
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes.
Mrs van de KEASfIORST: Will it be at the same level of funding?
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes. We considered whether we should change the assessment
process for the grants. It was fairly successful last year in a number of ways, particularly
in relation to the panel that undertook the assessment. If applications were made to die
Women's Tmust which should have been made to another government department, we
quickly referred the applicants to the relevant area. In fact, there were more than 29
projects because we redirected some to other appropriate areas of funding.
Mrs van d~e KLASHORST: A major achievement for 1993-94 relates to the women and
small business strategy. It is stated that there will be eight regional public forums and
five research workshops. Will they be held in country areas or in metropolitan areas,
such as Midland?
Ms McGlJIQAN: We will have one in Geraidton, Mullewa and Port Hediand and a
major one in the metropolitan area.
Mrs van de KLASHORST:- Where?
Ms McGUIGAN: In the city, because it will be for the entire metropolitan area.
Mrs van d~e KLASHORST: If we wanted to organise one for a particular area, could we
make an approach?
Mrs EDWARDES: We will be pleased to talk to you about that.
Dr WATSON: At page 535, a major achievement for 1993-94 is that 11 scholarships
were awarded to enable women to participate in the WA enterprise workshop at Edith
Cowan University. How much is each scholarship worth? What is the budget for the
Women's Advisory Council? What have been the achievements so far? There does not
seem to be any mention of the information service, or what that budget entails. I would
value some sort of update and report on the information service, as supplementary
information.
Mrs EDWARPES: I made a ministerial statement on the women and economic
independence project which identified the funding and the details of the 11I scholarships.
I will provide that information. The member has put on notice a question about the
Women's Advisory Council and its achievements. She should have received an answer
by now. The WAC has been involved in a number of projects, apart from the wide
ranging matters referred to it. For instance,'we spoke earlier about the women's register.
The WAC will be involved in chat review, and the operations of the register.
A series of breast cancer seminars have started; the first was held a couple of weeks ago
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in Mlbany and the second will be held in the metopolitan area this Friday. The WAC has
provided a number of papers on different areas and different topics. These relate to
matters referred to the council which it has undertaken.
Dr WATSON: What is the budget for consultation?
Mrs EDWARDES: The budget comes from the Office of Women's Interests. It is not a
separate budget item, unlike when the member was in government.
Dr WATSON: We allocated a budget to the Women's Advisory Council.
Mrs EDWARDES: That happened with many advisory committees. There has been a
change in policy.
Dr WATSON: They must argue then for any money in order to undertake consultation?
Mrs EDWARDES: They make sure they receive allocations for budget items. They do
not do much arguing.
Dr WATSON: What about the information service?
Ms McGUIGAN: The information service is a branch in the Office of Women's
Interests. Its funding is included under the community consultation subprogram with the
WAC. The funding has been increased significantly in the sense of updating the
information technology and bringing it on line rather than through hard copy.
Dr WATSON: One does no: get any sense of that from the way in which the estimates
are presented. Can I have information on that?
Mrs EDWARDES: I am happy to provide that as supplementary information.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Last year under the budge: allocation, 18 staff were to be provided at a
cost of $688 000. In fact, only 15 ETEs. were provided atza cost of $561 000. What is the
reason for that? Some savings achieved were spent by increasing the operating costs by
about $80 000. What were the other operating costs that totalled $401 000? Other
savings achieved were spent by increasing the grants, subsidies and transfers from a
budget of $83 000 to $144 000. Can the Minister provide a list of the grants, subsidies
and transfers totalling $144 000? This year there does not seem to be any allocation for
grants, subsidies and transfer payments, so we presume the grants will not be made this
year or will be sourced from some other pot.
Mrs EDWARDES: They will be made. We have already started work on how that will
operate next year.
Mr D.L SMITH: I will accept the detail as supplementary information. I notice that the
program last year was called "The elimination of discrimination against women" which
had exactly the same objective. The wording has been changed to "Coordinating the
advancement of the status of woment'. What lies behind the change?
Mrs EDWARDES: A really positive attitude.
Dr WATSON: You do not deny that women are discriminated against?
Mrs EDWARDES: We launched a major program today dealing with mentors in the
Public Service. We all recognise that despite the fact that the equal opportunities
legislation has been operating for some time, and even with the elimination of sonic
discriminatory practices, we have a long way to go.
Mr D.L. SMITHl: I am concerned that last year eight PiTEs and $380 000 were alloc-ated
to eliminate discrimination against women. However, only five FrEs were appointed
and $233 000 spent, resulting in a saving of $150 000. That saving seems to have gone
entirely into what is called community consultation and development, which seems to be
funding for the WAC for statewide consultation. Are we in danger of talking a lot about
the subject but not spending much money on ensuring the elimination of discrimination?
Mrs EDWARDES: What we intend to do will be far better because the elimination of
discrimination will be undertaken by each department and agency rather than the WAC
having the responsibility with a small and limited budget. That will be mome financially
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effective. The office was restructured and all the positions were readvertised and filled;
that took some time, as did die appeals process.
[8.10 pm]
Mr D.L. SMITH: One of the major achievements planned for last yea was the state
women's strategy, which was to be tabled. Has it been tabled and, if not, when will it be
tabled?
Ms MaGUIGAN: It has not been tabled.
Mrs EDWARDES: We are conducting a review of the women's plans, which were
starred under the previous government and have been continued under this Government.
We are conducting an evaluation of the effectiveness of the plans now they have suited.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Do tou still intend to prepare a statement on stategy and, if so, when
do you expect to complete the flunction?
Mrs EDWARDES: May we take that as a supplementary question?
Mr Di,. SMITH: It has been partly asked already, but in relation to the proposal to have
50 percent female membership on government boards and committees by the year 200 -

Mrs EDWARDES: It was a good question. The member for Florear asked that. We
have taken it on notice-
Mr D.L. SMi1TH: Can someone ascertain what percentage we started with in 1993, and
what was the percentage at the end of the 1993-94 financial year?
Mrs EDWARDES: That is die answer to the member for Florear's question.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: The major planned achievements on page 536 refer to the
Women and Economic Independence program. Access and equity issues for women and
superannuation will be reviewed by June 1995 to ensure that the interests of women are
more comprehensively addressed. Aire we considering including opportunties for
women at home, who do not go out into the work force, to link into a superannuation
scheme for their retirement? Or are you looking only at the possibility of providing
superannuation assistance to those women who go out into the work force? Many
women at home need assistance with this as well.
Mrs EDWARDES: I think the whole question of women and their access to
superannuation has been discussed right around Australia. We receive continuing
various concerns about the inequities that exist. I am thinking of one that came in the
other day dealing with, not a woman at home, but someone involved in the public sector
in one of the Federal Government agencies. Therefore, there ame a number of issues that
will be addressed. In doing so we will obviously develop some terms of reference. I am
happy to bring those to the Parliament and make that information public, and I will take
on board your comments.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: Connected with that is the fact that we need to instil in young
girls that superannuation is part of their ethos as well as that of young men, and get them
to work towards a point where they will automatically expect to be in a superannuation
scheme, which has not been the case in the past.
Ms McGUIGAN: We will be drawing up terms of reference for that review, and
certainly they are the very issues we are interested in, so they are liely to be included in
the terms of reference.
Division 58: Western Australian Electoral Commission, $3 550 000 -
[Mr Johnson, Chairman.]
[Mrs Edwardes, Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Affairs.]

MrL.E. Smith, Electoral Commissioner.]
(Ms L. Auld, Deputy Electoral Commissioner.)
Mr ICOBELKE: Under the major planned achievements for 1994-95 - which, one will
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not be surprised to hear, relate to assistance given for the next division of the state into
electoral districts - to whom have the contracts to assist with that work been let, and how
many have been let?
Mrs EDWARDES: Similarly, you have asked questions on notice in relation to that. I
will ask the commissioner to respond.
Mr SMiTH: Your parliamentary question will be answered In brief, there were four
contracts with four different companies for the information technology staff we have
contracted. We went through the usual process of asking information technology
companies to provide names of persons who could be engaged. As to the hardware,
which has cost in the vicinity of $120 000, we went through the usual processes of
seekdig advice from the State Supply Commission and dealing with their guidelines, in
the end the final acquisition was approved by the State Supply Commission.
Mr KOBELKE: Could you give a broad description of the four contracts, what work was
involved and how it was broken up?
Mr SMiTH: This is all in relation to the geographical system that we have developed. It
might be preferable to give that answer in some detail.
Mrs EDWAROES: We will provide it by way of supplementary information.
Mr PENDAL: I have two questions concerning page 541. The first is a fairly
mechanical question. Some 66 000 people failed to vote in the state election. I would be
interested to know whether there was any pattern in the excuses the commission received
out of the 66 000 and, regardless of that, what number went to court, how many people
were fined and what sort of revenue did we get out of it?
Mrs EDWARDES: We can provide specific answers to that by way of supplementary
information. We can give a general overview, if you like.
Ms AULD: Of the order of 65 000 people appear to have failed to vote. We sent notices
to around 40 000 asking them to explain. The 20 000 or so we took out were persons
about whom we obtained information on polling day or shortly thereafter. Those persons
were required to provide us with an excuse. With those who did so we assessed the
excuses and imposed penalties. We also imposed penalties on people who failed to
respond. Coming out of that, some 170 persons were prosecuted for failure to vote
without having a valid and sufficient reason for so doing, and 1 600 or 1 700 were
prosecuted for failure to respond to our notices. By and large they have all been dealt
with, but two or three are still outstanding.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: Can they refuse on religious grounds? Is that a valid reason?
Mr SMITH: The Statute does provide for that.
[8.20 pm]
Mr PENDAL: My second question concerns a matter I have raised by letter and pursued
with the Electoral Commissioner. I raise it here to draw it to the Minister's attention, as
she may not be aware of it. and also to make a request. I refer again to page 541. where it
shows the commission undertook major imnprovements to the habitation data base
culminating in an accurate reconciliation -between state and Commonwealth rolls for the
first time. The matter I took to the Chief Electoral Commissioner was essentially this: In
a seat like South Perth, where the roll is something like 2 000 under quota, if one old
house disappears today by the end of next week there will be four units in its place. That
is not just on one day of the week; it is constant throughout a 12 month period. In those
circumstances it seems odd to me that the roll should decline. I took up the matter with
the commissioner, who had it investigated. I do not doubt the good faith of the response
I got from him, but it remains a puzzle given the intensity of the development. In the
light of that, is theire some scope for a full habitation check, house to house, in an inner
city seat such as South Perth - perhaps a pilot study in a non-election year - to determine
why that phenomenon is occurring? With the best will in the world, and given that I
accept die good faith of the commissioner's letter in response, it does not make sense to
me.
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Mr SMITH: The Australian Electoral Commission is required by Statute to do a
habitation review of the whole state once every two years. It will do one in 1995 in the
lead-up to die expected federal election in 1996. It did one in 1992 in the lead-up to the
1993 federal and state elections. The last habitation review cost about $1.3m, and the
state was responsible for paying half the cost. It has been suggested before that one
method of enhancing the accuracy of the electoral roll would be to have access to the
databases of other state agencies, such as the Water Authority, the SEC, and so on. If we
had that access we would perhaps be able to target inner city areas where this sort of
growth is going on. There is a similarity between what is happening in South Perth and
Conic and what is happening in Floreat and Victoria Park.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: On page 541 of the Program Statements reference is made to
election management. The objective is to ensure that eligible electors can register their
choices effectively anid have confidence in the management of the electoral process.
Further on it refers to the appropriate information technology. Dare I ask, will we move
into the twenty-first century, and arm there any plans for computer voting or some
technological method of voting rather than the archaic method we use now?
Mr SMITH: We have made some progress using computerisation to count votes. In our
annual report we will describe the use of a system known as Compuvote which we have
introduced for some of our extraneous elections. That has the potential to be adopted for
the Legislative Council count. Electronic voting was suggested by Nick Greiner after the
1988 New South Wales election. He had this grand plan that Totalisator Agency Boards
would be used with all their computer installations. The next morning the headline was,
"At the next state general election there will be no racing." He very quickly formed a
committee which studied the US system where there is limited use of electronic voting
only in first past the post elections. The finding was that it would cost $30m to introduce
it in New South Wales. We are prepared to look at that again and as part of our ongoing
review of information technology we will update that New South Wales report and see
what the results are.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: So the answer is no at the moment!
Mr KOBELKE: I seek more information about the support services available to the
electoral commissioners for the redistribution. How many staff arm on contract to assist
with that process? What procedures have been followed to ensure that such contc
officers are in keeping with section 16 of the Electoral Act?
Mr SMiTH: We have had four main people working on the support for varying periods.
We can provide this sort of detail in a supplementary answer.
M KOBELKE: This is fundamental because we are in the middle of this process and
this is the only opportunity we get to ask the inister questions on this issue when
answers can be provided. Not only must the whole system be fair and unbiased, but also
it must be seen to be that way. Our concern is that contracting out will mean a lower
level of accountability. There is no question whatever about the commissioners and staff
of the Electoral Commission. However, when a matter is contracted out we must be able
to see things up front to ensure that that same reliability and independence exists. When
we know that one of the key companies contracted operates from the same building as
the Liberal Party, there is reason for concern. We need answers to these questions, which
I put on notice two weeks ago and for which I am still waiting.
Mr SMiTH: The administrations of political parties have had ampleo
examine the support system, as have some members of Parliament. The CifJstice,
dhe Government Statistician and I are satisfied with the integrity of the process. We do
not see that any opportunity has arisen for our independence to be flawed in any way.
We will publish our proposals for the boundaries on Tuesday. The next phase of the
process will be the objection stage, when written objections can be lodged by 29
September.
Mr KOBELKE: The point is not that anyone has any doubt whatever about the
commissioners. The fact is that a small number of officers must do the detailed work
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using your geographical system and the information on the rolls. It is not clear to die
public or members of Parliament at this stage how much of that detailed behind-the-
scenes work is being done by officers of the Electoral Commission and how much has
been contracted out to officers who work in another building remote from the
commission,
Mr SMIT H: A combination of our own permanent staff and contractors are working in
coordination on the project. We are satisfied no material is taken out. There has been no
indication to us of any information being leaked. Security is good in the building.
Mr KOBELKE: This is in the other building where the work is going on? Where is that?
Mr SMITH: That is right. It is in the King's Tower near the law courts building, at 533
Hay Street. You are welcome to come along and have a look.
Mr KOBELKE: The development of the information technology system was done under
contract. Was one of your officers integrally associated with the development as opposed
to just supplying base data?
Mr SMITHl: A steering committee has met regularly right from the start on the
development of this project, which actually began early in 1992.
Mr KOBELKE: T'hat was not the point of the question. Was an officer involved in the
day today work on the IT system from its conception?
Mr SMITH: Yes, the manager of our information systems branch has been closely
involved all the way through. All of those who have been working on it have been
subject to the control of our steering committee.
Dr CONSTABLE: I refer to parliamentary electoral services on page 540 of the Program
Statements and note that last year the estimated number of Fits was 13 with a budget of
$390 000, but the actual figures came out as 24 Frts and an expenditure of $850 000. 1
am sure theme is a simple explanation, but it is a wide discrepancy.
Mr SMITH: It is a rephrasing of the program to take in staff from other areas. Corporate
services staff have been included this year.
[8.30 pm)
Mr BLOFFWITCH: With regard to the non-parliamentary electoral services, until three
years ago the Electoral Commission did the count. Why did it stop doing that? Surely it
could have received a financial return by charging such organisations to use its services?
Mr L. SMITH: I am unaware we were doing that after 2987. We ame prepared to provide
that assistance. Where it is not performed under any particular Statute we allocate a
person to do it outside the usual hours and charge for the service.
Division 71: Fair Trading, $9 075 000 -

[Mr Johnson, Chairman.]
[Mrs Edwardes, Attorney General.)
[Dr C. Whitaker, Acting Executive Director.)
[Mr M. Bodycoat, Principal Legal Officer.]
[Mr M. Eaton, Acting Manager, Administration.)
Mrs HENDERSON: I refer to the first point under major achievements for 1993-94. Has
the report on the review of the Retirement Villages Act been released? if so, I would like
a copy of it. When will the retail trading hours review, which has been talked of for
some time, be released? What will be the decision? At what stage are negotiations on
consumer credit laws in relation to the national uniform legislation? I see Western
Australia will not commit itself to the template legislation that was agreed to some time
ago. What is the Western Australian position and what will be in its legislation?
Mrs EDWARDES: The report on retirement villages has not come to the Minister.
However, I will get Dr Whitaker to explain what stage the review has reached. A
decision has not been made on the retail trading hours.
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Mrs HENDERSON: Is the review complete?
Mrs EDWARDES: Dr Whitaker can explain the process. On behalf of the Minister, I
made a ministerial statement outlining the process Western Australa will follow on this
matter. I am happy to provide a copy of that to the member. I will also ask Mr Bodycoat
to give you an update of the situation.
Mrs HENDERSON: Itris not the process I am interested in regarding the credit
legislation, it is the content. The ministerial statement was about the process by which
the template model was rejected. I am asking about the content; for example, what will
Western Australia include in its legislation that is different from the national legislation?
Dr WHITAKER: The review on the retirement villages legislation is complete. The
views of key stakeholders have been sought, a number of submissions have been received
and meetings have been held. A report is close to completion and will shortly be given to
the Minister.
Mrs HENDERSON: How long will it take - three weeks, a few months?
Dr WHITAKER: I think probably a draft report for the Minister's consideration will be
ready in the next month. The Minister will see whether it covers all the issues. A draft
report on retail trading hours has gone to the Minister.
Mrs HENDERSON: When did that go?
Dr WHITAKER: I do not immediately recall, but I will provide supplementary advice
on that
Mr BODYCOAT: I cannot give a clear indication of the differences between the credit
legislation template and the state legislation because no decisions have been made about
the differences. However, if this state passes legislation dealing with credit, the uniform
credit laws agreement requires it must be consistent with the template although it does
not have to be coextensive with it. Where there were differences between the state
legislation and the template legislation, it would be by way of omissions. There would
be nothing in the state legislation that was in addition to the template legislation.
[8.40 pm]
Mrs HENDERSON: I refer to the trading hours report which has gone to the Minister.
Has it gone to Cabinet and, if so, can the Minister indicate when a decision will be made?
Mrs EDWARDES: I do not have that information, but I am happy to supply the answer
as supplementary information.
Mrs HENDERSON: I think the Minister miisheard me. Has it already gone to Cabinet?
Mrs EDWARDES: No, not to my knowledge.
Mrs HENDERSON: Does the Minister have any idea when it is likely to?
Mrs EDWARDES: No.
Mrs HENDERSON: The Western Australian legislation will not include sections which
are in the national model. Therefore, what is in it will not be inconsistent with the
national model, but there might be sections of that model which are missing from it.
What sections which have been agreed to over the last seven years; will go into the
national model, but not into the Western Australian legislation?
Mrs EDWARDES: A final decision has not been made. The member will be aware that
the legislation has been refenredso the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and
Intergovernmental Agreements.
Mrs HENDERSON: The national legislation has gone to the standing committee, but the
draft Western Australian legislation has not yet been drawn up?
Mrs EDWARDES: Not as yet.
Mrs HENDERSON: When is it likely that members will have the details of that?
Mrs EDWARDES: I will supply the answer as supplementary information.
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Mr BLOFEWICH: I refer to page 697 of die Programn Statements and the major
achievement for 1993-94 of substantial progress towards deregulation for trading hours
for fuel stations and country retailers consistent with government commitments to
eliminate anticompetitive industry practices. I understand that "country retailers"
includes all retailers.
Dr WHITAKER: Yes, that is correct.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: I have read several royal commission reports which suggest the
opposite to what is in the major achievements. I wonder how the ministry arrived at a
major achievement like that?
Dr WH{ITAKER: I understand that the member is talking about the deregulation of
trading hours for fuel stations.
Mr BLO)FFWITCH: And country retailers.
Dr WHITAKER: These are two separate issues and I will distinguish between them. I
will take the country fuel stations first. Same country centres of the state are regulated.
We are bringing them into line with what is happening in the metropolitan area, where
there is 24 hour wrading, six days a week and a roster on Sunday between 7.00 am and
10.00 pm. Discussions take place with the people in the regional areas during which the
ministry seeks to obtain an agreement that the hours will be deregulated to make them
consistent with what is occurring in the metropolitan area. Obviously, the ministry is
trying to get agreement from all the retailers concerned. To my knowledge the five
centres where this has occurred are Albany, Collie, Northam, Geraldton and Kalgoorlie.
With regard to trading hours, the Government's policy, within which the ministry
operates, is that country towns have the power to decide their own trading hours. The
Minister requires that they consult with industry and advise him on those consultations.
This applies to country towns south of the 26th parallel because north of that there is no
regulation. The Minister has responded and granted changes to trading hours in
Dardanup, Mingenew. the Shire of Northam, Narembeen and Northampton.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: The words that have been used in the major achievement indicate
that the ministry is urging that that progress occur. You are saying that it is up to
retailers and the local councils. I have trouble with this because of the wording of that
major achievement.
Mrs HENDERSON: Under the same major achievement is the reorganisation of the
ministry to reflect a more evenhanded and preventive approach to ensuring fair trading
and to promote competition in the Western Australian marketplace. Will the Minister
outline what this means?
Dr WHITAKER: In talking about an evenhanded approach the ministry is stressing that
its role is impartial between consumers and traders and, indeed, impartial between traders
and traders. It is an affirmation that the Minister does not see the ministry's role as
focused on pursuing what one might call consumer rights and that aspect of consumer
protection. Instead, the ministry works in an impartial way when interacting between
consumers and traders when talking about their respective rights and responsibilities. In
some other jurisdictions around Australia the emphasis is very much on consumer rights
and trader responsibilities. The emphasis of the Ministry of Fair Trading is that
consumers have responsibilities as well as rights, and that, similarly, traders have rights
as well as responsibilities. This major achievement is simply endeavouring to have an
evenhanded approach between those two interests. With respect to trader-trader
relationships it is important that what one calls euphemistically "the level playing field"
provides basically that there is a fair competitive environment in which traders compete
against each other. The role of the ministry is to promote a competitive environment
with no significant barriers to entry and no unnecessary regulations. It is also to promote
fairness in interaction between traders and consumers rather than being seen as the
champion of consumer rights. That criticism could be levelled at some other
jurisdictions.
Mrs HENDERSON: Another major achievement refers to the development and release
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of educational packages for general retailers and motor vehicle dealers. These packages
are designed to help traders resolve disputes in-house. Is the ministry's intention
eventually to get out of seeking to mediate and resolve disputes between Traders and
consumers and is it seeking to encourage traders to resolve their disputes? At the
moment people go to the Trader first and then to the ministry. Does this mean that
members of the public will eventually not be able to go directly to die ministry to seek
mediation of their dispute?
Dr WHITAKER: It is a question of degree rather than black or white. We are moving
from the situation where the ministry conciliates towards one where the industry will
look after many disputes. Significant moves have been made across Australia to nurture
dispute resolution procedures within various industry groups. If these are successful it
will lessen the ministry's load. If, for example, the motor vehicle industry had a dispute
resolution procedure and at the end of the day a consumer felt a fair thing had not been
done, the ministry would look at it. Some industries do manage their disputes quite well.
The insurance industry is one example and the ministry receives very few complaints
about it. When complaints of an insurance nature are referred to the ministry the
complainant is advised that his first port of call should be the industry because it has its
own dispute resolution procedure and then if he is not happy with what happens he
should come back to the ministry. The simple answer is that it will reduce the ministry's
load, but it is not a question of eliminating its role in dispute resolution.
[8.50 pm]
Mr PENDAL: Page 698 of the Program Statements contains an item in paragraph 5 for
which the ministry should be congratulated. It refers to the plain English Motor Vehicle
Dealers Act. As one who has taken an interest in plain English in legislation, which I can
actually understand, I am pleased to see this development. Why was a decision made in
this case to produce a plain English Statute, and why was the decision not applied across
the board? Is there another reason for not applying this excellent suggestion?
Mrs EDWARDES: The question is directed at the right person in the Attorney General,
who is responsible for Parliamentary Counsel services, not the Minister for Fair Trading.
I am happy to indicate that Parliamentary Counsel has endeavoured to write all
legislation in a plain English form.
Mr PENDAL: I wonder whether the Attorney is aware - if not I shall inform her of this
in the House - that a different interpretation or description probably applies in Australia
of what is a plain English Statute from that which applies in the United Kingdom. Upon
my visit to the UK recently I discovered that a commission has just reported a plain
English Statute and with an old style Statute had submitted them to tests. This was
applied to 50 senior law students and ultimately to the people who deal with Acts of
Parliament. In all tests using whatever yardstick, the plain English versions were clearly
favoured - they could be understood by people like me. This begs the question, if those
Bills can be subjected to such rigorous tests, why do we not submit our description of a
plain English Statute to some sort of testing in the Western Australian market? Would
the Government be prepared to obtain the detail from me of the English situation so that
we can at least examine matters in Western Australia?
Mrs EDWARDES: I would like to consider the matter, but Victoria started that process
several years ago. I have been heavily involved in what has occurred in that state, and
we have picked up a number of changes and applied them in Western Australia. Also,
this is not just a matter for public sector legislation, as I would like the private sector to
look at all contracts, such as hire purchase contracts. For example, a contract to hire a
Trailer at a local service statioaj would be far better if expressed in plain English. In that
way, people could understand their rights.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: One major achievement on page 697 is the reorganisation of the
ministry to reflect a more evenhanded and preventive approach to ensuring fair trading
and promoting competition in the Western Australian marketplace. It seems that the
Ministry of Fair Trading is concerned with consumer protection and ensuring that
consumers are treated in a fair way. However, it has done little to look at business
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relationships with purchasing by small from large corporations. In the various industries
with which I have been involved, I have seen blatant discrimination involving price
jacking. However, no legislation stops that. If I were to do such things in my business to
consumers, I would certainly be charged with a crime. Is the ministry looking at aspects
such as supplying goods at the same price regardless of volume? If somebody wishes to
buy a fleet of cars, that person will pay less than an individual consumer buying a single
vehicle, even though the individual may buy 300 cars a year and the fleet purchase may
be for three vehicles. We have a way to go before we achieve a fair and equal
marketplace.
Mrs EDWARDES: Part of our election platform was to replicate part IV of the federal
Trade Practices Act into a state fair trading Act. We are in the process of applying that in
this state. The member will be awnr of the Hiliner report and the state's position on
competition policy and other matters which arose at the recent Council of Australian
Governments meeting. The state did not agree to the implementation process, but that
obviously does not prevent us from, pursuing our own course.
Mr BLO)FF WITCH: Where are we up to with that?
Mr BODYCOAT: Draft legislation is being prepared replicating the general policy
found in the Trade Practices Act, part IV. The issue this addresses is the exact manner of
conduct between businesses rather than only between consumers and businesses.
Mr BLO)FF WITCH: Are we proceeding with that?
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Firstly, I congratulate the ministry for its corporate services division as
it appears to have spent to the last dollar the budget allocated to it last year? This is the
first agency to have achieved that, even though it has been reallocated among the
divisions. The general impression of the budget is that it is very much a steady as she
goes approach. Minor changes are made to various allocations, but the funding is very
much the same as last year. Is that a fair impression?
Mrs EDWARDES: Some ins and outs have occurred in relation to the portfolio.
Dr WHITAKER: The global figures on page 694 indicate an increase in the ministry's
allocation of $195 000. There have been some significant changes, which are part of the
overall result with a modest increase of one FTE. We have lost one staff member and
picked up two. This relates to the work on competition policy and the Credit Act.
Regarding the changes, we have acquired the business names branch from the Ministry of
Justice, and acquired a rental cost of $175 000. We have moved the wrade measurement
unit to a better location in Osborne Park at a rental cost of $68 000 this year. Some extra
money is provided for leasing of motor vehicles, and we are now operating on a user pays
basis at the Chemistry Centre for the analytical work done for us. Also, an increase in
the fringe benefit tax has resulted in a modest increase in payments. The global
modification to the budget is a $195 000 increase. Nevertheless, I agree with the
member's observation that it is basically a steady as she goes budget.
Mr DiL. SMITH: Regarding the deregulation of trading hours, how much was spent on
the research, consultation and report to the Minister?
Dr WHI1TAKER: I would like to take that question on notice, as a specific allocation was
made for that.
Mr EATON: The actual allocation was $50 000 for both staff and contingencies. That
was close to the amrount spent on that matter, but we can provide the figures.
Mrs EDWARDES: We will provide that as supplementary information.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I understand that the report was sent back to die ministry because the
Minister was of the view that your statistics were rather biased in favour of deregulation.
How long will it take to review the statistics and return the report to the Minister, and
what is the additional cost anticipated?
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Mrs EDWARDES:- We wilt provide that as supplementary information.
[9.00 pmn]
Mr D.L. SMiTH: What is the avenage turnaround time for requests from country towns
-and cities for a review of trading hours?
Dr WHITAKER: I will take that question on notice. In five instances, requests were
made and approved.
Mr D.L. SMITH: How many requests were made by local authorities for the
deregulation of trading hours? How many cases are outstanding?
Dr WHITAKER: Off the top of my head, I do not think any are outstanding. In one
case, communication was recently made to Bunbury. Again, I Will verify that
Mr D.. SMiTH: When was the request from Bunbury received? How long did it take
to make a response?
Mrs EDWARDES: We will provide supplementary information on that.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I will welcome that information in writing, together with some
explanation regarding why it took so long to respond. Was it due to a lack of resources?
A major planned achievement for 1993-94 related to a review of the retail trading hours,
home building contracts, and the Retirement Villages Act and to progress new credit
legislation consistent with agreement reached on a national basis. It seems to me that you
are progressing on all of that, but you seem to be moving away from the objective of
being consistent with the agreement reached on a national basis. Is that fair comment?
Mr BODYCOAT: The credit issue has been resolved on a national basis. Recent reports
in the newspapers give a misleading impression of what has happened. The Western
Australian position was settled in August last year and it was that we would have our
own legislation which would be consistent with legislation in other states, although it
would not be co-extensive. That was always the form of the agreement.
Mr D.L SMITH: How much was spent in 1993-94 on negotiating national agreements
for various regulatory mechanisms? Can you indicate whether you intend to increase
expenditure this year? In general terms, will it be the same? What is the process for
participation in those sorts of discussions for national uniform regulations?
Mrs EDWARDES: To clarify the situation so that we can provide supplementary
information, are you talking about credit?
Mr D.L. SMITH: I am talking about all areas within this ministerial responsibility. How
much was spent last year to move towards national consistency in regulations? Do you
intend to spend the same amount or more this year?
Mrs EDWARDES: We will provide that supplementary information.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The next item last year was to undertake planned educational activities
for targeted consumer and trader groups and to extend trader liaison initiatives. Can you
indicate how many of'those objectives were achieved last year and what sort of money
was spent on them?
Dr WHITAKER: Ican provide information on the nature of those. I will need to provide
supplementary information on the exact amount for each one. Last year we provided a
retailers kit called "More Customers, Less Complaints" which was launched in February
1994. That was prepared in association with a retail organisation. Two thousand kits
were distributed to traders in the white goods sector. They targeted the common issues
and the common areas of disputation. The kit has been extremely well received. I will
provide a costing for that. We are working with the motor vehicle industry and have
undertaken a number of projects. A publication for the motor vehicle industry wil go to
the printer tomorrow. it spells out responsibilities involved with wanrnty work Often, a
number of disputes occur because people are not weli informed about thefr
responsibilities. A number of other publications have been prepared, and I wHi provide
further detail of the cost. We have started with the real estate industry. We have
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prepared a number of publications on various issues to do with rental accommodation.
Together with the real estate board we have started the "RLEBA News", which is really a
letter to the entire industry. They are the key projects worth mentioning. In die
supplementary information I will point out any others, as well as the costs for last year.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Has the review of regional offices undertaken last year been
completed? Can we take it that the status quo will remain this year, or do you intend to
undertake a further review?
Mrs EDWARDES: No review is outstanding.
Mr D.L. SMITH: My question was whether there was a review last year. There appears
to be some insecurity in regional offices regarding their continuation. I asked whether
the review was complete, and whether those people could feel secure this financial year.
Mrs EDWARDES: The position of the Government is to maintain the status quo.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: I was interested to hear about the proposed rewrite of the Motor
Vehicle Dealers Act, to put it into plain English. Would one objective be to get through
the amendments that have been outstanding for seven years? The previous Minister
placed them before Parliament at one stage, but she did not succeed. Is the delay a result
of a lack of resources in the department or is it a lack of priority that causes the
problems?
Mrs EDWARDES: Is the member referring to a particular amendment?
Mr BLOFFWITCH: I am referring to about 10 or 11I amendments to the Motor Vehicle
Dealers Act which would still be with the Ministry of Fair Trading. What has happened
totem?
Mrs EDWARDES: A total review is under way which will take into account all previous
submissions.
Mrs HENDERSON: At page 697 a major achievement for 1993-94 refers to the
introduction of legislation to reactivate the home buyers' assistance scheme. I note that it
will comply with the equal employment opportunity legislation. Does that mean that
grants will be available to single people?
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes.
Mrs HENDERSON: What level of new rants will be available?
Mrs EDWARDES: That will be determined by the new panel.
Mrs HENDERSON: Has the level of grants been determined?
Mrs EDWARDES: The member may recall that the legislation went through Parliament
last week. The legislation will be proclaimed, and the panel will be established. The
level of grant will be determined by the panel.
Mrs HENDERSON: Are we talking about a matter of weeks?
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes. The legislation will be proclaimed fairly shortly and the
Minister will make public the details.
Mrs HENDERSON: At page 698, a major planned achievement for 1994-95 is to
progress deregulatory measures, including the extension of licensing periods. I presume
that means things like training certificates and so on?
Mrs EDWARDES: Yes.
[9. 10 pm]
Mrs HENDERSON: Reference is made to the development of self-regulatory schemes.
What self-regulatory schemes are you talking about best?
Dr WHITAIKER: This is what we were talking about more specifically a few moments
ago with, for example, dispute resolution schemes and so on. Basically, the ministry is
working with a number of industrial groups to see whether a better way to go is self-
regulation or coregulation, as it is often called; in other words, one reduces the level of
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government imposed regulation in the expectation that dhe industrial group will be
responsible and self-manage. For example, it could develop codes of practice for its
members and have some way of requiring its members to comply. It could have dispute
resolution procedures and so forth. One that is particularly topical at the moment is that
the Minister has encouraged the Real Estate Institute of Western Australia to develop a
suggestion it made that we could go some way in this state towairds self-regulation by the
real estate industry. The Minister has asked REIWA to further develop those proposals
and at die moment he awaits its response.
Mrs HENDERSON: Is it the intention then that there will be a code on stream for the
resolution of disputes? My recollection is that REIWA brought to me the same sort of
scheme but it was totally unacceptable because the body which resolved the disputes
consisted almost entirely of people from REIWA.
Dr WHITAKER: The Government, when it saw a proposal from an industrial group,
would have to decide whether it was appropriate, as it were, to lessen die government
imposed regulation. I ani sure that would be done on a case-by-case basis.
Mrs EDWARDES: In terms of die parallel scheme, we are talking about parallel
government as well as the industry itself. The process is to ensure that it is more
complementary, but obviously we would wait until such time as it was put forward to the
Minister.
Mrs HENDERSON: Is what you are talking about here dispute resolution rather than
regulation?
Dr WHITAKER: Yes, and it is codes of practice as well in its broadest scope.
Mrs HENDERSON: Are you suggesting that it should replace current legislation?
Mrs EDWARDES: Not necessarily; it could very well complement legislation.
Mrs HENDERSON: That would add to the regulation, because them is legislation in the
area that REIWA would be interested in, for example. We are talking about codes of
practice. Would we not be covering the same issues but in a code as opposed to in an
Act?
Mrs EDWARDES: It could very well be more extensive than what has been provided for
by way of regulation. They may not even need to be regulated. Again, it depends on the
industry itself as to the various levels of self-regulation, the effectiveness of it and
whether there needs to be government intervention and, if so, at what point.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I was pleased to see the emphasis on trying to promote your services
for Aboriginal people. Some of the areas where Aboriginal people suffer most are
obtaining credit, finance for credit, and getting approval as tenants. Do you see the
ministry as having a role in trying to promote a positive image of Aborigines to traders or
do you see that as a role for the Equal Opportunity Commission?
Mrs EDWARDES: Before Dr Whitaker responds, perhaps with my other hat on under
equal opportunity I can indicate that the commissioner has undertaken extensive
consultations with Aboriginal communities in country towns in an endeavour to promote
equal opportunities among retailers and Aborigines about expressing their full rights.
There has been some positive response to that.
Dr WHITAKER: The ministry sees its role here as ensuring that Aboriginal consumers
are well aware of the trading environment and aware both of their rights and of their
responsibilities as consumers. During the previous year an Aboriginal consumer advice
kit called "No Problem" was developed by the ministry. We had an Aboriginal liaison
officer. The kit was developed in extensive consultation with the Aboriginal
communities. It covered the very areas we are talking about of motor vehicles,
accommodation and credit. Those are the three fundamental threads of what was in it.
An enormous amount of resources was also put into training Aboriginal groups in the use
of the kit. This is a resource kit, which not everybody gets. It is a well packaged it
which costs about $200. As it is a resource kit, Aboriginal leaders and community
groups around this state were coached, as it were, in the use of it. We are currently
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undertaking an evaluation of the success of that program. In addition, we have installed a
special 008 number for Aboriginal cons umers. That is a currently subject to evaluation,
because we want to ensure that these kits are really well used and the information reaches
out into the communities.
Mr D. SMITH: Thie biggest problem for Aboriginal people is that most organisations
will not provide them with credit and they finish up going to fringe financiers. They do
not complain about the fringe financiers, even though many do not comply with the law,
simply because it is their only source of finance and if they complain that is the end of it.
Mr BLOPFWITCLI: I do not find that, in all fairness. I do not want to get into a debate,
but there are many Aborigines for whom we obtain finance. The only ones we get
knocked back for are bad payers, and that is by AGC and Esanda.
Mrs EDWARDES: I think also it is a question of balancing, and not just the other way
around, so that people who give credit actually do so in a responsible way. That
balancing act is a very important part of the whole process.
Mr D.L. SMITH-: In relation to accreditation and trade measures and the like, will the
changes have an impact on staff levels within the ministry or the amount of work people
who are currently engaged in regulating those matters will have to do in the future?
Dr WH-ITAKER: The best answer I can give now is that it may well change the nature of
the work. Whether it will result in a reduction of work is something [ would have to be
more circumspect about. Basically, we will be accrediting other people to do some of the
work our people currently do. We will then have the work of accrediting others and
evaluating them in order that they may do work we traditionally did. I am not sure of the
extent to which the offloading of work which others may well do as they are accredited
will be offset by the new work we have to do in accrediting them. That is something we
will only see down the track when we find out how many people come in to seek
accreditation and start doing work previously done in government. I cannot see the
change in balance at the moment.
Mr D.L. SMITH-: One of the reasons legal aid is underfunded in Western Australia is
that so much of our conveyancing is done through settlement and real estate agents.
Mrs EDWARDES: Why do you say that causes the underfunding?
Mr D.L. SMITH: It is because the funds are not deposited in solicitors' accounts for
interest to be earned which can be made available to the fund for legal aid.
Mrs EDWARDES: I am sure you are not suggesting a change.
Mr DL. SMiTH: In most states where most conveyancing is sdill with solicitors, there
are very few problems with funding for legal aid.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: There should be when you look at the costs involvedL
Mr D.L. SMriTH: In Western Australia under our system that interest seems to be used
for the real estate industry and its clients and not for any public purpose. I wonder
whether the time has not arrived when we should be trying to direct some of the interest
accred on those moneys to consumer protection or generally for community groups
especially community legal centres, dispute resolution centres, and legal aid itself.
[9.20 pm]
Mrs EDWARDES: I would like to be able to answer that question in the way I want! I
will. take it as a supplementary and ask the Minister to provide an appropriate response.
The point the member made about a large number of settlements being done in other
states through legal firms and more money being available to legal aid is correct, but
proportionately in terms of the categories of legal aid funded, we in Western Australia do
very well despite not having access to that level of interest.
Mrs HENDERSON: Page 698 talks about introducing amendments to the Real Estate
and Business Agents Act and the Settlement Agents Act, presumably to take account of
the large sums of money in trust accounts and to reduce the contributions. That might be
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an opportunity for you to take up the issue with the Minister in relation to the points
made by the member for Mitchell.
Mrs EDWARDES: Does the member for Thorulie want some advice on what is
occurring?
Mrs HENDERSON: I would be anxious to see that. Thank you. I refer also to the
review of the Settlement Agents Act. A discussion paper was put out some time ago and
I would like an update on what is happening in relation to the conflict of interst between
settlement agents and real estate agents.
Mrs EDWARDES: That report has not come to the Minister. Ongoing consultation is
taking place with the various interest groups in relation to settlement agents. Dr
Whitaker will be able to talk about the process that is gone through and respond to your
first question.
Mrs HENDERSON: I am more interested in when the report is likely to be available.
Dr WHITAKER: To be candid, it is fair to say the ball is in die court of die various
parties in the industry. The Minister has had a number of discussions with many of them,
as indeed has the ministry. The Minister has invited them to come back with their
proposals1 and he is awaiting those. We understand the response ftrm the Real Estate
Institute of Western Australia is imminent.
Mrs EDWARPES: We will take your first question about the Real Estate and Business
Agents Act amendments as a supplementary.
Mrs HENDERSON: In relation to the settlement agents, previous Minister held
discussions with those groups, and in my view it is highly unlikely that they will ever
come forward with a proposal which both sides will agree to. Obviously the Minister
will have to make some decisions in relation to that issue.
Mr D.L. SMIT7H: How far has the review of settlement agents legislation progressed?
When might we expect a final resolution?
Mrs EDWARDES: Are you talking about the fifth point on page 698?
Mr D.L. SMITH: Yes. It flows from the fact that over the last year or two we have all
received brochures about the ideas for change and submissions from the various groups
that are intersted.
Mrs EDWARDES: Because that is so detailed we will provide a supplementary answer.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I refer to the review of the Associations Incorporation Act and the
Associations, Co-operative Companies and Limited Partnerships Register on page 698.
What is the timetable for the reviews? What sort of resources will be required? Will
outside consultancies be engaged? Do you have the expertise among your staff to do the
reviews in-house, or will you liaise with other agencies?
Mrs EDWARDES: There will be liaison. The other matters are still to be determined,
but it will commence this year.
Mr D.L. SMITHl: I guess the associations are not a problem but the cooperative
companies and limited partnerships legislation raises all sorts of intersting problems,
and they are not simple. I am an admirer of the legal services available to Fair Trading,
although they are not great in number. I wonder whether you will have the resources in-
house.
Mrs EDWARDES: The Minister has not made that decision as yet.

The Committee adjourned at 92S pm
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Thursday, 25 August 1994

ESTIMATES COMMITTlEE A

The meeting commenced at 9.00 am.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Strickland): For the information of members, this Estimates
Committee will be reported by Hansard and a proof document will be made available to
the committee clerk progressively throughout the day, with the final pages to be available
about two and a half hours after each sitting concludes. The daily Hansard will be
available the following morning. Hansard will distribute documents for correction,
which must be returned on the A4 documents sent to members. The cut off date for
corrections will be indicated on die bottom of each page.
I remind members that, as has been the practice of previous Estimates Committees,
members should not raise questions about matters of government concern which do not
have an item of expenditure in the consolidated fund. The Estimates Committee's
consideration of the consolidated fund's estimates of expenditure will be restricted to
discussion of those items for which a vote of money is proposed. I also remind members
that the only estimates being considered are those items of recurrent expenditure and not
capital items. Members may not direct to Ministers questions on any capital expenditure.
For the benefit of members and Hansard, I ask the Minister to introduce his advisers to
the committee. It will also greatly assist Hansard if when referring to the Program
Statements volumes or the consolidated fund estimates, members give the page number,
item, program, amount. and so on in preface to their questions.
The Minister may agree to provide supplementary information to the committee, rather
than asking that the question be put on notice for the next sitting week. For the purpose
of following up the provision of this information, would the Minister clearly indicate to
the committee which supplementary information he/she agrees to provide. if
supplementary information is to be provided, I ask the Minister's cooperation in ensuring
that it is delivered to the committee clerk by one week from today, so members may see
it before the report and third reading stages in the next sitting week. An example of the
required Hansard style for the documents has been provided to your advisers.
Division 81: Productivity and Labour Relations, $6 679 000 -
[Mr Strickland, Chairman.]
[Mr Kierath, Minister for Labour Relations.]
[Mr S. Home, Acting Chief Executive Officer.]
[Mr G. Gilbert, Acting Director, Corporate Development.]
Mr McGINT: I refer to program 1.0 under the heading of labour relations compliance
at page 805. What does the Minister intend to do about the finding by the Federa Court
that die state's unfair dismissal laws are inadequate?
Mr KIERATH: We have examined the decision handed down by Justice Keely. It is
fundamentally flawed in the definition of adequate and in another area Unfortunately a
decision was made but this Government had no right to appeal or intervene in the
situation. We are awaiting the decision on a public sector case currendly being heard
concerning the Water Authority. We believe our unfair dismissal provision is adequate.
However, we must wait until a case has been heard.
The Government han right to first await the decision. If the decision goes quainns us,
we will appeal it and once we can present the full case, a decision should be made that
our unfair dismissal provisions are adequate in tems of the federal legislation. It is a
difficult area& I do not have the power to appeal against the decision to which the
member for Fremantle referred because it is related to the private sector. However, we
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are jumping two steps ahead because we think, given the right circumstances, the proper
decision will be made.
Mr McGLNTY: How can you sustain an argument that the Western Australian laws are
adequate if there is no power for compensation in lieu of reinstatement in Western
Australia, when power exists in the Commonwealth and elsewhere throughout Australia?
It is one of the glaring holes in that law. I understand the two major parties in industrial
relations in Western Australia, the Confederation of WA Industry and the Trades and
Labor Council, both put to the Minister that he was wrung.
Mr KIERATH: They can do that. Strategically, as you know, in industrial relations we
are damned if we do and damned if we do not. The member for Fremantle is wrong in
his assessment that the power for compensation does not exist.
Mr McOGhJTY: Not in lieu of reinstatement.
Mr KIERATH: It does exist. Under the Industrial Relations Act it is a two-stage
process; under the Workplace Agreements Act it is a one-stage process. Therein lies
what we believe to be the fundamental flaw in the federal court decision. Compensation
is provided for. The view taken by Justice Keely was very narrow and did not take into
account other pants of the Act. The power to award compensation definitely exists. We
believe the primary focus of unfair dismissal should be an reinstatement and if
reinstatement is not possible only then should compensation be considered.* That is why
die changes were designed the way they were. However, if a decision is made federally
that our provisions are inadequate, certainly we will amend that legislation to
appropriately reflect what we think it should do.
Mr McGIh4TY: How can a worker under the Industrial Relations Act be awarded
compensation where reinstatement is not something a commissioner can order?
Mr KIIERATI-: I am happy to provide the member for Fremantle with appropriate
sections of the Act.
Mr MecGINTY: You cannot; it is not true.
Mr KIERATH: It is.
Several members interjected.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I am allowing a reasonable amount of flexibility because we
are not dealing strictly with just dollars and cents in the Budget papers; we are dealing
with significant issues, trends, policies, etc. Nonetheless. the opportunity is here for us to
raise questions and hear answers. It is one thing if we do not like'the answer, it is another
matter if we do not like the question.
[9.10 am]
Mr MARSHALL: I refer the Minister to page 803 of the Program Statements which
shows that the allocation to Productivity and Labour Relations has increased by
approximately $l m. Will the Minister explain the reason for that, bearing in mind that
most budgets have decreased?
Mr HOME: The increase is misleading in the sense it would appear to be about $900 000
based on the actual expenditure for 1993-94. In that financial year $300 000 was
underspent.
Mr MARSHALL: What was that due to?
Mr HOME: Thie allocation made for Crown Law expenses was underspent. Last year,
for the first time, Crown Law indicated it would charge government agencies for legal
fees. The department was required to make an estimate of what that expenditure would
be. For a variety of reasons, one of which was the teething problems with Crown Law's
new policy, the charges received were considerably less than the department anticipated.
This year we believe the process has been implemented in a clear way and the
department estimates a significant amount of money will be required for Crown Law
fees. Part of the differential is t underspending based largely on Crown Law's
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overestimate last year; but this year, because Crown Law effectively has its charging
policy in place properly, the department anticipates a significant amount will be charged.
An amount of $390 000 has been allocated for Crown Law expenses this year. I lis a
large component of that increase. The increase is also due to an allocation for a review of
the Industrial Relations Act - a review which is being undertaken by the Acting President
of the Industrial Relations Commission - and increases in staff travel costs. T'he travel
costs are required primarily for staff to oppose federal logs of claims in the Australian
Industrial Commission.
Mr BROWN: Further to the question asked by the member for Freman tle which related
to page 805 of the Program Statements, does the Mnister agree that the new provisions
relating to unfair dismissal are a two-step process before the Industrial Relations
Commission can award compensation to a worker who is unfairly dismissed?
Mr KERATH: I said earlier that I am happy to make the information available to the
member for Fremantle. If members analyse die decision of Justice IXeely, they will fid
that he actually compares this state's unfair dismissal provisions with those of the federal
Act. We think that is wrong because the external affairs power used is that of the
International L.abour Organisation convention. This state's unfair dismissal provisions
certainly satisfy the 11LO. It may be arguable that they do not satisfy the federal
legislation, which has vastly overstepped the mark by invoking external affairs powers.
The advice I have is that it cannot go beyond that A public sector case is proceeding and
we axe awaiting a decision. I have indicated that if the decision goes against what the
department wants, it will consider appealing it.

Mr BROWN: The unfair dismissal provisions provided far in the latest government
legislation are a two-step process. The first step one must take is to prove unfairness and
to seek an order for re-employment. No order can be issued at the frst stage for
compensation. in many cases a tribunal has found that a worker unfairly dismissed
should not be re-employed because the relationship between the employer and the worker
has irretrievably broken down and on that basis the tribunal will not issue an order for re-
employment. Unless a tribunal issues an order for re-employment it cannot move to the
second stage of awarding compensation. Does the Minister agree with that
interpretation?
M~r KIERATH: I do not think I am here to agree with the member's interpretation. I said
there is a two-step process and the department's primary focus is on reinstatement. if a
person is dismissed unfairly he should get his job back. When it is proved that there is no
chance of that happening, he should go to the second step.
Mr BROWN: How does an individual do that under die legislation?
Mr KIERATH: He seeks an order from the commission.
Mr BROWN: How can he do that when the tribunal has found that he has been unfairly
dismissed but the tribunal will not issue an order for his re-employment?
Mr KIERATH: One would have to ask why the tribunal has not issued an order for re-
employment
Mr BROWN: Firstly, it will not do that because it has found that the worker was unfairly
dismissed and, secondly, the relationship between the worker and employee has broken
down to such an extent it would not be in the public interest to issue an order for re,-
employment.
Mr KIBRATH: in its opinion. By the time many of these cases get to the commission
the commissioner may think the employment relationship has broken down to such an
extent that it is irretrievable. I have not had one case raised with me by the commission
in relation to that. If there are cases I ant prepared to listen to the commission
accordingly.
The whole principle behind that was not to create a situation where someone who is
unfairly dismissed goes away with a bag of money in his pocket; the most important
thing is thar he is reinstated. If he was unfairly dismissed in a poor labour market no
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amount of money will compensate him for not being able to get another job. The
primary focus is on ft-employment and not compensation. Should the re-employment
situation be completely beyond retrieval one should go to the commissioner, If the
commissioner, knowing that, is not prepared to issue an order of reinstatement, it is
something I am, prepared to take up.
[9.20 am]
Mr MeGINTY: 'The Trades and Labor Council and the Confederation of WA Industry
said that that is where the overwhelming problem lies.
Mr KIERATH: No, they did not.
Mr McGINTY: You should not try to mislead the committee.
Mr KIIERATH: The member cannot take only pant of what was said.
Mr McCINTY: Does the endorsement of workplace agreements come under the labour
relations compliance heading?
Mr ICIERATH: It can do. It can come under two headings. Under a provision in the Act
inspectors have the power of enforcement.
Mr McGINTY: How many complaints of breaches of workplace agreements have been
made to the department, and how many prosecutions have been launched in that regard?
Mr KIERATH: The acting director indicates that he is not aware of any. It may be more
appropriate to ask that question later to the Commissioner for Workplace Agreements. I
am aware of a couple of complaints which are being investigated, but I am not aware of
the type of complaints which have been lodged. I believe there has been one. A couple
of examples I am aware of are being investigated.
Mr BLOFEWITCH:- Page 807 of the Program Statements refers to the objective to
enforce compliance with awards, agreements and industrial legislation in response to
complaints. This subprogram has an increase of th reeEEs. Does this reference to
agreements refer to workplace agreements? The advisory servicps in the next
subprogram has a reduction of three FTEs from last year. With the new agreements and
industrial laws, one could have expected an increase in the people involved in that
subprogram.
Mr KIERATH: It is really a reallocation of resources within the Department of
Productivity and Labour Relations. We see a reduction in one area and an increase in
another. Certainly, the inspectorate was lacking in resources in the past Although it
relates to workplace agreements in some way, dhe reference to which the member refers
is more aligned to industrial agreements than workplace agreements.
If members look at the mechanism and the way to arrive at a workplace agreement, few
disputes arise. The process goes through a test and registering procedure at the
commission and the parties are usually willing to register. Therefore, frw complaints
arise after the event as people agree to the registration. From memory - the
commissioner can answer this at a later stage - 80-odd workplace agreements involved a
refusal at registration. In some cases people agreed to sign, but checking by the
commission and the testing procedure revealed that they did not want to proceed.
However, little enforcement is necessary in this area as mostly the process involves
agreement. Mostly this area involves enforcement of awards and industrial agreements
and other legislative requirements, such as section 6A relating to freedom of association.
Mr BLOFFWlTCH: As workplace agreements become more prevalent, I suppose we
may have a further reduction in the allocation to the compliance subprogram because of
the reduction in awards. Do you see that happening during the next two Budgets?
Mr KIERATH: It is more a long term than short term trend. We still have a high level of
unemployment, and in that climate one finds more enforcement is required
Undoubtedly, this -re was wider-resourced in the past We have had to transfer
resources and reorder priorities within DOPLAR. We have been allocating priority to the
more important roles.
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Mr BROWN: Can the Minister advise whether funds have been allocated for radio,
television or newspaper advertising within the 1994-95 budget?
Mr KIERATH: Yes, thene is an allocation.
Mr BROWN: How much is it?
Mr KIERATH: It is about $400 000.
Mr BROWN: What is it for?
Mr KIERATH: It is for advertising resources and promotions in order to assist people
with agreements. An advertising campaign was due to begin now, but it was deferred
because of the Helena by-election. This was due to advertising restrictions during
elections, and it will commence after the by-election.
Mr BROWN: Is it an advertising campaign to promote workplace agreements?
Mr KIERATH: Yes.
Mr BROWN: Is any money allocated for public opinion polling?
Mr KIERATH: No specific allocation is made in that regard. However, last year when
we conducted advertising campaigns we did some awareness polling afterwards to
determine whether people were awart of the workplace agreements and such things to
assess the effectiveness of the campaign.
Mr BROWN: What was the cost of that polling?
Mr HOME: it was $19 800 allocated to Morgan (Roy) Research Centre Pty Ltd.
Mr BROWN: Is that research publicly available?
Mr KIERATH: I think I have released some of it publicly. We have no problem making
the information available. We could provide a summary and report, including the type of
questions asked and, information of that nature.
Mr BROWN: I am interested in a full copy - is it available?
Mr KIERATH: I will check. I do not want to make-such things as people's answers
available.
Mr BROWN: Excluding names and addresses.
Mr KIERATH: If no identifying information is available, I have no problem releasing it.
The CHAIRMAN: That will be taken as supplementary information.
Mr BROWN: Are any funds allocated to research, not in the narrow sense in research
used by officers, but for research conducted by outside consultants?
Mr HOME: No specific funds are allocated to that. Within the program relating to
labour relations standards and procedures, we have in the past been involved from. time to
time with research at tertiary institutions; this has involved the chamber and the Trades
and Labor Council. However, no funds have been allocated to that area this year. It is
possible that within the general budget work might be done in that regard. However,
nothing is planned at the moment In consultation with the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, we are conducting some research with the Labour Market Research Centre. No
specific funds are allocated for this purpose in 1994-95.
Mr KIERATH: That research related to funds allocated to the Trades and Labor Council
and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry. The TLC had spent its allocation, and the
chamber had not- These funds were used to conduct some further research. I must be
careful here: I established the WA Labour Relations Advisory Council because the
tripartite labour consultative council fell over because the sunset clause in the legislation
was not passed by the Labor government.
Mr BROWN: Legislatively, but not administratively.
Mr KIERATH: Yes. I created the Western Australian Labour Relations Advisor,
Council by administrative act It is resourced fwmri DOPLAR. It has four positions
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allocated to the TLC, four employer positions and I occupy the chair. As a result of that,
requests were made for research papers to be done. This is to be mostly in-house, but it
does not prevent us from going outside to obtain information in discussion with
WALRAC.
[9.30 am]
Mr MARSHALL: I refer to the first three paragraphs at page 806, major achievements
for 1993-94, which deal with ethnic groups and young TEE students. The fourth
paragraph refers to market research. Can the Minister indicate the awareness rate and the
response from those four areas? Can he justify the money spent?
Mr KIERATH: When I supply the other supplementary information I will include that
detail. Off the top of my head, I think about 76 per cent of people were aware of
workplace agreements. However, only about 20 per cent of people were aware of the
detail. As a result, our next campaign will be resource intensive. If people who are
aware of workplace agreements desire more information we will make available staff to
provide such information. Our next campaign will be not only about awareness, but
more importatly it will enable people to understand the detail. It will be a more
resource intensive campaign. That was one of the difficulties and that is why it has taken
some time to put in place such a campaign. I have been to meetings across the state and
it appears there is a great desire for workplace agreements, but some people need
assistance. That is the reason for the need to provide additional resources. I will provide
supplementary information on the percentages regarding awareness.
Mr MARSHALL: Do you have any idea of the response from the TEE group?
Mr KIERATH: Not off the top of my head. The awareness rate was very high but the
understanding of the derail was low, in the order of 20 per cent.
Mr MaGITY: I refer to subprogram 1.-1, compliance, at page 807. Both the number of
FrEs and the budgetary allocation have increased. In the light of what you sad about no
action being taken in relation to compliance with workplace agreements, what has been
the trend over the past several years regarding the number of enforcement proceedings on
breaches of awards and agreements, and the subject matter? That is, has there been a
change in the nature of the complaints over that time?
Mr HOME: The number of complaints has been relatively constant. I can provide the
figures about the number of complaints and the amount of money with underpayments.
The department's forthcoming annual report will contain that detail. I will supply that to
the committee, in anticipation. As to compliance with workplace agreements, a number
of matters have been investigated relating to offences under workplace agreements where
coercion has been alleged. I think the Minister is aware of two cases, but I am not aware
of any complaint with regard to non-compliance with the terms of a workplace
agreement.
Mr KIERATH: I should clarify that. Perhaps I misunderstood the question. I was not
referring to compliance with workplace agreements. I was referring to intimidation and
coercion. I am aware of two cases being investigated. I must point out that there has
been a change, in part, in policy about compliance under part 6A of the Act. We had the
absurd situation where part of the legislation was not being enforced. I asked the
department to produce a policy of enforcement, which it has done. As a result, the cases
which previously could not be acted upon, can now take their course. The member for
Fremantle may be awart of cases where enforcement under that section is being taken,
when previously it was overlooked.
Mr McGLNTY: Have you successfully enforced part 6A of the Act?
Mr KIERATH: A number of matters are before the court.
Mr McGJINT: TeUl us about your failures. Tell us about cases which have gone to court
and failed
Mr KIERATH: Thbere was one matter before the court, and the deparment lost the case.
However, we must look at the circumstances of each case.
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Mr McGLNTY:, I am asking why you lost that case.
Mr KIERATH: This puts me in a difficult situation because I have information which
should not be made public.
Mr McGINTY: You should tell us. This is a committee of the Parliament, and you
should be accountable.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I am sure the Minister will respond.
Mr KIERATH: Of course I will respond. Crown Law is considering the decision that
was handed down. To the best of my recollection, they did not have a signed copy of the
agreement, although they thought there was other evidence. My understanding is that
certain individuals associated with some of the unions refused to cooperate or could not
be found. As a result, I asked officers to look at the situation to see if chat area of the Act
can be improved. The charges were laid under the old provisions of part 6A, prior to 1
December last year. When we amended the provisions we made them far more
enforceable and structued I have asked for an assessment of the new provisions of the
Act to cover those circumstances. I am awaiting that advice.
Mr McGINTY: So the previous government had a better success rate for prosecuting
breaches under part 6A than this Government has in the first 18 months in office?
Mr KIERATH: The previous government did not prosecute under part 6A. There is a
case now, that the member knows about -

Mir McGINTY: You should get advice. You are misleading the committee. You know
about the prosecutions.
Mr KERATH: You know that action was not taken.
Mr McGINTY: Do you want advice from people who know the facts? You are wrong.
Mr KJERATH: I have received a fair bit of advice. There have been a couple of
inquiries, and extensive Crown Law advice.
Mr McGINTY: You are wrong again.
Mr KIERATH: An issue is currently under investigation.
Mr McGINT: When it comes to the cold facts, you tell lies rather than deal with die
facts.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: That tone should not be used. It is not parliamentary.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! It is disorderly to interject. We have allowed some
interjections because it adds to the proceedings.
Mr KIERATH: In one matter, the Statute of Limitations expired. Some discussions have
occurred whether compensation should be paid. T'hat is at a delicate stage. Mnother
matter relates to disciplinary charges under the Public Service Act, and an investigation
by the police. It would be totally inappropriate for me to comment on the detail of the
cases. I have always been prepared, and I still am. to provide information once cases are
brought to a conclusion. That is right and proper. At that stage, I will be Willing to
accommodate the member. If I make any further comment in these areas I may
jeopardise the case for the person or persons involved.
[9.40 am]
Mr McGINT: The other part of my question, not answered from the very beginning,
was whether there has been a change in the subject matter of the complaints emerging, as
you have indicated the number of complaints has been stationary.
Mr HOME: I am not aware of any trends. Again, I can have that examined when I
provide the information the member requested. Certainly the industrial legislation
confers a larger client base, if you like. The Minimum Conditions of Employment Acz
brings in swand free employees. There is likely to be some consequence to that. Theme is
also part 6A, and certainly the figures over the last six or 12 months tend to indicae that
Mater relating to part 6A have increased over and above those in the previous years.
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Mr McGINTY: It was indicated that material would be supplied by way of
supplementary information.
The CHAIRMAN: It has been agreed that supplementary information will be provided.
Mr BLOFEWITCH: Pages 808 and 809 of the Program Statements, under Significant
Issues and Trends and Major Achievements for 1993-94, refer to both a significant
increase in claims lodged with the Australian Industrial Relations Commission seeking to
transfer public sector employees from the state to the federal industrial relations system,
and the presentation of argument against approximately 15 federal claims which sought
to transfer employees from the state to the federal industrial relations system. How many
have transferred, and how many are now seeking to transfer from the state to the federal
industrial relations system?
Mr KIERATH: As far as we are aware, none has been successful. Therefore, we can say
that the strategy so far developed has been highly successful from the state's point of
view.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: I do not want a full summary, but what sont of presentation are you
putting to prevent them from changing?
Mr ICIERATH: Certainly we would say that in most cases people operating under state
award systems have everything they want currently. In many cases the move to seek
federal jurisdiction has been by unions. I have cautioned the unions when I have spoken
to them privately, and have said that it might suit their environment to become federal
but, if there was a change of government at a federal level, it might change so
dramatically that they might want to come back to the state system. About 15 have been
lodged which involve us in a serious way, and about 37 across the state. We have very
deliberately said that we will use all the resources at our disposal to prevent the transfer
of people from the state to the federal jurisdiction. Realistically we do not expect to win
every one of them, but so far the strategy has been highly successful.
Mr BROWN: How many have been concluded?
Mr KIERATH: None.
Mr BROWN: Highly successful! None has been concluded yet?
Mr KIERATH: One of those was lodged in 1987, s0 it has been in train for an awfully
long time. As far aslIam concerned - Iwill be very blunt about it -if they are tied up in
legal red tape, take a long time and are expensive. I consider that to be a success.
Mr BROWN: You are prepared to use taxpayers' funds to make all sorts of technical,
legal arguments without dealing with the merits in order to use the state's resources
against those organisations. Is that your position. Minister?
Mr KIERATH: We base our reaction on merit. We do not just do it mischievously.
However, we have found that our opponents base their cases not on merit, but purely on
mischief. They use them as a tactic to try to improve their negotiating position. If they
put their claims on merit there would be no problem at all, but they do not put them on
merit. They are running some other campaign.
One of the good things that has happened is that you have now a State Government
prepared to take them on and fight fire with firm. They are finding it is not such an easy
road because we will not lie down and be rolled over we will stand up to them. One of
those cases was someihing done under your government; it has been lodged since 1987.
You can be sure that we have been pretty consistent in all of this, and even the people
who do not agree with our strategy have said that we have been consistent all the way
through.
Mr BROWN: One of the major planned achievements for 1994-95 is a proposal to
continue to provide a secretariat and advisory service to the Cabinet Subcommittee on
Labour Relations. What is the nature of that advice, not specifically but in broad
perspective, and what is the role of that subcommittee?
Mr IERATH: I assume from your comments that you were never part of the former
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governent, otherwise you would distance yourself from same of its actions. The former
government had a subcommittee of Cabinet on labour relations. There is no doubt the
model we used for establishing the subcommittee was based on the former government's
mnodel. Basically, it is a subcommittee of four Ministers dealing with labour relations
issues acrss the whole of government. If there are enterprise agreements, workplace
agreements, redundancies or any process at all in labour relations, it goes through that
subcommittee for approval. It then goes to Cabinet for Cabinet approval. We do not
normally discuss what goes on in Cabinet, but one thing I can assure you is that every
case that has gone from the subcommittee to Cabiet has been approved.
It has been a very effective way of dealing with what in many cases are complex and
complicated issues in an environment where the panies and players can have a major say.
It has been very effective from the point of view of dealing with the agencies and letting
them have their say, and discussing with them whether what they are doing is in line with
government policy. In all of that, we have taken the position that if an agency has a
strong point of view which does not fit in with government policy, the agency can bring
it to the subcommittee and put its case forward. So we have gone out of our way to make
sure that everybody can have his say. From that point of view it certainly seems to be
well received by government departments and agencies.
Mr BROWN: Ultimately the decision on the arrangement - whether a workplace
agreement, an industrial agreement, award changes or whatever else - must be sanctioned
by that subcommittee?
Mr KIERATH: Yes.
Mr BROWN: What is the nature of the advice provided by the department?
Mr KIERATH: Let me give some examples. If somebody wanted to put in a redundancy
scheme, he would put it forward and we would ensure it was consistent with government
policy and all sorts of other requirements and criteria as well. A number of them are
knocked back; for example, if somebody camne forward and wanted to offer 12 or 13
weeks over and above the general order, it would be unlikely to receive approval from
the subcommittee; although it is possible under certain circumstances, where negotiations
were at a certain level prior to a cut off date, I think in December 1993. That was when
we said we would not provide that 12 weeks any more.
When we gave that cut off date we said that if anybody was past a certain stage in their
negotiations at that time, if they registered with us we would consider it That is the sort
of thing that happens. If somebody came up with a redundancy scheme that was not in
line with the general order, for argument's sake, we would remind him that the proposal
would not get approval. Sometimes there are all sorts of other ury-ons and add-ons, and
we just ensure there is consistency across government.
Mr BROWN: What is the Cabinet subcommittee's policy in relation to workplace
agreements vis-a-vis enterprise agreements?
[9.50 an]
Mr K[ERATH: You have already put questions on notice about that.
Mr BROWN: Unsuccessfully. I have not got an answer yet
Mr KIERATH: I have replied.
Mr BROWN: Maybe you would like to tell me.
Mr KIERATH: I have replied to them. If you do not have a copy -

Mr BROWN: You did not reply to it.
Mrt KIERATH: You should have it by now.
Mrt BROWN: You said in your reply that this was your personal view which you had
expressed to chief executive officers. I am asking you what is government policy. hs
government policy a secret? I do not know what the problem is and why you cannot
answer the question as to what government policy is.
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Mr KIERATH: 1 have already answered. I was trying to save time to give you more
opportunity to question me over important matters.
Mr BROWN: You worry about answering the questions and I will worry about asking
diem.
Mr KIERATII: If you want me to go over ground that has already been dealt with
elsewhere I am happy to accommodate you.
Mr BROWN: Okay; go ahead.
Mr KIERATH: Government policy is that workplace agreements are available to people
if they want them, as per the legislation. The options people now have are awards,
industrial agreements and workplace agreements. It is government policy that they are
available, but certainly, as I have said before in answer to questions, my personal
preference is for workplace agreements. Until last week the committee had never
knocked back a single enterprise bargaining agreement. Some may have been modified
along the way, but ultimately they were approved.
Mr BROWN: Has any pressure been placed on officers of the department to put pressure
on agencies or officers of other agencies not to go for the enterprise bargaining model but
to go for workplace agreements?
Mr KIERATH: It is an option they have; they choose it -
Mr BROWN: I am just asking -
Mr KIERATH: Let me answer the question. It is an option they have, and we have not
taken that option away from them. Sometimes, in all honesty, when people come
forward with agreements that are really shams and go against government policy in terms
of supplementation, or against the wage principles, we point out to the agencies whene
they are deficient. That is our responsibility as a subcommittee of Cabinet, If they come
up with an agreement which we think does not fit government policy or other guidelines,
we must point out to them its shortcomings. No doubt exists that in those circumstances
a number of people have come up with agreements and we have pointed out the
shortcomings. The definitive answer is that until last week, where shortcomings in
agreements have been pointed out, they have been taken away and brought back with
modifications which die departments and we were happy with, and they have been
registered.
As I said earlier, that is a great benefit and strength of this subcommittee. It allows the
departments to talk directly to the Ministers concerned, knowing full well that generally
that decision is almost rubber stamped by Cabinet. It creates a good liaison between
departments and Cabinet Ministers which they do not normally get when departments put
up a minute to Cabinet and one Minister takes it forward. If you ask the agencies they
will say they appreciate that input. T1hey deal with the department first and they can do it
basically without our involvement. If they continue with the fornnal approval process
they can go to that level and still put their case even if they cannot get through the
department - this has been one of the complaints in the past. In this way the department
can give advice to die subcommittee of Cabinet. If the agency cannot get the Department
of Productivity and Labour Relations to agree, it can still bring the proposal forward and
fly to convince the subcommittee. If you ask the people involved they will say it has
given them a greater say than they have had before and ensured that DOPLAR's role is
an advisory one, whereas in the past some people have thought it was a controlling role.
Most agencies will agree that things have improved from their point of view.
Mr BROWN: Can you look me in the eye and say honestly and truthfully -

Mr KIERATH: As I always do.
Mr BROWN: I am sure you always do. Can you tell me that no pressure has been
applied to any chief executive officer, or within DOPLAR or any agency, to go down the
workplace agreements path as opposed to die enterprise agreement path? Can you say
that to me honestly?
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Mr KZERATH: I cannot say that to you. When some agreements have come forward and
we have asked why they have not tackled the difficult issues - some of the major
restrictive work practices - they do not have any sensible answers. Then I say to them,
and I make no secret of it, "Why haven't you tackled these restrictive work practices if
they are such a hurdle in the administration of your organisation?" I get all sorts of
answers. Sometimes they say, "We have been going down this other path for two or
three years." I say, "But you've got legislation now that enables you to overcome these
problems, so why haven't you considered it?"
It is true that in a number of cases where EBAs have been approved I have said, "Have
you thought about these issues?" The reply has been that the joint consultadive
committee or whatever format or structure they bad would not allow them to consider
these issues. I say, "Hang on, t world has changed. No longer can you be totally
strangled by a group of privileged people who say you can't embrace those issues. Of
course you can. Have you considered workplace agreements?" They say, "No. We
don't kniow where to start." I then say, "I will help you. I will find someone to come and
sit down with you and identify the most difficult restrictive work practices and how you
can handle them." In every case where that has been offered, the offer has been accepted
with open arms. I needed to explain that to you. In this process they have been offered
something additional to what they wanted, and in every case they have accepted. It has
not been forced on them, but certainly it has been strongly suggested by me. That is why
I answered the question in that way originally. I strongly suggest it when they give
excuses as to why certain things have not happened. I ask them whether they have
considered workplace agreements and, if not, why not. Part of our policy is that all
people should be offered workplace agreements if they want them. I will give an
example that best sums it up.
Mr BROWN: What if the workers do not want them?
Mr ICIERATH: I will give an example to demonstrate the very narrow views that some
people have. One department said it held a ballot and 60 per cent of the workers said
they did not want workplace agreements, so they did not consider them. I said, "ITat is
fine. I accept that 60 per cent did not want them. What about the 40 per cent who said
they did? What have you done about those people?" The answer was, "Nothing." I said,
"You have an obligation to the 40 per cent of thie work force who have said they want a
workplace agreement to develop one and make sure they are offered one. If they do not
like the terms and conditions, they can reject it." I do not think that is force, coercion or
intimidation. We have found that when people get the right workplace agreement they
overwhelmingly accept it. If the agreement is couched in the right terms and it has a
major benefit for the workers involved, there is no hesitation in accepting it.
Mr& BROWN: If they are bought out, there is no question?
Mr KIERATH: When people come to the subcommittee with problems in developing
their enterprise bargaining agreement, I ask them whether they have considered a
workplace agreement.
Mr McGIN7rY: I refer to significant issues and trends at page 808 of the Program
Statements. Will the Minister tell us about all current and prospective legal challenges to
either state or federal industrial relations legislation and the estimated cost associated
with each challenge?
Mr KIERATII: I am aware of only one challenge, to the Federal Government legislation.
Some people have tried to misconstrue this matter. I talked to a jounalist the other day
who was very confused about this. People are confusing challenges to the Federal
Government's legislation with challenges to High Court decisions in relation to the
Australian industrial Relations Commission, which axe entirely different. The Cabinet
minuted $ 100 000, but legal consultation has been done mostly in-house. We have not
brought in expensive lawyers from outside. However, we reserve the right to do so as the
case progresses. The stat has lodged its claim and it is proceeding. The latest estimate
is that it is unlikely to be heard before early next year because of administrative
arrangements. At some future time we may weil commission private counsel to assist.
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Most of the $100 000 will not come out of DOPLAR's budget but from the Crown Law
budget because, if necessary, Crown Solicitors will be handling the case.
[10.00 am]
Mr McGINTY: My question was to detail the nature of the challenge. I also asked about
any prospective challenges. You have foreshadowed at least one so far in this committee.
Mr JUERATH: In supplementary information I will provide the member with a copy of
the statement of claim which states the basis of all our challenges and the grounds on
which we are challenging the Federal Government legislation.
Mr McGINTY: Is theme any budgetary provision for any other legal challenges you think
may occur to either state or federal legislation?
Mr IERATH: As I painted out, two different areas exist. I am not await of any
Federal Government legislation, although I must flag something on the horizon. I get the
feeling from the Federal Government at the moment that it may be considering
something in workers' compensation at a national level. It has not been introduced. I am
crystal ball gazing. We think the Western Australian system is now the best in the
country. If the Federal Government were to consider invoking legislation in that area, if I
happenned to be the Minister at the time, I would certainly consider taking action. A
number of decisions by the Australian Industrial Relations Commission are under appeal
and have ended up in the High Court. However, that is usually handled on behalf of a
client agency.
Mr McC3INTY: I asked about legislation.
Mr KIERATH: It cannot be put in terms of legislation.
Mr MARSHALL: One of the department's major achievements, at page 811, is that
consultation services were provided on a wide range of issues. Who supplied the services
and how much inquiry was there?
Mr KIERATH: There ame a number of aspects to that consultation. However, part of it
involves the training unit inside DOPLAR that provides courses to ocher governument
departments and agencies. We have tried to bring the private sector more into delivering
the service where DOPLAR has been involved in putting the policy together. A list of
consultants has been approved by DOPLAR. We have been able to reduce that cost by
negotiating a whole of government contract with those consultants. As a result they give
us a special discount on their normal rate. We have been able to reduce it to about 60 per
cent of their normal charge. That training are is mainly associated with government
agencies and the public sector rather than just government departments. Other
consultancy services are employed to provide an agency or department with some
assistance in enterprise bargaining and workplace agreements. It involves DOPLAR and
the Commissioner for Workplace Agreements. However, the nature of the structure
means that assistance is given as a joint effort. If an agency is considering developing
workplace or enterprise agreements it would seek advice from DOPLAR.
Mr MARSHALL: Does any one issue stand out as seeking more inquiry than others or
does it involve a cross-section?
Mr KIERATH: I hesitate to pick examples. Recently I have been particularly pleased
with some of the workplace agreements coming forward from agencies. They am
becoming innovative. Within the next few weeks I hope to be able to announce one that
is breaking new ground. It relates to a disabled person. The union involved is
intransigent and will not allow that person to be paid pant of the award rate. Therefore,
that disabled person works basically for nothing. I think that is cold, callous and
completely uncaring. The way around it is through a workplace agreement. The
sensitivities of the issue mean I cannot release the details publicly. It is an example of a
good news story where the red tape has been cut to provide an agreement which suits the
agency and the person involved. I do not want to pick on people. However CALM, for
example, targeted the hours the employees worked to pea parts of the year. That is an
outstanding example that has been published in the newspapers and in the "Workplace
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Focus" magazine. I strongly recommend the member look at those magazines. One
problem we have is as a result of the confidentiality clause in the workplace agreements.
If parties do not want to tell people what is in their agreement, we cannot farce them to
do so. A number of frms are becoming very innovative with workplace agreements, but
they are not prepared to say publicly what is their advantage.
Mr BOARD: I have often felt that people within the public sector have been
disadvantaged by not sharing in productivity increases to a certain extent. I was
encouraged recently by a workplace agreement within the Main Roads Department which
breaks new pround where employees will be rewarded by being paid 40 per cent of the
savings that are made on budget estimates. Is that trend likely to be adopted throughout
the public sector generally? If so, ame you involved in that?
Mr KIERATH: I would like it to be adopted throughout the public sector. The Main
Raads Department is one of the cases to which I was referring. However, it has an EBA
rather than a workplace agreement. It is a goad agreement; it is innovative. It involved
some negotiation in the subcommittee. The end result is an agreement that the
subcommittee, the Main Roads Department and DOPLAR are extremely happy with. It
is a good news story. Some departments were unable to resolve some of the difficult
issues. The department said it would work with them in those areas and assist them in
developing workplace agreements. If the departments are committed to that principle -
Treasury sometimes does not accommodate us - and can deliver savings they should have
a share in them. It is a better way for them to operate efficiently rather than to have the
Minister looking over their shoulders, If the controls are right it will be generated from
within and not imposed from without.
[ 10. 10 am]
Msr McGINTY: I refer the Minister to the first item under major planned achievements
for 1994-95 on page 812 of the Program Statements. What is the subject matter of the
new labour relations legislation?
Mr KIERATH: It is what I have affectionately called the second wave of industrial
relations reform. If members think that this Government has finished with its industrial
relations reform, they can think again. We have dealt only with the first wave. That
legislation was introduced in the first week of July last year, within a few months of this
Government's first term in office.
Mr McGRNT: I am asking you what is the proposed new industrial relations
legislation?
Mr KIERATH: I am coming to that. The time restriction prevented the Government
from implementing the rest of its industrial relations policy. The Government has one or
two more reforms to implement and then it will be in a position to go to the next election
and tell the electors that its has completed its industrial relations reform package.
The second wave will more than likely be in two parts. Many machinery changes will be
required and a number of Acts will need to be repealed,
Mr McGNTrY: Can you be a little more specific? You are being so general that what
you axe saying is meaningless.
Mr KIBRATH: I thought the member for Fremantle had some knowledge of the tripartite
labour consultative council. A raft of issues relating to the operation of the Magistrate's
Court, constituent authorities and a range of other things were agreed to by the parties,
but never enacted by the previous government. I intend to include those in the second
wave.
Mr McGINT: Will these be in the form of amendments to the Industrial Relations Act?
Mr KIERATH: They have been approved by the TLCC. A number of Acts which the
Government believes are completely out of date will be repealed. I refer to the Masters
and Servants Act, the Trade Unions Act, and the Factories and Shops Act. Some of the
provisions within these Acts are relevant today and they can be incorporated into, for
example, the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act. Provisions for secret ballots and
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freedom of choice of superannuation funds wil be included in the second wave. Many
things need to be brought up to date. As soon as I get a commitment from Cabinet to
draft die legislation the member opposite will be one of the first to find about it.
Mr McGINT: There is nothing of significance in what the Minister said. It is simply
machinery and housekeeping.
Mr ICIERATH: I referred to some significant issues.
Mr McGINT: You have not detailed them today.
Mr KIERATH: There is a time and place for that.
Mr MARSHALL: On the same page another major planned achievement is the
monitoring of the effects of efficiency initiatives in the public sector resulting from
enterprise and workplace agreements. Will this come under services and contracts or
salaries, wages and related staff costs?
Mr KIERATH:- It will come under salaries, wages and related staff costs. It is one thing
to get an agreement, but it is another to make sure the terms of it are monitored. The
Westrail agreement was extended on several occasions and it needed to achieve some of
the things in it. It is important that the agreements are adhered to and the parties to them
are happy.
Mr MARSHALL: Has die monitoring been effective?
Mr KIERATH: So far, yes. I have received no complaints. Some of the agencies might
have if the monitoring shows that the claims made had not been delivered.
Mr MARSHALL: What proportion of the $682 000 will be set aside for monitoring?
Mr KIERATH: I am advised it is impossible to estimate.
DIvison 82: Comm~ssioer o! Workplace Agreements $915 NO.
[Mr Bloffwitcb, Chairman.]
[Mr Kierath, Minister for Labour Relations.]
[Mr K.G. Cooper, Commissioner of Workplace Agreements.]
Mr McGINTY: How many employees are covered by workplace agreements today?
Mr KIERATH: Six thousand nine hundred.
Mr McGINTY: How manty separate employers are covered by workplace agreements?
Mr KIERATH: Two hundred and ten.
Mr McGIINTY: Has an analysis been done of the workplace agreements? If so, how
many contain no reduction whatsoever in any existing condition of employment?
Mr COOPER: We amc currently doing an analysis by way of a database which will take a
few months to complete. It is sometimes difficult to make that analysis. A workplace
agreement is often a' package which involves a total rearrangement of working
conditions. Generally, there has not been a trend to reduce conditions other than in the
area of overtime and penalty rates. They have been offset by increased rates. From the
database we hope to be able to publish the increases as a result of that arrangement.
Mr McGJINT: I appreciate the generality of that answer. My question was: Has the
commission registered any agreements which not only contain all conditions of
employment, but also enhance them; therefore, there is no reduction whatsoever in any
existing condition of employment?
Mr COOPER: The majority.
Mr McGINTY: Where there is no alteration to the detriment of the worker of any
condition of employment? I am not talking about the net effect
Mr COOPER: Theme is some confusion about the net result. A significant number would
fit the question.
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[ 10.20 am]
Mr McGINTY: How many would simply involve an improvement in conditions and no
worsenii~g in other areas of employment?
Mr COOPER: I do not know exactly.
Mr KIERATH: We must be careful. The member is talking literally about the conditions
of the award. We have found in workplace agreements that starting and finishing times
and penalty rates have been traded off for an increase in the annual salary. T'herfore, the
vast majority of people are happier under this arrangement as they are better off
financially. Knowing the member for Fremantle's background, people in some areas
may not think they are better off. However, with the workplace agreements the
employees are better off as at the end of the day, they receive more pay. At Hamersley
Iron Pty Ltd, up to 99 per cent of the 1 500 work force have accepted the agreements.
Mr McORMT: I am not talking about the net effect of whether the commissioner thinks
people ame better or worse off as a result of the agreement. How many workplace
agreements have been registered in which no reductions in conditions of employment
have resulted, but in which an increase in benefits is available to the employee?
Mr KIERATH: I do not think that anyone has that information. People seeking
workplace agreements art not happy with the award in its entirety, and simply do not
want an over award payment. This can be done under a workplace agreement. These
people have found the award to be restrictive, and by definition they want to change
some of the conditions of the award through mutual agreement. In almost every case of
which I am aware, substantial benefits have arisen from the process.
Mr McGINT: That was not my question. The Minister has made that comment several
dines and it is becoming rather tedious! I asked whether workplace agreements have
been made which have seen an improvement in conditions with no detrimental aspects
for the employee.
Mr KIERATH: Overall -

Mr McGRMT: I am not asking about overall! I do not want the answer to a question
different from the one I asked. T'he Minister has made his statement four times and it is
becoming boring.
The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Mr McGINTY: How may workplace agreements have been registered which contain no
reduction or alteration to the detriment of the employee in the conditions of employment?
Mr COOPER: I do not have the exact figures with me, but a significant number would
fall into that category.
Mr McGINTY: So in those cases, no general change in the conditions of employment
have occurred?
Mr COOPER: There has been an improvement in conditions within agreements.
Sometimes in shifting people from awards to workplace agreements, some productivity
aspects relate to improvements mn conditions.
Mr McORMT: The Minister referred to 210 separate employers being covered by
workplace agreements. Obviously, same large employer groups am involved in that
number. Is it some source of disappointment to the inister that only 210 employers
have taken up workplace agreements?
Mr KIERATH: Not at all. I am extremely pleased. The legislation was historically
embroiled in controversy, and this had a negative effect on perceptions. Some people did
no: know any better. The history of the matter is that in the earlier stages a couple of
mining companies were involved in offering a large number of individual agreements.
Now a shift is occurring more and more to collective agreements. Also, we have a
significant number of add-ons; namely, new employees joining an enterprise are added
on to the collective workplace agreement.
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I am pleased that 210 employers are involved with the workplace agreement system,
especially considering the rearguard campaign of some of the unions involved& One
union appears to have changed its mind and is now working with its members to develop
workplace agreements - that is pleasing. I think the result is great. I was asked by the
media for my estimates regarding workplace agreements. I said that I expected 500
workplace agreements during the first three months, and thar with 1000 1 would be
ecstatic. We have achieved well over 1 000 workplace agreements in that time.
I expected that only those with a problem with the existing system - those searching for
something else - would move to workplace agreements, and that those who were happy
with the award system would stay within IL In some respects. the result so far is the tip of
the iceberg: As I go around the stare many people indicate to me that they want to
become involved in workplace agreements. However, these people need help and
guidance to do so. The more capable and progressive people are entering workplace
agreements already, but a large group would like to do so but need help in doing so.
Mr McGINTY: What is the total number of employers and employees in Western
Australia?
Mr KIERATH: The total number of employees is somewhere around 550 000.
Mr McGINTY: And employers?
Mr KIERATH: I cannot tell the member off the top of my head.
Mr McOINTY: Can I ask for that as supplementary information?
Mr KICERATH: That would not come out of the Commissioner of Workplace
Agreements' office. It may be sourced from the Department of Productivity and Labour
Relations, which we are not considering now.
The CHAIRMAN: Perhaps the member could ask a question on notice.
Mr McGINTY: Is the Minister prepared to make that information available as
supplementary information?
Mr KIERATh: I will try, even though it is not a matter under consideration at the
moment. We have completed consideration of that division.
Mr McGINTY: You are the Minister responsible for that area.
Mr KIIERATH: When the department is here, I can ask about it and 1 can follow that
through. That division is finished and I do not want to agree to definitely provide it as
supplementary informadion.
The CHAIRMAN: As we are not discussing that provision, it is basically a request.
Mr KIERAflI: I will try to accommodate that request
The CHAIRMAN: If the request is not met, I suggest the member put a question on
notice.
Mr McGll'4T:. Has the commissioner noticed a trend for particular industries to find
workplace agreements attractive, and have certain industries not been involved in t
workplace agreements lodged?
Mr COOPER: The spiread of industries has been quit wide. As I said earlier, this will
show up in the database when it is produced. We will also be providing the information
to industry, and the range of industries involved is quite extensive: It includes retail,
mining, agriculture, hospitality, fast food, and office supplies. From the analysis done so
far, it applies across a broad range of industries and throughout the various regions of the
state.
Mr McGINTY: Were most people now on workplace agreements previously covered by
an award?
Mr COOPER: The majority would have been. As things progress, first time new
employees axe coming onto workplace agreements, and these people were not previously
under awadt. However, predominantly people am moving from awards to the system.
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Mr McGJINTY: T'he category of people who are new Co the work force would have been
covered by an award if they had previously worked, would they not?
MI, COOPER: Yes.
Mr McGINTY: The Minister said he was aware of a couple of cases in which employers
used coercion on employees to enter a workplace agreement. Can the commissioner tell
us about the general nature of die complaint lodged?
Mr KIERATH-: I did not say that. I referred to coercion and intimidation associated with
a workplace agreement.
Mr McCIINTY: Can you tell us about this - whether it involved a union, an employer or
an employee?
Mr KJERATI-: I am aware of two cases involving unions. One of these - and perhaps
the second - is being followed through. We are serious about following through these
allegations. Sometimes the allegations are made by a third party, and we refer those
matters for investigation. I understand two cases are associated with unions and there
may be one or two with employers. A couple of unions have come to me - and I do not
know whether this is pant of a plan - and claimed some form of coercion and
intimidation. I told them to go to the appropriate bodies for investigation.
[10.30 an]
Mr MeGINTY: So. we have confirmed there has been no allegation of a breach of any
workplace agreement.
Mr KIBRATH: I cannot confirm that, although I am not aware of any. As far as I know,
DOPLAR is not await of any.
Mr COOPER: I am not aware of any breach that has reached the stage of going to the
industrial magistrate. I am aware of two matters, one a telephone call and another in
writing, to say that the person believed there was a dispute over the meaning of an
agreement. My advice was to use the dispute setting procedures contained in the
agreement.
Mr McGINTY: How many cases, where employers have sought to register an
agreement, have been rejected on the grounds that they were not adequate? On what
basis were they rejected?
Mr COOPER: To the end of July, we have made 86 refusals. I am not sure of the exact
figure, but two or three were on the basis that they did not comply with the Act,
Mr McGINTY: Can you tell us what the noncompliance involved?
Mr COOPER: The dispute settling procedures did not meet the requirements of section
21, or the date was outside the date required. Normally our procedure with those sorts of
applications is to assist the parties with compliance, but if our efforts are unsuccessful
there is no alternative but to refuse them. There have been several, cases of refusals
where people did not understand their rights and obligations under the agreement, even
though some efforts were made by the parties to overcome them. The majority have been
on the basis that people did not genuinely wish to proceed with registration. During the
process of satisfying ourselves on section 30, people have understood, after the event of
signing, that they had a choice to remain under the award and they elected to stay under
the award.
To complete the picture, in one case I was not satisfied there had not been threats and
intimidation - not that I had to take that to the level that a court would, when dealing with
an offence, but I felt there was not sufficient reason to conclude that threats and
intimidation had not occurred I refused that registration and advised that party that he
should take action before the magistrate or seek assistance from DOPLAR.
Mr McCIINY: Was it challenged?
Mr COOPER: I am not await whether it was.
Mr McOINT: I return now to the four bases of refusal. The first case of
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noncompliance is clear. Can you advise the nature of the ones that did not understand?
What was it that was not understood?
Mr COOPER: Some people have very little understanding whatsoever of the award
system or the system of workplace agreements. Although some attempts were made to
explain that to them, in t end they really did not understand. In some cases I would
have refused on the basis that they did not understand and, therefore, they genuinely did
not wish to proceed; so, the reason became twofold. In another instance, a person had
left the employment, but as it was an individual agreement clearly the process would be
to register it to cover that period of employment, if that was genuinely the wish. In that
case, the woman was not able to understand the English language to a sufficient degree;
even with interpretation she did not understand the process and genuinely did not want to
register.
Ms KIERATH: We are talking about 80 cases out of about 7 000 agreements. Of the
order of one per cent fall into that category. It is important to view this matter in that
way. In 99 per cent of cases the agreements are working extremely well.
Mr McGINTY: What about the other two grounds, Mr Cooper, where you came to the
opinion that the employee did not genuinely wish to have an agreement? Can you
elaborate and explain the quality of that?
Mr COOPER: During the process where we write to people in the first instance and
explain how the system works - that is, clearly it is a choice between the award and the
workplace agreement - as we go through the process and they understand that they need
not take up the workplace agreement but can elect to remain with the award, that does not
cause a problem, because it is a clarification of the system.
Ms McGINTY: When the document was lodged initially, did the employee indicate
consent? Is it part of the need to understand?
Mr COOPER: They would have signed, which indicates they wanted an agreement, but
carrying out the process under section 30 - the review - they have indicated they did not
realise they could stay with the award, and they have stayed with it.
Ms McGINTY: Finally, you were not satisfied there were no threats or intimidation.
Can you explain what happened in that case?
Mr COOPER: That was a case where I felt there had been suggestions of termination if
the person would not sign the agreement. Although there was some conflict in the
information I was getting, I was not sufficiently satisfied that there was not an clement of
threat and intimidation, and I refused on that ground.
Mr RIEBELING: I seek clarification of people's understanding. What is lodged when
the complete contract is signed? With the HamersLey contract, was a code of conduct
lodged with the balance of the agreement?
Mr COOPER: I did not deal with that case. The acting commissioner dealt With it. I do
not think that I can truly answer that question.
Mr RIEBELINCI: If that is part of the agreement and people ate not given a copy of the
code of conduct, would you consider that a sufficient basis for them to enter an
agreement?
Mr COOPER: I have dealt with similar agreements where other documents have been
referred to in the workplace agreement. During the process of satisfying ourselves under
section 30, 1 have always asked employees, when the agreement refers to another
document, "Do you understand the relationship of the two? Do you understand the other
document?" We make a point of checking that aspect.
Ms RIEBELING: In the Hamnersley agreement, can you say whether a code of conduct
was sighted by the workers?
Mr COOPER: I am not sure that the process occurred in the same way I have described.
Ms RIIEBELING: Can you check that?
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Mr KIERATH: We can check to see whether individuals were aware of the code of
conduct, whether it was part of the original document.
Mr RIEBELING: I am advised that no-one sighted it.
Mr KIERATH : The commissioner can establish whether it was. You asked whether it
was part of the documentation, and we will find out. You asked whether they were aware
of the code of conduct and its relationship, and we can check that. However, we cannot
go back and ask every employee, because 1 400 or more employees are involved.
[10.40 am]I
Mr COOPER: I must also be conscious of the section 39 confidentiality requirement.
The CHAIRMAN: We will record that there is supplementary information to come back
on the member's question.
Mr KIERATH: Subject to the confidentiality requirement. If it prevents him from doing
so he will be unable to provide it.
The CHAIRMAN: That is understood, Minister. You will provide what you can
provide.
Mr McGINTY: What is the procedure when an agreement is lodged in your office?
Secondljy, is there any post-registration contact with anyone covered by an agreement
who has expressed unhappiness with it? Once it is lodged it is not subject to review. I do
not know whether you have anyone saying he did not want to sign it.
Mr COOPER: As regards the first question, form 1 accompanies the application. A
company's agreement is received in our office and checked to see that it complies with
the Act, as I said earlier. We would assist people if they were unable to comply through
lack of understanding of the Act. We then write employees a quite detailed letter setting
out rights and obligations under the Act. It also sets out very clearly the processes for
registration, and that they must satisfy the four points you mentioned earlier. It makes it
very clear that if they have questions or concerns about registration of an agreement,
bearing in mind that they have signed it, they should contact me or my office. We are
available after hours, at their private address, and in the presence of anyone they wish.
We clearly want to make it very well known that people have the opportunity to raise any
concerns they may have. We then send a copy of that letter to the employer and usually
follow up by making a visit to the workplace; not in all instances but in most. We visit
the workplace and interview as many people as are available. We also often ask the
employer to display a notice on a notice board making it clear that if someone did not get
a letter or was not there when we visited they also should contact us if they have any
concern. Much of that is also supplemented by telephone calls back and forth between
people about satisfying that process. It is very thorough.
As to the second question, we have had people contact us afterwards who say that they
had an understanding of the agreement and now they are not quite sure. The usual
response in that case is to go to the dispute procedure and its provisions. I do not know
whether it is relevant to the question, but we recently carried out a telephone survey of
some 5 per cent of the people who had been involved in the process to ask whether they
understood the information we were giving them and how they found the system they
used.
Mr McGINTY: Were they people who were subject to the workplace agreement? What
were the results?
Mr COOPER: I am happy to say that it was a very favourable response.
Mr KIERATH: I note the point the member for Fremantle makes about post-registration.
The workplace agreement is designed to have a set of provisions to follow up afterwards.
If the member is worried about enforcement, there is the Industrial Magistrates Court.
Interestingly, when I was up north I visited a place which had workplace agreements and
spoke to a couple of employees privately. They said they were not completely happy
with one section of their workplace agreement, although at the time they accepted it
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They made it very plain that would be the number one issue on their agenda when they
renegotiated the workplace agreement. I asked whether they felt strongly enough to do
something about it now, and they said they would take it up in die next round of
negotiations.
Mr BLOFPWITCH: Page 817 of the Program Statements shows that PFM have
increased from six to eight and the cost of salaries has increased from $196 000 to
$470 000 for two extra people. Have you gained two salaried people, or has there been a
general increase in the grading of the staff?
Mr KIERATH: A major reason for that is that in the first year the agency operated from
1 December to 30 June, just over half a year, whereas the current estimate is for a full
year.
Mr BLO)FFWITCH: But $470 000 for eight Fr~s represents an average of $55 000 or
$60 000. They all seem to be fairly high flyers in the workplace agreements agency.
Mr COOPER: The six Fr~s shown for 1993-94 did not apply for the full year. The
FT~s were not six from the start of the period; indeed, for some time the actual FTEs in
the office numbered-only four. Therefore, the figure did not rise to six by the end of the
financial year but only to 5.7.
Mr KIERATH: As to salary levels, it is fair to say that the people at the top are highly
experienced and come from other areas.
Mr BLO)FFWlTCH: I am pleased that we have some good quality staff, and I am making
a note of it. You also mentioned that the role was to change from general education to
support. On page 817 it says that Corporate Services for this agency are provided by the
Department of Productivity and Labour Relations and most of that work is done from
there. How many people will be used for the support role; are they to be based only in
the Perth area; and will businesses in country and regional centres have access to advice
physically, with people showing them what to do? I am not sure what the depth of this
will be.
Mr KIERATHi: I am pleased to say that we have disseminated a lot of information in
country areas. I can expand on where we have been. It has been very extensive. We
have one full time information officer based in Perth who spends a lot of time on the
road. In addition, just about every other officer is multi-skilled and carries out an
information role. For example, if what we call a liaison officer, who investigates
agreements, goes to a country area, we often advertise in advance that he will be
available to anybody requiring assistance.
Mr BLOFFWflTCH: In my view the small business sector has very little understanding
of awards, conditions, and so on, and I would like more emphasis on such things. Any
education we can give in that area will be very worthwhile.
Mr KIERATH: There are two parts to this. There is a full time information officer in die
office of the Commissioner for Workplace Agreements. That has come about because
the demand from people lodging agreements did not really allow the people in that office
to spend time with those who sought assistance. We selected an officer whose sole
function would be to provide that information for those who wanted it. There are two
roles to this: The commissioner's office and part of our other package to make people
aware of workplace agreements. That assistance package comes out of the previous
department's budget.
Mr BL.OFFWITCH: From corporate services?
Mr KIGERATH: When we embark on a publicity campaign and people say they need
somebody to visit them to help them develop a workplace agreement, the Commissioner
for Workplace Agreements would not have the resources to do that. That was subject to
other specific campaigns.
Mr BLOFEWITCH: Could someone in Carnarvon or Geraldton make an appointment
and have someone go up there?
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[10.50 amjl
Mr KIERATh: Yes. If they can get a few people together, an officer will go up there. I
have been to a couple of public meetings up north, and the officers have been fantastic in
providing information. If a group of people want that informazion and they feel they are
not getting sufficient attention, they should let me know and we will make sure it gets to
them. The poor fellow and his assistant apparently spend most of their time travelling the
state. If you look at the budget you will see the travel component is fairly high, for that
reason. It has been well received in rural areas because people say that usually they have
to come to Perth. For the first time someone is prepared to go to them and talk to them
on their own patch.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: It always makes more economic sense for the department to send
one officer to PonL Hedland than to have six business people fly to Perth. I am pleased to
see that happening.
Mr CUNNINGHAM: What percentage of workplaces does the commission visit?
Mr COOPER: Something like 95 per cent are visited.
Mr RIEBELING: How much is the travel component and where does it appear in the
budget?
Mr COOPER: Travel comes under operating costs, and $25 000 has been spent in that
area. That covers not only the cost of trvelling but also vehicle costs, overnight stays
and allowances, etc.
Mr RIEBELING: For how many officers?
Mr COOPER: About five or six people, bearing in mind that some of the travel is not
just for information purposes but a combination of that and assessing agreements.
Mr KIERATH: On some of the trips up north on which I went the officers held public
information seminars for people who wanted information, as well as visiting workplaces.
It is a dual function of an educational role at seminars and visiting workplaces.
Mr RIEBELING: Last year's operating costs of $189 000 presumably included a
component for those officers to travel. Why is there an increase of 100 per cent in that
area?
Mr COOPER: It was the case with salaries - the expenditure last year was over a seven
month period; the estimates for the coming year are for a full 12 months. There has also
been a slight expansion in the numbers, which is reflected in the FTEs increasing from
six to eight.
Division 83: Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare, $12 437 000 -
[Mr Strickland, Chairman.]
[Mr Kierath, Minister for Labour Relations.]
[Mr W.N. Bartholomaeus, Commissioner.]
[Mr B. Dellar, Director of Corporate Services.]
Mr McGINTY: What is the acceptance and implementation of the nationally endorsed
health and safety standards?
Mr BARTHOL.OMAEUS: The policy environment in which those standards are
introuced is that they are considered to be either possibilities for introduction as
regulations under the Occupational llealth, Safety and Welfare Act or as approved codes
of practice applying under the Act. The majority of the model regulations, now called
common essential requirements, have become available from the national commission
and have been adopted in Western Australia. There are two exceptions. The first is the
exposure standard for occupational noise. The national standardl is 85 dB(A) and the
West Australian regulatory action level is 90 dB(A). Adoption of the 85 dECA) standard
is currently being reviewed by the Western Australian commission, so it is still an open
question.
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The second national standard which has not been adopted in its entirety is for prevention
of manual handling injuries. The commission's position is that a regulation should be
derived from that national standard and incorporated into our regulations. That
recommendation will be made to the Minister. Virtually all codes of practice which were
adopted at die national level have been adopted at the stare level. Indeed, Western
Australia has consistently led the rest of Australia in the adoption of national standards.
Mr McGEIT: Was not the noise standard adopted and then revoked at the beginning of
last year?
Mr EARTHOLOMABUS: Yes, that is the case.
Mr McGINTY: Is theprblem with manual handling the limit tobe liftedhby an
individual, or is it something else?
Mr BARTHOLOMARUS: There is no weight limit. The issue was the prcscriptiveness
of the national model regulations for manual handling. With over-interpretation there
were implications that, for example, each time a domiciliary nurse went to a home
workplace an assessment to identify and control risks would have to be undertaken. The
regulation we are looking at now, and it appears to be agreed within the commission - the
full process is not yet complete - is a more general one which would require parties at the
workplace to identify, as far as practicable, assess and control the manual handling risks.
That regulation would then be supported by the full code of practice for control of
manual handling injuries.
Mr KIBRAflI: In relation to the noise levels, the Minister at the time gazetted the levels
and they were disallowed by the upper House. The Minister waited until Parliament rose,
in December 1992, and immediately proclaimed the regulation, knowing full well an
election was to occur, In the light of that, one of my first actions as Minister was to
revoke that decision because clearly one House had made a decision to disallow. I felt
the action of the Minister was in breach of the will of one of the Houses of Parliament. It
does not mean we are not prepared to accept die national standard.
We say a proper process of consultation and agreement by the parties concerned is
requird to achieve that level, In that way we will get far greater cooperation from the
parties involved and far greater penetration. A heavy-handed, big stick approach will not
develop the type of cooperation we need to make the regulation effective on the ground.
[1l.0O am)
Mr MARSHALL: I refer to significant issues and trends at page 822 and major
achievements on the same subject at page 823. As a layman I am surprised that the
majority of work related fatalities appear to be accidents on tractors, falls from heights
and elecuwoutions. If that is a rend and a major achievement has occurred by a drop in
the percentage of incidents, what are the figures? Fifty per cent of four is not many.
How many ame tractor fatalities compared with the others?
Mr KTERATH: The department set a goal of a 10 per cent reduction in lost time injuries
and achieved 22 per cent reduction. As the rate reduces, it becomes more and more
difficult to achieve an improvement. We set the goal for a further 10 per cent. We
wanted to send a clear message that while lost time injury rates were being reduced the
death rates have remained constant. Therefore, for the first time in any government our
target was to reduce the number of fatalities. The target was given to the commission
and it identified those three areas in which the most workplace deaths occur. It was felt
that with a multi-pronged strategy that reduction would be achieved in those tree areas.
The commission sought my endorsement of that strategy, which I gave wholeheartedly.
Mr BARTHOLOMAEUS: During 1987 to 1993, 20 per cent of fatalities were in the
agriculture sector. A majority of those were associated with tractors. Thirteen per cent
were in construction and the majority were associated with falls from heights. Electricity
fatalities result from problems in construction and manufacturing and in the employment
of the supply authority. The other most significant area of workplace fatalities is the
mining sector. However, that is not the jurisdiction of our department; it is a separate
agency's responsibility.
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Mr McOINT: How do you target the visits made to work sites to ensure compliance
with the Act and the standards? Which industries do you target?
Mr BARTHOLOMAEUS: From 1991 onwards the main driver of inspections at
workplaces has been information made available to the Department of Occupational
Health, Safety and Welfare from the workers' compensation claims database - a so-called
joint database developed by Workcover WA and DOHSWA. The department has
available to it information on the lost time injury and disease record of all the current
34 128 workers' compensation policy holders in this state. That information is tracked
from year to year and we now have the capacity to track it from month to month.
Trends that emerge through that micro level information and through the information
from industry and industry subsectors determine where we focus inspectorate resources.
Approximately 40 per cent of those inspectorate resources are applied to that information
through what we regard as our targeted operations approach, recently renamed
performance assessment approach. A further component of inspectorate activity is what
we regard as investigations; that is, when a serious injury or fatality is reported to the
department or when an investigation is required to resolve an issue at the workplace.
Quite a few of these occurred in the early days after the introduction of the Act, but these
days most of those issues are resolved at the workplace.
Ar McCUNTY: What trends are shown in the information that comes firom the workers'
compensation database?
Mr BARTHOLOMAEUS: The trends indicate that the injury rates are declining. As the
Minister mentioned, when a target of 10 per cent reduction was sought in the overall rate
by 1993, dhe rate was reduced by 20 per cent. Some sectors have done better than others;
for example, in the construction sector from 1989 until 1993 the rate of reduction was 30
per cent; on the other band the rate increased in agriculture by seven per cent and retail
trading by two per cent. However, the overall trend throughout most of the hazardous
sectors - construction, manufacturing and transport - is a declining rate of injury and
disease.
Mr McGINTY: Are the visits of your officers to work sites done in cooperation with the
employers and the union, or are they unannounced spot visits?
Mr BARTHOLOMAEUS: We have a combination of strategies. As I mentioned earlier,
since 1990-91 when we introduced targeted operations based on the availability of
workers' compensation claims data we developed a public enforcement policy which was
published in 1991. it outlined the modus operandi of the inspectorate - it did inspections
driven by the workers' compensation claims data, at the request of the parties at the
workplace and in response to serious injuries and so on. That very public enforcement
policy, unique in Australia in terms of its public nature, has been in place since that time
and is still in place unchanged as a public document. We respond to requests over the
telephone from parties at the workplace, whether it be the employer, the employee, or
representatives of employees such as the unions. A question usually asked of the
telephone inquirer is whether that workplace has a disputes resolution process and
whether that health and safety committee has considered the matter. We prefer that the
matter be addressed through that process without the intervention of an inspector. That is
the principle of the codeterminative legislation.
Mr McGINTY: The Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Commission was
established on the basis of tripartism. Has that worked and is it still the basis?
Mr BARTHOLOMAEUS: Indeed it is. Perhaps it is for others to judge whether it has
worked. It has in the sense that from time to rime, when the commission is required to
advise the Minister of the day of relevant policy and legislation for Western Australian
workplaces, in almost all instances, that advice is underpinned by consensus at the
commission. In the very few instances it has not been underpinned by consensus, I have
been obliged to provide advice against the background of disagreement. Invariably the
Minister of the day will seek additional counsel from the parties who might be in
disagreement. Overwhelmingly, the advice that has gone to the Government has been
reflecting consensus of the commission. Sometimes, it takes time to achieve it.
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[11.10 am]
Mr McGINTY: I am pleased that is still the case.
Mr KIERATH: Recently the regulations relating to scaffold heights were opposed by
some of the industry bodies. The department sat down with them and went through the
regulations step by step until they were finally accepted. The industry bodies said the
regulations would impose a huge burden on the housing sector. The department did a
target inspection and found that their evidence did not stack up. Finally, the industry
body accepted the regulations, although it was not happy with parts of them.
Mr McGINT: Does the department have adequate staff to enforce the provisions of the
Act and the regulations?
Mr BARTHOLOMAEUS: Yes, it does. It has been a matter of contention from one
budget to the next inasmuch as there is a substantial public interest in occupational health
and safety. Each year when the department approaches the Government for an
appropriate level of resources it is confronted with the issue of what art appropriate
resources required to deliver an acceptable result. By Australian standards Western
Australia has substantial resources compared with other jurisdictions.
Recently there was some controversy about the construction sector. Western Australia
has twice as many inspectors per employee in the construction industry than New South
Wales, Victoria and South Australia. Twenty per cent of the department's inspectors are
applied to the construction sector which has 10 per cent of all injuries in the workplace.
Arguably it is a disproportionate ratio of inspectors to the number of injuries, but that
reflects the nature of that industry. I am confident the department has sufficient
resources. The number of machinery inspectors has reduced over the past few years.
Because of the major changes in 1988 the department moved from inspecting 33 000
items of classified plant to 5 000 a year. It did not make sense to retain a large number of
machinery inspectors.
Mr MARSHALL: On page 824 of the Program Statements one of the major planned
achievements is the transition to the new national certification system for operators of
plant and industrial equipment. Has that been completed or will it be implemented over a
period?
Mr BARTHOLO)MAEUS: I am happy to advise that the transition has been completed&
Western Australia was the first state to introduce new national standards for operators of
industrial equipment. It took some 50 years nationally to reach agreement on a uniform
approach. The system was introduced on 1 July this year and it provides some unique
features. Previously, the department examined scaffolders, riggers, crane drivers and
boiler attendants. The unique feature of the new approach is that the department can
accredit third parties, including employers who have their own training arrangemenrs, to
examine their employees to the national standard, and the department audits the process.
In the first month this approach operated the department found that 90 per cent of the
examinations were done by a third party, where previously they would have been done
by the department. It frees up the department's inspectors to do workplace inspections.
The department is able to offer a service to Western Australian based companies
operating overseas. It accredits them to train their workers in the area of occupational
health and safety to the new national standard. They provide a return to the department
which issues a ticket. As a result, they have highly qualified people in occupational
health and safety. The Minister will be issuing the first of these tickets to an Indonesian
company soon.
Mr KIERAT-: The third party is predominantly a private organisation. It has been a
major change. Companies in country areas can have accredited people to examine their
employees.
Mr MARSHALL: I congratulate the department on its achievement How difficult has it
been to get a uniform certificate recognised throughout Australia and internationally?
Mr BARTHOLOMAEUS: It was very difficult. When I first became part of the process
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in 1987-88 the issue had been before labour advisory committees since 1930. In isolation
Western Australia argued that the process be moved into dhe national tripartite
commission. Employers and union representatives had the opportunity to make an input.
An agreement was reached within a period of three or four years on something that had
been languishing for 50 years. We now have this new standard which will enable people
who are certificated in Western Australia to work anywhere in Australia and anywhere in
South East Asia.
Mr KIERATH: The department found a ready market in South East Asia for the
department's approach. The department took the initiative to form a partnership with the
private sector to sell its occupational health and safety training procedures to overseas
markets. I understand that one company in Malaysia will spend $4m on occupational
health and safety training for their employees.
Mr RIEBELING: I refer to the high level of injuries and fatalities on farming properties.
Has die problem with implementing programs been caused by the lack of organisation of
the actual work force? It appears they are unable to identify problems and adequately
complain to employers. If that is the case, what provisions are the department
implementing to ensure that their concerns are brought to the department's attention.
Mrf BARTHOLOMAEUS: The new occupational health, safety and welfare legislation
was introduiced in 1988 and has been working in most workplaces, but that has not been
the case in the agricultural industry. The injury rates in that sector have increased by
7 per cent over the period 1989 to 1993. The agricultural industry recognised that and
over the past six months approached the department and the Government indicating it
was keen to take initiatives to reverse that trend. The initiative that has been taken
through a joint venture between Farm Safe WA, a voluntary organisation established to
promote occupational health and safety on the farm, and the Western Australian Farmers
Federation is to establish so-called farm safe cells throughout the state to raise
community interest in the issue of occupational health and safety. So often it is the
nuclear family which is the labour force in that industry. Therefore, a special effort is
being made in this regard, with a grant of $85 000 per year; this appears for die first time
in this budget. This will apply for the next three years to the Farm Safe WA program to
promote the establishment of safety cells throughout the state. The organisation has
publicly identified with the government objective of reduction in the rate of lost time due
to injury and disease by 10 per cent by 1997, and to halve the rate of tractor fatalities.
We are confident of achieving a turnaround. The high level of interest in the agricultural
communities will help ensure results on the board. Previously, this area was not looking
too good.
[11.20 am]
Mr KIERATH: We consider that to be a breakthrough. For the first time we have the
organisation of Farm Safe and the WA Farmers Federation working together and we are
providing funding. That is a major breakthrough in helping to reduce fatalities and
injuries on the farm.
Mr RIEBELING: I appreciate that. Will inspectors be allocated to various regions to
ensure compliance with the rules?
Mr BARTHOLOMAEUS: We have an agricultural inspectorate. It is fair to say that
from time to time some controversy has surrounded this area during the past several
years. That will continue; people in the agricultural sector are not too keen on
government regulations.
Mr KIERATH: Fairly independent, is howlI would describe them!
Mr BARTHOLODMABUS: Yes. In order to achieve better results we must work with the
farming community so that they develop solutions for themselves. We enforce
compliance in that sector. An early example of experience with the new legislation was
the controversy which arose about wool press guards. People were losing arms, legs
and - indeed - heads as a result of unprotected wool presses. We addressed that issue.
Innovations arose throughout manufacturing in Western Australia as a result of
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enforcement of the Act. The capacity was developed to fit a tripping device on the wool
press which prevented the loss of life and limb. Despite the sensitivity of these issues,
we confront them.
We have also applied resources to these issues. We have a subsidy which is provided for
roll over protection strctures. We have conducted many inspections in the horticultural
sector recently in which many people are employed on a part time basis.
Division 85: Western Australian Building Authority, $60 830 000 -
[Mr Johnson, Chairman.]
LMr Kierath, Minister for Works.]
[Mr C.W. Burton, Executive Director.]
[Mr R. Mitchell, Director Financial Services.]
Mr RIPPER: Page 843 of the Program Statements refers to the significant growth in the
backlog of maintenance on existing government building assets. Given the agency's
concern regarding maintenance, do you have figures for the total of the state building
asset?
Mr BURTON: The estimated replacement of the state's non-residential building assets is
approximately $8.5b.
Mr RIPPER: Is there an industrial rule of thumb regarding the proportion of the value of
the standard building inventory which must be spent on maintenance annually?
Mr BURTON: A lot of research has been done in this area in recent years to establish
some sort of rule of thumb. We am moving closer to achieving that. It is not as simple
as stating that I or 2 per cent of total value should be spent on maintenance. However,
that is the normal average figure which depends very much on the age and nature of the
buildings.
Mr RIPPER: I imagine that the state would have a full range of buildings. You should
have so many buildings that an avenage figure could be determined.
Mr BURTON: When buildings are young, the maintenance figure is less than 1 per cent
of value, and when buildings are old the figure is over 2 per cent. Therefore, the avenage
is in the order of I or 2 per cent.
Mr RIPPER: How much will the state spend on maintaining its building asset this year?
Mr BURTON: This depends upon what is described as maintenance. Our budget
includes programs for a building asset maintenance, but also refers to property services.
However, regarding breakdown repairs, preventive maintenance and minor works - the
core of this work - the figure is approximately $55m.
Mr RIPPER: On the basis of the rule of thumb you provided to us, you axe not spending
what the industry would regard as necessary to maintain the asset.
Mr BURTON: For clarification, we are responsible in our budget for approximately half
of the $8.5b asset I have mentioned. The balance resides in the Health Department and
statutory authorities. On the basis of the asset under our responsibility being worth $4b
or $4.5b, the $55m is on line with that rule of thumb. Our judgment is that the amount
we are spending in this area is sufficient to prevent the backlog growing any greater.
Mr ICIERATH: I will ask Mr Burton to indicate the increase in expenditure in this area
over the past couple of years. We would like this expenditure to be greater, and it has
been the subject of Cabinet d'~cussions.
Mr BURTON: In the late 1980s going into the 1990s the level of maintenance
expenditure was insufficient and the backlog was growing significantly. During the past
two or three years, the level of public expenditure in this area has reached the stage
where the backlog is no longer growing. However, we must spend more to reduce the
backlog. The Government has indicated that is a priority. Over the next year or two, we
expect the amount of funding to rise, and we will be able to progressively reduce the
backlog.
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[ 11.30 am]
Mr RIPPER: If the rule of thumb is 2 per cent, and the assets are $4.5b, you would need
to spend something like $90rn mather than $55m.
Mr BURTON: I indicated that the range was I to 2 per cent.
Mr RIPPER: At the lower end.
Mr BURTON: Yes, but the age profile of the state's assets indicates that 85 per cent
were constrcted over the past three decades. It is during that period that the
maintenance costs tend to be lower. We are at the threshold where we expect to see the
percentage rise as the average age starts to rise. We have been in a Cinderella period, in
the early stages where assets tended to be young.
Mr KIERATH: It is important to realise that previously the amount spent - including our
first year's budget - was not enough to meet the immediate requiremtents. We
acknowledged that in our first budget, but we have reached the stage we are not
accumulating a backlog; we are meeting current expenditure. We have moved from a
deficit situation. Now we are meeting demand. It is our clear intention in future to
increase the allocation to meet the backlog. That is a commendable position within two
budgets.
Mr RIPPER: It appears from the answers that as our buildings age, as a result of the
profile of the inventory, there will be an increasing need for maintenance. To keep pace
with the demand for maintenance, allocations will need to increase.
Mr BURTON: Yes, firstly, because the total asset base will grow as we add new assets
each year. and, secondly, because the average age will rise.
Mr RIPPER: What is the total value of the maintenance backlog?
Mr KIERATH: It is $35m.
Mr RIPPER: Is that the total value of the outstanding maintenance?
Mr BURTON: That is the estimated backlog for the buildings for which we are primarily
responsible, valued at $4.5b.
Mr RIPPER: What was the total a year ago?
Mr BURTON: My recollection is that it was marginally above that. Each year our
inspectors carry out condition surveys on all buildings. They look at what work needs to
be done that year and the following year, and they make assessments. We have been
improving the objectivity and quality of the assessments. One must be careful when
comparing year by year. In the past two or thre years, the backlog has remained
approximately stable.
Mr KIERATH: It is important to note that at the beginning of the budget process last
year, the amount might have been different, but it was helped towards the latter part of
the budget year with a special allocation of $5m by the Treasurer to address the urgent
needs of school maintenance. That put us on a level playing field, It gave an injection of
funds to address the urgent maintenance backlog.
Mr BURTON: When we had this discussion last year, the provision would have seen the
backlog increase; that was before supplementary funding of $5m for Education and
$1.5m for Police. Therefore, the backlog held constant.
Mr RIPPER: Given your budget, and the amounts allocated for maintenance, what is
your estimate for the backlog maintenance at the beginning of the next financial year?
Mr BURTON: It will be unchangedl.
Mr BOARD: A backlog exists of government buildings that have been put on the
heritage list They are listed also with the National Trust. However, over the next two
years it is likely that even more government buildings will be placed on the register, and
obviously that will place additional burdens on you for maintenance. That will include
restoration maintenance. Have you considered how you will deal with that burden?
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Mr BURTON: Heritage buildings, whether formally classified or not, have always been
an element of the state's assets and, as such, formed part of our overall maintenance
program. With changing legislation and changing recognition of heritage issues. greater
prominence is being given to sonic aspects. The important point is that we are starting to
confront the need to ensure that any maintenance or alteration work carried out on public
buildings that are heritage listed preserves and respects die heritage value of the
buildings. One of the areas in which we need to respond to the shift in emphasis - and

provsio ismade in this budget - is that the works undertaken are consistent with
consrvaionplans that establish the heritage priorities for each building. So when we go

in and do the maintenance and any alterations, it will reflect and preserve the heritage
value. We are also gaining a clearer focus regarding heritage, and that retaining heritage
values will require additional effort and money. We recognise that some things that
happened in the past should not happen in future. There will be increasing demands for
upgrading.
Mr KIERATH: I have had informal discussions with the Minister for Planning. I am
very supportive of the view that we need an allocation from the consolidated fund,
through the Heritage Commission, so that various incentives can be made to maintain the
buildings. I cannot give a guarantee, but I can indicate that the notion has received a
sympathetic ear. The Treasurer is sympathetic about the idea of allocating an amount of
money, and the heritage group can allocate the priorities. Private owners, as well as
government buildings, will have the incentive to preserve the heritage value.
Mr BOARD: That is in line with the issues confronting the select committee considering
the Heritage Act. Apart from the money aspect, certain skills are necessary because
some buildings require restoration and only certain skills should be involved. Other
states have considered creating a specialist unit for heritage restoration, because the
colours, materials and skills required are not readily available in the community. I do not
expect you to comment, but I am sure you have considered that aspect.
Mr BURTON: We have established within our organisation a heritage and special
projects branch. It is a small group of heritage experts - architects in particular - with the
skIs to which the member referred. We are also looking within the work force, in a
small way, to bring together some people with stone masonry skills and other skills, so
that we can respond with that expertise.
[ 11.40 am]
Mr KIERATH: Heritage is one area where I have been supportive of the BMA
increasing its building role. An architect named David Heaver heads up that section. It
has been responsible for work at Fremantle Prison, and we have been seeking to assist the
Presiding Officers in this precinct, but that is Mnother question. I have been very happy
with the information given. We went to see Fremantle Prison, and the effort there has
been outstanding. As the member for Belmont indicated earlier, heritage will be an area
of growth in government activity.
Mr HLOFFWITCH: Page 834 of the Program Statements shows that a major
achievement for 1993-94 was the establishment of a task force to monitor compliance
with the code of practice. How successful has that been? I guess the measure of success
you have been is the number of people who have adopted the code of practice, and how
widespread it is now in the industry. As THlmer and others say, infrastructure reform is
what we are all about. What cost savings on government buildings will result from this?
Mr IERLATH: Regarding cost savings, it is estimated we are paying between 25 per
cent and 30 per cent more in certain sectors.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: Does that apply only to government buildings or to all large
buildings?
Mr KIERATH: It applies to all large buildings. Basically, it is all non-contge work, iff1
may use that description. The housing sector is mainly subcontract work, so it is all the
other work. We estimate savings just in the governiment program of up to about $400m a
year; so a huge amount of money is involved. It involves basically all the large projects.
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The bottom line is that it is the restrictive work practices and other things that have
occurred.
I am happy with the progress of the task force. I would like it to be faster, but if we look
at the method, we chose a voluntary code of practice. If we impose it only on people
who deal with the government, it does not apply to the private sector except where
legislation applies. One of the biggest changes to occur is that we are now saying we will
impose all of our legislation and not selective parts of it. Regarding the effect it has had,
just when I think it is losing a hit of momentum the two building unions concerned mount
some sort of public protesi, obviously because they are feeling the pinch. I think the
demonstration they tried to mount yesterday was to do with the code of practice work and
had nothing to do with safety areas.
The unions are finding it difficult to maintain closed shops. Some of them have gone
feral and are trying to do it in an underhand way but, by and large, at most sites it has
been eliminated, at least in an obvious way. Just when I start to think it is petering out,
the unions make some outrageous claim. I think last time they tried to blame me for the
powers of the federal tax commissioner. Wberever they have had genuine concerns we
have tried to follow them through. Our meeting yesterday did not really throw up
anything new, but we agreed to discuss issues in the future. The code is workdig well,
although I would like it to work faster because I fear that in the next year or so we will
have a substantial boom on our hands. I would like to have the reforms finished and
locked away before that boom occurs.
Mr RIPPER: Why does it cost $890 000 a year to promote cultural changes within the
building and construction industry, as referred to on page 846 of the Program
Statements? Will you provide a detailed breakdown of the proposed expenditure? Will
you say whether there will be further mail-ours of propaganda to the people whose names
and addresses you obtained from the Building and Construction Industry Long Service
Leave Board?
Mr BURTON: The provisions under subprogram 1.5 include no: only the task forte
itself, its people and resources, but also the contribution of our building industry policy
branch, to the overall effort of the Building Management Authority's own employee
relations staff and the line managers, particularly the director and managers mn
construction operations, in spearheading those changes. It is a comprehensive view of
the broad area of the building industry reform and not just the task force.
Mr KIERATH: The member for Belmont asked whether I intended to mail out
propaganda. It is interesting that he should refer to it as propaganda. The mail-outs have
pointed out to people what is legislation and what is required by law, and noting else.
We believe that indicating to people their legal rights is a prime function of government.
This is an area where all of us sometimes let our guard slip, because we pass laws in this
place without informing the people who have to live by them of the implications of those
laws.
Mr RIPPER: One man's partial information is another's propaganda.
Mr KIERATH: I will do whatever I can to make sumt the public is informed and
educated. I place it very plainly on the record that where I have those responsibilities I
will do whatever I can to make sure that the people of this state know the law under
which to operate.
Mr RIPPER: Will you abide by the laws yourself, particularly with regard to private
information?
Mr KIIERATH: I have abided by the laws all the way through, as you well know.
Mr RIPPER: The Minister has not quite answered the question. Will there be further
mail-outs to people?
Mr KIERATH: A decision has not yet been made.
Mr MARSHALL: I note the subprograms under program 2.0 which include wilful
damage repairs, transportable building maintenance and breakdown maintenance. Has
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any allocation been made and, if so. what amount for replacement of asbestos in
buildings?
Wr BURTON: We do not have it specifically identified as a cost item. As you are

aware, asbestos is present fairly widely throughout our public buildings. This is dealt
with as part of die whale range of our activities, so it may well be that if someone attends
a breakdown call it involves working with asbestos. It could well be that when someone
is doing a preventive maintenance program at a school, asbestos is involved, therefore, it
is part of the expenditure in that area. I do not have a figure. It really is not possible to
say what amount we are spending on asbestos per se. We have well developed policies
and procedures to make sure that work is managed properly. We appear to have
overcome the considerable difficulties of the recent past when there was an enormous
amount of emotion about this issue, and we seem now able topee and handle it with
people understanding that risks are being managed and that the work will be carried out
properly.
Mr KIERATH: It is fair to add that die reports produced show that in most cases where
asbestos is used, provided certain maintenance procedures are in place, it is not injurious
to health. If it develops to a paint where it poses a health risk, of counte it will be
replaced, encapsulated or whatever is required. It really is a maintenance issue and so it
is reflected in the maintenance budget and is no longer required to be a separate item. It
is specifically a maintenance issue as to whether it is a roof, a wall or whatever, rather
than purely an asbestos replacement issue.
[11.50 am]
Mr RIPPER: Page 848 of the Program Statements refers to specialist services such as
hazard management - asbestos and polychlorinated biphenyls - and energy management.
Are PCBs stored in any government buildings in the metropolitan area? If so, when?
Will you provide, if not now then as supplementary information, a detailed list of the
quantities and locations of PCBs stored in government buildings in the metropolitan
area? Is the Western Australian Building Authority advising the agencies concerned that
PCBs must be removed from their current locations? Do the stored PCBs constitute a
potential hazard to residents of surrounding suburbs?
Mr BURTON: I am not sure I can answer the questions in the precise detail requested.
PCBs are one of a number of products in the built environment that we must deal with as
part of our maintenance work. Asbestos is another, as we have just discussed. We do not
have a PCB3 removal program as such, but some of the elements we work with include
PCBs. For example, they are present in the ballast of fluorescent lights. Where an item
containing PCBs is removed it will be temporarily stored at our Welshpool depot. The
bulk of the storage is under SECWA's control; it is holding it on our behalf. I will have
to confirm the detail of that.
Mr RIPPER: I would like as supplementary information a list of the quantities and
locations of PCBs stored, in accodance with your answer.
Mr BURTON: We have some knowledge from our small involvement. The bulk of the
PCBs in storage under state control comes from other sources. I cannot answer that part
of your question.
Mr RIPPER: Are you advising agencies such as SECWA that the PCBs must be
removed from current locations?
Mr BURTON: No.
Mr RIPPER: Is it your intention that they will stay at Welshpool?
Mr BURTON: Our interest is in managing PCBs as a product in non-residential
buildings - schools, off ices etc. We do not advise SECWA or similar organisations about
PCBs in their operations. We are not advising schools, for example, about storage. We
remove PCBs where appropriate and store them temporarily. We then seek permanent
storage in this muster store which I believe the SEC has. I am not certain of the detail
and I will need to confirm it.
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Mr KIERATH: I remind members chat we do not rake responsibility for SECWAt s
buildings. There is $3b or $46 worth of buildings which the BMA does not cover.
Mr RIPPER: Page 846 of the Program Statements refers to support for building industry
training and the ongoing provision of new tradespersons for the private sector through
above industry levels of apprenticeships in the agency's work force. What is the current
above industry level of apprenticeship in the agency's work force? I do not mean the
total number, but how far above the industry standard it is.
Mr BURTON: About double at the moment. I base that assessment on the typical ratio
of tradespersons to apprentices. We have a significantly higher proportion of apprentices
to tradespersons.
Mr RIPPER: To how many extra apprentices does that equate?
Mr BURTON: The ETEs shown here are not just the extra apprentices but include the
proportion of time the tradespeople put into their training as opposed to doing other
things.
Mr RIPPER: I am looking for a figure which is the bottom line. How many extra
apprentices do you have beyond what one would normally expect?
Mr BURTON: About 30 or 40.
Mr RIPPER: On page 840 under the heading "Minister's Office" the figure for services
and contracts has virtually doubled. What is the explanation?
Mr KIERATH: The number of people on con tract has doubled. It has gone from one to
two.
Mr RIPPER: What is the additional person doing?
Mr KJERATH: An additional policy officer has been put on.
Mr RIPPER: Working in which area?
Mr KIERATH: In industrial relations, In all my portfolios the ministerial office is
sourced from the one agency. It seems a bit unfair that the BMA pays for all of my office
costs in all portfolios. It is an unfortunate thing that happens in government when one
agency gets lumbered with the lot regardless of the portfolios.
Mr RIPPER: On page 853 the description of the accommodation subprogram refers to
management of major accommodation refurbishment and so on. Will the Building
Authority be managing any major accommodation refurbishment for any Minister's
office in 1994-95?
[12.00 noonJ
Mr KIERATH4: Usually accommodation is handled through the Government Property
Office, which is under the Treasurer. A decision is made at that level, and we carry it
out.

I am not aware of any changes. The instruction from the Premier was not to refit our
ministerial offices. Apart from security, I have done nothing to my office; it is the same
as when the previous Minister occupied it. I am not aware of any obvious changes to
other ministerial offices. It comes through the Government Property Office, for which
the Premier has responsibility.
Mr RIPPER: What accommodation and refurbishing matters will be managed under this
program?
Mr BURTON: This item covers a range of area.
Mr RIPPER: I am not looking for the little ones. I am interested in whether a major
refurbishment is being done for a particular agency.
Mr BURTON: Major refurbishments amt provided by a capital allocation under the
capital works program. Much of the expenditure covers the various minor activities,
particularly the supply of furniture. A significant part of this budget deals with the
ongoing furniture requirements across govemment.
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Mr RIPPER: With respect, the description of the program begins with the wards
"Management of Major Accommodation Refurbishment". What falls under that item?

Mr BURTON: The payments that go to our professionals, such as architects and project
leaders who organise that work.
Mr RIPPER: On which projects and for which agencies are the payments made?
Mr KIERATH: We need the capital works budget in order to provide that information.
We have been constantly told that we are not to discuss it even if we want to.
Mr RIPPER: I amn not asking about the capital works budget
Mr KIERATH: In the past I have always tried to accommodate members opposite, but I
have been told I should not. The in-house expertise, comprising engineers and architects,
is involved in the planning of those renovations. The major cost of the furniture
allocations - for which this is a global allocation - will come out of the capital works
budget after they are identified.
Mr RIPPER: I am asking which projects these people are working on, funded out of this
division.
Mr KIERATH: They are listed in the capital works budget.
Mr RIPPER: Can you not indicate which one? I am asking what projects these people
are working on. They are funded out of the recurrent budget
Mr KIERATH: These people would be funded if there were not a project to work on.
Mr RIPPER: That would be a scandal. What projects are they working on? The amount
of $8.95mi is being spent and you will not tell me what it is for. It is extraordinary.
Mr KIERATH: I will provide the answer as supplementary information. I have always
been happy to answer questions on capital works. I amn sure it is because of me that we
have been given these instructions. It is not because I do not want to provide the
information. Perhaps I should write to the member for Belmont
Mr RIPPER: Thank you, that will save me a letter.
With reference to information at page 840, can you briefly outline the sources of the
$189.4 revenue from operations that the Western Australian Building Authority receives?
Does that cover the full cost of the relevant operations which attract it?
Mr BURTON: The revenue shown is drawn from a number of sources. A major one is
the capital works appropriations to other departments for their projects. The second
major source is the operating budgets of a number of agencies, particularly for
maintenance activities. They are the two primary sources and there are other
miscellaneous sources. The work that covers is done on a user-pays basis, based on
market prices. It is essentially full cost recovery. Progressively, the appropriations that
used to be made entirely to the public works department and then to the BMA to spend
on behalf of other government agencies, have been devolved to agencies. We are
increasingly operating on a user-pays basis. That process should be complete within
another year or two. We will then have all the activities appropriately charged on a
user-pays basis in that mode. Approximately $15in or $20m still needs to be devolved.
Mr RIPPER: Am I correct in saying that of the $58m net recurrent funding, about $20m
represents subsidy for operations that attract the revenue of $1 89m?
Mr BURTON: Primarily, $15m to $20m is undevolved maintenance. In other words
where the BMA still gets the budget, the maintenance allocation is spent on maintaining
other government departments' buildings. The Education Department is on a user-pays
basis, but the Police Department is not on a user-pays basis yet. We have the
appropriation and we spend that on its buildings on its behalf.
Mr RIPPER: For that $189mi worth of work which attracts that revenue, is there a
subsidy for it in the recurrent funding, or is that work done on the basis of a full cost
recovery?
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Mr BURTON: It is done on a full cost recovery basis.
Mr RIPPER: Can a client agency have a building or a project completed by the Western
Australian Building Authority at a price competitive with the private sector?
Mr BURTON: Yes. In fact, 80 per cent of the work is contracted out to the private
sector. We charge current market rates for the work that is done by our own in-house
work force; it is all benchniarked against the private sector and is at or near market rates.
Mr RIPPER: There is no subsidy for the work performed in-house?
Mr BURTON: No material subsidy. In establishing that benchmark, it is a case of
finding the most robust comparisons we can. For example, for our direc labour
construction work force, we get private sector quantity surveyors to-estirnate the cost of
the job. That is the basis on which the work is carried our and on which the client
departments are charged.
Mrt RIPPER: What happens if you go over budge: on a project?
Mr BURTON: As with any business we must try to balance overs and unders. Some
projects are under budget and some are over budget. The relationship we now have with
departments is that until recently they were charged actual costs and it was their problem.
They are now given a fixed price up front and it is our problem.
Mr RIPPER: The conops margin has gone, has it?
Mr BURTON: Yes.
[ 12. 10 pm]
Division 86: State Services, $121 226 000 -
[Mr Johnson, Chairman.]
(M IKierath, inister for Services.]
[Mr L.W Graham, Executive Director.J
[Mr C.L. Cutler, Director, Financial and Business Services.]
[Mr G.L. Duffield, Acting General Manager.]
Mr TAYLOR: A major achievement for 1993-94, on page 868 of the Program
Statements, states that str-ategies supporting die objectives stated in Broadcasting
Priorities For Western Australia (1993) included enhancing the audience choice and
local control and content of radio service for Western Australians. The Minister decided,
I understand on Monday, to go to what he calls an arm's length independent process for
the sale of 6PR. Does that mean the process discarded by Cabinet on Monday was not an
independent process and was a process that was being manipulated by the Government?
Mr KIERATH: I reject that. The process was never manipulated& The Government's
priority was access to thre television and four radio stations for every Western
Australian. The metropolitan area is well serviced. The area of greatest need are those
in the remote and rural areas of this stare. The greatest priority is to get Special
Broadcasting Service transmitting throughout the state and for additional radio stations
which people in remote and rural areas can access.
There is no doubt that the TAB wants to sell 6PR fairly quickly. The fastest and most
efficient way to do that is through expressions of interest because it requires a shorter
time frame than a ful and open public tender. This process is used by the State Supply
Commission in certain circumnstances. The Laier of the Opposition would know that
the radio industry is very volatile. If members think the political game is volatile, they
should get involved in the radio industry and listen to the claims and counter claims from
all the parties involved. The Government went trough the process of expressions of
interest and one potential bidder said they did not have enough information or time to
submit a bid. The Government then went through the process and two substantial bids
were miade, but they were different in the way they were constructed. It was difficult to
make an assessment between the two. It was in that climate that it was decided to take
the time and go through a full tender process and write a specification in which those
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important issues to this state would be included. It will be available to the public in a
vetr' short rime.
Mr TAYLOR: Do you know now what you will write in it?
Mr KIERATH: No, the commission is in the process of developing it. It will be
completely handled by the State Supply Commission.
Mr TAYLOR: Will you, as the Minister, have a say in that process.?
Mr KIERATH: If I said that some issues were important to the Government, I guess the
State Supply Commission would take it into account. Under its Act, it is at liberty not to
take heed of what I say.
Mr TAYLOR: Will local content and ownership be part of' the tender?
Mr KIERATH: I cannot give the Leader of the Opposition that answer because the
specification is currently being drafted. It will be a publicly available document so he
will know what is in it.
Mr TAYLOR: Given that local ownership and content is part of your broadcasting
priority claim, will you insist they are included in that tender?
Mr KIERATH: I will be insisting that local content and ownership will be given a high
priority.
Mr TAYLOR: Will they be included as provisions in the tender?
Mr KJERATH: Until the specifications are completed I cannot tell the member. There
will be some administrative difficulties, but they will be given a high priority.
Mr TAYLOR: If it is not in the tender, whatever priority the Minister gives it will not
matter two hoots. If the tender document which is drawn up does no: include the extent
of local content and ownership and how they fit into the Government's broadcasting
priorities, the Minister's views will not count.
Mr KIERATH: Will the member wait until the document is prepared?
Mr TAYLOR: Is the Minister going to tell the commission that that will be part of the
tender?
Mr KIERATH: I have already said that I have given those two factors high priority. The
tender document is being developed.
Mr GRAHAM: I think the commission will have the document ready in about two or
three weeks.
Mr KIERATH: The member does not have to wait very long.
Mr TAYLOR: Will you be insisting on it?
Mr KIERATH: I have answered the question once. I give these two issues a high
priority, but there are some limitations. If the member knew what was in the legislation
he would understand. Except in certain circumstances I cannot direct the State Supply
Commission to do certain things.
Mr TAYLOR: You can.
Mr KIERATH-: Under certain circumstances. The document currently is being drafted
and it will be available in two or three weeks and then the Leader of the Opposition will
see its provisions. I am not trying to hide anything.
Mr TAYLOR: The Minister is. Why has the Minister felt the need to go to a full and
open tender process if the expression of interest process was not truly independent?
Mr K[ERATH: I never said that They are the words of the Leader of the Opposition. I
thought I went tough it quite candidly. I had to be a little careful because of the type of
process it is. I indicated that one of the potential bidders indicated they did not have
enough information or rime to make a bid. I also said that the proces was subject to a
range of claims and counter claims. The Leader of the Opposition's actions in this matter
have jeopardised the local station.
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Mr TAYLOR: My actions have resulted in the local station having a chance.
Mr KIERATH: The point is that there were claims, counter claims and rumiours, and one
parr tried to establish its position by attackcing another party, which is indicative of what
happens in that industry. Some outrageous allegations went made. It was alleged that I
had spoken to someone I have never met! The bids were substantially different and it
was difficult to compare them. It was like comparing apples with oranges.
Mr TAYLOR: What are you going to do if the same situation arises at the end of the
tender process?
Mr KIERATH: The Leader of the Opposition may not like the answer, but if he were
patient and listened it would save my having to repeat this on several ocicasions.
Mr TAYLOR: You will not have to do that.
Mr KIERATH: I amn actually repeating it for the second time because the Leader of the
Opposition did nor listen. It was difficult to compare the bids. If we go to sender and
specify what we want, it will be much easier to compare the bids.
Mr RIPPER: The Minister will not tell the committee what will be specified?
Mr KJERATH: I will, but I do not have the document now because it is being developed.
Mr RIPPER: What ame the drafting instructions?
Mr KIERATH: How many times do I have to tell members opposite? Surely they are
nor that thick.
[12.20 pm)
Mr RIPPER: What is your policy?
Mr KIERATH: I have given it. I said, "My high priority". Ilam ondtherecord. I put in a
submission in this regard - did you?
Mr TAYLOR: No.
Mr KIERATH: Did the Opposition put in a submission? No it did not However, it
knocks somebody who has a decent policy. The members should read that submission
and sell me what part of that policy they do not like. Is was a terrific submission.
Mr TAYLOR: I would like local content and local ownership.
r KIERATH: It should be an easy decision for the Opposition to endorse that policy,

AU Opposition members can do is knock somebody else who is trying to be positive in
thisea.
Mr TAYLOR: We have asked you a question, and you will not answer it.
Mr KIERATH: We have a policy which is on the public record and I have asked the
commission -

Mr TAYLOR: Will you implement it?
Mr KIERATH: Listen.
Mr TAYLOR: You have a unique opportunity to ensure that the policy is implemented
for radio in Western Australia.
Mr KIERATH: I have asked the commission to implement the policy. There. Not only
will I implement the policy, but also I will give it high priority!
Mr TAYLOR: Will you implement the policy outlined in the render document when it is
released?
Mr KIERATH: Let me finish.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! Let the Minister finish.
Mir TAYLORZ He has had more than a go.
1Ue CHAIRMAN: He has had rather a struggle with interjections from the Leader of the
Opposition and the member for Belmon
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Mr TAYLOR: He has said out 6PR.
Mr KIERATH: I have AoL. I have been trying to assist 6PR. The action of the
Opposition has not helped 6PR's cause at all. The Opposition's actions have jeopardised
its case for superior status. If the time ever comes when 6PR does not have local
management, the blame will be on the shoulders of the Opposition for its disgraceful
politicisation of the issue.
Mr TAYLOR: You are shocking!
Mr KIBRATH: This is the policy which this Government has put forward on the public
recod
Mr TAYLOR: Western Australia beware: It will be sold out by this Minister?
Mr KIERATH: Matters relating to broadcasting so far have been handled in light of that
policy. I have said that those issues will receive my highest priority.
Mr TAYLOR: That is not the issue. What will the tender document include? Will it be
in accordance with your broadcasting document? Will it give priority to Western
Australia?
M& KIERATH: The Leader of the Opposition should show some good, old fashioned
courtesy and let me finish my answer.
Mr TAYLOR: Disgraceful!
The CHAIRMAN: Order! Let him finish the answer.
Mr KIERATH: The Opposition wants only to score cheap political points.
Wr TAYLOR: Why do you not answer the question?
Mr KIERATH: The Leader of the Opposition will not let me finish my answer.
Mr RIPPER: Answer my question!
Mr KIERATH: I will answer each question as it is asked. The Opposition keeps saying
that I should answer the question. I will finish the answer so that the7 question is not
asked for the second, third or fourth time. I have said that this policy -

Mr CUNNINGHAM: It is gobbledegook.
Mr KIERATH: It is not. The member for Marangaroo has probably never read the
policy. That is the truth.
Mr&TAYLOR: The policy is clear. I was involved in its formulation.
Mr KJERATH: I bet the Leader of the Opposition has not read it either. I issue a
challenge to the Opposition members: When reading the content of the policy, see
whether they can endorse ir.
Mr TAYLOR: What about local ownership?
Mr KIERATH: I will give the Opposition help in doing its job properly. it could make
some political mileage by indicating that Cabinet did not endorse the document - I did. I
made the submission on my behalf. I will reach the end of my comments.
Mr TAYLOR: The Minister is trying to fill in time. He is afraid?
h& KIERATH: The tender document will have a major emphasis irk terms of the policy
put before the federal authorities. I have said that local ownership and content, from my
point of view, has. a high priority. It is a high priority. The document is two or three
weeks away.
Wr RIPPER: After the Helena by-election.
Mr KIERATH: It has nothing to do with the by-election. The documents are being
drafted and they will be publicly available - it will not be private. Before it is released to
public tender I will make it available to the Opposition, once I am happy with its final
form, as this will help the Opposition in preparing any political mischief it may want to
get UP to.
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Mr RIPPER: Is the Supply Commission drafting the render document in a vacuum? Winl
it draft several tender documents containing different options, or has it been given some
indication by you regarding what is to be in the document? It is all very well for the
Minister to say that something has priority, but have you, or will you, include local
ownership and local control and content as specifications in a request for tenders? The
Minister runs into trouble in this committee because he refuses to deal with this specific
issue which die Opposition has raised. The Minister has burbled on about policy and
anything else, but he will not get away with that. He should deal with the issues raised.
Mr KIERATH: I have tried to do so. I do not think the member understands what on
earth we are dealing with. If he did, he would know that legislatively the Supply
Commission has no authority to do deal with the sale of 6PR.
Mr TAYLOR: You are the Minister responsible for the sale of EPR. The Treasurer said
last week that we should ask you - and we are doing so.
Mr KIERATH: Just listen. The Leader of the Opposition would know that the
Totalisator Agency Board is responsible for this. Under the State Supply Commission
Act the TAB is an exempt agency.
Mr TAYLOR: The Premier said last week that we should askc you.
Mr KIRATH: I am explaining the circumstances, but the Leader of the Opposition does
not want to know the answer. The Supply Commission in normal circumstances would
have no involvement if the TAB wanted to sell 6PR. In fact, I became involved because
the TAB wanted to sell 6PR, and it was only through my intervention that it was
prevented from happening. We went through the expressions of interest, and I convinced
my colleagues that the expressions of interest process should be followed. The TAB
wanted to sell the station quickly. I intervened and said no. I said that it could not be
sold to one person and that at least expressions of interest had to be called for.
Mr TAYLOR: You made a mess of it.
Mr KIERATH: Cabinet made a decision that the Supply Commission would handle the
full, fr-ank and open tender.
Mr RIPPER: Now answer the question asked.
Mr KIERAflI: I have. Ask it again.
Mr RIPPER: Will the Minister ask, or tell, the Supply Commission to include local
content and local control as specifications in the tender for the sale of 6PR?
Mr KIERATH: I will ask the Supply Commission to take into account the broadcast
policy and my own high priority regarding local content and ownership,
Mr TAYLOR: When you ask it to do that, if the draft tender document comes back to
you as the responsible inister and it has not taken into account those aspects, will you
then direct the commission to take account of the broadcasting priorities which have been
laid down for Western Australia? The Program Statements refer to local control and
local content in radio services for Western Australia.
Mr KIERATH: I do not have the document before me. The member is asking me about
a draft document.
Mr TAYLOR: What are you asking to be put in it?
Mr KIERATH: I ant being asked to deal with a hypothetical situation.
Mr TAYLOR: I am asking the Minister whether he will be held by his own broadcasting
priorities for Western Australia.
Mr KEERATH: I thought I had made it plain that my direction was to take into account
our broadcasting policy and my priorities. When I see the document, I will consider the
situation. If no consideration has been given to local content and ownership, and if it
does not address that in any way, I will consiider directing the Supply Commission.
However, I have every confidence in the commission that the document will ask
renderers to address the local content and ownership issues. Perhaps I should not make
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this remark, but some parties have been grossly misrepresented regarding local content.
Tragically, instead of getting to the facts, some people, especially those in the
Opposition, decided to try to score cheap political points on this issue. I repeat: These
cheap political points do not help 6PR; they disadvantage the bid.

(12.30 pm]
Mr BLOFFWlTCH: At page 861 of die Program Statements both the significant issues
and wrends and the major achievements for 1993-94 refer to the sale of State Print. It is
stated that State Paint's "commercial" type printing and publishing operations resulted in
an estimated deficit of $70 000. That does not seem an attractive proposition for anyone.
What sort of package do you envisage will make State Print more attractive?
Mr IIATH: We have reached the final stages of negotiations for the sale. Therefore.
I must be extremely careful in the comments I make. The proposal to sell State Print
attracted a great deal of interest. Some people said that there was nothing of value in
State Print, yet die same people want to be involved in the bid for State Print. The
process is well advanced and should be complete in four to six weeks.
Mr BLOFFWITCR: WiUl there be a tender process? Are you seeking expressions of
interest? What is the procedure?
Mr TAYLOR: Are you doing both?
Mr KIERATH: Yes. We called for expressions of interest, and only those who made an
expression of interest proceeded to the tender stage. Expressions of interest help to
indicate the feeling in the marketplace; that is, the people involved in the bid, and the
bids themselves. We use that situation to obtain the best deal for the state, because we
know the people who will be prepared to register a bid, and the form of the bids.
Therefore, we can construct a tender document that will obtain the best retur. The
Opposition cannot see that. The Opposition would do a dirty deal, and we would be sold
down the river. We have chosen the correct process by calling for expressions of interest
and tenders. Only those who expressed an interest were involved in the latter process.
Mr TAYLOR: Why?
Mr KIERATH: We wanted to find out who was involved. In many cases the expressions
of interest included confidential information- In about four to six weeks the situation will
be clear.
Mr BLO)FFWlTCH: You are getting rid of State Print, one could say, and allowing it to
go to the private sector. However, the printing of parliamentary documents will continue.
Why is that printing not going to private enterprise also?
M~r KIERATH: I do not have any say in that. The Presiding Officers have the say.
Mr BLO)FEWITCH: Will you need to provide staff so that the Presiding Officers can
utilise the facility?
Mr KIERATH: Some facilities will remain for law publications. It is not a stand-alone
facility. In New South Wales that was tried, but it was not successful so the state took
over again. We learned from that exercise, so a small group will remain. The remainder
of the commercial operations will go to the commercial arena.
Mr DUFFIELD: The law publisher will play a crucial role for Parliament. It will
support the Parliament with the production of its daily requirements. The bulk printing
will be done through the law publisher on contrc with the private sector. It will play a
coordinating role.
Mr BLOFEWVITCHR: Are you referring to Hansard?
Mr DUFFILD: Yes, it will coordinateHansard and Bills -
Mr BLOFFWITCRt Departmental reports are published by departments.
Mr DUFFIELD: The departments can have their annual reports printed wherever they
like
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Mr KIERATfI: When we pass a law in this place that is the beginning of another
process. People with an interest in the law want copies of the legislation. Th1at involves
a bulk printing process, and that will be done by the private sector. The group will
coordinate and make the information available. The unit will relocate to an area of great
convenience where the legal fraternity practises. The complaint in the past was that the
print section was too far away. We intend to locate in the old government building or at
the Law Chambers where it will be accessible to the legal fraternity. That might win us a
couple of brownie points.
Mr TAYLOR: Regarding State Print, the Minister outlined the expressions of interest
and the tender proceses. He said that the tender process was restricted to those who had
made an expression of interest Will the Minister undertake the same procedure with the
sae of 6PR? Is the Minister, like the Treasuzer, committed to only the highest price for
6PR rather than taking into account other issues such as local content and ownership?
Mr KIERATH: We will go to full and open tender. One of the by-products of so much
publicity about 6PR is that there may be an opportunity for someone in the marketplace
who may not have made a bid in the first place, and may have an interest now. That sale
has been publicised Australia-wide, so it has a high profile. It has gained a lot of free
publicity -

Mr TAYLOR: That is on the basis that any publicity is good.
Mr KIERATH: People's awareness has been heightened by the controversy. The
Opposition got us into this mess because the Labor government bought into broadcasting.
This Government will rake us out of broadcasting because governments have no role to
play in owning either radio stations or newspapers. We have always had to fix up the
mess that members opposite create. People will not be able to say that they did not have
a chance to bid in the render process.
Mr TAYLOR: My second question related to the Treasurer's commitment to getting the
highest price for 6PR. Where do you stand?
Mr KIERATH: I am committed not necessarily to accepting the best price. I believe in
obtaining the best value. The policy of the Supply Commission is to get value for
money. In a majority of cases, one may take the best price but in other circumstances
one would not do that. This is called the best value policy. I will make sure the Leader
of the Opposition receives a copy of the best value policy from the Supply Commission.
That policy will be taken into consideration when we put 6PR to public tender.
Mr TAYLOR: It will not necessarily be the highest price.
Mr KIERATH: It will not necessarily be that.
Mr RIPPER: Has a contract been let to Maroomba Air Services for the provision of air
services to the Government ? Who owns or controls that company?
Mr GRAHAM: A contract has been let to Maromba Air Services. I will rake the other
questions on notice and provide supplementary information.
[12.40 pm]
Mr RIPPER: There may be some questions for which supplementary intonmation is
required. Was the licensed operator the lowest bidder for this contract?
Mr KIF.RATH: There are two points: This particular contract bidder was the best value,
and was in line with the State Supply Commission's best value policy. it would be fair to
say that it was the best value.
Mr RIPPER: Was the chosen operator -
Mr KIERATH: Let us examine the situation. Is it not interesting that this deal originally
was another one of those dirty deals? The Leader of the Opposition has just left. He was
flick-passed this deal.
Mr RIPPER: Do not spend a lot of time on history, because I have some questions on
what you have been doing.
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Mr KIERATH: This is the contrast between us and you. When you were in government
you did a dirty deal. There were no tenders; no-one else had a chance of bidding or
quoting for it; and you plucked one of your mates out of die air and stitched up a deal that
meant he not only was paid more than the price of the aeroplane in the first place but also
walked away with about $2m for his aircraft. The Opposition had a dirty deal where it
gave one of its great favours to its mates, I have no doubt in return for financial
contributions. We are not prepared to do those sorts of dirty deals.
Mr RIPPER: Do you have any evidence of that?
Mr KIERATH: We accept a requrement for certain airline services to be provided for
Ministers. We are not so narrow-minded that we do not agree. However, we went to full
and open public tender for die provision of those air services. There were no mates, no
secret deals behind backs. We adopted proper tender procedures where everybody in the
marketplace had a chance of bidding and putting in a quote. You cannot stand the fact
that we have the integrity your government never had.
Mr RIPPER: The Minister has indicated that the chosen operator was not the lowest
bidder. If that is the case, what other criteria were applied that caused it to be chosen?
Mr KIERATH: The double standards of the Opposition are interesting. One thing I will
tell you -

Mr RIPPER: You are not going to answer.
Mr KIERATH: Let me finish. You are silly enough to ask the questions without
knowing the answers in the first place.
Mr RIPPER: You are trying to avoid answering the question.
The CHAIMAN: Order!
Mr KJERATH: That is the member for Belmont's problem. I will tell him that under the
best value policy two biddens were frontrunners; one was an eastern states company and
the other a local company. Guess who got the contract, Mr Chairman? It was the local
company, not die eastern mtates company. The member for Belmont ig silly enough to
ask these questions.
Mr RIPPER: I do not expect every answer to reveal some wrongdoing, although some
will.
Mr KIERATH: The local company won the contract in the end. When the first proposal
was put forward it was recommended that the eastern states be involved, but when we
examined the requirements to do with the balancing up, if you like, between a Kingair
and jet aircraft, there were those two components. In a state the size of Western
Australia, which covers one-third of the continent, we have some quite diverse flying
requirements. In the south west where we have short hauls and short airstrips we need a
particular type of aircraft, the most appropriate of which is the turboprop. If we are
flying from Perth to Kununurra or somewhere like that, having a jet aircraft is an
advantage. The original recommendation was for an eastern stares company which was
predominantly jet with turboprop as a small component. When Cabinet considered all of
its requirements and saw that what it really wanted was mostly turboprop with a small jet
component, the best value bidder was the local company called Mazoomba.
Mr RIPPER: The Minister has just indicated to the Estimates Committee that the
operator chosen by the Cabinet was not the one recommended by the State Supply
Commission. Minister, would you confirm that is what you told the Estimates
Committee?

Wi KZERATH: That is not what I said at all.
Mr RIPPER: You indicated that Cabinet did not accept the recommendation of the State
Supply Commission.
Mr KIERATH: I did not say that at all
Mr RIPPER: What is the position?
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Mr KIERATH: Do not try to put words into my mouth.
Mr RIPPER: Answer my question. Was the chosen operator the one recommended by
the State Supply Commission?
Mr KIERATH: Yes. I just want to explain something to you.
Mr RIPPER: Why did you say earlier that you had a recommendation that Cabinet
rejected?
Mr KIERATH: I did explain this last time, and I ask you to listen carefully -

Mr RIPPER: One must listen to you very carefully, Minister, because you are not
straight.
Mr KIERATH: I am probably giving you more information than you had before, and
Certainly more information than we had when we asked you about airline contracts. To
be fair, you should give us credit for that. I am giving you information we would not
normally release.
Mr RIPPER: I am going to ask for more, so we will see where your limits are.
The CHAIMAN: The next question wilt be asked by the member for Murray.
Mr K[ERATH: When any agency wants a contract tendered through the State Supply
Commission, the agency basically specifies its requirements. Originally we were looking
at about 500 hours of jet travel and 100 hours of turboprop, but when we rook into
account the airstrips in Western Australia we found it was really the wrong mix. It
needed to be around the other way; about 500 hours of turboprop and 100 hours of jet
travel. For the first requirement the eastern states airline is the frontrunner, for the
second requirement the local company is the frontrunner.
The Cabinet examined in great detail the journeys Ministers had undertaken; and not just
our Ministers - we also looked at the journeys your Ministers had undertaken. When we
took into account the types of journeys, destinations, flying time etc, the most important
aspect was basically the 500 hours of turboprop and the top-up with the jet. As I said the
eastern states airline was basically offering a jet with a top-up of a turboprop. If we
apply the different criteria to the renders, we get a different recommendation.
Mr MARSHALL: Turning to page 876 of the Program Statements which refers to motor
vehicle fleets, could you give me a little more information on FleetWest? For example,
how well is it going; how many vehicles were sold; how many did the Government
maintain: what cost benefits and advantages were gained, and, finally, will country
dealers - such as my man in Mandinah, Colin Lane - still have the opportunity to supply
vehicles?
Mr KIERATH: Some parts of MleetWest are currently privately managed, because thiey
can be privately leased or be under full lease management. There is a range of options.
The police buy and sell their vehicles through FleetWest but use a private fleet manager.
It can go from that to where the total costs, management and everything else is done by
the private sector. We are currently calling for expressions Of in1terest. When that is
finished, ftrm memory, 24 per cent of the fleet will be in private hands in some form or
another. We have made an in principle decision to extend that to two-thirds of the state
fleet, so we will be maintaining one-third through Fleet West.
In establishing that, I indicate that most of the private fleet managers still use our
purchasing power to buy vehicles and to gain the sales tax exemption status. The private
sector becomes more advantageous because it borrows money at a higher cost thant we do
but, of course, the Government does not get the tax benefits for depreciation and so on
that the private sector does. By the time it adds up the higher cost of borrowing money
and subtrct the tax advantages. it can do this cheaper than can we, although we can
borrow money at the lowest rate in the country. That is why it is an advantage to go to
the private sector. The vehicles of all members of Parliament arn wider private leas and
management, anid I do not think anybody has complained about that system because it
runs beautiuly.
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There are 170 charitable organisations which buy off the Government's discount, and
that situation will continue. Someone ran some mischief recently saying chat that would
not be the case. That is absolute rubbish. Those organisations will still have fulfl access
to the discount, and if they arc certified they will buy the vehicles free of sales tax.
In relation to the dealership issue, some of the expressions of interest which the agencies
were doing on their own asked the tenderers to address the issue of local supply of
vehicles, but it was not compulsory. FleetWest is working with the policy office of the
public sector reform committee to ensure that local delivery of vehicles will be
compulsory. The private sector has said in consultations thai it makes sense to have che
vehicles locally sourced and maintained. Why would anyone bring a car from the
member's area to Perth to service and maintain it and then run it back again? It does not
make sense. Obviously a local dealer should do it.
[ 12.50 pm]
Mr BLO)FF WITCH: We want them to have the opportunity to do it.
Mr KIERATH: The parliamentary cars are a good example because it was not initially a
condition of tender,~ the private leasing company actually made an arrangement with the
dealers in members' areas to source and maintain the vehicles. That is an example of
how it could work. Sometimes agencies go off on their own path, and a couple did.
They did not take that aspect into account, and we are trying to pull them back into line.
Mr MARSHALL: What is the cost saving to the Government through this deal?
Mr KIERATH: We are taking something from capital cost and putting it on recurrent
cost. Privatising two-thirds of the fleet will free up about $180m of capital that we will
not have to borrow.I
Mr RIPPER: Will you table in the Parliament the report which analysed the financial
benefits of the various options for management of t Government's car flee: so that
members and the public can see precisely how these savings will be achieved?
The CHAIRMAN: Is that a capital expenditure item?
Mr KIERATH: I think during question time recently I tabled same documents, but I am
more than happy to provide to the member one of the initial reports on which the decision
was based.
Mr RIPPER: I refer again to the aircraft contract. In calling tenders did the Government
say that it was desirable that the maximum age of the equipment be 10 years, or 3 000
hours total time in service, and that the type of aircraft should be currently in service?
How old ame the aircraft to be operated by the successful tenderer? What is the
approximate total hours of service of the aircraft to be operated?
Mr KIERATH: I am happy to provide that as supplementary information. I will provide
the member with a copy of the specifications which details all the requirements. I seem
to recall they might well have been ballpark figures, but rather than make a guess and be
found to be inaccurate, I will provide the information. I will provide details on the age of
the aircraft as well.
Mr RIPPER: Will you also provide details on the service time? I am interested to see
how that compares with the details in the tender. Did the specification issued with the
request for tender require a significant increase in operational standards in regard to
single engine takeoff performance that upgraded the requirements to regular public
transport or airline standards? If that is the case, was this a contractual obligation placed
on the winner of the tender?
Mr KIERATH: I will provide supplementary information.
Mr RIPPER: In calling tenders did the Government say that it was desirable to have
extensive management and operational experience relevant to the contrat? When did
the operator who won the tender become qualified or endorsed to fly the type of aircraft
to be operated? When was the operator licensed to fly this type of aircrat on charter?
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Mr KIERATH: We do not have that information here. I will supply the member with the
specifications which will contain all the answers about requirements on tenderers. I will
provide the information about the current operator, but I do not know it off the top of my
head. I might get myself jato trouble by eying to outline some of it, but my memory of
the situation is that this deal involved the purchase of an aircraft which the successful
tenderer did not own. The contract was conditional on purchase of that aircraft. That
was known to the Supply Commission. We brought in an aviation expert from the
eastern states - unfortunately people with this expertise are not necessarily available
locally, The plane was known to be a well maintained andzserviced vehicle of very high
standard. Some Ministers have flown in it at various times through a private hire
arrangement. My recollection of events is that it was a condition of the tender. The
company had an option to purchase this plane, and it concluded that purchase when it
was awarded the contract. Perhaps that will answer some of the member's questions. I
am more than happy to provide supplementary information.
Mr RIPPER: In calling tenders did the Government say that minimum experience levels
would be applied to flight crew arid consideration might be given to the availability of the
company training and checking system? Is the successful operator's crew trained, or is it
to be trained at a facility recognised by the aircraft manufacturer as suitable for training
on the type of aircraft to be used?
Mr KIERATH: That will be provided in supplementary information.
Mr RIPPER: What additional costs for administrative, operational and logistical matters
associated with this contract must still be met by the Government?
Mr KIERATH: I am happy to provide that.
Mr RIPPER: With regard to State Print, the Program Statements say the deficit on
commercial operations was $70 000 for the last financial year. I understand the profit on
commercial operations in 1991-92 was $335 000. Why has the position deteriorated?
Mr DUFILD: The actual outturn unaudited figures for the year show a $18 000 profit
for the commercial operations of State Print. The information in these notes is prepared
well in advance of the financial year and we suggested a deficit of $70 000. We have
achieved a profit in the past three years, although it has been reduced probably through
the process of privatisation, and perhaps uncertainty. To achieve a break-even in that sort
of environment when the public sector can gets its printing done wherever it likes is a
marvellous outcome.
Mr RIPPER: What is happening to market share and sales during the privatisation
process?
M& DUEFID: They are fairly constant. Our customer survey indicates clients will be
happy to use State Print when it is privatised, which suggests a lot of confidence in State
Print for the future. I am confident sales will be retained in the future after privatisation.
The CHAIRMAN: I must now put the question for division 88.
Mrt KIERATH: I1 express my disappointment that there was not -enough time for
members of the Opposition to raise questions and that they did not have someone here to
ask questions on this area of expenditure.
Wr RIPPER: If that comment is to be recorded, I make it clear we have had insufficient

time in a number of area of the estimates. Overlaps have occurred in a number of areas.
Our spokesperson on ethnic affairs is in fact required in Estimates Committee B to deal
with other portfolio responsibilities. We would certainly have had questions had there
been time.
Mr KIERATH: You asked a number of questions three or four tines over.
Several members interjected.
The CHAIRMAN: Order!

Sitfing suspended from 1.00 to 2 .00 pm
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Division 37: Education, $1 118 402 000
[Mr Day, Chairman.]
[M Tubby, Parliamentary Secretary.)
[" G.J. Black, Director General.j
[Ms S. Murphy, Acting Executive Director, Resources and Services.]
[Mr Rt. McCreddin, IL/Director, Curriculum.]
[Mr D.G. Axworthy, R/Manager, Operations.]
[Mr P. McCaffrey, Manager. Finance and Budgeting.]
Mr RIEBELING: Are any new policies or initiatives scheduled for introduction this
financial year? If so, can you describe what they are and how they are to be funded in
1994-95?
Mr BLACK: Theme are a number of specific new initiatives. The first is a new program
to enhance provision for gifted and talented students. The resources allocated will, to a
large extent, be utilised to ensure that every senior high school has access to a part time
teaching staff to promote the program. Theme will also be a kit for primary aged students
and a significant professional development program for teachers across the board. The
total allocation for that is $500 000. The second area of new initiative is in rural
education. An amount of $ im has been allocated for this program. I cannot give specific
details because the Minister is awaiting the rural education ministerial review report,
which we expect soon, that will identify the specific allocations.
There will also be a program involving $1.54m this year for students with disabilities.
That program will involve a range of initiatives as a follow-up to a ministerial review of
disabilities in education known as the Shean report. Of that $1.54m, approximately $Irn
will be provided for professional development for teachers to enable them to have
enhanced teaching strategies in dealing with students with disabilities. A significant
allocation has also been made to increase the number of visiting teachers available to
provide expert advice to teachers in the teaching of students with disabilities.
An allocation of $750 000 is made for physical education, which is the result, again, of a
ministerial review known as the House report. The bulk of that money will be spent on
providing support to teachers for professional development and establishing new
curriculum materials in the area of physical and health education. Additional resources
of $250 000 will also be provided for language other than English programs. A further
$250 000 is allocated to the post-compulsory schooling area, and $250 000 is available
for additional support for clerical staff in schools during the financial year.
Mr RIEBELING: In your answer you mentioned that extra resources would be provided
for isolated children. How is increasing the fees for correspondence courses available to
private students from $400 to $800 for eabh unit in line with that program?
Mr BLACK: Are you referring to charges for private students so as to utilise distance
education materials?
Mr RIEBELING: I am referring to private school students utilising the correspondence
courses, who have been advised that each course will cost $800 rather than $400 as they
do at the moment.
Mr BLACK: The only charging of which I am aware at the moment is that some
requests have been made this year - pretty well for the first time ever - from students who
wish to undertake their education via home tuition and wish to access the full range of
services provided by the Distance Education Centre. We have allocated a cost recovery
charge for those students. We will take die member's other question on notice.
Mr RIEBELING: So that you fully understand, my question relates to private schools,
such as the IKarratha Catholic College, whose students wish to undertake through
correspondence a course that is not available at the school. I am advised that next year
the fees will increase from $400 to $800 a year.
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Mr BLACK: I will provide that answer as supplementary information.
Dr HANMES: Concerns have been expressed to me that older schools in which library
integrated computer programs are installed must pay for staff training for those programis
from their own fundraising. I know funds are available to replace the teachers while they
attend the courses; however, funds have not been available to pay for their training. Is
that part of this professional development allocation?
Mr BLACK: That is not part of what I specifically mentioned. As you said, schools
have a specific allocation in their schools grant to provide training opportunities for all
staff. To a large extent the requirement for training for a program such as the utilisation
of computers would be part of that school-based budget allocation. It is essentially a
school priority issue, and the school must decide how to utilise those funds.
Dr HAM[ES: It is part of their standard annual grant?
Mr BLACK: Yes, it is a standard annual grant, part of which has been designated for
professional development. The school makes the decision on how it spends those funds.
[2. 10 pm]
Mr KOBELKE: Will the Minister indicate the numbers of FlTs in the 1993-94 period
who were teachers, administration support staff, cleaners and gardeners? What are the
anticipated figures in chose categories in the 1994-95 Budget?
Mr BLACK: In 1993-94 the categories are as follows: Administration and clerical staff,
1 092; teaching staff, 16 516; support staff 3 803; cleaners and gardeners, 2 404; making
a total of 23 815. The additional number of FTEs in each of those categories in 1994-95:
Teachers - an expansion of 96.8 Frts, with a full year effect of 239; school assistants, 15
FTEs with a full year effect of 36.2; teachers' aides, 7.8 Es with a full year effect of
18.6. The statistics for 1994-95 include another break-out which is not available for
1993-94; that is, Aboriginal education workers, an expansion of 2.9 with a full year effect
of 6.8. In 1994-95 an additional 6.5 FTEs were employed in the category of cleaners and
gardeners, which will have a full year effect 15.4. The total expansion for new schools
and enrolments is 129 Fits in 1994-95, with a full year impact of 316. The funds
required to cover the extra staffing are $3.352m in 1994-95, and $8.21 lma in the full year.
Mr KOBELKE: I still hive problems with those figures because they are presented on
different bases. Can additional information be provided to show where those categories
were included in the last year's Budget?
Mr TUJBBY: That will be provided as supplementary information.
Mr RIEBELING: I refer to page 337 of the Program Statements and note a reduction of
273 in the number of ETEs. How do you explain that reduction from 23 813 to 23 540,
given the figures that have just been read out?
Mr BLACK: I apologise for the confusion and will endeavour to explain. The net
reduction in the number of ET~s is covered by a number of impacts. The full year
impact of discontinuing support for years 1 and 2, an initiative of the last Budget,
resulted in a reduction of 38 FTEs. Initiatives were commenced in 1993-94 to
significantly reduce the number of staff in central office and among cleaners and
gardeners. In 1993-94 the impact of those initiatives was: Central office, a reduction of
37.7 FT~s; and cleaning and gardening staff, a reduction of 210.8 EkEs. The flow on
impact in 1994-95 will be a further reduction of 21.8 FrEs in central office, and 130.5
FTEs in cleaning and gardening staff. As a consequence of those changes, together with
the growth factors to which I referred, the net impact is an overall reduction of 273. It
mnay be helpful if we provided a full reconciliation for the member and that will clarify
the situation.
Mr KOBELKE: I also request a breakdown of the number of FTEs in preprinmary,

pnayand secondary schools in 1993-94 and 1994-95, with explanatory notes where
catgores have shifted for various reasons.
Mr TUJBBY: That will be provided as supplementary information.
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Mr RIEBELING: I note a reduction of 21 in the level of FTEs in the corporate services
area, but an increase in the allocation of $755 000. Will you explain how that is
achieved?
MrT BLACK: The Treasury accounting for this year has compounded a number of areas
of expenditure into one line. The major reason for the increase is that expenditure such
as the fringe benefits tax has been placed into that allocation. Given the change in the
definition of fringe benefits tax, the department has needed an increased allocation of
$1.3m in that area alone of this Budget. The member is correct in saying that the cost of
corporate services per se has increased, even though the number of staff has decreased.
Because other areas of expenditure are incorporated in that line, the aggregate has
increased. Another area of expenditure increase is the process of establishing a new
human resources computerised management system, which will provide more efficient
payroll and human resource information for management purposes. The allocation for
that is also incorporated in this one line.
Mr RIEBELING: What performance indicators have been put in place to monitor
whether the downsizing of the corporate sector has resulted in increased efficiency?
Ms MURPHY: In reducing the corporate services positions in the central office, the
criteria related to the minimisation of the impact on schools. Therefore, areas that did not
affect children in the classroom were given high priority. As a result of the reduction of
17171s, some of the tasks were put out to the private sector~ for example, small systems
support in the central office was contracted in, rather than staff being employed by the
department
Mr RIEBELING: I presume some monitoring system is in place to determine whether
that has achieved efficiencies. I presume the department bad some reason for taking that
action. What performance indicators are used in the head office to determine whether the
department received value for money, or whether it wasted money? I am happy to
receive that as supplementary information.
[2.20 pm]
Mr BLACK: A significant part of the function of central office is to provide services to
schools. During the course of 1994, as part of the reporting and indicators regime, a
survey will be undertaken asking school staff to comment on the level of service
provided. During the course of the financial year an exteral review of our corporate
services functions will be carried out with a view to looking at the current level of
performance, where improvements could be made in service provision, accountability
mechanisms and further efficiencies. We anticipate that will start shortly.
Mr KOBELKE: What is the forecast growth in student numbers to the turn of the
century by both primary and secondary divisions?
Mr BLACK: Current projections as of February 1994 are current primary enrolments,
144 031, current secondary enrolments, 78 064, making a grand total of 222 095. Those
figures exclude senior college students, mature age students at senior campuses, repeat
year 12 students and full fee paying overseas students. The projected enrolments trough
to the year 2004 ame 145 066 primary, 84 345 secondary, totalling 229 411. We will
provide as supplementary information a full table which goes from 1987 to 2004. It is
clearly not a significant growth in enrolments but the management issue in terms of those
statistics is the dramatic change in the distribution of students throughout the state. That
is having an impact on the management of resources.
Mr KOBELKE: Does that distribution relate largely to growth in the outer metropolitan
area?
Mr BLACK: Yes, and some parts of the south West.
Mrs ROBERTS: What changes are proposed to the woring conditions or work practices
of teachers in 1994-95? What impact will this have on the budget, and what, if any,
savings are anticipated?
Mr BLACK: We have just commenced the process of enterprise bargaining with all the
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relevant unions. The Government's position, which will be a public position on what it
sees as being the benefits for staff and education generally, is likely to be made known in
the next couple of months. I am unable to comment until such time as that public
position is made known. We expect to have an enterprise agreement with our staff some
time by the end of this year or early next year.
Mrs ROBERTS: Do you anticipate a particular impact on the budget out of that?
Mr BLACK: All of those issues are yet to be determined.
Mr RIEBELING: Will each school be considered as an individual workplace or will the
Education Deportment be one agreement?
Mr BLACK: The overall strategy on enterprise bargaining is yet to be determined.
Mr RIEBELING: The corporate service item shows an allocation for services and
contracts of $11l.603m, which is an increase of some $486 0(00. Which services have
those new contracts taken over? What method has been put in place to monitor the
performance of those contracts?
Mr TUBEBY: We will provide that as supplementary information.
Mr REIBELING: Can I have details on all the contracts in that section?
Mr BLACK: We can give the information by category.
Mr RJEBELING: Perhaps I could have the information on the top 30) contracts in value?
Mr KOBELKE: Did the Commonwealth Grants Commission's latest report reveal that
Western Australia had below standard spending? If yes, for what reason, and by how
much, compared with the other States in the Australian average?
Mr BLACK: Yes. The latest Grants Commission analysis suggests that on a national
basis for an agreed average figure of expenditure, Western Australia was below average
by approximately $120m. That has been relatively the case for at least a decade. It is
difficult to identify the whys and wherefores. Part of the problem is that there is not an
easy direct comparison between states. For example, some states have six years of
primary school and six years of high school, whereas we have seven and five. Other
states have full time preprimary programs;, ours is at an early stage of implementation.
On other hand, it is clear that Western Australia has significantly greater costs than other
states because of its geographic characteristics. The Grants Commission has just
completed a further analysis of the relarivities, but my expectation is that Western
Australia will still be in a somewhat adverse position nationally.
Mrs ROBERTS: At page 339 a significant issue and trnd is the provision of statewide
access and equity involving 'significant resource considerations". To which specific
resource implication does that refer, and where is the reference in the estimates?
Mr BLACL: Nothing is specifically identified in the accounting in the statements. I will
give the member a rundown of the sort of programs about which we are talking. Firstly,
there is a Commonwealth-based program called the national equity programi for schools,
and for Western Australia, approximately $21m is involved. That includes programs that
are wen known, including the priority schools program and the priority country area
program plus specific allocations for students with disabilities. We also have a specific
purpose program for Aboriginal education; a three year rolling Aboriginal education plan
is allocated there. A wide variety of programs in the post-compulsory secondary
education sector deal with school to work transition, links with the training sector, part
work, part study arrangements, and special initiatives to provide those sorts of programs
to country areas. I mentioned in an earlier answer the programs that are in this budget for
rural and remote students, students with disabilities, and gifted and talented students.
These are new additional programs in this budget
[2.30 pm]
Mr OSBORNE: The major achievements for 1993-94 at page 344 refer to Aboriginal
students, students from disadvantaged socioeconomic backgrounds, rural students
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non-English speaking students, and students with disabilities. Has any consideration
been given to boys? This question may seenm specious, but I understand chat some
anecdotal evidence is now emerging that boys are a particular problem in lower
secondary school, particularly their ability in literacy and English, and the difficulties
they have with peer group pressure to underachieve. Is that supported by your research:
and, if so, can anything be done about that?
Mr BLACK: There is international evidence that boys and girls are relatively equal in
mathematics in years 3 through 7, but by year 10 the boys are starting to move ahead in
some strands of mathematics. We have what is probably one of the world's best
programs for monitoring - the monitoring standards and education project - which
sampled test students in those areas. In English and literacy, girls internationally are
significantly ahead in most aspects of literacy from the start and boys do not catch up.
Over all, boys tend to do better in mathematics and sciences than girls, although in the
biology end of sciences, girls do better than boys, so it is not right across the board. The
emphasis in the past few years has been concentrated on improving the performance of
girls in mathematics and science. There has been a national project, in which Western
Australia has participated. One of the outputs from that program has been
experimentation with single sex classes for mathematics and science in lower secondary,
and there has been some evidence of success. The view now is that for boys there needs
to be, particularly in regard to literacy and other elements of English, at least as great a
concerted effort to try to improve performance. Last year, the Ministers of Education
decided to extend the national project on maths and science for girls to include work on
boys and the deficiencies that have been identified in regard to English and performance
in related areas. That work has commenced, and we anticipate that by early next year
there will be some evidence about what strategies can be used to enhance performance.
Mr OSBORNE: The fourth dot point at page 343, under significant issues and trends,
relates to the issue which we have just been discussing. It states that the possibility that
geographical remoteness affects student achievement requires consideration. I know that
some of the regional development commissions, particularly the Great Southern
Development Commission, have been doing a lot of work in the last few years; in an
attempt to have Tertiary Entrance Examination scores weighted so that country students
receive an eased entrance into universities. What is the department's view about that?
Mr BLACK: We have been involved recently in a ministerial review of rural education,
and there has been a detailed analysis of that MSE data to which I referred in the last
question. That data indicates that there is no difference between the performance levels
of ruiral students compared with metropolitan students, other than for those factors which
are consistent across the board, which are essentially to do with socioeconomic
disadvantage and Aboriginalhty; and where those factors are present there is a difference.
Mr OSBORNE: So just being a rural student is not a cause?
Mr BLACK: Not at all. I1am aware that in at least one ocher state, universities have
taken on a policy of providing additional incentives for rural students to undertake
particular courses. It is not clear how successful that has been. I am aware also of recent
debate in Western Australia which is looking at it fromn a different point of view. For
example, in regard to the need for more rural doctors, the worldwide evidence suggests
that one of the better ways to meet that need is by encouraging more people from country
areas to study medicine because there is a higher likelihood that they will return to the
cownry. I think that is the focus of that debate.
Mr KOBELKE: In regard to departmental tendering and purchasing agreements, have
the problems identified by the Auditor General been corrected, and what action was
necessary?
Mr BLACK: Some problems were identified with departmental practices in supply and
purchasing. The area has been reviewed and new policies have been put in place. Our
progress has been carefully monitored by the State Supply Commission, and we have
been given a good report card to date.
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Mr KOBELKE: H-as anyone been charged or investigated with respect to irregularities?
Mr BLACK; No.
Mr KOBELKE: So, to your knowledge, investigations are not continuing with respect to
any irregularities?
Mr BLACK: That is correct.
Mrs ROBERTS: How many and what is the estimated cost of early retirements and
redundancies anticipated by the department in 1994-95, and how many and what was the
cost of early retirements and redundancies in 1993-94?
Wr BLACK: There was no early retirement programn in the department specifically,
although there was a redundancy program which targeted cleaning, gardening and central
office staff. The severance payout in 1993-94 to cover those cleaning, gardening and
central office staff was $6.3m, and the estimated payout for 1994-95 is $2.9m.
Mr KOBELKE: The Treasurer referred in the Budget speech to the following important
initiatives: Upgrading the Distance Education Centre in Leederville; funding for students
with disabilities; the gifted and talented students program; an increase of $6.5m for
maintenance; upgrading physical education in schools; and improvements in rural
education. Are these new initiatives, what are the programs to implement them; and
where do they appear in the estimates? The Distance Education Centre in Leederville is
a capital item so we would not expect to find it here, but there may be other aspects of the
development of programs which ame not capital and which would need to appear in the
estimates. Is the upgrading of the Distance Education Centre in Leederville a new
initiative; what is being done to implement it; and where do items appear in the budget in
support of programs relating to it?
Mr BLACK: I am having difficulty differentiating between capital works -

Mr KOBELKE: Do you want to take that on notice and move on to funding for students
with disabilities? Are any aspects of that initiative new; what is being done to implement
it; and where do we find some reference to it in the estimates?
[2.40 pm])
Mr BLACK: It is not in the estimates. The total expansion allocation is $1.54m. Of
that, $1 mn is for professional development for teachers, particularly to help them develop
better teaching strategies in dealing with students with disabilities. A further
$300 000-plus is allocated to increase the number of visiting peripatetic teachers who
provide consulting advice to teachers on students with disabilities. A program is being
developed to implement the major recommendations of the Shean report. I ask Mr
Axworthy to comment on the progress of that.
Mr AXWORTHY: The Shean report will be implemented over a number of years,
starting this financial year and moving into the next triennium. This will have a number
of different aspects. The aim of the overall program is to implement the full intent of the
Shean report. Some of the major aspects of that will be the development of a
departmental policy on the teaching of children who are experiencing learning
difficulties, particularly in the areas of literacy and numeracy. We have a policy on
children with disabilities but not children with learning difficulties in those areas.
Another recommendation in the Shean report is the early identification of children who
are having difficulties with learning, and the recording and reporting of that information
to parents. The Shean report talks about individual educational programming; we prefer
to talk about collaborative action plans for children who are experiencing learning
difficulties. The development of the policy will go hand in hand with the professional
development that will be provided. In the next financial year that allocation will amount
to $1.5m. The ministerial statement on the Shean report contained an intention to
provide $6m of new money over the next three years.
Mr KOBELKE: The recommendation of the Shean report was considerably more than
that. Was it $12m or Si5m?
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Mr AXWORTHY: No financial statement was placed in the She-an report itself. There
were 61 recommendations and we have announced that we will immediately inmplenment
51 of those. Four will be incrementally implemented, and a further seven require further
consultation before they can definitely be implemented.
Mr KOBELKE: The next item is the gifted and talented students program.
Mr BLACK: That is included in subprogram 1.2, and the allocation of $500 000 deals
with a number of factors. First, each senior high school will be given a pant time
resource to develop and run its gifted and talented program. A kit dealing with the gifted
and talented is being developed with the teachers' association to provide additional
support for primary school teachers. That is the main aspect of that allocation.
Mr KOBELKE:- The next one I mention is an increase of $6.5m in maintenance funding.
Mr McCAFFREY: There has been a slight change in the cash flow between 1993-94 and
1994-95 and we are expecting it to be approximately $7.5m higher, which represents the
extra allocation we received.
Mr KOBELKE: What will the total allocation be?
Mr McCAFFREY: For maintenance it will be $36m.
Mr RIPPER: What is the total backlog of maintenance required to be done within our
education system? This is the subject I was discussing with the Minister for Works this
morning.
Mr BLACK: An estimate has been made regarding maintenance, including preventive
maintenance, and the backlog was in the vicinity of $40m. The allocation this year will
be the first chance to significantly reduce chat backlog. A backlog also exists in bringing
schools up to a modern standard. The Minister made public announcements on that
matter last year, and estimated that $250 000 would be required.
Mr RIPPER: What is the backlog of maintenance required at the beginning of the next
financial year?
Mr TUJBBY: I will provide some supplementary information.
Mr KOBELKE: I refer to subprogram 1.1, comprehensive general education. I note
from page 341 of the Program Statements that a major achievement for 1993-94 related
to the upgrading of physical education in schools.
Mr BLACK: After the completion of the ministerial review on physical education,
$750 000 has been allocated in the budget this year with further allocations to come.
Mr KOBELKE: Is that $750 000 an additional expenditure?
Mr BLACK: Yes.
Mr OSBORNE: I refer to the review of the adequacy of health education provisions
mentioned on page 341 of the Program Statements as a major achievement for 1993-94.
What was the outcome of that review?
Mr BLACK: The review followed a Senate committee inquiry into physical and health
education across the country. The general findings were that a disturbingly large number
of young people had health and fitness problems. The ministerial review followed up on
that data and confirmed that similar sorts of problems existed in the Western Australian
context. It was decided that the most appropriate major focus in the first instance should
be primary schools, and a dramatic upgrading of professional development should be
available to teachers and to teaching strategies. That will necessitate new curriculum
materials for primary school teachers and a substantial resource allocation to training
professional development teachers at the primary level. That $750 000 largely applies to
that.
Mr KOBELKE: The last point in that group of questions refers to new initiatives relating
to improvements in rural education which we find in this budget.
Mr BLACK: There axe two aspects. I mentioned one earlier, which is that the allocation
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has been made to distance education. Specifically, we have $lm available this year to
commence the implementation of the ministerial review into rural education. We do not
know as yet where die focus of the $ln will be because the report has not been
completed. We expect to receive it shortly. We anticipate dieme will be a need for
significant new expenditure, so Simn has been allocated.
Mr KOBELKE: 'There are not new initiatives but it is envisaged that there could be.
Mr BLACK: We ame certain there will be. We anticipate at least Sim could be spent this
year, on the expectation that there will be further additional expenditure in later years.
Dr HANES: On page 346 of the Program Statements one of the significant issues and
trends is that employment opportunities for graduate teachers are likely to remain
unfavourable. I regard this as a major issue. I have been made aware that approximately
50 per cent of graduate teachers remain unemployed, and that if one does not obtain a job
in the first year there is a small possibility of obtaining a position in the second
allocation; if one does not, then one will never get a job. Is that true? If it is true, what is
being done about it? I hope something will be done because this has gone on for too
long.
I do not know much about federal government additional funding. However, in my
electorate office under the Jobskills program I employ an extra staff member who is
funded, all bar $25 a week, by the Federal Government. What opportunities are there to
direct federal government money to bring additional unemployed teachers into schools to
provide two teachers with an assistant of some sort to a class?
[2.50 pm]
Mr BLACK: Although dieme is a continuation of a slow expansion of the school system;
it is mainly in a redistribution of the population rather than a dramatic increase in the
aggregate number of students and, therefore, a demand for teachers. During the 1970s
and 1980s die avenage turnover of teaching staff - resignations and retirements, etc - was
between 6 per cent and 8 per cent per annum. Over die past three years that has
decreased to between 1 per cent and 2 per cent. Our major vehicle for obtaining new
positions for graduates has largely gone because of this matter of turnover, If nothing
else changed we do not anticipate that the increase in turnover would be dramatic. Given
that the economy has improved, we expect some improvement in the second half of this
year. Theme is evidence already that there has been further turnover. We do not expect it
to go back to the 6 per cent or 8 per cent of the past. That is partly due to the fact that we
now have an ageing work force, the avenage age being approximately 40 years. That is
typical of die work force in general. Those who were born in the baby boom period are
moving through the system now. There is a large cohort in a narrow age range.
In terms of both promotional activities and opportunities for new graduates if nothing
else changed, there would not be a dramatic improvement until approximately 2004. At
the moment we are looking at a range of measures that would improve die promotional
opportunities and opportunities for mobility; for example, providing an ability for
teachers to take time to work in industry. We have a successful program running on
industry placement which we would like to expand significantly. We have been
discussing that program with industry recently. We are discussing die possibility of the
Canadian system which is called sabbatical leave. By entering into a program, people
might take the fifth year off and be paid 80 per cent of the salary for all of those five
years. People would be encouraged to study during that fifth year. In the long term we
are also looking at the possibility of providing incentives for teachers to retrain in other
spheres of activity and providing an attractive package for that to occur. We are
currently monitoring a scheme in South Australia which seems to be quite successful but
not a major drain on the budget.
Dr HAMIES: Why can we just not reduce the number of graduates?
Mr BLACK: We would prefer to encourage senior staff on the top of the salary range to
look for other work and replace them with graduates. We would be able to amortise the
cost over a relatively short time and it would end up being cost-neutral. In that way those
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who wanted to, could go with dignity and support and the work force could be
rejuvenated with young graduates. As well as that idea, hopefully there will be others for
us to look at.
Dr HAMES: A comment was made that the graduates are not reduced for political
reasons. I studied medicine. Out of 190 in the first year, 90 students went into the
second year. Why is it so different in the education field that we cannot reduce the
number of people who are able to enter university to become teachers if 50 per cent more
teachers graduate than are required?
Mr BLACK: There is a significant number of unemployed graduates at the moment. It
is not across the board. We are still having difficulties in a number of areas.
Traditionally there has been a problem in obtaining sufficient skilled maths teachers in
secondary schools. That is condonuing. A labour market analysis shows that employment
prospects are very poor in some areas but they are very good in others. We have a very
good relationship with the universities in terms of providing information to them about
changes to our needs in the labour market. The universities have a problem in that it is
very difficult, and it is a slow process, to make any significant change to the way in
which graduate teachers are produced.
Mr OSBORNE: If there is a shortage of maths teachers at secondary school level, why is
it not possible to pay them more?
Mr BLACK: That is not part of the current industrial arrangements. It needs to be
considered.
Dr flAMES: Could I have an answer to the second part of my question about federal
funding for unemployed teachers?
Mr BLACK: I will have to provide the answer by way of supplementary information.
However, those programs would not be available.
Dr HAMES: With the help of our colleagues opposite, these things could probably be
negotiated.
Mr OSBORNE: I refer to the area of disability. One of the very important things in
schools, especially in primary and preprimary, is that children learn the importance of
respecting the rights of others. My concern revolves around the incidence of bullying in
primary schools, especially among boys around seven or eight years, where it seems to
peak. Because these boys do not learn proper social skills, they learn inappropriate ways
of dealing with their class mates. That turns into a learning problem for them later in
their school life and also a problem for the school. They form a cohort which goes
through the whole school and turns into a pack of bully boys in some cases.
In answer to my earlier question Mr Black said that literacy problems may be caused
because of the things that have happened in the primary school years but that he wanted
to look at the matter. I rather chink that something needs to be done now about it. My
impression is that the incidence of bullying in pr-imary schools is far too high and may be
increasing.
Mr BLACK: Our view, which is supported internationally, is that there is a great deal of
benefit in supplying significant resources for what everybody has termed early
intervention programs. It should not be targeted just at the school sector, it needs to go
right through to the ability of new parents to parent. When young ids hit the school
sector, there are quite dramatic differences that are not associated with natural ability.
We need to establish some effective programs to identify students who have problems in
the preprimiary years and we should do what we can at that point. We have just been
looking at that issue on a national basis. A number of research projects are about to start
looking at the best and most effective ways of delivering early intervention. There is
some good evidence that if children under the age of eight years are put into an
environment which is ungraded and are allowed to develop at their own pace, the success
races will tend to be a lot higher. We are currently looking at that issue.
In terms of bullying, the international evidence is that young people who participate in
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that activity tend to perform poorly in school. There is no doubt that it has a significant
impact on their peers. Whether it is any better or worse than it was a decade ago is
unknown. We do not have very good measurement for it. We do have some positive
school based strategies for dealing with it.
[3.00 pm]
Mr AXWORTHY: There is a raft of support services provided to schools, in the shape of
school psychology, welfare and social work services, which are provided largely from
district office bases where the local officers go into the schools. We have received a
dramatic increase in requests for work within school communities over the past 12
months.
At die beginning of this year we brought across to Western Australia one of the world's
experts, Professor Dan Qiweus, to run a seminar with our support service people, which
they in turn have taken back to the schools. One of our people went to the United States
and Europe on a Churchill fellowship to look at bullying and antibullying programs.
These have been put in to a number of our schools with a great deal of success. There is
not a simple answer to the problem. It is a problem which schools inherit; it is not caused
in the schools. The school does not have the total control of all the factors that can
influence it.
We are looking very much at bringing together school personnel and school practices
with parent and community cooperation. In that sense we are looking at a number of
issues. We have already established a safety house program together with the police to
provide safe routes to and from school to combat some of the bullying that occurred in
the past. In the United States they are called safety corridors. Fortunately the level of
violence in our society is nowhere near that which occurs in the United States. We have
the capacity to crank up that kind of support program and assistance for schools as school
communities see this as an issue for them.
Mr OSBORNE: You said that a vast increase has occurred in the number of requests
from school communities for assistance. Is that because of an increase in the reporting of
incidents or because there has been an actual increase in incidents?
Mr AXWORTHY: That is always a difficult question to answer and I cannot answer it
directly. It is partly that the support service obviously supports what client groups are
concerned about. As we are able to deal successfully with one concern, another concern
comes on stream. It is also partly because the media has picked up the issue. That has
been evident recently. We now have a society that is a little more sensitive to the needs
of our children. Whereas in the past many of these problems would have been ignored,
they are now being reported.
Mr RIPPER: Why are the academic extension programs at Belmont and Melville Senior
igh Schools being closed? What effect will the closure of these programs have on the

availability of and access to such programs generally? In particular; I am interested to
know what access residents in the area of Belmont might have in future to this sort of
program.
Mr BLACK: Our assessment on the effectiveness of the secondary extension program
indicated that it could be significantly increased if we divided the program into two
streams - a mathematics, science and technology stream and a humanities stream.
Evidence from other places indicates that students with special talents do not tend to
cross the divide between those two areas, and that if a specific focus is given to them a
greater level of performance will result at dhe end of the day.
The second question we looked at was the distribution of programs across the
metropolitan area. It was felt that making some changes, including closing off the
program at some schools and opening it at others, would produce a better spread and give
better access for students. We considered factors such as the public transport access and
the number of students who were accessing those programs from outside the traditional
school boundaries of those senior high schools. It was clear in several cases that the
programs of those schools were not generating sufficient students to justify them, and
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that they would be bonter placed in other schools. That has noting to do with the quality
of the program provided by the meachens at those schools, but is simply a question of
accessibility in catchment.
The programs that are available in those schools will not be closed off immediately.
T7hey are closed off only for new entrants. The programs will continue to run for the
existing students. We believe that as a result of this change there will be a more
equitable and effective spread, and betner access to the program across the metropolitan
areas.
Dr CONSTABLE: One of the major planned achievements for 1993-94 on page 370 of
last year's Program Statements was that improved paticipation in science/mathematics
subjects by girls and in LOTE, social sciences and non-traditional curriculum areas by
boys would be addressed. What progress has been made on that?
Mr BLACK: We do not have any statistics available right now. During that year we
instituted a number of pilot programs, such as providing single sex classes in lower
secondary school in mathematics and science for girls. A number of discussion sessions
were held. Some data is available - it is not longitudinal, obviously - which indicates it
has been a success. There have been some downsides. Some teachers commented on the
behaviour of boys in the "all boys" area as a result of girls having their own classes for
maths and science. Largely it has been a success and there is an appetite in those schools
to continue it. Since then much more analysis has been done about the poor performance
of boys in areas such as basic literacy, communication skills and the like.
We are participating in a national project which initially had its focus on increasing the
performance of girls to a general focus on specific areas where boys and/or girls are
underperforming. We expect to get to the point by next year of having specific projects
applying to bys in areas of underperformance.
Dr CONSTABLE: The answer has not really addressed my question. I can understand
that you may not have much data now. However, are you systematically collecting data
on the increasing participation rates of girls in those subject area and in the areas
mentioned for boys so that when I ask next year you MUl be able to give me some idea of
increased participation?
Mr BLACK: Data will be available; however, 1 am not sure whether participation rates
will be the key factor.
Dr CONSTABLE: That is what this planned achievement was. I expected some effort to
keep the data so that we could see it was having an effct
Mrt BLACK: Data MUl be available.
Dr CONSTABLE: I MUl ask again next yea.
Mr KOBELKE: Does the Budget take into account the closure of any schools?
Mr BLACK: No.
Mr KOBELKE: How many submissions were received under the school rationalisation
proposal?
Mr BLACK: Are you referring to the submissions received on the policy document?
Mr KOBELKE: Yes.
Mr TUBBY: That will be provided as supplementary information.
Mr RIPPER: Are you saying that no schools will be closed in this financial year? If
schools were to close it would be extraordinary if some sort of budgetary provision or
adjustment to the budget had not been made to take account of that.
Mr BLACK: There is no budgetary position. However, the Government has made a
decision to continue with the school renewal trust account. Any money generated by
school closures will be placed in that fund so it can be used by the school system rather
than be transferred back to consolidated revenue.
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[3.10 pm]
Mrs ROBERTS: Will the Osborne Primary School be closed next year?
Mr BLACK: The process of implementing the school rarionalisacion policy has not yet
been completed, so I cannot answer in the affirmative or otherwise.
Mrs ROBERTS: I have been contacted by parents of the Osborne Primary School who
have great anxiety about the situation, because they anticipated an answer would be given
to that question within a few weeks of the Clendalough by-election. I am sure we all
appreciate the situation those schools are in. If parents wishing to enrol their children in
year 1 feel there is any insecurity about the future of this school, they will enrol their
children at Turn Hill Primary School or elsewhere. That puts the Osborne Primary
School in a downward spiral I am keen to see the anxiety of parents relieved and I want
to know when a clear answer will be given.
Mr BLACK: The member for Glendalough is right in saying that school communities
have a significant amount of anxiety about this issue. The basic reason for not coming to
terns with it is that the department has discovered die issue is more complicated than
originally thought. Once the Government agreed policy on rationalisation of all schools
across the state was applied, it was found that in sonic metropolitan and country areas
more thani one school in the same locality met the criteria for closure. That could not
have been anticipated because the policy could not be applied until it had been decided
upon. In the middle suburbs in metropolitan Perth, there may be four or five schools in
one area that meet the criteria. There is no way all of those schools could close, even if
parents voted that way, because as soon as one school closed the students would be
hosted in surrounding schools. We are grappling with the best way to manage that in a
fair and equitable way. We are looking at ways of identifying areas and a process that
will allow proper consideration of all the factors involved in a decision to close one or
more of those schools.
Mrs ROBERTS: Given that explanation, how is it that schools in Helena have been
given an assurance that they will not be closed?
Mr BLACK: We know which schools have met the criteria but we do not yet have a fix
on how to manage schools in close proximity to each other, all of which meet the criteria.
In the area referred to, no schools meet the criteria, so area analysis is not an issue.
Mr TAYLOR: You have just said you are finding it difficult to come to grips with the
policy now announced, it is more complicated than fmt thought, there appears to be no
satisfactory solution of all the factors that must be taken into account, and the review is
not finished. However, the schools in Helena have been told they will not be closed. The
Osborne Primary School is in the electorate of the member for Glendalough and she is
unable to tell the parents involved with that school whether they have anything to worry
about. I find it quite extraordinary. The Director General of Education should not be mn
this position; the Parliamentary Secretary should be answering the question. It is a
dichotomy of views between Helena and Glendalough.
Mr TUBBY: They are different areas -

Mr TAYLOR: One is involved in a by-election and the other is not!
Mr TUBBY: One is in a growing area that needs more schools, and the schools in that
area will be utilised for many years. The other is in an older suburb where the schools
are underutilised We can identify which areas are likely to be at risk of school closures
and which are not.
Mr TAYLOR: Why not do it for the other 56 electorates, rather than just Helena?
Mr TUBBY: It will be done. The school closures for the whole state will be announced
at the same time.
Mr TAYLOR: It has not been done. We have been told that it is a difficult problem to
come to grps with and so on, but apparently these things are not difficult to grapple with
in the case of Helena.
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Mr TUJBBY: I can indicate other areas that are not wider threat. One can almost
guarantee that schools around Wanneroc are not likely to be closed.
Dr HAMES: I preface my question by responding to char last question. In my electorate
are at least two, and possibly chree, schools that would be on the list for closure -
Sutherland Primary School, Morley Primary School and Dianelia Primary School. They
all have low student numbers, but the department will not announce the closure of all
three because if one closed, the other two would not. Many schools in inner suburban
areas fit those criteria.
Mr TAYLOR: If the member for Dianella announced his retirement, the schools would
not close!
Dr HAMES: That is not true. Thbe member for Glendalougb can reassure the people in
her electorate that the schools will not close if the parents decide that they should not.
Sutherland Primary School is a case in point, and I gather the parents will not agree to its
closure, no matter what is offered.
I refer to page 346 of the Program Statements and the statement under the major
achievements for 1993-94 that schools infrastructure support was provided to ensure that
schools had safe and educationally appropriate facilities, and were appropriately
resourced with grants, other resources and quality staff, according to the particular needs
of each school and its students. My question relates to the Mt Lawley Senior High
School. Although it is not in my electorate, many of the primary schools in my electorate
feed that high school. Some concerns were expressed by the Yokine Primary School that
the Mt Lawley Senior High School lacked facilities. It was pointed out to me that
although most of its facilities are okay, the equipment and infrastructure facilities are
poor. Ir is regarded as a language teaching centre and yet the equipment with which it is
provided to carry out its activities is highly inadequate. That is a serious problem for
such a major high school. I note that it receives the same grant as other schools. The
Yokine Primary School receives $29 000, and the parents must raise additional funds for
die school. I am sure the same happens at Mr Lawley. Is the department able to provide
specific assistance for speciality education schools with a particular deficiency?
The CHAiRMAN: [ remind members that it is not permissible to ask questions about
capital expenditure.
Dr HANM: This is about the provision of equipment.
[3.20 pm]
Mr BLACK: A small number of senior high schools in the metropolitan area receive
additional support from the department; that includes Mt Lawley, which already receives
some additional assistance for its excellence and special purposes programs. For the
future - this is mentioned as an achievement in 1993-94 - an effort is being made to
identify a more equitable mechanism to provide funding. We are calling it differential
resourcing. We have a draft methodology for providing that level of assistance, which
recognises everything from special need areas through to, say, the social economic
disadvantage rule, isolation and a host of factors.
It is a question of implementation. We think that, potentially, it is the best hrrangement
in the country. The issue will come down to whether we provide on the margin flew
resources by this method, or a redistribution of alresources under this methodology, If
we do the latter there will be winners and losers. That is clearly difficult and it is
something with which the department is grappling at the moment, and on which it will be
providing recommendations to the Government later this financial year.
Dr CONSTABLE: I have heard from a number of sources that the department has sold
the first steps program.
Mr BLACK: We believe the first steps program is a world's best methodology for
teaching young children literacy and, we hope, numeracy in the future. It is so good that
we made the decision last year of looking at the possibility of marketing it worldwide.
Since then, through the proper processes, we have established a commercial relationship
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with the international publishing firn of Longman Cheshire. We have set up a special
unit to market the program. The marketing is in two phases; the first is professional
development for teachers in situ, and the other is the selling of the new version through
Longman Cheshire for which we receive a royalty. We have only started this marketing
exercise but it has already been highly successful. The likelihood is that within the next
12 months we will establish full time facilities in the US, and in New Zealand at the very
least for its professional development arm. We anticipate a net return of $100 000 this
year on the professional development side alone, without any royalties coming through.
We like to think that in the next few years there will be a very substantial return to the
department which can be used to continue to improve frst steps and other related
programs.
Dr CONSTABLE: Does that mean our own schools will have to pay to use it?
Mr BLACK: The arragement with first steps is that by the end of this calendar year we
will complete its introduction across the state so every school will have access to it in a
significant way. The second stage is to devolve responsibility for the continuing
improvement and maintenance of the first steps program from the centre to districts and
schools.
Dr CONSTABLE: I asked a specific question.
Mr BLACK: I am answering the question. At the end of the year it will then, on a
continuing basis, be up to individual schools, if they need mare of the materials, to
purchase them in the normal way.
Dr CONSTABLE: How much will that cost an individual school or district?
Mr BLACK: We decided that to continue with that program from 1995 it will be up to
individual schools to pay for it.
Dr CONSTABLE: How much will it cost?
Mr BLACK: Given that we are introducing a new set of books we have decided that a
minimum of one set will be provided to every school free of charge. I will provide the
cost of the materials as supplementary information.
Dr CONSTABLE: What about the cost of training teachers?
Mr BLACK: Once there is any improvement program the cost of training teachers will
be provided by the organisation as a whole. The next planned area is in a mathematics
strand. This year we will allocate resources in central office to establish the methodology
and materials'for the mathematics strand. The likelihood is that there will be centrally
based funding for the professional development of the teachers.
Dr CONSTABLE: Is it not a bit odd that the department has developed a really good
program, which we then sell - I accept that we will make some money - but then our own
schools must buy it back and someone else is making a profit out of that? It is bizarre.
Mr TAYLOR: The taxpayers have paid the people who were employed to put the
program together, and now they will have to pay to have their own kids use the stuff they
have already paid for.
Mr BLACK- If the commercial arrangement for the marketing of first steps had not
come into place, the plan was that at the end of this calendar year we would have
completed the fire program with firs: steps, and from then on it would be up to schools to
purchase the program through State Supply.
Mr TAYLOR: That is privatisation. gone mad.
Mr TUJBBY: That process is nothing new. It has been going on in schools for at least 15
years. The schools must purchase any new curriculum materials. The schools are given
a giant which they can then utilise.
Dr CONSTABLE: Or the P & C must raise extra money.
Mr TAYLOR: I do not think that is the case for a program developed by the department.
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Mr TUJBBY: All of those curriculum materials have been purchased by schools for many
years. You introduced it when you were in government.
Mr TAYLOR: The member for Floreat has shown that that program has been put
together at taxpayers' expense, and I understand it is a very good program which the
Government has now flogged off, but now our schools, and the parents, Will have to pay
for a program they have already paid to have put together.
Mr TUBBY: I was a school principal for 14 years, and that has been the case for at least
10 years, so I amn fairly familiar with the situation.
Dr CONSTABLE: Could you give us an example?
Mr TUBBY: For example, a new social studies curriculum was introduced in 1982-83.
All the teachers were resourced throughout the state; they were given in service courses
and professional development courses and issued with books initially. From then on they
had to pay for the books.
Mr TAYLOR: I can understand paying for the books.
Mr TU2BBY: They had to fund their own courses from then on.
Dr CONSTABLE: Yes, at cost price.
Mr KOBELKCE: They did not have to pay a commercial organisation. outside of
government that had total control.
Mrs ROBERTS: The Minister will recall I referred to the possibility of the closure of
Osborne Primary School. Mr Black gave a many faceted answer, including the statement
that the department was having difficulty grappling with the criteria for those school
closures. The Parliamentary Secretary clearly indicated that future growth in an area was
one of the key criteria, and there had been approaches from members who felt the
northern suburban schools and schools in Helena had sufficient growth. Apart fromn
substantial urban infill around Osborne Primary School, it is projected that mome than 1
000 homes will be built immediately across the road from that school within the next
three years.
That development has been approved by the City of Stirling. I want from the
Parliamentary Secretary a commitment to what was part of the Liberal Party's platform at
the last election, and an assurance that has been given since then, that no school will
close without one year's notice. I am stunned today that I cannot get a clear answer that
Osborne Primary School will definitely be open next year. The Government cannot
claim that the school has been put on notice because the list that was published earlier
this year in The West Australian and referred to during my by-election campaign was not
published by the Education Department; it was largely denied by the department. That
could not be counted in any shape or form as official notice of any kind to the schools.
Given that none of these schools has had notice, and your own party platform says there
will one year's notice, why can I not have the commitment that Osborne primary, in fact
no primary school, will close next year?
[3.30 pm]
Mr TLUBBY: You have a commitment that no primary school will close without the
community of parents being in favour of that closure. That is a firm commiitnment. The
Minister has made that commitment time and time again.
Mr TAYLOR: It sounds like Prime Minister Chamberlain, "Thbere will be peace in our
time" - no primary school will close in our time!
Mr TUBBY: That is the decision that has been made and that is the process that we ame
going through at the moment. When I was shadow Minister for Education, lists were
floating around of schools that were to be closed, and a lot of pressure was put on me to
have those lists published in The West Australian, but I refused to do that because I did
not think the process should be politicised. I did not think the communities involved
should be placed under a lot of anguish simply because of a list that had no credibility.
In the same way, the list that was published in The West Australian, not long after Hon
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John Halden became shadow Minister for Education, had no credibility, and both the
Minister and the director general said it had no credibility.
Mrs ROBERTS: Osborne Park Primary School is on that list, and you will not give me
an answer on it.

Mr TUBBY: The answer is that the list has no credibility. If the parents at Osborne Park
Primary School decide that the school should be closed. ic will be closed, if it is up for
rauionalisation. If they decide that the school should not be closed, it will not be closed.
Mrs ROBERTS: The parents and citizens' association has decided unanimously that it
does not warnt chat school to close. It has made that clear 10 the department. Why can it
not have a commitment?
The CHAIRMAN: Order! The questdon has been asked and answered.
Mr KOBELKE: My question also relates to school closures. The Parliamentary
Secretary has reiterated that the policy is that if the parents do not want their school to
close, that school will not be closedL and if they do want their school to close, that school
will be closed. The parents of the schools in Helena will obviously not be offered that
opportunity because, for some reason that I think we all know, the schools in Helena
have withdrawn from this process. The response that was given earlier suggested that a
range of criteria applied to Helena chat made it easier to make a decision, but that
contradicts the statement made by the director general that the process is a difficult one.
It is totally inconsistent to say that one set of criteria applies in Helena and not be willing
to apply those criteria in other electorates. With this complicated process with which the
department is trying to grapple, how could Helena have been given this assurance? How
was Helena taken our of that process, and was that done by the Minister or by the
Premier?
Mr TUBBY: There is no wish on behalf of the Minister, the Government or the
Education Department to have this process politicised. What members opposite did
when John Halden released that list initially, and what they did subsequently with regard
to the Glendalough by-election, was cause a great deal of concern and anguish to a lot of
schools which did not deserve to receive that treatment. The Government did not want
the people of Helena to go through the same anguish and pain if there was any possible
way out of it, so the department was approached and asked whether any schools in that
area were likely to face the possibility of closure. It said that no schools within that area
were under consideration because they did not fit the criteria. Helena is a growing area.
The schools in that area are, and will remain, fully occupied for a number of years.
Mr TAYLOR: So all members of Parliament should put that to the Minister in regard to
schools in their electorates which might be under threat of closure?
Mr TUBBY: The answer is that no school will be closed unless the community agrees to
it; so at the end of the day, if a community decides that it does not want its school to
close, it will not be closed. The power is in the hands of the community.
Mr OSBORNE: My question relates to the role of parents and citizens' associations in
the provision of learning material in primary schools. The P & C with which I am most
closely involved provides in the order of $6000 to $10 000 each year to purchase
learning and literacy materials, and even computer equipment, for the school. What is
the department's policy about that, because it seems to me that while it is worthwhile and
commendable for P & Cs to do that job, it is sometimes outside the reasonable bounds of
what is expected of P & Cs. It also can affect their morale, because for audit purposes
the sums of money which the P & Cs might provide have to go into the school budget, so
an expectation is placed upon them that they have been budgeted to provide $10 000 and
they must get that money by hook or by crook. I am concerned also about the equity of
this situation. Some schools can do that and others cannot. simply because of the nature
of the district in which they are situated or because of the nature of their P & C
committee, which changes from year to year.
Mr BLACK: The P & C associations do a magnificent job and we would be in grave
strife if we did not get moral, physical and monetary support from those groups. Overall,
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the department has a major concern about the extent to which schools have to depend
upon P & Cs, particularly for information technology - computer equipment and die like -
and we are looking at ways of trying to better support that from the centre, both for
administrative purposes and educationally. We are currently looking at an arrangement
whereby we can help schools to purchase that equipment by having a centrlised
arrangement which will provide a far superior level of buying power, and also to look at
leasing rather than purchasing, because leasing can allow continual upgrading to keep up
with technology and also more effective maintenance of the equipment with which we
are having difficulties at the moment.
My view is that we are underresourced in regard to information technology and that the
expenditure required over the next five or six years is in the vicinity of $50m to $60mn.
That expenditure is justifiable, and I believe it will be a major priority for the government
in education. Therefore, that is to a significant degree where the focus of extra resources
should be, and the reality is that P & C groups have been picking up the pieces of that in
the past because we have not been doing the job that I believe we need to do.
The member is right also in regard to concerns about equity. I mentioned earlier that we
should move to a more equitable distribution of resources across the board and that we
are currently looking at establishing a methodology that can allow us to do that and I
hope in future years there will be a fairer mechanism for the provision of resources to
schools than there is currently.
Dr FlAMES: I was at a P & C meeting last night, which raised the point that an inequity
exists not just between schools but also within schools, because there is always a core
group of fundraisers who do all the work and inevitably put in most of the money. They
are saying that if under the new devolution program they have been given the
responsibility for raising all these funds, then they should be given the means by which
they can raise these funds. It was suggested that perhaps P & Cs could levy each child, in
the order of'$lO per term per family. They already levy for the amenities fund. Some
schools do have a voluntary contribution, but, as far as I am aware, there is no power for
P & Cs to levy. What does the department think about allowing P & Cs to levy?
[3.40 pm]
Mr BLACK: There is not at this stage. A number of issues are involved. First, the
power and responsibility of parents in the system needs clarification. The Minister has
announced a complete overhaul of the Education Act. I believe that will be one of the
key issues to be debated in the community - that is, the extent of dhe role, responsibilities
and powers that parents have in school governments, flat will be a very healthy debate.
The Act is fairly specific about what charges can be raised in terms of student fees. As
the member mentioned, it is $9 in primary schools, and depending on the age it increases
to $215 in the secondary sphere. The big issue will be the extent to which government
and the community as a whole believe that government school education should remain
relatively free. The reality for every parent now is that there are significant expenses.
The question in the future, given that more resources will be needed in an expanding
system, will be whether that should be taken from the taxpayer or from individual users.
It will be a very difficult question to answer.
Mr W. SMIT[I: Library books appear to be a problem for schools in my electorate. The
new schools have a problem in filling their shelves. Is a review of this matter presently
under way? I ask because the costs of individual books is increasing. The cost of a
certain book 12 months ago was $23; the equivalent book is now approximately $28.
That is a real problem for new schools, particularly with parents and citizens associations
establishing their own financial base. Also, has any consideration been given to Better
Government agreements in promoting shared facilities with local government
authorities?
Mr BLACK: There are several aspects to the question. The first is that, overall, under
the school prant, schools are provided with an allocation for things such as books and
materials. In recent years we have continued indexing that to what is called the school
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price index, which takes into consideration the cost of books and other materials. To a
significant degree, additional costs have been met through that process. In new schools,
a significant grant is applied at the beginning for the overall purchase of establishment
material. Last year for the first time a more intensive process of review was instigated to
assess the establishment of new schools - that is, everything from when the new principal
starts, to the establishment of the new committee, to the input from the community to the
design of buildings, and so on.
That is an ongoing review and the principals of the four primary schools established this
year are actively involved in providing feedback regarding the issues and problems,
which were matters such as design through to funding. We have participated strongly in
the Better Government agreement. There is a requirement that before the design on all
new school buildings is completed there be negotiation with the local authority on the
possible establishment of joint use of everything, from ovals through to libraries,
gymnasiums, and even a senior high school performing arts facility.
In every one of the primary schools established this year, there is a Better Government
agreement of sonic description. It typically deals with ovals, but we are trying to
encourage other facilities to be established conjointly. The reality is if that can be done,
we end up with something that is bigger and better and used more by the whole
community. There is real incentive for the department and local government to be
involved. Major facilities such as libraries and gymnasiums have been considered in the
building of two new senior high schools - one under construction and one being planned -
and we are considering joint arrangements with the local authority.
Dr CONSTABLE: The second major planned achievement for 1994-95 at page 345 of
the Program Statements, refers to the computerised attendance package, MAZE, being
introduced and a truancy prevention initiative being developed for the coming year.
What is the anticipated cost of introducing the MAZE attendance program overall, and
what is the anticipated cost for each school? It is a labour intensive business, especially
in high schools, in putting all that information into a computer if it is done for every
period of the day; and if it is to be done properly it needs to be done that way. There will
be an ongoing cost for schools once it is introduced.
Could the department comment on that program and also provide some idea of the
amount of money set aside for this truancy prevention initiative, and what it will. achieve?
In addition, I am sure the department is aware that a large percentage of house break-ins
occur between 3.00 and 5.00 pm, which is interesting. Is it the department's view that
activities should be provided in schools after school hours for children for whom it would
be productive; that is, rather than have them running around the streets.
Ms MURPHY: In relation to the cost of MAZE, all I can say is that the MAZE package
exists in the schools, so it is not a question of buying extra hardware or software. The
costs relate to documentation for schools, as to how they can use the package and advice
and support in that way. I can follow up with supplementary information.
Dr CONSTABLE: Yes, but what is the ongoing cost to schools?
Ms. MURPHY: It is the additional cost of teachers providing the information.
Dr CONSTABLE: It is not only the teachers; a person must also input it. I know from
experience that it is time consuming, and it is an extra expense to the school in clerical
staff. Either the extra staff must be provided or it takes them away from other duties in
the school. It is an important task. Where is it leading individual schools?
Mr AXWORTHY: There are two aspects to that. The first is that it will be a new
initiative. That is not to say that a considerable amount of time is not already being spent
within schools now in recording the information on children. The problem now is that
the manual reporting or manual recording of the attendance of individual children is a
legislative responsibility and part of our duty of care. That manual reporting is a lot of
dead work in that it is very difficult to go back to records to see if there are trends or what
is happening. The reason for switching across to the electronic means is to enable the
analysis of die data to occur.
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Dr CONSTABLE: I support thac move. The problem is the additional cost to schools in
doing it
Mr AXWORTHY: Supplementary material can be provided. The problem in providing
bard figures is that our schools have been surveyed already to ascertain the current
expendlituire of time on this task. It varies greatly from school to school. That is under
the manual system. In the past some schools have used some form of electronic system.
Supplementary material can be provided which will answer the member's question.
Turning xo the truancy initiative for next year, it is difficult to give a precise answer
because pan of it is contingent on the information we collect when we start analysing the
system wide data on truancy. Our expectation is tt it is not a universal issue. It will
break up, and some individual schools will have problems, possibly with particular year
groups or with the boys in one school or the girls in another school. We hope to feed the
information back into the local community to resolve issues. The specifics of a statewide
truancy initiative are difficult to give in advance of the information that we will collect
from our analysis.

[3.50 pml
Dr CONSTABLE: How long will it take to get to the point of feeding back the
information?
Mr AXWORTHY: It will be a major initiative for 1994-95. The software is already
available. All secondary schools currently have the package. They have all of the
updated trancy suspension material that will be added to it. Secondary schools have
received some in-service work about how to use it. We have had some technical
difficulties in terms of extraction of that data through the central office or the district
offices because of a licensing arrangement problem which we have dealt with. We now
have the licensing to be able to give the information back to the district offices. At the
beginning of the next school year we will be receiving regular information.
Dr CONSTABLE: Do you see as one outcome of this a new special education initiative?
Perhaps a group of kids who are truants could be identified and what is happening in the
school could be modified.
Mr AXWORTHY: Our package will not be to do with catching kids and forcing them
back into school. When we do not have children at school, we have to ask why they are
not at school.
Dr CONSTABLE: What percentage of kids are involved in truancy now?
Mr AXWORflIY: We have a non-attendance rate of about 10 per cent which is a pretty
similar rate to that in the work place generally. How many of those are due to sickness,
etc, I cannot say.
Dr CONSTABLE: Could I be given the answer by way of supplementary information?
What about the part of the question about the hours between three and five in the
afternoon? The largest percentage of housebrealdngs occur at that time. The police are
making the connection between those offences and when schools finish. Is there a role
for the school to develop an after school program, especially for kids in that vulnerable
age group, perhaps in the early high school years?
Mr AXWORTHY: This is not a direct answer to the specific question. However, an
angle that we have taken on the whole issue of juvenile crime is to work very closely
with the juvenile justice people. Part of the reason for having the accurte tracking
information is that we can share information with the juvenile justice people to pick up
those young offenders and try to track those children so that they do not become repeat
offenders and enter into the system.
Dr CONSTABLE: Is there a role for the schools?
Mr TUJBBY: Is the member suggesting that we should extend the school hours until
5.00 pm?
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Dr CONSTABLE: No. I wonder whether there is a role for schools in helping to address
this problem of juvenile crime offenders.
Mr TUBBY: I do not see that the school has any more role to play in this area than any
other community organisation or body. Why should a school take on a responsibility for
looking after children after school, apart from what occurs already for sport, etc? I will
provide an answer by way of supplementary information.
Mr TAYLOR: In relation to the first steps in. privatisation would the Parliamentary
Secretary provide me with answers to the questions I am about to raise by supplementary
information? What was the successful tender price for the department's First Steps
program? What revenue will be received by the department by Longman-Cheshire Pty
Ltd in 1994-95? What revenue was received in 1993-94, if any? What ongoing
assistance is being provided to Longmnan-Cheshire by departmental staff ? Finally, what
will be the cost to individual schools in the future to enable them to access First Steps?
Mr TUBBY: We will provide those answers by way of supplementary information.
Mrs ROBERTS: I seek clarification on some further issues dealing with school closures.
We have been cold that no schools will close without agreement by the parents and that
the Government is still coming to terms with the criteria for closure. When will parents
get the opportunity to give their comments? When will schools know whether they are
on the list, whether their comments will be sought about a closure? What process will be
involved? When will these parents be surveyed for their response?
Mr BLACK: When the Government makes the announcement I anticipate it will be in
two parts: One will be specifically to nominate the schools for review; the second will be
the groups of schools that will be subject to an area based review. We will be following
the pattern that has been set in the Government's policy document.
It will provide up to three months for the process which will entail a committee of
community people being established with some support from the department to work
through all of the issues that might be present at the school, to verify the data about why
the school was subjected to the review, and to verify whether it agrees with the forward
projections on information like population, the possibility for development in the area,
and local information that the department could not possibly be privy to. At the end of
the three month period die parents will then vote on whether the school should close or
otherwise.
Mrs ROBERTS: Assuming that schools will not close during a school year and that a list
will not be produced prior to 10 September, we are looking at the very earliest at mid-
September when we have any possibility of seeing a list. Given what Mr Black has said
about a three month process, I cannot see how any schools can be closed at the beginning
of the next school year. I cannot see why we cannot be given a comnmitmient that all
schools will remain open in the 1995 school year. Given that it cannot logistically be
achieved, why does the Government not relieve the anxiety right now?
Mr TUBBY: It will be up to the parents to decide. If that process can be accomplished
before the next school year and the parents can make a decision, the schools can close at
the beginning of next year. No schools are listed for closure at the beginning of the next
school year.
Mrs ROBERTS: Does the Parliamentary Secretary accept there will not be any list
before 10 September?
Mr TUJBBY: I do not know when the schools will be notified that they are in the review
process. The Minister will release that when the problems that are being encountered at
the moment are finalised.
Mrs ROBERTS: The three month process will finish in December at the earliest. Surely
schools will nor be advised in December that they will nor be open in the first week of
February.
Mr TUJBBY: It is up to the parents. If the parents decide in December that they do nor
want the school to open in February, that is their decision. If they decide that they want it
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to continue, it will continue. It is completely in their hands. The member has no idea. It
is completely in the hands of the parents, and I do not want to rush the process through.
Mrs ROBERTS: We do not know the criteria or the schools, but the schools could close
next year.
Mr TUBBY: It is up to the parents, not the member, the Minister or the department or
me.
Dr HANES: I refer to some schools that lack certain facilities, particularly undercover
play or meeting areas which cost about $120 000. Only thre out of over the 36 regions
have been able to sell their surplus land, die money from which has Lone into a maust fund
which will be used to build that sort of facility. A school in my electorate is interested in
doing that. Is that concept supported? How will the trust fund operate? What access
will the school and the Education Department have to it? For what sorts of things can
those funds be used? Are they just for the construction of buildings or the provision of
library books, for example, or for any other costs associated with the school?
[4.00 pm]
Mr BLACK: The funds will be transferred into the school renewal truss fund. As a
requirement from Treasury die fund is to be used for maintenance and upgrading and
other capital-type requirements. That can include things such as computer facilities. The
specifics of how the money will be allocated will be announced when the announcement
is made of the schools to be considered for review by the Government.
Dr HANES: I thought the funds went into a truss fund for that school and that those
funds were available for that school. Will the money go to a generalised account?
Mr BLACK: That is correct, and I believe that is appropriate. There might be a school
in a high socioeconomic part of Perth with some surplus land, and a school in a small
country town in the wheatbelt with a similar surplus. The wheatbelt town selling that
land will raise very little in comparison with the school selling the land in the
metropolitan area. There needs to be some equity across the system in the benefits that
apply. A very successful program applies the benefit across the board in utilities
management. The arrangement there is to progressvely put all schools in the state onto a
program whereby diey pay for their own water and power. In doing that the school
retains a proportion of the savings, and a fund is established for the rest of the savings
which is put into a pool and then more equitably distributed across the state for matters
such as the upgrading of underground reticulation, and so on. I see a similar sort of
arrangement occurring here so that there is some incentive for the schools to excise land
for their purposes, and they get some of it back. There will also be some centralisation or
a fair distribution across the state for the rest of it.
Dr HAMCES: You must realise that that will significantly reduce the desire of certain
schools to sacrifice some of their land to try to gain facilities if perhaps a half or two-
thirds of it is to go to some other area.
Mr BLACK: Sure, but the land is owned by the community as a whole and not by the
individual schools. The department is examining a range of possible opportunities for
excising land from schools to be used for purposes such as this.
Dr HAMES: Does a requirement exist for a school to have sold-off some of its land for it
to be the recipient of some of the money, or will those funds also go to schools which
have not sold land?
Mr BLACK: It would be a mixwure of both. The policy pointers will be announced as
part of the Government's announcement on school rationalisation.
Mr RIEBELING: When you say that the parents will be given an opportunity to say
whether their school closes, presumably that is on a vote system. What percentage of the
vote will result in a school closure? Will it be 51 per cent, for example?
Mr BLACK That is specified in the published policy as 50 per cent and it is also
defined dint it is one vote from each family.
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Mr RIEBELING: I refer to page 339 of the Program Statements which indicates an
increase in bus service to rural students. What has been the inmprovement in the service
to students within the Pilbara, and where has that improvement occurred?
Ms MURPHY: The only change in the service to the Pilbara region has been to
introduce faxes for the RPT service which covers the students in Port Hedland and South
HedlandL
Mr RIEBELING: There has been a decrease in services.
Ms MURPHY: The service has stayed the same, but the children are now paying for it as
they do in other towns using Rfl services.
Mr RIEBELING: What is the unit per head of student subsidy in the metropolitan area
compared with the Pilbara students?
Ms MURPHY: I do not have that information.
Mr TLJBBY: We will provide that as supplementary information.
The CHAIRMAN: We note that that is to be provided as supplementary information.
Mr KOBELKE: I repeat my question to the Parliamentary Secretary which he avoided
answering some time back: Given that we have this most difficult policy with a range of
criteria and procedures laid out on the possible closure of any schools, how is it that the
schools in Helena have been taken out of that process? Who made that decision to give
an assurance for those schools which did not meet the normal procedures laid down in
the process - the Minister for Education or the Treasurer?
Mr TUBBY: [ have been an observer of dhis process. I assure you that the Minister for
Education has been at great pains to ensure that he is not involved at all in the process. A
group within the department is overseeing this process. They are completely at arm's
length from the Minister and the Government.
Mr KOBELKE: You are indicating that it was the Treasurer who overrode the process.
Mr TUBBY: In order for the people in that area no! to go through the same anguish as
die Opposition put die people through in Glendalough - I do not think anyone would deny
that - die Minister asked the department whether any schools within that area felt within
the criteria that is being considered. The answer came back, no. In other words, we did
not want to unnecessarily allow the Opposition to go down the path of politicising the
issue and scaring a group of people unnecessarily, like it did in Glendalough.
Mir KOBELKE: You are basing that on the assumption that people will take this
guarantee to have a shelf life in excess of 10 September.
Mr TUBBY: Either the schools fall within the criteria or they do not. inthat area. aslI
have explained about three times, no schools fall within the criteria because it is a growth
area and an expanding area. There are schools which stili have transportables that could
be removed well before we start looking at their permanent facilities.
Mr KOBELKE: Why can that guarantee not be given to the many other schools in
Western Australia which fit the same criteria?
Dr HAM-dES: Because they are -

The CHAIRMAN: Order! The Parliamentary Secretary is answering.
Mr KOBELKE: I hope Hansard got that - a good question.
The CHAIRMAN: It is asing for an opinion.
Mr OSBORNE: I refer to program 2.0, international education, on pages 349-350 of the
Program Statements. Under Significant Issues and Trends attention is drawn to the fact
that strong competition among institutions offering courses will necessitate rigorous
monitoring to maintain standards of recruitment and course entry. Under Major
Achievements for 1993-94 the department will screen the financial viability of 22
education prviders registered. Are you aware that the Federal Government recently
announced the establishment of a trust fund into which overseas students' fees would be
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paid to protect them against the possibility chat these colleges might fail? These sorts of
statements seem to protect education standards and the colleges; however, they do not
take into account protection for the overseas students. The establishment of a trust fund
might be one way of doing that.
(4. 10 pm]
Mr BLACK: It is a requirement of registration under Commonwealth legislation that the
agency lodges funds in that miust fund. The state and Commonwealth legislation are
connected.
Mrs ROBERTS: I seek clarification of an answer given to the member for Dianella
about the school renewal trust account. He asked what would happen if property were
sold, and reference was made to clusters of schools. Would the benefit of any school
closure and sale of assets, or assets at the school, be transferred to other schools in the
same cluster, or would the proceeds go into a much larger departmental area and be
distributed to schools outside the cluster?
Mr BLACK: I can only speculate on the final policy. Basically I believe that the first
priority for allocation of the funds will be to the schools that host the students displaced
by a school closing.
Mrs ROBERTS: I refer to the rationalisation of cleaning and gardening staff. What is
the reduction in the number of FTEs in cleaning and gardening since the previous
Budget? What savings have been achieved? Are parents and citizens associations in
some schools providing cleaning and gardening services from their own resources? What
formula is used to determine the number of cleaners and gardeners required? Has that
formula changed since the previous Budget?
Mr BLACK: The savings generated to date in 1993-94 are $5.lm. The estimated figure
for 1994-95 is an additional $2.5m.
Mrs ROBERTS: I am aware of a high school in which the gardening staff has been
reduced from 1.8 to 1.2 FFts, and a primary school which is calling for volunteers to do
gardening. How widespread is that, and how many schools are suffering those reductions
or calling for volunteers?
Mr BLACK: In a full year the saving is 480 FTEs. More people than that are involved,
but that number of FTEs has been saved across the state. I anm not aware of any
circumstances in which a P & C believes there is a need for the use of volunteers, and the
department would be most concerned about that and would like to take action if it
occurred. The formula has been worked out over a considerable period, and has been
trialied and tested. Once the new arrangements are put in place, a further review is made
to ensure they are adequate, and further adjustments can be. and have been, made. If any
school is unable to cope, the department wants to know about it and will review the
arrangements already in place.
Mr TUBBY: I ask the member for Olendalough whether she refers to volunteers being
asked to establish gardens or to maintain gardens.
Mrs ROBERTS: I believe it is to maintain and not to establish.
Mr TUBBY: Wrnl the member for Glendalough provide information on which schools
are involved?
Mrs ROBERTS: Yes.,
Mr W. SMITH: My question relates to a matter raised by the member for Floreat,
dealing with social problems, including juvenile crime. I see the school system as having
some place in early intervention programs. How much are truancy, and learning
difficulties related to drug problems within the schools? Are staff receiving any training
to enable them to handle drug related problems in schools? Are any programs in place
within the school curriculum involving these issues, or are any plannied?
M~r AXWORTHY: The health syllabus deals with the issue of drug education for
youngsters. The major drugs of concern with regard to young people in our schools are
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not necessarily the illegal drugs, but rather those of alcohol and nicotine. Certainly, the
syllabus material and the teaching goes through the whole issue of illicit drugs, other
drugs, the use of those drugs and the social problems they present. That is dealt with in a
developmental way from kindergarten to year 10 in curriculum material We also work
closely with the Health Department's health promotion unit in sponsoring its various

campignsrelating to drug education. As far as the linkage between drugs and crime is
concenedour evidence to date is that it is a very important issue, but a very small issue

in our schools. Again, we rely on the very closest working cooperation with the police
and the juvenile justice section of the Ministry of Justice to determine how we can jointly
promote programs which are preventive rather than deal with the problem after it arises.
Mr W. SMH Is the Education Department await of any complaints about the excess
use of marijuana within schools, and do die school based police officers assist in this
area?
Mr AXWORTHY: I am not aware of any complaints. Certainly, we would regard any
usage as being out of line. As the member mentioned, we have close cooperation with
the police, and the Police Department provides a number of community based police
officers who work in, and closely with, the schools. Many of our schools have developed
drug policies of their own which follow the guidelines put out by the department. Our
guidelines with respect to illicit drugs, or suspicion of the use of illicit drugs, are to report
immediately to the police, bring the parents into the school, and have the matter dealt
with through that area.
Mr W. SMITH: Are any staff receiving appropriate training to identify and handle that
problem? If they cannot identify it, they may not be aware of it.
Mr McCREDDIN: The extent of the problem has not been sufficiently large that the
average classroom teacher needs training in this area. We are working strongly on the
continuing prevention program through the health education syllabus, but there is no
need at this stage to train teachers beyond the prevention stage.
Mr W. SMITH: I am surprised because many of those issues are brought to my atention
in my office. I am surprised die Education Department has not received some feedback
from schools in my electorate.
Mr AXWORTHY: So am L.
Dr CONSTAB3LE: How many children with disabilities are in schools in each type of
educational facility - from education support schools to those integrated in regular
classrooms? What percentage of the school population do those children represent?.
How many aides are employed for children with special needs? What is the dollar cost
per year of employing those aides? As more children are integrated, is there a growing
demand for aides to support the regular classroom teachers? How many children receive
support on a full time basis from aides, and how many on a part time basis? I recognise
that there could also be a situation where an aide was a general assistant to the teacher. I
am more interested in knowing where children have specific support and whether there
has been increased requests for aides from parents?
Mr TUBBY: There is a growing demand for aides. We will provide that as
supplementary information.
Dr CONSTABLE: I presume there is an equally growing amount of money being set
aside, because you cannot integrate unless you provide the support.
The CHAiRMAN: Supplementary information will be provided on that
[4.20 pm]
Mr RIPPER: With respect to the school closure process, if parents at a school have
alredy voted overwhelmaingly against their school being closed and have advised the
Minister for Education accordingly, as happened with Belmont Primary School, will
those parents be required to vote again if the school appears on the list when it is
eventually released? if they are required to vote again what sort of majority would be
required for the school to be closed? Will it be 50 per cent plus one or something higher?
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Mr TUBBY: Every school in the state that is notified that it fits the criteria must go
through that process. They will need to vote again, because at the moment they do not
know whether they fit the criteria.
Mr RIPPER: They have not had their election promise yet!
Mr TUBBY: The Belmont Primary School may or may not be on the list. Ifit is on the
list there will a discussion process between them and officers from the Education
Department explaining die ramifications. At the end of the day they will receive one vote
per family and the majority will be 50 per cent plus one to decide whether the school
closes.
Mrs ROBERTS: In allocating FTEs to a school for gardening are school and garden
design factors which make some schools mom difficult to maintain taken into account?
What did the Premier mean by the "continuing rationalisation of cleaning and gardening
activities" in his Budget speech? Does this mean you are anticipating still further
reductions? If so, what will the anticipated savings be and are you anticipating
contracting out any work?
Mr BLACK: The formula for both cleaning and gardening takes into consideration local
factors. Inspections are made of every school and specific problems are taken into
account. There is a formula far specific purposes. In my last answer I identified savings
for 1993-94 and 1994-95. We basically expect that process of rationalising the cleaning
sector to be completed by the end of September and that for the gardening sector, which
is more complex, to be completed by the end of the calendar year. The impact on the
budget will be a significant flow-on effect of what we started in the 1993-94 financial
year flowing into 1994-95.
Mrs ROBERTS: Because of these rationalisations of cleaning and gardening services it
is often the case there may be only one cleaner or gardener on the premises after school.
Those workers are facing growing harassment and violence from young people on those
premises. We are aware of an example where a women cleaner is refusing to empty bins
due to harassment by a group of young people. Is it the case that the. Minister or the
Education Department is refusing to meet with the Liquor and Allied Industries
Employees Union and, if so, why?
Mr BLACK: There have been a small number of cases of harassment of staff as the
member describes. In cases of high risk, specific arrangements will be made for
additional protection for staff with things like beepers and, if necessary, mobile phones.
Also there will be some reiteration of instructions provided to staff, which I think has
already taken place, to describe the procedures that staff need to follow if they fear
harassment. I have written recently to die secretary of the union explaining the sorts of
things we are intending to do.
Mrs ROBERTS: I understand they have sought meetings which have been refused?
Mr BLACK: I am not await of that.
Mr KOBELKE: The Premier's Budget speech referred to the continuing rationalisation
and review of central and district office functions. Has anything been done in this regard.
and how are those processes proceeding?
Mr BLACK: We initiated a rationalisation of central office functions in 1993-94. 'That
has not been completed, and it represents part of the savings made in terms of staff
numbers and expenditure during 1994-95. A ministerial review of the corporate service
functions within central office will commence fairly soon and will look at ways of
providing a better service to schools, and the means of becoming more effective and
efficient. We anticipate that a report from that external review will be completed by the
end of this calendar year for implementation next year. There has been no rationalisation
of district officers, but we are in die process of completing a review of district services,
particularly curriculum support and student support services provided by district schools,
and we will be discussing with schools in die remainder of this term ways of providing
those services in a more equitable fashion across the state. There are inequities currently
in the workload of particular districts. The reriew will also look at ways where, over
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time, schools can have a greater say in the configuration of resources that ame available in
their district.
Mir KOBELKE: Have proposed changes to the number of districts been put aside or is
this presently under consideration?
Mr BLACK: It is unlikely theme will be any change in the aggregate number, but we
have problems in the northern corridor of the metropolitan area. Itris likely there will be
a amalgamation of a couple of smaller districts to create an additional district in the
northern suburbs.
Mrs ROBERTS: Given that the department has been repeatedly criticised by the Auditor
General over its payroll system, has the policy concerning the recoupment of wage
overpayments changed since the last Budget?
Ms MURPHY: We were criticised because of the level of overpayment that was
occurring. Often these were time matters where the advice of teachers' leave did not
reach die central office in time for the payroll. There has been no change in poicy about
deducting overpaymnents at source. We still negotiate those overpayment recoups with
the individual employee. However, it is possible as a result of an agreement we reached
with the union some ine ago to recoup that automatically provided it is done in a tight
period after the overpayment. We are still implementing that. We must follow up any
overpayment, but the majority of overpayments are followed up through negotiation with
the employees.
[4.30 pm]
Mr KOBELKE: Earlier, I asked a series of questions about the upgrade of the Distance
Education Centre at Leederville, funding for students with disabilities, the gifted and
talented students program, funding for maintenance, physical education in schools, and
improvements in rural education. In which appropriation Bills will those items appea?
Mr McCAFFREY: I would have thought they would be parr of the normal appropriation
through our recurrent budget services.
Mr KOBELKE: It is a technical question in terms of Bills before the Chamber because
we normally have four appropriation Bills per year - Nos I to 4 - and I want to know
from which appropriation Bills chose new initiatives will be funded?
Mr McCAFFREY: I would have to check that with Treasury.
The CHAIRMAN: I note that the answer will be provided as supplementary information.
Dr CONSTABLE: I cannot let an Estimates Committee debate on education go by
without a question about school psychologists. Is there any increas in the Budget papers
this year in the number of school psychologists? Has the overall number of students in
our schools increased? If them is no increase in school psychologists, how long has it
been since them has been an increase?
Ms AXWORTHY: Theme is no increase in school psychologists in these Budget papers.
Dr CONSTABLE: How many FTEs are there?
Mr AXWORTHY: The FTE count is 194.8.
Dr CONSTABLE: Has the number of students increased?
Mr AXWQRTHY: I believe it has.
Dr CONSTABLE: How long is it since there has been an increase in the number of
school psychologists?
Ms MURPHY: We will have to take chat question on notice.
The CHAIRMAN: I note that supplementary information will be provided on that
question.
Dr CONSTABLE: How many of our high schools have full time or virtually full ine
school psychologists?
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Mr AXWORTHY: I will have to take that on notice.
The CHAIRMAN: I note that that will be provided as supplementary information.
Mrs ROBERTS: Why were education support schools, centres and units specifically
exempted from the rationalisation procedures outlined in a policy document on
rationalisation of schools?
Mr TUBBY: T'hey were purposely left out because they are opened and closed as the
need arises. They are shifted from school to school and have been for many years, so a
unit will open at a school where there is a need in a central area and ten later it may be
tranisferred. They are not actually part of the process because they are not schools within
the normal understanding of what a community school is - they are relocatable.
Mrs ROBERTS: Will there be any closures or amalgamations of education support
schools, centres or units within this Budget period?
Mr TUBBY: There has been no decision. They are not included in this process at all.
Dr CONSTABLE: A number of independent schools have developed a policy where all
students in at least years 8 and 9 have laptop computers, so they are educating those
children in fluture technology. Is the department looking at that development in
technology and computer education? What is the budget allocation for computer
education?
Mr McCREDDIN: No. At present, that type of program rests very much with the
schools, but there has been a commencement of discussions within the central office,
right across the divisions, about what type of funding is needed to be able to provide a
more comprehensive policy for computers throughout all aspects of their use in schools;
so it is a case of watch this space for the future.
Dr CONSTABLE: We ame educating this generation of students in our high schools with
the expectation that they will change their jobs eight to 10 times in their lifetime, and
technology will comprise a major part of their employment, so if schools do not get into
that area, we will be leading those students in the wrong direction. Perhaps next year we
will see a major planned achievement to develop that policy, which is very important.
The independent schools are taking the jump on the government schools, which is a pity.
Mr KOBELKE: What discretionary funds were available to the Minister and/or die
department in the 1993-94 Budget, and to what use were they put, and are there any
discretionary funds in the 1994-95 Budget?
Mr McCAFFREY: An amount of $80 000 was set aside for the Minister to use on a
discretionary basis. I am trying to remember the exact amount, but I think in the order of
$30 000 was drawn down in 1993-94. I do not have with me the specifics of what that
was used for.
Mr KOBELKE: May we have that as supplementary information?
The CHAIRMAN: I note that supplementary information will be provided on
discretionary funds.
Mr RIEBELINO: If Western Australfia has the fastest growing school system in
Australia, why have we seen a reduction in the Budget allocation?
Mr TUBBY: I do not know what figures you ane reading from, but my figures do not
appear to indicate that. To which area ame you referring?
Mr RIEBELING: In the government schools education program at page 338, we see an
increase of some $19 000 but a reduction in real terms.
Mr TUBBY: T7here has been a one per cent increase in the overall budget, and Mr Black
outlined before he left savings that would be made in head office and in district offices
that would be passed on. He also outlined the number of new teachers, clerical assistants,
cleaners and gardeners who would be employed in this budget I do not understand the
question.
Mr RIEBELINO: I understand that there has been a reduction in teal terms in the
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allocation to Education this financial year. We have heard information from Mr Black
that chere has been a reduction in cleaning, gardening and various other areas. How is
that justified when there is an increased demand on the services of the Education
Department?
Mr TUJBBY: In the order of $800m of the Education budget is allocated to salaries.
There are no salary increases involved for the 1993-94 financial year. Therefore, because
that is such a significant part of the budget, no significant increase is required.
Mr RIEBELING: But the number of FTM has been reduced.
Ms MURPHY: If we adjust our figures for what we spent last year, take out non.
recurrent expenditure - in ocher words some savings we have made - and look at our
allocation for this year, we estimate chat we have an increase of about 2.56 per cent. This
is removing things like the capital works component of the budget, which is not really
appropriate to index because it is basically a program with which we are up and running.
The only sort of holding pattern that we have got in the budget char is affecting schools is
school grants, where we have not indexed school grants this year, but basically we have
in the system a 2.56 per cent increase when we take out savings that we were able to
make over the last year with cleaning, gardening and similar programs.
Mr RIDEBELING: After you take away the things you have cut, you have an increase?
Ms MURPHY: That is right.
[4.40 pm]
Mr KOBELKE: I wish to ask questions on a matter raised by the member for Floreat
What funds have been set aside for computers in primary and secondary schools, and for
professional development with regard to computer education?
The CHAIR]MAN: We note that supplementary information will be provided on that
question.
Mr McCRIEDDIN: Professional development funds go directly to the schools, so it is not
a matter of the Education Department putting funds aside for a particular purpose.
Mr KOBELKE: Are no funds allocated?
Mr McCREDDIN: No funds are earmarked for any aspect of the curriculum.
Mr TUFBBY: Schools make their own decisions as to what they see as their priorities.
Mr KOBELKE: What is the ratio of computers to primary students, and to secondary
students, in government schools?
Mr TUBBY: That information can be provided.
The CHAIRMAN: We note that supplementary information will be provided.
Dr CONSTABLE: Has any provision been made for an increase in the number of
teachers trained in special education? In addition, is there any allocation for an incras
in the number of visiting and advisory teachers in the area of special education for rural
areas?
Mr AXWORTHY: There has been an increas of five visiting teachers directly as a
result of the implementation of the Shean report recommendations.
Dr CONSTABLE: That was in the last financial year
Mr AXWORTHY: This is to be in this financial year. Those positions have been
advertised and persons are about to be appointed. Those will be specifically to assist
children with intellectual disability in rural areas.
Dr CONSTABLE: Generally, is there an increase or a decrease for special education
teachers?
Mr AXWORTHY: There is no decreas.
Dr CONSTABLE: Do I take it that it is being held steady and there is no change?
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Mr AXWORTHY: Yes.
Nr CONSTABLE: I refer again to professional development computing. That is another
issue. It is one thing to devolve that matter to schools but it should be seen as a major
initiative for the state, just as First Steps was. Perhaps computer training for teachers
could be seen as professional development in exactly the same way. To leave it to the
discretion of the schools is, in my opinion, not the way to go. It might be the sort of
thing which is considered in planning for the future.
Mr McCREDDIN: I respect the member's observations, and 1 know that many people
agree. Thie Education Department cannot operate on all fronts in new areas at once. The
initiatives we am working on in the curriculum area at the moment are LOTE, physical
education and science.
Nr CONSTABLE: Let us see if computing can be added to that next time.
Mr RIEBELING: I refer to page 343 of the Program Statements, where one of the
significant issues and trends in subprogram 1.2, supplementary support and access for
students, refers to geographic remoteness of students and the need to respond to that.
What is the department's response to the geographic remoteness problems the students
have, particularly in the Pilbara region?
Mr TUBBY: Funding has been allocated to upgrade the Leederville education precinct
and the Leederville interactive television centre. In addition, funds will be allocated for
the continued transmission of satellite programs in 1994-95. The deparment. plans to
install relematics equipment in all district high schools in Western Australia and to spend
$9.86m over four yeaws on distance and rural education initiatives.
Mr RIEBELING: What is being spent on the Pilbara region?
Mr TUBBY: If it is a remote area it has been included as part of what I just read out.
Mr OSBORNE: I refer to subprogram 1.3, school system framework, and to the major
planned achievements for this year. one of which is to implement measures to improve
teacher morale. It appears at die top of page 348 of the Program Statements. I sin
interested in the centre fur professional excellence. How will that improve the public
perception and the status of teachers in the community? I hold die view that one
important way in which the Government can improve teacher morale is to establish a
better nexus between excellence and effort and remuneration. I can recall my own
experience in the teaching profession, when it seemed there was no nexus whatsoever.
Some teachers performed very well and were hard working, yet received the same
irewas as those who were less assiduous in the performance of their duties.
Ms MURPHY: As to the nexus between teacher perfornance and remuneration, it is a
major priority to have performance management implemented throughout the system
over the next 12 months, commencing right at the top and taking it through the district
superintendents to the staff at schools. Performance management would be linked with
increases in pay.
Mr OSBORNE: Could country service be built into that?
Ms MURPHY: The rural education review and the country incentives package of $I m
this year is awaiting the outcome of the Tomlinson report, but it will be picking up on
what can be done to improve the situation for teachers in country service. There is a
difficulty with the need for teachers to obtain country service to collect transfer points to
return to city areas. 'That must be considered in terms of better teaching services for
teachers who want to remain irn the country. In the setting up of professional excellence,
$ 100 000 has been set aside tonty to get a focus point for many professional development
activities which have been taking place in a rather piecemeal fashion across the state. It
is to try to bring together the universities and other education sectors to have a top rate
professional development institution. The view is that those initiatives plus enterprise
bargaining would provide teachers with die opportunity to negotiate areas where they
would like to see additional remiuneration in return for benefits to the system as a whole.
That is a platform where some progress will be made over the next 12 months.
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Mr OSBORNE: I refer to what were once called student free days. In a quaint version of
reality, they were not free for the parents. They are now called professional development
days. Will that manoer be examined? It throws a good deal of pressure onto parents, who
have quite rigid amrngements in place with their own work commitments. As schools
routinely have professional development days, it puts a lot of stain on working families.
Is that something which should be reassessed?
Mr McCREDDIN: -School development days" is the technical ter. Since they have
been implemented they have been continually monitored This year our Minister reduced
the number of student development days from six to four in recognition of this dilemma.
The whole area of professional development, linked with school development, is one that
is occupying the minds of everybody in the service. It is significant that even the
teachers themselves are requesting that they not be required to leave students on work
days to attend professional development activities. The whole system is looking more
and more at the notion of out of hours professional development activities. Hand in hand
with this goes the need for teachers to undertake lengthy rather than short term retraining,
or professional development, hence the need to tie this to the work of the tertiary
institutions so that they can get credit for any work undertaken in this area. This is one of
the roles seen for the Centre for Excellence in Teaching, with the type of programs that
teachers are involved in being more significant and earning university credits.
[4.50 pm]
Mrs ROBERTS: Which schools are to get covered assembly area in the budget and how
were these decisions arrived at?
Ms MURPHY: The covered assembly area priorities are arrived at by looking at factors
such as alternative arrangements the school can make to get the students together under
cover and the number of students who would benefit from the facility. The
recommendation to the Minister will be made shortly and the Minister will announce the
covered assembly area program within the next month or so.
Mr TUJBBY: Climatic conditions are also taken into consideration.
Mrs ROBERTS: Will I get to know in a month's time which schools will be provided
with these facilities?
Ms MURPHY: Our recommendation will go to the Minister in the next few weeks.
Mrs ROBERTS: What is proposed in relation to single sex classes? How successful are
the maths and science single sex classes?
Ms MURPHY: We will provide that answer by way of supplementary information.
The CHAIRMAN: I was interested to hear that performance criteria for professional
excellence are being looked at I am aware that people have talked about these in many
government departments for years. To come up with the criteria seems to be the bard
Part Can I be given an indication whether, as far as the practising classroo teacher is
concerned, there is some sort of framnework in the development of those criteria; or is this
still at the talking stage?
Ms MURPHY: At this point the criteria are being formiulated. They are seen as an
integral part of an enterpnise bargaining program. We are putting a lot of effort into and
priority on that atthe moment I expect, as I said earlier, that therewill be a lot of
progress in this area in terms of our teachers and other staff in schools over the next 12
months.
The CHAIRMAN: I wish you well.
Mr RIEBELZNG: The major planned achievement item on page 345 taks about
discipline procedures, particularly in relation to violent behaviour, which will be
reviewed. What action is being considered by the ministry?
Mr AXWORTHY: At the moment we are considering a number of options. Some issues
relate to the new regulations under t Education Act to do with trespass on school
Premises. We have been quite concerned about some incidents of violence being
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perpetrated against our staff by outsiders, if you like, who are not legal members of the
school and who have come in from die "outside". The existing regulations and the
penalties for trespass are very difficult to handle. We are looking at putting to our
Minister some changes to the regulation with respect to trespass on school premises. We
are also looking at a major review of the whole issue of the sanctions which schools
implement with respect to handling violent incidents and discipline. At the moment the
regulations permit some immediate action to be taken by way of suspension, and,
ultimately, exclusion of children who have perpetrated violent activities. Schoos are
often left with the problem of how to continue to pursue the educational requirements for
those students.
We are trying to look at some changes to our use of suspension and exclusion that Will
allow the safety of all the players to be paramount, but at the same time not remove the
provision of education to those children who are experiencing difficulty in socialising
with their peers. Coupled with that will be some major professional development
initiatives which will be implemented to look at enhancing the teachers' ability to resolve
conflicts before they escalate into major, violent incidents. We would particularly look at
training staff to recognise early signs of an incipient violent incident and take action
before we have violence on our hands. Members will be aware that as we move down
the scale towards more violent incidents so the degree of choice that people have in the
range of strategies decreases.
Mr RIBELING: That is nothing new, surely. Teachers have been doing that since the
year dot.
Mr AXWORTHY: That is right.
Mr RIEBELUIG: I am talking about the major review. What will change?
Mr AXWORTHY: We will be reviewing our exclusion provision, our suspension
provision and the Education Act regulations.
Mrs ROBERTS: I refer to devolution. What additional responsibilities arm placed on
P & C associations as a result of continuing devolution?
Ms MURPHY: I am certainly not aware of any addtional responsibilities that have been
placed, or are intended to be placed, on P & C associations. The devolution debate, as
the member would be aware, is progressing. We are expecting a report at the end of the
year from the Hoffman committee which is looking at devolution procedures. That
should give us some pointers of where schools and school communities are at in terms of
further or less devolution.
Mrs ROBERTS: Can I be advised which schools currently qualify as priority schools
and what are the cunrent criteria for determining eligibility for the priority schools
program?
Ms MURPHY: We could provide that list as supplementary information.
Mr RIEBELING: The significant issues and trends item on page 345 refers to
professionalism. We spoke about this earlier. However, my question deals specifically
with the teachers in the Pilbara. This item taks about devolution and decision molting.
What is being implemented to enhance teacher morale and professionalism in the
Pilbama? The teachers in the Pilbara tell me that their access to courses that people closer
to the metropolitan area enjoy is severely restricted because the budgeted travel
allocation to their schools is not sufficient to allow them to access those courses. How
far can local decision making go other than to a broad restriction on reading, writing and
arithmetic?
[5.00 pmj
Ms MURPHY: Part of the answer is that in giving school development grants to schools,
professional development is part of that grant. It is given on a differential basis to
country schools to take into account the fact that they incur high fanes in order to attend
professional development conrs. flat is not to say that differential resourcing makes it
easy for people in faraway schools to attend courses.
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M RIEBELING: It should be sufficient to allow them equal access to metropolitan
aras

Ms MURPHY: Itscertainly is far higher perwtacher grant than is avalableto he
metropolitan teachers. The teacher might experience other difficulties, such as the time
away from the school. The distance education facilities will be a major benefit in the
sense that interactive television programs can be provided not only to school children but
also to teachers in classrooms. Professional development can be delivered using
electronic communications.
Mr RIEBELING: Mr Axworthy said a greater emphasis would be placed on longer
courses so that the ability for professional development was rater. My understanding
of the current system is that access to Perth via the professional development system is
reduced for isolated areas because even though a greater amount is given it is not
sufficient for all teachers to access it.
Mr AXWQRTHY: There are two levels of professional development. One is where we
want teachers to =etrain or be trained in specific skills. In the latter case we would always
systematically treat all schools the same. The central office or Education Department
would bear the expense of die cost of that circumstance. As we move to newer forms of
professional development, whether it be technological or longer term countes offered
through tertiary institutions, we recognise the need to work out models and solutions to
provide for country areas. The one slight difference is that in many of the country areas
the people working there are younger and have been exposed so the newer ideas as they
have gone through their training. Their needs are different from those who arm older and
more experienced in the areas closer to Perth. I assure you that we will not overlook the
group that is missing - the older people still in the country areas.
Mr RIEBEUING: You mentioned earlier the burning need for teachers to participate in
development days on student free days. That is not my experience in she country. My
experience is that the loss of those two days has an adverse impact on the schools' ability
so implement development programs. They tell mec that if the Education Department
wishes development plans to be put in place - obviously is does - it must allow sufficient
rime in which to do shaL These are the only times, six days throughout the yeas, when all,
the staff are able so get together and discuss overall plans.
Mr AXWORTHY: I indicated that there has been considerable debate on this issue ever
since the professional development days were introduced. We have not found the
solution yet
Further consideration of the division postponed.
Division 39: Country Highn School Hostels Authority, $1 877 000.-
[A& Szrickland, Chairman.]
[Mr Tubby, Parliamentary Secretary.]
[Mr CtL Philpost. Chairman])
[Mr 3. Hopkins, Manager.J
Mr RIEBELINO: The total expenditure on page 363 of the Program Statements indicates
a reduction of $260 000. Has this area reduced in importance to this Government? Is it
correct that there has been a loss of overall expenditure of $260 000? Who is to oversee
the program? There appear to be no FTE levels in corporate services.
Mr HOPKINS: The reduction in expenditure is almost entirely taken up in the reduction
in debt servicing costs last year from $736 000 to $470 000. We have managed to reduce
the debt
Mr RJLEBELING: There is also a loss in revenue of some $200 000.
Mr HOPKINS: That was revenue from a sinking fund for tie previous year where we
had paid out a loan and we had an unanticipated surplus. That was a windfall and does
not represent an actual $200 000 loss.
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[5. 10 pm]
Mr RIEBELING: How does the Parliamentary Secretary explain the overall reduction of
four FTEs in those programs, when there were only six to start with? What services are
no longer provided?
Mr HOPKINS: The reduction in the number of Frts has occurred because earlier this
year the Country High School Hostels Authority was relocated to Walters Drive, and is
now sharing corporate services with four other government agencies. Two of the
authority's personnel have been transferred to the Secondary Education Authority to
provide corporate services to four agencies. In effect, there is now an added cost under
crorte services, since the cost of services and contracts has increased from $134 000
to $205 000. We still have the money and we pay for those services provided to the
authority.
Mr RIEBELING: In the first program listed reference is made to responding to the needs
of the authority's clients. Presumably the students are the authority's clients. Has any
study been completed to gauge the needs of the Pilbara students for a hostel to be based
in that region? How does the authority gauge the needs of students without such a study
being undertaken?
Mr PHILPOfl: Two factors are involved, Firstly, a specific study was done on the
Pilbara by request from that area, and the numbers indicated were nowhere near enough
for a viable hostel. Secondly, we are currently commissioning a total market research on
the whole marketplace to determine the numbers, and what parents expect of our hostel
system. We are also going further to find out, as a competitor in this field of providing
services to isolated children, why they choose to go to Perth for their education rather
than to the area in which hostels are located.
Mr RIEBELING: Students in the Pilbara have no choice. A vast number of students
would prefer to remain in the Pilbana, if possible. Who conducted the study into the
needs in the Pilbara, what was the basis of the questioning, and who was questioned?
Mr HOPKINS: A study of the Pilbara has not been carried out in the -last 12 rnonths.
The authority operated two hostels in the north west - one at Port Hedland and the other
at Carnarvon - and both closed because of low patronage. Last year the authority
received a request from a group in Onslow to consider the possibility of establishing a
hostel in Karratha. It was indicated that approximately 20 students might use that hostel,
and the authority has not undertaken any particular research on that. It was put back to
the local groups interested in promoting the idea of a hostel that more students would be
needed to warrant the building of a hostel in Karratha.
Mr RIPPER: I refer to Cainet endorsed guidelines for dealing with complaints of abuse
against governiment employees. Has the Country High School Hostels Authority adopted
these guidelines? What is the incidence of allegations that authority employees have
abused students in their care?
M HOPKINS: There has been no incident of abuse in the past 12 months. Some years
ago an incident of abuse occurred, and since that time the authority has instituted
rigorous selection procedures, involving criminal conviction checks. The member is
probably aware that people who are child care workers must disclose spent convictions,
and this is now required of all prospective employees involved in the care and
supervision of students. There is much greater checking and scrutiny of prospective staff
at entry. Mso, the authority has initiated a policy on sexual abuse of students, which
involves instant disclosure to the local board, the authority and the sexual abuse unit of
the Police Departmient. There is now a strong commitment by the authority to bring to
light very quickly any incidents of alleged abuse, and report them to the police to take the
matte in hand.
M RIEBELING: Will the Parliamentary Secretary provide a copy of the report
completed on die last occasion consideration was given to building a hostel in the
Karrtha area? I would like to know how many students are needed to make a hostel
viable, and how it was determined that it would be uneconomicwtoset up ahostel in dt
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area. I do not know whether it was intended to be a stand-alone facility, or whether it
wvould be attached to the Karratha College which already has domestic units and so forth.
Mr TUBBY: That will be provided as supplementary information.
Division 40: Education Policy and Coordination Bureau, $1 039 000 -
[Mr Strickland, Chairman.]
[Mr Tubby, Parliamentary Secretary.]
(Professor G.V. Stanley, Chief Executive Officer.)
[Mr T.S. Gillespie, Manager Finance and Accounting, Secondary Education Authority.)
Mr RIPPER: A suggestion has been made by a very significant person, Labor's
candidate for Helena, that a campus of Curtin University should be established in the
former Mtidland Railway Workshops. Will the Parliamentary Secretary advise what
attention the Government has given to that possibility?
Mr TUJBBY: I will provide that answer as supplementary information.
Mr RJEBELII4G: I refer to page 369 of the Program Statements. Will die Parliamentary
Secretary explain why the level of FTEs has reduced by two and the expenditure has
increased by $14 000?
Professor STANLEY: We are sharing corporate services through the Secondary
Education Authority, and the former office of higher education is now part of the bureau.
We are including programs that were part of the office of education and training. One
bureau is effectively carrying the programs of two former agencies, and there has been
rationalisation and shared corporate services through the SEA.
[5.20 pm]
Mr KOBELKE: Dot point 3 on page 370 indicates the need to monitor higher education
provision in Western Australia. Has the Education Policy and Coordination Bureau
considered in any way the use of the Midland Workshops for some form of tertiary
education?
Mr TUBBY: Yes.
Mr RIPPER: What does the Education Policy and Coordination Bureau do, if anything.
to secure a higher percentage of research funds from the Commonwealth for Western
Australian institutions? What is the current position on Western Australian access to
Commonwealth research funds?
Professor STANLEY: The question of research money in relation to universities is
approached through the bureau. The Department of Commerce and Tradle also has a
section chat provides support to research activities in Western Australia and hence in
crying to get some leverage for Commonwealth support of infrastructure in universities.
That is a function we share with the Department of Commerce and Trade. We monitor
very carefully the processes that the Commonwealth is using for allocations. We try to
make sure that all the best candidates from Western Australia are put forward as potential
members of allocation committees. That is about as much as we can do.
Division 41: Secondary Education Authority, $4 586 000 -
[Mr Strickland, Chairman.]
[M Tubby, Parliamentary Secretary.]
[Dr NiT. Paruis, Director.)
(M T.S. Gillespie, Manager, Finance and Accounting.)
Mr KOBELKE: Legislation changing the structure of the SEA was recently passed by
this Parliament. Has that legislation been implemented and what have been the
consequences in terms of consultation and cooperation with the teaching profession
following the removal of any specific State School Teachers' Union representation on the
Secondary Education Authority?
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Dr PARTIS: The legislation to amend the Act went through Parliament at the beginning
of August. Cabinet this week approved the members of the new authority and invitations
were sent out to those people on Tuesday. They now have their letters and hopefully
most will respond favounibly. The size of the authority has been reduced from 28 to 14,
so some groups that were previously represented are no longer directly represented.
Although the teachers' union does not have a direct right to nominate, there are
nevertheless seven teachers on the new authority.
Division 42: Western Australian Office or Non-Government Education,
598 33000 -

[Mr Strickland, Chairman.]
[Mr Tubby. Parliamentary Secretary.]
[Mr P. Albert, Acting Chief Executive Officer.]
[Mrs E. Laschi, Manager, Financial Services.]
Mr KOBELKE: On page 384 a major planned achievement for 1994-95 is a review of
the low interest loan scheme to non-government schools. How is that review progressing
and what are the objectives in undertaking that review?
Mr ALBERT: The review is not under way as yet because we have been participating in
an interdepartmental planning committee. The purpose of the review is not to bring the
scheme into question, although there ame some things in the scheme that need to be tidied
up. For example, there is a tendency for schools to request loans and then be very slow
in the drawing down of those loans, which causes some cash flow problems. So we want
to tighten that part of the scheme. It is more important to try to get the scheme to
dovetail a little better with the planning of the non-government school system, in
particular, a longer term approach concerning the acquisition of land in the fast
developing suburbs. What happens is the Government is forced into a position of putting
into place government schools early and later on the non-government schools Come in
and set up. They also create a problem for the development of secondary schools in
those areas because they push up the price. Even though the Government has resumed
land it eventually must pay the developer for that. We want to get that part of the
equation built in better.
Mr KOBELKE: I ami awart that dhe joint venturer at Ellenbrook has talked about cost
savings by forward funding schools in the area. Has that matter come before the Office
of Non-Government Education?
Mr ALBERT: There is a view that perhaps there should be a notional allocation of sites
to non-government schools. For example, 10 school sites might be identified and we
might notionally say that three or four of them be put aside for non-government schools.
The mechanics of how that might occur and what is the best way of doing it and so on
need to be thought through before any particular approach is taken.
Mrs ROBERTS: Have any investigations been done in implementing new structures for
regulating and monitoring non-government schools?
Mr ALBERT: The office is in a learning curve at the moment in relation to the
registration of non-government schools. The past practice has been that a district
superintendent conducts an inspection. There are criteria for that inspection. We have
taken that process on board, but a view is that there are other ways of achieving the same
end. The idea was for us to get a bit of a grasp on that process, then to make some
recommendations for changing the process.
Mrs ROBERTS: Will you be making any investigations in the course of this financial
year?
Mr ALBERT: Yes. For example, we could use retired superintendents. There is no
reason why the Catholic system, which has been in operation for 150 years, should not be
conducting its own process and so on.
Mr RIPPER: Dot point 3 on page 383 refers to widespread community concern for
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accountability in the expenditure of public moneys and efficient use of government
resources, and a consequential closer scrutiny of public funds, including non-government
schools. Could you inform dhe committee how you are addressing that issue?
Mr ALBERT: Currently funds are allocated on the basis of the existing Education Act;
as long as there is sufficient instruction and the student is a permanent resident, the
school is eligible for financial assistance for that student. That is it, basically. We use a
census which is conducted twice a year and that determines the number of students in
schools. There have been issues about whether there were any checks of the census and
whether the schools correctly recorded their attendances, and so on, so the thought was
that as part of the review of registration processes, we might tighten up some procedures
with regard to that.
[5.30 pm]
Mr RIPPER: That does not sound like a massive advance on what has been done in the
past.
Mr ALBERT: Obviously, the schools ame very sensitive about their autonomy and
independence, and in a sense the non-government system is the devolved education
system in practice, so I think any approach in that direction should be done on a gradual
basis, with a full understanding of considerations. We do not want to put in place
something that has an adverse impact on what actually happens in schools.
Mr TUBBY: You have to realise that has not been stated as an achievement It is an
issue which is being investigated.
Mr RIPPER: Yes, and I am interested in how it will be addressed. It does not appear that
it will be addressed quickly.
Mr ALBERT: Slowly, and with difficulty.
Mr KOBELCE: 1 refer to the second dot point on page 385. How far has the review of
the avenage government school recurrent cost index gone, and what is the intended
outcome of such a review, given that the index is very important to the funding of non-
government schools? I know from speaking to many people in non-government schools
that they feel they do not get the best possible deal out of the current arrangements.
Mr ALBERT: I am not sure that an alternative arrangement would necessarily meet their
needs.
Mr KOBELKE: It is a crucial issue, and I would like some indication of how that review
is going.
Mr ALBERT: We have commenced assembling as much information as we can at this
time. The actual index is a nationally agreed index, hut the various states decide how
they respond to the particular cost items on which they are supposed to send information,
and apparently there is a bit of difference between the ways in which the various states
approach this. I guess that is an issue of concern to the non-government schools here
because they are not quite sure how we do it in Wester Australia. Therefore, our first
step has been to approach the Education Department and work with it on how we
assemble information and send it to the national body so that that index is calculated.
Mr KOBELKE: Has the variation in costing mechanisms between the states to which
you refer been committed to paper in any way to show the differences that occur?
Mr ALBERT: A study has been done by Coopers & LybrandL
Mr KOBELKE: Is that document public, and can it be made available?
Mr TUBBY: We are not sure whether it is a public document. I will check with the
Minister.
Mr KOBELKE_ Can the Parliamentary Secretary take that up with the Minister and give
us a fbrad response about whether he will make it available?
T-he CHAIRMAN: I note that there will be an inquiry about whether the Minister will
provide that as supplementary information.
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Mr RIPPER: The first dot point on page 385, major planned achievements for 1994-95,
states that information about non-government schools' capital development planning and
plans for capital resource sharing will be coordinated. 1 amn not Precisely sure what that
means, but does that suggest that there may be some sharing of resources between non-
government and government schools?
Mr ALBERT: It does relate to that. The idea was to try to put together a mechanism so
that the peak bodies planning non-government schools were aware of what was
happening in the government school sector and could perhaps plan jointly. There is a
proposition in the suburb of Beeliar Heights for the Uniting Church of Australia to enter
into a joint development with the Education Department. That will be very similar to an
arrangement in South Australia, where the two schools are located on the same sire and
shoat the oval and some facilities. I understand that it may well be the same architect
who designed those schools and the same builder who built them.
Mr RIPPER: Wrnl theme be consultation with the Western Australian Council of State
Scbool Organisations and the State School Teachers Union about these sorts of
developments?
Mr ALBERT: I cannot comment on that because the role of our office is really just to
bring the parties together, so we have just helped the Uniting Church in its negotiations
with the Education Department.
Mr RIPPER: Perhaps the Parliamentary Secretary can comment on whether there will be
consultation with WACSSO and the State School Teachers Union about the sharing of
resources between government and non-government schools?
Mr TUBBY: I will have to put that to the Minister. The Minister finds it very difficult to
communicate with the Teachers Union because he does not know who to communicate
with, It was all right when you were in the union - he knew exactly who to communicate
with - but now it is not clear at all.
The CHAIRIMAN: I note that some supplementary information will be sought from the
Minister about consultation. Members, in view of the time and the indication given
previously, is there a desire to spend more time looking at some other divisions?
Mr KOBELKIE: I have discussed the matter behind the Chair with the Parliamentary
Secretary, and we would be happy to proceed until 6.00 pm with division 43 and the
subsequent divisions, if we get to them, and to return to division 37 at 6.00 pm.
Dr HAMES: Mr Chairman, may we have some input into this? We have also had
discussions, and we are happy to use whatever time may be available between now and
6.45 pm to discuss those other matters if we may then have 15 minutes to ask some
questions that we have about sport and recreation.
[5.40 pm]
Division 43: Western Australian Department or Training, $246 604 000 -

(Mr Strickland, Chairman.]
[Mr Tubby, Parliamentary Secretary.)
[Mr I. Hill, Chief Executive Officer.]
[Dr S. King, Acting Executive Director, Training.]
(Mr G. Davy, Acting Executive Director, Training Councils Division.]
(Mr M. Sykes, Manager, Financial Management and Analysis Group.]
[Mrf J. Murgia, Senior Finance Officer.)
Mr KOBELKE : I wish to raise a procedural matter with the Parliamentary Secretary. I
have a number of questions on this division. Answers may be available, or
supplementary material may need to be provided. As I go through these, if you can
indicate that theywillbe taken latrlIwfread them into the recor. On the other hand,
if the information is available and you want to provide answers, we can discuss them.
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My first question is: What proportion of school leavens arc enrolled in full time technical
and further education?
The CHAIRMAN: Is supplementary information to be provided?
Mr KOBELKE: As a procedural matter, Parliamentary Secretary, while the officers may
assist you in providing some of the answers, if there art no follow up questions it may
help us with the time if they are taken on notice. My next question is: What proportion
of year 12 school leavens are enrolled in full time TAPE? What is the number of entrants
to a bachelor degree course whose basis of entry is a TAPE course?
The CHAIRMAN: We need to pause for an indication.
Mr TUBBY: If the member reads them in we will answer those that we can now and
provide supplementary information on those we cannot
The CHAIRMAN: The member is entitled to proceed to ask a series of questions, then
we will allow the Parliamentary Secretary to answer.
Mr KOBELKE: What proportion of the above entrants were admitted with 25 per cent or
more study credit? What proportion of Western Australia's population is enrolled in
TAPE courses as (a) full time students; (b) pant time students; and (c) total students?
What proportion of persons aged 15 to 19 years ane enrolled in TAPE as (a) full time
students; (b) part time students; and (c) total students? What are the total student
enrolment hours for TAPE in 1993: (a) full time student enrolment hours; (b) part time
student enrolment hours; (c) apprentice training student enrolment hours; and total
student enrolment hours? What is the total number of subject exemptions given in
recognition of a student's prior learning? What proportion of the population has either a
trade certificate or a certificate diploma in 1994? What is die current level of TAPE
fees? What are the criteria for gaining a concession? How many students pay full fees
and how many receive the concession or am exempt altogether? Has theme been, or will
there be, any analysis of the effect of the increased TAPE fees on overall student
numbers and on low income and disadvantaged students? I do not know whether the
Minister wants to provide an answer or take the questions on notice.
Mr HILL: I will take them on notice.
Mr KOBELKE: In regard to departmental tendering and purchasing agreements: (a)
have any problems identified by the Auditor General been corrected? If so. what action
was necessary?
Mr HILL: I will take that on notice.
Mr KOBELKE: Has anybody been charged or investigated or are any investigations
continuing? Why has the longstanding Regional Director of the Geraldton Regional
College of TAPE been sacked and what art the qualifications and experience of his
replacement? I would appreciate sonic response to that question.
The CHAIRMAN: I want it noted in the Mansard record that the Chair is aware that the
long series of questions has been given in writing, and that shortly there will be an
indication from the Parliamentary Secretary as to whether some of those questions will
be answered immediately or whether all the answers will be provided as supplementary
information.
Mr TUBBY: I would prefer to take them all on notice and provide supplementary
information. Most of them are very statistically orientated. We do not have those
statistics.
Mr KOBELKE: Is it possible for you to give a response on the last one?
Mr HILL: I will respond to that. He was not sacked. The decision made by the
Government, given the increased devolvement to college directors, was a reclassification
of the position in Gemaldton from a level 8 to a level 9. It became a senior executive
service position. That job, along with the other 11 managing director positions, was
advertised within Western Australia and nationally. The criteria were approved by the
Public Service Commission; they were senior executive service criteria. The selection
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panel included one member of the Department of Training and the rest were members of
the business community. Two were from Geraldion specifically; the other was the Chair
of the C.Y. O'Connor College. a member of the State Training Board and the Chair of
the Kimberley College of TAFE. The person appointed is from the Queensland TAFE
system. He is very highly qualified, more recently obtaining a Master of Education at-
Queensland University.
Mr OSBORNE: This is not a question, it is more of a comment that I would like to put
on the record. The appointment of those managing directors has caused some disquiet in
the Bunbury community as well. It has been put to me that it seems odd for a training
organisation to have to go outside Western Australia to find its leadens and not be able to
generate that leadership from its own resources.
The CHAIRMAN: Perhaps the member could invite comment and we will accept the
question.
Mr OSBORNE: I invite comment on that.
Mrx HILL: I can respond in broad terms. Government policy is to advertise nationally.
When we advertise nationally - and I am not stating this tongue in cheek - it is merit
based and we go for the best person. On all of the panels which looked at appointing
these 12 managing directors, all of the members were business people except for me. It
was not a Department of Training dominated selection panel. The best person for the job
was appointed. Sometimes change does cause difficulty and disquiet.
The CHAIRMAN: Will the Parliamentary Secretary indicate whether supplementary
information will be provided on the series of questions just asked?
Mr TUBBY: Yes.
Mr KOBELKE: Again, I will be happy if this question is answered with supplementary
information. How many early retirements and redundancies are anticipated by the
department in 1994-95 and what is their estimated cost? How many early retirements
and redundancies occurred in 1993-94 and what was their cost?
Mr TUBBY: We will provide that answer by way of supplementary information.
The CHAIRMAN: It is noted that that will be provided as supplementary information.
Mr OSBORNE: The TAFE and the secondary school system seemed to arrive at an
informal arrangement last year that repeat TEE students and mature age students would
be catered for in the secondary school system. Is that still the arrangement? The
indication I have is that this will not be the case, but that TAPFE will continue to make
provision for repeat students and mature age students, which I think is the best thing to
happen given the nature of those students.
Mr HILL: We are still discussing that issue with the school sector. It is a funding issue,
and although that was the informal arrangement and the arrangement last year, in some of
the areas it has been handled the way the member has described;, in other areas the issue
of numbers and costs has a-risen. Discussions are ongoing between us.
[5.50 pm]
Mr OSBORNE: It is a little superficial to look at this issue simply in terms of costs. The
learning environment for mature age and repeat students is much more suitable in TAFE
colleges than in secondary schools. Students may have failed in the school system and
for them to have to go back into the school system to repeat would not be educationally
beneficial. It is more than just a matter of funding.
Mr HILL: The member has raised a valuable point, and we are conscious of it. Cost is
not the only criterion used by us.
Mr KOBELKE: Why did the department not provide any subsidised places for staff or
members of the various IIETCs at the recent national conference "Planning for tomorrow
for vocational education and training"?
Mr DAVY: Three places were subsidised by the Australia National Training Authority.
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The focus of that meeting was to enhance planning processes and the relationships
between state training agencies and the Australia National Training Authority, Primarily
the agenda was dedicated to enhancing those processes and not specifically dealing with
the relationships between national [TABs or the stare-based IETCs. The department has
already indicated to IETCs that it will be providing written feedback from that national
forum and will be convening a workshop to communicate further to the people of
Western Australia the matters that were discussed at the conference.
Mr KOBELKE: With regard to the employment equity program, what performance
criteria or accountability measures will be implemented under the current reorganisation?
Mr H11IL: I will respond in general terms. The EEP is currently being reviewed by a
task force. The report will not be completed by the task force until September. The task
force has on it representatives from the EEP, elected by them. Questions about
performance or accountability measures are part of the terms of reference of the task
force and we expect to receive some answers about that.
Mr KOBELKE: What outcomes am to be achieved by the EEP projects? Is it likely that
they will be closed or amalgamated?
Mr HILL: Consistent with my last answer, the task force that has been appointed will
review these issues. It has been given terms of reference. I have not received the report
from it yet; however, it is nor due to report before September.
Mr KOBELKE: My concern is, knowing something of the work done by the
employment and equity program, I have the highest respect for its contribution to
assisting young people to get into the work force or into training programs. I am aware
that people who are wanning the programs which are funded under the EEP live in a great
state of uncertainty. It tends to be year to year funding. Therefore, it is difficult to retain
competent and dedicated people. Fortunately many people stay on in such programs.
That contributes to the quality of die programs which can be conducted. I am very
concerned that these people are in this hiatus of not knowing what funding is to come
forward. How quickly can the matter be resolved so that the services these people offer
can continue and they can get on with the job that they are doing?
Mr HILL: These people got an absolute guarantee from the Minister that funding would
remain in place for the whole of 1994; further there would be no reduction in this
program for 1995. The Government is looking for a much closer alignment between the
training programs and employment; in ocher words, an enterprise focus. From my
discussions with some in the group there is an acknowledgment that although the
outcomes have been well regarded by the community and have had extensive support -
we are very pleased about that and we are very conscious about their contribution and
work - a number of these programs have been running for up to 10 years and they have
never been looked at. We now have an opportunity to realign some of the programs. I
have no idea what the task force will recommend in terms of amalgamation or
rationalisation. Ir is up to that group, and the EEP has representation on it.
Mr KOBELKEP: At the current time no stated intention has been given to cut the funding
to the Midland Joblink or to the Midland Mary youth action group. Is that correct?
Mr HILL : Yes. A statement was delivered in the House by the Minister and he
subsequently wrote to those groups.
Mr KOBELKE: How does the executive director view the State Government's role in
the provision of employment services?
Mr TUBBY: Mr Chairman, that question is out of order.
Mr KOBELKE: Then I will ask the Parliamentary Secretary how he views the
Government's role in the provision of employment services.
Mr TUBBY: I will provide the answer by way of supplementary information. The
Minister will have to respond to that question. I do not speak on behalf of the State
Government in these matters, the Minister does.
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Mr KOBELKE: I hope the Parliamentary Secretary will try to ensure that we get an
answer of some substance and chat it does not duck this important issue.
Mr TUBBY: The Minister will definitely be responding by way of supplementary
information.
Mr KOBELKE: I put on the record my thanks to the Parliamentary Secretary for his
acceptance of my questions on notice, and I look forward to the answers.
The CHAIRMAN: I think it has expedited the work of the committee and thai is why it
is totaly in order.
(6.00 pm]
Division 45: Kalgoorlie College, $7 220 000 -
[Mr Strickland, Chairman.]
[M Tubby, Parliamentary Secretary.]
Mr KOBELKE: I understand theme has been some difficulty in funding the regional are
centre with respect to the involvement of the college. Has any agreement been reached
for some contribution by the college to that facility?
Mr TUBBY: We will provide that as supplementary information.
The CHAIRMAN: Supplementary information will be provided on that question.
Division 46: Karratha College, $S 649 000 -
[Mr Strickland, Chairman.]
[Mr Tubby, Parliamentary Secretary.]
Mr KOBELKE: Could you explain the structure of the fee concession system? There
are some concerns that Aboriginal people and other groups may find that the new fee
structures inhibit their ability to take up educational opportunities.
Mr TUB BY: We will provide that as supplementary information.
The CHAIRMAN: Supplementary information will be provided on that question.
Divison 37: Education, $1 118 402 000 -

[Mr Strickland, Chairman.]
[M Tubby, Parliamentary Secretary.]
[Mr P. McCaffrey, Manager, Finance and Budgeting.]
[Ms S. Murphy, Acting Executive Director, Resources and Services.]
[Mr R. McCreddin, R/Director. Curriculum.]
[Mr D.G. Axworthy, RlManager, Operations.]
Mr KOBELKE: With the assistance of the Parliamentary Secretary I ask the following
questions which I understand he will take on notice -

What was the percentage of the total population engaged in government schooling in
Western Australia in 1993?
What were the percentages of the total population aged 6 to 14 years engaged in
government schooling in WA in 1993?
What was the participation rates of persons aged four and five years engaged in
preprimary or primary schooling in WA in 1993?
What were the percentages of the total population aged 15 to 19 years engaged in
education in WA in 1993 in government schools, non-government schools, technical and
further education, oilier institutions or receiving no education?
What were the percentages, by gender, of the total population aged 15 to 19 years
engaged in education in WA in 1993?
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What were the apparent retention rates, by gender, in government schools for years 8 to
10 in WA in 1993?
What were the apparent retention rates, by Aboriginaliry, in government schools for years
8bto 10 in 1993?
What was the percentage, by gender, of government year 10 students who studied from
all seven unit curriculum components during year 10 in 1993?
What was the main percentage, by gender, of government year 10 students passing at
least two and three units frm five separate unit curriculum subject areas during year 10
in 1993?
What was the unit curriculum enrolment index in year 10, by gender, for government
schools in 1993?
What was the unit curriculum enrolment index in year 10, all students, for government
schools in 1993?
What was the student participation, by gender, by accredited tertiary entrance
examination subjects for government schools in year 12 for 1993?
What was the imbalance index for mathematics and physical sciences for year 12
students in 1993?
What was the secondary graduation rate for year 12 government students, by gender, in
1993?
What was the percentage, by gender, of year 12 government students reaching expected
levels of unit curriculum achievement in 1993?
What was the percentage of year 10 government students, by gender, passing at stage 4
or higher in English in 1993?
What was the percentage, by gender, of year 10 government students passing at stage 3
or higher in mathematics in 1993?
What was the consolidated fund expenditure for each full time equivalent government
school student in 1993-94?
What was the consolidated fund expenditure for each full time equivalent non-
government school student in 1993-94?
What was the student-teacher ratio in government schools, years 1 to 7 - excluding the
Distance Education Centre - in 1993-94?
What was the student-teacher ratio in government schools, year 8 to 12 - excluding the
Distance Education Centre and senior colleges - in 1993-94?
What was the percentage of a sample of year 3, 7 and 10 government students achieving
at or above the respective specified level in reading in 1993, for all students and for
Aboriginal students?
What was the percentage of a sample of year 3, 7 and 10 government students achieving
at or above the respective specified level in writing in 1993, for all students and for
Aboriginal students?
The CHAIRMAN: Bearing in mind the record number of questions that have been
asked, can we have an indication from the Parliamentary Secretary on whether the
information on that series of questions will be provided as supplementary information?
Will any of those questions create difficulty? I am happy in the position of Chairman to
allow a series of questions to expedite the work of the committee. I am also aware of the
fact that we can set terrible precedents where we will end up with 1 000 questions read
into the proceedings. I am allowing it now because my understanding is that there is
virtually an agreement behind the Chair that many of these questions can be answered
reasonably simply. The information is not to hand. However, in allowing it I must break
it up into a series of questions so that there is a proper opportunity for the Parliamentary
Secretary to give an indication whether, for instance, there are one or two questions that
he cannot provide supplementary information on. We should know that.
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Mr TUBBY: There are some questions that go across agencies. For example, some
relate to TAPE and some, as I mentioned, relate to the non-government schools office.
We will endeavour to provide supplementary information and answers on those question
that can be answered. Some of them may not be able to be provided within the week that
was requested at the beginning of the committee because some will take considerably
longer to research than a week.
Dr HAMES: My understanding is that Estimates Committees are to deal with items that
appear within die budget papers before us, and that the job of the committee is to go
through the recurrent expenditure and specific achievements and plans for particular
departments. Is is not my impression from ocher Estimates Committees I have been on
that the job of an Estimates Committee is to provide answers to a mome generalised
questions such as those which have been read out. I thought that would be more
appropriately done as questions on notice addressed to the Minister.
(6.10 pm]
Mr KOBELKE: I refer the Chairman and members of the committee to Treasury
instruction No 904 which requires key indicators of efficiency and effectiveness to be
reported for each program. If we are to ensure performance indicators are being met,
information of this type is absolutely essential so ensure the taxpayers' dollar is being
spent effectively on education.
Mr OSBORNE: On that point of order -

The CHAIRMAN: I am not taking any more points of order at this stage. The common
function of ibis committee, under the sessional order of which all members received. a
copy, is to look at proposed recurrent expenditure for government departments.
However, the documents contain policy statements, significant issues and trends and so
on. As long as I have been a member of this place it has been the policy so allow
questions on these matters because they relate to expenditure. It is difficult for the Chair
to rule that a question is out of order because every question can in some way be related
to expenditure, whether it is causing more or less expenditure. Therefore, a degree of
flexibility is allowed. However, I take the point chat we must be careful with respect to
precedents. I want as many questions to be asked as possible, but the difficulty is that
departmental officers must follow up by supplying supplementary information, If
hundreds of questions are allowed to be read into the record, clearly that does not allow a
distinction to be made between those that will be pmovided as supplementary information
and those that might be provided as supplementary information, if available. We are thus
creating difficulties for staff carrying out their duties wider the sessional orderT. As a
consequence, I will slow proceedings down so that some questions can be asked by
members. I will then ask for an indication from the Parliamentary Secretary. If the
advisers indicate chat an answer cannot be provided as supplementary information, it is
important that is be done at this stage. I ask the Parliamentary Secretary to quickly
indicate which of the questions cannot be answered in supplementary information.
Mr TUBBY: We cannot provide the answer to the following question: What were the
percentages of the total population aged 15-19 years engaged in education in WA in 1993
in government schools, non-government schools, TAPE higher education, other
institutions or receiving no education. That information can be researched in the library
by the member.
Mr KOBELKE: By die time is comes through in an annual report, it is six to 12 months
after the event. The department often has the material on files and is is simply a matter of
making it available now rather than uour waiting for some report in 12 months' time.
Mr TUJBBY- It does not have information on TAPE or higher education.
Mr OSBORNE: I understand the concept of a supplementary question is that it foliows a
general opening question. Simply reading into the Mansard a series of quite explicit
questions does not fit the description of a supplementary question.
The CHAIRMAN: Any member of this conmmittee and of the Parliament can come into
this committee and ask any question, as long as it relates so the Budget. It does not have
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to be a supplementary question and it does not have to be in order, as long as the Chair is
prepared to accept it. I take the point made by the member for Bunbwry. if we read too
many questions at once, other members do not have an opportunity to enhance the
questioning by asking supplementary questions.
Mr TUBBY: The following question cannot be answered: What were the percentages of
die total population aged 15 to 19 years engaged in education, by gender in Western
Australia. It is difficult to determine that from the resources available to the ministry,
because it involves non-compulsory schooling years. The other questions on the sheet
will be answered in supplementary infornation. The questions on non-government
schools cannot be answered.
Mr RIEBELING: Have any Commonwealth funds been refused or delayed because of
negotiations? Were any Commonwealth funds not expended in the last financial year? If
so, why and how much?
Mr McCAFFREY: I am not aware of any funds that were not expended. In a couple of
Commonwealth funded programs the cash draw-down to the end of the financial year
was different than anticipated. We are very confident that every dollar given to us by the
Commonwealth for any specific purpose program will be fully expended on that
program, and accounted for to the Commonwealth in the normal manner.
Mr RIEBELING: Are there any Commonwealth funds that the state did not access?
Mr McCAFFREY: No.
Ms MURPHY: There have been no delays.
Dr HAMIES: I refer to the trust account relating to the sale of school land. it has been
explained that proceeds will go into a central trust fund and the school will have access to
a proportion of that. Has any decision been made about the proportion to go to the school
that sold the land? If a school can justify the need for expenditure, would it be acceptable
for all those proceeds to go to the school disposing of the asset? For example, the Yokine
Primary School could use the money obtained from selling three blocks of its land to
upgrade its facilities to a reasonable standard. Can that school receive the funds raised
from the sale of its land?
Mr TUBBY: That question was answered when the Director General of Education was
in the committee. It is not fair to operate in that way because a school situated in a high
socioeconomic area, where the land is valuable, would have an advantage over a school
in a rural area, where it might be difficult to give the land away. Why should one school
benefit and the other be disadvantaged? It must be considered on a more equitable basis
across the whole state. The first priority will be given to providing funding opportunities
to the schools to which children ame transferred, following the closure of their schools.
However, they will not be given all the funds.
[6.20 pm]
Mr OSBORNE: I refer to page 341 of the Program Statements. I am interested in the
student outcome statements produced collaboratively with the other states and territories.
I note that a planned achievement is to continue the trialling of these outcome statements
in 60 schools.
Will that also be done within Western Australian in an attempt to assess the effectiveness
of the unit curriculum system? Some schools of course do not follow the unit curriculum
system, especially in the non-government sector. Would you agree that the jury is still
out on the long term effectiveness of the unit curriculum system?
Mr McCREDDIN: The unit curriculum trials are occurring in parallel with the type of
decision we have to make about the ongoing future of unit curriculum. Those decisions
about unit curriculum will be made before we get to the stage of full implementation of
student outcome statements, assuming they deliver the type of goods that we ame
anticipating. No, student outcome statements will not help us make decisions about unit
curriculum.
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Mr OSBORNE: How are those decisions being researched?
Mr McCREDDIN: The Education Department has had a representative committee drawn
front schools together with a number of key people within the central office of the
Education Department looking at the weaknesses and strengths of the unit cwriculunm.
This has been forced on us because of the changing structure whereby years 8. 9 and 10
are no longer under the responsibility of and accredited by the Secondary Education
Authority. The responsibility lies solely with the Education Department, so we must
make decisions in the near future. We have instructed schools that for 1995 they should
make minimal changes in terms of moving away from unit curriculum, with the promise
that we will provide them with some guidelines for future operations. That needs to be in
place by 1996. Hence, although the work on student outcome statements will inform, it
will not be the basis of the decision.
Mrs ROBERTS: What is the recurrent expenditure per student this year?
Ms MURPHY: We would prefer to come back with a supplementary answer to that.
The CH-AIRMAN: That will be provided as supplementary information.
Mrs ROBERTS: As part of that information, for comparative purposes, can I have the
figures for the past five years and a brief explanation of how you arrive at those figures?
Mr MeCAFFERY: We can provide that. There will be many qualifications in the per
capita rate because there has been a tendency for movement between capital and
recurrent expenditures over the past five years in how they were classified. In one year
one might have a very high maintenance part, if that is how it was funded and that does
distort the figures.
The CHAIRMAN: It has been agreed that will be provided as supplementary
information.
Mr RIEBELING: Why is it that the Primary Extension and Challenge program is not
offered to all schools? Why is it that transport costs, for instance, are met by the parents?
Why is it that the Education Department charges the student for some of the courses?
Mr McCREDDLN: In 1993 a review deemed there was an imbalance of PEAC services
across the state, so in 1994 we endeavoured to ensure a more equitable distribution of
PEAC services across the state in terms of FTEs and contingencies. No student in any
district, metropolitan or country, is assisted with government funds for the purpose of
travelling to undertake those courses, but all schools undertake a role of facilitating
student sharing so that where parents or even teachers are providing transport that is done
on a cooperative basis. There ame obviously problems in providing PEAC in sonic areas
of the state. We have explored the possibility of providing that type of service by some
means other than the traditional one of withdrawing students to another school or site for
the purpose of conducting those classes.
Mr RIEBELING: Do parents pay for the courses in some cases?
Mr McCREDDIN: Yes, that has arisen from local decisions, and not anything
necessarily that the Education Department has endorsedL Interestingly, when the
Education Department has queried whether this was the way to go the parents and
teachers involved in these programs indicated that they supported this because it enabled
the provision of some more interesting courses than would be provided purely out of
government funds. The only qualifier the Education Department puts in place in
agreeing to the continuation of this is that, where a student would be excluded because of
the financial consideration, the school must make every effort to make up that shortfall.
This response has come front the individual centres, and the Education Department has
queried it and endorsed it with that particular proviso.
Mr OSBORNE: A major planned achievement for 1994-95 at page 347 is the drafting of
a new Education Act to empower schools with greater flexibility in their decision makting
to enable them to be more responsive to local needs. One of the major difficulties in my
electorate is that there are two major senior high schools which often find themselves
competing for scarce resources. They both want a performing arts cenuc, and both want
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to become specialists in particular areas of the curiculum. If these two schools, and
possibly also a third at Ausiralind, were able to come to a localised arrangement that one
or the other would specialise in a certain area, and if they could organise their timetables
to enable that to happen and make a decision about which one would get a performing
arts centre and which a swimming pool, would this local empowerment enable that to
happen? Would that local decision on rationalisation, which has not been achieved to
date and which would also achieve a saving for the department, give these schools some
kind of priority in calling on Education Department resources?

[6.30 pm]
Mr McCREDDIN: The member is possibly aware that the senior management of the
Education Department has been working actively to encourage secondary schools in the
Bunbury district to undertake this form of rationalisation, and this has been independent
of any concept of devolution; so yes, the Education Department would provide any sort
of assistance to achieve the types of goals that you have outlined in your question.
Mr OSBORNE: Let us say hypothetically that two high schools - Newton Moore Senior
High School and Bunbury Senior High School - want a performing arts centre and that
the time scale for both of them to get such a centre is 50 years. If they were able to agree
that one or other of them would have that performing arts centre, would that mean that
the time scale for the approval of that centre in that school would shorten and that they
would, in fact, get a reward for making a local decision - a real incentive, shall we say, to
allow local empowerment and devolution to be achieved?
Mr McCREDDIq: The answer must be that they may not necessarily automatically go
up the scale, but such agreement, taken in the context of all the resources and facilities
that are offered to that particular school, would be taken into consideration, and I am sure
the answer would be that they would get some improvement in their rating, but not an
absolute improvement.
Mr OSBORNE: If they do not get an improvement, there is no benefit in those schools
cooperating locally; they might as well compete head to head and let the best argument
win.

Mr McCREDDU4: The difficulty in answering the question is that, as you said, it is
hypothetical. We have not yet had enough of this type of siwuation to be able to negotiate
on it.

Mr OSBORNE: Do you think it is a worthwhile concept to consider and that if schools
could come to an arrangement like that to achieve a benefit for the department they could
be rewarded?
The CHAIRMAN: That is asking for an opinion. The Parliamentary Secretary may take
it up with the Minister.
Mr TUJBBY: I cannot answer that question.
Mr KOBELKE: Has there been a review of student achievements and needs in physical
education and sport?
Mr TUBBY: Yes, the House review.
Mr KOBELKE: May I have some explanation of that review and the follow-up to that
review?
Mr McCREDDIN: Greg Black answered that question earlier this afternoon. The House
report was a follow-up to a Senate inquiry. It was presented on the basis of information
that was gained by the convenor, in discussion with all elements of the education
community, particularly die physical education community. Following the release of that
report, the Minister sought, through the Education Departmen responses to all
recommendations that were in the House report, and subsequent to that, the inister has
released a ministerial statement on physical education in Western Australian schools, and
there is a Budget item for 1995-96 of $750 000 and a plan for further expenditure in
1996-97.
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Mr KOBELKE: What senior high schools have been converted to senior campus status,
what are the categories of senior campus status, and what future changes are envisaged
with respect to a move in that direction?
Ms MURPHY: There are two senior campuses - North Lake and Cyril Jackson. A
recognised need is to determine where the senior campus options will go in other
disiricts. There is no more definitive information. No high schools have been nominated
to be turned into senior campuses at this time.
Mr KOBELKE: But the matter is under consideration?
Ms MURPHY: Yes.
Mr KOBELKE: In how many schools is the Pathways program operating? If you do not
have die exact numbers, a percentage will do. Has that program been adopted by a clear
majority of schools? What is the take-up rate for that program?
Ms MURPHY: I would have to take that on notice.
The CHAIRMAN: It is noted that supplementary information will be provided on that
matter.
Mr KOBELKE: Have student outcome statements been prepared for use in Western
Australian schools, and what stage of implementation have we reached with them?
Mr McCRLEDDTN: In the period 1990-93, Western Australia, initially on its own and
then collaboratively with other states, developed a set of profiles which reflected the
ways in which students develop their knowledge in each of the eight major learning
areas. Since July 1993, the Education Department of Western Australia has undertaken
work alone, and as a result of further development through the second semester 1993, a
set of student outcome statements was published early in 1994. These statements arc
being irialled in schools throughout 1994-95 in terms of whether the actual student
outcome statements are correct and whether they are useful in our schools. At the end of
1995, following research and monitoring of that trial, we will make a decision about their
ongoing use from 1996.
Mr KOBELKE: Is that trialling at both primary and secondary level?
Mr McCREDDIN: Yes, and education support.
Mrs ROBERTS: What steps have been taken to improve participation by boys in LOTE
and social sciences?
Mr TUBBY: T'hat question was answered earlier.
Mrs ROBERTS: There was not a question about the participation of boys in LODTE.
Mr TUBBY: The member for Floreat asked about LOTE.
The CHAIRMAN: The answer has been given.
Mrs ROBERTS: The member for Floreat asked about school psychologists. Have crisis
management programs been put in place in schools to deal with the issue of youth
suicide, and what support materials are available to schools to help them deal with that
issue?
Mr AXWORTHY: A number of schools have developed their own crisis management
plans, with assistance from two sources - the student services in their district, backed up
by a training officer in youth suicide prevention from central office. There is also a
package of resource materials that we developed three or four years ago, which was
reviewed this year and ucpub'ished in an upgraded version. That is basically a resource
kit to assist student service personnel who are working 'With schools in developing their
own crisis management plans and early intervention in the prevention of youth suicide in
this state.
Mrs ROBERTS: Has that been taken up by all schools?
Mr AXWORTHY: Most. I can give you some figures. We are conducting a survey
now, and I can take that as supplementary information.
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Mrs ROBERTS: 1 would be interested in that.
The CHAIRMAN: It appears that if a survey is being conducted, the information may
not get back to you in time.
Mr AXWORTHY: We can certainly give you an indication.
The CHAIRMAN: Supplementary infornation will be provided on the information
available to date.
Mr RIEBELING: I have a number of questions about subprogram 1.2 in regard to
Aboriginal access, and if you provide those answers as supplementary information, that
will be sufficient. What new initiatives has the Government taken to improve access,
participation and performance by Aboriginal students?
[6.40 pm]
Mr AXWORTHY: I will provide supplementary information.
Mr RIEBELING: Have more resources been provided for Aboriginal communities to
encourage student participation?
Mr AXWORTHY: Not by the Education Department.
Mr RIEBELING: Are Aboriginal students participating in the fast trck program?
Mr AX WORTHY: Yes.
Mr RIEBELING: How many Aboriginal students are participating in the new early
intervention programs?
Mr AXWORTHY: I will include that information in the supplementary material.
Mr KOBELKE: I refer to a circular which was distributed to all district superintendents
and principals from the director general on 16 August which was titled "Safety and
Wellbeing of all Employees". It stated that "recent events have reminded us all to
consider the safety and wellbeing of all employees when they work alone". Further down
it states that "when an employee feels threatened the employee should proceed to a
secure area in a school building and contact the Police Department on emergency
telephone number 000. Employees should remain in the building until the police arrive.
Where appropriate, employees in high risk areas will be provided with personal alarms.
As a last resort, where a case can be substantiated by the security section a mobile
telephone will be provided". I have selected sections to save time. Such a memorandum
or notice is extremely concerning. It paints the picture that we have a major threat to the
personal safety of teachers in our schools. I ask the Parliamentary Secretary to comment
on the extent of such incidents and the reason we should have the director general issuing
such a directive.
Mr TUBBY: The question was answered earlier in the evening. It relates to cleaners and
gardeners after school hours when no other persons are around the school property, and
those concerns were addressed.
Mr KOBELKE: I have a number of detailed questions which I would like to go through
one at a time, or the Minister, to whom I gave notice of these questions some time ago,
may be willing to accept them. I ask: What was the percentage of a sample of year 3, 7
and 10 government students achieving at or above the respective specified level in
algebra in 1993, for all students and for Aboriginal students?
Mr OSBORNE: How realistic is it that that could ever be answered in this committee?
Mr TUBBY: We will provide supplementary information.
The CHAIRMAN: We will take the member's questions in small batches, three at a
time. They ame probably related
Mr KOBELKE: What was the percentage of a sample of year 3. 7 and 10 government
students achieving at or above the respective specified level in chance and data in 1993,
for all students and for Aboriginal students? What was the percentage of a sample of
year 3. 7 and 10 government students achieving at or above the respective specified level
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in measurement in 1993, for all students and for Aboriginal students? What was the
percentage of a sample of year 3, 7 and 10 government students achieving at or above the
respective specified level in number in 1993, for all students and for Aboriginal students?
I understand it is standard data which should be available.
Mr TUBBY: It is standard data but we may have a problem with figures for Aboriginal
students because we do not rend to discriminate the data in that way. [ftwe can, we will
do it.
The CHAIRMAN: That becomes quite difficult. It is very much a qualified
supplementary information decision. If the information is not available, it will not be
supplementary information.
Mr KOBELKE: What was the percentage of a sample of year 3. 7 and 10 government
students achieving at or above the respective specified level in space in 1993, for all
students and for Aboriginal students? What was die percentage of a sample of year 3, 7
and 10 government students acbieving at, above or below, die respective specified level
in mathematics in 1993, for all students and for Aboriginal students? I thank the
Parliamentary Secretary for considering to provide answers to those questions.
Mr TUBBY: We will provide what information we can.

Division 49: Sport and Recreation, $16 143 000 -
[Mr Strickland, Chairman.]
[Mr Tubby, Parliamentary Secretary.]
[Mr J. Busch, Executive Director and President.]
[Mr B. Campbeli, Acting Manager, Administration and Finance, Recitation Support
Services.]
(Mr K. Watts, Acting Director, Corporate Development and Services.]
Dr HAMES: I refer to pages 456 and 457 of the Program Statements, under the second
dot point which refers to the sport search program. On the next page the second major
planned achievement for 1994-95 refers to the implementation and strategies in response
to the House report on physical education in schools. I am aware that the sport search
program has been taken by die Ministry of Sport and Recreation and that children in
those schools have been put through that. Is there any plan, as part of this
recommendation, to increase sport within schools to expand that program and to take the
sport searh program to other schools within the metropolitan area and the country?
Mr BUSCH: It is one of the programs available and the approach that is taken is to talk
to schools about the options available to them. If a school is interested in the sport search
program, it is brought to its attention and we work with the school to allow the program
to be introduced there, be it a metropolitan or a country school.
Dr HAIMES: I am aware that the Minisury of Sport and Recreation employed people to
take that program around and work children through it. Are those members of staff still
there, are they involved in that program, or have they been relocated elsewhere?
[6.50 pm]
Mr BUSCH: They are existing staff who were there before that program was intrduced.
They deal with a range of junior sport initiatives and they will continue to be available
for this program and others.
Mr W. SMITH: I refer to the sport participation and development subprogram on page
458. Has the department monitored the increase in sports injuries at schools? Has die
department considered that some participants in sports may not be physically capable of
undertakdig those sports?
Mr BUSCH: No, we have not monitored injuries. The approach is very much a broad
based one of looking at junior sport so that children are introduced to sport in the right
way in ternms of the sorts of things they are able to do, the way they an instructed and the
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way they can enjoy sports. This is a core principle of how we go about our work to
ensure diat our approach does not lead to injury. The whole approach to modified sport
is that although this is designed to encourage children to enjoy sport, it also ensures a
reduction in the incidence of injury. The equipment is specifically designed for children
and the rules are modified to ensure minimal physical contact which will reduce the risk
of injury.
Mr W. SMITH: Does that mean that this action relates to groups and not individuals?
Mr BUSCH: It is both, in the sense that there is a program and we may have 20 children
involved in a particular activity but the individual needs of the children in the group
would be looked at.
Mrs ROBERTS: I refer to the major achievement for 1993-94 which talks about the
establishment of an Olympic task force to recommend ways in which Western Australia
could benefit from the 2000 Olympics in Sydney. I note that there is no further reference
to this item under major planned achievements for 199495 . Is that task force complete?
If so, has it issued a report? If there are any recommendations, is there any provision for
them in the 1994-95 budget? As we are one nation, are we looking at ways in which we
can assist with the 2000 Olympics in Sydney?
Mr BUSCH: The task force has submitted its report to the Minister. No decision has
been made on the implementation of those recommendations, so there are no specific
additional budget implications. For that reason, no outcomes are reflected in the budget.
I understand decisions will be made which will be implemented during 1994-95.
Mr KOBELKE: I refer to the figures on page 453. There is a drop of approximately $3m
in the 1994-95 estimates compared with the 1993-94 actuals. The biggest drop seems to
come under prants, subsidies and transfer payments. Can I be given a reason for the
reduction?
Mr BUSCH: Two factors impact on this situation. The first relates to the community
sporting and recreation facilities fund. The expenditure in 1993-94 was $7.12m. The
projected expenditure for 1994-95 is $3m. The reason for the difference is that it is the
third year of triennium funding and it is consistent with the original projections over
those three years. The second factor is the sports lottery fund. In 1993-94 the legislation
was changed and with effect from 27 August 1993 those funds were included in the
estimates. It meant that the amount from July to 27 August 1993 was not included. That
figure in the 1993-94 estimates was $1.033m. In this case, taking into account the actuals
that occurred, it is $910 000. In basic terms we have $3m with $4.12m off and about
$910 000 incoming because of the sports lottery fund.
Mr KOBELKE: Could I have mome detail on the change in the sports lottery fund and
where it goes to now?
Mr BUSCH: Originally the money from the spants lottery fund was not reflected in the
estimates. It is 2 per cent of the overall Lotteries Commission revenue. It is paid directly
into a miust fund. That was changed by legislation. For the first time the sports lottery
fund money was included in the estimates for 1993-94; however, the operative date was
27 August; hence that roughly $lm which is now being caught up in 1994-95. We now
have the full provision of $6m approximately included in the estimates for 1994-95.
Mr KOBELCE: That counters the drop in the community sport and recreation grants.
Dr HAMES: I refer to the Perry Lakes facility that was previously run by the City of
Perth. With the City of Perth being split into three components, has the department had
any involvement in negotiations about the future management of the Perry Lakes
Stadium or does it intend to have any involvement?
Mr BUSCH: At this stage we have no direct involvement. We are under the assumption
that it will come under the responsibility of the City of Cambridge. We have had no
direct discussions concerning this matter.
Mr RIEBELING: Given the mission statement of the department, are there any moves
afoot to utilise the current crop of gold medallists from the Commonwealth Games to
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promote a positive image of sports people to encourage morn participation? Is there any
budget allocation to allow promotional people of that type to be employed?
Mr BUSCH: The budget implications are not the issue; it is the availability of those
people and their willingness to assist. We have tremendous support from a number of
people, not just those who are involved in the Commonwealth Games; for example, we
are assisted by people in football and other high profile sports. Very often those people
are prepared to participate in programs and play their purt. The advantage is that some
athletes who did not have a high profile before the Commonwealth Gaines now will have
that, which will add to the number of athletes who will be available to assist us.
Mr RIEBELING: I know that a number of high profile athletes are employed through
Australia Post. Does the department have the ability to link in and use those people?
Mr BUSCH: Not specifically those; we target athletes wherever they may be available,
irrespective of whether they may be employed with the Football Development Trust or in
their own right and happen to be high profile athletes.
Mr ICOBELKE: I refer to the item about the State Tennis Centre on page 458. What
stage has that project reached?
Mr BUSCH: At this stage Tennis West has signed documentation with builders and is
planning to proceed. I understand some approvals, such as those from councils, have to
be addressed. It is very close to being able to proceed.
Dr HAMES: With Western Australia getting the World Cycling Championships in 1997,
are there any requirements for additional funds within the budget to initiate the program
to manage that event?
Mr BUSCH: The funds for that event are in the EventsCorp program. It was involved in
the bidding for that event. Any funding for that event will come under the appropriations
for EventsCorp. I do not know whether there is any specific budgetary implication for
1994.
[7.00 pm]
Division SO: Western Australian Sports Centre Trust, $1 710 000 -
[Mr Strickland, Chairman.]
[Mr Tubby, Parliamentary Secretary.]
[Mr 0. Moss, General Manager.]
[Ms LA. Cadamy-Thonipson, Deputy General Manager.]
Mr W. SMITH: Is the sports training centre at Claremont being fully utilised?
Mr MOSS: That is a fairly difficult question to answer. We endeavour to maximise the
utilisation of the facility. The user numbers have increased in the seven years the facility
has been open from 500 000 in 1988 to in excess of 750 000 this year, which we use as a
performance indicator. We encourage the community use of the facility through the
development of our own programs. The Western Australian Institute of Sport, our major
tenant, which is responsible for the development of elite athletes, has increased its use of
the facility in terms of athletes who train in the facility and the number of coaches, sport
science staff and administrative staff.

Committee adjourned at 7.01 pmn
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ESTIMATES COMMITTEE B
The meeting commenced at 9.00 am.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Ainsworth): For the infornation of members, this Estimates
Committee will be reported by Hansard and a proof document will be made available to
the committee clerk progressively throughout the day, with the final pages to be available
about two and a half hours after each sitting concludes. The daily Hansard will be
available the following morning. Hansard will distribute documents for correction,
which must be returned on the A4 documents sent to members. The cut off date for
corrections will be indicated on the bottom of each page.
I remind members that, as has been the practice of previous Estimates Committees,
members should not raise questions about matters of government concern which do not
have an item of expenditure in the consolidated fund. The Estimates Committee's
consideration of the consolidated fund's estimates of expenditure: will be restricted to
discussion of those items for which a vote of money is proposed. I also remind members
that the only estimates being considered are those items of' recurrent expenditur and not
capital items. Members may not direct to Ministers questions on any capital expenditure.
For the benefit of members and Hansard I ask the Minister to introduce his advisers to the
committee. It will also greatly assist Hansard if when referring to the Program
Statements volumes or the consolidated fund estimates, members give the page number,
item, program, amount, and so on in preface to their questions.
The Minister may agree to provide supplementary information to the committee, rather
than asking that the question be put on notice for the next sitting week For the purpose
of following up the provision of this information, wI the Minister clearly indicate to the
committee which "supplementary information" he/she agrees to provide, If
supplementary information is to be provided, I ask the Minister's cooperation in ensuring
that it is delivered to the committee clerk by one week from today, so members may see
it before the report and third reading stages in the next sitting week. An example of the
required Hansard style for the documents has been provided to the Minister's adviser.
Division 65: Arts, $13 695 000 -
[Mr Ainsworth, Chairman.]
[Mr Nicholls, Minister for Community Development.]
[Ms A. Hull, Executive Director.]
(Mr JL. Aquino, Director, Corporate and Financial Services.]
Mr GRILL:1 The Arts sent to be funded for an extra $l.6m, which is gratifying. Where
will that extra funding be expended?
Ms. HULL: It is not all a cash increase. The extra allocation consists of three amounts.
The first is a Lotteries Commission funding adjustment of $632 000. Those funds were
previously provided directly to our budget by the Lotteries Commission, not via the
consolidated fund. In the past year with hypothecated revenue those funds are coming
now via the consolidated fund. The second is an overdraft facility fund of $483 000.
The third is an amount of $609 000 for capital works, strictly tied to a range of capital
works projects. I will ask Mr Aquino to explain further why the $632 000 and $483 000
are not cash increases but funding adjustments.
Mr GRILL: Will you explain the overdraft facility?
Mr AQUINO: In the past the department received part of its funds through the Lotteries
Commission. Lotteries Commission funding was paid in arrears, quarterly or monthly in
arrears. In the past Treasury provided an overdraft facility to cover the arran in
payment from the Lotteries Commission. Each year an application for supplementary
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funds was made. The additional $483 000 will obviate dhe need for the department to
retumn to Treasury each year for that overdraft facility.
The CHAIRMAN: I remind you, Minister, that the additional items that are being
discussed - the Lotteries Commission moneys and other funds - ame outside the amount of
recurent services on which we will vote. Although I understand the general tenor of the
question, the capital items are outside our scope for debate. Therefore, I do not want to
go into any great detail on that side of it. To gain an understanding of that overall
increase is fine, but I would like to leave it at that if we could.
Mr KOBELKE: Performance indicators ame very important. The Auditor General has
made that clear. It is no good having the proper accounting indicating money has been
spent if at the end we do not achieve the goals we set out to achieve. Within die
constraints of indicating what the performance indicators ame and the extent to which they
have been achieved, it is sometimes necessary in a passing reference to know how they
have contributed to the total picture, otherwise we simply do not achieve the goals we
have set out achieve. Although we cannot discuss the lotteries money itself, if it forms a
part of the bigger picture, which this money seeks to achieve, some account must be
taken of that.
The CHAIRMAN: If you had been a member of some of the other committees I have
chaired, member for Nollamara, you would know that I have allowed that. In fact, last
night I was continually pushed to the limit on leeway on that issue. However, I make the
point early in the proceedings today that I do not want to get into any lengthy debate on
issues which, if I wanted to apply the letter of the law precisely, ar of a capital nature
and should not be discussed at all.
Mr GRILL: We are not talking about matters of a capital nature; we are talking about the
fundamental factors in relation to funding of this department. These figures cannot be
understood without the explanations that have been given.
The CHAIRMAN: That is precisely why I allowed that. I make the point that I do not
want to get into a lot of fine detail on capital items as we proceed through the range of
divisions and lose time on the area we ane supposed to be dealing with in the main; that
is, recurrent expenditur.
Mr GRILL: I hope there is some agreement between the Government and the Opposition
next time so that we are able to discuss capital works.
Mr BRADSHAW: Capital matters are discussed in Mnother forum.
The CHAIRMAN: That matter is outside the scope of this committee to deal with.
[9.10 am]
Mr OSBORNE: I refer to page 643 of the Program Statements and one of the major
achievements for 1993-94 of further development of the state's cultural facilities,
including the progression of a feasibility study for a 2 000 seat lyric theatre. I see no
mention of that theatre in the planned achievements for 1994-95. What is the follow up
for that study?
Ms HULL: The pertinent word is progression. We are continuing with the feasibility
study. There are two forms of feasibility study, one is econometric and the other is
artistic. We were looking at a range of sites in the Perth central business district, and we
were given additional terms of reference to look at the feasibility of establishing a 400 to
600 seat theatre, for which there is an acute need for die local theatre community.
Mr OSBORNE: Will that take the full year?
Ms HULL: It is continuing, and I hope that we will have a recommendation for the
Minister withi a matter of months.
Mr KOBELKE: Can you give some indication of the sites being looked at for the 2 000
scat then, and the sites that may be assessed for the smaller theatre?
Ms HULL: I can give a general picture of the process. About 14 sites were initially
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identified, all in the CBD. The original terms of reference when t project commenced
under the former government were to look at government owned sites only. With the
change of government, those terms of reference were amended to include other sites. We
have done that. We have interrogated those sites according to econometric and artistic
feasibility indicators, and have come down to six sites in the CBD. Five are owned by
the Government, and one is not. That is for t 2 000 seat lyric theatre. Becaus we are
considering the 400 to 600 seat theste in parallel, we are looking at collocation. Of
those six sites, thre present themselves well for collocation.
Mr KOBELKE: The larger theat was initially referred to as the lyric theatre, but tha
name seems to have been dropped. Is there a name for the theatre? How much money is
contained in this Budget to carry out the feasibility study required?
Ms HULL: The words "lyric theatre" are a generic term' describing the configuration of a
2 000 seat theatre - the way in which the auditorium relats to the stage. That is the
ongoing title. The original rationale was that there was no theste spaei the CBD area
to economically accommodate some of the major touring activitiessc as "Cats" and
"Phantom of the Opera". His Majesty's Theare is beautiful but economically it is
difficult to break even on those big productions. There is clear indication that the WA
public want to see those types of shows and the Minister feels they should be entitled to
see them. Obviously, creating a venue that makes it possible for these shows to tour to
Western Australia is a very positive move.
Mr BRADSHAW: Where does the Playhouse fit into it? That seems to be having
difficulties at the moment You said that His Majesty's Theatre is not economically
viable, but on my visit to London I saw a performance of "Cats" in a theatre much
smaller than His Majesty's.
Ms. HULL: The Playhouse Theatre is owned by the Anglican Church and managed by
the Perth Theatre Trust. That lease runs out in 2004. There is a long term need for the
city of Perth to have a 400 to 600 seat theatre, which is identified as the corect size for
professional local theatre. That is the size of theatres in most other states which are
viable for local theatre productions. It is generaly accepted worldwide that a 2 000 seat
theatre renders viable those major, expensive, national and international productions.
Mr OSBORNE: Is it possible that the Playhouse may be removed?
Ms HULL: The Government does not own it. It only rents it.
Mr KOBELKE: What is the economic basis on which the 2 000 seat theatre is currently
being considered? Will it be funded totally by goverment, or will the private sector be
involved, perhaps in a joint venture? What is the longer term economic basis for this
facility? Is it considered that once a capital injection has been made, the theatre will
break even from that date, or will it be necessary to provide ongoing subsidies on the
basis that it is important to have a theatre of that size to encourage cultural tourism?
Ms HULL: All these issues are being addressed in the feasibility studies. The original
brief given to the committee two and a half years ago was to find a government owned
site in order for a co-venture to take place with the private sector. The government
contribution was to be the land, and the private sector would provide the facility. It was
assumed that that would be at low cost to the Government. Tat brief was changed, as
was the committee membership which now includes people from the private sector, as
well as government officials fLm the Building Management Authority, the Office of
Goverment Accommodation, and others. Co-venture is one option to be considered.
Mr BRADSHAW: In Bunbuiy the community contributed to the establishment of the
theatre. Do you think that some Perth people, apart from copoat donations, might put
their hands in their pockets, as did the people in the south ws?
Mis HULL: That is an option.
Mr OSBORNE: The Bunbwry City Council contributes about $180000 a year to its
theatre. I do no see the Perth City Council doing the. same.
Ms HULL- The Perth City Council owns the Perth Concert Hall and that is a
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contribution to the city's cultural life. It also owns the Quarry Amphitheatre. The
Subiaco City Council owns dhe Subiaco Theatre Centre, which again is a major venue for
thetr in this city.
Mr OSBORNE: I thought on a pro rata basis the contributions are not similar and one
might have a reasonable expectation of getting funding for the lyric theatre from the
Perth City Council.
Ms HULL: That is something we should take into account.
Mr GRILL: I wonder about funding for touring. The Performing Arts Touring
Information Office picks up die theatre side of touring; I think I saw an allocation of
$100 000. A number of groups to whom I have spoken have indicated that is not enough,
and country people are not seeing enough theatre. Are there plans to improve that?
What amount of money is going to the PATIO and other groups to ensure they can tour
regional areas?
[9.20 am]
Ms HULL: There are three sources of government funds to assist touring. The first
comes via the Lotteries Commission's Gordon Reid Memorial Foundation, which gives
each of the major regional centres cash to stimulate touring. The second is from the
department to PATIO, which tours product throughout the state, and funds are also
available separately from the department to arts companies to tour. The third major
player is Playing Australia, which is a federal activity which funds tours around Australia
and through the regions as they cross the state boundaries. We were active in getting
Playing Australia up and running because Western Australia had been disadvantaged
both in terms of its own product moving around Australia and in receiving other product.
Mr GRIL.L: How much money globally is going into touring?
Ms HULL: Playing Australia works on a federal basis, and about $2.5m has been
allocated across the country in 1993-94. PATIO had $100 000 devolved to it from the
department's touring program to handle tours directly, and the WAAPAC centres
received between $30 000 and $50 000 each from the Gordon Reid Foundation.
Mr GRILL: I spoke to the WA Symphony Orchesra recently and asked when it would
come to K~algoorlie. That is parochial, of course, but naturally people want see the
orchestra in Kalgoorlie. I was told the orchesr did not think it could come this year
because it did not have the funding but it might send up a small group. That is some
disappointment to the people in Kalgoorlie. Is there some prospect of increasing the
orchestra's funding?
Ms HULL: It is desirable.
Mr BRADSHAW: The Perth Theatre Trust gets a big dollop of money from the
Government, yet regional theatres do not receive comparable amounts. On a pro rata
basis the south west, having 10 per cent of the population, should get 10 per cent of the
allocation; that should also be the case with Kalgoorlie and Geraldton. Will regional
areas be attracting funding on a pro rawa basis?
Ms HULL: The overarching state is that there is a huge supply-demand gap with the arts
grants program. It varies from program to program but the highest demand-supply ratio
is 16 to 1. There is an enormous amount of good activity that could or should be funded
if the money were available. The total allocation to country activities generally is around
SIm. That includes performing arts but it also includes other art forms like exibitions
through "Art on the Move" and a range of activities that are funded through the central
providers group in Perth. It does not include specific activities throughout the regions
like community arts activities and Aboriginal arts activities. There is never enough
money to go around.
Mr BRADSHAW: My point is that regional centres should receive funding on a pro rata
basis of population.
Ms HULL: That is a policy issue.
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Mr OSBORNE: Funding should even be ont the basis of costs, recognising the greater
costs involved in getting productions to country areas.
Mr NICHOLLS: The funding distribution for the Perth Theatre Trust will be a policy
issue.
Mr GRILL: I have been mild dhat one cannot look at the funding of the arts scene in
Western Austrulia without takn; into account Hcalthway. Is it correct that $12m or
$14m is coming from Healthway into arts funding?
Ms HUIL: No; $13m is the total amount of Healdiway funding, of which the arts get 15
per cent; so it is about $l.6m.
Mr GRILL: Is that money allocated directly by Healthway or is there sonic liaison
between your department and Healthway?
Ms HULL: Healthway has its own arts advisory committee that is chaired by a member
of die board. They make their own decisions about where that money goes. The focus
for Heaithway money is to reach a target audience with a particular message. That
message obviously relates very much to the audience. The message for young audiences
might be safe sex or no drinking and driving. The arts activities are a medium through
which that audience can be reached with that sponsorship message.
Mr GRILL: Where has that money gone?
Ms HULL: Into a huge range of activities. Just under $500 000 has gone to theatre
activities right around the state. A great percentage of it goes to regional activities, and a
lot to youth activities. A breakdown of those figures is available.
Mr GRILL: Would it not be desirable to have some liaison between Healthway and youw
department?
Ms HULL: Until a year ago I was the chair of that arts advisory committee. Ther is
Slways a position on the board for the Executive Diretor of the Department for the Arts,
as indeed for the head of the Ministry of Sport and Recreation and the Health
Commission for the same reason; that is, those departments' activities benefit from
Heahthway funding. My nominee sits on the arts advisory committee.
Mr GRILL: How much Commonwealth funding is coining into this state? Do we have
any way of measuring it? How is it applied; is it in liaison with your department or
independent of it?
Ms HULL The Australia Council, which is the Commonwealth arts funding body,
operates according to a peer assessment process in the same way as our arts funding is
managed A large number of Western Australians sit on the assessment panels. We are
well and adequately represented on those panels. In data supplied by the Australia
Council, figures for international activities and for national organisations are excluded
and they demonstrate that Western Australia gets 10 per cent of the remaining tipre.
which is in excess of owr per capita ratio. If you include the national and international
figures we are slightly under per capita, we are just under 6 per cent. We had a meeting
yesterday with all the Western Australian members of the Australia Council board and
panels to look at how we might increase the number of aplctoscoming fr-om
Western Australia because they are down on a per capita basis. We feel they are down
because people do not necessarily feel that the AustraliaCuclil body they are
familiar with or are confident about in terms of application processes. We axe trying to
look at strategies whereby in partnership with the Australia Council we can increase the
number of applications coming from WA.
Mr GRILL: Does that 6 per cent figure relate to funding or applications?
Ms HULL: Funding.
Mr GRILL: So 10 per cent of the population is getting 6 per cent of the national cake?
Ms HULL: Yes, but in fairness to the Australia Council, it excludes the figures for
international touring activities and for national organizations, and on that calculation we
get 10 per cent of the remaining funds, which is a better per capita figure.
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Mr GRILL: How much do we receive all up in round terms?
Ms HULL: It would be about $4m, and I can get that figure for the member. Again in
fairness to die Australia Council, we have collaborative mechanisms with funding
organisations; called joint round tables for the funding of theatre and major organisations
in the visual am. The assessments in the end are made by peers within the Australia
Council, so those recommendations go to those peer panels.
Mr OSBORNE: On page 644 a major planned achievement for 1994-95 is the
development of a cultural tourism and marketing strategy. Is the Department for the Arts
aware that the Tourism Commission is preparing a statewide tourism strategy this year in
cooperation with the Ministry of Premier and Cabinet, and will the Department for the
Arts be involved with that?
Ms HULL: It is very much in partnership with the WA Tourism Commission.
Mr OSBORNE: So the outcome of your mtraegy will be incorporated in the statewide
strategy?
Ms HULL: Yet.
Mr GRILL: Last year you were talkcing about setting up a cultural tourism advisory unit.
Has that unit been set up andif so, what effect has it had?
Ms HULL: It is a joint activity with the WA Tourism Commission. We have been
working with it over the past 18 months to put cultural tourism on the map. In fact, the
recent announcement from the Tourism Commission about its new product development
branch includes cultural tourism, and an officer from my department will be seconded to
support that.

[9.30 am]
Mr GRILL: I notice that the number of FM~ in the cultural portfolio coordination and
resource development program has increased from 10 in 1992-93, to 12 in 1993-94, and
to an estimate of 15 in 1994-95. Is that 50 per cent increase in about two years justified?
Ms HULL: It is an accounting adjustment, as much as anything, where we have
allocated to that program a range of corporate services overheads. In the past these
corporate services costs were no: allocated to programns. The cultural portfolio
coordination and resource development area is a portfolio-wide activity. As most of you
probably know, the Department for the Arts is charged with the responsibility of
coordinating the portfolio of the Minister for the Arts, which includes the various
statutory authorities with which you will meet today, and Screen West, and the resources
development program is about stimulating new resources for the cultural sector in
Western Australia. Its successes to dare have included things like the public art program,
which has generated millions of dollars in commissions for artists and designers to be
employed in a range of activities throughout the state.
Mr GRILL: Did you say many millions?
Ms HULL: Yes, over the years thatthas been running, which in myview is very
healthy, because it gives the artists of this state an independent income earning capacity
that is non-grat dependent.
Mr GRILL: Is that going from success to success?
Ms HULL: Yet. ftis regarded as the leader orthe model publi rt programiin
Austraia.
Mr GRILL: What funding did that generate last year?
Ms HULL I would have to get the figures for you. We work on the basis of trying to
seed the idea with a range of private and public sector agencies so that, for example, you
will ntow see most government buildings include a public art commission.
M& GRILL: Is that the I per cent programn?
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Ms HULL: Yes, and we have extended it this year to the private sector as well.
Mr OSBORNE: The fintal dot point under major achievements for 1993-94 at page 647 is
the provision of prants of $8.1m to major art organisations and $2.5m to individual
artists and community groups. How are those individual artists assessed and fwnded;
what is the basis of the funding - is it an annual grant; and do those artists give feedback
on what they have achieved as a result of those grants?
Ms HULL: All puant recipients are required to provide both a financial and an artistic
acquittal, and they are on file on the public record.
Mr OSBORNE: An artistic acquittal?
Ms HULL: Yes, and also a financial acquittal; in other words, what they did with the
money.
Mr OSBORNE: So they hand over a painting?
Ms HULL: No. They describe what they did with the money - what they worked on;
where they held an exhibition, and perhaps submit a catalogue as evidence; where theme
was a theatre event, and perhaps submit a program as evidence; etc.
Mr OSBORNE: How is that assessed as being good value for money?
Ms HULL: It is assessed against the original application form which they submitted. We
consider whether they did what they said they were planning to do - if they did, fine; if
they did not, they are asked why.
Mr OSBORNE: What if they said they ame planning to do three paintings, and they do
three paintings but they are not very good, because there are good paintings and there are
paintings which are not very good?
Ms HULL: The major program for individual artists is the creative development
program, and that program runs at 16:1 in tenms of demand and supply. The assessments
are made by a panel of artists across all art forms, and they are chosen according to their
proven track record and potential. The point is that when we invest in an artist's product
we are investing in the unknown, but we are basing the assessment on known practice.
We can never guarantee in advance the outcome of the creative process, but we are
investing in potential. We do not say to an artist, TPaint three paintings." Artists may
say, for examnple, that they want to spend six months researching a particular theme, or to
do such and such to their wait, or to buy time to research a new medium, but the
outcome may be an exhibition, and how many paintings are in that exhibition is up to
their creative energies.
Mr OSBORNE: But it is the pressure of that 16:1 that guarantees the outcome, I
presume?
Ms HULL: There is huge pressure and preat competition for those funds. That is also a
good example of something that is unique in Western Australia, because no other state
cultural ministry funds individuals; the responsibility lies mainly with the Australia
Council. However, because so many of our artists do not connect with the Australia
Council or do not necessarily feel that they can compete nationally, for whatever reason -
perhaps because they are not known - there was a real issue for us, and we have
responded to that by providing these fellowships each year.
Ar OSBORNE: Is there a chance that the private sector could become a major patron of
the arms in the same way?
Mr GRILL: I have a question on that also. You mentioned t Western Australian state
arm sponsorship scheme. Is that the scheme to which you were just referring, or is it a
separate scheme; how well is it going; and how many companies are involved?
Ms HULL: It is a separate scheme. It was set up last year. and announced on 9
November at a function which we put on each year with the support of Australian Capital
Equity. its role is to give a profile to those companies which support the arts, and to date
about 12 companies have been both nominated and accepted Those companies ane given
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the right to use the logo on their letterhead which announces the fact that they are a
patron,
Mr GRILL: Is that a patron's logo?
Ms HULL: Yet.
Mr GRILL: How many companies are involved, and have you had some succes?
Ms HULL: Yet. About 12 companies have been given the right to display the logo.
Mr GRILL: Are they substantial donors?
Ms HULL: Yes.
Mr OSBORNE: Do they do it just to get the patron's logo on their letterhead or do they
do it, hopefully, for the more. altruistic reason that they regard it as a responsibility of a
successful private sector organisation to make a contribution?
Mr NICHOLLS: Mr Chairman, while I do not mind the question, we will drift off if we
try to explain the motives of people who am sponsors. Ms Hull may have a general
answer, but I would hate to think that we would try to generate debate on the motives of
people who want to be sponsors.
Mr OSBORNE: My question was directed more to the department's erying to encourage
these private companies to assist not because of any direct reward to thern in the sense
that as sponsors they will get a logo on their letterheads, but trying to encourage them to
do it for the right reasons.
Ms HULL: My general answer is that there is a major distinction between philanthropic
and sponsorship gestures. We are interested in sponsorship gestures.
Mr GRILL: The fifth major planned achievement for 1994-95 at page 644 states that "in
conjunction with the portfolio agencies, identify opportunities for competitive tendering
and contracting out of services across the portfolio which may lead to more effective
services".
Mr NICHOLLS: Which will lead to more effective services. Is that the one you are
reading?
Mr GRILL That is yet to be seen. That could be quite controversial. Is this a serious
attempt to privatise the Department for the Arts; which pants of the department are being
considered; and to what extent will that competitive tendering be used?
Ms HULL: The portfolio as a whole has embarked over the last year on a portfolio
coordination task force, at the Minister's behest, to identify all those areas which we have
in common and at which we might be able to look in terms of cooperative servicing.
They range from security, to cleaning, to conservation, to storage - a range of issues that
affect the portfolio as a whole.
Mr GRYIL: Is that in terns of cooperation?
Ms HULL: That is in tenms of looking at the portfolio as a whole rather than each of the
individual statutory authorities within the portfolio individually and independently
contracting with cleaning providers, security providers, etc. In addition to that we are
considering corporate services across the portfolio, and ways in which we can collaborate
and cooperate more effectively to deliver those corporate services. They include hwmn
resources, training, accounting packages and information technology.
[9.40 anm]
Mr GRILL. As yet isdthere nothing specific as tothe areas which might be contracted out
or privatised?
Ms HULL No, but we have been identifying the arma that could be addressed more
effectvely in a collaborative way.
Mr GRILL: When will you be mome definite about that?
Ms. HULL: We submitted the portfolio coordination task fort report to the Minister last
wetL
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Mr GRILL: Will that be made public?
Mr NICHOLLS: I cannot tell the member that. I would imagine nothing will be made
public until a decision is made by the Minister. I cannot indicate whether that document
will be made public, but I can take that question on notice and provide an answer.
Mr GRILL: It might give rise to redundancies.
Ms HULL: That is not an issue. That issue is not being discussed at all.
Mr BRADSHAW: Does the Perth Theatre Trust own BOCS; and if so, does BOCS run
at a profit?
Mr NICHOLLS: The Perth Theatre Trust is one of the items, and we might deal with
those.
Division 66: Art Gallery of Western Australia, $5 933 000 -
[Mr Ainsworth, Chairmian.J
[R Nicholls, Minister for Community Development])
[Mvs A. Hull. Executive Director.]
[Mrs P. Lauos-Valier, Director.]
[M K Lord, Manager, Accounting and Finance.]
Mr GRILL: It is no secret that the Art Gallery has had some problems with funding over
the past 12 months. Have those problems been sorted out, or what is the gallery's likely
financial future?
Mrs LATOS-VALIER: Yes, the problems have been sorted out. We have undertaken a
number of initiatives, including financial reporting and forecasting systems, replacement
of staff, and training of older staff who are not used to our new methods of working. We
have established a five year business plan with very clear goals for each year, and we wil
be running amuch tighter ship in the future.
Dr CONSTABLE: I refer to the firs dot point at page 653 of the Program Statements.
Could the Minister tell us about the fundraising activities and what percentage of this
budget depends on external fundraising?
Mrs LATOS-VALIER: I will advise the committee what happened last year. Our
private sector support through private collectors' gifts to the gallery increased by 71 per
cent last year. The nwnber of sponsors rose from 38 to 48. Our program is very
dependent on priiiate sector support.
Dr CONSTABLE: What is the curret status of the Art Gallery WA Foundation?
Mrs LATOS-VALJIER: The gifts to the collection are now 71 per cent.
Dr CONSTABLE: Through the foundation?
Mrs LATOS-VAIER: They came in through the foundation.
Dr CONSTABLE: Does the foundation provide support for the administration?
Mrs LATOS-VALI:ER: No, it does not.
Mr GRILL: Has die Arts of the Himalayas program been successful?
Mrs LATOS-VAL.IER: Yes. We made our budget figure in the first three to four weeks
of the exhibition and we are now counting the pennies.
Mr GRILL: Have there been problems in that area in the past?
Mrs LATOS-VALlER: Yes. It is very difficult to predict what will touch public
emotion and public interest. Some things do not do as well as we thought they would.
Other things surprise us in their capacity to interest the public.
Mr GRILL: Page 652 of the Program Statements shows that fuanding for corporate
services has uisen slightly, from actual expenditure in 1993-94 of $2 936 000 to an
estimate for this year of $3 243 000. It also shows that the number of FlEa in 1993-94
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fell from an estimated 39 to an actual 18. or approximately half. How has that come
about?
Mrs LATOS-VALIER: We have allocated our attendants back to the programs. That
figure of 39 FrEs for corporate services included all the attendants and security people
who are an the floor interfacing with the public.
Mr GRILL: Have they been taken out of corporate services now?
Mrs LATOS-VALIER: They have been put back into the programs they service, which
are our exhibitions and access programs.
Mr GRILL: Many of those attendants are voluntary, are they not?
Mrs LATOS-VALIER: No, our guides are voluntary. We have approximately 65
volunteer guides and 15 volunteer information officers, but not security attendants or
those charged with safety.
Mrt BRADSHAW: Under major achievements for 1993-94 on page 653 of the Program
Statements, it is stated that the gallery expanded its historical collection with the
assistance of the Taxation Incentives for the Arts scheme, and made significant purchases
of Western Australian and other historical works. Has the gallery been inundated with
people wanting to give art so they can receive tax deductions? What requirement is on
the Art Gallery to provide services to assess that? Is it quite demanding and costly?
How successful is it?
Mrs LATOS-VAI.IER: Last year was very successful. The trend is that gifts from the
private sector to the gallery art increasing. It went up approximately 71 per cent last
year. We have established two major categories of donors. They are milestones for us in
that we have now the first patron ever of the foundation, and the first vice patron of the
foundation. I brought some papers and brochures to distribute so the committee can see
what has been done in that area. The gallery is not inundated with gifts. T'heme has been
a healthy rise. We are working towards increased activity in that -re because the
marketplace for artworks is tough; it is extremely competitive, and there is not much
great material around. It is a very slow process of acquisition. A good deal of activity is
going into building strong, bonding relationships with people who can help us with cash
and with works of art.
Mr&BRADSHAW: Is the amount of art the gallery can take not open-ended? Obviously
ther are physical constraints on how much can be shown and how much can be stored.
Mrs LATOS-VALIER: We have a huge gap to fill. T1his state was not active in
collecting when compared with its colleague states throughout the century. For example,
we have a collection of 14 000 objects, in comparison with our colleague institution in
South Austraia which has 50 000 objects. We have a long way to go before we have
what I would call a problem with accssioning in what could be called having too many
pieces of art.
[9.50 am]
Mr BRADSHAW: Is everything that is received kept?
Ms LATOS-VALIER: Because we have collected very little over the century, we tend to
keep everyiting.
Mr GRILL: Funding for program 1.0 has gone down from $3.9m to $3.1m. That is a
very disturbing trend. Can it be explained?
Mis LATOS-VALIER: It is not part of the accessions area. We will make some cuts in
our business plan in die next five years in acquisitions and exhibitions. We art planning
tofllthat cut in this way. For example, in the past year we have had 10 new sponsors
supporting our public access projects, some in cash and some in time. We are attempting
to fill that gap with some private seor support
Mr D.L SMITH: How much private money has been spent on acquisitions in 1993-94?
How much public or state money was provided for acquisitions last year, and how much
this year?
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Ms LATOS-VALIER: We spent about $470 000 on acquisitions last year.
Mr D.L SMfLU Was chat from state funds?
Ms LATIOS-VALIER: T1hai was all up. We had $271 000 fron thde consolidated fund
and we spent $198 000, some of which was from fhe special funds - trusts and bequests;
and about $900 000 was received in gifts, making an additional $1.375rm to the state
collection and acquisitions.
Mr D.L. SMITE The state funds are not very much in terms of acquisitions.
Ms LATOS-VALIER: That is quite true.
Mr DL SMiTH: I note that the number of Fits are at the same level this year for the
repional galleries. I -m pleased to see that the access education services have continued.
Will the fuding for those come from the regional budget or the state budge:?
Ms. LATOS-VALIER: I am not sure I understand die question.
Mr D.L SMITH: In terms of the source funiding for die education and accss program
being conducted through die regional galleries, is die money coming out of the budget for
the regional galleries or out of the rest of your budget?
Ms LATOS-VALIER: Both. The regional galleries have been set up wish those funds go
do a range of programs in their regional areas which include education and accss. On
top of that, we provide a substantial amount of activity in regional areas, based in
Geraldton and Bunbwry, which fails outside of the cash allocation to the regional
galleries. There is support over and above the cash allocation for the regional galleries.
For example, we spent two weeks away f-rm metropolitan Perth this year at the regional
galleries, which is not shown in the allocation to the regional galleries.
b&rD.LSMTI: In astatic yearnit seems as thoug h4.5 per cent of the budget has been
spent on regional galleries whereas 28 per cent of the population is in country Western
AuStral
Ms LATOS-VALIER: Would 28 per cent live in Geraldton and Bunbury?
Mr D.L SMITH: About 8 per cent live in die Bunbury region and about 4 per cent live
in Geraldwon.
Ms LATOS-VALIER: That is about 12 per cent.
Mr D.L. SMrITH: I hope the program is expanded beyond those two regional galleries.
Mr GRILL: There is one at Kalgoorlie, too.
Ms LATOS-VALIER: That is not a regional gallery.
Mr GRILL: Is there any intention to make itsa regional gallery?
Mr NICHOLLS: I think we are drifting to policy determinations. 1 a quite happy to
pass those questions to the advisers, but we need to stick to what is in the Program
Statements.
The CHAIRMAN: I appreciate the Minister's view.
Mtr DL. SMITH: In terms of the administration arrangements for the gallery in Danbury,
it seems that a committee will be set up which will be controlled by the local council.
Will that mean a static contribution by the state gallery to the regional gallery, and will it
change its statu from a regional gallery to tha of a council gallery?
Ms LATOS-VALIER: I am not sure whether that can be determined at this stage. It is
understandable that communities want to have more control over these facilities in their
areas. However, what the policies are, how fuinding is used and how the relevant brief is
interpreted is very hard to predict.
Mr D.L. SMITH: What will be the impact on the state galery's contribution? Do you
expect that it will remain static or will it continue to increas with inflation?
Ms LATOS-VM..IER: That is largly determined on the allocation that is received fron
the Stawe Government for those area.
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The CHAIRMAN: That question should more properly be asked of the Minister by
another means.
Dr CONSTABLE: I notice $3.lm this year allocated under program 1.0 relating to the
State Gallery art collections and public access. What total amount is expected fronm
outside funding?
Ms LATOS-VALIER: It is very hard to predict. We can only go on what has happened
in the past. I do not know what amount a donor will give in May 1995.
Dr CONSTABLE: I just wonder approximately the amount that would be expected.
Ms LATOS-VAI.IER: We would be looking at maintaining parity.
Dr CONSTABLE: Can I be provided with a figure?
Ms LATOS-VALIER: We received 5900 000 in gifts in works of art
Dr CONSTABLE: I would like a total number.
Ms LATOS-VALIER: Of what?
Dr CONSTABLE: 'Te total dollar number.
Ms LATOS-VALIER: I could not give that.
The CHAIRMAN: That can be provided by way of supplementary information.
Dr CONSTABLE: Can I be provided with last year's figure as well so that we can
calculate what percentage of this year's budget that represents?
Division 68: Perth Theatre Trust, $2 091 000 .
[Mr Ainsworth, Chairman.]
Mr Nicholls, Minister for Community Development.]
[Mr L. Henry, Director, Finance and Admninistration.]
[Ms J.1J. Ough, Financial Accountant.]
Mr BRADSHAW: Does the Perth Theatre Trust own BOCS? If so, does it run at a
profit?
Mr HENRY: The Perth Theatre Trust does own BOCS. It did not run at a profit last
year. We have put in place a profit plan for this year. We have upgraded our hardware
and we hope to provide benefits and abetter service to the users, and will doso in
consultation with the users.
[10.00 am]
Mr BRADSHAW: I find it difficult to believe that it runs at a loss. Under those
cicumstances has the miust considered unloading it, say, to another organisation?
Mr HENRY: Yes, it has been in the past and it will be considered again under the
contestability.
The CHAIRMAN: Perhaps as a supplementary question we could ask for the profit and
loss statement or some appropriate figure to be provided, rather than taing the last few
seconds of this committee's time.
Mr GRILL: What has happened this morning is outrageous and a travesty. One hour
was allocated for the Arts portfolio. It would be clear to anybody that the Art cannot be
effectively covered in one hour. We have not had a proper opportunity to discuss these
matters with the relevant officers. A lot morn time must be made available for the Arts in
the future.
Mr BRADSHAW: I agree that the allocation of an hour for discussion on the Arts is
disgraceful. I support the comments of the member for Eyre.
The CHAIRMAN: I certainly agree with the member for Eyre. The time of die last hour
in the evening which is being used in Committee A is marked as free time in Committee
B. That is a matter of administrative procedure for the Government; however, that point
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should be taken up for further Estimates Committees. I fully appreciate what you say,
member for Eyre; unfortunately, it is out of my hands.
Mr GRILL: I hope you will pass it on.
The CHAIRMAN: I certainly shall. I am sure my colleagues will as well. The concern
does not rest entirely on your side of the fence.
Division 79: Community Development, $118 730 000 -
(Mr Ainsworth, Chairman.]
[Mr Nicholls, Minister for Community Development.]
[Mr B. Fisher, Director General.]
[Mr (LW. Watt, Director, Corporate Management.]
[MrWT. Loiacono, Acting Manager, Finance. and Budgeting.]
[Mr S. La Piana, Acting Manager, Financial Services.]
Mr BROWN: I refer to page 782 of the Program Statements which deals with the general
estimates for the year. Has any provision been made in the estimates for advertising in
the 1994-95 financial year?
Mr NICHOLLS: Programs will contain advertising as such. One example I can cite that
has rn into this financial year is the abuse in families advertising campaign. That sort of
campaign is part of the global budget for DCI).
Mr BROWN: is there a separate item in the more detailed accounts in relation to the
amount set aside in the budget for advertising?
M~r NICHOLLS: We do not have an advertising budget if that is what you amre efering
to. There is not a global amount which is put aside simply for advertising. As I said,
amounts have been identified for specific campaigns such as the abuse nfmle
campaign. Advertising may also be undertaken with other specific campaigns - for
example, for the Year of the Family branch - which will be part of the figure to that
program.
Mr BROWN: Can you provide details of the proposed advertising, the nature of the
advertising, and the approximate cost by way of supplementary information?
Mr NICHOLLS: I am not prepared to give a commitment to that because it has not been
determined in the programs which allocations may be made to advertising and which
may not. For example, within the abuse in families campaign, once the evaluation of the
initial campaign is completed, decisions will be made about what the next step will be.
At this stage I am not prepared to give a commitment that within a week I can provide
this committee with definite figures of what will be in advertising.
Mir BROWN: What sort of discretionary money may be available for that purpose?
Mr NICHOLLS: Discretionary money is not simply set aside for that purpose. Decisions
will be made on the way the programs are developed. Within those separate programs
recommendations will be made for certain activiy. Part of that activity may be a
publicity or education component; or it may be advertising which, for example, could be
in respect of either grants or people providing submissions.
Mr KOBELKE: What is the budget for the public affairs section and how many FrEs
are in that section?
Mr NICHOLLS: I will take that question on notice and endeavour to provide the
information about the funding to the public affairs unit.
Dr WATSON: I have a series of questions about provisions for preventing and. dealing
with violence against women. I thank the Minister for sending me the discussion
docum ent in which a few pages are devoted to undersandng spousal abuse. The
Minister will remember that in this committee las year we had some heated exchange
about his views on this serious issue. I am pleased that Western Australian data has been
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collected by Hon Muriel Patterson and her team: For instance, 20 per cent of people in
Western Australia think it is acceptable for forced abuse against a woman by her husband
in some circumstances; 46 per cent of the- population know someone who is affected by
violence; and the Crisis Care line had a 37 per cent increase over 12 months in people
asking for assistance as a result of domestic violence in the year 1992-93.
1 want to know what the increase was in 1993-94. Over a two week period in March
1992, 487 women and children were given shelter in refuges. What is the latest data for a
similar two week period in Western Australia? I cannot understand why the Minister
refuses to accept the notion of wife assault or domestic violence, and why he puts this all
into a package of family violence. How much funding and what programs are provided
for prevention and management of domestic violence and wife assault? What Einds of
programs art available for intervention and assistance? Have the mobile counselling van
and service been funded? How much money has been contributed from the
Commonwealth and how much from the state? It is impossible to get these details from
the Budget papers.
(10.10 am]
Mr NICHOLLS: I will deal first with the statements made by the member for Kenwick,
some of which are inaccurate and others of which amt based on assumptions. The
member for Kenwick is incorrect in saying that, as Minister, I refuse to acknowledge
there is an issue with respect to wife assault. I have endeavoured to make sumt that we, as
a Government, do not focus simply on one aspect of abuse in families. All abuse,
whether of a mother or female or male or child, destroys families. We know that where
abuse happens - and it may be abuse against a child or a partner - there is a real risk that
the abuse will flow to other members of the family. We also know that where people are
witnesses to abuse, particularly children as secondary victims, therm is a high risk of their
goin into adulthood and exhibiting similar types of abusive behaviour, or becoming
victims of abuse. I reject outright the comment by the member for Kenwick that I do not
recognise wife assault.
Dr WATSON: You do not.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr Ainsworth): Order! I do not care how strongly any member on
either side holds a particular view, I will not allow that view to translate into the sort of-
debate we are getting into. Itris of a much more personal nature and does not relate to the
Budget papers. The member for Kenwick can take up that viewpoint and comnment on a
range of matters in the Chamber and it will not be disallowed. However, it will be
disallowed in this committee. I put that very firmly on the record so that we do not
degenerate into this kind of debate. It is not a matter of personalities or politics; it is a
matter of dollars and cents related to the Budget.
Dr WATSON: It is a matter of safety for women.
The CHAIRMAN: If we dealt with all matters we wished to talk about because they are
dear to our heart we would be hear until the next century. I made it clear in the preamble
to this committee that that will not be permitted. I ask the Minister to refrain from
responding to those statements of a more personal nature because we are not here for
that.
[10.20 amn]
Mr NICHOLLS: I refer to the data quoted by the member for Kenwick. The document
from which she quoted was produced last year by the task force on the family. It was an
interim document. There is a problem in Western Australia with regard to credible and
accurate information, not only about abuse in families, but also about many social issues
impacting on families. The information in that document was the best available. The
document does not contain totally factual information; it contains anecdotal evidence. It
was the intention that the document stimulate submissions. The task force on the family
islooking at allthe issues that.impact on families, and its primarytak isto strngthen
the family. Other research into families formed the basis of the abuse in families
campaign and has been provided to the task force. Funding for the mobile counselling
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operation in 1994-95 is $103 137 compared with $103 139 in 1993-94, so the budget
amounts are equivalent. I will provide as supplementary information the infornation
requested by the member for Kenwick about programs for prevention and assistance and
die extent to which they were funded.
Dr WATSON: How much of that money comes from the Commonwealth and how much
from the state?
Mr NICHOLLS: The grand total last financial year was $5.673m, and for this financial
year it will be $5.141m. I will provide the break-up of Commonwealth and stat funding
as supplementary information because we need to identify funding coming through
SAAP into the department through the family support program.
Mr BROWN: What legislative and financial resources are being proposed by the
Government for prevention of spouse abuse?
Mr NICHOLLS: I will wait until the task force on the family has completed its work
before I make any final decision on legislative changes. It is my intention to review the
three Acts within my portfolio that cover families and children to try to incorporate them
into one, if that is possible. The new Act, if that were passed by Parliament, would be
more reflective of community attitudes and expectations. flat is bearing in mind that the

preios Acts have become somewhat dated. Legislation is not being drafted at this
point, but we are looking at what changes should be incorporated in legislation. The
abuse in families campaign is one of the most visible preventive programs the
Government is pursuing. The break the silence advertising campaign is one of its
components as is a support service to secondary victims of violence, who are normally
children. We are also providing more funding to try to identify options that can assist
victims and prevent perpetrators from continuing. A prevention policy does not
necessarily deliver overnight results. We are balancing our prevention thrust with the
need to provide support. At this stage the continuing support of pilot programs, same of
which were initiated under the previous government, is not only allowing them to be
evaluated but also making sure they are interacting in a positive way with one another,
rather than having programs diametrically opposed or not providing the outcomes to the
people desiring the service.
Mr BROWN: Are proposals in relation to domestic violence, particularly matters such as
issues of charging and statements being taken, within your portfolio or that of the
Attorney General?
Mr NICHOLLS: When you talk about domestic violence the assumption is you are
talking about the act of violence, adult against adult, and usually man against woman, but
many other forms of abuse take place in a family. Violence, usually a man against a
woman, or one partner against another, constitutes assault and comes under the Criminal
Code, therefore the Minister responsible is the Minister for Police. Abuse can also take
place that does not fall within the Criminal Code, but nevertheless can have severe
effects, such as continually putting somebody down - psychological abuse or trauma.
Them is no way to effectively charge somebody under the Criminal Code unless you
have very good evidence. We recognise that many victims of psychological abuse, as
well as victims of physical abuse, sometimes are too afraid to ask for help. The family
help line was established so people could call anonymously and ask for help without fear
of being identified. If there is evidence that physical violence has taken place, the police
ane responsible for implementing the Criminal Code and the judicial system is
responsible for processing any charges laid.

[10.30 am]
Mr BROWN: The Minister is aware of the difficulties that exist in regard to both
charging and enforcement, and with the proposed models for dealing with abuse by either
married or do facto spouses, particularly men. Has a model been proposed whereby once
abuse has been reported, it is taken out of the hands of the victim and the perpetrator is
not necessarily iprisoned but may be required to undergo certain treatments and
programs? The Minimte is probably more aware of thar model than I am, but I have
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looked at that model and I amn told by experts in the urea that it works. However, chat
model requires a legislative base upon which to act, which does not exist currently.
Given the Government's view about prevention, who is responsible for looking at chat
model - the Minister for Community Development, the Minister for Police or the
Attorney General? It is no good the Attorney General saying, 'It is not my responsibility;
it is the responsibility of the Minister for Community Development", and so on. What is
happening with that model?
MrNICHOLLS: I will try to deal with this, because it is an inmportantissue, and I
appreciate chat we may be using some latitude by the committee. There are two definit
thrusts in regard to the model which the member is talking about, which essentially is a
pro arrest model. Two examples arm cited - the Duluth, from Duluth in North America,
and the Hamilton, which is a model that is taken from Duluth. I have been to New
Zealand and have spoken to people about the Hamilton project, and during my trip to the
United States approximately four weeks ago I went to Duluth and spoke to people there.
The pro arrest model is not a preventive model. The people in Duluth who established it
made it very clear that it is a reactionary model and does not have a preventive focus. It
does not exhibit any reduction in the incidence of abuse. What it does do is require
action on behalf of police officers and the judiciary. If there is an allegation of abuse or
domestic violence, which is the terminology used, a police officer will go to the
residence. If there is evidence to suggest that abuse has occurred, tha police officer has
no option but to arrest the person who is the perpetrator. That person is arrested and put
in gaol, at least overnight, and then goes before the court. If the person pleads guilty, he
or she has the option of going on a 26 week perpetrator program. If the person pleads not
guilty, he or she goes through the courts and may face a gaol sentence. I emphasize that
in this model there is no application of a fine; it is simply gaol, or parole with
involvement in the perpetrator program. That does not apply only to men. About 14 to
16 per cent of the perpetrators ate. women.
We need to understand that at the preventive end of the program, we aretrying to prevent
the abuse from occurring in the first place. At the reactionary end of the program, we are
trying to take action that will either punish the perpetrator or stop the abuse from re-
occurring. The people in Duluth made it clear that their program has a recidivism rate of
between 40 and 70 per cent, so the program does not prevent abuse from re-occurring,
but it does mean that there is an arrest where there is evidence, and that the perpetrators
are brought to account for their actions.
The concern that I came away with from Duluth is that to make this model work, it
appears chat it requires, firstly, an external agency to have fuli and open access to the
911, or, in our case, 000, telephone call records, to all of the records in police despatch,
to all of the records written up by the police as a result of attending an incident, and to all
of the records of the parole officers and the judiciary. The comment made to me was that
if any of those people were not fastidious or did not seek constantly to look at those
reports and records, there would be a lessening of the implementation of that program. I
am concerned about how that may apply to our community, but I believe that we already
have the legislative framework for plice officers to arrest or charge people and to
process them in the courts. The difference between the Western Australian legislation
and the Duluth model is that we do not have a mandatory arrest model.
Dr WATSON: Do you advocate mandatory arrest?
Mr NICHOLLS: Given the discussion that I had with people in Duluth and what I have
seen, I do not believe that we should simply not arrest people because it is too hard. We
should require our police officers to lay charges where evidence exists. In Duluth, when
a victim, who is normally female, is injured, photographs and statements are taken, and
the victim then cannot withdraw from that action; that is, the victim cannot say that she
will not give evidence, and the charges are dropped. However, one of the concerns that I
have, and this is a debateable point, is that the situation in Western Austrlia is that
victims often withdraw their evidence before it goes to court because of fear.
Dr WATSON: Would you advocate the confiscation of firearms at that stage?
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Mr NICHOLLS: Definitely.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: What Budget item is that?
Dr WATSON: It relates to government policy.
The CHADURMAN: Yes, and that is precisely whatzwe are not here to debae. I wiflread
out again, for die benefit of members who did not hear me in the first instance -

Dr WATSON: You do not need to read it again.
The CHAIRMAN: Excuse me, member for Kenwick. Are you interjecting on me again,
because that seems to be the way you want to run this committee? I am the Chairman,
not you. We are not here to raise questions aboui matters of government policy which do
not have an item of expenditure in the cansolida ed fund. That was made perfectly clear
in die first instance. The debate so far has beer on anything but items in the consolidated
fund. I have allowed die Minister to give a lengthy explanation, and that was fine, but we
art not going to get into a debate in the same fashion that we do in the Chamber. The
member for Raorest has the call.
Dr CONSTABLE: The fourth dot point at p age 787 of the Program Statements, under
the family crisis program, states that 10 926 people in crisis were assisted, or I assume
they were assisted. What total dollar amount was made available to those people? Is that
an increase or a decrease compared with last year, both in the numbers of people assisted
and in the dollars spent? I understand it is a new program. How quickly can the
department respond when people seek assistance? Is it hours, days or weeks? What are
the main areas in which people seek assistance?
[10.40Oam)
Mr NICHOLLS: I start with the last paint first because that is important. The Family
Crisis program is a new program. It is not the same program with a different name. The
program resulted from problems which existed with the emergency financial assistance
program. In the change I directed that $rn from die allocation previously made to the
emergency financial assistance program be allocated to what is known as a poverty
program. This funding was to provide financial counsellors and to develop raining
programs trough the financial counsellors' association. The funding previously allocated
to the emergency financial assistance program was used as a base to fund the Family
Crisis program. There was a slow response in the early stages of the implementation of
the new program because people were coming to terms with the component of financial
counselling and also the removal of an expectation of an amount to which they were
entitled. I use that term sensitively because some people were definitely in crisis and
looking far help, and same people in the community believed that it was their entitlement
to go to the Department for Community Development every six months to receive
funding. The total issues as at 30 June 1994 were 20 659; the number of individuals was
15 264, and the value was $2 546 714.
Categories include the family crisis category. where people have a financial crisis in their
family. They contact the department, which endeavours to provide an appointment with
a local financial counsellor. If diat appointment cannot be met, staff within the
department are trained to give budget counselling, If after an assessment of their affairs
there are not ways in which they can address or deal with their own problems, and the
crisis still exists, they arm again referred to the department or the department develops a
personal plan. The idea of the personal plan is to identify the extent of the crisis, the
contributing factors to the crisis, and what options ame available. Where a family has a
crisis because one of the members has a substance addiction and spends all the money on
purchasing a substance, providing a food voucher to get the family through the week will
not solve the problem.
Mr KOBELKE: It might stop them starving.
Mr NICHOLLS: They ame emotive wordh. We must try to assist the family member to
identify the conuributin; factors to the crisis and the options which may be available to
them. Support mechanisms can be by payment, by vouchers, or perhaps specifically in
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other areas. The department established a furniiture loan scheme which was designed to
help people to purchase whitegoods.
Dr WATSON: Is it a loan scheme?
Mr NICHOLLS: It is an interest free loan schema which allows people to purchase
items. That appear to have been well accepted, it appears tt people are taking that
option up and I anm happy with the results. The department has a furniture removal
assistance scheme which provides victims of abuse within families with assistance to
remove them from an area. I addition, it provides assistance to people who have no
other means, and who are forced to relocate. We have a provision for optical expenses
which assists families who a= ineligible under the health scheme. We have emergency
travel assistance for people who are required to visit family members; this usually
involves travel from rural or remote areas to another location. The household disaster
category is not a government insurance scheme but is designed to help people who may
he destitute because something has happened. For example, if a family's house burns
down and those people have no clothes, the department endeavours to assist them. The
special needs category - that is, unforeseen crisis - has a specific domestic violence
application. It assists people who have to flee a domestic violence or abuse situation with
the costs associated with re-establishing. The careg6ries of special needs allowance.,
funeral assistance, basic domestic expenses and integrated furniture assistance schemes
were loosely incorporated fronm the previous scheme but have been continued while the
other categories are being developed. There is also the further assistance category, a
generic term which allows us to assist people.
Dr CONSTABLE: What was the total amount spent?
Mr NICHOLLS: The total amount spent was $2 546 714; that was the value given out in
benefits. The benefits that were obtained by renegotiating debts or by consuming
services are not included in that. 'Tat is direct monetary benefit or support that has been
given to people.
Dr CONSTABLE: What is die fee per hour paid to counsellors outside?
Mr NICHOLLS: To provide funding for the financial counsellors out of the poverty
program - and we do not have a fee per hour - an allocation is provided for a counsellor.
From memory, it is approximately $42 000 for the cost of providing financial counselling
full timie for a week.
Dr CONSTABLE: I do not understand the answer.
Mr NICHOLLS: We do not contract the financial counsellors on an hourly rate. We
fund the yearly allocation, and the allocations vary depending on the hours. It goes to the
agencies. For example, some agencies receive $39 500 and some nearly $100 000, but
that is for a number of counsellors.
Dr CONSTABLE: The financial counsellors are in agencies; they are not independent
rmnancie counsellors?
Mr NICHOLLS. The financial counsellors ame normally attached to an agency such as
Anglicane or local governmeni. We are not contracting service by the hour; we are
providing funding for that service on an annual basis. We are using incorporated
sponsors or incorporated agencies. I can provide the figure. In 1993-94 it was
$2 084 365 and for 1994-95 we expect to fund $2 203 017.
Dr CONSTABLE: I the last financial year how many people were assisted altogether
with that amount of money?
( 10.50 am]
Mr NICHOLLS: The number of individuals was 15 264, but that does not mean that they
are the only ones.
Mir BRADSHAW: In the past 15 years there has been a trend away from drinking in
hotels to drinking in the home. The impact of that has been that the consumption in
howels has gone from 90 per cent to between 10 and 20 per cent. It is cheaper to drink at
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home. Has the consumption gone up in the home? Has a study been conducted on
whether people are drinking more in the home and, if so, whether it has lead to an
increase in abuse in the homne?
Mr NICHOLLS. The link between alcohol and abuse in families is a justifiable one. I do
not believe we can look at alcohol as die reason for abuse. We know it is a contributing
factor. We are endeavouring to research the links between some of the issues involved in
abuse in famnilies. I cannot answer about the consumption of alcohol. At this stage we do
not have plans to research specifically the consumption of alcohol in the home. We want
to try to identify the contributing factors and also the level of abuse in the home.
Mr BRADSHAW: Has domestic violence increased in the home over the past 15 years
or has it just been recorded more?
Mr NICHOLLS: We all have a view on that. Our society has a problem with respect to
violence in general. We can argue about why that is the case. In my view, there is
definitely also a greater awareness of the fact that abuse of anyone, particularly in the
home, is not acceptable and that people should not turn a blind eye and pretend that it
does not happen. The key link between some of the abuse of substances - such as
alcohol, but there is also a problem with solvents and amphetamines - and the abuse of
family members o& people who are associated with the substance abusers is reasonably
strong. There is also a link between the lifestyles where people are addicted to
substances such as alcohol and the fact that it is very hard to deal with those people when
we are trying to rectify the problem. I am concerned that if we are tryig to develop a
preventive model for perpetrators and they are addicted co substances - for example,
alcohol - we need to deal with the addiction before we can deal with the inappropriate or
offensive behaviour, The link between alcohol and abuse of all forms, particularly abuse
of a partner, is very clearly identified. We need to say that that should not be seen as an
excuse. It is not a justifiable reason for people to abuse others.
Mrs van de KLASHORST:. The major achievements item on pages 787 and 788 refer to
the family crisis program and financial counselling or budgeting advice being provided to
assist people in crisis towards independent management of their income. I see that an
additional Shin has been allocated for employing trained financial counsellors. A number
of references are also made to financial counselling within the poverty program. How
are the financial benefits to die family evaluated after a family has received counselling?
What type of follow-up is done to measure the success of the program? Will people
continue to be trained and will mome money be allocated to training? I believe this is a
major step forward. What is the cost of the evaluation?
Mr NICHOLLS: The $ 1m that was provided in the major achievements in 1993-94 went
into the poverty program.
At dhe moment we are funding financial counsellors who are recognised or who are seen
to be qualified - perhaps "skilled" is a better word - to be accepted by the Fintancial
Counsellors Association. That is the only way we can measure someone's competency
or training. The real dilemma I faced when we were looking at developing the family
crisis program was that anyone could call himself or herself a financial counsellor. I met
with the Financial Counsellors Association and we discussed the issue and agreed that a
training program would be developed that could be accredited by the training council in
Western Australia.
That program is currently being developed. I expect that the accreditation process will be
completed this financial year. At the moment our yardstick is that people are capable of
being members of the Financial Counsellors Association, having undertaken training that
is recognised as being comparable with that required for accreditation. That is not my
preferred option, but we do not have a way at this stage of quickening the accreditation
process. Once the accreditation process is completed. we will require all people to be
accredited before they can receive funding front the department to provide financial
counselling. People who are not accredited will not be able to receive funding. If they
are training, they will need to be working under someone who is accredited.
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With respect to the evaluation, at the moment we are ascertaining whether people have
been helped, whether they have gained any benefit from interacting with the financial
counsellor concerning their financial affairs. That does not necessarily gauge only
whether the financial counselling is helping but whether their situation is a: a point where
a financial counsellor cannot offer them any real options arnd they should go to the DCD
to develop a personal plan to see how support can be provided which will deal with their
immediate crisis. It is my expectation that the evaluation process will be developed in
line with the accreditation and that people will be able to provide clients with financial
planning and budgeting skills and with options of where they can go to address some of
their problems.
The follow-up is the personal plan. We do not follow up people who go to a financial
counsellor and succeed in alleviating their crisis but do not then go to DOD. We do not
go to those people and ask what the counsellor did or said. We ame making an
assumption that people who go to a financial counsellor and who do not go to DCD to
develop a plan have been assisted. We know that people are being assisted to restructure
debt. Without digressing too far, the real issue with financial counselling when people
are in crisis is to try to give the people a way of stabilising their financial crisis. Once
they have done that and their debt has been renegotiated or they have found a way to be
able to meet their needs, the next step is to encourage them to gain financial skills. in
budgeting. It is a little futile trying to teach people budgeting skills when they will be
evicted from their homes. The idea behind the evaluation will be to see whether we can
become better at delivering financial counselling services. We will then come to an
evaluation of the accreditation and training, and the services people receive when they
visit each financial counselling service.
[ 11.00 am]
Mrs van de KLASHORST: Have you budgeted for any long term follow up, such as
looking at these people six or 12 months down the track to see whether their
circumstances have changed? You are trying to change a behavioural pattern at the point
of crisis and then have the people work out a plan.
Mr NICHOLLS: At this stage it is not my plan to do a longitudinal study into financial
counselling, not because I do not think it is warranted, but because it is not as high a
priority as some of the other areas I would like researched. We need to implement the
changes that are being foreshadowed in the document on crisis prevention, which will
essentially see an identification of the services available in each DOD) district around the
state so that when people visit a financial counsellor the counsellor can give them the
options of available services.
Those services may not necessarily be for financial benefit, but for social skills or other
issues which impact on their family. Once those changes are implemented we will be
able to more clearly identify whether people are using those services, or whether they are
simply visiting a financial counsellor and going home and we will see them in the future
when they may have a crisis. The objective we are trying to pursue is to develop a
continuum of services so that when people go into crisis we not only stabilise the crisis
but also provide options for services to develop skills and support mechanisms, and then
in the preventive area to develop an awareness of the signals that may identify potential
crises.
Dr WATSON: I want to ensure that two of the questions I asked in my original question
were taken on notice. That is, could I have figures about people who needed to go to
refuges in March 1994 over a similar two week period to 1993? The figures given in the
budget are for 1992. We should be able to access more recent information.
Mr NICHOLLS: Those figures were pulled out of a survey that was done -

Dr WATSON: I know; I did it in 1992.
Mr NICHOLLS: I am not aware that the same survey was done in 1993. I will
endeavour to identify whether figures exist that arm factually comparable.
Dr WATSON: it would be an indication of whether there is a trend up or down. Also,
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will yo prvide figures for 1993-94 for people in crisis care for domestic violence? The
last figurs i the budget are from 1992-93. That indicated a 37 per cent increase.
Mr NICHOLLS: When you talk about SAT refuges I make the assumption that you are
referring to women's refuges?
Dr WATSON: Yes.
Mr NICHOLLS: I will endeavour to provide a comparison. If we cannot provide a dizw
comparison -

Dr WATSON: I am happy to discuss it with you.
Mr NICHOLLS: There is some difference in the crisis care calls for relationship issues
and abuse or domestic violence.
Dr WATSON: But it has the same criteria to furnish that information.
Mr NICHOLLS: l will give you a comparison up until the time die Government
introduced the Family Helpline, because that diverted many of the calls. It is likely to be
for 10ot11I months up until April in 1993.
Dr WATSON: Does the Department for Community Development take responsibility for
coordinating other departments' policies on the prevention and treatment of domestic
violence?
Mr NICHOLLS: Thke Department for Community Development has a primary role, and I
as the Minister for the Family have a portfolio responsibility for family issues. The
department plays a coordinating role in abuse in families, including spousal abuse. The
specific responsibility for the Criminal Code rests with the Minister for Police. The
department has a coordinating role for interdepartmental coordination.
Dr WATSON: You do have some contact with the Police Department?
Mr NICHOLLS: Yes.
Dr WATSON: Would you support greater powers for the police, particularly in response
to the knowledge contained in your own report that too often restraining orders are
broken within a few days of their being applied, and that guns should be confiscated?
Mr NICHOLLS: The responsibility for restraining orders is within the Attorney
General's portfolio and she is reviewing that issue. She has also recently announced
some intended changes to legislation; for example, for things such as stalking. The
Minister for Police has made statements about the confiscation of fureans. I do not have
any reservations about what is being advocated or the direction in which we arc moving.
However, it concerns me that we are trying to catch people out rather than prevent them
from committing crimes in the first place. We need to continue to work harder in the
prevention area; however, we still need those reactive mechanisms.
Dr WATSON: Would you support greater police powers in this area?
Mr NICHOLLS: It depends on what the police powers will do and on the basis on which
that is advocated. I have some difficulty with that because a range of things are being
advocated. I need to consider whether they are being advocated because people see it as
a panacea to fix the problem when the evidence demonstrates that it might not.
Dr WATSON: If there is a call out to a house and a weapon is present it is urgent.
Mr NICHOLLS: If you are referring to the need to be able to confiscate a firearm
because a reasonable suspicion exists, wherever there is evidence that somebody may
potentially harm somebody else with a firearm or that a person tried to harm somebody
with a Uitnn, the police should confiscate rhe firearm.
I believe they already have that power. I will support the clarification of that if it is
necessary. The coordinating committee between the agencies is in the press of
ensuring that the messages are there and that we work as one community, not as
individual departments at odds with each other.
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Dr WATSON: I am glad, because the Attorey General last night was very clear that
domestic violence was flat a welfare issue.
[11.10 am]j
Mr NICHOLLS: I do not regard domestic violence as a welfare issue, nor do I regard my
portfolio as simply a welfare portfolio. As Minister for the Family. as we have
demonstrated through the Year of the Family Western Australian campaign, I have tried
very hard to clarify the differences between community support and welfare services.
Mr KOBELKE: I refer to die family crisis program. Will the Minister provide the
budget estimates for that program for 1993-94, and the actual expenditure?
Mr NICHOLLS: The budgeted amount for the family crisis program in 1993-94 was
$3.6m, and the direct expenditur was $2 652 555.
Mr KOBELKE: That means it was underspent by approximately $Ilm?
Mr NICHOLLS: That is an interesting comment. The family crisis program is not a
budgeted item in which we endeavour to spend all the dollars allocated. We try to
provide financial assistance when required and to the extent that it is zequired.
Previously people had a perceived entitlement to X number of dollars. The idea now is
to identify the real need and fund it. We have seen in many cases that the financial
contribution has been greater.
Mr KOBELKE: The fact is that the Minister has set up the whole scheme and he
indicated earlier that the Government is looking for the long term solution. We certainly
support that, but die Minister seems to have adopted the approach of starving people into
accepting that long term solution. The Government is cutting off urgently needed funds
at die time they are needed, and using the excuse that it is lookng for long term
solutions. The member for Swan Hills asked a question, and the Minister waffled on at
great length and did not answer that question. What are the performance indicators for
the family crisis program, and do they indicate that the department is achieving anything
with the program?
Mr NICHOLLS: The member's emotive words may read well in Hanad, but he is well
off the mark. The family crisis program is about providing support and assistance to
families in crisis. There is a very real need not only to help people identif what they can
do to help themselves, but also to identify the extent of their need and give them support.
The way to help people is not by just giving them cash.
My KOBELKE: The Minister has said that, and we accept it. Does the Minister have
hard data to indicate the department is making inroads into die problem?
Mr NICHOLLS: Last year we spent $2.655m -

Mr KOBELKE: Out of an allocation of $3.6m.
Mr NICHOLLS: From an estimated budget of $3.6m. We arm also putting in plac a
network of support, through financial counsellors and other support services, to assist
people in need.
Mr KOBELKE: You have failed to give clear guidance to them.
Mr NICHOLLS: I do not accept that, it is rhetorical nonsense.
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister provided an answer to a parliamnentary question, in which
he dumped the issue and simply said that it is being developed.
Mr NICHOLLS: We are carrying out an evaluation and review of the program. flat has
not been completed. We are also endeavouring, as I explained to the member for Swan
Hills, to set up an accredited financial counsellors training course so that we make sure
those people are trained.
Mr KOBELKE: You have said that before, but you cannot give us performance
indicators this year. Perhaps we can look forward to seeing those performance inication
in discussions on the Budget next year.
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Mr NICHOLLS: The perfornance indicators on the family crisis piugram are that
people who have asked for assistance have been provided with either the option of
financial counselling -

Mr KOBELKE: In all cases?
Mr NICHOLLS: Where they meet the program guidelines.
Mr KOBELKE: Many people have asked far assistance and have not been able to obtain
it.

Mr NICHOLLS: Because they did not meet the guidelines.
Mr KOBELKE: Because people were not available on the ground to deliver the service,
and they have been turned away.
Mr NICHOLLS: If the member has evidence that people who met the criteria have been
turned away because there was no-one on the ground, [ would like to see it. I am
certainly not await of that situation.
Mr KOBELKE: I can tell the Minister of many cases. It is either because they cannot
get there when they need it, or the Minister is using a sieve to say chat they do not
qualify. However, there axe still people in the community who need assistance.
Mr NICHOLLS: The family crisis program was set up with guidelines which are no
different from the guidelines in place under the previous government, If people do not
meet the guidelines, we endeavour to provide options, whether inside the agency or
within the community.
Mr KOBELKE: The Government shoves them onto the private sector, which is bearing
the burden, rather than the Government playing a full and proper rule. That is the
problem.
Mr NICHOLLS: If the member has evidence of people who met the guidelines and who
were not given a service, or provided with an option, I will follow it up. We could go on
in a rhetorical circle forever, because some people will argue that they want support even
though they do not qualify.
Mr KOBELKE: The Minister cannot provide the hard facts. As it is a new program,
there may be an excuse for it this year and we will accept it. However, I hope next year
he can provide performance indicators which mean something, so that we can see
whether the money is being well spent or whether the program is not achieving that
which needs to be achieved in this program.
Mr NICHOLLS: I reiterate that performance indicators will centre on the number of
people who sought assistance, those who fitted the guidelines, and the number helped.
Mr KOBELKE: And the number excluded by the guidelines who approached for help?
kr NICHOLLS: That is not a performance indicator and it may or may not be available.
Mr BROWN: T7he program in place before the establishmnent of the family crisis

Srogram was the emergency relief financial assistance program. This year I understand
2.55m was spent on the family crisis program. How much was spent on the emergency

relief financial assistance program for 1992-93?
Mr NICHOLLS: We need to clarify one point. The emergency relief program is funded
by the Federal Government. The emergency financial assistance program was in place
until 30 June 1993. No direct comparison can be made between the two programs,
simply because people in the emergency financial assistance program were conditioned
to believe they were entitled to X number of dollars every six months. Also no financial
counselling component was directly linked to that program. Under the family crisis
program we are assisting a category of people in genuine crisis who fit the family crisis
guidelines; that is, those with family members or dependants. I am aware that some
single people may be facing crisis who do not meet the family crisis program criteria.
However, they are eligible under programs, such as the emergency relief program.
Mr BROWN: In the Minister's media statement of 7 April 1993, he referred to the
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emergency relief financial assistance program and indicated a budget figur of $5.l1m for
the 1992-93 financial year. Was that amount expended, and is the Minister now
comparing the actual money or food vouchers given to people?
D11.20 a]
Mr NICHOLLS: As I explained previously, funds were transferred from there into the
poverty program in the last financial year. The figure of $3.6m was an estimate, because
we had no idea of demand for the family crisis program. It was a component of that
$5.1m. We transferred money to the financial counsellors association and other agencies
for the trainting. and provision of counsellors via t poverty program. We then retained
$3.6m to provide direct financial support to people in crisis in Western Australia. We
found over the year just under $900 000 was not expended directly through that program.
Mr BROWN: Can you provide now or by supplementary information the amount that
went to individuals? I do not want the amount that someone thinks counselling is worth
to an individual, but what went to individuals in need for the 1992-93 financial year?
Mr NICHOLLS: I can provide the figures for the emnergency financial assistance
program, but it is false to draw a comparison between the 1992-93 emergency financial
assistance program figures and the 1993-94 family crisis program. Thaz is because no
financial counselling component was involved and there was, also a very real expectation
of the community that there was an entitlement every six months for certain
circumstances.
Mr BROWN: I understand that is your view, but I want to know bow much the
Government provided in 1992-93 for food vouchers or cash to people in need. We can
argue, whether it was right or wrong until the cows come home, but what was the figure
that was given to individuals deemed at that rime to be in need for the 1992-93 financial
year?
Mr NICHOLLS: I will endeavour to inform the member for Morley of the total amount
that was provided to individuals wider the emergency financial assistance programs for
1992-93.
Mr BROWN: The Minister said that $2.5m was spent on the family crisis program in
this financial year, yet at page 787 of the Program Statements a major achievement for
1993-94 is providing support to 10 926 people under the new family crisis program to the
end of May; that is, the avenage value of assistance provided was $160.
Mr NICHOLLS: The expenditure to the end of the year is $2.652m.
Mr BROWN: A quick calculation of figures in the program statemen indicates that
$1.75m was paid out under the family crisis. program up until the end of May. flat
suggests that nearly $850 000 was paid out in June. Perhaps the Government became
extraordinarily generous in June, but I want to know what happened over that one
month?
Mr NICHOLLS: I will provide that as supplementary information.
Mr LA PIAMI: The figures quoted here in terms of issues relate. directly to the assistance
area in the family crisis category and unforeseen crises. Within the family crisis program
are other areas such as the furniture loan scheme and furniture removals which do not
necessarily come into the figures that are quoted here. That shows the ata issues.
Mr NICHOLLS: I will provide that explanation as supplementary information.
Mr BROWN: Does the department prepare monthly reports which indicate the figures
are paid out?
Mr NICHOLILS: Monthly figures am provided as indicators, but there are also
applications or processes that may go over that monthly figure, or may not be included.
We do not get accurate monthly reports coming through.
Mr BROWN: Was the figure for the family crisis program on page 787 based on the
monthly figures that come in?
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Mr NICHOLLS: I will take thar as supplementary information. The member for Morley
has raised a good point. I want to make sure that we clarify the examples that he has
raised. We are talking about 10 000 people as opposed to 15 000 people. I will provide
that by way of supplementary information.
Mr BROWN: Would it be accurate to say that the rejection rate - that is, people who
sough: assistance uinder the family crisis program but were rejected - was around about
10 000 people?
[11.30 am]
Mr NICHOLLS: I cannot give you that information, and I must admit that there is some
doubt in my mind about whether we can identify the people who were rejected- for
example, who fronted up and were asked whether they had dependant children and said
no, they were living alone, and who, therefore, did not meet the guidelines of the family
crisis program. However, that does not mean that they were not then referred to a service
or option that might be able to assist. If you are talking about the number of people who
met die criteria but did not receive a cash benefit, we might be able to identify that, but I
am not sure that I can give you the number of people who might have asked about the
program but did not meet the guidelines.
Mr BROWN: I ask the Minister to check with his chief executive officers, because he
might find that theme is a record of die number of people who applied and had their
applications rejected. I suggest that is around 10 000 people.
Mr NICHOLLS: I cannot verify that, but I will endeavour to find out and to let the
member know, by way of supplementary information, whether that is the case.
Mr BROWN: Or the number of people.
Mr NICHOLLS: Yes. I will endeavour to find out how many people who applied under
the family crisis program were rejected or not given assistance.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you. I am sure the member will be pleased with that
Dr TUJRNBULL: Many young people have crisis problems, and many of those problems
relate to accommodation. The supported accommodation assistance program is funded
by both the commonwealth and the state. At what stage is the state in regard to
negotiations with the commonwealth about the supported accommodation assistance
program?
Mr NICHOLLS: The supported accommodation assistance program provides crisis
accommodation for both young people and other people.
Dr TUJRNBULL: I am interested particularly in young people who are in crisis, and not
in that part of SAAP which fits into the Health portfolio.
Mr NICHOLLS: There is a determination of the funding level that is required for SAAP,
and that funding is provided essentially on a dollar for dollar basis by the commonwealth
and the state; it is a 50.50 arrngement. In regard to services for youth, funding is
provided also wider the youth social development strategy, or what is called the Burdekin
funding. The actual funding that was expended for 1993-94 was $996 296, and the
budget for 1994-95 is $1 094 851. SAAP is currently under renegotiation, and there have
been a number of reviews as part of that renegotiation. There has been a national review
and there has also been a Western Australia review. There have also been a number of
conversations between me and the Deputy P~rime Minister, Brian Howe, about the future
directions in which we would like to see the program go.
The review that was undertaken in Western Australia recommended a number of
changes. Those recommendations have recently been released, and an implementation
committee is currently putting together for me its recommendations in regard to how the
recommendations made by that review can be implemented Once there is agreement at
the state level, those recommendations will be forwarded to the Deputy Prime Mimister
for his endorsement before they are implemented The broad thrust of the recommended
changes is tha each part of the metropolitan area should have a number of services which
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are both crisis and outreach. I have a strong belief that we should try to prevent people
from becoming homeless rather than simply wait until they become homeless and then
try to provide a bed for them. However, for those people who do become homeless, for
whatever reason, we need to ensure that we do not simply provide a bed so that they go
around in never ending circles.
The national review identified that two-thirds of the users of SAAP bad actually used that
service more than four times. Therefore, the problem we face is that it appears that the
people who are using crisis services keep going around in circles, using that service, and
those people who are not already in the system but are in crisis or do not have permanent
housing options then find it difficult to get suitable accommodation. That is the dilemmani
with which we are trying to come to grips. My personal thrust is to try to identify better
ways of providing services to people who are potentially at risk of becoming homeless
rather than wait until they become homeless, and also to try to provide better options for
people who are homeless and who then need to use the crisis service.
Dr TURNBULL: In what way does your department coordinate with Homeawest's
services, and do your department's local workers receive training in regard to
coordination with Homeswest, because the State Government and Federal Government
funding for Homeswest is now takting a little more accoiunt of the fact that young people
do not always manage their accommodation needs in the way in which families or older
people do?
Mr NICHOLLS: Homeswest has a representative on the joint officers group, which also
has on it representatives from both my department and the Federal Government. The role
of that group is essentially to coordinate SAAP and CAT funding, which is the fund that
is used to purchase housing. I am aware from general discussion with the Deputy Prime
Minister that there is a view that we need to look at how that CAT funding is provided
and whether it should remain isolated or be incorporated. To my knowledge, that
negotiation has niot been completed.
Dr TURNBULL: As a local member I feel, as do most other local members, that this is
an important part of dealing with crisis problems, and I would appreciate it if as part of
your department's training of workers who deal directly with young people on these
issues, electorate secretaries or members of Parliament, could receive briefings about
how Horneswest funding could be linked with SAAP funding to meet the accommodation
needs of young people.
Mr NICHOLLS: I am not prepared to give any commitment on behalf of the Minister for
Housing, but I will say that I believe we need to allow the review recommendations to be
dealt with, and once the implementation committee has provided its recommendations
and the Deputy Prime Minister and I have reached agreement, we will know in what
direction SAAP will move in future. That will then allow us to provide information to
members of Parliament. I am hesitant to make any commitment about briefing electorate
secretaries because I believe any briefing should be to members of Parliament, but I
suggest that the member approach the Minister for Housing in regard to that information.
[ 11.40 am]
Dr TURNBULL: I refer to accommodation. Homeswest is developing a system which it
is forming with the Supported Accommodation Assistance program.
Mr NICHOLLS: It is already in place, and has been for a long time.
Dr TURNBULL: Close liaison is necessary between the person coordinating that system
and the officers in the Minister's department. In my country town that does not occur
because it is done on an informal basis. I believe in some places in the metropolitan area
that may not be done as well as it could be.
Mr NICHOLLS: The Supported Accommodation Assistance program has definitely
demonstrated some success. The member is right about coordination. My experience
and belief is that in the rural sector the coordination between agencies is easier; it appears
on the surface to be sought after.
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Dr TURNBULL: The Minister mentioned that funding increased from $1 094 000. Is
that the state's contribution or the total contribution?
Mr NICHOLLS: Thai is the total contribution.
Dr TURNBULL: So the state's contribution is half of that.
Mr NICHOLLS: I have information to try to answer the member for Morley's question
about the number of people assisted by the Family Crisis program. The figure I quoted,
15 264 is the number who were assisted under all the categories associated with the
Family Crisis program. The assistance provided to family crisis is indicated on page 787
of the Program Statements. The total number assisted to the end of die year was 11949.
That figure excludes funeral assistance.
Mr FISHER: The figure that is quoted at dot point three under Major Achievements for
1993-94 is 10 926 to the end of May. The figure the Minister quoted is 15 264. A lot of
double counting occurred because people received more than one form of assistance.
The actual number of people assisted to the end of June was 11949, and the generals
would have been approximately 500.
Mr BROWN: That is supplementary information.
Mr NICHOLLS: I will provide that to the member.
Dr WATSON: I move to Program 2.0, Protection and Care of Children. [ note in the
significant issues and trends that allegations of child maltreatment and the number of care
and protection applications has increased significantly in the last year. However, there
does not seem to be any increase in the number of children who have been protected by
the department as wards of the state. I turn now to major achievements for 1993-94, the
second of which states that 62 per cent of allegations of maltreatment received were
responded to within one day. I need to establish that we are talking of that increase. The
Minister stated that there was a 25 per cent increase up to 6 954. He has provided only
percentages here. Are we talking about 62 per cent of 6 954?
Mr FISHlER: That would have been at that time. That did not take us through to the end
of the year.
Dr WATSON: But is the 7 000 the number we are dealing with?
Mr NICHOLLS: It is 7 700, from memory.
Mr FISHER: The actual number to the end of the financial year is 7 749.
Mir NICH-OLLS: The Major Achievements state that it is 62 per cent up until May, when
the documentation was given.
Dr WATSON: I want to establish that it was 62 per cent of that 7 000.
Mr NICHOLLS: I correct the member. The 7 000 was the total number for the year, and
at the end of the year it was 62 per cent within one day. 70 per cent within two days and
83 per cent within five days.
Dr WATSON: What is the outcome of the investigations into those cases of
maltreatment, particularly when the Minister states that care and protection applications
rose by 50 per cent? I imagine that many of them come from that population, yet the
number of children brought under the care of the department has remained static.
Mr NICHOLLS: I cannot provide the member with individual outcomes.
Dr WATSON: Perhaps the Minister can categorise those outcomes.
Mr NICHOLLS: Each case has its own circumstances and its own issues. With regard to
the number of care and protection orders as opposed to the number of wards, there is a
need to separate care and protection orders and the number of children who are made
wards of the state. Where there arc concerns about the risk of a child, the cane and
protection order may be taken to the court, but the court's determination may not be that
the child be made a ward of the state. We need to try to separate those things. When
somebody is not made a ward of the state it does not mean they are not being protected.
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The Children's Court determines what action will be taken regarding the cam and
protection order. In some cases, the child is deemed to be in need of cart and protection
ofthe state and is made award of the state. Thatcdoesnotgoccur in all cases.
Dr WATSON: How many of the 7 000 are children who have been reported as being
maltreated in the last months or years? Would they all be new cases?
Mr FISHER: Some of them would be; some of them would have had allegations laid
against them previously.
Dr WATSON: What proportion would be Aboriginal children?
Mr FISHER: We have a breakdown.
Mr NICHOLLS: I will endeavour to provide the member with supplementary
information on that. If I cannot do it by supplementary information, I will endeavour to
provide the member with that information as soon as I can. The issue she raises is a key
issue, as it identifies when allegations are made and for what meason. I intend to pursue
the establishment of an allegations register, or at least the coordination of allegations, so
that whether they are made to the Department for Community Development or another
government agency there is, firstly, knowledge that an allegation has been made and,
secondly, an understanding of who is investigating and what action is being taken.
[ 11.50 am]
Mr NICHOLLS: As the member for Kenwick has pointed out, we need to know not just
what is investigated but the action that was required afterwards.
Dr WATSON: I would also be interested to know what proportion of the 597 children
become wards of the state. What proportion of those who were recorded out of home or
alternative care placements, axt Aboriginal children? Thec figures art not consistent.
What are the outcomes of the investigations of maltreatment?
Mr NICHOLLS: We will niot be able to provide the outcomes. We can try to break
down the number of allegations of physical and sexual abuse. We can break down the
categories. It would be impossible to deliver the outcomes of each case. We will
certainly try.
Dr WATSON: I want to be assured that such intervention has occurred as will see these
children not coming to the notice of whatever authority again.
M NICHOLLS: That is the line that I am currently pursuing: To try to become await of
the number of children who are going around in the system and where allegations are
made. For example, the allegations may be made to the Health Department and may not
come to the notice of the DCI). At the moment there will be some difficulty in being
able to give any outcomes. However, we can break down the categories and put them
into the allegations that have been made.
Dr WATSON: If I need to, I can raise questions in the Parliament. However, I would be
grateful for that information and also what proportion of those children are Aboriginal,
particularly in relation to those who have been made wards of the state.
Mr NICHOLLS: Does the member mean how many are wards of the state today?
Dr WATSON: I would like to know how many of those 2 148 children are Aboriginal.
Mr FISHER: We can provide figures for Aboriginal children, non-Aboriginal children
and an unknown category. In some cases we do not have the information.
Dr WATSON: I am concerned about Aboriginal children being separated from thefr
parents.
Mr NICHOLLS: I will undertake to provide a breakdown of the allegations and the
number which were substantiated in different categories of abuse arid the number that
were Aboriginal children, non-Aboriginal children and in the category of unknown on the
global figures to hand.
Dr WATSON: And as far as possible the outcomes of investigations?
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Mr NICHOLLS: I will not be able to provide that in the short term.
Mr FISHER: Thai would mean going through and writing up something about each of
them. There were 7 749 cases.
Dr WATSON: It seems to be extraordinary that there is nothing in die system that can
satisfy txe Minister or the departmental CEO that these children are not going out of die
system, that there has not been effective intervention.
Dr TURNBULL: If the member reads the DO) news magazine that is provided on the
services delivered to children at risk, she will find an enormous analysis of the successful
outcomes and the unsuccessful outcomes.
Dr WATSON: However, we are looking at how the budget is allocated here.
Mr NICHOLLS: We are currently implementing a computer network system that will
provide us with access to that information. I know what the member wants and I will
undertake to provide her with the information I can.
Dr WATSON: I see under major achievements chat reciprocal policy and procedures are
being developed with a range of agencies. Why has Princess Margaret Hospital for
Children not been included as one of those agencies? Can I have some assurance that we
are not going down the path of mandatory reporting?
Mr NICHOLLS: We already had reciprocal procedures in place with Princess Margaret
Hospital before 1993-94. Therefore, that is not documented. I have said publicly that I
am not a supporter of going down the path of mandatorily requiring a section of the
community to report. I do wish to ensure that where allegations are reported, we do not
have those allegations dropping between different departments that may receive them.
Mr BROWN: Is there a budget for the famnily crisis program this financial year?
Mr NICHOLLS: The family crisis budget is $2.6m. If there is a requirement for further
funding to be provided to assist, it will be provided& In essence we have taken that figure
from fth expenditure in the previous year.
Mr BROWN: That $2.6m is not for the cost of administering the program or for values
that the department might like to place for certain services; but rather for payments for
food vouchers or other assistance paid out by the department?
Mr NICHOLLS: The $2.6m will be for the family crisis program. There is no funding
out of that $2.6m allocated to financial counsellors. That is funded out of the poverty
program. It will be to provide the family crisis program. It may not necessarily mean
that services provided will always be in the form of a cash benefit; it will be for services
provided within the family crisis program.
Mr BROWN: Has an allocation been made in ternms of direct cash or food vouchers or
other things people will get paid before they go into the family crisis program? Is there
any budget item for that?
Mr NICHOLLS: The $2.6m covens that item.
Mr BROWN: Does that allocation cover that item or is that for the cash payments as
well?
Mr NICHOLLS: It is for family crisis. The family crisis program is not simply to
provide financial payment to people in need. The family crisis program provides people
with options. A large component will be a financial beneft People may request
services, rather than a food voucher or a direct payment.
Msr BROWN: What is the figure for the financial beneft as opposed to that for services?
Mr NICHOLLS: The budgeted amount is $2.6m. I cannot predict - no-one can - what
will be the requrments of the people who are consuming those services, whether they
will require a direct financial benefit or something else.
Mr BROWN: By way of supplementing information, can the complete budget be
provided as well as an explanation about where services are provided and the costings of
those services?
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[ 12.00 noon]
Mr NICHOLLS: The $2.6m is the budget allocation for the family crisis program. The
point I am making is that under the family crisis program there is not a restriction that
people can receive benefit only as direct financial paymet It would depend on each
case and what the requirements were. Thiere may or may not be a request for the
provision of services. If no services were needed and it was all cash benefit, theoretically
it is likely to be $2.6m.
Mr BROWN: Can you table as supplementary information die types of services that fall
within the category of the family crisis program, and how those services an calculated? I
do not ask for an explanation now.
Mr NICHOLLS: The items under which expenditure can be made are the family crisis
program for food vouchers and financial support, the furniture loan scheme, furniture
removal, optical expenses, emergency travel, household disaster, special needs,
unforeseen crisis, domestic violence, special needs allowance, funerals assistance, basic
domestic expenses and the integrated furniture assistance scheme. Further assistance can
be provided which is essentially an area of limited discretion. The $2.6m covens all those
areas. There is not an individual allocation to each.
Mr BROWN: Will you table that as supplementary information?
Mr NICHOLLS: Yes.
Mr BROWN: As I understand it, the department will assist eligible families who require
assistance with the payment of rent under the family crisis program provided they are
renting privately. Is that correct?
Mr NICHOLLS: My understanding is that rent would not be paid unless there were
extenuating circumstances. It is not something that would be differentiated between
private tenants and Homneswest, although Homeswest has a payment process which
people would be encouraged to use. My expectation is that the payment of rent is not
considered to be a normal circumstance. A question on notice may be similar to that
which you have asked. I will endeavour to provide supplementary information on that.
Mr BROWN: Is any distinction made between people who live in Homneswest housing
and people who live in ocher rental accommodation?
Mr NICHOLLS: The guideline as far as I am concerned is that no distinction is made;
however, there may be some differences in the ability for people to deal with a problem.
Mr BROWN: I would like that provided as supplementary information. You indicated
earlier in answer to a question from the member for Swan Hills that you wete hoping for
accreditation for financial counsellors towards the end of the fiancial year. The training
of financial counsellors and their accreditation will cost community organisations
continual amounts of money as the counsellors tramn.
Mr NICHOLLS: That is an assumption. At the moment we provide funding for training
and for the development of an accreditation course. The decision will be made on
whether the funding is provided to trainers to train people and, if there is a charge for
people who attend those courses, on whether it is a small nominal amount or a realistic
cost of the service. That decision has not been made. At this stage I do not have a real
indication of the cost for an accredited course. We should consider how we can allow
people to be trained and accredited without imposing huge financial imposts on those
individuals or their agencies. I also recognise that we cannot have people trained at no
cost to them and then for them to go to other areas without using the skill in the area for
which it was designed. I need to work through with the financial counselling
associations and the department to see what the best mechanism will be for future
training. No decision has been made by me about the cost of or access to training after
accreditation.
Mr BROWN: A number of issues must be considered in this matter. For example,
consider a person employed by an agency. A position comes up as a financial counsellor
in that agency and the agency says that the person would be right to receive training as a
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financial counsellor to add to the person's skills because dhe person has done other work
in the agency. If the department is funding only services and theme is no money, what
does that person do to undertake the training? Does he take annual leave or leave of
absence to complete the training? Will the department pay for that? Will it be a
prerequisite to get a job as a financial counsellor that the person must undertake unpaid
training? What will that mean in terms of when die person can start employment?
Presumably financial counsellor courses will not run every week. Who will provide the
training? What will be the cost of the training? What will be the cost of accreditation, if
any? These are a range of issues which, to the degree the Government says it wants to go
down this course, must be addressed.
Mr NICHOLLS: As we stand today, we do not know what die cost of training or
accreditation will be until it is approved and a costing is done. It is not my intention that
the department should pay for people's salaries to do whatever they want. We Will Make
access to training as easy as we can and try to reduce for people any financial burden
they may experience as a result of participating in that training. The essence of seeking
expressions of interest and asking people to provide a service on contract is thai if they
wish to be trained the negotiations about whether they must take paid leave or holiday
leave will be between them and the agency in which they are employed. My specific
interest will be to make the training accessible and to ensure that the accreditation is in
place.
Mr BROWN: Do you not envisage the Government, the department or the taxpayer
paying for the person who attends the training course?
Mr NICHOLLS: That is not something to which I have given serious consideration. I
am willing to discuss whether that is necessary. My attitude is that the funding should go
to provide the service of a trainer or training programs, and that the people who want to
become trained should do that voluntarily within their own career development. I have
not given much consideration to paying people to do that. Requiring the accreditation
will be of benefit to all people who work in the field, but more importantly to those who
use financial counsellors so that they know an accreditation program exists. The funding
going towards that work to gain accreditation is a real benefit to the whole community.
(12.10 pm]
Mrs van de KLASHORST: Will the Minister consider a scheme along the lines of that
used in the Royal Australian Navy, whereby those who are trained in an accredited
course must pay back in the form of service to the agency? That length of service could
cover the cost of the course and the taxpayers would benefit.
Mr NICHOLLS: I have not considered that option. I would encourage people to do the
course and become accredited, even if they went into the community in paid
employment, but would perhaps be willing to provide that financial counselling on a
voluntary basis. If people were encouraged to become accredited, I would consider
subsidising the training program on the basis that those who have been trained would
have a moral obligation - as opposed to a contractual obligation - to use the skills gained
to assist people in the community. I have no urge at this stage to recover the cost, and
nor have I given any consideration to recovering the cost. If anything, there may be a
small cost for the provision of the certificate required to formally recognise. the
accreditation, and also to demonstrate that the person has made a commitment by doing
the course. If it were free, people could do that accreditation course without making any
commitment during or afterwards.
Dr CONSTABLE: I refer to page 791 of the Program Statements and the protecton and
care of children program. I anm concerned at the worrying picture indicated under the
significant issues and trends of this program, in that more people are placing demands on
that program. I refer also to the major achievements for 1993-94 listed on page 792, with
regard to the ability of the department to respond to those demands. The number of' FI's.
in this area is increased by two, from 395 to 397. and I ask whether the Minister is
concerned about the staff numbers and financial resources available. What level of
concern does the Minister have about the extra stress on resources?
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Mr NICHOLLS: There is a paradox with regard to the number of allegations made in
this area. The more we highlight the issue, the greater the potential for people to report
things that they believe may fall within the context of potential abuse or children at risk.
That has not been seen as a negative factor, but the mare we raise people's awareness, the
more allegations am made. They do not necessarily translate into substantiated or at risk
situations. In many ways they are judgments based on the beliefs of the persons
reporting.
Dr CONSTABLE: I did not ask about that; I asked about the sunes on resources. It was
not specifically about that; I asked about the general picture.
Mr NICHOLLS: The member referred to the increase in the number of allegations being
made.
Dr CONSTABLE: No, I referred to the increased demand on resources. I am concerned
about that
Mr NICHOLLS: That demand relates to the number of allegations made. The number of
allegations has increased, and they must all be investigated. I also point out that when
looking at the reasons for those allegations, it must be understood that we are not simply
talking about evidence that a child is being abusedl. People are encouraged to report
situations in which children may be at risk, and I think that is very positive.
Dr CONSTABLE: I was not questioning that.
Mr NICHOLLS: No, but it is necessary to make the point. When allegations arm
received, the way in which we deal with them and the resources needed are not directly
related. We need to understand the basis of those allegations in many cases.
With regard to the member's comment about the stres on workers, I believe all staff in
the child protection area are working under pressure. The position of senior casework
supervisor has been created to provide caseworkers with support from a person with
knowledge and expertise. The department is also using technology to provide additional
support I am also keen to establish a register of allegations, so that we know what
allegations are being received and who is following them up. That will avoid duplication
with other agencies.
11 am happy with the level of resources in the child protection area but, as with any of
these areas, we do not know how many allegations will be received or the extent of the
workload on any individual officer. For example, a child protection issue may arise
initially involving only one child, but it may then involve many other children who have
been in contact with the alleged perpetrator. That workload must be dealt with at the
same time and it is sometimes difficult to handle the volume in a short space of time.
The general resources in that area are adequate, but there is no doubt we need to use
technology better, and become better at identifying and evaluating the allegations.
Wherever possible, we must not duplicate the work done in other departments. For
example, the Health Department may be involved in assessing an allegaton, and we must
try to make sure we do not duplicate that work, unless there is good reason for the DCD
to become involved.
Mr KOBELKE: I refer to page 784 of the Program Statements and the piants. subsidies
and transfer payments actual figure for 1993-94 and estimated figure for 1994-95. Will
the Minister provide a detailed list showing the individual items covered under these
amounts for 1993-94 and 1994-95?
Mr NICHOLLS: That will be provided as supplementary information.
Mr KOBELKE: Will the Minister provide the 1993-94 actual expenditure and 1994-95
estimated expenditure for all the individual local youth programs that received funding
from this Budget?
Mr NICHOLLS: I will try to provide that by way of supplementary information for the
expenditure last year, but not the estimated funding that may or may not be given this
year. At this stage some programs may not have been determined.
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[ 12.20 pm]
Mr KOBELCE: Can you provide a list of those programs that will be ongoing and have
already been announced, and what has been committed to those organisations?
Mr NICHOLLS: I will give the member a list of what was funded last year, the global
amount this year and what will not be refunded this year. I cannot give the member the
determinations for this year as applications are still being received and that has yet to be
finalised
Mr KOBELKE: Will that include what will be held in reserve for special contingencies?
Mr NICHOLLS: No, it will not. The list will include the agencies and amounts that
were funded last year, their funding for this year and which of those agencies will not be
refunded this yea. I am not including things like Burdeltin and SAAP funding, only
funding to youth programs.
Mr KOBELKE: That raises the real problem that these agencies have with the stop-starr
nature of their funding, and chat is not new to this Government; the previous government
had the same problem. We need to debate chat at another time.
Mr NICHOLLS: A commitment was made to recurrent programs that they would be
refunded this year because it is a transition year. We will be funding services as of 1 July
next year, not agencies. Those agencies will identify the services they are providing and
the resources chat are required to provide those services. In the future, we will look to a
three year funding cycle for these ongoing projects wherever possible. In the youth area
there have been many one-off programs char set things up and then, unfortunately, do not
continue because die funding ceases. We are trying to identify the services they are
providing then trying to identify the funding.
Mr KOBELKE: In response to a parliamentary question on the abuse in families
campaign you provided a budget broken down into each of the seven key components of
that campaign. What was the actual expenditure, again broken down into each of the
seven components? Can you also designate the estimated budget for each of those
components for the 1994-95 year?
Mr NICHOLLS: The allocation for the abuse in families campaign was $1.6m. The
campaign started dining the last financial year and will go through at this stage to April
or May next year or right through to the end of the year. The amount spent in the last
financial year was $316 357. I will attempt to provide as supplementary information the
amounts that have been expended this year, for example, on television campaigns and
some of the other services. Once a review of the Break the Silence television campaign
has been done, we will make a determination of the sont of changes or directions we may
rake that will result in changing attitudes in the community. At this stage I will not be
able to say exactly how it will be expended whether television, seminars, or pamphlets,
etc.
Mr KOBELKE: Could I have the figure for the current rmnancial year where there arc
forward commitments such as funding of community agencies?
Mr NICHOLLS: I will provide by way of supplementary information a breakdown of the
money that has been spent and what it has been spent on.
Mr KOBELKE: Some elements within the campaign may have a forward commiitment.
Mr NICHOLLS: I am not prepared to provide that information until we make a decision
on exactly how that funding will be spent. in a global sense I can say that it will be spent
on programs for secondary victims, for the family Helpline; and for education programs.
I cannot delineate it any further until decisions are made about which programs will go
through.
Mr KOBELKE: I understand that, and you obviously do not want to answer the question.
Mr NICHOLLS: I am crying to give you a comprehensive answer.
Mr KOBELKE: I understand you cannot provide an answer where there is no
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cormmenc; however, in areas where a commitment has been made they should be
included.
Mr NICHOLLS: I will endeavour to provide you with information about the breakdown
of expenditure and if possible any other global figure.
Mr KOBELKE: I want to go beyond the answers the Minister gave to questions I asked
earlier about the large increase in the number of' allegations of children being at risk or
abused and how that is being handled by the department. Can the Minister indicate the
statistical method used within district offices to ascertain the level of demand and the
response rate to that demand? I understand there is not necessarily a standard system
across the whole state, but is there a move to adopt a standard system, and what are the
basic components of that system with respect to the categorisation of the likely level of
abuse and how that is picked up by the response of the department?
Mr NICHOLLS: Each allegation as it is repo"td whether through crisis care or direct to
a district office, is assessed on the basis of the allegation. The assessment will take into
account whether an allegation has been made before, whether the child is known,
whether the information provided gives any real indication of a child being at risk or
whether it is simply a statement saying that a child is in danger. Each individual case is
assessed at the district level. Once an assessment is made that the allegation needs to be
investigated, that it is not frivolous or one that has been investigated before, a priority is
applied to the allegation. Each district office applies the priorities to the allegations.
They are essentially the risk to the child or the extent of the allegation. Priority I relates
to high risk situations -

Mr KOBELKE: I understand that. The point of the question is what statistics are kept,
and is there a move to standardise them so you can compare between districts? I do not
need you to explain the prioritisation and the response, but how that information is
collected so we can see if there is a need for greater resources in an area.
Mr NICHOLLS: It is collected at district level and the changes in technology in the
computer network, which is in place now and will be fully operational by the end of the
year, will allow that information from around the state to be held centrally.
Mr KOBELKE: Will it be standardised across all districts?
Mr NICHOLLS: There will be a standard approach to the evaluation. I am hesitant
because in all of these cases a judgment is made by a caseworker, sometimes in concert
with the senior casework supervisor, about the allegations being received. An individual
case assessment will made by the case officer at the time. The evaluation then will be of
how many allegations have gone through, what sort are they, and what resources are
needed. The proposed register for allegations will also allow them to see where all the
allegations are being made. Of course, if we see that in a certain demographic area there
has been a huge increase in the number of allegations, that allows us to look at the
resourcs we have.
[ 12.30 pml
Mr KOBELKE Will this system enable the senior officers to ascertain fairly quickly, for
a range of cases, the date on which they were reportd the date on which they were
assessed by an officer, the dare on which they were referred for action, and the date that
action was taken up, so that we will be able to see how quickly they ar responding to the
various categories of reports?
Mr NICHOLLS: I expect that we will have that information, and that the allegations
register will also give us an understanding of the allegations recived by not only DCI)
but also other government departments. I certainly believe that is necessary and that we
need to be able to analyse information about the type of allegations and the outcome far
better than we are at present.
Mrs van de ICLASHORSt: I refer to the family and community support program. At
page 786 the second dot point of significant issues and trends states that the number of
one parent familes with dependent children has increased and also that slightly under
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half of all two parent families have both partners participating in the paid work force.
Does the department have any plans in place or any budgetary allowance to make its
facilities and services available after working hours and on weekends to cater for those
people who cannot access those facilities or services during working hours? The fourth
dot point stares that there has been a significant increase in the number of non-English
speaking people arriving here. Is the department increasing its network of interpreters to
deal with those people? I come from an area which has many indigenous, Italian and
Slav people, and they also need to have access to services.
Mr NICHOLLS: The provision of services to people out of working hours is a dilemma
that we face. Most of the community services being delivered are available, if not 24
hours a day, over a 12 hour period. The DCD maintains a 24 hour crisis care line, and it
also has some staff members on call for 24 hours a day, so if, for example, there is a child
protection issue within their district, that can be dealt with.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: I was thinking also about children who need to go
somewhate for assistanc or counselling and who find it difficult to get there because
their parents are working, particularly when they live in outlying areas.
Mr NICHOLLS: I cannot answer that directly because it will depend upon the individual
agency concerned and the type of service that is provided. Part of the agreement,
definitely for my part is not to tell people that their service must be open for so many
hours a day, but rather that they are being funded to provide a service for the community.
If financial counsellors, for example, were sitting in their offices between 9.00 am and
5.00 pro and finding that no-one was coming in until 8.00 pm, I would expect them to
change their working hours to accommodate that. Those people are not employed by
DCD. We simply provide a grant for them to deliver the services. I believe that those
agencies are, in the main, responding to that. I am not aware of any agency which is
saying that it is open only between 9.00 am and 5.00 pm. and is not interested in anyone
outside of those hours. On the other hand, we need to recognise the additional burden
that may be placed on resources if we deliver services both during and out of working
hours. People need to identify the priorities and where the demand exists, and then
provide for that demand.
In regard to non-English speaking people, the department recognises the need for
interpreters or people who understand the cultural traditions of families. We use
interpreter services, and we also endeavour to identify key people within the community
or within particular areas who understand cultural differences or needs, and, wherever
possible, we design our approach in accordance with cultural needs. I have no doubt that
there may be occasions where we are not able to identify a suitable person at the time;, for
example, in regard to child protection. A public issue that comes to mind, and that raises
the matters to which the member referred, is the recent incident at the Burswood Casino
where children were left in a car - and without using any derogatory terms, that involved
a mother of Asian descent. That mother had only limited ability to converse in English,
and that made it difficult for her to understand what was being said or to accss some of
the services which she might want to access. That is an example of a situation where, on
the face of it, the public's attitude might have been quite negative, but the inltrtion of
the department with that family has now given that mother some idea of what services
are available, and I am satisfied that those children are now being cared for adequately
and that there was an issue in regard to limited understanding of English.
Mr BROWN: The second last dot point on page 788 states that one of the major planned
achievements for 1994-95 is to implement the recommendations of the task force on
families, the state review of the supported accommodation assistance program and the
children's services programn. At page 205 of the report of the review of SAAP in Western
Australia, the author proposes that the criteria which will be used to determine the
selection of sponsor orgarusations should be made available to all existing service
sponsors, as should the budgets be available for the proposed service and the outcomes
they are being funded to achieve. When will those criteria be made available, given the
tight time ferme that exists for these agencies to get their house in order?
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Mr NICHOLLS: I have endorsed the general thrust of the report. I have established an
implementation committee comprising departmental representatives, along with the
reference group and the advisory committee, which is representative of the secior, to look
at the recommendations and to then provide me with recommendations about the
implementation. The implementation recommendations may or may not agree with all of
the recommendations in the report. When I say that, I am not suggesting that they will
not, but at this stage the report is there for general guidance, or definitely as a direction
that is being proposed, and the implementation committee will come back to me with
recommendations about bow it should be implemented. That will include things such as

prvso of information or the way in which the implementation process should be
unetkn. Until I have those recommendations, and I do not at the moment, no

information can be provided to the sector. At this stage it would be unwise to make
available information or suggestions about what it will contain because the
implementation committee may have some alternative recommendations.
[12.40pm]
Mr BROWN: Is would be grossly unfair to many good serving organisations to expect
this to be implemented unless the criteria can be made available to them within she next
two months. As the Minister is aware, this report recommends that funding be based on
outcomes. Some of the sophisticated organisations have models in place which to some
extent will measure outcomes. Other organisations do not have that level of
sophistication. If those organisations are to have a chance of funding they will need an
opportunity to examine what is required in the funding submission. This will provide
these organisations wish an opportunity to at least gather some inforrnation and make a
submission, and that will not be achieved overnight. It will take a good three or four
months to prepare that submission. A decision must then be made as so whether those
organisations will be funded again. They need to know that early, because if no funding
is provided staff will be put off because there is no other money. When the funding is
stopped, that is the end of the staff. If this information is not available to those
organisations at the latest by the end of October, then the system cannot properly work in
natura justice terms for the sophisticated and less sophisticated organisations to prepare a
submission.
Mr NICHOLLS: I do not accept the notion that October is the cut-off point The
implementation and the approval of that implementation plan &r strategy will not be
confirmed until possibly the end of November or December, because is needs to go
throughi both me and she federal Minister. Once the implementation recommendations
have been developed, that work can start.
Funding will be provided to the Western Australian Council of Social Service, and the
expectation will be that WACOSS will provide support to those smaller agencies to
develop submissions. WACOSS is a creditable organisation and is able to provide a
service to those agencies. I expect a decision to be made regarding the implementation
by the end of November, and the implementation strategy will be put in place and
agencies will become aware of the formal guidelines. I hope that message goes out to
those agencies before that. Until the federal Minister and I approve the strategy, nothing
can formally sake place. It is something which needs to be handled efficiently and
delicately.
Mr BROWN: There will be fairly intense competition because a number of agencies
under this model will be defunded. A number of women's refuges, a number of acute
services, and a number of agencies will not receive funds any mom and they will close.
Mr NICHOLLS: At the same time there are agencies whose services are replicated
elsewhere. For example, a women's refuge may be delivering a service in one area, and
it is hoped it will consider delivering a service in Mnother locality in the metropolitan
area. That firs area may provide a service which the other currently does not have.
Dr WATSON: Is the Minister guaranteeing that women's refuge services will continue?
Mr NICHOLL.S: The proposal is so have eight regions in the metropolitan area, and in
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each of those eight regions there will be a women's refuge, outreach services, and family
and youth services. The idea is not to have a concentration of services in some areas and
none in other areas. We want to ensure that at least each region has the basic services,
and that services are delivered in the inner city areas.
Dr WATSON.- Wrnl there be fewer services for women who need refuges?
Mr NICHOLLS: The services may change. There will he not only refuge services but
also outreach services to try to prevent people from becoming homeless. Some services
may not be refuge services as we know them now. They may have an opportunity to
deliver new services such as outreach services.
Dr WATSON: I will be watching that.
A& NICHOLLS: It is in the report. I am prepared to work through that. I am not
advocating that women's refuges be removed from Perth. that is not the exercise. Where
there are a number of women's refuges in one demographic area, not all of those refuges
will remain funded and new refuges in other areas will be funded.
Mr BROWN: A number of refuges wili go, as I understand it, because they cannot
operate without funding. Therm are currently 11I and it is proposed to have eight.
MW NICHOLLS: When the member taks about the refuge structure now, that is correct
The difference will be that outreach services will be provided which target women who
are victims of abuse.
Dr WATSON: Women need to be safe and to have shelter.
M~r NICHOLLS: Yes. The idea is that each of these regions will have a facility where
people can go, including women who need refuge.
Dr WATSON: It would be good if a bipartisan approach could be taken on that, so that
the Opposition is consulted in the decision maing. process about where such services

wlbe.
Mr NICHOLLS: It is my intention to wait until the implementation strategy is
determined. I do not wish to turn the process into apolitical exercise andlIhope to doit
in a consultative and apolitical way. The determination will not be a political one, it will
be based on the recommendations of the implemenrations committee. The
recommendations will spell out how the refuges will be selected, those that will remain,
and how that will provide opportunities to those people who will not deliver a service in
one area to be involved in a service in a new area.
M BROWN: I take it from the Minister's press statement that, in adopting the thrust of
the report what has been done is to reduce the number of FlEs, to reduce the number of
beds available in women's refuges, to reduce the number of beds available for homeless
men, and to reduce the number of 24 hour beds available in youth hostels.
Mr NICHOLLS: The youth hostels will change to youth and family centres. A reduction
in the number of beds will occur, if one considers the reduction in the number of refuges
from I11 to eight. Long term accommodation facilities will also be available, because we
are seeing in the refuges people who remain there for extended periods, and some who go
through the refuges more than once.
We are endeavowring to provide support and outreach services so that once people have
stabilised their situation, they can be given directions for what longer or medium options
are open to them, ruttier than their seeing the refuge as the only option. That is not a
critcism of those people. We just do not have any other options at the moment
[12.50pm]
Dr WATSON: The alternative is the pro-rest policy.
Mrt NICHOULS: That is not the answer to our problem. TheC refuge issue is very real and
there is a need for a place where women and children, in particular, can go if they need

M& BROWN: It has been put to me very solidly that the recommendations in this sepon
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lead to the loss of a number of beds, a loss of flexibility with the loss of beds, fewer beds
becoming available for chronically homeless people, and fewer beds becoming available
for women who currently have beds in refuges. There is a real fear that the chronically
homeless - many people these days are either intellectually or physically disabled in
some way who are not eligible to go elsewhere - will get the blunt end of the stick. It has
been put to me very strongly - people have said this to me; these are not my words - that
if all of these recommendations in die report are implemented, tere will be a re-creation
of people living in cardboard boxes on the streets, I give notice to the Minister that these
concerns have been put to me very strongly. I do not profess to be an expert. The people
who have come to me are not alarmists; they art very responsible pillars of society.
Mr NICHOLLS: The report was undertaken by Barbara Gadder, who is knowledgeable
in the area. The report was undertaken in the context of people who work in the industry.
I am not an expert on the issue either. I am accepting the report that has been provided to
me by people who have credibility and expertise in being able to identify the directions
which will provide us with better outcomes for the people using the services.
I am aware that some people who currently receive funding under the SAAP program
feel that their service may be under threat, particularly in the youth area. I understand
how they feel. I and this Government ame aiming for better results for those who are
using the service, but not guaranteeing funding to all of the agencies. I concede, and I am
fully aware, that people working under the supportive accommodation assistance
program are dedicated people. As has been identified not only by the state review but
also the national review, we need to have people with proper skills and with access to
training so that the users of the service get the services they need. I have put forward a
submission to the House of Representatives in regard to the young homeless allowance,
with a view to trying to develop a better way to assist young people who become
homeless because of a breakdown at home but not accepting that these people will
always remain homeless, and trying to identify mechanisms that will help them to
reconcile their differences with their families.
Mr KOBELKE: I refer to page 788 which talks about an allocation of $3.872m to
commence long day care centres under the expanded national child care strategy. No
expenditure was incurred pending the agreement with the Commonwealth. Mention is
made under the major planned achievements item of the hope of an agreement being
negotiated with the Commonwealth. I remind the Minister that this agreement of the
second stage of the national child care strategy was signed in November 1992. It is an
utter disgrace that nearly two years later the state has not reached agreement with the
Commonwealth so that the people of Western Austrlia are not being provided with these
services. What moneys are in this budget to enable people to take up some of those
places for long day care and for what used to be referred to as out of school hours care?
How much is in capital moneys and how much is included to meet the recurrent
contribution required to be taken up under the Commonwealth-state agreement?
Mr NICHOLLS: 'The figure of $3.872m is capital expenditure.
Mr ICOBELKE: In the past the state has been willing to commit capital expenditure and
not recurrent expenditure. What allocation is in this budget for recurrent expenditure?
Under this agreement the Commonwealth is offering the 2 850 available places, of which
only 1 142 have been taken up; that is, over 1'700 places are available for year round
care. Unless money is allocated in this budget, those places will not exist. The
Commonwealth has provided for family day care over 940 places, of which 900 have
been taken up; however, there has been no further negotiation on that. There is a crying
need for a further extension to long day care. No further long day services have been
provided since early 1993. There is a high demand for baby places and the private sector
cannot meet that need.
Mr NICHOLLS: The agreement that the member has touched on was a point of
contention and it involved an understanding that was arrived at during the previous
government that the state's contribution would be the capital funding, and t federal
contribution would be recurrent funding. The problem was that after the change in
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government a different interpretation was placed on that understanding; that is, the
interpretation was in writing, rather than one that was arrived at. There has also been a
great deal of negotiation and discussion with the Federal Government in respect of
changes to child care along with a rapid uptake of child care in the private system
because of the changes to the fee relief. It is my attitude that the taxpayers' funds should
not be used to prevent or undermine private sector child care; they should be used where
the private sector cannot deliver piaces. The member is correct about die private sector
not being enthusiastic about providing places for children aged zero to two year. We are
endeavouring to negotiate the future arrangement with the Commonwealth Government
We are also currently identifying the priority areas between the Commonwealth and the
state where services can be delivered. The issue is now with COAG as an issue of future
direction. It is difficult to get a resolution quickly in this area because it is so difficult to
get a national perspective as well as a state perspective.
(1.00 pm]
Mr KOBELKE: Are you saying there are no recurrent funds in the budget earmarked for
that progranm?
Mr NICHOLLS: The state's funding is in capital. As far as we are concerned, the
Federal Government is providing the recurrent funding. The negotiations with the
Federal Governmnent may see that altered once a decision is made.
Mr KOBELKE: Basically the Premier has taken this out of your bands as another toy to
play around with the Commonwealth Government, and the people of this state must
suffer.
Mr NICHOLLS: No, the decision to put child care with COAG was made by the Prime
Minister because the current structures are not delivering the results that are needed in the
community. As the Minister responsible at a stat level I am endeavouuing to identify not
only the areas into which we need to put capital funding, but also where we can
encourage the private sector to provide more places.

Sitting suspended from 1.0) to 2 .00 pm
Mr BROWN: I refer to the industry study and its recommendations. The starement
indicates that it is proposed the agencies be asked to identify their services and the
resources they need to provide those services and that an evaluation will take place.
What will be the criteria by which they will be assessed to determine whether they will
get funding? When will that criteria be determined?
Mr NICHOLLS: We are referring to the "Crisis to Prevention" document and the
community services sector. Essentially, that document covens a process whereby we are
changing from using core funding to providing agencies' programs to fund the services.
Firstly, we have undertaken an evaluation of what is happening within the sector - where
the funding is comning from and what it is being used for. All the 21 districts around
Western Australia have been asked to identify the services that are being delivered within
their district. They are being asked to examine their programs and break them into the
services they are providing within those programs or to identify the program as a service.
Unless the service is identified, it is difficult to identify what it amns to achieve.
The agencies will have until the end of December to work trough that. I Must admit,
no-one has told me they are having difficulty with this. In fact a number of agencies
have said that they am pleasantly surprised at the positive benefits that have flowed from
this analysis. If anybody is having difficulty trying to identify the service they can speak
to people within the Department for Community Development and the Western
Australian Council of Social Service. In each area services will be Provided in a number
of categories to provide a continuum of service from crisis to prevention or self-reliance.
We know that a large number of services funded are in the crisis category. We do not
have a ratio of services in the skills development and preventive areas.
Through this mechanism we hope to identify the services and to give a much clearer
picture to the people delivering it and to those using the service of the reasn they are
using it and what are the expected benefits. I am confident that the process is continuing
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in an orderly fashion. Essentially the criteria are not fixed, that is, we ame asking agencies
to identify the services they am providing and then to identify the outcomes they believe
they will produce far the user. Once the agencies have been through that process, if they
have any misunderstandings or dilemmas in easily identifying those servces we will
need to work with them. Each service will have its own evaluation process; it will be an
agreed process between the department and the agencies providing the service.
Mr BROWN: The understanding in the field, as I have spoken to people, is that until
now organisations have provided a service whether for religious or community values. In
the past, they have sought funds from government because they have believed they were
providing a valuable service and the Government has provided them with funds. As I
understand what is proposed, these services will be open to renewal. In other words,
simply because an organisation has traditionally provided a service does not mean that
that organisation will continue to be funded to provide the service even if the service is
required.
If, for example, an organisation in Victoria Park is providing parenting skills and it is
operating well, has a high response rate and high satisfaction rate, that organisation
cannot be assured it will get funding, because other organisations may be competing for
that service. If that is the new model and there is competition rather than their getting the
prants, then as with anywhere else where there is competition, such as in building a
bridge or supplying vehicles, a specification should be provided and they should be told
what the purchaser wants. Organisations would then have an opportunity over two or
three months or whatever to put in a tender document. Will that happen?
[2.l0pm]
Mr NICHOLLS: Agencies which are currently providing services will be funded through
to the end of this year as a minimum. They will be asked to identify the services they
provide and then we will go through the key points I referred to earlier. Where a number
of agencies are providing the same or similar services the district managers will work
with those agencies to provide a range of services which are not the same or, where there
is no service at a in a similar area, they will look at whether it is possible for one or
more of those agencies to redirect their energies to a service which is not in their area.
An evaluation process will be undertaken to determine whether they are achieving what
the servce is designed to achieve. It will then be clearly understood what the service is
that they are trying to produce. If the agencies are producing the outcomes and there is a
demand for them there will be no change and the funding will continue. The services
provided now may not be required in 10 years time. The Government will not fund
agencies providing services that are not required.
The existing services which can identify their outcomes and deliver them will receive
funding and the only time the funding will not be continued is when their priority
changes, the agency is not achieving the outcomes or there is some degree of misuse of
funds. We do not want to threaten agencies; we are tryig to make sure they clearly
understand that the money they receive is to be directed to a particular service. It Will
provide an opportunity for the Government to bnow where the money is going in each
district and then it will be in a position to determine what benefits the users of a
particular service are receiving.
The idea is not to have one service standing by itself, but a range of services. It will
enable a person to use a service to gain a particular benefit and to have the option to
access another service. It will give people the opportunity to become more competent
and secure and to learn preventive skills by participating in preventive programs. The
idea is not to undermine the agencies, but to clarify their position.
New services will be developed. For example, it may become apparent that theme is a
problem with children running away from home or that there is a need to try to prevent
families from separating. In these instances the Government will call for expressions of
interest and outline the outcomes it wants in the context of the resources available.
People will put in submissions and the Government will work through them. It will not
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necessarily accept die lowest tender, but it will try to identify who is capable of
delivering a service at a reasonable level of resources and achieving die best outcome for
the users of the service.
Mr BROWN: A number of agencies believe, rightly or wrongly, that they will have to
tender. Some of them are worried about the tender process. They are saying that if they
have to tender they believe they have a good product to sell, but they need to know the
ground rules and be given time to submit their tender. They do not want to be evaluated
only to find that after their evaluation the Government sets the ground rules and they are
told they do not fit within them. They do not want to be given money for a service that is
not required, they simply want to know the pround rules and they do not want to be
evaluated before the criteria ame set. They want to be evaluated after die criteria are set
and to be given time to adjust before an evaluation is made of the service they provide.
The Government has talked about being in partnership with the non-governiment sector in
die delivery of services. Many people in the non-government sector are saying, "We are
in this business because we have a religious belief to deliver these services in this way",
and others are saying, "We are in the community because we have a value system which
says we want to deliver services in this way." They are not there to make money and
they are not contractors. If they were contractors and the Government wanted them to do
something else they would have to determine whether they wanted to continue in that
business. It will be of less value if a number of key players opt out because they are seen
as contractors of government services. It has been put to me that there are different value
systems held by different agencies, and many people see that as a strength not a
weakness. There may be a similar agency a mile down the road from them but it is
operated under a different value system. They do not agree with each other, but they do
not fight about it. They realise. that the community needs their services. There are a
whole host of issues relating to that. People are not running away from accountability.
They mre not saying that the services should be funded forever or chat they do not have to
meet a community need. They are happy with that, but they simply do not want to be
contractors. Most of the organisations I amn referring to are non-profit organisations and
they are not there to make money but they have their own idea of what the community
should be. They ame also saying that if the Government wants them to change they are
happy to consider it but they need time and the ground rules.
Mr NICHOLLS: At the moment we are asing agencies to evaluate their own programs.
They must identify the services they are providing and outline the expectations they have.
in cases where there are several agencies delivering the same or similar service they will
be considered to ascertain whether they should be continued or whether theme arc gaps in
the services they are delivering. We will not evaluate every service to toil them whether
they will get funding. We are asking people to evaluate and identify the services they are
providing and the outcomes and the benefits they want to provide to users. We must
agree upon the identifiable outcomes in relation to the evaluation process. We will then
arrange funding agreements with these agencies. Those agreements will have an
evaluation process. Each service will be evaluated to ascertain what is provided and how
it is provided, and to identify its outcomes. When a service has been operating for some
time, we will look to a three yea funding agreement. During that time the service will be
evaluated at least every three years. With a new service, one without a history, it may
involve a one year agreement, and this service may be assessed at the end of the year to
determine the success of its delivery. If the evaluation is that the delivery is successful, it
may go to a three year funding agreement. If the service is not delivering, it may go to
another one year agreement, but with suggestions offered that might allow it to achieve
its outcomes.
[2.20 pmJ
Mr BROWN: So no tendering will occur next year?
Mr NICHOLLS: We are referring only to new services with no history. For
clarification, the tendering process allows everybody to have an opportunty to express an
opinion. in that way, we do not go only to the large church organisations and say,
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"You're big; we'll keep funding you." If that were the case die smaller organisations,
such as those in rural areas, would not be heard because they cannot match the might of
the big organisadions.
Some people say that they do not have the resources to be able to frame a submission in
die professional manner of die large organisations. We work through the submissions
these people make and consider whether they can deliver the outcomes. The local district
manager will have a large role to play in this as he makes recommendations on the
various services regarding how they fit into that particular district.
I appreciate the comments made by charitable groups that they are not in this activity for
profit - I urn not funding anybody for Profit. We use the contract basis so that people
have equal opportunity in making submissions. In that way, it is not a closed shop
operation.
The agreements issue is a touchy one. When I became Minister only 30 per cent of
agencies we funded had agreements. Many agencies received large stuns of money
without an agreement, and they had only a general idea, nothing precise, of what the
money was for. We are attempting to clearly identify die intention of the funding,
irrespective of its size. This is designed to identify the outcomes which, in a way, justify
the funding. Ths is not a matter of turning the religious groups into profitable
organisations.
Regarding die comment of not having the diversity to deliver the programs, die biggest
problem die Minister faces is that, upon allocating, say, $lm or $500 000. the agency
would then consider how it would operate. However, we must picture the overall needs
of an area- We must consider all the different groups involved and establish priorities.
An agency may have a perspective of what is seen on a daily basis; this may involve
family support, and the agency may claim that this is the area of greatest need. However,
the department must picture the priorities set and take into account all issues, not just the
focus of that agency.
Mrs van de KCLASHORST: My question has been partly answered. People often visit
my office who are upset about having to spend so much time during the year putting in
funding submissions. I have already written to the Minister on this matter asking
whether three year funding arrangements, with accountability provisions, could be
considemAd The Minister has just answered that point. The time spent preparing
submissions can be better spent working on the ground, and this is an important step
forwad.
At page 793 of the Program Statements one of the major planned achievements is die
development and delivery of advanced child protection training. It also refers to die
development of a state child abuse prevention strategy. What does that involve, what is
the commitment, and how does that fit in with the other child protection programs?
Mr NICHOLLS: The -delivery of advanced child protection training is part of a
commitment to improve services to the community in the child protection area. We have

triigfor people working in this area. Also, I would like to see training, or at leat
mtra, provided for people who arm working, not in the department but in a range of

agencies in the community. That does not mean that we would not necessarily train those
people, but I want to identify the options in the provision of training material so that
everyone is receiving die same message. In that way agencies will not be working in
different directions.
The development of a child protection strategy is part of a national strategy. The last
ministerial council meeting, which I chaired at Observation City, involved an agreement
between the Commonwealth and State Governments about developing a strategy for an
education program. It is essential that public awareness is increased. Again, we want to
ensure that we are doing the same thing and do not have contradiction in the system.
That does not necessarily mean that everything will happen on a national level, but we
are attempting to work together rather than in opposite directions. The campaigns or
strategies will go to the ministerial council, and an education campaign will need to be
approved by the states and the Commonwealth for implementation.
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Mrs van de KLASHORST: How do you envisage reaching the people with this
program? Will it be through television, radio and pamphlets?
Mr NICHOLLS: Regarding some social issues, advice I have received is that television
is the best medium for impacting upon attitudes - it has the biggest reach to the
population. However, we found in our family abuse campaigns that a range of other
mechanisms are required, such as brochures and posters. We will be considering support
matierial required to go along with this campaign. We are already achieving a significant
impact with the family abuse campaign. We are achieving a high level of recognition,
but the national concept is one which we should seriously consider. We should not turn
away from it
[2.30 pmJ
Mr D.L. SMiTH: Which program does the current funding for family centres come
under?
Mr NICHOLLS: Family and community support
Mr D.L SMIH: What was the total funding last year and what will it be this year?
Mr NICHOLLS: for family centres last year it was $2.026mt. This year it is estimated
to be $2.391m. The supplementary program last year was $2.316m, and this year
$2.03m. The supplementary program goes with the calendar year, not the financial year.
Mr D.L. SbM: How many new centres will receive recurrent funding in the current
year?
Mr NICHOLLS: That will depend on capital expenditure.
Mr DiL. SMITH: For how many new centres are you budgeting recurrent funding?
Mr NICHOLLS: At this stage, until they open we wiil not budget for them.
Mr DiL. SMiTHl: So, there is no money for operating costs for new centres.
Mr NICHOLLS: Should centres be opened, funds will be allocated, but it is unlikely that
centres that are not open now will receive funding before the end of the year because of
the duration of construction - apart from Merriwa, which we are still trying to negotiate
to open this financial yea.
Mr D. SMITH: Is there a proposal to increase the level of current funding for
individual centres?
Mr NICHOLLS: Not until the review of the children's service is completed.
Mr D.L. SMITH: You have mentioned the continuing problem of attracting foster
families. What are you doing to increase the financial rewards for foster care?
Mr NICHOLLS: We have increased payments to foster families. We are trying to
identify the needs of children who have been placed in foster care. T7hat is fine in theory
but sometimes it is difficult to match the needs of both the child and the family in certain
areas. We are looking at the issue of foster care and whether we can use services that
may be delivered to families before we apprehend children, and that may allow them to
remain with the family. They are strategies that need to be worked through before
making a commitment We are providing support to foster carers. We aretrying our best
to identify suitable foster caters who can meet the needs of the child being placed.
Where possible, we are encouraging more people to go into programs such as Step One
which requires foster car to have special skills. We are increasing the subsidy in line
with our commitment to foster carers.
Mr DiL. SMITHl: What is the increase?
Mr NICHOLLS: It is up to 95 per cent of the Australian Institute of Family Studies
assessment of the cost per child. Next year it will increase to 100 per cent.
Mr DL- SMil7h: Issues and trends indicate that the number of allegations increased by
27 per cent, and that the increase in the number of individual children was 22 per cent
last year. The number of applications by the department for care and control. increased
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by 50 per cent, and yet another statement is that the number of children in care is
decreasing. Where are the children going?
Mr NICHOLLS: Allegations are increasing but, as the member would know, one
allegation does not necessarily correspond with one child. Theme may be a number of
allegations per child.
M~r D.L SMIT: The number of children the subject of discrete allegations went up by
22 per cent.
M~r NICHOLLS: That is right. The increase in allegations was paralleled between the 22
per cent increase in the discrete number of children subject to allegations. We are not
continuing to make children wards of the state where the court does not consider that is
necessary for the children's protection. They may go to residential care or out of home
care for a short time before reuniting with their family or being placed in foster came.
They are not necessarily made wards of the state.
M~r D.L. SMIT: It surprises me that the number of children is up 22 per cent, and the
number of court applications is up 50 per cent, and yet the number of children in care has
decreased.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: That is a positive. It means they are being attended to.
Mr D.L. SMITH Unless they are being left with families where they are in danger.
Mr NICHOLLS: I cannot accept that. The member should know better than anyone else
that where people make evaluations, there are occasions when the court provides care and
protection orders so the department can remain legitimately involved with the family, but
the child may still be living at home. Where a child is being abused, and the perpentor
is removed from home, the child can continue to live at home with the remaining parent
and siblings, safely. The care and protection order is made to ensure that should the
situation change, the department can have immediate access or take immediate action.
That is a justifiable and legitimate process. However, where the court sees no option but
to make the child a ward of the state, the court is doing just that.
Mr FISHER: The fact that the number of substantiated allegations increased, and the fact
that the number of court orders increased, cannot be used to draw a parallel and say,
therefore, the number of ids in placement should have increased. You cannot make that
jump because when the number of substantiated allegations increased, there was a
decrease in child sexual abuse allegations during the year, however, the biggest increase
was in the area of neglect. That area of neglect covers a multitude of circumstances and
severity. It is often not appropriate to take into care those idds who have been abused
because of neglect, in its various forms. We should try to overcome the neglect in the
family and keep the idds in the home. We cannot make that statistical jump from the
allegations substantiated and court orders to a relationship with the number of kids who
should be going into care.
[2.40 pm]
M~r BROWN: On page 789 of the Program Statements the final major planned
achievement for the family and community support program refers to reviewing the
concept of family centre building design with the aim of providing more integrated
services for children aged 0 to 4 years. Is that a sort of code for saying themt are no new
family cents?
Mr NICHOLLS: Although this involves capital, it is very much the thrust of recurrent
funding as well. We considered what family centres were delivering. The main purpose
was to deliver a program for four year olds for two sessions for two and a half hours a
week.
ir D1- SMIH: That is not thenmain purpose but it is animportantzone.

Mr NICHOLLS: The main use was the program for four year olds.
Mr D.L. SMITH71: The success is not based on that but on their general community value
as co)munity centres.
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Mr NICHOLLS: I have a view, and the member for Mitchell sounds as tough he agrees
with it, that we need to look at the facilities and resources put into Communities to try to
help parents and young children, not just four year olds. However, I clearly state that the
issue of four year oids is one that has been developed to try to help those children
progress towards primary school. My belief is that we need to ascertain die priorities and
the real needs in die community. As the member for Mitchell has said, communities are
indicating that they want not just facilities for four year oids but essentially parent
resourced facilities.
Mr DL. SMITH: They are more than parents' resources - they are people's resources,
especially women's resources.
Mr NICHOLLS: My point is that we need to look at what role family centres are playing
at the moment. I believe the community wants a wider resource than simply one of a
program for four year olds. I know some family centres. are providing wider resources
and some are not
Mr DL SMITH: They are real community centres where the programs for four year
olds happen to be.
Mr NICHOLLS: In essence I am saying also that good neighbourhood centres around
the state are providing good facilities and support for their communities. I want to
consider all the different models currently in our community to decide where we will go
in the future. I do not believe we should provide facilities only for four year aids. I
support the dnust of the comments that we require to look at facilities which am a
resource to their local communities. I would like to see more resources, particularly for
young parents and other parents in fth community, who want information and
knowledge, and also support from their local community. We can examine the options
available, but until we make an assessment it is something which may happen in the
future.
Mr BROWN: As an example, concerns were raised as to whether Armadale would get a
new family centre.
The CHAIRMAN: That is a capital expenditure question, which 1 cannot allow.
Mr BROWN: I am just putting it as background, Mr Chairman. I am trying to find out
whether those matters are on the back burner and whether current expenditure on design
must be determined first.
Mr NICHOLLS: Activity is already under way in Arinadale to provide facilities for the
local population. I am waiting for some response from Armadale City Council. As far as
I am concerned the four year old program in Armadale will be funded subject to the
council agreeing to the request we axe making. The capital expenditure issue has already
been determined, in many ways.
Mr BROWN: When people say they need this, that or the other, it is one thing to
complete the capital expenditure funding but it is another to say that we will not provide
any of that until we have determined this.
Mr NICHOLLS: The Armadale decision in the short to medium term has been made. At
the moment I am waiting for a response from the council- If it says no, then I will have
to re-evaluate my options. My intention is to provide a service in the Gwynne Park area,
and to provide a service from what was the off-site preprimnary facility alongside the
Lotteries house. It provides an excellent opportunity to see a program for four year olds
delivered from a Lotteries house, whewe many community agencies and members are in
close proximity. We are also indicating that we would like to assist Minnawarra House
with some additional space there so chat it can provide some services for playgroups and
possibly four year olds. In the Arm adale area we are endeavouring to provide services in
two locations, but of course if the council rejects our offer &r our request to lease the
facility alongside the Lotteries house we will have to look at what other options we have.

Mr BROWN: I refer to pressure on Department for Community Development staff in the
child protection area, and to the big debate about the Melissa inquiry recommendations,
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particularly about duty of cate. It was indicated at that time that two Public Service
officers were charged. Have those charges been concluded, what is the result; what was
the situation then regarding the duty of cam expected of the officers by the department;
and what does that mean for their workload and, particularly, the responsibility that is
now imposed on them for the way they carry out their duties?
Mr FISHER: The Public Service Commissioner charged two officers, who were in the
department at the time but are not now. At the time things were not curlied out in the
way they perhaps should have been. The officers were charged and were able to accept
those charges or disagree with them. That was handled by the Public Service
Commission. I understand that one of the officers accpted one of the charges and not
the other and the second officer did not accept the charges against him. The Public
Service Commissioner then set up an independent group to henr the case, to hear the
point of view of the officers concerned, and to look into the matter generally. I
understand that has taken pinc. I do not know whether a report from that independent
group has gone back to the Public Service Commissioner as yet. That is the situation
with respect to those two officers.
(2.50 pm]
Mr BROWN: I notice there is much more emphasis on this area of responsibility now.
Perhaps I could direct this question to Mr Fisher, through the Minister. Given the level
of care expected of officers, and the pressure of work, are you confident that, with the
current demands on placement officers, they have sufficient time - that is the key issue -
to carry out the level of responsibility expected of them so that they are not at risk?
The responsibility of care which officers had during the 1980s is exactly the same now.
The fact that two officers were charged was a reflection of the fact that the Public Service
Commission did not believe they had exercised their responsibilities in that case. The
question as to how much time officers have to carry out their work is a bit like asking
how long is a piece of string. People will always say they art busy. Child protection is a
stressful and emotional area. People working in that area always feel as though they are
under pressure. It is not easy; it is a sensitive area. After the duty of dare inquiry was
tabled and circulated to staff, they were await that officers had been charged. Concern
was expressed to me that people felt vulnerable as a result of that. Meetings were held
with officers in all metropolitan offices to discuss that situation. Staff came forward with
a number of suggestions and recommendations as to how some of the pressure could be
alleviated. Those recoimmendations have been taken on board by the executive and are
being implemented.
I believe resources are adequate. One would always like to have mome, but it is a
question of making the optimum use of resources. Last year, as the Minister pointed out,
an extra 20 people were put into the child protection area. We have created 22 senior
casework supervisor positions. We are doing audits of our case loads and we am finding
that many cases have been kept active when a professional assessment is that some
should have been closed. That suggestion came from staff themselves. The indications I
am receiving from staff now is that their concerns are not as great as they were when the
report was first released. It is my understanding that when those two officers were
charged it was the first time in Australia welfare officers bad been charged with
negligence. It is reasonable to expect a preat deal of anxiety in an organisation when that
occurs. However, if people read the duty of care inquiry and look at the basis for the
charges they will understand the Public Service Commission probably had no alternative.
Mr NICHOLLS: The idea of having the allegations registered so that they come in will
prvide a safety valve when things are overlooked, not on purpose but when a case is not

folwdup for a reason. A number of the measures will provide benefits for people
working in the field.
Division SO: Office of Seniors' Interests, $2 084000 -
[Mr Johnson, Chairman.]
[Mr Nicholls, Minister for Seniors.]
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(Mrs D. Moran, Acting Director.]
(MrW C. Kenworthy, Acting Manager, Corporate Development.]
Mrs van de KLASHORST: On page 798 of the Program Statements it states that die
number of seniors in the state is expected to grow by 142 per cent. On the next page it
refers to people retiring at 45. Do we consider people over 45 to be seniors or do our
figures relate to older people? Will services be provided for people aged 45 and over?
That would be a retrograde step.
Mr NICHOLLS: The short answer is no.
Mrs van de KLASHORST: In much of the reading I have been doing there is a trend
towards keeping seniors at home for as long as possible and to install alarm systems in
case they fall over, and so on. Is the thrust in the budget to help seniors to remain at
home; if so, is them any budget allocation to support the Health Department? It is not
mentioned in the planned achievements for the coming year.
Mr NICHOLLS: The trend is to help people remain in the community out of institutions
for as long as possible, preferably with their partners or family. The care-link alarm
system was introduced two years ago under contract with the Silver Chain Nursing
Association and Womald Security to provide a certain number of alarms. This area has
gonz. ahead substantially and a number of agencies are providing alarms. The technology
being used is developing month by month. Yes, the area is going ahead, but it does not
necessarily have to be subsidised and driven by the Government as was the case earlier
when there were not many options. The private sector now is taking greater interest in
providing alarms and services, and that is a positive step.
Dr WATSON: At this time last year you gave an unequivocal commitment to making
public the review of the office. Itris history that it was not made public, and we have lost
probably the best policy officer we could have had in Dr Trevor Lee. I am very sorry
about that. There is also the question of a commitment to a seniors' strategy. You said
this time last year you did not know whether you would implement those
recommendations. Will they be implemented? How many inquiries have been made to
the seniors' information line in the past two years? What is the grant for the Council on
die Ageing this year?
Mr NICHOLLS: The strategy will not be implemented as such; it will be reviewed.
Dr WATSON: What a waste of time! It was done in the community -

Mr NICHOLLS: Do you want me to answer the question or do you want to debate it?
The number of calls was 28 405 in 1992-93 and 19 670 in 1993-94. Funding for COTA
will remain at $70 000, although this year it will be asked to identify the services it is
providing for the funding. It will not receive core funding but funding for services, along
with any other agency that may be requested or contracted to provide services.

[3.00 pm]
Mr RIEBELING: One of the significant trends indicates there will be an increase of
about 142 per cent in age population by the year 2221. Where in die document does it
reflect the growing needs of seniors and have we witnessed in this document a reduction
in $140 000?
Mr NICHOLLS: The Office of Seniors' Interests is not a service deliverer it is a
research and information facility. The Federal Government provides funding for aged
care and die Western Australian Health Department supplements that. Mthough the
trend will be for increased seniors in our community, the job of the Office of Seniors
interests will be to provide good quality research and information so that policy
development can reflect the direction we want to take.
Mr D.L SMITH: By way of supplementary information, can the Minister provide a
breakdown of the other operating costs listed on page 798 of the Program Statements as
follows: Communications, services and contracts, other, grants subsidies and transfer
payments?
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Mr NICHOLLS: I will provide that.
Division 64: Health, $1 398 957 000 -
[Mr Johnson, Chairman.]
[Mr Minsion, Minister for the Environment.)
[Dr P. Brennan, Commissioner for Health.]
[Dr A. Penman, Chief Health Officer.]
[Dr P. Solomon, Managing Director, Government Health Bureau.]
[Mr P. Canmpos, Director, Financial Services.]
[Mr K Larkins, Director, Statewide Purchasing Authority.]
[Dr M.LA. Forrest, Managing Director, State Health Purchasing Authority.]
Dr GALLOP: Are any new policies or initiatives being introduced or scheduled for this
financial year? If so, what are they and what costs are involved?
[3.10 pm]
Dr BRENNAN: Will the member be more specific?
Dr GALLOP: What are the new policies and initiatives in this budget as opposed to
those which were carried forward from last year?
Dr BRENNAN: I will take what is new this year in a programmatic sense. The
Government has committed significant resources in this budget to the mental health area
which will encompass the decommissioning of Heathcotc Hospital, and the
commissioning of acute services at both Bentley Hospital and Fremantle Hospital, and
with a concomitant increase in community based mental health services that involves a
commitment in the order of $2.3mn. Also in the mental health area an additional $l.6mn
has been allocated for rural mental health services which will be split up on the basis of
$400 000 for each of the rural purchasing authorities.
Last year's policy statement for aged care was that the department would move to
implement the transfer of care of the frail aged from the two institutions in Perth to
community based organisations. That will be done on a cost neutral basis arrangement
with the Commonwealth Government, whereby the frozen 1 986 public nursing home
bed subsidy will be abolished and exchanged for an appropriate number of full places
becoming available in the non-government and private sector. That program is well
under way and has attracted considerable publicity in recent times.
I should have referred to the amendments to and the introduction of mental health
legislation. There is an immediate requirement to amend the Mental Health Act and the
Hospitals Act to enable the care of involuntary patients on the campus of general
hospitals - both Bentley and Frenmantle will meet that requirement The Minister also
intends to introduce new mental health legislation which has been on the drafting books
for several years and has completed yet another round of consultation and is now ready
for final drafting. There certainly is an intention to introduce that program.
There has been a significant change in focus in Aboriginal health services with the
introduction of purchasing and contracting rather than line management services. The
Aboriginal policy unit has been relocated to Kalgoorlie along with most of the staff who
make up that unit. T7hey are in the process of entering into a series of contracts with not
only public providers, hut also non-government sector providers, particularly the
Aboriginal Legal Services around the state. It will bring a truly Aboriginal focus to that
program. In that process the regional boundaries have been redefined and the old
goldfields health region has now become the central health authority which comprises
most of the desert Aboriginal communities and is defined on language groups rather than
the geographical boundary. The department now has continual contact with the central
desert communities and that is a major change.
The Government has also embarked on a major round of negotiations to try to reach
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agreement with die Commonwealth Government for this state's Aboriginal programs
branch to not only became die purchaser for state initiatives, but also enter into a joint
agreement with the Commonwealth to challenge all the Aboriginal funding which will
come atat of the department as a result of the recent federal initiatives through the one
purchasing authority. It is intent on overcoming the fairly complex funding arrangements
which currently exist through the state, the Federal Govenmient and the Aboriginal and
Tonres Strait Islander Commission.
Other major areas outside the Aboriginal and mental health areas relate to the move
towards the "Western Australian Health Goals and Targets". It is a major exercise which
has been proceeding for eight months. The committee which put together this document
comprised people drawn from all the learned colleges. The first phase of that program
has now been released and the Government committed $5mi for the first year. It will ktick
start the program. Ultimately the entire budget should be focused on a system of
addressing the state appropriations and die attainment of health outcomes in terms of
clearly delineated and articulated goals and targets. At the moment we have to
implement the first 15 programs.
A~nother major policy initiative in the current budget includes the commencement of the
two transplant units. Firstly, the liver transplant unit at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital has
not only been established, but has already made three successful transplants. The
Government has agreed to establish a heart transplant unit at Royal Perth Hospital which
is about to become operational and the appropriate training is taking place.
I should have said earlier that with the Aboriginal program we will be joining with other
governmrent departments involved in the implementation of the social justice package.
This department's share is $3m which will be allocated to a variety of projects across the
state.
Another major policy initiative is an entirely new approach to the management of the
waiting lists for elective surgery. Together with the other states and territories this state
has been involved in a fuinding program over the last three years for the reduction of
waiting time for elective surgery. That program was not noted for its success. It has
been the experience around the world that waiting list reduction programs tend to become
an incentive for people to have waiting lists. The lists have grown rather than
diminished.
The department will put in place a program whereby it provides incentives for hospitals
which are able to increase their market share by attracting the local community and local
practitioners to use their facilities. In addition, they will attract patients from other
communities so that on a case payment basis we will be able to fund significant sumis of
money to hospitals which are prepared and able to work on their waiting lists. It is
difficult to predict how successful it will be, but in the Victorian context it is predicted
that in its full year of operation there will be a 7 per cent increase in throughput in their
oublic: hospitals. If we can achieve something like that we will make significant inroads
into reducing the waiting lists.
[3.20 pm]
Mr MINSON: We are becoming bogged down. As the member would know, the
Government started a process of reform using the funder-provider-purchaser model,
which has just started. That process will continue - if the member wants a thumbnail
sketch - through a stage of implementation and refining. Teething problems are
expected, and we will be defining these as we go through the process. The aim will be to
increase efficiency without reducing the quality of service. Certainly, the provision of
most appropriate services will continue in country areas, and where possible we will
streamline the administration, which is the dream of all governments, is it not?
Dr GALLOP Moving from the future to the past and looking at last year's -

The CHAIRMAN: The member has asked his question; other members have questions to
ask. is this a supplementary question?
Dr GALLOP: Yes. It relates to the general Budget as a whole.
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The CHAIRMAN: That is a rather bland statement. The member for Wellington has the
call.
Mr BRADSHAW: 7Te Federal Government provides most of the funding for the state
health system. Has this allocation increased over the last few years?
Dr BRENNAN- The member's premise is not correct. The Federal Government does
no: provide most of the funds to the state in this regard, as the Medicare identifiable
health grams make up less than one-third of our budget. Two-thirds of the budget comes
from state sources.
Mr MINSON: Has the Medicare provision remained static or increased?

Mr SOLOMON: In cash ternms the Federal Government revenue level has increased over
the years. This year it has reached a peak of $591mn, which is $30.9m more than last
year. The Comnmonwealth funding, ocher than hospital grants, is usually a tied grants
system. The Commonwealth revenue coming into the state in any one year for particular
programs is usually at a higher proportion in relation to the state's contribution than the
overall funding. For example, some of the programs involve 60 per cent of funding, such
as the home and community cam program, and some involve 50 per cent funding. At
least 30 programs operate with varimg proportions of Commonwealth funding. The
hospital funding grant is indexed so it increases each year, however, it is difficult to
determine whether that is in real terms relating to need.
Dr GALLOP: Page 608 of the Program Statements identifies $1.4b as allocated last year,
but only $1 .363b was spent. In other words, a gap between allocation and expenditure
occurred. In which area did the Health Department underspend that allocation? Perhaps
you could start by indicating which proportion of the unspent money was Commonwealth
money, as I understand that that cannot be spent on other things. Also what proportion of
stare programs did not receive full allocation? I shall follow up with a couple of
questions regarding money allocated at the end of the last financial year. Some publicity
was given to some money that was distributed to the Aboriginal Medical Service and the
women's health area towards the end of last year. Perhaps the first question could be
answered first.
Mr SOLOMON: As was correctly indicated, the difference between last year's
allocation of $I.4b and the expenditure of $1.36b was $73m. In fact, $20.6mi of that
related to delays in capital works programs. I can provide a list in that regard. It related
to delays across 5O programs. The rest of it is almost entirely spread across
Commonwealth programs; in fact, $13.6rn relates to Commonwealth programs. Another
$3.lmn is Commonwealth-related and is the revenue offered for the takeover of the health
services for Christrnas Island, which is yet to take place. Capital works accounted for
$20m in underexpendicure.
Dr GALLOP: Which capital works programs are involved?
Mr SOLOMON: The Bunbury hospital involved $2.4m. as a ministerial technical
advisory committee reconsidered this project. Northam Regional Hospital involved
$3.7m. The review of food services meant that the south campus project did not proceed
and involved $2.6m. unspent. Delays were involved at Heathcore Hospital in relation to
the transfer to the new building, and the integrated waste program was reconsidered, and
the delay caused $2m not to be spent. The Fremantle Hospital emergency program was
recnsidered, and that involved $1l.8m. Minor works related to the $2.6m. underspent.
Health services at Kalbarri and Dongara were involved in this underspending. Of course,
that moe savailable this financial year. In all cases the money is involved with delays
or a no-aeup of the Commonwealth funding.
Mr D.L. SMITH: On dental health $2m was the amount underspent. Mental health was
also underspent. The continuing care program was underspeic by $5.7m.
Mr SOLOMON: These were related to Commonwealth programs. They all relate to
delays and any surplus money at the end of the year not taken up will be available for this
financial year.
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Dr GALLOPh In relation to the expeniditur -

The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Dr GALLOP: I have not finished my question.
The CHAIRMAN: The member's colleague has finished his question. Another member
has a question to ask.
Dr GALLOP: I know what questions I want to ask, Mr Chairman! I preface my question
by referring to the last answer. The officers are happy to answer my questions and they
should be allowed to do so.
The CHLAIRMAN: I thought they had answered the questions.
Mr SHAVE: Show some respect for the Chair.
The CHAIRMAN: The role of cte Chair is to conduct the meeting properly so that all
members have a chance to ask questdons, not just members of the Opposition.
Mr DL SMITH: We are the Opposition, and our job is to scrtinise the Budget.
The CHAIRMAN: That is why I allow members of the Opposition far more time than
government members.
Dr GALLOP: The surplus money is available at the end of the year. Some of the money
spent on women's and Aboriginal health drew attention last year. What procedures are mn
place to determine how that money was to be spent? I point to the allocation in the
women's health area. Funding for seven programs was provided by the Minister towards
the end of the financial year. It would appear on the surface that those programs were
probably not receiving funding initially under the national women's health policy. The
money was given by the Commonwealth to the states, but most of that funding went to
the continuation of existing programs. The Minister announced the grant for the seven
programs at the end of the financial year. How did you determine which programs would
receive that funding? Is it not the case that two other programs were suggested to the
Minister, one for the Women's Cancer Group and one for the Gay and Lesbian
Counselling Service, both of which were knocked back by the Minister? On what basis
were the decisions made?
[3.30 pm]
Mr MINSON: Some officers here may be prepared to answer the question - if indeed
they were ministerial decisions rather than polic' matters - but it is difficult to ask
anyone to answer on behalf of the Minister. If any officer wishes to comment, he may do
so, otherwise I suggest the information be provided as a direct contribution by the
Minister.
Mr SOLO)MON: I think your first question was, why was this surplus applied to those
issues? This surplus will not apply to those issues. This surplus is the surplus at the end
of the year because of the late programs. We are not allowed to touch this surplus. It is
designated as a Commonwealth program. You are talking about the restructured program
wher therm was a surplus amount of money. That was recurrent moneys used for those
purposes. This surplus is earmarked. It has a caveat, and we have no capacity to change
its purpose. Its purpose continues and, therefore, the money is required.
Dr FORREST: An allocation was made under the national women's health program.
That was mainy filled with current projects, as the member suggested, but two new ones
were brought in during the year - the Eastern Regional Community Development Council
in Midland. and the women's health centre in Bunbury called the Bunbury Community
Group. An additional $147 000 of state money was spent because there were far more
applications for the Commonwealt money than could be met by the amount of money
available. A selection process went on considering the priorities of the department's
spending on women's health. A total of seven projects amounting to $147 000 were
approved. I do not have the individual programs but I can provide them.
Dr GALLOP: Would the Minister for Health be able to provide the criteria used in the
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allocation of the money, and whether he took advice from the department regarding the
allocation?
Mr MINSON: We can ask the Minister whether he is prepared to do thaL. I see no
reason why he cannot do that. I will ask the Minister to provide that supplementary
information.
Dr TURNBULL: I gather we are not going through this budget program by programi. I
have a number of questions to ask about various programs. I beg& with the purchaser-
provider system. Can you explain the way in which the accounting system will operate
this year? I understand that you will run two separate sets of books, theoretically, so that
the hospitals and the varying programs will have an estimate of what will be received
under the old system and what they will receive under the new system. My second
question relates to the same area. What indices will you take into account when you
develop an index for rural and remoteness?
Dr BRENNAN: 1 can answer most of the first question and all of the second one
immediately. The question of what people would have received or had been given in this
year's budget plus an indication of what it would have been under a case mix system is
purely a desk top exercise. That is, it is an exercise in theory. Their financial reporting
will be on the traditional lines. They will not be reporting this year because it is based on
a historical pattern. All we have said is that given that we will change the funding system
next year, it is appropriate that people have as much time as possible to prepare
themselves. AUl we will do is a one-off arithmetic calculation of what the budget would
have been if we had implemented it this year. For some hospitals there will be a gap
between what they have and what they would have received, and in some cases that gap
will be positive and in others it will be negative. Some of the hospitals would have
received a larger share if they had been paid as a trading organisation. Others would
have received a significantly smaller share. We think it is only fair that people are on
notice in advance, as far as possible, regarding the difference because, for many of them,
we would need to work through carefully why they are relatively inefficient and what
they may need to do to prepare themselves for a more competitive funding system.
On the issue of the correction in the resource allocation model for rural and remoteness,
we have had two rounds of public consultation. That is now complete, and we are ready
to release the result. We employed an external consultant, and we did a lot of internal
work. I have made a commitment around the stare that it would be available by the end
of August. I hope we will keep that commitment. Again, that is still giving people 10
months' notice because that does not take effect this financial year. It is putting people
on notice regarding the impact of the change.
Dr TURNBULL: When you do the two comparisons, which will not be very difficult
because it will be a desk top process, will you take into account that factor?
Dr BRENNAN: They are two separate processes. The resource allocation model is
breaking up the budget on a population focus. In your case if you want to work out the
fair share of the budget for people in Collie and its environs, you can use the model to
predict what the fair share for them would have been. That is a population notion,
irrespective of whether is is spent at Royal Perth Hospital or in Kununurra. The other
way is to work out what Collie Hospital's budget would be, which takes into account the
case paymnenL. It is not necessarily the same thing. It would be the same only if every
patient who needed so be treated were treated at home in your health service or hospital,
and those two numbers would equate, bus given that is not likely to happen they will
always be different.
Dr TURNBULL: I wonder if the extra factor you have been calculating and about which
you will release the results will also be used in the model, so that we can make a
comparison when you provide the two sets of figures.
Dr BRENNAN: I have made a public commitment that none of this will be set; that all
the base data will be available, so that people can independently scrutintise and rework
the figures, if they wish.
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Mr SHAVE: The Premier gave an undertaking prior to the last election that an open-
heart surgery unit would be established at Fremiantle Hospital during thuis term of the
Liberal Government. I have been lobbied by a group affiliated with the Mount Hospital

tht s yig to discourage people south of the river from pursuing atcommitment.
The Labor Party has been mischievous in some announcements made in the Press down
that way. In discussions with the Minister, the Premier and others, I have received verbal
confirmation that the heart surgery unit will be established at Fremantle Hospital. When
will a commitment be made for funds, and when will the unit be established?
Mr MINSON: Dr Brennan will comment in detail. To the best of my knowledge the
commitment is reaffirmed. It is a matter of putting in the hardware and providing the
staff.
[3.40 pm]
Dr BRENNAN: As I see the order of commitment there will be a start on the unit in the
life of this Parliament, unless something has changed. That is the present approach,
although I amn aware that people from the Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital and the Mount
Hospital have been running around claiming otherwise. As I indicated in the Press last
Friday, I have asked someone to look at that, but that is totally removed as that
commitment is a comnmitment.
Mr SHAVE: When do you anticipate putting the proposal to the Minister?
Dr BRENNAN: We have started the open heart unit at Perth. We anticipated they would
shed a significant component of their workload, which would facilitate the redistribution.
That was the plan, and so it would have followed on as the Perth transplant unit cranked
up when we would have concomitantly increased the work in Frem antle. The only fly in
the ointment is the complaint by both Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital and the Mount
Hospital that the workload has significantly declined. At the moment all I can do is take
that at face value. So the plan is still the same; that is, to open cte Royal Perth unit and
increase die workload at Fremantle that it would shed. This event has come to light only
in the last week, and I am not in a position to say whether it is true or false or just a
temporary glitch.
Mr SHAVE: Assuming that the Government is to meet its commitment, the money
would need to be allocated in the next year to meet the commitment of providing it in our
first term of government. Have you made an allocation of the money?
Dr BRENNAN: No, we do not need to. We do not envisage - and God forbid that it
happens - a phenomenal supply-induced demand. By world standards we are well on top
of the frquency of open heart surgery. The last thing we want to do is to encourage
more. As regards current expenditure this is merely a redistribution, so for the integrity
of our budget it does not make the slightest diffkrentce whether there are two, three or 10
for that matter.
Mr SHAVE: To meet the commitment you do not need a specific allocation in next
year's budget?
Mr MINSON: No.
Dr GALLOP: I return to my question about surplus funds at the end of the financial year.
The Minister received quite a bit of publicity when he announced $2mn for Aboriginal
medical services at the end of the financial year. I anm referring to an article in the
Sunday Times of 10 July 1994. Why was that money not distributed on the basis of
tender arrangements, which is said to be the policy direction of the Health Department?
in the Minister's comments in the Sunday Times he said that this is funding, and we do
not put funding out for tender. I might have to agree with that. The health system we
had before might be better than the one we will get, When a crisis emerges the
Government can get a handle on it to fix it up, but it will be difficult to do that with these
contracts in place. Where did the money come from, and why was the tender method not
used to distribute it?
Mr MINSON: I will answer the second question first and then ask Dr Brennan to answer
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in a technical sense where the money came from and where it was distributed. 1 am
aware the Minister's broad policy is to enter into the funder-provider-purchaser model.
Government policy in general terms is also to put not just health matters but a whole
range of matters on a tender basis where it is sensible to do so. Not everything is best
distributed on a tender basis. In remote Aboriginal communities or where there is only
one specialist service, such as the Aboriginal Medical Service., do we want to reinvent the
wheel or ask someone else to do so? There were some specific tender rants, but Dr
Brennan or his officers may elaborate on that. I believe they were mainly in the form of
grants for special projects. We acknowledge that the method by which Aboriginal health
services are distributed means that to call for tenders on a one-off grat is probably
inappropriate.
Dr BRENNAN: I would firs: make the generalisation that it has already become part of
folklore that a purchaser-provider system is about competitive tendering. I do not know
how many times I must say publicly that it is not about competitive tendering. That was
die future of our previous system under waiting list reduction and area managemnent, but
the purchasing is actually a negotiated series of contracts with identified providems The
President of the Australian Medical Association refers almost daily to competitive
tendering. Itris not the case and not what we are embarking on. let me first dispel that
notion. Some things we put to tender. The main reason for its use is to try to identify a
single provider, as we did with the liver and beant transplant units. Dr Forrest has just
finished the total distribution of more than $lb and, unless I have missed something, we
have not involved a single competitive tender. This is unfortunately compounding
something because it is becoming a feature of a system which is no: necessarily part of
purchasing at all. In this specific case the Aboriginal program branch had as one might
anticipate, about 10 times the number of projects we hoped to fund las: yea under our
grants program. I wonder how many projects Shane Houston would have had up his
sleeve if we could have found the money for them. These were no: things we pulled out
of a hat but were identified as priorities for many years. The money we came by was
composed of surplus funds, as I think we discussed last time. We made money available
to our hospital system in the last financial year. This was money they could borrow
aainst future restructuring in a sense, but for a variety of reasons much of that money

was not taken up. Addressing how we could get the greatest return for that and the $1.4m
the member is referring to, I had no hesitation in recommending to the Minister that, as
we stood in the last quarter of last year, the greatest possible impact for tha money could
be achieved by funding some of the many programs in Aboriginal health for which we
had no: been able to find money. The amount of $1.4mn sounds a lot, but if I were to
distribute that across the teaching hospitals it would almost certainly be dissipated and
we would see very little if any return; whereas targeted grants through largely non-
government Aboriginal organisations can give us significant returns in health care in the
Aboriginal community. I will ask Dr Forrest to talk to the specific projects.
Dr GALLOP: I was more interested in the process than the result What was this money
in?
(3.50 pm]
Dr BRENNAN: It was money from the CRE appropriation which was put into a special
pool of money which we were going to allow hospitals to use where they had
restructuring projects which had high front end costs but savings in recurrent costs down
the track. In other words it was a non-recurrent improvement to the management of the
hospital system. For a variety of reasons not all that money was taken up by the hospital
system. It seemed appropriate to identify the highest priority to which we could attune
that. As I said by the time we spread $1.4m across 100 hospitals we would get almost no
significant gain in health services or improvement in the health of the community. As
has been the case for the last three years, Aboriginal health and mental health are our
highest priorities; we decided to recommend to the Minister that the money be spent on
Aboriginal health issues.
Dr GALLOP: So it could have been shifted from one allocation to another?
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Dr BRENNAN: It was nor a tied grant in any sense.
Mr MINSON: It was not allocated at the beginning of the financial year except for that
Pool.
Dr FORREST: It is a misnomer to say it went to Aboriginal medical services. Nineteen
organisations received a total of 54 grants. They were targeted at the factors that have
been seen to contribute to the poor state of Aboriginal health. Emphasis was given to
cardiovascular disease, cancer, injury, and environmental health.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Will you provide a supplementary list of the amounts of the grants and
the purposes?
Dr GALLOP: Can I also have supplementary information about the allocation from
which it was taken? How much was taken up by the hospitals for that purpose, and how
much was not? Which hospitals did not spend their allocations?
Mr MINSON: We are happy toprovide supplementary information.
Dr TURNBULL: I refer to the programs for women's health; they are not separated here,
they are in the community health section. I believe toem is quite a problem in getting
properly trained staff to carry out projects, particularly in rural areas. One of the most
pressing problems is the lack of radiographers for the mammography program. Does the
Health Department have funds for training such people, or does it rely on buying in
expertise?
Dr PENMAN: A capacity is built into the development at Mirrabooka to provide a
training centre and a budget for radiographers.
Dr TURNBULL: At the moment would you have to buy in people?
Dr PENMAN: I do not know how many have been bought in arnd how many have been
trained, but we have trained some. I do not know the exact number.
Dr TURNBULL: Will the Minister raise this with the Minister for Health? Funding is
needed for training women, in particular, who are involved in programs for women.
Dr BRENNAN: The training is legitimate under the program, so we can use the funds.
Dr PENMAN: The funding is there for training. The obstacle traditionally has been the
capacity to do training because of the limitations on the screening sites. With the
development of the MiIrabooka. sire we now have the capacity.
Dr TUJRNBULL: When those people are trained they do not want to go to the country
because they are married, or for some other reason.
Dr PENMAN: There will be an ongoing training requirement because the life of a
radiographer in the country is limited, as you know.
Dr TUJRNBULL: The Minister should definitely look at a program to promote training
for those people who are prepared to go to the country.
Mr MINSON: Is there anything in the country medical foundation which could help the
member?
Dr TURNBULL: No, because this is to do with allied health personnel.
Dr GALLOP: I refer to asbestos related diseases in the Roebourne area. The member for
Pilbara currently has a question on notice asking the department whether it has conducted
any studies into the incidence of asbestos related diseases in the Pilbara Aboriginal
communities. That has not been answered, but I ask it again today. I refer also to an
answer I received on 3 August to question 777 in which I asked how many cases of
asbestos related diseases had been uncovered in the Roebourne area. The answer was
that the number of cases on the mesothelioma register whose last address was given as
Roebourue was 13. I also asked what the Government was doing to assist those people,
and the reply was that the Government gives the same assistance to those cases as it does
to ail asbestos disese sufferers. I asked what the Government intended to give to the
AMS in Roebourne to deal with the problem. The answer was that support had been
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give to two Aborigines in Roebourne who had contracted mesothetiorna between the
1960S and 1994. It said efforts were being put in place to help Aboriginal people through
the vitamin A program.
More work has been done in the Roebourne area. Only last weekend, the Asbestos
Diseases Society visited the area with Dr Greg Delcuil, fronti Mt Hawthorn, who
conducted tests on 114 people. The tests were fairly basic. He looked at their history of
exposure and tested their lung function. He also listened to their chests with his
stethoscope. It is important that the Government should know what the doctor found in
Telation to the 114 people who were brought to Roebourne on that day. I refer to a lette
sent to die Opposition by Robert Vojakovic, who is well known to us all. It states -

In our opinion all 114 persons had reasonable and even substantial exposure to
blue asbestos. and indeed had justifiable cause to be concerned about their health.
After provisionally examining the evaluation results, Dr Delemil is of the opinion
that at least 12 persons ought to be urgently referred for further specialist
consultation in regard to lung diseases possibly caused by asbeswosis.

The society is taking that matter up itself. I quote now from a letter fr-om the doctor to
the Asbestos Diseases Society, sumrmarising his trip of 20 arid 21 August as follows -

Every person who presented for assessment had what can be regarded as a
sufficient and defined exposure to asbestos fibre in its primary state. All were
exposed to raw fibre by living in Wintenoom, working on the trucks. riding on the
trucks, lumping at Port Samson or contact with the clothes of workers, to mention
just a few. Not one of the people camne for frivolous contact reasons. Another
factor which emerged from the histories was the incredibly small number of
people who smoked. Most of those who used tobacco seemed to chew the plug
tobacco.

Was a report prepared by the Health Department into the incidence of asbestos relsted
diseases in the Pilbana as referred to by the member for Pilburt? Will the results that I
outlined today - and I understand you will want to get more detail - lead the department
to take a more urgent approach to the question so that we can determine once and for all
the scale of the problem in the Pilbara? To rely upon specific cases of niesothelioma to
emerge rather than be proactive. will not be adequate. Was there an earlier study, and
what did it show? Will the Minister take up as a matter of urgency the issues raised with
the Opposition by the Asbestos Diseases Society this week?
[4.00 pm]
Dr PENMAN: The figures the department has collected about asbestosis in Roebowrne in
the mid-1980s relate to an interview survey with a large number of Roebourne people to
identify people who had an association with the Wiutenoom contract and then to provide
follow-up chest X-ray and medical examinations for those people. At that stage the
bystander effect - that is. the effect on families living on the reserve at the time - was not
considered. I think it was not realised how significant that had been. However, in the
intervening years the people who had lived on the reserve had moved from the reserve to
another area in Roebourne and continuing exposure was no: considered to be a factor. I
think there were approximately 40 or 50 of diem. Chest X-rays showed no evidence of
asbestos associated disease.
The other information is on 12 Aboriginal people who have been reported in the
mesorhelioma register as suffering from mnesothelioma. The case histories of all those
have been investigated. with the exception of one woman. They have all had specific and
intense exposures to activities associated with the Wittenoom. contract, except for one
who was a child at the time and who lived in the Wittenoom-Port Samson are and
played in asbestos sheds and had other specific exposure. We have not received a formal
report of the survey reported last week end, so it is difficult to be definitive about the
significance of it. If 12 people were identified who required specialist assessment it
would be available through health services in the normal way through the patient assisted
travel scheme and so on.
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From the description you have given me. testing of lung function and a medical
examination is in no way an adequate screening rest for asbestos associated diseases. In
fact, no experts recommend pre-emptive screening for these diseases because the quality
of die screening tests in terms of specificity and sensitivity are so poor.
As for raking an active approach to insist people identify their own exposure and perhaps
rake a number of measures, including lifestyle modification, to minimise their future risk,
we have supported the recent visit to Roebourne by Bill Musk, who is the principal
investigator on the vitamin A prophylaxis study. Thbis is a research study and in no
measure the offering of a treatment which is demonstrated to be effective in preventing
mesotheiloma.
Ni GALLO)P: What criteria have you used to determine who will participate in that
program?
Nr PENMAN: That is one of the issues Bill Musk will consider. The main criterion is a
history of sigifficant exposure. As the study has developed he has reinxed the criteria
considerably and generally allowed fairly open enrolment. His research design has been
altered to address other research questions, such as the dose of vitamin A required to
prevent, rather than prevention per se. Clearly it is very difficult to find people who will
accept the possibility of being randornised to a non-treatment group.
It is now clear that the history of exposure is not confined to the residents of Roebourne.
It is a Nibara-wide. phenomenon; therefore, in responding to the desire of people to be
enrolled in a trial, which is a reasonable request, even though there is no proven benefit,
we must take a Pilbara-wide approach and arrange for reasonable enrolment in a number
of other centres.
Dr GALLOP: Will the Minister personally look into the matter and have it folowed up
with the Asbestos Diseases Society? That group is putting in an enormous effort to
determine whether we will have a problem that will cost the state in the future if some
proactive measures are not taken initially. A letter has been sent to him, which I imagine
he will have today.
Dr TURNBULL: Page 618 of the Program Statements has a reference to the strategic
significance of trends in the community health section. It says that with shorter lengths
of stay and earlier discharge from hospital there will be an increased need for community
based health services. When discharge of a mother and her baby is made very soon after
the birth, what sort of arrangements are being made to enable triple certificate nurses
fronm within the hospital - those with maternity qualifications - will be able to leave the
hospital and visit those people? This involves an industrial situation, because at the
moment hospitals confine nurses to working only within hospitals.
Dr BRENNAN: Everyone agrees in theory that as we decrease the length of stay, nor
only for normal confinement but also for all other episodes of illness, we need to have a
supportive domiciliary nursing service. The industrial ramifications in this state
stemming from conditions of employment and uncertainty about who is the employer
have made it very difficult to introduce anything like we might anticipate doing. I
personally support the system Dr Turnbull has outlined. I would prefer to see the
midwife who delivered the baby follow mother and child into the home. We have done
that in a few places as a pilot study, but have had trouble breakcing down the barriers that
exist between hospital employed nurses, who are largely ANF members under an award,
and community based nurses who are under a different award, and with Silver Chain
nurses superimposed on that. The example in country areas where there is large
enthusiasm for the multipurpose services concept and wheat multiskilling of nurses who
work not only in hospitals and the community but also in health promotion, aged care,
mental health, etc, is obviously the appropriate model. However, I would be foolish if I
did not admit we had a long way to go.
Dr TUJRNBULL: You must also recognise that if that were able to be negotiated, a slight
increase in the hospital staff numbers would be necessary to take into account the fact
that sonic of those nurses might be working outside the hospital at times. That is a factor
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that perhaps hospitals and nurses do not take into account when they resist this so
strongly. We are not asking the nurses who are in hospitals to take on extr work. The
hospital or someone must be able to employ the extra person to bridge the gap between
the hospital and the community.
[4. 10 pm]
Dr BRENNAN: Exactly. It is a major issue and it highlights the reason the departrnent
is interested in moving to case payment system. It is not good enough for hospitals to
shift their cost of community based services. By and large the department will structure
the case payment in such a way that it will cover the hospital and community
components. It is not good enough clinically and financially there is no incentive for
them to do it because it will bear the cost whether it cares for the patient at home or in
hospital.
Dr WATSON: On page 619 of the Program Statements there is a list of treatment
services provided by the Western Australian Alcohol and Drug Authority. I ask Mr
Larldns; whether he can provide me with a breakdown of how many were men and how
many were women and also the number of men and women under 18 years of age who
required assistance. I am anxious about the services that are provided to women who are
alcohol or substance dependent. How much money was expended last financial year and
the previous financial year on services for women who are alcohol or substance
dependent?
Mr LARKINS: It might be appropriate if I supply that answer by way of supplementary
information. I could not provide the details required other than to suggest that not only
the ADA but also non-government agencies provide assistance to women.
Dr WATSON: floes the ADA provide the funding for that?
Mr LARIKINS: Yes. It might be possible to pick up the details for that. The percentage
of women created for drug addiction will probably be higher than the number requiring
treatnent for alcohol addiction. With the development of services in the non-government
sector I suggest that services for women have improved but I will provide the relevant
details to the Minister.
Mr MINSON: I will provide the answer as supplementary infornation.
Dr GALLOP: Does the State Government have a strategy to deal with volatile substance
abuse and, if not, is a strategy being developed? What resources are currently being
applied to that area?
Mr MINSON: I notice that one Aboriginal community has changed to all diesel vehicles
and that all the petrol has been taken out of the community. Perhaps that might be very
basic, but it is a sensible move.
Mr LARKINS: The week before last there was a series of articles in The West Australian
which provided a more positive outlook on the issue of volatile substances and petrol
inhalation. A state steering committee on volatile substances has been established and it
coordinates efforts of government departments, particularly the Health Department, ADA
and the Department for Community Development. This has led to the development of
community based responses in the metropolitan area. In the reserves in the Central
Desert efforts have been made to coordinate responses with the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Commission, the Ngaanatjarra homelands group and the health services in
that region. Volatile substances is a difficult issue to deal with because it is cyclical in
nature. There are outbreaks of volatile substance abuse and then it dies down as the issue
is managed within the commuaity.
Dr WATSON: We also have that problem in the metropolitan area.
Mr LARKINS: Yes, the response has been at a community level in the metropolitan area
and some work has been done with commercial interests. For example, in idland some
good work was done with Bunnings; to get it to control the availability of substances like
toluene by taking it off its shelves.
Dr GALLOP: Has the Government developed a state strategy?
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Mr LARKINS: Yes, a coordinating group is working on developing a strategy which
essentially addresses the issue of volatile substance abuse at the local level. When an
issue is identified the people who have an interest in it - the stakeholders and die service
providers - get together and address the response that is appropriate for that area. The
police are often the first to identify an outbreak because of the fact that young people are
generally seen in the streets in a distressed state. The response has been to coordinate,
frstly, the management of that group and, secondly, the development of a program
within the local community. It may be through the school or youth groups. It is
generally by a process of education and the provision of information to parents.
Generally with volatile substances two groups can be classified - those who are chronic
users and the experimenters.
Dr GALLOP: What is the Health Department's budget for a prevention program?
Mr LARKINS: Under the old system the ADA had a specified program and it received a
budget allocation to implement it. Currently, that is still contained within the ADA.
There is an identified resource within the authority to coordinate the responses.
Dr GALLOP: How many people are involved in that?
Mr LARKINS: There is one coordinator within the authority and that person coordinates
responses across other departments and tries to maximise the efforts of regional and
health officers within a specified area.
Dr GALLOP: Are there any vacant positions?
Mr LARKINS: No, it is a one person position.
Dr GALLOP: How many people were in that area last year?
Mr LARKINS: There was a coordinator and one extra person. The program was
mainstreamn with an educational treatment component Part of the training program for
educational treatment was allocated to substance abuse, particularly volatile substances.
Dr GALLOP: Does the Government have a position on the possibility of the possession
of volatile substances being a criminal offence?
Mr MINSON: It is not one that has been espoused by the Minister. It is very difficult to
do that when one considers that the most commonly used volatile substance is petrol.
[4.20 pmJ
Dr GALLOP: The Minister for Police made an announcement on that.
Mr MINSON: I am not aware of that.
Dr GALLOP: A Law Reform Commission report relates to this issue and recommended
that a person who without valid or satisfactory reason has in his or her possession a
disabling substance has committed an offence with a penalty of $5 000, or imprisonment
for six months. This led to some controversy. Prom a health point of view, is that really
the way to go?
Mr MINSON: That is better answered by the Minister for Health. Do you want that
brought forward as a written answer?
Mr LARKINS: Prom a health perspective, that would not be supported.
Mr MINSON: The Law Reform Commission report was relating to protection not health.
Dr GALLOP: What is the perspective of that proposal from the point of view of the
Health Department?
Mr MINSON: It is impractical and not possible to police from a health point of view.
Mr LARKINS: Discussion has taken place on an officer level on that issue and has
related to the difficulty of managing glue sniffers in policing the situation. The shift has
been made to looking at a management program; namely, how to deal with intoxicated
youth, particularly the very young, and how to tde that to the current system of the
management of intoxicated people. A form of care is provided.
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Dr WATSON: You lock them up.
Mr LARKINS: The coordinating responsibility of the volatile substance group has been
useful in providing support to the police. If the police hold a person for a while, the
welfare system picks that person up. At an officer level a lot of support is provided for
die initiative to intervene with glue sniffers, but we do not agree with the attitude of
crimninalising the activty
Dr PENMAN: From the point of view of prevention, the Minister has highlighted the
fact that reducing availability is clearly effective. However, the range of substances
involved and the inconvenience to the rest of the community in scheduling every
potential volatile substance, and making them available only on prescription, is clearly
too great to make it a practical approach to adopt across the board. However, it could be
applied with some substances. The preferable approach is to address the issue of
availability in localities where particular problems exist rather than making the approach
across the board. The restriction of availability is effective in many of these cases.
Dr GALLOP: Is there any provision in the budget for sobering up centres? I realise we
are discussing recurrent expenditure, not capital, but there must be some recurrent item
involved. Is there provision for an extension of the sobering up centre program?
Mr LARKINS: Yes, there is. Currently, we have shelters at Fitzroy Crossing. Halls
Creek, Hedland, Kalgoorlie - which was recently opened - Perth and Roebourne.
Provision in this year's budget is for the development of further shelters in the
Kimberley. The focus of attention is in Derby. Kununurra and Wyndiham, and
discussions have been entered into with the Geraldton community. Also, approaches
have been made from Wiluna. Given the 12 months' lead time involved in developing
these shelters, we could expect to see these shelters included in next year's budget. The
success of the current shelters is very much dependent on the fact that they are
community based and run - namely, the community owns the shelters. Provision is made
for further shelters in the Kimberley.
Dr WATSON: As Dr Brennan is aware, I have raised questions relating to women's
health with him and the Minister. I wish that the Health Department had not brought
women's health into the mainstream, and I wish that the women's policy unit had been
retained. That said, I have been through the budget and picked out some issues which
traditionally would be addressed by the women's health unit. I shall go through a
number of these.
The top of page 613 of the Program Statements makes reference to nutrition in relation to
breast cancer and a range of health problems. Is there any intention to conduct a
campaign to promote the kind of nutrition involved to prevent breast cancer? I
understand this is a low fat and high fibre diet which will play a part in the prevention of
breast cancer. I wrote to the Minister for Health about this three months ago, and I have
yet to receive a reply.
Dr BRENNAN: The assertion that women's health has been somewhat downgraded or
disregarded as a result of a dedicated policy unit could equally be applied to aged care,
mental health and any other issues one wishes to name.
Dr WATSON: I know. It was women's health which brought me into politics, by the
way.
Dr BRENNAN: Unquestionably, the department is committed to the health of women ini
this state. I do not necessarily accept that a link exists between the presence or absence
of a policy unit and the successful implementation of a women's health program. We are
operating with the greatest possible flexibility and return for dollars spen Under Dr
Forrest's new organisation, we have a group which is a high powered and knowledgeable
policy analyst unit which applies itself to the components of our health policy. It is
certainly true that people in the department have expertise in matters relating to women's
health, as they do with areas such as aged care, mental, child and youth health.
Dr WATSON: The fear is that other priorities will be seen as more important However,
we have had this discussion before.
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Dr TURNBULL: Government is a matter of priorities.
Dr WATSON: I do not want to have this argument with Dr Brennan in this forum, but I
will continue it in other places.
Dr PENMAN: Regarding breast cancer and nutrition, although there is an association
between high fat diets, alcohol consumption, breast feeding and a lack of exercise and
breast cancer, they art weak associations. The prospect, at least in the short term, of
major changes in those areas of making a fundamental change to the increasing incidence
of breast cancer is remote when put against major lifestyle changes -

[4.30 pm]
Dr WATSON: But it is stated here that there is overwhelming evidence of poor
nutrition - and it refers to health problems.
Dr PENMAN: The important point to make is that one undertakes a nutrition program
not for any specific diseases but because nutrition is related either strongly or weakly to a
range of diseases that affect both women and men, and you need to attack that with
prudent nutrition as an initiative in its own right and not as a disease-specific initiative.
We will be producing a companion volume to the goals and targets in the balance of this
year and early next year which will specifically look at a whole range of risk reduction
initiatives. Of course, nutrition is the leading one because it is related to such a range of
diseases, but to link that to any particular disease, with the possible exception of
cardiovascular disease where it is so profoundly influenced, would lead to poor policy
and poor health.
Dr WATSON: At page 612 the fifth paragraph relates to I-V and AIDS. I seek some
clarification. I understood, from what 1 have read and heard, mostly through the Press,
informed medical people and people in the field making comment, that we should be
concerned about women contracting IUV-AIDS. I would like assurance that we will not
be lulled into a false sense of complacency because of the low infection rate.
Dr PENMAN: We are very concerned about the prospects for a broader spread of
IHV-AIDS in the community, and any broader spread generally would imply a
heterosexual spread and an increasing risk among women. The trends over the last two
years have been too inconsistent to affirm that there is ani increase in the heterosexual
spread, although there are slightly increased numbers in a couple of the previous three or
four years. We have in fact broadened our approach to HJV-AIDS education and
prevention. We have paid particular attention to the importance of travel and returning
travel as probably the most significant factor putting women at risk. That has been a
major focus of our campaigns and one of the best received and evaluated campaigns in
terms of its impact.
Dr WATSON: I understood that men returning from overseas - this is the exploitation of
women in other countries - made a very early visit to the STD) clinic. Where are they
going now?
Dr PENMAN: We still have public STD services in the metropolitan area through Royal
Perth Hospital and Fremantle Hospital, but we have broadened the entry points to STD
counselling and treatment in recognition of the fact that general practitioners were seeing
about two-thirds of STD) cases in the metropolitan area. We decided to provide an
information and referral service through the public information service at the Health
Promotions Branch, so people who are concerned about STIs and do not know where to
go, can call and be referred to a provider of their choice; and to develop contact with GPs
in the metropolitan area who are expert in the treatment of sexually transmissible
diseases.
Mr MINSON: I had a conversation with the Minister for Health regarding IRV and its
spread, because at one time I was particularly interested in the disease - enough to visit
the United Stares and meet with the director of AIDS control in that country. I know that
the Minister is very concerned about the disease, and has a considerable interest in it He
is quite pragmatic about the measures taken to prevent the disease or control its spread.
In particular, he is interested in the HIV spread rate among Aboriginal people.
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Dr PENMAN: To make a further point about travel, although we do not have good
figures for Western Australia, interviews with intending and returning travellers show
that participation in unsafe, casual sex when travelling overseas is not confined to men.
In fact, a substantial proportion of women in the target age groups have the samne risk
exposure.
Dr WATSON: Returning to mammography rests for women, apparently 67 000 women
were screened last year, and your aim this year is to screen 70 000. What is the target
population? I understand that we are well below the target.
Dr PENMAN: I think itis about 120 000, butlIcan confirmn that.
Dr WATSON: So, we are only reaching marginally over halt.
Dr BRENNAN: That is one of the major challenges we face. The take-up rate is
nowhere near as good as we would have predicted or expected, particularly in country
areas. A lot of research is being done nowto tryo identify why women do notattend.
particularly when the mobile service comes to town.
Dr TURNBULL: In country areas it might be because people cannot afford the trip to
town. The unit may not be there when people come to town - this is true! In some places
the unit stays only about five days.
Dr PENMAN: Another point is that it is only now that we have full capacity across the
state, and with the coming on stream of units in the metropolitan area, because we have
not had full capacity, it has been very difficult to engage in mass media campaigns which
will bridge the demand within the area where there is no service. Now, we have a
comprehensive service and we can be much more public and unequivocal about it.
Dr WATSON: Another issue related to women's health is birthing. You have identified
that 10 per cent of all pregnancies lead to some form of postnatal depression. Is theme any
relationship between postnatal depression and short hospitalisation following delivery?
Art people discharged from hospital too early?
Dr BRENNAN: The statistics must be available. It should be extremely easy to find.
Dr TURNBULL: I have not beard of that relationship.
Dr WATSON: It seems that if a person is thrown out with a new baby after one or two
days that person would be vulnerable.
Dr TURNBUJLL: There are other factors, such as the absence of support.
Dr WATSON: I do not see any mention of it here, but another emerging women's health
issue is osteoporosis. Do you have a plan for a campaign to prevent osteoporosis?
Dr TURNBULL: There are campaigns to dhink more milk.
Dr PENMAN: Apart from the general campaign to promote the consumption of calcium
by women and of course an increase in exercise, no - but again those are
recommendations -

Dr WATSON: This is an urgent women's health issue. I am sure if there were a
women's policy unit it would be taken up. I wish to address a number of other issues but
I should give my colleagues some time.
[4 40 pmj
Mr MINSON: in every doctor's surgery that I visit, and in every public hospital waiting
room, there is a mountain of literature on a number of matters.
Osteoporosis and breast cancer are areas of women's health which are always
prominently displayed. I think I and the public are well informed about these matters. I
am not saying there was not a need, but I question the need for a specific program to
heighten the program further.
Dr WATSON: If you prevent osteoporosis, you prevent fractures and hospitalisation.
Mr MINSON: I have no argument with you at all. I am wondering what more can be
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done. It is a bit like the HIV argument - you can talk to people until you are blue in the
face, but whether they will take any notice is another matter.
Dr PENMAN: Theme have been studies into the cost effectiveness of prevention of
osteoporosis, and perhaps I could provide some of that for t member.
Dr TUR.NBUJLL: When it comes to funding under the Medicare Agreement, where is the
allocation for doctors who work in remote areas to be supported by the medical
department? Does that funding come under the Medicare Agreement, or is it only in the
state? Page 617 of the Program Statements indicates that one of the aims of the
community health program is to make available general practitioners and a wide range of
health professional services to remote areas. Firstly, where does the funding come from;
secondly, how much funding is them for this; and thirdly, are you looking at support for
general practitioners who are in private practice rather than those who art salaried by the
Health Department, such as those in the north west, in Roebourne and Karratha?
Dr BRENNAN: The funding is not separately identified but is part of the normal
appropriation, so it is part of the overall health funding which comes roughly one-third
from the Medicare Agreement and two-thirds from the state's own general purpose
money. We do not have a line by line budgeting system, nor do we tell our managers that
a certain amount is for paying doctors. It is at their discretion. As you may know, one of
my favourite subjects - about which I attempted unsuccessfully to persuade the
Commonwealth Grants Commission last year - is that for the last year for which we have
figures available, and there will be more, Western Australia was penalised to the extent
of $80m between what it would have received if we had a pro rata share of the medical
side of Medicare and the funds that came to the state. To the extent that that is an index
of our state subsidy of medical payments, one would think we were paying about $80m
more than we need to if we had private practitioners all over the state. That is not quite
true, but it is a good ballpark figure. I have had discussions with Dr Brian Williams of
the WA Centre for Remote and Rural Medicine. In our recent trip to the north west, the
Minister and I had discussions with representatives of a number of shires where, even
though there was a tradition of community practice, it is no longer obvious that that is the
case. The best example is Carnarvon. which is a thriving community of 10 000 people. I
cannot believe it could not attract a successful private practitioner Likewise, the married
couple in Onslow who have a job share salaried practice are about to go into private
practice. Brian Williams has been going specifically to those communities, working with
some of the salaried doctors and discussing with them the viability of their going into
private practice.
Dr TUJRNBULL: I am looking at it both ways; at the fact that in same cases thereare
full salaried doctors, whereas you say that a person could not make a reasonable living in
private practice, and also at those small country towns south of the 26th parallel, which
have doctors who arm most likely approaching retirement, where if there were a chance of
a guarantee of more financial support you might attract a younger doctor or keep a doctor
when the older one leaves.
Dr BRENNAN: Certainly that is one of the options. Most of the rural communities are
viable for solo practitioners. I know a number of shires are considering what is called a
guaranteed minimum income arrangement.
Dr TURNBULL: Why does it have to be the shires when the state has a fairly large
budgetary component related to salaried medical officers outside the metropolitan area
and outside the secondary hospitals?
Dr BRENNAN: The shires have volunteered to guarantee the income without any
pressure from me. I have never felt inclined to say, "Don't worry. We will pay for it."
Alternatively, where they have approached us, saying they were worried about attracting
a doctor and askcing if there was a way, we have said yes. I do not think it has come to
that once in my three and a half years. The only place where I am await discussions
have been held is Cunderdin, and you know the story there.
Dr TURtNBULL: What about the possibility of the insurance liability for doctors with
obstetric practices in rural areas?
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Dr BRENNAN: Through the grants program last year we offered a $50 000 subsidy
which went to 30-odd different rural practitioners who availed themselves of that
program. A very small group of practitioners tend to sustain the case that if it were not
for some subsidy they would cease to do obstetrics. With people who were doing three to
eight deliveries a year, where they would be struggling to break even, we attempted to
meet them part way with a subsidy, and we intend to do the same this year.
Mr D.L. SM: I note on page 622 of the Program Statements, before the reference to
current issues, that the avenage occupied bed day cost in non-teaching hospitals increased
by 2 per cent, from $413 to $421. whereas the average cost at teaching hospitals
increased by 5 per cent, from $723 to $758, during the same period. Why are the costs at
teaching hospitals increasing at the rate of 5 per cent as against 2 per cent at non-teaching
hospitals? Are any teaching hospital beds occupied by patients who could be
accommodated at non-teaching hospitals?
Dr BRENNAN: The member is quite correct, in that there is considerable scope for us to
look at the appropriate care, which would involve not just teaching hospitals or
metropolitan non-teaching hospitals but, of course, in his own case regional centres,
where there is considerable scope.
As the member will be aware, the problem in the past has been that the funding model
does not make it very easy to dig the money out of a teaching hospital. There was a very
practical example in the member's own electorate, where an ear, nose and throat surgeon
was seeking to relocate to Bunbuiy. There was no way we could go around the teaching
hospitals and just dig the money out. Under our changed funding mechanisms we can
accomplish that not only very easily, but also automatically, so that where the patient is
treated is where the money will go. The differential cost -

Mr DiL. SMIT: The differential cost does not worry me; it is the differential cost
increase.
[4.50 pm]
Dr BRENNAN: I accept the absolute increase is not so bad, but the relative increase is a
real problem. I do not have the information with me, but with our clinical costing system
we should be able to tell you whether that was for salaries, goods and services, or
whatever. A good place to start looking may be that as length of stay has come down, the
avenage cost has increased because most of the costs are at the front end of the admission.
There has also been a differential decline in length of stay between teaching and non-
teaching hospitals. We should be able to answer that in supplementary information.
Mr D.L. SMITH: I refer to page 612. Gonorrhoea notifications in the Kcimberley have
increased from 274 in 1991 to 434 in 1993. The total number of notifications in the
metr-opolitan area was only 73. What is being done about that, and how much is being
spent to reduce the level of infection as distinct from increasing the level of education?
Dr PENMAN: A number of issues are involved in trying to control STDs. One problem
is that notifications are often a misleading guide to the level of control. Aggressive case
finding may lead to a temporary increase in notification. We need better measures of the
effectiveness of services than simply notifications. We also need a greater number of
categorically programmed staff where these diseases are occurring. As part of the
dividend from the closure of the Murray Street clinic we will this year establish a number
of communicable disease control teams with special expertise in STDs, associated with
public health units throughout the remote areas of the state, including the Kimberley, the
Pilbara, the Gascoyne and the goldfields.
Mr D.L SMITH: Is anything specifically being done in the Kimberley to deal with the
epidemic as distinct from trying to prevent infection?
Dr PENMAN: The way to deal with the epidemic is to prevent the spread of infection
from identified cases to other persons. One does that by proper identification of cases,
the identification and chasing of contacts and their treatment. It is the capacity to do that
reliably and across all districts -
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Mr DiL. SMITH: How much additional money are we spending in the Kimberley to do
that?
Dr PENMAN: We are spending an additional $750000D to my knowledge from the
Murray Street clinic sources, plus we arm spending an amount-
Mr D.L SMI: AUl in the Kimberley?
Dr PENMAN: No. I do not know the figure for the Kimberley.
Mr D.L. SMITH: Will you get that figure for me? We have an increasing level of
community awareness and demand for routine screening for problems with carrying
mothers and foetuses. Is that additional demand leading to an increase in the level of
terminations? If so, can we quantify the increased level of terminations arising from
screening for all those reasons - genetic, Down syndrome, HIV, etc?
Dr PENMAN: The primary purpose of genetic screening and counselling is to allow
women to make an informed choice when they first consider becoming pregnant. That
potentially may lead to a decreased number of terminations. The opportunity also exists
for informed choice about a termination once they become pregnant
Mr D.L. SMITH: Is there any evidence it is leading to an increased level of
terminations?
Dr PENMAN: We have no evidence to hand that that is happening. I must admit the
plausibility of that as a possibility.
Dr TURNBULL: I refer to continuing care on page 629. I am surprised at the amount
said to be spent by Home and Community Care on services per person. I presume the
figure of $1 187 is the amount per year. Knowing the sorts of services HACC provides I
am surprised it is so low. Is that because HACC services are not distributed over all
areas? I would not like to see a diminution of HACC services in areas which already
have them because the service is so good and it reduces the demand on hospitals and
other institutions.
Dr BRENNAN: We are debating whether that figure is per person or per person year.
You have obviously interpreted it as per person year. Some HACC services are very
short term; for example, someone who comes home from hospital may need help for two
or three days to get back on their feet.
Dr TURENBULL Even taking that into account, we are talking about long term services
here. The notes state that the cost per person with long term disability living in the
community and serviced by HACC remains stable at $1 196 in 1992-93 compared to
$1 187 in 1991-92. That is only $3 or $4 a day. It is the most efficient service I have
ever heard of!
Dr BRENNAN: You can say a lot of things about HACC, but very few people call it
efficient!
Dr TUJRNBULL: I presume it is because the same level of HLACC services are not
available in all area.
Dr BRENNAN: The figure only makes sense if it is per week. As a rutle of thumb, it
Costs $40000 to $50000 a year for institutional care for a person with a long term
disability. I cannot believe we can do it at home for $5 000 a year. It cannot be right.

Dr TURNBULL: Will you give us the right figures?
Mr MINSON: I will provide the details as supplementary information.
Dr BRENNAN: I am sure the figures are right; it is a question of "per what".
Dr TURNBULL: Do you think it is $1 187 per week?
Dr BRENNAN: That would fall roughly into line. It is generally true that it costs
$50 000 a year to keep a person in an institution. It is more expensive to maintain a
person at home.
Dr TURNBULL: That is $1 000 a week.
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Dr BRENNAN: flat is right.
Dr TURNBULL: A cost of $1 187 per week does not make it efficient My suspicion is
that the figure is correct but HACC services art not at equal levels.
Mr MINSON: We can clear that up. We have found same rather interesting statistics in
Disability Services. Leaving social and other considerations aside, it is more expensive
to keep someone at home than in an efficient institution. Do not get excited! We axe not
about to go back to institutions, because many other factors must be considered. It is
interesting that that statistic has come to light. We will have it cleared up for the
member.
[5.00 pm]
Dr TURNBULL: What percentage of the community still does not have the full range of
home and community care services? Quite a few country areas do not have it.
Dr BRENNAN: In general the problem with the HACC program, since its inception, has
been that it is funded project by project. That creates wild anomalies; for example,
Wagin might receive $300 000 while Katairning gets nothing. No notion of equity exists
across the state. We would have to ask each community for that information.
Dr TURNBULL: How will you address that under the new system? Will the
Commonwealth insist the funding be directed project by project?
Dr BRENNAN: Unfortunately the heads of government meeting did nothing other than
note the MACC report last Friday.
Dr TURNBULL: When the nursing home funding is made under a Federal Government
agreement and a certain number of beds per head of population are for people over the
age of 70, will there be any scope for implementing the multipurpose health service
purpose-built nursing homes mentioned in the first point at page 631? When purpose-
built nursing homes such as the 30-bed establishment in Manjimup. or all the nursing
home beds in Bunbury. are in operation, from where will the allocations come for places
like Boyup Brook and Collie?

Dr BRENNAN: It is a problem, and one our Minister will be familiar with, where
Geraldton, according to the Commonwealth, is oversupplied. It has made it
exceptionally difficult for the surrounding communities such as Dongara. Northampton
and Kalbarri to receive their share, even under the multipurpose service program. It has
fallen on the state to identify places it can add to the multipurpose service model. Until
now, it has not been a major problem because the number of MPSs are small. It has been
pretty easy to cash out their entitlement. The member is right - when our six MPSs
number 60, theoretically it will be a very tight juggling exercise to meet the requirements
of every small country town if larger communities are over-bedded. It will not add up at
the end of day. We presently have sufficient flexibility to be able to make it add up.
Dr TURNBULL: I saw slight mention of the 19 beds in the permanent care unit at Collie
being regarded as nursing home beds. What are you going to do with them?
Dr BRENNAN: The 19 beds at Collie are state funded nursing home beds. We do not
need to do anything about them. We would have a problem only if we transferred them
to the community.
Dr TURNBULL: Will it be the policy that state nursing home beds in areas other than
Mt Henry and Sunset will continue?
Dr BRENNAN: We would prefer quite clearly for the Commonwealth to set its
jurisdiction and responsibilities to meet those costs. As each year goes on from 1986 the
situation gets worse because the contribution is frozen in 1986 dollars, which even then
nowhere met the true cost. Ultimately pressure will be brought to enter into an
arrangement with the Commonwealth so that those needs can be met.
Dr TURNBULL: Will the metropolitan hospitals receive the same treatment?
Dr BRENNAN: The current arrangement does not involve the country hospital nursing
type beds.
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Dr GALLOP: It is my understanding from reading the age policy document that the
Health Department pians to spend money on the non-government sector to ensure that a
range of facilities will be available there to deal with the people who are currendly
accommodated in Mt Henry and Sunset. In other words the State Government is not
absolving itself from responsibility in this area. I certainly read that in the age policy
document.
Dr BRENNAN: That applies only until we get out of the business. T1he Victorian
Government said that it was out of it as from, say, 1 July. This state intends to supervise
the transfer and that allocation. Once that process is complete, we will have frail aged
care, by and large, in the metropolitan area, in the non-government sector and all funded
under CAMSAM out of Canberra.
Dr GALLOP: It does not say that in the aged came policy document I have referred to in
the debate about Mt Henry Hospital. When I said that the intention of the Government is
to privatise all nursing home beds in the metropolitan area and the consequence of that
will be a range of needs will not be met in the non-government sector, the Minister said
that I had it wrong. He said that he intended to spend some of the money from Mt Henry
and Sunset hospitals to purchase services from the private sector so that people with a
very great degree of disability, who may be in a subacute condition and who are currently
being dealt with at Mt Henry, can be catered for in the non-government sector.
Dr BRENNAN: If there is, as there may well be, a sudden expansion in the numbers, we
will deal with the non-government providers who provide them with the same level of
funding as if they were being funded CAMSAM by the Commonwealth. That is not an
inderfiit anrngement You are correct about the assertion that there are more patients
with complex problems at Mt Henry than at Sunset. If necessary we will pay a premium
to a non-government operator to manage a particular patient, whether it means one-off
assistance with special hoists or whatever. We would also pay a premium to look after a
patient who needed heavy nursing care.
Dr GALLOP: I find it fairly ironic that we in Western Australia are privatising the beds
at the very point at which the non-government sector is, I think, engaging in an
increasingly active campaign vis a vis the Federal Government on the adequacy of the
aged care assessment and the funding for each category of person. I cannot see anything
in the Budget which indicates we will spend money on the non-government sector to
guarantee that the rights of everyone are best looked after before entering on the path of
privatisation.
Dr BRENNAN: At the moment at Sunset, for example, we pay roughly twice the going
rate. Even if we could magically flick it overnight, we could still have a significant
capacity to enhance that funding from the existing budget.
(5.10 pull
Dr GALLOP: I cannot understand why the people who are currently at Mt Henry
Hospital and who wish to stay there cannot be told they can stay there. The reason I
cannot understand it is that the policy of the Government and the Health Department is
that Mt Henry Hospital stays there, most of the specialist units which operate there
remain there and some nursing home beds will remain because not every need can be met
in the non-government sector. In his statement the Minister said that some people will
still be cared for at that hospital. That being the case, I cannot understand why all the
people there cannot be told they have a right to stay where they have been, in sonic cases
for a long time. It was their families' and their understanding that it would be their last
place of residence. By not giving that commitment the Government is putting stress on
and causing unhappiness to many families. The Government's failure to do that is bad
policy in terms of the interest of those people.
Mr MJNSON: A comment on that should come frm the Minister. I am not prepared to
do that now. It is unfair moask a public servant to comment on policy matters.
The CHAIRMAN: It is certainly a matter for the Minister and if the Minister
representing him is not prepared to step in on his behalf we will move on.
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Mr MINSON: I would feel uncomfortable answering it for him. I will ask the Minister
to write to the member.
Dr GALLOP: I have written letters and asked questions about it. I Stress the point that I
usually do not get a letter from the Minister, but a memo from the Health Department.
Dr TURNBULL: I refer to aged care assessment teams and ask whether theme is a
duplication of state and Commonwealth services. On page 629 of the Program
Statements reference is made to the fact that the Commonwealth requires all new
applicants for admission to State Government nursing homes to be assessed for
admission in order to qualify for payment of the Commonwealth bed subsidy. Does a
Commonwealth person follow this up? In cases where the aged care assessment team
assesses a person entering a frail aged or nursing home institution which is fully funded
by the Commonwealth is the State Government properly reimbursed?
Dr BRENNAN: I think they are funded under the home and community care program,
which is a joint Commonwealth-State program.
Mr SOLOMON: The money allocated to the ACAT program is in addition to that for the
HACC program. It is a special type of program and the funding this year will be in the
order of $4m. It is 100 per cent funded by the Commonwealth.
Dr WATSON: There is tremendous concern within the community about the perceived
and actual consequence of the purchaser-provider model for individuals. Many people
with chronic disabilities, and a number of my colleagues, have approached me recently
about the consequences of a decision to charge people for incontinence aids and
appliances. To date people who have been outpatients at public hospitals have been able
to get those goods and equipment free of charge. The Commonwealth incontinence
advisory committee will provide each person with up to $450 per year for these goods. It
could be argued that the State Government has shifted its obligation to provide these
appliances to the Commonwealth, u p to the limit of $450, and then back to the individual,
who will be required to pay up to $300 a year for any equipment he or she might need
from public hospitals. I understand that, in addition to that $300, people with
wheelchairs will have to pay a wheelchair maintenance fee. Some people have told me
that they estimate they will be paying additional charges of between $1 200 and $1 800 a
year for necessary aids and equipment. Another concern is that them is no consistency
between agencies and hospitals, and people in the country have to pay freight on packets
of incontinence pads. There are inequities and inconsistencies arising out of the changes
to tis model of health care provisions.
Mr MINSON: This issue surfaced about six or eight weeks ago and I took the matter up
with the Premier. He requested me, through the Disability Services Commission, to
conduct a thorough across-agency review on a range of things to do with those aids. It
will include cost, the effect on families and individuals and what items should be charged
for.
Dr WATSON: Is there some move for a select committee?
Mr MINSON: No. The review is under way. I am not sure how long it will take, but I
hope it is not long. Many of the questions the member raised will be addressed by that
reniew.
Dr WATSON: I am anxious to know whether the executives of the Health Department
are aware of the impact of those decisions on individuals.
Dr BRENNAN: They get blamed for a lot of things. The provision of aids and
appliances has hardy anything to do with the purchaser-provider program.
Dr WATSON: It has been changed.
Dr BRENNAN: The review the member is reading was initiated 18 months ago before
planning for the purchaser-provider program was commenced. I recollect that the
member said it was a document from Royal Perth Hospital.
Dr WATSON: It was a letter from the Minister.
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Dr BRENNAN: As far as I know, the Health Department has not released any proposals.
The member alluded to the fact that hospitals have been doing different things. It is
something I am anxious to overcome, because I initiated the review in the first place. I
understand it has been caught up in a broader review which the Minister will undertake.
[5.20 pm]
Dr TURNBULL: Page 633 of the Program Statements refers to initiatives for mental
health services in rural areas and the retention and recruitment of suitable staff. This has
always been an enormous problem. How are these staff being recruited and retained? Is
it through increased salaries, and does the budget take this into account? Sometimes the
salary offered has not been sufficient to attract the required staff.
Dr BRENNAN: About two years ago we put an additional $2m in our rural mental
health services budget in our first attempt to address this problem. However, it was not a
great success. Although we had the money, we could not recruit or retain staff,
particularly mental health nurses. The ones working in these remote areas were under
great pressure as they were often solo practitioners. T'he turnover of staff in the north
west was horrendous, and nobody would apply for positions. This is not necessarily a
matter of money.
The Program Statements over a number of years would indicate that we have directed
large sums of money to this area, but it has been underpent due to the inability to recruit
health professionals in this area. We must regard the people resources in country areas as
scarce resources; these people must work with the existing community nurses and health
professionals on the ground. Expecting the mental health nurses to operate solo in
remote areas and to conduct clinics solo in the field is unreasonable. Looking back now,
I could kick myself for thinking that it could ever work. Enormous stresses were placed
on the staff. We are changing the model now.
Dr TURNBULL: The change in direction is a good one. Does the budget allocation
involve payment of people who conduct the training and integration?
Dr BRENNAN: Yes.
Dr TURNBULL: How many PIEs are directed to that area?
Dr BRENNAN: An additional $1.6m is directed to rural mental health services this year.
Also, a significant underspending occurred last year. Again, it is not just a question of
available money, but also available personnel. We now have the capacity to pay them
under workplace agreements, as we could not pay over-award wages in the past.
However, the Australian Nurses Federation will raise a number of issues in that regard, I
am sure, when we pursue that aspect The feedback received from country areas is that
this is not a matter of money, but of support from other professionals and dealing with
difficult clients without the support of psychiatrists. It is not just a matter of how much
these people amt paid.
Mr DiL. SMITH: it is part of the answer.
Dr TURNBULL: I recognise that position, Dr Brennan, and I agree with the new
direction you are taking. It will lead to mare places in institutions where patients who
cannot be managed under the current system with local general practitioners and
community nurses, with the help of mental health nurses must be provided with beds.
How many FrEs do you hope to employ in that system for recruiting and retention of
suitable staff? I refer to the staff who will be liaising with the local community.
Dr BRENNAN: It was not developed with a target in mind.
Dr TURNBULL: As some patients will not be able to be managed at home and must be
managed in an institutional situation, and as I know you an developing some beds in
regional hospitals, are specific mental health beds provided for adolescents? How many
such beds ame there, and where will they be located, particularly for adolescents in
country areas?
Dr BRENNAN: I must take that question on notice.
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Dr GALLOP: Following up on the child and adolescent psychiatric services issue, I have
been interested in the yet to be concluded debate about the Hillview Child and
Adolescent Clinic service. Is die Minister aware of the location and architecture of the
secure unit set up in Bentley Hospital to deal with severely disturbed youth and
adolescents which was originally mooted as a replacement for Hiliview? Is he awnr that
the ward is located directly adjacent to Leach Highway? This ward will contain two lots
of adolescents: Those who are severely disturbed and chose who require to be in a secure
ward. I recently visited this ward and the basketball court provided for recreational
purposes is literally underneath Leach Highway. That road links IKewdale-Welshpool
with Fremantle and carries an enormous volume of traffic - the din is incredible.
The nursing staff raise concerns about the architecture of the building. There is easy
access between the secure and non-secure parts of the ward, although the local mental
health authority has taken steps to overcome the problem. Is the inister aware of this,
and is he concerned about it?
Why is the Government so keen to close down the Hiliview Child and Adolescent
Service in East Victoria Park? We are now talking to the Health Deparment about
alternatives, but none of the alternatives is as good as the one in existence. It is in idyllic
surroundings, as was noted in die Burdekin report, and has a close relationship with the
local schools, which is viral. Kent Street Senior High School has a tremendous
relationship with Hillview, and that cannot be reproduced without a huge amount of
effort over a long time. It seems to be a silly move to close such a facility. Is the
Government satisfied with the architecture and location of ward 5 at Bentley Hospital,
and why is the Government hell-bent on closing Hillview?
Mr MINSON: I wondered when that matter would be raised by the member for Victoria
Park! I have not visited the ward 5 site to which the member referred; therefore, I cannot
comment. I have said on a number of occasions in the House, as the Minister
representing the Minister for Health, that the objective was to provide maximum service
to the maximum number of people at a similar quality for the same cost. Although
Hillview is a very good service, it is also very expensive.
Dr GALLODP: The way the Government is going, it will be providing a lesser service at
greater cost.
Mr MINSON: I will not enter into that argument. The Commissioner for Health may
like to comnment.
[5.30 pmj
Dr BRENNAN: In his absence, I indicate that the Minister for Health is aware of the
situation. The matter was raised this morning with him when a deputation from the
Psychiatric Nurses Association raised the matter of the location and arhitecture of the
ward.
1Tey conceded that an earlier meeting did lead to significant modifications of the
design - the relationship with the acute and non-acute area, and access to courtyards, and
so on. As a result of this morning's deputation the Minister has asked me to see if there
are further issues raised by the nurses that can be accommodated within a reasonable cost
constraint. If chat is the case, we will.
As to the future of Hillview, a recent meeting again with all parties - Mrends, staff, unions
and management - has led to some rapprochement of their positions. As a result, they
have agreed to sit dowvn again and look at possible solutions that will meet the concerns
of all panics. I think, therefore, for me to go over yet again what the Minister has given
on several occasions publicly as the reasons he made the decision in the first place, may
be merely inflammatory. However, I am delighted that they will look at it again. On chat
basis the Minister has undertaken that he will mneet with the Friends of CAPS with an
open mind.
Dr GALLOP: To continue on the mental health theme, I asked question on notice 792
regarding whether a benchmark was used for funding for acute mental health services in
the adult area. On 16 August I received the following reply -
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No. However, a fuinding formula based on the average estimated annual bed cost
was used on deciding what additional funding should be provided to operate the
two purpose built psychiatric units currently being developed at Fremantle and
Bentley Hospitals. An additional $Il.5m has been allocated to die project

How was the formula developed? In what sense is it an additional $l.5m for Bentley and
Fremianule Hospitals? The units are almost finished, and staff will move in later this year,
but you say thaz an additional $l.5m has been allocated to meet the running costs of the
two new purpose built units.
Dr BRENNAN: Keith Wilson originally approved the project for the closure of
Heathcote and the creation of the units at Fremantle and Bentley on the basis that it was
cost neutral to government.
Dr GALLOP: He was advised that it could be, to put it another way.
Dr BRENNAN: It was meant to be cost neutral. Whether the people who advised him
that was the case ever believed it is a matter for historical conjecture. Nevertheless it
went ahead on that basis. I found myself in a difficult position with figures like $3m or
$4m being liberally thrown around at the beginning of the last financial year. We set up
a working party to look at the cost of commissioning the two units. We had very
different answers from Bentley and Fremantle regarding what they required to open the
new units.
As to a benchmar, mental health is an area that does not lend itself readily to case
payment or other traditional ways of funding the service because to create incentives to
get people back into the community quicker is not appropriate when dealing with acute
psychiatric illness. The difference between the Fremantle bid and the Bentley bid was
significant to the tune of about $26 000 per bed per year, which created a problem,
because when multiplying that through it is a lot of money. After several abortive
attempts at arbitration we agreed, by examining national benchmarks for the cost of
psychiatric institutions, to look at a figure of $100 000 per bed per year in the first
instance, but to give Fremantle Hospital what it had asked for on the basis that it would
work with us during the first year to identify, in the light of its operational experience,
whether the original claim was appropriate. So Fremantle will be paid more than Bentley
in the first year, in return for a guarantee that when it becomes operational we will jointly
review its operational costs.
Dr GALLOP: Will a case mix be applied in mental health?
Dr BRENNAN: Many people all over the world are looking for models to see whether
that can be applied. No-one, as yet, has come up with a satisfactory approach. The
traditional approaches are either to do what has been done here - that is, to apply it on an
institutional focus to a bed day - or perhaps more constructively, to look at a capitation
method so that we can say that for a person suffering from chronic stable schizophrenia
we will pay X thousand dollars a year for total care during that period. On an episode of
care, it is extremely difficult to see how that would be done.
Dr GALLOP: Has planning for implementation of the service in the south metropolitan
region been completed?
Dr BRENNAN: On the institutional side, yet. On the community mental health side, no.
The aspirations of people in dhe south are still to further enhance community services,
which we readily acknowledged were inferior. I think a significant amount of money
under the national mental health program is going to community based services. I think
it is over $1I.
Mr CAMPOS: It is $l.7m in the Conmnonwealth Budget.
Dr GALLOP I think Commonwealth money is going to child health services as well.
Dr BRENNAN: And from the disability services agreement which is being reallocated.
Dr TURNBULL At page 630 of the Program Statements reference is made to a state
plan for palliative care services. Is it envisaged that palliative care services will be based
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within hospitals or is it envisaged that the service will be supported by not-for-profit
organisations? I can assure you, as I have been involved in trying to set up palliative care,
within a hospital, die conistrints seem to add to die costs astronomically. Is the plan to
use state instrumentalities or is it to assist die not-for-profit organisations? If it is the
second, what amount of money will be allocated for that program?
Dr BRENNAN: We will look at all models. In recent times it has become fashionable to
insist that people with cancer die in their own borne with their own family - which I
personally believe in - but for some families it does not suit. For some it is not possible
and it causes even greater strain an the family at a time of great strain. We are not
committed to any one model.
As to the relationship with the non-government sector, this state has a long tradition of
having the non-government sector being involved in palliative cant. We do not wish to
undo that. We have extensive contracts with die Hospice Care Association and Silver
Chain, which we hope to expand. We would not set up in opposition to diem, but with
the reservation that we would not want to return to die other extreme and merely regard
palliative care as a hospital-based activity, and just fund palliative care beds all over the
place. I get annoyed when people talk about palliative came units or beds, because it is
really a service. The key point is for the family to have the confidence that if the person
they are caring for at home suddenly deteriorates, either in the middle of the night or on
Sunday morning, they will not have a four hour wait in casualty before they receive
attention. The importance of the institutional bed is to guarantee that people will have
that fail-back.
(5.40 pm]
Dr TURNBULL: How do you obtain a breakdown of the allocation?
Dr BRENNAN: Funds are coming in for palliative care by direction under the previous
Medicare agreement. There is a cash funded program, which is a carry over from the last
Medicare agreement. Under the current arrangements there is Mnother palliative care
identified program. We are also putting much of our own funds into the.development of
all palliative care.
Dr FORREST: For palliative care the funds appropriated are $2.937m, and $1.169m for
Medicare palliative care.
Mr D.L.SMITH: I hate to raise apoint on petty cash, butunderstandtat country
hospitals generally have a 2 per cent reduction in their allocation this year. Is that an
actual 2 per cent after inflation?
Mr SOLOMON: It is after inflation.
Dr FORREST: It is 2 per cent in real terms.
Mir D.L. SMITH: Will that result in additional reductions in theatre time at Bunbury
Hospital?
Dr BRENNAN: I hope not. It has clearly been portrayed to our managers as a
productivity target, and it would not go down well if any of the managers were proposing
to cut services by 2 Per Cent. We think there is signficant scope to obtain that increase of
2 per cent productivity. In recent year, even in the face of significant budget cuts, every
year they have increased productivity. I believe they can do it again, and that is the target
we have set them.
Mr D.L SMrITH: Is the inability to find a replacement for the forensic pathologist in
Bunbuzy resulting in a net saving or additional costs? If it is a saving, is that going to the
hospital or the ministry? I will take the answer on notice. What is the budget for the
current year for executive support and zeseazvh for the new district committee? Is that
being borne by the ministry or is it coming out of the hospital budget?
Dr BRENNAN: This is the establishment of the new board?
Mr D.L. SMITH: It is the establishment, servicing, executive support and research for
members.
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Dr BRENNAN: They would be pant of the normal operating budget of the health service.
Mr DiL. SMITH: Would it be a cost to the minisr?
Dr BRENNAN: It would be a cost to the Bunbury health service.
Mr DiL. SMITH: What do you expect those costs to be?
Dr BRENNAN: Minimal really. The members do not get paid, the executive already
exists and most of their meetings occur out of hours.
Mr D.L. SMITH: The same would go for research and so on?
Dr BRENNAN: In termis of the new hospital that is part of our capital works program
and this would be contained in the cost of the new hospital.
Mr D.L SMITH: I understood that the new committee was to be involved in helping to
design the new services for the hospital and its methodology and delivery. I would have
thought there needed to be a reasonable amount of money for executive support for that.
Dr BRENNAN: All the activities relating to the new Bunbury health campus are a
legitimate call on the health capital works program and will not come out of the operating
budget of the Bunbury hospital.
Mr SOLOMON: Estimates would have included that notion of need for research for
projects and planning committees.
Mr D.L. SMITH: What are the anticipated costs of the new health committee and the
anticipated costs for this year of any research on the new hospital which may be required
by that committee? I will take the answer by way of supplementary information.
Mr SOLOMON4: It would be very difficult to establish because the committee has not
yet been formed.
Mr DiL. SMITH: It has been formed, it has not yet met.
Mr SOLOMON: It has not met to discuss its plans and how it will go about the task, so it
will be very difficult to estimate. Every project of that size has a project control group
which selects the projects for research and the elements it wishes to seek out, and that is a
legitimate expense against the budget and usually a percentage of total fee. We could
give you a normal value.
Mr DL SMITH: What is far from clear is whether the hospital project will be controlled
by that committee or a project group of the ministry.
Dr BRENNAN: The project control group is entirely separate from the board. There
may be some members in common but it is a statutory requirement.
Mr D.L SMITH: Some of the references the Minister has made about the involvement
of the board have been misleading. I do not want to delay this any further, but I did ask a
question in Parliament about staffing levels and categories in a number of south west
hospitals over a period, and the answer was that it would take far too much research and
time to wani an answer. Does that not indicate the inadequacy of monitoring by the
hospitals and the Health Department and of the technology available to them; and, if so,
will those inadequacies be addressed?
Dr BRENNAN: I will take on board that question and see if there is a supplementary to
give.
Dr GALLOP: You will be aware that Grace Vaughan House is used by many community
groups as a training centre, There arm seminar rooms there and one lecture theatre. There
has been a long treation in this state of smaller groups being able to gain access to them.
is it touthat the Health Department intends to convert Grace Vaughan Rouse into office
space for the Health Department and deny access by those groups to those training
rooms? Also, are there any moves at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital to censure medical
staff with the threat of dismissal; if not, could the Minister indicate whether he would
accept the possibility that senior medical staff could be threatened in such a way for
speaking out on issues?
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Mr MINSON: I am not await of any move to dismantle, or whatever die appropriate
word is, Grace Vaughan House. There may be something in the pipeline of which I amn
not await.
Dr GALLOP, Perhaps the Health Department might be able to answer the question.
Dr BRENNAN: There is no plan to convert the theatre and lecture room at Grace
Vaughan Hlouse away from its current purpose.
Dr GALLOP: What about the seminar rooms?
Dr BRENNAN: As I understand it the community groups use die big conference room,
and what we will do is block off around the back and create separate offices for a large
number of people.
Dr GALLOP: Some of those smaller rooms there which take 30 to 50 people are used by
many groups for such things as training sessions.
Dr BRENNAN: The only part of the p lan that has happened at the moment is that,
because we need somewhere for public health to come together, Grace Vaughan House
has been selected as part of that study. The only thing discussed at the moment is the
need to maintain those theatres and conference mooms for acss by the public. That is as
far as any plans or discussions have gone.
Dr GALLOP: Can the Minister give an undertaking that they will still be open for use by
community groups?
Mr MINSON: It is not really within my power to give a commitment. I do not mind
saying that I will be very disappointed if they are not. I say that as another Minister.
Perhaps I could clarify that by supplementary in written form.
Dr GALLOP: I understand that there are a number of training mooms as well as the
lecture theatre, and concern has been expressed to me that access will be denied to those
facilities currently used by a range of community groups.
Mr MINSON: I am certainly not aware of it and, if you like, I will get written
confirmation of what the situation is.
Dr GALL.OP: As part of the supplementary could you indicate in your answer what
range of groups amt currently using the facility?
Mr MINSON: Yes. With respect to senior medical staff at Sir Charles Gairdner
Hospital. I am not awart of any attempt to censure such people. 'te commissioner
might like to comment as it is an operational matter. I am not aware of any such move.
[5.50 pin]
Dr BRENNAN: I would have to talk to the chief executive officer. I amt aware there has
been some dissension among senior medical staff. I am not aware of any threats of
dismissal.

Dr GALLOP: Does the Health Department have a policy on the rights of employees to
speak out on health issues?
Dr BRENNAN: There is a government policy.
Dr GALLOP- I know. The Health Department is a little different because a range of
individuals are employed on a different basis.
Mr SHAVE: 'Me Government changed 18 months ago. We are not like the last lot!
Dr GALLOP: Are you saying you are quite happy to be a fascist?
Mr M]NSON: I find it difficult to answer the question because I know of no such move.
7Tere is a general policy in the Public Service. Any organisation has rules and
regulations and if people do not want to operate under them they can go somewhere else.
Dr GALLOP: Surely senior medical staff in hospitals are in a different position because
of their employment basis?
Mr MINSON: I am not sure of their employment basis.
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DrYTURNBULL. Irfer to tedenalservice andnotewith pleasure thatzthe level of
the country paients' dental subsidy is to be lifted. The school dental service is provided
to all children up to year 11. What is the time factor between inspections? In a few
cases, particularly in primary schools, it has been noticed that by the time the school
dentiscomes arnd -in thscaseit isa theyear ciruit -therehas been quitean effect
on the children's teeth. What is the avenage time interval?
Dr BRENNAN: Other tha being anecdotal about my children, I will have to take that
on nouice.
Mr MINSON: The program has been so successful since its inception that we found that
the riial time between inspections of six months was ridiculous and it was extended to
12 mots. I did some relief work for the service in 1986 and the interval had stretched
to 15 monchs, and 18 months was being considered. I do not know what the average is,
but we can find out. I would not be comfortable with an interval of three years. If that is
happening, we should look at cutting it back. Ihe fixed clinics are somewhat different,
but the northern wheatbelt van has quite a small circuit. Some of the vans do quite a lot
of work. I would not be happy if one was getting around every three years.
Dr TURNBULL: Were the year 11 children fitted in by extending the ine between
examinations?
Mr MINSON: To a certain extent that was true. We found when we went back every 12
months we picked up nothing; there was no change in the children's teeth. The interval
was extended and as a result we could see more children. The aim was to mreat all year
12 children by the end of the first term in governnt
Dr TURNBULL: The cost effectiveness of the school service is interesting. The average
number of teeth decayed, missing or filled has been reduced from 3.3 to 1.2. That is a
commendable figure. What was the cost of achieving that reduction?
Mr MINSON: I do not know whether we can give you that figure. It was never
envisaged as purely an economic exercise. Therapists spent a lot of ine training the
children and that was one of the aspects on which one could not put a value. It is
expensive per intervention, but on an overall treatment basis it is pretty good.
Dr GALLOP: What is the amount of state funding for the patients' assisted travel
scheme in each year since 1989? I refer to an earlier point made by the member for
Collie. The commissioner said the results of the funding formula for the new resources
allocation model will be available. When will we see. the results?
Dr BRENNAN: I think I said it would be the end of August.
Mr SOLOMON: We are in the final stages now. It should not take long.
Dr GALLOP: Has the committee looking into the shortage of psychiatrists in the public
health system begun its work? When is the report expected?
Dr BRENNAN: It is in the Supply Commission process at the moment. There is a
tender to appoint a consultant.
Dr GALLOP: Will the consultant report to the interdepartmental committee?
Dr FORREST: The committee is drawn from people within and outside the department
and a consultant is paid for by the Commonwealth to do some of the work
Dr GALLOP Under the commonwealth-state. agreement to look into the issue
generally?
Dr BRENNAN: In a separate process I am meeting the state president yet again this
weekend.
Dr GALLOP: Is it true to say that not one extra cent of state government money is
applied to the health system in Western Australia in the state Budget for 1994-95? The
Commonwealth has increased its funding by between $33m and $45mn. I have had
different answers to that, but it is in that range. The Health budget has gone up by $35mn,
so I conclude there is no increase in state government funding for the health system.
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Mr SOLOMON: The state Budget has gone up by $45m at gross level.
Dr GALLOP- It is $35m accoding to my figures.
Mrt SOLOMON: That would be the net expenditure. The change in Commonwealth
revenue is $31m.
Dr GALLOP: I refer to page 60S of the Programn Statements which shows the figures ame
$1.363m. last yea and $1.398m this year, which is an increase of $35m.
Mr SOLOMON: It says at the bottom of the page total net expenditur. I was relating
the total gross expenditure. When you take away the revenue, these are the figures you
get - the net cost to governmenL.
Dr GALLOP: If we look at die net cost to government, have any extra funds been
applied from state revenues to the health system after taking into account extra federal
money?
Mr SOLOMON: It is about $15m.
Mr D.. SNM: Will you also give us the gross amount of Commonwealth revenue
spent on health last year and the amount to be spent this yea?

Commitree adjourned at 6.00 pm
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Note: Information which is publicly available is not included in the Su~pplementary

Information.

Division 2: Parliament
Question: The member for Fremantle asked when Hansard casual word processor
operators would receive paymntsfor overtime.
Answer: This matter is still under consideration by the Presiding Officers.

Question: The member for Vasse asked that members of the committee be advised of the
practice in other Parliaments.
Answer:
Commonwealth Parliament -

Hourly rate: $17.43
Usually only eight or nine hours worked
Two shifts -

Permanent day shift 0900 to 1730 at $17.43 an hour
Permanent night shift 1730wt finish at $20 an hour.

Victorian Parliament -

Word processor operators employed on sessional basis at $1 150 a fortnight
Overtime paid after eight hours 36 minutes worked a: time and a half for the first
thre hours and double time thereafter.
WPOs are paid for recess works when they occur.

South Australian Parliament -

Word processor operators employed as sessional permanents.
Rate of pay: Full day $124.40 (includes 20 per cent penalty)

Half day $82.70 (includes 20 per cent penalty)
Usual hours of work from Tuesday to Friday 0930 to 1800.
Overtime starts at 1900. Between 1900 and 2200 paid at time and a half,
thereafter double time.

New South Wales Parliament -

Word processor operators ame guaranteed 25 hours of work for each sitting week
and recive a bonus week's pay at the end of the session.
Hourly rate: $18.46, plus a termination payment equal to one-twelfth of the gross
hourly rate, which brings it to $20.05 an hour.
No overtime paid, but it is rare that they work past 11.00 pm.

Queensland Parliament -

Word processor operators no longer employed.
Latest hourly rate: $17.
Employed as permanent part time personnel with holiday pay and sick leave.
Overtime paid a: time and a half for first three hours worked beyond seven and a
quarter hours, then double time.
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Tasmanian Parliament -
Word processor operators employed as casuals.
Hourly rate: $18.07.
Overtime: Time and half paid after 0100.

Northern Territory Parliament -

Hourly rate: 0700 t 1730: $15.47
1730to 2400: $17.79
2400to 0700: $20.11

If more than seven hours 21 minutes worked. then between midnight and 0700 the
hourly race is $30.17.

Question: The member for Fremantle asked for the terms and conditions of employment
of Hansard casual typists.
Answer. Casual typists are offered employment for each scheduled sitting week of the
Parliament in a calendar year. They are guaranteed payment of a minumumn of 20 hours a
week for each of the sitting weeks.
They are often asked to make themselves available for parliamentary committee work in
non-sitting weeks. This work is paid at the standard hourly rate. A minimum of three
hours is paid for each day they attend for work. Hourly rates of pay are as follows -

First year $16.28
Second year $16.71
Third year $17.16
Fourth year $17.64
Fifth year $18.14

Question: The member for Vasse asked for details of salaries and the number of days and
hours worked by Mansard reporters for the past 12 months, together with a comparison
with other Australian Parliaments. The following statistics are for the year ended 30
June 1994.
Answer:-
State Sitting Days Sitting Hours Hours Worked Salary

(Reporters) (Reporters)

New South Wales 47 719 1 805' 56853
+Queensland 58 *568 na 46 306
Victoria 61 811 na 46601
South Australia 61 765 na 46 125
Western Ausalia 73 **1 166 1 501 52721

+ 1993 calendar year
* Estimation
*'Gross sitting hours including suspension for meals

Note: Queensland, Victoria and South Australia do not keep records
of hours worked.
Hansardl reporters in all States are not paid penalty rates.

Division 3: Parliamentary Comisioner for Adinistrative Invetigadons
Question: The member for Pilbara asked for details of the number of allegations against
police for the year ending 30 June 1994, and the age of allegations on hand at that dose.
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Answer: The Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigazions has advised
diet the relevant statistics are -

(1) During 1993-94. 1504 allegations against police were received.
(2) During 1993-94, 1451 allegations against police were flialised.

(3) As at 30 June 1994, die number of allegations on hand was 429. The ages of
those allegations were -

Up to 3months 216
Between 3 and 12 months 177
Between 12 and l8 months 9
Over 18 months 27

Division 4: Mifnistry of the Premier and Cabinet
Question: The member for Armodoie asked what provision had been made in she forward
estimates for compensation under the Land (Tides and Traditional Usage) Act.
Answer: A total budget allocation for the claims and compensation subprogram of the
Office of Traditional Land Use (see page 239 of the Estimates) of $1.378m has been
made for 1994-95. Of this amount, $lrn has been allocated specifically for the purchase
of land and compensation as provided for in the legislation.
Question:- The member for Vosse sought derails of overseas representation of the
Western Australian Government.
Answer: The administration of overseas representation is handled by a number of
government agencies.

MINISTRY OF TH-E PREMIER AND CABINET
Responsible for the European office and the North Asia office.
European Office (London)
Western Australia House
115 Strand
London WC2RK OAJ.
Staff comprises -
Agent General W.R.B.I
Persnal Assistant A. Ballyc
Manager, Investment and Trade S. Russo]
Manager, Finance and Administration B. Barne
Manager, Investment and Trade G. Iggles
Ifiormation and Research Officer A.M. Rei
Assistant Manager, Finance and
Administration M. Wilka

Part Time Secretary D. Winfi
Receptionist-Typist K. Tend3
North Asia Office
7th Floor Sankaido Building
9-13 Akasaka 1-Chome
Minato-ku
Tokyo 107
Japan
Staff comprises -
Official Representative MJ. W]
Marketing Manager T. Sasai
Secretary-Research Assistant M. Muma
Clerk-Driver A. Yasu

lassell (designate)

dn
odel
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Lker
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Kobe Office
6th Floor Golden Sun Building
4-3-6 Nakayamawe-dori
Otuo-ku
Kobe 650
Japan
Staff comprises -

General Manager S. Kitmnura
Secrtary N. Hira
Seoul Office
I t Floor Hill Court Building

648-9 Vokiam-dong
Kangnam-ku
Seoul 135-080
Korea
Staff comprises -

Official Representative Y.K. Park

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN TODURISM COMMISSION
Japan Office
Landic No 2 Akasaka Building
5th Floor, 10-9 Akasaka 2-chorie
Minawo-ku
Tokyo 107
Japan
Staff comprises -
Market Development Manager Mitsu Takata
Malaysia Office
6th Floor, URN Tower
Letter Box 51
10 Jalan P. Rainlee
50250 Kuala Lumpur
Staff comprises -

Market Development Manager Royce Wong
Singapore Office
Unit 03-03 Thong Sia Building
30 Bidefordl Road
Singapore 0922
Staff comprises-
Marketing Development Manager Cannel Seemo
United Kingdom/Europe
Western Australia House
115 Strand
London WC2R OAJ
Staff comprises -

Markting Development Manager Vince Laurella
The Western Austraian Tourism Commission has representative offices in -
Germany
Scholbstrabe 60
51429 Bergisch Gladbach
Represented by - Anne Biging
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Indonesia
JA. K. Hasyimi Ashazi No 33B
Jakarta
Represented. by -

Thailand
6th Floor, Asia Building
294/1 Phys Thai Reed
Bangkok 10400
Represented by

GOLD CORPORATION
Hong Kong GoldCorp Australia (Hong Kong) Ltd
Managing Director
Sceay
Geneva GoldCorp Australia
Director (Europe)
Secretary
Bangkok Gold Corporation (Thiland) Ltd
General Manager
Accountant
Sales Assistant
Typist
Messenger

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERE AND TRADE
Western Austraian Trade Office, Hong Kong
Suite 702-3 Ocean Cenire
5 Canton Road
Tsimshatsui
Kowloon Hong Kong
Staff comprises -
Regional Director
Education Manager
Marketing Officer
Western Australian Trade Office, Kuala Lumpur
4th Floor, URN Tower
Letter Box 5 1
10 Jalan P. Ramlee
50250 Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
Staff comprises -
Regional Director
Education Manager
Executive Assistant
Western Auswralia/Easi Java Office
World Trade Centre
J1 Nemuda 27-31
Surabaya
East Java 60275 Indonesia

Maria Tan
P.T. Duta Cardindo

Pornsakon Pratoojn,
Orient Pacific Enterprises

Dominic Lzung
Elle Chewig

Ernst Jurgens
Rita Hofstadi

Kasanie Chunhasomboon
Vipa Supasonibatolarn
Sawang IKamprasit
Supaporn Changpud
Narongmak Kamnsanong

B.I. Zhuang
Elsa ring
Mandy Ng

Amy Chin
Magdalene Tay
June Chew
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Staff comprises -
Director Designate
Trade Development Officer
Audio Typist
Government of Western Australia Singapore Office
3rd Floor, Thong Sin Building
30 Bideford Road
Singapore 0922
Staff comprises -
Secretary

Annemie Gilbert
Lydia Again
Naomni Lumangkun

Linda Ho
Tle Education Department does not maintain or operate any overseas offices. The
Department of Commerce and Trade has offices in Hong Kong, Kuala Lumpur and
Singapore. A body known as the Western Australian Education Department pays for the
salaries of one education officer in each of these offices. It also funds 0.8 Frt secretarial
support in each office. The primary task of the education officer is to a as agent for
full-fee paying students coming to Western Australia and to promote Western Australian
services in South East Asia.
Question: The member for Victoria Park asked how many people bid/for the following
contracts - ministerial aircraft charter arrangements attitude monitoring survey,
information technology and telecommunications review; and public relations service for
the sowth west region and the Geraldtson and mid west region.
Answer:
Ministerial Airafdt Charter Contract
Attitude Monitoring Survey
First tender 23 October 1993
Second tender 18 December 1993

Information Technology and Telecommunications Review
Public Relations Service for the South West Region
Public Relations Service for Geraltiton and Mid west

20 bids

two bids (both declined)
two bids
two bids
nine bids
10 bids

Question: The member for Victoria Park asked how many people are employed bry the
Government Media Office, how it compares with the situation prior to December 1992,
and how it is broken up into various categories.
Answer - Details of Government Media Office staffing, December 1992 and August
1994-

Director and Press Secretary Support Staff
Media Monitoring
Government Advertising Office
Communications Unit
Corporate Service Allocation

1992
FTEa
8.4

10.6
3.0
n/a
2.0

24.0

1994
Fi~s
7.5

11.5
3.0
2.0
2.0

26.0
Press -secretaries attached to the Government Media Office, excluding press secretary
attached to the Premier's Office -

1992 - 13. to service 14 Ministers
1994 - 15. to service 16 Ministers

Question: The member for Armadale asked for injbnnasion about the Federal Affairs
Secretariat. She sought information on its functions, members, their experuise and is
cost.
Answr: The Federal Affairs Secretariat is a branch in the policy office of the Ministry
of the Premier and Cabinet. It pmovides advice to me as Premier and as Minister
responsible for federal affairs. The branch is concerned with whole-of-government
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issues; for example, roles and responsibilities of different levels Of governnent. It adopts
a coordinating and consultative role, with a key function being die coordination of
briefings for Council of Australian Governments' meetings and Preminir'-only meetings.
The branch will continue to have these roles in future. It is anticipated that in future an
increasing proportion of its work will be associated with the Leadens' Forum - Premiers'-
only meetings. The branch is headed by Peuice Judge (level 8). Current membership of
the branch is Mark Miller (level 7), Robert Reid (level 7), Patricia Wood (level 4), and
Sandra Ferguson (level 2). AUl members of the branch are public sector employees, wish
varied backgrounds and relevant experience in policy development, research and
analysis, intergovernmental communication and negotiation. $1.609m is allocated in the
1994-95 Budget for strategic issues and federal affairs. The Commonwealth and state
governments all presently have secretauiats performing a similar role to the Western
Australian Federal Affairs branch.
Question: The member for Victoria Park asked whether the public sector reform
committee has considered any complaints raised by private sector competitors in respect
of the rendering process.
Answer: No.
Question: The member for Victoria Park asked whether specific rendering in government
agencies has been made the agenda of the committees.
Answer: No.
Question: The member for Victoria Park asked whether either the contracted media
secretary in liubury or Geraldion had written any Press releases for the members for
Bunbury and Geraldton.
Answer: Under the terms of their contracts media consultants in Bunbury and Geraidton
are sometimes required to prepare media releases announcing government initiatives in
their region. In some instances it is appropriate that government members of Parliament
representing these regions are associated with announcements because of their role in
developing initiatives. The Government's policy of using the private sector to provide
media services in these regions has already led to considerable savings as well as
providing a better standard of service.
Question: The Leader of the Opposition sought information in respect of staff in
ministerial offices - the number of staff in each Minister's office that have a wage and
salary package within ranges of less than $30 000, $30 000 to $40 000, $40 000 to
$50 000, $50 000 to $60 000, $60 000 to $70 000 and $70 000 to $80 000 - and asked
whether there have been any significant changes in these salary ranges over the past 12
months.
Ansrwer:
Minister Salary Range - $OO~s Year

<30 30-40 40_50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80+
Court 3 6 2 3 - 1 - 1993

3 7 - 5 - - 2 1994

Cowan 4 5 2 1 1 - -1993

4 5 1 2 2 - -1994

Bamnett 4 2 1 2 - - -1993

3 2 2 2 1 - -1994

House 3 2 4 2 1 - -1993

2 4 2 3 1 - -1994

Cash 4 2 1 3 - - -1993

3 2 2 2 1 - -1994
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Minister Salary Range - $000s Year
c30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80+

Chariton 2 3 - 6 - - - 1993
2 3 - 5 - - - 1994

Moore 5 3 2 2 2 - - 1993
5 4 3 3 - 1 1 1994

Edwardes 5 4 3 1 - - 2 1993
6 7 1 3 - - 2 1994

Evans 3 2 - 2 - - - 1993
3 2 1 2 - - - 1994

Omodei 2 4 - 2 1 - - 1993
2 2 - 2 1 - - 1994

Foss 4 2 - 1 I - 1993
3 4 - 1 1 - - 1994

Minson 6 2 2 1 1 -1993

5 4 2 1 1 - - 1994

Nicholls 3 3 2 3 - - - 1993
4 3 2 2 - - - 1994

Kiernli 7 3 - 2 - 1 - 1993
6 5 - 1 1 1 -1994

Wiese 5 2 3 2 1 - -1993

5 3 2 2 1 - -1994

Lewis 4 1 2 2 3 - 11993
4 2 1 3 2 - 1 1994

Prince - - - - - - - 1993

4 4 2 2 - - -1994

Bradshaw 1 1I - - - 1993
1 1 - - - - -1994

Shave 3 3 1 3 - - -1993

- - - - - - 1994

in dhe period June 1993 to June 1994 eight staff have moved into higher salary
bands as a result of normal progression through salary increments. In addition,
one officer received a substantive promotion and was seconded back to the
Minister's office.

Question: The memberfor Armadole asked what provision has been made in the forward
estimates for compensation under dhe Land (Titles and Traditional Usage) Act.
Answer: A total budget allocation for the claims and comnpensation subprogram of the
Office of Traditional Land Use - see page 239 of the Estimates - of $1 378 000 has been
made for 1994-95. Of this amount, $lma has been allocated specifically for the purchase
of land and compensation as provided for in dhe legislation.
Question: The member for Armadae asked what is the budget allocation and estimated
expenditure for the state's High Conn challenge on the native title legislation.
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Answer: An initial allocation of $lmn has been set aside to pay for the State
Government's High Court challenge against the Commonwealth Native Tide Act This
money has been allocated within the Ministry of Justice portfolio.
Question: The member for Armadale asked whether all of the costs for the High Court
challenge are being allocated for the services of David Jackson and his team, and
whether he is taking up the case of the Crocodile Farm.
Answer: The allocation for the Htigh Court challenge includes the cost of the services of
David Jackson and his team, the services of other researchers in preprn the case, travel
and administration costs. David Jackson is not involved in the case= h crocodile farm.
Western Australia is represented by the Crown Solicitor's office. Mr Douglas is
represented by Maliesons. To date, the state has incurred legal casts of $83 022.66 in
respect of supporting the lease granted to Mr Douglas.

Division 9: Treasury
Question: Reference was made to the development of a financial model to evaluate and
compare the public provision of goods and services versus contracting provision of the
same goods and services to the private sector in the Program Statements under major
achievements for 1993 -94.
The member for Bunbury asked how the model would be used by Treasury, and whether
the analyses from the aplication of the model would be made public.
Answer: The model is essentially a set of guidelines for use by public sector agencies for
costing government activities. Identification of costs is an important issue in setting fees
and charges, program management and producing performance information. However,
the guidelines were produced, in particular, to facilitate the introduction of competitive
tendering and contracting. The model seeks to achieve competitive neutrality between
internal tenders from government and external tenders from the private sector so that all
tenders are evaluated on the same basis. The model and the outcome of tenders are
available to the public.
Question: During the discussion on the Hilmer report, the Premier was asked whether
Treasury had made an assessment of the audit undertaken of the impact of the
recommendations in the report.
Answer: The audit of the impact of the Hilmer report recommendations on government
activities was overseen by the Ministry of Fair Tradling. Treasury has made no
assessment of the audit.
Question: Reference to further participation in an interstate Heads of Treasury
comnmittee formed to review financial taxes in the Program Statements under major
planned achievements for 1994-95. The member for Kalgoorlie referred to the committee
and asked the Treasurer to give an indication of what is being looked wr in terms of the
state's financial institutions duty, debits tax and other financial taxes.
Answer: The Financial Taxes Review Committee is a Heads of Treasury group
established in 1992 to examine reforms, principally to FID and debits tax, following
concerns about the complexities of FI) and the possibility of rationalising financial taxes
after the transfer of debits tax by the Commonwealth to the States in 1991. Other taxes
which could be encompassed by the review include stamp duties on cheques and rental
business. The committee has progressed only as far as preparing a draft discussion paper
on reform options. So far it has not been able to resolve points of differences between
the states, mainly on -

whether financial taxes should be paid to the jurisdiction where the underlying
transaction activity occurred or where an account is ultimately debited or
credited,
how to counter avoidance activity given the high cross-border mobility of the tax
bases - particularly with the development of electronic funds transfer technology,
the absence of RID in Queensland and constiwdtonal restrictions; and
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the significant impacts of some of the more radical reform options, such as
replacing PU) with a broad based ad valorem debits tax.

The options being considered range from amending RID to reduce its complexity and
remove some of the inequities and inefficiencies of the existing tax, and debits tax; for
example, to replace the present multi-tiered tax scale with a single ad valorem tax rate
and rationalise the tax base away from the present reliance on cheque accounts on a
revenue neutral basis to the replacement of these with a broad single based financial
transactions tax.
The committee will also be considering recent proposals by the Austraian Bankers'
Association - which is essentially to replace RID and other agreed financial taxes with a
broad based ad valorem debits tax - and the Australian Tax Research Foundation - Kim
Hawuvey "Finance Taxes in Australia" in Australian Tax Forum, No 10. 1993 - which is
essentially to replace current financial taxes with broad based ad valorenm tax on both
debits and credits.

Division 11: Western Australian Tourism Commission
Question: The member for Balcana referred to grants, subsidies and transfer payments
for tourism investment for 1993-94 and 1994-95 and to promotion of Western Australia
as a tourist destination for those two years. What are those payments and who received
them?
Answer: 1993-94 1994-95

Country Tourism Association Grants 864 772 964 910
Hotham Valley Tourism Railway 237 302 247 500
Special Events Assistance Scheme 49 894 59590
WA Week Council 67542 137000
Kimberley Tourism Association
- Stage 1 Kimberley marketing and
development plan 30000

Shire of Port Hedland
- Bougainvillea Walk Street Beautification 13050
Gascoyne Development Commission
- Feasibility study - Exmouth 10000
Shire of Ashburton
- Mt Nameless walk trail 5000
Main Roads Department
- Contribution to WA/SA;WA/NT bbrder sign 1000
Shire of Carnarvon - Carnarvon OTC project 20000

Total 1278 560
Less Repayment of Staff Travelling Advances 5

1242000 1429000

Division 12: Commerce and Trade
Question: The member for Balcatta referred to three items of recurrent axpenditure on
page 91 of the Program Statements; the increase of $rn in other operating coss the
$llm increase in grants, subsidies and transfer payments: and the $rn reduction in
revenue, and asked that the information provided In the verbal response also be given in
writing.
Answr: The increase in operating costs from $9.6m to $11.6m is largely attributable to -

a substantial increase in accommodation costs following the acquisition of
additional floor space and the conclusion of rental concessions;
full year costs associated with maintenance and support of an expanded and
upgraded overseas office network; and
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Jervoise Bay shorefront infrastructure development costs.
The major components of the increas in grants, subsidies and transfer payments are -

the $8.Srn incentive package to Coflexip to establish a pipe manufacturing facility
in WA. An amount of $1l5m was paid in 1993-94 with the remaining S$am to be
met this year,
the Austal Ships Sl.2m support package to develop a new shorefront facility at
Jervoise Bay;,
an additional provision of $650 000 to the Scicech Centre to support three major
exhibitions this year,
increased support for cooperative research centres. The 1994-95 requirement is
$1.98m to fund new centres and to meet deferd obligations on existing centres;
and
the increase in the contributions to the Exmouth development trust fund from $im
to $3.4m.

The reduction of $l.4m in revenue is mainly due to nonrecurring items -

loan repayments fronm assisted companies - $732 000;
receipts from vehicle sates - $362 000;
contributions to the birthmark campaign by industry - $100 000; and
reduced receipts from Technology Park - $276 000.

Question: The member for Eyre asked the Minister for Commerce and Trade whether he
intended to provide a list of payments made last yea and this year for the grants,
subsidies and transfer payments item.
Answer: Payments made under the grants, subsidies and transfers item in 1993-94 are
detailed in the report available in the Bills and Papers Office. The report lists the
recipient's name, payment amount, payment description and the program component
under which support was given. The figure for 1994-95 is an estimate only based on a
similar level of activity and adjusted for major additional projects. T'he names of
recipients will be provided on a quarterly basis as applications and disbursements are
made.
Question: The member for Geraldion requested details of criteria and procedures for
Mainstreet program assistance.
Arnrwer: A copy of the program guidelines are available in the Bills and Papers Office.
Mainstreet coordinators have been funded in Albany, Boulder, Broome, Manjiinup,
Subiaco and York. Development work is currently under way in Collie, Carnarvon,
Northarn and Donnybrook. No requests for assistance under the Mainstreet program
have been received from either Geraldton Town Council or Greenough Shire Council,
although both have requested and received general information on the program.
Question: The snember for Geratdton raised a question regarding the longer term aims
of the quality assurance program and the need to identify the potentli rewards for those
who participate.
Answer: The longer term aims of the quality assurance program are to encourage the
greater reliability and performance to tender specifications of goods and servces
purchased by government agencies. The program has a further aim in promoting quality
assurance among suppliers in order to enhance their international competitiveness and
ability to compete with imports and in new export markets.
Potential rewards identified for companies which have attained QA certification include:
Cost reductions through less waste and error, improved productivity; access to new
markets; reduced customer complaints; better staff motivation; improved organisational.
management; enhanced communications; and more effective training.
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Question: The member for Ba/cotta requested an explanation for the $7m increase in the
grants, subsidies and transfer payments item under the industry development program on
page 92 of the Program Statements.
Answer: 'Me variance is mainly attributable to the following -

the $8.5m incentive package to Coflexip to establish a pipe manufacturing facility
in WA. $1l5m was paid in 1993-94 with the remaining $7m to be met this year,
the Austal Ships $1 .2m support package to develop a new sharefront facility at
Jervoise Bay; and
an additional provision of $650 000 to the Scitech Centre to support three major
exhibitions this year.

Reduced outlays under some other assistance packages have partially offset the impact of
these increases.
Question: The member for Balcanta requested the names of companies that received
assistance under the small business improvement program and the reasons they attracted
the assistance to obtain quality certification.
Answer: The reasons these companies attracted the assistance to obtain quality
certification are that the Government is committed to supporting companies to achieve
quality certification, as this has major implications in terms of cost competitiveness and
access to private and government contracts.
The names of the companies that received or have been approved for financial assistance
under the small business improvement program are available in the Bills and Papers
Office.
Question: The member for Avon raised the general question of collocation of telecentres
with business enterprise centres in regional areas.
Answer: Telecentres are funded either by the WA Department of Training under its
WALINK program or thraugh the federal Department of Primary Industries and Energy
under its telecentre program. Business enterprise centres are funded by the WA
Department of Commerce and Trade, with some funded through this arrangement by the
Federal Government business advisers for rural areas program.
All of these programs fund community-based organisations and, therefore, working
arrangements on issues such as collocation are left to local community processes. It
should be noted, however, that the prime focus of BECs is the provision of business
advice and assistance, while telecentres are primarily about increasing access to
information, education and training opportunities. This does not necessarily make
collocation totally desirable or feasible.
Question: The member for Balcarta requested the names of the individuals and
companies that received assistance under the regional employment and development
initiatives scheme.
Answer: The following individuals and companies have received or been approved to
receive assistance under the REDIS.

Name Trading as Granted
Round 1 (1992-93) $
L. Pennington Hothamn Valley Estate 45 000
T. Hollamby Brockton Concrete 16000
A. Kennedy Blastaway 4 350
G. Allsopp Mandialtin Pool 5800
R. Kelly Coalmine Beach Caravan Park 12 000
Davison Industries P/i. Davison Industries 45 000
P. DiLollo llamsa Smallgoods 45000
J. Benvenuti Joycrafc 4653
M.L Stronach Yabbie Enterprises Pty Ltd 3000
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Name

P & S Sldppings
P. Luscombe
R. Grayson
Round 2 (1993-94)
H.L Dawes
R. & M. McLean
I. Winfield & J. Mumme
W. & E. Reynolds
B. & J. Grylls
D. & K. Goodall
V. & V. Walsh
Finesse Foods (Aust) P/L
0. Wignel
F. & G. Seymour
J. Hassell
T. MacDonald & K. Doney
Killerbey Vineyards I'/L
C. Johns
F. Mentha
Round 3 (1993-94)
F. Sanciolo
L. Cilia & S. Bettridge
M. Aiif

Trading as

Mullewa Newsagency
Nindethana Seeds
Bonus Baits

Rural Cycledrum
Lake King Machinery
Fabbuccinos
Pingeily Supermarket
Windmill Flour
Goodalls Rural Enterprises
Bunbury Abattoir
Finesse Foods
Big Blue Dive
Quindalup Fauna Park
Jacqueline's & Jac's Fashions
Greenhead Supermarket
Kilierbey Vineyards
Albany Turf Farm
Kendenup Country Kitchen

S-West Truck Panel & Paint
Kalpumps
Excel Drycleaning & Laundry

(this project will not be proceeding)
G. Souness Bluff Knoll Shop
T. Russell Narrogin Bearing Service
Rt. Gray & L. Wainwright R. Gray & Co
Round 4 (1994-9S)

Granted

23 250
45 000
40500

3 000
10 800
13 500
9450

10500
6 300

45 000
45000
3 450

14 600
3 000

35 500
37 500

9 500
16 000

27 225
9 000

40 845

25 500
17250
9 550

S
G. & V. Chalk Adro South West 38 625
W. Draffin Wheatbelt Steel 43 320
T. Carter Berr Good Strawb. Farm 8510
Mount Romance (Mist) P/I- Mount Romance 45 000
Resurf Holdings P/I- Resurf 23 150
M. Houlahan Equine Breeding Services 30 000

Question: The member for Balcanra asked for information on the financial support which
was approved for more than 300 applicants for participation in major missions and trade
displays in national and international markets. Specifically, the member for Balcanta
asked what sort of support was given, to which companies, and how much to each
company.
Answer: The support was provided under the support schemes administered by the
department; namely, the export market support scheme; the Japanese export market
support scheme;, the China export market support scheme; and, the design marketing
support scheme. The company name and the amount paid to each company under each
of these schemes are contained in dhe list which is available in the Bills and Papers
Office. Copies of evaluations of these schemes for the 1993-94 financial year are also
available in the Bills and Papers Office for the member for Balcatta's information. These
contain information on the markets visited, the products and services marketed, and the
missions/exhibitions organised by the Department of Commerce and Trade for which
company support was provided.
Question: The member for Balcana requested the names of the Aboriginal enterprises
thatt were successful in receiving assistance under the ATSIC business fiunding scheme,
the sort of assistance and the amount of assistance.
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Answer:, Advice received from ATSIC is that details of the names of die recipients and
the amounts they received are confidential. In 1993-94, $1 252 746 was approved to 18
successful applicants. All funds were in the form of a loan for business start-ups.
purchases of existing businesses or expansion purposes.
Question: The member for Mitchell referred to the estimate of $7.955m for grants.
subsidies and transfer payments wider the regional development program and the
increase of $3.9m compared with the previous year.
Answer:- The $3.9m increase is mainly attributable to the following -

an increase in die contribution to the Exmouth development trust fund from $rn
to $3.428m;
an adjustment for die Exmouth development trust fund opening balance of
$466 000,
expansion of die regional enterprise cent network by six new centres at $50 00O
each;
an increase of $213 000 in die allocation reserved for regional initiatives;
an increased allocation (+$398 000) to the REDIS scheme adjusted by an amount
of unspent funds cantied forward.

Division 26: Agriculture Protection Board
Question: The member for Eyre asked why the Agriculture and Related Resources
Protection Act 1976 on page 214 of the Program Statements was a new item and why it
was not included in the estimates last year.
Answer: In February 1994, the Agriculture Protection Board made a request to Treasury
to have the declared plants and animal control trust fund to be identified with the
protection program under the Program Statements. Previously the DPACF was listed
under Special Acts for Other Statutes of Agriculture and Related Resources Protection
Act 1976. Official approval was given by Treasury in March 1994 to have die DPACF
shown separately in the Program Statements under the Agriculture Protection Board.

1992 1993 1994
$S000 $'000 $1000

APB Fund 13519 13 209 12217
ARRP Act 1976 661
DPACF Fund (Special Acts) 444 446
Total 13963 13655 12878

Division 27: Rural Adjustment and Finance Corporation of Western Australia
Question: The member for Murray asked for details on the number of people RAFCOR
has helped with fann sale relocations.
Answer: The corporation developed this strategy in July 1991 to allow those farmers with
little or no equity in their farm business, who want to leave the industry, to do so in an
orderly manner and under the best financial terms possible. This helps to avoid the
trauma of mortgagee sales. Under this straegy, the corporation can purchase the interest
in the farm from the farm family for an amount up to $45 000 calculated at 15 per cent of
the secured debt on the property. The mnber and amount of approvals since this
assistance commenced is as follows -

Year Number of Amount
Approvals Approved

1991-92 9 $307632
1992-93 8 $299 687
1993-94 9 $278 886
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Division 28: Fished.ie
Question: The member for Fremanule asked whether Mhe Minister could provide details
on the projected and actual rock lobster catches for previous years.
Answer: The details sought by the member art contained in the publication "Rock
Lobster Industry Advisory Committee - Coastal Tour 1994" which I am confident will
fully cover those arma and also provide additional industry information that may prove
beneficial. A copy of die publication, has been sent to the member.

Division 32: Land Administration
Question: The mnember for Armadale asked with respect to page 9 of the Supplementary
Budget information what revenue items are included in the line "Other" and what factors
have caused its estimated revenue reduction of about Urn from $1 .415m to $429 000.
Answer: The following items arm included in dhe line "Other" -

Sale of Government Property -Other VhceShm
Contributions Motor Vehicles -Executive VhceShm
Airline Rebates
Recoup International Consultancy, Cocos-Keeling and Christmas Islands.
Iobskills Trainees
United Nations Development Program Vietnam Revenue
Statutory Survey Fees Crown Gramts
Integrated Land Information Program - Products
Cadautral Examinations - Crown Land
Freedom of Information Fees
Easment Fees
Crown Grant Fees
Interest
Fines
Other
Le/Licence Fees
Forfeitures

The major factors causing the estimated revenue reduction art -
Reduction in one-off revenues - $601 000 not expected to be received in 1994-95
which included -

United Nations Development Program -

Vietnam revenue $444000
Iobskills trainees $139 000
Cocos-Keeling and Christmas Islands $18 000

Conservative approach taken by the department in estimating revenues from
Crown Grant fees, interest, fines, other and leasejlicence fees - reduced by
$337 000 to 1993-94 receipts.

Question: The member for Avon asked what rent is paid per square metre for the
Midland building occupied by the Department of Land Adminimtron.
Answer: The cost per square metre is $257 and at the time of negotiating the lease in
1991, the central business district rents ranged between $3 10 and $550 per square metre.
Question: The mermber for Annadale referre ti o page 271 of the Program Statements
and asked for a breakdown of other operating corns which increased from $i7.im to
$23rm.
Answer: The increase in other operating costs of $5 963m can be mainly attributed to the
following adjustments -
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$3 586 850 transfer from salaries to contingencies to meet costs of work
transferred to the private sector under contract.

$2 374 000 increase to Midland accommodation on 1993-94.
$586 000 appropriated for Tengraph project.
$520 000 appropriated for land marketing strategy.
$972 000 reduction in accommodation costs.

The work transferred to the private sector is listed hereunder with anticipated contact
costs for 1994-95.

ActivityConnwr C
Land Information
Aerial Photography $953 000

Kevron Aerial Surveys
Skywest Aviation

Suvy ansSurveys $1 026324

Whelans Surveyors
Benetti Grogan Surveyors
GilD Surveys
Hawker/Moss Surveys
McKimmie Jamnieson & Partners
McMullen/Noland
J1. Giudice
Fugro Surveys
Auslig
[.H. Highamn & Son
W.P.Johnson
Agnew Machip Surveyors

Stereoplotting $491 650
Furgro Surveys Pty Limited

Cadastral & Thematic
Map Contract Print To be tendered $101 472

Photographic Services $677 837
(ofsetby eveue) Bruno Zimmerman Photographic

Laboratories
Kevron Aerial Surveys
Total $3250823

La9nd Registration
Scanning $380240

Kodak
Surveyor Accreditation $271 400

Scanlan Surveys Pty Ltd
Global Cartographic Services
Agnew & Machin
D.L Spiccia
W. Taylor
LXK. Herne
J.B. Eastwood

Endorsing Typing Alladin Holdings Pty Ltd $403 000
Total $1054640
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Land Allocation
Planning Function

Corporate Services -
Audit Contractor
Courier Function
Switchboard function
Voice/PABX/Comnr.

Support Services
Computer Operations
(Corporate main-
frame equipment)

Contactor

Various
B. Evans
D. Allen

Various
Kwik
Drake Overload
Pacific Star
Communications Pty Ltd

To be finalised
TOWa $649 000

Question: The member for Annadale referred to page 2 71 of the Program Statements
and asked for a breakdown ofthe Minister's entire office expenditure for 1994-95.
Answer: The Minister's office 1993-94 actual expenditure was adjusted to reflect the
transfer to the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet accommodation costs of $154 000,
which was a major reason for the variation in 1994-95. This variation of $154 000 refers
to the actual expenditure for 1993-94. The budgeted flgure was $139 000. In addition to
the adjustment for accommodation, postage and motor vehicle (Fleetwest) costs were
increased as follows -

1993-94 estimate
Adjustment accommodation (estimate)
Postages
Motor vehicles

$1000
336

-139
+3
+2

202
A detailed breakdown showing budget and actuals for the
follows -

two financial years is as

Communications
Postage
Telephones
Services & Contracts
Accommodation
Less accommodation adjustment
Professional special services
Lease motor vehicle
Security service
Boards & committees
Data processing
Instrument & apparatus
Photographic processing
Office rent clean/garden
Printing
Freight
Credit card charges

Estimate
1993-94
47 000

2 000
45000

Actual
1993-94

664S
2 904
3741

26000 28901
139400 154104

-139400 -154104
757

6300 5317
85
80

4000 18216
250
204

10000 336
4000 2375
1700 1231

50

C=n

$156 650

$49 000
$38000
$70 000
$72 000

$420 000

Estimate
1994-95
50000

5 000
45 000
99000

8 300

4000

10 000
4000
1 700
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Estimate Actual Estimate
Travelling 44000
Aircraft charter 10 000
Hire/leases 6 000
Insurance 1000
Other 124000 91 153 63000
Travelling 44000 30362
Aircraft charter 44000 30362
Hire/leases 6000 8863
Insurance 1000 2214
Advertising 694
Related staff costs 11000 7569 11000
Consumnables 40 000 32 566 40 000
Maintenance & repairs 2 000 4823 2000
Purchase of plant &t equipment 10000 3428 10000
Total 197000 126699 202000
Question: The member for Armadale asked how many superiots in the past two years
have been developed and sold, to whom, and for what sum.
Answer: During the past two years only one superlot has been sold. A 15 hectare
superlot was said to the Shire of Meekatharra for the sum of $12 500 for residential
development. A 38.2 hectare site at Walpole has been leased to Sunland Pty Ltd, for
staged residential development at an annual rental of 52 100. Freehold title will be
available upon completion of agreed staged development at a price to be determined.
Examples of sales of land in broadacres being negotiated with local government for both
residential and industrial development include.-

Tonebridge (Shire of Boyup Brook) - 1.8 ha valued at $3 500;
Boyup Brook - 5.9 ha valued at $70 000;
Tom Price - nominal value.

Question: The member for Balcatta raised a question related to the acquisition of an
accessway and the delay experienced in the issue of title. The member for Scarborough
asked what was the normal time in which a title would be issued after all approvals had
been granted.
Answer: If no services are located in the pedestrian accessway, closure and inclusion of
the land into the adjoining freehold tides takes an average of three months. In die case of
services being located in the accessway time frames vary from six to 12 months
depending on which of the following actions are required -

Cutting and capping of services.
Relocation and payment of costs associated with services relocation.
Survey of area encompassing services.
Drafting of survey and easement plan.
Preparation, execution documents by all parties and registration of easement
documents in the Land Tides Division.

In many cases, negotiation with the various service authorities is necessary. It is overall
a very complex and time-consuming process, but DOLA has exerted significant efforts to
streamline procedures and minimise time frames.

Division 43: Western Australian Department of Training
Question: The member for Nollamatra asked what proportion of school leavens are
enrolled in full time TAPE.
Answer: 19 percent in 1993-94.
Question: The member for Nollamnara asked what proportion of year 12 school leavens
are enrolled in full time TAPE.
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Answer: 21 per cent in 1993-94.
Question: The member for Noilamara asked how many entrants to a Bachelor of Arts
degree had a TAFE course as tse basis for entry.
Answer: 1 364 in 1993-94.
Question: The member for Nollamara asked what proportion of the these entrants were
admitted with 25 per cent or more study credit.
Answer: 20 per cent in 1993-94.
Question: The member for Nollamara asked what proportion of Western Australia's
population enrolled in TAPE courses as -

(a) fiI aim students;
(b) part time students;
(c) total students.

Answer:
(a) 1.4 per cent in 1993-94.
(b) 6.3 per cent in 1993-94.
(c) 7.7 per cent in 1993-94.
Question: The member for Noilamara asked what proportion of persons aged 25 to 19
years are enrolled in TAPE as -

(a) full time students;
(b) pan-rime students;
(c) total students.

Answer:
(a) 6.'3 per cent in 1993-94.
(b) 8 per cent in 1993-94.
(c) 14.3 per cent in 1993-94.
Question: The member for Nollamara asked for the total number of student enrolled
hours for TAPE in 1993 for.-

(a) full time;
(b) pant time;
(c) apprenticeltrainee;
(d) total.

Answer:,
(a) 11.046m.
(b) 6A19mi.
(c) 2.195mi.
(d) 19.661mn.
Question: The member for Nollamara asked what is the total number of subject
exemptions given in recognition of students' prior learning.
Answer: For 1993,7 575.
Question: The member for Noilamara asked what proportion of the populaion has either
a trade certificate or a certjficateldiplomza in 1994.
Answer: The comparable figure for 1994 is unavailable. In 1993 the proportion was
35.4 per cent-
Question: The member for Noilamara asked for the current level of TAPE fees.
Answer: Students enrolling in sweamn 3000 and 4000 vocational courses are charged -

(a) a tuition charge at a rate of 80c per enrolled hour to a maximum of $272 per
semester, or at a concession rate of 500 per enrolled hour to a maximum of $170
per semester,
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(b) a service charge at a maximum charge of $15 per semester full time and $10 per
semester part time; and

(c) a material charge which varies according to the content of the course.
Equity and access courses for strami 2000 are exempt from the tuition charge, but are
still liable for service and materials charges, which are charged on a semester basis.
These can be waived or reduced by college directors in cases of severe financial
hardship.
Labour market programs ame exempt from tuition charges. Where program funding to
cover service and materials charges is not provided, students may be liable for these
charges. Labour market programs include -

jobtnain courses;
training for Aborigines program (TAP);
industry/labour market adjustment assistance;
Austraian traineeship system;
accredited training for youth;
landcare and environmental action program;
Commonwealth funded prevocational courses;
special intervention programs.

Students enrolling in community adult education courses for stream 1000 are charged -

(a) a tuition charge at a rate of $4.15 per enrolled hour with no specified maximum or
at a concession rate of $1.55 per enrolled hour, to a maximum of $24.40 per
subject;

(b) a service charge at a maximum of $15 per semester or $7.50 per term and
(c) a materials 6harge which varies according to the content of the course.
Students enrolled in all business management courses are charged a tuition fee of $4.15
per enrolled hour or part thereof. Cost of materials may be recovered, but the total
charge is not greater than -

(a) for a 15 hour (six week) course, $70;
(b) for a 10 hour (four week) course, $47;
(c) for a 7.5 hour (three week) course, $35.

Question: The member for Nollarnara asked what the criteria are for gaining a
concession.
Answer: The concession rate of tuition charges for vocational courses applies to a
person -

(a) who holds
(i) a health benefit card;
(ii) a pensioner concession card;,
(iii) a veterans health benefit card, issued by the Department of Social Security

or the Department of Veterans Affairs; or
(iv) a state concession card, issued by the Director of the Department for

Community Development in this State,
and a dependant of such a person;

(b) in receipt of a benefit under the Austudy scheme or Abstudy scheme and a
depenrdant of such a person;

(c) in receipt of Jobsearch or Newstart allowance and a dependant of such a person;
(d) in receipt of additional family payment or special benefit and a dependant of such

a person;
(e) in receipt of youth training allowance;
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(M who was enrolled in secondary education (senior college, senior campus or
secondary school) on a full time basis at any time during 1993 or 1994;

(g) who is an inmate in an adult or juvenile custodial institution.
The concession rate of tuition charge for community adult education courses applies to -
(a) a person who holds -

(i) a health benefits card,
(ii) a health care card,
(iii) a pensioner concession card;
(iv) a veterans health benefits card, issued by the Department of Social

Security or the Department of Veterans Affairs; or
(iv) a state concession card, issued by the Director of the Department for

Community Development in this State,
and a dependant of such a person;

(b) a person who holds a Seniors Card, issued by the Office of Seniors' Interests ink
Western Australia.

Concession rates are not available for small business courses.
Question: The member for Nollamnara asked how many students paid full fees and how
many received the concession or were exempted altogether.
Answer: Student data is collected on the basis of enrolments, not numbers of students.
since the same student may enrol at more than one college and for a mix of vocational
and other courses.
In cases of financial hardship, college directors may give students time to finalise
payment, which may include payment by instalments. In cases of severe financial
hardship the chief executive may waive all charges. Students may also be exempted
from tuition charges through the department's financial assistance scheme. A total of
158 applications for fees not to be charged have been approved so far this calendar year.
Question: The member for Nollamnara asked if there had been, or would be, any analysis
of the effect of the increased TA FE fees on overall student numbers and the effect on low
income and disadvantaged students.
Answer: As part of the department's planning processes, the various factors impacting
on enrolments are considered, including the possible impact of changes in fees. As part
of this process, advice from colleges has been sought on factors influencing local
enrolements.
Question: The member for Nollamnara asked with regard to departmental tendering and
purchasing arrangements -

(a) Have any problems identified by the Auditor General been corrected?
(b) If so, what action was necessary?
(c) Has anybody been charged and/or investigated? Are investigations continuing?
Answer:
(a) The Office of the Auditor General has highlighted a number of procedural

anomalies in TAFE college purchasing. Recommendations for addressing these
anomalies have been examined and generally accepted by this department.

(b) Remedial action has been, or will be, put in place to ensure that purchasing
procedures in colleges are reviewed and more closely monitored in future and that
support in the form of consultation and/or training is provided where necessary.

(c) No-one has been charged or investigated as a result of this review.
Question: The member for Nollamara asked why the longstanding Regional Director of
the Geraldton Regional College of TAPE was sacked.
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Answer: He was not sacked. As a consequence of new governance arrangements soon to
be introduced in colleges in Western Australia, a substantial level of responsibility will
be devolved to college managers. This is evidenced by the Public Service Commission's
classification of the managing dirtctot's position at a senior executive service level 9, a
level higher than the previous classification. As the position was essentially a new
position, with an increased level of responsibility and accountability, it was advertised
within Western Australia and nationally, and an appointment duly made after application
of a merit-based selection process.
The selection panel included one member from the Department of Training and the rest
were members of the business community. Two were from Geraldton specifically. The
others were: The Chair of the C.Y. O'Connor College Council, a member of the State
Training Board and the Chair of the Kim berley College of TAPE Council.
Question: The member for Nollanrara asked what were the qualifications and experience
of his replacement?
Answer: During his working career Mr Collyer has demonstrated outstanding qualities in
leadership, supervision and management. For the past 16 years he has served in the
Queensland TAPE system, rising from teaching to the associate director level. He was
Associate Director of Planning and Policy for the North Point College of TAPE and
responsible for the establishment of the college's Caboolture Campus, becoming its
founding associate director in 1992.
Under his direction, the campus has grown to incorporate more than 140 full and part
time staff with a budget of $3.5m. Last year Mr Collyer was chosen to manage a special
project to implement a model for college based allocations for Queensland's 22 000
apprentices who receive their training through the state's 32 TAPE colleges. He has
worked closely with industry, government and other stakeholders to facilitate closer links
in the region. Additionally, Mr Collyer completed a masters degree in education
leadership at the Queensland University of Technology in 1993.
Question: The member for Nollamara asked how many early retirements and
redundancies were anticipated by the department in 1994-95 arnd what was the estimated
cost?
Answer: The Department of Training's new structure is yet to be finalised below senior
executive level. The restructuring process for the department (including colleges) is
likely to continue for sonic months to come. Accordingly, it is not possible at this point
to estimate the number or cost of any early retirements or redundancies. Preliminary
estimates indicate that the number of FTEs located within the department's central office
will be reduced.- However, it is anticipated that this reduction in FiTs will be
accommodated through the relocation of staff to alternative sites - colleges -
redeployment, and natural attrition.
Question: 77he member for Nollamara asked how many early retirements there were in
1993-94 and what was the cost?
Answer: Pursuant to the General Order on Redeployment, Retraining and Redundancy,
20 officers received voluntary severance during the 1993-94 financial year. The total
cost of severance for these officers was $498 000. In addition two senior officers
received management initiated retirement packages, as approved by the Public Service
Commission. The cost of these terminations was $213 000.
Question: The member for Noilamara asked why the department did not provide any
subsidised places for staff or members of the various IFTCs; at the recent national
conference, -Planning for Tomorrow in Vocational Education and Training -.
Answer: The Department of Training was allocated three subsidised places to attend the
conference. The conference was designed for people developing planning processes
between the Australian National Training Authority and the state mrining agencies. The
three places were taken by departmental officers involved int planning at a state level and
at a national level with ANTA.
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Question: The member for Nollamara asked whether IETCs were invited to participate.
If not. why not and on whose deciuion?
Answer: The three subsidised places were allocated to the department by a national
steering committee. The conference agenda clearly indicated the involvement of
departmental planning officers, not IflC personnel, consequendly no invitations were
extended outside the Department of Training.
Question: The member for Nollamara asked whether JETs were notified of the
conference by the department or the Minister?
Answer: No.
Question: The member for Nollamara asked whether the department would undertake to
provide JETs with a report on the conference proceedings.
Answer:, 71e department will distribute a document currently being prepared by the
national steering committee on the outcomes of the conference, and will convene a
workshop for IETC executive officers if there is sufficient interest.
Question: The member for Nollamara asked with regard to the employment equity
program -

(a) What performance criteria or accountability measures were to be implemented
under the current rear ganisation?

(b) How many of these are the same or similar to measures which are already in
place and have been for some time?

(c) What outcomes are being achieved by the EEP projects?
(d) Which projects are likely to be closed or amalgamated?
Answer:,
(a) The performance criteria and accountability measures under the new program will

be stronger and more rigorous, with performance agreements clearly specifying
the State Government's objectives of developing competitive industry and
sustainable employment through enterprise development and economic growth.

(b) As above.
(c) A total of 29 projects were provided with funding, and during the year 1 October

1993 to 30 June 1994 these projects assisted approximately 10 000 people, with a
placement rate of approximately 60 per cent into employment, education or
raining.
Community based employment projects funded through the department provide a
valuable service to disadvantaged unemployed people. Activities include
counselling, assistance with resume writing, interview skills and general job
search activities. Assistance is also provided to young unemployed people
through a range of activities including the school leaver support program.
Projects maintain a high profile in the region and assist many job seekers into
employment, raining or further education.
Quarterly reports are provided to the department giving information on project
activities and the number of placements and outcomes. However, it is anticipated
that reporting information will be adjusted under SEAS to reflect outcomes in line
with the State Government's objectives.

(d) All decision, on the future of individual projects and their level of funding will be
made after the project team established to develop the SEAS strategy has
completed its final report and presented it to the Minister to be formally
announced on 19 September.

Question: Thse member for Nollamara asked, Riven the unacceptably high level of
unemployment in the Midland area, what impact would the ficnding cuts to Midland
Joblink and Midland area youth action have on the employment prospect of people in
the area.
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Answer: An independent project team was established earlier this year to conduct a
review of the existing labour market programs funded by the State Government. The
project tam comprises representatives of the Department of Training, the Aboriginal
economic and employment development officer program, the youth action schemes and
the employment equity program.
The project team has released a discussion paper for consultation with seven regional
areas around the State. Upon finalisation the paper will be referred to the Department of
Training's corporate executive for consideration and recommendation to the Minister.
One of the draft recommendations is to impose a funding cut of 5 per cent on projects
receiving more than $80 000 per annumn in order to establish a number of additional
community-based projects in areas currently not serviced by the department.
This recommendation has yet to be referred to the department's corporate executive or
the Minister and therefore no decision to impose funding cuts has been made. However,
in line with the Minister's undertaking on 14 June 1994, there will be no overall
reduction in funding for the state's employment service programs.
Question: The member for Nollamnara asked what services were provided by these
community-based organisations.
Ans-wer: Midland Joblink assists unemployed people to access further education,
employment and training opportunities through the provision of a variety of services
including counselling and assistance with job search techniques. Midland area youth
action primarily provides assistance to school leavens in their transition from school to
further education, training and employment through a range of counselling and other
services.
Question: The member for Nollamara asked whether either project had ever failed to
comply with departmental reporting requirements.
Answver: No.
Question: The member for Nollamara asked why their funding was being cut.
Answer: As indicated above, no decision to cut the funding to either Midland Joblink or
Midland area youth action has been made.

Division 45: Kalgoorlie College
Question: The member for Notlarnara asked whether any agreement had been reached
for some contribution by the Kalgoorlie College to the regional arts centre.
Answer: Kalgoorlie College has advised that the allocation to the college has been
increased by $152 000 for cultural development. In addition, a donation of $75 000 from
the City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder is expected. The function centre is expected to make a
positive financial contribution.
The operating expenses of the Goldfields Art Centre will be met from its revenue;
however, there is no provision for maintenance or the long term refurbishment of the
building - in the order of 1.25 per cent per year of the capital value of the building, which
is approximately Slim.

Division 46: Karratha College
Question: The member for Nollamara asked for an explanation of the structure of the fee
concession system. There were some concerns that Aboriginal people and other groups
may find that the new fee structures inhibit their ability to take up educational
opportunities.
Answer: The structure of the Karratha College fee concession system is essentially the
samet as that of the Western Australian Department of Training. The current level of fees
and criteria for gaining a concession are outlined in response to a question in division 43.
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Division 51.: justice
Question: The member for Mitchell asked for a copy of the Minisny of Justice's charter.
Answer: A copy of the ministry's "Justice Charter" has been provided direct to the
member.
Question: The member for Mitchell asked if a repont was produced in relatdon to the
submission received on body pants.
Answer: The Attorney General made a ministerial statement entitled "Coroners Act,
Review" to Parliament on 25 November 1993 which is located in Hansard at page 8 139.
Question: The member for Morley asked for information regarding training courses
currently offered at Bandyup Women's Prison and chose proposed for she fisure. He also
asked what progress had been made towards the accreditation of these courses.
Answer:
1. Employment programs -

Textile industries, gardens, kitchen, laundry, miscellaneous cleaning duties.
2. Education courses currently running -

Office skills* -
Business calculations
Keyboarding technique and operations
Word processing
Data base Introduction
Spreadsheet introduction

Stepping Out - education, employment, personal development
Remedial maths*
Art
Computer awareness
Literacy
Numeracy
(* accredited)

3. Development programs
Sexual Assault Referral Centre
Substance abuse program
Anger management program
Narcotics Anonymous
Alcoholics Anonymous
Aboriginal Alcoholics Anonymous
Parenting from a distance

4. Religious programs
Salvation Army
Prison fellowship
Anglican and Catholic ministers
Catholic nuns
Aboriginal evangelican fellowship
Ministers of all other religions may provide pastoral care to their parishioners
while they are imprisoned at Bandyup Women's Prison.

5. Recitation program
Bandyup has a full time recreation officer who provides a variety of recreational
activities. These include tennis, volleyball, softball, basketball and use of gym
and oval. tndoor recreation such as bingo, craft work and quiz nights take place.
A library is available with a wide selection of material and is also linked to the
State Library distribution list. Meditation and aerbic classes also take place.
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6. Section 94: Activities Program
Bandyup has an extensive range of programs authorised under section 94 of the
Prisons Act. Details of current programs have been sent directly to the member
for Morley. and ame available in the Bills and Papers Office.

7. In addition to the extensive list of programs outlined, numerous one-off programs
have been rn at Bandyop, depending an the needs of the prison population at the
time. Such programs include -

Perth Women's Centre - Taking care of yourself
Financial counselling courses
Substance abuse program specifically for Aboriginal people run by
NASAS.

8. Funding has been requested ($12 000) through DEEF for 1995 to provide
programs for Aboriginal prisoners in the area of health education, basic cooking
and domestic duties training that is certificated. Personal developmentpn-
releaseeducation and employment - Stepping Out - is currently being assessed by
SSAB for accreditation and registration.

9. Courses and programs at Bandyup which are accredited and recognised outside
the prison are as follows -

Cooking apprenticeship
Horticultural programs
First aid certificates
All educational programs
Office skills program - all national office skills units.

Question: The member for F/ore a: asked for details of the 1993-94 costs of
incarceration of a female, male and a juvenile prisoner and how these figures compare
with the previous year and with other states.
Answer: The avenage cost per day to keep an adult prisoner was $171.71 in 1993-94.
Separate data is not kept for male and female prisoners. The cost per avenage daily
occupancy rate in juvenile detention centres in 1993-94 was $93 175.79.
Average costs in other states and for other years are being collated and further
information will be provided to the member when it becomes available. However, this
data will not be entirely consistent due to differences in the way in which the systems
operate and the data is kept.
Question: The member for Mitchell asked how much the payments to EDO Nelson
Parkhill were and how much was paid by the Crown Solicitor.
Answer: Two payments of $62 900 each were made during 1993-94.
Question: The member for Mitchell asked if the Director General had instructed the
Crown Solicitor to have neither contact with EDO Nelson Parkhill, nor access to any of
the intformattion on which the consultant's recommendations were based.
Answer: I am advised by the Director General, Mr Grant, that apart from some
information which was provided to the review consultants on a confidential basis,
nothing of significance has been kept from Mr Panegyres who was a member of the
review team. This confidential information has been destroyed as requested by those
people. Mr Grant discussed with Mr Panegyres the best means of responding to the
report and they agreed that the best process would be to respond to the report as it stood
rather than canvass comment on the report. However, if the Crown Solicitor finds it
necessary to consult BDO he may certainly do so.
Question: The member for Swan Hills asked about the number of people who had
contacted the guardianship and admiinistration board for assistance in 1993; how many
guardians or estate administrators the board appointed; and whether an increase was
eipected in the number of people attending the board and asking for assistance.
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Answer:- In 1993-94 applications were made on behalf of 1 059 Western Australians.
During this time 361 people had an administrator appointed andsa further 30 people had
guardians appointedL
In the 22 months of operation. applications have been made for 1 745 people, resulting in
the appointment of 557 administrators and 49 guardians. These figures demonstrate the
increas in people scoldng assistance over that period of txne. This does no: include the
5 655 general inquiries received at the public guardian's office and the guardianship and
administration board over the past 22 months. Of these inquiries, 1953 were received in
the last financial year.
Question: The member for Floreat asked for information regarding the cost of juvenile
justice seams.
Answer: The 1993-94 cost of operating a juvenile justice wearn was $252 000 -

Ministry of Justice $134000
Police 40000
Education Department 43000
Employment of Aboriginal person 35000
Total $252 000

Question: The member for Mitchell asked if she $465 000 identified in the
Supplementary Budget Information as being received from the Royal Commission into
Aboriginal Deaths in Custodty was reflected in the expendinare shown and the cost of the
individual programsfor which it was to be used.
Answer:- Funding granted by DEET for Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in
Custody initiatives were incorrated into the ministry budget for 1994-95. The Ministry
of Justice provided a further $271 000 to fund these initiatives. The 10 activities under
this program are as follows -

1. A consultancy to develop an Aboriginal and Tonres Strait [slander recruitment
and career development strategy: The Department of Education, Employment
and Training provided funds amounting to $50 000 for a consultancy for up to six
months to develop strategy.

2. New initiatives to expand the Western Desert pilot program for solvent abusers:
The initial pilot was funded by DEET for one year. It is intended to substantially
expand the pilot in this second year by employing field assistants and employingand training community leaders in the supervision of offenders. DEETMha
contributed $70 000.

3. Extension of pilot program at Jigalong and associated communities to train
Aboriginal sessional supervisors: The $15 000 required to extend this program
will be provided by the Ministry of Justice.

4. Recruitment of Aboriginal court advisory officers: Six positions will be created
at Albany, Bunbury, Northam, Geraldton, Port Hedland and the Central Law
Courts in Perth and will provide reliable advice to magistrates on sentencing
options for indigenous offenders. DEET has provided $138 132.

5. Pilot victim mediation program: It is intended to recruit and train indigenous
people in country centres as mediators on a casual and part time basis to enable
victims of crime to be counselled by indigenous mediators. DEET has
contributed $15 000.

6. Aboriginal community service order overseer: This is a position within the
juvenile justice division to which DEET has contributed $15 000.

7, Trainee Aboriginal juvenile justice officers: These are permanent positions to be
based at Kalgoorlie. Broomne, Bunbuiy and Bentley. DEEP has contributed
$70 000.
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8. Aboriginal programs coordinator This is a permanent position created to
coordinate the diverse program activity occurring across the ministry. DEET has
contributed $37 000.

9. Pilot program for aggression control facilitators: It is proposed to train up to two
people each at Broome, Geraldton, Roebourne, Eastern Goldfields, Canning Vale
Prison and Casuarina Prison to deliver aggression control programs for
Aboriginal offenders. flEET has contributed $40 000.

10. Pilot Program to train Aboriginal facilitators in the delivery of programs to sex
offenders: Thbis pilot program aims to train Aboriginal co-facilitators in seven yet
to be determined locations around the state. Principally these will be the
Kimberley, Pilbara, Gascoyne, Murchison and Eastern Goldfields regions. DEBT
has contributed $30 000.

Question: The member for Floreat asked how many victim of crime there are in
Western Australia.
Answer: There. is no way of knowing the exact number because not only are not all
crimes reported to the police but, for each crime that is committed there may be more
than one victim. For example, in armed hold-ups there are frequently multiple victims
and in the case of homicides, the families are considered die victims.
Question: The member for Floreat asked how many victim of crime were assisted bry the
victim support program.

Answer: In 1993-94 the figure was 2 894.
Question: The member for Victoria Park sought information about the extent of the
review of the Crown Solicitors Office.
Answer: The terms of reference were -

1. Examine the extent to which -

the office is presently providing legal services to government
agencies;
current arrangements provide a full account of real costs;
government agencies presently have recourse to internal or private
sector legal service providers;
the office is presently satisfying client requirements for legal
services, particularly those requirements for appropriate legal
solutions to operational and commercial problems within a
governmental framework;
the office is adequately resourced.

2. Identify and make recommendations in respect of -
the Government's mandate regarding the work of the Crown
Solicitor,
the core legal work that should be undertaken solely by the office;
areas of work presently undertaken by the office could be rendered
open to competition from private legal firms consistently with the
needs of Cabinet and the Executive Government of Western
Australia for specialist advice and representation on matters of
fundamental importance to government;
the stages by which a process of competitive service delivery
should be introduced in relation to remaining legal work;
the timetable for that process;
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the criteria governing which work may be referred to the private
sector and the manner in which the work might be appropriately
monitored and evaluatat-
the consequences of such martens for admninistrative arrangements
within the office;
the strategies to ensure an effective and efficient office;
the professional development needs of those staff undertaking cor
legal work or work retained by the office under competitive
tendering arrangements;
the changes needed to ensure that the office can effectively move
to full commercial operation;
the training and development of government lawyers; and
any perceived need for legislation of the ind employed by the
Commonwealth and Victoria to support any recommended
changes.

Question: The member for MEitell asked how many women have been pregnant when
admitted to Bandyup and how many have lost their child since I June 1993.
Answer: The information is not kept as a matter of routine and will require a manual
search of all relevant files for the period concerned. The nursing sister at Bandyup is
undertaking this task, as well as carrying out her normal duties and it is anticipated that
die work will be complete by 9 September 1994. For medical confidentiality reasons, the
task cannot be delegated to other staff.
Question: The member for Mitchell asked how many women pass through Bandyup each
year.
Answer In 1993-94 the figure was 548.
Question: The member for Morley requested in statistical form the number and
classification that comprise the 390 and 413 FTEs referred to on page 482 of the
Program Statements in the juvenile justice program, and the differences between one and
the other.
Answer: The ETE level reflects an avenage staffing level and does not translate directly
into the equivalent number of positions. Currently there arn 445 classified positions with
the juvenile justice division. Not all of these are occupied. The classification breakdown
for the 23 new positions is as follows -

Work Camp 1 x Level 6
9 x (in classification process)

Supervised Bail Program 1 x Level 6
Community Based Officers 11I x Level 2/4
(Juvenile Justice)

Returned from Premier and Cabinet I x FIB

Question: In regard to juvenile justice, the member for Mitchell querfled the variation
between staffing levels of 385 u'TEs and 390 FFEs in 1993-94.
Answer: The member will be aware that the 390 FrEs are an actual staffing level and the
385 FI~s are die approved level for 1993-94. The explanation sought is that the juvenile
justice division overspent to the extent of five FTEs in 1993-94. The overexpenditure
was funded by savings elsewhere in the Ministry's allocation.
Question: The member for Mitchell sought information about capitol funding of the
juvenile justice division.
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Answer;
Field Services Offices -

Underspending was the meutt of delays in finalizing office arragements.
Juvenile Remand Centre -

Contrct estimate Veil; and
moneys carried forward for retention payments and additional minor works.

Remand and Training Cenmre - Security Improvements -

Finalisation of minor improvements across three centres was completed for less
than initial estimate.

Riverbank - Duress Alarms -

Overall expenditure for the project was in line with initial contract estimate; and
expenditure in 1992-93 was higher than expected and the 1993-94 carryover did
not reflect a lower cash flow requirement.

Secure Training Centre - Planning and Feasibility Studies -

Underspending the result of delays in the implementation of the project
Question: The member for Mitchell asked how much was saved with respect to grant
savings and subsidies due to the cancellation of the Lake Jasper project.
Answer: $123 000

Question: The member for Morley requested a copy of the evaluation of the community-
based pilot juvenile justice teams.
Answer: A ministerial statement will be made on this subject and a copy of the report
will be tabled in Parliament.
Question: The member for Morley requested details of the number of juveniles who had
been involved with the new provisions in the Crime (Se rious and Repeat Offenders)
Sentencing Act.
Answer: None.
Question: The member for Mitchell asked if the Commonwealth Government allocation
to the Ministry of Justice of $7.4m was being spent on court tribunal services and
whether it was parr of the $56A that will be spent this year.

Answer: The $7.4m allocated by the Commonwealth Government for the Family Court
is included in the total $56mi which will be spent by court and tribunal services this yea.
Question: The member for Mitchell asked why the court and tribunal services program
was underspent by $900 000.
Answer: Reduction in expenditure mainly in the areas of accommodation, maintenance,
travel, fuel and power costs experienced by the Eamily Court was the major reason
coupled with board fees, witness fees and rental accommodation costs being less thani
expected in die guardianship and administration subprogram.
Question: The member for Mitchell asked whether the income from legal services this

yaisestimated to increase from $25Sm to $5.1m and whether the whole oft/tat increase
wlbeearned by the Crown Solicitor's Office.

Answer: Revenue for the Crown Solicitor's Office is estimated at $5. in,.
Question: The member for Mitchell asked why, with respect to the Crown Solicitor's
office, services and contracts were underspens by about $2mt last year.

Answer: Largely as a consequence of the settlement of the PICL litigation, and to a
lesser extent as a consequence of delays in Aboriginal land claims litigation because of
the Hfigh Court challenge, there were net savings in respect of legal fees of $1.823m.
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Qusestion: The member for Mitchell asked for information on the allocotion of
approximately $100 000 relating to "other" with respect to the Crown Solicitor's Office.
Answer: The differential between actual and budgeted expenditure in the category
"other" relates primarily to reduced travel expenditure of approximately $100 000 due to
the Aboriginal land claims litigation delays.
Question: The member for Mitchell asked for a list of the legal staff and the positions
they hold in the Crown Solicitor's Office.
Answer: Crown Solicitor P.A. Panegyres

Crown Counsel RLE. Cock
Conveyancer Mr B.D. Saunders
Senior Assistants Crown Solicitor - Mr J.L. Lyon

Mr G.J. Delaney
Mr R.L. Griffiths
Mr J.P. Young
Dr J.A. lonson
Mr H. Somerville
Ms J. Eckert
Mr D.N. Jones
Ms P. Eldred
Mr P. Risumer
Ms, P. Hass
Ms H. Cogan
Mr B.R. McMurdo
Mr J.W. O'Halloran
Mr G. Raithel
Mr J.W. Hassent
Ms D.L Willianms
MrDJ. Stuart
Mr DJi. Shear
MrLJ Saville

Senior Assistants Crown Counsel - Mr L.B. Robbins
Ms C.F. Jenkins

Asistants Crown Solicitor - Ms J. Weeden
Mr T. Citewel
Ms G. Di San Marzano
Mr C. Murray
Mr McCloskey
MS I. Petersen

Assistants Crown Counsel - Mr K. Pettit
Ms J. Smith
Ms C. Thatcher

Legal Officers - Ms K Tippett
Mr A. Sefmon
Mr B. Di Girolamni
Mr R. Hooker
Ms K Gething
Ms M.A. Wells
Ms D. Carey
MAsB. Van Reyk
Ms L. Pettit
Ms J. Reid
Mr M. Van Brakel
Mr B. King
Mr &L Flint
Mr D). St George
Mr P. Wayze
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Legal Officers - Ms J. Prickert
Ms J. Chauvel
Mr D. Djurdjevic
Ms C. St John
Mr Rt. Mitchell
Mr A. Deftooy

Question: The member for Mitchell asked how many Bills are currently with
Parliamentary Counsel and what is the longest delay expected for any Bill currently
being drafted.
Answer: 91 Bills are with Parliamentary Counsel as at 19 August 1994. One Bill, the
land administration Bill, is an extremely large project and will require the attention of at
least two experienced drafters for a considerable period of time. It is expected that the
Bill may be completed between March and May 1995.
Question: The member for Mitchell asked whether the Registrar General is expected to
make a profit.
Answer: No.
Question: The member for Mitchell asked what support services are available to victims
of domestic violence.
Answer: Any domestic assault known to the police that results in bodily harm is
automatically referred to the Victims Support Service. These referrals are forwarded
every working day. The counsellor on duty each day then attempts to make phone
contact and failing this sends a letter offering services.
Counsellors provided trauma debriefing, counselling, information and particularly in the
area of domestic violence they work with or refer victims to other services in the
community to provide the most appropriate assistance.
In July this year, part time counsellors were appointed in Bunbury, Albany, Kalgoorlie
and Geraldton. Volunteers are now operational in Bunbury and will be recruited shortly
in the other centres. The same range of services as those offered in Perth are offered in
these country centres.
When matters involving domestic violence come before the conrt, the standard range of
services available to all victims of crime is offered, such as court support, court
preparation, assistance with victim impact statements and witness preparation.
information is also given about how to claim criminal injuries compensation. T1he
volunteers at Victim Support Services have been trained in the area of domestic violence
and as part of their role of court support can assist women with their application for
restraining ordiers. Volunteers are rostered on duty at the Central Law Courts every day
from 9.00 am to 1.00 pmn and are on call at the Joondalup Court. It is planned to extend
this service throughout the metropolitan area.
Question: The member for Mitchell noted that the income for the Christmas Island Court
Services was netted against Division 51.
Answer: Christmas Island Court Services revenue of $425 000 was not netted against
Division 51. The figure was the total amount advanced by the Commonwealth in
sjuarterlyinstalments-to recoup expenditure in 1993-94. Revenue retained in Division 51
of $276 000 represents recoups for 1994-95.
Division S2: Commissioner for Equal Opportunity
Question: The member for Floreat asked about the proportion of inquiries that were
outside the jurisdiction of the Equal Opportunity Act.
Answer: The increasing number of inquiries received by the commission attests to its
relatively high public profile as an agency dealing with human rights and equal
opportunity issues. Given this public profile a number of individuals and organisations
will contact the commission in relation to matters handled by other agencies. These
individuals are referred to the appropriate agency.
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Question: The member for Mitchell asked how many complaints were referred to the
Equal Opportunity Tribunal within nine months of receipt.
Answer: During the 1993-94 financial period, 31 per cent of all complaints received
were either conciliated, closed or referred to the tribunal. The review of the processes
established by die Attorney General has identified some ways by which complaints may
be handled in a more timely manner.

Division 57: Office of Women's Interests
Question: The member for Floreat asked what progress had been made towards 50 per
cen representation of women on government boards and committees, and how many
women were now represented on government boards.
Answer: The Cabinet and Parliamentary Services division of die Ministry of the Premier
and Cabinet provided the following information -

Under current appointment dates: 1 July 1992 to 30 June 1993 -

Total 591
Women 118
Men 467
Unknown 6
The percentage of women as current appointments for 1992-93 was 19.96.

Under current appointment dates: 1 July 1993 to 30 June 1994 -

Total 1 552
Women 390
Men 1 131
Unknown 31
The percentage of women as current appointments for 1993-94 was 25.12.

There has been a 5.16 per cent increase in the number of women on goverrnent
boards and committees in the last financial year. The Women's Regster was
consulted on 16 occasions. Eighty-five women were nominated, 10 of whom
were from regional areas.

Question: The member for Swan Hills asked the Minister to outline some of the projects
awarded Women's Trust grams and how they were assessed.
Answer: Women's Tmust - Successful Applicants and Projecc Outline - $84 292.
The following are some examples of grant allocation -

$5 000 to Ngaringga Ngurra for the continuation of a young women's group and
the development of six pamphlets relevant to the needs of women in Halls Creek.
$4 600 to the Burning Down the House Collective for two eight week radio skills
training courses for women.
$2 700 to the Nursing Mothers' Association of Australia to conduct a public
seminar on breast feeding and distribute information packages to expectant
women.
$1 450 to die Mandurah Domestic Violence Action Group for training of workers
dealing with domestic violence in the course of their day to day work.
$4 000 to the Older Women's Network for the reprint of the booklet 'Where".
$1 980 to the Albany Menopause Support Group for a one day menopause
seminar.
$2 250 to the Gosnells District Information Centre to enable family and
neighbourhood mediators to attend a conference.
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$2 000 to the Pinjarra Meeting Place to provide workshops in self-esteem and first
aid - and to print a newsletter for women in isolated area.

$5 000 to the Women's Economic Development Organisation to run three small
business skills workshops in the Pilbara
$2 700 to the Centre for Research on Women to present a one-day seminar on
feminist research.
$3 500 to the WA Associtition of Polish Women to publish a commemorative
book for the association's 35th anniversary.
$3 150 to Mutee Moho and Kay Gibson of Margaret River to create a work of art
by local women.
$4 630 to the Domestic Violence Court Support Group for the provision of a
service to domestic violence victims throughout the process of the judicial
system.
$1 000 to the Women's Information Network in Leinster to provide information
to women in an isolated environment.
$5 000 to the Albany Domestic Violence Action Group to collect data on the
incidence of domestic violence in Albany and to design a model for dealing with
domestic violence in the town.
$5 000 to the Women's Cancer Group to provide support for women with cancer.
$2 700 to the Stillbirth and Neonatal Death Support Group for the provision of
infornation to parents throughout the State.
$5 000 to the Moorditch Gurlongga Association to produce a video on the
processes and principles of the domestic violence intervention project.
$4 650 to the Women's Legal Service to hold a forum for women living in remote
areas.
$1 600 to the WA Folk Federation to develop a study of women's issues through
the medium of folk arts.
$1 000 to Jacueline Molley for the development of a theatre piece.
$3 780 to the Vietnamese Poetry, a classical music and opera association to
provide a booklet for service providers about Vietnamese women's perceptions
and attitudes towards marriage and family relationships.
$5 000 to the Martu Women's Council to provide culturally appropriate family
counselling services to western desert communities.
$1 600 to the Goldfields Family Support Association to provide a weekend away
for mothers of children with disabilities.
$5 000 to the Margaret River Women's Group to conduct a course in home
maintenance for women and establish a women's tool hire business.

Selection panel (names) -

Lynne McGuigan Executive Director, Owl
Noela Taylor Manager, Strategic Policy and Planning, OW!
Petrce Judge Manager, Federal Affairs, Department of Premier
Ken Hamilton Manager, Community Funding, WA Lotteries Commission

The panel determined that the guidelines should be applied to the projects and that the
following principles should apply -

The project should not be an activity normally covered by the core funding
provided to the agency;
the project should be discrete; that is, all the activities should be seen to be
separate from the agency's day to day activities such as administration costs;
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die project should not lead to ongoing demand for the activity which would then
have to be funded by State or Federal Government. However, this principle does
not necessarily include research or preliminary investigations; and
die project should not be conducted by agencies which have been past trust
recipients on more than one occasion.

Priority to the selection oft projects -

1. Projects which meet the guidelines and principles.
2. Projects which offer benefit to a large group of women.
3. Where the above applies, all country regions - Kinmberley, Pilbara, Murchison,

Goldfields, Southern and Great Southern - are to have funded project.
4. Projects for multicultural and Aboriginal women specifically.

Question: The member for Kenwick asked the Minister to state how match each
enterprise scholarship was worth.
Answer: Scholarship - Women and Small Business - $4 500
An amount of $14 500 to be divided between I11 women was allocated for financing the
scholarships. The Department of Training and the Department of Commerce and Trade
each contributed $5 000. The Office of Women's Interests contributed $4 500. the Small
Business Development Corporation financed advertising and promotional costs.
The degree of sponsorship was determined in accordance with the perceived degree of
economic need. Four of die 11I women were from country areas, seven were from the
metropolitan area and one was of Aboriginal descent. There were two withdrawals.

Winners Amount

Barbara Darling 1500
Diny Monaghan 1 500
Donna O'Brien 1 500
Barbara Abbott 900
Ros Caisley 500
Helen Davey 500
Patricia Jackman 1 500
Nicki Polden 500
Donna Oxenharn 1 500
Jan Hasleby 1 500
Megan Griffiths 1500

Break-up
Department of Commerce and Trade - Paid fees
Barbara Darling 1500
Diny Monaghan 1 500
Donna O'Brien 1 500
Helen Davey 500
Total $5 000
Department of Training - Paid fees
Megan Griffiths 1500
Ros Caisley 500
Patricia Jackman 1 500
Jan Hasleby 1 500
Total $5000
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Office of Women's Interests - Paid fees

Barbara Abbott 900
Donna Oxentiam 1 500
Nici Polden Soo
Total $2 900
Two withdrew ($1 600).

Selection process consisted of -
a preliminary assessment of the executive director of the workshop to determine
whether the applicants had the necessary skills to complete the workshop;
a review of the screened applicants to determine potentially viable business plans;
an assessment of economic need based on the available information; and
identifying Aboriginal and rural women, and giving these applicants priority, and
telephoning applicants for further information, where necessary.

Question: The member for Mitchell asked whether the Minister could provide details of
the grants, subsidies and transfers totalling $144 000.
Answer:

1. Women's Trust $84 292
2. Women's Enterprise Workshop $4 500
3. International Women's Day $2 050

(funded separately)
4. North West Women's Association $38 408
5. Fellowship Award 8 590
6. Rural Women's Award $3 000
7. International Conference for Women in 500

Agriculture
8. WA's contribution to the activities miust $1 500

of the Commonwealth State Ministers
Conference on the Status of Women

9. Once only grant to Bidyadanga $2 000

Question: The member for Mitchell asked whether the Minister could provide details of
the intent to prepare a statement on the State women's strategy, arid, (i so, when the
function would be completed.
Answer: Thete is an intention to prepare a whole of government strategy. A draft was
developed in the 1993-94 year and is expected to be finalised in the 1994-95 year.
Question: The member for Kenwick asked the Minister for information on the funding
for the community consultation subprogram and the information service.
Answer: The information service functions under the community consultation and
development subprogram and includes funding for -

Library
Records management
Public affairs - publications and events
Women's Information Service, and
Women's Advisory Council.

The information service has two foci -
Development of information strategies to support the office program
Provision of information to women in the community.
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Funding for information services for 1994-95 includes -

Salary and other staffing costs (training, etc) $300 000
Communications - includes online data base access $3 000 $17 000
Services - includes newsletter $16 000 $34 000
Consumables - includes subscripcions, interlibrary $26 000
vouchers, books, etc
Maintenance of assets $6 000
Purchase of assets (PC memory upgrades, software, furniture) $8000

Specific information activities that have required the reallocation of funds across the
subprogram include membership and access to national and international databases to
ensure that cataloguing records may be retrieved and that literature searches can be
undertaken. In addition, subscriptions have been placed for a number of gender specific
and current affairs journals such that information scanning can occur. Provision has also
been made to publish at least four issues of the OWl newsletter during the financial year.
Ihe emphasis on automated information retrieval across the information buanch also has
implications for the training budget; for example, database management and information
retrieval training.

Division S8: Western Australian Electoral Commission
Question: In addition to the information in the answer provided to the member for
Nollamara in responding to parliamentary question on notice 824, the member asked for
a broad description of the four contracts, what work was involved, and how it was broken
UP.
Answer: A broad description of the contracts is contained in the standard form of
contract, a copy of which was provided to the member with the answer to parliamentary
question 824. The work on which the four contractors can be briefly described as
follows -
(a) One contractor has been engaged primarily as a project leader and technical

specialist. His main duties have been to develop the project execution plan, to
design and develop the electoral boundary redistribution system, to prepare
specifications for computer equipment and computer software, to confer and
negotiate with other commonwealth and state agencies to locate and obtain data
relevant to the EBRS project, to undertake quality checks on data supplied to
ensure the level of confidence that can be given to each item of data, to provide
weekly reports to the WA Electoral Commission's manager, information systems
and roll maintenance branch, who had overall control of the operation of the
project, and to provide regular reports to the project steering committee chaired
by the Electoral Commissioner. The Government Statistician and Deputy
Commonwealth Statistician who is also one of the three independent Electoral
Distribution Commissioners is a member of the steering committee which
provides direction, monitors progress and gives necessary approvals.

(b) A second contractor was engaged as a geographic information system specialist
analyst programmer with particular skills in the use of Arcinfo 015 computer
software. His main duties have been to construct the EBR system using the
design prepared by the project leader. He also had the tasks of manipulating the
extensive data, loading data into tables, generating reports and assisting whenever
necessary in the use of the equipment.

(c) The third contractor was engaged as GIS analyst programmer wit particular
skills in mapping and the interpretation of map information stored in both digital
and textual form. His principal tasks were to assist in checking data to ensure the
exact location of an elector to a census collector district, to assist the Electoral
Distribution Commissioners when boundaries split CCIs by determining the
exact location of an elector in respect of a proposed boundary, and to assist with
the preparation of technical descriptions of boundaries by locating physical and
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other feature that can be used to describe the boundary. The technical
descriptions will be published in the final determination of die division of the
state to be published in dhe Government Gazette on 28 November 1994.

(d) The fourth contractor was engaged as a tracer to digitise boundary information
from analog plans. This task was related to the capture of boundary data used on
printed plans and in the BR system.

Question: The member for Nollamara asked what procedures have been followed to
ensure that such contract officers are in keeping with section 16 of the Electoral Act.
Answer: Section 16 applies to officers appointed wider the Electoral Act 1907 under a
contract of service. The section does not have any application to persons engaged as
independent contractors engaged under contracts for service. They are not in an
employment contact
However, under the contracts for the four contractors engaged for the electoral boundary
redistribution system project, thereaae two important relevant clauses. One is clause 7
by which the contractor agrees that he has no conflict of interest which might affect his
ability to perform his duties under the agreement. The second is clause 15 under which
each party trats as confidential information which comes into his possession as a result
of the agreement. Neither party shall, without the written permission of the other,
disclose such confidential information to a third party.

Division 59: Miscellaneous Services
Itemn 104 . Official Corruption Commission - contribution to trust fund
Question: The member for Noliwrnara asked for more details about the increase in the
allocation for the services and contracts area oft/he commission's 1994-95 budget.
Answer: The 1994-95 budget allocation of $106 700 for services and contracts is based
on an assessment only of die costs associated with implementing new provisions of the
Official Corruption Commission Act given that they were proclaimed only on 24 May
1994
The new provisions are expected to result in a substantial increase in the number of
reports received by the 0CC. Under the amendments to the Act, there is a provision for
prelimfinary inquiry into such reports and it is anticipated that, in many cases, this will
require specialist professional advice to the 0CC. Examples of this already encountered
are in the medical and legal fields. The advice i, sought under strict professional
confidence and the 0CC pays the appropriate fees. Other professional services
envisaged are associated with -

(a) The production of information pamphlets and guidelines designed to convey to
the general public information about the Act and the functions of the commission,
including what constitutes official corruption and bow to go about reporting.
Further costs in this area could be associated with advertising.

(b) An ongoing communication and information program which commenced with
individual letters being sent to 369 principal public officers setting out their
responsibilities under dhe Act and enclosing guidelines. Example written notices
for distribution to staff were also enclosed.

it is expected that budgeting for expenditure needs in this particular field will be more
predictable after die first year of opemation under the new provisions. At present, the
volume and content of reports and allegations cannot be predicted. The Executive
Officer of the 0CC has also -

confirmed that no breach of confidentiality provisions is involved in any service
and contract arrangement; and
advised that parliamentarians and the public generally can approach the 0CC
direct if any information is required about its functions.
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Item 110 - Western Australian Water Resources Council
Question: The member for Belmont raised the following queriflpoints -

1. Will the Water Resources Council now be in a position to conduct the
independent review of water pricing policy it wishes to conduct?

2. Details about the council's proposed expendiure program from its 1994-95
budget allocation of $260 000.

3. Is any unit of government working on water resources policy outside the Water
Authority and the Water Resources Council? Are there any contracts outside
government?

Answer:
1 . No. However, a momn modest analysis of current water pricing has been carried

out by the council and will be published shortly.
2. The council has advised that the key elements of its 1994-95 budget allocation of

$260 000 from the consolidated fund are -

Salaries 150 000
Members' fees and allowances 20 000
Operating expenses 66 000
Project expenditure 24 000
Total 260000

In addition, the council administers funds for specific sponsored projects mainly
frm the Water Authority. Suich projects include -

South west irrigation;
Perth water future;
Water sensitive design;
Northern rivens; and
Water resource history.

3. Following is a summary of the current position -

A Select Committee on Protection of Groundwater Resources is reviewing
policy on development over groundwater protection areas.
A water resources allocation committee is responsible for determining the
allocation of water resources between various stakeholders such as the
environment, agriculture industry and the Water Authority.
An independent task force has just completed a report into the future of
the south west irrigation system on behalf of die Government.
The Water Authority has a practice of developing policy on water issues
through the public consultation process; for example. Perth's water future
study 2010 and Wastewater 2040. The Water Authority has no outside
contracts.

Other agencies have interests in water resources matters and are being consulted in the
reform process which is currently being developed. These agencies include the
Department of Agriculture, the Department of Conservation and Land Management, the
Department of Environmental Protection and the Waterways Commission. No contract
arrangements have been entered into by the Western Australian Waler Resources
council.
Item 111 - City Living Land Tax Concession Scheme
Question: The member for Nollamara referred to the underspending on this item in
1993-94 and asked whether this was caused by a reduction in the differential due to afail
in commercial property prices, a low take-up of the concession due to lack of tenants, or
because people find the rebate scheme cumbersome.
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Answer: The lower than estimated payments in 1993-94 was due in part to the reduction
in the commercial values of property within the city precinct, as well as a lower than
expected number of claims as new facilities under construction were not ready for
occupation. It is expected that the number of requests in 1994-95 will increase as
property values improve and new units are occupied, and tenants become eligible for
participation mn the scheme.
Given that land tax assessments are not due to be issued until later in the financial year, it
is difficult to estimate accurately the number of claims and level of expenditure under the
scheme at this time.
Rtem 115 - State Energy Commission of Western Australia.- North West Shelf Gas
Question: The member for Nollamara asked the Treasurer to provide -

(1) Details of the amount provided by the Commonwealth as a subsidy for the North
West S helIf gas project since the beginning of the current agreemem:; and

(2) The remaining time for the agreement to run.
Answer:,
(1) Amounts provided by the Commonwealth under

(Submerged Lands) Act were as follows -

Year $Sm
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
Total

section 130 of the Petroleum

0.700
0.927
1.023
1.082
1.324
1.421
3.912
4.127
8.603

23.119
The annual amounts provided by the Commonwealth varied with actual payments
to SECWA in some yeas because of retrospective adjustments to the calculation
of the payments as follows -

1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94

Received from
Commonwealth

0.700
0.927
1.023
1.082
1.324
1.421
3.912
4.127
8.603

Adjustment

+0.430
-0.097
+0.068
-0.024
-0.014
-0.052
+0.101

Paid to
SEC WA

0.700
0.970
0.926
1.150
1.300
1.407
3.860
4.228
8.603

The total of $23.119m comprises annual amounts provided by the
Commonwealth only. In the years 1985-86 to 1988-89 the State Government also
made payments to SECWA for -

the State's share of petroleum royalties collected from the North West
Shelf gas project; and
collections from the 3 per cent levy on SEC WA sales of North West Shelf
project gas.

(2) Section 130 payments from the Commonwealth ame payable to Western Australia
under the Act until 2004-05 (inclusive).
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Item 117 - Ad of Grace Payments
Question: The member for Bunbury requested the Treasurer to provide a list of the
payments with the names deleted in certain cases as necessary.
Answer: Expenditure for 1993-94 totalled $717 895.37 detailed as follows.-

Ongoing Commitment $
Continuation of supplements to superannuation 1 603.42
pensions previously approved for particular individuals
Once-off
Acquisition of three residential properties on 49747.50
Westrail land at Broad Arrow
ANZ Banking Group Ltd (DOLA error relating to 7678.79
title over land at Boulder)
Commissioner B. Bull (legal costs incurred in action against ABC) 23 425.00
Essdee Wholesale Pty Ltd (recoup for double payment of EID) 71 502.00
Estate of Mr D. Thompson (mesothelionia victim - payment 33 312.00
due to PWD delay in processing compensation claim)
Mr J. Irvine (recoup of legal costs for proceedings 20 325.34
to set aside coroner's findings following inquest
into the death of his son, Colin Irvine)
Ms D. Thompson (payment relating to fire damage 12 850.00
caused by a foster child)
Refund of stamp duty penalties
- egg licence transfers 4588.00
- taxi licence transfers 64720.00
Republic of Indonesia (reimbursement of stamp 105 074.50
duties on consular premises)
Royal Commission into Commercial Activities 215 191.00
of Government and Other Matters
Western Australian Police Union of Workers 40 128.50
(reimbursement of legal costs associated with the coronial
inquests into three deaths in police lockups and also
various private prosecutions against police officers)
Western Australian Prison Officers Union of Workers 29557.31
(reimbursement of legal costs associated with coronial
inquests into the deaths of two prisoners and also the defence
of charges of indecent assault against a prison officer)
Other (various claims) 38 192.01
Total 717 895.37

Item 132 - Telephone and Telex Charges.- Central Government Buildings
Question: The Treasurer was asked to provide information on the previous strategic
partnership agreement tariff, and the proposed new arrangement which should result in a
reduction in overall government costs for telephones.
Answer: The SPA was a Telecom tariff providing discounts on volume. The discount
level provided under this arrangement was claimed by Optus to be predatory on the basis
that in some instances it undercut the wholesale price available to Optus. Following
representations to the federal Minister for Communications by Optus, Telecom's board
decided to withdraw the SPA tariff based on legal advice. The SPA tariff ceased to exist
on 30 June 1994 and was replaced by a new tariff regime. This new tariff has been
adopted by die Western Australian Government.
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The marketplace created by the new tariff also introduced what essentilliy equates to
wholesale tariffs under a provision in the Telecommunications Act, allowing "service
providers", access to cost based pricing. This change allows service providers other than
carriers to compete in the marketplace, thereby effectively increasing competition. These
service providers normally operate as aggregators and/or brokens in the marketplace and
are referred to as "telecommunications managers".
The Western Australian Government has initiated a project to test the market for a "third
party telecommunications manager '. Expressions of interest have been called for and
evaluated. It is expected that a tender process will be completed and a contract signed by
December 1994.
The appointment of a telecommunications manager will enable the State to take
maximum advantage of the newly competitive telecommunications market. The Costs
associated with the new manager's position am expected to be offset by additional
savings achieved in relation to predetermined contract outcomes including tariff
reductions, rationalisation and demand management.
Item 216 - Central Perth Historic Precinct Development
Question: The member for No) iwnara referred to the compensation paid to Bank West for
surrendering its Barrack-Hay Street property site as pant of the Perth historic precinct
plan and asked whether the imputed value of the land required to meet the plot ratio
could be provided.
Answer: A value of $3m was placed on resolving the plot ratio.

Division 62: Office of Racing and Gaming
Question: The member for Armadale requested information on the costs of bureau
charges for the liquor licensing system.
Answer: The estimated cost of bureau services, provided by Dynamic Business
Resources, for the liquor licensing system in 1994-95 is $100 000.

Question: The member for F/crewr requested information on the number of lottery and
raffle permits issued during 1993-94 and the number that did not deliver prizes.
Answer: The number of standard lottery permits issued during 1993-94 was 2 137. The
number of continuing lottery - "break open" tickets - permits issued during 1993-94 was
832. During 1993-94 no reports were made to the Gamning Commission of prizes not
being delivered.
Question: The member for Murray queried whether the TAB profit distribution ratio of
65:35 was afirmfigure.
Answer: The Minister for Racing and Gaiming will reply direct to the member for
Mury.

Question: The metber for Floreat requested information on the number of lottery/raffle
pernnits refused during 1993-94.
Answer: The number of lottery/raffle permits refused was 18.
Question: The member for Floreat requested information on the number of high value
prizes that had not been delivered in the last two to three years.
Answer: Based on approved drawing dates, the number of standard lotteries for which
prizes were not delivered were 1991-92, 1; 1992-93, Nil; and 1993-94, Nil.
Question: The metber for Florear requested information on the fees charged for
lotteries.
Answer: 'he schedule of application fees is detailed as follows -
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Standard Lottery
Where the total prize value does not exceed $5 000
For a permit valid up to?7 days $20
For a permit valid up to 3 months $30

Where the total prize value exceeds $5 000 but not $50 000
For a permt valid up to?7 days $50
For a permit valid up to 3 months $75

Where the total prize value exceeds $50 000 but not $100 000 $150
Where the total prize value exceeds $100 000 but not $200 000 $300
Whome the total prize value exceeds $100 000 $500
Continuing Lottery
Where the total prize value does not exceed $5 000
For a permit valid up to?7 days $10
For a permit valid up to 12 months $30

Where the total prize value exceeds $5 000
For a permit valid up to?7 days $25
For a permit valid up to 12 months $75

Question: The member for Floreat requested information on the revenue collected for
1993-94 in relation to gaming regulation and comipliance.
Answer:, The revenue collected for 1993-94 is detailed below -

Gaming nights 164 400
Approved premises 7 930
Operators' certificates 6 750
Suppliers of equipment 1 200
Two-up 45 185
Bingo 176 611
Continuing lottery 49 785
Lottery/raffle 78 622
Infrngements 8 500
Miscellaneous 341

S53934
Question: The tnember for Moran garco requested information on how many bookmakers
were licensed for telephone betting.
Answer:, The number of bookmakers licensed for telephone betting is 32, which is 39 per
cent of the 82 licensed bookmakers.
Question: The member for Armadale asked when the Government will respond to the
report of the Liquor Licensing Act Review Committee.
Answer: The Mfinister for Racing and Gaming will reply directly to the member.
Question: The member for Armadale requested a breakdown of the costs of the Liquor
Licensing Act Review Committee.
Answer:, A breakdown of costs is provided below

Salaries and allowances 42 900
Travel costs 15 900
Fringe benefits tax 700
Communications 2 400
Services and contracts (includes board fees) 89 000
Consumable supplies 1 100
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Question: The member for Armadale requested derails of the destinations that the Liquor
Licensing Act Review Committee visited.
Answer: The Minister for Racing and Gaming will reply directly to the member for
Arinadale.

Division 63: Loal Government
Question: The member for Ashburton queried the retained revenue estimated at $109 000
as shown on page 599 of the Program Statemnents.
Answer: There are no previsions under the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985
for the Department of Local Government to receive and hold funds for subsequent,
purpose specific expenditure. All revenue, other than approved miust fund revenues, is
banked to the Government of Western Australia and credited to the consolidated fund. in
1994-95 the department will be receiving $109 000 from the Department of
Environment, Sport and Territories to meet the costs of a service delivery agreement for
the establishment of local government systems on Christmas and Cocos Islands. The
department has entered into an agreement with Treasury to retain the funds specifically
for expenditure on this purpose. The revenue retention agreement has strict provisions as
to the expenditure of the funds. They must be applied in accordance with the service
delivery agreement entered into between the Department of Local Government and the
Department of Environment, Sport and Territories.

Division 64: Health
Question: The member for Mitchell asked how much money is being spent on reducing
the level of infection of gonorrhoea in the Kimberley as distinct from increasing the level
of education. He also questioned what proportion of the $750 000 additional resources,
from the closure of the Murray Street Clinic, will go to the Kimberley.
Answer: it is difficult to present a differential figure as evaluation is an intrinsic
component of the biomedical/public health intervention and disease control model.
In the Kimberley the Aboriginal Health Promotion Unit is funded to conduct health
promotion programs especially designed by and for Aboriginal people. This program
incorporates STDs as pant of the overall Aboriginal perspective on health. It develops
and delivers culturally custonmised health promotion services. It is funded at a level of
$200 000 per year. Mainstream health education is a feature of the Kim berley and the
Pilbara regions and STD) education is a priority component for these program people.
Health Promotion program staff are integrated within the Public Health Units.
Community nurses, remote area nurses, AEWs and GPs are involved in specific
strategies for STD control and treatment. These are early diagnosis and treatment,
contact tracing and epidemniologic treatment. Case management of individuals involves a
high degree of education. It is inextricably linked with the entire process.
The additional resources for STIs made available through the closure of the Murray
Street Clinic will be distributed to regional health authorities through the State Health
Purchasing Authority. It is not yet known what share of this will be allocated to the
northern health authority or what the distribution across the Kinmberley and the Pilbara
willbe.
Question: The member for Victoria Park asked how the seven women's health programs
that were approved for funding at the end of the 1993 -94 financial year were determined
and on whot basis swo were declined - cancer related request and gay men's request.
That is, what selection criteria were used in coming to this decision? In reaching the
above decision, did the Minister for Health take advice from the department?

Answer: The following sets of criteria were progressively applied to the 71 applications
for funding received -
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National women's health program criteria and priorities. Present particular
priorities are those services which address issues of access due to disadvantage or
isolation - including geographical isolation and language or cultural issues.
That no alternative sources of funding were available for the submitted projects.
That the projects -

were in keeping with state health priorities.
would yield significant health gain.
were innovative,
provided a spread of city and country services,
addressed service needs not previously addressed, and
could potentially serve as service models for other parts of the state or
nationally.

Even after the application of these criteria, only those of highest priority could receive an
allocation from the funds available. In reaching the above decision the Minister for
Health took advice from the department.
Question: The member for Mitchell requested a list of the amounts and purposes of the
grams for Aboriginal health at the end of the 1993 -94 financial year.
Answer:

1993-94
Organisation Program

Perth Aboriginal Medical
service

Bega Garntirringu Health
Service

Geraldton Regional
Aboriginal Medical
Service

Ngangganawilli Aboriginal
Health Service

Yagga Yagga
Coolabaroc Neighbourhood
Centre

Mawarnkarra Health
Service

Tjun Tunjarra Community
Kalgoorlie College

Diabetes screening
Renovations and extensions to clinic
Purchase of equipment
Computer coding
STDs education
Heart health
Aboriginal children's health
Anaemia screening
Heart health project
Mental health counselling
STDs education
Environmental health needs assessment
Environmental health needs assessment
STDs health promotion
Heart health
Cervical screening
Nutrition and lunch program
Specialist services
Community nurse and AHW training

Koorbida Mma Mia
Environmental health needs assessment
Health promotion - smoking education
Bridging funding - EHW
Renovations of building
ST~s education
Specialist services
Purchase of night patrol vehicle
Cervical screening
AIDSISTDs
Equip remote clinic
Environmental Health Worker Workshop

Amount

21 000
12 500

122000D
4380

10000
99700
43960

2 500
143 460
43056
10 000
27000
27000
10 000

100000
44000
16 000
8000

64951

57 666
27000
27000
20 800
27000
10000
8 000

31 500
44000
47000
28902
14236
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Organisation Program Amount

Southern Aboriginal
Corporation STD's education 10 000

Kimberley Aboriginal Aboriginal community environmental
Medical Services Council health assessment project 27 000

Mobile health clinic 120 000
Irrungadji Group Kids kitchen/hygiene project 36 204
Association Inc

Totani351
Question: The member for Victoria Park asked for further derail on the health
restructure program, how much was taken up by the hospitals for that purpose and how
much was not. Which hospitals did not expend their allocation?
Answer $8 350 '700 reflected total available funds and allocated.

Those that did not take up this offer were -

Mt Henry Hospital 500 000
Narrogin Hospital 250 000
Busselton Hospital 60 000
Bunbury Hospital 198 000
Derby Regional Hospital 60 000
Numbala Nunga Nursing Home 41 000
Kimberley Health Region 148100
Broome Hospital 15000D
Port Hedland Hospital 185 000
Roebourne/Wickhamn Hospitals 42 000
Pilbara Health Service 40 000
Tom Price and Paraburdoo Hospitals 50000
Those that took up pant of the offer were -

Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital
Princess Margaret Hospital
Great Southern Health Region
South.West Health Region.

Question: The member for Victoria Park asked the Minister to look at the letter from the
Asbestos Diseases Society.
Answer: The letter from the Asbestos Diseases Society of Australia Inc was received on
24 August 1994. The matter is being investigated by senior Health Department officers
and a response will be provided to the society in due course.
Question: The member for Mitchell referred to page 622 of the Program Statements and
requested an explanation for the higher increase in the cost per day at teaching hospitals
compared to the non-teaching hospitals.
Answer: The avenage cost per occupied bed day is higher for teaching hospitals as they
perform more complex procedures with higher input costs. The figures for teaching
hospitals indicate they are becoming more effective in their use of hospital resources -
including beds, as the total cost per admission is reducing. Because the avenage length of
stay for inpatients decreased by 2.5 per cent over the period, the intensity of treatment per
day, and hence cost, increased due to less time being spent by patients in hospital
"convalescing" - at a low cost,
The increae in costs for bed days at teaching hospitals does not represent a substantial
increase in total costs of teaching hospitals, but reflects a compression of costs over a
shorter hospital stay for each case treated. The decrease in the avenage cost per
admission is again due to the reduced avenage length of stay, as each patient is in hospital
for a shorter period-
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Question: The member for Collie referred to the list of treatment services on page 629 of
the Program Statements and asked for a breakdown of the number of men and women
over 18 years of age and the number under 18 years of age who required assistance.
How much money was provided by the WA Alcohol and Drug Authority last financial
year and she previous Jlnancial year on services for women who are alcohol or substance
dependent?
Answer: The following data represents the total number of clients seen by the key
alcohol and drug agencies in Perth. 'These figures highlight male and female numbers
and young persons under 18 years of age. The data for young people is incomplete as
age is statistically grouped by some agencies in 10 year categories - 15 to 24 years. Care
should be taken in interpreting the data which combines intensive residential,
counselling, brief intervention and education awareness services.
Data from the Alcohol and Drug (telephone) Information Service has also been included.
T'he AIS service is an important entry point for initial information, counselling and
referral to all key alcohol and drug agencies listed. The ADIS service is managed by the
WA Alcohol and Drug Authority.

Total No of Clients 1993-94

Agency
Cyrenian House
Holyoake Institute
Palmerston
Perth City Mission
Salvation Army
Serenity Lodge
Women for Women with Dep.
WA Alcohol & Drug Authority
Total

Agency
Cyrenian House
Holyoake Institute
Palmerston
Perth City Moission
Salvation Army
Serenity Lodge
Women for Women with Dep.
WA Alcohol & Drug Authority
Total

Female male Total
339 429 768

1508 1 106 2614
173 445 618

19 62 81
434 2539 2973

34 118 152
217 217
924 2 243 3 167

3648 6942 10590
Clients under 18 years 1993-94

Female
21

226
48
19

2
42
46

404

male
IS

481
124
62

Total
39

707
172
81

29 31
42

169 215
883 1 287

Of the total - %6
Women =34

Men =66

Underl18 =12

Alcohol and Drug Information Service (ADIS) .
Over 12 000 calls were received by ADIS. A 1994 survey indicated that 78.5 per
cent of callers were female, compared with 21.5 per cent male. The high number
of female callers can be attributed to their concern about their partner's alcohol
and drug use. Women are more inclined to make use of a discrete information
and counselling service. The same survey indicated that approximately 12 per
cent of callers were under the age of 19.
The funding of services is not broken down by gender, therefore the amount of
money provided by the ADA last financial year and the previous financial year on
services for women who are alcohol or substance dependent, is not available.
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Question: The member for Collie sought clarification ofldie cost per person assisted with
home and commnity care services per year.
Answer: The cost per person assisted with home and community care services of $1 196
quoted on page 629 of the Program Statements is an annual cost. Data on MACC client
numbers are collected from service providers according to a procedure agreed with the
Commonwealth far two representative months per year. Given that the majority of
HACC services are ongoing basic maintenance services provided to persons with long
term disabilities, the average monthly figure thus obtained is used as the basis for
estimating the annual cast per client.
Question: The member for Collie queried how many specific mental health beds are to
be provided for adolescents in regional hospitals and country areas and where they will
be located.
Answer: All specific mental health beds for adolescents are located in the metropolitan
area in specialist units. None is located in regional hospitals and none is proposed for
country areas.
Question: The member for Mitchell requested details of the anticipated costs of the
Bunbwry Health Services Committee's operations.
Answer: The project management group costs will comprise secretariat and stationery
overheads. In addition to this will be the appointment of a project manager which will be
done in conjunction with the BMA and the Government Health Bureau.
Question: The member for Bunbury requested details of the anticipated cost of research
and planning activities of the ministerial committee at Bunbury in 1994-95.
Answer: Budget as yet is not known and will be part of the total operating cost. In the
first instance it will be necessary to appoint a project management group which will
establish priorities for the appointment of -

Project manager
Special consultancies.

Question: The member for Victoria Park asked whether the Minister could detail what
training rooms at Grace Vaughan House are to be converted to offices and what range of
groups are currently using the rooms.
Answer: The Health Department has been requested by the Minister for Minerals and
Energy to urgently relocate the environmental health branch from Mineral House to
provide for the expansion of the Department of Minerals and Energy's services. After
extensive consultation with the Government Property Office, no suitable economic
external solution could be found for the relocation of this group. At a meeting between
Ministers Cash and Foss, it was agreed the only internal option available to the Health
Department was to relocate the environmental health branch to Grace Vaughan House.
This is a cost-effective alternative and will allow integration with other sections of Public
Health into the one location. However the move will require the relocation of the
existing smaller independent groups occupying the building and conversion of three of
the four seminar rooms to office space. This will leave one large seminar room and the
theatrette available for training and meeting purposes. The range of groups that use the
facility include -

Health Department service units and branches - staff development and
conferences etc.
Other government departments - Disability Services, Department for Community
Development, Ministry of Justice.
Nan-government organisations - Silver Chain, Health Consumer Council, ACTV
Foundation, Cancer Foundation, Asthma Foundation.
Professional groups - WA Association of Occupational Therapists, College of
Mental Health Nurses, Australian College of Midwives, Australian Association of
Gerontology, Faculty of Child Psychiatry, Australian Sports Medicine Federation.
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Community support groups - health related - Alcoholics Anonymous. Adoption
Jigsaw.
Committees - Youth Suicide Advisory Committee, Broad Health Interest Group.

For major needs the theatrette and main seminar room will continue to be available for
bookings. The three other rooms will be converted to office space. However, for those
already booked alternative facilities onsite - Selby/Lemnos - or close by - Graylands,
QEII site - and other facilities - EPGO - will be made available.
Question: The member for Collie requested derails of the school dental health program,
specifily the interval between school children being checked.
Answer: The recall interval varies between about nine and 15 months depending on the
requirements of the patient(s). The average recall across the state is approximately 12
months.
Question: The member for Victoria Park asked how much in extra funding is the state
injecting into health in Western Australia,- or whether the increase in funding is all
coming from the Commonwealth.
Answer: The state is approving an additional $45 088 000 in expenditure in 1994-95
over 1993-94 levels. The Commonwealth is increasing its contribution by $31 335 000
with the balance coming from increased revenues and state sources.

Actual Results WA Budget
Description 1993-94 1994-95 Variation

$000 $000 $000
Gross expenditure 1 494 476 1 539 564 45 088
Less Commonwealth
contribution 560 405 591 740 31 335

State contribution and direct .
revenues 934071 947824 13753

Question: The member for Victoria Park sought derails as to the level of Commonwealth
finds received in 1993-94.
Answer: Commonwealth funds received in 1993-94 totalled $560 405 000.
Question: The member for Victoria Park asked how much has been spent on the patients
assistance travel scheme over the past five years.
Answer: The total expenditure on PATS - including VSS - over the past five years is
detailed below -

1993-94 7343000
1992-93 7800000
1991-92 7386000
1990-91 5811000
1989-90 5769000
Total 34109lf

Division 65: Arts
Questdon: The member for Eyre asked if the portfolio coordination task force report
recently provided to the Minister would be made public.
Answer: The portfolio coordination task force report is regarded as an internal
administrative report. It was not intended to be published. The report could be accessed
by members of the public under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act if
required.
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Question: The member for Eyre asked for information as to the amount of additional
fuinding generated by the public art program in the last year.
Answer: Between 1990 and 1994, the Department for the Arts facilitated $1 438 938
worth of commissions for artists to design artworks for public buildings and landscaped
surrounds.
In die 1993-94 period die dollar value of Per Cent for Art projects was $400 480. Per
Cent for Art projects are those managed from within the state's capital works programs
by the Building Management Authority. This included schools - primary and secondary -
a courthouse, childcare and family centres, a remand centre and a TAPE college. In
addition, the Department for die Arts facilitated public art commissioning prgrams
within a range of other State and Federal Government agencies to the value of 5745 663.
During this period the department advised on over 40 other commissions undertaken by
local government and the private sector. The final dollar value of these is not known.
Question: The member for Eyre asked if information could be provided in round terms
on the amount of futnding from the Australia Council that i directed to Western
Australia.
Answer: The Australia Council in 1993-94 provided $3.629m for activity in Western
Australia. This excludes funding that may be attributed to Western Australia in respect
of national organisations; for example, the Australian Opera, or funding of overseas arts

poects. In 1993-94, $24.297m was directed by the Australia Council towards "national"
an.overseas" prants.

Division 66: Art Gallery of Western Australia
Question: The member for Floreat requested information on the value of external
funding received during 1993-94 for program 1.0 - State Gailery Ant Collections and
Public Access.
Answer: The value of external funding, including donated artworks, amounted to
5954 289 in 1993-94.

Diviision 68: Perth Theatre Trust
Question: The membher for Wellington requested a profit and loss statement for the Perth
Theatre Trust.
Answer: Below is an unaudited income and expenditure statement for die year ended 30
June 1994 for the Perth Theatre Trust. This has been prepared on an accrual accounting
basis. An examination of these documents reveals the following results for the BOCS
Ticketing Services Division -

Operating revenue 1218483
Interest received 49301

1 267 784
Less Operating expenses 1322 902
Operating deficit (55 l11)

Interest received has been included as revenue from the Booking Office. Interest is
earned by die Treasury of WA investing proceeds from ticket sales on the short term
money market. The interest is then deducted from the Perth Theatre Trust's CRF
allocation. Depreciation has not been included in die result as, although it is recognised
as an expenditure under the accrual accounting system, it is not recognised under
government accounting rules as they now stand.
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 1994

1994

Income
Hire of Venues
Other Operating Revenue -

Booking Office
Trust Commission
Interest Received
Gross Profit/(Loss) from Taverns and
Bars (note 8)
Other Revenue

Operating Grants and Subsidies
Perth City Council
Subiaco City Council
CRF Contribution
Lass: Amount applied to capital
Supplementary Funding (note 4)

Expenditure
Operating Expenses

Venues and Programming
Booking Office
Trust Administration
Operating Expenses - Taverns and Bars
(note 8)
Bad Debts Written Off
Doubtful Debts

Other Expenses
Depreciation
Fees Paid to Members of the Perth
Theatre Trust
Proffh/(Loss) on Sale of Fixed Assets
(note 3)

1993

3388684 3312060

1218483
582

49301

237 613
2174

90000
48 650

2316000
0

62~

1 527 721

1281 676
1 030

67 714

837 708
60863

80000
48650

2 268 000
(394 509)

0
3 174 65
7991055 7563192

5 063
1 332
1 359

122
1

289 957

3 282

(1569)

671
902
572

573
290
609

291672
8172287

4 363 232
1 238 027
1 408 738

821 942
0

41944

314459

2 820

23586
8214748

Operating Surplus(Dericit) (181 232) (651 556)

Division 71: Fair Trading
Question: The member for Thornlie asked when a draft report on retail
had been sent to the Minister for Fair Trading.
Answer: The latest draft went to the Minister on 5 August 1994.
Question: The member for Thornhde asked when a decision will be made following the
recent review of trading hours.
Answer: A decision will be made before the end of the year.
Question: The member for Tlwrnlie asked when members would be able to see a draft of
the proposed Western Australian legislation on credit.

tradling hours
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Answer: The Australian Uniform Credit Laws Agreement ariginally required that
Queensland pass the initial legislation by 1 July 1994, and that oilier states pass their
legislation by I January 1995. By agreement between the states the times were set back
to 1 September 1994 and 1 March 1995 respectively. Queensland has introduced its
legislation and expects that it will complete its passage on time. Western Australia
should introduce its legislation in time to allow it to complete passage by 1 March 1995.
To meet these deadlines the drafting instructions for the Western Australian legislation
art presently being prepared. It is anticipated that a draft of the Bill will be available
shortly, but precise times are not available.
Question: The member for Thornlje asked which sections - of those which had been
agreed to over the last seven years - would go into the national model legislation for
credit, but not into the Western Australian legislation.
Answer: There are no areas in which decisions have been made to exclude sections
which will appear in the national legislation from the Western Australian legislation.
Area covered in the national legislation and on which policy decisions have still to be
made in Western Australia include -

Civil penalties
Linked credit providers
Advertising controls
Insurance controls
Some provisions relating to guarantors
Some provisions relating to trust funds

Question: The member for Mitchell asked how much was spent on the research,
consultation, and report to the Minister for Fair Trading on retail trading hours.
Answer: An amount of $55 120 was spent an research, consultation and report on the
retail trding review in 1993-94.
Question: The member for Mitchell referred to the fact that the Minister for Fair
Trading has asked the ministry to review some statistics included in the draft report on
the retail trading review and then revise the report, and asked how long this will take and
what the additional cost is anticipated to be.
Answer: The Minister has raised a concern about one small section of the statistics of the
many that have been used. It will require sonic additional research which may take
several weeks. The research will be handled internally and it is not expected that any
external casts will be incurred.
Question: Thre member for Mitchell asked for details of the average turnaround time
between a local authority in the country requesting the Minister to approve a change to
trading hours, and the authority receiving the Minister's decision.
Answer: Thirty-six days for separate approvals; that is, those which are made by country
towns that annually apply for established holiday resort trading hours and which are
processed as a block every year.

Question: The member for Mitchell asked how many requests were made in 1993-94 by
local authorities for the deregulation of trading hours, and how many cases are
outstanding.
Answer: There are many country towns that annually apply for established holiday resort
traing hours and these are processed in block every year. Any requests for trading hours
beyond those already established are subject to separate approval. In the year ending 30
June 1994, applications representing 38 towns were received, Of these only 10 were
different from previous applications, and of these, one was outstanding at 30 June 1994.
Question: The member for Mitchell asked when the request from Bunbury was received,
and how long it took to provide a response. The member also sought an explanation for
why it took the length of time it did, and queried whether any delay was due to a lack of
resources.
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Answer: The request from Bunbusy to implement Saturday afternoon trading from 15
October 1994 was received on 15 April 1994. As a result of problems encountered with
applications from some country towns, and in particular the Mandurab situation, it was
decided that applications should be subject to closer evaluation particularly in regard to
consultation at the local community level. In addition, it was decided as part of the
consultation process to seek the views of local members of Parliament. Final approval
was pranted on 16 August 1994, two months before the Saturday afternoon trading was to
be implemented and after the Minister was satisfied that adequate consultation had
occurred
Question: The member for Mitchell asked how much was spent in 1993-94 on
negotiating national agreements for various regulatory mechanisms, and how much is
likely to be spent on these activities in 1994 -95.
Answer:
(a) Trade Measurement: There was no expenditure negotiating national agreement

on trade measurement legislation as this occurred in the previous year. Western
Australia will develop its own legislation which will be consistent with the
national approach.

(b) Uniform Credit Legislation: The estimated cost is $15 500. The estimate
includes the total staff time used, travel and directly associated disbursements
which can be identified. The estimate covens the whole process of settling the
agreement and developing the legislation to which it relates, including state
legislation. Costs in 1994-95 are estimated at $20 000.

(c) Competition Policy - 1-ilmer The estimated cost of work on the development of
national legislation schemes in this area in 1993-94 is $44 000. The estimate
contains allowances for travel and professional time and directly related
disbursements. Costs in 1994-95 are estimated at $60 000.

Question: The member for Mitchell requested details of the costs of producing certain
educational material for targeted consumer and trader groups.
Answer: Costs of producing certain educational material for targeted consumer and
trader groups were as follows -

"More Consumers Less Complaints" 17492
MV Warranty Book 4335
Aboriginal Kit 16844
Cost of providing tenant and landlords 18628

with advisory notes*
RJEBA news* 4849
Total cost 62148
*The Real Estate and Business Agents Supervisory Board contributed $6 603
towards these publications, which is not included in the figures shown.

Question: The member for Mitchell asked whether all the interest from trust fiuds held
by redl estate agents and settlement agents should be directed to some public purpose,
such as consumer protection, including community legal centres, dispute resolution
centres, and Legal Aid.
Answer:
Real Estate Deposit Trust Interest: Deposit trust interest totals approximately
$500 000 each year. This interest is currently used for public purposes, namely -

50 per cent to the home buyers assistance fund;
25 per cent to the fidelity guarantee fund; and
25 per cent to the education facilities account.
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Education facilities funded by this interest include -

educational brochures for agents and consumers;
awareness campaigns for new legislation or changes to existing legislation; and
real estate courses provided by TAFE and REIWA.

Proposed amendments to the Act would also provide for interest money paid to die board
to be used for -

proactive compliance activities and investigations;
payment of costs associated with the maintenance of the boards; and
research and legal advice and other work requested directly by the boards.

Settlement Agents Deposit Trust Interest: Deposit trust interest totals about $100 000
each year. All of this interest is currently criedited. to the fidelity guarantee fund.
Proposed changes to the deposit trust fund will mean that this interest will also be used to
fund education and compliance initiatives, similar to those described for real estate.
Suggested use of deposit trust interest for Legal Aid, community legal centres and
dispute resolution centres: This suggestion was examined previously but not
progressed because -

the deposit miust funds relate to real estate and settlement industries and should be
used to address issues within these industries;
it was not supported by industry;
it required amendments to the Act; and
there were other public interest issues the boards wanted to fund.

Response to proposed deposit miust changes has clearly indicated that both the real estate
and settlement industries want to see deposit miust moneys channelled back into their
respective industries through agent and consumer education initiatives and more
proactive compliance programs.
Question: The member for Thornfie asked for details of proposed amendments to the
Real Estate and Business Agents Act, and to the Settlement A gems Act, with respect to
trust accounts and the interest thereon.
Answer: It is proposed to amend the above Acts to remove the requirement for agents to
depoi a pecntage - 5prcent for 'real estatagnsnd6pecntfretlm t

agets ofthe minimum motl balaneothitrsacutswhterlvntbrd
The poes is time conuig for agentsZ ad proue eaieyltl neetcmaewithe wha woldbeo taie u nde th amnmnorpsl.Unefhs rpsl

each financial institution would be required to pay interest directly to the relevant
supervisory board on all real estate and settlement agents' trust funds. held by that
institution. Currently these institutions do not pay interest on such accounts. This
proposal is similar to arrangements in place in other states.
The financial institutions have indicated general agreement with this proposal subject to
amendments also being made to the Residential Tenancies Act, which would allow the
same interest payment arrangements to be applied to tenancy bond accounts and would
provide for real estate agents to deposit tenancy bonds in a single trust account. The
financial institutions have argued that the current arrangements are too inflexible and
when interest rates are low, do not take account of the costs in administering these small
accounts.
The rate of interest payable on residential tenancy bond accounts and on agents' mrust
funds would be set on the basis of a market rate indicator. Discussions with Treasury and
the financial institutions on selection of' an appropriate rate are in progress. Currently the
real estate board receives interest of approximately $500 000 per annum, and the
settlement agents board $100 000. Preliminary estimates suggest that under the proposed
arrangements the interest received would increase but the exact amount would be
determined by market rates. It would obviously vary in accordance with market rates.
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The proposed amendments to the Act would also provide for interest money paid to die
boards to be used for a wider variety of purposes. The Settlement Agents Act would be
amended to allow funds to be used for education of professionals in the industry - t
Real Estate and Business Agents Act already allows funds to be used for this purpose.
Both Acts would be amended to allow these funds to be used for -

proactive compliance activities and investigations;
payment of costs associated with the maintenance of the boards; and
research and legal advice and other work requested directly by the boards.

In addition, it is likely that additional money from real estate board trust fundls would
become available for the home buyers assistance fund which is to be reactivated
following die passage of the recent Real Estate and Business Agents Amendment Bill
1994. These amendments allow for grants to be set by regulation at above thie current
limit of $1 000. Clearly, the size of grants can be increased only if sufficient funds are
available.

Division 72: Conservation and Land Management
Question: The member for Thornie asked for financial details reloting to CALM's
Eucalyptus globular plantaions.
Answer: CALM has established 8 995 hectares of E. Globular plantations on behalf of
the state. At the rime of harvest, in 1998, the estimated value of this estate is
approximately $30m.
CALM, as agents for the Albany Plantation Forest Company of Australia Pty Ltd and
Hansol Australia Ltd, establishes 1 000 hectares per annum for each company. The cost
for establishing 1 000 ha for either project, inclusive of CALM'S management fees and
all overheads, is $1.3m. All of CALM's costs in establishing and tending these estates,
inclusive of overheads, are recouped from the companies via monthly or quarterly
invoices. As far as possible CALM passes work onto the private sector through
subcontracts. As such, much of this revenue is passed onto the private sector, yielding
significant regional development and employment opportunities.

Division 73: Environmental Protection
Question: The member for Thornlie asked the Minister to provide details of grant
mzoneys to conservation groups for the past financial years.
Answer: 1992-93 $

Conservation Council of WA 20 000
Environment Centre of WA 10 000
Australian Environment Council 11 177
Australian Conservation Foundation 8 000
Total 49 177
1993-94 $

Conservation Council of WA 20 000
Environment Centre of WA 10 000
Greening Western Australia 27 000
Green Skills 36 000
The Tree Society 9000
Australian Environment Council 11 177
Australian Conservation Foundation 8 000
TOtal 121 177
1994-95

A budget provision of $43 000 has been made for distribution in 1994-95.
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Question: The member for Thorn/ic asked the Minister to provide information on the
disposal of soil material at the Red Hill quarry site.
Answer: Quantities of soils contaminated with poly aromatic hydrocarbons which
originated from the East Perth gasworks site have been disposed of at the Red Hill
landfill sire.
These disposal operations have been carried out in accord with the Department of
Environmental Protection's - Office of Waste Management - soon to be released policy
document "Landfill Sites - Waste Acceptance Criteria" which has been in the form of a
discussion draft for some time.
The procedures described in this policy document allow soils contaminated with up to
200 ppm of poly aromatic hydrocarbons to be disposed of at the Red Hill sire. More
heavily contaminated soil is being stockpiled on size in East Perth until. the most
appropriate disposal option is identified.
Question: The member for Thorn/ic asked for details on the investigation into the extent
of soil contamninated at the East Perth Redevelopment Authority site.
Answer: The information relating to the former East Perth gasworks; site has been
provided direct to the member. The Chairman of the Committee, the member for Perth,
also asked for a copy of these derails, and a copy has been provided to her direct.
Question: The member for Diane/Ia asked for information relating to provision of
statistical information on the collections of recyclables from the various local authorities
so that they can, say every few months, compare the amounts collected.
Answer: The Office of Waste Management collects monthly returnis of kerbside
recycling collections from at least 22 metropolitan local authorities and several regional
and rural local authorities. These returns derail the type and amount of recyclables
collected.
The office also receives monthly information from recycling collection contractors, and
the state's major recycling industries - for example, glass, paper, aluminium, PET
metals - on the collection of recyclables, and this information is used to complement the
kerbside collection information. Recyclables are collected in many forms other than
kerbside collection.
Work is continuing on the national waste database, which will provide even more
consistent definitions for these statistical records. The information is currently reported
in summary form in departmental annual reports, and when the advisory council on waste
management is appointed it will be reported regularly to that body, as well as in the
periodical magazine Waste/mne.
Question: The member for Diane/la asked for details on the operation and long term
plans for the Atlas landfill site, particularly in relation to the emission of odour.
Answer: The Atlas landfill has been the subject of occasional odour complaints for a
number of years. In the past, the complaints were confined to periods of unusual weather
conditions. More recently, since the development of subdivisions to the north of the site,
odour complaints have been more frequent and have occurred in a wider range of weather
conditions. The major reason for these complaints is that the housing development has
been developed too close to the landfill. As a result of the land development and the
release of the "Criteria for Landfill" report, the operator has now modified the landfill
operation to increase the separation distance from the landfill face to the nearest house
from approximately 100 metres. to in excess of 250 metres. By 31 December 1995 it is
planned that the landfilling of putrescible waste on the site will cease and this should
eliminate the problem. In addition, staff from the Department of Environmental
Protection have required the operator to upgrade the operation of the landf ill by
improving the amount of sand cover used and reducing the size of the exposed tipping
face during the day. These measures should greatly reduce but not completely eliminate
the odours associated with the site. Closure of the landfill by December 1995 should
resolve the odour problem completely.
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Question: The member for Thornlie asked about the publication by the state of the
"Recycled Products Buying Guide for Western Australia" and how particular businesses
were included, or otherwise.
Answer: The "Recycled Products Buying Guide for Western Australia" publication is
believed to be the first attempt in Australia to produce a comprehensive guide to recycled
products. It is primarily directed at purchasing officers in government agencies, local
government and industry, but it is also intended to assist the community more generally.
The guide was developed based on information provided from -

responses to advertisements placed in state and national newspapers;
replies to letters sent to manufacturers direct by the Office of Waste Management;
existing industry recycled product guides; and
investigations by OWM officers of products coming to their attention.

Additionally, only a small print run has been done because it is realised that feedback on,
and new information for, the document will improve the second edition.
Question: The member for Thornlie asked for copies of memoranda of understanding
between the EPA and various government agencies, including the draft environmental
manual for planners.
Answer: Copies of these have been provided direct to the member.

Division 75: Swan River Trust
Question: The member for Dianella asked on behalf of the member for South Perth,
whose electorate is virtually surrounded by the Swan and Canning Rivers -
(I) Has the South Perth City Council drawn up a series of foreshore management

programs which it cannot implement without government funds?
(2) Will the Government consider special fimdsi given that South Perth has a

disproportionate amount of riverforeshore?
Answer: The City of South Perth has been quite proactive in drawing up management
plans for its foreshores and I commend council for this. Council has been assisted by the
Swan River Trust with some of these plans and generally the trust encourages and assists
local government in this respect. Most foreshores are vested with local government and
it is their responsibility to manage them. This is certainly the case with South Perth,
which is one of a number of local government authorities that have extensive river
frontages. However, the Swan River Trust does try to assist local government with
implementation of management plans but it has only a very limited budget for this type
of work. As part of the current review of the Swan River Trust Act and the operations of
the Swan River Trust, the Government will be considering whether additional resources
can be allocated for foreshore works and rehabilitation.

Division 78: Disability Services Commission
Question: The member for Ploreat asked how many clients are supported in the
accommodation program, broken down by subprograms.
Answer: The following table provides information on the total number of people
provided with accommodation support at any one time in 1993-94 by either funded or
provided services, excluding short stayhtespitc accommodation -

Subprogram Provided Funded Total
Hostel 420 275 695
Community Residential 299 298 597
Supported Community Living 254 216 470
Total 973 789 1 762
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Question: The member for Kenwick asked for the characteristics of individuals funded
and unfunded in the 1993-94 accommodation support funding.
Answer: The following table provides an analysis of key characteristics of individuals
considered to be "in scope" with the funding guidelines, funded and unfunded in response
to submissions received for the 1993-94 accommodation support funding.

Funded Not funded Total
% Number % Number % Number

Individuals
Metropolitan 73 52 72 161 72 213
Country 27 19 9 21 14 40
Unspecified 0 19 41 14 41
Total 100 71 100 *223 100 294
* 223 includes the 219 individuals identified in the Program Statements. A small
number of people have been counted twice in this table.
Primary Disability
intellectual 48 34 66 147 62 181
Physical 40 28 19 42 24 70
Psychiatric I11 8 5 11 6 19
ABI 1 1 5 10 4 11
Autism 0 5 13 4 13
Critical Need
(Not mutually Exclusive)
Ageing carer 58 41 22 50 41 91
Camerseriously ill 24 17 5 11 13 28
Homeless/at immediate 23 16 15 34 22 50
risk

Support networks at risk 60 43 41 91 60 134
Age
0-5 years 0 1 3 1 3
6-l8 years 3 2 13 29 11 31
19-35 years 45 32 52 115 50 147
36-54 years 43 31 11 25 19 56
55+ years 6 4 1 2 2 6
Notistated 3 2 22 49 17 51

Question: The member for Ploreat asked in reference to one of the major planned
achievements for 1994-95 - Increase the quality and range of accommodation services
available to people with disabilities through the provision of additional individualised
funding packages" - how many people it is planned to assist in 1 994-9.5.
Answer: It is not possible to quantify at this stage the actual number of people who will
be provided with more appropriate. or additional, accommodation support in 1994-95, as
this will depend upon the level of support specific individuals require; hence the total
resources required and the allocation of additional Commonwealth-State disability
agreement funding which is yet to be finalised.
Question: The member for Kenwick requested an explanation for the change between
1993-94 estimates and 1993-94 actucis for program 3.1.
Answer: The budget allocation for 1993-94 for subprogram 3.1 included approximately
$436 000 for non-governiment agencies, which were initially fully allocated to this
subprogram and subsequently realigned to subprogram 2.3. health and individual
development support, to more accurately reflect program expenditure.
Question: The member for Floreat requested information regarding demands by ageing
parents for accommodation.
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Answer: The following table is based on the submissions received for accommodation
support funding in 1993-94. The information does no: provide a definitive picture of the
demand for accommodation and other support from parents who are ageing, however, it
highlights that approximately 40 per cent of the 294 individuals urgently seeking
accommodation in 1993-94 were currendly living at home with an ageing caret.

Critical Need
(Not mutually
Exclusive) % Number %~ Number %, Number

*Ageing carer 58 41 22 50 41 91
*Carer seriously ill 24 17 5 11 13 28
fliomeless/at immediate 23 16 15 34 22 50
risk

*Supportnetworks atrisk 60 43 41 91 60 134
Age
0-5ycars 0 1 3 1 3
6-18years 3 2 13 29 11 31
19-35 years 45 32 52 115 50 147
36-54 years 43 31 11 25 19 56
55+ years 6 4 1 2 2 6
Not stated 3 2 22 49 17 51

*Please note that individuals identified one or morm factors which related to their
critical need for accommodation.

Question: The member for Ploreat requested information on rte number of clients
serviced by subprogram 2.2 and any relevant demand data.
Answer:

Services Provided - 21 agencies provide services to an estimated 3 979 users.
Demand -

1 040 people with no known occupational service, from Monday to
Friday.
173 people on die service priority list, in critical/urgent need of
recreational services.
48 people on the service priority list in critical/urgent need of alternative
to work services.

Division 79: Community Development
Question: The member for Nollatnara asked for information on the budget for the public
affairs sectdon and the number of PIEs in that section.
Answer:, The total budget for the public affairs branch in 1994-95 was $412 000 and the
FIE allocation was 8.475.
Question: The member for Kenwick asked how much fusnding and what program are
provided for prevention and management of domestic violence and wife assault How
much of this money comes from the Commonwealth and how much frnom the state.
Answer: The annual funding levels for the two programs are as follows -
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1993-94 1994-95

Supported accommodation assistance program 4831 684 4886379
Family support program 235954 255120

5067638 5141499
The Commonwealth contribution to the SAAP

program is 2754060 2785236
The family support program is state funded.

Question: The member for Morley asked what was the 1992-93 expenditue for
emergency relieffinancial assistance.
Answer: The expenditure in 1992-93 for emergency financial assistance was $5 039 670,
comprising cash payments and financial assistance vouchers.
Question: The member for Morley indicated that expenditure to the end of the year for
the family crisis program was $2.652mn. After comparing expenditure in the Program
Statements indicating $1.75m was paid up to the end of May, the member suggested that
$0.85m: had been expended in June and wanted to know the reason for this.
Answer: The $1.75m in the Program Statements does not include expenditure for funeral
support, special needs continuous and concessional support - home dialysis, multiple
births, Homeswest ingoing and paraplegic travel. Expenditure for the family crisis

; rogram to the end of May was $2.427m. The June expenditure was $0.225m not
-85m.

Question: The member for Morley asked if the figures on page 787 of the Program
Statements for the family crisis program indicating support provided to 10 926 people in
crisis were based on the monthly figures that come in.
Answer: Yes.
Question: The member for Morley asked would it be accurate to say that the rejection
rate - that is, people who sought assistance under the family crisis program but were
rejected - was around about 10 000.
Answer: Statistical information from the financial assistance system shows 10 174
issues - or applications - were rejected under the family crisis program, of which 3 280
related to the family crisis category. The balance of 6 894 related to other categories
within the program. It should be noted that those persons refusing financial counselling
are included as a rejection. The actual number of people rejected is less as some people
make more than one application per year.
Question: The Minister for Commnunity Development undertook to provide a breakdown
of the allegations and the number which were substantiated in different categories of
abuse and the number that were Aboriginal children, non-Aboriginal children and in the
cate gory of unknown on the global figures to hand.
Answer: 6 954 allegations of maltreatment were recorded on the department's
information system for the period I July 1993 to 31 May 1994. For these 6 954
allegations the categories and percentages of maltreatment are -

Emotional abuse 420 6%
Physical abuse 2 046 29%
Sexualabuse 1461 21%
Neglect 2843 41%
Not specified 184 3%

The breakdown of the 7 000 (6 954) by ethnicity is as follows -
18% Aboriginal
66% Non-Aboriginal
16% Not identifiable.
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Question: The member for Morley requested that the type of services that fall within the
category of the family crisis program and how these services are calculated be provided
as supplementary information.
Answer:

Non-continuous - Ocher
Personal disaster
Stranded travel
Domestic violence assistance
Unforeseen crisis
Optical
Special needs health payment
Furniture removal.

Non-continuous - Family Crisis
Family crisis.

Non-Continuous - Furniture Assistance Loans
Furniture assistance loans

Continuous Assistance
Special needs allowance

Continuous
Home dialysis concession
Paraplegic travel assistance
Triplets assistance

Funeral Support
Indiginent burials
Private burial subsidies

Tle total budget of $2.6m for the family crisis program covens all the services
identified above. There is not a particular allocation for each service.

Question: -The member for Morley asked whether there is distinction made between
people who live in lHomeswesr housing and people who live in other rental
accommodation.
Answer: No.
Question: The member for Nollamnara referred to the 1993-94 actual and the 1994-95
estimated figure for grants, subsidies and transfer payments on page 784 of the Program
Statements. He requested that a detailed list of individual items covered under these
amounts be provided.
Answer: The details below provide a breakdown of the major items whicb comprise
grants, subsidies and transfer payments and the 1993-94 expenditure for these -

Item 1993-94
Expenditure

Non-government Funding $
Supported accommodation assistance program 14 905 010
Residential child care grants 4961 459
Family support program 4608 322
Children's services 5901492
Youth and community program 2589387
Poverty program 2 084355
Ngala 1 358 140
Grants to service organisations 1 162 998
Homeless youth - Burdekin initiative 996 296
Child sexual abuse ureatment graints 296 074
Early education program 285 000
Regional non-government funding 651 184
Other non-government funding 64 065
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Other $
Children's expenditure 3106281
Family crisis program 2 652 555
Contribution to WA Family Foundation Trust account 730 000
Family child support scheme 301 698
Skills development 179 659
Group homes 168648
Education hostels 130 173
Other miscellaneous items 167 751

TOtal 47 300546

Question: The member for Noilamara asked for the 1993-94 actual ewpenditure for the
abuse in families campaign broken down into each of the seven components and the
estimated budget for each of those components for 1994-95.
Answer: Expenditur for 1993-94 and 1994-95 is broken up as follows -

1993-94 - Expended from February 1994 -
Pre Campaign: Market research $19 000

Bus advertising $28000D
Media $35 000

Main Campaign: Media campaign - TV ads $163 600
Market research $37 400
Posters, pamphlets, displays $41 900

1994-95 - Expended to 17 August 1994 -
Main Campaign: Media campaign - TV ads $56300

Market research $7 100
Posters, pamphlets, displays $4800

Question: The member for Kenwick stated that a survey conducted over a two week
period in March 1992 indicated 487 women and children were given shelter in refuges.
The member asked if there is more recent data for a similar two week period.
Answer: A study undertaken in May/June 1993 for a similar two week period indicated
492 women and children were given shelter in refuges. The study for 1994 has been
completed and the data is currently being collated.
Question: The member for Kenwick asked for the 1993-9.4 figures on the number of
people who called Crisis Care for domestic violence reasons.
Answer. In 1993-94 Crisis Care recorded 4 523 calls for domestic violence, which
=epresented 12 per cent of total calls.
Question: The member for Kenwick asked how many of the 7 000 children who have
been reported as being maltreated in the last months or years were new cases and what
proportion would be Aboriginal children.
Answer: The 6 954 relates to new allegations received in the financial year 1993-94 - to
31 May 1994. However some of the children subject to these allegations may have had
preiou allegations recorded in the same year or in earlier years. Of the 6 954 new
alegations, 18 percent were Aboriginal.
Question: The member for Kenwick asked what proportion of the 597 children referred
to on page 791 of the Program Statements were wards of the state, what proportion of
those were recorded as owt of home alternative care placement and are Aboriginal
children.
Answer: AUl of the 597 children identified in the Treasury report were wards of the state.
This figure recorded all of the children extracted fow the information system at that time
who were wards. Of the 597 children who were identified as wards, 118S.-20 per cent -
were Aboriginal.
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Question: The member for Kenwick referred to the 2 148 children referred to on page
791 of the Program Statements as the subject of deparonenta fl recorded owt of home
alternative care placements in the petted 1 July 1993 to31 May 1994. She asked how
many of these were Aboriginal.
Answer: Of the 2 148 children subject to "Out of Home Placement" approximately
30 per cent were Aboriginal.
Question: The member for Nollamara asked for the 1993-94 actual erpenditure for all
the individual local youth programs and a list of those programs that will be ongoing and
have already been announced, and what has been committed to those organisauions. The
Minister for Community Development undertook to provide by way of supplementary
information a list of what was funded last year, the global amnowt this year and what
would not be funded this year.
Answer: The following tables include a list of all agencies funded in 1993-94. One off
funding was for the duration of the 1993-94 financial year. Applications for one off
funding for the 1994-95 year have not been finalised. The global budget for youth
programs in 1994-95 - excluding SAAP and Burdein - is $2 570 450.

Organisation E

Recwrent Gramts
Albany Youth Support Committee Available Funds
Balga, Detached Youth Work Project
Bassendean Youth Centre
Broomne Youth Support
Busselton Youth Outreach Group
Centrecare Marriage & Family
Churches Commission
City of Belmont
City of Fremantle
City of Rockingham (Child and Youth Cane Trust)
Cockburn Youth Services - Coolbellup Rage Zone Drop In Centre
Collie Welfare Council
Derby Community Youth Centre
Esperance Youth Headquarters
Geraldton, Regional Community Education Cenre
Halls Creek Youth Service
Hedland Senior High School
1-edland Youth Involvement Council
Hills Community Support Group (Swanview Youth Service)
Kambalda Drop In Centre
Karratha Youth Service
Koondoola & Girrawheen Youth
Kununurra Youth Centre Inc
Laverton Youth Service
Lockiridge Youth Centre
Midland Community Youth Centre
Moona Youth Group
North East Regional Youth Council
Northam Youth Outreach
Onslow Youth Centre
Paraburdoolrom Price
Pilbara Youth Services (Roebourne)
Roberta lull Child Care Centre
Roclkinghamn Youth Service
Salvation Army Morley
Shire of Carnarvon, (Carnarvon Youth Service)
Shire of Dundas (Norseman Youth Activity)

xpendicure
1993-94

45000
74710
45000
50000
12500

125731
6 000

30 000
35 345
33000
46134
33000
64 202
33040
50256
20 985
15000

104 960
45000
16500
58992
45 942
58 878
39510
45 000
35 000
33000
18330
67 318
43 291
47 291
50000
64 725
45000
6 000
50000D
40000
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Organisation

Recurrent Grants
Shire, of Manjimup (Manjimup Youth Dev. Ping.)
Shire of Muilewa Youth (Burdekin Project)
Step One Inc
South West Youth Employment
Sum Fun Grants
Town of Kwinana (Kwinana Screctwork Service)
Wanneio Youth Centre
Warwick (Chip In) Centre (Uniting Church)
Whftfords Youth Centre
YMCA Eust Gold!fields
YMCA Northern Suburbs
YMCA Perth
YMCA Southern Suburbs
Youth Legal Services
YWCA of Perth (Inc)
Subtotal Recurrent Grants
One-Off Grants
District Discretionary Funds
Brockman House
Yonga Aboriginal Corp. (alternative education program)
YMCA of Perth
YMCA Newman
Wundowie Aff. Sports & Recreation
Streets Apart (WA Police)
South West Employment
Southern Ag-care
Shirt of Tammin
Shire of Kalamunda
P & C Canning Senior High School
Perth City Mission
Nortlisyde Skill1share
North Western Metro Regional Youth
Kooramninning Committee
Kellerbenrin Share & Care
Koondoola & Girrawheen Youth
Karawara Community Project
Kalamnunda Youth Network
Harvey Health and Community Service
Geraidron Streetwork
Goldfields Youth Action Centre
Fusion Australia
City of Stirling Cliffhanger
Youthwatch
YMCA
South West Karate & Recreational Program
Bunbury City Kart Club Inc
Rockingham Youth Services
Subtotal One off Grants
Total Youth & Community

Expenditure
1993-94

15000
10000

216 616
5 000

189380
32710
37 180
30000
52820
6000

20000
6000

15 488
140 198

6000
2417032

12624
5 000

12000
2 183
2000

500
2 100

10 500
1200
8 309
2044
3 632
5 500
5 678
7 290
4068
5 000
6000
3 000
2250

14830
19476
3 000
9000
2200
7 472
3 500
5 000
7 000

172 358
2 589 388
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Division 80: Office of Seniors Interests
Question: The member for Mitchell asked the Minister to provide a breakdown of the
other operating costs listed on page 798 of the Program Statments.
Answer: Detailed below is a breakdown of estimated expenditure for the categories
requested. Expenditure estimates are described according to the requirements of the
three subprogram areas operating within the Office of Seniors' Interests.

CommunicationsS1 00
Includes cost of telephones, postage, couriers and MailWest
Estimates for each of the subprogram areas are -

Research and evaluation includes cost of surveys 19 000
Public Affairs includes cost of Seniors' information
referral service 62000D
Seniors Services includes costs associated with the
Seniors' card 26000

Services and contracts soz 000
Includes cost of accommodation lease, cleaning, security
printing, advertising and media outreach, data processing
fees, and consultants for computing database development
and research

Estimates for each of the subprogram areas are -
Research and evaluation - includes costs associated with the
outsourcing of information collection for research projects $159 000
Public Affairs - includes costs associated with public
education and awareness projects; for example Seniorst Week,
public displays and seminars, and Seniors' Card discount
directory 265 000

Seniors' Services includes costs associated with the
Seniors' Card 78000

Other 32 0
Includes cost of consumnables supplies, stationery, library
maintenance and replacement of assets

Estimates for each of the subprogram areas are -

Research and evaluation - includes costs associated with
library, research documents and IT support 74000

Public Affairs includes publication, and the maintenance and
development of a database for public access to information 143 000

Seniors' Services includes replacement photocopier, asset
maintenance contrcts, and costs associated with the
Seniors' Card 85 000

Grants, Subsidies and Transfer Payments 320
Includes payments to non-government agencies

Estimates for the subprogram area are -

Seniors' Services includes direct costs associated
with funding to the agencies listed below -

Silver Chain (Carelink) - $272 000
Continence Foundation - 50000
Council on the Ageing - 70 000
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Division Si: Productivity and Labour Relations
Question: The member for Fremantle asked for information relating to trends in the type
of complaints investigated by the indusstrial inspection and advisory services section.
Answer: Total number of complaints and moneys received for die periods 1990.91,
1991-92 and 1992-93 -

No of Complaints
902
'790
872

2564

Amount
$376 823.00
$313067.18
$528 049.00

$1 217 939.18
Complaints - alleged and substantiated breaches between July 1993 and August 1994 -

Prior to July 1993 details of complaints were not maintained on a cornuteised
database. Information prior to this date is available but would en manual
collation from each complaint.
Industrial complaints received by the department in relation to award breaches
fall into approximately 17 different categories. These range from underpayment
of wages, non-payment of sick leave, and pay in lieu of notice to non-payment of
long service leave, penalties and pro ram annual leave.
For the period 1 July 1993 to 26 August 1994 a total of 593 award breaches have
been substantiated. Thirty per cent of these breaches have been in relationto
underpayment of wages, 18 per cent in relation to non-payment of annual leaveT
I1I per cent in relation to non-payment of overtime and 10 per cent in relation to
breaches of the superannuation provisions within the awards. Substantiated
complaints are those where investigations have revealed an award breach which if
pursued before an industrial magistrate has a reasonable prospect of success.
Alleged complaints am either not substantiated or are in the process of being
investigated.
The following table outlines the number of breaches and
breaches that each category constitutes -

die percentage of total

Breach
Underpayment of wages
Allowances
Annual leave
Miscellaneous
Non-payment of wages
Other types of leave
Overtime
Pay in lieu of notice
Public holidays
Records
Sick leave
Superannuation
Industrial Relations Act
Loadings
Long service leave
Penalty rates
Pro mata annual leave
Total

No Substantiated
179
18

107
7

24
1

65
30
23
14
7

59
0

17
4
7

31
593

% No Alleged
30.0 373

3.0 44
18.0 249

1.2 50
4.0 111
0.2 0

11.0 238
5.0 208
4.0 94
2.5 17
1.1 55

10.0 157
0 49
3.0 67
0.6 16
1.2 65
5.2 136

100.0 1929
Note: The miscellaneous category consists of complaints which cannot be
classified into one of the 16 categories listed. For example, thuce subsmandatod
miscellaneous breaches were under the Truck Act; another breach was for failure
to pay wages on termination within the time requirements under the Building
Trades (Construction) Award.

Year
1990.91
1991-92
1992-93
Total

19.3
2.3

12.9
2.6
5.8
0

12.3
10.8
4.8
0.9
2.9
8.1
2.5
3.5
0.8
3.4
7.1

100.0
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In addition to award breaches, 41 complaints under the freedom of association
provisions of die Industrial Relations Act art being investigated. Two complaints
have been successfully prosecuted. Pour complaints wider the Workplace
Agreements Act are being investigated. One matter has been prosecuted.

Question: The member for Morley asked for a copy of a survey report conducted for the
department by the Roy Morgan Research Centre PMy Ltd. The member for Murray also
requested a copy of this report.
Answer: A copy of the report is available for viewing in the Bills and Paper Office.
Question: The member for Fremantle requested a copy of the Statement of Claimt by the
State of Western Australia relating to the High Court challenge to the Commonwealth
Industrial Relations Reform Act.
Answer: The Statement of Claim is available for viewing in the Bills and Papers Office.

Division 82: Commissioner of Workplace Agreements
Question: The member for Ashburton asked whether a code of conduct was included in
registered workplace agreements between Hameruley Iron and its employees. He also
asked whether the code of conduct had been sighted by the employees.
Answer: The Acting Commissioner of Workplace Agreements had dealt with these
agreements and had been satisfied that the requirements of section 30 of the Workplace
Agreements Act had been met. Section 39 of the Workplace Agreements Act prohibits
the Commissioner of Workplace Agreements to directly or indirectly disclose
information obtained in the course of performing functions under the Act The Minister
for Labour Relations is therefore unable to provide any further information to the
member.

Division 85: Western Australian Building Authority
Question; The member for Belmont asked the Minister to provide details on whether
polychiorinated biphenyls are stored in any government buildings in the metropolitan
area and, if so, in what quantities and in what locations? The member for Belmont also
asked whether the Western Australian Building Authority is advising agencies concerned
that PCBs must be removed from site and whether stored PCBs constituted a award to
surrounding residential suburbs.
Answer: PCBs in government buildings managed by the Western Australian Building
Authority are primarily encountered in very small amounts in certain capacitors and some
old light fittings. When removed during repair, they are stored in plastic bags and then
sealed in small drums. The drums are stored in a brick building in an isolated corner of
the WABA's Welshpool depot. At present this storage facility contains approximately
100 drums.
This storage facility does not constitute a potential health hazard to the surrounding
neighbourhood. It is in an industrial area and there are no residences nearby.
These comments only apply to government buildings maintained by the WABA on
behalf of client agencies, such as the Education Department, the Department of Training,
and Police Department.

Division 86: State Service
Question: The member for Belmont asked the Minister who owned Maroomba Air
Services.
Answer: Maroomba Air Services is owned by Nantay Pty Ltd, trading as Mamoomba Air
Services, ACN 059-183-738 and was incorporated in March 1993. The owners are
Steven Young and Maxine Young.
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Question: The member for Be/momt asked the following questions in relation to the
,government aircraft contract -
(1) In calling tenders did the Government say that it was desirable that the maximum

age of the equipment be 10 years, or 3 000 hours total time in service, and that
the type of aircraft should be currently in service?

(2) How old are the aircraft to be operated by the successful tenderer? What i the
approximate number of/tours of service of the aircraft to be operated?

(3) Did the specification issued with the request for tender require a signifi cant
increase in operational standards with regard to single engine take-off
performance that upgraded the requirements to regular public transport or
airline standard? Was this a contractual obligation placed on the winner of the
tender?

(4) Did the Government say that it was desirable that the tenderers have extensive
management and operational experience relevant to the contract?

(5) When did the operator who won the tender become qualified or endorsed to fly
the type of aircraft to be operated? When was the operator licensed to fly this
type of aircraft on charter?

(6) in calling tenders did the Government say that minimum experience levels would
be applied to flight crew and consideration might be given to the availability of
the company training and checking system? Is the successful operator's crew
trained at a faciliy recognised by the aircraft manufacturer as suitable for
training on the type of aircraft to be used?

(7) What additional costs for administrative, operational and logistical matters
associated with this contract must still be met by the Government?

Answer: The tender specifications are. available for viewing in the Bills and Papers
Office. The answers are -
(1) In the aircraft specifications a clause stated -

It is desirable that the maximum age of the equipment be 10 years old, or
3 000 hours total time in service, and the type to be currently in
production.

However, at the request of Cabinet an alternative proposal clause was required.
Consequently the following was included -

The State Supply Commission will consider and may accept without re-
tender any alternative proposals to the above. Consequently, tendeare
may submit alternative proposals for the consideration of the State Supply
Commission.

(2) The aircraft offered by the contractor, Maroomba Air Services, were -

Primary charter - Beechcraft B200
Super Kingair
Built 1983
Hours in service -4467

Long range charter - Cessna Citation V
Built post- 1989
Hours in service - appox. 1 000
Wesrwind 1
Built 1979
Hours in service - 12 941

(3) The aicraft conform to the operational standards specified in the tender. The
specification does not require regular passenger transport standards. No
contracwual obligation was therefore placed on the contractor.
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(4) The tender specification stated -

It is desirable that cenderers have extensive management and operational
experience relevant to the contract and that the operator and both flight
and pround crew comply with the Civil Aviation Act and its associated
Regulations and Orders at all times during the provision of aviation
services under the Contract.

(5) The operator who won the tender became qualified and endorsed to fly the
aircraft in June 1994. The contract commenced on 1 September 1994. The
contractor also employs a fully qualified person who was employed by the
previous contractor, Nester.

(6) The minimum experience levels were those that would comply with civil1 aviation
standards. The contractor meets and exceeds these.

(7) The contract is being administered by the inistry of the Premier and Cabinet
and it is estimated that the resources associated with this equate to approximately
0. 1 of a level 5 full time equivalent. The cost would amount to just over $4 000
per annum.

Division 89: Police Department
Question: The Minister for Police, in response to a question from the member for Peel,
undertook to make available all details in relation to the arrangement that was entered
into by the community policing section of the Police Department and Fleet wesn in
relation to the donation of 70 motor vehicles to the Police Department.
Answer: In the past two months there have been repeated parliamentary comments
concerning the current vehicle sponsorship program entered into in November 1992 by
the community policing command. The following is intended to fully brief the
Commissioner of Police and the Minister for Police in this regard -

Between 1987 and the present rime, the Western Australian Police Department,
the community and the corporate sector have, in partnership, developed a wide
range of community policing programs.
As an element of all programs, sponsorship of program logistics, such as premises
and vehicles, is actively encouraged.
Until mid-1993, vehicles had been provided by individual vehicle dealers or
service clubs supplying each individual program with cams either by donation or
purchase.
Sponsorship costs were offset by federal sales tax provisions, which allowed
sponsors to claim 100 per cent sales tax exemptions, after 12 months or 20 000
kmn, and recoup through sale of t vehicles on the secondhand market. This
allowed a cost negative deal; however, each had to be negotiated on an individual
basis every year.
Only about one-third of the programs were catered for, the remainder had to share
operational vehicles, use private vehicles or walk.
In 1993, changes were implemented to the sales tax rules. This extended the
exemptions to two years, or 40 000 In, effectively wiping out the tax advantage
to sponsors, and virtually ensuring the end of all sponsored vehicle deals. Direct
negotiation to alter the taxation requirements was to no avail.
The police community services command expended $12 800 in fighting the
rulings, using taxation experts Arthur Andersen & Co. Andersens proposed a
number of alternatives that would allow sponsorship under the new rules and
assisted in the preparation of submissions. A suggested alternative was to seek a
totally sponsored deal for all community policing vehicles, including -
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Community policing vehicles
Crime prevention vehicles
Youth and community driver education vehicles
School-based policing vehicles
Blue-Light disco vehicle
Police & Citizens youth clubs
Aboriginal community patrol vehicles
Various child abuse program vehicles
Aboriginal community programs.

The singl sponsorship deal was to be structured by offering it to an individual
major vehicle supplier on a "best bid" basis.
In order to comply with the amended sales tax exemptions, Arthur Andersen
recommended -

A mixture of lease and donations
Ownership of the program by the Commissioner of Police
Control and management of the program by the state community policing
council, an incorporated community group
Auditing of the program on an annual basis under the provisions of the
Financial Administration and Audit Act by the Police Department.

The deal was offered and discussed by the executive officer, superintendent and
acting chief superintendent of community services command with a range of
motor vehicle supppliers and financial organisauions.
Ford Australia and the Toyota Company formed specific proposals together with
a range of finance and leasing programs.
The scheme was approached f-rm two possible directions -

I1. Finance companies purchasing a flee: of vehicles outright and donating
them to the program. Any shortfa to be met by community policing.

2. A major supplier offering a fleet and arranging leasing via a recognised
financial or leasing group. Again the shortfall to be met by the
community.

The second option was preferred, as this allowed the Police Department to supply
maintenance and petrol, as well as license the vehicles, in the commissioner's
name. Big Rock Toyota, Toyota WA Group and the Custom Fleet Financial
Group combined to offer the most acceptable sponsored program. This was
followed closely by Ford Australia and Custom Fleet Financial Group.
It must be emphasised that none of the offers included or suggested supply of
anything other than the community fleet. Neither did it commit or obligate the
commissioner or Minister for Police to purchase or lease any recognised
departmeatal vehicles as a consequence of the sponsorship.
The Toyota deal was preferred and final negotiations concluded to include -

Supply of a total of 70 vehicles by the Toyota Group
Sponsorship of the bulk of leasing costs by the Custom Fleet sponsorship
Signage licensing, maintenance and petrol to be provided by the Police
Department
Insurance sponsored by SGIO
The shortfall of leasing costs to be paid for the first 12 months by -

Sale of previously donated vehicles and use of the funds originally
provided by the Lotteries Commission
A one-off seeding grant from the special licence plates fund.
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Any annual shortfall in the leasing as of January 1995 will be paid by the
individual community groups; for example, a group of schools will provide a total
of $1 200 per year to meet the balance for their particular school-based officer's
vehicles. This then trmnslates as follows -

Toyota
Custom Fleer
solo
WAPD
Community

Vehicle supply apoiaey8 e
Leasing casts to aprxmtl 0prcent of total
Comprehensive insurance
Licence-maintenance-petrol-signage
Balance of costs (approx $1 200 per year, per vehicle).

Via this partnership of vehicle suppliers, financial services, insurance company,
police and community, everyone wins.
Benefits
Toyota Turnover of a fleet of 70 vehicles every two years, and

the use of sales tax exemptions to allow a cost neutral
sponsorship.

Custom Fleet As above; recoup of costs via taxation and recovery of
costs shortfall again allow for cost-neutral sponsorship.

5010 High community profile and the usual taxation benefits.
WAPD Provision of vehicles for all community programs at

minimal cost to budget and government;

Community

State Government

Federal Government

Criticism Answered

freeing up of 18 previously committed operational
vehicles to the Operation portfolio for use by stet
policing programs; and
reinforcement of the echos of community and corporate
partnership, "pure community policing".
Provision of a more effective range of community
participation programs at minimal cost;
a sense of ownership via provision of some degree of
funding to the programs; and
allows those community groups in small country towns
or with limited financial resources to obtain sponsored
vehicles at an affordable rate. Previously these had been
beyond their capacity.
Benefits by forging an effective partnership with
government, community and the corporate sector at
minimal cost.
Continued turnover of a considerable fleet of vehicles
within the macro economy, in keeping with existing
taxation rules.
By using a "win-win" system of negotiating sponsorship,
everyone is a winner.

The negotiations were offered to all major suppliers or financiers; no-one
received any favoured status.
Toyota and Custom Fleet jointly negotiated their partnership prior to offering it to
police.
The suggestion that the sponsorship in any way is calculated to avoid or
circumvent State Supply provisions is totally untrue. It was vetted by the taxation
consultants, and designed to recognise the amended sales tax provisions imposed
by the Federal Government.
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The entire scheme is subject to audit at any time by the executive commander of
die inspectorate, within the Police Department, and subject to normal government
rmnance control.
Payment by community groups will be to the state Community Policing Council,
which is the manager of the program. This is an incorporated community
program again subject to normal financial scrutiny.
Vehicles ame licensed by the Commissioner of Police to comply with industrial
and statutory requirements for police using the vehicles. All sponsored vehicles
are licensed to the commissioner. This is not the only sponsorship program.
The likelihood of any major cost benefit to vehicle suppliers has been minimised
by the two year, or 40 000 kin, proviso in the amended tax rules. Their main
benefit is the highly credible profile that the program affords.
Conclusion
The program is innovative, breaking new ground in forging community,
government and corporate partnership. It is open to scrutiny at any time. The
bottom line is that without this sponsorship, the majority of community programs
would have been unable to continue as an effective weapon in the fight against
crime.

Question: The member for Maylands asked wht the resignation rate was and frnom
which sector of the force most resignation came.
Answer: The following information shows total retirements and resignations for the past
three rmnancial years, followed by portfolio totals by month for the 1993-94 financial
year -

1991-92 75
1992-93 86
1993-94 137
Month Portfolio Retirements/

resignations
July Crime 3

Operations Support 3
General and Traffic 8
Total 14

August Administration I
Operations Support 3
General and Traffic 4
Total 8

September Administration 2
Policy Planning &
Evaluation I
General and Traffic 6
Total 9

October Administration 2
Personnel I
Crime 1
Operations Support I
General and Traffic 3
Total 8

November Administration 3
Crime I
Operations Support I
General and Traffic 4
Total 9
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December Crime 3
Operations Support I
General and Traffic I11
Total 15

January Personnel 3
Crime 2
Operations Support 2
General and Traff ic 6
Total 13

Febrary Crime 2
Operations Support 1
General and Traffic 4
Total 7

March Administration I
Policy Planning and Evaluation I
Crime 4
Operations SupportI
Genera] and Traffic 9
Total 16

April Crime 2
General and Traffic 2
Total 4

May Administration 2
Operations Support 1
General and Traffic 9
Total 12

June Administration 1
Personnel 2
Crime 1
Operations Support 2
General and Traffic 16
Total 22

Question: The miember for Raicatta asked for injbrmadion as to the breakdown of non-
payroll allocations for the Aboriginal Police Relations Conuflee.
Answer The non-salary allocations for 1994-95 for the Aboriginal Police Relations
Committee are as follows -

Travel, fares and taxable mileage 38 000
Entertainment expenses 500
Telephone, postage 11 300
Lease office equipment 4500
Vehicle bitt, lease and taxi fares 23 500
Workshop costs 5 000
Consultants fees, regional committees 13 000
Honorariums chairman, members 22 500
Special projects, workshop costs 17 500
Courier, services and contracts 1 000
Insurance 2 200
Consumnables 5 000
Printing contract 1 500
Library acquisition 800
Vehicle fuel, electricity 5500
Maintenance, equipment 3200
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Question: The member for Bakcatta asked why she average staff salary for non-
operational police departmental employees had increased by 7-5 per cent from $49 475
to$53 176, when operational pollee salaries have increased by only 32 per cent fromn an
average of $38 167 to $39 399.
Answer: The corporate services figure for salaries, wages and related staff costs includes
salary and non-salary expenditure, such as meal allowances, workers' compensation,
uniform and accommodation subsidies. The total estimate of nan-salary expenditure for
1994-95 is $1.868m. Deducting this amount provides a more realistic cost per employee.
It should also be noted that die salary allocation also includes 100 FTEs and $4.5m for
civilianisation, who are yet to be employed. No such expenditure was made int 1993-94
for this type of civilianisation. When the civilians are employed, costs and FrEa will be
distributed in the main across the policing program.
If this figure for civilianisation is deducted, the 1994-95 estimate would be $15.654m, or
$673 000 less than the 1993-94 out-turn. Similarly, the FTE figure would reduce by 100
to 279, or 51 less than the 1993-94 actual. This adjustment to the FIB figure has
occurred as a direct result of the development of better recording systems and the
reallocation of FT~s between programs and subprograms.
The policing program salary figures for 1994-95 have been calculated by apportioning
figures on a cost percentage basis after analysis of figures for 1992-93 and 1993-94.
Question: The member for Balcaffa asked for a breakdown of the salaries allocation for
policing by major components and by police and public servants.
Answer: Actual salaries expenditure in the policing program for 1993-94 by components
is as follows -

$000
Normal 176004
Overtime 7546
Leave loading 2 807
Hsigher duties allowance 1 555
Retiring allowance 4046
Miscellaneous Allowance 5'779
Shift allowance 5367
Accrued salaries (6 819)
Total 196285

Estimated salaries expenditure for 1994-95 by component for the policing program is as
follows -

$000
Normal 174'790
Overtime 6480
Leave loading 2 926
Higer duties allowance 1 650
Retrng allowance 1 650
Miscellaneous allowance 5695
Shift allowance 5340
Accrued salaries 769
Total 199340

As stated previously, salary figures for 1994-95 were calculated by apportioning figurs
on a cost percentage basis after analysis of figures for 1992-93 and year to date figures
for 1993-94. The 1994-95 estimate in the program statements includes related staff costs
which cover such things as meal allowances, workers' compensation, uniforms and
accommodation subsidies and is estimated to be $1 868m in 1994-95.
Question: The member for Balcanar asked for a breakdown of how many bureaucrags
within the corporate services area earn salaries within the ranges indicated.
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Answer: In respect of salary figures for officers within corporate services, the following
information is provided -

$000 $000 $000 $000 $000 $000 Total
<30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 >70

Police 2 9 43 19 27 6 106
Public Service 118 33 12 5 3 2 173*0
TOTAL 120 42 55 24 30 8 279

*Police figure includes police officers and police cadets.
SPublic Service figure includes wages staff.

It should be noted that the above figures exclude the 100 FTEa for civilianisation and
relate to annual base razes only. Other earnings such as overtime and leave loading have
not been included. It has also been necessary to make assumptions in some instances, as
although provision has been made for some positions the classification level has yet to be
determined.
Question: The metber for Balcatta asked, in reference to the Yamatji patrols and
patrols in general, what support is given to these patrols in both financial and other
resource term, for accommodation, transport, uniformn, wages and salaries, etc.
Answer: Currently there are nine Aboriginal patrols in operation throughout the Western
Australia. Each of these patrols operates independently and is driven by the local
Aboriginal community with support from local police.
The Police Department contribution essentially is the provision of the services of one or
more police officers to assist on a part time basis with the administration of each patrl.
Costs to the Police Department amt considered to be relatively minimal and
administration support only is supplied. At this stage, costs have not been quantified but
should the member for Balcatta wish, further research can be conducted to identify exact
costs being incurred.
Question: The member for Dianella asked for an explanation of why employment costs
in respect of the Aboriginal Police Relations Committee increased from $203 000 in
1993-94 to $216 000 in 1994-95, yet the number of FTEs dropped from five to four.
Arnswer. Information for the printed estimates were initially sup plied to Treasury by
police finance division officers in May 1994. Allocations for 1994:95 were calculated by
apportioning figures on a cost percentage basis after analysis of figures for 1992-93 and
year to date for 1993-94. At that stage finance division officers were unaware that the
Frms were to decrease from five to four. The salary allocation for the Aboriginal Police
Relations Committee is contained within the overall salary budget allocation for the
Police Department.
Question: The member for Floreat asked how many police were on dutty or how many
police cars were on the street, say, between midnight and 6.00 am. The information is to
be restricted to the metropolitan area, and for a Wednesday night.
Answer: While this information can be obtained, it is considered unwise from an
operational policing perspective for it to be made the subject of public knowledge, which
would be die case it it became part of the Hansard record. The information will be
provided direct to the member for Floreat.
Question: The member for Dianella asked for details of the allocation of funds for the
graffiti task force.
Answer: Them is no specific allocation of funds to the graffiti task force. Policing of
graffiti offences is primarily the responsibility of the criminal investigation branch anti-
theft units that have one full time liaison/coordinating officer who collates all graffiti
offences reported in the State. All police officers throughout the State contribute to the
anti-graffiti program. There ame four anti-theft units -
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Midland 1 Detective Sergeant
I Sergeant
I Senior Constable
9 Constables
I Constable Collator

Gosnells 1 Detective Sergeant
I Sergeant
8 Constables
1 Constable Collator

Fremantle 1 Detective Sergeant First Class
1 Sergeant
1 Senior Constable
9 Constables
1 Constable Collator

Joondalup I Detective Sergeant
I Sergeant
I Senior Constable
5 First Class Constables
1 Constable
I Senior Constable Collator

The anti-theft units are overseen by one detective inspector.
When a system of a series of offences is identified, it is the responsibility of the anti-theft
units, as part of their total charter of duties, to investigate the of fences directly.

Division 92: Planning and Urban Development
Question: The member for Swan Hills asked whether (he Minister knew dhe totl number
of hectares to be preserved in the Swan Valley.
Answer: The estimated number of hectares to be preserved under the proposed Swan
Valley legislation is 7 198.4.
Question: The member for Noilamara asked what the Government's predictions are on
growth for the met'ropolitan area and non-metropolitan areas.
Answer: The estimated population growth rate for the metropolitan area for the period
1994-99 is 1.9 per cent per annum, and the estimated population growth rat for the non-
metropolitan areas for the same period is 1.5 per cent.

Division 96: Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority
Question: The member for Kenwick expressed interest in one of the major achievements
for 1993-94 to develop criteria to evaluate a number of outcomes, one of these being
health. She asked how improvements in health and access to health care will be
evaluated; what has been the infant mortality rate over the past five years; what have
been the mortality and hospitalisation rates generally for the past five years; and, what
are the mortality rates for Nycongar men.
Answer: The major planned achievements for 1993-94 to which Dr Watson appears to
refer state -

The development of a framework to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of
Government programs in achieving improved outcomes for Aboriginal people in
the priority areas of employment. education, health and housing with particular
reference to agency commitments detailed in the Aboriginal Plan.

The Aboriginal Plan is currently being evaluated.
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Some of the developmental work in the establishment of a framework for monitoring and
evaluation was progressed in conjunction with the Premier's Task Force on Aboriginal
Social Justice. The task force's report which was released in April 1994 proposes a
number of major health goals and targets in Aboriginal health to be achieved over a
seven to 10-year period. The Health Department will report annually on progress against
these targets and in the areas of expectation of life and infant mortality as compared with
the non-Aboriginal population. A recent publication from the Health Department,
"Aboriginal health: Current status, wrends and projections", has been sent to the member
for Kenwick.
Division 97: Aboriginal Material Preservation Fund
Question: The member for Kenwick asked how many applications for section 18 consent
were made in the past three years; how many were accepted; how many were accepted
with qualificaton; and how many were refused.
Answer: Total applications referred to Minister - I111

Applications given consent -"4
Applications given conditional consent - 65
Applications refused consent -0
Note: Two applications are pending ministerial decision.
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Monday, 19 September 1994

STANDING COMMITTEE ON ESTIMATES AND FINANCIAL OPERATIONS
The meeting commenced at 10.00 am.
The CHAIRMAN (Hon Murray Montgomery): I open the 1994 Estimates Committee
hearing and welcome all members. As members know, it is a meeting in which the
committee invites other members of the House to participate. It is appropriate that there
is a good representation of members. I ask the Minister and his advisers to speak into die
microphone for die benefit of Hansard. At die conclusion of die hearing a copy of die
transcript will be sent to the chief executive officer and I ask him to attend to it in
accordance with the accompanying instrctions and return it by die date specified. I
inform members that answers to supplementary information requested prior to the
hearing will be tabled at die commencement of each division and the relevant
information will be incorporated in the daily Hansard. Any question which cannot be
answered during the hearing will require a written response within three working days of
receipt of the question. I ask members to indicate clearly the division, item, document
and page number to which they are referring to make it easier for the Minister, the CEO
or die advisers to answer their questions.
Division 89: Police, $293 718 000 -

[Hon Murray Montgomery, Chairman.]
[Hon George Cash, Leader of the House.]
[Mr Rt. Falconer, Commissioner of Police.]
[Mr E. Wood, Executive Director.]
[Mr ft. McDonald, Acting Director of Finance.]
[Mr P.C. Middleton, Principal Private Secretary to the Minister for Police.]
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I do not want to deal with this division but with the way in which
this Estimates Committee is conducted. The annual reports and the performance
indicators of all die agencies the committee will consider this week are not available to
die committee. I rake this opportunity to record the Opposition's very real regret that the
Government has seen fit to deprive Parliament of the basic information necessary to
ensure that this exercise is more than purely cosmetic. The accountability cycle,
particularly the scheme of the Financial Administration and Audit Act, requires that
Parliament must be properly and adequately informed of the operations of various
agencies if this committee is to make a proper assessment of their perfornance quality
and likely outcomes for the financial year. I ask that die committee request each agency
to provide its performance indicators and a copy of its annual report for the 1993-94
financial year before the committee proceeds to consider that agency's allocations.
Members will recall that a number of members were invited to attend a meeting with die
Auditor General when he was here. He made a very important point that one of die
things the Estimates Committee should consider is the evaluation of performance
indicators. Without them the committee has no guiding milestone to know whether
government programs or policies are achieving what the Government said it would like
to achieve. We must ensure, as the Auditor General pointed out, that programs are
measured over time, against similar bases and that there are stated objectives that the
Government is trying to achieve with the expenditure of taxpayers' money.
We are now faced with a situation that the only performance indicators we have of some
of the departments we will consider are two years old. I do not believe that is an
adequate situation for this Parliament to be placed in. The Auditor General said that
performance indicators, and an evaluation of the annual general report in which those
indicators are stated, are absolutely crucial. Without that information we are faced with
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nothing more than a cosmetic exercise and, if I may quote the Auditor General, although
a little out of context, we are discussing the allocation of FIEs and very little else and
that is not appropriate for this committee. The Parliament should deal with this matter in
a far more senious way.
One is left with one of two views: Either this is a cynical exercise to deprive the
Opposition of information or it is an exercise of incompetence on the Government's part
Regardless of which view it is, it is not appropriate for the Parliament to continue with
this exercise until the crucial and vital information is provided.
[10.10 anm]
Hon BOB THOMAS: The Leader of the Opposition has raised a very important issue.
Therefore, I move -

That this committee adjourn for a short period for the purpose of members of the
Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations to convene a meeting
to determine how it wishes to handle the matter of performance indicators not
being available to the committee.

My motion wI allow the five members of the standing committee to determine what
should occur. The issue raised by the Leader of the Opposition is paramount to the work
of this committee. After all, we are a standing committee of the House charged with the
responsibility of scrutinising the public account. The second volume of the report of the
Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters
refeuedA to Parliament as an accountable agency. Paragraph 5.4.1 reads -

In earlier parts of this report the Commission referred to the constitutional
obligation of the Parliament to scruinise and review the actions of the officials
and agencies of government. It is for the Parliament to make responsible
government a practised reality.

This committee is an arm of the Parliament which must make responsible government a
practised reality, and we are participating in that process today. The report continues -

It has a crucial role in acquiring and in publicly disseminating information about
the actions and activities of the executive and administrative arms of government.
In the success it has in gaining access to information, the Parliament itself should
play a central role in securing open government in this State.

This committee's role is to acquire information not only on how die money is allocated
and the number of FTEs employed, but also on how effectively that money is being
spent. In private enterprise a profit and loss statement is a good indicator of
performance; if a firm makes a loss, its performance is bad. However, the Government
of Western Australia is charged with the responsibility of providing services - namely,
police, education, community development or whatever - and this committee must
determine how well the Government is performing in that service provision. We must
have performnance indicators so we know whether money is effectively spent on certain
programs. Therefore, the committee should adjourn for a matter of minutes to determine
how it shall proceed.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I second the motion. Performance indicators would be invaluable
to this committee in its determination of the effectiveness and efficiency of the
Government's programs. I would be loath to see us progress through the estimates for
the rest of the week without the essential information available. We should adourn for a
short tine to find out the committee's attitude to the provision of these indicators. Some
accommodating arrangement is necessary so that the information is provided to the
committee so we can more capably deal with the officers and departments before the
committee.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Although I am not a member of the Estimates Committee, I have
no objection if the committee wishes to adjourn for some tine to consider the matter.
Question put and passed.
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Sitting suspended from 10.15 to 1035 am
The CHAIRMAN: It has been agreed that the agencies that appear before the committee
this afternoon and thereafter will be asked to provide performance indicators, as
submitted to the Auditor General. T1hose performance indicators will be available from
the Department of Conservation and Land Management and the Department of Land
Administration this afternoon, and from all other agencies. Does the Minister wish to
make a statement prior to questions being asked?
Hon GEORGE CASH: As the committee has indicated that it is keen to consider the
performance indicators, I refer it to pages 59 to 70 of a document [ have here which
contains draft performance indicators and which may be photocopied. The statistics
provided in that document have not been audited as yet by the Auditor General. They are
in draft form only. Also, with regard to the financial statements provided to the
committee, the Auditor General is currently working with the Police Department on the
final audit for the last financial year. It is not expected to be completed for some days
and, in accordance with the Financial Administration and Audit Act, in due course the
Minister will be required to table the audited statement in the House.
With regard to a general statement on police affairs, as I act in a representative capacity, I
can make only a general observation. With the recent appointment of Commissioner Bob
Falconer and the appointment of the executive team recommended by Mr Falconer, the
police are well equipped to get on with the job under the commissioner's direction. Not
only the Government, but also all members of Parliament, should be pleased that the
appointment has been made and we are able to get on with the job. I am sure we all share
the common goal of attempting to lower the crime statistics in this State, while providing
an effective and efficient service to the community at large.
The CHAIRMAN: Before inviting the commissioner to make a statement to the
committee, I welcome him to Western Australia and to his first appearance before the
Council Estimates Committee.
[10.40 am]
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It would probably help members of the Opposition if the
commissioner could make a statement as you, Mr Chairman, have suggested. it is a good
opportunity to hear from the recently appointed commissioner how he will approach the
task of policing this State. I anm not so interested in statistics as perhaps the Leader of the
House is. I am more interested in how the commissioner will create a safer community
for Western Australia. In the statement which you have invited the commissioner to
make, Mr Chairman, could he give us a brief overview of how he sees his monetary and
manpower allocations being applied in crime, traffic and operations, how he will use his
recently appointed executive in overseeing those portfolios, and how he will allocate his
manpower and financial resources to create that safer community? That is the broad
thrust of what we would find helpful, and that is why I asked that you take my question
now.
The CHAIRMAN: I anm sure Mr Falconer has heard your request and will enunciate that
either now or during question time.
Mr FALCONER: Mr Chairman, thank you for your welcome. I aim more comfortable
talking about notions rather than numbers: that is why I have Mr Wood and
Mr McDonald here. What policing in this State must do, and it is happening everywhere
else, is, fzrstly, determine priorities, not just those set by the agency but those that meet
with the expectations of both the Government and, more importantly, the public of the
State. On Friday, the Minister and I launched a substantial review, called the Delta
program. I was a little disappointed that neither of the print media outlets in this State,
notwithstanding that they were at the launch, saw fit to say one word about what is
probably one of the most significant potential reformations of policing in this State.
However, you are all aware of the nature of the media.
My philosophy on the way that policing must be examined is to find the appropriate
balance between sworn and unsworn staff in both human resource and infrastructure
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terms. It is quite evident that both McCarrey and the scoping review by Arthur Andersen
identified somne problems where infrastructure had been neglected. There are clear
indications from the training area, where many good things are currently being prepared
to enhance in-service training, which is crucial, and one senior and most competent
officer there has alluded to catching up on a 10 year gap that exists in in-service training.
We must identify where to find the balance between general duties, crime investigation
and traffic law enforcement. I am putting a lot of faith in the review process, where one
of the main programs is our purpose and direction. We hope in that portion of the
program to clearly identify some activities that can be out-sourced, and, in my view more
importantly, some that should be shed, where police officers have traditionally picked up
activities because - can I use the term - we ame often the only show in town; we are
24 hours a day, statewide.
The review will have an 18 month time frame in regard to the assistance of consultants.
We hope to see some action much more quickly than that. We currently have funding for
100 unsworn staff, and we hope to have those people on board and operating to replace
sworn police officers in the next six months. I am anxious to look at a number of other
areas in regard to devolving down, particularly to regional officers, the authority they
need to relate to local communities and to find solutions to local problems at the local
level, because it is my experiencc that the problems and solutions are there. Some of
those things have been tackled within Australasian policing by our colleagues around this
country, and Western Australia now has the opportunity not only to do it but also to draw
upon the experiences of other police agencies in the country. We have to go back to the
drawing board, and in regard to what we are here about today, we must link objectives,
budgets and performance indicators, which is often difficult in policing with the reactive
issues that can occur which are unplanned events, often at great cost.
In regard to training, I have been visiting country regions, and they continually raise the
legitimate issue of the cost of travel and whether their police officers should come to
Perth for in-service training - which is advantageous, because they are together with their
peers - or whether we should have a travelling training sideshow that goes around the
State. Training involves considerable costs, and it was put to me that because of those
costs, in the past it was often at the end of the list and fell off the table. I do not make
these points as criticisms of other people, because it is officers from this agency that have
these ideas and the remedies; they already exist. We have the vehicle in this review to
identify, restructure and reform many practices and structural issues that could have been,
and one could argue should have been, done by other people. I said the other day to our
people in the meeting, 'Let us not look over our shoulder. We are going that way. Let us
go ahead now." I would like to think that this is so important that we will have the
support of all members of Parliament, notwithstanding their political differences at times
about law and order.
The executive team comprises Mr Les Ayton, Deputy Commissioner, Eric Wood,
Executive Director, a senior unswonx officer, Kingsley Porter, Assistant Commissioner,
Planning Policy and Evaluation; Mel Hay, Assistant Commissioner, Crime Operations;
Bruce Brennan, Assistant Commissioner, General and Traffic; Eric Couzens, Assistant
Commissioner, Operations Support; and Bill Mott, Assistant Commissioner, Personnel.
One of the projects in the review is to examine the possibility of integrating the human
resource area for the unswomn staff with the police personnel office. I come from an
agency where that occurred. There was much resistance philosophically, but after it was
done it was a much improved system and we ended up with an unsworn or civilian
director of personnel. I am not fussed whether it is a police officer or an unsworn officer
so long as we have the most competent person. If it turs out to be a civilian director, so
be it.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I understand that during the Estimates Committee in the
other place, the commissioner indicated that $1.7m had been allocated for recruitment
this financial year. Can te commissioner give me a breakdown of what he expects his
recruitment cost to be this financial year, both directly and indirectly?
Mr FALCONER: I refer that question to Mr Wood.
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[1050 am]
Mr WOOD: The $1.75m referred to when we appeared before the Legislative Assembly
committee was a costing for an additional 500 officers for the first year intake. That
related to 26 intakes of 32 recruits each spread over an extended period, bearing in mind
each recruit course runs for 26 weeks. Those courses would be overlapping, and we
referred to it as a trickle feed system. We can provide the committee with a breakdown,
or I could read that out now.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I would be happy to receive a breakdown, so we do not
waste the committee's tine.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Some time ago the commissioner presented the Minister for
Police with a document that showed how recruiting could occur over the next three years
to the next election to ensure that the Government could meet the number of police
officers that it said it wanted recruited into the Police Force during that time. Mr Wood
has referred in part to that, but for the benefit of the committee, the commissioner might
be able to address that issue which touches all members of Parliament in their
understanding of how many police officers we expect to recruit over the next few years.
Mr FALCONER: The most important point I made in the correspondence that Mr Cash
is alluding to, is that we must find a balance between sworn and unsworn personnel and
infrastructure. It is my view, based on past experience, that the remedy generally seen
for problems of community safety and law and order is to throw sworn personnel as
quickly possible at the problem. It is my firm view, which is supported by the executive,
that we must find chat balance. The proposal is for 500 sworn officers to be employed
through a structured intake, as a trickle feed situation, rather than mammoth squads of
people rushing through the system. That is coupled with the civilianisation review that is
currently takting place with that first 100 staff to release 100 police officers who are
currently doing jobs that sre not their core functions, and then finding in the review - this
is a sensitive issue to some people - up to 300 positions that can be civilianised, or
activities that should be civilianised, within the existing structure. At least in theory,
what will happen in practice is that we will not have simply the 500 additional police, we
will have another 100 freed up in the short term resulting from civilianisation, and in the
long tern another 200. We do many things, out of necessity, currently with fully trained
sworn officers that can be done by unsworn support staff.
The CHAIRMAN: I understand that the report has identified 320 jobs, plus a further 820
recruits will be trained over the next two years from 1 January. Do you anticipate some
losses?
Mr FALCONER: An attrition figure is built in.
The CHAIRMAN: Would you be looking at an attrition of 300 to 400?
Mr FALCONER: That is correct.
Mr WOOD: The recruiting program is based on 26 academy courses of 32 recruits in
each, commencing in January 1995. That will provide a total of 832 trained officers,
comprising 500 for the increase and 332 for replacement of attrition; that is based on
current attrition figures. If those figures go up or down they will need to be adjusted to
achieve the 500.
Mr FALCONER: I am very sensitive to the fact that big changes and major reviews,
such as we are going into, create concern in the work force, so it would be possible to
predict that attrition may rise because people's comfort zones, in some, cases, will be
entered into and some people will not be comfortable with the changes. We cannot do
anything, but attempt to monitor that, because no-one can predict it.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: Are the 100 civilianised positions pre-eruptive of the review the
commissioner said is about to happen?
Mr FALCONER: It was, to the extent that the scoping review conducted with the
assistance of the consultants - ultimately the consultants were chosen to assist us in this
review; it is not their review it is ours - identified 100 positions early in the piece. We
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concede quite readily that that would be easy to do. It is a matter of where these
positions are located. My understanding, and that of the executive and project head, is
that those 100 people who are fired up must be deployed in operational duties located in
traffic, crime and general duties uniform arras, and how we place those people
geographically within those three groups is a matter for the executive to decide.
Hon JOHN 1HALDEN: Do you know where those positions to be freed up are currently
located?
Mr FALCONER: They are all around the place, in the country and metropolitan areas.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: When do you expect those civilians to be available for
placement?
Mr FALCONER: I would be disappointed if 50 were not in place before Christmas.
Once again, there are processes to be gone through in how we redeploy our people and
locate them. Some police personnel will be re-engaged on operational duties because
they have been out of operational policing areas for some time and would be fairly
threatened and should not be put out there without some assistance.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It seems in this process we are being asked to budget for matters
that are likely to be continually reviewed as a result of what is called the Delta program.
I thought it would be more appropriate for the funding for that to come through the
Treasurer's Advance Account rather than through the Budget process where we are being
asked to appropriate - although it is 100 positions - funds for things that are likely to
happen as a result of further information. This process should be specific, and we should
know the long term aspirations of that total review process.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Budget papers before the committee are specific in their
intent. The commissioner has pointed out that as a result of the scoping program being
undertaken at the moment by the Police Force, in conjunction with and assisted by Arthur
Andersen, various matters will come to the surface which will enable the commissioner
to use same discretion in placing persons working with the Police Force throughout the
State. It is a specific budget item; however, the commissioner and the Government
contemplate that during that process various positions will be identified and there will be
an exchange; that is, a civilian will take over what currently might be undertaken by the
sworn police officers who may be transferred to more operational duties. If the
commissioner finds that he requires additional funding because of other jobs that might
be identified, I expect that he will come back to the Government and seek supplementary
funding in due course, and that may be provided by a Treasurer's Advance.
[11.00 am]
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The issue I am about to raise will be raised again and again. It is
not appropriate - not necessarily in this case - to have what is called fresh air funding.
The committee should consider whether matters like this are constitutional. I refer to the
case of Brown and West which is well documented in the Federal Parliament where a
High Court decision was that funding for unspecified purposes pending an outcome - that
is, a review - was not constitutional. I do not know that this is a case in point, but I
suggest that this one, like a number of others I will highlight, should be considered.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Commissioner Falconer, initially you indicated a problem with in-
service training and that a deficiency had built up over 10 years. I recall that as the Labor
Government came to power in 1983, there were 2 800 sworn police officers, and that
number increased to about 4 100 by 1992. It is my recollection also that about 850
officers were trained and recruited in the last four years. That increase in numbers took
the ratio of police per head of population from about 1:500, the highest ratio in Australia,
to about 1:400, the lowest ratio in Australia. It appears that one of the consequences was
a build-up in in-service training; that is, all our resources went to training police officers
and, as a result, the problem was a lack of in-service training. Over two years you intend
to train 800 police officers, when we were breaking our necks to train 800 in the last four
years in government. Could that cause significant problems for in-service training if your
aim is to train 830 police officers in two years?
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Mr FALCONER: When I was talking about in-service training, I was not talking about
recruit training. Recruit training in this State is very good. One of my former colleagues
whose portfolio is training police in Victoria, had people over here just before Christmas
last year. When he realised that I was interested in this position he spoke glowingly
about recruit training. That is not the issue. We can train the recruits; there will be some
impact because we must bring back trainers from other positions in the field, and we will
need to backfill those positions. The training I referred to as in-service training is
supervisory and officer training; that is, people who have been in the organisation for
years need to be reskilled, to be brought back to address the ethos of the organisation, the
changing environment, ethics and those sorts of things -

Hon BOB THOMAS: But it seems to me that when you first spoke there were two
different training areas: Recruit training and another training section in the department
which handles other tmaining -

Mr FALCONER: There is.
Hon BOB THOMAS: As you progressed, it appeared you were saying you would
backfill, you would take resources from other sections of the department to train new
recruits, and you would backfill.
Mr FALCONER: That is what I say. No doubt, we will need to bring back some
experienced, competent trainers because not everyone can train. We will address the
problem; but within specialised departments of traffic and crime there is other training.
When considering our purpose and direction, one issue is the specialised areas, the
existing training within them, and their commonality and accreditation. I do not want to
make it sound like a Quo Vadis production hut this review will give the chance to look at
not only the structure but also the entire strategy of the organisation, where things stand
and how they have evolved versus where we would put them if given the chance to start
the organisation today.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Are you giving a commitment that you will not cannibalise the
other specialist training sections within the Police Department so that you can throw all
the resources into training new recruits?
Mr FALCONER: No, I am not giving any commitment to what I will do and where I
will get people from, other than to say I want the best people to perform the relevant
functions. I dare not give promises to you or anyone about where I will take that.
Hon GEORGE CASH: We are distinguishing between two areas: One is recrit
training - and the commissioner has made clear that is a specific area that is being
addressed. The other is the in-training area which goes across the Police Force. The
commissioner is making the point that that is an area in which more time and effort must
be spent. There are two distinct areas at least - recruiting and in-service training - and in-
service training is a separate area.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Initially I was satisfied that the integrity of in-service training
would not be undermined by the commitment to train the extra 800 police officers, but
now I am not so sure.
Mr FALCONER: When I went to the training academy for the first time and addressed
the staff, I was confronted by people who are very committed to their specialities and
who were perturbed that they had not been given the higher priority that they deserved. I
empathise with them. I told them that one of the many areas in which I would take a
close interest was making sure we do nor lose sight of the many benefits to the
organisation and the public from continuing to retrain people during a lengthy career.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I will leave the question there, although I ami not as comfortable
with the answer as I would like to be.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Rather than leave it there, I invite Hon Bob Thomas to visit the
Police Academy in Maylands and meet some of the senior trainers so that he, and any
other interested members, can get a better understanding of what the training and the
academy is all about. The two distinct areas are recruit training and in-service training,
both of which are provided in part at the academy and through other facilities.
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Hon BOB THOMAS: I welcome the opportunity to visit the academy. I must emphasise
that we must have the best recruits and the best training. However, we cannot ignore the
officers already in the system who need to continually upgrade their skills.
Wr FALCONER: We axe in vigorous agreement.
[I1.l0am]
Hon BOB THOMAS: My next question relates to the performance indicators which
were so generously provided earlier. I refer to page 63 where the workload indicators for
the crime subprogram show that the number of reported offences fell from about 221 000
to about 2 10 000, and the number of offences cleared fell from about 58 000 to about
57 000. There are a number of categories of offences which have been reported and
detected. The efficiency indicators show that the reported or detected offences compared
with the strength of the policing program fell from 41.06 to 31.78 per officer, the
reported or detected offences compared with the strength of the crime program fell from
201.57 to 197.22 and the number of offences cleared compared with the strength of the
policing program fell from 10.83 to 10.35 per officer. How can it be that the number of
offences are falling, yet the efficiency indicators show that the number of detections and
cases cleared up has fallen, too?
Mr FALCONER: It is extremely difficult to make conjecture about the reduction in the
reporting of crime. There are a number of different areas and the crimes have to be split
up. This was done recently and the figures were released. Some crimes are less reported.
One of the celebrated ones is theft of motor cars. It is one of the highest crimes on record
because most people who lose their car report it. Although crime is down by about 5 per
cent in the number of crimes reported - there is a variation in the clearance rate and it
could be argued that the clearance rate is reduced - we are confronted by the complexities
in the crimes. Some of the complexities include the investigations, the preparation of
material, the presentation of it at court, and the amount of time spent in contesting cases;
all of those can have a severe impact on specialist detectives who spend a lot of time on,
firstly, complex investigations and, secondly, lengthy court procedures and trials.
Hon BOB THOMAS: The incidence of fraud, which appears to be one of the most
complex offences requiring the most amount of preparation, appears to have fallen by
about 30 per cent
Mr FALCONER: The reduction of 30 per cent is right.
Hon BOB THOMAS: That would appear to be the most complex.
Mr FALCONER: That may be the case in some instances. It is very complex.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Is that the only explanation that can be provided?
Mr FALCONER: No, it is not the only explanation. Another of the many explanations
can be that fraud offences are not reported, but they are detected. Fraud is a crime that is
not very often commonly committed. Many people do not report it. In fact, many large
agencies write it off;, they do not report it. Many of the offences which get reported are
often reported as a result of detection and investigation, not by a complainant coming
forward.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Does that mean that the overall clearance rate is down because the
number of crimes reported has come down but the most complex ones are left?
Mr FALCONER: That is one element of a very complicated equation. I hope the
.committee has realised already that I am a straightshooter, a very honest person. The last
thing I want to do here is to duck and weave. I do not have definitive answers about
fluctuations in crime reporting and the clean up rate. In the biggest, single police
jurisdiction in the world, it is very hard statewide to try to ascertain, based on figures,
why certain fluctuations occur. We are happy to say that reported crime is down by
about 5 per cent As I said publicly, the rate is up in some particular troublesome areas,
one of which is serious assaults.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I was interested in the commissioner's opening
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comments, mn particular on the 10 year gap in in-service training. My observation has
been that funding for in-service training has been a contingency item in the budget.
which has been eroded by operational priorities from year to year. The net result has
been that intended programs have often been removed because of operational priorities.
Can you indicate to us, as has been done with recrit training, what initiatives are being
taken to protect the in-service program in the current and succeeding years?
Mr FALCONER: Only char we have a new group, including me, with an approach to
training that will hold the line that, notwithstanding operational demands at times for the
dollars and people, we must have an ongoing program of training and re-education for
people in service that is not cut by the budgetary razor every time we are put under
pressure; that it is not some extraneous issue hanging off the coat-tails of the agency but
that our effectiveness, efficiency and standing with the public are largely determined by
ongoing training. Notwithstanding your comments about the academy being nothing to
write home about, some of the senior people there and their ideas, to which I will give
my support, are very pleasing.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I agree that there are some outstanding personnel in the
academy. However, they must operate in appallingly bad facilities. Getting back to the
professional development program, would you consider in the budget a line item for
training, rather than a contingency item?
Mr FALCONIER: I would certainly like to see the lines in those area preserved for the
sake of the morale and expectations of the trainers. I would have to get advice about the
current budgetary system and how we have been managing it. Clearly the people there
have indicated to me, as they have to members of Parliament, that they have at times felt
like poor relations in the training area. Whenever any pressure is applied, they feel the
brunt of it. We have to resist that absolutely.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Your emphasis on training is admirable, and I am sure we
all support it. Has any consideration been given to some change in emphasis in
recruitment - for example, raising the age of recruits - and to the idea of lateral
recruitment, particularly in some very technical areas, such as fraud, where in many
instances a fair level of skill is required by the investigative officer which cannot be
given easily in standard training formats? is it appropriate, for example, to have a system
of lateral recruiting into the force people who are already trained in accountancy?
Mr FALCONER: Part of the civilianisation process for the other 300 positions - I have
already spoken of this within the organisation - may be accountants and legal
practitioners, not just in the fraud squad, but in other specialist areas. The police service
has no legal practitioners in its legal services area; theme are only police officers, some
who are qualified and many who are not. I have seen lateral recruitment in
multidisciplintary areas work in another place. I believe we should address that. I have to
caution people not to go away thinking that I have an absolute phobia that the answer to
all of our problems and the law and order issues in this State is about training. In terms
of the age of recruit training, we could look at changing the minimum joining age. In the
recruitment process and the one graduation squad that I have attended since I have been
here, the average age was about 25 years. My view is that a little bit of life skills and a
few more years under the belt are very advantageous.
[ 11.20 am]
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Do you see professional input - for example, from lawyers
and accountants - as more appropriate if they are unswon officers?
Mr FALCONER: Yes.
Hon AJ.O. MacTIERNAN: Would there not be some advantage in having people with
that level of skill incorporated perhaps more deeply into the fabric of the Police Force?
Mr FALCONER: I do not think so. In Victoria, a corporate crime group of lawyers.
accountants and police officers worked extremely well together as a multidisciplinary
team. I do not think many of those accountants or lawyers want to be police officers
because they may not be able to sty in that one very limited area of activity. If they are
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recruited laterally as commissioned officers, their prospects can be gravely limited later
in areas involving command and control and other general activities. We must look to
succession planning; that is, moving the right people through our environment and
making them multifaceted. They must know about traffic, general duties and crime and
get away from narrow specialisation.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Could the positions of prosecuting officers be filled with
unsworn officers? Do you believe that people with more legal training should occupy
those positions?
Mr FALCONER: Most genuine banisters could not handle petty sessions at the rate that
some of the police prosecutors do. The avenage lawyer rakes on two or three cases a day
and thinks he has a heavy work load. Notwithstanding that, I have spoken to
Mr McKechnie and I am quite comfortable about taking over from his office committal
and preliminary hearings. However, I suggest we will always have police prosecutors. I
am nor sure we will be overwhelmed with law graduates wanting to be police
prosecutors.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Given we are rapidly moving towards oversupply of
lawyers in traditional areas, you may well find there is a market.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I have always been disturbed about the amount of long service
and annual leave senior police officers accumulate until they retire. Are you comfortable
with that practice, or would you like to see it changed and that leave used when they are
in the Police Force? On television they look more stressed than politicians. People in
those positions should take leave to regenerate their batteries.
Mr FALCONER. I agree with you. Local people have said all those things to me. I do
not have a magic wand. People have accumulated considerable long service leave and
have been in stressful positions and probably should have taken that leave. However,
they have not, and at 55 we can be paying out, at considerable cost, nine months' worth
of leave if they elect to retire. It is expensive, not in monetary terms, but as a result of
the absence of an individual and someone else upgrading into that position. We have a
tiger by the tail. However, a policy is in place to reduce that long service leave. With the
newer people - if we are talking about fresh starts - if it is necessary to give people longer
breaks away from a very intense and mostly stressful occupation, we must make sure
those breaks are taken appropriately.
Hon MARK NEVILL: My colleagues behind me have complained about the Maylands
Police Academy, but I ant sure it must be better than the police and citizens' youth club
facilities in Kalgoorlie. One officer must work at least 60 hours a week and looks very
stressed. Thousands of children pass through that facility each year and it needs more
resources. I notice in the Budget papers that 24 police and citizens' youth clubs operate.
They develop a good attitude in young people towards the police, although it does not
seem an area that is presently all that fashionable. Can you examine the support those
areas are receiving, particularly from other areas of the Police Force, with a view to
developing them further?
Mr FALCONER: I do not disagree with anything you said. Although I have been to
Kalgoorlie I cannot recollect the conditions at that place. However, I have seen the
commitment to which you referred from the small number of officers who work in the
regions I have visited. I have already created a little controversy within the service by
making favourable comments about proactive, long term, social crime preventive
activities which focus on trying to direct people away from crime. Within policing, that
is tended to be seen as not real police work. I am saying to our work force that I ant in
favour of those activities. I am also in favour of crime control through the use of squads
and investigations and by seeking to put people before the courts. We must find a
balance and engender mutual respect by both camps. In our purpose and direction
program - our investigation of how we do our business - we will find we have failed to
give the kudos and support to some of the people in the community policing areas, the
skills involvement program and so on. We will have to remedy that. Our purpose and
direction program may identify that their resources should be increased and that police
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who are not involved in those activities must give more support. That is not peculiar to
this jurisdiction. Thiroughout the western world where I have had an opportunity to visit,
I have noticed conflict exists between dhe crime control model and the crime prevention
model. I will not accept that either one or the other is more important. Both these two
different activities are essential and must have mutual respect for one another.
Hon MARK NEVILL: To what extent is the cost of providing accommodation a
problem in placing police officers in remote and country areas?
Mr FALCONER: It is a problem in this State. In Victoria, from where I came, country
police are in a different position. Here I am advised that the expectation is, with a couple
of rare exceptions, that accommodation will be provided. That is coupled with a policy
of tenure where regular movement of people occurs. However, there are two sides to that
coin. One can argue that if police stay in a country area too long they can become
complacent and develop relationships that impact on the way they do their duty.
Conversely, people can argue that an officer due to be shifted from a PCYC. for example,
should be given extraordinary approval to remain there. People like that are so good and
so involved in the local community that no-one wants to lose them. In Victoria I saw
where people settled in, worked very well for long periods then reached a point where
they became laissez-faire. A balance must also be found in that area.
[11.30 am]
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: I have had a longstanding interest in the prevention of
youth crime. It is most refreshing to hear you say that a balance needs to be found
between crime control and community policing. I am advised that the community
relations section deals with juvenile justice and youth relations generally, plus domestic
violence, multicultural and ethnic affairs, in fact most of the minority groups. Following
the Delta review, do you anticipate more resources will be provided to those areas? How
will you upgrade the standing within the Police Force of that unit, which, I believe, has
been one of the more successful recently with limited resources? It has concerned me
during past Estimates Committees that I have participated in that the area of community
relations has never had enough resourcing.
Mr FALCONER: The purpose and direction project is very important; that is, asking
ourselves with an open mind what business we are in, how we are conducting that
business, and how we can improve that service. That will bring to the fore some of
things you have encountered and some of the proactive areas to which others have
already alluded. This issue is about more than resources; it is about the acceptance by the
rest of the police work force that this is real police work and that people who do it ane not
some lesser beings. That attitude was very common in Victoria and in other agencies in
this country and elsewhere. Recently, a couple of officers who are well regarded by the
enforcement model people - those who do other types of work - have gone to these
proactive areas and become great advocates for the PCYC and other proactive areas.
They must be given the kudos and support they require. When we talk to the community
about their expectations of us, the feedback will be that that is what they expect from us.
Hon P.H. LOCKYER: As I understand it, the Police Force has a number of aircraft. The
select committee inquiring into the police service has not yet considered the police air
wing, so I am not constrained from saying anything. It has been brought to my attention
that there is some difficulty in funding the helicopter and that the Police Force has not
been deluged with companies wanting to sponsor it.
Mr FALCONER: I have not taken a great personal interest in the issues of the police air
wing. Forgive me for returning to the Victorian experience for a moment: The air wing
is very expensive, particularly the maintenance of helicopters and rotary wing aircraft.
The necessity for the fixed wing aircraft in this State - whether they are owned by the
force or wet leased or dry leased - is a matter that we must consider. However, we
certainly need those aircraft because they am required in a short time frame. I have
already heard what a great job they are doing and have had a ride in one. I am not
frightened of light aircraft, or biased towards the air wing!
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I have seen the Police Force's helicopter and I know the benefits of policing in
helicopter; however, they are also expensive. It is pleasing to have good corporate
citizens assisting with sponsorship to run the rotary wing aircraft but again, when we
consider what support role it can perform in relation to crime, traffic and other areas, we
must consider the number of hours in the air. Some supporters of the air wings in
Victoria and in this State have a vision that if the helicopter permanently hovers over
Perth, it can be anywhere in a few minutes. The truth is that we will never be able to do
that because of the cost constraints.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Perhaps Mr Wood could make some general comment about
sponsorship, because that has fluctuated aver the years.
Mr WOOD: There were three major sponsors of the police helicopter: The S tate Energy
Commission, the Lotteries Commission and the Westpac Banking Corporation. Westpac
withdrew its spons6rship at the end of last year and we had to find another sponsor to
take its place. There was a several month delay, during which time we canvassed a
number of people in the private sector. We are happy that we now have a sponsorship.
The total cost of the helicopter is now being met. That new sponsor has signed on for
three years. Mr McDonald may be able to verify that.
Mr McDONALD: I am the financial manager for the helicopter trust. The information
that has been supplied is correct. The new sponsor is Cape Bouvard Investments Pty Ltd.
I understand that the period of sponsorship is for 12 months with an option for further
extensions. There was some concern when the major spnsor had not been obtained-,
however, at present we are satisfied that sufficient money is available in the helicopter
trust for the operaing costs of the helicopter, and as such we are well placed now.
Hon MURIEL PATTERSON: I am concerned about young policemen and policewomen
walking along the Hay Street mall during the day with firearms in their holsters. I know
this is a general concern to many members of the public who have expressed a desire for
this practice to be discontinued. Do any real benefits exist that warrant the continuation
of this practice?
Mr FALCONER: Most police officers - certainly me - would not be armed if they had
their druthers. However, in the 31 years I have been a policeman the world has changed
dramatically. We can never guarantee what a uniformed officer will encounter. I cite the
armed robbery figures in this State as an example. People ask why we do not carry guns
on certain occasions, in certain locations or during particular hours. The trouble is chat
history has shown that some of the most violent incidents involving firearms or a
deranged persn with a firearm can occur anywhere at any time; therefore, we cannot
follow the British system where, ironically, the famous British bobbies have been
clamouring in their police union to be armed generally, because under their system only
certain officers can draw a gun under certain conditions. I do not believe we can return
to an unarmed Police Force; however, in the future at sporting venues and major crowd
incidents the police may not carry guns. Out on general patrol these young men and
women do not know what they will encounter next. I suggest that, industrially, the
union, on behalf of the police work force and the parents of young people who aspire to
become policemen and policewomen, would probably be perturbed if firearms were
taken away.
People amc made uncomfortable by the presence of a firearm. Years ago where I worked
we went though the charade of having them under our tunics in big lumps and bumps: It
was known that they were carried anyway. The point you arm making is that it is very
visible.
(l1.4Oam]
Hon MURIEL PATTERSON: When recruits graduate from the academy, do they carry
firearms or is there a minimum age for doing so?
Mr FALCONER: When recruits graduate as constables they have the same powers that I
have. They are fully fledged. Unfortunately, they can confront the most serious things
on their first night. Robberies and armed hold-ups have increased by 40 per cent Since I
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took office, incidents have occurred in the Joondaiup area such as where three officers
pursued and confronted a man with a sawn off shotgun. No shots were fired. That was
considered a routine incident. The main thing is that the recruits have adequate training
and safeguards, and that if anyone discharges a firearm, there is a rapid follow up
investigation to see that it was justifiable.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I have two questions relating to recent debate at the municipal
level. A proposal was put forward by the Mayor of Mandurab that a municipal security
service be created consisting of 40 to 50 officers. This elicited a number of comments
from local police officers that any help was welcome. I frame these questions in the
budgetary context. Does the Police Force welcome this proposal? Will it consider the
creation of a three tier system of law enforcement along United States lines, with the
creation of a new law enforcement agency at municipal level? Or, alternatively, has the
Government considered a voluntary municipal levy for those local government areas that
wish to upgrade police services in their area?
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Government has not considered such a levy. It has not been
raised at Cabinet level, If Hon John Cowdell wishes to provide additional information, I
will consider that. Rather than deal with one local authority, I expect that the Western
Australian Municipal Association will also be interested in the general policy of whether
we should move into that area. The member mentioned three tiers of law enforcement.
one of which was at municipal level. Can he identify the other two?
Hon J.A. COWDELL: The three levels refer to the Commonwealth, the State, and
whether we extend to the municipal area.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I understand that context now. I invite the commissioner to
comment generally.
Mr FALCONER: I am not terribly comfortable with the notion of a third tier of law
enforcement. I believe there are ways in which local government can assist, and that is
epitomised by what I have seen in the country areas of this State, whose situation is
different from that of the metropolitan region. Much more must be done at the local level
to find solutions to local problems. I want not only to devolve morn responsibility to
regional officers, but also to ensure that they do not accept responsibility for all things
regarding safety and security without challenging the local community. It is not only the
elected people, but also the whole community, including local government, who must
address these issues. I do not see part of that equation as the establishment of some local
level police force paid for by the council. I am not comfortable with that. We have a
huge private security industry which exists and performs legitimate functions. My view
is that we must liaise with that group and must look to it to establish industry based
accountability, standards and training. We may need to assist in these areas; if we do not,
that industry will attract the wrong types of people, as we have seen happen with crowd
controllers.
I now turn to local municipalities setting up a law enforcement agency in their areas.
Many issues, such as accountability, training, who they report to and how they would
liaise with the adjoining municipality when crime goes over the borders must be
considered. It is a very thorny and complicated issue, and it makes me a little
uncomfortable.
Hon AJ.G. MacTTERNAN: I refer to page 903 of the Program Statements where a
project on the video recording of interviews is discussed. It mentions that that project is
now complete. As the commissioner comes from Victoria, he will have seen very
graphically the benefits of a system such as this put in place where the courts insisted on
evidence being videotaped. T1he results contracted the length of trials, which aided the
administration of justice quite markedly. Has this project been completed? Are we to
take it that each police station is now fitted with video recorders? More generally, what
is the commissioner's view, and what instructions will be issued to officers, about the
need to either viderecord or, at the very least, taperecord, confessional evidence?
Mr WOOD: I refer to the total cost of $874 000 and the 44 sites which resulted from the
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pilot program. At that stage it was intended that the video recording facility be set up at
those 44 sites, and that that would be sufficient to meet the needs of the organisation.
When the legislation passed through Parliament, an amendment was moved that there
must be video recording facilities at every police station in Western Austrai. The
estimated cost of doing that is $Sm. That legislation has not been proclaimed. It is a bit
of a chicken and egg situation, in that if the legislation is proclaimed we will not be able
to comply with it until that is put into place, but it cannot be put into place until it is
funded adequately. It is intended that there be video recording facilities at every police
station.
Mr FALCONER: I am being advised that a similar situation occurred in Victoria, where
the police were initially apprehensive about this and then realised the many benefits
regarding their integrity when these things were in place. Mr Wood pointed out the
difficulties in having video recording facilities statewide, particularly when the numbers
of police stations and locations is considered. It is my view, based on my experience,
that if it is not statewide, the weakness is that wherever the facility is not available, dhe
potential exists to have accusations of impropriety made against the investigators because
they do not have the protection afforded by video cameras. I have spoken to the Chief
Justice about this. We are not against the issue at all, but the cost of installing video
cameras statewide must be considered against the condition of some of our buildings,
which are already identified in the McCarrey report and the scoping review as being
abysmal. It is very difficult to be seen to be pouring millions of dollars into one thing
while admitting to our work force that we would like to accommodate them in a better
way.
[11.50 am]
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Supplementary to that question, would you agree savings
would accrue as well in court time when confessional evidence is challenged? More
importantly, what about the alternative of having tape recording facilities in each station?
Surely that would not amount to anywhere near $5m.
Mr FALCONER: The trouble is that the whole proposal was based on video recording
being the answer, and the legislation is couched in those terms. In Victoria, because of
the enormous cost of video equipment, the mandatory requirement was for voice
recording, which was applied statewide. In Victoria some of the major squads in the
central areas which investigate the most serious crimes have video facilities. They are
not all around the State, although the talk now is of having to do that. Legislatively, and
in people's expectations, video is now seen as the ultimate. I do not think anybody
would step back now and say that we should have a mix and match system in which we
have audio taping facilities in some places and video in others.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: It is not much good if we are not getting either. If we
cannot get the Rolls Royce. perhaps we should look at this.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It all comes down to priorities within the Police Force and to the
availability of government funds. I understand what Hon Alannah MacTiernan is saying.
As the commissioner said, in Western Australia we opted for the video model rather than
the audio model. That is the direction in which we are proceeding. Regrettably, as is
often the case, there are not sufficient funds at this stage to put video equipment into
every police station. However, the Government and the Police Force are obviously
working on that matter.
Hon A.JO. MacTIERNAN: Is the position that no further funds will be spent this year
on that project?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Again, it is a case of priorities. The Government, in consultation
with the Police Force, has framed a budget which it believes is in the best interests of the
community. It is clearly based on the fact that we want to recruit more police officers
and to have a greater visual impact of police officers on the street. Both those mailers
have been addressed today by the commissioner.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I refer to subprogram 1.3 on traffic on page 909 of the
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Program Statements. Can the Parliament, in examining the budget, have. a summary of
the road trauma trust fund and its operations over the past 12 months, including income
and in what area that road trauma trust fund's moneys have been spent? I am happy to
put that question on notice. In regard to corruption, the commissioner may not be aware
thai about four years ago the then Ombudsman conducted an investigation into certain
matters relating to the Police Force. In his report of which the commissioner may or
may not be aware, he indicated that he did not believe corruption was endemic in the
Western Australian Police Force. I do not want to quote the Director of Public
Prosecutions, but I understand that in the last few days he has put forward the contrary
view; that is, that he believes corruption is endemic in the Western Australian Police
Force. This is cause for serious concern. What budgetary manpower attention will the
commissioner be paying to corruption in the Western Australian Police Force? Does he
have a view at this early stage of his taking up the reins of the Police Force, or is he able
to comment on the statement by the Director of Public Prosecutions?
Mr FALCONER: In fairness to the Director of Public Prosecutions, he focused on -

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I did not quote him.
Mrt FALCONER: The Criminal Investigation Branch was more specific. Mr McKechnie
also made some pertinent and complimentary remarks to the effect - and I believe this is
absolutely correct - that 99 per cent of the people were doing the right thing 99 per cent
of the time. I have said publicly that I do not believe any law enforcement agency in the
world states that it is corruption free. We are human beings who come firom the
community, with all the strengths and weaknesses that brings. With the type of work we
do and the enormous temptations placed in people's paths, certainly same corruption
and/or criminality and, indeed, some misconduct will always occur. It is a matter of our
being seen, particularly internally but also externally, to be effectively and actively doing
something about it. and that when we do so we do it firmly, fairly and consistently. I also
said publicly - and I absolutely believe this - that it must be done from within the agency
so that it becomes part of the internal ethos of the agency and not something inflicted by
an external group. In part of the review I certainly want to re-examine the existing
disciplinary system, which is based on misconduct rather than corruption. The two units
of the internal investigations branch and internal affairs do different work and at the
moment report differently. As part of the formal review, which is there to be used, I am
interested in examining that relationship and the activities and standards of those groups.
Part of that review has commenced prior to the formal principal review at fiB to look at
what changes can and must be made to make both those groups more effective and
efficient. I do not want to foist personal views on the review, but my personal position is
that those two groups, although working differently on policing ourselves, must report to
one person, an assistant commissioner, which will raise the status of internal
investigations within the agency and for the public.
Hon GEORGE CASH: In respect of the first part of the question asked by Hon Graham
Edwards, the unaudited figures indicate for 1993-94 an opening balance of $2 139 779,
receipts for the year amounting to $1 936 33? and total payments of $1 526 668, leaving
a closing balance as at 30 June of $2 549 448. That is for the record, but I will ensure
that a copy of the unaudited figures is given so Hon Graham Edwards.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Is the department considering expanding its number of
Multanova. cameras and/or red light cameras in this current financial year? Is there a
priority for Multanova cameras or red light cameras?

[12 noon]
Mr FALCONER: I am unaware of any plan for expansion of either Multanova or red
light camera.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: You can take the question on notice.
Mr FALCONER: I will look into that. Having been given the opportunity. I want to give
the committee my philosophy on this matter and also information that is pertinent to the
major review. We have crime, traffic and general duties groups dispersed around this
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State. Our core activities and the way we do our functions involve looking closely at the
balance between traffic, general duties and crime. it may be that somewhere in the
equation when we consider traffic, law enforcement and the potential to redeploy people
to other functions, we may identify using technology to replace human beings. That may
mean there may be a desire to examine the increased use of Multanova and red light
cameras. I do not want to keep referring to Victoria. However, that State's use of speed
traffic cameras means - independent assessments support this c hat it is one of the safest
places to drive in the western world. I assure the committee, from my own experience
having received a ticket, that that is because people were getting requests in plain white
envelopes in the mail asking them to pay $165 for breaking the speed limit driving past a
camera. It was not a money making venture. In fact, once motorists slowed down, as
they did, by about 10 kink, the number of bookings reduced enormously and also the
number of people in hospitals and mortuaries reduced and panel beatens are going broke
because people crash into others much less when they slow down by 10 kmnh.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Further to questions asked in Mnother place, have you satisfied
yourself that the sponsorship guidelines of the Police Force are adequate to prevent either
real or apparent conflicts of interest? Obviously, I am referring to the instance of the
fraud squad inquiries and the major sponsorship of community policing by the National
Australia Bank through Custom Credit.
Mr FALCONER: Yes.
Hon GEORGE CASH: A motion moved by Hon John Cowdell is, I recall, still on the
Notice Paper. When we deal with that, I will refute a number of allegations that were
made during the moving of that motion in which aspersions were cast on the Police Force
quite wrongly. However, until such tine as the House deals with that motion, I will not
be able to advise it that the leasing of certain community vehicles through Custom Credit
was nothing more than a business arrangement quite properly entered into and which will
stand any test that might be applied to it.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: The Program Statements on page 906 under significant
issues and trends refer to the increased use of amphetamines and drug related crime.
That is no news to anyone. Have you given consideration to the points of view of your
counterparts in the United Kingdom? Three or four of the chief commissioners there in
various districts have followed the calls of similar personnel in Europe and the United
States and said that the policy of prohibition wrnl not stem the tide of drug use and that
one must, if one wants to contain the sorts of crime problems that arise out of it, look to a
refocusing and some sort of controlled availability.
Mr FALCONER: Having been in the drug squad for two terms of duty in my previous
career and having visited Amsterdam, I am not a believer in liberalising drug legislation.
However, I do believe in the proper targeting and tasking of central groups such as the
drug squad. I have already asked whether we, in this State! put much tine and effort into
the enforcement of possession and personal use type offences. I have been advised that
not a great deal of time goes into chat other than some users coming into the hands of the
police in relation to other alleged offences. I am sympathetic to the view that we must be
careful that we do not deploy too many scarce human resources to the enforcement of
some of the substance abuse offences. It is a matter of balance. I am not in favour of
liberalisation of legislation controlling possession and use. It is a matter of who is
dealing with it.and after 31yearsand quite abit ofdtmein he drgsquad in Victoria, I
believe the long term answer is education on substance abuse which includes prescribed
medicines, alcohol and the whole gamnut.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Do you think we should ban alcohol?
Mr FALCONER: No, I think we should teach people to use it sensibly.
Hon A.G. MacTIERNAN: Thierefore, you agree that you can have controlled
availability and education working with alcohol. Why would that not work with other
psychotropic substances?
Mr FALCONER: I have had this debate many times in many places and it cakes a long
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time. I believe that, because we are stuck with one problem, which is shackled to our
culture and to our economy - alcohol - it is not sufficient reason to throw in the towel in
relation to certain other substances.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Government is not considering liberalising dhe use of drugs
in Western Australia.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am sure that, when the commissioner has more time, he
will see that some of his officers disagree with him. However, I do not want to get into
that debate here. As part of the review, what consideration is being given to the
establishment of a police reserve with particular emphasis on retired officers
implementing some of the in-service training about which he spoke and performing
specified sedentary duties in a police station under the heading of police reserve?
Mr FALCONER: I understand that that has been mooted in the State and elsewhere.
There are also people in the CBD who want to talk about special constables or some sort
of localised group of volunteers performing a policing function. All of those things will
be considered. Industrial, legal and other ramifications are to be considered. We have an
open mind and will take on board proposed solutions to existing problems.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: One of the things that I do not want Victoria used as an
example of is its dealing with prostitution. Is the commissioner aware of the containment
policy in this State and how it operates? Will he be reviewing that containment policy?
If so, what does he have in mind?
[12.10 pm]
Mr FALCONER: Once again Mr Edwards pointed out that some of my officers disagree
with me. I am not surprised; people have been disagreeing with me on and off for a long
time and presumably will continue to do so. They may disagree with my view which is
evident in the answers I have given to some of the questions I have been asked today. I
do not understand the containment policy and I have not gone into it in detail. However,
I have made a public comment on at least one occasion that the prostitution industry, if
not properly managed, has the potential to become a place, as has been the case in the
State I came from, for accusations of people having drugs given to them for particular
reasons and, in some cases, of young people being brought here from other countries
under false pretences to be used as, in a sense, slaves in brothels and the like. We can
have a certain liberalisation of that type of activity but some proper authority must
exercise control over it. In Victoria the aim was to give that control to local government,
but the remaining parts of the legislation were not proclaimed. Before I left that State the
level of crime, drugs and violence was such that local government was unable to deal
with those problems. There is a role for the police. I understand there is a proposal in
this Stat for a body or board to oversee this and l am not at all threatened by the fact that
some other entity will be involved. It will help to protect, to some extent, the police from
accusations of corruption which invariably come up in the prostitution or so-called sex
industry.
Hon GEORGE CASH: A Legislative Council select committee currently is considering
matters relating to the police. As part of its inquiry it may be touching on this particular
area. Obviously, until it reports we will not know whether that is the case. It will be
interesting to see what recommendations, if any, are made. I qualify that by saying that
the Government is not, as a matter of policy, considering the liberalisation of or any
change to the current laws relating to prostitution.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: On page 908 of the Program Statements one of the
significant issues and trends is constant improvement of the forensic science
investigation facilities to keep up with technological developments. Is it the case that the
forensic section of the department is being disbanded? If yes, how will forensic testing
be carried out? Is there a proposal afoot to privatise the forensic science activities of the
department?
Mr FALCONER: The member used the word "disbanded": That is incorrect In
considering privatisation and whether various activities can be outsourced - I do not have
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any detailed knowledge - it would be logical to consider whether some forensic services
may be able to be performed by outside laboratories on a fee for service basis and in a
way that provides the necessary continuity and evidence for courts, which is what most
of this work is about. I am not aware of any agenda. I referred previously to the
complexity of investigations and forensic science, and scientists who work in this area
have a lot to offer. Whether diat service comes fromn within the agency or from external
people will remain to be seen. We must be more flexible and open-minded about some
of these activities than has been the case in the past and whether the officers performing
this role are sworn officers, unsworn scientific personnel or, as I suspect will be the case,
a mix of both.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Is there a proposal to restructure that area?
Mr FALCONER: It will be examined when we look at what we do, why we do it and
how we do it. That will encompass the operations of a forensic service which has
difficulties with accommodation at headquarters. There are troubling issues in relation to
the growth in activities. Previous proposals have been considered to locate that section in
another place. Once again, because we are looking at accommodation as part of this
whole review, I have spoken to the staff in the forensic section and urged them to stick
with us under trying conditions, because it is the wrong time to throw bandaid money at
the system when we might come up with an integration proposal that will re-
accommodate them.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Can you give an idea of the budget allocation to that area
and how it compares with previous years?
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Police Force already outsources some of its forensic work.
In fact, the Government Chemical Laboratories is one of the lead agencies that provides a
service to the Police Department. It is said that the recent conviction in respect of the
Karpa Springs inquiry was very much related to the work performed by the Government
Chemical Laboratories on behalf of the Police Department. This year's budget provides
an allocation for outsourcing of forensic work which will enable the Police Force to
decide whether it wants either the Government Chemical Laboratories, if it is able to
provide that service, or some other organisation, to provide the service that is required by
the forensic section of the Police Force. The member's question may be more related to
that situation.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Has there been a reduction in this year's budget in the
allocation to other forensic services?
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is my clear understanding that that is not the case. If the
.member requires the figures I will provide them later.
The CHAIRMAN: That question will be taken on notice.
[12.20 pm]
Division 91: Bush Fires Board, $5 703 000
[Hon Muriel Patterson, Chairman.)
[Hon George Cash, Leader of the House.]
[Mr P.H. Mew, Chief Executive Officer.]
[Ms L. Barbato, Manager, Budget and Finance.]
The CHAIRMAN: Welcome. We request that the answers to questions previously
submitted be tabled at the commencement of the hearing.
[Hon George Cash tabled the answers.]
The CHAIRMAN: If any further supplementary information is required, the response
will be required within three working days of receipt of the question. We have the
performance indicators, taken from the 1993-94 annual report, which will be tabled.
[Documents tabled.)
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Pages 926 and 927 of the Program Statements, under
significant issues and trends, refer to an increased demand in volunteers to assist in the
protection of the Crown estate; the ire management strategy - reference is made to the
Kimnberley mtrategy - and uniforms for employees. Can the director give us an update on
the level of communication between the Bush Fires Board, the Department of
Conservation and Land Management and local government to facilitate improved fire
prevention on the Crown estate?
Mr MEW: Communication occurs betwecn the Bush Fires Board, CALM, local
government and volunteers. During the past 12 months the board has established a series
of structures within its regions, which include a chief bushfire controi officer, members
from CALM and some membership from local government. The bodies are called
regional operational advisory committees, which discuss operational issues such as
feedback received, other information, vacant land, fire suppression equipment and policy
issues regarding fire protection problems we face as a State. Representatives from the
regional operational advisory committee flow onto what we call the state operational
advisory committee. This operates as a subcommittee to the board and makes
recommendations on policy regarding fire protection, standards and the like. We worked
hard to establish that forum.
We are also dealing with training by establishing a procedure for regional and state
training with the board liaising with local government and volunteers. We are trying
hard trough board meetings and membership to get the message across more clearly
than was the case in the past. We are conducting workshops to bring local councils and
volunteers together to discuss issues of concern. The board has created a much improved
awareness of potential fire problems in Western Australia today; we saw this potential
realised in New South Wales. That problem must be addressed and a plan devised so that
scenario we saw last year in New South Wales is not repeated.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Is the director satisfied with the amount of time he spends
ensuring communication and cooperation between the agencies to increase not only the
standard of firefighting and equipment but also the general level of communication,
which is so important in relation to fire prevention?
Mr MEW: I will never be satisfied with the amount of fire protection work conducted. It
varies around the State; it must be addressed. I attend as many local government fire
advisory committee and ward meetings as I can, and members of the board visit shires
and attend advisory committee meetings. We try hard, with the limited time available, to
further communication wherever we can; however, Western Australia is a large Stare.
We have concerns in the north, and we spend some considerable time in that area
working with pastoralists. Our work extends right down to the South west land division.
It is not an easy task to see everybody. Members of the board and I will be conducting
workshops throughout the State, and we will continue to spend a fair proportion of our
time travelling Western Australia to understand the different scenarios and to develop
common ground so that we can work more as a team than has occurred in the past.
Hon A.JM. MacTIERNAN: Does the Bush Fires Board cover the areas on the Darling
Scarp?
Mr MEW: Yes.
[12.30 pm]
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: In the visits I have made to the voluntee fire brigades in
that area, they indicate that their major problem is the lack of plant and equipment. In
fact, their equipment is very aged and in some areas not enough money is forthcoming
from the local authority or from their own fundr-aising resources to upgrade that
equipment to an adequate safety level. Does the Government accept that it has some
responsibility particularly in that area, which not only provides an environment for the
people who live there, but also is a major recrational source for people in the
metropolitan area of Perth? A great deal of responsibility for maintaining fire safety
must lay with the larger population and not fail upon the ratepayers of the municipalities
in the hills area.
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Han GEORGE CASH: The Government, particularly the Mlinister for Emergency
Services, has spent considerable time discussing that aspect with the Chief Executive
Officer, Mr Peter Mew. Many people will be awart of the tremendous job the CEO has
done in this regard since he joined the department a few years ago, and they will be
aware also of his commitment in this matter. The Government has already provided
additional resources in the Budget this year to help in same of the areas raised by Hon
Alannah Macflernan.
Mr MEW: The issue of firefighting st~ndards and equipment is not an issue just for the
Darling Scarp. We have identified, through a model called the standards of fire cover,
that 289 rural communities in Western Australia fall into a high risk category. T'hat
category is the urban-rural scenario which does not have a Western Australian volunteer
fire brigade, but has a bush fire brigade protecting government assets, such as schools,
plus the assets of the community and the rural farming areas. Those 289 communities in
rual Western Australia are below an acceptable standard for fire suppression for
volunteer safety, the firefighting equipment and the type of gear being used. It is a major
concern. This issue has been worked on for 18 months, and in our budgetary process we
have a program over the next thre years of establishing significant grants to assist local
authorities and brigades to replace their equipment in those high risk categories. In the
Budget this year $rn is allocated for fire appliance equipment subsidies, and a further
$600 000 in this Budget is provided for the replacement of the communications system
over four years. The total amount for that replacement will be $2.4m. The dollars
allocated by the Government are generally matched on a 50:50 basis with local
authorities. In addition, a further $778 000 has been allocated to upgrade the board's
communications network, and to provide a service to our customer - the volunteer and
the chief on the ground - with a mechanism whereby he can communicate at a regional
and state level to get information flowing. We do not want a repetition of the situation in
which we heard about a fire three days after it started. T1hat is the initiative we have been
given in this Budget in terms of a funding base, and it will be reviewed after three years.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Will the $rn be allocated this year for plant and non-
communication equipment
Mr MEW: That is correct.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Will funds be provided on a 50:50 matching basis with local
authorities?
Mr MEW: It will generally be 50:50 for the fire appliance scheme. It is based on a
percentage ratio against the different classes of vehicle in the high risk category. Overall
for the four classes of vehicle, the grant is 50:50. In the communications scheme it is
50:50 for radios, repeaters and the equipment that go with them.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Presuming that the demands on the fund will be greater than
$1lm, how do you propose to allocate the funds?
Mr MEW: The process of allocating the fluids is based on standards of fire cover model
ranking. Across the State we have identified bush fire brigades and classified them -
whether they are pastoral, rural or a structured brigade, as in Koorda and Kalbarri. These
brigades are ranked in order of priority from I to 697, so we know exactly where the
priorities are in relation to the high risk category and who should be given prants in the
first instance. We can quickly identify where those brigades are and the resources they
need. We will work with those local authorities and provide a five year strategy place
which identifies their commitment as well as ours, as a team, to replace the equipment on
an ongoing basis. That is the direction in which we art moving.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I confirm that, apart from the $lm provided in 1994-95, the
Government has an ongoing commitment and will provide an additional $3.5m over the
next three years; that is, a total of $4.5m to address the problems that have been raised. It
will not erase those problems completely but it is a positive way of making a stand to
alleviate the problem.
Hon AiDG. MacTIERNAN: May I have a copy of the rankings?
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Hon GEORGE CASH: That needs to be considered. One of the difficulties with
providing that table is that an irresponsible person could publicise that certain areas are
high risk and that might alarm people unnecessarily.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: That is not my intention, and I am trying to determine the
probabilities of attracting funds in die hills are.
Mr MEW: The draft document is a model document drafted through computer
programming that the board has used to start the process. One of the key factors of this
document is that it must leave ownership and consent with the local authorities and their
voluntemr. If we tabled the draft ranking, we would not be tabling the final document.
We want local authorities to work with the five year strategy and say what they believe
are the minimnunm standards for their area, so that we can agree on the number of brigades
needed and what needs to be upgraded, and build this into the model. In our discussions
with local authorities we are saying that it is their document and not the board's. We
want joint ownership, and once we have settled on an established level of fire
suppression - often they know better than we do because they live and work in the areas -
we will build it into the model. I will be happy to table the document once the
consultation process is completed, and everyone knows where they stand in the ranking.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: During 1994 the Auditor General tabled his report in
which he was very critical of some aspects of the Bush Fires Board with regard to an
inadequate asset register and inadequate insurance. What is the situation now? Has the
board completed an assets register and has it brought its insurance up to the standards
required by the Auditor General?
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Minister for Emergency Services discussed this matter with
the board after the Auditor General reported.
[ 12.40 pm]
Ms BARBATO: In regard to the asset system, the Bush Fires Board now has a
computerised database package which has done a complete scocktake of all its State
regional offices as well as headquarters. That was an integral requirement for the
production of financial statements on an accrual basis. Therefore, it is completely up to
date and we are awaiting the Auditor General to audit our asset register database.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: What about the inadequate insurance that was held
by the board?
Ms BARBATO: The Auditor General's statement referred to the administration
insurance rather than the volunteer insurance, which are two completely separate matters-
The insurance for administration purposes is covered largely under the government self-
insuring policy, which is issued from Treasury. That self-insuring policy covens general
office equipment and so forth. It does not require a separate insurance policy; it, is
covered automatically by the State as a self-insurer. There ane specific requirements for
high risk areas. We have now received funding from Treasury to take out insurance
policies for high risk areas; for example, communication equipment, where we may be
subject to vandalism in our remote transmitter sites. Therefore, chose matters have been
attended to and been funded for in the current financial year.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I return to the concerns that Hon Alannah MacTiernan
raised about the outer metropolitan bush fire brigades and note that there is an increase of
$l.38m for grants, subsidies and transfer payments. That has been explained in terms of
the conversion of radio networks and the upgrading of equipment. I would like to draw
attention to the need for the integration and coordination of the work of the Bush Fires
Bonrd and the Western Australian Fire Brigades Board and remind you of the incident in
Walliston at the beginning of the year where we had two outstanding examples of Vie
need for integration of services. Firstly, the radio communications was operating out of
dhe Kalaniunda volunteer bush fire brigade headquarters, and right outside was a caravan
rn by the Fist Brigades Board, neither of which was able to communicate with the other',
nor with the equipment for which they were each responsible. The second aspect was
that the Fire Brigades Board was responsible for fighting fires threatening houses, or for
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trying to save houses, and the volunteer bush fire brigade was responsible for fighting the
bushfires which threatened those houses, but when it came to houses being set Sight by
the bushfire, the Fire Brigades Board vehicle was not able to get to the house which was
on fire. in this upgrade of facilities and communications equipment, what is being done,
particularly in the outer metropolitan area, to integrate the services of the Bush Fires
Board and the Fire Brigades Board?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Madam Chairman, could I put my question and the
executive might be able to answer both questions in one hit? What is being done to
ensure that the vehicles that are now being purchased or constructed are of a sufficient
standard to meet the need?
Mr NEW: Thie fire in the Wafliston area was in the gazetted fire district of the Western
Australian Fire Brigades Board. The bush fire brigades assisted the Western Australian
Fire Brigades Board in that fir suppression, on a mutual aid agreement. You are correct
in what you say about communication. The existing equipment is not compatible, and
they do not communicate. Six months ago, the Department of Conservation and Land
Management, the Western Australian Fire Brigades Board and we agreed to the
introduction of a band plan with 100 channel sets to allow for that total integration. In
other words, as we introduce the new band plan mobiles, we can then flick to the
different channels and start to communicate on the fire band, irrespective of whose area it
is. That issue is being addressed. The equipment standards that we have developed are
compatible with both the urban and rural scenario, and all our fittings and hose lines are
compatible. Training must be furthered so that we can make the training more
compatible.
The point that you raised about the fire brigade protecting the houses and the bush fires
brigade trying to halt the fire is correct. The fire brigade equipment is designed for
structural fire fighting, not for the rural scenario. That is a matter for the Western
Australian Fire Brigades Board to address. The equipment that we have is totally
compatible with both; in other words, we can go where you want us. If you want us in
Kings Park or to fight a fire in a multistorey building in the city, the equipment we have
can do just that. The integration process is happening now. We are in the throes of
partnering the Western Australian Fire Brigades Board as of today, and we are working
towards an integration of resources, planning and mutual aid that is compatible so that
when we run an incident we have a common command system, for example. They use a
different system from what we use. CALM and the bush fimes organisation use a system
called incident command system, which is based on the American NIM. system, and it has
been accepted nationally across Australia. In fact, it was what we sent to New South
Wales to help extinguish the fires there. New South Wales does not have that system; we
do, and it is very effective. We are trying to involve the Western Australian Fire
Brigades Board and the police in this process of more integration in the incident
command system. The lessons have been learnt. It is the acceptance of those changes
and getting everyone to agree to them, and the training and backup, that is the hard part,
not just having a simple terminology or system, but we are centainly going down that
track.
The CHAIRMVAN: I would like to take you a little further south. At last year's Estimates
Committee, I expressed my concern about the need for a continual upgrading of
firefighting equipment and training in the south west region. The terrain has changed
considerably during the past eight to 10 years due to the increased commercial
afforestation, and the incident in the Eastern States last summer demonstrated how
volatile this situation can become. The equipment used for domestic and grass and scrub
fres is vastly different from what is required for forest fires. Has the budget been
increased to accommodate this possible situation; and. if so, what equipment are you
looking at?
Mr NEW: The equipment that we have developed for the urban-rural interface certainly
can fight fires on plantations. The equipment is often regarded as being more of a Rolls
Royce for that type of fire suppression. Our priorities are to address the rural-urban
interface and to bring those communities without fire suppression equipment to a safety
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standard that is fair for all. Given that our commitment from government is ongoing, we
certainly will address the flow-on to assist in those areas. We are working with the Shire
of Plantagenet to look at how to integrate the fire risk in its plantations into its strategy.
The equipment that it has at the moment which it is using basically for plantation fires is
ex-CALM equipment, which is adequate for that type of tire suppression, given that we
do not have high risk or extreme fire weather conditions. Petrol driven engines on the
backs of tire appliances have a very short term life in high temperatures and extreme
conditions, and the board does not promote and is not prepared to accept thai because of
the fuel vaporisation problems and the fact that volunteers in other States have lost their
lives. There is a huge culture change out there from petrol to diesel in the first instance
because we often hear, "It does not happen here." It certainly happens, and it must be
addressed.
The vehicle standard that we are setting for the more rural brigades, which is the
privately owned equipment which exists in Plantagenet and other shires, is a lesser
standard. It is more of a ranker class and a lot cheaper, and we are hoping to obtain some
moneys with the help of the Western Australian Municipal Association and our Minister
through the Lotteries Commission to further equipment standards in the low risk
categories. That will happen in October, and 1 hope we will have a pleasant outcome to
continue that. Our firt priority is to cover those 289 rural communities where many
more lives and assets are at risk.
[ 12.50 pmJ
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: You indicated in a previous answer that the
integration of the WA Fire Brigades Board with CALM and the WA Bush Fires Board on
operational matters of command has comnmenced. The board relies on volunteers, and it
is more difficult to integrate volunteers into an organisation that consists of professional
permanent people. What steps are you taking to make sure those volunteers are
assimilated, but still remain volunteers? In any volunteer organisation, if a bloke does
not Mie what he is being told, he will tell you where to go and then probably walk away
from the problem. That is a concern, because nobody wants to see that happen, but if the
board continues down that road, there may be some problems.
Mr MEW: We hope to overcome that problem by teaching command structure and
incident management through the incident command system. All organisations must
understand what volunteerism is about. Our board knows, and I have been a volunteer
for some 18 years, that it is a matter of a recognition of roles and responsibilities and core
business. The incident command system we will use with CALM will allow for
integration. It is getting our counterparts to accept that, and allowing the chain of
command which exists, from the chief bushfire control officer down to the volunteer
firefighters to get on with their jobs. If that happens from the top end of the spectrum
through to all levels, we will ensure that volunteerisin is protected and we will know how
to manage incidents jointly. All levels must know how to manage incidents, and how to
assist each other. This integration is not about having a single fire service; it is about
assisting each other. The 108 is the only way we can achieve that, and keep the cultures
intact.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Given the very important ownership you described earlier,
how successful has the board been in ensuring that the standards it wants are put in place
when it is working with local government and volunteers?
Mr NEW: Through the police licensing branch we are getting a clear picture of the
standard of vehicle out there, and we hope to have a report on that shortly. We know
already that some 60 per cent of the fleet is below a roadworthy standard and needs major
attention. We have brought that to the attention of local authorities, and the reception
generally is that a team approach is needed to fix the problem. We are working hard at
getting that message across. In terms of the acceptance of standards, the subsidies are
aligned against the tendering process through the State Supply Commission. Variations
in the standard would be difficult, given that it is not in the control of the board, but in
the hands of another government department. That has been accepted reasonably well.
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Sixteen new firefighting appliances which meet die standards set by the State Supply
tendering processes have been purchased in the past few months through the assistance of
Lotteries Commission and die small amount the board has contributed& A total of 30 new
appliances have been built to those standards in the same tendering process, and many
shires have ordered their high risk category equipment without any assistance from the
Lotteries Commission or the board. That process is ongoing, and that is how we hope to
set that standard.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Can the director update us on the Kimberley fire
management strategy, and advise whether theme has been some alleviation of the fret
problems in that area that were causing concern to the station owners in damage to that
unique part of Australia?
Mr MEW: The Kimberley fire management strategy is a massive document in the
different areas it picks up. The last fire season was very quiet, given that we harnessed
the buffer strip bum strategy around areas of high risk. We also put in place a high
frequency system for pastoralists; to communicate with our Kununurra headquarters, not
to report fires but to call on their neighbours to assist in fire suppression. We also
provide money for pascoralists to hire equipment to cut firebreaks and to back-burn, and
we have been able to hold off many fires. This current fire season has been fairly
ferocious, with 80-odd fires reported in the Kimberley. We are using satellites to pick
them up and monitor them. We have had a great deal of success in tackling that fire
problem and the impact it has on pastoralists and their cattle production. For example,
we have done a thorough assessment of Ellenbray station, which had six years of
continuous fire, and we have broken the fire cycle, so the environment can be restored.
Our strategy is working. We now offer a small subsidy scheme for pastoralists for
buying firefighting equipment. That is driven by pastoralists, who decide where the
money will go and make a recommendation to the board. That is in its second year of
operation, and it is highly successful. We have a long way to go for fire suppression in
the Kimberley. It is a science that has been lost. We need to understand it more fully. It
is totally different from the situation in the south west land division. We are putting as
much effort into that as we can. We have two officers there, but it is an area the size of
Victoria, and it takes four or five days for them to go from one end to the other. The BF
network has brought the Kimnberley people together for fire suppression.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: The expenditure for 1993-94 for the country operations
and coordination subprogram for 25 ETEs was $1.6m, and this year there are 23 FTEs,
but the estimate for salaries is $3.1 m. Will you explain the difference?
Ms BARBATO: There has been a massive increase in that area because government
initiatives are all reflected against that subprogram. The Government is prepared to
inject $lm for the firefighting subsidy scheme in comparison with expenditure in
1993-94 of $220 000, which represents an increase of $780 000. The remainder of the
increase is in the radio subsidy scheme of $600 000. The capital increase relates to the
command network component at the Bush Fires Board, which is $778 000; that is a new
initiative also.

Sitting stsspended from 1.00 to 2 .00 pm
Division 72: Conservation and Land Management, $34 242 000 -
[Hon Bob Thomas, Chairman.]
[Hon N.F. Moore, Minister for Education.]
[Dr S. Shea, Executive Director.]
[Dr J.C. Byrne, Director Corporate Services.]
[Mr R. Hazel, Assistant Under Treasurer.]
The CHAIRMAN: Will you please give a brief overview of the major issues
encompassed in this budget.
Hon N.E. MOORE: I will ask Dr Shea to do that as it is not my portfolio directly. That
will be a better way for the committee to receive the information it requires.
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Dr SHEA: I will emphasise briefly the main theme of the budget because I am sure
members will want the maximum opportunity to ask quesrions. This is a breakthrough
budget. It is a watershed for CALM. This is die first time that we have had net
appropriations. CALM is an unusual department which is involved in conservation but at
the same time also in commercial activities, and we have been concerned for a number of
years that our efforts to apply the user pays principle and to develop commercial
efficiency have not been rewarded by the Treasury process. In the past, the revenue side
of our budget has been totally different fr-om the expenditure side. I have not made this
comment in this forum, before, but public servants are no different from the general
community: they respond to incentives, and for the first time we have an incentive. It is
not that we have not been trying to increase revenue, but now we have an incentive to
increase revenue because it has been retained. At the same time, the budget recognises
that a significant proportion of CALM's activities fall in the category of community
service. We still have an allocation of $34m but it is the aim of the department to reduce
the allocation progressively while at the same time to increase our capacity to deliver the
services required for the management of the 20 million hectares of land Under our
direction.
The other very important aspect of the budget is that for the first time we are addressing
our debt problem. CALM has accumulated a large debt because we have been unable to
repay the debt under Treasury arrangements. We have something lie a $127m debt, and
this budget recognises that that is an increasing problem. We should be able to use our
own budget to repay the debt. This year there is a marked reduction in borrowings from
$l0rm to $1.2mn. We anticipate that by a combination of increased revenue and asset
sales, by die turn of the century we will eliminate the debt - or 75 per cent of it - which
has accumulated, because of commercial activities. Those comments cover the main
structural change in the budget.
Hon N.F. MOORE: We have been asked to provide some answers to earlier questions,
and I now table diem for the information of the committee.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: A major achievement for 1994-95 will be the
implementation of the foxglove program. Can you explain how far you will go to try to
eradicate the fox? Also, can you explain the reason you have targeted the fox? Once the
number of foxes diminishes significantly, the feral cat population will explode because
one is a predator of the other. Will steps be taken after the conclusion of Operation
Foxglove to eradicate feral cats?
[2. 10 pm]
Dr SHEA: This has been the subject of continual report from the department to the
Estimates Committee hearings. I know how interested members are in it. 1 will be as
brief as I can in responding. Operation Foxglove is probably the most significant
conservation initiative in the State. Owring the previous Estimates Committee of the
lower House!I made the point that I get concerned that so much time is spent on issues
that are of relatively little conservation significance. Empirical evidence shows that in
the forest, just by reducing the numbers of foxes, the conservation of rare and
endangered species is increased dramatically. In Dryandra, which has been treated for
the past five or six years, the numbat population has quadrupled. We were in danger of
losing a species; the State's emblem. Now the numbats are in abundance there. I have
been told by my technical advisers that our empirical evidence shows quite conclusively
that in the forest situation, which is cooler and wetter and where there is a denser
understorey, the cat is not as important a killer as the fox. Operation Foxglove, the
largest feral animal program ever undertaken in the world to bring back several
endangered species, has not only been of benefit to the foxes but has also contributed
markedly to the tourism potential of the forest.
The cat problem is fascinating in that, conversely, we attempted in the desert to do the
same things as we have done with the foxes and we failed; whereas the foxes were
controlled easily, the cat numbers increased and the cats have destroyed the animals that
were introduced. We are confident - I was talking with my principal research scientist
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this morning - that our improved baiting technology will reduce the cat numbers. If we
can control cats and foxes, it will be the biggest advance ever for conservation in this
nation. We are constantly reminded - and it is true - of our poor record of mammal
conservation. We are not told that die problem has nothing to do with chainsaws, tourists
or for that matter, bulldozers; it is all to do with feral animals. The good news is that
with appropriate funding - this budget makes a very substantial contribution to chat - we
believe we can bring back not one, but up to 20 endangered species.
Hon MURIEL PATTERSON: Is there a policy regarding the growing of boronia for
commercial use? I understand some policy change has occurred.
Dr SHEA: There has been no: so much a policy change but a management change.
There is no question that the taking of boronia has exceeded the sustainable level. A
research program has been instituted for sonic years, but we have intensified it. I do no:
have the details before. me, but constraints have been placed on boronia picking. It is
important to sustain the industry based on natural boronla; however, there is a huge
opportunity for die private sector to invest in the research that is required to make many
of our unique native species suitable for horticulture. To be fair, my colleagues in the
agricultural sector are involved in that and we are happy to support it Although we have
belatedly recognised that our flora is unique, we have not recognised and exploited - in
the best sense of the word - the opportunities commercially. Mes culpa; our department
is responsible for as much of that as anybody else. I am happy to say to the local
member, who has been quite advanced in attracting overseas people interested in our
flora, that we are very happy to wont with the private sector to develop chat commercial
opportunity.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I note that we have moved to a new budgetary system with a net
allocation from the consolidated fund, or a community grant. When did the system
adopted in 1976 by the previous Government - 1 think Minister Ridge introduced it -
become ineffective? Was it always an experiment chat was not effective? It seems that
we have reverted to a pre-1976 system.
Dr SHEA: The member is probably referring to the unique budgeting system introduced
by Lane-Poole, one of the greatest conservationists in Western Australian history.
Following die proclamation of the forest Act in 1988, the department was able to run its
own revenue, and it paid a dividend of 10 per cent. The change under Minister Ridge
arose when I was a young member of the forest department. It recognised the need for
the then forest department to take in greater activities than had occurred in the past.
namely recreation and conservation. Although the previous department had been
concerned with conservation in regenerating the forest, it had spent very little activity on
recreation because there was no demand for it. It went from retaining revenue, apart
from 10 per cent, to having an allocation from the central Treasury because of the
recognition that people were coming into the forest and there was no commercial
mechanism to deal with diet.
It has been a progressive change in philosophy as we have recognised that a recreational
activity could be commercially viable; that is, we should be able to retain revenue for that
purpose. The most important realisation in terms of this change has been, as I previously
mentioned, that unless there is a system for a department, a collection of public servants
or individuals, to be rewarded for collecting revenue, there is no incentive to do so. That
has been one of the biggest pushes towards a net appropriation system.
Another glaring example of the extent to which the previous system was not working is
the fact that CALM accumulated $127-worth of debt. In a spirit of bipartisanship, both
political parties were responsible for chat. It is always convenient to borrow money when
being consistently under budgetary pressure, rather than to run on what is earned. The
decision to move to net appropriation, more from anything else, has meant that there is
now a big incentive, a requirement, that we do not accumulate debt and live on the never-
never.
Hon LA. COWDELL: It seems that in changing to this new system, the component for
debt repayment is fairly significant. Is the Government prepared to write off any part of
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CALM's debt Co give die new funding system a chance, or what provis ions have been put
in place to reduce this debt, particularly with reference to asset sales?
(2.20 pm]
Dr SHEA: Part of the accumulated debt could reasonably be attributed to our community
service function; for example, over the past several years a significant amount of money
has been borrowed to purchase conservation lands - everybody agreed and there has been
a bipartisan approach to that. Similarly a significant amount of money has been used to
upgrade what one would call commercial recreational facilities which wili not earn funds.
My understanding is that the debt is about $20mn or $30m. At the officer level, we are
discussing with Treasury - admittedly it is a book account; we all work for the same
Queen - the possibility of relocating that debt back into the central funds. We are the
only department that carries that sort of debt. Even if that does not happen die
Government has been positive in providing incentive for CALM by retaining its revenbe.
A general policy has also been implemented whereby the realisation of assets for which
we no longer have use will help offset the debt. We have agreement with Treasury,
through the Minister, to progressively sell off some significant assets which are not part
of the conservation estate. The member's question and intent are appreciated, but we
certainly believe it would be fair if some of that community debt were reallocated. The
most important thing is that we now have in place a system to reduce the debt for the
whole State. We are confident we can significantly reduce, if not eliminate, that debt by
the year 2000. Until now it has been extremely difficult to budget when $18m of our
consolidated fund allocation is already accounted for by repayment of debt and payment
Of interest.
Hon 1.A. COWDELL: The total amount of community grant, of approximately $34mn, at
page 705 of the Program Statements is a rather modest contribution from the
consolidated fund for all the work CALM does. Is that sufficient to maintain the
essential services combined with other revenue that CALM receives? Is it realistic to
expect that the community grant from the consolidated fund will ever be phased out? If
so, what is the phase-out timetable?
Dr SHEA: Ultimately, it is a decision for the Government and the Parliament. It is my
personal belief that even if - as we are doing now - we return to better economic times,
we will never be able to depend on allocations from the taxpayer's pocket. When I first
entered the Public Service it was a glorious experience. The economy was booming and
I was able to obtain all the money [ could possibly want for research. Those times have
changed dramatically. The only way in which the Department of onservation and Land
Management can acquire the funding to do the job properly is by the user-pays method.
Hospitals, schools and other areas will always be considered ahead of conservation and
land management regardless of its importance in the long term. There is nloting wrong
with that. The user-pays system provides a feedback loop and it is probably the most
democratic system of all. In addition, public servants respond to incentive the same as
everybody else. If we were really brave we would say that as a result of asset sales, by
the year 2000 we will be a neutral revenue department. Even if we do not achieve that,
we are already a long way towards relieving the burden on the taxpayers and at the same
time doing a better job.
Dr BYRNE: It should be practical to phase out the community grant of $34m. When the
Department of Conservation and Land Management was formed ten years ago, the net
cost to the consolidated fund was about $70m in real terms. That is partly due. to
increases in royalties from timber production. As pine plantations and blue gum
plantations come on stream, the royalties go towards replacing the revenue from the
consolidated fund. The forest resource programs are making increasing amounts of
money that can be used to subsidise the community programs. As the debt made on the
forest resource program is retired, the interest bill will reduce by about $l15m to $16m a
year. As that program makes more and more return on the asset involved, that money
can be used to reduce the community service subsidy. I think it will largely vanish
within about 10 years.
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Dr SHEA: The answer given to the question on notice is that they are planned major
achievements. It is difficult in our business to talk about a virgin program.
Hon JOHN WALDEN: ft is probably difficult in our business also, but it is important for
us to know this. The subsequent question I asked was whether they were funded from
consolidated fund No 1 or consolidated fund No 2. That is specifically important in our
business. Are all the items listed as new policy indeed new policy? If so, from which
fund are they funded, consolidated fund No 1 or No 2?
Dr SHEA: I will leave the specific technical question to my colleague Dr Byrne. These
answers on the major initiatives were given to mue fresh.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: They were from your department.
Dr SHEA: I am conscious of the rules of evidence which the Chairman indicated. I want
to be technically corct, knowing that in the past this has caused problems in another
arena. With the qualification that there might be some detail in cases where it is a
follow-on program, to the best of my belief the answer supplied to the question on notice
is a true answer to the question.
Dr BYRNE: There are various sources of funding from this capital; for example, the
conservation land programs. Where it is actually funded from consolidated fund
borrowings it is still basically capital expenditure. All new initiatives - for example.
major achievements - can be the same achievements. Some of the major achievements
could be the volume we produce each year. That is listed and is the same as last year.
Another point is that we take Commonwealth funding for some things. The State
Government as part of its initiative is planning funding from other areas, such as
Australian corporations which are entering partnerships with CALM to develop this
industry.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I want you to be specific if you can. Are any new initiatives in
the list I have in front of me funded from consolidated revenue? If so, were they funded
from consolidated fund No 1 or No 2?
Dr SHEA: It is difficult for us to answer that. For example, the estimated cost of
Operation Foxglove is $250 000. 1 know from personal knowledge that that comes from
a combination of funds from the private sector -for example, Alcoa - from the
consolidated fund and from the Commonwealth.
Hon John Halden: Will that start this year?
Dr SHEA: Yes. It has just started. Similarly, when we consider the estimated cost of
$250 000 for threatened species, part of the art of being a public servant these days is to
manage the State's allocation of funds and to attract other funds from the private sector
and the Commonwealth. That is another example of where there would be three or four
different extremes of funding. If the member's concern is about new initiatives in the
impact on this Budget, we would have no problem in acknowledging that we are
constantly looking for funds outside the department in addition to the consolidated fund
to support our programs. Although I am obviously conscious of the politics, particularly
of our area of government, at the end of the day we are concerned that we get these
things done, whether in conservation or other areas. My colleague Dr Byrne is more of
an expert on funding.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: To clarify my question, if there is some money from the
consolidated fund for Operation Foxglove, in which fund, No 1 or No 2, is that money
placed in the Budget?
Dr BYRNE: I am not familiar with those terms. Is No 1 recurrent funding and No 2
capital?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That is basically it.
Dr BYRNE: Thie Government's contribution would come from fund No 1.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The director of the department should not be defensive about my

comments, because I did not mean to be offensive. If that money for a new initiative is
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taken from the capital works program No 1, it breaches section 46 of the Constitution
Acts Amendment Act. Quite clearly, it is called tacking. If that is the case - I do not
believe this is the only department where tacking arises - there may well be some
difficulties with the Budget. I do not want to speculate on the degree of that difficulty;
however, it is clear, both in the Western Australian Constitution and the Federal
Constitution, that tacking is not allowed, If new initiatives are not in the No 2 Bill, I can
presume only that they are in the No I Bill. I know there are no new initiatives of this or
any other government department in the No 2 Bill; therefore, I can presume only that
tacking has occurred, and that it is in breach of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act. If
that is the case, their may well be some problems in this Budget.
[2.40 pm]
Dr SHEA: I must confess to being a bit cowardly in that I was not prepared to say that I
did not know what No I and No 2 meant. I will pass the question to Dr Byrne.
Dr BYRNE: I do not understand what is meant by No I and No 2.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: One is recurrent and one is for new capital initiatives. This
amount, even from that single project, is not -

Hon N.F. MOORE: Is it not No I for consolidated fund and No 2 for appropriation?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is indeed, but it must be separated into one Bill and the other
Bill. New initiatives must be in the second Bill.
The CHAIRMAN: What is at issue here is, in which Bill is this presented to the
Parliament?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The point is, if the money is not in the No 2 Bill the Bill is
unconstitutional. It is not justiciable, but it is unconstitutional unless raised by us in this
Chamber. If it is the case, then I suggest the Budget is in some jeopardy.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I will take on notice the matter raised by the member and provide a
response on the general principle.
The CHAIRMAN: Perhaps we could hear from Dr Byrne first.
Dr BYRNE: The capital works program report outlines what is funded per capita. What
is in here will be mainly what is funded in the consolidated fund from an external source.
Operation Foxglove is funded from external sources; it is not funded per capita. I do not
think it appropriate to fund it per capita.
Hon 101-N HALDEN: One needs to refer to section 46 of the Constitution Acts
Amendment Act, which makes it very clear - that is, in Bill No 2 - that there must be
capital works and new policy. This one - and there are probably other examples - is not
in Bill No 2. If it is not in Bill No 2, we have a constitutional problem. I am not sure of
the status of this Budget.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I -m happy to take that issue on board and provide a response to the
committee. It seems the assertion being made that the Budget is unconstitutional is rather
typical of some of the assertions which are made in this place from time to time and
which are found to be incorrect. I will find the proper response and reply very quickly.
The CHAIRMAN: We would appreciate it if the Minister could expedite that, because it
is a very serious issue that must be dealt with by the committee.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Although we have had that inane comment from the inister,
this is an important matter to the Legislative Council. It deals with the very powers and
responsibilities, rights and obligations of us, as members, and should not be put down in
such a cheap political way by the Minister. I hope this matter can be clarified
immediately because I do not see much point in this Chamber and the Legislative
Assembly going through this process if we cannot scrutinise new policy in an effective
way. New policy is possibly one of the issues that we, as members of Parliament, want
to know more about than any other matter. The sooner an answer is provided to this
question the better it will be as we try to scrutinise this Government's Budget.
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Hon NJP MOORE: I will provide a response as soon as possible. If the committee
wishes to adjourn this hearing, I am happy to get an answer now. [ do not carry that
information in my head, IfI 1did. I would have given it already. For the sake of
tomorrow morning's headline, it might be worth my providing an answer now.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Thai would be a wonderful idea.
The CHAIRMAN: I need to consult with other members of the committee. Perhaps we
could adjourn for no more than five minutes, during which time the members of the
committee can discuss this and determine what action will be taken.
Hon N.F. MOORE: It may take more than five minutes. The member has raised what he
considers to be a significant issue of constitutional responsibility. It may take quite some
time to provide a response, bearing in mind the question was not asked on notice.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It was on notice.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I propose to leave the Chair for five minutes so that the
standing committee members can meet and determine what action to take. It may be that
we will request the Minister to obtain the information now or ask that the information be
provided before we start tomorrow.

Sitting suspended from 2.45 to 2-55 pm
The CHAIRMAN: I formally reconvene the estimates hearings. We have decided that
we will continue to take evidence and amass the information that we need to consider this
year's Budget estimates as a whole, but that we require the Minister to obtain that
information and provide it to the committee by the commencement of business
tomorrow. The committee will consider the issue of new initiatives being included in the
wrong Bill when it analyses the estimates at the completion of the process. We will then
make recommendations to the Government on how to handle the issue.
Hon N.F. MOORE: In view of the spectacular nature of the question and the sorts of
headlines we might anticipate, such as "Budget Unconstitutional - Halden", I have
requested that a Treasury official attend the Chamber to provide advice on the question. I
understand that there are no problems and, in fact, the proper processes have been abided
by. However, to make certain no confusion exists a Treasury official will be here shortly.
I hope to be able to provide the information this afternoon.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you for doing that. That will help us analyse the information
presented and the question during this session.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I do not necessarily want to appeal to Caesar on whether this
aspect of the Budget is constitutiona because I suggest that Treasury officials are not the
last word on this matter. More importantly, Mr Chairman, based on your decision to ask
this Minister to present information tomorrow about new initiatives, might I suggest chat
all departments be requested, as they were this morning on performance indicators, to
provide information about what new initiatives are in their budget and in which Bill those
new initiatives are detailed? It seenms from my perusal of Bill No 2 that no new
initiatives are included in that area. It is appropriate that we be provided with that sort of
information because, if we are not, we will not be able to assess whether this matter is
constitutional, in spite of what the headlines may be tomorrow morning.
The CHAIRMAN: The committee will consider that and decide what action to take. If it
means we must write to each agency which is to come before the Estimates Committee
during the week to ask it to provide that information, we will do that, even though it may
be just supplementing something in tomorrow's headlines.
Hon N.E. MOORE: Mr Chairman, I find the suggestion that a Treasury official might in
some way give misleading advice unnecessary, or offensive.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I did not say that.
[3.00 pm]
Hon N.E. MOORE: The member did. If he listened to what he said - which he does not -
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he would find that is what he said. Half the time he could not care less what he says. I
have asked a Treasury official to attend and provide the technical details on the
formulation of the Budget. On Thursday at 4.15 pmn the committee will be interrogating
Treasury officials and the representative of the Treasurer. T'hat will be an opportunity for
the committee to deal with that issue. The questions being raised by the member could
be raised at that time. The only problem I have is that, because of the way these things
are dealt with publicly, I will get the answers this afternoon and 1 hope that the
committee will await those responses so it will know what is the situation.
The CHIAIRMAN: That is the last comment I want on this section. I have said already
that the committee is happy and that it welcomes the initiative to have a member of the
Treasury Department provide technical information on this issue.
Hon DOUG WENN: Reference has been made to the user pays system for national
parks. To which parks has a user pays system been introduced? What is the estimate of
returns from those fees?
Dr SHEA: The principle of user pays in national parks goes back 40 or 50 years, when it
was first introduced to the Yanchep national park. In recent times the fee has been
increased to $5 a car, but there is a different fee for different national parks. The
application of a fee has been extended to parks in the south west and in the north. I
cannot remember all of the national parks. I noted that in the Albany Advertiser the
member drew attention to the fact that the fee to visit the Gloucester tree has been
increased also. Because an inquiry is looking at fees for entrance to the Leeuwin-
Naturaliste national park, that park has been excluded. Some parks in the Albany area
have been included, but the Gap and the Stirling Ranges have been excluded. There has
been a systematic review of national parks.
As I said, the user pays system goes back many years. We have tried to provide some
uniformity across the spectrum and also recognise particular characteristics of
recreational behaviour, for instance, there is now a two week fee for a family which
wants to go on a camping expedition and does not want to be caught each time it enters a
national park. We also have introduced an annual fee for people to visit national parks
anywhere in the State. If the member really wants to be up to date, he can pay an annual
fee plus a "Landscope" contribution. My family finds these fees particularly attractive
and I commend them to members.
The CHAIRMAN: The Lower Kalgan Progress Association is not very happy about fees
king introduced for entry to the Gull Rock reserve.
Dr SHEA: Nobody likes extra fees. One of the things that we have had a very positive
response to in the application of these fees is that the money earned from these fees will
be turned back into the same area; it will nor go into the consolidated fund. For instance,
recently we announced that the additional revenues from the increase in fees to the
Gloucester flee - $40 000 - were used to open the Diamond tree and the Bicentennial tree.
Therefore, visitors will get three trees for the price of one. When people are told that the
money will be returned to the resource to make it environmentally safe and also to
increase visitor appreciation generally, after some grumbling, there is strong support.
Hon DOUG WENN: Dr Shea did not tell me what would be the annual rtuins from this
venture?
Dr SHEA: Currently, we earn about $l.5m from fees for entrance to national park or
related areas. We anticipate that somewhere around $im. plus, depending on visitor use
in a full year, will come from the increased fees which do not apply across the board - in
some cases they only represent an additional $1 on the existing fee.
The CHAIRMAN: What were those numbers again?
Dr SHEA: Currently, we earn about $l.5m from our recreational revenue program.
The CHAIRMAN: Would the majority of that come from the John Forrest and Yanchep
national parks?
Dr SHEA: Yes, and a few others. The additional fees and the additional application of
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user pays wil probably result in an additional Sim or more in a full year, but it will
depend on user statistics. We ame seeing a substantial increas in visitation as we come
out of the recession.
Hon J.A. SCOflT: I understand that phosphanate or phosphorous acid is being used
successfully in trials to combat dieback. What funding has CALM put into tatment
programs using phosphanate in state forests and in conservation in the State?
Dr SHEA: I will have to take on notice the question relating to the money spent. I know
the member is interested in this area. In my previous life, I was involved in research on
this dreaded threat to our native flora The discovery of phosphanate and the application
of it in Western Australia offers the most promising approach to, firstly, dealing
strategically with endangered species which we are doing and, secondly, to long term
control. We are able to induce resistance in highly susceptible species such as banksia
with the application of phosphanare. Research has shown that, after six years, we still
have resistance in that species. I have inoculated banksia with the fungus phytophihora
and seen its growth rate increase faster in the root of a banksia tree than I can achieve in a
laboratory. There is an incredible resistance mechanism. Apart from applying it
strategically - obviously we cannot do a whole area - we are looking at the mechanism
that causes that. I am pleased to say that one of our initiatives - it is also part of the
Government's policy to establish a phytophthora institute - was to make a major
submission to the Commonwealth as pant of a cooperative research centre. One of the
features of that cooperative research centre will be the application of further research
funding to this unique phenomenon. I know the member is interested in the conocurvone
program, the pharmaceutical drug program, which this House debated fully last year. It
is the intention of the department to use the funds that have been requested for the right
to develop conocurvone specifically to apply phosphorous acid or phosphanate in the
south coast national parks. Already, we are strategically applying phosphanate
throughout the Stirling Ranges and we have locked up 30 000 or 40 000 hectares of that
national park. It is my wish that we apply phosphanate on a broadscale basis in the Two
Peoples Bay area where there are a number of rare and endangered species which are
uniquely susceptible to phytophthora.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: In the other place you said that the huge interest payments of $18m
per annum were having a big effect on CALM's operations, particularly in conservation.
As the great majority of this debt has come from the timber production side of CALM,
why does conservation particularly suffer from the $18Sm interest debt?
[3.10 pm]
Dr SHEA: I did not actually say that. I said that it was true that a significant proportion
of that debt was because of commercial forestry operations. I also made the point that it
was not as a consequence of forestry operations but of the previous policy that we were
not allowed to repay debt from the profits made from the forestry operation. Members
will understand that the department made a whacking profit but it was not allowed to
repay the debt. The burden of the $18Sm fell uniformly across the department. On the
one hand it is a burden, but on the other hand it did not affect the department's research
priorities. The positive side of this story is that we now have a mechanism under the net
appropriation system which will eradicate the debt and provide the incentive for the
department to earn very large sums of additional money which can be applied to
conservation and land management across the State, which I am sure all members will
agree is desirable.
Hon J.A. SCOTT: What funding has been allocated to pre-logging surveys of fauna and
flora? Has money been allocated to post-logging monitoring of the rehabilitated forests?
Dr SHEA: I am not in a position to answer the specific details of that question. I will
address the general philosophical point of pre-logging surveys. We certainly look for
rare and endangered flora and fauna species within our forests, but a massive amount of
money is spent on the processes of fauna and the ecology of the forest. I come f-rm a
background of research, and I am aware that countless amounts of money are spent on
monitoring, but we really want to understand the processes that are threatening our
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species. Only then can we do something about them. The good news is that as a
consequence of the research undertaken by this department and its predecessor, the
forests department, we know the major threatening processes to fauna in this State.
Beyond doubt they are feral animals. This has been run three times in the newspaper - I
do not think it will be run again - but I again make the point that we would have far more
money to spend on really understanding the processes and doing something about them if
we did not spend half our time responding to inquiries about matters which have been
raised for political, not scientific, masons.
Hon I.A. SCOU1: You referred to a massive amount of money being spent on surveys
and monitoring. You have not said whether monitoring and surveys are being undertaken
and you did not mention the rehabilitated forests. We understand that the rehabilitated
forest grows back perfectly well and the flora and fauna rehabilitate successfully in those
areas. If no surveys are going on, how do we know this?
Dr SHEA: I did not say huge amounts of money were spent on monitoring. I said that
the department was spending large amounts of money trying to understand the ecological
processes which are causing a threat to fauna. Having discovered what are the major
threats, we are spending huge amounts of money actually doing something about it. The
Leader of the Opposition drew attention to operation foxglove. An amount of $250 000
will be spent this year on the control of foxes. I am dismayed at Western Australia's
propensity to undervalue its conservation initiatives. This is an initiative of international
significance. It is the largest feral animal control program for the purpose of wildlife
conservation ever undertaken in the history of the world, yet we are talking about pre-
logging surveys, for goodness sake! On top of that we have the results - we are not
fantasising about this. If the member would like to accompany me to the Dryandra forest
he would be delighted to see the number of numbats frolicking in the midday sun. He
would be astounded to find each morning the number of traps which yield animals where
in the past they did not. Does the member want the time of this department spent on
monitoring, or does he want it to get on with the job of solving the problem?
Hon A.G. MacTIERNAN: That was an extraordinary outburst by a public servant.
The CHAIRMAN: It was a colourful dissertation from someone from whom this
committee has come to expect such flamboyance.
Hon A.O. MacTIERNAN: Members are elected to ask these questions. If Dr Shea
does not like the questions we are asking, he should get another job.
Dr SHEA: If you do not like the answer, do not ask the question.
Hon J.A. SCOT!': I will not go into what I think about the necessity of proper scientific
studies of areas before the department goes into them. Recently I did go into the
Dryandra forest and I also went to rocky block to have a close look at the logging
programs taking place there. I noted that three habitat trees were left to each hectare.
From what I have been told, this was based on the habitat requirements of the honey
possum. If that is the case, what facility has been made for the habitat requirements of
the rest of the fauna and insect populations currently inhabiting the forest?
Dr SHEA: To the best of my knowledge the people involved in research - some of my
colleagues have been involved in this area for 30 years - are yet to see an example or
evidence of logging activity causing a threat to any particular species of animal. That is
not to say that it is not legitimate for people who are not in favour of logging to object to
it. From a technical management point of view there is no evidence to show that a
particular species is threatened. Having worked in the forest I can honestly say that I
accept the view that if we do not know, maybe we will find something. The State and the
department is spending large amounts of money on research to ascertain whether any of
the activities undertaken as a consequence of logging cause a threat to the survival of any
species. We are yet to see any threat. I said in Mnother place that there is no doubt, when
one goes a few chains outside the forest and examines the effect of the rising watertable
on woodlands, that there is ample evidence of the catastrophic impact of that sort of
threatening process on species. It is my desire, regardless of whatever penalty it costs me
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as a public servant in drawing members' attention to this, that more money be spent on
areas where there is no doubt about the threatening process.
[3.20 pm]
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I refer to the pricing of hardwood timbers that are taken
fronm native forests. I note that there was a debate in the Legislative Assembly on the
pricing policy of softwood plantation timbers. I would like to focus on the criticisms in
the McCantey report of CALM's practice of basically selling it at a price which,
arguably, is way below the market value. McCarrey said that evidence of this is the need
to set in place quotas. Indeed, if it had been priced more realistically and we were getting
a proper return on the timbers, it would not be necessary to set quotas. He also points
out, importantly, chat the low hardwood royalties also reduce the viability of' the
commercial softwood industry. He has advocated that we move away from the current
system to one involving an advertised competitive tender for the sale of hardwoods
extracted from our native forest. Can you comment on the attitude of your department to
the McCarrey criticism and whether you propose to make any alterations to the pricing
policy?
Dr SHIEA: A constant misunderstanding occurs in the media and this Parliament
regarding the fact that the price of timber is determined by successive Governments. It is
not a responsibility of the department to determine prices. I suppose this a breach of
confidence, but it has been the desire of everybody at CALM since its inception to
increase timber prices, and we have suffered politically under various Governments
because of that propensity. Nevertheless, as indicated by Dr Byrne, our revenue has
increased by 300 per cent because we have achieved price increases of that magnitude;
for example, woodchip prices rose from $3 to $18 as a consequence of recommendations
of the department. However, it is not the department which determines price.
Hon AJO.. MacTIERNAN: The Minister responsible is not here-
Dr SHEA: He has just arrived.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I would not expect the Minister for Education in a
representative capacity to have the information I seek. Obviously, you take a hands-on
approach to the advice that you give to your Minister. Technically, I accept that you are
not responsible for these prices, but perhaps you could still comment on this aspect.
Dr SHEA: I am happy to comment on the McCarrey inquiry.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I apologise for not being here for a couple of minutes; I had a
difficulty with another witness. Could the question be repeated or perhaps the committee
could steer me in the right direction?
The CHAIRMAN: We will take that question as being on notice to the Minister
regarding Government policy and the setting of the price of hardwood.
Hon A.JO. MacTIERNAN: I would like a response from Dr Shea.
The CHAIRMAN: I suggest that we take as much information as we can from Dr Shea,
and put the rest of the question on notice.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I think that Dr Shea can talk about the technicalities, but questions
regarding policy should be placed on notice.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Has the department recommended a change in the price?
Dr SHEA: It has, and it has been accepted. It is an important technical question:
Everybody would prefer a freef market system, regardless of from where one comes.
However, it is difficult to have a free market for wood fibres as we just do not have a big
enough industry to allow the tendering process. Over the past seven years -
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I know that that was your response to the softwoods -

Dr SHEA: Let me finish. We have used a combination of the allocation system and the
tendering process to try to establish a market. In North America, on the west coast, a
bigger market exists, and they beat up the price and market considerably and this has a
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distorted effect on the industry. We fundamentally agree with the proposal behind the
member's question; namely, our wood prices should reflect the market price.
The Government has accepted, because we have a small market to auction in Western
Australia, that we should index our prices to the world market. The royalty price is
indexed to a basket of products which reflect the world market for that product. In the
case of softwood, a range of products is involved. The determination for hardwoods will
be introduced in January and will involve value added material - as found at Subiaco
Restoration Pty Ltd, where I am sure the member shops, as I do - such as high quality
janrah through to structural timber. As the international market changes, you will see the
royalty price increase.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Will that come off a current base? If you have an
indexation policy which shows only rates of change and is the same as the basket of
goods group, yet the base price is too low, it will never reach a true price.
Dr SHEA: The indexed price was the recessed price for that basket of goods, with both
soft and hard wood. The only way with royalty prices is up. My view, which has been
agreed to on occasions, is that the world wood fibre market has become international.
The industry has tended to lag behind everything else; however, a change in the price and
supply and demand relationship took place. Many tropical forests were exhausted, some
American forests were withdrawn, and demand increased from countries like China.
Therefore, we are seeing a price increase in some categories of log products of sonic 250
per cent. This is reflected in the domestic market in Western Australia. We will see
continued increases of that magnitude.
I welcome the price increases because until recently the world timber prices have been
undercut. I call this the "God given forest factor"; the God given forests have been
exploited. In the past, every time Western Australia wanted to increase the price of
timber, a ship would come into Fremantle containing logs to undercut the price. Last
year a Malaysian colleague of mine with whom I trained in Canberra, came to Western
Australia for timber supplies. The Malaysian logging quota has fallen from 48 million
cubic metres to 18 million cubic metres. This has resulted in dramatic changes in the
market. We have a huge opportunity to capitalise on both our native forests and our
plantations.
The CHAIRMAN: It is close to 3.30 pm. I invite Mr Hazell to the committee.
[Mr R.R. Hazel], Assistant Under Treasurer.]
Hon N.F. MOORE: Mr Haziell is from Treasury and, like me, he has had about half an
hour to understand the import of Halden's question. If Hon John Halden is available, he
might re-ask his question. Mr Hazell can answer the technicality of it.
The whole issue is one of great significance in the context of the new Budget
arrangement, the responsibility and powers of the two Houses of Parliament, and the
complication arising through the consolidated fund. If it comes down to a question of
policy, I request that a question be put on the Notice Paper. This should be directed to
the Treasurer or the Minister for Finance so that it will be dealt with by somebody with
greater knowledge on the matter.
The CHAIRMAN: Will Hon John Halden re-canvas the question he put earlier relating
to section 46of the Constitution?
[3.30 pm]
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I made the point, and I think I was misquoted by the Minister,
that section 46 is clearly a matter for resolution by the Houses of this Parliament, and not
by a Treasury official. The committee plays an important role in gathering this
information, and we must decide as Houses of Parliament whether tacking has occurred.
The proposition I put forward on the basis of advice I received and my perusal of the
Budget documents, is that tacking has occurred.
The CHAIRMAN: Will you elaborate on your comments about the two Budget Bills and
the new initiatives in relation to section 46. We have invited Mr Hazell from Treasury to
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give some advice about the way the Budget papers were framed, and the committee will
discuss this matter when the estimates process is concluded. It was never intended that
Mr Hazell would give a definitive answer which would be accepted by the whole of the
Parliament.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I have no problems with that. Section 46(6) provides that there
shall be appropriation for the annual services of government and only for the annual
services of government. It is very clear from Hanks' Australian Constiutional Law that
there are two types of Budget Bills. The firt is for recurrent expenditure for salaries and
ongoing maintenance and services of government. The second Bill is at a federal level
for three types of expenditure: Capital works, grants to the States, and inmplemienting new
initiatives. That is contained in section 54 of the federal Constitution, which is very
similar to section 46 of the State Bill. The proposition I put forward, based on the
information I received, is that die two sections read together mean there is an element of
CRF involved in a program that has been initiated this year as a new initiative in CALM.
It is a new initiative and a new allocation of money. I asked where it was in the Budget
and was told it was in Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No 1), which is for
recurrent expenditure. Clearly, under section 46 of the state legislation and section 54 of
the federal legislation, that is inappropriate. New initiatives cannot be funded as pant of
the recurrent expenditure Bill. I was provided with an answer that suggested that had
happened.
Hon NY. MOORE: When the answer was given by Dr Shea it was on the basis that he
had a rough general understanding of the member's comments about the No 1 and No 2
Bills. That is a relatively new initiative in budgeting. Hon John Halden should accept
the answer on the basis on which it was given; that is, Dr Shea said be was not sure what
you were talking about and assumed it was in the appropriation Bill.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The idea of appropriation Bills Nos 1 and 2 has been round for a
long time. In fact, the new concept put forward by McCarrey was for a consolidated
fund. I understand that proposition was resisted in a number of quarters because of
section 46 in the state Constitution Acts Amendment Act. A consolidated fund would be
ultra vires that section of the Act.
Hon N.F. MOORE: Nobody disagrees with you.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: In order to scrutinise the Budget in an appropriate way, we must
know what is new policy and how much has been allocated to it, for the sake of this
Chamber in particular. If this new policy is in the No 2 Bill, it means we can amend that
appropriation, If it is in the No 1 Bill, the Legislative Council is not entitled to amend it.
This mutter is very important to the Legislative Council. However, if tacking has
occur-red to move expenditure from the No 2 Bill to the No 1 Bill, the Council is not in a
position to amend it. That is the point I was making when I said it is a matter for the
Chamber to decide whether tacking has occurred in this process. Based on the limited
evidence available, it probably has. Also, the total dollar amount in the No 2 Bill is the
same amount that the Treasurer said was for capital works only. I am led to one of two
conclusions; that is, there are no new initiatives in the Government's Budget this year. I
suggest that is an outrageous proposition. The other conclusion is that the money that
should be in the No 2 Bill is not in that Bill and is somewhere else. The only logical
place for it to be is the No 1 Bill. If it is in that Bill, that clearly breaches section 46(6).
With regard to section 54 of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act, in 1964
on legal advice the Federal Government attempted to tack. That was rejected and
resulted in the 1965 compact, which clearly stated that tacking in an appropriation sense
should not take place because it reduced the right of an upper House to amend the No 2
Bill. For those reasons, I suggest this is a decision for both Houses of Parliament. I did
not mean to be disrespectful to the Treasury representative, but it is a matter for us to
uphold the Constitution of this State rather than to act on Treasurer's Instructions. I have
no doubt this situation has occurred in the past but, if so, it is non-justiciable.
The CHAIRMAN: That appears to be a new issue. I invite Mr Hazel] to give a Treasury
perspective.
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Mr HAZELL: In relation to the compact agreement, I will quote from the Solicitor
General's advice, which I believe the Council has a copy of, dated 6 October 1989. The
letter stated that the present Commonwealth compact is not based on legal advice. It is in
fact quite contrary to the legal opinions available to the Parliament and is quite contrary
to the practice of the UK Parliament from which the notion of ordinary annual
expenditure for the services of government to vote on estimates derived. It further stated
that the words "ordinary annual services" are not readily suited to precise legal definition,
borne out of an English parliamentary practice, an appreciation of which does much to
inform the meaning intended for the words when they were introduced into section 46.
In bringing together the consolidated fund estimates for the current financial year, two
Bills were presented to the Parliament. The No I appropriation Bill is largely described
as dealing with the recurrent services of government, and the No 2 Bill deals with the
capital services of government. No distinction was made between new policy initiatives
or between capital works. The Solicitor General's ruling or advice to the Treasury was
that these were ordinary annual services and were different from the Commonwealth
arrangement with respect to the Senate and the House of Representatives, because the
Senate was the House of Review and the protector of the States. In that sense, we have
constructed both Bills on the basis that they are for the ordinary annual services of
government, whether recurrent or capital services. No distinction is made in the Bills
about new policy initiatives.
[3.40 pm]
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Do I understand that you are proposing that the ordinary annual
services of government are both Bills Nos 1 and 2?
Mr HAZELL: Yes.
Hon N.F. MOORE: In other words, under the proposition put by the Solicitor General,
that is how you are able to interpret those words.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Bearing in mind the similarity between the Federal and State
Constitutions in regard to this matter, where sections 54 and 46 are the same -

Hon N.E. MOORE: You do appreciate that we axe operating under the State
Constitution, do you not, because you are drawing a bit of a long bow by saying that
because they do something somewhere else -

Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Minister might try reading section 5 of the Constitution,
which states that all laws that apply federally apply here. I refer to page 110 of
Constitutional Law in Australia by P.J. Hanks, which states that -

The first of these Bills, which is immune from amendment by the Senate, has
almost always authorised expenditure on such matters as salaries for public
employees, maintenance of buildings and equipment and other recurrent
expenditure; the second has almost always authorised capital expenditure -
'works, buildings, sites, etc; for grants to the States; and for new policies not
authorised by special legislation'.

It states also that this was attempted to be varied once in 1964. If that is the situation in
regard to the Federal Parliament and the Federal Constitution, bearing in mind section 5,
which binds this State's operations legally to the Federal Constitution, and section 46,
which is so similar even in word usage to section 54, then we have a difficulty.
Mr-Hazell is suggesting that the ordinary services are two Bills, but under the Federal
Constitution the ordinary services are one Bill. I suggest that is a strange definition.
Section 46(2) states that the Legislative Council cannot amend Loan Bills, Bills imposing
taxation or Bills appropriating revenue money for the ordinary annual services of
government. If we accepted your definition that we cannot amend Bill No 2, we would
be ceding our right as the Legislative Council. However, in 1989, when the Minister was
sitting on this side of the Chamber, he did exactly that. He attempted to amend the
Budget by this provision. Therefore, the Minister has used the provision but has not, by
using the provision, accepted this definition. Therefore, how can we get over the
problem of accepting a definition that both Bills are the annual ordinary services of the
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Government?
Hon N.F. MOORE: Mr Hazell has explained how he believes the Budget was put
together, and it was based on an opinion provided by the Solicitor General. The issues
raised by Hon John Halden are significant in respect of the Constitution of Western
Australia. It is not appropriate for Mr Hazell to explain why the Government has decided
to go down the path it has in respect of this policy question when the Government has
accepted a particular opinion which refers to what it can and cannot do with its Budgets.
There are, as Hon John Halden rightly pointed out, differences of opinion right
throughout the system. Mr Hazell is here to explain how the Budget was put together. I
suspect that the overall issue will be argued by this Chamber for years.
Mr HAZELL: It would be a very difficult estimates debate if someone had to rule on
what is an ordinary annual service of government. We would have to look at every
initiative and determine which Bill does it fit. It would be so complex and unwieldy that
it would be unmanageable. However, as the Minister has indicated, that is the crux of the
matter. The essence is what is an ordinary annual service of government, and the
Solicitor General has ruled that whether it is recurrent or capital, it is a service of
government, and, therefore, it is something which the Parliament can appropriate and
would not be able to be amended in that sense.
The CHAIRMAN: So while you are preparing the Budget, you do not take into
consideration whether a particular item is a new initiative or an ongoing program which
has already been authorised by the Parliament?
Mr HAZELL: We have not done that in the Budget Bills. The reason is that if the
Government were proposing an initiative, we would have to ask in what sense it would
become a new initiative. It might come under the amubit of teaching teachers in the
country and be a different method of teaching, but it would still be teaching or educating
children in country regions, so when would it become a new initiative? What is an
ordinary annual service of government? That is a complex issue.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We need aruling.
Mr HAZELL: That can only come from the Solicitor General giving a ruling.
Hon N.P. MOORE: The bottom line is that the President will rule, no doubt. I suspect
that the Leader of the Opposition might raise this matter at some future time. I cannot
imagine this is the end of it.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It has been raised before.
Hon N.F. MOORE: Yes, and the President has ruled on this on one occasion in the past.
I think that is where it will finish up. I do not think we can resolve it this afternoon, other
tha that it is important in the context of the Budget that these matters be raised and
discussed.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: May we have a copy of the opinion?
The CHAIRMAN: Can you identify that opinion?
Mr HAZELL: It is from the Solicitor General, dated 6 October 1989, to the Attorney
General, on the Appropriation (Consolidated Revenue Fund) Bill 1989.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I will check on the status of that document. I am aware of the status
of documents in this Chamber when they have been quoted from by a Minister or
mrember, but I am not sure of their status when they have been quoted from by a person
giving evidence.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Committee has the power to send for papers and persons.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I understand that
The CHAIRMAN: [ do not propose to take any further questions on this agency. TIhere
is a requirement that answers to questions which have been placed on notice be provided
to the committee office within three days. The committee will consider the question of
section 46 at the conclusion of the estimates process and will make a recommendation to
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the Chamber on that issue.
Sitting suspended from 3.45 to 4.05 pmi

Division 32: Land Administration, $63 227 000 -
[Hon Murry Montgomery, Chairman.]
[Hon George Cash, Minister for Lands.]
[Mr A.A. Skinner, Chief Executive Officer.]
[Mr W.H. Walker, Director, Corporate Services.]
[Mr T.G. Wilson. Acting Manager, Financial Services.]
Hon GEORGE CASH: For the benefit of the committee I table certain answers to
questions previously asked by members of the Legislative Council on the Department of
Land Administration together with key program performance indicators. They are
unaudited because the Auditor General is still working with the department on the annual
audit, so they could be subject to change. This morning. Mr Chairman, when you asked
for various documents to be tabled on the police portfolio, an additional document,
"Organisational Review, Police Department Summary for Legislative Council", was
requested to be tabled, and I do so now. You may already have a copy of that document.
I also table a separate document, "WA Police Department Cash and Accrual Based
Financial Statements". These financial statements have not been fully audited by the
Auditor General.
I will leave comment about DOLA to the chief executive officer, save to say that changes
have been made in the past 12 months within the department. A general change in
direction has taken place inasmuch as a number of FTE positions have been foregone and
some of the work previously done by those persons is now being contracted out. The
general notion is the subject of some questions to which I have just tabled answers. In
general terms, DOLA is stabilising its position. Under the guidance of its chief executive
officer and a very strong executive, it is performing extremely well. I thank the officers
not in the executive team at the Department of Land Administration for the work they
have done during the past 12 months. From time to time, hardships have been
experienced. The majority of officers have buckled down and got on with the job in a
truly professional way under the guidance of the CEO and his executive team.
Mr Skinner may wish to comment.
[4.10 pm]
Mr SKINNER: It has been a year of change, for a couple of reasons, including not just a
change of focus in moving some of the work into the private sector for contract and a
reduction in the work force but also the move to Midland. We have had some issues to
manage, and that has been done in a time of heavy business pressures. There were record
levels of business activity in the real estate and property market that has tested the team
at DOLA. The dedication and competency of the staff has been evidenced by the support
and service we continue to supply.
Hon BOB THOMAS: My question relates to a lease on a reserve for a particular purpose
by the department. The reserve was leased on 1 February 1992. Some of the activities
on the drainage reserve in the past has affected a neighbouring farmer. What action will
you take to make reparation if that past activity has damaged a fanner's property?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Bob Thomas is referring to a reserve that has been the
subject of questions in this place in the past. It is at Napier, just out of Albany. The
general history to the matter is that the Department of Land Administration previously
leased an area of land which was to be used as a drainage reserve. It was of a certain
width and length. The owner of the adjacent land, a farmer who farms the land adjoining
the drainage reserve, has stated that the continual digging out of the reserve has caused
spoil to be placed outside the reserve area. As a result, he claims he has suffered damage.
Earlier this year, I asked the CEO to have a look at the problem, which has been ongoing
for a number of years. It is not a matter that has arisen overnight. The CEO instructed
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surveyors to survey the reserve to determine whether spoil was placed outside the
reserve. I have answered questions about the matter in this place. As I recall, I also said
that the department was in a position where it could not take action against the holder of
the reserve. However, the matter would be reviewed when the current lease expired.
That would provide the opportunity for the department to look at it again. Currently, that
position remains. I invite Mr Skinner to comment further if he wishes.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Perhaps I should clarify one point: The reserve has been leased
since 1 February 1992. I think it was created in 1987. but the drain was dug in 1946 or
thereabouts. It was vacant Crown land. In 1987 it was gazetted for the purpose of
vesting the land for drainage purposes. It was leased to an adjoining fanner on 1 January
1992. Now, there are two problems: First, the damage to the famer's property has been
occurring for a number of years.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Some of the problem occurred prior to 1992?
Hon BOB THOMAS: Yes, and I would like you to tell me what mechanisms you have to
make reparation for the problem that existed prior to 1992. I thank the Minister for the
answer in relation to the review of the drain after the expiry of the lease.
Mr SKINNER: The Minister has a better recollection of the matter than 1.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is because Hon Bob Thomas keeps raising it with me.
Mr SKINNER: Primarily, the issue is one of civil litigation between the parties. A lease
on a parcel of land has conditions pertaining to the area of land. To oudine the
principles, if injurious affection happens as a result of a lease, we would look at the
expiry of the lease and whether in the public interest it is appropriate for the lease to
continue. That is an assurance given by the Minister. As to the period prior to 1992. it is
a matter of gathering evidence on what occurred since 1947, and trying to determine who
contributed to the various components of what has developed in the course of the drain
and the depositing of the fill from it. On the remedial side, it depends on the history of
who was authorised to do certain things. The fact that it was not a reserve formally
leased does not mean a person does not have authority to be on the land, it could have
been done by permissive occupancy or by an exchange of letters. In earlier years when
creating drains, it was designed as a drain in the subdivision, and the principles of the
drainage reserve to serve the flow of water through the area would have been part of the
original design. One thing we will have to do is go back and try to find out who
contributed; it will be a matter of individual cases and researching the evidence. I do not
have the answer on this one.
(4.20 pm]
Hon KIM CHANCE: I have just been reading the answers which were given to the
questions on notice. A question arises from them. Question (1) asked about new policies
which have been introduced or are scheduled for introduction this financial year. The
Department of Land Administration has identified one new initiative - the extension of
the land allocation program - which requires funding of $370 000. The answer to the
second question about whether that amount is being funded from consolidated fund and,
if so, whether those funds can be identified in the estimates states -

Funds for the land markceting strategy form part of the land allocation program
and are included in the appropriated funds for the public land administration
subprogram (refer programme Statements Vol. 1 page 275).

Are the funds allocated for the program included with the Appropriation (Consolidated
Fund) Bill (No 1) or the No 2 Bill?
Hon GEORGE CASH: We believe it is in the No 1 Bill. However, as I do not have
documentation before me that I can table to show that to be the case and because there
have been other questions raised in other divisions about funding being allocated through
either the No 1 Bilor the No 2Bill.I want to beable to confrm myanswer to Hon Kim
Chance through the committee in due course.
The CHAIRMAN: I will take that on notice.
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Hon KIM CHANCE: In thanking the Minister for that answer, I also ask that he applies
the same to question (k) and, in particular, the last two sentences. I do not require any
comment but just ask that some consideration be given to it in the answer. I refer to
notes that have been tabled. Question (k) states -

Will the department need to subsidise contract performance? If so, where is that
provision shown in the estimates?

The last two sentences state -

In these cases an increased payment to the contractor above funds set aside is
required. Again, funding offsets are determined from within the overall budget
allocation of the department to meet these situations.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I will be happy to provide an answer to that question to the
committee.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I now refer to the program summary on page 270 of the Program
Statements. Capital works have exceeded the 1993-94 budget estimates by over $2nt
What were the principal capital works involved in the 1993-94 "actual" figure?
Hon GEORGE CASH: In the main this involves land development projects. To enable a
precise answer to be given. I will take the question on notice and see that the committee
is advised.
Hon KIM CHANCE: On page 271 there is a clear transfer between reduced salaries and
wages in the 1994-95 estimates and an increase in the line item "Other Operating Costs".
1Tis item is now almost equal to salaries and wages. What is involved, broadly, in that
line item and why is it not further disclosed, given that it is now almost half of the total
recurrent costs?
Mr SKINNER: Primarily the question relates to a move from PrE salary funding to
contracting out and to other costs. It is primarily the conversion of the salary cost to the
contract administration costs.
Hon KlI CHANCE: In saying that, do the other operating costs or the contracting costs
include a component of a one-off nature, or is it expected that those high contract costs
will be ongoing at approximately what level?
Mr SKINNER: They vary. Some of the contracts which have been let have included a
small premium being paid by choice; for example, for endorsing typists. We are
preparing to move towards electronic lodgment of tides work and a very mundane area of
work is being phased out. For a short time the cost of running that will be slightly above
the cost of the FTEs and we are prepared to carry that cost so that these people can be
moved into more meaningful work or they can be offered redundancy, or a mix of both.
Overall the move that has been taken to contract out has been of a long term cost benefit
to the organisation. As the contracts develop we are quite sure that we will be able to
accrue greater benefits and to reduce the operating costs overall in future years.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I refer to the one-off components of the other operating costs item;
that is, the contract related component. Although it is not large, we are looking to a
relatively high ongoing sum under that heading. Are you saying that effectively you can
see those costs falling in the longer term as the new procedure bites?
Mr SKIN4NER: There are two components. We are talking about the overall recurrent
expenditure of the organisation. In asset replacement, as against the contracting out, we
would be going through a program of replacing personal computers or various forms of
equipment within the organisation. Each year that would be a recurrent cost being
expended. It would be a one-off cost for that year but a recurrent expenditure for the
overall management of the organisation. The contracting cost is slightly different in that
there an elements of the organisation, more so now than before, that are contracted out
We have contracted out for many years. Our mainframe is under a contract out and that
has been the case ever since we were in business with the IBM organisation, and later
with the H1itachi company. That recurrent cost continues.
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Hon KIM CHANCE: 'he poin Iam getting at -Iam sure you can see it- is that one
cost is essentially replacing another, and that the taxpayer is not getting much of a gain
through dhe privatisation process. The net recurrent expenditure seems to be very close
to the figure that we had before.
Mr SKINNER: It is not just a matter of the costs. The overall cost benefit has to be
looked at in line with the overall efficiency. Some of the contracts that we are
administering are being handled in a far more flexible way than we were able to exercise
under public service employment conditions. We are actually getting better benefit, and
in some cases a better product, than we were before.
[4.30 pm]
The CHAIRMAN: On page 274 of the program statements a major planned achievement
for 1994-95 is the release of Crown land for the private development of super lots.
Where will those super lots be, and how many communities will benefit?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Prom time to time complaints come from various country local
authorities in particular, and also country communities, that insufficient residential,
industrial or other developed land is made available within certain country communities.
On coming to office I invited comment from various local authorities that in the past had
indicated they did not have such land. I asked whether they would, firstly, assist us in the
planning aspects by identifying suitable land for super lots; and, secondly, advising
whether they were interested in purchasing the land themselves, and, if not, whether there
was a market outside local government that could be satisfied; that is, a development
organisation that would be prepared to develop the land. A number of areas have been
identified, and the department has created some super lots and is in the process of
creating more. In answer to a question on super lots asked by the member for Armadale
in Mnother place, I advised that during the past two years only one super lot had been
sold. A 15 ha super lot was sold to the Shire of Meekatharra for $12 500 for residential
development. A 30.2 ha lot has been leased to Sunland Pry Ltd at an annual rental of
$2 100, and freehold title will be available on completion of agreed stage development, at
a price to be determined. Examples of sales of land in broadacres being negotiated with
local government for both residential and industrial development include Tonebridge -
that is within the Shire of Boyup Brook; a 1.8 ha area of land valued at approximately
$3 500 in Boyup Brook, and a 5.9 ha lot valued at approximately $75 000 in Tom Price.
Another area has been identified at a nominal value. Other areas are being examined,
including Kununurra, Broome and Kalgoorlie. I have worked closely with the
department in trying to identify as many country areas as possible that might wish to
work with the department in having super lots provided, so there is an ongoing supply of
both residential, industrial and other land. If any members of the Legislative Council can
indicate to me areas that require additional lands to be released, I would like to hear of
them, because they could be programmed into the department's ongoing land
development program.
Although the DOLA has for many years been responsible for the subdivision and sale of
Crown land in country areas of Western Australia, it should not be assumed that it is a
highly profitable sector of the department's work. The department, as an agency of the
State, has often been required to develop land in country areas at considerable cost, and
then found that the market which had previously been assumed, often on the advice of
local authorities and local communities, faded away when the land was put on market at
the full developed cost. That is one of the things that keeps private developers out of
developing land in country areas. It is also clearly a drain on the department's budget.
because it is required to produce those lots and then finds that they sit for some time.
Every month the department produces a brochure which indicates the areas currently
available for residential development, and other Crown land in Western Australia. That
is sent to various local authorities and I have made a habit of sending it to members so
they am aware of what is available. If any member can identify where land is required, I
would be happy, as would the department, to hear of it, because we need local input so
that the department is not trying to second guess what is happening in other areas.
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Hon KIM CHANCE: I am pleased to take up the Minister on that generous offer. It was
put to me only last weekend that the Shire of Yilgarn has been trying for some
considerable time to access residential and industrial land in Southern Cross. I appreciate
that mining towns, because of their very flexible demand for land, can create problems,
but I was told - not by the Shire of Yilgarn, but by a local enterprise centre facilitator -
that it was creating a problem for the Shire of Yilgarn in trying to obtain that land. Is the
industrial land which was set aside for a special noxious industry site at Inkpen being
re-evaluated for future use?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Responsibility for the Inkpen project is in the main with
LandCorp. However, some environmental matters have been raised in respect of Inkpen.
I met with some LandCorp officers about three weeks ago, and I met with the delegation
from the northern area. Following that meeting it was agreed that certain concerns, in the
main environmental, that had been raised by the Inkpen action group should be
considered by LandCorp. One of the things that must be done with Inkpen estate is to put
an economic value on work that will need to be done to bring that estate up to the
required environmental standards. Some members of the Inkpen action group suggested
that the project could become uneconomic based on current environmental requirements,
and that matter needs to be addressed by the Government to determine whether Inkpen
estate can continue to be a viable proposal. We are not at the stage of being able to
determine whether it is because that additional work has either just commenced or is
about to commence.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The estimated net expenditure: of DOLA will fall by $3.262in, but
the estimated revenue, which is on page 9 of Budget paper No 7, Supplementary Budget
Information, wil fall by $6.284m. in comparison with the 1993-94 actuals. Why do you
expect this poorer performance? I have noted the comments made by Mr Skinner in
answer to the question in the Lecgislative Assembly that it was a conservative estimate of
your income for next year. Have you thought about that answer any more?
[4.40 pm]
Mr SKINNER: I do not back away from the comments I made in the other place. I still
believe it to be true. We have done that now for many years; in fact, it is Treasury advice
that with respect to revenue, particularly from land and property dealings, we take a
conservative approach to revenue estimates. There is another factor you need to be
aware of. We art comparing estimates with aewuals, so there is some variation simply
because of that. Many of the fees and charges for a large area of the work relate directly
to property. It has been difficult for us this year to estimate the effect of any moves in
interest rates in the next 12 month period. We must make our best guess of that. it is
more than a guess; we have taken quite a scientific approach to predict movements in
property. We now produce a monthly report on the business activities of the Titles
Office which has become a useful information source to a wide based community about
the things that are happening in the real estate property market.
The other factor that is significantly affected is Crown land sales; not the developmental
sales but the special sales. We find those difficult to predict. For example, from the
Midland Gate Shopping Centre1 without any work on our part, apart from being the
landowner, in one financial year we found ourselves accruing $1.7m for closed roads
which needed to be included in that property development. With the value of land in the
metropolitan area in particular we find that some of the closed road sales or small scraps
of land have a high value, particularly when an adjoining owner needs to make use of it.
We have trouble predicting those sales 12 months in advance.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: My question relates to DOLA's responsibilities as a
custodian of land, particularly in the Darling escarpment. I note that in the Day report
into fire hazards in the Darling scarp DOLA states that although it had responsibility for
vested reserves in vacant Crown land, it was neither structured nor resourced to
undertake managerial responsibility for those reserves in terms of prevention and
management of fire hazards; however, annually it makes a budget allocation to other
authorities. The report states that last year its allocation was some $105 000 for the
entire State, and that it was hoping to increase this amount for future years. How is it
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allocated in DOLA's budget this year for distribution?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am told that it is the same amount as was budgeted last year.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Have your landholdings remained more or less constant
over that period?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, with respect to the size of the State and the area for which
DOLA is the custodian; however, you will understand that even thousands of hectares
coming out would only be a small percentage of the whole State.
Hon AJOG. MacTIERNAN: As late as the beginning of this year DOLA said it hoped to
get more funds. Were departmental submissions made for an increase in this Budget
allocation? If so, why were such allocations rejected?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Submissions were made from most agencies for many areas that
were not able to be accommodated by the Government in this year's Budget. That is not
an unusual situation. Clearly, the Government has only limited funds available. Having
to repay the considerable debt that built up over past Administrations has also placed a
burden on this Government. Clearly the Government has made a start to reduce some of
that debt by paying off the outstanding amount that was owed on the Petrochemical
Industries Co Ltd deal.
In answer to the particular matter Hon Alannah MacTiernan raises, the answer is yes, the
department did make a submission for additional funds for this area of responsibility.
However, the Budget process was not able to provide additional funds, and an amount
equal to last year is provided in this year's Budget. There is a close liaison between the
Bush Fires Board and DOLA on fire suppression generally across the State. That was
indicated this morning by the comments of the chief executive officer of the Bush Fires
Board. Clearly, I would like considerably more money to be available for many areas,
including this area; however, the Government has only limited funds.
The CHAIRMAN (Hion Murray Montgomery): I refer the Minister to page 284 of the
Program Statements which indicates that DOLA has an international arm in which it
provides expertise and management systems to other countries. I note a drop in
expenditure of $500 000 in that area of expenditure. What return does the department get
from those overseas activities?
Hon GEORGE CASH: This is an area very much within the bailiwick of the chief
executive officer and Mr David Mulcahy, the Commissioner for Tides, who is also
responsible for Land Administration International. I invite the chief executive to
comment generally on that program. Before he does so, he may have something to add to
the answer I provided to Hon Alannah MacTieman on fin suppression in the Darling
scarp area, or across the State.
[4.50 pm]
Mr SKINNER: In response to the previous question, DOLA is working with the Bush
Fires Board to establish alternative strategies to generate more expenditure availability to
spend on that area. We are aware that it is an issue; it has been for the many years I have
been involved in Crown land administration trying to balance available funds against not
only fire hazard abatement, but all sorts of responsibilities for Crown land, whether it be
the dumping of cars, the Dividing Fences Act or a range of other issues. We are
considering strategies at the moment, not only for the Bush Fires Board;, we also have a
good working relationship with the Department of Conservation and Land Management
in sharing responsibilities throughout the State, rather than duplicating, particularly in our
case, a regional office, a network with the sorts of skills that the Bush Fires Board and
CALM people already have. They are trying to develop an alternative strategy. We will
come to the Minister with a proposal in the near future.
In dealing with DOLA's international activities, the prime thrust of our responsibilities
has been the Vietnam land management system, on which we have been working since
1990. It has been a long haul working on these international projects. It is not something
that money can be made out of in the first, second, or third year. Land management is an
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issue which requires investment, and in owr case it requires that the Government enter
into a government to government agreement. It is not an issue in which the private sector
is able to be included in the initial arrangements. The previous Government saw it, and
this Government sees it, as a seeding to allow the private sector to optimise on benefits
for the future. It involves not only surveying, land titling and topography, but also the
spin-offs of mining interests, water management, and water resource management. We
have already started to see some benefits through those spin-oils. We are receiving
funding through expenditure here, and elsewhere we have trust accounts where we
receive money from aid agencies as well. We have been undertaking three pilot studies
in Vietnam this calendar year. The next joint private secor/International Land
Management Australia/DOLA team will be in Vietnam on 26 September. That will be
paid for by the Australian International Development Assistance Bureau. We expect to
go to world tender next year, and with the work that we have done we are trying to
develop appropriate strategic alliances. We hope to hold that project to Western
Australia, but because of the sheer size of the project there will be flaw on benefits to
other States as well, and the benefits will far outweigh the expenditure to date.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I have three questions regarding super lots. The first of them I
would like to be taken on notice because it involves detail. How much land has been sold
in super lots over the past two years; to whom has the land been sold; and for what sum?
I believe an undertking was given in the Legislative Assembly to answer that question.
However, when I referred to the Hansard it was not very clear, so I put the question on
notice. My question is: Is it fair to say that you are dealing with land in super lots at a
time when generally the area is getting close to eventual development? In other words, in
the time scale that you employ - and DOLA is a long term landholder - do you engage in
super lots dealing at the long end or at the short end of that holding stage?
Hon GEORGE CASH: In the past it has been land on demand. Super lots developed by
DOLA have been at the short end of the scheme; however, one of the measons I have
asked the department to identify more super lot opportunities across the State is to
address the longer term issues. Rather than have communities or local authorities
complain that no land is available and find that a country town needs land, we would like
to identify super lots in country towns that can be bought at almost a moment's notice
and developed within a relatively short time frame. The whole process involves
identifying appropriate land that might be developed, working with the shire and getting
the land zoned, which wastes a fair amount of time. We are trying, by way of identifying
super lots, to establish a land bank in country towns that nominate and request that land
be made available. Whether DOLA develops the super lots or whether it is offered to the
private sector is a question that will be addressed on an individual basis, depending on
circumstances. If the private sector is to develop the land, I expect that certain conditions
will be imposed in respect of the sale of that land, so that the land is developed and put
on the market, rather than a developer coming along, buying one or two super lots, taking
charge of the land bank that has been created, and then refusing to develop it. That
would defeat the purpose. Where land is sold to the private sector, I expect conditions
that would encourage the early development of that land.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I again refer to super lots. I am talking about urban super lots, and
by "urban" I mean the Perth-Fremantle metropolitan area. Does the sale of super lots
ultimately have the effect of transferring potential profits out of the public sector - that is,
out of DOLA's accounts - into the private sector?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I qualify my answer by saying that there are not too many super
lots in the metropolitan area that are dealt with by DOLA. In the main, DOLA operates
in country areas. As to whether the sale of a super lot to a private developer would then
mean that the profit accrued to the developer rather than to the State, it seemis that, again,
the matter must be considered on an individual super lot basis. If the land is able to be
developed immediately, there is no reason why DOLA could not and should not do the
development. If it is a longer term project or if the capital required is such that it is more
convenient for the Government to use a private developer, that would be the case. As to
the transfer of profits, most land developers work on a percentage; they determine their
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profits by working back from the market value of the land after taking off a percentage of
the profit. They work back to the in globo value of the land, which in most cases is the
amount that is received - whether the land is sold by public tender, public auction, or
some other means. No mailer who is the developer, he cannot avoid the costs. Whether
the developer be the Crown or a private organisation, clearly a profit in normal
circumstances would accrue to the developer; although in many cases DOLA holds
considerable numbers of developed blocks across Western Australia which it is not able
to sell because the development costs are such that the community is not prepared to pay
what the lots cost to develop. A private organisation would not be prepared to do that,
hence it is important that DOLA remain in that market, particularly in respect of country
land.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I refer to the major achievements at page 273 of the program
Statements and to page 16 of Budget paper 7. Is the $13.5m revenue from the sale of the
181 houses at Exmouth included in Budget paper '7, page 16? If so, is it included with
Town and Suburban Lots, or Other Land Sales? If it is included in neither of those line
items, where is the revenue brought to account in the consolidated fund?
Hon GEORGE CASH: The revenue returned from the sale of those houses, less an
agreed amount that was paid to the United States Government, less legitimate expenses,
is now part of the Exmouth trust. It does not appear in those two areas. The Exmouth
miust, as I best recall, is administered by the Department of Commerce and Trade.
Mr Chairman, I will provide Hon Kim Chance with some specific information in respect
of the number of houses sold and the revenue genemated, the general costs provided
against that account and the amount transferred to the Exmouth trust.
[5.00 pm]
The CHAIRMAN: Minister, will you provide the answers to the committee?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I was certainly aware of the trust. Does that not mean that some of
the money will have passed through the consolidated fund?
Hon GEORGE CASH: That is the point I want to raise, because clearly proper
accounting of the money occurred. It is just that I want to be very clear as to the
procedures and steps taken in respect of that land.

Comm'ittee adjourned at 5.01 pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Hon JOHN HALDEN asked -
(1) Are there any new policies being introduced or scheduled for introduction this

financial year and, if so, can you describe what they are and how they are to be
funded?

(2) If they are being funded from consolidated revenue, can you identify those funds
in the Estimates?

(3) Of the services to be provided by your department/agencies this financial year -
(a) Are any being considered for discontinuance; that is, the service will be

terminated or progressively discontinued? if so, what are they and how
are they described in the Estimates?

(b) Is it your intention, or has a decision been made, to contract out -
'outsource" - any services?

(c) if so, can you describe those services and identify them in the Estimates?
is the figure of the estimates for providing those services based on the
costs of provision by the department or the anticipated costs of contracting
out or, depending on the time frame, a combination of both?

(d) If services are being contracted out, was this as a result of a specific policy
decision by the Government or the Minister, or a departmental decision?

(e) If the decision arose from a policy decision, can you state when that
decision was made and what it contained?

(0) If the decision was departmental, what factors were taken into account in
making it?

(g) Will contracts be awarded as a result of formal tenders, negotiations with
one or more suppliers, or by other means? If not by tender or formal
negotiations, what means will be used?

(h) Will the department monitor performance under the contract, how will
that be done, and what performance criteria, if any, are or will be specified
in the contract?

(i) Has the department sought legal advice in relation to the contract,
particularly in maters such as performance specifications, grounds for
termination, and whether the contractor might be viewed in law as a
servant or agent of the Crown? What was the nature of the advice, and
has it caused you to alter any provision in the contract?

() Under the contract, who bears the costs of such matters as insurance and
workers' compensation? Does the department agree to indemnify the
contractor against losses?

(k) Will the department need to subsidise. contract performance? If so, where
is that provision shown in the Estimates?

ANSWERS -

DIVISION 32: LAND ADMINISTRATION .
(1) T1he Department of Land Administration will be introducing new policies in the

land sales area. In accordance with the department's land marketing strategy,
private real estate agents will be engaged to sell developed residential Crown land
in country areas. Funding of $370 000 was provided in the land allocation
program to allow for the payment of advertising, sales aids and agent
commissions.

(2) Funds for the land marketing strategy form part of the land allocation program
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and are included in the appropriated funds for the public land administration
subprogram - refer Program Statements volume 1, page 275.

(3) (a) No services are being considered for discontinuance.
(b) The Department of Land Administration has been contracting out services

for many years. Where an activity or service is being provided using 'in
house' resources and that activity or service is not considered core
business then opportunities have been sought to contract out that activity
or service where -

(i) it can be carried out effectively by the private sector, and
(ii) it is considered cost effective to outsource that activity or service

to the private sector.
(c) The following is a description of the activities and services which are or

will be contracted to the private sector in 1994-95 by program. In the
Program Statements these activities and services are identified under
"other operating costs - services and contracts" within each program. The
funding provision is based on the cost of providing the activity or service
in-house by the department.
Corporate Services $
(i) Courier Service 38 000
(ii) Switchboard Operation 70 000

il Communication Support Services 72 000
(iv) Local Are Network 250 000
(v) Computer Operations 170 000
(vi) Fleet Management - Vehicle Leasing 162 000
(vii) Performance Auditing 49 000
Program 1.0 Land Allocation
(i) Land Planning $156650
Program 2.0 Land Registrtion $
(i) Scanning of original tite deeds & documents 380 240
(ii) Survey Examination 271 400
(iii) Endorsing Typing 403 000
Program 3.0 Land Information $
(i) Aerial Photography 953 000
(ii) Land Surveying 1 026 324
(iii) Stereoplottrng 491 650
(iv) Cadastral & Thematic Map Printing 101 472
(v) Photographic Services 577 837

(d) As indicated in response to question 3(b) the department has been
contracting out activities and services for many years. What the
department has done more recently is to extend its contracting to include a
wider range of activities and services in support of its public sector reform
program.

(e) The decision is not a policy decision but an extension of the department's
business practices which have been in operation for many years.

(f) The decision to contract activities or services to the private sector is as
outlined in (b) above.

(g) Contracts are awarded in accordance with State Supply Commission
policy which clearly sets out the formal tender process which the
department complies with.

(hi) In all contracts awarded by the department the activity and service to be
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provided am clearly stated. The department complies with the provisions
of the Financial Administration and Audit Act, regulations and Treasurer's
Instructions in regard to the provision of services. In addition technical
and performance criteria are specified in contracts and are monitored to
ensure compliance prior to authorisation of payment to contractors.
Specific performance criteria are generally developed to meet the
particular specifications and requirements of each contract.

(i) Where contracts of a significant nature are issued these are subject to the
scrutiny and approval of the State Supply Commission. Matters of legal
advice are sought on occasions where such advice is considered necessary
or appropriate in the development of conditions to be incorporated into a
contract.

U) Contracts usually require the contractor to meet the costs of insurance and
workers' compensation. The department does not agree to indemnify the
contractor against losses.

(k) In some cases where a contract decision is made which has mid to longer
term cost benefits an initial subsidy may be required. In these instances
the cash flow analysis provides the means of funding any offset from other
areas where early economies are being achieved. This approach enables
the contract to be put in place and funded, and to operate until the benefits
arc realised. Contracts which realise early benefits also provide the
opportunity to subsidise contracts where variable rates apply and relate to
activity or service levels. Where these contracts, because of higher than
expected activities or services, require the contractor to provide a greater
level of service to meet stated outcomes, an increased payment to the
contractor above funds set aside is required. Again, funding offsets are
determined from within the overall budget allocation of the department to
meet these situations.

DIVISION 72: CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT.-
(1)-(2)

The major achievements section of the Program Statements for CALM lists new
initiatives. These will be funded from the Budget Estimated costs listed
hereunder are included in the budget for each program.
Nature conservation and wildlife management -

Planned Major Achievements for 1994-95:
Implement Operation Foxglove (that is, expanded fox
control to protect native fauna over 500 000 hectares
of the northern jaxrah forest) $250 000
Revise the Western Australian management programs
for the sustainable use of kangaroos, flora and crocodiles
as required for formal approval under Commonwealth
legislation, and develop a Busselton wetlands
conservation plan $20 000
Implement existing recovery plans for six species of
threatened fauna, three species of threatened flora and
one threatened ecological community; implement two
regional and district threatened flora management
programs; and implement interim wildlife management
guidelines for two species of threatened plants and one
species of threatened animal. Develop and commence
implementation of a further dimee threatened species
recovery plans and five region and district flora
management programs $250 000
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Increase the area of the State's terrestrial conservation
reserve system to improve its adequacy and representativeness,
and commence implementation of the Marine Parks and
Reserves Selection Working Group by developing
proposals for additional marine conservation reserves $200 000
Expand the screening of Western Australia's biota for
pharmaceutical and other applications, and apply revenue
generated in this way to the conservation and
management of the State's biota Sim

Forest Resources Program -

Planned Major Achievements for 1994-95:
Commercialised business units were introduced an $50 000
1 July 1994 for the commercial timber and for accrual
plantation operations and accrual accounting will implemen-
be introduced for the 1994-95 financial statements tation
Regenerate 2 0O0ha. of cut-over karri forest and continue
to apply silvicultural prescriptions to janrah forest
harvesting operations to ensure appropriate conditions
for growth and development $3.2m
Continue to use prescribed burning and other fire
management practices to protect the public forest from
severe fire damage $7.3nm
Establish 2 OC0ha of bluegum plantation on behalf of Oji-
Itochu and 1 000ha on behalf of Hansol Forest Products $2.6m
Reforest all harvested areas of pine plantations within
two years $2.2m
Grow 18 million tire seedlings for planting on public
and private land $2m
Supply up to 1 421 000 m3 (1 772 000 tonnes) of $39m
hardwood log timber in accordance with with matching
contractual agreements revenue
Supply up to 1 800 tonnes of sandalwood $2.5m
Supply up to 563 000 m3(571 000 tonnes) of softwood $12m
log timber with matching

revenue
Plant 600ha of agricultural land in the wheatbelt with
mallee eucalyptus for the production of eucalyptus oil Sim

Management for Tourism and Recreation -

Planned Major Achievements for 1994-95:
Increase by a further 1 per cent the area of the
conservation estate covered by management plans
containing recreation and land management strategies
with the completion of seven final management plans
and release of at least five draft management plans for
public comment $50000
Extensive monitoring of tourism and recreation
requirements with implementation of the new RECDATA
database system to assess and monitor recreation
facilities statewide, evaluation of visitor experiences
and comments through surveys and continuation of the
VISTAT visitor statistics program. The information gained
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from these programs will assist managers in determining
areas most in need of new visitor facilities or maintenance
of existing services $50 000
Provision of recreation opportunities and services for visitors
in accordance with approved management plans. Continued
effort will be directed to the "Perth Outdoors" strategy, and
with further developments at Hills Forest, Yanchep national
park, Penguin Island and Matilda Bay reserve. Other
developments will include amenities at Fitzgerald River
national park, Leeuwin-Naturaliste national park and
Shark Bay World Heritage area $260 000
Development of a business plan for the management for
tourism and recreation program $50 000
Identification and assessment of potential sites for commercial
tourism and continued promotion of eco-towism opportunities
which are environmentally and cultually sensitive, including
continued development of the Ibis aerial highway in the Kimberley;
encourage and assist Aboriginal cultural tourism initiatives on
CALM estate; increase the number of CALM commercial
tourism licences; continuation of Landscope expeditions $100 000
Will reduce by 5 per cent the expenditure for tourism and
recreation in relation to the total number of recorded visits
to CALM-managed lands, and increase revenue per visit by
10 per cent and the total number of visits by 5 per cent.

(3) (a) No.
(b) Yes. A decision has been made in principle to outsource vehicle and plant

maintenance and management, and employee counselling.
(c) The estimates are based on the anticipated costs of contracting out.
(d) Contracting of fleet was a government policy decision, made in liaison

with the department and the Minister. Contracting of employee
counselling was a departmental decision.

(e) The decision on fleet follows from the report of the Independent
Commission to Review Public Sector Finances. T1he decision to call for
expressions of interest for fleet management was made by CALM in June
1994. The decision to contract out employee counselling was made on the
recommendation of the Manager Human Resources following the
retirement in April 1994 of the CALM employee who previously provided
die service.

(f) Explained above for fleet. It is considered that employee counselling is
best done by people who are clearly separate from CALM and its
supervisory structure.

(g) Contracts will be as a result of a competitive process. Quotations have
been called for employee counselling. It is anticipated that tenders will be
called for fleet.

(hi) Performance criteria will be addressed during preparation of the contract
documents.

(i) Legal advice will be sought as required at the appropriate stage.

J) Relevant insurance and workers' compensation will be the responsibility
of the contractor. The contractor will not be indemnified against losses
not caused by the department.

(k) No.
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DIVISION 89: POLICE -
(1) The Police Department of Western Australia has commenced a major

organisational review which is expected to take 18 months to complete. Funding
of $1.5mn has been approved by the Government to meet the costs of this review
with the first $rn being allocated in the department's 1994-95 consolidated fund
Budget. Tenders were called for a major consulting firm to assist with the
conduct of the review and the successful tenderer was Arthur Andersen. The
review will, inter alia, examined the Police Department/Police Force purpose and
direction including an identification of care business; organisational structure;
civilianisation; the merit promotion system; the amalgamation of the Police Force
personnel portfolio with the department's human resource division and various
productivity initiatives. It is anticipated that as a result of the review new
policies, procedures and practices will be introduced. These will not affect the
1994-95 consolidated fund, but are more likely to impact on the consolidated fund
Budgets for 1995-96 and 1996-97.

(2) As stated in the reply to question (1) a total of $rn has been provided in the
1994-95 consolidated fund Budget to meet the costs of the major organisational
review. In addition, $4.5m has been provided to enable the civilianisation of 100
Police Force positions to free police officers from non-operational duties. Any
other new policies which may be introduced during 1994-95 as a result of an
existing ongoing process by all portfolios of reviewing existing policies,
procedures and practices will be funded, where necessary, from the approved
1994-95 consolidated hind Budget allocation.

(3) (a) At this point in time no decision has been made as to which services will
be terminated or progressively discontinued; however, it is expected that
as a direct result of the organisational review and particularly when the
core functions/activities and purpose and direction have been identified,
this will be the case.

(b) Yes, such action is proposed but no firm decision has yet been made.
(c) The services currently being reviewed for possible contracting out include

all in-house printing, the supply branch warehousing facility and service,
and the courier delivery service. The current cost of providing these
services is included under the Corporate Services area of the Budget and is
based upon the cost of provision of these services being met by the
department.

(d) The review of these areas to determine their suitability for contracting out
is a departmental decision. Other areas will also be examined
progressively by the department and appropriate decisions made as to
whether they should be outsourced or discontinued. Already in 1993-94
the department has made a decision to outsouice the maintenance of its
metropolitan vehicle fleet and it is anticipated that within die terms of the
existing contract this will be extended statewide.

(e) Other than the maintenance and servicing of the metropolitan based motor
vehicle fleet no firm policy decisions have been made to outsource any
other activities or services at this time. The decision relating to the motor
vehicle maintenance and servicing was made in July 1993 and was based
upon providing a more efficient and cost effective service than could be
provided by the department. The decision has resulted in a saving of full
time equivalents, which have been redeployed to other high priority areas,
and has obviated the need to upgrade our in-house motor vehicle
workshops and mechanical servicing and repair equipment and tools.

(f) The factors taken into account in making the decision to outsource the
maintenance and servicing of the department's metropolitan based motor
vehicle fleet included the costs involved in the department continuing to
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provide this service; the need to upgrade our vehicle workshops at both
Maylands and East Fremantle; the need to purchase additional
sophisticated equipment and tools required for the maintenance and repair
of the modem motor vehicle; the rater complexities associated with
current motor vehicles and the consequent need to retrain the department's
mechanics; the savings in PTEs that would result from outsourcing the
work and the priority needs for additional FTEs elsewhere in the
organisation; and the more efficient and effective results that would flow
from such a decision.

(g) Formal tenders were called and a contract has been let for the vehicle
maintenance and servicing work.

(h) Specific performance criteria were not written into the contract.
Performance will be monitored by technical officers from fleet services
branch who will perform regular spot checks on dealerships.
Additionally, those using the contract will be canvassed regularly to
provide feedback on the quality of customer service received.

(i) The Supply Commission sought advice from Crown Law in relation to
mutually acceptable general conditions of contrct. Further details would
be available from the Supply Commission.

(j) Under the contract the Police Department is not responsible for insurance
and workers' compensation costs, nor does it agree to indemnify the
contractor against losses.

(k) No, not applicable.
DIVISION 91: BUSH FIRES BOARD -

(1) From 1994-95 the Government has allocated from the consolidated fund
$2 378 000 for the following initiatives -

$000
Fire appliance and equipment subsidy scheme - In brief this
scheme expands and modifies the existing scheme which in-
jected only $60 000 of government funding towards assisting
local authorities purchase and upgrade equipment. Ihe
Government has allocated Sim in 1994-95 to fund high
priority areas and will continue to fund the program over
the next three years for a total of $4.5m 1 000
Radio subsidy scheme - The Government will inject
approximately $2.4m over the next four years assisting
local authorities and brigades to upgrade existing radio
systems and convert to radio bandplan frequency in
accordance with federal legislative requirements. In
1994-95, $600 000 has been provided and will be
conditional on local authorities matching the funding
on a 50:50 basis 600
Hoard's command radio network system - The Government
has provided $778 000 for upgrading the statewide command
radio system to ensure contact is easily maintained with all
remote areas improving response times to bush fires etc, and
enable conversion to bandplan radio frequency as required
by federal legislative requirements 778
Total new Government initiatives 2 378

(2) Funds for both the fir appliance and equipment subsidy scheme and the radio
subsidy scheme sam allocated against the country fire protection program in the
1994-95 consolidated fund estimates. The latter initiative for the board's
command radio network is identified against capital expenditure in the Estimates.
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(3) (a) No servces provided by the Bush Fires Board are being considered for
discontinuance in 1994-95.

(b) In 1994-95 only the internal audit function has been ornsourced. It should
be noted that the board did not have an internal audit function prior to this
tie. Currently there is no intention to outsource other services in
1994-95.

(c) The cost of the internal audit function is $3 500, which has been allocated
against corporate services in the Estimates.

(d) The decision to outsource was made by the board based on the most cost
effective option available.

(C) -

(0) Tis requirement was outsourced after having regard to the -

Board's organizsational structure comprising mainly specialised
positions and not containing an audit position;
size of the board and its operations; and
considerations for the most cost effective option available to
satisfactorily fulfil this function.

(g) The contract has been negotiated through a formal tender process which
was presented to the accountable authority.

(h) Under the terms of the appointment the internal auditors are required to
conduct works against an audit charter and report to the audit committee
and the board members themselves.

(i) Legal advice with respect to outsourcing this function has not been sought.
() The contractor is to meet the costs of workers' compensation and

insurance costs for its own staff.
(k) -
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STANDING COMMITTEE ON ESTIMATES AND FINANCIAL OPERATIONS
The meeting commenced at 2.00 pm.
Division 51: justice, $248 761 000 -

[Hon Bob Thomas, Chairman.]
[Hon Peter Foss, Minister for Health.]
[Mr D. Grant, Director General
[Mr K.E. Bradley, Public Trustee.]
[Mr C. Spadaro, Acting Executive Director, Corporate Services.]
The CHAIRMAN: This committee hearing is being recorded both by Hansard and by
audio tape. I also need to point out that the laws of evidence apply to any information
provided. For members' interest we have obtained copies of the performance indicators
from almost all those other agencies which will be dealt with over the next three days.
There are two to come - training and the transport miust fund. However, we have
provided copies to each of the members of the Estimates Committee, plus one to the
Leader of the Opposition. If any member who is not a member of the standing
committee would like a copy they may obtain it from the Leader of the Opposition's
office.
On the adult offender management section of this division could I ask the Minister to
give an overview of the major issues encountered when iframing this budget?
Hon PETER FOSS: I will ask the director to give that because, as you realise, I have this
in a representative capacity.
The CHAIRMAN: Before Mr Grant does that, we intend to look at several sections of
this division, including adult offender management, juvenile justice, victim services,
Crown Solicitor, court and public services and public trust administration. I propose to
go through each of those subsections of the division; the first is adult offender
management.
Mr GRANT: The present system, given that there are two parts to adult offender
management, remains in a stable and weli managed state, although it is subject to
pressures of increasing prisoner numbers. We retained the challenge of dealing with the
inordinately high number of Aboriginal prisoners still being incarcerated. We have a
continuing strategy to deal with that issue. On the community based side of the adult
offender management program we have a range of initiatives intended to reduce the
number of prisoners in custody, such as fine defaulters, and also complementary
programs to divert the number of Aboriginal offenders away from imprisonment. They
are the major issues we are dealing with in that program.

The CHAIRMAN: Before I open up to questions, could I ask the Minister to table the
answers to the generic questions given to the department?
Hon PETER FOSS: Apparently Mr Grant has not received them.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Mr Grant, on page 480 of the Program Statements in
the major planned achievements for this financial year you indicate that you will
commence the development of a pilot risk assessment model for offender management.
Can you explain what that is and how it works?
Mr GRANT: One of the most difficult management tasks regarding offender
management, whether in custody or in the community, is to make judgments about the
level of risk to the community posed by offenders. That certainly applies to the
community based side of offender management in the preparation of pme-sentence reports
for the courts, tribunals and Parole Board regarding the placing of offenders - whether
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they should be incarcerated or placed in a community based program. Equally, it applies
in the prison system to the main challenge of making the assessment of the classification
level of offenders and whether they should be placed in maximum or minimum security
vis a vis their relative risk to the community. In simple terms the risk assessment model
is intended to provide a better predictive cool which will attempt to reduce the subjective
nature of community and prison based work, so that the community is therefore better
protected. Simply put, we are drawing on experience in international and interstate
jurisdictions to help us develop a model. It has reached the stage where we have
provided some resources for that process in this financial year, and we will be working
probably with the crime research centre of the University of Western Australian which
will be developing a tool with and for us.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: On page 478 of the Program Statements under significant issues
and trends the first paragraph refers to the number of offenders commencing work and
development orders continuing to decrease. Also, on page 479 in the first paragraph ir is
pointed out that the proportion of Aboriginal prisoners, in particular those serving shorter
sentences, continues to be disproportionately high. Are records kept of the use of work
and development orders with respect to Aboriginal offenders?
[2.10 pm]
Mr GRANT: Yes, we keep broad statistics on Aboriginal offenders generally. Although
I cannot do so today, I can certainly provide a breakdown of the statistics to show the
number of Aboriginal offenders on work and development orders.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I would be obliged if Mr Grant would provide that infornation.
In general terms what do those records disclose with respect to the use of work and
development orders and Aboriginal offenders?
Mr GRANT: Given that work and development orders are primarily a method for
dealing with those who are in default of a fine, they show that Aboriginal offenders are
disproportionately unable to pay fines imposed upon them by the justice system.
Thterefore, they tend to be involved in community work programs under work and
development orders at a proportionately higher rate.
Hon AJLG. MacTIERNAN: How many staff are involved in the various sex offender
treatment programs?
Mr GRANT: Two programs are run under the title of "sex offender treatment program" -
a prison based program and a community based program. The sex offender treatmnent
unit is operated by a team of 12 FTEs, within individual programs operated by three or
four people. In addition, we contract out some sessional hours. The focus of the prison
based program is at Casuarina and Karnet prisons. The intention is to identify those
offenders who have been received into custody for an offence of a sexual nature to begin
the process of rehabilitation through group work, intensive counselling and various other
elements. Towards the end of their sentence, when they have been moved to a minimum
security institution. which is usually Karnet, they undertake a pre-release component of
the program. A community based program was established in 1990 and we are looking at
ways of providing, for both Aboriginal and the non-Aboriginal offenders in the
community, a treatment or rehabilitation program which might not only affect their
offending rate, but also divert them from serious offences and, thereby, imprisonment.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Is the community based program for those people who are
currently not in custody?
Mr GRANT: That is correct.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: That would include people on parole and work release.
Mrt GRANT: A range of community based prograims which are diversionary. In other
words they are for the offenders who have not gone to prison or who have been in prison
and are released& The community based program is still in the embryonic stage and has a
good way to go.
Hon A.J.G. MacTJERNAN: I am pleased that the ministry is making a distinction
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between the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal programs because some of the general
programs are quite unsuitable for Aboriginal people. Are you aware of some of the
criticism of die prison based programs? There is a body of opinion in the community,
mainly among psychologists, that these programs have limited effectiveness and are
suitable only for people with whom there has been demonstrated success in relation to
child molestation offences. They tend not to be of much use to people who have general
sexual assault convictions.
Mr GRANT: I am aware of that criticism. In defence of what the ministry is doing, I
advise members that an international expert in the field who visited Australia during the
last financial year assessed its program, and I refer to Professor Brian Thomas-PeteL. I
have been advised he is satisfied that, given the various developments around the world,
all our programs stand up to what is available internationally. However, there is no
single cause or manifestation of sex offending. The program has been evolving over the
last seven years, and the ministry remains open to constructive criticism. That is why we
invited his observations about our performance. We intend to further refine the cultural
component of the program. Assisted by our Aboriginal officers, we will work with
Aboriginal communities to identify and develop a program that will be tisponsive. to
Aboriginal offenders and take into account their cultural beliefs and factors. The
community based Aboriginal program is still embryonic and we are open to any
constructive criticism.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I am pleased to hear that because it has not been my
experience. When I have passed on to prisons some of the criticism of this program from
psychologists who are experienced in prison work, I have been told that this program can
be reviewed only by people who work in it. That is a very convenient and self-serving
position to adopt. I am pleased to hear you say that is not your approach.
Mr GRANT: It is a surprising response and not one I support.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: On page 481 of the Program Statements the objective under
subparagraph 1.1 is to manage the custodial dispositions of the courts by providing for
the public, safe and secure detention of offenders and programs for offender development
in accordance with government policy. What procedures are in place to provide for safe
detention of offenders, with particular relevance to protecting offenders from assault? I
note what Hon Alannab MacTiemnan said in respect of sexual offences and sexual assault.
Mr GRANT: A range of strategies is in place to attempt to deliver on that objective. The
first pair of strategies include secure detention in individual cells. Unless offenders opt
to do so we do not force them to share living accommodation, certainly at closed
institutions. Therefore, they are protected from assault during the hours they art locked
in their cells. In addition there is general supervision by prison officers throughout the
day wherever prisoners might be located. They are always within sight or sound of the
prisoners. Again, this applies primarily to closed institutions - the medium and
maximum security institutions. I would not claim it eliminates the possibility of assault
of prisoners because they cantnot all be watched 24 hours a day. A range of practices
which are generally well established across this nation and in international jurisdictions
are applied and that minimises the level of assault. In relation to sexual offenders
particularly, and more generally to those who require protection for reasons other than
their offence, we provide opportunities for prisoners to indicate that they wish to be
protected and separated at various levels from the rest of the mainstream prison
population. The member will know, for example, of unit 6 at Casuarina Prison which is a
place where many vulnerable, disturbed, and protected prisoners are located in that
institution. I assert that a range of programs are provided, which are architectural,
management and also by prisoner consent or submission, and which go towards
satisfying that objective.
[2.20 pmj
The CHAIRMAN: Can you explain where that is covered in the performance indicators?
Mr GRANT: There is no performance indicator for that issue. As I have indicated to the
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Auditor General, again we regard die performance indicators as being in an evolutionary
stage. Same fairly test effectiveness and efficiency and, at this stage, others, such as the
courts development division and the Crown Solicitor's Office, are based on work load.
We are developing further performance indicators for this and next year, but the one
referred to is not currently a performance indicator.
The CHAIRMAN: I note that it is an objective and that you should be measuring the
outcome. We will perhaps ask next year whether performance indicators have been
developed to measure the effectiveness or outcome.
Mr GRANT: The performance indicators comply in part with the member's request, in
that an attempt is made to assess escape rates in prisons. Although not directly related to
assault, prisoner on prisoner, that is normally an indication of the level of stability within
an institution. Although I do not claim it is a final indicator of the issue raised, it goes
part of the way to that.
Hon PETER FOSS: Performance indicators have been a vexed question for some years,
and it is always a good idea to determine a good indicator, which must then be measured.
The hardest part of implementation of the Financial Admninistration and Audit Act is to
find useful and measurable indicators.
Hon REG DAVIIES: I refer to offenders in genera]. The ministry will be aware that
offending is often the result of long term association with the criminal element to the
point at which deviance is the culture within a particular social group. What is available
in the area of rehabilitation and monitoring to enable people to return to society after
serving time or undertaking work orders? Are people being assisted to change their
social groups when they are released from prison? Are they being assisted to change the
way they perceive crime, or is it felt that the punishment is enough to curtail their
criminal activities?
Mr GRANT: The standards of supervision by the community based corrections division
both implicitly and explicitly require supervisory community based conrections officers
to focus not just on offending and potentially offending behaviour, but also on the
general lifestyle of the offender. Clearly, that is much easier in a custodial environment
than in a community based environment, where somebody may be on a work order or on
probation or parole or some similar program. It is part of the charter of individual
officers to take a close interest in the issues raised.
Hon REG DAVIES: Is it monitored?
Mr GRANT: There are comprehensive file notes which are a record of the interaction
between community based officers and those under supervision. It is the responsibility of
officers in charge of community based corrections district officers to be satisfied that
their field officers are properly focusing on that issue, along with all other issues,
including primarily offending behaviour or potentially offending behaviour.
Hon REG DAVIES: What actions are taken inside the prisons to rehabilitate criminals?
Mr GRANT: A wide range of educational, vocational and rehabilitative programs are
available. On the education side, there is a full range of formal education - from literacy
and numeracy to tertiary qualifications. Clearly most prisoners fall into the literacy and
numeracy category rather than the advanced tertiary education category. We also
provide both primary and secondary work for prisoners and increasingly, although not
necessarily yet satisfactorily, we are seeking accreditation through the Department of
Training to accredit those who complete courses. There is a range of rehabilitative
programs on the formal side, as well as a range of other rehabilitative programs which
include substance abuse and anger management. These arc more on the subjective side
and directed at the individual offender's needs regarding potential reoffending. Once an
offender is released from custody and is on a parole order under the authority of the
Parole Board, the board is allowed to, and often does, require that certain rehabilitative
programs are pursued. That applies not only after release, and in the case of sex
offending it has a policy position that if the offender has not addressed his offending
behaviour by undertaking and completing an appropriate sex offender's program, that
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person will not be considered for release when his date for parole is due. There is
preliminary screening of offenders before they are released in the community, and if they
refuse to partake in programs they have been offered, they are denied conditional release
at the time of their parole. Even if they have completed those programs, the board is
entitled to, and at times does, ask them to follow those programs through upon release.
They are not optional.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT:, I recently asked a question about the Rangeview
Remand Centre in relation to security arrangements and the razor wire constructed
around the complex. I was told that it was done because the Ministry of Justice had
moved from a welfare policy to a justice policy. Is that policy written, and is it
appropriate for a copy to be provided to me?
[2.30 pm]
Mr GRANT: It is, to the extent it is part of a public document which reflects government
policy since the last election and has been translated not only into operational issues in
the capital works upgrading of Rangeview, but also into a range of operational issues for
the staff who work in that institution and other juvenile detention centres and in the
community in relation to the standard of supervision. That is similar to a question asked
by another member on the standards of supervision. The issue of a move from a
so-called welfare model to a justice model is reflective of most things we are doing in
juvenile justice. Certainly the documents can be provided.
The CHAIRMAN: You will provide those to the committee, and we will forward them
to the member.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: The Hansard of the Assembly estimates debate on the
pilot juvenile justice teamn indicates it is intended that the evaluation process for the two
existing teamns will be completed in July, and the Attorney states her intention to table the
evaluation report. When that occurs I would be pleased to receive a copy.
Mr GRANT: The assessment of the juvenile justice wearns has been completed. Given
that the Ministry of Justice is not the only department which has responsibilities in this
area - the police are also vitally involved - the report, in its final draft form, has been
forwarded to the Minister for Police and the Police Commissioner for their consideration.
Ironically, I will be meeting with the Deputy Commissioner of Police tomorrow to
examine the implications in regard to resources for the current teamns and also expansion
of the teams. The assessment of the teamns has been very positive and encourages
expansion of the process. The document has not been formally released by the Minister
at this point, but its release is imminent and I expect that within a week or two it will be
available. Clearly it is a matter for the Minister.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: It is intended to expand a number of teams, two in the
metropolitan and some in country areas. Where will they be located?
Mr GRANT: The decision has not been made, but a number of possible locations have
been considered. As you say, there are options in the metropolitan and in the
non-metropolitan areas, and we are currently examining where they should best be
placed. The country teams would not be full time as they are at Fremantle and Thomlie.
The assessment, which indicates their success, has shown that we need them full time
only where the demand exists. In country areas a part time arrangement will be put in
place based on need and demand, and often that will be judged by both the local police
representative and the Ministry of Justice.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: You said the Justice and Police ministries were jointly
responsible for the running of those teams. Are resources drawn from both areas?
Mr GRANT: Yes. The other members of the team will include the offender, his family,
and where it is appropriate, the victim of the offence. Only the two departments will be
involved in the Cost.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT:, What is the estimated capital cost in establishing the
proposed work camp to be located in Laverton? Once established, what is the projected
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estimate for recurrent funding? In view of Australia's international treaty obligations in
relation to the convention of civil and political rights of the child, how is it planned to
separate those offenders who are 16 and 17 years of age from those offenders who are 18
to 21 years, and how many staff will be allocated to each group of young people?
Mr GRANT: The budget allocation for the pilot stage of the program is $1.76m, but that
is notional and provisional. Refinement of the program is continuing, and my intuition is
that will be more than sufficient. The actual split between capital and recurrent
expenditure will depend on which budget the amount will come out of, and that is being
finalised at the moment. Consideration for the final budget is still before the Cabinet
estimates committee, so we do not have a final figure, but it will be in the order of the
figure mentioned. It may change somewhat. In relation to the issue of segregation of
offenders in the 16 and 17 year age group from 18 to 21 year olds, on advice, we are
satisfied that there is no breach of international obligations to collocate both age groups.
We are therefore designing tke camps so they will be always under supervision, but
under a teamwork approach that will incorporate any person from the age of 16 to 21.
We are sensitive to the traty obligations, but we are satisfied that does not preclude us in
any way from collocating at a single place. We have provisionally approved 10 FI~s for
a half year and 20 FTEs for a full year for the camp, and some additional resources for
Ike post-release program in the order of around four. These are matters which are in the
final stages of deliberation, and figures might shift a little.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: How many staff will supervise them?
Mr GRANT: There will be up to 30 in the camp at the one time, broken into smaller
groups of seven or eight at a time. The regime under which the camp will operate is
undergoing final refinement, and exactly the size of the group is currently under
consideration. It is a pilot camp, as announced by the Minister, and the size of groups is
still being determnined. We should know well before the proposed opening day of I
January as to how it will be constituted.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Could you expand on the major planned achievement for
1994-95 for the development of strategies and management procedures in response to
sentencing Act requirements?
[2.40 pm]
Mr GRANT: The sentencing Bill is currently in draft form. The Government has
announced some key elements to that proposed legislation. One of the key elements is
the abolition of sentences of imprisonment for six months or less. flat is a significant
change in sentencing arrangements in all criminal jurisdictions in this State. It is
intended to provide the court the option, within a community based framework, of an
alternative to imprisonment, for those who are minor offenders and from whom the
community suffers very little risk. Because it is proposed to abolish all sentences of six
months or less, by negotiation and dialogue with all of the heads of the criminal
jurisdictions - the Chief Judge of the District Court, the Chief Magistrate and ultimately
the Chief Justice - there needs to be a community based supervision regime put in place
which not only protects the community but also satisfies the judiciary. All that is
intended by the strategy referring to the management procedures of community based
offenders, is that those who would normally have received sentences of six months or
less - many of whom will be Aboriginal offenders - will be placed in an alternative
supervision regime which is satisfactory to the judiciary by way of supervision and
restrictions as designed by the Ministry of Justice in cooperation with the divisional
officers.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: The Auditor General made a very scathing attack about the
administration, which was blamed on the poor computer facilities. I notice that one of
the major planned achievements is to provide customers with presentation of financial
information through enhanced computer facilities. Has that commenced?
Mr BRADL.EY: We intend to amend our statement form so that it is a clearer document
for our clients. Our present computer system is antiquated and needs to be replaced. We
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intend to put in a request for funding. We hold reserves in our accounting system to
provide it, but we must apply for consolidated funding to do that.
Hon BYK. DONALD)SON: It has been suggested to me that in a number of cases the
disposal of some assets would have been far betier had it been done at a different time,
given the complexity of the capital gains area these days. Does the trust office have
sufficient expertise to handle these difficult issues?
Mr BRADLEY: We have employed a professional tax officer from private practice. We
sell assets only with the agreement of the beneficiaries; we do not force sales. We
endeavour to avoid sales where we can. It is better for the beneficiaries to arrange a sale
at the appropriate time. I cannot comment on this instance, but it may have been that the
estate needed the funds to enable it to survive.
The CHAIRMAN: You may recall a celebrated case several years ago when a Mr John
Massam inherited property and some contents from the late Viv James. Some allegations
were made at that time that some officers of the Public Trust were receiving kickbacks
for items chat had been sold by auction. I have never been totally convinced that that
allegation has been properly answered. What mechanism is in place to ensure that those
things are properly scrutinised and that allegations caninot be made that Public Trust
officers are receiving kickbacks in the manner described by Mr Massam?
Mr BRADLEY: I totally reject any suggestion that my officers are involved in receiving
kickbacks. As with any sale of anything at all, allegations are always easy to make, but
very hard to refute.
The CHAIMAN: The question is: What mechanisms are put in place to ensure that
dhsc does not arise and that allegations cannot be made?
Mr BRADLEY: The sale of all goods is placed in public auction where any member of
thie public can come along. None of my officers is allowed to bid for any of the items.
All items axm sold publicly. We do not sell privately unless the beneficiaries direct it, and
the beneficiatries set the price at that time. We do nor sell by any method other than
public auction.
The CHAIRMAN: How do your officers determine the auction house to be used?
Mr BRADLEY: It is done on rotation. We do not favour any auction house. We try to
use only the major ones to get the greatest benefits for our clients.
The CHAIRMAN: I will ensure that Mr Massani gets a copy of your answers.
Hon A.JG. MacTIIERNAN: I refer to the program for the Crown Solicitor's Office. I
note that the Report of the Independent Commission to Review Public Sector Finances,
the McCarmey report, commented that the salary structures for legal officers in the Crown
Solicitor's Office seemed to be high when compared with the marker. It recommended
chat the overall basis of the salary structure should be reviewed and market forces
recognised. The report indicates that there seems to be increments of pay based on
service rather than on merit and recommends that this should be changed to help improve
the overall quality of the staff and keep salaries in line with the market. On page 492 of
the Program Statements the same number of ETEs receive a slightly higher salary, which
is probably enough to cover the inflation component. Mr McCarrey's comments do not
seem to be embraced in the figure for FTEs.
Mr GRANT: As a result of the recommendations of the McCarrey commission, we have
instituted a general review of the operation of the Crown Solicitor's Office, including the
issue raised by the member. That report has been completed. It currently lies formally
with me, although I have referred it to the Crown Solicitor's Office for response by him
and his officers. The response is due to be supplied to me this week. When it is received
a very wide range of matters which are canvassed within it will be formally considered
by the Government about the future operation of the Crown Solicitor's area, including
staffing and remuneration.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Could this budget item change?
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Mr GRANT: It is possible. Clearly it is a matter of the Government considering its
options in relation to the response to the report. Until we get the response from the
Crown Solicitor - his comment on the report that has been completed - and it is fully
canvassed by the Government, it is unlikely that there will be massive change in the very
short term.
Hon AJ.G. MacTEERNAN: Who conducted that review?
Mr GRANT: Following public tender BUG was chosen as the consultant to do the
review, anid its report has been completed.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIOERNAN: Were legal practitioners involved in the cons ultancy?
Mr GRANT: A legal practitioner was involved as a con sultant to the review. In addition
the profession generally, including the private Bar, the Law Society of Western Australia,
judicial officers and other interested parties, was consulted.
Hon N.D. GRIFTITHS: What is the average daily muster of juvenile offenders?
Mr GRANT: Currently it stands at 130. There may be a marginal variation; it fluctuates
from day to day.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: How does that compare with the figures for last year?
Mr GRANT: It is an increase of about 30. To my knowledge the figure was around 100
last year.
Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS: Can accurate figures be provided to the committee?
Mr GRANT: I will be happy to do so.
[2.50 pm]
Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS: When did the increase in the average daily muster evidence
itself?
Mr GRANT: I am not aware of any particular policy or practice which triggered the
change. My recollection is that numbers started to climb in the early part of this calendar
year. I amn not clear whether any particular factor triggered that. One explanatory factor
wvould be that under the previous regime the standard of supervision of community based
juvenile offenders was not particularly tight. That is, if the conditions of their
supervision were not sustained - in other words, if they did not report as required - quite
often no action was taken. We have instituted a system in cooperation with the
Children's Court to ensure that where there is a failure to comply with the conditions of
the community based order, breach action is taken. I suspect that one of the factors that
has contributed to a gradual increase in the muster has been an increased breach rate by
the juvenile justice division officers in the standard of supervision of young offenders;
however, there may be other contributing factors.
Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS: Are records kept of the muster of juvenile remand prisoners?
Mr GRANT: Yes.
Hon N.D. GRIFTS: Has an increased occurred in those numbers this year compared
with last year?
Mr GRANT: My understanding is that there has been an increase.
Hon N.D. GRJFFITHS: Does that not coincide with the implementation of the Criminal
Procedure Amendment Act 1993?
Mr GRANT: My advice from the juvenile justice division is that although there is some
impact as a result of that legislative change, it is minimal. In their estimation it is more
likely to be a result of other factors; for example, the breach rate of offenders on
community based orders which I outlined. That is more likely to have contributed to the
increase than is the legislative change.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITS: Do you have precise statistics on that?
Mr GRANT: I do not have them with me, but I will provide them to the cornmrittee.
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The CHAIRMAN: If you provide them to the committee we will pass them on to the
member.
Hon T.G. BUTLER: There is only one reference in this program to a coordinated
approach to the prevention of juvenile crime; that is found at the second dot point on
page 484. This program refers more to dealing with juveniles after they have committed
a crime than to putting into place programs that will assist the juveniles most at risk of
committing a crime. I cannot find any reference to what amount of money has been
allocated to develop that statewide coordinated approach to the prevention of juvenile
crime using local government and coordinating the relevant government and non-
government bodies. A figure has been suggested to me that it is about $1.5m.
Mr GRANT: The dot point to which you refer is a reflection of a process we are
establishing in cooperation with the Western Australian Municipal Association. Only a
couple of weeks ago we engaged a consultant, the former Lord Mayor of Gosnells,
Mrs Pat Morris, to undertake for us a project which will convene with us, initially in
Geraldton and Kalgoorlie, a group of interested agencies in relation to juvenile and adult
offending so there can be a more cooperative approach based on the municipality rather
than a reliance on the initiatives of the metropolitan area. That will bring together under
the local council appropriate state and federal agencies, voluntary agencies, Aboriginal
communities and Aboriginal elders wherever appropriate, so that we can identify which
resources are currently available within those areas. A strategic plan will be developed
within each of those communities with the support of the Ministry of Justice to address
juvenile offending. Clearly, the Ministry of Justice has a limitation on its capacity to
undertake work of a preventive nature which often more fairly falls into the responsibility
of the Department for Community Development and the Education Department, for
example. In cooperation with the justice advisory council and through this initiative we
are kicking off a statewide cooperative approach to identify the resources that are
currently available and the strategy to address juvenile crime in those areas, in the hope
that, by involving everyone, we can reduce the rate of offending. Beyond that
consultancy fee, no budget has been allocated to it at this point.
Hon MURIEL PA=ITRSON: You may recall the Albany based community release
program which the community believes has been beneficial to both the released prisoner
and the community. It has also proved beneficial in enabling the released person to
obtain work. Does this post-release program generally meet with your brief? Do you
envisage an expansion of this program, or will you wait for the community in a certain
district or suburb to initiate such a project?
Mr GRANT: The first method will be to identify those communities where there appears
to be a community concern about juvenile offending. That is why we have chosen
Geraldton and Kalgoorlie. Beyond that, if particular communities or major regional
centres approach us with submissions for the establishment of the process, we will be
happy to enter into a dialogue about that. This is not a specially funded project. It is
provided by creating efficiencies in other areas; therefore, theme is no budget allocation
beyond the normal allocation for it. Given that these are the first two pilot projects, we
will be cautious and modest in our aspirations about what will come out of them. We are
dipping our toe in the waxer at this stage. It will be a long, slow process of involving a
wide range of community organisations to ensure that not just the agencies from Perth are
involved, but also the community in each case as it takes a greater role in the preventive
strategy.
[3.00 pm]
The CHAIRMAN: You said there were two projects, at Kalgoorlie and Geraldton.
Mr GRANT: They are the first two that have been identified for our first focus.
The CHAIRMAN: What about the Albany program? I thought that had been funded to
the tune of $50 000.
Mr GRANT: Yes, they are in addition to what we are doing already. These are new
projects. The Albany project has had its budget increased from $30 000 to $55 000 based
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on the feedback we have had about its success. I am referring to a new initiative beyond
that through which we expect to identify a number of regional centres in which we can
develop this process.
The CHAIRMAN: You are on the right track. That is a good use of your flunds.
Hon REQ DAVIES: On what date will the pilot work camp commence?
Mr GRANT: 1 January 1995.
Hon REQ DAVIES: What will be its duration?
Mr GRANT: We am expecting to commence a review after six months and a review will
proceed for the following six months. Therefore, the initial pilot phase is regarded as
being a 12 month process.
Hon REQ DAVIES: Who will be running the activities at the camp? What will be their
background and experience?
Mr GRANT: They will be drawn from three primary sources: Firstly, the juvenile
justice division will provide an opportunity for group workers to apply to join the staff
and be trained, secondly, interested persons from the adult correctional area; and, thirdly,
I am not sure to what extent people fronm the Laverton area who might be suitably
qualified will be interested.
Hon REG DAVIES: It has been referred to regularly as a boot camp or a military-style
incarceration centre. Will there be any military-style activities and discipline? If so, do
you anticipate having former military personnel participate?
Mr GRANT: We use the words 'work camp" about the project rather than "boot camp".
The regime will not be military in nature. We will combine a rigorous program of
physical fitness with demanding community work under supervision each day, followed
by appropriate rehabilitative and educational programs in the evening. It will be a
demanding regime. However, the only extent to which it could be conceived as being
military would be the extent to which there will be some borrowing from the adult
correctional philosophy and regime. The US boot camps which we saw on our visit in
April this year are absolutely attuned to the needs of the American culture. I am no:
convinced that it can be transplanted easily in Western Australia. Therefore, we have
constructed a regime that we think will suit the needs of the Western Australian
community and the offenders placed there.
Hon REQ DAVIES: Referring to the Aboriginal deaths in custody royal commission
recommendations and to the Western Australian response in volume 1, pages 8 and 9,
what form of monitoring has'been established in your department on that document? Are
the monitoring units sufficiently resouived to determine whether the necessary reforms
are being achieved at grass roots level? Have Aboriginal justice advisory committees
been established? If so, what resources do they have? What will they be monitoring?
How independent of the Government are they?
Mr GRANT: The monitoring of the royal commission's recommendations generally is
undertaken by our strategic and specialist services division which has within it a
responsibility for a range of Aboriginal programs including the Aboriginal visitors'
scheme. They are managed by Aboriginal officers of the department. They have
responsibility for working with the operational divisions, particularly corctive services
and juvenile justice, to ensure the progressive implementation of the recommendations.
Of the 339 recommendations of the royal commission, 120 apply to the Ministry of
Justice.
Hon REG DAVIES: Axe they at a policy making level or grass roots level where we can
see that something has been achieved?
Mr GRANT: Both.
Hon REG DAVIES: How many in each category?
Mr GRANT: Some of them are mixed categories. They ane policies that are required to
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be implemented. An example is the Aboriginal cross-cultural raining whereby we are
progressively raining all staff in dhe department to undertake Aboriginal cross-cultural
raining. The Aboriginal cross-cultural training program has progressively rained just
aver a thousand of the Ministry of Justice officers in cultural awareness. That is a result
of a policy decision and also an operational implementation program. It is an example of
where something might fit into both categories.
Of the 120 recommendations which were referred to the Ministry of Justice, we believe
that 81, or 67 per cent, are implemented or their implementation is ongoing; a further 20,
or 17 per cent, are considered to be partly implemented - that is, part of the
recommendation has been implemented; and 19. or 16 per cent, of the recommendations
have not been implemented. Of those, 14 relate to the coroner and are currently being
considered for inclusion in the proposed new Coroners Act or its related guidelines, and
five others have not been addressed. In one case we have resisted implementation for
good operational reasons.
Hon REG DAVIES: Which one is that?
Mr GRANT: That is the recommendation which would require that Aboriginal welfare
officers be appointed within the operations of the prisons. As a result of an initiative
taken several years ago by the then Executive Director of Corrective Services to
restructure the role of prison officers, they have taken on responsibility for welfare work
with prisoners as well as straight security work. As a result, the necessity for introducing
additional Aboriginal welfare officers when we also have the Aboriginal visitors' scheme
is regarded by us as being not demonstrable at this stage.
Hon REG DAVIES: Most of us know that Aboriginal youths are over-represented in
crime in our society and therefore are over-represented in our penal institutions. That is
costing the Stat an immense amount of money annually. Has consideration been given
to providing some form of facility within the community, particularly where there are
large groups of Aborigines? We often discriminate between age, sex and other factors
within our community. For instance, we have very expensive autumn centres for elderly
people and sporting facilities provided by all forms of government. Has any thought
been given to developing such a facility in the community to assist Aboriginal youth to
occupy their time, and a facility where the Aboriginal elders can bring groups together
for Aboriginal cultural activities?
(3. 10 pm]
Mr GRANT: Yes. However, we are approaching this problem progressively - it is a
difficult area. In remote areas of the State we have undertaken, both in the previous and
in the current financial year, the signing of agreements between the Ministry of Justice
and remote Aboriginal communities. A large number of communities in the Kimberley,
Pilbara and goldfields areas have signed such agreements. Funding arrangements are
made from the Ministry of Justice and training is provided for community supervision of
minor offenders. This means that the offenders are not transferred to Perth for
incarceration. This program has been increased. There are 130 offenders under various
forms of community based supervision. These people are effectively supervised by the
Aboriginal community and the Ministry of Justice.
The CHAIRMAN: Can we bring this answer to a conclusion?
Mr GRANT: This program, and the one to which I refenrd earlier in regional centres,
and the other work we conduct through our Aboriginal staff in the metropolitan area, are
all contributing to addressing this very complex problem.
Hon REO DAVIES: It is more difficult in the city. That is where resources should be
applied.
Mr GRANT: That is our greatest challenge.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Are any prison superintendents under investigation by the Police
Department?
Mr GRANT: A police investigation has been established following discussions between
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the Acting Commissioner of Police, the Director of Public Prosecutions and me regarding
certain assertions about activities within the prisons operations divisions. The focus of
that investigation is a matter for the police who are conducting the inquiry.
Hon JOHN HAtDEN: What is the broad nature of those investigations? I happily
accept your need for confidentiality, but can you advise the matters under investigation in
a broad sense?
Mr GRANT: ft is difficult to do that in a broad sense.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: How about in a specific sense?
Mr GRANT: I really cannot speak on behalf of the police. The investigation is being
conducted by the police, and I am reluctant to presume the focus of that investigation,
which is still under way.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Are the matters under investigation matters to do with property
crimes?
Mr GRANT: Given that I amn not conducting the investigation, I cannot speak on behalf
of others. I am not trying to be evasive in any way. Maybe the question should be
directed at someone else. I am not in any way parry to the police investigation, although
it was established as a result of conversations between the persons I have mentioned.
Nevertheless, I am reluctant to presume any focus in that investigation.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: How many people are under investigation?
Mr GRANT: Again, [ am not trying to be evasive, but that is a matter for the police.
That is all I can say. The question would be best directed to the Minister for Police.
The CHAIRMAN: A number of questions were placed on notice and the committee has
determined that it requires aniswers within three days.
Division 55:. Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions, $10 204 000 -

[Hon Mark Nevill, Chairman.]
[Hon Peter Foss, Minister for Health.]
[Mr 1. R. McKechnie, Director of Public Prosecutions.]
[Mr J. Plunkett, Executive Officer.]
Hon PETER FOSS: Mr McKechnie, QC, is due to appear before the Supreme Court later
this afternoon; therefore, it will be appreciated if we can keep strictly to the time
allocated to help- the Director of Public Prosecutions in another capacity.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITS: This is the superior court!
Hon PETER FOSS: Indeed, but we will appreciate. it if we can pay respect to the other
place.
The CHAIRMAN: We will see whether we can accommodate that request. Are
investigations under the police at the behest of the Director of Public Prosecutions
debited to the Police Department or the DPP7
Mr McKECHNIE: The Police Department.
The CHAIRMAN: Are any attempts made to assess the cost of the investigations
generated by the DPP?
Mr McKECHNIIE: No.
The CHAIRMAN: The 19t'2-93 annual report of your office, on page 9 under the
heading of financial information, indicated that copies of material - presumably records -
are given to other investigative agencies, such as the Australian Securities Commission,
die Ausadlian Taxation Office, the Western Australian police, the federal police, the
National Crime Authority and the Commonwealth DPP. The information referred to in
the annual report involved important financial information. When those records, which
must be returned to your office under the Royal Commission (Custody of Records) Act,
go to other agencies, are those agencies allowed to copy those records before returning
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them to you? This question is directed more to the security of die documents. In recent
days I understand that some unauthorised copies have been in die public arena.
[3.20 pm]
Mr McKECHNIE: I doubt whether any document has been in the public arena which
was released from my office. I have read newspaper reports. Ihe other document
actually preceded the Royal Commission (Custody of Records) Act, and all parties were
given copies to do with as they wished. They were given to me as part of a financial
tracking report, I think its title was. It required further investigation, so I convened a
meeting of all relevant agencies in my office in October 1992 and gave them copies, but
with strict confidentiality.
The CHAIRMAN: Will you require those records back from those agencies when they
have finished using them?
Mr McKECHNIIE: That had not occurred to me until now.
The CHAIRMAN: I hope you will contemplate getting them back?
Mr McICECHNIE: I will now give the matter some consideration.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: You point out at the middle of page 28 of your annual report
that -

Against that background, it was therefore puzzling and perplexing to have
$600,000 arbitrarily removed from the proposed budget.

When were you informed that $600 000 had been arbitrarily removed from your
proposed budget?
Mr McKECHNIE: I think shortly before the Budget was brought dawn.
Hon N.D. GRIFFIT7HS: Has the $600 000 been restored?
Mr McKBCHNIE: Not in terms, but I have discussed it with the Attorney General, who
has given her full support if it should become necessary as the year progresses. We have
plenty of money at the moment. It is against a background where there were
considerable savings last year. You will see at page 49 that about $1.81n was not
expended. chiefly in respect of the Rothwells prosecution.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITS: You were anticipating gross expenditure for this current
financial year of $10.804m, or thereabouts?
Mr McKBCHNIB: Yes.
Hon N.D. GRIFFrlTHS: I take it that so far nothing has changed that expectation?
Mr McKECHNIE: No. It may in fact now be under, because when the annual report was
written, we had some prospects of starting a major trial somewhat earlier than it probably
will start. There are some savings when that trial is not taking place.
Hon MND. GRUFITS: Were your alternatives, in the event that you had a shortfall
instrumental in obtaining dhe Attorney's undertaking, to abandon costly prosecutions and
prosecute only those matters which arc comparatively cheap, or to continue to prosecute
until such time as the money allocated in the Budget was exhausted?
Mr McKCECHNIE: That is really a question for the Attorney General rather than me. I
mentioned those, but she did not have any difficulty with coming to terms with the
necessity to provide sufficient funds for a prosecution of all matters.
Hon N.D. GRIFFTHffS: You refer at page 65 of your report to an amount of 5594 809
for briefs to outside counsel, and state -

This figure includes payments to lawyers in another state and a foreign country
whose assistance was required in order to pursue prosecutions taking place in this
jurisdiction.

How much of that figure relates to those foreign jurisdiction lawyers?
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Mr McECHNIE: An amount of $10 448 was allocated to a practitioner in Italy.
Hon N.D. GRJFFTHS: Is there a security problem in your office?
Mr McKECHNIE: Not about which I anm aware.
Hon N.D. GRJFFTHS: Was there a security problem in your office?
Mr McKECHNIE: There was certainly a security problem at the time when exhibits of a
matte which had been committed for trial went missing somewhere, on either dhe fifth
floor of the Central Law Courts or the 17th floor of Wesiralia Square. That matter has
been addressed and I do not believe there is a security problem now.
Hon NJ). GRIFFITS: At page 15 of your report, you refer to staff allocated to the
royal commission prosecutions division and state -

During the period 9 November 1992 until 26 November 1993, a number of
difficulties were experienced by officers of the division in ensuring that relevant
and adequate investigative work was being conducted by certain police officers
attached to the division.

Did that relate to difficulties with security?
Mr McKECHNIE: No.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: No leaking was taking place?
Mr McICECHNIE: No.
Hon N.D. GRJFFTHS: You are satisfied that no police officers were leaking
documents?
Mr McICECHNLE: Yes, so far as one can be satisfied. Certainly, that has never been an
issue that has been brought to my attention.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: So you are satisfied that the document which has invited recent
controversy, and which is referred to in your letter to the Attorney General of
10 February 1994 as a royal commission confidential report, was not leaked from your
office?
Mr McKECHNIB: I do not believe so.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITS: You are satisfied that that is the case?
Mr McKECf-NIE: Yes. I do not believe it was leaked at all.
Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS: Are you aware that a member of this Chamber, Hon Ross
Lightfoot, is reported in the Sundary Times of last Sunday as being in receipt of a copy of
that document?
Mr McKECHNIE: I do not have the report in front of me. I do not understand that he
says that he is in receipt of the docunment. My understanding is that he is in receipt of a
document which has a royal commission bar code on it -not the confidential appendix to
the royal commission report.
Hon PETER FOSS: I think he said earlier that that document was made available to
witnesses and could very well have been in the possession of a witness prior to its even
coming under the Royal Commission (Custody of Documents) Act. It could very well
have been freely available prior to that Act coming into effect.
Hon N.D. GRIF~iTHS: You state at page 3 of your letter to the Attorney General -

Last year, in the course of discussions with you, I indicated that it is my intention
to report fully as to the operations of the Royal Commission Prosecutions
Division and the decisions that have been made in respect of prosecutions. I
proposed to do this in a confidential report to you to he delivered at the time of
my next Annual Report.

Have you delivered such a confidential report to the Attorney General as you
foreshadowed?
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Mr McKECHNIE: Yes.
[3.30 pmJ
Hon N.D. GRIFFJTS: Was that delivered at the seine time as the annual report?
Mr McKECHNTE: Within about a day.
Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS: When did you deliver the annual report to die Attorney General?
Mr McKECHNIE: On 31 August.
Hon M.D. NIXON: Was it proper for the Attorney General to have a copy of appendix I
to the royal commission report, and was it lawful for her to supply a copy of die report to
the Official Corruption Commission?
Mr McKECHNIE: To the first part, Yes. To the second, that was a matter for her and her
advisers. I see nothing improper in her passing it to the Official Corruption Commission
if she was satisfied it would assist in its statutory functions.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Would the Director of Public Prosecutions consider that the
Royal Commission (Custody of Records) Act has power to allow him to provide a copy
of the documents in question to the chairperson of the Official Corruption Commission?
Mr McKECHNIE: I will answer that in two ways; first, with a tentative yes, I believe so;
but one might argue about the question of the definition of record and whether it is a
record. My view is that I have the power to pass it to the Official Corruption
Commission had it asked. I passed it to the police, and I do not have any worry about
that.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Did the chairperson of the Official Corruption Commission ever
request a copy of the documents?
Mr McKECHiNIE: I can find no record of a formal request and, to my recollection, there
was no oral request.
Hon PETER FOSS: Perhaps the point should be clarified: Perhaps die question should
have been, "Did he make a request or did he ever request you -"

Hon JOHN HALDEN: When I said did he ever request, I meant request the Director of
Public Prosecutions.
Hon PETER FOSS: That should he made clear. I do not know whether Mr McKechnie
would know that, or anyone else.
Mr McKECHNIE: My answer was limited to myself,
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Did the chairperson of the 0CC receive regular monthly
meetings from the police officers involved in investigations regarding die contents of the
document?
Mr McKECHNIE: My understanding is that the chairperson of the 0CC received regular
briefings and sought progress reports on matters which were within his jurisdiction.
Some of those matters did relate to matters which had been investigated by the Royal
Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters; so I suppose
the short answer is yes.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: On that basis, and bearing in mind your letter, we have
established that the chairperson of the 0CC could have requested the information; you
believe you have supplied that information to him and he has received regular briefings
in regard to the contents. In your view, is it not strange that the document was requested
in the first place?
Mr McKECHNIDE: I have no view as to its strangeness; I can only speak to the facts.
Hon REQ DAVIES: My question relates to the security of documents. The annual
report of the DPP states that the document was confidential, not secrt Can you explain
the range of security classifications for documents used within the office, and the
procedures used for each classification?
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Mr McKECHNIE: We do 001 formally classify documents one way or the other. In my
letter to the Attorney General I was explaining what I see to be a difference between a
confidential document - that is, one whose publication is restricted to persons who have a
legitimate interest in it - and a secret document, which is one that may be for one
person's or two persons' eyes only. I took the view that the appendix to the royal
commission document was confidential in the sense that it was not for general
publication, partly because it may prejudice the reputations of innocent people or the fair
trials of people who were accused of crime. However, it necessarily required
dissemination to such agencies as the police for investigation. A secret document may be
one whose material is so conifidential that it requires to be seen by one person perhaps,
and one person alone.
Hon PETER FOSS: I note that the pnrgraph following the one referred to by Hon Reg
Davies says that the document was forwarded to the Attorney General as the principal
law officer in order to enable her to carry out the functions of her office.
Hon REG DAVIES: Are the documents that you classify as confidential, and those you
classify as secret, treated in a different manner when stored?
Mr McKECHNIE: Yes, in general terms.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: The planned achievements for this financial year
appear at page 525 of the Program Statements. It is stated that phase 1 of the
implementation of the office's corporate information technology plan will be completed.
Can you explain the plan, when it will be implemented, and the cost of it?
Mr PLUNKIETT: Within the budget $287 000 is allocated for capital works which will
allow the continuation of the plan. When the office was established in February 1992 it
had no information technology. Over the last couple of years, with funds available
through the offices' establishment fund we have endeavoured to bring in basic
information technology, world processing systems and the like. With the approval of the
Government this year we have secured funds which will allow us to apply information
technology to a range of matters including the management of exhibits which will
enhance the tracking and security of the exhibits. That will include the management of
our appeals system and our proceeds of crime matters. We work closely with the courts
because the superior courts run a case management system which we need to access, and
on which we need to work in conjunction with the courts.
In addition, we are working on a system which will enhance our research and preparation
abilities by having cases summarised in IT format, and which all prosecutors will be able
to access through terminals eventually. It will allow research materials, articles and other
documents to be summarised and circulated to prosecutors to allow them to be aware of
the current status of criminal law, to enable us to prosecute effectively. We are
embarking on a system of practice management so that we are better able to ascertain the
number of matters on foot, the status of those matters, the work load of individual
prosecutors, and those sorts of areas in order to promote efficiencies within the office.
The total cost of the plan will be $815 000 staggered over three financial years. The
reason for the staggered approach is to spread the financial burden on government over
time rather than doing it in one financial year. Also, in a more practical sense, it will
enable us to introduce technology in an orderly way. As with the implementation of most
information technology projects, while there are benefits in the medium to long term,
there is a degree of short term disruption when tryig to bring in new systems. Of course,
we must continue to perform our prosecuting function at the same time.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: What security is in place for the complete
information system? Who has access to various parts of the information technology?
[3.40 pm]
Mr PLUNKETT: Our office relies on corporate services provided by the Ministry of
Justice. All the information technology work we do is organised with the assistance and
expertise of the information technology branch of the Ministry of Justice. We have
dedicated parts of that system to systems that contain information which we think should
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be exclusive to us and we have passwords, log-ons and encryption devices so that ocher
people cannot tap into it. Security issues on same of the information technology
resources am reduced when we tap into information, such as court judgments, which
might be generally available through the legal profession.
Hon JOHN4 HALDEN: Can the Director of Public Prosecutions clarify the
confidentiality regarding the appendix to which we have been referring? He said earlier
that he would be concerned if that document was directed more widely than to the person
who had requested it.
Mr McKECHNIE: I was referring to its being distributed mome widely than the
circumstances require. The police may need to work on it. It is not a public document
one would like to see published.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I refer to appendix A of your report in which you say that it is not
proposed that the confidential report be released beyond the Official Corruption
Commission unless such approach is made at a later time by Cabinet. It seems to me the
releasing of the documents and that statement suggest that Cabinet may decide to release
the documents on a broader basis than to the one person in question. Based on the
concerns you expressed earlier, the release of the document must have caused
considerable concern. If that is tile, why did you release it?
Mr McKECHNIE: I have set out my concerns in appendix B. On page 30 of my report I
set out what I perceived to be the relationship between the Attorney General and the
DPP; that is, that the director is not answerable to the Attorney General, but neither is he
above the Attorney General. The Attorney General has coextensive powers. Obviously
for an Attorney General theme may be political consequences. In any case, the Attorney
General may decide to take action of her own motion. Therefore, my view of the Act is
that the Attorney General is entitled to be provided with any matter relevant to the
functions of the director on request or on reason shown. Sometimes I advise the Attorney
of certain matters. At other times she may request information from me, particularly to
answer inquiries. That is an appropriate relationship. Thierefore there is no warrant for a
director to withhold information from an Attorney General except in very exceptional
circumstances. This was not one.
Hon JOHN HAL.DEN: You previously commented about natural justice for people
whose names might be mentioned in those documents and said in the letter in your
annual report that there was no guarantee the documents would not be distributed more
widely. Surely that was pround for serious reservations about distributing this document
to the person involved?
Mr McKECHNIE: T'he Attorney General is a competent lawyer and, more particularly,
the first law officer of the Crown. I had no reason to suppose she would misuse the
document. I was concerned about the last paragraph of appendix A - it is fair to say I was
concerned about the whole of appendix A, which is how I responded. I had no reason to
suppose that Cabinet would misuse the document. I voiced my concerns on the last page
where I said that any publication of appendix A at this time is likely to prejudice
pertinent prosecutions which have been brought and will impede investigations.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is also important to note at page 30 - which has not been
mentioned - that subsequently on the invitation of the Premier the director addressed
Cabinet and explained the position; the request was not pursued and the matter is closed.
It is appropriate to note also that the DPP says that the Attorney General, Mrs Cheryl
Edwardes, and the director enjoy friendly and cordial relations and there has been no
need to resort to the formal mechanisms of the Act. This matter was resolved and, as has
been said in appendix B, it is appropriate the Attorney General have the document and
for that reason it was almost voluntarily sent by the DPP to the Attorney General. It was
pursuant not to the request in A, but to his belief it was appropriate she have it.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I note the comment by Hon Peter Foss about the matter being
closed. At that time I take it the Attorney General had not informed you she had made a
copy of the document?
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Mr McKECHNrIE: No.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: Has the Attorney Genera) since informed you she made a copy
of die document?
Mr McKECHNJE: I have knowledge of the fact she has it; she no doubt informed mae,
but I cannot remember when. I see no problem with that. I provided it to her. She is the
first law officer and is entitled to do with it as she wishes.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: As she wishes?
Mr McKECHNIE: Yes; if she does something that impedes the course of justice that
would no doubt become known. I gave her a copy of the document, as I gave copies to
the police, so that she may consider it in the exercise of her functions.
Hon N.D. GRJFFTHS: Is it not the case that the document should be used by her only to
carry out the functions of her office?
Mr McKECHNIE: She is the fnrt law officer, I have no meason to suppose she would use
it otherwise and I have seen no evidence she has used it otherwise. I can only use the
information in that document to carry out the functions of my office. It would be very
improper of me to misuse it
Hon ND, GRIFFITHS: It was foreshadowed by the Attorey General in the third
paragraph of her letter to you of & February 1994 that she sought the document because
of a Cabinet direction.
Mr McKECHNIE: I do not think she sought it.
Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS: The words used in the document are"m . as directed by Cabinet,
I request that the volume now be made available to the Chairman of the Official
Corruption Commission .. .". In the next paragraph she says, "It is not proposed that the
confidential report be released beyond the Official Corruption Commission unless such
action is approved at a later time by Cabinet." Does it not cause concern that this
Attorney General is not so much concerned to carry out the functions of her office as
Attorney General, but to carry out the directions of her colleagues in the Cabinet?
Mr McKECHNIE: The minute speaks for itself. I inerpreted it as a direction under my
Act. I am free from direction and did not comply with the direction, nor did I comply
with it if it was to be interpreted as a request. That speak for itself. I was not going to
comply with it. However, she is entitled, as first law officer, to a copy. Although she did
not ask for a copy in that letter, I had no difficulty making one available to her. She
could take advice as to what was appropriate to do with it.
Hon PETER FOSS: The report originally was one to government. The Government is
the Cabinet and originally that report was to the former Cabinet. As it turns out I do not
believe anybody within government, except perhaps the current Attorney General, has
seen it. That does not alter the fact that the royal commission originally brought it to the
Government.
[3.50 pm]
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: I have a supplementary question regarding when a direction to
you, as director, is unlawful. We have a situation whene the Attorney General has been
directed by her Cabinet colleagues to give you an unlawful direction. Subsequent to that
she receives a document from you in a lawful manner. Does it not cause you concern in
the carrying out of your duties that we have an Attorney General who has allowed
herself, as the ifirst law officer, to be the subject of an unlawful Cabinet direction?
Mr McKECHNIDE: My duty under my Act, as I perceive it, is that if I receive a direction
I am to notify Parliament of it in due course in my annual report I have done that. That
is as far as my mind takes the matter.
Hon PETER FOSS: I will read the letter to you -
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I hope the Minister does not read the whole of it.
Hon PETER FOSS: It was a request, and a request can be made on one's own pant or at
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the direction of Cabinet. The Director of Public Prosecutions took the attitude that the
wording was couched in such a way that he was given a direction, but the wording of it is
to request that. The belief of the Government is that it was a request and a lawful
request. I believe the matter was satisfactorily resolved between the DPP and Cabinet.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: My question is directed to the DPP. He states that the
powers of die Attorney General are coextensive with his in terms of the right to initiate
prosecution, and that accordingly the Attorney is entitled to be informed and advised in
respect of any prosecution to consider whether the Attorney should exercise power. As a
practical matter, how does this happen? If the Attorney wishes to review whether she
wants to prosecute a matter - and presumably you have the documents - how does the
Attorney proceed?
Mr McKECHNIIE: I would give diem to her. It has not arisen under this Attorney or the
previous Attorney. Hypothetically, if the Attorney were interested in a prosecution, or
perhaps on public interest grounds she wished to terminate a prosecution or to proceed
with a prosecution I had terminated, she would request the papers, and I would supply
diem to her.
Hon AJ.G. MacTJERNAN: You would have no difficulty ini supplying those papers?
Mr MeKECHNIE: No.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: You said there would be exceptional circumstances in
which you might do so. It is noted in your report that those exceptional circumstances
might be if the Attorney were personally involved in the subject matter of the request.
This is obviously a live issue at present. We are aware of the "insofar as", that there are
prosecutions pending concerning certain persons with whom the Attorney General has
had some political association. How is personal involvement interpreted? Is that limited
to situations where the Attorney herself is subject to the prosecution?
Mr McKECHNIE: It has not arisen so I have not given it further consideration other than
to flag that there may be situations where the interests of justice would require some sort
of public statement that they were handed over or something else. I do not know. I have
not considered them. Certainly the matter has not arisen. This Attorney General, as I
have stated, prefers to keep at arm's length from all aspects of the director's functions.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: The Attorney is entitled to make a request from you, and the
DPP would be obliged, unless there were exceptional circumstances, to hand them over,
and this applies to various matters that are afoot at the moment.
Mr McKEC.HNIE:, Yes.

Hon PETER FOSS: This was canvassed when the Bill came before the Parliament. At
that stage there weir a number of allegations, some of which have come to prosecution
against members of the previous Cabinet, particularly matters relating to the acquisition
of shares in Bell Group which directly involved the then Attorney, and various other
actions relating to parts of what the royal commission entered into. It was a very real
possibility at the time the Bill was introduced that members of Cabinet, and even the
former Attorney General would be subject to proceedings. That was discussed at that
time, and I refer the member to Mansard.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I understand that The concern would arise at the Attorney
having power to require the documents in relation to the Wanneroo prosecutions.
Hon PETER FOSS: Why we had die DPP - and one of the things that brought it up - was
die notorious nolle prosequi against JJ. O'Connor. There was concern during the whole
period Of the NCSC when the high flyers in Western Australia were supposedly totally
ignoring the corporate law, that the Western Australian Government did not appear to be
doing a great deal to prosecute diem. That was one of the motivations towards
establishing the office in the first place It is a very real concern.
Hon AJ.G. MacT[ERNAN: That was established by the Labor Government.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! We can have a wide ranging debate if we like, but this debate
is inappropriate.
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: Do any of the documents in appendix 1 contain any matters
relating toany of the Attorney's parliamentary colleagues at the time of the request?
Mr McKECHNIE: My pause is because I am mentally rereading appendix 1. To the best
of my recollection, no.
Hon PETER FOSS: Would the Leader of the Opposition like to ask the same question
about his colleagues?
Hon N.D. GRIF~ITHS: That is a disgraceful comment.
Hon PETER FOSS: Why is it okay to ask it about ours and not yours?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: In spite of the silly comment by die Minister for Health, the DPP
may well have misunderstood my question. I was meaning not only Liberal
parliamentary colleagues but parliamentary colleagues across the board.
Mr McKECHNIE: I am sorry; I did misunderstand the question.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I would like the answer.
Mr McKECHNIE: I did misunderstand die question. I am not now sure whether I can
answer the question, because I am trying now to review whether people across the whole
of the Parliament are mentioned. Can I say that the easiest way of working out what is in
the confidential appendix, which seems to have started a lot of attention, is to read the
published report. I think in almost every instance, if not every instance, in the published
report where the commissioners have drawn a matter to my attention they have indicated
in the body of that report that the significance of this finding has been referred to the
DPP.
Hon BK. DONALDSON: The number of full time equivalents has risen from 90 to 100.
At page 525 of the Program Statements one of the major planned achievements for
1994-95 is that the office will conduct a number of complex and lengthy prosecutions.
Will that number be sufficient in view of what the public perceives am the numbers of
people who were responsible for the excesses of the 1980s and that they be brought to
account for thik past misdemeanours? Are sufficient resources made available for the
DPP's department to operate and prosecute in a timely and effective manner?
[4.00 pm]
Mr McKECHNIE: It may not be, because over the year in question committal numbers
have increased by 15 per cent and that, in broad terms, means 15 per cent more work for
the office. However, as you will see from page 11I of the report at about point '7, the year
has seen a number of long and complex trials, and that paragraph points out the
difficulties following from that. The trouble from our point of view is that we need to
assign to long and complex trials sufficient strength in the number of prosecutors. If a
major trial has three or four prosecutors assigned to it, three or four less will be assigned
to do the other work at the office. 'The answer to the question is that the number of FTEs
may not be enough, but I have received from the Attorney every indication that requests
for extra staff will be looked at appropriately having regard to the demands of the office.

Sinfing suspended from 4.01 4.15 pm
Division 54: Legal Aid Commission, $7 141 000 -

[Hon Mark Nevil, Chairman.]
[Hon Peter Foss, Minister for Health.]
[Ms C. Bahemia, Director of Legal Aid.]
[Mrs R. E Green, Finance Manager.]
[Mr D. Patino, Accounts Supervisor.]
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Will the chief executive officer please indicate when it is
anticipated that the commissions's 1993-94 report will be tabled?
Ms BAHEMIA: I am searching my mind for the date specified in the statutory
requirements.
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Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: It was tabled in the Legislative Council last year and I
would like to know the process for this year.
The CHAIRMAN: As the commission is an authority it should be tabled no later than
7 December this year.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Is the draft report with the Auditor General?
Mrs GREEN: Thie auditors are undertakng the final audit - they have done the interim
audit. Once they have given the certificate it will go to final print.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Has the recent development with respect to the need for
separate representation of chilren been taken into account in this year's budget? On the
basis of the answer, what effect will it have on the commission in the following
12 months?
Ms BAHEMIA: The budget for this financial year was framed before the full
implications of this decision was felt in Western Austrlia. The commission is
monitoring the rates: of orders being made by the Family Court. Our initial indication
was, taking into account that previously 10 or perhaps 15 orders per year were made, that
the commission was on track for 50 and even that is a conservative figure. We are
looking at a very significant impact on the profile of the work we do. At this stage much
of the work is being managed on an in-house basis with the limited resources of the
commission. I am very concerned that may lead to an overload situation in-house in
which case we will have to brief the matters out and incur extra costs to the commission.
The commission is continuing to apply current guidelines in deciding which matters
should be funded. The commission is entering into negotiations with the Family Lawyers
Association to try to contain the anticipated cost effect of the decision. The answer is no,
it has not been taken into account this financial year.
[4.20 pm]
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: If the situation blows out, where will you go for extra
funding?
Ms BAHEMIA: It is not so much a situation that blows out, but rather the profile of the
matters we fund shifts. We have a legal aid fund which we manage very carefully and it
is always under control. It will mean other cases that would have been funded but for
that decision will not be funded. In the criminal area we are already not funding many
matters that should perhaps be in petty sessions, and that will be tightened up further.
There will be tightening up of the other cases to accommodate the effect of that decision.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: That could lead to some inequity in the long term.
Ms BAHEMIA: The inequity will be shared.
Hon PETER FOSS: The problem already is that limitless amounts could be made
available for legal aid. it is a bottomless pit, and it is a question of where to draw the
line. It is a matter of what Federal Government, State Government, and taxpayers can
afford. When conrt make decisions such as this, they have an impact. We are
constantly fighting the fact that law is becoming more complex, technical and longer. It
is raising the demand for legal aid and lowering the capacity to Meet it. I Suspect that at
some stage Parliaments must do something about it, because the courts are not taking into
account the ultimate impact of these measures on the public.
Hon REG DAVIES: I receive a great deal of community representation in my electorate
office about legal aid and there is more confusion about it than anything else. I am
regularly confused by iL To whom is the Legal Aid Commission accountable? Who can
intervene and overturn decisions made? Who writes the guidelines? Is Aboriginal legal
aid separate fromt other legal aid? One hears a lot of criticism in the community that
Aborigines receive funds for High Court appeals and so on. I am not saying I agree with
that criticism. Many people involved in family law situations desperately need funding,
and people in prisons cannot appeal against their sentences because they cannot be
funded. is enough money available for this purpose? Is there a pool of government
solicitor, earning perhaps $50 000 a year, who can assist?
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Ms BAHEMIA: It is a statutory corporation set up under its own legislation, and is
independent of governent. The function is accountable to an independent board of
commissioners, and the chairman of the board is Malcolm McCusker, QC. The board
meets every month. There is an extensive appeal mechanism in respect of decisions. A
decision is made in the first instance, and people can ask for reconsideration of that
decision if they are not happy with any aspect of it.
Hon REG DAVIES: To the same person who made the original decision?
Mds BAHEMIA: Or to another person. If the person is still dissatisfied, that person can
ask for reconsideration before an independent review committee, which is a totally
independent group made up of private practitioners and lay persons who look at the
whole matter afresh.
Hon REG DAVIES: Can they attend in person?
[4.30 pm]
Ms BAHEMIA: They can appear in person if they wish, appear by lawyer, or make
written representations. Under certain circumstances individuals may seek to have the
matter put before the commission for it to be heard again by a review committee. There
are extensive appeal mechanisms: The guidelines are enforced by the commission, and I
am instituting mechanisms to ensure they are reviewed on an annual basis. The
Aboriginal Legal Service is a completely separate organisation. The cases we tend to
fund in the family law area would be classified as the most sevene cases; that is, where
children are either at risk of or have been abducted. With respect to that risk, we also
look at allegations of physical, emotional or sexual abuse, or perhaps where one of the
parents who has custody or who is seeking custody has either psychological or drug
problems - all those sorts of problems. We may fund the odd property matter where there
is a fear that assets are being dissipated before the court can get to the case.
Over the years we have noticed a trend where fewer and fewer family cases receive aid,
and we have taken the initiative to develop a number of self-help mechanisms in respect
of divorce. Whereas now it is highly unlikely anyone would get a grant recommended
for a straightforward divorce, we run a workshop and we supply a self-help kit for
anyone who wants to run their own divorce. It is the same with access forums and
persons trying to seek the enforcement of orders for child maintenance. We are doing
more and mare self-help type programs to alleviate the gap in services by providing a one
on one grant of assistance. I have been having ongoing discussions with the Chief Justice
about prison appeals, which are a problem. It all comes down to funding and priorities.
Do we have enough money?
Hon PETER FOSS: Never.
Ms BAHEMIA: It is unrealistic to expect that. The key is to continue our strategies with
respect to finding more cheaper and cost effective solutions.
Hon PETER FOSS: My experience over the years is that the range of people and cases
which are funded has become increasingly narrow. Even though money is continuing to
be poured into it, we cannot keep up with the demand or the cost. The costs have not
stood still.
Hon REG DAVIES: Do you employ solicitors?
Ms BAHEMIA: Yes.
Hon B.K.- DONALDSON: Is there a ceiling on legal aid assistance? What is the
rejection raze for claims of assistance? Who reviews the guidelines, and are they
reviewed constantly to ensure that people who require assistance are not slipping through
the net? What happens to the person who has been rejected, after appeals? Where does
this person stand on an equity basis within the system?
Ms BAHEMIA: There is a ceiling on individual cases. A grant of aid is made to a
certain stage with a certain monetary limit on it, and a solicitor must get an extension of
aid before he or she does any more work. We have guidelines that say that any case that
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is likely to cost more than $20 000 comes to the director for scrutiny. We scrutinise them
and make sure that those expensive cases are being funded and monitored properly.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Have any cases which have gone back to the director for him
to have another look at run into hundreds of thousands of dollars?
Ms. BAIHEMIA: Over the years we have had two cases that have gone over $100 000,
but I will take this question on notice.
Hon PETER FOSS: The member asked what happened to people who cannot get legal
aid. The Legal Practitioners Act was amended a couple of years ago to allow the Law
Society to administer a contingency fund. The case is funded on a contingency basis, and
if they win, they get their costs back and a percentage of the success. It is not normal to
have contingency fees, but the idea was to provide a fund, so people would not be
defeated in their capacity to bring action. There is a serious problem, and society could
not afford to make sure that nobody is left without remedy. but there is not enough
money in society to do it. We must look at some alternatives. I do not think the cou
can do it. Their whole method seems to drive them in the opposite direction and is
adding more intricacies and more expenses and is resulting in longer cases. It needs
somebody to come in and slice some changes into it. The High Court does not like that.
Ms BAHEMIA: Overall, legal aid rejected 42 per cent of the applications processed in
1993-94. The breakdown is 54 per cent rejected in family law; 27 per cent in criminal
law; and 61 per cent in civil law. To date the review has been handled as an ad hoc
constant review, and I am hoping to formalise those processes next year.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: One way in which we would reduce trial length, certainly in
criminal matters, and ease the burden on legal aid is to have mandatory taping of
confessional evidence. The Victorian experience is that voice taping - that is not even
video taping - has massively slashed the length of trals, and so much of legal aid budget
is gobbled up in criminal cases. On another matter, I get the impression that if an
Aboriginal applicant makes an application for legal aid there is a tendency to divert them
to the Aboriginal Legal Service. That is not always appropriate for a whole host of
reasons. For example, there might be an Aboriginal victim, or there may be a family
relationship between certain people involved in the Aboriginal Legal Service and the
Aboriginal person, which often happens. Do you have any policy on the referral of
Aboriginal applicants?
[4.40 pm]
Ms BAHEMIA: Persons of Aboriginal descent are entitled to apply for legal aid as is
anyone else, and they are assessed as is anyone else. What has given rise to the
perception that we refer them to ALS is that in those cases which we reject based on our

gudelines, we try to make appropriate referrals. Instead of saying, "No, sorry", we are
saying, "No, sorry; but you may care to go to another agency." We would then refer an
applicant to another agency for help. In the case of Aboriginal applicants, we have
advised that the Aboriginal Legal Service may be able to help them. I can provide the
actual dollar figures. We do provide a sizeable amount of assistance to Aboriginal
persons.
Hon A.J.G. MaCflERNAN: I gather, then, your policy is that Aboriginal people are
trated equally with all other applicants?
My next question relates to custody matters where the two feuding parents or guardians
are in the same circumstances, yet one gets legal aid to take an action and the other is not
likewise assisted with legal aid. That seems to be prejudging the case and causes great
concern. In a couple of circumstances that have been brought to my attention by my
constituents - we tend to get a lot of these family law martens shunted into our office -
that has been the situation. Sometimes these people may have custody other than by
reson of their being the biological parent. A lot of resentment builds up. How is it that
when each claimant has the same financial situation, one can get legal aid and the other
cannot?
Ms BAHEMIA: Every case is different and we look at every case individually. The
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applicants' means is not the only criterion by which aid is granted. We look at whether it
is reasonable to grant aid in the circumstances; what a court is likely to find; and an
applicant's ability to put the case properly. If two people are in the same meritorious
circumstances, a person is more likely to receive aid if that person suffers a disability that
would prevent him or her from putting a case appropriately. We take a number of
circumstances into account when deciding who will get aid. We have regard to whether
that person's partner has aid and that tends to be a reason to grant aid. We look at the
history of the person, the behaviour, and the likely outcomes.
Hon A.J.G. MacTJERNAN: Do you take into account the fact in deciding that the matter
of inequality might arise from your giving aid to one party but not the other?
Ms BAHEMIA: It is one item that we look at. but it is not the only one.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: It is difficult for me to judge whether the decisions have
been right or wrong because I have heard the circumstances from only one side.
However, I have seen two instances in which the decision has seemed to be quite unfair.
The CHAIRMAN (Hon Mark Nevill): The asbestosis fund seems to be a misnomer; it
should be the asbestos fund or the asbestos diseases fund. Are there any guidelines under
which it operates? Would it be possible for the residents of Wittenoom to apply to die
fund for money to seek a judgment in the Supreme Court of Western Australia for
declaratory relief, seeking a declaration that the State Government had a duty of care to
clean up Wittenoomn townsite because the State Government had dumped all of the
tailings there in the first place? Could the guidelines of the fund take into account that
action?
Ms BAHEMIA: It is quite some time since I have looked at the guidelines; however,
from memory, they consist of letters between the Commonwealth and the State.
The CHAIRMAN: I notice that the fund is increasing.
Hon PETER FROSS: You would not have any ideas in that respect, would you
Mr Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN: I have very definite ideas. It would be a very successful action.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Does the commission permit the payment of contributions by
instalment if consumers are unable to meet the up-front cost?
Mrs GREEN: Definitely.
Hon KIM4 CHANCE: Is the commission satisfied that it has sufficient resources to
provide legal representation to all applicants who have matters before the District Court
and Supreme Court and cannot afford topoee? If not, how does the commission gain
funds to meet its requirements?
Ms BAHEMIA: Do you mean in criminal matters?
Hon KIM CHANCE: Yes.
Hon PETER FOSS: That is a difficult question because the first judgment to be made is
whether the case should be funded. Are you making the assumption that every single
trial in the Supreme and District Courts should have legal aid?
Hon KIM CHANCE: I should have qualified my question by saying "all those which
meet the commission's criteria".
Ms BAHEMIA: One of the criteria is that it must meet the amount of money it has.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Do you mean if it meets the commission's preferred criteria?
Ms BAHEMIA: If an applicant in a criminal Supreme Court matter meets a means test
and chooses to proceed to a defended hearing, that matter will be funded. In the District
Court, almost all of the matters are funded; that is, if the applicant meets the means test.
We take the view that in those serious cases the commission sees it as a matter for the
jury to determine. There is also the decision of Dietrich which says that some cases
should not go ahead. The other cases an those that are so extraordinarily expensive that
we cannot afford aid because it would decimate our funds.
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Hon PETER FOSS: There is another twist that I think the member should know about.
The lawyer who is being funded knows how long he is paid for to appear in the court.
That is not a bad thing. We have seen where a person has unlimited funds and the case
goes on and on. I do not believe that is justice; it is an abuse of the process of justice.
The Legal Aid Commission funds an amount for a reasonable defence, and the defence is
conducted on that basis. It will not be a no holds barred, take every point, appeal every
decision situation.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: A Shea type.
Hon PETER FOSS: I did not want to mention him. It would not be an appropriate
defence to the case that has been brought.
Hon KIM CHANCE: In making that judgment, would the commission take account of
the defence if a large number of witnesses had to appear?
Ms BAHEMIA: Of course it does.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is a value judgment and an appropriate one.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I refer to page 514 of the Program Statements and note
that the total gross expenditure for the estimates in the current year is about $2.7m less
than the actual expenditure for the previous year. Is the legal aid program still a jointly
funded program of the Commonwealth and the State?
Ms BAHEMIA: Yes, it is.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: What portion of the legal aid income is sourced from the
Commonwealth?
Ms BAHEMIA: Roundly 60 per cent.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Has that remained constant for the past few years?
Ms BAHEMIA: Yes, it has.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Does the apparent decline in current expenditure
represent an unanticipated decline in income from commonwealth and state sources?
Mrs GREEN: The capital works for the past two years have been fairly substantial.
They were funded outside of government sources.
[4.50 pm]
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: What about the recurrent program? About 60 per cent
of the recurrent funding is from the Commonwealth and the remainder is from the State.
Ms BAHEMIA: The base amounts have been static over the years. The special matters
that are funded fluctuate.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: The base money has remained static aver the years from
both the commonwealth and state resources?
Ms BAHEMIA: Yes.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: However, the demand for services has grown
exponentially over the years. The net result is that even the needy cases must be
rationed.
Hon PETER FOSS: This goes back to the point I first made. Needy is a value word.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: That is what the Legal Aid Commission is about,
however.
Hon PETER FOSS: The rang. of cases and people it has been able to support has
steadily declined over decades, partly because of the matters you raise. However. if we
were to cover everything for which a reasonable argument could be made that there
should be legal aid, it would require a bottomless pit and society would not have enough
money to do that. There will always be "needy" cases which ae not being dealt with.
quite rightly, the number of people and the range of cases that now fall in that area are
increasing.
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Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: At the same time, because of legislative change and
change in community behaviour, the range of cases which might be funded has
expanded- For example, we have seen considerable changes in family law and juvenile
justice, creating demands for legal aid which did not previously exist. There is an
increasing bottomless pit. However, when we consider the allocations from the
Commonwealth and State sources, given that the Commonwealth is the prime motive of
this body, there exists a contracting capacity in a period of exponentially increasing
demand.
Ms BAHEMIA: The Commonwealth has made available a certain amount, matching
extra funds on the condition that those amounts were matched by die State over the past
few years.
Hon PETER FOSS: Earlier we mentioned a recent case which requires children to be
represented separately in the Family Court. That is a significant extra burden. The High
Court has regularly padded out the rights of individuals to legal aid, particularly in
criminal matters. A net result of that is that the demand is growing. I do not know how
that demand can be met. We must attack the procedures of the courts to reduce the cost,
rather than purely trying to put in money at the other end. We have a Rolls Royce system
when most people want a Holden.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: There is another way of tackling this. It was
demonstrated in this place a couple of years ago in the Estimates Committee that there
were diminishing resources in real terms when demand for services was increasing.
Therefore, the Legal Aid Commission was reviewing its procedures. Because it did not
have the capacity to finance needy cases, justifiable cases, before the courts, it saw its
role less as a body to aid litigation or defence, and more a body for legal advice and
education. In this program those represent the minor portion of resource allocation.
Hon PETER FOSS: Lawyers are more expensive now.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I am aware of that. We should bring in some means of
fee setting for lawyers.
Division 34: Main Roads, $44 400 000 -
[Hon B.K. Donaldson, Chairman.]
[Hon EJ. Chariton, Minister for Transport.]
[Dr K.C. Michael, Commissioner.]
[Mr D.R. Warner, Director, Corporate Services.]
Hon E.i. CHARLTON: The challenge facing the departmnent is to look after the State's
170 000 km of road, which is an enormous task with the funds available. One of the
thrusts of the Main Roads Department has been to become more efficient to ensure that
every dollar allocated to our road system is spent in the most efficient way. Obviously
there is new construction to be done as well as the maintenance of the current investment,
which is worth $100b Australia-wide. That is a significant task in itself.
[5.00 pm]
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: You have indicated that the department is
responsible for about 170 000 kmn of road. I note in the planned achievements on page
316 of the Program Statements for this financial year that the department proposes to
build a road in the Kojonup-Mt Barker area at a cost of $2.7mi. Where is that piece of
road and how much more of that section of road wil continue to be upgraded? Will
additional work be done in that area in the next few years? I know the department is
planning to do $2.725m worth of work.
Dr MICHAEL: Some considerable work will be done on that section over a number of
years. I think it will take up to 10 years to do the sort of rehabilitation and other
improvements that we have in mind. I cannot tell you about the section in detail because
it could comiprise a number of sections in a larger section. However, I am happy to
provide that separately. We have nominated in the forward program $2.7m in 1994-95
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and we anticipate also that something under $2m will be spent in each of the subsequent
two years - 1995-96 and 1996-97. That will still leave a substantial amount of work to be
done on that piece of road. The pieces will be selected as they have priority.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Will the section of road in Mt Barker and south of
Mt Barker be completed? I undertand it was to be completed this financial year.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: That section is in the phanning stage. It is a new alignment, as
die member is aware. Planning is being done in full consultation with the Plantagenet
local government authority, which supports it. My memory of discussions with the Main
Roads Department is that it was planned for next financial year. However, I will need to
confirm that in writing.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Budget paper No 6, volume 1, page 311 refers to a figure of
$55.94m under commonwealth grants and advances. That figure has declined from $78m
in 1993-94. However, page 37 of Budget paper No 7 gives the Australian land transport
development program a sum of $86.444m. Why is there a difference and where is that
additional $30.5nm allocated? Does that go into local roads?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I will need to check, but I think they are different years.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I see; you axe right. Even so, the actual figure for 1993-94 is still a
different figure although the difference is substantially less. The actual figure for
commonwealth grants and advances was $78.065m, which is still substantially different
from the $86m shown for die Australian land transport development program.
Mr WARNER: The receipts for 1993-94 from commonwealth grants was $78 065 472.
That was the actual cash received in that year. There is a drop this year to $55.94m as a
result of a reduction in commonwealth moneys coming to the State for woads.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I asked why there is that differnce between the $78mn and the
$86ni shown in table 16 on page 37 of Budget paper No 7.
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: We will get that information. Off the top of my head, the
difference is that there is another component in the total Australian land transport
development program that is not associated with the one on page 311 for $7 8m. We will
check that for the member and give him an answer hopefully tomorrow.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Returning to page 311 in Budget paper No 6. the $55.940m is the
estimate of commonwealth grants for roads. There is also an untied commonwealth
allocation of $43.4m for woads. Where can I find that brought to account if not in the
main roads subsidy?
Mr WARNER: It is in the revenue coming from the consolidated fund. Can you give me
a page number?
Hon KIM CHANCE: It is on page 13 under general revenue grants. That is where it
comes into the consolidated fund. What is the process for that $43m being allocated to
main roads?
Mr WARNER: It is appropriated under the consolidated fund to the main roads trust
fund.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The last column on the right of page 311 mentions $44.4m. is that
the appropration?
Mr WARNER: That is correct.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Is that appropriation almost entirely commonwealth funds?
[5.10 pm)
Mr WARNER: This is $lm of fees collected under the main roads trust fund account.
Hon DOUG WENN: Since the opening of the extension to the Kwinana Freeway and the
major structure breaking down within a day of its opening, has any allocation been made
to this? I could find no budgetary allocation. Will an explicit maintenance provision cost
be covered by the contractor or will the Government cover that cost?
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Hon E.J. CHARLTON: When the extension to the Kwinana Freeway was planned, the
construction was to be done by a private contractor. Under the terms of a private
agreement, the contractor is to maintain that work for a period, or until such time until it
is handed aver to the Main Roads Department. Regarding the issue of liability for the
problems experienced with the work, the private company which designed die road is
considering whether the design may have caused the problem. That evaluation must be
made to find out whether it is a design, construction or same other fault. Until such time
that has been evaluated, we will know neither the cause of the problem nor who is liable.
The commissioner will comment on the usual procedures in such situations.
Dr MICHAEL: The contractor has completed the task and has reached the point of
practical conclusion of the work at which time the certificate of completion is issued to
the contractor. It has now entered into the defect liability stage. I am not sure whether it
is a six or 12 month provision, but during that time the contractor is obliged to maintain
the road for any defects which may arise. At this stage the matter is contractual and the
contractor is proceeding with any matters which arise.
Until we have carried out the investigation between the contractor and the designer - they
are woiring together - there is not much more we can say specifically about the liability.
It is a complicated issue. It appears that moisture is locked into the pavement and is
causing damage. Nevertheless, the moad can take traffic - no difficulty can be found in
that respect. It is up to us to monitor the situation carefully. We are doing so. We hope
to resolve it quickly.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It appears that moisture is locked into the road on the western
side near the bank adjacent to the northbound lanes. It is not on the eastern side of the
road. It is necessary to ascertain whether the moisture is locked in. Many stringent
environmental conditions are placed on road structures. This road travels through a low
swamp area, and the peat had to be excavated and filled. As it is a low lying area, a lot of
moisture is involved. This is not an excuse - it is a fact. Test holes have been dug to
determine from where the moisture is coming, and that will be analysed.
Hon DOUG WENN: People being people, as the freeway has reached the point of
Thomas Road, they are finding alternative moutes on Miller and Johnston Roads. Has any
funding been provided to upgrade those roads?
Dr MICHAEL: Not at this stage. That situation was appreciated at the time of design
and action was taken at the southern end of the road in an attempt to discourage use of
that route. We will be working closely with the council in particular to see whether any
problem arises. I am not aware of a specific issue in that regard.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: In the period leading up to the opening of the freeway extension
we tried to discourage people from using the shire roads. We wanted to ensure that the
Mandwiah traffic went across to Mandwrah Road. Obviously, a number of people will
not want to do that. Some different configuration can be used to discourage people. The
member is right in his comment; it is Mnother reason to extend the freeway to a proper
destination as part of the network.
Hon DOUG WENN: Put the proposal to the House, and the Minister will have my
support.
Hon T.G. BUTLER: Page 319 of the Program Statements refers to work at Albany
Highway and Oats Street to William Street. Is it likely that money will be allocated this
year and that work will commence?
Hon EJ CHARLTON: Yes.
Hon T.G. BUTLER: Do you have an anticipated commencement date?
Dr MICHAEL: That work relates to preparatory work for that section of road. This
work will need to be revisited when we look at the 1995-96 Budget with the Minister.
Hon MURIEL PAfTRSON: Page 316 of the Program Statements refers to issues and
trends regarding an increased concern in the community over roadside conservation, air
pollution and traffic noise. Have you considered that the implementation of conservation
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programs can add to further hazards? I am referring to trees planted on the side of roads
in the name of the environment, and others retained, which can obscure die vision of
drivers. Of paramount importance are trees and SEC power poles which have resulted in
same bad accidents. Would it not be beneficial to use small flowering shrubs on the side
of roads?
[5.20 pmJ
Dr MICHAEL: I certainly endorse the member's comments regarding trees and poles.
The existing situation with trees along the side of roads is difficult and must be handled
sensitively. Regarding new work, we use low shrubs some distance from the
carriageway. Generally, they are approximately seven metres or so from the white lines
to the obstruction of that type. Poles also would be better set back, but that impacts upon
lighting. For some of our intersections, we design the poles with what we call frangible
bases, and these poles fail on impact so diat die impact on the driver is very much
reduced. We may lose a pole, and we certainly will have a damaged vehicle, but
hopefully the occupants can walk away with a minimum amount of injury. The SEC has
also put in a number of very slender poles, which do collapse. Therefore, we are very
conscious of those paints, and where there is a major problem, we introduce guard rails
or concrete barriers.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: There is also greater recognition now of working in conjunction
with land conservation district committees in regard to where trees are planted and to not
have continuous rows of trees or shrubs but to leave open sections so that there is a
variation along the roadside. A lot more can be done in conjunction with the community
to ensure that we get a balanced approach to this matter.
Hon MURIEL PATTERSON: I commend the Main Roads Department on its planting of
everlastings on the roadsides. They are beautiful at the moment.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: We wish the roads were everlasting also.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: What is your planning time scale? How far ahead do you
look in determining the demand for roads?
Dr MICHAEL: We control all state highways and main roads. National highways come
under the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth, and while the Minister makes
recommendations and we assist in the planning, it rests essentially with the
Commonwealth. Local government roads are looked after by local governments. A
good example of our horizon is the strategy which is currently being developed
throughout every region in the State, called Roads 2020. We are looking at the demand
for specific improvements on roads or for new roads over that time frame. Our horizon is
of the order of 30 years, which is normally considered to be the long term planning
horizon for a road network of this sor. That does not mean that once we have got the
plan, that is the end of it. It simply gives us a basis from which we will review that plan
every few years. The Minister recently released for public comment the Pilbara road
development strategy, and that will be followed soon by other regions such as the south
west, the IKimberley and the Gascoyne. Hopefully, by the end of next year we should
have in place eight such strategies.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: In addition to the Main Roads Department's planning for woads,
we are bringing the Main Roads Department into a total transport planning strategy right
across Western Australia. That commenced in the Kimberley, and we announced today
the south west, great southern and Peel area. We will progressively include the
remainder of the State to ensure that the Main Roads Department plans not only future
road needs but also die right types of roads, whether they be for road trains or light
trffic, so that they complement other forms of transport, such as rail, and also ports.
Therefore, rather than do it on an agency basis, we are bringing together the agency, the
community, tourism agencies and conservation groups to try to ensure that there is a
balance.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I am concerned that die Budget documents do not mention
same of the factors that will have a major impact on the demand for roads, particularly if
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we have a time scale of some 30 years. The Austraian Institute of Petroleum figures
which I have, which are confirmed by the Bureau of Resource Scientists in Canberra,
indicate that die Australian supply of oil will Peak in 1995 and thereafter decline, and that
even on a worldwide scale, production will peak in 20 years and thereafter decline.
Obviously between 1995 and the following 20 years, we will become increasingly
dependent upon expensive overseas oil. 1 anm concerned that the increased price of
petroleum and how that may affect demand has not been taken into account. I anm
concerned also about international greenhouse gas emissions. Australia is signatory to
protocols in regard to greenhouse gas emissions, and vehicle use is a major source of
greenhouse gas emissions. We will not be able to meet those protocols if we do not
address vehicle use. It seems to me that these Budget documents are just about growth,
growth, growth and do not take into account these other factors.
Dr MICHAEL: We need to make the best judgments we can on the available
information that we have on that day. We would be irepnsible if we did not look
forward to provide the mobility and accessibility that is deaded by users in this State.
We need to look also at the metropolitan area - to which your comments probably relate
specifically - versus die rural area, where obviously the volume of traffic is lower and the
area is greater, and from which we get die greatest demand in regard to maintaining
iifrastructure. In the metropolitan area specifically, you will find within the Budget
papers that we do work with public transport, and I do not think anyone is making great
advances in pushing for roads that were not planned some 30 or 40 years ago as part of
the major network for the movement of freight and people in this State. We need to have
an integrated transport strategy which still provides for the movement of people and
goods.
Hon A.J.G. MacTJERNAN: Have you taken into account in your model, whether it is
mnetropolitan or country, the evidence of the decreasing availability of petroleum and the
impact that our compliance with die greenhouse gas emission protocols may have in
regard to vehicle reductions?
Dr MICHAEL: I do not know that [ can answer that specifically, recognising the forum
that I an in. To give a general answer, we are in discussion with other people who have
like interests, and we have acknowledged the points that have been made. In regard to
evidence which would suggest that we would downgrade any predictions, I cannot say
whether that was included or whether they were downgraded.
(5.30 pm]
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Can I put the question on notice?
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: It needs additional comment. The Main Roads Department
deals with the existing network and if that is not maintained there could be a significant
cost at some time in future. The roads must be repaired Every road has a lifetime of
about 40 years and a number of our roads have reached the end of their lifetimes.
Therefore, we must plan ahead on an ongoing basis. The member asked whether the
Main Roads Department took into consideration environmental aspects. Of course, it can
do that but it does not make decisions about the sorts of vehicles that will travel on the
roads, or about environmental matters.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I will put die question on notice.
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: I hope die member does not expect an answer from the
department, because she will not receive it. This matter is not a dedicated responsibility
for the department. This is a government policy matter which will be determined by a
range of inpuL We must have roads for gas vehicles -

Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: I do not think that the Minister understands the question.
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: I do. I know that the member has a special interest in this
matter. If the department can provide an answer, I hope that it will, but the member
should takce a broader outlook rather than the narrow-minded attitude that she often takes.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I return to page 311 of die Programn Statements. We have
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established that die total net expenditure is made up, principally but not wholly, of untied
commonwealth road grants. When we isolate the commonwealth factor from that figure
and add it to the designated commonwealth grants and advances - that is, by adding $78mn
and $65 000 with $21.7m, which formed the untied road grants - in 1993-94 we received
$99.765m. When we do the same calculation for the estimates, by adding $55.94m and
$43.4m, which is this year's untied road grant, the figure is $99.34m. In other words, it is
almost exactly the same figure as that for last year for the commonwealth contribution to
roads as hypothecated to the Main Roads Department. However, a casual observer could
be excused for believing that the commonwealth contribution had fallen by $22m, when
in fact the commonwealth contribution is almost identical in each case. Is this a fair and
proper account, without the provision of a footnote? I do not suggest anything improper
in the way it is done, but this does not tell the casual observer that commonwealth road
funding, as hypothecated to this account, has not fallen.
Mr WARNER: The question is a hypothecation. The only amount hypothecated by the
Commonwealth in 1994-95 is the $55.4m. The remaining $43.4m is given under the
financial assistance grants to the State, and it is the State's prerogative to decide what it
will do with it The Government has decided the amount will go to roads but it could
have decided that it would go to health; so it is not a hypothecated amount.
Hon KIM CHANCE: But you know as well as I do that while it is pant of the financial
assistance giant which is an untied sum, it is still designated as a separate account.
Mr WARNER: The agreement between the Commonwealth and the States was, in the
transition period, that the untied money would be notionally designated - to use your
word - for roads, but it was still up to the States to do so. Some of the other States did
not put that money towards roads.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I know. I am very grateful that the Minister made that decision. I
am not trying to score an unfair point. However, a casual observer would say that the
commonwealth grants and advances have fallen, but that does not take into account the
fact that the untied road grants have by and large made up the difference.
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: While the road component has gone into that - and the member
has acknowledged that the guarantee was that it would go to roads - the total grant for the
State has not increased either. While it has come off roads as pan of the total federal
assistance grant, the total grant has not changed. In fact, we have ensured that the
continuing amount has gone to the road system - and that will be another problem
because it will disappear as well, even being identified as an untied grant.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Theme has been a suggestion by local government that once that
happens, road funding from the Commonwealth should be subdesignated in the way that
untied grants are designated now. Would you support that?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I would like to see grants become tied again. I have taken up
that issue on a national basis. It is not a matter that is supported by everyone, but until
such time as road authorities know exactly how much they receive on a long term basis,
they will not be able to plan, and efficiency will go out the window.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Because of reference by the Minister to total grunts from the
Commonwealth, 1 note at page 15 of the Supplementary Budget Information document,
the second last number in the columns indicates the total Commonwealth contribution to
the State. It is estimated that the figure will rise from an actual in 1993-94 of
$2 370 153 536 to $2 416 016 000. I have not calculated the percentage rise on that
figure. It has increased but probably not enough to keep up with inflation. I understand
that the $52m allocated by the Commonwealth for local government roads is channelled
through the Main Roads Department. Is that the case?
Dr MICHAEL: It used to be the case until a few years ago. It is now handled through
the State Gants Commission.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I had trouble finding it.
Dr MICHAEL: We do advise the Grants Commission in respect of an amount allocated
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for special projects for special purpose roads, Abouiginal community roads, and bridges.
Generally an allocation is made on that basis, although not specifically, because they are
untied. Arrangements are made to encourage councils to direct works in that way.
Hon KIM CHANCE: It would have been helpful had a footnote been provided. Perhaps
I missed iL A footnote would have saved rime.
Dr MICHAEL: I accept that commt but it no longer comes under our jurisdiction. It
is paid to the Grants Commission, which distributes money based on formulae developed
over a number of years, and which it aims to develop further.
Hon KIM CHANCE: On 15 September I saw a Federal Government announcement that
$l()m of a $45m special upgrade of Great Eastern Highway between Southern Cross and
Nortam would start, immediately. It is an upgrade of about 140 kilometres of the
highway. Were the accounts prepared before the Commonwealth made the
announcement?
[5.40 pmj
Dr MICHAEL: Yes.
Hon KIM CHANCE: We should bear in mind that the Commonwealth will be allocating
an additional $10.
Dr MICHAEL: It will come out within the allocatiork we have. We made the best
estimate we could until funds were authorised by the Commonwealth and that
recommendation was made by-the Minister.
Hon KIM CHANCE: It read like a new program when I read the press article.
Dr MICHAEL: The way in which it is presented here and what subsequently happened
are close, but different.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON- Main Roads put up a program to the Federal Government based
on last yea's allocation. The Federal Government asked Main Roads to estimate
whether it would require 20 per cent plus or 20 per cent less funding. The department
said that 20 per cent less was not an option. It described what last year's funding would
do and that 20 per cent plus would enable certain work and 40 per cent would enable
more. As you said a minute ago, the Federal Government allocated approximately the
same figures for national highways as in the previous year, which was a little over $50nm.
However, a couple of weeks prior to the end of the financial year the Federal
Government asked that the program be changed to take money from the funding for
Great Northern Highway and add it to that for Great Eastern Highway in 1994-95. That
created many problems. When we work only one year ahead because we do nor know
what is the funding, we cannot do the planning for contractors if we do not expect to have
the funds to do it. When the Federal Government decided to allocate an extra $5m to dhe
Great Eastern Highway funding and take it from the Grew Northern Highway funding, a
fair amount of communication took place between the Stare and the Commonwealth.
That is the reason for the variation. Almost all of it was put back, less $lm. That is why
we have had to defer the Mt Magnet section of Great Northern Highway. Included in the
program is what is expected and what is projected because we never know what the
Commonwealth Government will do with funding for national highways. Of the $53m
allocated from the Federal Government for national highways, probably approximately
$10m is spent by the State in accompanying that $53m to put in place design work, land
acquisition and so on.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Your mission statement at page 312 concerns
preservation of the road asset to a standard. Does Maim Roads keep an account of how
much it would cost at any time to repair the roads across the State, outside of national
roads, to a standard? If so, what is that now?
Hon EJ. CHALRLTON: It is something I and the commissioner have discussed on a
number of occasions. Main Roads invented some new technology to assess surface
standards efficiently It is a one person operation and it gives Main Roads an accurate
assessment of road surfaces and conditions.
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Mr WARNER: It will appear in die annual report this year, which has not yet been
audited, so we have not been able to table a copy. This year we have made an estimate
of, and included in our annual report, the cost of the state highways and Main Roads
network, including the national highway network, as if it were new. The cost of the road
asset at 30 June is $9.8b. That includes the land and earthiworks, which art regarded as
non-deteriorating so they are not depreciated. However, the bridges and all the other
ancillary equipment in the road network are estimated to be worth $4b. That is die part
of the network that will deteriorate from year to year.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I think the question was: What is the cost of the maintenance
due to be done, but is not being done?
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: I asked about die cost to bring it up to the minimum
standard of woads.
Mr WARNER: I would like to provide a more detailed reply as supplementary
information in a day or two.
Dr MICHAEL: A value is put on roads as assets to provide us with a better financial
understanding of the demand for the things you are describing, particularly maintenance.
Our database contains a fairly detailed account of the condition of the roads. You will
see in the annual report a value on the current depreciated state of the woads. Next year
we will be able to compare the investment in the roads versus continued depreciation.
We can demonstrate through die task force on road funding that took place in 1989, and
which we have monitored since, that roads amt being replaced at a rate about 3.5 times
less than they should be to maintain the level you are talking about.
Rather than quote a figure. we winl indicate in our annual report the proportion of travel
on roads not to operational standards. Slightly more than 50 per cent of state highways
are not meeting the operational standards we believe they should be. For main roads it is
about 70 per cent and for national highways it is close to 60 per cent. The overall total is
just over 60 per cent. There is a fairly large demand on die assets preservation and
improvement works. You will notice in the accounts that there is a great deal of
emphasis on the asset preservation program, which we must manage very carefully.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It has been estimated that it costs $80m a year to maintain the
road system and we are spending about half that now. We are about 16 years behind in
our maintenance operation.
The CHAIRMAN: That was fairly well documented some years ago when Bob Pearce,
as die Minister, had a review undertaken. It was $80m then and it has been compounding
ever since.
Hon MURIEL PATTERSON: I refer to die Albany Highway-Tambellup reconstruction
at page 314, under planned achievements for 1994-95. Were you looking at completing
the resealing of that road or is it just an overall upgrading?
Dr MICHAEL: As the description says, it is a reconstruction; so we will be rebuilding
sections of that road and it will be sealed. The normal process is to reconstruct it and put
on a light seal for the first year and, in a subsequent year, put on the final seal.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Regarding the Main Roads allocation to local government woads, in
1993-94 an additional special grant of $1.282m was- made to local government
authorities, out of the transport trust fund, even though it is not shown as an item in the
'rrF account. I assume that additional special grant became available as a result of the
reduction in funding to the MTT from the transport brust fund, which was approximately
Slim that year? The Minister stated that was the case when addressing some shire
councils.
[5.50 pm]
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It came about because extra money came into the trust fund. It
was an extra allocation to local government. Local government received 17.5 per cent of
the money in the trnsport trust fund.
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Hon KIM CHANCE: It was because of extra income. It rather defeats the purpose of my
question. If local government roads were getting a share of that money that was no
longer going to the MIT, will that practice continue? Will local government get a share
of that increasing availability of funds from the transport trust fund?
Hon El. CHARLTON: What happened is that more money came in because more
vehicles were licensed and more fuel was consumed and theme was less money going out
as we progressively cut back that allocation to the MIT. As a consequence of that, local
governments share in the beneft
Hon KIM CHANCE: This time last year we received the additional special grant and we
have not really heard whether we will get one ibis year. Will the Minister make an
announcement of whether and how much that special grant will be?
Hon ElJ. CHARLTON: In that yea we had the benefit of extra money being there.
Local government is aware of how much will be coming into it and that has been part of
the allocation it has already got. Thfere is no special windfall coming because it has been
provided in the annual allocation. I also mention the $3.1Im extra to local government
ths year.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I refer again to volume 1, pages 313, 315 and 317 of the Program
Statements. I note that the three Main Roads programs - that is. program 1.0 road
preservation, program 2.0 road use, and program 3.0 road expansion - all include
expenditure allocated for local government roads of $22.75m program 1, $31.87m
program 2, and $8.72m program 3. That is a total of $63.356m. This is a reduction from
the 1993-94 actual expenditure for roads on these three items which last year added up to
$75.595m. We have a reduction of $12.25nm. Why has the allocation to local
government roads fallen by over $1 2m when allocations to national roads have risen by
over $5m and allocations to State roads have risen by $22m?
Dr MICHAEL: Perhaps I can give an outline of the components of funding on local
government roads. The first component is the one already mentioned by the Minister, the
17.5 per cent of the transport trust fund. I add to that the vehicle licence fees which are
allocated to local government roads. On top of that are any other State issues that may
come forward, particularly the statutory responsibilities of Main Roads in respect of
traffic safety and traffic management; for example, trffic signals. Any treatments that
are on local government roads would all be considered to be part of expenditure on local
government roads, and it includes that. Thene are some statutory responsibilities which
vary and we may be able to provide a breakdown on that later, which would explain the
various components of it. The amount that is paid by way of grants or on major projects
within local government has been increasing. That is the 17.5 per cent.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The other question I ask on notice relates to those three programs.
How much of those allocations of that $22m, $3 Im and $8m actually went to shire
councils and town councils and rural city councils?
Dr MICHAEL: Does the member want to know about works? In some instances the
works are undertaken by councils, but not by way of grants. For example, if treatments
are required at an intersction with traffic signals, it is quite likely that the council will do
some of the works.
Hon KIM CGlANCE: Let us simplify it and forget what I asked you to do last time.
Could you show me how much was allocated to local councils per se?
Dr MICHAEL: We can provide that.
Hon KIM CHANCE: That will be simpler for both of us. You will be able to provide it
and I will be able to understand it.
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: I ask Mr Warner to comment on the original question about the
variation between last year and this year.
Mr WARNER: There is the activity undertaken by the Main Roads Department on local
government roads, and that varies from year to year. It has decreased this year compared
with the previous year. One part of that is the reduction of Main Roads' activity on local
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roads; another pant is the reduction in the black spot funds coming from the
Commonwealth to the States and to local government roads.
Hon KIM CHANCE: That was mosdly work cafried out by Main Roads.
Mr WARNER: The amount of money that went in terms of the 17.5 per cent of the fuel
franchise levy and the vehicle licence fees last year was $34.362m and in the budget this
year it is proposed to be $37.467m.
Hon KIM CHANCE: This question relates to gross capital expenditure, which I note will
fall from $214m in 1993-94 to $179m in the estimates. With offsets, the bulk of that fall
is in the line item, freight/resource development, which fails from $99.3mi to $54.5m.
Can you explain the purpose of that line item and why it is estimated to fall so sharply?
[6.00 pm]
Mr WARNER: On page 311 the amount allocated to the current expenditure in 1993-94
was $118m, which increases to $168m this year, so there is a $50m increase. There is
only a $15m increase in the total budget, so the money applied to capital works had to be
reduced accordingly. The reason for that is the significant capital expenditure in the
previous year.
Hon KIM CHANCE: This is an evening-out.
Mr WARNER: This is an evening-out of the scale of activities over a longer time frame.
Hon KIM CHANCE: It does not indicate a reduced commitment by the Government to
the main roads.
Mr CHARLTON: No. it does not. It means that we have to try to maintain the asset-
We cannot go out and build new roads while other roads have been assessed to need
maintenance; otherwise they will deteriorate and cost more money in the long run. T'hat
is the problem we referred to earlier about the $80mn actually required when only about
half is allocated. Funding for some years is put off by maintenance, but sooner or later it
has to be done. That is the great challenge we have in front of us now.

Sitting suspended from 6.01 to 730 pm
Division 33: Transport, $361 212 000 -
[Hon Mark Nevili, Chairman.]
[Hon E.J. Charlton, Minister for Transport]
[Mr S.K. Hicks, Director General of Transport.]
[Mr T. Middleton, Executive Director of Metropolitan Transport.]
[Mr R. Waldock, Executive Director of Maritime.]

[Mr M. Bond, Manager Finance.1
Hon KIM CHANCE: Under division 33, Transport, the transport trust fund is referred to
on page 290 of volume 1 of the Program Statements, Disbursements from the transport
trust fund are estimated to be $133.9m for 1994-95. In 1993-94 the actual figure is given
in the Program Statements as $128.641m. hn Budget paper No 7, Supplementary Budget
Information, in table 19 on page 42, the transport trust fund disbursements in the 1993-94
actuais are shown as $141.342m in the line item of total disbursements. Therefore, we
have an actual figure quoted in the program summary of $128.641m but in the miust fund
statement the actual figure is shown as $141m. What accounts for the difference between
the apparently conflicting disbursement figures for last year?
Mr HICKS: The reason is that until 27 August of last year the transport miust fund was
accounted for outside the appropriation to the Department of Transport. On 27 August
last year it came into die Department of Transport's appropriation, so the member is
looking at two sets of relevant figures. The first set the member has spoken to
specifically refers to the Department of Transport appropriation and in table 19 he is
lookcing at the summary of the total amount in the transport miust fund, whether it was
appropriated to the Department of Transport or not. That explains the difference between
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the two sets of figures. It is only since 27 August 1993 that the transport trust fund has
appeared specifically as part of the department's appropriations, and only that amount of
effectively some 10 months-worth appears on page 290.
Hon KIM CHANCE: In the Program Statements?
Mr HICKS: Yes.
Hon KIM CHANCE: That is only 10 months?
Mr HICKS: Roundly 10 months, to 27 August last year.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Is there a note in the accounts to draw attention to chat?
Mr BOND: It appeared in last year's Estimates. I anm not aware of any note in this set of
Estimates because the adjustments came in last year and appeared in that set of estimates.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Mr Chairman, I believe that on something as significant as this that
matter should be noted. I do not know how we do that, but for the sake of our records
today I certainly think we should take note that the program summary, at least for the line
item of the transport trust fund, does not apply to the whole of 1993-94 but only to
10 months of the year, because without a formal footnote that will make comparisons for
future reference very difficult indeed.
Mr HICKS: Part of the purpose of table 19 is to make sure there is a comparability of
one year with the next. Certainly, as the member points out, during this transition it is a
question of comparing a 12 month figure with a 10 month figure.
Hon KIM CHANCE: When we read accounts which show an actual for a full year of
1993-94 we are entitled to expect that it is the full year statement unless there is a
footnote to tell us that is not the case. This might seem like a nitpicking argument, but it
is a very important one for people who wish to go back and check that at a later date.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It is not in there, as has been mentioned. If the committee wants
to identify that fact in its report, it will be up to it to do so.
Hon KIM4 CHANCE: In table 19 in Budget paper No 7 receipts to the transport trust fund
from franchise fees for 1993-94 are listed as $139 262 300, but in table 1 on page 3 of the
same Budget paper we see that the transport trust fund is shown to have received only
$128 640 000 from the franchise fee. That is a $10.6m difference. Again, both are
quoted as actual figures for 1993-94. 1 presume from Mr Hicks's statement before that
this is accounted for by the 10 month year in respect of the figure in the Program
Statements.
Mr HICKS: That is true.
(7.40 pm]
Hon KIM CHANCE: Returning to table 19, the principal difference between 1994-95
and the actual for 1993-94 is that the transport trust fund allocation for disbursements
will fall by $1 1.5m. To some extent that is balanced by an increase in Main Roads
Department allocations of $14.5m. I note on page 290 of the Program Statements that
there is actually no decrease in the allocation to metropolitan transport. In fact, it will
increase expenditre. In other words, the metropolitan transport accounts do not reflect
the $11.5m decline in revenue from the transport trust fund. From where has the money
come to offset the reduction in the MUT funding from the transport trust fund?
Mr HICKS: The Government's policy, which is fairly well known, is that progressively
the transport maust fund moneys will be specifically allocated to roads and road associated
purposes. Therefore, the Government is pursuing a policy that over four years the
allocation to the MUT will reduce from $43.5m, which it received in 1992-93, back to a
zero allocation. As that process continues the funding necessary for the MiT, whatever
that amount might be over those years, will come from the consolidated fund and not
specifically from the transport trust fund.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The dedication of business franchise licence fee receipts to roads
via the transport miust fund is a pea and thimble trick, is it not?
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Hon E.J. CHARLTON: No.
Hon KIMv CHANCE: The department is going to a position of full dedication of those
funds, and that is accepted. 'The disbursements to the MIT will phase out and that is
fully understood. However, the consolidated fund will continue to make payments into
the MUT's accounts to balance that reduction of funds from the business franchise
licence fee. In other words, there is no real change. It is simply an accounting change.
Hon E. CHARLTON: It is more than an accounting change. After four years an extra
$43.5m will be allocated to woads. It was previously used so the consolidated fund did
not have to make that payment That is not the total amount required to prop up the
difference between what it costs to operate the Metropolitan Transport Trust and what is
receives in fares. It is not a pea and thimble nick. We have to get money from
somewhere and we have made a commitment that all fuel levies and licences vwill be
dedicated to woads.
Mr HICKS: Another aspect of announced government policy is that it will reduce the
total expenditure on the public transport system. The current estimate in that regard is
that $47m will be saved from the public transport system compared with what otherwise
would have been spent over that thre or four year period. Two pieces of policy are
being implemented simultaneously - one is the reduction of expenditure on the public
transport side of the operations and the other is the hypothecation progressively of the
transport miust fund to wage-related purposes.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Is the cost reduction of $47mn an initiative which flows out of the
Bill that was recendly before the House?
Hon -L CHARLTON: Yes, it relates to the competitive tender process and also changes
within the structure of the NITT to provide the service in a more efficient manner.
H-on KIM CHANCE: I will come back to the funding question. Perhaps my pea and
thimble analogy was insulting. However, instead of providing $43.5m to the MUT out of
the fuel franchise levy via the transport trust fund - leaving aside the efficiencies
question - $43.5m will be provided out of the consolidated fund. Is it not exactly the
same thing in the final analysis? It is the source of the funding that will change.
Hon EL CHARLTON: Ask the people who want extra moad funds whether they think it
is any different.
Hon KIM CHANCE: If the department has the capacity to generate additional road
funding of $43.5m because of this initiative - I do not argue that that is the case - there
must be a balancing reduction in capacity to find that amount out of the consolidated
fund. That money has had to go in to fill the gap created by this change. It is a pea and
thimble trick. It is just a matter of picking up the right cup first.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It is about better government, better management.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I think it is about feasibility.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The member can take it whichever way he likes. It is simply a
matter about how a government administers its income and expenditure. If the member
wants to follow the line he is pursuing he should look at the total amount of income
received by the Government and the total amount it spent. It is government policy to
deterine where that money comes f-rm and to where it goes: for example, health,
education or roads.
This Government decided it was part of a formula that had been in place for a long time
and that licence fees and the fuel franchise levy would go to roads. It was the annual
income and this Government wanted to ensure that it was returned to its former purpose.
If $43.5m is taken away and there is the same expenditure the money has to be found
front somnewhere else. On this occasion it came out of the consolidated fund. The
member could say that if the Government had not done that it that money could have
been allocated to education or heath That would mean it would not have been spent on
roads.
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Hon KIM CHANCE: I am not suggesting for a moment that what happened is
inappropriate. In fact, it may even be desirable. I would not want people to get the
impression that $43.5m of additional road funding has been generated as a result.

The CHAIRMAN: In the long teru die bus terminal at Riverside Drive and the
bridgeworks associated with the bus lane on the Kwinana Freeway will be useful
additions to the road system. Did those funds come from the transport trust fund?
Mr HICKS: Mr Middleton might have the figures, but a significant chunk for both
projects came from specific Commonwealth road grants which required a contribution
from the State Government.
Mr MIDDLETON: One-third of the cost of the busport - about $9m. - came from the
specific Commonwealth road prants. For the bus lane, similarly about $3m.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: I refer to table 19 of the trust fund and to the subsidy for off
road use of fuel. In 1991-92 the amount peaked at $589 000. In 1993-94 - the figures
reflect 10 months - the estimate is $600 000. Is the Government expecting a rater
number of people applying for this subsidy which, I guess, is for petrol?
(7.50 pm]
Mr HICKS: It is specifically the petrol, and not diesel which runs on exemption.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Is it because people are becoming more await that they can
claim? How did you arrive at that figure?
Mr HICKS: It is an art form to make an estimate before the start of the year as to the
proportion of people who will seek a rebate. Certainly, the officers in the field have a
feeling that there is greater knowledge of its availability. My view is that if people have
that right, we should make sure they know they have that right and inform them of it.
The CHAIRMAN: What other assets, if any, are held int the transport maust fund?
Mr HICKS: It is simply a fund of financial resources, It has no physical assets apart
from the money listed in table 19.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It is paid on an annual basis and then disbursed, mostly to the
Main Roads Department with the balance going to either the MTT or the Department of
Transport.
Hon KIM CHANCE: What new initiatives or programs, if any, are included in this
year's accounts for the transport trust?
Mr HICKS: Thbe difficulty in answering the member's question is that those moneys are
not allocated to a specific task; they are allocated to the Main Roads Department or the
MTIT. It is not possible to relate every dollar from that fund to a particular initiative. The
answer must be phrased in terms of the new initiatives that are planned by the MIT or
Main Roads. They are a source of funding to those agencies.
Hon KIM CHANCE: That may be the case this year but had I asked that question last
year, would you have been able to say the road funding campaign was a new initiative?
Mr TUICKS: It is specifically allocated as a separate itemn and it is, therefore, ant exception
to the basic rule. The other allocations are to specific departments but the road funding
campaign is an exception.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Another allocation was made last year which does not show here;
that is, the special grant for local government roads. Why does it not show as a
disbursement? It was an amount of $1t.262m and, although it does not appear, the
subsidy for off-road fuel and the road funding campaign is detailed.
Hon E.J CHARLTON: That is because it was paid into Main Roads, and from there it
went to die local authorities.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Was it a direct disbursement?
Mr HICKS: No, and once it goes into one of those agencies, they allocate the funds.
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Hon KIM CHANCE: Was the road funding campaign, for example, a rare example of a
direct disbursement?
Mr HICKS: Very rare. In fact, it may be the only one.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The total disbursements from the fund will increase by $6.8m
between 1990-91 and 1994-95, from $138.9m to $145.7m. Duning the same period
revenue will increase from the business franchise licence fee by $12.7m. Why have
disbursements of $6.8m not kept pace with the increase in revenue?
Mr IHCKS: It is explained simply by the item called the closing balance. Not every
dollar is disbursed each year and the carryover varies from one year to the next.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I note also that the opening balances are variable. I note from
table 19 that the amount for the road funding campaign is shown as $210 213, which is
less than the cost indicated by the Minister previously. I understood it would cast
between $235 000 and $250 000. Is the difference because the campaign was terminated
early due to its obvious failure?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It is rime to explain to the member something about the
outstanding success of the campaign. The figure of $235 000 was arrived at after the end
of the financial year. It is envisaged this year that all the organisations which were part
of the campaign will contribute funds, and that is why no funding has been allocated
from the Department of Transport's trust fund. The campaign is ongoing, television
advertisements are currently running, and four new groups of people have now joined the
campaign. They accompanied me to Victoria and New South Wales a fortnight ago, and
I ant going to Adelaide tomorrow and Queensland in the next couple of weeks. It has
been enthusiastically received in those States as well, and we want to encourage both the
current Federal Government and the Opposition to take a different view of road funding
in this nation.
Mr HICKS: The difference of $20 000, which is part of this year's funding, has been
contributed by other participants in the fund.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Are those accounts held at the moment ini the Main Roads
accounts?
Mr HICKS: Yes, it is a dedicated fund for a specific purpose.
[8.00 pm]
Division 35: Western Australian Coastal Shipping Commission, $16 010 000.-
[Hon Mark Nevill, Chairman.)
[Hon E.J. Charlton, Minister for Transport.]
[Mr M.J. Hudson-Ansell, Acting General Manager.]
[Mr J. Rooke, Controller, Financial Services.]
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Is the total net expenditure to the State for this division for
1994-95 estimated to be $16ni?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Yes. The cost to the State incorporates not only the operating
losses of Stateships, but also a $2m penalty component calculated in American dollars as
a contractual requirement for the three ships leased frm Westpac and being built in
Western Austraia. That component will increase every year during the life of the
contract. About $2m relates to superannuation for past employees, and a further $1.2m
covers the repayment of principal and interest. That is in addition to the leasing cost of
those three ships, plus the charter cost of a fourth ship. In evaluating that $16m, over
$5.2m has nothing to do with the current operations of those four ships.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Would the actual net expenditure for 1993-94 relate to a full
12 months?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Yes.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: It is estimated that net expenditure will be reduced by $3mn
from $19.229m in 1993-94 to $16m in 1994-95.
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Hon E.J. CHARLTON: That has been brought about by changes to Stateships. We have
closed the maintenance department and the work has been contracted our, resulting in a
substantial reduction in staffing.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The estimates for 1994-95 for the seaborne transport program
show that wages and salaries, and staff related costs, will be $6.145m for 88 FEa, an
avenage of $69 829 per FTE. In 1993-94 the equivalent figure was $4.936m, for 106
FTEs for an avenage of $46 500 per ETE. That represents a growth in this item of over
$1.2mi, even though there are 18 fewer FTEs. On face of it, that seems to indicate a
wages and salaries growth of $223 263, or 50 per cent, per Frh on the 1992-93 figure.
Have you experienced such a high wages growth, or has some other factor come into that
line item?
Mr HUDSON-ANSELL: The superannuation pension fund still remains in the budget,
because we are paying people who long ago retired from Stateships, and that component
is still increasing because people are still retiring on that fund. Therefore, that
component will become a larger and larger percentage of the cost.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Is that nominally or as a percentage of total work force?
Mr HUDSON-ANSELL: As a percentage of the total cost of salaries.
Hon KIMl CHANCE: How long will that continue?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Until they all pass away.
Mr HUDSON-ANSELL: There has been no increase in salaries for the past two and a
half to three years.
Hon KIM CHANCE: It seems to be a spectacular growth. My capacity to assess that
figure historically was limited somewhat, but a 50 per cent growth in two years seems
extraordinary. Perhaps you might like to respond on notice, and you might then be able
to give me some historical figures.
Mr HUOSON-ANSELL: That might be appropriate.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The major achievements for 1993-94 include mostly serices and
operations that have been terminated: The closure of workshops, downsizing of
administration, increased charges, and less south east Asian voyages. Despite these
economies, actual expenditure for 1993-94 was higher than 1992-93 or 1991-92, which
respectively were $26.14m and $26.63m, and the estimate for 1994-95 is higher still at
$28.764m. Revenue is estimated at $18.176m, which is up on last year's poor result, and
is also down on the 1992-93 estimates. Given these statistics, has the Minister
considered reversing the actions taken subsequent to the implementation of the
ministerial review, because clearly they have not had the desired result?
Mr HUDSON-ANSELL: A few factors impact on the increasing cost. One is the
escalating cost of charter hire for the Westpac vessels, which this year is estimated to run
at over $2m and will increase to over $3mi a vessel by the end of the charter period. It
runs for another six years. In addition, this year we have had an increase in fuel oil prices
over the past few months. There has also been an increase in insurance due to changes to
the federal workers' compensation Act for seafarers. Stateships has been forced to spend
an extra $200 000 for workers' compensation coverage this yea. In previous years we
were covered under an arrangement peculiar to ship operators called protection and
indemnity insurance, which is maintained by the owners collectively. Due to the open
ended natur of the new Act, it was necessary to change our insurance because the P and
I club said it would not cover that sort of insurance.
(8.10 pm)
Hon DOUG WENN: I will leave questions about financial matters to Hon Kim Chance.
I am more interested in the operational side of things of Stateships. I refer to the major
achievements for 1993-94 under the seabome transport program, particularly the closure
of workshops, the downsizing of administration and the escalation of freight rates by
10 per cent to the north west and 5 per cent to South East Asia; yet dot point 4 refers to
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two fewer voyages this year. If the number of voyages has been reduced, how can there
be an increase of 5 per cent?

Hon E.J. CHARLTON. The increase is the rate per tonne.
Hon DOUG WENN: What effect did those two fewer voyages have? Were there
operational or funding problems?
Mr HUIDSON-ANSELL: That was due to the fact chat CRE funding would not have been
required to the same degree. There would have been a greater revenue had we had those
two voyages, in proportion to those costs.
Hon DOUG WENN: I know that I may not be too familiar with these matters; however,
operational problems, to me, refer to forwarding, loading or engine difficulties.
Mr HUPSON-ANSELL: Every year we estimate the number of voyages that a vessel
will do on a particular circuic, giving a certain number of port calls, distance and speed.
In the past financial year we experienced a greater degree of delay in the ports of call and
a greater degree of disputes than had been budgeted for originally. Due to these
combined factors the ships were unable to travel the route as quickly as had been
planned; therefore, they were unable to complete the planned number of voyages.
Hon DOUG WEWN: The major planned achievements for 1993-94 talk about the
renegotiation of die Fremantle stevedoring contract to reduce stevedoring expenditure by
10 per cent. Could I be given some indication about how it is intended to implement that
objective?
Mr HUDSON-ANSELL: The previous contract to provide stevedoring services in
Fremantle was due to expire at the end of June. Based upon reports in the media and our
experience and discussions with other shipping operators, we estimated that there would
be a reduction after the microeconomic reforms that had been occurring on the
waterfront. We tested that situation by calling contracts in June. The response we
received was very disappointing and did not measure up to expectations. Therefore, we
have asked for an extension of the current contracts, pending a resolution of the
managerial tender which the Minister has called.
Hon E.J CHARLTON: Following expressions of interest being offered to the public, for
which there was a number of responses, we have now called tenders for the operation of
the four Stateships' vessels. The render closes at the end of this month. That is the
reason for seeking a stay over.
Hon DOUG WVENN: Is that the next step towards privatisation?
The CHAIRMAN: Could the Minister provide an answer to the first question before
answering this latest one?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: While we are waiting for those renders to come in and
determining who will operate it in the future, whether it will be done as it is presently or
whether it will be by some private operator under contract, the final decision on the
stevedoring operation will be held over. The future cost will be determined with the new
contract.
Hon DOUG WENN: Why have negotiations been so slow?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: They have not been slow. We sought expressions of interest to
see whether people witin the private sector were interested in operating Stateships. That
is not buying or privatising, it is simply carrying out the operational side.
Hon DOUG WENN: I am referring to the stevedoring side of it. Have expressions of
interest been called in that regard?
Hon E.i. CHARLTON: No. It was not an expression of interest, it was seeking to
achieve a reduction in the cost of stevedoring. The proposals that were put forward by
the industry did not come up with a reduction to do the stevedoring so we will continue
with the same rate of contract.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I refer to the objectives for regional tranisport on page 299 of
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die program statements with regard to the provision of services for isolated areas. I also
refer to the aims and objects of the coastal shipping program. I am concerned at the
answer given by the Minister to a question by Hon Doug Wenn and the Government's
intention to privatise Stateships. He said that the Government needs to have in place a
structure chat will help to expand the facilities and the services that are required in
isolated areas. I guess the Ord River and the Kinmberley region would be a couple of
those areas. The Minister also referred to overseas trade, an area that has been covered in
this Chamber on many occasions. We have also looked at air transport. What guarantees
have been put in place? Earlier Hon Kim Chance asked about the fall in money allocated
to coastal shipping from 1993-94 to this year, a shortfall of about $3m. I am concerned
that there has been a cutback in revenue and a cessation in some of the services. The
objective states chat the services should be expanded. Please tell me how that can be
done?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: There have been no cutbacks. The variations are simply
consequences of what is needed. Whatever revenue freight brings in, the addition is
made up out of consolidated revenue to operate Stateships: that is, two ships that go to
the north west and two ships that go to South East Asia. The difference in operational
costs is made up by the taxpayers of Western Australia. I correct the member on one
point: It is not privatisation of Stateships. We cannot privatise something that loses
$16m, and expect to continue to save that amount of money. We are looking to provide
the same service, or better, and to do that at a lesser cost. That is the consistent attitude
of this Government. The future of Stateships. whether it be to have four ships doing the
rounds, as happens now, or whether they go under a different agreement will be based on
delivering the best service to people in the north west on the one hand and to an ability to
act as a facilitator of trade on the other. That is why the outlook is to deliver a service in
the best possible way at the cheapest possible price. I reiterate: It is not about
privatisation. That is consistent with our public transport policy. It is not privatisation; it
is simply giving the opportunity for a private operator to carry out the task on behalf of
the Government to deliver the service. That is an option.
[8.20 pm]
Hon SAM PIANiTADOSI: Cutbacks of $3m were delivered in this area.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: How?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The expenditure decreased from $19m to $16m.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: That was due to the reduction in the total cost of operating to
provide the same service. You should congratulate me for that. The staff and the fixed
costs remain whether the ship operates or not; however, the freight income is missed out
on. It is like having a truck and leaving it home in the shed. You do not make much
money from it. Similarly, we do not make much money from ships that are not sailing.
Hon KIM CHANCE: It does reduce the expenses.
Hon E.J CHARLTON: It does; it also reduces the income.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: If the Government made a decision to privatise, would the
private concern be expected to take over the lease as well?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: No. it would not, because that is a government negotiated
contract. While the lease is in place the Government is required to honour that lease
arrangement. We are talking about the possibility of a contract to operate, not a contract
for anyone to tak over the ships and be responsible for the payment of the lease
arrangements. It is similar to the taxi industry where people drive a cab for someone.
They are not automatically up for the repayments on the car. This is the same. The ships
are leased by the Government. Whether they are operated by the employees of Stateships
or under a contract by somebody else does not make any difference to the fixed costs the
Government must pay. Those costs do not include only the lease of the ships, but also
the past employees' superannuation and the other repayments to which we referred
earlier. No private operator is expected to take on those fixed costs.
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Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Who would share the profit of the management company -
die Government or the private concern?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It would be taken by the private operator, but only on the
condition that the Government would be better off. The Government would not enter
into an agreement with the private operator if it was going to cost the Government more
and if the operator was going to take the profit. The only reason the Government would
enter into it with a private operator would be if the net result to the Government was
improved.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Axe any costs to be borne out of the Budget as a result of the
privatisation proposal?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The costs involved would be the consultancy, which has already
assessed its operations. There will be further services to assess the contracts when they
come in.
Mr l-UDSON-ANSELL: No other costs are anticipated apart from those for the
consultants who were employed to help put together the contract and the information
package.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Do you know what that cost might be?
Mr HUDSON-ANSELL: For this year it is estimated to be $60 000.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Page 323 of the Program Statements indicates the
department's improvement and the fact that it is going across to South East Asia. Has the
Coastal Shipping Commission considered further afield than that, perhaps into the
subcontinent of India or further up the coast into China?
Hon ElJ. CHARLTON: We are awaiting the tender proposals from private operators to
come forward so that we can see their plans. Obviously, to get reward for effort they
need to carry more freight. The direct benefit to them as operators is a larger income. It
also benefits the State by increasing trade opportunities. At the same time, our own State
shipping people art looking at a number of options to change the scheduling and
structure of Stateships' operations and considering its destinations. At this stage I am not
aware of those options. However, one of the possibilities put forward is that rather than
having two ships going to South East Asia and two doing the north west run, four ships
could operate to the north west, then on to Asia and return, giving a same day consistent
service. That may change when everybody completes their progress evaluation for the
future. It could even see the possibility of perhaps only two or three ships operating from
Australia. and other ships circulating in the northern regions to carry out deliveries and
pick-ups as part of a total operation between Australia and overseas, so as not to have
every ship operating and doing a series of stopovers.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: As you will be aware, I recently returned from India.
One of the comments made there was that there was no direct shipping between India and
the west coast of Australia. They see that as very important in forming any tade ties
with India. Has Stateships considered that area? If not, perhaps it could take it on board.
Mr HUDSON-ANSELL: The vessels that Staceships operate are relatively small. The
longer the distance one attempts to operate a liner service, the less economic it becomes.
I am aware that the shipping corporation of India operated a service to the west coast of
Australia until approximately eight years ago. That was withdrawn for the very reason
that it was not economic. All options to examine trade between India and Western
Australia are done via Transshipping through Singapore until trade builds up sufficiently
to generate direct services.
[8.30 pm]
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: That is an important question. The Minister stated before that
the objective was to create the opportunities for the expansion of trade and to create those
services. We have just been told that Stateships' vessels are not adequate; therefore,
surely that is not occurring. You say that that has been one of your planned
achievements, but you have moved away from your objectives. With the growing new
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industry, especially horticulture in the Crd River and the South East Asian markets, what
will the Minister do to ensure that ships travel to South East Asia and the Middle East?
Hon DOUG WENN: And Ceylon.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Members must understand that we have ships which this
Government would not buy if it were buying the ships again; they are slow and have a
small cargo capacity. Therefore, the per tonne rate for cargo is high. A serious
complication is that we are stuck with an horrendous lease arrangement in US dollars
with the Westpac Bank. It is framed with increasing penalties each year, and we must
renegotiate or get out of this contract before we can purchase and charter other ships. We
have millions of dollars tied up in these three ships, and we must deal with that issue.
Something like $60m must be paid out to extricate ourselves from the arrangement with
these ships and move to other vessls, and we are trying to deal with that situation the
best way possible. Facilitating trade is an ambition of and a challenge for this
Government That is why we are looking at restructuring Stateships, perhaps with some
other shipping operator, as this would offer flexibility and interaction with other shipping
movements to bring benefits and trade opportunities. Also, we wI continue to develop
the north west routes. This can be achieved in a number of ways. We have been through
a fairly exhaustive investigation to ensure that we achieve the best outcome. We could
have sold off the ships and suffered the $60m penalty, gone into other ships and
contracted out our ships, or we could have done nothing. The Government has decided
to revamp Stateships' operations and encourage private operators with complementary
operations to work together to achieve the best results for the State.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Can this session be extended to 8.45 pm, Mr Chairman? The
committee accommodated an extension for the Justice portfolio, and this ate into
Transport's time allocation.
The CHAIRMAN: If we have no objections, that will be fine.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I thank the committee. What initiatives and programs for
Stateships ane included in this year's budget?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: No initiatives are included. Until we have the response to the
renders, we will not know the options. If they all fail to produce positive results, we Will
have to consider other options. One such option, as I mentioned, is for Stateships to
make marketing and structural changes to encourage better performance.
Hon KIMv CHANCE: You do not describe the process of privatisation as a budget
initiative for this year?
Hon E.J. CHIARLTON: Itris seeking an initiative.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Some costs are involved in the process as indicated in the answer
given to Hon Sam Piantadosi.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Consultancy fees will involve $60 000.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Will that $60 000 be met from the Appropriation (Consolidated
Fund) Bill (No 1) or (No 2)?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It comes from t consolidated fund as it is part of Stateships'
deficit.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Will it come from the recurrent fund - Bill No 1- or from
initiatives and capital works - Bill No 2?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It is recurrent funding and will come from appropriation Bill
No 1. We will check that out.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Page 323 of the Program Statements refers to the seaborne
transport program. A major planned achievement for 1993-94 was a 10 per cent
minimum increase in the utilisation of the north west service. Major achievements refer
to an escalation in freight rates by 10 per cent to the north west. Did Stateships achieve
its target in the north west service and, if so, why was actual revenue so much lower than
the 1993-94 estimate?
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Mr HUDSOIN-ANSELL: The north west and Dmrwin service increased its total cargo
carried by 9.5 per cent.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Very good. Normally, when a major planned achievement is
achieved, it is nice to see it mentioned in the achievements in the following year's
budget; if it is not mentioned, we suspect that it has not been achieved - maybe that is our
suspicious nature! A planned achievement was the replacement of the C.Y. O'Connor.
however, it was planned that this replacement would result in an increase in gross
revenue by 10 per cent. That did not occur. Did the replacement occur later in the year
so that increased revenue did not accrue?
Mr HUDSON-ANSELL: The member has answered his own question. The replacement
did not occur until March, and it was anticipated that it would occur in January;
therefore, little time was available to generate the increased revenue.
Hon KIM CHANCE: A major planned achievement for 1994-95 for seaborne transport
is a 15 per cent increase of vessel utilisation and revenue in the north west service. Given
that the target last year was 10 per cent, which apparently was substantially achieved,
what factors enable the 15 per cent increase to be achieved this year?
Mr HUDSQN-ANSELL: We are well aware of the increased economic activity in the
State,. especially in the north. A number of projects are imminent. As we have spare
capacity on our vessels, we consider that the figures cited can be easily achieved. In
addition, the Minister intimated that we are considering options for increasing services
overseas, and this will also increase revenue.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Page 322 of the Program Statements refers to regular sailings from
Fremantle to Geraidron. How many ships sailed from Geraldion in 1993-94?
[8.40 pm]
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: We may have to take that on notice.
Hon KIM CHANCE: It stares that contract services to Cocos and Christmas Islands have
been terminated in favour of liner services. What is a liner service in that context, and
which vessels are used to provide it?
Mr HUDSON-ANSELL: A liner service is a service provided by a shipping company on
a regular scheduled basis with no guarantees of freight from any particular company or
contract, and there are no guarantees of any recompense if a ship is delayed in port for
any industrial or other reason. Under the previous contract arrangements, when a ship
went to those two islands, we were under contract to the Commonwealth Governiment,
and if the ship was delayed, a time penalty clause became effective.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I do not know whether in maritime transport you use the term, but
on contract were you designated a common carrier, and with a liner service you have
shed that responsibility?
Mr HIJDSON-ANSELL: Under the terms of our bill of lading, which is a common
maritime document, we count ourselves as common carriers as well.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Even when you are delivering a liner service?
Mr HUDSON-ANSELL: Yes.
Hlon KIM CHANCE: At what stage is the process of assessment of expressions of
interest for the privatisation of Stateships?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: We went through the exercise of calling for expressions of
interest. We then analysed those expressions of interest and drew up a render document,
which was made available to all those people who put forward an expression of interest.
A number of people who initially did not put forward an expression of interest have also
sought a tender document. Those renders close on 29 September, and we will then assess
them.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Do you have a definite commitment to privatise or will it
depend upon the tenders that you receive?
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Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It will depend upon the tenders that we receive. All we want to
do is provide a better service and facilitate more trade, a: the cheapest possible cost to the
Government. It is not privatising the operation. It is simply getting an operator to carry
out the task of operating the four ships.
There are a number of things that are set in regard to the financial comitments of the
Government. The charter hire of the ships is something that the Government will have to
bear while it remains in this agreement with the owners of the ships. and it will only be
changed at some future time if and when it is able to do so. Therefore, those fixed costs
that are currently borne by Stateships. will continue to remain the responsibility of the
Government. However, if we can get an operator to perform the job in a way that
generates more net income for the Government, we will consider that when these tenders
come in.
Hon AJ.G. MacTffiRNAN: I know that from time to time some people have talked
about the possibility of Stateships in some way merging with Australian National Line - I
see the grimaces on the faces of your advisers. Is that a possibility that you can bring
yourself to explore, Minister?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The biggest problem I have about that is that until recently, a
gentleman called Laurie Brereton had different ideas about AN]., and some of your
friends obviously did not agree with himn. Therefore, it is now possible that ANL may
survive in some form or other. No, I do not think it is a possibility that Stateships will
become pant of ANL, but it is an important issue.
Currently, there is a restriction on international shipping carrying freight around the coast
of Australia. Darwin is building a new port, and it has great expectations about bringing
larger ships into Darwin and tranisporting the goods by a new railway line from Darwin to
Alice Springs and then to Sydney and Melbourne. Some people believe the goods could
be brought into Darwin and then come by a coastal shipping service to ports in southern
and south eastern Australia. People have a lot of ideas. Frankly, I think from the
comments that are made around the traps that all of them are most unlikely in the short
rerm. The comments that have been made about reducing taxation and fuel costs to an
Australian shipping service are positive and should be implemented forthwith, just as rail
should not have a tax on its fuel.
The CHAIRMAN: Since you have been the Minister, have your ideas about the
intangible benefits of Scateships changed at all?
lHon E.J. CHARLTON: No. My whole emphasis has been on trade facilitation.
Stateships was set up to facilitate trade and to look after the best interests of the State.
Unfortunately, over recent years the three leased vessels and the charter vessel have been
put in a situation where they compete with other shipping operations which enter and
leave Australian ports, and that has been a dismal failure and mistake.
If Western Australia is to have control over a shipping service, it should be totally as a
trade facilitation exercise, and then it can justify the subsidies being paid. We cannot
justify paying a subsidy to an operation that is competing wit other ships that are
obviously more efficient and have greater flexibility in their operations out of our ports.
The CHAIRMAN: Can you ensure that the generic questions that were asked about the
Metropolitan Transport Trust, the Department of Transport, Stateships and Wesnril are
tabled?
Hon ElJ. CHARLTON: I indicated earlier that the questions that were asked arrived in
my office only today, and I will attempt to have them here tomorrow.
Hon AI.G. MacTIERNAN: Arising out of your comments about taxation, I presume that
Stateships will benefit from the arrangement struck with ANL. What impact will that
have on the subsidy that is required from the State?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: It could reduce the deficit to the Government by about $2m
annually.
[8.50 pmJ
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Division 36: Western Australian Government Railways Commission, $6 537 000 -
[Hon Mark Nevill, Chairman.]
[Hon EJ. Charlton, Minister for Transport.]
[Dr J.L. Gill, Commissioner of Railways.]
[Ms K Mulligan, Management Accountant.]
Hon KIM CHANCE: I refer to page 332 of the Program Statements, workshop services
and supply. This item shows a nil balance in the estimates due to the closure of the
workshops. The Minister has said that the closure resulted from losses of around $20mn.
Last year the cost of services and supply was $15.188m. No doubt the lower figure is
due to the cost of the wind-up of operations. In 1992-93, the last full year of operations,
the actual cost of running the account was $40.4m - a blow-out from the 1992-93
estimate of $28.5m, following the actual figure in 1991-92 of $30.414m. What caused
the blow-out in 1992-93? Why did the cost of salaries inflate by $90m, over the estimate
when the FTE figure was under the estimate?
Dr GILL: We have not looked at the previous year in this context. We prefer to take the
question on notice.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: At page 329 a major planned achievement for 1994-
95 relates to an increase in Westrail's exposure to the mineral sands industry with
particular emphasis on Beenup, Jangardup and Westralian Sands. What is meant by that
increased exposure, and how will it be obtained?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I will invite Dr Gill to elaborate, but the main thrust of a range
of initiatives has been to put Westrail in a position where it can successfully develop new
freight opportunities around the State. This is one of them. Obviously, the Jangardup
operation is up and running. The product is being moved by moad. The Beenup line is
yet to come on stamn, and I hope that is not too far away. One option is for rail to be the
method of transportation.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Does that mean that Westrail is sharpening its pencil,
so to speak, preparing to negotiate a contract, or is that matter some distance down the
track?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Changes at Westrail, including the efficiency changes, will
enable new tasks to be undertaken. That situation will be achieved only by our ability to
offer a better price than the cost by road. Theme is no other way to do it. Although major
bulks are regulated, ultimately they will be deregulated, and our challenge will be to meet
that task. It is all about sharpening the pencil. In fact, the pencil has been sharpened, and
we are looking for somewhere to use it.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Does that include building a new rail line?
Hon E.3. CHARLTON: Yes it does.
Dr GILL: We are keeping an eye on Beenup and Jangardup from the point of view of the
new cost structure which is more competitive, and from the point of view of the
companies' plans and their likely tonnages and timing. We have not given up on the
projects at this stage. Last year, Total West won the Westralian Sands contract in league
with us. We were a sub-bidder. We hope to get work from that contract.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: At page 325 1 note that the number of ETEs has dropped by
about 600, so there has been a significant saving of about $84m in salaries and wages. At
page 326 reference is made to the voluntary severance scheme, and the estimates for
1994-95 indicate that the debt servicing costs will be borne for a while. That amounts to
about $9.5m. I note the further Sl im for the voluntary severance scheme. Therefore, the
saving of $80m is somewhat tempered by the cost of the severance schemes. What can
we look forward to in following years in this regard?
Dr GILL: It is true that we have undertaken short term borrowings to pay for the cost of
severance and accrued annual leave, for example, but the pay-back is about a year or two
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away. We will have a very quick pay back, and then we will be permanently better off
commercially. The severance scheme is still part of the life in the railway routinely, if
you like. The only matter immediately in prospect is the staff affected by the advent of
the National Rail Corporation. Some staff have signalled that they wish to take up
severance and will do so as soon as we can free them from their jobs. Apart from that,
there are no major severance waves planned at the moment.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: You have mentioned the National Rail Corporation and the
new arrangements being put in place. Some of the people affected are probably in
Merredin. Will there be a relocation of staff?)
Dr GILL: Yes, some staff will be relocated. The main group of people affected in
Mewredin is a group of about 20 engine driven. Because the NRC will be working trains
directly through from Kalgoorlie to Forrestfield. those positions will not be required any
longer. That would have happened whether Westrail or the NRC crewed the trains.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Have you had any success in getting anyone to run the
catering service at the East Perth railway terminal? It is strange that we have the Indian
Pacific and other interstate rail services coming into the Perth terminal but no-one can get
anything to eat
Dr GILL: We closed our tavern, cafeteria, restaurant and the kiosk downstairs. We have
replaced them with a privately owned and run operation where the kiosk used to be. That
takes in an expanded area on the ground floor, and serves food and refreshments to staff
and passengers. The tender for the provision of food services for the Prospector was
won by Qantas Flight Catering.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Does that in any way disadvantage passengers, or make a
poor impression on people arriving and departing?
[9.00 pmj
Dr GILL: The new facility owned by the private lessee is very attractive and very
popular among staff and passengers.
Hon ElJ. CHARLTON: The actual number by which staff were reduced is 1255.
Hon KIM CHANCE: In what period?
Ms MULLIGAN: The figure from July to March was 1 134 in the 1993-94 financial
year. The program statements show the figures based on a moving average, which is
quite confusing. The number I have is the actual number by which staff have been
reduced.
Hlon KIM CHANCE: Can the Minister identify any new initiatives or programs relevant
to these accounts for this coming year?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: There are no new special initiatives. The Government wants to
realise and build on a number of freight opportunities such as transporting fuel. The new
iron ore task in Koolyanobbing is already in operation. As the commissioner mentioned.
we are vigilant in our search for new operations. The Mt Keith operation also comes into
that category.
In relation to Merredin and the NRC, knowing the NRC would cause the closure of some
Wenrail operations, the Government gave an undertaking prior to the election that
Westrail personnel, as well as other government departmental people, would be placed in
Merredin to enhance that region's operation.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: At page 328 one of the major achievements for 1993-94 is
the restructure of fertiliser transport. Does that relate to the service from Kwinana to the
farmers in the great southern region?
Hon E.J CHARLTON: That is part of it. Westrail carried the total amount of fertiliser
consumed in Western Australia - about 350 000 tonnes. Approximately 50000O twines
remained out of the total task with Wesirail. It was envisaged that that would reduce to
approximately 30 000 to 20 000 tonnes this year. As a result, it became a very minor
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operation in rail terms and very uneconomic. The customers were moving away front
using rail because somewhere in the component there must be a road transport
involvement. The overall cost to the consumer inhibited the use of the rail system.
Hon A.M.. MacTIERNAN: In the 1992-93 financial year was Westrail transporting the
bulk of the 350 000 tonnes?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The transportation of fertiliser became deregulated in late 1989.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I note in a Westrail report on the movement of fertiliser on
road trains through the metropolitan area that, until 1992-93, Westrail moved the bulk of
the fertiliser into the great southern.
Dr GILL: Until deregulation we were typically hauling approximately 150 000 tonnes a
year. After deregulation that figure declined. We were beaten by road transport. In the
middle of 1992 commodity restrictions were removed from road trains. That allowed
them freedom to haul fertilisers anywhere. Large volumes of fertiliser ame suited to rail.
However, there has been a trend away from single superphosphate towards higher
concentration fertilisers that are smaller in volume and hence more suited to road than to
rail. The production of wool requires single superphosphate and that created a
diminution in demand. It became highly uneconomic to transport those fertilisers by rail.
Hon E.S. CHARLTON: No road train operated out of the metropolitan area with
fertilisers. It was out of places such as Esperance and Albany.
Hon KIM CHANCE: At page 328 the first dot point under major achievements refers to
Portman Mining. What revenue is expected from iron ore haulage this year, next year
and in 1996-97?
Dr GILL: I take that question on notice.
Hon KIMv CHANCE: I ant a little surprised you could not provide that for the current
year, because those revenue figures must be factored into the budget.
Now that the grain freight contract is no longer based on radial distance, as I understand
it, why have freight rates increased in some long haul locations and decreased in those
routes we know as the dog leg routes such as Corrigin? They were the routes most
favoured by the radial distance system, while straight line long haul routes were the most
disadvantaged. I thought that once we got rid of the radial rate concept, those long haul
routes, such as to Southern Cross, would be the most advantaged.
Dr GILL: With the deregulation of grain five years ago our objective has been to match,
and if possible beat, the competition - road transport. We have developed a pricing
policy based on meeting road transport head on. In other words our pricing is based on
road distance, as measured by the Main Roads Department, rather than radial distance.
Our objective is to become a price leader and get more grain on rail and less on road.
That means our pricing policy is dictated by what road transport is likely to charge.
[9. 10 pm]
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Those are the actual distances. There have been some anomalies
where distances have not been recorded accurately; therefore changes to those published
will be made. The principle has not changed. It is the distance by road, and if Wesurail
choose to take it another way, that is up to management.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: At page 330 of the Program Statements one major
achievement for 1993-94 relates to passenger services and the northern suburbs Fastrak
link. Mthough the increase in patronage has exceeded the estimate, what will occur at
the park and ride facility where people in some cases do not have connecting bus
services? Will they be unable to find parkdig spaces for their cars? Do you see that as
limiting the patronage on that line in certain areas where they feed in? My second
question relates to the problems that exist on the Armadale line where people park at the
park and ride facility. Most people will not leave their cars at Kelmscott, and certainly
not after dark, because cars there are broken into, stolen and torched, Thirdly, how much
greater could the night patronage be if people felt more comfortable about their safety?
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Many people will not ride on trains after dark, and I can understand why. T1here are
ongoing problems when arriving at the Perth rail terminal. There might be greater
utilisation at night if that issue could be addressed.
Dr GILL:- We are aware of the parking problems on the northern suburbs line. More
people are driving and fewer are catching buses to the stations than our initial studies
indicated. These studies were completed six years ago. Those problems are being
reviewed. We wilt find out how many people are parkdig there and we will have to come
up with solutions. Perhaps that will mean more parking. Parking is free there at the
moment; perhaps that would end. These are all matters of policy for consideration. I
might have overstepped the mark. It is free parking; it is quite cheap, and one might have
to go for more expensive solutions, such as nmultistorey parkcing.
The second pant of your question related to car parkdig security. It has not arisen as a big
problem in recent months. I suspect pant of the reason is that people do not leave their
cars in those car parks at night. The problem is still themt and is latent. We are doing our
best to control violence on trains. I agree that some people choose not to use the trains at
night and would rather use a bus because the driver is in the same space. That is being
reviewed. We are trying to improve die role of passenger service assistants and of our
patrol officers, and we are discussing with the police how we might improve that.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Another major achievement for 1993-94 concerns improving
the accessibility for the physically disabled at some of the northern suburb stations. I
have a disabled son, and he can manage, but it takes a pretty fair effort for a person with
a disability at some of those stations. I do not think much thought was given to the
layout of those stations. I note from page 331 of the Program Statements that that will be
achieved in the coming year.
Dr GILL: Many measures were taken to make them more accessible. I agree that in
many areas of the system there is need for improvement, such as a need for lifting
platforms to the level of the train. On the northern suburbs we have lifts or long ramps;
we have tactile services so people can tell where the edge of the platform is; we have
high contrast for visually impaired people and PSAs trained to deal with handicapped
people. We could go further, and I would be interested in any suggestions
Hon BIC. DONALDSON: That must have been viewed as a problem because it is listed
as a planned achievement for 1994-95.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON. Further to your first query, we have doubled the number of
patrol officers on the trains and increased the penalties for people caught damaging our
passenger train system. A new initiative of a man with a dog patrolling the railway
station has been implemented, and has been highly successful. It has eliminated
problems at the station. What we must do now is determine how to better control the
parking areas. One of the challenges in achieving that is how we can control or supervise
motor vehicles in an open car park. It is a very difficult proposition. If the car parking
area is closed in, which would achieve the result, problems will arise in getting the
vehicles in and out. That will hold people up in peak periods. If the member has
suggestions, we would like to hear them, as we are keen to develop that idea to encourage
more people to use the system.
Hon MURIEL PATTERSON: One of the major planned achievements for 1994-95 on
page 329 is to increase Westrail's exposure to the mineral sands industry in the south
west with particular emphasis on Beenup, Jangardup and Westralian Sands. How and
when will this take place?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON- That question was raised before the member came in.
Hon MURIEL PATTERSON: I will read the answer in Hansard.
Hon E.J' CHIARLTON: It is a good question and we look forward to being involved.
The CHAIRMAN (Hon Mark Nevill): The National Rail Corporation business plan
shows freight rates increasing rather dramatically in coming years on the east-west run. I
suggested some months ago that if the national rail freight accounts could be split into
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two - the Melbourne to Perth route, which is very competitive, and quarantine the eastern
coast of Australia - that would ensure that the Western Australian hreight fltes were kept
down. The way it is structured now is that our fright rates will subsidise the east coast
of Australia. Has Westrail considered seeking the separation of those two areas and
joining die National Rail Corporation?
Hon E.J CHARLTON: Dr Gill can comment. From my discussions, we did not have a
say in that because the agreement was to allow the NRC to set up. and consequently that
jurisdiction lies solely with die corporation.
The CHAIRMAN: Were you in a bargaining position?
Hon E.J CHARLTON: No bargaining position, as far as that is concerned.
Dr GILL: I agree that there is a potential problem. The encouraging thing is that in the
spirit of the Hilnier report and open access, certain parties were showing interest in
operating on the east-west line in competition with the National Rail Corporation. Fronm
the point of view of the Western Australian economy, that would be an advantage. It is
something we are encouraging whenever we get the chance. There is serious interest in
that.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Were any former employees of Westrail - that is, of those people
who received redundancy payments following the decision to close the workshops - later
employed by Westrail as consultants?
[9.20 pm]
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The short answer is yes.
Dr GILL: We have developed a policy for hiring a very small number for specific
projects on an occasional basis. It is pretty strict in ensuring that the spirit of the
severance arrngements is upheld, which is to say that people will not be put back into
their old jobs. It has been part of the transition process. A small number of people have
skills that we have needed for jobs to be finished. It is a tightly controlled process but it
has happened to a limited extent.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Has the way it has been done breached the protocols for voluntary
redundancy?
Dr GILL: Our practice is that where we do hire somebody for a project, we hire through
an agency, a consulting engineer or whatever. Our practice is also to ensure that it is a
competitive process. In other words, whoever has the skills and does it for die best price
gets the job. Therefore it is in the spirit of the policy guidelines.
Hon KIM CHANCE: One of the disturbing things about the program summary on pages
324 and 325 of the Program Statements is the apparent rundown in capital works. The
amount allocated has come down from a 1993-94 estimate of $200m to an actual of
$138m and we are heading from there to a 1994-95 estimate of $78m. Why is this item
declining?
Dr GILL: The $1 38m includes some of the carryover expenditure from the massive
expansion and electrification of the urban system. That is an abnormally high level of
capital expenditure for Westrail. The $78m would be closer to that which I regard as a
typical year.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Okay. I did not go further back to see what were the long term
trends.

Committee adjou rned at 922 pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Hon JOHN HALDEN asked -

(1) Are theme any new policies being introduced or scheduled for inumduction this
financial year and, if so, can you describe what they are and how they are to be
funded?

(2) If they are being funded from consolidated revenue, can you identify those funds
in the Estimates?

(3) Of the services to be provided by your department/agencies this financial year -

(a) Are any being considered for discontinuance; that is, the service will be
terminated or progressively discontinued? If so, what are they and how
are they described in the Estimates?

(b,) Is it your intention, or has a decision been made, to conflict out -
"outsource" - any services?

(c) If so, can you describe those services and identify them in the Estimates?
Is the figure of the estimates for providing those services based on the
costs of provision by the department or the anticipated costs of contracting
out or, depending on the time frame, a combination of both?

(d) If services are being contracted out, was this as a result of a specific policy
decision by the Government or the Minister, or a departmental decision?

(e) If the decision arose from a policy decision, can you state when that
decision was made and what it contained?

(f) If the decision was departmiental, what factors were taken into account in
making it?

(g) Will contracts be awarded as a result of formal tenders, negotiations with
one or more suppliers, or by other means? If not by tender or formal
negotiations, what means will be used?

(h) Will the department monitor performance under the contract, how will
that be done, and what performance criteria, if any, are or will be specified
in the contract?

(i) Has the department sought legal advice in relation to the contract,
particularly in matters such as performance specifications, grounds for
termination, and whether the contractor might be viewed in law as a
servant or agent of the Crown? What was the nature of the advice, and
has it caused you to alter any provision in the contract?

(j) Under the contract, who bears the costs of such matters as insurance and
workers' compensation? Does the department agree to indemnify the
contractor against losses?

(k) Will the department need to subsidise contract performance? If so, where
is that provision shown in the Estimates?

ANSWERS -

DIVISION 33: TRANSPORT -

DIVISION 35: WESTERN AUSTRALIAN COASTAL SHIOPPING
COMMISSION -
DIVISION 36: WESTERN AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS
COMMISSION -

Ile Committee has requested-
Department of Transport
Western Australian Government Railways Commission (Westrail)
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Western Australian Coastal Shipping Commission (Stateships)
Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport Trust

to provide written responses to the questions submitted by Hon John Halden. The
response for all agencies is -
(1) New policies which are being introduced or scheduled for introduction this

financial year are described in the 1994-95 Program Statements, particularly
under the heading "Major Planned Achievements for 1994-95". The funding
implications for the policies are described in the statements and incorporated in
the estimates. Any new policies approved for implementation in the course of the
year will be die subject of public announcements and their funding implications
will. be reflected in the actual expenditure and revenue figures at year end.

(2) Covered by (1).
With regard to question (3) the response is -

Department of Transport -
(3) (a) Services will be maintained apart from the possibility that pilotage services

at Port Walcott may be discontinued to allow for the pon operator to
conneact for services from other suppliers. This possibility is not described
in die estimates.

(b) Consistent widi government policy. all services provided by the
department will be reviewed during 1994-95 to determine whether they
are suitable for contracting out and whether savings would be possible. In
addition, as a result of die department assuming responsibility for the
planning, coordination, funding and strategic marketing of public transport
services in Perth, there is a potential for these services to be contracted
out. Specifically, a program of competitive tendering for public transport
services will begin in 1994-95.

(c) The public transport services to be contracted out during 1994-95 are the
Transperth ferry service, die MiT bus services in Joondalup (north) and
Armadale (south). Funding for these services forn part of the total of
$175.389m shown in estimates for public transport services. This estimate
is based on the consolidated fund contribution towards providing services
by the government operators of public transport. services, the MTT and
Westrail. As the tender process is at an early stage, funding for the
specific services to be contracted out cannot be identified separately.

(d) Policy decision by the Government.
(e) A Cabinet decision of 13 September 1993 approved the implementation,

with some modifications, of the Transperth restructure proposal "A More
Responsive and Integrated Public Transport Service for Perth". This
provided for the separation of the planning, coordination, funding and
strategic marketing functions associated with public transport from
operations. A Cabinet decision of 16 May 1994 endorsed the timetable for
the progressive contracting out of services based on a competitive
tendering process.

(f) Not applicable.
(g) Formal contractual arrangements are being finalised with the MUT and

Westrail for the provision of existing services. Formal tenders have been
caled for the provision of ferry services and will be called later in the year
for some bus services. All tenders will be called pursuant to the Transport
Co-ordination Act.

(b) Yes. Key performance indicators. such as patronage level, service quality,
service level, and management requirements, will be specified in the
contracts.
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(i) The department sought advice in relation to the ferry contract. While
advice was not specifically sought in relation to performance
specifications. prounds for termination and whether the contractor might
be viewed in law as a servant or agent af the Crown, these were
considered in the course of reviewing the draft contract.
Clause 13.1 of the proposed ferry contract, which deals with termination.
was expanded to provide for the department to terminate the agreement if
the contractor fails to adhere to all conditions of the ferry licence, or if the
ferry licence is revoked by the department.
Clause 15.1 of the proposed ferry contract, which deals with insurance
requirements, provides that the contractor is not a servant, agent,
employee, partner or independent contractor of the department, and that
the Transperth ferry service is operated by the contractor in its own right,
on its own behalf and at its own risk.
Performance specifications are contained in the schedules to the draft
contract and these may be revised during the life of the contract.

( IlTe contractor will be responsible for insurance and workers'
compensation. The department will guarantee patronage revenue in the
first year of a five-year contract because only estimates of patronage could
be provided at the time of the tender. There will be no such guarantee
from the second year because the contractor would have detailed
patronage data.

(k) Public transport is funded through fare revenue collected by the agencies,
the sundry income of the agencies, contributions from the transport mrust
fund ($21.5m for 1994-95) and the subsidy from consolidated revenue.
The amount of $175.389m provided in the estimates together with the
$21.5m from the transport miust fund is the total subsidy needed to provide
public transport services in metropolitan Perth including the services
contracted out.

Western Australian Government Railways Commission (Westrail) -

(3) (a) No.
(b)-(k) There are no current proposals to outsource any of the services presently

provided by Westrail to its customers. However, from 1 July 1994 the
provisioning of meals previously provided by Westrail on its Prospector
passenger train services was outsouived to Qantas Flight Catering Pty Ltd.
From October 1994 the contract will be extended to provide all
provisioning on these services (drinks, snacks etc). Additionally, Westrail
has over a number of years outsourced some of its transport tasks to
provide a more efficient and cost effective service to the community.
In the area of freight business, based on commercial decisions, Westrail
contracts out road and storage services to meet a number of client
requirements. These services were not previously provided by Wesnril
resources and are complementary to its rail operations. With respect to
road coach services, Westrail has outsourced two feeder coach services
(Bremer Bay to Boxwood Hill and return, and Quairading to Narembeen
and return). Contractors provide small road coaches to feed into Westrail
main munk moutes from low density areas. This provides the best cost
transport option to cater for people living in remote areas. All contracted
work, with the exception of the Bremer Bay-Boxwood Hill service, which
was negotiated with a single supplier, have been awarded through a
tendering process. Contracts are structured on a commercial basis with
assistance from Westrail's in-house legal officer. Under these outacurted
contracts, the costs of insurance and workers' compensation are borne by
the contractor. Westrail does not indemnify contractors against losses.
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The costs of these services are built into estimates based on anticipated
contracted expenditure details. Subsidisation of the Bremer Bay-
Boxwood Hill and Qusirading-Nareunbeen services may be required
subject to patronage levels.

Western Australian Coastal Shipping Commission (Stazeships) -

(3) (a) No.
(b) In order to evaluate the potential for private sector improvements to the

operating deficit of Stateships, the Government has called a tender to
cover the management of the operations. The tender closes on
29 September and any new policies emanating from that process cannot be
determined until it has run its course.

(c) The estimates are based on the cost of management services continuing to
be provided by the agency.

(d)-(e) See (3)(b).
(0) Not applicable.
(g) Formal tender.
(h) Not yet determined.
(i) The tender and proposed contract have been drawn up by the Department

of Transport whose officers obtained extensive legal and specialised
advice at the time of compilation. Provisions were only incorporated into
the documents following the receipt of such advice.

() Not fiualised.
(k) Not yet identified. Any changes introduced will only be on the basis that

they will reduce the funding requirement.
Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport Trust -
As fromn 1 July the MIT has assumed the role of contractor to Transperth. Accordingly.
the services provided by the agency are covered by the responses of the Department of
Transport in respect of urban public transport services.
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STANDING COMMITTEE ON ESTIMATES AND FINANCIAL OPERATIONS
The meeting commenced at 10.00 am.
Division 25: Agriculture, $99 831000 -
[Hon Murray Montgomery, Chairman.j
[Hon E.J Charlton, Minister for Transport.]
[Dr M.D. Carroll, Director General])
[Mr E. Neesham, Manager, Fihancial Services.]
The CHAIRMAN: I open today's hearing and ask the Minister's advisers to return the
transcript of the proceedings which will be forwarded to them for correction by the date
mentioned an the accompanying instructions. I also ask that any supplementary
information that is requested be returned by the date advised. If the Minister has the
answers to the generic questions which have been asked, I ask him to table them. He or
his advisers may wish to comment on them. I now ask the Minister to introduce his
advisers.

Points of Order
Hon KIM CHANCE: I raise a-question which is relevant to the proceedings of this
committee, but is not relevant to this division. It results from a question I asked the
Minister for Transport last night during the committee's conduct of the Westrail
accounts. I asked the Minister if he could identify any new initiatives or programs which
were relevant to the accounts for the coming year. The Minister answered that there are
no new special initiatives and then he went on to detail some initiatives which were of an
ongoing nature. I was quite happy with that and accepted his answer, but later in the
evening I went back to look at the Western Australia Government Railways
Commission's major planned achievements which included the following -

An autonomous Country Passenger Business Unit will be created to significantly
improve the marketing and operation of the country passenger services. A
manager with experience in travel and tourism will head this unit.

While the Minister may argue about the definition of a new program and a new initiative,
that particular new initiative should have been identified as such by him and it was not. I
acknowledge that it is the subject of a question on notice and it may well be that the
Minister intends to include that program in the answer to that question. Nonetheless, it is
absolutely essential that when Ministers am asked questions relating to what may well be
an important constitutional matter they should answer them. Time will tell whether the
relevance of this has some wide ranging influence over the way we conduct business and
the way this Budget procedure is conducted. We must put Ministers on notice that when
they are asked a question about new initiatives and programs it is absolutely vital that
they be extremely careful how they answer chat question. I do not think I can stress this
too heavily: If answers are not accurate and honest, the result could be profound. I call
upon the Minister to comment on that in the context of this committee and in relation to
what is and what is not defined as a new initiative. We must be extremely careful that
that definition is well understood by Ministers when they answer these questions in future
because every Minister will be asked that question.
The CHAIRMAN: I invite the Minister to make a statement. I also indicate to Hon Kim
Chance that the information has been noted and will be considered by the committee in
its deliberations. His point has been made.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I wish to take a point of order in a similar vein and which relates
to the deliberations of this committee. The Minister for Education had a letter frorn the
Crown Solicitor, of which we have the title, dated 1989 which has a significant bearing
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on the matter raised by me during the division on the Department of Conservation and
Land Management. My request to you as Chairman of the committee is that a copy of
that information be circulated to all members of the Legislative Assembly so that they
can consider the contents of it. It is vastly inappropriate for the Government to seek
protection under a 1989 opinion and not provide a copy of it to every member of this
House. It is an issue of enormous significance in regard to the future of the Legislative
Assembly and without that documentation members will not be able to fully assess the
issue I have raised. Therefore, I ask that this matter be considered by the Standing
Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations and that all members be provided with
a copy of the opinion.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I would like to canvass the view of other members of the standing
committee on whether we should adjourn for a short period as we did during
consideration of the CALM division, to determine how we will handle this issue. It
appears to me that a similar situation will arise during consideration of each division and
if we can deal with the matter now it will give the committee more time to deal with the
content of the Program Statements relative to the division it is dealing with. I move -

That this committee adjourn briefly so that the Standing Committee on Estimates
and Financial Operations can discuss how to handle this request for a copy of the
1989 opinion from the Solicitor General.

The CHAIRMAN: I call on Hon Muriel Patterson and Hon Bruce Donaldson to indicate
whether they agree that the committee should adjourn to discuss the definition of "new
initiatives" and section 46. As both members agree I will adjourn the committee until the
ringing of the bells.

Sitting suspended from 10.08 to 10.16 am
The CHAIRMAN: The issue was raised on Monday, and we indicated that the
committee was gaining factual infornation or information for the committee to consider.
It will continue to do so, and it will note that at a later stage of the committee's
deliberations it will also take on board those issues that have been raised in regard to
section 46. However, for the time being we will continue our sittings as they have been
scheduled.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Mr Chairman, I specifically asked for a document. In your
answer,. you did not indicate whether that document would be provided to all members of
the Legislative Council. Can you clarify that matter?
The CHAIRMAN: That was considered by the committee, and the answer at this stage is
no; it is not within the committee's jurisdiction because the appropriation Bills are not at
this stage before the committee. They have not been handed to the committee.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Before introducing the gentlemen from the Department of
Agriculture, I will respond to the comment made by Hon Kim Chance. The point to
which Hon Kim Chance referred is part of the Murray Criddle committee report It is not
an initiative that has been held back; quite the contrary. It has been widely publicised,
and almost all of the recommendations that have been made public have been instigated.
That has included the appointment of a new person to operate that section within
Wesumil, and a change of services for the Prospector. All of those things have been
highly publicised and I am surprised that Hon Kim Chance, as the member for the area,
was not aware of it.
The CHAIRMAN: I invite the Minister or Dr Carroll to make an opening statement to
the committee.
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: Both gentlemen are happy to proceed with questions from
members of the committee.
[10.20 am]
The CHAIRMAN: Do you have the answers to those questions?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Yes.
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[The paper was tabled for the information of members.]
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Can you update the committee on the release of the Awassi
breed of fat tail sheep last year?
Dr CARROLL: 'The Awassi sheep that were introduced eight years ago completed their
quarantine period a year ago. Their release into the industry was approved by the state
and federal Ministers concerned. Most of the Awassi sheep are the property of a
consortium which is led by a Kuwaiti businessman, Mr Homnaizi. Those stock that have
been released have been mated under a large artificial breeding program, and the first
progeny are coming into the industry now. The Department of Agriculture, under an
agreement, has retained 10 per cent of the stock for research and development purposes
to look further into the possibilities for the dairy and carpet wool industry, whereas the
consortium is concentrating on the live sheep export market.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The department's Awassi project was relocated to the Wongan
Hills research station, to a purpose built quarantine facility. It was my understanding that
undertaldings were given by the department that the facility would be used for that
purpose only. Will the department be adhering to that undertaking not to use the Wongan
Hills facility for other quarantine related purposes?
Dr CARROLL: The Department of Agriculture does not have any current intention to
introduce exotic breeds but, of course, the introduction of exotic breeds is part of the
future of WA agriculture and a number of private interests wish to do that. The Wongan
Hills quarantine facility exists, and it is true that at the time the Awassi sheep were
introduced, discussions were held with the local community and shire on the basis that
this was a one-off exercise. If that facility is to be reused for quarantine purposes,
discussions must be held and agreement reached with the community again. There is a
lot of interest in introducing more genetic potential into the Western Australian livestock
industry and the existence of the quarantine facility is an important part of that process.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Will Dr Carroll inform the committee whether the progeny
will be exported, and what does the Agriculture Department feel about the dollar
potential for Western Australia if this were successful?
Dr CARROLL: I will take those questions on notice, because I do not have the dates of
the consignments. We did test marketing during the quarantine period, but that
information is dated and it will probably be up to the consortium to provide that
information if it wishes.
[ 10.30 am]
Hon MURIEL PATFERSON: Page 199 under major planned achievements for 1994-95
refers to developing a strategy to attract early stage wool processing. How is it intended
to do this, what form will it take, and in which area will this be carried out?
Dr CARROLL: Those discussions are still being undertaken. They involve the Minister
for Primary Industry, Mr House, and also the Deputy Premier in his role as Minister for
Commerce and Trade. Discussions have been held with a number of potential overseas
investors. The question of the location of a potential early stage processing facility in
Western Australia is still under discussion. I am not able to give any further information
on that.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I refer to corporate services at page 196. While the FTEs remain
constant at 192, costs for wages and salaries will rise almost $1.2m or 17.58 per cent. I
cannot see any offsetting factor which accounts for that increase and has led to that
change in wages and salaries costs, particularly as those costs are declining in the
Department of Agriculture's service delivery areas. We see an increase in bureaucracy at
die cost of service delivery in the programs; namely, industry and market development,
sustainable agricultural systems, industry support and assistance, and protection
regulation and control.
Subprogram 2.3 at page 204 of the Program Statements refers to cropping and grazing in
medium to low rainfall regions, and FTEs fall from 410 to 383, and program expenditure
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falls by a total of about $2.6m. Can you comment on the point I have made? Is there an
increasing bureaucracy at die cost of service delivery in chose key programs?
Dr CARROLL: There is no change in FTEs in corporate services but a substantial
increase in the dollars to salaries, wages and related staff costs. The dollars there do not
relate to those specific FTEs. Within the corporate services area, we have still retained
some generic wage and salary costs such as the provision for retirements and
resignations, workers' compensation, and so on. The increase relates specifically to a
relationship between the provision for retirements the previous year, which was low
because there was a flow-on from the severance scheme of the previous year, and this
year whewe it is expected that the retirements and resignations requirement will increase.
That is an actuarial estimation and does not relate to FTEs employed in the corporate
services area.
The apparent decrease in the service area needs a general explanation. I make that point
because it will arise again. There is one basic difficulty with the presentation of the
department's budget which is always queried in the estimates. When the estimates are
compiled, they cannot include external funding which has not been approved by the
external funding body - for example, the Grains Research and Development
Corporation - at the time of the estimates going to print. The department's total budget is
underestimated in the printed budget papers. The outturn for the previous year will
include the final budget approvals for that year. This means, firstly, that the outturn from
1993-94 is greater than the printed estimates for 1993-94 and, therefore, it looks as if the
department has exceeded its approved budget in that year. Secondly, the budget for
1994-95 is less than the outturn for 1993-94 and it looks as if the department has had a
budget cut this year compared with last year. This appears on the dollars and the FTE
totals on page 195 of the Program Statements, and within the programs on pages 197,
199, 200, 201, 203 and 204.
In all the major discrepancies between 1993-94 and 1994-95, the explanation is that the
late approvals of external funds have yet to be included. The general explanation is that
of the department's approximately $100m budget, 70 per cent is from. the State
Government consolidated fund and approximately half of the remainder is from the
Commonwealth Government for services provided by the State for the Commonwealth.
The other half is from industry research funds which the department obtains in
competition with ocher research organisations around Australia. Those approvals, both
from the Commonwealth and the industry research funds, are not available at the time the
budget is put to bed. I also add, by way of explanation, that we expect in the case of the
Commonwealth funds they will be approximately the same level as last year, whereas the
industry funds are likely to be a bit higher.
Hon KINM CHANCE: I refer to major achievements for 1993-94 on page 198 under
program 1.0. Two new wheat varieties have been developed and released by the
departmentL Are they Australian Standard White varieties, and are they covered by plant
variety rights?
Dr CARROLL: Two varieties are Amery and Stretton, and I believe they both fall into
the ASW category. I will comment on the policy about plant variety rights - it is now
called plant breeders' rights. It has not been the policy of the department in consultation
with industry to register cereal varieties because of the very short period of protection
that exists. Once a farmer has obtained a seed he is then able to perpetuate that seed for
his own purposes. The department has sought to obtain a premium on the first sale of
seed to the seed industry. This policy is presently under review with industry. I believe
we will be looking closely at plant breeders' rights. I will need to comment about those
two varieties later.
Hon El CHARLTON: I think the variety Amery is also an ASW, and, subject to protein
levels, it is also in WA Hard as well.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The department has not yet sought the protection of plant variety
rights, as a number of Eastern States breeders have. In respect of Eastern States bred
varieties, the practice of fr-anchising new releases on a state basis is having, at least in my
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view, a detrimental effect in that it is slowing the availability of new cultivars to
commercial prowers and adding costs to the eventual growers. I understand that grower
organisations support the general thrust of plant variety rights legislation. I very much
doubt that the anti-competitive nature of these monopoly marketing arrangements
themselves would have wide prower support. In fact, it is very hard to understand why
the breeders support them. It is interesting that you have given this alternative view. lhe
Minister for Primary Industry has said he does not feel this matter is sufficiently
important to raise at the Agricultural Council, but I would be interested to hear your
views on this and ocher aspects of the result of plant variety rights, and whether the
Department of Agriculture will move against monopoly arrangements as a consequence
of the ffilmer report.
[10.40 am]
Dr CARROLL: We are discussing this matter with industry. There is a view in industry
that to pay plant variety rights is double dipping because the industry has also contributed
to the breeding program through the research levies, On the ocher hand, farmers do not
pay the full cost of breeding by a large margin, and there is a demand for funding to go
back into these programs to keep them in perpetuity. That is the object of the plant
breeders' rights. The alternative to the plant breeders' rights is to obtain a levy on
varieties as they are delivered into the bulk handling process. This is one of the options
being considered. However, plant variety rights could mean a slowdown in the
availability of the plants to industry; hence, the Western Australian view has always been
that when we have spent considerable amounts of government and industry money on
research and development, that technology - in whatever form - should get into industry
as soon as possible and not be delayed through a restriction such as plant breeders' rights,
which will not deliver a large benefit to the State. There is pressure on research
organisations to attract more of their own funding and less of government funding, and
on industry to pursue the plant breeders' rights. It is a fluid situation, and we are still
looking at it.
Hon KIM CHANCE: What about the monopoly ftanchising that operates in this State
because of deals done between individual cooperators in Western Australia and breeding
institutions in the east?
Dr CARROLL: That is the way any patent works. They license someone to act as the
agent, and that is the method through which other people obtain seeds. It is the way
royalties go back to the parent organisation. I do not see any way around that
arrangement, except by others seeking to be sublicensed to also provide the seed.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Surely the collection of royalties does not rely on monopoly
arrangements?
Dr CARROLL: No, but it is often the way in which royalties are maximised.
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: It is not only an Australian issue but is also an international
issue. As a consequence. I understand the Minister is dealing with the matter by taking
advice on the international situation to try to resolve this problem.
Hon MURIEL PATT'ERSON: I refer to page 207 of the Program Statements and one of
the planned achievements for 1994-95 relating to eradication of codling moth and apple
scab. At what stage is the eradication of the codling moth? I understand there is a
potential danger of this codling moth going through the agricultural areas.
Dr CARROLL: That is not likely to happen with codling moth. The situation with the
eradication campaign at Bridgetown is that no substantial activity was observed last year,
but the trapping needs to go on and the protocol followed through this coming season.
All indications are that this will be the last season in which we must maintain that
discipline in the Bridgetown area, and if there are no detections in the coming season we
can then declare the codling moth to be eradicated. Caldling moth is introduced through
frilt in a quarantine breach, so the exclusion of further introductions of coling moth will
be handled by maintaining our activities at the quarantine barriers. We have also
installed monitoring traps around high risk areas, which will attract any insects flying
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around. We are doing that with a number of potentially hazardous insects, and it is an
early warning detection system.
The CHAIRMAN: I understand that measures to control codling moth and apple scab
are undertaken through a joint venture with the Agriculture Protection Board. How does
the joint venture work and what is the role of the Department of Agriculture in that
arrangement?
Dr CARROLL: The role of the Department of Agriculture is largely on the scientific
side, on monitoring, tracking the life cycle of the codming moth, getting advice from
people who have experienced this previously on how best to deal with it, and providing
entomology advice. The APB has the field responsibility for managing the program by
tree removal, stripping of fruit from the tree and so on. The APB has the bulk of the
expenditure under the program.
The CHAIRMAN: On page 205 of the Program Statements one of the major planned
achievements for 1994-95 is to implement policies for improved management of trust
funds. Will you indicate how many miust funds the department manages for industry,
how they are managed, and why you need to improve the management of those trust
funds?
Dr CARROLL: The number depends on how they are lumped together. The ones
referred to are essentially those in which industry and the Government contribute to a
compensation arrangement. That is done through the Carnarvon banana industry
compensation fund, the cattle industry compensation fund, the fruit growing industry
miust fund, the Horticultural Produce Commission, the pig industry compensation miust
fund and the potato growing industry trust fund. Those are the main funds. Some of
those funds, such as the Carnarvon banana industry fund, provide specifically for
compensation for natural events and have a high component of government funding.
Others have no government funding, and others are matched on a one to one basis. There
is no total coverage of the whole of agriculture under those schemes. The idea is to look
at agriculture across the board to see whether there are opportunities for a general policy
to be introduced which will enable industry to largely self-insure across a wider range of
potential hazards, rather than the few covered at present. Of chose covered at present, the
fruit growing industry miust fund has run into difficulties in dealing with compensation to
growers for apple scab and codling moth. Also, there are management issues to be
worked through. That is the basis for that reference. I will provide information on the
actual number.
[ 10.50 am]
Hon M.D. NIXON: At page 198 of the Program Statements, reference is made to an
integrated research program with the CSIRO. Recently CSIRO announced cutbacks in
animal production in Western Australia. How will this impact on future production in
agriculture?
Dr CARROLL: The reference relates to Western Australian participation with the
cooperative research centre for premium quality wool. The CSIRO will be required
under the terms of the contract to maintain input to the program. That is one part of the
wool research program. As indicated, there is pressure on CSIRO's total rural research
effort, and wool in particular. A committee is visiting Perth this week to take evidence
from the industry, and from organisations such as the Department of Agriculture and the
universities, regarding the impact of the CSIRO's future wool program. That applies
particularly to textile research where it is the only group that is investing significantly in
the area. It is of vital importance to the wool industry. The die is not cast but at the end
of the inquiry the CSIRO decision will be very important for Western Australia. We do
not have a feel for that currently, other than the indication to sell off part of the
Yallambie research station in order to address budget difficulties. It is a little early to say
what effect the review of wool research will have on Western Australia but we will
follow that closely and try to influence it.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: At page 202 a major planned achievement for 1994-95 is to
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facilitate the involvement of the rural community in decisions on dhe Department of
Agriculture's work priorities by establishing representative program committees for each
of the department's operational programs. The third point is that groups of farmers will
be involved in a series of check projects. Under program 2.0, sustainable agricultural
systems. I note that the number of FTEs has decreased. Although it is commendable to
involve people at the grassrots level, the structures could be time consuming for
departmental staff. Can you explain how these types of programs will be managed, in the
light of recent cutbacks?
Dr CARROLL: The member is right. Such programs are demanding on resources.
However, I return to my earlier explanation. This is another program affected by the late
approval of industry funds. The number of FTEs will come back to and probably exceed
the 637 of last year.
Hon B. DONALDSON: Can you explain the structure of the program committees I
referred to earlier?
Dr CARROLL: All the department's activities are directed through a number of
operational programs. To provide accountability to the industry, each program is in the
process of forming an industry committee. We have always had industry liaison
arrangements but we want to tighten up the situation and make it a body to which the
program will be accountable in terms of what it does and the setting of priorities. That
will be strengthened even more following the portfolio review which is currently in
place.
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: Members may not be aware of the major review which is being
undertaken by the Minister and the department. Since our coming to government, we
have focused on services in agricultural areas across the State. When the review is
complete, recommendations will be made to the Minister, and the Government will be in
a position to make a decision regarding future plans for the Department of Agriculture.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I refer to pages 197 to 202 where reference is made to the
wool industry, including some of the changes necessary to ensure that the industry
remains viable. These matters are covered both by significant issues and trends and
planned achievements for 1994-95. At page 198 the south east and northern Asian
markets are identified as very good markets for this State, especially for the wool
industry. My question relates to deregulation of the industry to enable buyers from
overseas to deal directly with growers. At the moment people are hamstrung by
bureaucracy, including the Wool Board and brokers. Many overseas countries would like
to deal directly with the local market or to enter joint ventures for a number of reasons.
China is one such country. What is being done to facilitate more direct contact between
the purchaser and the seller to help expand die industry?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The Minister for Primary Industry is very focused on the
promotion of the agricultural industry to enable it to broaden its base and to benefit from
market penetration. The industry is not hamstrung by boards or statutory authorities
restricting its ability to market. Market changes are an integral part of the progression of
the industry. For instance, the wool industry is not restricted in any way. Industry
members can sell to anyone. Here I refer to individual farmers, brokens or organisations.
A number of farming enterprises have joined forces to market wool privately and directly
to overseas mills and buyers. That situation will continue, so no restrictions have been
placed on the wool industry to market its product. The Minister has appointed a wool
strategy group designed to promote the industry because with the downturn in the price
of wool a couple of years ago which jeopardised the future of the industry, the need arose
to do something different. A few weeks ago I had the pleasure of meeting some of the
people that the strategy group invited to come to Perth. The activities of that group have
drawn attention to this State's potential in the wool industry. 'The belief on the world
market has been that Western Australian wool is inferior to Eastern States wool. Thbe
group's activities have meant a giant step forward because the group has focused on
communicating with buyers and industries worldwide. That has been a significant step
forwad
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[1 1.00 am]
Other agricultural products are tke grain industry, apart from wheat which has one single
desk seller. Thai single desk seller is something the industry urgently wants to retain
because the Australian wheat crop in the world scene is insignificant compared with
world production. I share the strong belief that if several Australian sellers try to sell into
that market the industry within Australia will be penalised because our sellers will be
competing to sell a share of the Australian market. The Australian wheat industry has
benefited greatly and been able to demand a higher price for its product than it would
have had it been left in the hands of traders. All the other commodities such as new
grains, peas, beans, lupins and a range of other new products coming onto the market are
not regulated. They are directed towards niche markets around the world.
We have a wonderful production capability and a strong market opportunity, but a
serious problem which must be overcome is how the products are transported out of the
nation. The Departments of Agriculture, Trade and Transport, and the Government as a
whole have been very much involved in identifying the problems in Western Australia
with air freighting some of these products out of the nation. That issue has been at the
fore since these fledgling companies came into being. We have gone a long way towards
addressing that. There has been a significant push to deal with the issues Hon Kim
Chance raised.
Honi KIM CHANCE: In a written answer to a question asking whether any new policy
initiatives were involved in this budget, the Minister said that there are no new major
policy areas, but a wide range of initiatives are being funded under continuing policy. He
said that this is being achieved through reallocation of existing resources according to
priority. The last item at page 207 is very clearly a new initiative which will require
funding through the program. Why was that new program not included with the answer
we were given to the questions on notice? Will the funding requirements for that new
program be met from Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No 1) or (No 2)?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I noted the questions about new initiatives or programs put to me
during the session on transport yesterday and on behalf of the Minister for Agriculture
today. A range of new initiatives are taken which are part of current programs and new
directions, but they are not new in themselves. In other words they are not something
that has not been done before. It would be pedantic for us to call them new initiatives.
The member would have every right to criticise the fact that they were not really new
initiatives if we paraded them as such. The wool strategy group is a new initiative, but
then again is was put in place as part of the total operations of the Department of
Agricultur in response to an issue. It is part of proper management of a portfolio. As
Dr Carroll has just advised me, the new national animal health information system is part
of a national program. It is our part in that which is being identified in the Program
Statements.
Dr CARROLL: The policy component of this has a long history because a previous
system was in place. What is being developed at a national level is a more sophisticated
system of dealing with that information flow. It is the implementation of that which is
reflected here rather than development of a new policy.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: As I said earlier in response to Hon Bruce Donaldson's
comment, focus has changed from the department's having people involved in agriculture
work at the coalface to more on liaison with the farming industry. It is a new direction in
location and in ensuring that the services to the people involved in agriculture will be
focused more on action. It is a policy change whereby the Department of Agriculture
will deliver the service, capacity, research and so on that go with the department. It does
not mean the key people and instrumentalities will not do the same things in the places
that they are now.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I appreciate the Minister's explanation. I understand from either
the Minister's or the department's point of view that the definition of what is a new
program or new initiative is somewhat difficult because when it is providing a service an
aspect of that service may be provided differently from before. It is a difficult decision to
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make. The resolution of what defines a new program or initiative will ultimately be
solved by people more skilled in making those definitions than most of us here.
Hon MURIEL PATTERSON: I refer to the second dot point at page 198. I presume it
refers to overseas government subsidies. It refers to the successful conclusion of the
Uruguay round under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and says it should
progressively improve market access for agricultural products. It also says that in most
cases, benefits will not be realised until 1996. I realise these talks have taken place, but
is there a guarantee that protectionist policies by overseas countries will be eliminated or
phased out? What is the position as you understand it?
[11.10 am)
Dr CARROLL: Countries participating in the discussions have agreed to a progressive
dismantling of protectionist policies as a result of tariffs and export subsidies. However,
there is a timetable for that. On that basis, benefits will flow to Australian agriculture
over the next few years.
In particular, it will occur in the pains industry and the beef industry. Most realists
expect that there could be some backsliding from some of the countries involved which
would mean that those targets may not be met by the time or exactly as has been agreed.
Nevertheless, a commitment has been made and some improvement can be guaranteed,
but when and how much is still to be seen.
Hon HiJ. CHARILTON: Using other methods, there is currently a concentrated push from
some countries to continue to protect their own interests. Those countries intend to
implement different restrictions on health, quality and a whole range of things to protect
their own market. Although there has been a big focus during the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade discussions about taking away the barriers, others are being put in their
place. We should never believe for one minute that countries will not try to protect
themselves from having to open their doors to allow a free market situation to apply. It is
a difficult and increasing problem that Australia will face.
During the waterfront dispute last week we heard that the Federal Government is looking
at the possibility of taking away the pay as you earn tax from Australian owned
international shipping lines, in the case of ANL Ltd, and as was announced last night it
would affect the operation of Stateships by a reduction in its costs. It is a sensible and
positive move because it allows Australia to develop its industry and it enables
Australian products to go overseas at a cheaper price. We should be taking that sort of
action. It occurs in other countries. We are doing no more than matching the actions of
other countries. We have always held up a flag and said that we ar a free market and do
not have beneficial policies in place that are in line with those of the rest of the workl
We are the only country that is acting in that way. It is ludicrous.
Until such time as die Federal Government wakes up to that and matches rule with rule
and plays the game in the same way as do other countries, all we will do is persecute
every export industry of this nation. There are a lot of opportunities. The nation will not
suffer, a gain will be returned 10 times over.
Hon MURIEL PATTERSON: Can a State Government do anything about that? Are we
totally dependent on the federal decisions?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: We are very dependent upon federal decisions. For example, the
charges (hr the inspection services carried out by the Department of Agriculture have to
be in line with those stipulated by the federal Department of Primary Industies and
Energy. There is no better example than with live sheep where it could be done cheaper
but we ar under the banner of the federal department. Negotiations are continuing about
that matter. We attempt to instigate some of these initiatives. Too many times the
Federal Government comes over the top and does not allow a State, individual
organisation or exporters to maximise. their efforts because of the restrictions that are put
in place. We have to resolve that sort of thing now.
Hon B.M. SCOTT: My question has been partially answered, however, I want to take
the issue of wrends and policy a little more. Earlier the Minister stated that it was a desire
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to take research to the coalface. I refer to the significant issues and trends section on
page 201 which mentions the increasing sophistication of market demand. Would the
planned research be a matter for the committee that is conducting a review into the
industry? There has been a significant level of concern expressed to me that by moving
research to the coalface - to use the Minister's words - there would perhaps be a loss or a
brain drain of young scientists and die loss of the collaborative nature of research where
people get together and compare their wart when the research programs are based within
relatively close proximity in the city. Will the review canvass this? Do the officers who
am present share the concerns that have been expressed to me by young scientists and
Murdoch University?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Dr Carroll may comment; however. I will put the record straight
about research. Research will be carried out where it needs to be carried out. If the
technological aspects of that research determine and demand that it be done in the
metropolitan area in association with universities, that will not change. We want to
ensure that we cater for the demand and deliver the best product. The comments about
the coalface were that we want to ensure that there will be greater liaison between the
people who are involved in the practical types of research - for instance, in the difficult
cropping programs or wool, or whatever - and with industry in carrying out that research.
A long way back the Department of Agriculture was very much a hands on organisation.
In recent times it has grown away from that to be more research oriented - that is not a
criticism of the people involved - without that research being implemented to the benefit
of the industry. Personnel could be placed in an area for two, three or four years. A
program is set up upon which their emphasis is placed. When those people leave that
district, the program stops and all of the benefit that could come from the input of those
key people when they shift from Merredin to Bunbury or elsewhere is lost. There has
been a lack of continuity. As a consequence we have lost the benefit of the great input of
those people. From an economic point of view the funding that has gone into that
research has not been maximised. This will come to the fore, as I mentioned earlier,
when the review is completed. It is a broad review. In the meantime the emphasis has
been on trying to maximise continuity within the research programs.
The Minister and I and a couple of other members did a trip around country Western
Australia a couple of weeks ago. Land care is a crucial issue. There was criticism of the
department for not having continuity by not having people with whom they could deal on
a consistent bashs to formulate ongoing programs. When people go the department, they
get advice. That staff member leaves and is replaced and the discussions have to start
afresh. It takes a couple of years to get a working relationship on a program in a specific
area. Dr Carroll can comment about this, but we are waiting to see the result of the
review, about how best to maximise the effort of all of those fronts within the agriculture
department.
Dr CARROLL: I would only confirm that this broad area is part of the review process.
Because of the nature of regional Western Australia, there is difficulty in retaining staff
in some of those areas, compared with other parts of the State.
[ 11.20 am]
Hon ElJ CHARLTON: There are two issues, the first of which is that if we do not have
agriculture these people will not have a job. The second is that we cannot put any
emphasis on people being away from where the action is. So we have to try to get a
balance between the two. That is what we hope to achieve. The other issue is the
inability of the Department of Agriculture to match private industry in the payment of
salaries. We must address that difficulty because the department is losing good people to
private industry all the time. They are still serving the agriculture industry, but it is a
problem. The review will look at that aspect also.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: The aquaculture industry is a fledgling industry. There has
been a lot of talk about a fish food being developed by using 25 per cent lupins as a base.
I believe it has been tested. Is the Department of Agriculture involved in that? I have
been told that there is an opportunity to sell this fishmeal overseas where aquaculture has
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gone on for many years. The product could provide an excellent opportunity for Western
Australian graingrowers and a downstream industry for those grains.
Dr CARROLL: It does involve looking for end uses for lupins, in particular. The export
potential for aquacuirure feedistock is being considered. Some of the traditional markets
for lupins, particularly in Europe, are under some threat as to continuity and price. It is
important to find other end uses far lupins including human consumption and industrial
and other livestock uses. That is a potential area that is being looked at.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I refer to program 4.0, the protection regulation and control
program on page 206. The department must enjoy virtual world leader status in this
program. I think our relative freedom front diseases after 150 years of agriculture is a
remarkable achievement However, because of that, we are more likely to view seriously
any deficient performance such as may have taken place in the mid west footrot
infestation known as Asterik outbreak. Is the department satisfied that each of its officers
involved in the Asterik outbreak acted properly?
Dr CARROLL: The department is, but, as the member knows, this is a matter for police
investigation and it probably should stay in that domain.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I understand that no charges have been laid. That is why I felt
confident raising the matter.
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: It is with the police and is still being investigated. Until such
time as they advise that they are not proceeding with it, we should leave it in their hands.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I will accept that advice. I have a number of questions relating to
that outbreak. It is absolutely remarkable that the department is satisfied with the
performance of its officers given the widely differing opinions and variations of fact
between some of its officers. Given the understandable reluctance of the Minister and
the director general, I will not pursue that matter at this stage.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Immediately on being advised of the probable serious
consequences of this issue, the Minister put it in the hands of the police. Each update
that I have been given has been that they are continuing their investigations. It is
important to recognise that it was handed to the police immediately the Minister became
aware of the accusations.
Hon M.D. NIXON: Also in relation to program 4.0, the prevention of the entry of pests
and diseases into this State is most important. Where are the current checkpoints to
prevent entry of pests and diseases from the Eastern States?
Dr CARROLL: There are two; a longstanding one at Norseman and one was opened in
Kununurra.
Hon KIM CHANCE: That question is relevant to the Agriculture Protection Board.
The CHAIRMAN: It is relevant to the Program Statements. Dr Carroll will have to
juggle which is APB and which is not. The Program Statements refer to checkpoints.
Dr CARROLL: They are a shared responsibility.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Last week there was a large meeting of wheat growers in
Dalwallinu which almost unanimously supported the segregation of a WA prime hard
pool as distinct from the WA hardi pool that we have now for wheat. A simila motion
was carried hast year in Merredin. Does the department support such a segregation and is
it actively engaged in including the need for a WA prime hard variety in its plant
breeding priorities and/or is it assessing the performance of varieties such as Batavia,
Jantz. Cunningham, Sunco, Sunstate and Sunland as potential prime hard varieties in
Western Australia?
Dr CARROLL: 1 will take the derail of that question on notice. However, the question
of whether there is segregation is one for the industry. It is a marketing aspect rather than
a technical one. Yes, the objective of a WA prime hard category is an objective to the
extent that our environment permits us to pursue that. Broadly speaking, the Eastern
States' varieties are evaluated. There is a national wheatbreeding evaluation program
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through which each State shares its genetic material and tests it. However, I will take
these specifics on notice.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: The major planned achievements for 1994-95 on page 199 of
the Program Statements refer to the expansion of the "export market potential for
Western Australian horticultural crops, by introducing new varieties and improving
quality management." Horticulture is expanding significantly - I understand by about
30 per cent a year - and is obviously the growth industry. There ame a number of
problems in respect of planning in the industry. When one looks at the management
structures in place for other sections of agriculture, such as wool and wheat and beef to a
certain extent, what is being planned for horticulture to maximise its potential, especially
to South East Asia?
Dr CARROLL: As far as the department's resources are concerned, proportionately
more is allocated to horticulture on a value basis than most other industries. That is
because of its potential and also because of the wide range of products that come under
the broad heading of horticulture. We are involved in land use planning, in looking for
areas to expand the industry where there are appropriate soil types and water sources in
proximity to each other, and to ury to prepare that information for possible investors. The
industry has a relatively small base in Western Australia.
In order to expand significantly it requires new investment and the movement into new
areas. We are working in that area. As is also indicated, we need to tailor the products to
the markets. A program exists to introduce the varieties of products that are highly
sought after in world markets, so we are also producing those products.
[ 11.30 am]
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: I will not repeat the comments I made earlier about the transport
component, which is an integral part of that matter. We cannot rnaximise the benefit of
the new initiatives being taken by the producers and potential producers until we can
properly coordinate that. T7hai has been a focus of the department. We have put a
significant amount of funding into bringing into being an air freight export council
comprising a group of representatives from the industry. The assistance the Government
will give them through the Department of Agriculture and this marketing tool in the
transport component will enable them to have feedback from the marketplace on the time
of year when the prices are such that they allow these industries to progress on a sound
footing.
One of the factors that has been highlighted to us is that when people go out to develop
and produce a new variety or commodity, coming onto the market at the wrong time can
simply mean that they do not maximise the potential benefit. For example, it was
demonstrated to me last week by this air freight council that at the same time bananas
were being produced in Camarvon, contracts had been entered into for bananas from
Queensland. Because of that, the buyers gave priority to the import from Queensland
over the product produced in this State. That is one good example of a problem with
comnmunication and marketing information that is not being progressed throughout the
industry. The industry must be assisted to develop the marketing structure of the time of
production, otherwise it will face the full expense of the production of the commodity
and will lose its opportunity in the marketplace.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: What proportion of the Budget has been allocated towards
horticulture and the programs just outlined?
Dr CARROLL: I will take that question on notice.
Hon E.L CHARLTON: When we came to government two departments had suffered
around a 20 per cent reduction in funding over the previous years: agriculture and
mining. This Government considered that they were two important industies of this
State and, therefore, it started to increase the allocation of overall funding to the
departments. We will certainly obtain the information on horticulture for the member. I
agree with him that it is important and will be an even more significant part of the State's
export operations, right across the State. That is why we must ensure that we can match
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the production opportunity and the export marketing side, which already exists, with the
ability to get the product out of the State. A 20 per cent reduction in freight space has
resulted from the significant increase in air transport out of this State because all the new
airline operations are focused on passengers.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I referred earlier to a meeting last week at Dalwallinu which was
attended by a number of wheat prowers. It was one of a series of four meetings which
were attended by 900 to 1 000 wheat prowers. The meetings almost unanimously called
for substantial changes to the structure of the administration of the wheat industry which,
as everyone understands, is a national rather than a state structure. At Dalwallinu and
also at Newdegate prowers went one stage further They effectively said chat if they
were unable to achieve the cooperation of the Federal Government, the Australian Wheat
Board and the Grains Council of Australia, they would seek the help of the Western
Australian Government for a referendum of growers in this State to determine whether
they want to stay with the national marketing system or fall back to a state or regional
system. In terms of regional we are talking about South Australia and Western Australia
as a western region. I will not ask the Minister to make a policy commitment on the
Government's behalf on that question. However, does he feel that the Government may
be comfortable with the idea of at least considering marketing Western Australian wheat
via the Grain Pool of WA or another state market for both domestic and state markets?
Hon BJ. CHARLTON. The Minister for Primary Industry has stated publicly that he
would be comfortable with that situation. However, it must be remembered that it is not
up to the State to determine who gets export licences; the Federal Government does that.
Another factor many growers have not acknowledged in this debate is that although the
Federal Government may give an export licence to the Grain Pool, for example, there is
no guarantee that it would not give a range of ocher export licences to a number of other
people. The industry must take the advice on board that it is highly likely that any
Federal Government, if it moves away from single desk selling to give an export licence
to a state authority such as the Grain Pool, is almost guaranteed to give it to others as
well. That would not be to the benefit of Western Australian growers; it would
possibility be to their detriment. The Minister would be comfortable if he were assured
that only the Grain Pool would get an export licence; however, he is not confident that
that would be the case.
Hon KIM CHANCE: People do appreciate the difficulties, but perhaps not to the level
they should.
[l11.4Oami]
Division 26: Agriculture Protection Board, $14 521 000 -
[IHon B.K. Donaldson, Chairman.]
[Hon E.J. Charlton, Minister for Transport.J
[Mr R.L. O'Dwyer, Acting Chief Executive Officer.]
The CHAIRMAN: Any supplementary information that may be required is to be tabled
prior to the commencement of the hearing. Are there any generic questions you have to
answer in that way?
Mr O'DWYER: I presume they are being tabled.
Hon E.J. CHARLTQN: I do not think they have been.
The CHAIRMAN: We would also like the answers to any questions on notice within
three working days in order to assist with the final report of the committee. I ask any
member asking questions to indicate clearly the item, division number and document, and
the page number if necessary, so that the Minister and his adviser may know exactly the
questions being asked.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: There have been some questions and draft responses. I just need
to ensure they have been checked by the Minister in order to have them tabled. I will
have that confirmed before the session ends.
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Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: On page 215 under significant issues and trends the fourth
paragraph refers to community concern continuing to grow with respect to the potential
harmful effects tradtional pesticides and herbicides may have upon the environment and
personal health and safety. You had a program for the eradication Of feral pigs. The
Budget papers make no mention of that program and whether it is ongoing. If it is, what
resources have been allocated to it and in which areas is that program being effected?
Hon ElJ. CHARLTON: I will ask Mr O'Dwyer to respond.
Mr O'DWYER: The matter of feral pigs is like that of a number of species. It is not
specifically identified as a program, because they are not a major problem throughout the
State at present. One of the worst affected areas is in the south west forest area on land
owned by the Department of Conservation and Land Management. We have had some
negotiations with the department in the Mt Barker region to discuss the control of feral
pigs getting onto farm land.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Supplementary to that, has any program been effected in
water catchment areas?
Mr O'DWYER: No specific program has been effected. When problems occur and we
get complaints from land holders, we will deal with the feral pigs at the time.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Is 1080 still being used?
Mr O'DWYER: Yes, 1080 is used for feral animal control throughout the State.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I want to congrawulate Mr O'Dwyer for the speed and efficiency
with which the APB and the Department of Agriculture tackled the codling moth
problem in the Bridgetown area. The number of people you managed to recrit locally to
apply themselves to the job of stripping trees of bark, etc, was phenomenal. The amount
of publicity in all the media in the south west was great, as was the work done by people
at the checkpoints in providing first class promotional material. I am sure many people
are very grateful for the rapid response made by you and the Department of Agriculture.
On page 7 of the performance indicators, table 33 refers to measures of output per unit. I
notice in the table that spending in 1989-90 dollars is going down. It increased in 1991
but then decreased significantly by about 16 per cent in 1991-92 and has tailed off since
then. Will you explain the decrease from 1989-90 dollars in 1991-92 and also why we
are not increasing spending in real terms?
Mr O'DWYER: The increase in 1990-91 reflects a specific, additional allocation in the
order of $2.9mn for the locust plague. Over time the allocation is a maintained constant in
dollar terms, but it fell in relation to 1989-90 constant dollars, apart from the significant
increase in 1991.
Hon BOB THOMAS: We are using the wrung base for comparison, because the base
figure of 1989-90 had locust money in it.
Mr O'DWYER: The year 1990-91 had locust mioney in it. Because I was not with the
APB in 1989-90, 1 am not too sure and cannot comment on why it was $17m then
compared with the $15m since.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Will you take that on notice, please?
Mr O'DWYER: Yes.
Hon EJ. CHARLTON: There has been some rationalisation as far as the APB is
concerned for the greater use of resources. The APB has tried over recent years without
cutting the service to deliver it in a much more efficient manner.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Can you give some examples?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Vehicles.
Mr O'DWYER: Since 1991 t board has reviewed its operations with the intention of
trying to improve efficiency. The objective was to maintain our level of field positions at
the coal face at the expense of middle and senior management Since that time two
senior, level 8 Public Service positions have been abolished, one in research and one in
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administration, a number of corporate support staff have been replaced and two regional
officers have also not been replaced. Therefore, most of the savings have occurred in the
management and middle levels1 whereas we are still trying to maintain the 91 field
locations we have throughout the State.
[ 11.50 aml
Hon BOB THOMAS: I commend you for that philosophy. Middle management often
soaks up too much of the agency' s resources, and the people at the operator level are not
adequately resourced.
Mr O'DWYER: It has a cost. The increased administrative workload on country based
regional officers was a down side of the reduction in the middle management level,
especially in South Perth.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Still on the performance indicators, [ notice that the unaudited
financial statements indicate that some resources are received free of charge from the
Department of Agriculture; namely, some of the administration and corporate resources.
When calculating performance indicatos do you take that into account? Do you
discount the amount of money spent on the operation and use the lower figures to
deternine, say, the cost of the number of hectares covered in the APB's operation?
Mr O'DWYER: We use the figure allocated to us through the consolidated fund for the
performance indicators. This is the first year we have had a specific amount allocated
from the Department of Agriculture for the services it provides. It goes back to the royal
commission of the 1950s which decided that the Department of Agriculture should
provide services, such as accounting, pay roll, offices, and telephones. Thie APB was to
use the Department of Agriculture services rather than duplicate them.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Do you intend in future to change your performance indicators to
actually show the value of the shared resources with the Department of Agriculture so
you get an accurate picture of the dollars spent per hectare covered?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: As previously discussed, the Department of Agriculture is to
conduct a review of its overall operations; the APB is part of that review. What will
happen in the future will depend upon, the outcome of that major review.
Hon BOB THOMAS: So, some changes could be made which will affect this area as a
result of this review?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Yes.
Hon DOUG WENN: My question may have been partly answered; however, page 213 of
the Program Statements outlines the corporate services and salaries section. The number
of FTM has increased by four, but estimated expenditure has reduced by $290 000.
Mr O'DWYER: One of the reasons for that is that the bottom line is always the dollars.
The FTP figures are usually academic as the money allocation is the limiting factor. An
unusual circumstance arose last year in that the chief executive officer, Mr Neil
Hogstrom, retired and our commitment to his retirement contribution was in the order of
$250 000. We must provide for that The average APR staff member costs $30,000, and
the only way to pay for such unusual circumstances is through staff adjustments. We do
not anticipate a CEO retiring this year! I hope we will have more staff.
Hon DOUG WENN: A reduction of $363 000 occurred in recurrent expenditure in the
others item.
Mr O'DWYER: I will take that question on the reduction in other operating cost on
notice. I do not have the information here.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: A number of unfilled positions for district officers have recently
been filled. Some problem exists with continuity in some of those regions with finding
replacements for personnel leaving. I understand from the recent meeting that we
attended, that almost all of those positions have been filled at this stage.
Mr O'DWYER: Yes. A fairly high staff turnover occurs in some areas. We are in the
process of advertising some positions and others have been filled.
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Hon KIM CHANCE: Page 216 of the Program Statements refers to the triennial goat
field survey. Does that mean three times a year or once every three years?
Mr O'DWYER: The latter. The survey is to find out whether that is the case!
Hon KIM CHANCE: The survey in 1993 indicated that the goat population had reduced
by 25 per cent statewide, which is an extremely good result. One of the factors leading to
the great amount of land degeneration in this state is feral animals, particularly goats.
They are doing terrible damage. The dry seaon in the upper Murchison highlighted how
bad the damage is.
I have had some concern about the goat program, despite its success; namely, the
interface between the mustering and shooting programs. As I understand it, the
Coolamnia shoot, which has been the subject of a question on notice, was a fairly
expensive trial program. I hope it was successful. What made the pilot program at
Coolamnia different from other eradication programs was the fact that the shooters went in
before the mustrers. There always seems to be a problem, particularly in the lower
Murchison, in that opportunities exist for mustering; however, the shooters are brought in
when the muster is not properly completed. In the lower Murchison vast areas could be
mustered easily, leaving the gorge or the more inaccessible areas to be shot out. Could
you comment on bow you feel the goat program is working and whether the interface
between the mustering and shooting is sufficient?
[ 12 noon]
Mr O'DWYER: The overall success of the feral goat eradication program will always
rest upon the approach of the pastoralists. to feral goats. In the past three years we have
had a significant impact on the recognition by pastoralists of the damage caused, the
number of goats present and that they can do something about them. Initial calculations
indicated that something 1like 50 per cent of the grazing pressure in the Gascoyne,
Murchison and goldfields caused by goats is not controlled by pastoralists. This applies
to the goat or kangaroo problem. We have made the pastoralists more aware of that
situation; they have paid more attention to controlling goat numbers.
The visibility of goats is a concern. If a goat is seen, how many others axe actually
present? The triennial survey was conducted by the Australian Nature Conservation
Authority, and the figures indicated that for every kangaroo - red or grey - seen, two or
three may actually be present. That applies to goats also. That was the story with the
trial. The number of goats in an area depends on the type of rangeland and the amount of
bushland. The board has established that for every one and a half goats that can be seen
from the air there are actually three on the ground. For every goat a pastoralist sees on
his station there are probably three. Given that this program is run through the land
conservation district committees, a criterion has been established that mustering on the
pround and other means of control must have taken place andi that shooting from the
helicopter must be a clean up procedure only. It is not the first choice by any means
because it is very expensive. We are looking at $300 an hour just for the operation of the
spotter plane and the helicopter, that does not include the payment to staff and the cost of
the Agriculture Protection Board's vehicles. I know that more mustering should be
undertaken in some areas before the helicopter comes in, but the pastoralist must decide
that there are no more goats he wishes to muster before that occurs. In the past when
many pastoralists have mustered their goats the healthy nannies and the young kids were
released so they could be captured the following year. An increasing number of
pastoralists axe destroying the non-commercial goats so there are fewer for breeding
purposes. There has been a change in attitude.
Hon KIMv CHANCE: Are you suggesting that some pastoralists are managing the goat
population in order to maintain a certain number?
Mr O'DWYER: Yes, without a doubt. In some cases it is part of the pastoralist's
budget; for example, he may receive $20 000 for goats one year and if they are all
destroyed he does not have that money the following year.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Is that a practice the APB would frown upon?
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Mr O'DWYER: Yes, they are a feral animal and we would prefer that they were no
longer there because of our concern for the rangeland. We have agreed with the
Department of Agriculture's pastoral board that goats may be run on a domestic basis in
pastoral areas where they are fenced and domesticated and the pastoralist complies with
the agreed stocking levels. They are controlled in that sense.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: it is worth noting that an export licence operation at Carnarvon
was recently approved. The abattoir there is taking goats and they are being exported.
One of the great problems in the past with exporting goat meat from Western Australia
was that the goats had to be transported to Waroona. The cost of that exercise negated
any export potential. An arrangement has been made to export goats to three countries
under the recent export licence. In the period from the commencement of exporting goat
meat to Christmas, 160-odd containers - that is, 1 300 carcases per container - will be
exported and that is a significant step forward. I remind members that goat meat is the
highest consumed meat in the world. I have met the people involved in the export
operation and they told me thac Western Australian goat meat is the highest quality in
Australia. They consider it to be an untapped resource which has not been utilised.
Goats are exported from the Northern Territory and New South Wales but there has been
some difficulty in filling the orders. It has a significant potential and it is simply a matter
of how one balances, the equation between the feral problem and the financial
opportunities that are available.
My involvement in this issue has been in liasing to get the product out of the State and it
is one of the new initiatives that I mentioned previously about air freight and shipping
opportunities. Once the goat meat is ready to go into the container, the ships must be
closer to the action. It does present a great opportunity. It requires another education
process to inform pastoralists that there is another avenue open to them; that is, when
they muster the goats some of them have a potential to be part of the export trade. I
understand the value of goats has increased a few dollars per head as a consequence of
the export opportunity out of Carnarvon.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I thank the Minister for that interesting information. We still have
a problem of too many feral goats and hopefully the situation the Minister outlined will
address that problem. Has the Government considered that, firstly, in Order to speed up
this process of facilitating the export market and, secondly, getting the feral goats under
control, it may be preferable to introduce a subsidy for the capture and transport of goats?
Hon E.J. CHARLTGN: The first step was to get approval for the export licence. Work
was done to facilitate that and it was successful. The future success of this export market
will depend on how the pastoral properties. will become part of this industry. We have
considered that aspect and we now must encourage some of the pastoralists to support it
by taking the necessary action when they muster goats. They are at Carnarvon's back
door in the Murchison-Gascoyne area and the transporting of goats is not a big concern.
The key is to develop the trade and if we can do that there will be a return for pascoralists
and hopefully that will encourage them to muster carefully.
Hon DOUG WENN: It will increase the opportunities for coastal shipping.
ion E.J. CHARLTON: That is one of the points I have taken up. Instead of transporting
them in containers from Camnarvon to Perth they need only be transported to Geraldton.
The CHAIRMAN: I refer to feral donkeys which were a problem in 1986-87. The
performance indicators on table 30 show that the cull rate per hour then was 60.1 and in
1993-94 it was 28.2. In 1992-93 the cull rate per hour for feral goats was 70 and in
1993-94 it was 63. Will the process for feral goats decline at the same rate as for feral
donkeys? Are feral donkeys no longer the problem they were seven or eight years ago?
Mr O'DWYER: They are no longer the problem they were seven or eight years ago.
Members should bear in mind that the drop off in t cull irate per hour is more dramatic
in the sense that recently we starred using spotter aircraft to speed up the kill rate of the
helicopter. The success in the east Kimberley is such that we will have to shoot every
second, or perhaps third, year. It involved an expansion of the area that was shot out,
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including Aboriginal reserves and defence land. We expect the same thing to occur with
goats. The old saying is that the last goat or donkey is very expensive to catch.
The CHAIRMAN: On page 216 of the Program Statements reference is made to the
achievement of efficiencies by competitive tendering for the checkpoint operations at
Kununwra, Norseman and Perth airports. The situation at Perth Airport concerns me. It
is a difficult situation to control especially when one considers the number of interstate
tourists passing through that airport who are confronted with some sont of vigorous
search and a thtreatening military-style operation. In Kununurra there was a 24 hour
check on vehicles and I amn aware of the different modes of transport in that area.
Considering that, I am concerned as to how we can ensure that certain problems will not
be introduced to Western Australia.
(12.10 pmj
Mr O'DWYER: As part of the calling for competitive tenders for the checkpoints,
included in the tender document for operation of the domestic airport terminal at Perth is
a requirement that the successful tenderer must move within two to three years to meet
90 per cent of flights using sniffer dogs. There has been some publicity recently for
Floyd, whose main priority is the international terminal, but when Floyd has a bit of
spare time, he does some work at the domestic terminal. If we can meet up to 90 per cent
of flights at the domestic termtinal, we will detect nearly all breaches with fruit,
vegetables and prohibited products.
The CHAIRMAN: What about fruit in people's carry bags - not their luggage?
Mr O'DWYER: That is the same. All flights are now met, which was not previously the
case, and an officer from the Western Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service is
present, but passengers are not searched and it is not satisfactory by any means, hence the
reason that we would like to get the sniffer dogs that will pick up any fruit in people's
band luggage.
Hon DOUG WENN: It states under significant issues and trends at page 215 that
skeleton weed has been recently found at Capel, in a region previously free from
infestation. How serious is that problem? One of the major planned achievements for
1994-95 at page 216 is a 10 per cent reduction in skeleton weed infestations, yet you are
looking for a total eradication of other weeds.
Mr O'DW YER: Skeleton weed is fairly extensive in the Eastern States. It is small
seeded and very easily spread. It is a wiry plant that would clog up headers and add
significantly to the cost of cropping operations. Over the past 20 years, we have
contained the skeleton weed infested area to a bit over 400 hectares, which is quite an
achievement. The Minister recently had a review of the skeleton weed program, under
the chairmanship of Hon Murray Criddle, and that has made recommendations to beef up
the skeleton weed eradication program. It is a serious problem, and we view it seriously.
The farmers contribute a levy, based on their grain delivery, which contributes in the
order of $800 000 a year, and we put approximately 10 per cent of our total resources
each year into that program. We would be pleased if we could achieve a 10 per cent
reduction in the infested area for the coming year, because it is a very difficult plant to
deal with.
Hon DOUG WENN: One of dhe major achievements for 1993-94 at page 215 refers to
the codling moth eradication campaign. It concerns me that with the outbreak of codling
moth in Bridgetown, only 496 of the 500 affected property owners had complied with
requirements by December 1993. Why did the other four owners not comply?
Mr O'DWYER: I must take that on notice. The four who have not complied may have
been running late, but there is no threat to the success of the program as a result of their
non-compliance at this stage.
Hon DOUG WENN: What do you mean by "running late"?
Mr O'DWYER: In controlling their fruit or removing trees. Some of the growers had to
remove all their fruit trees. I do not know the specifics of those four cases.
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Hon BOB THOMAS: My question relates to double-gee in the Manjimup area. I have
been approached by a farmer in Manjiinup who says that double-gee on the property of a
neighbouring farmer is affecting him. He has tried to be as free of double-gee as he
possibly can, and he has fenced off a strip of land one metre inside his boundary fence,
not cultivated it and allowed pasture to grow there, because he believes that the water
wash that comes from neighbouring farms brings with it the seeds not only for double-
gee but also for wild turnip, radish, and other things. I should point out that it is a
downhill boundary fence. His neighbour is a horticulturist, and as a result of the
contouring and ploughing across the face of the hill. the amount of water wash coming
off that neighbouring property onto his property is greater than usual. In addition, his
neighbour recently used a herbicide on his property, but because of the prevailing winds,
or some other reason, that came onto the farmer's property and killed off most of the
pasture in that one metre strip that he has planted to prevent the double-gee, from coming
in. I think it may even have come as far as 1.5 mets into his property. As a result,
pasture will not grow in that area, and the farmer believes that the water wash will come
further into his property and will bring that weed with it and destroy any attempt that he
is making to keep his property free of double-gee. Is double-gee a problem, and what is
the APB doing in the Manjimup area to address double-gee? Is there some education or
other program to help farmers who have problems to eradicate double-gee on their
farms?
Mr O'DWYER: The declaration status of double-gee varies throughout the State, and I
must take on notice the question about what we are doing in Manjimnup. Blackberry is
the main weed with which we are dealing.
Thte CHAIRMAN: Having been involved in farming, I would say you need to keep off
your property every visiting neighbour who has a wheeled or tyred implement of any
son.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I point out to the Chairman that this Vernier has done something
constructive.
The CHAIRMAN: 1 realise that it is very difficult to control.
Hon BOB THOMAS: What action is available to this farmer to overcome the problem
of herbicide affecting his property when his neighbour sprays?
Mr O'DWYER: I must admit that arguments between neighbours are always very
difficult ones and most of us bureaucrats would prefer to stay out of them.
Hon BOB THOMAS: That is not a sentiment held by lawyers. They like to get
involved.
Mr O'DWYER: I know. Our preference is very much for neighbours to talk to each
other. You mentioned the concern about water run off. It sounds like a conservation
issue as well, and whether a local Landcare district committee could be involved to assist
in proper farm planning is another thought worth following up.
Hon BOB THOMAS: But you will rake on that initial issue?
Mr O'DWVYER: Yes.
Hon M.D. NIXON: Does Paterson's curse come under subprogram 1.3, control, at page
217? If so, has the biological control program been successful? Would a program of
containment to those areas where it is established be effective?
Mr O'DWYER: Paterson's curse does come under this subprogram. The biological
control program has had only limited success to date. It certainly is not what we would
consider a success story. Two control agents are involved. We would likce it to be more
successful. One of the ironies with biological control is that we need a certain population
to maintain the biological control agent, because if we got rid of too much Paterson's
curse, the biological control agent would die out.
Hon M.D. NIXON: Paterson's curse is spreading throughout the State. Should we have
a policy of confining it to those areas where it is established already?
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[12120pm]
Mr O'DWYER: We do have a varied policy, depending upon the level of spread existing
already, and where it is essentially endemic in a district, we do not put much effort into it.
We encourage control where it is relatively new in the area. Given the chemicals
available to fanners these days, an individual landholder should be able to do something
with sryng and grazing Paterson's curse as part of the management process. The
non-fue areas are the problem.
Division 28: Fisheries, $13 696 000 -
[Hon B.K. Donaldson, Chairman.]
[Hon E.J. Charlton, Minister for Transport.]
[Mr P.R. Rogers, Executive Director.]
[Mr K.S. Dhillon, Manager. Finance and Administration.]
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The supplementary information is not available as it has not
been finalised.
Hon DOUG WENN: I am concerned today that no allocation has been made in the
Budget papers for the Fish Resources Management Bill that will be introduced shortly
into this place.
Mr ROGERS: The Fish Resources Management Bill has over 200 provisions. In
essence, because of the time delays between Parliament's passing the Bill and the
necessity to get regulations and subsidiary legislation in order, it is unlikely it will be
operational until July next year, so there are no budgetary implications flowing from that
Bill.
Hon DOUG WENN: What is breakdown of new works of $258 000 allocated to the
south west in the capital works program?
Mr ROGERS: IThe major expenditure in the south west is through the aquaculture
program, and there is a proposal to spend in the next financial year about $255 000,
which is the bulk of the funds, for a south west reserch facility. The choice is between
Pemberton and other appropriate sites in the south west in order to give fresh water
aquaculture a boost in terms of investment and progress in the research area.
Hon DOUG WENN: Is that matron and so forth?
Mr ROGERS: Marron, yabbies and fresh water fin species.
Hon DOUG WENN: In subprogram 1.3 on page 233 of the Program Statements the
PTs have increased by two, but the estimated expenditure has been reduced by
$300000.
Mr ROGERS: The FTE increase is due to an internal transfer of one person from the
department into the research division, and a position kept vacant last year was filled this
year. The drop in funding is due to the fact that much of our research expenditure comes
through Fisheries Research and Development Corporation, and when we compare actuals
with estimates, we do not get clearance on some of that commonwealth funding until
later in the financial year, in which case we must go to the Government for
supplementary funding to give effect to the commonwealth funding which could come
forward. This has also been an offset by the cost of additional FTEs and the Chemistry
Centre, which is included in those figures. 'There are always adjustments from year to
year, depending on the allocation of overheads and how they are applied.
Hon DOUG WENN: The aquaculture development subprogram has 10 new FTEs.
Where have they been allocated and in what sections of aquaculture have they been
appointed?
[ 12.30 pm]
Mr ROGERS: Off the top of my head, in terms of the aquaculture program which was
announced by the Government in June, the Budget allows for 10 ETEs. Mr Charlie
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Thorn has been appointed on secondment to head the program. It is intended there be
four regional appointments as a liaison unit. One wiU be located in the Kimberley and
Mr Colini Osik works there at the moment. One is expected in the mid west region, one
in the south west region, and one to operate from Perth. In addition, there are three FTEs
associated with aquacultur research; one position as a research officer will be located
with the south west freshwater research facility which was discussed earlier; and two
FTEs associated with a research and a technical officer will probably be located in
Broome. That is our plan at this stage for the further development of tropical research
into aquacultuxe. The last two FrEs, which brings the total to 10, are clerical support
staff to carry out the typing and operational components of the unit.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Subprogram 1.4, aquaculture development, includes new funding
of $1.822m. Is that $1.822m relevant to that new program to be drawn from
Appropriation Bill (No 1) or Appropriation Bill (No 2)? Appropriation Bill (No 1) deals
with recurrent funding from the Government; Appropriation Bill (No 2) deals with
capital works and new programs.
Mr ROGERS: I cannot answer that without looking at the two Bills. I suspect it is
Appropriation Bill (No 1) for the first part and Appropriation Bill (No 2) for the second.
One relates to capital and one relates to recurrent. That needs to be checked.
Mr DHJLLON: The amount of $1.822rn is made up of $1.167mn recurrent expenditure
and $655 000 capital expenditure.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Do I take it from Mr Ohillon's answer, that the recurrent funding is
from Bill No 1 and capital funding is from Bill No 2?
Mr DHILLON: I assume, based on what you have told us, that is the case.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Given my explanation of the functions of the Bills.
Mr DHILLODN: Yes.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: That will be checked to ensure it is correct.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: I refer to the use of Pemberton as a possible research
area. Can you identify where yabbies are able to be farmed; what part of the State are
they excluded from or are they allowed over the whole of the State?
Mr ROGERS: No, under current arrangements yabby farming is a permitted activity to
die east of a forest line which originally went straight down Albany Highway from Perth.
It has been amended in the last 12 months to follow the eastern side of the forest line. It
is hard for me to describe, but it borders where the jarrah forest naturally ends and the
farming begins on the eastern side of the Darling Range. It follows the forest line and
makes a dog leg to the Albany area. I am more than happy to show you on a map rather
than give a generic description.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: I accept the generic description. I understand where
it is. If research is conducted in that area where it is indicated there will be a research
facility - and you indicated in your answer that yabbies will be included - is that not
going against that area from which yabbies have been precluded?
Mr ROGERS: We are conducting yabby research in the Avondale research facility
owned by the Department of Agriculture. A large number of ponds have been installed
to do that work at die Beverley Agricultural Institute. If Pemberton became the site, any
work on yabbies would in the final analysis have to be in a closed system so that they
could not escape from the facility.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Are you aware that some establishments advertise
that they grow yabbies west of the line which has been discussed?
Mr ROGERS: That may be so. If they are growing them, they are in breach of fishery
policy, and appropriate action would need to be taken. We want a change in direction
with yabbies because it is not so much that we should allow yabbies to the west of that
line but that technically under the existing legislation people are not committing any
offence by having yabbies if they do not sell them. That is a problem for us. There is
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nothing we can do about it. The new legislation which will be passed by the House will
enable the department to deal properly with inappropriate translocation issues when they
arise.
Hon DOUG WENN: 1 refer to the buy-back system, which the industry itself puts a
certain amount of dollars into. Has anyone been bought out this year, and if so, at what
cast? That is covering the whole fisheries industry.
Mr ROGERS: We have four buy-back schemes operating. Three are associated with the
prawning industry and have been ongoing for some time; that is, Shark Bay. Exmouth
Gulf and Onslow. From memory, there were eight boats taken out of Shark Bay at a cost
of $9.6m, three boats taken out of Exmouth Gulf at a cost of $3m, and two boats taken
out of Onslow at a cost of $240 000. A general scheme was implemented almost five
years ago. In excess of 119 licences have been acquired under that general scheme over
the five years. Licences were acquired in 1993-94 but not as many as in previous years.
Something like eight or nine licences were acquired over that period. We have been
paying two levels of prices. The general price has been $22 500 for an open wet line
licence to the west coast. For estuarine licences which have restricted transferability the
price that we have been paying is about $12 000 each. More recently, there has been a
strong upward pressure on price in the commercial sector for wet line licences. I
understand that the commercial market is now paying somewhere between $42 000 and
$44 000 a licence. We made one offer last time the committee met at $40 000. which is
below market price. We are not in the business of competing and do not pay
commissions.
[12.40 pm]
Hon M.D. NIXON: At page 231 of the Program Statements, program 1.0 refers to the
rock lobster industry. How effective have the rock lobster control measures been? Have
areas of unfairness to individual fishermen either within a zone or between zones become
apparent? At this stage have the measures been sufficient to ensure a sustainable
industry?
Mr ROGERS: The rock lobster fishery management program for last year can only be
judged as successful in terms of its objective. It was aimed at achieving a saving of
1 000 tonnes of animal in predicted catch, which would flow to the following year and
eventually through to the breeding stock. The most conservative view is that we have
achieved at least 800 tonnes, and the optimistic view is that 1 200 tonnes has been
achieved in terms of catch saving and contribution to the breeding stock. With regard to
its economic impact, which was a matter of some concern, realising that the sustainable
objectives of the fishery are much more important than the economic objectives, the
value of the fishery from last year to this year has increased from $220m to $290m. It
was selling at a base price of $18 to $18.50 a kilo, and the last average price paid to
fishermen was $28.43. My latest calculation is based on the continual bonuses the rock
lobster industry is receiving. The value of exports for the industry has jumped
considerably. This year it is likely to be in dhe order of $360m, which is significantly
higher than last year. I often made the comment on the tour in private, which I will now
share, that I sometimes wonder how some fishermen can sit up straight because their
wallets are so fat that it puts them out of balance.
We looked at the question of unfairness to individuals, because when the management
program was first introduced some concerns were expressed in the Geraldton area that
small fishermen were being impacted on unfairly by the package. Because of the split
gauge, which was 77 millimetres until the end of January, it was partly true that it
impacted on their catches early in the piece and had financial implications. However, as
expected from the package, it shifted a lot of the catch from the whites part in the
November/Dlecember period to later parts of the year. They then made up for that catch
loss at attractively higher prices. When a survey was carried out we appointed Ross
Gould of RAFCOR to visit the industry to assess whether any financial disadvantages
were flowing from the package. It proved to be a non-event in the sense that there were
no detrimental financial impacts on fishermen. That was explained to industry
throughout the coastal tour.
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On the question of sustainabiliry, at face value in terms of the analysis caried out so fa,
it is doing everything it should be doing. As I am Executive Director of Fisheries and
also Chairman of the Rock Lobster Industry Advisory Committee, I am allowed to be
more sceptical than others, and I am still looking for the data to show significant shifts, or
some shift, in the grade category data for the rock lobster catch. We are dealing with
time lags in relation to animals not being caught, which will reflect in growth and
eventually in the breeding stock. Therefore, we shall not know the full answer until three
years' time when it is measured by the spawning index. The scientists, as I am sure are
the Rock Lobster Industry Advisory Committee members, are reasonably confident that
the management measures taken last year were successful. On the last coastal tour many
of those who were opposed to the management package when it was first introduced
sought retention of the package in its present form next year. That position has been
adopted by the Minister.
Hon E.J. CHARLTON:, Having been to America a couple of times I have taken an
interest in comparing Western Australia with what has been done in that country and
other parts of the world in the rock lobster industry. The control measures and
mechanisms put in place in Western Australia to develop a long term and stable industry
are unique. It would be a tragedy for the fishing industry and for Western Australia if we
did not maintain a balanced approach. Although there will always be anomalies in any
system and people who disagree with control measures, I am sure members of the
committee will agree that it is an outstanding industry which makes a significant
contribution to this State. The Government is trying to facilitate the industry with a
number of other initiatives which will stand it in good stead. Although one can never
guarantee the price of a product in years to come, the increased dollar figure
demonstrates the extent to which the rock lobster has been fished out in other countries
which had no controls. It is a very buoyant export industry for Western Australia.
The CHAIRMAN: Do you think the good returns and the capital gain windfall in the
price of a pot licence - I understand they are selling for $27 000 at present - will present a
problem, in that in future the industry will be closed and will become almost incestuous
at some stage?
Mr ROGERS: I am not an expert in this area but this is a matter of concern to some
people. The price of a licence before the start of the season was $12 000 and it has
increased to $26 000. Therefore, the book value of some of these businesses jumped
from $1.2m to $2.5m in a space of 12 months. One has only to project the long terin
market growth for luxury products, such as rock lobster, and the inability of other
countries to increase supply of that product for at least 20 or 30 years in terms of other
forms of aquacuiture, to recognise that there will continue to be a strong price push in the
value of rock lobster. It will continue to influence the price of licences. One could well
envisage these licence values continuing to increase compared with almost everything
else over the next 10 or 15 years. Those within the industry are a privileged group of
people. It will be increasingly difficult for crewmen in particular - those who do not have
a capital base - to enter the industry.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMIERY: The performance indicators provided include an
indication at pages 46 and 47 that a number of fisheries are fully exploited. At what
stage does the department decide that an industry is over exploited? What is the lead
time for research to determine this? Obviously, once the situation has gone too far, it is
difficult to pul it back. What is the leeway in this area?
[ 12.50 pmj
Mr ROGERS: I wish there was a simple answer. We must cake each fishery almost on a
case by case basis. We had very good research and data in the prawn fishery in 1982,
and in the space of three years, with the combination of excessive fishing effort and
environmental conditions, tiger prawn production went from 600 tonnes to about
60 tonnes. It took us a considerable amount of effort to recover the fishery and to return
it to a sustainable level. On the other hand, a tuna species lives for 20 or 30 years, and
involves a number of age classes and so on, and it could take 20 or 30 years to obtain
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sufficient data to understand the population dynamics of the fishery. That is the other
end of the spectrum. By and large, the department has done well in its management of
large fisheries - that is, rock lobster, pearling, dfe trawl fisheries for prawns and scallops,
and we are not doing too badly with pilchards and snapper. The area in which we have
difficulty are species such as shark. Shark is one of the species for which we have never
been able to have sufficient resources to undertake a research program, until we were
successful in the last 12 months with grant funding from the Commonwealth Government
to do some work in Western Australia. Generally, the history of fisheries' management,
particularly small fisheries, is that there was no real progress in the management of them
until 1986. That has meant thai we are coming from behind the eight ball with
management of some of the small fisheries. We could do much more research than our
funding allows for such small fisheries. Thai raises the question of cost benefit, because
some fisheries are very small, and sometimes we make sear of the pants judgments rather
than undertaking research which can be very expensive.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Earlier Hon Doug Wean referred to cutbacks in
research funding. You indicated that there would be some Commonwealth or industry
funding to match other funding already allocated in the budget. Is that sufficient to allow
you to carry out the required research to ensure we do not over exploit the fisheries that
are being managed? Can you indicate that the industry will not be overexploited - as
indicated with the tiger prawn fishery?
Mr ROGERS: One can always do more research to address the outcomes. The difficulty
with the estimates on which we work, is that they rehate to the consolidated fund
estimates and they do not include funds from other sources. Much of our research is
funded from the Fisheries Research and Development Corporation, which will be in
excess of $lm this coming financial year. I will run through some of the research
programs under the FRDC - pearl/oyster $215 000; pilchard eggs $88 000; shark stock
assessment $182 000; Australian salmon and herring $70 000:. western rock lobster -
spawning stock $192 000; northern fish Kimberley $30 000; northern fish trawl
$222 000; yabbies $143 000; and population dynamicist $30 000, totalling $l.172m from
Commonwealth funding. Also there is the major funding which comes from the fisheries
research and development fund, primarily related to our research. Our budget from that
source for 1994-95 is $2.7mi. So, we can add $l.lm plus the $2.7m, totalling $3.8m, and
add that to the consolidated fund estimates. Over the last two or three years we have
achieved a change of direction. We are increasingly depending on external funding or
industry funding for research, and that has lead to an expanded research program in
Western Australia. That is to the betterment of fisheries, but obviously when dealing
with something like 56 managed programs in the State we cannot cover all of them.
Some are actually managed on a monitoring basis.
Hon E.J CHARLTON: All States in Australia have a very limited income base. We can
see great benefits to the State and the nation as a consequence of new business ventures -
and this is a very good example. We will receive great benefits if funds go toward
research projects because ultimately it will lead to either a better managed or a higher
income producing industry. The tragedy from the State's point of view is that the State's
financial resources, in most cases, benefit very little from increased activity. It does not
receive any PAYE income tax as a result of the numbers employed on a project.
Company tax goes to the Federal Government, as does fuel tax, from any increased
activity. Apart from payroll tax, and a small amount of fuel tax - and royalties where
they are involved - the State receives very little by way of income. Although we realise
the great benefits that will come from direct funding to these organisations, bodies and
industries, the State does not benefit.
Another point wordh making is that Australia should take a hard look at itself because
Federal Government funding is being put into areas fromn which we receive no great
financial benefit at the end of the year. We need to return to resource funding activities
to generate the great wealth that can be obtained as a consequence. China has put in the
necessary infrastructure. That country has stated chat a nation cannot benefit without that
infrastructure. In Australia we are handing our money to programs that do not generate
any long term benefits rather than puffing it into capital infrastructure.
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Hon DOUG WENN: One of my interests over the last year or so has been aquacuirure,
particularly oyster farming. Has the department carried out any research in chat area?
Mr ROGERS: We have done no specific research in the oyster industry. The member
will be aware that a company in Albany has invested in the flat oyster industry.
Technology for hawchery production of spat is very well known around the world, It is
easily replicated, so specific research on oysters remains with the private sector. The
only area of oyster work that we touch upon is die disease associated with oyster
production. An organism called bonemia has an impact on the operation in Albany. Itris
an Australia-wide problem for oyster production.
Hon DOUG WENN: Is it anticipated that the department will become involved?
Recently I visited South Australia and Tasmania, and their State Fisheries Departments
are very involved in research.
[ 1.00 pai]
Mr ROGERS: As industries develop, we become more involved. Because of the multi-
million dollar investment by t company, it is taking a prime commercial risk. The
Minister was correct about our control areas. I have found almost everywhere I go that
Western Australia is recognised as a leader in the way it looks after its fisheries.
However, policing is a problem in all areas. Recently in the south west a move was made
by the local shire to ban net fishing in the Leschenaulc inlet.
Hon DOUG WENN: Can you give me a breakdown of the places where net fishing is
banned?
Mr ROGERS: Some areas along the coast have prohibitions on set netting and some
have prohibitions on set and haul netting. We put out a booklet which details, fairly
substantively, areas of netting closures. Recreational netting is not now permitted in the
Swan River. A number of estuaries in the south west do not allow recreational netting.
If I recollect correctly, policies are being proposed to ban set netting for recreational
activity from I January 1995 from north of Beadan Creek to as far as the Northern
Territory harder.
Hon LA. COWIDELL: Is the department concerned about the possible trawling of the
mouth of the Dawesville Channel?
Mr ROGERS: Yes.
Hon J.A. COWBELL: Will the department impose a moratorium on trawling of this
channel until the potential impact of such crawling is assessed?
Mr ROGERS: We are examnining that issue with the Minister at present. It is under
active consideration.
Hon L.A. CO'WBELL: Does the department have any concern about the trawl policy in
Comet Bay and the significant discard factor? I refer to the fact that the trawlers are
entitled to retain two species and discard 45 species, the value of which may run into
hundreds of thousands of dollars. That obviously has an effect on recreational fishing.
Mr ROGERS: A review process is in place following the detailed research study of
Comet Bay and the south west by the Fisheries Department. It is being chaired by Peter
Millington and involves local consultation with people in the Comet Bay area. Ralph
Yule is on the committee as are others in the Mandurab area.
Hon JA COWBELL: When is the report on that expected?
Mr ROGERS: I hope the matter will be finalised by the end of this year.
Hon LA. COWDELL: I may be misinformed on this, but I think the understanding about
the number of licences was that they should not be passed on. Some people have
licences which they themselves have not been using for a number of years. but have been
trding off those licences. Is this matter being addressed?
Mr ROGERS: Yes; an investigation of an alleged breach in 1985 is underway. The
difficulty is in proving a beneficial transfer of ownership occurred. I expect there will be
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some action in relation to that matter. On the other question, in reality, non-
transferability is a very difficult issue to manage because the legislation does not give us
a firm base on which to work. The licence holder can be alive, but some other party can
work under the licence.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Are you then prepared to suggest certain amendments for the
Minister's consideration?
Mr ROGERS: It is much more complicated than that. It relates to powers under the law,
therefore Parliament must make a legislative change. We have tried in the new fisheries
Bill to tighten our ability to manage non-transferability within the framework of the
legislation.

Silting suspended from 1 .04 to 2 .00 pmn
Division 64: Health, $1 398 957 000 -

[Hon Muriel Patterson, Chairnan.]
[Hon Peter Foss, Minister for Health.]
[Dr P. Brennan, Commissioner.J
[Mr P. Canmpos, Director, Finance and Assets.]
[Dr M. Forrest, Managing Director, State Health Purchasing Authority.]
[Mr K. Larkins, Director, Statewide Health Authority.]
[Dr A.G. Penman, Chief Health Officer.]
[Mr P.W. Solomon, Managing Director, Government Health Bureau.]
The CHAIRMAN: Minister, would you like to report briefly on any matter before
questions are asked?
Hon PETER FOSS: It needs to be stated that although the net expenditure is $1.398b, a
major part of that expenditure - that is, over SI b - is paid to hospitals for hospital care.
That is by far the most significant part of the Health budget in Western Australia. Those
hospitals are independent corporate bodies, subject to the direction of the Minister, and
they are very definitely the major expenders. The most significant thing that we have
tried to do of late is to introduce the funder-owner-purchaser-provider system.
Previously we have handed over money on an historical basis and, with some reasonable
confidence, have assumed that the job would be done. There have been perverse
incentives in that method of funding the hospitals, not the least being that to meet budget
it was often better for the hospitals to cease doing things, rather than to do things. Under
the new system we sincerely hope there will be incentives for people to perform and to
have throughput and that we will gain a method of achieving something which is more
akin to what we want to happen. It has been a source of some concern to hospitals that
the method of funding in the past has not provided any real incentive to keep waiting lists
down and to achieve throughput. That is a very significant part of our budget, by far the
greatest pan of it. I am hopeful that the move will lead to much greater efficiency. The
other areas are very important but, in terms of dollars, they do not match this one.
[2.10 pm]
Hon KIM CHANCE: I refer to the line item community health on page 608 of the
Program Statements. Community health was one of a large number of programs in
which the budget was underspent relative to the 1993-94 estimates. I note that generally
the 1994-95 estimates tend to restore funding to about the level of the 1993-94 estimates.
However, I am concerned that the community health allocations will remain below the
1993-94 estimates. I am surprised at that, given that the Minister and the department
have expressed the view that improved services in the community nursing field can pay
the most significant dividends in cost reduction in other services, such as hospital care,
which the Minister has just identified as being a significant component of thisbudget.
Will you comment in general terms about the apparent underspending on various
programs, and in specific trmns about your strategy in funding community health?
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Hon PETER FOSS: Some of these things are always more apparent than real. I will ask
Mr Paul Solomon to explain the specifics of community health, and perhaps the more
general point about apparent underspending.
Mr SOLOMON: Overall, in community health, as with all other programs in 1993-94,
the only real savings from the budget to actual expenditur relate to either capital works
underspnding. because of delayed projects, or to delays in commonwealth programns,
either because the program had not commenced early enough to have the full year impact
or simply because the Commonwealth on a number of occasions had not approved the
project in sufficient time to commence early. All savings - it was quite a large figure last
year - relate to delays in those programs. All those programs will recur in this financial
year, and funding has come forward. Community health is going forward All the
savings related to the difference between budget and savings for community health last
year have been restored and are all available this year. The only reason the overall
increase does not look sizeable is simply that there was a large write back of about $1 .4m
from last year's money from one-off commonwealth programs. It must come back by
that equivalent of $1.4m, and then all the increases go forward. Overall it may look like
a small increase, but generally it is just lined up because of that simple write back of a
number of non-recunrent programs.
Hon KIM CHANCE: We must be careful in the way we treat your answer on the capital
component of any apparent reduction, because we are talking about recurrent funding.
The capital component is dealt with in a separate line item in the program summary.
From what the Minister and the department have said in recent times I expected to see a
significant real increase in the area of community health. Perhaps this question should be
directed to the Minister because it is a policy question.
Hon PETER FOSS: There is no decrase; that is apparent rather than real. One of the
problems now is the means by which we deliver services. Hon Kim Chance would be
aware that one of the major things we have tried to do with community health is stop it
from being the entire preserve of a group of people who have the label of community
health on their bat. Historically, that has been die situation in Western Australia, not in
other parts of the world, where community health has been separated and the program
delivered through only that. Dalwallinu is an example. Through the multipurpose
services the idea now is that community health is delivered by every single health service
deliverer. That point was raised today at the launch of the child adolescent program.
Now, every single other health medium is trying to get the community health-type
measure delivered as well. The problem is that, as a separate program, community health
may not look as though it has jumped ahead a long way. However, community health
messages and services will be delivered by other people because they know now that that
is an essential part of the deivery of services. Some of the hospital budgets, for instance,
would represent those which regard themselves as having a community health message.
Dr BRENNAN: The distinction is now becoming fairly arbitrary in that it relates to
people who are funded under the old community health program. By and large, the local
hospital and health service board have total control of their health budget.
Hon KCIM CHANCE: But they are not yet funded to deliver community health services
in the main, leaving aside Dalwallinu and similar examples. The contracts have not been
issued yet.
Hon PETER FOSS: They have been delivering that service for some time. The local
general practitioner, for instance, conducts community health-type things.
Hon KIM CHANCE: As you say, that has occurred for some time, so we ame not seeing
any change in that regard.
Hon PETER FOSS: No, but all these MPSs are coming forward where all will be
expected to deliver the community health program.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I understand that, andlI expect to see the changes there.
Hon PETER FOSS: In time we will find it increasingly difficult to say what Community
health is. .We spoke to the Sexual Assault and Referral Centre today about how it
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delivers not only sexual assault programs but also community health programs. Centre
cannot just trat things as conformning to their specialty. The person's entire health must
be considered.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I wil be very disappointed in the future if Dr Forrest, far example,
is not able to tell me how many community nursing services he bad authorised to
purchase.
Hon PETER FOSS: Again, I return to the MPS. One of the benefits of an NIPS is that
home and community care program funding can be cashed out. One of the big problems
with HACC funding has been that it has been given only where someone has put up a
particular project. It is on a project basis, and only that project is funded. It does not
matter what the needs of an area are. Someone must come up with a project and will
then receive that funding. Under the MPS, the population-based entitlement is cashed
out.
Because HACC funding is so program related and cannot be spent on anything else, it is
estimated that some 15 to 30 per cent of what could have been delivered on services is
lost either because of the need to account precisely for what was being done at any
particular time, or the fact that somebody could not be used to do two things. For
example, somebody could be sent out on a HACC program who could just as easily be
doing other things, but that person could not do those things.
We will certainly be able to fund somebody to run a community health centre while such
a thing is directly ascertainable. However, we will not say to the MPSs that we would
like them to keep a clear record of everything they have done and apportion it between
various headings, because that would impose on the MPSs the very accounting difficulty
which the HACC funding causes people. We are based not on input, but on output. We
may very well indicate the money that has been spent on MPSs and we will be able to
show the sorts of outcomes they have. However, we may not be quite so dollar and cent
wise about precisely how every hour was spent on doing one kind of work or another.
[2.20 pm]
Hon REG DAVIES: I will leave my questions about cigarettes until the end, if we have
time! How many people on the waiting list for cardiac surgery died prior to surgery, and
how does the number compare with that per head of population in previous years?
Hon PETER FOSS: There is no waiting list for cardiac surgery this year.
Hon REG DAVIES: Can people go straight in for surgery?
Hon PETER FOSS: They go in as soon as their doctor believes it is appropriate to do so.
If anything, we have a bit of a shortage.
Hon REG DAVIES: That is because of the no smoking campaign.
Hon PETER FOSS: The member could increase demand.
Hon REG DAVIES: How many practising medical doctors act as advisers to the
Minister? I do not mean the bureaucrats, but the practising doctors who assist and give
advice.
Hon PETER FOSS: What does the member mean by "advising"?
Hon REG DAVIES: I refer to advice on medical, hospital and health matters.
Hon PETER FOSS: The definition could be drawn as broadly or as narrowly as one
lies. We have released a document tidled "Clnical Health Goals and Targets, Volume
1". This program has a continuing role. A single central committee had many working
parties, and about 82 people were involved. Most of these people were medical
practitioners of some sort; that is, nurses and other health professionals were involved.
Of course, some would have been officers from the department, but the majority were
external people from academic and non-academic backgrounds. These people
independently drew up this document, which is to be used by the bureau of government
health services.
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Hon REG DAVIES: Is it available to members?
Hon PETER FOSS: Indeed- It is in irs second print; it was as rare as hens' teeth as it
was so popular. That is only one of many programs. Today we announced the child and
adolescent policy, the committee for which comprised approximately a dozen doctors.
The committee drew up a policy, which I adopted as Health Department policy.
Hon REG) DAVIES: I asked the question because I have received many hundreds of
letters from medical practitioners in Western Australia over the past couple of weeks.
They have been protesting about a Bill -

Hon PETER FOSS: That is a slightly different matter.
Hon REG DAVIES: However, they complain that the Minister appears to be insulated
from the medical profession.
Hon PETER FOSS: I do not agree with that at all. The doctors are responding to a letter
from the Australian Medical Association which indicated that it bad not been consulted
on the legislation. However, I not only consulted the AMA, but also made changes to the
Bill in response to AMA suggestions. The Bill was sent out to the AMA as part of the
consultation process, and it responded only after I criticised it for not responding.
Consultation is a two way process: I can only send out the legislation; I cannot make
people respond. The AMA wrote to all its members saying that it had not been consulted
on the matter. It had. Also, the AMA chose to ignore the confidentiality of the
consultation, which indicated clearly tt it was confidential to everyone apart from the
Health Department. A lot of doctors are responding to the AMA letter, which is totally
deceptive; it suggests that I will set fees, but I have no intention of doing so. Doctors set
the fees that they like. However, the suggestion is that they tell people in advance what
the fees may be. The AMA publicly, if not privately, embraces that notion.
Hon REG) DAVIES: I thank the Minister for his comments. I will send a copy of his
speech to the doctors.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Earlier you referred to the home and community care.
programs. I have long been associated with a major HACC program in the metropolitan
area. Of late in the east metropolitan health region we were approached by Bentley
Hospital to receive money from it to look after elderly folk released early from hospital.
A special component of the money given to us was for that purpose. However, even
though we are grateful for the money, it creates more administration for the program but
we receive no extra funding for the extra administration created. Has any thought been
given to how that extra cost could be covered?
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes. Does the member think that the program should be given more
than it is currently given?
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Yes. This component is Health Department money and
we must care for the people involved. However, we receive no extra money to cover the
extra administration created.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is outside the HACC program.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Yes. It comes into the HACC community area rather
than the day cam area.
Hon PETER FOSS: This illustrates the problem with HACC programs: It would be
easier if bundles of money were sent to the program untied rather than being accounted
for separately. The accounting process would be to indicate that the people involved
were being looked after.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: I would want more accountability than that.
Hon PETER FOSS: It would still be necessary to show how the money was spent, but it
would be necessary to show that the people had been cared for. As long as the money
was spent on the program, it would not matter, the real test would be whether people
were cared for.
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Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: I assure the Minister that the people are cared for.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am certain they are. That is the real test of the program, If the
patients are not cared for, it does not matter how well the money is spent in accordance
with the guidelines. The problem with HACC funding is that the money must be kept
totally separate and this can lead to huge administrative overloads. The National Health
Ministers' Conference is looking at a city equivalent of the multipurpose service
program, and Victoria is conducting a pilot on that idea at the moment. The money is put
into a program. The real acquittal for the money being properly spent on the program
comes from indicating that the job is being done. This will save huge amounts of money.
The most common complaints about HACC funding are the amount of work required to
obtain the funding in the first place; the delays in approval, as it must be approved by
every man and his dog; the constraints on the spending; and the accounting at the end. If
this pilot scheme is successful in Victoria and achieves a city equivalent of the MPS,
some problems may be alleviated.
[2.30 pm]
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: While an HACC. I raise a matter which occurred last
month. One of our clients whom we look after in the community care sense was taken by
ambulance to Royal Perth Hospital during the afternoon, where she stayed until 3.30 am.
She was then sent home by taxi. She was 94 and was living by herself. I think that was
pretty irresponsible. She was most distressed and called our HACC coordinator in the
early hours of the morning. I wonder what is happening at Royal Perth Hospital when a
person of that age is released on her own.
Hon PETER FOSS: I would have to inquire about that. I agree with you that it sounds a
bit extraordinary to send home a 94 year old woman at that hour of the morning.
The CHAIRMAN: We will take that on notice.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I did not hear your answer to Hon Reg Davies in regard to waiting
lists. Did you say there are no waiting lists?
Hon PETER FOSS: In cardiac surgery.
Hon BOB THOMAS: My question relates to diagnostic related grouping. Is this the
system that you intend to introduce in the next Budget?
Hon PETER FOSS: No. We are already paying hospitals on a case mix basis. It is not a
straight system, because if we were to pay totally on a case mix basis, that would be the
only basis upon which they could receive money. We work out an appropriate base level
of activity from what we think a particular hospital should have as its base. We then
calculate what it would receive by way of payment on a straight case mix basis. if that is
less than its base level, we give it what is called a transition payment in order to bring it
up to the previous level, and the hospital has the capacity to go over or below that
amount, depending upon the activity that it puts through. Therefore, if its activity is less
than in the previous year, it can go down, and if its activity is greater, it can go up.
However, if its activity is the same, then its budget is the sane, less two per cent in real
terms. Therefore, there is an incentive for hospitals to increase their throughput. We
used to fund them on an historical basis so that if their waiting lists, for example, got very
long, they would be funded for waiting list money, which would enable them to tackle
those waiting lists and reduce them. However, that created the difficulty that it was a
great encouragement for hospitals to get long waiting lists because the only hospitals
which received waiting list money were those with waiting lists. In this system, there is
an incentive for hospitals to get rid of waiting lists because only then can they participate
in the extra money.
Hon BOB THOMAS: So are you telling me you do not have any plans to go to the Yale
diagnostic related model?
Hon PETER FOSS: They are the bases of how we calculate what they are.
Hon BOB THOMAS: How do you intend to collect that information?
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Hon PETER FOSS: One model tells us what are the particular groups that we are talking
about, and the other - case mix funding - is basing people's payment on what they are
doing. You may define that by reference to the DR~s, but that is not a method of
funding at all.
Dr BRENNAN: Yale is several generations out of date. We are using what is known as
Australian DR~s, the Australian national case mix study, which is now being used in
every state and territory in Australia.
Hon BOB THOMAS: What changes do you intend to impose on hospitals to collect the
information that you need?
Hon PETER FOSS: They are doing it already. DRGs are not used just for funding.
They are a statistical basis, apart from anything else. Itris a way of determining what
hospitals are doing and how well they are doing it. With case mix funding, all we are
doing is using that as an opportunity to remunerate them for using that same formulation.
Dr BRENNAN: The process is extremely simple. Itris based on what we call the ICD -
the international classification of disease. For decades, we have always coded our
hospital admissions on the lCD system, and it is now up to lCD 10, which is a
classification system. All we do to get the Australian DRGs is use what is called a
grouper. The international classification of disease has tens of thousands of
classifications. The grouper groups diem down to about 400 Australian DRGs. It is just
run through a machine. No work or manual processing is involved.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I- have some problems then because a month or so ago,
Dr Brennan came to Albany and listened to the doctors, who were very concerned about
the change -

Hon PETER FOSS: That is case mix funding.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Yes. The doctors were concerned about the change to the level of
funding and to the funder-purchaser-provider system in Western Australia and said that a
reduction in die number of operations had been imposed on them. Dr Brennan met with
those doctors and said that he was prepared to allocate more money to Albany Hospital to
enable it to undertake waiting list surgery, that he would consider that as a deferred
liability, and that he would increase the amount of money that is available to them.
Dr BRENNAN: That is right.
Hon BOB THOMAS: How does that fit in?
Dr BRENNAN: What die doctors in Albany reported as a limit put on the amount of
surgery they could do was in fact the process that the Minister has just outlined. We had
to take their historic budget and equate that with an historic level of activity. What we
have got is an agreement around the State, hospital by hospital, about base loads. In
order to start an increased throughput system, we have to agree on a base line. The base
line has been agreed, and if we stick to the Albany example - I cannot quote you chapter
and verse - the surgeons have said, "Yes, we agree that is our historic level of activity
which corresponds with our historic budget".
Hon BOB THOMAS: But you have cut it by two per cent in real terms.
Dr BRENNAN: No. Had we not introduced the case payment system, that is the budget
that they would have received, so these papers collectively represent a two per cent
reduction in real terms, which is what they would have received had the moves to case
payment not been made. Over and above that, they have the opportunity to agree with us
in selected areas of activity to increase their throughput and will be paid on a case by
case basis. The reason for reaching the base line is that clearly if we are to pay over and
above, we have to pay over and above something. Therefore, the figure that they
incorrectly reported to the Albany Atverdser as a ceiling merely represented the
agreement between Dr Forrest's people and the local hospital about what the historic
level of activity was - no more and no less - and I think they have accepted that now, to
be fair to the doctors in Albany. They now understand that process.
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Hon PETER FOSS: Interestingly, the lower your base, the better off you are. If you put
yourself in the position of Albany Hospital, you would be trying to argue with the state
purchaser and say that your activity was actually lower so that when you did get your
activity down, you could show a greater increase. You would not want to have your base
too high because then it would be difficult to do better than that.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Are any organs removed from bodies nowadays without the
permission of the appropriate family member?
Hon PETER FOSS: I do not know. Axe you talking about donation or for research9

Hon MARK NEVILL: Research, basically.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am having that investigated at the moment. I expect that there
would be, but I do not know at this stage. One of the things that came out of the Honey
report, which was specifically dealing with coronial inquests. was that we should look
also at the other situations which were non-conmnial. My expectation is yes, but I cannot
be certain at this stage.
(2.40 pm]
Hon MARK NEVILL: My second question relates to the need for public education about
the limitations of health screening. My view is that the public's view of health screening
is very different from what it does and what it delivers.
Hon PETER FOSS: We encourage women over the age of 45 to have breast screening
and it is very important to encourage them to do that. We do not encourage people under
the age of 45 to have breast screening. For a period I received many letters from women
under that age requesting that it be extended to all ages. We replied stating that there is a
very good reason why that is not done, that it is counter indicated to do so. flat
correspondence has considerably lessened. I believe that because people have been
sufficiently interested to write the message is now better understood in the community by
women under that age, and that other alternatives should be followed.
There are arguments about all sorts of screening. Firstly, it can be very expensive for
very little return if it is not appropriately planned and it can also be counter productive.
Dr BRENNAN: At the risk of a bureaucratic response, a previous clinician's response
would be that some form of screening - for example, for hypertension - in taking people's
blood pressure is one of the most cost beneficial things we do. It is far too general to say
screening is a good or a bad thing. If one looks at serum cholesterol, many people might
debate whether the cost benefits are there. There are other things which unequivocally
would support that.
Hon PETER FOSS: I do not think we have a public process to scare people about
screening. We make sure the screening provided is very selective so there is that benefit.
The goals and target document deals with certain instances where it believes screening is
appropriate, and we will be guided by that where there is a clinical indication to support
it.

Hon MARK NEVILL: Risk management procedures, particularly in hospitals, have been
discussed in evidence in the committee. Has the Health Department considered doing
something like that to reduce the paper war in the Health Department?
Hon PETER FOSS: I remember passing that to the Health Department to follow it up.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I asked the same question last year.
Hon PETER FOSS: It was passed on. I am not quite sure what the answer is. We will
take it on notice.
The CHAIRMAN: That question will be taken on notice.

Mr SOLO)MON: We have costed it and it looks like a reasonable proposition. We will
talk to teaching hospitals and directors.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Will it be a pilot program?
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Mr SOLOMON: We do not know. It will be made available. We have a decentralised
system of management. A person can come in generally in terms of costings chat are
provided, and provide that service. We want managers to see how that fits into their own
management processes.
Hon PETER FOSS: We do have an answer.
Hon REQ DAVIES: Given a shortfall in cardiac surgery places, are there waiting lists of
people with life threatening conditions or serious ailments? If so, why is this occurring?
Dr BRENNAN: Dealing with cardiac surgery in our two public units, the wailing time at
the Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital is literally zero. They are not able to fulfil their
contractual level. At Royal Perth Hospital, people are being turned over in about two to
four weeks. For cardiac surgery, there is no problem at all. In ocher areas, when waiting
lists and times are discussed in the bulletins we publish, we do not address life
threatening questions. People who have cancer and brain trmours do not get onto that
elective list The Australian health care system, particularly the Western Australian
system, treats people immediately. If one were to have a routine chest x-ray today, and
there was a patch on one's lung, one would be trated tomorrow. We do not have those
sorts of things in this country. A backlog has occurred in prostacectomy and neurology.
Those are the only ones I can think of. The bulk of men presenting for a urological or
prostate procedure have results which are benign, but occasionally a malignant result is
shown.
Mr PENMAN: They are on the waiting list because they are benign.
Hon REQ DAVIES: This waiting list is a myth.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is elective surgery,
Hon REG DAVIES: It is only elective surgery for hip replacement and chose types of
things.
Hon PETER FOSS: It has always been elective surgery. As Hon Kim Chance is aware,
the same problem arises when we talk about country hospitals per se; they say we must
have such and such here for this emergency. These things can always be used for
emergencies. What we do not allow thern to do is use them for elective surgery. Most
things can be done immediately if people. have that sont of demand. It is the elective
surgery that gets put out, for obvious reasons.
Hon REQ DAVIES: How is elective surgery defined?
Dr BRENNAN: There is a technical definition that we are using. Most people now use
the Victorian system which creates three categories of elective surgery, one being the
highest category, and another the one the Minister referred to. Under these increased
throughput programs we will require hospitals to have zero category one. Category one
is defined as a patient who, if surgery is not received within 30 days, is likely to suffer a
significant deterioration in his condition; or where a clinician has recommended that
surgical intervention occur within 30 days. It is a similar definition for category two,
with the time being 90 days; and category three is the reverse of those assertions: The
patient's condition will not deteriorate if the operation is not done.
Hon REG DAVIES: Let us take a hip replacement as an example. An elderly person
may have a reasonable lifestyle yet still want that surgery as his condition hampers
mobility and interferes with his way of life if he does not have chat surgery; it is also
painful. That person could well be in the third category.
Dr BRENNAN: No, it is a different set of indications altogether. Some of the most cost
effective things we do are in making the elderly either mobile or able to see again - that
is, with hips and knees, and cataracts. It does not mean it is bad surgery or not indicated,
but it is not life thratening.
Hon REQ DAVIES: My nose job would be in the third category.
Dr BRENNAN: Yes. We use the clinicians: We say to the orthopaedic surgeons, 'What
is a reasonable time for a person with degenerative arthritis to wait for a hip
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replacement?" They might say six months. Under the goals and targets, 95 per cent of
people should be done within six months of presentation. That is how the system works.
Hon REG DAVIES: Why do we have these waiting lists?
[2.50 pm]
Dr BRENNAN: That is an interesting economic debate. Without imitating my
colleagues in Victoria, I believe thee are two theories: The first one - and it is the
popular one - assumes there is an infinite demand, and that it is almost impossible to
satisfy the demand for health services. Thierefore it becomes a rationing exercise to
appropriate a certain amount of money. We advise the Minister on the best combination
of services to get the best value for that money. As you know, the national controversy at
the moment is that assertions are being made by both Victoria and Dr Lawrence in
Canberra that the policy may well be based on supplier induced demand so that the
inability to service demand might relate to supply side. The Federal Minister has
commissioned Professor Bohm to inquire into that assertion. The notion that putting
money into waiting lists would decrease them showed universally the opposite.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Dr Brennan mentioned that he asked orthopaedic surgeons
what is a fair time frame for hip replacement. Cataracts cause people discomfort and
impending blindness at various rates. Judgment about the waiting lists cannot be based
on the fact that one can assume a cataract will happen in the future. They especially
affect the aged who become very nervous about them and there is a waiting list in that
sense. How can a judgment be made about a time frame for cataracts?
Dr BRENNAN: The normal exercise is to relate a cataract to visual impairment. The
decline in visual acuity can be fairly easily measured. It passes from the point of being
an inconvenience and it becomes a hazard, particularly with night driving. Our problem
has been that because it is so elective it has become acute. It is one of the reasons we
have moved to a policy of case payment where we can direct hinds and ask hospitals to
knock off the list. It lends itself to factory type work. In this building a fortnight ago we
met with my counterpart from Babi who is working with the West Perth Rotary Club.
Hon PETER FOSS: I happen to be a member of that club, which has recently arranged
for a team to perform about 4 000 cataract operations out of the back of a van in Bali. It
is a phenomenal service. Perhaps we should do the same thing here.
Dr BRENNAN: Professor Constable did something like that four or five years ago and
disposed of the backlog in one hit.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Are you saying we should not have a waiting list for people
with cataracts?
Dr BRENNAN: The lengthy waiting lists are why we have gone to case payment in
purchasing. Although the money was available, as a result of pressure on the hospitals to
deliver acute services they did not get around to undertaking these services which have
an enormous impact on the lifestyles of the elderly.
Hon PETER FOSS: Historically there was no benefit in eliminating waiting lists. In
fact, the greater number of operations that were performed, the more health funding cost,
but we received no more money for reducing the waiting lists. The only way to receive
more money was to build up a waiting list that became so big it horrified everyone and,
as a result, extra money was provided.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: I understand health care card holders can have a
prosthesis fitted on their discharge from hospital. However, in the provision of
prostheses there does not seem to be uniformity across the public system. Royal Perth,
Sir Charles Gairdner and Fremantle Hospitals provide a voucher to the value of $95 to
have a prosthesis fitted. Insured women can claim against their insurance for amounts
between $95 and $350. Women who do not fit into either of those categories face loss of
access and equity. What is being done to address that problem throughout the State?
Dr BRENNAN: A national program was in place at the time, called the PADP.
Unfortunately as with a number of initiatives by the Commonwealth Government, once
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the bill increases, the Commonwealth withdraws and directs the program back to the
States and we are left funding something that no longer cxi' :s. Even though people still
refer to the PADP, there is no such program. However, t, hospitals have taken it on
themselves to provide a fairly extensive and, until recently, relatively free of charge
range of appliances. The member is correct that 1ifferent rules apply, particularly at our
two major hospitals. They have made a number of proposals to the Minister. We have
two basic concerns: It is not fair for an acute hospital to accept a lifetime commitment to
supply appliances to community members. Royal Perth Hospital has complained that
many of the people applying for assistance were not even its patients in the fi t place.
We broadly agree with your second point. Whether it should be the responsibility of the
hospitals or the Disability Services Commission to means test health care card holders is
being review by Minister Minson now.
Hon PETER FOSS: We experience this abdication of responsibility frequently from the
Commonwealth regarding areas which are very much its responsibility. It is a pity that it
does not commit to things. It has five year starts and then leaves them. Interestingly at
the last Council of Attorneys General the Commonwealth released what was called its
plaque policy. It went into considerable detail on how the Commonwealth would get
acknowledgment for everything in which it was involved. It requires that a plaque must
be displayed and the Commonwealth must be mentioned and if it was to be an official
ceremony a date had to be arranged that was convenient for someone from the
Commonwealth to be present to take all the kudos. The Federal Government is very
good at getting the kudos, pulling out and leaving the States to explain why money is not
available any more. Last year the Commonwealth was about, I think, SIm short for the
national women's health program. The State put in again the amount that it would have
contributed had the Commonwealth put up its money, even though it did not. You have
no idea how hard it was to convince people it was State and not Commonwealth money.
I suspect in the end most people thought that the Commonwealth had come good with the
money again when in fact the State did it on its own.
That situation is a bit of a worry because every time the credit for funding programs goes
to the Commonwealth, the debit goes to the States when the money disappears. All too
often, it allows the Commonwealth to escape the blame. This is classically an area where
the Federal Government should be expected to pick up the tab, but it did it in such a way
as to off-load it onto the States. I will certainly be taking it up with the Federal Minister
because the Commonwealth should be dealing with it.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Is a move likely towards a user-pays system, which will
disadvantage the group of women in the middle category?
Hon PETER FOSS: We should put the responsibility where it belongs; on an
intergovernmental basis the Federal Government must come to the party. Strictly
speaking, the long term supply of prostheses is a disability consideration; it is not acute
hospital care. We are considering a capping to the extent that we continue to be involved
so that we will at least limit the number of people who are required to pay for it.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Will the aim be to provide uniformity across the system?
[3.00 pm]
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes, so people will have to pay. However, it will be capped so that
in the end it does not become an intolerable burden simply because the person has to
have a large number of prostheses. It is not easy. We cannot tell the hospitals to become
fall guys for this because we did it through the hospitals when the Federal Government
provided the money.
Hon KIM CHANCE: How much funding has been provided in the budget for the south
metropolitan child and adolescent mental health service?
Hon PETER FOSS: Are you referring to the Bentley unit?
Hon KIM CHANCE: No, I understand Annadale is involved. Would you take the
question on notice?
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Dr BRENNAN: I could give you a number, but it would be safer to take it on notice.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Has the department done any analyses of the amounts of funding
which have been provided for child and adolescent mental health according to the
metropolitan north, south and east corridors? I understand that the north and east
corridors each have had something over $2m spent in that field and that only $50 000 has
been spent in the south metropolitan corridor.
Dr BRENNAN: I can comment on the principle of the question but not on the dollars.
T'he bulk of the money that is becoming available under the national mental health
program in that category is going south for that very reason.
Hon PETER FOSS: Nearly everything from the national and mental health program
went to the south because, historically, the south had nothing.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Has some form of analysis, however simple, been done?
Dr BRENNAN: As you indicated correctly, it did not take much analysis. There was
nothing to analyse.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I have a couple of questions now that relate to Dr Penman's
fiefdom, public health. Last year, one of the major planned achievements for 1993-94
was the introduction of the classification system for local authorities and industry to
ensure that landfill disposal of low hazard and industrial wastes met appropriate
standards. Thai item does not appear in last year's major achievements or in this year's
planned achievements. Does that mean that the issue has been set aside for some reason,
or completed and not noted, or has die objective been met?
Dr PENMAN: The management of waste has been transferred from the Health portfolio
to the Office of Waste Management in the Department of Environmental Protection. A
set of standards for the management of landfills in the metropolitan area was
promulgated last year. I believe the Office of Waste Management is now working on a
set of guidelines to improve progressively the management of country landfills.
Hon PETER FOSS: I refer the member to page 723 of the Program Statements and the
statement under environmental protection.
Hon KIM CHANCE: What role has the department played in reviewing and redefining
the Government's sewerage policy for the Perth metropolitan area for 1993-94? One of
the planned major achievements was to complete the review in order to define the level
of subdivision and development that could proceed without reticulated sewerage. The
item has not been mentioned this year as an achievement.
Hon PETER FOSS: This week I signed off on what I believe is now the final draft of the
new sewerage policy. It is now subject to the remaining Ministers agreeing to it. It has
been under constant discussion during the year and has been done over a few times.
However, it had to be looked at again because of the infill sewerage program. As you
know, one of the tests that we have always looked at historically is the likelihood of
connection to sewerage in the future and we have had to review it. I think it is okay.
However, it is up to the Ministers to confirm that it is okay.
The CHAIRMAN (Hon Muriel Patterson): I commend the Health Department for its
health campaigns which have been increaingly successful, including the HIV campaign,
the Aboriginal respiratory diseases campaign, and the campaign to detect breast cancer.
We hope to see more improvements as time goes by. Other successful campaigns are the
long running Quit campaign, the Drink Safe campaign and the nutrition campaign. I
understand that many people have taken the nutrition campaign very much to heart. One
area that concerns me is that there has been only a slight decrease in the number of young
women smoking. The progressive program in preventive health care is commendable.
However, concerns have been expressed to me about a perceived decline in services for
psychiatric patients' after care, especially when patients could be a threat to the general
public. T7hat was raised with me at a special meeting. With the reduction of funding to
hospitals such as Heathcoce, will you enlighten me on your policy for the future of mental
health care and patient carle?
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Hon PETER FOSS: Madam Chair, you have had a particular experience with public
health matters because of the Food Sense program, which was pioneered in Albany.
The CHAIRMAN: T'his did not come from Albany; it came from another part of my
electorate.
Hon PETER FOSS: No, I am referring you first of all to the Food Sense campaign,
because that was a very successful campaign in Albany. It was pioneered there and it
was an extremely good one. We are concerned about the number of young people takcing
up smoking. I recently asked the department to look at a cohort - some statistics - to see
whether we could get more out of it. We have been dealing mainly with age groups.
However, people who comprise the age groups change from time to time. Western
Australia is the only State which has indicated a drop in the number of young women
smoking. The number of young women smoking is still alarming. However, we have
had a drop and this is the only State to have had one.
The CHAIRMAN: Is there any reason for Western Australia having an edge on the other
States?
Hon PETER FOSS: We hope it is because we are doing it better. This State got the top
award for our antismoking activities. That was from the Australian Medical Association.
The other State that came close to us was incorrectly marked in one area.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Do you have any other empirical evidence to support the
statement that Western Australia has fewer young women smoking than other States?
Hon PETER FOSS: We do not have fewer young women. We have recorded a drop in
the incidence of take-up. It is not on an age group basis.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Even though we would probably have the youngest population?
[3.10 pm]
Hon PETER FOSS: No, it is done on a per capita basis. It does not matter how many we
have relatively; it depends on how many in the age group.
Returning to dhe question on mental health, it would be a mistake to talk about the
reduction of funding to Heathcote. Heathcote is closing and the people who were in
Heathcote will now be accommodated in three places. They will be Bentley, Fremantle
or in the community.
One of the difficulties I faced earlier on was that whereas it had been originally
understood that the change to community care was of comparable cost to hospital care, it
is quite clear that it is considerably more. I have had to find quite a lot of extra money
for mental health. To give an example, the mental health budget from 1992-93 to
1993-94 increased by $6.1m, from 1993-94 to 1994-95 by another $9.05m, and there is
probably more money to go into the health goals and targets. That means in percentage
terms from 1992 to the present time we have had a 16.8 per cent increase in mental health
expenditure after deleting corporate services costs. It is a very significant increase when
the current Health budget has probably gone up over a similar period by 4.5 per cent. We
are very much accelerating mental health money. In two areas in health care there have
been significant increases over what everyone else is getting, and they are mental health
and Aboriginal health. I do not for one moment suggest that there is enough. Some
suggest that mental health is a bit like legal aid: You could continue pouring money into
mental health forever. Leaving that aside, I think we need more money in mental health,
but we just cannot do that overnight. Something like 97.4 per cent of that money is state
money and not federal money. Therefore, theme is a very significant commitment by the
State.
I suspect the concern you have, Madam Chair, is with Bunbury. One of the difficulties
we have-is that one in five people suffer from some form of mental il-health, which
represents an awfiul lot of people in the community. Usually the problems come not from
the people who have been determined to have mental health problems and who are
undergoing treatment but from the people who have not been assessed to have a mental
health problem and are not undergoing treatment. We have great difficulty in persuading
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members of die public that people who are released from hospital to some form of after
care arc, generally speaking, considerably safer in die community than die bloke down
the street who has not yet been detected. Of course a stigma is attached to mental health,
which is not justified. One of the reasons we are mainstreamning people out of Heathcote
into Fremnantle and Bentley, and one of the problems of mental health, and this is
accepted worldwide, is that because people have been locked up in asylums and treated
as a totally separate health stream, they have been stigniauised in the same way as people
with leprosy and, previously, people with epilepsy. There is no doubt about the fear in
the community of these halfway houses. However, most of those people - one cannot say
that one can vouch for their safety - are more under warranty than the bloke down the
street. With the incidence of mental ill-health we should worry about the ones who have
not been detected rather than the ones who have been detected, had some form of
treatment and amt now being released to halfway houses. One cannot overcome that
prejudice against mental health illness.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Leaving aside the prejudice, is there any impediment in the Health
Act to taking psychiatric patients into the teaching hospitals you have mentioned?
Hon PETER FOSS: A Bili has been introduced into the other House for the integration
of those two services. People who are mentally ill can go into public hospitals where we
have psychiatric wards. The only thing that is different is involuntary detention. People
can be involuntarily detained only in a place which is declared for that purpose, and as
soon as we declare a place for that purpose it ceases to be pan of a hospital under the
Hospitals Act. We can do it, but administratively it causes significant problems. The
effect of the integration of health services Bill introduced in the other House will be to
allow a part of a public hospital to be declared for the purpose of the Mental Health Act
and remain part of the public hospital.
The CHAIRMAN: Perhaps there might be a future campaign for the Health Department
to allay the fears of the general public of the dangers or otherwise of mental health
patients.
Hon PETER FOSS: Normally it does not work to do that. The only way one can do it is
to put somebody there. The initial reaction is one of hostility, and then after a period of
rime one almost gets to the stage where people suddenly realise they are normal human
beings and often adopt them. It is a matter of waiting for public acceptance. One cannot
get people to accept it intellectually. They have to accept it emotionally, which they can
only really do when they see real people.
The CHAIRMAN: Supplementary to that question, where the patient goes into
community care, is there any government funding or subsidies put into this area?
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes, through both the Health Department and through housing.
Dr PENMAN: I can now answer Hon Kim Chance's question, which is exactly on this
issue of community based funding. I have been given a copy of the Minister's reply to
question 996 in theAssembly, which deals with the amount. The total is $l.6m, as we
said, of which $500 000 was specifically going to child/adolescent menial health. That
whole $1,6m is allocated to community based mental health services.
Hon REQ DAVIES: Are there any operating theatres idle within our hospitals, and if so,
can the Minister inform us of the outcome of t investigation that was conducted some
time ago into the administration of Fremantle Hospital?
Hon PETER FOSS: Referring to the second part of the question, I tabled reports in this
House on dhe administration investigation.
Hon REQ DAVIES: Was it the final outcome that you tabled?
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes. I tabled two.
Hon REQ DAVIES: Were you following it up?
Hon PETER FOSS: Some matters ane under investigation by people other than the
Health Department.
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Hon REG DAVIES: Legally?
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes. There are some underutilised operating theatres, and I will ask
Dr Penman to tell you what we are tyig to do about them.
Dr PENMAN: I am not sure it is die one the member is referring to, but Shenion Park
has the greatest capacity.
Hon REG DAVIES: I just want to know whether there are operating theatres lying idle
when we have patients waiting for hospital care and operations.
Dr PENMAN: I can answer in two parts. First, at Shencon Park there is one. We are just
concluding a major study in conjunction with the Australian Orthopaedic Association
into the feasibility of creating a self-contained elective orthopaedic procedure unit on the
Shenton Park campus to utilise its underutilised theatre. For all the reasons we spoke of
earlier, the elective things get pushed to the back of the list. The idea is to get them out
of an acute hospital where we do not have those procedures.
Second, this issue relates to our industrial reforms. Theatres are idle outside the hours of
9.00 sin to 4.00 pm Monday to Friday. We have an enornous underutilised capacity
which at the moment, for a whole variety of rigid management structures and industrial
constraints, is not being used. We believe that some of the industrial reforms we have
now available to us, plus the introduction of case payments, will force our managers to
consider providing services in the evening, as happened in Victoria. There is a large
demand from professional women and people with child care obligations to have their
procedure at night, or on Friday night so that they may get back to work on Monday
morning. There is an enormous scope to use the resources far better.
[3.20 pm]
Hon REG DAVIES: In view of that would it not be a good idea to have overnight
hospital facilities within doctors' surgeries, or adjacent to doctors' surgeries, within the
community to get the minor operations out of the way?
Hon PETER FOSS: That has been arranged. I made a determination under the Hospitals
Act and issued a licence to the Surgicennr at South Perth to enable it to address that
problem. Other day surgery units can keep people in overnight if they want to.
Hon REG DAVIES: Does that apply to all units throughout the State?
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes, but obviously they have to apply for a licence.
Hon REG DAVIES: Is it difficult to obtain a licence?
Hon PETER FOSS: No: there are standards to be observed, but none of them would have
a problem obtaining a licence. The licensing is done by the commissioner. I made the
determination which enabled the commissioner to licence the Surgicentre, which can now
keep people in overnight.
Dr BRENNAN: Previously a day was defined as sun up to sun down, but the Act now
allows the 24 hours to encompass an overnight stay. Alternatively we said that we would
licence them for short stays if they wished. The "day only", meaning daylight hours
only, was a terrible constraint which was really meaningless.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: On page 620 of the Program Statements reference is
made to outreach services. Last year a question was raised about some of the outreach
services coming into a central position. I note that one of the major planned
achievements seeks to realign and integrate these services more closely with the activities
of the Health Department. It also states that a central drug unit will be developed. How
many full time employees will be allocated to this unit? Where will the proposed three
regional metropolitan alcohol and drug services be sited and will there be provision out
of those regional centres for outreach services to be conducted?
Hon PETER FOSS: The central drug unit already exists because it is across the road
from my office. I will ask Mr Larkins to answer the question.
Mr LAIRKINS: I can answer part of that question. I understand that the Alcohol and
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Drug Authority is organising itself to provide its services in line with the three
metropolitan regions. Prior to the organisation of the Health Department along those
lines the authority had five community teams. In order to get greater efficiencies the
authority has started to look at using those resources against those three regions. It has
not yet decided whether those two person teams will operate out of the current offices or
whether they will be called back to a central team. I understand the authority intends
using the current teams in their present locations and will realign the resources.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Therefore, in the east metropolitan health region they
would run out of Bentley Hospital?
Mr LARKINS: Yes, they could, and the intention is to maintain that potential. The
intention is to get better utilisation of resources and to link them to the current providers.
H-on CHERYL DAVENPORT: If there were a demand for an outreach service could it
be provided by that region?
Mr LARKINS: It could be provided by that region or by the central team. The authority
intends to develop a central team at Mt Lawley and it will provide services to the
northern suburbs.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: How far is that from becoming a reality?
Mr LARKINS: It will be this year. It is currently realigning its teams.
Hon B.M. SCOTI: My question relates to the second last paragraph of the current issues
on page 618 of the Program Statements. The Health Department has recognised that the
demand for services to children has increased. I note there is a requirement for
assessment of developmental disorders. Prom my observation there is a very high
demand in the community to assess young children with developmental disorders. I note
that speech and language delay in young children is very damaging and causes
developmental delay. While it is fine to assess it, some form of intervention must be put
in place. There is a very big demand for speech pathologists to work with children who
actually need assistance. I relate this to the recent Aboriginal social justice paper which
identified this sort of early developmental delay in Aboriginal children.
The other area of service to children which I would like to bring to the attention of the
Minister and the department is the immunisation of young children, the lack of which
also causes developmental delay in many of them. The lack of immunisation of young
children under five years of age is alarmingly high at the moment and is between 53 and
56 per cent in this State. I was involved with an organisation which helped the
department some years ago to promote birthday cards to four and five year olds to remind
parents of the need for their child's immunisation. These two things are linked and are
not mentioned very often in the Program Statements. One of the things I have noted
from my experience in early childhood services is that access to both speech pathology
and immunisation services are very much limited to normal working hours; that applies
particularly to immunisation. There is very little access for women in the work force.
Immunisation services are not taken into many centres where young children are during
the day. Will the department be redirecting resources to overcome those acknowledged
and recognised early developmental delays caused, firstly, by imnmunisation and,
secondly, by the lack of speech pathology once a language delay or speech defect has
been assessed and recognised in a young child which could lead to a delay in the child's
development at school?
Hon PETER FOSS: Most of this question will be dealt with by Dr Penman. I am not
sure I agree with some of the member's statements and I have corresponded with her
previously on that
Hon B.M. SCOTT: The Minister knows that I have worked very hard to get a speech
pathologist at the Pine View school.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am dealing with immunisation. I will ask Dr Penman to speak on
that and I am not sure that I fully agree with the member's comments.
The difficulty with speech pathology is that a decision was made by people with
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disabilities that they wished to have a disabilities group which specifically dealt with
people with disabilities. On dhe one hand there is a need to mainstream disability
services, but on the other hand there is an almost contradfictory requirement for
disabilities to be dealt with separately by the Disability Services Commission. Both
positions have been taken at the same time. A number of things which were previously
handled by the Health Department and which are now characterised as being in the nature
of a disability are now handled by the Disability Services Commission. Speech disability
is treated, generally speaking. as something that does not come within the purview of the
Health Department but the Disability Services Commission and, in sonic cases, by the
Education Department. Long twin speech disability correction for children is treated as
being a disability. There have been arguments about the separation of disability services
from health services, but the major thrust for the separation has come from people with
disabilities. That decision has been made and been carried through. When people find
they cannot get that service, they come back to Health and ask why we are not providing
it. It is because the responsibility has been handed over to somebody else. We have
resources to handle the things that remain with us. People like to come back to the
Health Department because they see it as having more money.
(3.30 pro]
Hon B.M. SCOTT: I want someone to recognise that there is a problem.
Hon PETER FOSS: I recognise it, but as a result of moves by disabled people, in
particular, a decision was made that disabilities would be separately dealt with, and
matters relating to disabilities have been taken to the Disability Services Commission,
and are no longer Health matters. We have been told clearly that we have a
responsibility for health and that is what we carry our.
Hon B.M. SCOTT: Unfortunately people with disabilities do not have a political voice.
Non PETER FOSS: It is not that at all. It is because we are a Health Department and we
spend our money on health. A decision was made, at the suggestion of people with
disabilities, that disabilities should be separately dealt with, so that is what happens.
They cannot then come back to the Health Department and say, "We are not happy with
what the Disability Services Commission is doing. We want you to provide the service."
We cannot do that, because we have been taken out of that area. I can see there are
difficulties, and the Health Department had difficulties with the decision, but whenever a
decision is made there are benefits and disadvantages. The people who promoted that
change saw the advantages as outweighing the disadvantages, but old habits die hard and
people keep coming back to the Health Department asking why we do not provide the
services. It is no longer within our bailiwick.
Hon B.M. SCOTT: The issues statement refers specifically to developmental resources
for children; that is in the same sentence which refers to sexual abuse.
Hon PETER FOSS: That is not in any way inconsistent with what we have said. It is
important that we have them assessed. In the same way that somebody comes into
hospital and as a result of a medical treatment we may remove that person's leg, and that
person then has a disability. The mere fact that we took the leg off does not mean that we
look after the disability. Once someone has some sort of permanent disability, that goes
to Disability Services Commission. We may assess it. We may do whatever we possibly
can, but we do not have responsibility for permanent treatment. We have our role, but
the long term needs of people with disabilities is now with the Disability Services
Commission. The Health Department assesses the disabilities and makes
recommendations in respect of them; it is involved from time to time. However, the
Disability Services Commission took the money when it was transferred across, and the
long term support of people with disabilities is with the commission.
Dr PENMAN: It is easy to grab a Figure of 54 or 58 per cent as the immunisation level
for children in Western Ausrlia; that is quoted frequently by the Commonwealth
Government as a reason for it to take over immunisation services, at leat for a few years,
and imposing a number of restrictions and guidelines on the State. However, that figure
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must be taken with a grain of salt. It refers to one statistic from maybe a survey aof a
smnall number of people in Western Australia and the question concerned the number of
children who had completed the full inmmunisation course. Obviously, when one is
conducting a community survey there is some unreliability in people's recall, and that
picks up one of the key difficulties of immunisation coverage; that is, the level of
compliance with pertussis vaccine, which is the one vaccine for which there has been a
great deal of community concern and also a degree of professional concern about
rumoured side effects. It is somewhat anomalous that an enormous amount of work has
been done in the past 10 years on quantifying the exact risk associated with pertussis
vaccine. It is apparent that the level of risk is in the order of one in a million for major
side effects, that was lower than had previously been estimated.
Theme are three areas of coverage concern in the vaccine preventable diseases: Pertussis,
mubella and measles. Once again the Commonwealth has made much of the fact that we
still have outbreaks of rubella. That is to be expected given that it is only a few years ago
that we adopted a universal vaccination for rubella. Up until a few years ago we had a
targeted strategy which aimed at vaccinating only half of the population who were still
susceptible. We have now moved to a universal vaccination strategy at 15 months with a
combined vaccine. The third area of concern is the measles area, where although we
have a very high level of coverage, in excess of the 90 per cent at 15 months of age, in
order to get high level control of measles one needs to have an even greater level of
coverage, probably in excess of 95 per cent and probably in the order of 98 per cent,
because of highly contagious nature of the disease. That is probably one of the most
demanding performance objectives in the imimunisation campaign. Overall the level of
vaccination in Western Australia already exceeds targets set by the Commonwealth; that
is, in excess of 90 per cent at younger ages.
In regard to die issue of availability, Western Australia pioneered in this country the
provision of free vaccine to general practitioners. The majority of vaccinations are
undertaken by general practitioners and the types of operation and availability are a
matter for general practitioners to decide in terms of the needs of their patient population.
It is a reasonable point to be made that we should look at mome flexibility of hours in
public vaccination clinics which are operated by local government and the Health
Department in West Perth. By and large there is considerable differentiation of supply
through the general practitioner services.
Hon PETER FOSS: We do not agree with the Commonwealth's assessment. We believe
its figures are politically inspired in some of the areas that have been selected, and we
have a very good immunisation regime.
Hon B.M. SCOTT: It is comforting to know you are not concerned about it.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: The Health Department provides a fair degree of
funding to private groups outside of government agencies and departments. What
procedures of accountability does the Health Department take in, first, assessing those
grants?
[3.40 pmn]
Hon PETER FOSS: Previously funding for non-government organisations was by simple
grant An organisation had to show it was worthy and deserving and did something
worthwhile in the health area. It received a grant which it spent and acquitted by
showing the receipts for the expenditure. For example, the Health Department used to
pay very significant amounts to organisations such as the Silver Chain Nursing
Association. Royal Flying Doctor Service and Blood Transfusion Service, without asking
them to do anything. It was sufficient for them to show they had spent the money in
providing the service.
Hon REG DAVIES: You had no doubt that they were effective?
Hon PETER FOSS: We knew the services were provided but we never asked them to
perform to any outcome or desired resul We have now - as we have with everyone in
governiment - concentrated considerably on the question of an outcome, and we now
require some result for the money supplied. We have a shared expectation of that result.
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Dr FORREST: Each agency is now given a contract; we no longer have a grant
arrangement. The contract has terms and conditions that are the basis of the
consideration to pass to the organisation, and it has what are euphemistically known as
deliverables. These are matters which the organisation will deliver to the Health
Department to promote the health service being pursued. Decisions are made about the
areas and die priorities we want to give to particular health services, and a decision about
whether to contract with a particular non-government organisation is based on the
priorities in force at die time. Theme are a number of non-government programs, such as
alcohol and drug, Aboriginal, general, aged care and women's health. Each of the
contracts has a specific set of deliverables, and a contract officer within the state health
purchasing authority is responsible for following up those deliverables with the
organisation. Access to contract funds in the future is dependent upon delivery.
Hon PETER FOSS: We mentioned the state clinical health, goals and targets. That does
not cover the field hut it will be an important part in deciding what money will be
available for what contracts. We hope eventually as the group of clinicians work their
way through to have the entire field covered with the sorts of outcomes we should be
achieving.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Dr Forrest mentioned an officer had the role of
following up in the accountability process. Is it possible that because of his work load,
that officer does not follow all those procedures?
Dr FORREST: In my view the follow up procedures are carried out. We must assess the
levels of risk. We are dealing with several hundred non-government organisations which
are, in the main, administered by the statewide health purchasing authority within the
department. There is an increasing desire to see more and more of these non-government
organisations administered at the regional level where the director of the regional health
purchasing authority will probably be more aware of deficiencies and shortcomings from
time to time. If the member has concerns about a particular organisation, I will follow it
up. As in any sensible contracting process, the determination of where to put more time
and effort will depend on the amount of money at risk in the contract.
Hon REG DAVIES: Will you give an update of the funding supply and staff employed
for AIDS research, detection and treatment, and community education programs?
Dr PENMAN: There are two main sources of funds for WIV/ADS initiatives in Western
Australia. One is the AIDS Medicare funding which comes from the Commonwealth on
a per capita basis and is given in accordance with the number of notified AIDS cases
under care in Western Australia at 30 November each year. A reconciliation process
takes place with the Commonwealth each year. I think the amount is $50 000 per capita
per year for people under treatment. The total for 1993-94 was $2.659m'. It is a fixed
amount depending on the number of AIDS patients being treated. There is also a
commonwealth-state matched program which this year is funded to the level of $4.685m.
This covens a range of screening, education and prevention activities. Some of the big
recipients of that money are the State Health Laboratory Services for testing for WEV, the
Silver Chain Nursing Association for community care of people with HIUV, and the AIDS
Council, which runs a large range of education and prevention activities.
Hon REG DAVIES: Are the education programs being run by the AIDS Council
sufficient tostop an increase in the spread of the disease?
Dr PENMAN: The AIDS Council and the general educational approaches have been
very effective where there has been a defined community of interest, and a community
has been able to respond and spread the message in its own community. The declining
incidence in the homosexual population is a good case in point, It has also been effective
where it has been possible to put in place structural measures which have reduced the
spread of the disease; for example, access to clean needles for injecting drug users has
been essential in preventing spread. It is nmore problematical where the population at risk
is more diffuse and if heterosexual spread becomes a more dominant consideration in
Western Australia, it will be more difficult to reach the many target groups one needs to
reach with appropriate measures.
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Hon REG DAVIES: Are measurs being taken to ensure that it does not increase?
Dr PENMAN: We are moving our strategy from targeting groups of people defined by
sexual preference or drug using practice, to trying to target settings in which risk occurs.
We know, for instance, that travel is an extraordinarily important risk exposure and we
have mounted an increasingly forceful travel directed campaign and set of initiatives in
the last couple of years. We have also that high risk recreational setting, such as
nightclubs, certain hotels and rave parties which are particularly important areas to target.
[3.50 pm]
Hon KIM CHANCE: Is the Minister able to identify items of a new program nature
within this year's budget?
Hon PETER FOSS: No. Generally speaking, we are spending in a different manner but
as far as the budget is concerned we have a one line budget and we continue to do so.
Hon KIM CHANCE: So theme is no specific program that is new?
Hon PETER FOSS: No.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I will go through the specific purpose grants from the
Commonwealth so that you can identify them and put them in context. Because of
something the Minister said in the past. I want to understand very clearly the
commonwealth specific funding, and the degree to which the commonwealth tied grant
impacts on the State's flexibility in its Budget. I refer to page 13 of the Supplementary
Budget Information. Is the acquired immune deficiency syndrome program a Health
Department allocation from the Commonwealth?
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes. It is 50 per cent.
Hon KIM CHANCE: And the aged care assessment team program?
Hon PETER FOSS: It is 100 per cent funded from the Commonwealth.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The alternative birthing program?
Hon PETER FOSS: It is 100 per cent.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Assistance with anti-venoms?
Hon PETER FOSS: It is 100 per cent.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The Australian bone marrow donor register?
Hon PETER FOSS: It is 50 per cent.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The cervical cancer prevention and management program?
Hon PETER FOSS: That is 50 per cent funded by the Commonwealth.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The dental program?
Hon PETER FOSS: That is an interesting one. For 40 years we have had a dental
program in Western Australia which is wider both in scope of treatment and in the
number of people eligible for it, but it bad a sliding scale contribution to it. Because of
the new commonwealth program, we must cease making any charge for certain people
and certain treatments. The net result is, of course, that we have lost money coming in,
and so although on a strict basis what the Commonwealth provides to us is 100 per cent,
it actually means we have less money because the Commonwealth has deprived us of
previous income. The program is costing us money to maintain the rest of our services
which otherwise would have been supplemented by the amount we would have charged
but have lost, If the Commonwealth does, as it frequently does, withdraw from the
program completely, we will be in big trouble because we have had a perfectly good
contributory system ruined. It is risky. We axe very worried about it. We have tried to
get some assurances from the Commonwealth about what it will put in. It could end up
costing a lot; it could cost usa good program.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Is that because you had to restructure?
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes. They have no program in the Eastern States. When the
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program was set up it was for New South Wales and Victoria, and they did not make
allowances for our having something workable.
Hon KIM CHANCE: And was that program administered through the Perth Dental
Hospital?
Hon PETER FOSS: No, the dental service. Although I say it is 100 per cent funded by
the Commonwealth, we contribute around 30 per cent and rising, and at the end of the
three year program it will cost us a lot. On the face of it, it is a wonderful deal from the
Commonwealth but in reality it is difficult situation.
Hon KIM CHANCE: And what about the haemophilus influenza B vaccination
program?
Hon PETER FOSS: That is 100 per cent funded by the Commonwealth,
Hon KIM CHANCE: And high cost drugs funding?
Hon PETER FOSS: That is 100 per cent.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Home and community care program?
Hon PETER FOSS: It is 60.69 per cent. That is an avenage of 40 per cent by the State
and 60 per cent by the Commonwealth.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The inpatient hospital charter program?
Hon PETER FOSS: That is 100 per cent.
Hon KIM CHANCE: What about the Medicare pathology services grant?
Hon PETER FOSS: That is a straight grant. We hope to find out soon what is the result.
When originally set up it would have paid for what was supplied. We believe we are
now seriously behind.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The national campaign against drug abuse?
Hon PETER FOSS: That is 50 per cent.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The national program for the early detection of breast cancer?
Hon PETER FOSS: That is 50 per cent.
Hon KIM CHANCE: The national women's health program?
Hon PETER FOSS: That is 50 per cent.
Hon KIM CHANCE: How will that program be delivered once the owner-purchaser-
provider model is established? Perhaps that applies to the program for the early detection
of breast cancer also. Will the program maintain its integrity or will it simply be
devolved into various areas?
Dr BRENNAN: We are signatories to the program and we receive funding in support of
the national objectives, just the same as in other areas. Dr Forrest may purchase
according to the State Government's determined set of priorities, but he is constrained by
the national priorities under this program. This is exactly the same process.
Hon PETER FOSS: Although it was not well reported in the newspapers, the States
mnade an offer to the Commonwealth to do everything. We were suggesting, especially
with the funder-purchaser-provider system in place, that we would be happy to do all that
purchasing for the Commonwealth. Under our system, it is like Lego; we can purchase
on behalf of anybody and we can buy from anybody. The purchasing authority can buy
from government or non-government areas and can purchase on behalf of the State, the
Federal Government or anybody else. We axe happy to do that. We receive the money
with a funding obligation placed on it, and we purchase the best we can. Theoretically,
that applies to each of the programs. The funding comes in and the purchasing authority
Will purchase.
Hon KIM CHANCE: Returning to the Supplementary Budget Information, what about
"the rural health support education and training program?
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Hon PETER FOSS: That is 100 per cent funded by the Commonwealth.
Hon KIM CHANCE: And the schools assistance program covering health, education and
justice?
Hon PETER FOSS: That is 100 per cent also.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I thank the Minister for that.
Hon PETER FOSS: You have missed a few. The homeless youth program is 50 per cent
funded. The blood transfusion is 40 per cent funded by the Commonwealth.
Hon KIM CHANCE: I left that one out because I wondered whether it went straight to
the Red Cross.
[4.00 pmJ
Hon PETER FOSS: We put in 60 per cent of that funding. Cerebrovascular
embolisation is a different situation, although it is down as being 100 per cent.
Hon KIM CHANCE: It is not listed.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is different. We are a nationally funded centre for cerebrovascular
embolism. We all put money in and money is taken out if a State is a nationally funded
centre. However, it cannot he said that it is 100 per cent commonwealth funded. It is not
funded by the Commonwealth; it is funded by the State putting in money. it appears
under the nationally funded centres on page 15. It is a special case because we have to
put in money.
Hon KIMt CHANCE: Is the State's money coming back?
Hon PETER FOSS: It is not necessarily our money coming back. We put in money for
the whole system. Harts are dealt with in that way, as was the case with livers. If a
State is a nationally funded centre, it will get some money back.

Sitting sasspended from 4.02 to 4.1S pm
Division 11: Western Australian Tourism Commission, $22 466 000 -
[Hon B.K. Donaldson, Chairman.]
[Hon N.F. Moore, Minister for Education.]
[Mr A. Serra, General Manager Tourism .]
[Mr B. Hearne, Director Finance and Administration.]
Hon N.E. MOORE: I table answers to questions that were sent out.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am pleased the Minister is in a better frame of mind this
year than he was when he handled this item last year! I refer to program 1.0, the
promotion of Western Australia as a tourist destination, on page 82 of the Program
Statements. Will you indicate which new markets you have worked on in 1993-94 and
which new markets you will work on in 1994-95?
Mr HEARNE: There are no new planned initiatives for 1994-95, other than to continue
to concentrate on die South East Asian markets and markets that lead out from Asia
where there has been a substantial increase in growth during the past 12 months, in
particular Indonesia.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Outside of the Tourism Commission, but perhaps with
support within the tourism industry, which new markets are tourism operators looking for
at the moment, or are they concentrating on the more traditional areas of tourism into
Western Australia?
Mr SERRA: They amt concentrating on and consolidating the traditional area, and
considering India and South Africa, as we are, as an opportunity for 1995-96.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Is any work being done in China?
Mr SERRA: Not to my knowledge in the commission.
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Are ocher States working in die same areas, or do they see
themselves better placed to participate in new markets?
Mr SERRA: The other States are joining us in the South East Asian marketplace. We
are concentrating on South East Asia. We do not see much joy in the north Asian
marketplace, unless there are direct air services from those markets. Our indications are
chat they will not be in place until 1995-96.
[4.20) pm]
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Page 83 of the Program Statements refers to a major
achievement in 1993-94 of EventsCorp, in association with other groups, attrating five
new events to the State. What were those events?
Mr HEARNE: The events are the World Speed Skating Championships; the World Dart
Tournament; the MG Down Under event; the World Cycling Championships; and the
World Speed Roller Skating Championships.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Do you have a list of the 13 events established during the
year?
Hon N.E. MOORE: We will take the question on notice.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: What is the status of the Hopinan Cup? For how many
years do we have the event locked into this State, and is EventsCorp making a profit from
the event?
Mr HEARNE: The Hopman Cup is a joint venture between EventsCorp and the
organising body. It will continue for another 12 months, and we are negotiating Mnother
contract with Paul McNamee at the moment. The event makes a profit at this stage.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Does EventsCorp assist with the prize money? if not is it
necessary to review that situation to ensure that prize money is sufficient to attract
interest from overseas competitors, and also to ensure that the event is retained in
Western Australia?
Mr I-EARNE: The Hopman Cup is run on a joint venture arrangement. The Tourism
Commission underwrites the event to pick up any losses incurred - that has not happened
to date. The prize money is determined by Paul McNamee, who is able to attract top line
players to Western Australia for the event.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Is the prize money sufficient or is it being reviewed?
Mr HEARNE: The prize money is always under review. From my knowledge of the
event, the amount necessary to attract top players is paid. We have not had truble in the
past attracting players to make the event a success.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: What major conventions were held in the State during
1993-94, and what major conventions are planned for 1994-95? What new conventions
have been attracted to Western Australia in die coming year? For instance, I understand
that the Indonesian travel agents' convention will be held here.
Mr HEARNE: That is a good question to take on notice. The Perth Convention Bureau
has released an events calendar for the year, which I will make available for the
member's consideration.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Fine. It is estimated that the number of interstate visitors
has increased by some 16.8 per cent. I am pleased that chat increase is continuing as it
has been a growth figure for some time and indicates that Western Australia has a great
tourism product to offer. Again, 1 am happy to take this question on notice: From which
States did the 16.8 per cent growth in visitors come, and do we know their destination in
Western Australia? Also, do we know from which country the international visitors
came, as well as their destination in Western Australia?
Mr SERRA: The interstate visitors growth primarily came from New South Wales and
Victoria.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Was chat related to any particular event?
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Mr SERRA: No. It was pure tourism growth. The international visitor growth was
primarily from Indonesia, Singapore and the United Kingdom.
[4.30 pm]
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: If the growth in interstate visitor numbers did not relate to
a particular event, did it relate to a particular time of the year?
Mr SERRA: It related primarily to promotional activities that were generated on the east
coast, with the Wildflowers promotion last year, the Blue Skies promotion, which was a
winter promotion, and some activities which we undertook with the airlines in lower air
fares from the east coast to Western Australia.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am trying to determine the tourism impact to this State
outside of the metropolitan area.
Mr SERRA: Regionally?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Yes, and can you break down those inter-national and
interstate numbers on a regional basis?
Mr HEARNE: Several years ago, the commission ran a Western Australian tourism
domestic monitor which recorded the number of visitors to regional areas. flat was
dropped in 1991-92, but we have allowed for funds to introduce that for a further two
years in 1994-95 and 1995-96.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Are you conducting any destination surveys for inbound
tourists?
Mr HEARNE: From which markets?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: From any markets, whether by train or plane, or interstate
or international?
Mr HEARNE: Yes, we are. We are undertaking the Western Australian regional tourism
monitor. We also have an international visitor survey and a domestic tourism monitor.
The last two are conducted by the Bureau of Tourism Research in Canberra, to which we
subscribe and assist in research. Those reports come out annually and provide a lot of
information about tourism statistics.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Is the preferred mode of transport of interstate visitors car,
rail or air?
Mr HEARNE: Air.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: By what factor?
Mr HEARNE: The road statistics are about 80 000. 1 do not know the figures off the top
of my head for train, but the interstate visitor numbers total 397 000, so a large
percentage come by air.
The CHAIRMAN: It states at page 0-41 of the performance indicators that the Western
Australian share of the tourism market is about 13 per cent for international arnd about
11I per cent for domestic. That seems to me to be not much greater than our population
base. I do not know whether there is any correlation; there should not be. flat seems
fairly low when compared with the international and domestic market figures for New
South Wales and Queensland, which attract a larger percentage of the tourist trade.
Mr HEARNE: Western Australia has taditionally been fourth behind New South Wales,
Victoria and Queensland in all three markets, but in 1993-94 we have increased our
international marker share from 12.9 per cent to 13.8 per cent. That is significant when
viewed as a percentage of the millions of visitor trips throughout Australia, and it has
been the biggest increase over the past decade. You will find there is very little shift
between any of the States in regard to market share, so any gain is really a huge bonus.
The CHAIRMAN: The McCarrey report recommended that tourism industry
development adopt a whole of government focus through programs such as ecotourism
initiatives, through the identification of environmentally sensitive accommodation sites at
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national parks and foresrs, and cultural tourism across the Arts portfolio. Has the
commission done any work in regard to that finding?
Mr HEARNE: Yes. The commission has established this year a policy planning and
development unit and is working closely with all arms of government to develop tourism
projects as quickly as possible.
Hon BOB THOMAS: I notice on page 81 of the Program Statements that the number of
FTEs has increased from 153 to 165. Where will those 12 new positions be?
Mr HEARNE: Approximately four years ago, the commission staff establishment was
around 200. We had a massive downsizing of the organisation and we were allocated
165 permanent FE positions. Last financial year, we operated with an average of 153
Fits. The reason was that we closed our Eastern States and regional operations, and
there was a bit of a hiatus until we re-established our structure. For 1994-95, we have put
in our actual staff establishment of 165. In reality, at the end of the financial year we
may operate with an avenage of 162-163. At this stage, it looks as though it will be
between 161 and 165.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Did the 153 FTEs to which I referred include the regional
managers who started at the beginning of this calendar year rather than at the beginning
of this financial year?
Mrf HEIARNE: The regional structure was put in place and completed around October-
November of last year, so it was vacant for about four months. The major reason for the
drop was the Eastern States operations, because they closed on 30 June and the new
structure in the Eastern States was not completed until about October.
Hon BOB THOMAS: About 24 people were involved?
Mr HEARNE: Approximately that number was involved in retail operations, yes.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Were some of those 24 people re-employed as sales people?
Mr HEIARNE: Yes.
Hon BOB THOMAS: How axe they shown up in the FTEs?
Mir HEARNE: They would be included in the average figure, under program 1.0,
promotion of Western Australia as a tourist destination.
Hon. BOB THOMAS: How many of those 24 people who ceased to be employed at
30 June 1993 have been re-employed as sales people?
Mr ]HEARNE: Eleven - five in Melbourne, four in Sydney, one in Brisbane and one in
South Australia.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Did you close your Collins Street office in Melbourne?
Mr HEARNE: We did not have an office in Collins Swreet. It was in Elizabeth Street.
Hon BOB THOMAS: You closed that office, but you still have a lease arrangement
whereby you are paying rent for that office?
Mr HEARNE: Yes.
Hon BOB THOMAS: How much a year ame you paying?
Mr HIEARNE: The rent for the Melbourne office is in the order of $265 000 per annum.
All our Eastern States retail locations were put on the market for subletting dwing the
last financial year. We have recently found a tenant for the ground floor of the retail
space in Elizabeth Street, and we will be operating from the mezzanine floor until further
notice.
Hon BOB THOMAS: But the pround floor has been vacant for well over 12 months?
Mr HEARNE: Yes, and we have now found a tenant who has moved in and is operating
out of that office.
Hon BOB THOMAS: What part of the rent can be apportioned to the ground floor which
has been vacant for probably 15 months?
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Mr H-EARNE, Approximately $95 000 per Mo urn.
Hon BOB THOMAS: So we are talking about $120 000 all up?
Mr HEARNE: Yes.
[4.40 pm]
Hon BOB THOMAS: How many staff took redundancy in 1993-94?
Mr HEARNE: The redundancy payments in 1993-94 were $128 000.
Hon BOB THOMAS: How many staff did that include?
Mr HEARNE: Five or six. I cannot state the exact number. The cost was $128 000.
Hon BOB THOMAS: It would not be too many, given that the average staff member
takes $30 000 in superannuation and long service leave.
Mr HEARNE: That is right. On the east coast, most of the staff were appointed on a
temporary basis, and it was just a matter of giving diem notice.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Have you any idea how many staff might be taking redundancy or
early retirement over the next 12 months?
Mr HIEARNE: We are not expecting any.
Hon BOB THOMAS: What involvement has the Western Australian Tourism
Commission had in the proposed Busselton airport?
Mr SERRA: There has been none formally, other than indicating a need for an airport in
that area. With die existing airport needing change, there was not an opportunity where
there could be no airport.
Hon BOB THOMAS: You are talking about the Bunbury airport?
MkrSERRA: Yes.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Can you tell me how the need was identified? Did you go to
tourism bodies or operators?
Mr SERRA: Yes, our regional managers in that area are constantly working with the
industry. It was clear that an airport was needed in the region. We have not declared
whether it was Busselton or Bunbury, or anywhere else. It was the fact that an airport
was needed in that area and it has been supported by the Tourism Commission.
Hon. BOB THOMAS: It has been supported by the commission?
Mr SERRA: Yes.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Are you aware of concerns by Albany tourist operators that the
establishment of an airport in Busselton of the size capable of taking interstate type jets
would have a detrimental impact on the tourist industry in Albany? We understand there
is a proposal to have a triangular service operating on the Perth-B usselton-Albany-Perth
moute. If this occurs, operators in Albany state that the regular twice a day shuttle service
will be reduced to twice a week, if an airport the size you are talking about is established
in Busselton.
Mr HEARNE: If die tourism industry in Western Australia is to grow, access points are
needed into the State. The Tourism Commission this year has provided $150 000 to
commission a statewide tourist development plan to identify all the impediments to the
industry and to ascertain how to get maximum growth out of all ports in Western
Australia. An airport is proposed for Busselton. We see that as being an incentive for
other areas of the State to upgrade their facilities, to capitalise on the opportunities
available by bringing bigger aircraft into the region. I expect that when the consultants
talk to people throughout the State, this will be a major issue to be addressed. We can
then develop plans to identify where bigger and better airports should be built, and access
points for visits to Western Australia.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Page 86 of the Program Statements discusses the tourist
investment program. This year $270 000 has been allocated to it.
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Mr HEARNE: Yes.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Will that go to the Hothwn Valley Tourist Railway Society?
Mr ]HEARNE: Yes, $247 500 has been allocated to the Hothamn Valley Tourist Railway
Society. Those funds will be repaid over a period up to the year 2017. A further $20 000
is allocated to a facility in Carnarvon under a grant approved in 1991-92. It is still on our
books and we are committed to that.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Which organisation received the sumnof $349 000 last year? Was
that the Hotham. Valley Tourist Railway Society as well?
Mr HEARNE: It received $237 000 last year.
Hon BOB THOMAS: What about the other $100 000?
Mr HEARNE: The sum of $30 000 went to die Kimberley Tourism Association for stage
1 of the Kimberley marketing development plan; $13 050 went to the Shire of Port
Hedland for a bougainvillea walk ste:t beautification; $ 10 000 went to the Gascoyne.
Development Commission for the feasibility study at Exmauth; $5 000 went to the Shire
of Asbburton for the Mt Nameless walking nil; and $1 000 to the Main Roads
Department to upgrade the entry sign into Western Australia-South Australia and
Western Australia-Northern Territory border.
Hon BOB THOMAS: You stated that the Hotharn Valley Railway Society will repay
that money?
Mr HEARNE: Yes.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Are the other organisations required to repay the money?
Mr HEARNE: No, they am not. The prants and advances for tourist facilities programs
that we have, which ame not operational now, are made on the basis that the funds are put
into establishing better tourist facilities around the State. The deal was if the project was
leased out to the private sector after a two year period, 100 per cent of funds had to be
repaid. If it was leased out between years two and 12, an additional 10 per cent of funds
for each year had to be repaid. That has ceased as well. That was done away with four
or five years ago.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Are you aware whether these funds were used to provide money
for the Middleton Beach Road realignment?
Mr HEARNE: They were.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Do you have a system of allocating the money to different local
authorities around the State? Is it be possible for the Albany Town Council to come back
and ask for money for its pathways project, which is to extend the bicycle pathway
between Middleton Beach and Emu Point? There is an Aboriginal CDP project to
construct a pathway from Middleton Beach around Mt Adelaide into town. Some of it
will be raised boardwalks and the rest will be an asphalt path. A $50 000 shortfall exists;
$260 000 has been allocated from the town council and approximately $500 000 from the
Commonwealth, but there is still a $50 000 shortfall.
Mr HEBARNE: The commission has steered away from providing grants for bike paths in
the past because of the large amount of funding available fronm Commonwealth agencies.
We have had a policy of not assisting in those areas.
The CHAIRMAN: In respect of those grants that the commission is distributing, ame
there any indicators to measure the outcomes or objectives in supplying those grants to
see that the recipient meets the criteria?
Mr HEARNE: The commission has quite stringent criteria which are detailed on the
application form. We have moved out of that area now and we have not allocated funds
to that program. We have come under a lot of criticism from various areas throughout
the state that all we have been doing is building toilet blocks which are of little use to
tourists In the past the commission has been heavily involved in caravan parks in
conjunction with shire councils. Those facilities were very small and poorly maintained.
We prefer private sector operators to move in and build what is required.
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The CHAIRMAN: Is it possible for the committee to obtain a copy of those guidelines?
Mr HIEARNE: Yes. I can table a copy of the guidelines or have diem sent to you direct.
The CHAIRMAN: It is appropriate to send them to the committee.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: It is indicated in the advertising promotion that a lot
of your promotion is spent locally, within Australia, and part of it is spent in conjunction
with zte Australian Tourist Commission overseas. Apart from South East Asia, which is
being targeted, what other area of the world are being targeted to attract visitors into this
State?
Mr SERRA: In this budget period we have allocated funds into the United Kingdom,
Germ an, United States, and Taiwan markets.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: I have a supplementary question. Was any
consideration given to targeting India, noting that in excess of l00m Indian people can
afford to visit Australia? Is die commission talking to airlines to see if there can be direct
links from any of those areas into Western Australia?
[4.50 pm]
Mr SERRA: In this current Budget we had no advertising or marketing funds allocated,
other than involvement in a trade mission to explore the value of the Indian marketplace.
We are having discussions now with Air India - which is talking about returning to
service in Australia - about how many of those services we can get through the Perth
gateway.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I refer to program 2.0 at page 86 on tourism investment.
In relation to the public infrastructure and facilities grants the department makes
available, is any oversight taken or any criteria available that relates to access for people
with disabilities?
Mr HEARNE: The Tourism Commission's regional tourism managers, retail staff in
Forrest Place and just about everybody in the commission are aware of die need for
facilities for the disabled. We are also very much aware of that market. Through the
Abilympics which, as you are aware, will take place in 1995, our people are working
very closely with the disabled to ensure it is a success and those people are adequately
catered for. They are a very important part of the tourism product.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Can I have a briefing about the work the commission is
doing concerning access for the disabled? I was convinced we were doing al right until I
recently went overseas and saw how abysmally we are really doing. In Canada and
America, by law, every mode of transport must provide access to people in wheelchairs
whether road, rail or ferry. I understand that, in conjunction with aircraft organisations,
they are examining ways of providing access for the disabled onto aeroplanes. Not only
is it the right thing to do but also there is a substantial market that will open up once
access is providd
Mr HEARNE: I am sure Mr Harrisonwiilbe more than happy toarange for abriefing.
Hon 14$. MOORE: I will ensure a briefing is made available.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Is the promotional material you have printed put out to a
public relations company? If so, how is it let to those companies? Do you do die work
yourself? Where is it printed?
Mr SERRA: We develop all the elements of any campaign internally in our own media
services division. We use the services of the Government's advemtsing agency and, to
the best of my knowledge, everything that has been printed by the agency is done within
Western Australia.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: You mentioned a while ago the tourist office downtown.
Given the support the Tourism Commission has for extended wrading hours, do you have
any proposal to open that office on the weekend and set a lead in that direction?
Mr HEARNE: The commission has in the past opened its office on weekends, but it has
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not been cost effective. We have established a separate outlet in the eastern end of the
city with Pinnacle Tours which has successfully handled inquiries on weekends.
The CHAIRIMAN: I refer to subprograms 1.3 and 1.4 on promoting special events and
conventions, sporting and other events. The Minister recently announced that the world
swimming championships will be held in this State. Will the Tourism Commission be
working on that area within the next few years? Are grmts allocated to people to attract
conferences other than just the straight promotion from the Tourism Commission?
Mr HEARNE: The Perth convention and incentive unit in conjunction with the Perth
Convention Bureau makes available funds under the CAP scheme where a package of up
to $10 000 is available to assist people in Perth to bid for conventions. Basically $4 000
is available in cash and the rest in kind. The kind is assistance in developing criteria,
convention material, advertising, promotion and documents. That has proved to be very
successful.
The CHAIRMAN: Is that available to ocher government agencies?
Mr HEARNE: We have not issued any to other government agencies at this stage. We
have not had them host conventions that I am await of. I am sure the Perth convention
and incentive unit would consider an application.
Hon NORMAN MOORE: The world swimming championships was acquired by a group
established by the Superdrome because it ran the last championships in 1991. Normally
EvemsCorp would attract various special events, including sporting events. A degree of
tension exists between the sporting and tourism industries in relation to sporting events.
We must have the right balance of input from both areas and make sure we get the
events. We seem to be quite successful with our arrangements at present. EventsCorp
was part of the effort to get the swimming championships. As it is part of the Tourism
Commission it will ensure the event is well and truly promoted as it was in 1991. An
independent assessment done of the 1991 championships indicated it was worth about
$28m to $30m to the Western Australian economy. If. as we anticipate, the 1998
championships are bigger and better they could return $40m or $50m in economic benefit
to Western Australia. The Tourism Commission will be working very closely with the
organisers of the event to maximise the opportunities that come with that.
Hon BOB THOMAS: One of the other great benefits of the 1991 swimming
championships was that approximately 20 per cent or 25 per cent of the competitors'
support teams returned here as tourist visitors within the following 12 or 18 months.
Hon N.F. MOORE: One of the reasons we were successful in being awarded the event
for 1998 was the very special relationship that developed between people who came here
in 1991 and those making the decisions now. It was not hard to argue Perth was the best
place to have the championships. The only thing against our bid was that we had held it
here before and some people thought it should be held somewhere else. You arm quite
right; an event such as that has a flow on effect. There is a good feeling among the
swimming people as a result of those championships.
Hon TOM HELM: Can I have more detail on the statement at page 83 regarding the
adventure workshops?
[5.00 pm]
Mr HEARNE: The workshop was held in the north of the State in conjunction with the
Northern Territory Government. It involved bringing numerous operators from Europe
to explore the northern part of the State. It was centred around El Questro Station,
Broome and Kununurra and. I tt#ed for a fortnight. It was a very successful experience for
the visitors, with people living under the stars in tents and around waterfalls and gorges.
Prom all reports they had a fantastic rime.
Hon TOM HELM: Could that question go on notice so that I am provided with more
derails of what it consisted of and the outcomes?
Mr HEARNE: Yes.
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Hon N.F. MOORE: One of the problems with the north of Western Australia is that
many European tourists go as far as Bali and go no further. This was an attempt to get
the message to European tour operators that tourists can go the next step beyond Bali to
the north of Australia.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Some experienced tourism operators have criticised the
WA Tourism Commission for developing a St Georges Terrace mentality. What does
that mean and how do you respond to it?
Mr SERRA: Did tourists or the tourism industry tell you that?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Ihe tourism industry.
Mr SERRA: Since late April when I joined, we have focused on moving the St Georges
Terrace mentality out into the market place. We have taken through the commission in
the past four months over 140 operators three times, briefing and debriefing them on the
activities planned for 1994-95. It was part of the consultative process that we were going
through to determine what their needs were and what they were looking for from the
Tourism Commission through to 2000. We are continuing that process and will continue
with it as a long term strategy. The executives in the tourism unit are going out to the
regions and to operators to try to understand their problems and are communicating with
the regional managers so that we clearly understand the product as an industry and the
communication mechanisms that we have with the end user, whether he be interstate,
intrastate or international.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Obviously, the tourism industry is very important to the
State. We will all benefit from a successful tourism industry.
Hon N.F. MOORE: The Minister for Tourism is also the Premier. He shares the
member's view that it should not be a St Georges Terrace organisation - that the regions
are vitally important. His support for the region is well kcnown.
Division 73: Environmental Protection, $15 608 000 -

[Hon Murray Montgomery, Chairman.j
[Hon N.F. Moore, Minister for Education.]
[Dr B.R. Jenkins, Chief Executive Officer.]
[Mr C.C. Sanders, Director, Policy and Strategic Studies.]
[Mr R.R. Haynes, Manager, Administration and Finance.]
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Which of the seven grants to conservation groups in the 1993-94
financial year were one-off grants? What grants have been budgeted for this financial
year, that is, which societies were recipients from the $43 000 budgeted in this financial
year?
[5.10 pm]
Mr SAN4DERS: I am unable to provide the details of the breakdown of the Minister's
grants for 1993-94. 1 will take that on notice. The 1994-95 allocations are under
consideration at present by the Minister. I believe no decision has been made.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Has the Perth air quality study produced an interim report yet and
has any groundwork been done to formulate strategies arising from any preiminary
results?
Mr SANqDERS: The preliminary report in preparation at this time will be released at the
end of October or November hopefully. That will set the background for understanding
the basic problems that are being faced in Perth's air shed and should lead to
understanding the likely conclusions to be derived towards the end of the project,
scheduled for about a year's time.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Has the EPA formulated an education campaign on the impact of
wood burning stoves on our air quality? I note the concern about that form of pollution
but I have not seen any educational program to date.
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Mr SANDERS: We have provided sonic public comments and the Minister has made
some pronouncements indicating; the need for people to use their wood burning staves in
a much more efficient manner by enabling more air flow, not using green wood, not
dampening down the stoves overnight and having chimneys above the apex of the
buildings. We have not actually taken time on television but members of our staff have
presented a nmb er of these cases to the media to initiate an educational program. We
are also now undertaking a survey in the northern suburbs of the number of wood burning
stoves, leading up to a first report to be followed by an educational program targeted
more to owners of wood burning stoves.
Hon NEF. MOORE: Are some stoves better than others?
Mr SANDERS: I suspect so, but I am not in a position to answer that.
The CHAIRMAN: Will the survey indicate stoves that ane better able to produce less
smoke than others?
Mr SANDERS: It is not intended presently to differentiate between types of stoves
available for purchase. Presently the study examines the concentration of wood burning
stoves in a northern Penth suburb, which our monitoring equipment suggests is fairly
intensively affected by smoke at periods in winter when winds are light.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: With regard to the document table at the start of the session,
are these new policies identified in that document as new initiatives?
Mr SANDERS: We find that a number of matters that come before the authority are of
course new initiatives. Has the EPA ceased to need to target environmental protection in
particular ways? We were puzzled by the question, because it related to policies, and
under the Environmental Protection Act statutory environnmental protection policies have
already been indicated by the outcomes likely over the next 12 months. The only other
policy aspect of that is our continual development of what we call environmental
protection strategies or environmental codes of practice. I guess you might refer to them
as having a policy consideration.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Do the plans for the introduction of a special information
system represent a new policy, and from which Budget Bill are the funds drawn?
Mr SANDERS: They were drawn largely from last year's 1993-94 Budget allocation,
and supported by operational funds through this year.
Hont TOM STEPHENS: is the researching and preparing of a state of the environment
report a new policy, and from which Budget Bill are funds drawn?
Mr SANDERS: It is a new policy, and in that context a new initiative as well. We are
departmentally supporting this project. We are receiving additional support from other
government agencies. The total cost of $300 000 is not targeted to any particular budget,
and we will be moving to negotiate with the Government the capability of being able to
sponsor that project.
Hon L-A. COWDELL: How have discussions gone with the Police Department with
respect to the curtailment of emissions from smoky cars? What penalties are currently
applicable for such vehicles and has an education program been considered?
Mr SANDERS: We have had a number of conversations with the Police Department in
that regard. There are legislative difficulties for the police taking action, although
arguably they could do so by saying that the vehicle is obviously unroadworthy in respect
of its engine performance because of the emissions out of the tail pipe. We are looking
towards an either/or situation of amendment to the Environental Protection Act to
require vehicles to undergo testing. To pursue that route would be a very expensive
proposition, hence it is still under consideration.
Hon BK DONALDSON: Given your planned achievements for 1994-95 and some of
the mechanisms put into place already, would it be true to say that you have picked up
most of the McCarrey review recommendations?
Mr SANDERS: The McCarrey report did not particularly focus on the Department of
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Environmental Protection, other than calling for more rational environmental impact
assessment and negotiations with the Department of Minerals and Energy, the
Department of Conservation and Land Management and the Department of Planning and
Urban Development with respect to how assessments are undertaken, and a few similar
comments. The major reference the McCarrey report made to resourcing of
environmental protection really related to that and the rent that the department pays for
its premises. The McCarrey report found that allocation of our department to Westralia
Square was a reasonable allocation.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: I do not know whether they arm correct or not, but some of the
review recommendations are -

1 . there should be clearer identification of the responsibility for planning and
environmental evaluation process;

2. the EPA should continue to develop protocols with relevant government
departments to delineate areas of responsibility and facilitate cooperation
on project assessments;

I noticed in some of your planned achievements the progress you are malcing in that area.
It continues -

3. procedures should be set up between various divisions of the EPA and
other government depairments to avoid duplication of conditions imposed
on particular projects; and

4. the department should be named the Department of Environment to
clearly differentiate the department from the Authority.

That happened. You did pick up on a couple of those aspects. I ant interested in the first
recommendation that there should be clearer identification of the responsibility for the
planning and environmental evaluation process. How does that fit in with the planning
Bill?
[5.20 pm]
Mr SANDERS: I cannot respond to that question because the Bill is before the other
place.
Hon N.F. MOORE: It is a policy issue which is determined by the Government.
Hon J.A. COWIDELL: How comprehensive a program is in place to encourage the
phasing-out of landfill rubbish disposal? Will the Government achieve its target of
halving the amount of rubbish going into landfill by the year 2000? The Minister's
comments in this regard are far more optimistic than the department's comments.
Mr SANDERS: I cannot with authority answer that question and I would prefer to take it
on notice.
The CHAIRMAN: The question is taken on notice.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Will Mr Sanders advise the committee whether he is familiar
with the discussion about new initiatives not being appropriately tacked to the Budget
Bill? Have new initiatives been tacked to the Budget Bill for the EPA division?
Hon N.E. MOORE: This question relates to the construction of the Budget which is the
responsibility of the Treasurer and the Minister for Finance. The determination of the
structure of the Budget is made at that level. It is not appropriate for the member to
request that information from this officer, bearing in mind that he provides information to
his Minister who, in conjunction with the Treasury, determines the structure of the
Budget. The question of whether there has been tacking or that somehow the No 2 Bill
breahes the requirements of section 46 of the State Constitution Acts Amendment Act is
a matter to be resolved by the person who sits behind you, Mr Chairman, and not by me
or Mr Sanders now.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Can the Minister tell the committee whether the new initiatives
have been tacked to the Bill in a way that breaches the provisions of the Act?
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Hon N.F. MOORE: I do not know. The reason this issue was raised in the first place in
1989 &r 1990 was because the Government of the day included things like the Teachers
Credit Society in the Budget and considered them to be annual requirements of
government. Some people thought that was not what governments are for and some
people still believe that. With the process of the new consolidated fund these provisions
are being sorted out. The final decision on how the Budget is framed is made by the
Treasurer. The member should ask him this question. The House will determine whether
tacking has taken place. If it has, to the best of my knowledge it has not been done in any
deliberate sense, but on the basis of proper accounting procedures. We will find out
whether that is correct in due course.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The Government has not demonstrated any capacity to learn
from history in a range of areas and this is one of them.
Hon N.E. MOORE: The person who told me in the House the other day that section 5 of
the Constitution determines how the State Budget will be put together does not
understand the situation.
The CHAIRMAN: This issue will be determined by the House in due course. When the
emls come before the House it will be the appropriate time for that to happen.
Hon J.A. COWDMELL: Continuing with waste management, when does the department
expect the advisory committee's comments with respect to whether a separate waste
management eml is necessary?
Mr SANDERS: The advisory committee has not yet been established. A panel of names
has been put to the Government and I believe that will be considered shortly. That
question will. have to await the appointment of that group.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: With respect to the proposal in the 1992 review with reference to
a three tier system of pollution offences and charges against offenders - that is, the
modernising of the penalties into a new three tier structure - what progress, if any, has
been made on that recommendation?
Mr SANDERS: It is under way departmentally to review the fee structure for licensed
premises. We anticipate being able to put to Government some options in that regard by
the end of this fiscal year.
The CHAIRMAN: I refer to section 8 on page 11 of the performance indicators which
deals with licensing. It states that the department processed 239 appeals against
decisions of its level of compliance. Can you indicate the industries concerned and their
location? What is the cost to the EPA for carrying out those sorts of appeals?
Mr SANDERS: I will have to take that question on notice. Repuetably, I suspect there
is an error in this presentation. I do not believe there have been 239 appeals against
industry. I think it is 239 appeals overall under the Environmental Protection Act which
have gone to the Minister and most of them relate to matters to do with levels of
environmental assessment and not necessarily to licensing provisions. I suspect there is
an ambiguity there.
The CHAIRMAN: The question will be taken on notice.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: In view of the statutory responsibilities of the EPA under its
Act, are there any areas within the estimates whereby the authority is not adequately
resourced?
Hon N.E. MOORE: The member is seeking an opinion. Bearing in mind that the
decision on how much funding is made available to the EPA is determined by Cabinet,
Mr Sanders would be required to give an opinion in respect of that question and I do not
think it is appropriate.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I want to avoid Mr Sanders giving an opinion. Will he tell the
House whether he has any concerns about his capacity to fulfil his statutory
responsibilities as a result of this year's estimates?
Hon N.E. MOORE: We are dealing with the Department of Environmental Protection
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which is a new departmnent as distinct from die Environmental Protection Authority.
Mr Chairman, are we dealing with die Department of Environmental Protection and/or
die EPA?
The CHAIRMAN: We art talking about division 73 which is headed, "Environmental
Protection".
Hon N.F. MOORE: I accept that. Because the funding for the EPA comes through this
Budget allocation, I withdraw my question.
[5.30 pm]
Mr SANDERS: T1he environment is so broad in its responsibilities, that to fulfil all the
expectations that the community and the authorities may wish would demand
considerably more resources.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: What about the statutory responsibilities?
Mr SANDERS: That is the case in all accounts.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: So you have some concern as to whether you are fulfilling those
responsibilities?
Hon N.F. MOORE: He did not say that. Because this question seeks an opinion, and
because it is such a broad question, the response is open to misinterpretation. We all
know, and Hon Tom Stephens knows, having sat on this side of the desk, that most
organsacions want 10 times or 100 times more money than they get because they will
find ways of spending more money.
Hon T*OM STEPHENS: This agency has responsibility entrusted to it by the Parliament.
It is appropriate, with the chief executive officer here, to provide the opportunity of
asking whether the agency needs the assistance of the Parliament to ensure it is
adequately resourced to fulfil its statutory responsibilities.
Hon N.E. MOORE: That sort of question should be put on notice to the Minister. It is
seeking an opinion and unless Mr Sanders can give me some reason why some areas are
being completely bypassed, we will take that on notice.
The CHAIRMAN: I will take that as a question on notice.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Has the Environmental Protection Authority satisfactorily
resolved its concern about the Department of Planning and Urban Development's
planned moute to Mandurab and proposed changes to the metropolitan region scheme?
Mr SANDERS: Yes, the EPA two months ago provided detailed advice to DPUD as
well as to the State Planning Commission on the south west corridor, and on the transport
alignment. With regard to the Perth region scheme at large, I am not aware that that in its
totality has been open for comment.
Hon LA. COWDELL: I was not asking with respect to its totality, but with respect to the
south west area.
Mr SANDERS: In that case, it has.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: What impact has Crown Law advice had on the authority's ability
to assess planning and rezoning? Concerns were expressed earlier about advice received
fiom Crown Law that would inhibit the role that people would expect the authority to
play. Is legislative amendment necessary?
Mr SANDERS: Currently before the Supreme Court is a writ of mandamus relevant to
this matter, and I suggest it would be sub judice for me to comment.
The CHAIRMAN: The point is taken.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Some of the planned achievements for 1993-94 do not appear
in the 1994-95 program. One is that the time spent on complaint response would be
reduced by the introduction of a new computer based system, and the increased
involvement of local government authorities in the investigation and resolution of local
pollution issues. This has been discussed for several years, but where are we at present?
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Mr SANDERS: We have introduced a computer based complaint system, so where
complaints arise in the general public they are much more swiftly brought to the attention
of a relevant inspector and he is or she is able to take action and to bring that concern
back to the department for action if necessary. Mso the computer based system makes a
recording of the type of incident being complained about, and we are able to statistically
determine the types of issues which cause complaint. In 1993-94 we discussed with local
authorities issues to do mostly with noise pollution with the intention of amending the
Environmental Protection Act to enable them and the WA Police to act in circumstances
where noise is causing significant and unreasonable disturbance to people within the
community. We have also talked with the WA Municipal Association with the prospect
of delegating other powers, but that process is still under consideration not only between
the department and the WA Municipal Association, but also with the State Government.
Hon I.A. COWDELL: What Commonwealth funds available for environmental
protection projects have been declined by the State in the past financial year?
Mr SANDERS: I -m not aware of any that have been declined or accepted.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Are you saying that the department would have no knowledge of
what has been declined?
Mr SANDERS: I have no immediate knowledge of any being declined. I am not aware
of any being allocated towards the Environmental Protection Authority or the
Department of Environmental Protection.
Hon LA, COWDELL: Will you take this question on notice?
Hon NY. MOORE: If you so wish.
Hon LA. COWDELL: What is the fiscal cost, if any, to Western Australia of not
participating in the national coastal sirategy?
Mr SANDERS: The issue is a matter that falls to the Minister for Planning, and I am not
in a position to answer that question authoritatively. As a supplementary remark to the
former question in respect of funds, there was one case during the latter part of the last
financial year where the Commonwealth offered funds for an officer, which may be
associated with the department, but not specifically so. I do not believe that quit fulfils
the expectations that the member hA and that is the only case I can think of.
Hon NE. MOORE: We will take that on notice and provide an answer.
The CHAIRMAN: The first major planned achievement for 1994-95 is the publication
of a final EPA report on the southern metropolitan coastal water study. Could Dr Jenkins
indicate the cost of that study, and when it will be finally published?
Mr SANDERS: It will be finalised in December of this year. I imagine it will be
published early in 1995. With regard to the overall cost, that must be taken on notice,
because it is a three year plus project and consequently I do not have those numbers in
my head.
The CHAIRM1AN: Could you provide a break-up of funds allocated for each of chose
three year and this financial year?
Hon L.A. COWDELL: Are there any negatives attached to Western Australia being the
only state or territory not to participate in the National Environment Protection Council?
[5.40 pm]
Hon NY. MOORE: You are sailing very close to the wind when asking for opinions. It
would be better to take that question on notice.
Hon LA. COWDEL.L: Does the Government propose to act on a ministerial report and
legislate to stop the EPA from preventing controlled burn-offs?
Hon NE. MOORE: I do not know. I will take that question on notice.
Hon I.A. COWDEL.L: I am particularly interested, given the expenditure of $58m for
die Dawesville Channel, in the problems with nutrient enrichment in the Peel-Harvey
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estuary. There has been considerable concern locally about the monitoring of those
nutrients. That must be continued and we must not rely on just the channel to improve
water quality. I refer to the Wandalup Farm piggery. Has the level of phosphorus in the
discharge of the waste water treatment system at the piggery been reduced to die target
figure of 990 kilograms/year? Is the department satisfied with respect to control of this
major source of nutrient enrichment in the estuary?
Mr SANDERS: Monitoring management of the Peel-Harvey estuarine system,
particularly the drainage system into Peel-Harvey and monitoring around Wandalup
Farm in the northern part of the catchment, is die responsibility of the Peel Inlet
Management Authority and the Waterways Commission. They have been asked by the
Environmental Protection Authority as a result of previous recommendations to
undertake those studies and the monitoring, and the question applies to those
organisations. I am unable to provide a clear answer to the question.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I noted that in the last annual report you published a major
section devoted to that particular agreement and die EPA's supervision Of it. Therefore, I
assumed you had an ongoing interest. Are you saying you have delegated that interest to
the other authorities, or do you still have primary responsibility?
Mit SANDERS: The department retains primary responsibility. The delegation relates to
the management and monitoring of the Peel-Harvey inlet and its catchnment area. Ile
monitoring of the drainage system passing by Wandalup Farmn is the responsibility, at this
point, of the Waterways Commission and the Peel Inlet Management Authority. They
report to the Department of Environmental Protection from time to time, and the
department has die final responsibility.
Hon JA. COWDELL: Ame you saying that they have not reported to you in this regard
and, therefore, you cannot answer the question?
Mr SANDERS: They may have reported recently, but I do not have that information at
hand.
Hon J.A. COWDELJL: If the information has'been received, will you supply it?
Mr SANDERS: Yes.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: I am interested in a major planned achievement for 1993-94
which is not reported in the Program Statements for this year. To effect speedier industry
licence renewal, a system of compliance certification was to be instituted based on
industry self-regulation. Did that take place?
Mr SANDERS: Yes, it is currently under way through negotiations, mostly with die
Chamber of Commerce and Industry and with specific industries. The whole question of
licensing and licence renewal is open for discussion at this point. It has not been
achieved yet, but it is under development.
The CHAIRMAN: I refer to page 17 of the performance indicators in which it is
indicated that a small legal unit was set up in the department in April 1994. How many
people are working in that unit, what is the budget for this financial year, and what role
does it play in outside environmental legal matters?
Mr SANDERS: T'here are two members of the unit. One is an administrative officer
who is responsible for the conduct of investigations relating to prosecutions; that is, the
administrative steps required leading to prosecutions. The other member is an
environmental officer, legal, whose responsibility is to provide legal advice to the
department and to the Environmental Protection Authority. That officer does not become
involved in seeking external legal opinion.
Mr HAYNES: The unit has a small operating budget of $2 000 per annum, plus die
salaries paid tw the two people. The legal officer works part time five days a week, and
the administrative officer is not employed full time in the legal area. He also is the
department's internal auditor and spends at least one-third of his time on that function.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Did die EPA receive legal advice with respect to the planning
legislation amendment Bill?
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Mr SANDERS: Yes.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Is ic the view of the EPA that this amendment Bill could
fundamentally and adversely affect the role of the EPA?
Hon N.F. MOORE: Mr Sanders is not a member of the EPA, and this question should be
directed to the Chairman of die EPA. I suggest the member write to him or to the
Minister. The member will appreciate that as Mr Sanders is not a member of the EPA or
responsible for its activities, he is in a difficult position to give opinions.
Hon LA. COWDELL: I am perplexed because I understand this division deals with the
department and the authority, If it deals with both but we have before the committee
people who can answer only for the department, who can answer questions about the
authority?
Hon N.F. MOORE: I will answer for the authority and take questions on notice. That
applies also to an earlier question asked by Hon Tom Stephens about the EPA. At the
time I did not realise that Mr Sanders was not a member of the EPA.
Mr SANDERS: The fiscal resources allocated by Parliament to this division are
administered by the department, and that is why the department is representing the
environmental protection program.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Does the department have any outstanding matters of concern to
the Auditor General that have not been resolved? If so, what are those matters?
Mr SANDERS: I am not aware of any outstanding matters raised by the Auditor
General. He will be reporting shortly, and those matters will be brought forward in our
annual report which I anticipate will be tabled in October.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Are you in receipt of a management letter from the Auditor
General?
Mr SANDERS: I am in receipt of a letter from the Auditor General with regard to minor
matters of administration which we are undertakcing.
[5.50 pm]
Hon TOM STE-PHENS: What are those matters?
Mr HAYNES: Are you referring to the management letter on last year's financial
affairs?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Yes.
Mr HIAYNES: I think that Mr Sanders was referring to the year before. The
management letter for the last financial year is due shortly.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Do you anticipate that any issues will be raised by the Auditor
General?
Mr HAYNES: From my discussions with the Auditor General's staff, I do not believe
that any significant issues will be raised.
Mr SANDERS: This year the Auditor General has set external auditors for the first time
for various government agencies. We have been audited externally, and that may cause
some slight delay in the Auditor General's report. No matter of any significance has
been brought to mcy attention either by the Auditor General or by the external auditors.
Hon LA. COWDELL: Has the EPA satisfactorily resolved its dispute or the different
point of view with the Department of Planning and Urban Development in respect of
housing developments in the buffer zone surrounding the Kwinana industrial strip?
Mr SANDERS: Last Friday the EPA issued a bulletin to the Minister for the
Environment in the context of the buffer zone in the north eastern area of KwinanL. That
report constitutes the EPA's considerations in that regard. That advice will go from the
Minister to the various Ministers concerned.
Hon TOM STEPHENS- Who were the external auditors?
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Mr HAYNES: Barrett and Partners.
Hon L.A. COWDELL: Has the EPA any significant program or initiative aimed at the
state level of greenhouse gas emissions, and is there a program to link in with the
national objective for the year 2000?
Mr SANDERS: The State has a greenhouse strategy stemming from 1991. The State
also has a Greenhouse Council. which is responsible to the Minister for the Environment.
Over the past year the Greenhouse Council has reviewed the 1991 state greenhouse
strategy. Last week it provided the Minister for the Environment with its updated report.
The 1991 strategy and the one just given to the Minister look at a number of steps which
Western Australians - particularly government agencies and others - can take to limit
emissions from a range of sources. We am all aware of wind farmns and the various
requirements of recycling, as well as a range of matters which can be taken into account.
The State has undertaken two greenhouse gas audits. I understand they have been taken
into account by the Commonwealth in its recent report on the current state of emissions
in Australia in respect of the framework convention on climate change. By and large, the
Western Australian response has been similar to that of other States although this State
does not necessarily participate in direct negotiations with the Commonwealth on these
matters.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: What was the cost of the audit by Barrett and Partners?
Mr HAYNES: The department has not met any cost. I understand that the Auditor
General will pay.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: So it will come from the allocation to the Auditor General
rather than the department?
Mr HAYNES: I understand that is the arrangement, but it may change in future.
Hon NEF MOORE: I will have that matter clarified.
Hon L.A. COWDELL: In respect of waste management, has any progress been made in
encouraging the development of comprehensive recycling factories, or factory, in
Western Australia? Have there been any initiatives by State Supply to encourage a
market for recycled products?
Mr SANDERS: Negotiations are under way both through the Office of Waste
Management in the Department of Environmental Protection, and through the
Department of Commerce and Trade regarding the encouragement of industries locally to
take recycled materials and process them into other products. I cannot advise on the
outcome of die negotiations.
Hon LA. COWDELL: Has the department been able to discharge its obligations
adequately in rural areas, particularly in view of the July 1993 abolition of the rural
services branch?
Mr SANDERS: At that time, a decision had to be made on the prioritisation of tasks.
The department continues to negotiate and to work collaboratively, in some situations,
with the Department of Agriculture. The intent is to ensure that that department and its
officers are aware of the environmental requirements of both pastoral lands and the
agricultural area as an endeavor to overcome the requirement of having environmental
officers deployed throughout the State.
Hon L.A. COWDELL: On page 723 of the Program Statements the department refers
proudly to the reduction of time necessary in the assessment process of projects. What is
die significance of that reduction in time?
Mr SANDERS: One of the major factors for the reduction in time is what I call "concept
to completion", where we have moved fully to computerise the assessment process. It
would take some time for me to detail all the steps but one that I can highlight is that
every environmental officer is able to take the concept of the performance of a proposal
right through to the final report. Those steps partly require the officer reporting to the
EPA. which sets directions on how the report should be framed and takes responsibility
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for the assessment and for transmitting it to the Minister for the Environment. lt is a
sophisticated computerisation of the steps that have enabled this productivity to be met.
Hon M.D. GRIFITH: At page 723, a major achievement for 1993-94 states that
protection policies for the Jandakot groundwater mound and the Onangara mound,
private land, have been tinalised When were they finalised? Have the policies been
published? If not, when will they be published? If so, where can they be located? What
steps have been taken to implemnt the policies? I am happy for the questions to be
taken on notice.
Mr SANDERS: I can answer now. I must apologise because the correct interpretation
would suggest chat the two policies to which you refer - the Jandakot groundwater mound
and the (3nangara private land - are not actually finalised in the sense of being operative.
In respect of the Jandakoc mound environmental protection policy, the Minister for the
Environment has referred the matter back to the new EPA for further advice. With
regard to the groundwater mound and the environmental protection policy for Gnangara
private land, that matter is currently on hold waiting for finalisation of the Jandakot
matter. I apologise as there is an error in this indication of major achievements.

Sitting suspended from 6.02 to 730 pm
Division 4: Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet, $51 563 000 -
[Hon Bob Thomas, Chairman.]
[Hon George Cash, Leader of the House.]
[Mr R.W. Hay, Manager, Public Sector Rationalisation Branch.]
[Mr G.N. McAullay, Manager, Financial and Administration Services.]
[Mr J. Pritchard, Chief Executive, Public Sector Management Office.]
[Mr M.C. Wauchope, Chief Executive, Office of State Administration.]
The CHAIRMAN: Mr Wauchope, do you have a brief statement of the main issues that
were encountered when framing this budget?
Mr WAUCHOPE: The 1994-95 recurrent budget for the ministry is $49.207nx. This
compared with an outturn of $48.4m, a growth of 1.7 per cent That is spread over a
number of programs. We have five programs ranging from services for the Premier, state
administration, public sector management, policy coordination and federal affairs, and
government property. In addition, we fund royal and other commissions of inquiry and a
fairly significant corporate services component. During this calendar year, as part of the
public sector reform process, a decision was made to amalgamate the corporate services
for a number of the agencies within the Premier's portfolio. That has had an impact on
the overall corporate services delivery for the portfolio, with a consequent reduction
across it. It has meant some changes in expenditure for the ministry as a consequence.
Other major impacts on the budget relate to issues of public sector management.
Mr Pritchard might be able to speak in depth on a number of initiatives in that area. They
include dhe competitive tendering and contracting out project and other initiatives that are
coming out of the public sector reform process.
The CHAIRMAN: Minister, do you have a statement to make?
Hon GEORGE CASH: No; I act in a representative capacity. Mr Pritchard may wish to
make some comment.
Mr PRITCHARD: The two key change agents at this time, as Mr Wauchope mentioned,
are in competitive tendering and contracting out, an initiative for which the Government
is looking to achieve more competition in the public sector to ensure the public is getting
the best value for money for the services the Government delivers and from which it
purchases. A specific example of that is negotiations which ate taking place to have a
tird party person to be called a telecommunications manager who would manage all
telecommunications, including radio, on behalf of all government agencies. That is a
new project for which we are tendering at the moment.
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The CHAIRMAN: Does the Minister have a series of questions and answers that he
needs to table.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I table answers to those questions.
The CHAIRMAN: Mr Pritchard mentioned that there was a new initiative called the
coordinator of telecommunications.
Mr PRITCHARD: Yes; a telecommunications facilities manager.
The CHAIRMAN: Are you able to identify the appropriation Bill in which that initiative
is included?
Mr WAUCHOPE: It is included as part of the normal Budget.
The CHAIRMAN: Does that mean the No 1 Bill?
Mr WAUCHOPE: Yes, it would be.
The CHAIRMAN: Can I be provided with confirmation of that answer?
Mr WAUCHOPE: I will confirm that in writing.
Hon MARX NEVILL: What is the reason for the difference between the actual figures
for 1993-94 in the program summary and the figures that ane in the 1993-94 annual
report? They are quite different
Mr WAUCHOPE: Are you making a comparison between the figures here and those in
the annual report?
Hon MARK NEVELL: Yes. For example, the actual figure for communications on page
24 is $2.227m for 1993-94 and in the annual report it is $1.17m. The actual figure for
services for the Premier for 1993-94, referred to on page 20, is $8.19m; whereas in the
annual report it is $6.77m. There must be a reason for it.
Mr WAUCHOPE: I will address that in a generic sense. The annual report is prepared
under requirements of the Financial Administration and Audit Act. It is reporting on the
year that has gone; that is, 1993-94. The Program Statements are prepared on a
prospective basis. As part of the mechanism in the budget to try to achieve comparability
between one year and the next, the figures for 1993-94 are brought in to the same basis as
those for 1994-95. In recent years there have been complaints from Estimates
Committees - not just applying to our department, but also to other departments - where
members were trying to compare: apples with pears. The 1994-95 figures would be
constructed on a different basis from the 1993-94 figures. The complaint usually was
that it was not of a great deal of assistance in assessing bow the department was operating
from one year to the next. In short, there is no comparability between the unaudited
accounts for the annual report and the figures in the Program Statements. They are
prepared for a different purpose on a different basis.
Hon MARK NEVILL: They both have actual figures for 1993-94. As I understand it,
the figures in the program estimates are adjusted in respect of the 1994-95 estimates.
Mr WAUCHOPE: The 1993-94 figures are adjusted to reflect programs for 1994-95. As
an example, during the year the Government Property Office - it was the Department of
Infrastructure and Government Assets - was brought into the Ministry of the Premier and
Cabinet. Previously it was a separate department under the Financial Administration and
Audit Act. When that entity was transferred to our department, its books were ruled off
and a new set of books were set up which went for the remainder of the financial year.
That shows up in two separate annual reports effectively relating to that function. With
respect to the Program Statements for comparability, the function has been ongoing.
Apart from the name change it essentially has not changed. For the purpose of
comparability and looking at what Parliament will appropriate for 1994-95 compared
with what it effectively appropriated for 1993-94, it has been put on to a common basis.
[7.40 pm]
Hon MARK NEVILL: In the Program Statements it should be stated as the 1993-94
actuals as adjusted.
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Mr WAUCHOPE: That would be common to any agency that had program changes. An
attempt is made, at least at a broad level, on page 17 of the Program Statements to
identify those types of changes in the right hand column - die impact of changes to the
1994-95 program management structure. It makes it difficult if you are looking frm one
document to the next, but they are prepared for different purposes.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I spent considerable time trying to reconcile the two, but got
absolutely nowhere. I find it difficult to get my mind around die fact that we are looking
at two different figures with exactly the same tide. Is there some way the name of the
figure in the Program Statements could be changed to indicate chat it is adjusted so it can
be compared against this year's estimates?
Mr WAUCHOPE: Footnote (a) at the bottom of page 16 states in small print "1993/94
Estimate and Actual adjusted on a comparable basis with 1994/95 Estimate".
Hon MARK NEVILL: There is nothing in die changes opposite the services for the
Premier program.
Mr WAUCHOPE: The Treasury advice was that these were major impacts where whole
programs were transferred. For example, during the course of the year the Government
Advertising Office was transferred back from the Department of State Services to the
Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet. It appears under that program of services for the
Premier. However, Treasury advice was that we were not talking about millions of
dollars and that it was not a significant factor. If we were to document every change, the
explanations would be about four or five pages long. It was the presentation with which
Treasury was concerned.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Are Ministers' staff costs incorporated in the Ministry of the
Premier and Cabinet figures?
Mr WAUCHOPE: Yes.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Could you supply as supplementary information the total cost of
the ministerial staff in each office and the number of staff in each Minister's office for
the past financial year as at 30 June?
Mr WAUCHOPE: Yes.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I refer to overseas representation on page 23 of the Program
Statements. The objective is to promote the commercial interests of Western Australian
mn targeted overseas countries. How is that different from what the Department of
Commerce and Trade does?
Mr WAUCHOPE: The Premier within his portfolio has two key overseas offices: The
European office, which is the old London agency, and the North Asia agency, which is
the Tokyo, Kobe and Seoul offices. Over a period those offices have traditionally been
with the Premier's department in its various forms. In 1992 a decision was made by the
previous Government to transfer them to the Department of State Development. On the
change of Government die incoming Government elected to reassign them back to the
Premier's portfolio. It is basically a complementary role between what those offices do
and what the Commerce and Trade offices do. They work fairly closely in any event. It
is a reversion to ani arrngement that prevailed for a long period.
Hon MARK NE'VILL: I refer to the fourth dot point an page 22 under services for the
Premier, which refers to the commencement of a program of attitude monitoring. I
presume that is a euphemism for polling?
Mr WAUCHOPE: Yes. It includes a polling function on community attitudes.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Is the information from those made public after a period
automatically? What is available publicly?
Mr WAUCHOPE: I am not in a position to say at this stage; it is not a program for
which I have specific responsibility. I know that the contract has been let, polling has
commenced, and certain work is going on. I will have to take on notice the question as to
whether such information could be made available.
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Hon MARK NEVILL: I am interested to know what sorts of areas are polled and the
results of those polls, if they are not confidential.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am happy to take that question on notice and provide an answer
to the committee.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Mr Pritchard mentioned the communications specialist looking at
radio. What did he mean by that?
Mr PRiTCHARD: As you are await, many government agencies have separate
arrangements for communicating by radio with their various work forces; for example,
the Police Department, the Water Authority, the State Energy Commission, the Bush
Fires Board, the Department of Conservation and Land Management and many other
government agencies have radio networks. The proposed arrangements art aimed at
coordinating those to develop the best system for government - not necessarily a single
system - to enable more communication between agencies rather than their all having
separate systems.
Mr HAY: We run 39 separate radio networks, 27 of which cover the metropolitan area
alone. Technically, that could be done with one system. If we were able to consolidate
our radio communications, we should be able to save a significant amount of money. We
should also be able to improve the facility by improving communications across agencies
so that users of radio communications in SECWA, for example, could talk effectively to
radio units in WAWA, Westrail, die police, or other agencies with which it would be
useful for them to communicate. Significant reductions in costs could be achieved.
Then: amt models elsewhere. Brisbane City Council, for example, by outsourcing its
radio function reduced the cost for each mobile unit from $87 to $20, a saving of 77 per
cent. Therefore, it appears that there is significant potential in that area to deliver a better
service more efficiently. That is one of the objectives we would seek to achieve through
the appointment of a telecommunications facilities manager.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Is that completely separate frown the Government Media Office?
Mr HAY: Yes. It has nothing to do with that.
Hon MARK NEVILL: With respect to outsourcing. I presume you ame referring to
competitive tendering and tendering that work?
Mr HAY: Yes. That is being done through a competitive tender process. We have
called for expressions of interest. We have now short-listed bidders. Four major firms
have been invited to submit a final bid in response to the tender that was issued on
Monday this week. We anticipate signing a contract for a facility manager by December
this year.
[7.50 pm]
Hon MARK NEVILL: On what basis are agencies' services identified as being
appropriate for delivery by the private sector?
Hon GEORGE CASH: A number of criteria need to be applied and I am more than
happy to provide a written list of those critei. A number of tests are required to be met:
Firstly, is a comparable service already provided outside the Public Service, and is there
capacity within that operation to assist the Government in the provision of that service?
Can the service be provided on a more cost effective basis? Also, questions need to be
answered regarding the social impact of any changes made. Considerable numbers of
criteria need to be worked through before a decision is made to seek input from the
private sector.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I will be interested in a copy of those criteria.
The CHAIRMAN: Was that process followed when the decision was made to privatise
State Print?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I would expect so, as the criteria art laid down. Although I am
not the Minister responsible for State Print, I can only believe that that is the case.
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The CHAIRMAN: I will take that on notice, please.
Hon MARX NEVILL: How do the agencies cost services which will be placed out to
tender? Do they do so on an accrual or a cash basis?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I invite Mr Pritchard or Mr Hay to comment on that as the Public
Sector Management Office has had input in various agencies in determining competitive
tendering bids.
Mr PRITCHARD: Treasury has prepared detailed guidelines by which agencies go about
costing their services. Mr Hay has been involved in that.
Mr HAY: The guidelines have been developed and issued by Treasury to all public
sector agencies and the private sector. They take account of all costs in the provision of
government services so that an accurate as possible comparison can be made between the
public and private sector service provision. Those guidelines have been accepted widely.
I have heard no criticisms of the nature of the guidelines. It is intended that Treasury
provide advice each time guidelines should apply to ensure a proper comparison between
the public and private sector.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Where services are delivered under contract, does the agency
have some residual role regarding monitoring complaints?
Mr HAY: The agency remains totally responsible for the delivery of the services. It
decides whether the contractor performs the functions of the service required. However,
if it contracts out the performance of the function, it remains accountable for whatever
decision it makes. It may provide labour itself to do the service, or contract it out. If the
service is provided by a body outside the public sector, the responsible agency must put
in place an adequate contract management process to ensure that the conditions of the
contract are complied with. If the contract fails, it is the responsibility of the agency to
ensure that an alternative service is provided so that the public receives continued
service.
Hon MARK NEVILL: If people have a complaint about a service contracted out, do
people go to the agency or department with the complaint, not the contractor?
Mr HAY: The agency is responsible.
Hon MARK NEVILL: What audit requirements are envisaged for private organisations
which are contracted to deliver these services? Is there any scope for the department to
audit that contract?
Mr HAY: Audits would be conducted on compliance with the contract. Mechanisms
will be put in place to ensure complete contract compliance by a supplier, unless there are
agreed variations in the contract.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I assume you have some sort of standard criteria in that regard.
Mr HAY: There is a standard approach to the purchase of any good or service. The only
difference is to extend it beyond things we have always purchased to things now
provided within the public sector. In these circumstances normal State Supply
Commission process and requirements apply.
Hon MARK NEVILL The problem would occur more when buying a service, rather
than goods, provided to die public.
Mr HAY: There could be a problem. Nevertheless, the situation is the same as, for
example, buying information technology. Arrangements are in place to ensure that
contract compliance is the same.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Page 40 of the Program Statements refers to office
accommodation. A fairly large reduction in the cost of accommodation is evident How
many excess square metres of office accommodation, if any, does the Government have?
Does it still have on its books a large inventory of vacant floor space?
Mr WAUCHOPE: A trend downward has been evident in the amount of vacant office
space held by the Government. That is reflected in the decrease in expenditure for the
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Government Property Office. Effectively, the market changes are tightening up the
available space. Contrc periods have been running out and some vacant space has been
leased. This has reduced the amount of expenditure on vacant space.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: What is the avenage cost per square mnenr in the
CBD in relation to this item?
Mr WAUCHOPE: We will have to take that on notice.
Hon M.D. NIXON:- What methods are envisaged to bring about a saving in this office
space item in 1994-95 compared with the actual in 1993-94?
Mr WAUCHOPE: Effectively, it is a combination of two influences. The CEO of the
Government Property Office is fairly stringent regarding placing agencies in government
accommodation which would not necessarily be their first choice. This aspect combined
with the change in the market situation is reducing the vacant space.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Where a property is already under lease and has vacant space, the
Government Property Office will use its best endeavours to allocate that space to another
department when a vail is made for additional space. In respect to Mr Wauchope's
answer, sometimes departments are not too happy to be directed towards this surplus
space. However, in the interests of efficiency, the agencies are often required to take up
that space while we are running down a lease agreement.
[8.00 pm]
Hon MARK NEVILL: One of the efficiency indicators at page 106 of the performance
indicators which have been supplied to the committee is "Responses on behalf of the
Premier per FIX". I read in the Estimates Committee debate in the Legislative Assembly
that 13 292 letters have been prepared for the Premier to read and sign. I presume that is
just in response to public inquiries. Do you have any idea how many letters the Premier
is required to sign in a year?
Mr WAUCHOPE: I could not give you a precise figure. I should add that the figures
shown in the performance indicators relate to subprogram 2.1. The Office of State
Administration has a correspondence secretariat which handles a lot of the routine-type
correspondence for the Premier. It also deals with a lot of community access telephone
calls and interviews with people who come in off the street to either air a complaint or
seek some information. That unit handles both the telephone responses and the routine
correspondence. 'There are other areas of the department which also prepare
correspondence, and that would add to the totals that you have mentioned.
Hon MARK WEVILL: Was the figure of 13 292 just the letters under that subprogram?
Mr WAUCHOPE: Yes.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Does the Premier sign all of those letters personally; and, if not,
how are they signed or stamped?
M~r WAUCHOPE: My understanding is that he signs those letters personally.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Does the Premier's Office have a Premier's signature machine
or stamp?
Mr WAUCHOPE: There are stamps. There is a stamp with my name on it, which is
used for a number of functions. In respect to this correspondence, because a lot of
holding replies are done, a lot of those would be done with either a stamp or someone
signing for me. If there is a stamp for the Premier's Office - I have not been involved in
this so I do not bmow whether there is - it would be a matter of judgment by the people
according to the guidelines issued by the Premier in regard to the circumstances under
which that can be used.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Page 25 states that 83 hospitality functions were organised in
1993-94. Are all of those hospitality functions hosted by the Premier or do they include
functions hosted by Ministers, and are they the only functions that are hosted by
Ministers?
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Mr WAUCHOPE: They would include all functions that the protocol branch is required
to organise, and that does include some functions for Ministers, but it would not include
all. functions for Ministers. Ministers will arrange their own functions within their own
portfolios, but functions that Ministers hold at the Premier's request or because they have
across-government implications are handled by the protocol branch.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: How many hospitality functions will be held under these
estimates in 1994-95?
Mr WAUCHOPE: That is difficult to estimate. We do not go in specifically with a
complete program for a year ahead. It is one of those areas whene functions come up as
circumstances dictate. For example, a (unction may be held for a returning Olympic
teamn or for other sporting teams. That may not be known until the events have finished
and there has been some degree of success.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Do you have a finite budget for these functions so that you can
say, 'We have no more budget"?
Mr WAUCHOPE: We operate, as do other departments, under a program budgeting
format, and that comes under subprogram 2.1, support to Executive Government
processes. As the person who has program responsibility for that, I would be responsible
for shifting the resources to the requirement as it emerged, so if there was a growing
requirement to put some money towards functions, we would be expected to see whether
we could achieve savings elsewhere.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Or alternatively send the function off to a Minister to come out
of a different budget?
Mr WAUCHOPE: Yet. If it is relevant for a Minister to host a function, that will occur
from time to time, but that may occur in any event.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: There is a reference to coordinating visits by royalty for
1994-95. Will any royalty visit Western Australia in 1994-95?
Mr WAUCHOPE: There may be a planned trip at a lower level. I cannot honestly tell
you what that is.
The CHAIRMAN: Page 27 indicates that although the number of FTEs has increased by
only one from 71 to 72, there has been a 40 per cent increase in the number of dollars
allocated to that function.
Mr WAUCHOPE: The increase in the FTEs is not an increase in the approved levels. In
1993-94, we underutilised our approved establishment by one. The increase in
expenditure relates to the letting of a contract for a government aircraft charter
arrangement - a standing arrangement - which takes over from a previous arrangement
which had been in place for five years to thec end of October 1993. At the time of
preparing the Budget papers, the tender was still in process and a decision had not been
made, so the provision reflects what we thought we would have to pay.
The CHAIRMAN: So you expected that to be about Sli7m?
Mr WAUCHOPE: We thought it would be about $1.6m. T7he previous contract was
$1.7m to $1.8m per annum.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Has there been any decision by the Premier in response to
matters which we have been discussing in regard to the ongoing administration of
entitlements for Ministers, members and the Leader of the Opposition?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Following the conclusion of the debate on a motion which was
moved by Hon Tom Stephens in this Chamber in respect of members' entitlements
generally, but including ministerial and other entitlements, I wrote to the Premier and
enclosed a copy of the whole debate. I recommended to the Premier that the matter be
referred to the Chief Executive Officer of the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet and
that a report and recommendations be prepared in respect of the various matters that were
raised. Earlier today, I spoke with Mr Wauchope, who told me that that matter is under
active consideration and that he hopes a report will be forwarde to the Premier in the not
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too distant future. The report is not complete as yet, but I am told it should be complete
in a relatively short time. I do not know what is in the report, but clearly the debate in
this Chamber ranged fairly widely and provided the Premier with a range of options and
opportunities which I trust he will take up.
The CHAIRMAN: The committee recognises the diligence which Hon Tom Stephens
pays to ensuring that the allowances paid to members of Parliament properly reflect the
performance of their functions, and he should be applauded for the work he has done on
that issue. The Estimates Committee has indicated that it would like to look at this issue.
That came from a suggestion from Hon Mark Nevill. Can the Estimates Committee be
provided with a copy of the report once it has been released for public comment?
[8. 10 pm]
Hon GEORGE CASH: My involvement in the issue is that I have written to the Premier,
because it is obviously within his portfolio area. The report that is provided will
obviously be directed to the Premier. I expect that the Premier will in due course respond
to my initial letter to him and advise me of the deliberations that have occurred. In due
course I will be able to report formally or informally to the House on the matter. I cannot
commit the Premier to provide a copy of that report as I do not know what will be in it at
this stage. The issue has been raised by you and Hon Tonm Stephens and been referred to
Mr Wauchope, who has clearly heard what has been said. He and other members of his
staff will be very aware of the concerns of members, If individual members wish to
provide additional input, I suggest they take it up directly with Mr Wauchope.
The CHAIRMAN: I do not think this committee should be duplicating the work done by
the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The point I make is that Mr Wauchope; is the person responsible
for the preparation of the report and he has clearly heard these comments tonight.
The CHAIRMAN: When it is appropriate we would welcome a copy of that report.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: Pages 34 and 35 of the Progranm Statements deal with policy
coordination. The firt dot point on page 35 deals with the provision of strategic advice,
policy formulation and day to day coordination of tasks culminating in the enactment of
the Western Australian Land (Tides and Traditional Use) Act 1993. How many FTEs
were involved in that in 1993-94?
Mr WAUCHOPE: The area to which you refer relates to the Mabo subprogram in the
policy coordination program. A total of two FTEs were approved for that program
during 1993-94. 1 understand that only one of those was used.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: What is the situation in relation to 1994-95?
Mr WAUCHOPE: The number will be three, so we are picking up the extra entitlement,
plus one additional IFTE.
Hon N.D. GRIFFITHS: In relation to 1993-94, what other expenditure was involved in
this ministry?
Mr WAUCHOPE: The expenditure for the whole program was made up of salaries and
other non-salary expenditure, including services and contracts which engaged people
giving expert advice on an as needs basis, promotional material, educational and
marketing projects, travel and general administration.
Hon N.D. GRUFFTHS: What was the full cost of that?
Mr WAUCHOPE: For the year 1993-94 it was $1.421m.
Hon NJ). GRIFFITHS: What has been budgeted for 1994-95?
Mr WAUCHOPE: The provision for 1994-95 is $2m.
Hon N.D. GRfEFiTrHS: Do either of those amounts include legal costs?
Mr WAUCHOPE: There are some legal costs that have been met from that subprogram.
The majority of legal costs, particularly in relation to any legal proceedings before the
High Court, are being met by the Ministry of Justice.
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Hon N.D. GRIFHS: Is the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet receiving legal advice
separate from the Minis try of Justice with regard to this subprogram?
Mr WAUCHOPE: I do not know the details of how the advice has been handled. There
has been a need from time to time to take advice of a legal nature. I do not know whether
that is separate or distinct from what is happening with the Ministry of Justice.
Hon N.D. GRIFFTHS: Can I have that question placed on note?
The CHAIRMAN: That question is on notice.
Hon N.D. GRIFTITHS: May I have a supplementary question also placed on notice: If
so, what is the cost, and from whom is the advice being received?
Hon MARK NEVILL: I refer to the area of consultancy services in the annual report.
Could you explain what SWOT analysis is?
Mr WAUCHOPE: That means strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats. It involves
looking at factors that might have a bearing on the future, looking at one side of the
ledger as being your own assets, your strengths and weaknesses, and also looking into the
future, at what might be coming up by way of opportunities and those which might pose
a problem for a program.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Page 116 of the report discusses consultants' advice on issues
relating to many areas of government. Sixty-five consultants were engaged for intensive
short term problem solving. Could we be provided with the names of the consultants, the
amount paid to them, and a one sentence overview of the area in which advice was
supplied, along the lines outlined in the annual report?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Mr Pritchard may be able to comment on that matter.
Mr PRITCHARD: My concern is that the member assumes that to mean 65 consultants
were involved. That is a measure of the number of projects that were carried out by a
small number of consultants in our office. We have varying numbers, about 10 or 11 in
that branch, and the more important ones will have been identified. 'There were not
65 consultants; there were five consultants, just a small number of people.
Hon MARK NEVELL: Some would be the same consultants?
Mr PRITCHARD: Yes, working continuously in the buanch.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Is it possible to get that information to provide an idea of what is
going on?
Mr PRITCHARD: I am sure that is possible. As indicated, it is drafting regulations and
responses to government on public reports, briefing papers for the Premier and others.
We have a very small consultancy branch in the public sector management office that is
available to all of the public sector - that is, to Ministers, to other government
departments - for consultancy advice.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Are they permanent public servants?
Mr PRITCHARD: Yes.
Hon MARK NEVILL: They are not contracted?
Mr PRITCHARD: No, they amt not consultants. We use that terminology for
government officers who do consulting work. These people are experienced public
servants, middle level management people who help other agencies with issues such as
quality management, strategic planning, and overcoming staffing problems.
Hon MARK NEVILL: In that case, I will not ask for that information.
The CHAIRMAN: You do not require that on notice?
Hon MARK NEVILL: No.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is part of the function of the public sector management office.
A number of public servants work within that office and are titled consultants.
Hon TIOM! STEPHENS: Is the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet maintaining a
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registry of ail government agencies and membership of its boards? If so, is that registry
being made regularly available?
Mr WAUCHOPE: There is a register of boards and committees that is being maintained
in the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet which deals with boards and committees that
go to Cabinet for approval. I understand additional work has been done during the course
of the year through the public sector management office to consider whether there are
additional boards or committees that should be added to that register as pant of a broader
review.
Mr PRITCHARD: That is so. The register to which Mr Wauchope refers is one
maintained in the Cabinet services area and it is updated as committees are adjusted.
Their membership is adjusted through the Cabinet process. My office has been
conducting a review for government. One of the small consultancy-type tasks we have
done is to identify' a number of other committees which are not statutory and therefore
not yet into that process. We are making recommendations to government about how
that might be maintained more effectively in the future. The Library and Information
Service of Western Australia produces an annual booklet - of which our office has been
involved - which provides a list of all government agencies, boards and committees.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Is that the book published by State Print?
Mr PRITCHARD: I assume it is.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: That seems to have been funded by State Print.
Mr PRITCHARD: I think it is a cost recovery exercise. It costs about $20.
(8.20 pm]
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Would State Print be privatised? I presume that document may
not be published, unless initiative is being taken by some other area of government to
accept responsibility for annual publication of the lists of boards and members of boards
and committees.
Mr PRITCHARD: The responsibility for it rests with the Library and Information
Service of WA. That service will follow whatever course is necessary to make it public
annually. One of the reasons behind it was inquiries from members and others about
which government departments existed, their location and their prime functions.
Hon TIOM STEPHENS: In what format is that information available to the Government?
Mr PRITCHARD: It is a printed book available to the public.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: In what format is the information maintained?
Mr PRITCHARD: I am confident it is on some form of computer system at the Library
and Information Service. It is regularly updated as changes occur and it is printed
annually. It is a responsibility of the Library and Information Service to produce that
information.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I notice in the Program Statements that you have reinvestigated
the payments members of State Government boards receive. That seems to have been
done quite a few times over the past decade. Has any action arisen from that or has an
outcome resulted from it?
Mr PRITCHARD: 'he review is almost complete; we had hoped to have completed it by
now. The remuneration part is the most difficult to finalise and it is still in process.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I think the Kings Park Board people receive virtually nothing and
the Bunswood people art well looked after with fees. I do not think anything has been
done to redress the imbalance.
Mr PRITCHARD: Many changes have been made over the years with boards being
moved from one category to another. Through this report we hope to make
recommendations to the Government that will produce proper accountability for
determining those fees.
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Hon MARK NEVILL: In relative terms, are electorate officers as well equipped as
ministerial officers with computers, printers, software and other equipment?
Mr WAUCHOPE: An amount of $550 000 is allocatod in our capital budget to undertake
a major upgrade programi for electorate offices, primarily directed at computers and
printers. That contract, which went to tender, has closed and the evaluation has been
completed. We am in the process of putting in a submission to the Stare Supply
Commission which we hope it will endorse fairly soon. Once the contractors are
appointed we will immediately move to make that replacement. We hope to have it
completed by Christmas.
Hon MARK NEVIIL: That could be well complemented by extr staff to members who
have electorates in the Mining and Pastoral Region!
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I have raised this matter through correspondence. I imagine that
most officers in the Ministry of Premier and Cabinet have keyboards and screens in front
of them at almost every level of operation?
Mr WAUCHOPE: There has been a trend in the past few years for people to do their
own typing, resulting in a commensurate drop in the number of dedicated keyboarders.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It is inreresting that, so far, a successful Budget bid has not been
made for positioning in front of members of Parliament a keyboard and a screen for those
who are, or want ro become, computer literate so that they can operate with -the modemn
day equivalent of the penci. Although staff are equipped with a keyboard and screen by
your budget allocations - I am delighted to see the staff are getting a bette one - neither
this estimate nor correspondence give any indication that funds will be made available to
provide another level of the public service, members of Parliament, with keyboards and
screen.
Mr WAUCHOPE: The priority in the context of scarce resources was to replace outdated
equipment for electorate officers. flat is where most of the complaints have come front
However, I accept what you are saying about the desirability of members having access
to keyboards.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I have been told that the cost of a trip to Kununurra could
almost provide a keyboard. I would almost willingly forfeit a trip to Kununurra for that
reason.
Division 6: Governor's Establishment, $1 855 000 -
[Hon Bob Thomas, Chairman.)
[Hon George Cash, Leader of the House.]
[M~r K Skipworth, Official Secretary.]
Mr SKIPWORTH: There is very linkl increase in our recurrent expenditure for 1994-95.
We have a large capital works program of $604 000. Of that, $104 000 is for works in
progress and $500 000 is new works.
[8.30 pm]
T'he CHAIR.MAN: What are those new works?
Mr SKJPWORTH: Basically the new works are restoration. The capital works programn
was starred in the financial year 1991 and continued to 1993 following the conservation
study and management plan commissioned by the Government in 1989 and completed in
March 1990. As a result of that we have had expenditure of $580 000 over the 1991 to
1993 financial years, and we had this new program for the year just completed, which I
have outlined, and we had $54 000 in the 1993-94 period. There is another program of
$604 000 for 1994-95.
The CHAIRMAN: What sorts of things will that include?
Mr SKIPWORT1t Primarily the refurbishment of Government House. For a start there
is avery smalliproject of astained gasswindow over the stairwell tatis shortlyto be
restored. Public rooms are being redecorated and refurbished as required to bring them
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back to a decent standard There is to be relocation of some of the service areas and
administration areas within the house to make a more workable operation. In the
ballroom, on which thene is die major expenditure, theme will be restoration, repainting of
the external joinery and, depending on how much money is left over, the commencement
of the internal refurbishment of the ballroom to bring it up to a more acceptable standard.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Of the 28 Fits allocated to the Governor's establishment, could
we have a break down of who are gardeners or what they are?
Mr SKIPWORTH: Off the top of my head, there is a curator and eight gardeners.
Hon MARK NEVILL: A curator of what?
Mr SKIPWORTH: A curator of the gardens. The domestic staff total eight, including a
butler, two footmen, a chef, a kitchen maid and three housemaids. In the administration
area theme are the official secretary - myself - deputy official secretary, and three
secretarial staff consisting of a receptionist and two typists. That totals about 22, 1 think,
and there is the Governor of course, his private secretary and a private secretary to his
Lady, Mrs Jeffery. Theme is also one driver/handyman position. The balance is made up
of part time casuals who are brought in for major functions.
Hon MARK NEVELL: You have given part of the breakdown of that capital expenditure
of $604 000 this year. I understand that the ballroomn was restored in the 1991-92 grant.
Mr SKIPWORTH: Most of the work done to the ballroom in 1991 to 1993 was replacing
gutters, downpipes and those sorts of things. There has been much water intrusion into
the house and ballroom. We called it rising damp initially, but discovered it was really
entering from the top. In fact, an awful lot of work is still to be done on the ballroom
over the next few years, we hope, as the capital works programs continue.
Hon MARK NEVILL: What was the nature of the unbudgeted capital expenditure of
$50 000 last year?
Mr SKIPWORTH: As you say, this was not budgeted for. We had $154 000 allocated
later in the financial year, prior to Christmas from memory. We set up a program for that
work, but unfortunately with the nature of the beast of tendering and the operation of the
Building Management Authority and so on we were not able to get to the stage of being
able to produce much of the fimished work. Therefore, we spent only $50 000 of the
allocated $154 000 and, therefore, the carry over of works in progress was $104 000.
Hon MARK NEVILL: What is the salary of the Governor and is it taxable?
Mr SKIPWORTH: It is $95 000, non-taxable.
Hon MARK NEVILL: The whole thrust of accrual accounting is to dedicate costs to
where they are incurred. In the Program Statements at page 43 under corporate services
it says that corporate services to support the Governor's establishment functions are
being provided by the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet at no cost to the Governor's
establishment. Is there any proposal to allocate those costs to the Governor's
establishment so that they are transparent and in line with the McCarrey accrual thrust?
Mr SKIPWORTH: None that I am await of, but no doubt there will be a move in that
direction this year.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Are the Governor's costs, such as travel, air charter and
entertainment, debited to the Governor's establishment or corporate services?
Mr SKIPWORTH: To the Governor's establishment. I think why corporate services are
not shown and why that comment is made, is that we use the Ministry of the Premier and
Cabinet, the Office of State Administration, virtually as a bureau service for the
Governor's establishment. We instruct it to pay the salaries and do the paperwork. It
sends out the cheques and does the banking and that type of thing. We incur expenses
and it pays the accounts, but there are no hidden expenses.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Who arranges itineraries and that sort of thing?
Mr SIPWORTH: Our office arranges ali the Governor's programs with the exception
of major visits to the country, particularly the north western regions and the goldfields.
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Those programs are ranged by the protocol and transport branch of the Premier's
department.
Hon MARK NEVL.L: Ame they the only services provided by the Premier's department?
Mr SKIPWORWH: That is all I can think of at this stage, yes.
Hon TOM STEPHENS; In that list of the staff theme was no reference to a speech writer.
Who writes the Governor's speeches?
Mr SKIPWORTH: Ar the moment they are written mainly by the Governor. The
previous Governor wrote his own speeches and this Governor does the same. We also
have a personal assistant to Mrs Jeffry who assists with the speech writing. If we need it
we also call in help from outside organisations, such as the Office of State
Administration or whatever. Basically, the Governor writes his own speeches.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It could be the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet or the
Office of State Administration that provides assistance for the Governor's speech?
Mr SKIPWORTH: It could be provided in that way.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Has it been?
Mr SKJPWORTH: Not in the past.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The estimates here do not reveal any revenue from the
ballroom.
Mr SKIPWORTH: All revenue from the ballroom is credited to the Office of State
Administration.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The operating expenses for the ballroom wise in your expenses
but the revenue does not arise in your accounts.
Mr SJCIPWORTH: That is cte.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: So if one wanted to know what the revenue was for the
ballroom one would have to go to the Office of State Administration.
Mr SKIPWORTH: That is correct. I could probably provide it on notice for you.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I wonder if we could take as a question on notice the revenue
from the ballroom.
The CHAIRMAN: Yes, that is a question on notice.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Is there any other revenue the Governor brings in for the State?
Mr SKIPWORWH: No, except for the blue telephone in the ballroom.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Presumably as a military officer his expenses for his uniform
and the like would have been maintained by the military. Now he is Governor and still
uses his military uniform, is that provided through this operating budget?
Mr SKJPWORTH: No, all his uniforms camne with him. I think he even pays for the dry
cleaning of them. There is no cost at all in that area.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The same with swords and that sort of thing?
Mr SKIPWORTHi: They all came with him.
Hon M.D. NIXON: At the end of the capital expenditure of $600 000 set out ont page 43,
do you believe that Government House will be up to a suitable standard or is there still
major work to be carried out?
Mr SKIPWORTH: I believe major work will still need to be carried out. We have a
preliminary budget for $600 000 the following year and $rn for the year after projected
in forward planning, and hopefully it will go on fr-om there.

Committee adjourned at 8.41 pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

Hon JOHN HALDEN asked -
(2) Ar there any new policies being intrduced or scheduled for introduction this

financial yea adifso, canyou describewhat they areand howthey am tobe
funded?

(2) If they are being funded from consolidated revenue, can you identify those funds
in the Estimates?

(3) Of the services to be provided by your department/agencies this financial year -

(a) Are any being considered for discontinuance; that is, the service will be
terminated or progressively discontinued? If so, what are they and how
are they described in the Estimates?

(b) Is it your intention, or has a decision been made, to contrict out -
"outsourve" - any services?

(c) If so, can you describe those services and identify them in the Estimates?
Is the figure of the estimates for providing those services based on the
costs of provision by the department or the anticipated costs of contracting
out or, depending on the time frame, a combination of both?

(d) If services are being contracted out, was this as a result of a specific policy
decision by the Government or the Minister, or a departmental decision?

(e) If the decision arose from a policy decision, can you state when that
decision was made and what it contained?

(f) If the decision was departmental, what factors were taken into account in
making it?

(g) Will contracts be awarded as a result of formal tenders, negotiations with
one or more suppliers, or by other means? If not by tender or formal
negotiations, what means will be used?

(h) Will the department monitor performance under the contract, how will
that be done, and what performance criteria, if any, are or will be specified
in the contract?

(i) Has the department sought legal advice in relation to the contract,
particularly in matters such as performance specifications, grounds for
termination, and whethe the contractor might be viewed in law as a
servant or agent of the Crown? What was the nature of the advice, and
has it caused you to alter any provision in the contract?

() Under the contract, who bears the costs of such matters as insurance and
workers' compensation? Does the department agree to indemnify the
contractor against losses?

(k) Will the department need to subsidise contract performance? If so, where
is that provision shown in the Estimates?

ANSWERS -

DIVISION 4: PREMIER AND CABINET-
CORPORATE SERVICES
(1) NO.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a)-(k) No.
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ROYAL AND OTHER COMMISSIONS OF INQUIRY
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a)-(k) No.
PROGRAM 1 .0 SERVICES FOR THE PREMIER
Subprogram 1.1 Overseas Representation
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a)-(k) No.
Subprogram 1.2 Communications
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a)-(k) No.
Subprogram 1.3 Premier's Support
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a)-(k) No.
PROGRAM 2.0 STATE ADMINISTRATION
Subprogramn 2.1 Support to Executive Government Processes
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) Reletting of Aircraft Charter Contract

(a) No.
(b) The service had always been contracted out.
(c) Not applicable.
(d) This contract is a continuation of a policy adopted by the previous

government with the exception that the contract was let following a tender
process.

(e)-(f) Not applicable.
(g) Contracts awarded as a result of formal tenders.
(h) Yes, continual monitoring of the use of the aircraft together with feedback

from clients. Monthly reporting requirements are set out in the letters of
acceptance.

(i) No, as the contract was let in accordance with normal State Supply
Commission tendering procedures.

() The contractor bears the cost of insurance and workers' compensation and
the department will not indemnify the contractor against losses.

(k) No.
Subprogram 2.2 Administration of Entitlements
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) For information technology services -

(a) None is being considered for discontinuance.
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(b) Yes, a decision has been made to contract out - "outsource" - information
technology services.

(c) The ministry provides information technology support servites to all
members of die Western Australian Parliament The figures in cte
Estimates, based on the costs of provision of the services by the
department, am -
Capital expenditure $550 000
Recurrent expenditure $167 000.

(d) The outsourcing of these services was a departmental decision.
(e) Not relevant.
(f) Factors taken into account in deciding to outsourve these services included

the costs of providing these services; the information technology support
needs of members of Parlimnentand the otdated IT equipment and
applications in parliamentary electorate offices.

(g) The contracts will be awarded as a result of formal tenders.
(h) The department will monitor performance under the contract. The

contract calls for detailed monthly incidence reports to be submitted to the
department. An independent audit will also be factored into the
agreement.

(i) Legal advice has not yet been sought in relation to the contract as standard
Supply Commission guidelines, processes and contractual arrangements
will apply.

(I) The contractor will bear the costs of insurance and workers'
compensation. The department will not indemnify the contractor against
losses.

(14 The department will not need to subsidise contract performance.
Subprogram 2.3 Support to Ministers and Leader of the Opposition
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a)-(k) No.
PROGRAM 3.0 PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT
Subprogram 3.1 Public Sector Processes and Structures
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a)-(k) No.
Subprogram 3.2 Public Sector Rationalisation
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) For the telecommunications project -

(a) 'Not applicable.
(b) A decision has been made to contract a third party telecommunications

manager - TM - to provide telecommunications services to the public
sector. The appointment of this manager represents an outsourcing of the
planning and supply functions in the area of telecommunications on behalf
of all public sector agencies. The manager will operate as a broker,
reseller and supplier for a range of telecommunications services, products
and facilities arranged on behalf of the State in accordance with the State's
supply and purcasing rules.
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(c) The cost of the TM cannot be separately identified in the Estimates. The
services provided by the TM do not represent new or additional
expenditure and the TM's remuneration will be met from savings
generated. Savings - that is, net of all costs associated with the provision
and management of a TM - will be retained by agencies.

(d) The decision to contract out telecommunications management is the result
of a specific policy decision by Government following recommendations
contained in the McCarrey Commission's report.

(e) The decision to pursue a third party telecommunications management
contract was taken by the public sector reform Cabinet subcommittee on
28 March 1994. It issued an instruction for the Public Sector Management
Office to test the market with a tender for a "third party facilities
manager" - now known as telecommunications manager - as a better
means of providing telecommunications services required by the public
sector.

(f) Not applicable.
(g) The PSMO is currently in the process of issuing a tender, having finished

an open expression of interest phase. The tender is a closed tender with
four short-listed contenders and will lead to a contract with a single
provider.

(h) The PSMO will initially monitor the performance of the contract until a
contract management unit can be established. The location, staffing and
constitution of the contract management group is still to be determined.
The tender document contains details of performance criteria for which
precise measures will be negotiated with the successful teraderer.
Performance criteria specified in the tender document relate to -

(i) the number of client public sector organisations managed by the
TM;

(ii) satisfaction of the client public sector organisations;
(iii) quality and service level improvements;
(iv) savings generated,
(v) the cost movement for a basket of typical services against CPI and

industry wrends;
(vi) development of the local telecommunications industry and

industry participation; and
(vii) community benefits from the application of telecommunications

technologies.
(i) The PSMO's own commercial lawyer and the Crown Solicitor have

provided legal advice relating to performance specifications, grounds of
termination and whether the contractor might be viewed in law as a
servant or agent of the Crown- Tender documents have been adjusted to
reflect the advice received. All tender documents conform with State
Supply rendering conditions. Arrangements have been put in piace by the
Crown Solicitor to ensure continued advice throughout the contracting
process.

13) The tender document stipulates that the external organisaion bears the
cost of required insurances and workers' compensation. Conditions in the
tender document do not indemnify the contractor against losses.

(k) The department is not expected to subsidise contra performance.
Subprogram 3.3 Management Improvement
(1) No.
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(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a)-(k) No.
Subprogram 3.4 Information Management Development
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a)-(k) No.
PROGRAM 4.0 POLICY COORDINATION AND FEDERAL AFFAIRS
Subprogram 4.1 Policy Coordination
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a)-(k) No.
Subprogram 4.2 Strategic Issues and Federal Affairs
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a)-(k) No.
Subprogram 4.3 Mabo Coordination
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a)-(k) No.
PROGRAM 5.0 GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
Subprogram 5.1 Real Property Assets
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a)-(k) No.
Subprogram 5.2 Office Accommodation
(I) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a) No.

(b) Yes.
(c) The service is that of lease negotiation and is being funded from the office

accommodation subprogram at a cost of approximately $152 000 in
1994-95, and is based on the cost of contracting out.

(d) Departmntal decision.
(e) Not applicable.
(Q) (i) Inability to locate sufficiently experienced staff within the public

sector
(ii) access to broader market knowledge from the private sector,
(iii) unwillingness to commit funds to the employment of FTEs while

the future of the function within government has not been resolved.
(g) Formal tender.
(h) Yes, by ongoing review. Performance criteria to be determined.
(i) Standard government contract, therefore not applicable.
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U) The contractor. No.
(k) No.

Policies/services crossing the following programs/subprograms -

CORPORATE SERVICES
PROGRAM 2.0 - STATE ADMINISTRATION
Subprogram 2.1 - Support to Executive Government Processes
Subprogram 2.2 - Administration of Entitlements
Subprogram 2.3- Support to Ministers and Leader of the Opposition
(1) All ministry vehicles will be leased from outside Government through a new

leasing contract. Funding arrangements are currently under reniew.
(2) Funds for vehicle leasing and maintenance are not specifically identified in the

Estimates but are included under corporate services and Program 2.0 - State
Administration - services and contracts - subprograms 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.

(3) (a) Current leasing arrangements through FleetWest will be discontinued.
Appears under services and contracts in the Estimates.

(b) Vehicle fleet management and leasing may be "outsourced" under a new
contract curndly being evaluated.

(c) Not provided in detail in the Estimates.
(d) Yes, Cabinet subcommittee on public sector reform.
(e) No, ministerial decision.
(f) Not applicable.
(g) Yes, tenders currently being evaluated.
(h) Office of State Administration will monitor performance in conjunction

with Suite Services but no criteria have currently been set until contract
decided

(i) Contract being progressed through Department of State Development.
(j) Details yet to be finalised, but ministry will not be indemnifying losses.
(k) Not known at this time.

DIVIION 11: WESTERN AUSTRALIAN TOURISM COMMISSION -

(1) No new policies.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a) No discontinuance of service.

(b) The plan is to review any productivity gains, cost savings or staff
utilisation gains which are to be made by contracting out the -

(i) slide library;
(ii) brochure distribution scheme;
(iii) "tour leading" of the agent and media familiarisation program;
(iv) product listing and CRS (Computerised Reservation System) in

our marketing services and media communications areas.
(c) Costs are provided for under the promotion of Western Australia as a

tourist destination program arnd are based on the current cost of provision
by the commission.

(d) The process of review is a decision of the commission.
(e) Not applicable.
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(f) The need to use staff in a more direct sales and marketing role as demand
from the industry to create a greater awareness of Western Australia.

(g) All contracts will be awarded by formal tender.
(h) All activities outsourced will be monitored and as pant of the

commission's approved performance indicators program the effectiveness
will be judged in an annual industry research review on the effectiveness
of the commission and its activities to the tourism industry.

(i) Legal advice will be sought before any contract is let.
(j) The contractor carries all operating costs including losses.
(k) No.

DIVISION 2.5: AGRICULTURE -

(1) There are no new major policy areas but a wide range of initiatives is being
funded under continuing policy. This is being achieved through the reallocation
of existing resources according to priority.

(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a) No.

(b)-(k) The Minister has requested that privatisation of the quarantine checkpoints
at both Norseman and Kununurra should be investigated. Expressions of
interest were called to assess the level of interest from the private sector.
A consultant was engaged to prepare tender specifications and to assist in
the calling and evaluation of tenders, within guidelines for competitive
tendering and contracting. Tenders were subsequently called on
17 September. The outcome will not impact on the 1994-95 financial
year.

DIVISION 64: HEALTH -

(1) Health Management Reforms
Implementation of health managemenit reforms which see the separation of key
responsibilities of funder-owner-purchaser-provider from 1 July 1994 have now
been initiated. These reforms were highlighted in the Government Health Policy
Statement of November 1993. The policy changes initiated are being undertaken
within the existing base Health vote and reflect a different approach to health
service organisation, management and delivery. They do not necessarily require a
major injection of new funds to undertake. The Government is, however,
undertaking a range of new or enhanced programs which includes the following -

Health Goals and Targets
The Task Force on State Health Goals and Targets has delivered its first report,
focusing on clinical goals and targets. Strategies to achieve the goals and targets,
together with measurement and evaluation systems, are now being developed
within the department. Many of the targets are capable of being incorporated
directly into the 1995-96 contracts with health service providers. These service
components of the goals and targets will be funded through the existing budget.
$5m has been directed in the overall budget of the Health Department, for
expenditure in progressing this area.
Aged Care
The State Aged Care Policy initiatives will be funded through the more effective
utilisation of existing resources and will be finalised shortly. Structural reform of
Scare Government nursing homes in the metropolitan area through the transfer of
beds to "underbedded" suburbs of Perth and country areas of Western Australia.
T'he redistributed beds will be operated by the non-government nursing home
sector. Expansion is targeted of residential aged care services through the
purchase of additional care in nursing homes and hostels for people with special
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needs; for example, ambulant people with severe dementia. Expansion of the
Home and Community Care (HACC) program by a commitment by the State
Government to a total HACC program allocation of $68nm in 1994-95, cost shared
between the Stare and the Comnmonwealzh. This is subject to the
Commonwealth's matching of the Stae's offer.
Review of Menal Health Services for the Elderly
The Health Department intends to review mental health services for the elderly
with the aim of developing a statewide strategic purchasing plan. The review will
be carried out by the department with the assistance of an independent consultant.
A consultancy brief has been developed.
Managing Hospital Throughput
The department will be putting in place a major initiative in order to increase
hospital patient throughput.

(2) These are strict policies. They do not represent programs or funding. They direct
the thinking in determining how the department will operate.

(3) (a) The department, in accord with good practice, is constantly reviewing
what it does and how it does it. The search for value for money in
operations is a continuing thrust in health management. This does not
involve discontinuing a service but rather trying to do it more efficiently,
without compromising quality, so savings can be applied to new services.
These new services can be provided by the public health sector or
alternatively it can involve having other parties perform the function. An
example of this is the devolution of nursing home beds to the private
sector (Pollard, Mt Henry, Warren Blackwood health service). Clearly in
the latter case the service has not been terminated They are simply
provided by another party. In most cases these services are still being
directly funded by the public health sector. Theme is very clearly a thrust
in trying to increase private sector involvement in our industry. Contracts.
however, are not entered into unless they can clearly demonstrate that
their involvement provides a net gain to the deparbtment.

(b) Yes. Refer to question (c) for details.
(c) (i) The Government health sector operates in a substantially

decentralised arrangement and details of all initiatives in
contracting out of services are not available. Those that have been
identified are -

Service Onrted Area Detail Contacts Name (if applicable)
Computing Hospital Information System

Management or HDWA )Compurer Sciences
Computer Cent )of

HIS Phase I and 2, plus )Australia. Pty Ltd
re-enigineering of Phase I

HIS Phase 3 Not Determined
HCAR

Financial Systems Working Systems PtL
Human Resource Informnation Fertre

System
Visiting Medical Office System ATX

Management
Consulting Central Office Review Management Consortiumn
Beacmarking/Consultancy SCOK Bo~oz Allen

Medical Services
Radiology Murray Mandmnah Tendering

Bentley Unknown
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General Medical Services

Nursing Services
Physiotherapy Services

Psychiatric Services

Disabilities Services

Occupational Therapy
Pathology

security
Patient Service
Devolution of nursing homne
beds to private sector

[COUNCIL - Estimates Committee]

Kalamunda
Swan
RPM (Radiation Oncology)
Albany

Ngangganwili Aboriginal Community
Health and Medical Services
(from the Wiluna Health Services)
Hollywood Hospital
Frmantle - Agency Nurses
Benley
Eome
Kalamunda
Wesley Care has been contracted
to provide 12 Howneswest tenancies
with a full time social worker to
support people with a psychiatric
disabiity in the community.
ATVL - M & M Glass Cooperative
St Vincent de Pal has been
contracted to provide eight
tenancies and associated support
Bentley
Bentley
Comnmissionaire Services

Nordiamn
Warren Blackwood Health
Services (transfer of permanent
camt ward residents from hospital
to 30 bed private nursing home)
Swan Health District (closure of
Pollard Nursing Home - 22 beds)
Closure of Pollard Nursing Home
Mt Henry Health Service
Lower North District

Tendering
Tendering
Tendering
Under Review
Not applicable

Ramay Health Cam
Various
Tendering
Unknown
Tendering
Unknown

Unknown
Unknown

Tendering
Tendering
Tendering

Under Review
Not applicable
Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable
No: applicable
Under Review

Maintenance
Medical -

Scanner maintenance

MRl Gyro Scan maintenance

GAMMA Camera maintenance

CT Scanner

Other -
Lift mainnane

General maineac

SCan

SCGH

SCGH

SCGN

Fremanitle

PMH

SCUM
ftlH
Fremntle
RPM

Benley

Renewal of existing
coat
Renewal of existing
coat
Renewal of existing
coat
Renewal of existing
conact
Medical Applications
Tendering

Various
Various
Otis
Various
Various
Tendering



PARK maintenance

Comptrmainn

Engineering services
Eaternal maintenane
Gardening

Painting

Photocopier leasing
Admninistration
Printing/copying

Cleaning
Cleaning
Une

Food Services
Henithcare food
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RPH
Princes Margaret Hospital
SCGH
PM!!
RPH
Kalauda
ArnnadalJOKehinscogt District
Bentley
Kauda
Rockingh=m/winan Health

Service
Kalgoorlie
Mury Mandumli
RPH

SCGH

KEMH

SCON
Fremanle
Broome District Hospital

Metropolitan Catering Review -
an option under review
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Telecom
Telecoml
Not applicable
Honeywell Holding P/L
Not applicable

Tenderin
Under review
Tendering
Tendering
Unknown

Unknown
Under review

unknown

OCE Reprographic

Tenders under review

Not applicable
Not applicable
Tendering

Not applicable

(ii) The majority of die initiatives are related to hospitals, continuing
care and mental health programs. The funding associated with
each is pant of die base funding of each institution and spread
across the relevant programs.

(iii) Not applicable. Refer to (c)(ii) above.

(d) The utilisation of contracts is in accord with the Western Australian
Government health policy (June 1993).

(e) Refer to (d) above.

(f) Refer to (d) above.
(g) All contracts will be awarded in accordance with government policy as

stated by the State Supply Commission of Western Australia -

Written quotations shall be obtained from potential suppliers when,oods or services with an estimated value of between $5,000 and
50,000 per line item are intended to be purchased by a public

authority.

Where a public authority determines it appropriate to issue formal
quotation documents the documents shall be in a form approved
by the accountable officer or accountable authority.

The accountable officer or accountable authority shall ensure open
and effective competition through the establishment of appropriate
supply procedures.
Information provided to potential suppliers invited to quote must
be identical, and evaluation of offers received must be based on
identical criteria.

The supply of goods or provision of services with an estimated
value exceeding $500,000 per line item, are considered major
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procurements and must be processed in accordance with the Public
Tender and Contract Practice supply policy (Module 1 - Policy
8/92).

Health Policy -

Purchase Line Purchasing Method Approval Required
Item Value
$0-$499 Verbal quotations Health unit

where practical and (internal)
cost-effective

$5004999 Verbal quotations Health unit (internal)
$5 (l00-$19 999 Written quotations Health unit (internal)
$20 0004$49 999 Written quotations State Supply Comn-

mission (via health
supply services unit)

$50 000 plus Formal public tender State Supply Com-
mission (via health
supply services unit)

(h The department will monitor performance via the contracts. All contracts
will be monitored in accordance with normal commercial principles.
Performance criteria included in the contracts relate to deliverables; that
is, activity, quality, timeliness, quantity and price.

(i) Contracts with Parties External to Health
In accord with normal risk management practice, the department seeks
external legal opinions, advice and services, including the assessment of
accounts, negotiation of fees, the monitoring of quality of service and
advice and its consistency with government policies and priorities where it
deems it prudent. Contractors are not deemed to be either a servant or
agency of the Crown.

() Contracts with Parties External to Health
Contractees bear the costs relating to insurance and workers'
compensation. The department does not agree to the indemnification of
the contractee.

(k) Contracts with Parties External to Health
No.

DIVIION 73: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTON -
(1) New policies:

This is the first full year of operation of the Department of Environmental
Protection as a distinct entity from the EPA, hence there is a separate EPA
allocation. It is also the first full year of the integration of the State's waste
management function into the department. In responding to this question. I
assume the committee is interested in policies that relate to programs in this area,
not the statutory instrument called an environmental protection policy within the
meaning of the Environmental Protection Act. The department plans to introduce
a spatial information system during 1994-95 to better support it and the EPA with
historic, geographic and environmental information on projects and issues
through the Stat This is being coordinated with other related agencies'
information systems, and will be funded through an internal reordering of
priorities. The department will support the EPA in researching and preparing a
state of the environment report with a projected cost of $300 000, including
salaries.
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(2) Funding
The funds for these activities are identified in the printed Estim ates as follows -

Office of Waste Management Waste management subprogram.
State of the Environment To be determined following an internal

reniew.
Spatial Information System The funding for this is in the policy

and strategic studies subprogram, and
partly in the corporate services
component of other subprograms.

(3) (a) No specific services have been identified for termination or
discontinuance, but all services art subject to ongoing ireview.

(b) Apart from services previously contracted out, which are generally in the
waste management area, no servces have been identified at this time to be
contracted out; however, all services will be reviewed where appropriate.
The State's stockpile of organochiorine pesticides will be treated and
destroyed under contract in 1994-95.

(c) Answered in (3)(b) above.
(d) There are no new examples of contracting out.
(e)-(f) Answered in (3)(b) above.
(g) Any contracts to be subsequently awarded will be the result of formal

tenders and negotiations, within the provisions of the Suite Supply
Commission's purchasing policies.

(h) Any departmental contracts winl have performance criteria which will be
developed on an issue by issue basis and monitored by departmental staff.

(i) Any contracts would undergo proper legal scrutiny.
(j) All such contracts would be contracts for service and as such would

contain appropriate conditions relating to insurance arid the like. The
department would not envisage any circumstances where a contractor was
indemnified against loss.

(k) No.
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Irhgtelatiur Tfinrit
Thursday. 22 September 1994

STANDING COMMITTEE ON ESTIMATES AND FINANCIAL OPERATIONS
The meeting commenced at 10.00 an.

Points of Order

Hon KIM CHANCE: I raise an issue which is relevant to the committee, but not
necessarily to this division.
The CHAIRMAN (Hion Bob Thomas): I will rake this point of order before we identify
the officers of the division to be considered
Hon KIM CHANCE: Yesterday in the hearings relating to the Department of
Agriculture, the Minister representing the Minister for Primary Industry and the director
general refused to answer questions relating to a footrot outbreak in the mid-west. A
number of people have been severely financially disadvantaged by that outbreak and
significant allegations have been made about a cover-up by the department. The reason
the Minister gave for refusing to answer questions that I foreshadowed was that the
matter was the subject of a police investigation. To my knowledge, nobody has been
charged as a result of any investigation. All the committee knows is what members have
read in the newspaper regarding the Director of Public Prosecutions' investigation of the
matter. It is my view, after giving consideration to the comments by the Minister
yesterday, that it is important for the committee to have access to all information in the
consideration of the Budget. We should therefore bring back the Minister representing
the Minister for Primary Industry and the director general to answer questions on that
matter. If that raises matters that may be prejudicial to any future charges which axm laid
by the DPP, the committee could take that evidence in camera. In any case, it is vital that
the committee have the opportunity to question the Minister representing the Minister for
Primary Industry because the implications of any suggestion of a cover-up involving
disease management in Western Australia are so serious that we cannot possibly allow
them to slide.
On Tuesday, during the session involving the Ministry of Justice, the Minister was at
least reluctant to answer certain questions regarding an issue which has now been
publicised on the front page of today's The West Australian. We did not know on
Tuesday, but we know now, that allegations have been made involving prison officers or
members of the Ministry of Justice in certain drug dealings. It is a serious policy matter
about which I believe the ministry should be examined further- Again, if that involves
difficulties with future prosecutions, the matter could be heard in camera.
Hon JOIN HALDEN: I think both of the matters raised by Hon Kinm Chance are of such
concern to the community and could have such widespread cost implications to the State,
particularly in relation to disease management and allegations of a cover-up, that we
should further examine those matters. The department said in March 1993 by way of the
Press that that matter was not serious and that there was nothing to answer. However, we
now find that a criminal investigation is being conducted. Bearing in mind the cost
implications that could flow to the State, it is appropriate for the Estimates Committee to
further consider this matter.
At the time of asking the question relating to officers of the Ministry of Justice, I was not
aware of the matters involving drugs. However, having had the matter confirmed by way
of the Estimates Committee, it is appropriate, bearing in mind the Glitton report, to ask
whether the allegations contained in that report are true. It is appropriate for the
committee to consider cost overruns resulting from that practice. It is also appropriate to
finid out what the charges are likely to be and what is the scope of that investigation. I
understand that the scope of the investigation is far mare serious and widespread than I
understood it to be. For all those reasons, it is appropriate for the committee to consider
bringing back both departments to further examine thes matters. Not to do that, bearing
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in mind the potential policy and cost implications, would be a travesty. The Parliament
and the community must know the information.
The CHAIRMAN: "he Leader of the Opposition and Hon Kim Chance have identified
two issues in divisions considered previously by this committee that they say were not
properly considered. They suggest that the matters could impact on this year's Budget.
The committee has set a precedent previously of amassing information so that it can
properly scrutinise the Budget and it will properly consider matters at the completion of
that collection of information. However, the members have raised two issues on which I
am not prepared to make a determination at this point without first consulting other
members of the committee. I therefore propose to leave the Chair until the ringing of the
bells in order to consult them.

Sitting suspended from 10.09 to 10.16 am
The CHAIRMAN: We met as a committee and considered we would continue to
progress on the timetable for this year's Budget Estimates Committee hearings. The
Opposition Leader and Hon Kinm Chance raised some significant issues relating to
matters in previous Budget items on which we must do some further investigation before
we recall any officer to this committee. As such, we will discuss this issue at next
Thursday's Estimates Committee. meeting and decide whether we will invite back the
chief executive officers and people representing the Ministers of those departments we
spoke of earlier. We will continue with the Ministry of Education.

Point of Order
Hon KIM CHANCE: I am not sure I am all that pleased about this. The reason the
department gave for not dealing with the footrot infestation was that the police were
examining the possibility of charges. There is every likelihood that by the time you have
indicated, Mr Chairman, the charges will have been laid. In that case I would be
reluctant myself to raise the matter. That time lag is too big in view of the fact we have
been told charges are pending fairly soon.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: If these people were called back, would we sit as a Committee of
the Whole?
The CHAIRMAN: We would sit as an Estimates Committee, but members of the House
would be welcome to attend.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Would the hearing be open to the press?
The CHAIRMAN: That would be decided by the committee before we commenced the
proceeding. Although the committee has not considered the points raised by Hon Kim
Chance, we nevertheless feel we must obtain further information before we can decide
whether we recall that agency. I am not prepared to consider that item any further.

Estimates Commitee Resumed
Division 37: Education, $1 118 402 000 -

WHon Bob Thomas, Chairman.]
[IHon N.E. Moore, Minister for Education.]
[Mr G. J. Black, Director General.]
[MrSJ. Skivinis, Deputy Director General.]
[Ms S. Murphy, Acting Executive Director, Resources and Services.]
[Mr P. McCaffrvy, Acting Director, Finance.]
[Mr A.J. Griffiths, Director of Facilities and Services.]
[Ms D. Kerr, Executive Director, Education Services.]

[Mr D.C. Axworthy, Acting Manager, Operations.]
The CHAIRMAN: I ask the Minister to table the generic questions which are requested.
Hon NORMAN MOORE: The budgetary situaticn in which the Education budget was
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framed is, as members know, tight and allows no real opportunity for any significant
increases in expenditure. A number of new initiatives are contained within the Budget
which have been funded essentially by savings that have been made in some areas. The
main savings of about $5m a year have been made in bead office as a result of
restructuring. In the cleaning and gardening part of the education system annual savings
will be made of about $10m. The funds saved in those areas have been reallocated.
They have not been cost cutting exercises in that sense.
We have commenced a number of new initiatives this year with allocations in this
budget - the perennial argument will arise again about whether it is wecling new policy
initiatives. However, they are annual, ordinary services of government in the context of
the education system because they are about disabilities. In response to the Shean report
we have allocated $5m over three years to implement many of its recommendations. We
have had a report on physical education in schools and have allocated $3m over three
years for that and almost $l1ni for distance education over the next five years. We have
allocated $l.5m over three years to enhance opportunities for gifted and talented
students. In effect we have made savings in the system and used those savings to
increase expenditure in some areas in which we believe additional funds have been
required.
With respect to the five year old program, the Government has decided that the third of
the students who presently have five full days in preprimary will go on to four full days
and the resources liberated by that decision - that extra day - will be used to increase the
number of places for 5 year olds doing four full days. That will mean we can provide an
additional 1 200 places in about 57 schools for five year olds in the next year. We have
accepted the recommendation that four days is better from an educational perspective
than five days and we have been able to use the savings from that decision to provide
more four day places on the basis that, in the past, the other two-thirds were doing four
half days. That is a major change in the way the funds are being expended. It was a tight
Budget and we sought to maintain the services on the basis that money is not available in
large dollops.
(10.20 am]
The CHAIRMAN: I have one small village pump issue relating to the Country High
Schools Hostels Authority.
Hon N.F. MOORE: That has a separate division in the Budget. If the question relates to
the Albany hostel, we are trying to work a way around that problem.
The CHAIRMAN: Isam heartened to hear that.
Hon NEF. MOORE: I am await of the problem and we are working on a solution.
Hon MURIEL PAITERSON: I am await of the disability programs and the good work
done in this area. Does the department recognise the attention deficit disorder as a
disability and, if so. to whom do parents go for assistance with this problem? I have been
told by parents that TAFE conducts a program which originally was considered helpful,
but that the program no longer meets the needs of this disorder. What can people do
about it?
Mr AXWORTHY: Attention deficit disorder is a medical condition which is recognised
by the medical profession. The Shean report contained a recommendation that we seek
clarification on whether attention deficit disorder is covered by legislation. The
department is currently discussing this matter with both the Disability Services Bureau
and the Crown Law Department to obtain an exact ruling in that respect.
Nevertheless, apart from the legal conditions regarding children who are suffering from
that problem, the department is trying its best to alleviate the learning problems of those
children. Our focus must be on the educational, not the medical, aspects. To that end,
we are implementing something like 50 of the recommendations of the Shean report with
a view to improving the learning outcome. For whatever reason, these children are
having problems with learning difficulties in numeracy and literacy skills. Parents can
obtain assistance firstly, through the school and, secondly, through back up to the school
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provided through the support from the district offices. This is augmented by the fact that
in this financial year we have included in the education circular application for projects
and grants to provide assistance in school-based projects, which will be building on the
recommendations of the Shean report. Something like $lm will be directed into seeding
grants to fund such programs. Also, we have major in service professional development
programs to assist teachers in identifying children with these problems and providing
remedies for the problem. The disorder is certainly recognised by the department.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: The performance indicators, on page 15, refer to the
science areas. Fmales are not disadvantaged, but take a lesser interest in that field.
What is the department doing to rectify that situation to encourage girls to take up
sciences and pass through to the vocational areas crying out for such people?
[ 10.30 san]
Ms KERR: This is a strong emphasis. We have a program of single sex classes in the
areas of science and mathematics. We hope classes of this sort will prove a valuable way
for girls to find their feet in science. We also have a science consultancy team that works
with schools, especially to bring about an increase in the number of girls in the science
area. We have a gender equity team that is working with its No I priority to increase the
number of girls studying in the sciences. The real problem areas are in physics and
chemistry, and these are areas where we are encouraging schools to do more to
encourage girls to take those courses.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: England has a program of encouraging science staff
and scientists to encourage girls to study science, but using teaching techniques different
from those used when I was at school, and even when my daughters were at school. Is
that innovation and lateral thinking being looked at by the department as a way of
encouraging children, and girls, particularly, to become involved in those science areas?
Ms KERR: We are aware of the work going on in England, and of some interesting work
that is going on in the United States as well, aimed at bringing about an increase in girls'
participation in science. We are also planning a whole series of new moves in science,
but these are yet to be finalised. They will be announced following the monitoring
standards science report.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Would you confirm, firstly, that the advice from the other place
that in terms of new initiatives $ 1 mn was to be allocated to rural education; and, secondly,
that the report this funding is based on has not yet been completed by Hon Derrick
Tomlinson?
Hon N.F. MOORE: That is correct. Pending the receipt of the inquiry on rural education
I thought it prudent to allocate $lm for potential recommendations that could come
through that report. Quite obviously the assorted areas that Hon Derrick Tomlinson is
looking at could involve expenditure within this year's Budget. We know a number of
things need to be addressed in rural education. Although I have not seen the report, its
presentation is only a short time away and it seemed to be an appropriate budgetary
process to assume that some funding would be needed as a result of the recommendations
of that report.
The CHAIRMAN: So it is a pre-emptive move to allocate S1i to future
recommendations?
Hon N.F MOORE: Yes.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I do not think this is an appropriate way for the Budget process to
be undertaken. This could have been done by way of Treasurer's Advance. This is an
allocation for fresh air. On the basis of that statement, would the Minister be more
specific about where that money will be allocated, bearing in mind we do not know what
the report may recommend?
Hon NYF MOORE: I do not know what the report will recommend, and I acknowledge
the point made by the Leader of the Opposition. The Government has an obligation to
improve rural education. A number of initiatives have already been undertaken, and I
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have talked about distance education. 1 intend to allocate funding for improved
opportunities for rural education. A number of suggestions could be implemented now.
For example, we could make a decision tomorrow on country incentives for teachers, but
it seemed appropriate to await the outcome of a very significant and in-depth report to let
us know what the priorities should be for improving country education. Maybe the
Leader of the Opposition's suggestion about Treasurer's Advance being a more
appropriate way to proceed is correct. However, at the time of putting the Budget
together, it was decided we would do something in respect of rural education this year.
The report will be a public document and any decisions made as a result of that report
will become very public - they will be announced to the House if necessary - and there is
no suggestion that the $lm will be spent on anything other than those rural education
initiatives.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I do not have any problems with an obligation of the Government
to improve rural education. The difficulty is that I believe theme is an obligation on this
Parliament and this committee to scrutinise how money will be spent. That is the
purpose of the Estimates Committee. We have no idea from what the Minister has said,
except in the general heading of rural education, where this money will be spent. Is the
Minister prepared to make a commitment that in futre this sort of the fresh air funding
approach will not be used?
Hon N.F. MOORE: I would not call it that; it will be used for rural education. When one
looks through the Budget, money is spent over a whole range of subsidiary areas that
come together to form a term which is broad in its intent. The funds will be spent on
improving education for children in country areas, and on the basis of the report by Hon
Derrick Tomlinson. However, I acknowledge the point made by the Leader of the
Opposition, and I will take that on board. I am prepared to accept that what he is
suggesting is probably correct - that members amt entitled to know exactly where it will
be spent. They will know that as soon as a decision is made. I also acknowledge it
would be more appropriate if that were known in advance of Budget allocations being
made. I give an absolute assurance that the money will be spent on rural education, and
there will be full and public disclosure of where that will go as soon as the report has
been brought down and its recommendations are assessed and determined.
The CHAIRMAN: The committee has said it will look at the issue of the constitutional
legality of the Budget. Is that $lm in the first or second appropriation Bill?
Hon NY. MOORE: It is in the first Bill.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: When will the Hoffman report on devolutions be made public?
Hon N.F. MOORE: When it is finished, which I anticipate will be by the end of this
year. It has taken longer than I would like, but a number of issues of significance are
being addressed. We have an opportunity, in respect of this question of devolution, to get
it right. Devolution is a fact of life in most other western nation education systems. It is
a fact of life in other States of Australia. Western Australia has not gone anywhere near
as far as other parts of the world, but some other parts of the world are not sure that the
way they are going is the best way to go. We have an opportunity to take the best and
leave the rest in experience from other countries, and that is why the Hoffman inquiry is
taking a long time. It is a very worthwhile initiative, in the sense that we will have the
most up to dare evidence from around the world. I expect that the recommendations he
makes will be quite significant in the future context of education in Western Australia.
[10.40 am]
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Will the Hoffman report consider issues such as allowing schools
to decide upon the effective management of resources and to be fully accountable for
delivering services?
Hon NE. MOORE: Are you quoting from the Budget papers?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: No.
Hon NEF. MOORE: I suspect it will look at that. The Hoffman inquiry has a broad brief
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to look at all the issues which come within the term "devolution". Devolution means
different things to different people, but in general it is about taking away from head
office a number of its responsibilities and activities and devolving them to either districts,
schools or school communities. The idea is to try to arrive ultimately at a situation where
decision makting is as close as possible to where the effect of the decision will be felt. It
is generally accepted in most administrative systems that if decision making is close to
where die decision will have an effect, it is usually more appropriate. I suspect chat the
issues raised by Hon John Halden are being considered by the Hoffman inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN: Does the Minister have available the terms of reference of that
inquiry?
Hon NEF. MOORE: No, but [ can get a copy.
The CHAIRMAN: Can you provide that to the committee? We will take that on notice.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Following the comment by the Minister that the Hoffman report
will probably not come down until the end of the year and that the matters which I raised
do fall within that inquiry, can the Minister explain why, prior to the tabling of the
Hoffman report and prior to any public comment about that report, the department has
seemingly decided what the features of that devolution will be? 1 refer to the document
entitled "Restructure of district services", dated August 1994, which states, under the
heading "What will be the features of the restructure?", that districts will perform
functions for both the system and for schools; district boundaries will be reconfigured to
address die significant inequities across the State; resources will be allocated to districts
on a differential basis; schools will be given, collectively, the opportunity to decide upon
the most effective way of managing resources allocated to the district for service
delivery, taking into account school needs as well as system needs; and each unit of the
district responsible for a service will be fully accountable for the delivery of that service.
Hon N.F. MOORE: Mr Black might like to answer that because he has been involved in
a detailed analysis of the way in which district offices work.
Mrt BLACK: There are two objectives to the review and restructure. Firstly, there was
the question of workload and equity. The district boundaries have been in place since
1987. Since that time, there have been substantial school population movements, and
clear inequities were being shown; for example, in the northern suburbs of metropolitan
Perth. Consequently, it has been decided to redistribute the boundaries and, therefore,
die workloads among the districts, with the overall level of resource remaining the same
as it is currently. The second issue concerns decision making in a district. Already,
significant levels of decisions about resources are made at the district level in regard to
minor works expenditure, with an actual district budget, and also decisions about the
allocation of staff at the district level to various functions, usually in curriculum and
student services. The decision in this restrcture is to give clarity to districts about their
responsibilities and relationship to schools. It is not a change as such in regard to which
level has more or less responsibility. It is a clarification.
The other aspect of it was that there needed to be greater uniformity in the decision
making process in each district, so there is a specification about how those decisions will
be made collectively among the schools in the district, with the superintendent. Finally,
there was clarification about how resources could be allocated. In the past, there was a
standard formula between districts about the allocation of staff for various purposes.
Under this restructure, once a staff position becomes available it will then be up to the
district to decide whether to allocate that resource in the same or in a different way.
Finally, unlike in die past, each district will have a responsibility with its schools to
provide the centre with a report on the provision of services through an agreement.
Hon BK. DONALDSON: One of the major planned achievements for 1994-95 at page
345 is the development of a trancy prevention initiative, and another is a review of
discipline procedures. Obviously the fact that you plan to introduce a coniputerised
attendance package indicates disc trancy is still a problem. I raise those two matters
together because it was only about three years ago that the police cooperated with the
Ministry of Education in having patrols which picked up ids in shopping centres and on
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the streets during school hours. The rate of break and enters dropped dramatically at that
time, but the principals of the two high schools involved thanked the police very much
because they had reintroduced into the schools the disruptive kids. The lack of discipline
within the school system now is a real concern. Personally, I would bring back the cane;
to take that away was the worst dhing we ever did. What procedures will you introduce to
deal with truancy and discipline?
Mr BLACK: There are a number of aspects. I will start with attendance and truancy
statistics. We do not have any good data on the level of trancy as such. We do random
surveys which look at absenteeism, which has been maintained at around 10 per cent
fairly consistently for the last few years - and there art legitimate reasons for
absenteeism, such as sickness - and truants are incorporated in that. The introduction of
the MAZE computer system will achieve a number of things. It will give us much better
data on the causes of absenteeism. We are also looking at a computer package which
will allow schools to automatically, on a computer basis, do things like at the end of a
school day telephone the parent's residence to ask whether then is a reasonable cause for
the child's absenteeism. Once the package is fully implemented, we will have better
data. MW Airworthy will talk about discipline..
[j1050 am]
Mr AXWORTHY: We are currently reviewing the full range of disciplinary procedures
that occur in schools. Seine thre years ago, we published a set of guidelines for schools,
and subsequent to that, we have reviewed our procedures on exclusion and suspension.
We are now, in conjunction with the redevelopment of the Act, looking at the full range
of sanctions at the hard end that can be applied for serious breaches of discipline, in
particular where then is a risk to the safety of either students or staff. We will look at the
whole range of available areas to support teachers in working with children. Our
problem in a comprehensive education system is that while we have to ensure the safety
of the kids in the school, we also have to provide an education for all of the students,
including those whose behaviour is not always what we would want to tolerate. The
question is: How can we balance both those equally important requirements so that we
have a sense of justice for all of the student population?
Mr BLACK: As recently as yesterday I obtained agreement with representatives of the
Western Australian Council of State School Organisations for the parent body to become
involved in both the identification of and recommendations for policy settings about
whene we could go with the issues covering everything from discipline to bullying to
violence. It will be a collaborative effort In the past few years a superb working
relationship has developed between the two departments, particularly since the Police
Department's move into community policing. A number of police are either stationed
permanently in schools or have a very strong working relationship with them. That has
certainly been of benefit.
Hon N.E. MOORE: The Government has no intention of reintroducing the cane.
Ihe CHAIRMAN: I am heartened to hear that.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: A couple of years ago I was told that the 10 per cent absentee
rate, or truancy rate, is considered in the overall expectation of every department in
determining class sizes.
Mr BLACK: The staffing formula is based on estimates of total enrolment, not on an
expectation. A number of issues could possibly be taken into consideration. We could
look at the avenage absentee rate. In remote communities Aboriginal students are not
present at school during some periods of the year because of the various ceremonial
events being held. If we based our staffing number on those sorts of factors, it would
more likely lead to inequities, rather than a more effective system. Our view is that we
should base staffing on expected enrolments and adjust the number that way.
Hon Bit. DONALDSON: Is it part of the curriculum within the primary school system
that children are advised of their rights under the United Nations convention on the rights
of the child or is this information being promoted by individual teachers? I will give an
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example. A child in (3eraldcon - I have been given another example which occurred in
the metropolitan area recently - amtended a school where there has been a bit of a drug
problem in recent times. His mother was about to look through his school bag and he
demanded that she not do so and he starred to explain his rights under this international
convention. He told her that he had received the information from a teacher at his school.
Is di: part of the new curriculum within the primary school system?
Mr BLACK: It is not the case.
Hon H.P. MOORE: There is no intention that it will be.
Hon B.M. SCOTT: I note the major initiatives and achievements for 1993-94 on page
339 of the Program Statements that indicate that 23 224 preprimary students are being
acconmnodate&. Of the projected 1995 figures for preprimary enrolments, how many five
year olds will be catered for and how many four year olds of that composite number will
be accommodated?
Hon N.F. MOORE: I ask that the question be put on notice because I do not have the
figures with me.
Hon B.M. SCOT:- With the full time enrolments anticipated for 1995 for five year olds
being reduced to four days, will there be a saving and will diat saving be spent on early
education?
Hon N.E. MOORE: Yes. In my introductory remarks I mentioned that that saving has
enabled us to provide another 1 200 places for four day education in 57 schools. The
saving has been applied to extending the preprimary program, although it is not now five
full days, it is four full days. and an additional 1 200 children will be able to avail
themselves of those places.
The CHAIRMAN: I thought the member was asing about preprimary place:.
Hon B.M. SCOWT I asked whether in the anticipated enrolments for 1995, with the
reduction of fMi time places from five days to four days, there would be a saving, taking
into account that 1 200 extra children would be accommodated.
Mr BLACK: Our early estimates show that there will be an aggregate financial saving
overall. It is too early to identify what that will be. If it turns out with the 1995
enrolments to be the case, we would then advise the Minister about bow those funds
might be used. One assumes that early childhood programs will be the priority area. It
depends very much on the final enrolment figures.
Hon H.P. MOORE: I give an assurance that any saving will be used for early childhood
education or preprimary education.
Hon TOM HELM: I refer to the significant issues and wrends item on page 339
concerning the increased demand for schooling and the provision of statewide equity and
access. How does that fit in with the loss of a classroom from the high school at Wiluna
without the knowledge of the school community? Those people had been advised that no
decision would be made until the end of the year. Is it the department's answer to the
tranicy problem; that is, to take away the school and leave behind a home economics
classroom for these students who want to continue their education, who suffer all the
disadvantages of undertaking distance education in a remote area? Why was the
classroom relocated to the school in Kambalda? These students at Wiluna undertake
their home economics classes on a carpeted classroom floor, as is the case when they
have art lessons. Itris a remote school arnd the children are doing distance education and
they are fitting in with the stated significant issue and trend of increasing demand for
better schooling, particularly in remote areas.
Hon N.F. MOORE: Have you been to Wiluna?
Hon TOM H[ELM: I was there when the classroom was robbed. I have photographs of
your mob and die BMA raking away the classroom.
Hon N.F MOORE: I was hoping that the member had looked at the school at Wiluna so
that he understood how outstanding the school is.
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Hon TOM HELM: Why did it have to be taken away?
Hon N.F. MOORE: The member will get an explanation if he waits for a minute. John
Griffiths will explain the process involved in transferring transportable classrooms.
Mr GRIFETHS: The movement of the transportable classroom occurred after
negotiation with dhe superintendent and the school, based on the projected enrolment at
Wiluna and the need for that transportable and die higher priority need for that
transportable classroom elsewhere. Based on the projected enrolments, it was considered
that the transportable was surplus to requirements at Wiluna. The matter has been dealt
with by a parliamentary question and answer.
[11.00 am]
Hon N.F. MOORE: T'he question about whether we will solve trancy problems by
getting rid of schools, was a facetious remark.
The CHAIRMAN: What about the question relating to Kambalda?
Hon N.F. MOORE: I understand that the unit from Wiluna went to Kambalda.
Mr GRIFFITHS: It was transported within the district.
Hon N.F. MOORE: My recollection of the answer to the parliamentary question was that
the unit went from Wiluna to Kambalda, and the other type of transportable for home
economics, went from Kambalda to the Ocean Reef Senior High School.
The CHAIRMAN: The question has been placed on notice.
Hon TOM HELM: Given that part of the answer contains reference to discussions with
die school community, can the Minister explain why the members of the school
community to whom I spoke, say that the only discussions related to a decision being
made at the end of the year?
Hon N.F. MOORE: I cannot explain; perhaps someone else can. I do not know to whom
the member spoke, or whether those people represented the school community. The
superintendent of the Kalgoorlie district, Mr Somerville, is a sensitive person who has an
Aboriginal background. He is sensitive to the needs of Aboriginal schools. He is not
averse to discussing matters with the school community. I will take the question on
notice, find out the details of the consultation, and advise the member.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I refer to the performance indicators on the education of
Aboriginal students. The retention rate for Aboriginal females is falling. I note that only
150 Aboriginal students in 1993 completed years 8 to 12. The monitor standards indicate
that achievement at or above a certain level is well below for Aboriginal students in the
areas of working scientificafly, life and living, earth and beyond, energy and change,
reading, writing and mathematics. What strategies are being developed to overcome
what I consider to be a serious problem for Aboriginal education?
Hon N.F. MOORE: To put the situation into historical perspective, this is not a new
problem. It has been around for years. As Minister, I am very concerned about the
problem and very anxious to do something about it. Essentially, from my point of view,
energy needs to be directed towards preprimary education for young Aboriginal children
in remote parts of Western Australia. That socialisation is required before formal
schooling begins, If that is not provided in the home or in the community it should be
provided in schools. T'hat is the area to be addressed. No doubt, Ms Kerr can provide
further advice.
The CHAIRMAN: I refer to the program at the Tambellup Primary School that is very
effective. It is a partnership between the community development officer in Albany,
Mrs Kay Burnett and the former principal at Tambellup.
Ms KERR: There are clear areas for concern, including the way we are not as able as we
would like, to retain Aboriginal students from years 8 to 9,9 to 10, and so on. Currently,
we are carrying out a survey of all Aboriginal young people who fail to go on from years
10 to 11I and 11I to 12. We want to find out whether they have gone to other schools, for
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example, in Perth; if they have gone to work, or what it was that caused them not 10
continue at school. We are also carrying out a survey of Aboriginal continuing students.
Both of the surveys involve Aboriginal education workers talking to the students,
carrying out a survey of students who have gone on, to find out what it is that is
encouraging them to stay at school, and how that schooling interacts with their plans for
their future. We acknowledge that the gap between Aboriginal student retention rates
and non-Aboriginal student retention rates is a concern. T1her ame thousands of theories
about why this is so. We are trying to find out why. On the basis of the information we
receive from Aboriginal students we will be adding to the work we are doing. We are
running an Aboriginal participation prject. It started in 1993. and $400 000 was
allocated to schools to provide supplementary staff so that teachers in those schools can
draw upon expertise in Aboriginal education, and Aboriginal learning styles, to ensure
that more young people continue at school.
Mr BLACK: The introduction of the full program for five year olds will lead to greater
success for Aboriginal people. We are considering the Danke report into Aboriginal
affairs. A number of recommendations ar worthy of action. Finally, an increasing
number of Aboriginal people arm entering the teaching profession, and we are working
with the universities to ensure all graduate meachers have a better understanding of
Aboriginal culture and issues.
Mr SKIVINIS: The First Steps program was initially designed to assist students who
experienced problems in school with language, literacy, and mathematics. Teachers in
schools with large numbers of Aboriginal students have received in-service training in
the Fnrt Steps program. Indications are that tremendous success is being achieved. It is
our hope that as students emerge from First Steps it will reflect on their success in the
later years of schooling.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Is there likely to be an agreement between the State and Federal
Governments regarding funding for Aboriginal education?
[11.10 a)
Hon NY. MOORE: The Council of Ministers has decided to look at Aboriginal
education across Australia. I understand that the report from a working party will be
presented at the next Ministers for Employment, Education and Training conference.
The Ministers will meet in November, as I recall, and the report will be forthcoming at
that meeting. The Ministers will make a decision then. If the Commonwealth wishes to
provide us with additional resources for Aboriginal education I will be quite delighted to
take them and use them. One are of concern I have is the way in which the
demographics of the Aboriginal community have been developing over recent years in
the remote parts of the State, especially the Kimberley and goldfields, where many
commiunities are breaking up into smaller groups and moving out into different parts of
the region in which they live. The provision of services, be they education, health,
transport, water, electricity or whatever, is increasingly difficult for the Government to
provide at a level it would like. As the communities fragment into small groups living
quite long distances apart it is very difficult indeed to provide the fundamental
educational services necessary. Many Aboriginal people need to think about those things
in advance of making decisions about where they might live. In some cases it is simply
not possible to provide the required level of education.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I do not know that I can share Mr Skivinis' confidence based on
the performance indicators of Aboriginal students attaining the same sorts of levels as
non-Aboriginal students. The performance indicators for students achieving at or above
a specified level for years 3. 7 and 10 for reading, writing and mathematics suggest that
across the board Aboriginal students are achieving those educational milestones at 30 per
cent lower than non-Aboriginal students. I know about First Steps, but what other steps
ar being taken to avert this crisis, aslIsee it? I agree with the Minister that it isnot a
short term but a long term crisis in regard to Aboriginal education.
Mr SKI VINIS: First, the performance indicator information contained in the document
submitted earlier is based on testing that occurred in 1992. The First Steps program is
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relatively new, and it will take a few years for students to move through the system so
that they can be tested at Years 3, 7 and 10. Therefore, there is a time gap between die
magnificent work occurring as a result of First Steps and for the results actually to show.
I do not believe that we will be able to perform miracles, but I expect some improvement
in the education of Aboriginal students through the use of strategies contained in First
Steps. Second, the member will be aware that we have the three year Aboriginal
education operations plan, which is monitored fairly closely. It contains a range of
strategies both for curriculum and for staffing that are designed to improve the
educational quality of Aboriginal students. In addition to First Steps the projects
contained in the Aboriginal education operations plan are meant to achieve that sort of
objective.
Hion JOHN HALDEN: The Chairman may rule this out, but it seems to me that in this
process performance indicators at this age when compared with nothing else are not that
valuable. I understand that the test is going on year by year. It would be appropriate to
have a comparative basis and also contemporary information and not information which
is two years old.
Ms KERR: Our current testing process is called the monitoring standards in education
project and runs on a rolling cycle. Therefore, the 1992 figures are the last ones that we
have for English language. I think English is to be tested again next year, and when we
get those outcomes this committee will be provided with them. To add to the previous
answer, we have a project in place called ELAN, which is English, literacy and
numeracy. It is specifically focused on using the First Steps strategies with Aboriginal
children. All of my findings from going to schools, for examnple in the Kimberley,
indicate how important the ELAN project is proving to be. I am sure we Will see some
impact in the MSC data.
Hon NEF. MOORE: I am heartened by Hon John Halden's support for having up to date
testing infornation. One of the problems of course is that in the past there have been
people in the education system who thought that any testing was too much; there has
been significant resistance from some sectors of education. Testing is necessary if we are
to know how accountable the system is, and more testing should be done than is being
done now. I look forward to Hon John Halden's support for that decision.
Hon L.A. COWDELL: How many police liaison officers have been appointed to high
schools; how many is it proposed to appoint; and are any funds provided from the
Education budget for this scheme? It seems to be one of those areas which falls between
two authorities. Education says. "It is a wonderful thing that we are having all this
involvement with police officers." When one asks questions of education one is told.
"Actually it is not up to us to implement it." When one asks the police they say, "It is
there but it is a non-essential operation." It is put forward in education as a wonderful
thing, but nothing seems to be happening.
Hon N.R. MOORE: As the member will appreciate, all the money comes out of one
bucket, and at the end of the day that is whate funds must come from. It is not a matter
of saying that education would like more money and it suddenly being generated from
somewhere. I do not have the numbers here, but I will provide them for you if I could
have this on notice.
The CHAIRMAN: It is on notice.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: Is anything provided out of the Education budget?
Hon N.F MOORE: No, it is Police Department funded.
Hon L.A. COWDELL: Have you made any provision in future budgetary planning to
take into account a possible reduction in commonwealth education grants of up to $5mn
that may result from the passage of state VSU legislation? If not, is this because (a) the
Minister does not intend to legislate for VSU; (b) he is prepared to allow university
administrations to apply a compulsory levy to continue services; (c) he believes that
voluntarism will provide sufficient funds to maintain services; or (d) he does not believe
the Commonwealth will act to recoup lost student service fees from state grants?
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[11.20 am]
Hon N.E. MOORE: The issue raised has nothing to do with the budget we are discussing
at the moment.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The loss of $5m might have something to do with it.
Hon N.E. MOORE: Let me put the matter in context: The Federal Government has
decided that, in the event that tertiary students exercise a democratic right not to join a
student association, it will pay the fees for them. Ironically, if that decision is made,
nobody will pay fees - why bother when the Commonwealth will pay anyway? If the
Commonwealth is so stupid as to go down that path of paying fees for students it will do
so for students who do not want to join the association.
The CHAIRMAN: We need to bring this issue to a close.
Hon N.E. MOORE: With respect, I was asked a question.
The CHAIRMAN: The Minister was asked whether some provision was made in the
budget.
Hon N.E. MOORE: It was a longer question than that.
The CHAIRMAL4N: The Minister can give background information, but he must answer
the question.
Hon N.E. MOORE: I have made no provision in the budget for that, but the second part
of the question was about why that was so. I am trying to explain that. I do not believe
that the Federal Government would be so stupid as to say to taxpayers of Australia, "We
will use your money to pay membership fees for student guilds for those students who
decide that they don't want to join." That Government is not so stupid that it would use
the money which could be spent on schools, hospitals and roads to fund guilds which
cannot attract members through providing services people want, If the guilds get their
acts together, they will attract sufficient membership by providing the services the
members want.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: How many vehicles are in the department's fleet,
and how am they financed?
Mr McCAFFREY: We have a total number of vehicles of 322, and these are a mixture of
buses, four wheel drive and passenger vehicles. The funding for passenger vehicles is
primarily through the current arrangements of hiring from Fleet West through the
Department of State Services. We have provisions in the capital works budget to meet
the costs of the buses and larger carrier vehicles. I understand that this is the
arrangement Treasury prefers in funding vehicles this financial year.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Do the large carrier vehicles include trucks or only
buses?
Mr McCAEFREY: It would be both. We have trucks in some of the agricultural areas,
and in remote communities carrier vehicles amt used to move large numbers of people
from one place to another.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Would this include trucks at agricultural colleges?
Mr McCAFFREY: Yes.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Is any consideration given in the department for
pooling vehicles, particularly in agricultural colleges and, if not, why not?
Hon N.E. MOORE: We will take the question on notice.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I understand that $500 000 was made available in this year's
budget for the Shean report. I believe that funding is in three parts and could be
increased regarding the cost of the kit for gifted and talented students.
Hon N.E. MOORE: The Shean report was about students with disabilities, not the gifted
and talented program. An allocation of $1.54m was made to the gifted and talented
program, not the Shean report.
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: I understand that a kit will be made available to gifted and
talented students; what is irs cost?
Ms KERR: I would like to take the actual figure on notice. However, this is funding
which comes under the national equity program.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Based on that answer, how many of the initiatives made in this
year's budget - namely, programs for students with disabilities, gifted and talented,
physical education, rural education and country incentive - are federally funded?
Mr BLACK: These are all specific allocations within the departmient's budget. A few
programs which the member mentioned involve separate program allocations from the
Commonwealth for various aspects. For example, in the area of students with
disabilities, commonwealth direct tied allocations are made.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Is any of the $l.54m commonwealth funds?
Mr BLACK: It is a state allocation.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: What about the $500 000 for the gifted and talented students
program? Is any federal money in that?
Mr BLACK: That is a state allocation.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: I have looked for a subprogram relating to school counsellors
advising students on career opportunities and their general needs. Wbere does such a
program slot into the scheme of things, and how many people are involved? Have
additional staff been allocated to the growing number of high schools, especially in the
northern metropolitan region? Also, are the services adequate given the difficult social
times in which we live?
Mr AX WORTHY: Two major groups provide counselling: First, the school psychology
service provides 195 school psychologists, which is a ratio of approximately one
psychologist to 1 300 students. This is one of the best sarved student populations in the
world in that regard. Second, a youth education officer is placed in every senior high
school, or secondary school with a senior population of a certain size. An additional 85
or 86 of those officers have been placed.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: In 1993-94 the department helped to assimilate into schools
220 offenders from the Fremantle and Armadale juvenile courts. This is outlined as an
alternative education initiative on page 344 of the Program Statements. Could that be
explained?
[11.o am]
Mr AXWORTHY: This involves two separate programs: We are working in
conjunction with the Ministry of Justice's juvenile justice division, which has piloted two
projects to divert young offenders from the court system. As part of that project two
officers were seconded from the Education Department to work on an interdisciplinary
team alongside officers from the juvenile justice division, the Aboriginal community, and
the Police Department. That pilot program, the results of which have been submitted to
Parliament, has been regarded as highly successful and will be expanded in a different
font. The Education Department's ongoing contribution to that will be continued but in
a somewhat modified form as it expands and extends across the whole State. Basically,
we shall work in conjunction with the Ministry of Justice to try to provide opportunities
which will prevent children getting into the juvenile justice system, and certainly keep
them out of corrective services for as long as possible.
With regard to the question on alternative education initiatives, we have a number of
initiatives that we call alternative education. This item refers to four specific programs
which were a result of a joint submission originally by the Education Department and the
Department for Community Development. They were for the hardest end of the
spectrum, involving youngsters who were already identified as chronic truants, who had
probably already got into trouble or scraped against the law either for direct criminal
activity, or as a result of connections with drug or alcohol use or inhalants of some
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description. These four alternative education programs operate in conjunction with the
Health Department, the Department for Community Development and, more recently, the
juvenile justice division. We are trying to pick up these youngsters who have been lost to
the education system and gradually bring them back to further education, training or
work opportunities.
Hon BK. DONALDSON: Under the subprogram 1.2 providing supplementary support
and access for students, it seems that the larger part of the planned achievements for
1994-95 are in the area of antisocial behaviour. That signals something about society and
parents. It should be more widely known that the education system is moving into this
areA
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: I see no reference in the Program Statements to
funding of school chaplains. Funding has been available to this area in the past, and I
query whether the ministry has taken it further or whether it will consider additional
funding for chaplains already working in schools.
Hon N.F. MOORE:, It may be necessary to take that question on notice. When I became
Minister, the amount provided to the Churches Commission was $30 000 a year. I made
a decision in the first Budget to double that, but the additional $30 000 was a drop in the
ocean. I share the member's view that we need to find more funds for this. I believe
chaplains in schools are a very positive influence, as are community police. As we are
able to find more funds, I am interested in pursuing additional funding for chaplains.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: What time frame does the Minister consider would
be appropriate in which to provide those additional funds? Will it be this year, next year
or when?
Hon N.F. MOORE: In the first Budget I increased the allocation by 100 per cent. I do
not think it was increased that much this year. It has probably increased from $60 000 to
$80 000. It is dependent on funds available, but our record demonstrates a commitment
to this project. On the other hand, I would be loathe to see a situation develop in which
we totally funded school chaplains. There must be a commitment from the churches in
that area. It is a matter of building up the fund as we can afford it. I cannot give a time
frame but I share the member's commitment. 1 do not have the funds to provide as much
as I would like.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I note from the Budget statement chat each senior high school
wili be given part time resources to develop and run programs for gifted and talented
students. How much has been allocated?
Hon N.F. MOORE: I will take that question on notice.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: With regard to the same program, how much has been allocated
for additional primary school support?
Hon N.F. MOORE: I will take chat question on notice.
Hon J.A. COWDELL: I refer to the counselling area. Have any special programs been
initiated to cope with the growth in youth suicide? Have teachers received special
training to enable them to identify danger signals?
Mr AXWORTHY: There have been a number of initiatives in this area. In conjunction
with the Youth Suicide Advisory Committee which advises the Minister for Health, we
have appointed an education officer who has developed a resource kit on youth suicide
prevention. We have operated along the line of a train the trainers model, in that we have
now offered training to all support staff - social workers, school nurses and school
psychologists - who work within the school sector. They have been trained not only in
how to recognise the early signs of depression or youth suicide ideology, but also have
been tained in how to take that message to schools. We have encouraged schools to
establish crisis management plans that can swing into action quickly if there is either a
suicide or any sudden trauma, such as a bus crash. We know from the literature that it is
very difficult to prevent suicide, but the literature also indicates continually that we can
have an impact on preventing the clustering effect. Frequently, after one suicide or a
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trauma, there is a bnock-on effect. We have been trying to minimise that in our schools
and have been very successful in doing so. We have recently carried out a survey of
secondary schools and, although all results are not available, it appears that in the region
of 80 per cent of secondary schools have trauma management plans in place, and are
gradually reviewing those plans and discussing them with the community.
Hon JOHN HAILDEN: What is the relationship between bullying and suicide? How
clearly are they linked?
Mr AXWORTHY: There is certainly not a one to one correlation between the two. Both
are of huge concern. The solution to the prevention of suicide cannot reside just with the
prevention of bullying buz, for its own reasons, we are anxious to reduce the amount of
bullying activity occurring in our schools. That is a separate venture.
[ 11.40 am]
Hon JOHN HAL.DEN: Is there a causal link between bullying and suicide?
Mr AXWORTHfY: One of the things that the advisory committee has been doing is
carrying out what it calls psychological autopsies. After a suicide, they go back and look
at precursors to try to find reasons that led to it. So far in Western Australian cases we
have not seen that kind of causal link established, but the literature shows very clearly
that in other cases in other countries and other places children have suicided as a result of
extensive bullying.
The CHAIRMAN: What coordination is there with Samaritan Befienders and other
organisations of that nature?
Mr AXWORTHY: It is very close. We both sit on the same advisory committee.
Material has recently been sent from the Samaritan Befiienders to our schools, and there
has been specific emphasis on rul areas with a kit being issued, on which the Education
Department and the Samaritan Befrienders jointly worked.
Hon TOM HELM: My question relates to page 343, supplementary support and access
for students. I read that chapter. Can the Minister tell me whether that subprogram
contains provision for some of the remote schools to be given district high school status,
attracting the additional support and administrative support that provides? I draw to the
Minister's attention schools such as La Grange with 23 high school students, four
classrooms and 4.5 staff; Loona with 34 high school students, four classrooms and four
staff; and a number of other schools, including Wiluna with between 10 and 15 students,
one classroom - it used to have a classroom - and one staff member. I understand that
Dumbleyung District High School has the same population as, if not less than, some of
those schools. It has been put to me that the department - given the high school
population of those schools - has given district high school status as part of the support
and access for students that is discussed in that subprogram.
Hon N.F. MOORE: One of the difficulties we face is the question of providing not only
secondary education but also education to what seems to be an increasingly fragmented
population throughout the Kimberley. I discussed this earlier and perhaps the member
may not have been here. It is not easy to have the services follow the people where they
may want to be at any time. Because of the fragmentation of many Aboriginal
communities, it is becoming increasingly difficult to maintain the services to the level
required. The idea of developing district high schools with those populations is
something we can consider, but, generally speaking, the problem has been that many of
our existing district high schools do not have the critical mass of secondary students to
provide the wide range of options that might be required Rather than looking at creating
more district high schools with 20 or so secondary students, the trend in the future will be
towards differential funding of schools on the basis of need, rather than on numbers or
classifications. That is a more appropriate way to go, to ensure that each school gets
what it requires.
I have a strong view that the very entrenched formula driven funding process in the
Education Department does not always deliver the money to where it is needed. The
department is working very closely on this whole idea of differential funding. It ties in
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with the conflict of devolution discussed earlier, If we give people more authority they
must be given more money to do the work. Differential funding will take into account
economic disadvantages, socioeconomic disadvantages, Aboriginality, and other issues.
Rather than make La Grange into a district high with the attendant problems it creates, I
think differential funding down the track is a better way of going about it. I am happy to
take on board your question and have discussions with the department about whether that
is possible. I have some concern about district high schools, whose numbers are too
small for a secondary population to provide a wide range of services required.
Hon TOM HELM: I ask the Minister to consider that La Orange school has a total of
149 students and Looma school has a total of 141 students. La Orange has 23 high
school students and 126 primary school students. I accept the issue the Minister raises
about the transitional nature of students and the problems of people not staying in one
place. I hope the Minister takes into consideration the total school population, which
suggests that there is a permanency of students and a population of high school students
on the way. I take the Minister's point regarding people not staying in one place, but the
total school population suggests that these people will be providing high school students
in the future.
Hon N.F. MOORE: That is a fair comment. Every school community is assessed on the
likely numbers of students in the future when determining what the future of that school
will be, whether it is to be upgraded or downgraded, or whatever the case may be.
Whether it is made into a district high or a high school is something on which I need to
seek further advice. There will be additional resources needed. On the other hand, it
may be more appropriate to pursue the differential funding line of activity which would
achieve the same end. Let me consider that.
Hon Bit DONALDSON: The international education program on page 349 of the
Program Statements refers to the generation of approximately $1l00m to the State. Under
major achievements for 1993-94, have the problems that destroyed some of the
credibility of our education providers when there were the unfortunate collapses of those
institutions been addressed? I refer to 1993-94 and the screening for financial liability of
22 education providers registered under federal legislation but subject to state legislation.
Do you believe those problems have been overcome and that our reputation will not be
damaged in the future?
Hon N.E. MOORE: To the extent that one can stop people going broke, we should not
have the same problems in the future. The legislation introduced by the previous
Goverrnent did not take effect until June last year, and deals with problems arising from
ABC going broke. That was of concern because it demonstrated to people outside
Australia that we might not have our act together and there might be fly by nighters; in the
system. The state legislation, which is stronger than the commonwealth legislation,
should deal with the problems you have raised. However, one can never be absolutely
certain that every possible loophole is closed. The situation will continue to be
monitored. An inquiry is being conducted by Mr George Strickland into this whole
question of international education and the effect it has on Western Australia. I suspect
when that report is delivered we will know whether there are any problems we are not
aware of now.
[ 11.50 am]
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: The three new education providers in the aviation industry
were registered under the state legislation, bringing the total so far registered to 71. Do
you envisage a potential increase in additional training? Does this pick up some of the
training from Jandakot, for instance, or does it relate to the pilots being trained for
overseas airlines?
Mr AXWORTHY: The three new providers are all offering commercial courses and are
separate firm the defence contract We have a separate arrangement with die offspring
of the defence workers here so that they can attend our schools, but that is a separate
issue. It is difficult to predict a growth. There have been many inquiries about die use of
the facilities in this State. We hope that it will be expanded further.
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lion TOM HELM: I am aware that in the past the Education Department successfully
sold packages of education and training programs overseas. Is the department continuing
to do that?
Mr BLACK: We are continuing to do chat. We are also looking at several potential new
markets.
Hon MURIEL PATTERSON: Is the department continuing with the chaplaincy
program?
Mr BLACK: There was a discussion earlier about that. The department strongly
supports it. As I mentioned earlier, there has been a significant increase in funding for
wne Churches commission over the past two years.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I raise the flexibility of schools project. I suppose that in some
respects it could be seen as devolutionary. I do not want to debate that. I had reason to
visit the Glencoe Primary School on a number of occasions recently and to discuss the
Halls Head Primary School being involved in this project. I understand that at two
community meetings the program's introduction into the Halls Head Primary School was
rejected. Having had those two meetings, and based on your stance on devolution that it
will not be introduced where the community does not want it, will you give those people
a commitment that FISP will not be introduced into Halls Head next year?
Hon N.F. MOORE: Parents are involved in the decision making process with respect to
what may happen at Halls Head next year. Fundamental to any concept of devolution is
that parents are involved in that process. I have sought a response from departmental
officials who attended those two meetings. As I explained, I was unable to attend those
meetings. It is rather unfortunate that this issue has become the sont of issue it has; that
controversy has intruded into what is to me a sensible crialling process. So that Hon John
Halden is aware of the history of FISP, I indicate that it is a product of a national project
which was funded by his federal colleagues. Funds were made available to the State
under the national program for the quality of teaching and learning to .give schools an
opportunity, if they so chose, to engage in more flexible learning arrangements. FISP is a
product of that project. It is a continuation of the idea to allow schools to be more
flexible in the way they operate. I amn delighted Mr Halden visited Glencoe and is taking
an interest in Halls Head, because unly last year he told me that Halls Head irvas a
political decision and should not have been built. I am pleased that he now thinks it is
worthwhile having a school there, even though he is not all that fussed about its having a

ISP. I am still awaiting advice on the two community meetings to find out what was
said and what decisions were made so that the future of that project can be reassessed.
Fundamental to any devolutionary process is that parents are involved in decision
making. It would be ludicrous to ignore the views of parents, assuming they were put in
a proper environment without threats or coercion.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I accept the necessity of the Minister to make the odd cheap
point. However, the matter is worthy of some short discussion with him. I do not have
great philosophical problems with certain aspects of lISP. However, the Minister made
the point about community consultation and its necessity. My clear understanding from
that community, and to a lesser degree from the principals involved in this process, was
that there was basically no community consultation until after 25 August when teachers
and the community were informed by way of the education circular. That is
inappropriate. This project, which has worked well in other areas, has not worked well
here because there has not been consultation. The necessity for a commitment on the
Mfinister's part, and more importantly on the part of the deparunent, is essential to the
success of this testing program. Perhaps it is opportune to give that commitment now.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I just explained to you that I had not been briefed by the people who
attended that meeting, and I await their briefing. I do not always believe absolutely the
things you tell me - I know I should - and I do not always assume that what you tell me is
stricdly correct.
Hon B.M. SCOTT: In relation to a number of matters of educational questions that have
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been canvassed this morning - I cite the Aboriginal young children's program, the
research that the department will undertake to consider the relevance of late birthday
students not attaining TEE achievements, research with relevance to many children in
small schools not being tertiary bound because of the non-competitive nature of the
school system, and I suppose there are other areas as well - has the department been able
to allocate any money to research in a number of these areas? What approach does the
department take to research critical sorts of education issues?
Mr BLACK: Work is being undertaken in the office of the education policy bureau on
the question of the starting age, which came firom your report. That is progressing. In
the other areas, when we develop a policy there is always a research component to it. We
do not carry out research internally in every instance. Typically, the research may be a
combination of an effort by internal personnel plus academics and the ike. It is a
question of what the specifics are year by year. I would need to have more specific
information as to which research areas the member is referring to give a response
individually.
[12 noon]
Hon NEF. MOORE: The Vickery report recommended the setting up of a schools
council, which the Government has not implemented at this stage, pending further
consideration. I consider that body as being an organisation to consider those sorts of
issues and have research carried out on its behalf into broader educational issues. When
the Government comes to doing something more about that, it will consider that avenue
of research. The education policy and coordination bureau, which is another organisation
that has a role in this area, has also been established within the past 12 months.. A
number of education issues which apply to the government, non-government and every
other sector of education are the problem not only of the Education Department, which
funds government schools, but also of the whole education system. T1he bureau's role is
to look at those overarching problems and to start working on some of the issues.
The member referred to the school starting age. She has done a lot of research on that
and that is being further assessed by the department. I think she could refer any other
matters to the bureau and to Professor Stanley. They would be very happy to give
consideration to researching those issues.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: In his report, McCarrey said that there were 2 000 more teachers
than would be required if school numbers, classrooms and the like were reconfigured. I
believe from that came the Minister's announcement about school rationalisation to
better utilise staffing and school ratios. Bearing in mind that we have not seen yet any
announcements about schools to be considered in the rationalisation process, does the
department still consider that there are 2 000 teachers more than are required? How
many teachers are likely to be not required if the rationalisation process goes ahead and
there is an associated reduction in the cost of those teachers?
Hon NEF. MOORE: The assumption in the member's question that the school
rationalisation project resulted from McCanrey's suggestion that there were 2 000
teachers too many is not correct. The school rationalisation process was in response to
advice provided to me by the Education Department -1I suspect that it was also provided
to the member and my predecessor - that a number of schools in our State are
underudilised to the extent that some 1 000 classrooms are not used. It has been my view
that we will need more teachers rather than fewer in'the education system as we go into
the future because we have a growing population.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is very small.
Hon N.F. MOORE: Jr is big enough to suggest to Professor Stanley, who has researched
it, that ther will be a shortage of teachers in some areas in the near future and that this
will flow through into the primary service this decade. I have never imagined that we
will be looking at not requiring 2 000 teachers - but will be requiring more. That is not to
say that it is not possible to better utilise the staff we have. As I said earlier, one of the
problems is that the organisation is very much geared to formulas which I think lead to
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inflexibilities. I think we can get better value for what we have by looking at doing
things differently. However, I do not for one minute see us requiring not only all of the
staff that we have now, but also some more as we go into the next century.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I have heard that from the Minister before and I do not
necessarily disagree with a lot of it It seems to me, based on MeCarry saying that there
were 2 000 more teachers, that rationalisation is required if the system can be
reconfigured. That must be of some concern and obviously the Minister is addressing
that. School rationalisation is one way of addressing it and reconfiguring it to see that
there are not 2 000 more teachers than required. What other ways are being looked at?
Hon N.F. MOORE: We are looking at the whole question of industrial relations
including workplace agreements and enterprise bargaining.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: More for less.
Hon N.F. MOORE: No, not more for less. It is all about more flexibility and the sorts
of issues the member has raised. We are trying to ensure that we can deliver the
maximum requirements whene they are needed. We are also trying to provide resources
appropriate to where they are required to ensure that, in respect of the matter raised by
Hon Tom Helm, we can provide additional resources to those schools which have
particular needs, rather than fund them on the basis of some formula that applies across
the State. Once we gect some indication from the Hoffman recommendations, as we look
at what is happening elsewhere in the world and as we consider the opportunities that are
provided by the new industrial relations legislation, I see changes taking place so that
schools are resourced in a much more flexible way to fulfil their needs instead of saying
that, because so many children attend a school, it must have the resources regardless of
whether they are needed or appropriate. Flexibility in the future is what it is all about.
The CHAIRMAN: You indicated, Minister, in the schools rationalisation document that
there were 600 vacant classrooms.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I think it is 1000.
T'he CHAIRMAN: You have always said 600. However, let us not get too semantic. I
put a question on notice on 29 June asking you to identify where the schools were and
how many classrooms were vacant. When can I expect an answer?
Hon N.F. MOORE: I will need to look at that. I do not know why you have not had an
answer. However, it would take a lot of time and energy to find the answer when it
would not serve any useful purpose.
The CHAIRMAN: I will decide whether it serves any useful purpose. Can I expect
expedition of the answer?
Hon N.F. MOORE: Yes.

Point of Order
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I note that, in the other place, answers to questions asked of the
Education Department were not provided in the supplementary information. I hope that
in this case we will receive those answers.
Hon N.F. MOORE: The Estimates Committee in the other place met for seven hours and
a massive number of questions were put on notice, It seems that some people believe
that I should tell the department to divert people away from their jobs and rush them into
answering questions.
The CHAIRMAN: T'his is not relevant to the point of order.
Hon NEF. MOORE: T'hat is what was asked.
The CHAIRMAN: The Ministe's explanation is not relevant. The member said that a
separate Mansard was produced in the other place which listed all of the questions on
notice. 'The answers were provided in a written forn to all members of the Legislative
Assembly. However, that is an issue that we will take up at our Estimates Committee
meeting next Thursday.
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[12.10 pm]
Division 49: Sport and Recreation $16 143 000O-
[Hon Murray Monigomery, Chairman.]
[Hon N.F Moore, Minister for Sport and Recitation.]
[Mr J.G. Busch, Executive Director.]
[Mr M. Cuibb, Acting Director, Corporate Development and Services.]
[Mr B.G. Canmpbeli, Acting Manager Administration and Finance, Recrtation.]
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Why are we not considering division 48, which we have
always debated it in dhe past?
The CHAIRM6AN: It was decided at a committee meeting to which all members
contributed which divisions they would take on and that those divisions would be
scheduled into the program. That was not one that was scheduled in.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I find that amazing. Obviously those people who
contributed to the decision know very little about the importance recreation camps and
reserves play in relation to sport and recitation. I will take that up another time.
Hon N.F. MOORE: If you have a question I will try to resolve that for you. You could
put it on notice in the House.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It is not something anyone should shy away from.
Hon N.E. MOORE: I am not, but when I looked at the divisions I was not sure of the
situation.
I correct a misunderstanding in the Budget figures which occupied the mind of Ian
Taylor, the Leader of the Opposition, when the Budget first came down and he suggested
there had been a significant reduction in the Sport and Recreation budget. The
community sport and recreation facilities fund was a triennial funded program which
allocated $15m over three years. The funds were not spent at $S5m a Year, but at
differential rates.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: In stages of $7m, $im and $3m from memory.
Hon N.E. MOORE: There appears to be a reduction in expenditur, but it is int fact a
reflection of die differential funding over that period. There has been a reasonably
positive increase in funding available. We exclude that CSRFF component. The
question of CSRFF has been the subject of a report which I have just received and
decisions about the future of that fund will be made very soon.
Mr BUSCH: As far as that fund was concerned the cash flow was approximately $3. un
two years ago; $7.12m in 1993-94 and the projected fund for 1994-95 is $3mn. The sports
lottery fund has the full provision in this year's budget. In 1993-94 approximately $5m
of the $6m was in the estimates and appropriation process. This yea the full $6m is in
the budget. The additional key factor is a capital works provision of $l m towards the
new tennis centre.
Hon MURIEL PATTERSON: Has the Olympic task force made any recommendations
about the year 2000 Olympics?
Hon NORMAN MOORE: The report is the subject of some ongoing refinement before I
approach Cabinet with some recommendations about the matters to be addressed in the
time leading up to the year 2000 Olympics. The report has not become public, but it will.
Essentially it recommends a range of activities in which we should engage ourselves and
some changes to the way in which we do business to enhance our prospects of benefiting
from the Olympic Games to be held in Australia.
[12.20 pm]
Hon BIC DONALDSON: I guess the Minister is well await of the problems that beset
the Moora comnmunity a couple of years ago when significant capital was spent on
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reconstruction of its pool. A subsidy of, I think, $3 000 has been historically given each
year to local government authorities with pools. The amount has never increased. It
concerns me that we are looking at a peak cost echo of the construction of some of those
swimming pools in many local authorities. Is any monitoring raking place to ascertain
whether die local authorities are in a financial position to maintain those pools? Some of
the pools will need major reconstruction in the near future. Given the ministry's spant
and recitation participation and development program, the swimming championships
which will be held in Perth in 1998 and the high profile that swimming has in Australia,
is there some avenue through which local authorities have access to funds in the case of
need?
Hon N.F. MOORE: I understand dint a number of swimming pools in the country area
are suffering from a disease similar to that affecting the Moona pool. It has been put to
me that local authorities are not financially able to repair pools. The department has been
able to find funds for the Moom pool and I andicipate it will be the forerunner to a
number of other requests. The point die member made is worth pursuing; that is, we
should, once and for all, work out whose responsibility they are. If local authorities warnt
to have swimming pools, but want the State Government to pay for them, it raises a
serious question. The cost of building a pool is the least of' one's worries; the cost of
running and maintaining it is the worry. Mr Busch may want to add something to that,
but I acknowledge the problem. The problem in Moona has been sorted out but I.do not
want the situation to develop where the State takes over country swimming pools. It is a
burden the State cannot afford.
Mr BUSCH: Over die years the initiation has usually come from the local authority
concerned. In many cases a local authority has obtained State Government assistance to
construct a pool and the onus of operating costs has rested with that authority. A number
of pools are coming up for reconstruction. Some have already been refurbished. An
avenue for funding has been the sport and recreation facilities fund. Those local
authorities that wish to make changes and additions to or completely renovate their pool
have applied for assistance under that fund. Subject to funds being available in the
future, they will continue to have the opportunity to apply for Stare Government
assistance. The primary responsibility of deciding whether it is a priority for the
community, both in terms of the outlay and the ongoing maintenance, will continue to
rest with the local authoirity.
The CHAIRMAN: Has the total amount of $3m in the sport and recreation facilities fund
been disbursed? Is there an indication that some of the funds will not be disbursed to
those granted funds under the original process?
Mr BUSCH: Thie budget allocation of $3m this year is specifically related to approvals
made in relation to the $15m. The commitments have already been made. Whether the
cash flow and the completion of projects leads, by the end of the year, to a situation
where those funds will not be required is something we will find out as the year unfolds.
However, it is not expected.
Hon NEF. MOORE: Some money, not a lot, has become available because same projects
have come in under-budget or have not been proceeded with. That money Will be
expended within the three year period. The swimming pool at Moona will receive funds
which have been generated in that way. The same applies to the agreement to proceed
with the Pinjarra facility, which was next an the list of priorities. As some projects have
come in under-budget or the money has not been expended, it will be expended and there
will be no savings.
The CHAIRMAN: I was not looking for savings.
Hon NEF. MOORE: Nor was I because it is a good project.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I want it drawn to the committee's attention that members
are extremely limited in their ability to talk about sport and recreation under division 49
when they are excluded frm talking about divisions 48 and 50. 1 would have drawn it to
die committee's attention if I had been here when the changes were circulated.
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Approximately 15 minutes has been denied members because Mnother division ran over
time. Mr Chairman, will you give members some flexibility closer to 1.00 pm. so that
outstanding questions can be asked?
My question relates to an important issue and I refer to the recent Commonwealth
Games. Is the Minister aware of the rat deal of coverage that was given both in this
country and in Canada to the very unfortunate statements made by the head of the
Australian Commonwealth Games Association, Arthur Tunstall? I am happy to provide
a copy of this coverage to the committee and the Minister. Some of the headlines
included "Games Shamne", "Head of Aussie ream hit for remarks about disabled",
"Aussie's remark shock", "Disabled athletes 'embarrass"', "Comment angers Canadian
competitors" - that headline was on the front page of The Province, a Canadian paper, on
18 August. On the same day on the front page of the Times Colonist, Mr Tunstall is
reported as follows -

I do not believe that they should be integrated with the Commonwealth Games. I
can tell you it's an embarrassment for those people and for the athletes in the
village.

I have a cartoon and I am sorry that it cannot be printed in Hansard. However, it shows a
very fat Arthur Tunstall as an obstacle that a person in a wheelchair has to overcome and
it is titled 'Another obstacle for disabled athletes".
The CHAIRMAN: Will the member come to the question?
lion GRAH4AM EDWARDS: I am and I thought it was something that you,
Mr Chairnan, would be interested in. These headlines relate to the question I want to
ask. In view of these comments and the fact that the State Government provides financial
assistance to the Commonwealth Games Association, is the Minister prepared to
withhold any administrative funds that go to that association pending some sort of
explanation by that association on whether it supports the comments made by
Mr Tunstall? Pending receipt of those comments perhaps a decision could be made on
whether this Stare will provide any administrative rants to that association.
[12.30 pm)
Hon N.F. MOORE: Members are aware of the tremendous coverage the Commonwealth
Gaines received in Australia and the unfortunate coverage that Mr Tunstall received. At
the time of his statement I made a statement on behalf of the Government deploring his
reported comments and suggesting that if an apology was not forthcoming he should be
brought home. Subsequently he apologised, as I understand it. It is appropriate for the
Commonwealth Games Association to deal with that issue. Without in any way seeking
to make a comment, other than I found his reported comments deplorable, I am told that
when one looks at the whole transcript of the interview, it was not as bad as it seemed on
the surface. The problem is that what he was reported as saying was a disgrace. I do nor
think a lot would be achieved by saying we will not fund the Commonwealth Gamnes; but
we will monitor the actions taken by the Commonwealth Games Association about his
comments and need for him to ensure he does no? hold views similar to those attributed it
him in that media coverage.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It is something I will put before the federal Minister for
Sport as well.
Hon DOUG WENN: How much was allocated to Athletics West this financial year?
Mr BUSCH: When Athletics West was inaugurated two years ago, the allocation was
$600 000 over three years. That money comes from the sports lottery fund. To the best
of my recollection a decision has not been made on the allocation for 1994-95, as part of
that $600 000.
Ron DOUG WENN: It will come from that $600 000, because it has not been operating
for three years. Takcing into account what it was set up to do, and what it has achieved, is
it being reviewed, and is there a possibility of its not continuing?
Hon N.F. MOORE: It was set up following an inquiry into athletics and the significant
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inrerorganisadional disputes that were apparently a feature of athletics, and to overcome
the problems that had beset the sport I am aware of one section of the sport that
continues to advocate it should be treated separately; that is, the Little Athletics
Association, but we need to give the new body a chance to prove itself beforie we have a
review, If the member has some particular areas of concern, I would be pleased to hear
it, because we do not always hear the things we need to hear.
Hon DOUG WENN: When the Minister has two hours to spare, because it is not just the
Little Athletics Association that is dissatisfied. Out of the 10 athletics organisations,
Athletics West has only one member at this stage. That is one of the over-fifties clubs.
Is AAWA being financed directly, or is it being financed through that allocation to
Athletics West?
Mr BUSCH: It is being funded through Athletics West rather than directly.
Hon DOUG WENN: Considering it is on the verge of bankruptcy is there any chance of
Ministry of Sport and Recreation assisting it?
Mr BUSCH: The approach has been for a decision on funding to be made within the
sport rather than directly, and we have had no direct approach that I am aware of.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: A major achievement for 1993-94 was a review of the
development plan funding and the work which commenced to initiate reforms to achieve
the most effective use of sports lottery fund grants. What is occurring there1 and what do
you expect will come out of those reforms, and how will that impact on sport bodies that
currently receive sport lotteries funding?
Mr BUSCH: A number of developments will occur as a consequence of that report. The
ministry's sport consultancy unit has looked at, firstly, how it works with individual sport
associations with a view to improving the services it provides; and, secondly, how it
improves accountability and ways of measuring performance by state sport associations,
and a way of auditing associations to provide better information. Also a model has been
developed to look at funding over several years rather than on a year by year basis for
those sports that are considered to be well developed and well managed. There will be a
different approach to making those decisions as opposed to the current development plan
based approach which has been called a term funded agreement. That has been agreed in
principle and it is about to be initiated with several discussions with sports next week.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: A follow up question relates to die fact that the sports
lottery fund is now reflected in your budget. Has the Minister been able to retain
ministerial discretion on that fund or has Treasury been able to get its expansive hands on
that part of the Minister's budget?
Hon N.F. MOORE: If you are suggesting I have a big whiteboaid somewhere, I do nor.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: No I am not. From my own experience I found it was
important to have an amount of money outside the regular budgetary framework to apply
as needed to most assist the development of sport in this State without the interference of
Treasury. I anm not saying the fund should not be accountable; it should.
Hon N.F. MOORE: There has been no change in the way it operates.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am happy to table these questions on swimming which
relate to how we are spending money. Given the vast amounts of money we have
invested in swimming, I want some assurance that the money spent on swimming is
starting to show some return to this State. Perth is hosting the world swimming
championships for the second time. I congratulate the Government and all involved in
that.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I am happy to provide the member with answers as supplementary
informaion.
I thank the Opposition for its congratulations. It was not all that easy to achieve, but it is
a great coup for Western Australia to host the world swimming championships twice. I
share your concern about the state of the swimming from the point of view of winning
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medals and having performers in top international events. When one looks at the
Commonwealth Games and how brilliantly Australia did, and how moderately average
Western Australia did, one wonders whether the provision of the Superdrome for the
world championships in 1991 and for 1998 is achieving the improvements in the sport
that we would like. It is my intention, now that we have achieved the 1998
championships, to ask the swimming association the questions which you are asking me,
because I think we deserve some answers.
[ 12.40 pm]
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: In view of that answer, I will not proceed with these
questions. It is a matter that I will pursue with the Minister at a later time.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: What funds were allocated to the major football codes in
Western Australia in 1994-95 and how were they distributed in dollar terms?
Mr BUSCH: I can provide only part of the answer. Some of the funding goes to the
sport through the sports lottery fund. Some of that money is paid to the Western
Australian Football Commission, and the Amateur Football League is also eligible for
funding. Those are individual decisions, based on their development plans that will be
submitted by separate proposal to the Minister, and I do not think either have been dealt
with for 1994-95 to date.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Who makes that decision?
Mr BUSCH: The Minister. Funding is provided also by way of the sports park subsidy,
through the West Australian Football Commission, for Subiaco Oval. That is contained
in these estimates and is $463 000 for this financial year.
Hon NY. MOORE: I gather you are looking for comparisons between the funding for
soccer, rugby and Australian rules?
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Yes. I am looking at the ratio of funding in dollar terms for
those codes.
Hon N.P. MOORE: I am happy to provide those figures, but if it works out that soccer is
receiving too much per capita, I promise not to tell you.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I have no fear about that. What amount in dollar terms has
been allocated for the soccer development program in 1994-95?
Mr BUSCH: I do not have that information to hand.
The CHAIRMAN: We will take that on notice.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: One Of the Major planned achievements for 2994-95 at page
456 is 'Maintained successful programs for young people", and it states -

launched a Vision for Junior Sport, which challenges the sport industry and others
to examine their commitment to young people's development and participation in
sport

One of the significant issues and trends at page 455 is that -

the Western Australian community will increasingly recognise the importance of
sport and recreation as components of their lifestyles and will be increasingly
looking to access sport and recreation at the local community level. This will
provide challenges but also opportunities for established sport association and
recreation providers, particularly in relation to the attraction and retention of
volunteers.

What are the guidelines for the allocation of' development grants? I am concerned that
your criteria say one thing but the grat funds are being channelled into the appointment
of people to executive positions, on high salaries which probably use up half of the grant
allocation, rather than into sports development. My concern relates particularly to
soccer, and I am sure Hon Doug Wenn sees the same problem in athletics.
Mr BUSCH: Athletics and soccer are both well highlighted in regard to what decisions
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are made. Both sports have gone through some difficult times and in both cases it was
decided that a new body should be introduced to try to provide the leadership and
direction that was needed to help those sports to perform better in the future. Everyone
would share the hope that one of the outcomes of that will be improved success and
involvement by people at the development levels within those sports, including young
people. The thinking behind the establishment of those bodies was to make those spants
successful so that they would produce the outcomes that you have highlighted. It is a
question of judgment about when and how quickly they will produce those results. That
highlights the concern you have about salaries.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Mr Brim age of the Ministry of Sport and Recreation attended
a meeting of the Soccer Administration of Western Australia Inc on 25 July. At that
meeting, the budget for 1994-95 was tabled and it was resolved that the distribution of
development grant funds from the Ministry of Sport and Recreation should remain in line
with those of 1993-94 for affiliates and members of SAWA. The meeting also passed the
following resolutions -

The position of Director of Coaching be altered from a fulltime position to that of
self employed. The Director of Coaching is to receive a retainer of $14 000.00
per annum for a minimum of two days per week under the direction of SAWA.
This is to become effective from September 6th 1994. John Ward is to be given
the opportunity to accept the position, but would remain salaried for three months
until December 6th 1994.
R Lefont to remain as Executive Director of SAWA until the end of December
1995. At this time it is hoped that the position will become fuiltime and SAWA
would then advertise the vacancy to the general public. R Lefort would be
permitted to re-apply. He is to continue to invoice SAWA for Management
Services and the remuneration will be $40) 000.00 per annumn for four days per
week. Business telephone calls can be claimed. The new remuneration package
becomes effective from October 1 st 1994.

Therefore, SAWA has sliced the development program by reducing the salary for the
director of coaching to $14 000 per annum for two days a week, and has created an
administrative position for a CEO, at a salary of $40 000 per annumn for four days a week,
when it should be using volunteers. The original concept of SAWA was to complement
the existing affiliates within the code. Its main purpose was to secure funds for the code,
not to create administrative positions for which other affiliates already have people in
place. The Professional Soccer Federation of Western Australia has a full time genera]
manager, Mr Ian King, who carries out that role. This concerns me. When concern was
raised by the PSE, there was a threat to cut off funds for that body. The PSF gets only a
small allocation from the Ministry of Sport and Recreation. It basically generates its own
funds through sponsorship. Having attended the meeting, I was concerned that the
statement was made there.
[ 12.50 pm]
Mr BUSCH: The approach that has been sustained has been to support SAWA as the
overall body for the sport and to hope that it could provide the leadership that had been
looked for. When the body was originally set up, it had a chief executive officer.
Because of financial constraints, it chose to exercise the option of discontinuing that
arrangement and it has now moved back to a situation where it believes a chief executive
officer is needed.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: It is nearly broke, nearly bankrupt!
Mr BUSCH: I appreciate the member's point. It has exercised that priority in its current
situation. In tenms of the sport, its place in the community, and its capabilities for the
future, this is a sport that to be successful at such a level needs to have a key office
bearer. The amount the person should be paid and whether that person should be full
time or part time are issues to be addressed by the sport. However, it is a sport of
sufficient history and magnitude to warrant a decision at that level to provide the
leadership that is needed.
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Hon N.F. MOORE: It needs co be borne. in mind that it is not the job of the Ministry of
Sport and Recreation to run the sporting organisations. Wrong decisions will be made
from time to time in a system where people are allowed to make their own decisions.
The real solution is not to have the department trying to tell people how to run their
affairs but to ensure that the organisations can do it better or. if they are not doing it well,
for people such as the member to make it known to those orgmnisations that they must
straighten out their act.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I acknowledge what the Minister is saying, and I welcome his
comments. However, in this instance if mistakes occurred with the original set-up, we
should not allow the organisation to continue in the same way. The granting of the
licence for the Singapore venture and the NSL application is being handled by the same
group of people. The way in which those people have gone about their affairs has
reduced SAWA to the point where one demand from any creditor would see the
organisation being wound up. Money will be given to the same people who have made
those decisions to carry on business at the expense of soccer as a whole. Professional
soccer has been at the forefront and it has been developed at both a junior and senior
level to the extent that many of our young players are now participating overseas.
The CHAIRMAN: The member has reiterated that point three or four times. If he has a
question, he should bring his remarks to finality. A number of members wish to ask
more questions. This line of questioning has continued for more than 10 minutes.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: If the Chairman knew something about soccer, he would
realise that these questions need to be asked.
Hon N.F. MOORE: I appreciate the member's comments. We will have a very close,
hard look at the matter.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I will finish my point. We do not want to make the same
mistakes. If mistakes are made, the people who are responsible for making them should
be taken to task, including the Minister.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I have three questions, which I am happy to place on
notice. What financial support or assistance is provided to disabled competitors to enable
them to compete at interstate and international events? How does this compare with
support or assistance provided to able bodied competitors participating internationally?
Has a decision been made about whether the triennial funding for the community
sporting and recreational facilities fund will continue?
Hon N.F. MOORE: A decision has not been made but a report has just been presented to
me by Dr Kim Hames who chaired a small group who took evidence about the CSRFF. I
amn seeking advice from a number of government agencies, including Treasury, about the
ramifications of the recommendations before I take them to Cabinet. I hope to have that
finalised within the next month or six weeks.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: As a result of the bid which was won to host the 1988
world swimming championships, what structural changes need to be put in place at our
major facilities and are those changes very extensive?
Hon N.F. MOORE: One of the virtues of our present facility is that it enabled us to make
a bid without having to commit the Government to any capital works of any significance.
There will be a need for a temporary pool as there was last time, perhaps some additional
seating, and general tarting up of the Supertirorne because it will have been around for
quite a few years by that time. I do not envisage many dollars of a capital nature having
to be spent for the 1998 event.
Hon DOUG WENN: Does the State Governiment allocate any funds to WAJS for
athletics?
Hon N.F. MOORE: Yes. It comes under a separate budget involving $1 .6m.
Hon DOUG WENN: It has become an elite sporting organisation.
Hlon N.E. MOORE: It could spend $10.6m.
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Hon DOUG WENN: All it has to do is to produce results. I refer to page 456 of the
Program Statements which refers to the elite enrichment programs in regional areas,
particularly the south west and midland. Art you talking about the south west
metropolitan area or the best part of the world?
Mr BUSCH: To use your terminology, die best part of the world, the south west coastal
region.
Hon DOUG WENN: What were those programs and how much was allocated?
Mr BUSCH: I cannot provide the precise dollar figure; but the south west elite program
was coordinated in conjunction with the local sports to allow developing athletes to come
together for combined sessions on coaching skills, sports science and diet information,
and to allow them to access some of the specialist information and assistance that
otherwise would be denied to them in the region. That was developed first in the south
west. The midland region followed a similar model. It was done through our regional
office in conjunction with the local sports.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: I refer to subprogram 1.2 on page 458. Would you explain
what that program is about?
Mr BUSCH; The recreation division staff members are working on a broad front with
people, such as local government and other providers in the recreation area, to improve
their work, rather than being involved in direct provision of programs. We are more
directly involved in some areas; for example, the initiative of Wellness Day which will
be conducted for the third time this year. It is done in partnership with local government.
We hope that the number of local authorities which participate will increase from 56 last
year, with 180 000 participants around Western Australia. That will take place in
October. It is a combination of working with others in the field and specific initiatives,
such as Weilness Day.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: I wonder whether there is a duplication with subprogram 1. 1
and whether it could be administratively better tuned. I amn reading between subprogram
1.1 and 1.2 and I am having a lot of difficulty coming to ternms with the break-up.
[ 1.00 pm]
Hon N.F. MOORE: The Ministry of Sport and Recreation is just that. It does not matter
to whom we talk, there are variations in the views about what is sport and what is
recreation. To the extent that it is possible to differentiate, we do. That is why we have
subprogram 1.1 and subprogram 1.2. It would not matter what we did; we would never
get 100 per cent support for the view that one is recreation and the other is sport. It is
possible there is a perceived overlap, and there probably is. That is why one department
combines both, but for the purpose of the budget we try to differentiate between the two.
From time to time, it would seem to some people that there is an overlap, but there is
not - to the extent that I am convinced there is not.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: I accept that. However, I wonder whether, in the light of the
question I have asked, the Minister would be prepared to look at the two subprograms.
Hon N.E. MOORE: I agree, but people in the recreation business would reckon that $9m
against $1m is lopsided.
Mr NIXON: At page 457, a major planned achievement for 1994-95 refers to further
development of sport and recreation links with the Asian region, by continuing to work
closely with the Asian Sporting Relations Council. Can you expand on that?
Hon N.F. MOORE: The Asian Sporting Relations Council is a committee of the
Superdrome; that is, the sports centre mst. Its job is to identify the opportunities
available to sport in Western Australia to become part of the Asian scene by being
involved in competition with the Asian nations, and to promote our involvement in sport
in Asia. There are many economic spin-offs because many of the Asian sporting
associations are run by top business people and politicians who make decisions, often
based on with whom they play golf - to be facetious. That interaction with Asian
sporting organisations creates a good economic spin-off. The Asian Sporting Relations
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Council has the auo of trying to maximise our opportunities in respect of inwercoumnry
competition and support we can provide to emerging Asian countries with coaching
opportunities, and all those things. We are expanding co South Afirica Earlier this year,
some South African coaches attended the intensive courses that we were able to provide
in Western Australia. I understand that Tom Host!, who runs the council, is anxious for
us to pursue the opportunities that South Africa provides. It will become more than
simply an Asian council; it will become more an Indian Ocean rim council to maximise
the opportumties of sporting relationships being improved between us and our immediate
region.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Can you provide a quick rundown on what is happening in
Aboriginal sport? How is the department working with the federally funded officers, and
how does that tie in with the Aboriginal sports trust? Is it the view of the ministry that
gains are being made in the sres of Aboriginal sport and recreational opportunity and
development?
Mr BUSCH: I believe that there has been real progress in the last several years. Initially,
progress was made by the ministry using state government sources but in the last 12 to 18
months that has been augmented by federal government funds which has meant some
additional appointments particularly in country areas - one to cover the Pilbara-
Kimberley, and one each for the Gascoyne and the goldflelds, plus an additional
appointment in Perth. Staff res 'oufves have been increased, as have the program dollars.
Work has been very much directed to developing the local community expertise and
infrastructure; for example. through training programs for community Aborigines in the
area of sport and recreation, establishing regional councils to provide genuine advice and

input on community needs, and for us to respond to those needs. On a number of fronts,
real rogress has been made, and I am confident that will continue.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I wish to say to the Minister and to Hon Murray
Montgomery that this State receives better dollar for dollar value from the Ministry of
Sport and Recrtation than perhaps any other department or group of public servants in
the State. It is tremendously important that always there is that split between sport and
recreation - although they are held in the one department. Given the fact that we have a
budget for 1994-95, is that a fair indication that the coalition Government has now shied
away from the rather ill-informed pit-election sports policy which was to put in place a
sports commission?
Hon NPF. MOORE: I know that you, Mr Chairman (Hon Murray Montgomery), would
be interested in answering the question because you were involved in that so-called ill-
informed policy. Although it has taken longer than I hoped, since I became Minister I
have instigated a number of seminars for people involved in sport and recreation, the
department, people in the Sports Federation, and people with a genuine interest, such as
local authorities. The purpose of the seminars has been to see whether we can put in
place a better structure for the management of sport and recreation in Western Australia.
Yesterday, I had discussions with Mr Busch about some of the preliminary findings of
the seminars. We will be working through the evidence and the advice provided, to
consider whether there should be some changes. Without being overcritical, I make the
point that some of the bodies that have been set up, and which are part of the sport and
recitation system, to a degree sit lacking in accountability in the sense that they are not
statutory authorities or government departments - they are just government funded
things -

Hon Graham Edwards: Can you give an example?
Hon N.F. MOORE: For instance, the Women's Sports Foundation, the Coaching
Foundation and the Aboriginal Foundation. T7hey need to be put in some place; either
they are weaned from government funding and become private organisations receiving
some government money, or they become statutory authorities within the government
framework, or something else - depending on what they want to do in futur. Bearing in
mind they aim 100 per cent government funded, they are not strictly constrained by any
accountability measures that I can see.
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Does that include the WA Institute of Sport?
Hon N.F. MOORE: I do not have a problem with WAIS, or with the way dhe others are
operating. However, they do not fall within accountability structures, and we need to
look at them more closely to see if we are putting in place a proper accountability
mechanism. We at looking at the whole structure in that context. Whether a
commission will be created ultimately, I do not know, but sport and recreation will be
kept separate to the extent that is possible following my previous answer, and there will
be different ways to administer them. Within the next month or two we will have worked
out where we want to go in future, and that will be put out for public consultation.
The CHAIRMAN: I will allow one brief question from Hon Sam Piantadosi.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: Why should it be brief?
The CHAIRMAN: Because I have asked for it to be brief, and it is the last question.
Hon SAM PIANTADOSI: I will not ask the question.
The CHAIRMAN: I have allowed an overrun of time, for which Hon Graham Edwards
asked. I refer him to division 49 on which he asked for some comment. When the
committee was deliberating to work out which division to consider -

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I understand that to be the case.
The CHAIRMANi: Some members were not present during those deliberations,
otherwise they would have been consulted.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: My point is that it is very difficult to talk about the Sport
and Recreation budget without having the opportunity to talk about division 49. the
camps and reserves facilities, as well as the WA Sports Centre trust because the divisions
mesh closely with the administration of the Sport and Recreation budget.
The CHAIRMAN: The comment is noted and will be considered by the committee.

Sitting suspended from 1.1) to 2.00 pmn
Division 43: Western Australian Department of Training, $246604 000 -
[Hon B.K. Donaldson, Chairman.]
[Hon N.P. Moore, Minister for Employment and Training.]
[Mr I.C. Hill, Chief Executive.]
[Mr G.W. Davy, Managing Director, College of Customised Training.]
[Dr S.E. King, Director of Training Resources.]
[Mr J. Murgia, Senior Finance Officer.]
[Mr M.M. Sykes, Manager, Financial Management and Analysis.]
Hon N.F. MOORE: A very cursory glance at the bottom line of the Department of
Training budget might suggest there has been a massive cut in expenditure, and that
mistake was madte by some commentators on the day the budget came down. Basically,
it means the relationship the State Government has with other State Governments in the
Commonwealth through the Australian National Training Authority processes requires
that we maintain our effort; in other words, the Commonwealth will provide growth
funds through ANTA to the States provided they do not reduce their own expenditure in
the training area. In order to ensure that the States do not reduce their funding, the
requirement in the past has been that we send the money to the Commonwealth and it
then sends it back to us on the basis that we will spend it on training. In last year's
budget a provision was made for that transfer of funds, which was in effect a book
transfer because money was expended in one part of the budget and became income in
another part. Therfore, it was simply a bookkeeping exercise in the budget as a transfer
to the Commonwealth and back again under the ANTA arrangements. It showed that last
year's estimates of $306m took into account that transfer, and this year's estimates are
$246m because we are no longer going down chat path of transferring funds. That
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problem has not been resolved totally with the Commonwealth, and there is still debate
about that. As far as this budget is concerned we have no: taken into account that
bookkeeping transfer. I reiterate that as part of our arrangement with ANTA we are
required to maintain our effort, which means we need to make sure the same number of
dollars are spent as were spent last year, with the inflation factor taken into account. That
is necessary for us to avail ourselves of growth funds provided by the Commonwealth
through ANiTA. The budget reflects that and indicates therefore that there has been no
reduction in funding for the training agenda and that we have maintained our effort.
Perhaps Mr Hill might give the committee some background to the national training
agenda, where a quite complex situation is developing. A ministerial conference last
Friday made a number of decisions.
Mr HILL: The national training reform agenda document was approved by all State and
Territory Governments at the ministerial council meeting. It fundamentally shifts for all
time the basis of die provision of vocational education and training in Australia, where
there is now a requirement for all States to move to providing competitive and diverse
training markets. Quite simply that means we are required increasingly to put to
competitive tender funds for entry level courses. It follows that considerable
microeconomic reform is required of TAPE colleges particularly, because they have been
required to compete with the private training providers in the quality of courses and
relevance of courses to industry and also in the unit cost. It is important we all
understand that not only is the commitment by the State Governments and the
Commonwealth to this process one of means but also one whereby the state training
agency, which is the department, is required to report to the ministerial board what we
have achieved going down this path. To provide some balance, although we talk about a
competitive trining market the reality is that Western Australia has a fairly small
training market. To ensure that public funds are not in any way misused or wasted,
anyone who bids for an entry level course or any course must reach the criterion of the
course having been accredited by the state registration authority and also must be a
registered provider, so that a guarantee to the customer student is that the product he is
getting is registered, has the backing of industry and is relevant to industry. The other
significant aspect of which members should be aware is that the industry educational
training councils, of which there are 21 in Western Australia, are the primary source of
industry training need advice to the training system.
[2.10 pm]
Mr HILL: There is a requirement to provide some challenges for the system. Previously
we were receiving 100 per cent of the funding directly from the Commonwealth for the
state industry training councils. The determination on Friday was that we will receive
only 80 per cent of that funding, with 20 per cent being directed to the national industry
training bodies to determine its distribution to the state councils. We see some tensions
arising, and we do not know how it will work. We argued that it should be the States
which determine the funding but we did not win the argument. Nevertheless, the point
was made that TAPE is required to deliver courses approved by the industry. The
marketing required by the TAPE sector is to be directed at not only school leavens, but
also part time adults - this aspect has increased significantly. With the fairly buoyant
labour market in Western Australia when compared with that of the other States, impacts
are felt in the TAPE and university sectors. TAPE is responding by increasingly offering
flexible modules which students can pick up individually without engaging in an entire
course, as we have found that completing an entire course can be a disincentive.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Is the presentation of health care cards sufficient for students to
obtain concessions on TAFE tces?
Mr HILL: That has been dropped as an exemption category.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: What are the exemption categories?
Hon NEF. MOORE; Perhaps we could return to that when the answer is found.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Has a decision been made regarding funding for the State
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Government employment programs and, if so, wil any funding cuts be experienced?
Also, wil any new projects be accommodated through increased funding, or will some
existing projects be cut to enable funding of die new programs? Also, were any cost
savings or implications shown in die Program Statements in this regard?
Mr DAVY: The State Government-funded labour market programs are currently being
reviewed by the department. Recommendations will be finalised later next month. No
decision has been made regarding the elimination of any program. It is hoped that the
recommendations will be forwarded for consideration to the state employment committee
at its meeting next month.
Hon N.F. MOORE: The intention is to ensure that those programs are focused in the best
way possible. They have been around for some time without review. Nevertheless, it is
not intended to reduce funding. I am anxious to ensure that funds are best targeted.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Regarding the review, I understand that each year every agency,
to receive funding, had to be reviewed. I understand that extensive work was conducted
with community workers to establish business and structural plans and to establish
performance indicators. I understand that a number of staff have reviewed the functions
of those organisations. Thkese individual organisations have been reviewed extensively
over a protracted period of time.
Hon N.F. MOORE: The point is that the programs themselves have not been reviewed.
A commonwealth White Paper has made a significant difference to that part of the job
market. This review is taking place in the context of those initiative to ensure that we are
focusing our total program in a way that makes it complementary to commonwealth
programs. In that way the programs will not be in competition. We are reviewing the
programs rather than the individual organisations within them.
Hon JOHN HAL.DEN: A belief exists that individual programs are being reviewed.
Mr HILL: It is true that the programs are funded on an annual basis as they submit
returns at the end of each year. Some of the programs have been running for almost a
decade without any review of policy or whether they are providing the intended
outcomes. Several key organisations, including the Western Australian Council of Social
Service, have acknowledged that some programs are now not relevant to the intention of
the original funding. The review is designed to align the training more closely with
employment positions. The Minister has alluded to the White Paper, from which $6.5m
flows. The intention is to avoid duplication and to use state sources and to use
performance indicators as leverage.
The level of sophistication in these programs of three years ago is very different from
today. It is necessary to work out the effectiveness in meeting outcomes. This review is
a constructive exercise. It is causing some nervousness, but the intention is not to cut the
total state funding. It may be that two programs are side by side providing the same
services - we had an example of this last year - in competition with each other, however,
with goodwill and persuasion the services can be merged. That was seen as a most
effective way of handling the situation.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Is the new enterprise scheme within subprogram 2.3
outlined on page 399 of the Program Statements?
Mr HILL: Yes. The new enterprise scheme is within our department.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: What level of funding is allocated to that program, and how
does that compare with the amount allocated over the past couple of years?
[2.20 pm]
Mr MURGIA: The new enterprise scheme has an allocation of $600 000.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: What was the expenditure last year?
Mr MURGIA: It was 5500 000. Additional commonwealth funds were injected into that
area.
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Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Is this money received on grant from the Commonwealth?
Mr MURGIA: The $500 000 base is state funding, and the additional $ 100)00 is frmm
additional commonwealth funds.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: In addition to die Commonwealth paying the new enterprise
allowance, is it also contributing to the administrative cost of running that program?
Mr MURGIA: I do not have available the full details of the expenditure.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Were the additional funds to fill a particular need in that
program?
Mr HILL: Yes, there was criticism last year about the Commonwealth not providing a
sufficient new enterprise incentive scheme allowance, and there was a decrease in the
number of seminars conducted. This extra amount is to increase the number of seminars.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: What reviews, if any, have been undertaken of the
effectiveness of this program? Have you caried out five year follow up studies?
Mr HILL I will take that question on notice.
Hon N.F. MOORE: We have details now of the people to whom concessions apply for
TAFE fees.
Mr HILL: The concession rate for tuition charges for courses apply to: A person who
has a health benefit card, pensioner concession card, veterans health benefit card, or state
concession card which is issued by the Department for Community Development. It
applies also to a person in receipt of Austudy, Job Search or Newsrart allowance,
additional family payment or special benefit, or youth training allowance. It applies to
persons who are enrolled in secondary education on a full time basis, and inmates in an
adult or juvenile custodial institution. The other concession s which apply for community
adult education courses relate to the first category; that is, those who hold a health benefit
card, health care card, pensioner concession cand, veterans health benefit card, or State
concession card. It also applies to persons who hold a Seniors Card issued by the Office
of Seniors.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: What is the concession rate?
Mr HIL.L: The concession rate is 50r an hour. The tuition charge for full paying
students is at the rate 800 an enrolled hour to a maximum of $272 a semester, and the
concession rawe is 500 an enrolled hour, to a maximum of $170 a semester.
Hon NEF MOORE: It may be helpful if I provide all this information to the member in
writing in due course.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: On page 12 of the performance indicators for the
department, an efficiency indicator of 2.8 is given, together with a statement that it is the
first time die Government has been able to report a unit cost as a direct input/output
measure of organisational efficiency. The avenage cost per student enrolled hour is $9.85
for 1993-94. Why has it taken so long to work out that unit cost, and what is the
anticipated unit cost in 1994-95?
Dr KING: There are difficulties obtaining direct input/output measures because a range
of costs throughout the department apply to particular course delivery, employment
programs and other activities. As we are working with ANTA and various statistical data
collections, we have been able to refine our various costs and determine which directly
affect delivery. There are many issues, such as whether to include curriculum
development costs and other course development costs. For the first time we have been
able to clarify that somewhat In 1994-95 our estimate is potentially a slight increase,
although it is hard to estimate at this stage, partly because some of the markets we are
seeking to enter in regional areas often have a higher cost attached. Also, we are opening
colleges in regional areas with a high up-front infrastructure cost
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: Do I understand that you take infrastructure costs
into account as one-off figures when you are setting up a program, and do not project
them over a longer period?
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Dr KING: I need to check the way in which this figure was calculated. Some major
infrastructure costs, such as new buildings, would probably not be factored in, but some
set up costs in new colleges may be included. We will take the question on notice and
indicate how the figure was calculated.
The CHAIRMAN: I refer to dhe first page of the performance indicators, and note that
die proportion of school leavens and year 12 students enrolled full time in TAPE
increased significantly from 1991-92 to 1992-93. Was that because of a particular
program that year?
Mr HILL: Yes. At die time there was a depressed labour market. We have found that
increased employment opportunities and the expanded labour market have definitely
impacted, together with a fairly aggressive recruitment of school leavens by universities,
one in particular earlier this year.
The CHAIRMAN: The correlation of those figures on page 3 for full time and pant time
students and the total number of students participating in TAPE, was picked up in the
18.5 per cent in 1991-92 through to the 19 per cent in 1993-94? Was the 1992-93 figure
distorted?
Mr HILL: Bear in mind that the big increase in 1991-92 was aided by the fairly
significant government policy decision to target school leavers, not just in Western
Australia. It was agreed at the Ministerial Council for Ministers of Vocational Education
Employment and Training, known as MOVEET, nationwide to target school leavers and
to try to achieve the same targets nationwide. That has evened out across the nation
because of the concerns expressed for the sector focusing on school leavers. There has
been some impact on part time students, and that has been addressed last year and this
year.
[2.30 pm]
The CHAIRMAN: Hlow do those figures compare with other States?
Mr HILL: There are significant variations.
Dr KING: I do not have figures readily available. Different States have different
structures. Some States have a lower school retention pattern and a very aggressive
intake into TAPE, to what would be the equivalent of our years I11 and 12. It varies in
the pattern from State to State. New South Wales has a very big TAPE system - and
Mr Hil will correct me if I am incorrect - because of the nature of upper secondary
schooling there. We can check and find some comparative figures and provide them to
you.
T'he CHAIRMAN: Thank you.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am interested in the volunteer tutors scheme. I understand that
approximately 120 000 adults in Western Australia have English language literacy
problems. Some 36 000 of those are migrants, for whom English is a second language.
Some 85 000 adults in this State have English as their natural language and have literacy
needs. It concerns me that the State provides only some $50 000 to the volunteer tutors
scheme, and I seek clarification of that. Can you also assure mec that funding, even at
that level, will be maintained?
Mr HIL-L: The figures quoted are accurate. Funding comes from the Commonwealth. It
tends to be a tied prant, and the State contributes $50 000. There is no intention to reduce
that amount.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Considering the scope of the problem based on those numbers, is
it likely that funding will be broadened in the future?
Hon N.E. MOORE: In every area of the budget, depending on who you are, you can
argue for a greater slice of the cake. I acknowledge that the number of dollars may not
be enough to satisfy the demand. That applies to many areas of every government
department's budget. We will take on board your comments and see if something can be
done about it.
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: What is the department doing to provide meaningful and timely
perfornance indicators and data to enable proper assessment that the major changes
taking place in the TAFE system are justified and more efficient than previously? I note
in the McCarrey report that the commission is unable to see how DEVET can be
performing its role adequately in the absence of proper reporting on a consistent and
comparable basis.
Dr KING: We have fairly extensive performance measures here, and we are increasing
the range of measures to pick up things such as unit costs. With the Australian National
Training Authoiity agreement we are committed, as a State, to various statistical
standards under the Australian Vocational Education and Training Management
Information Statistical Standard. These prescribed criteria set definitions for student
data, and at the same time the AVETMISS arrangement is looking at not only student
delivery, but also teaching hours and a range of resource measures such as financial,
capital and staffing measures. The idea is to have comparable statistics so that we all
know we are talking about apples when we are comparing apples, which will not only
have quality spin-offs nationally comparing across States, but also will have the benefit
of fine tuning and making more consistent over time our local analysis of such trends and
patterns.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: 1 note that the performance indicator for apprenticeship hours
shows quite a significant drop, not only for this year but also from 1991-92, 1992-93 and
1993-94. Over that period there is a significant drop. Bearing in mind the comments in
the Estimates about the need for a skilled work force - and I say "skilled" in relation to
the blue collar area - why has this reduction occurred in hours provided by TAFE to
apprenticeship training?
Mr HILJL: The reduction in the years you mention is directly related to a very flat
economy and a reluctance on the parn of both employers and the various mechanisms
which are used - including group training companies - to take on apprentices. TAFE's
effort muss be linked to successful placements. Is is an Australia-wide problem; it is not
peculiar to Western Australia. It is also true of traineeships, where there has been a
similar reluctance on the part of employers. It is a little more complex than employers
saying that unless they have employment or contracts they will not take anyone on. The
Commonwealth has provided fairly generous funding in that area. It would appear that
during the three yenr you mentioned there has not been a solution to persuade employers
to take people on. We hope to see a shift starting to occur, and that is what Netforce -
which has recently been announced by the Prime Minister - is all about. It is early days
yet. There is no shortage of funding or commitment; it is a question of employers being
persuaded so take people on.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The decline in the number of apprentices, with the exception of
the hairdressing industry, has been evident for a long time. It is not just related to those
years, although the figures back that up. Bearing in mind the significant need nationally
so have a skilled work force in that area, have you developed any specific initiatives - not
just the money, but initiatives - to try to place more young people into apprenticeship
training?
Mr HILL: The fundamental system has been changed so move from a timne based
approach, which is what apprenticeships are about, to a competency based approach.
There has been fairly detailed and vigorous debate on the issue because not everyone
agrees that a competency based approach is the best approach. That is what has been
signed off by all Ministers around Australia, and that has been pursued. We believe the
answer lies there - that the traditional way of providing a skilled work force took too
long. There is an absolute commitment to a competency based approach as part of a
national training form agenda which has been signed off, and that is the way we are
proceedng.
We must also understand that there is a reluctance in some sectors of industry so accept a
competency based approach. They see it as mediocrity, as hitting the lowest common
denominator or achieving minimum standards. Our role, as a state training agency, is to
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ensure that we market it properly and try to persuade people that we are not talking about
minimum standards but quality standards. We art attempting to change a very significant
culture. It is a nationwide commitment, and that is the most significant initiative in that
area.
[2.40 pm]
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I understand the nationwide commitment, but the trend has been
continuing for a long time. Again I ask: Do you have any specific proposals, policies or
ideas that will encourage employers to take on more apprentices? If you have not gone
that far with a problem which is as obvious as the nose on your face, it needs to be
addressed. If there is a problem and money is available it is not acceptable that nobody is
taking it up. Intermediary strategies must be put in place to fix the problem. It is those
strategies in which I am interested.
Mr HILL: I do not believe that nothing has been done about it. There is a national
commitment with competency based training. That is being pursued vigorously through
the office of industrial training, our office and our field officers. Seminars and training
programs are conducted for investment and staff development in the area. It has not been
recognised at a Commonwealth level that CBT would involve a massive injection of
funds. It attempted to address the problem at the industry level without doing anything
about TAFE lecturers' competency in the area. That is now being addressed. One factor
I have not yet mentioned which will fundamentally change the way industry training
needs are met is the new Australian vocational training certificate, a pilot of which is
being completed in the State. Evaluations are expected at the end of this year before
Ministers determine whether the State signs off on that. I am reasonably confident that
with the VET centre finally being given centre stage this decade these issues are being
addressed seriously. Certainly, the peak employer groups in Australia are committed to
that, and we expect that to trickle down the industry.
Mr DAVY: A number of strategies are embedded in the working nation white paper that
bear closely on the question relating to interim strtegies to promote people to
employable positions. I refer particularly to the jobs compact strategy, which is part of
the white paper. There is also now substantial agreement on the implementation of a
national training wage which would encourage employers to take on long term
unemployed people in particular, and for them to be also supported with training
packages which the VET sector would be responsible for developing. It is worth bearing
in mind that the white paper has earmarked considerable funding over the next four or
five years in excess of $6b to encourage the development and delivery of traineeships,
apprenticeships and jobs compact, and associated training strategies. The VET sectors in
each State would be the key deliverers of the training in support of those programs.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I refer to apprenticeships in the construction industry.
particularly in residential construction, the cottage industry. As you would be aware, the
major organising principle within the cottage industry is subcontracting. A major reason
subcontract tradesmen arm not taking on apprentices is that the returns they get for their
work do not enable them to take the extra burden of time and cost to train an apprentice.
Obviously it is not within your control to change the rate of return. However, have you
done any work within the building industry, particularly in the residential construction
area, that would bear that out? Given those sorts of problems that seem to be structurally
bound within that industry, do we need to work towards a live training situation?
Examples have been given of live work programs which seem to have worked well.
Mr DAVY: A number of initiatives have been set in place to enable small business
operators to band together and take on apprentices. They are effectively known as group
training schemes. That is one strategy that attempts to address the issue of a lack of a
critical mass in an individual business and the capacity to employ an apprentice full time
and meet the costs of the overheads associated with that.
Mr HILL: I do not believe we have done any evaluative work on the rate of return;
however, I will pursue and confirm that.
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Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I am fully aware of the group apprenticeship schemes,
particularly those which operate through die Master Builders Association.
Notwithstanding that, there is still an increasing reluctance on the pant of skilled
tradesmen to take on apprentices. Tradesmen who 10 or 20 years ago always had an
apprentice now say they simply cannot afford IL That is one matte which must be
considered. Given that that endemic problem is not within the scope of your department
to correct, what is your view of die live work programs where apprentices work under die
supervision of one or two skilled itradespeople constructing dwellings or commercial
projects?
Hon N.F. MOORE: The issues you raise about die live work projects relate essentially to
the building and construction industry training fund which uses the levies to fund those
programs. On one occasion considerable concern was expressed about die way in which
a live work project operated, and ofl Mnother occasion another project operated very well.
The B=IT has been the subject of a review which is now being considered. The
Government will respond to that. I presume that in the event the BCITF and the levy
continue, the fund would decide whether it would continue with those live work
programs. It is the industry making decisions about training for the industry that is the
important part of that program.
I return to the performance indicators which precipitated this line of questioning. Page
16 under group training schemes indicates that the number of apprentices and trainees
employed have increased dramatically. In 1991-92 there were 458 apprentices; in
1992-93 there were 603; and in 1993-94 there were 1 089. A dramatic increase occurred
in that period in the number of apprentices and trainees who were "organised" through
group traning schemes.
Hon A.IG. MacTIERNAN: I was not suggesting that the group training schemes did not
have something to offer and that they were not working. The figures you quoted
demonstrate that group apprenticeship schemes work; however, it does not address the
question of whether this is the total answer. We would have to consider the pattern of the
number of apprenticeships overall to detrnine that. It may well be that fewer and fewer
people take up single person apprenticeships and more go into group apprenticeships.
That does not necessarily mean that the group apprenticeship scheme has increased the
number of apprenticeships. I am not critical of the group apprenticeship scheme. It is a
good scheme; however, it is not necessarily the only answer. There is still a massive
shortfall, particularly in certain areas. In certain sections of the industry - for examnple,
plastering - the percentage of skilled people in the industry is alarmingly small. People
who lack proper training, skills and standards are now conducting training on the job for
those who come behind them. Therefore, bad practices are becoming deeply entrenched
in the industry.
[2.50 pm]
Hon N.F. MOORE: If you know the total answer to the training problems in the building
and construction industry you should tell somebody, because everybody would like to
know. For a number of years in Western Australia we have had the building and
construction industry training hind, which has very large sums of money to spend. It has
been levying employers on the basis of the cost of a project and the funds allocated for
training purposes by the fund board, which is a tripartite board consisting of government,
employer and union interests. I remember debate on that legislation in this place. The
idea was to solve the problems that Hon Alannab MacTiemnan tells us still exist One of
the reasons we had the review of the legislation was that the Act required it, and a second
was to find out whether it was effective. The result of the review was hardly flattering of
the fund. I will be grateful to receive the member's advice because we want to fix the
mistakes. Hopefully we can provide the sort of trining needed, on the basis that we have
a significant amount of money coming in for that purpose.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: It is unfortunate that the Minister has chosen to be
supercilious about the question. I am not suggesting that I have the answer. I was simply
using the opportunity, when we have five witnesses who are training professionals, to
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discuss with them die appropriateness perhaps in the construction industry of moving
towards live work programs. The fact that to date the only live work projects that have
been undertaken were by the BCITF is neither here nor there; I am asking the
professional staff that the Minister has very kindly brought in for our edification whether
that is the sort of model that maybe we need to look to in the industry, not as a panacea
but as something that can perhaps accompany the group training programs.
Hon N.E. MOORE: Forgive me if I sounded supercilious, but I am genuinely interested
in your solutions to the problems because I know that you take an interest. If you have
some solutions I will be happy to hear them. I did not mean to be supercilious in any
way.
Hon MARK NEVILL Has the report been published?
Hon N.F. MOORE: Yes. For the first time in its history, the board had a congenial
meeting and talked as though the members actually liked each other.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: Very little of the BCITF money was spent on live work. A
lot of it was spent on group training, which we all agree is a good scheme. Money was
also spent giving real estate agents and property managers training in assertiveness and
leadership skills, which I am not sure did much for that skills base. Perhaps we can
return to the question about the live works projects.
Mr DAVY: It would be fair to say that live work has been an adjunct to a number of
traiing programs in TAPE over a long time, not just in the building and construction
industry. It should be seen in that perspective. It is seen as an adjunct to programs in the
hospitality area; that is, training in restaurants where live work is effectively integrated
into the training curriculum, and in the hairdressing programs, the automotive and other
related trade areas. Primarily, it is seen as an adjunct to a training program. It is a part of
the practical requirements of a course that a trainee should spend time on a job of work
which has relevance to the workplace. It would be difficult to substantiate a view that
live work of that dimension within the training program would create a single
apprenticeship or traineeship, for example. It would be seen as an adjunct to providing
training to a group of people to give relevant hands-on experience in those trades.
Hon A.J.G. Mar-TIERNAN: I refer again to apprenticeships within the industry. As you
move towards the competency based rather than the time based program, which I
presume will be heavily modulised - again my interest is in the building industry, but it
could be relevant in other areas - has any thought been given to multiskilling? Instead of
having the traditional demarcations that exist in the building industry, perhaps people can
do a broader range of work
Mr DAVY: Advice from industry through the network of industry, employment and
training councils, which are our primary source of advice and which comprise a number
of groups with an interest in the competency of people on jobs, is that the issues of
multiskilling and cross-skilling are coming through increasingly in our curriculum
development projects. Where industry indicates that there is a priority for the skilling of
people on the job, we respond to that with curiculum development and modulisation of
competency based programs.
Hon AJ.O. MacTIERNAN: Has that happened in the traditional skills area within the
building industry?
Mr DAVY: It has, but I could not give a specific example. Generally, that trend has
been adopted in recent years.
Hon NEF. MOORE: Not all industry partners agree with multisitiling. The craft based
unions and so on are an impediment to the proposition put by the member. I agree with
her. An interesting point about the industry, to make a comment following from the
remark about the real estate agents - I will not call it facetious - is that the BCIT board
is an industry board with government representation. Theoretically, at leat, it should be
providing funds for proper training in that industry. It was set up to fulfil a need which
everyone agreed existed. For some reason, it has not succeeded, to a large extent owing
to the inability of the partners in the industry to talk to each other civilly, let alone
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organise ways and means to have better training operations. However, I am encouraged
by die meeting I had with dhe BCITE board recently because I found all the participants
to be in support of the continuation of the board. Those board members were being
pleasant to each other and actually agreeing with each other.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Is the establishment of the School of Visual Arts at Aberdeen
Steet a new initiative?
Mr HILL: Yes, it was approved last year. A review was led by the industry and
Mr David Hoff. The review commenced about February 1992. 1 think there were about
two TAFE representatives, and the rest were industry practitioners. It emerged from their
recommendations that a dedicated school would be set up called the Western Australian
School of Fine Art. The Aberdeen complex which houses dhe central metropolitan
campus of Perth TAFE already exists. We are refocusing the program which will be
available, and it will be the only place in Western Australia where a person can acquire a
diploma in fine art.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: I refer to page 398, subprogram 2.1, relating to
counselling, career advice and qualifications recognition. The overseas qualification unit
assists newly arrived migrants. How many migrants have been assisted by having their
qualifications recognised? What is the cost involved in the break-up of that item?
Hon N.E. MOORE: I ask the member to place the question on notice.
[3.00 pm]
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: I refer to page 392 of the Program Statements and the
bottom dot point of the major planned achievements for 1994-95 which refers to
undertaking "a comprehensive review of the Industry Employment Training Council".
Are there guidelines for how that review will proceed? Has it commenced? When will it
conclude?
Mr HILL: The State Training Board has commenced a review. It has been going on for
a number of months. The decision by the State Training Board not to finalise the
declaration of the new IETC structure - that is, the number of bodies and the nature of
funding - was held over until such time as the national ITABs were declared by the
Ministerial Council. The report by the State Training Board was circulated widely to all
industry education training councils which responded with their views. Last Friday in
Melbourne at the ministerial council, the national ITABs were declared. There are to be
18 of them. Decisions were made about their funding and their future relationship with
the state industry education councils, flat will be considered by the State Training
Board at its next board meeting, which will be held on Friday week.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: Is it possible to get a copy of the guidelines under which
the review was conducted?
Hon N.F. MOORE: Thte review is being done by the State Training Board as an internal
exercise. The member may recall that the Vickery inquiry recommended that we reassess
the IETC network. It seemed to me that the most appropriate body to do that review was
the State Training Board, which is made up of representatives of industry and the TLC.
That report has been done, as Mr Hill said, pending the finalisation of the national flAB
arrangements. We will now work through the final deliberations on that. I do not think
there are guidelines. Perhaps we can give the member the terms of reference.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: That will be fine.
Hon BOB THOMAS: A couple of minutes ago, Mr Hill indicated to Hon John Halden
that one of the initiatives he asked you about was approved last year. What was the
initiative?
Hon N.E. MOORE: Visual arts.
Hon BOB THOMAS: Who approved it last year? Was it approved by the department?
Mr HILL J: It was approved by the Minister.
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Hon BOB THOMAS: It was not approved by the Parliament? The reason I ask this is
that there has been some suggestion that some initiatives in this year's Budget are in the
wrong Appropriation Bill. I was trying to clarify this matter so that when the Estimates
Committee considers this issue, it will be aware of what you were talking about when
you referred to that new initiative.
Hon N.F. MOORE: As we have discussed at length already, it will come down ro
whether a new initiative is an annual ordinary service of the Government. The decision
that needs to be made is whether it is a new initiative.
Hon JOHN HAILDEN: It is a definitional matter.
Hon HF. MOORE: Exactly. Visual and fine arts has been a TAFE program for years.
The fact it is being done in a different place does not mean that it is something different
from what the normal operations of TAFE are all about
The CHAIRMAN: The committee has taken that on board.
Hon JOHN HAILDEN: In the revenue estimates, the item "recoveries, refunds and
recoups" shows that the figure has jumped from $6.6m in 1992-93 to $13.9mn in 1993-94
and is estimated to be a similar amount in 1994-95. What revenues are represented by
this item? What is the explanation for die jump from the 1992-93 level to the present
level?
Mr MIJRGIA: Activities at the College of Customnised Training commenced in 1992-93
and reflected six months worth of the college's revenue. In 1993-94, that estimate was a
full year factor. The anticipated revenue of $12.5m in 1993-94 was not fully achieved. it
actually achieved some $8.5m. In 1994-95, the business plans for the college's activities
have been restored to $12.5m again. That is the main reason. It is fee for service
activities related to the College of Customised Training.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: What savings have been made by abandoning the women's
advisory council in the department? What mechanisms now exist to provide advice on
issues which affect women or monitor the effectiveness of equity strategies? In view of
the high proportion of women students and staff and concern among women, will the
Minister consider reestablishing that bureau?
Wr HILL: The Department of Training's new mandate has seen us focus on policies,

strategy and funding or resource agreements. That equates to the fact that we are
increasingly removing from the central office any program activity. The women's
service bureau continues to exist, but it is located in a particular college which has a
contractual funding arrangement with die central office to manage, devolve, advertise,
publicise and drive all issues to do with women's participation in the VET sector. It has
been relocated.
Hon John Halden referred to the women's advisory committee. flat committee is under
the Department of Trainng. I have been in contact with my colleagues around Australia
about how they handle equity and access generally and receive feedback in terms of what
the community feels should or should not be issues considered by the department when
developing a state training profile, It is fair to say that around Australia they have been
mainstreamed. We have moved away from using a single committee as a sounding
board, but intend instead to have a senior person in the training council division to take
on a coordinating role but draw primarily from the equity in access group leaders who are
located in the colleges. However, we are seeking a much wider loop in terms of who we
consult and the feedback we seek- It is just a changed way of doing business from
focusing on a single group which we feel is restricting the width of the information to
women's groups who are more widely represented throughout Western Australia.
[3.10 pm]
Hon JOHN HAILDEN: In terms of the equity issues in this sector, is it not possible that
by decentralising this role, women may not be able to have their problems heard when
policy is being developed?
Mr HILL: We have in place a national technical and further education chief executive's
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committee, of which I am a member. It fundamentally has carriage of the national plan
for implementation for women in TAPE. It is an operational plan which we monitor and
supervise. Now listed under the Ministerial Council on Education, Employment and
Training, and Youth Affairs is a standing committee chaired by my equivalent in New
South Wales, Jane Diplock. She has carriage in TAFE nationally for women's issues in
the vocational and employment sector. There is a much greater prominence being given
to it now. The women's services bureau, now part of the organisation, but which is to be
located in Fremantle, is directly involved.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Is ther, a set of performance indicators that have been developed
to ensure that women within the TAPE system and the other programs you manage have
reasonable access and equity within your system?
Mr HILL: The Proportion of female students to all students enrolled in TAPE for 1991,
1992 and 1993 is, respectively, 46 per cent, 47 per cent and 53 per cent. The proportion
of female TAPE students to total population for the same years is 6.5 per cent, 6 per cent
and 8.2 per cent.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Are there statistics regarding where those women am being
placed? They could all be in hairdressing, if I could be so silly as to suggest that. There
seems to be a need to have rater performance indicators rather than just numbers. The
information should be broadened to subject areas.
Mr HILL: I am happy to make those figures available.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am not suggesting my proposition is right and that your new
structure will not work. However, it would be appropriate for us and the community to
review that by way of performance indicators.
Hon N.F. MOORE: A number of initiatives are talding place to encourage women to
become involved in a wider variety of trade activities. Tradeswomen on the move is one
project that I have launched. It demonstrates quite clearly that many women, particularly
younger women, are moving into trades that women went nowhere near for generations.
That program is very effective in spreading the message to young women in schools that
opportunities exist other than in hairdressing, if I can so flippantly put it that way.
Mr HILL: The Department of Training's newsletter WA Training focuses primarily on
output and is directed at industry. So far, two series have been distributed and very
widely circulated to industry. Some of the feature articles focus very deliberately on
women in industry to try to portray them as role models and to show that job
opportunities are available.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: I refer to subprogram 2.3 at page 399 of the Program
Statements. Under actual expenditure for 1993-94 there were 359 FT7Es against a
recurrent expenditure of $26 926. The estimated FTEs is 387 - some 28 extra. However,
the recurrent figure is only $27 062. If an extra 28 FIrs are to be employed they will be
paid only about $5 000. What does the restructure of the FrEs mean?
Mr MURGIA: In some of these programs the FTEs shift within individual allocations.
Various programs change their mix of what they call "operating expenses" to "salary".
Once those mixes change, the PTE count will change. For example, the second stage of a
project might be more labour intensive than the setting up and structural costs. Where
the FI~s have increased by 26 in that program, it might have involved a change from
expenses which might have been under a contingency item to a salary based item.
Hon CHERYL DAVENPORT: So the recurrent expenditure is not only for salaries?
Mr MURCIIA: It is a recurrent expense of salaries and operating expenses. If an existing
program ceases and a new one starts, the configuration of that new program might be
split differently fr-om the previous year.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Does the department have a specific section which deals with
Aboriginal training and employment?
Mr HILL: Within the overall department there is a section called the Aboriginal services
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bureau which deals with that, and the employment labour market area within the
department also has input into Aboriginal community group funding.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: What are the budgetary allocations to those two sections?
Mr MURGIA: Within the Aboriginal services area approximately $3.7m. is allocated for
the 1994-95 financial year. As part of the employment labour market it is not specifically
identified. I do not have that exact infornation at hand. They are part of an overall
section allocation.
Mr HILL: We can make those figures available. The specific program to which
Mr Murgia refers is the AEDO program, which fits in with the employment labour
market program run by Larry Davies.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: How much of that money is federal?
Mr MURGIA: The amount of $3.l1mi.
[3.20 pm]
The CHAIRMAN: On page 398 one of the major planned achievements for 1994-95 is
given as increasing the number of telecentres from seven to 10. One of the department's
initiatives for the coming year is to extend the use of this medium. Is the number of
people attending courses relevant to this program increasing and will the department be
monitoring its success?
Mr DAVY: The telecentre network is part of a total strategy to expand training
opportunities for people who are geographically disadvantaged. The telecentre. network
operates in conjunction with WESTLINK and WAUINK, which are interactive video-
conferencing systems. These delivery strategies now form part of the total operational
strategies for the curriculum and customised training network. Currently some formative
evaluation is in place to determine the effectiveness of the telecentres. At the end of this
year there will be an evaluation of the net results, including the number of clients reached
and the range of programs, and a sampling of clients responses regarding die quality and
relevance of the programs delivered.
The CHAIRMAN: Is there any comparable network in the Eastern States?
Mr DAVY: There are comparable interactive video-conferencing networks in most
States with the exception of New South Wales, which is yet to invest in establishing a
similar network. There is a network in South Australia, from Adelaide out to the Barossa
Valley and areas beyond that. In Victoria the video-conferencing network operates
throughout the 30-odd TAfl colleges in that State. Western Australia has the greatest
challenge to respond to because of its geographic coverage. Investment in this new
delivery technology is a high priority for WA.
The CHAIRMAN: What has been the feedback from students utilising this network? Do
they feel it is a good medium and are they getting opportunities that they would not
otherwise have? Is it a good way of learning?
Mr DAVY: It has struck a good responsive chord with clients generally. The problem
the department has is responding to all the demands for the range of programs and the
amount of actual programming. Developing programs for delivery through telecentres
and video-conference networks is quite expensive. It is a resource rich means of training
but the department is investing increasing amounts in this medium. Given the degree of
geographic isolation of many of the department's clients, the departiment sees it as an
important srtegy to expand in the future.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: How much of the total budget for Education, Employment and
Training is funded federally?
Hon N.F. MOORE: Are we dealing with the Department of Training or am I required to
provide a figure for the whole of my portfolios, which is a different question?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is not a trick question.
Hon N.F MOORE: I understand that
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Minister can answer it anyway he likes.
Hon N.E. MOORE: [ cannot give an answer in respect of the whole portfolio. All the
money comes from the taxpayer and regrettably the Commonwealth seems to forget that.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Minister cannot help himiself.
Hon N.E. MOORE: If the member wants me to make the point that somehow the
Commonwealth is doing good things in Western Australia - and in some cases it is - I
advise him that I know we could do better if it gave this State the money without strings
attached. The fact is the amount of money coming to the States in tied grants has
increased dramatically and more federal funds are being slotted into various programs in
which the Commonwealth is involved.
Mr HILL: It is approximately 29 per cent of the total budget - the State contributes
$154.Am and the Commonwealth $64.3nm.
Hon N.E. MOORE: If the member wants the information for the rest of my portfolios,
that can be arranged.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: No, that answer is more than adequate. Given that the McCarrey
report indicated that the absence of an accrual accounting system had made it difficult for
the consultants to make an informed assessment of the cost of services provided, how
was the department able to estimate that savings of 20 to 30 per cent could be made by
contracting out of cleaning services? How did the department decide that the move to
autonomous TAfl colleges would result in savings and greater efficiencies? How was it
possible to assess savings to be made by contracting out human resource functions,
equipment maintenance, records maintenance, capital works management and evaluation
and audit procedures when it appears that the accounting mechanism was by no means
complete?
Mr HELL: In response to the McCarrey inquiry's observations the deparment
commenced accrual accounting and it is in place in all colleges. The department used
private consultants to assist it with that process. I do not know whether the member is
familiar with a government policy that non-core activities be outsourced. I will focus on
maintenance because it is one aspect the department recently dealt with. A central
maintenance workshop was set up. The project team which examined that came to the
clear view that a lot of the work being done by the central maintenance workshop could
more effectively be done by the managing directors of the colleges if they were given the
resources and were allowed to dictate what priorities they would or would not respond to.
A recommendation in the McCarrey report was that human resources should be
examined. That and payroll procedures are being examined at the moment. The
department is looking at the New South Wales system, which has outsourced. part of the
payroll process. The department has examined information technology, and a fair
amount of that is currently outsourced and has been for a number of years. It is not a new
initiative. Maintenance is done externally, not internally.
The department is better placed today than it was last year or the year before to cost a
unit accurately. Its first priority was to get accrual accounting in place and that has now
happened.
(3.30 pm]
Division 98: office of Traditional Land Use, $2 885 000 -

(Hon Mark Nevill, Chairman.]
[Hon N.E. Moore, Minister for Education.]
[Mr JD. Clarke, Acting Chief Executive Officer.]
Hon N.E. MOORE: I table a response to written questions.
The CHAIRMAAN: Could we have a brief overview to describe the process of the
applications as they come through the Office of Traditional Land Use?
Mr CLARKE: The process operates in a slightly different manner for mining
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applications compared with other types of applications. In the case of mining, the
applicant for any mining or general purpose lease is required to notify the Aboriginal
Affairs Planning Authority within 14 days of lodging the application and provide details
of the application and a map showing the location and the area applied for.
With other categories of tidle, it is the responsibility of the relevant government agency to
refer the application to the AAPA. From then on the process is identical for all types of
activity. The authority has 14 days in which to decide whether the proposal is likely to
have an impact on rights of traditional usage and, if so, to refer the application to any
Aboriginal organisation that may have traditional use rights or interests in the area in
question. In practice, an average of six Aboriginal communities are notified for each
application. It is as high as 12 in some very complex areas, while in other areas it is as
low as one or two. The AAPA uses a geographic information system to identify
communities. It has all known Aboriginal organisations on a database and it compares
that with the location of the application to identify who should be notified. Notification
is always sent to any peak Aboriginal body, and the Aboriginal Legal Service or the
Aboriginal Land Council is notified in every case. The Aboriginal group receiving such
a referral has 42 days in which to lodge an objection to the matter, be it land or mining
title. That objection is a standard form.
The work of my office commences when an objection is received. The office is required,
within three months, to assess the objection to ascertain its bone fides. In practice, that
means checking the previous land tenure history of the area to see whether traditional
land use has been extinguished by some previous tenure. If the assessment shows
traditional use rights are possible, consultation is then conducted with the objector.
Wherever possible that is conducted on the area to which the application relates, so there
is no misunderstanding about what is being dealt with. A report is prepared and
submitted to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, who then makes a recommendation to
the relevant action Minister as to whether the proposal should proceed, and, if it is to
proceed, what conditions should be applied to that proposal.
T'he CHAIRMAN: When you determine if it is possible that native title still exists, what
are the main criteria you use?
Mr CLARKE: It is probably easy to start from the things that have been determined to
extinguish native tidle and therefore any tradlitional use rights that flow from that.
Essentially, any freehold tenure is identified as extinguishing tenure, and any leasehold
tenure including pastoral leases.
Ihe difficulty is with Crown reserves, in that we look at the purposes of the reserve and
base our decision on that; so, clearly, if it is a reserve vested with the shire for the
purposes of gravel extraction, it is an extinguishing action. If it is a reserve vested for
travellers and stock, it is not an extinguishing action. Any vacant Crown land is
considered for the possibility of native tidle or traditional use rights, and it is also
considered to coexist in the conservation estate.
The CHAIRMAN: Would not the office be on delicate ground, assuming that pastoral
leasehold land would in all cases extinguish native tidle?
Mr CLARKE: That question is yet to be determined in a legal sense. The state
legislation, however, provides that pastoral leases do extinguish traditional use.
The CHAIRMAN: You are working on the basis that state legislation is extinguished,
but what is the case if that is not accepted by the High Court, and I presume the federal
Act does not assume extinguishment?
Mr CLARKE: The federal Act is completely silent on the question.
The CHAIRMAN: Depending on the outcome of the court case, a lot of your decisions
may need to be looked at again?
Mr CLARKE: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: Can you give the committee an estimate of how many of these
applications ame rejected because they are on a pastoral leasehold area?
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[3.40 pm]
Mr CLARKE: Until last week, 1 165 matters had been referred to Aboriginal
organisations. Those referrals resulted in 280 objections. We have completed the
process on 150 of those objections, of which there were 45 where some element of
traditional use was identified. Therefore, 105 were rejected on the basis that some
previous land tenure had extinguished. I do not have the precise number in regard to that,
but the majority of those were on die basis of pastoral lease extinguishment.
The CHAIRMAN: Does your office have any working relationship with or provide any
information or advice to the federal Native Title Tribunal under Justice French?
MW CLARKE: We have an interesting relationship with it. It has found in attempting to
operate that there is no way that a commonwealth agency can gain access to the
fundamental land tenure information, and my office supplies it with that information on a
user-pays or contract basis.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: What has happened in die 45 cases where a decision has been
made that native title has not been extinguished? Has any money been paid or has
development been disallowed?
Mr CLARKE: One of those 45 cases resulted in a recommendation that the proposal
should not proceed, and the other 44 resulted in a recommendation that die proposal
could proceed but with conditions attached to it to protect the traditional use right that
was identified.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Did any of those conditions include the expenditure of funds
from the consolidated fund?
Mr CLARKE: No.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: What range of conditions applied?
Mr CLARKE: The vast majority of them were to preserve access and fishing rights. In
many of the mining tidles we have dealt with, the Aboriginal groups have reqluested that a
condition be placed on them that preserves any traditional use rights such that they will
be fully reinstated at the termination of the lease.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: In die one case where it was recommended that development
should not proceed, has that recommendation been accepted by the Minister?
Mr CLARKE: That is the recommendation of the Minister. It has yet to be formally
accepted by the action Minister, who in that case is the Minister for Fisheries.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The budget for subprogram 1.3, claims and compensation, is
$1.378m. Is some of that allocated for compensation for the extinguishment, suspension
or impairment of die entitlement to continued enjoyment of taditional usages of land?
Mr CLARKE: Yes. A notional $Ilm of that claims and compensation budget has been
set aside for the possibility of compensation.
Hon TOM STIEPHENS: Of which none has been utilised?
Mr CLARKE: No. The other purpose for which that money is allocated is the purchase
of land which can be provided for Aboriginal purposes under section 41 of the Act.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: That $lm is for the purchase of land?
Mr CLARKE: No. It is an allocation for both compensation payments that may arise
under die Act - because the Act provides for compensation to be sought - and the
purchase of land.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: These days, that funding allocation might buy you a paddock in
the Kirmberley. A small pastoral lease in the Kimberley would cost in excess of $Im.
Hon NY. MOORE: Mr Clarke said it is a notional amount.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: So if you needed to purchase land in excess of the avenage small
pastoral lease in die Kimberley, you would have to go to the consolidated fund for fiurther
moneys?
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NIr CLARKE: Yet.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Subprogram 1.1, registration and mapping, states dhat a system
of land registers and mnaps will be established to provide Aboriginal groups, developers
and the general public with details of the areas of the State where traditional land use
rights have been established. How can this system of land registers and maps be
established when the Land (1Tdes and Traditional Usage) Act does not provide for
registration of traditional land usage except in cases of dispute, which would go to the
Supreme Court?
Mr CLARKE: The system will identify the differenit categories of land - pastoral lease,
freehold, and so on - and also register any areas that are determined under the legislation.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: So the registration will occur only where there has been a
determination?
Mr CLARKE: If there were a determination of traditional use rights, that would be
registered and that would be identified on those maps.
The CHAIRMAN: Have the access rights for hunting and gathering on pastoral leases
been put into a statutory form in the traditional land use Act?
Mr CLARKE: No. They are in a statutory form in the Land Act, but the traditional land
use Act protects that statutory tight in the Land Act.
The CHAIRMAN: So they continue to exist?
Mr CLARKE: Yes, to whatever extent they exist under the Land Act.
The CHAIRMAN: Under your process, is this statutory right then extended to other
areas of presumably Crown land?
Mr CLARKE: Under our process, the statutory right which replaced native title right is
unencumbered on Crown land.
The CHAIRMAN: Can you explain "unencumbered'?
Mr CLARKE: The structure of our legislation is that any native tide rights existing on
2 December were converted to a statutory right called traditional use rights, and
Aboriginal people are entitled by the legislation to exercise those rights on any Crown
land, without having to go through any process of registration or determination.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Given that this is a budgetary process and that we are
looking at the adequacy of the estimates, how was the Vim that has been set aside to
cover both compensation and purchase determined? Do you expect that you will use that
$1m, and will that $Im be an adequate amount?
Mr CLARKE: It is fair to say that we are administering brand new legislation in ant area
where there is still considerable legal uncertainty. The Act has provision for
compensation. It is possible that a compensation claim will be received within the
current budgetary period-, therefore, it is prudent to make some provision for it.
[3.50 pm]
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Would you be able to make any sort of calculation? This
figure could be totally off the planet
Mr CLARKE: Yes.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: It has the potential for some concern.
Hon NY. MOORE: What sort of concern? If we allocate $100, $10m, or $300 or two
and sixpence ha'penny, we would have the same problem.
Hon AJOG. MacTIERNAN: I amr not saying that the $lm figure is necessarily wrong;
but we might have a budget that does not show accurate figures. In the unlikely event
that the legislation is upheld by the High Court of Australia, we may have a situation
where this sum is inadequate. We have to ask what might that do to the State Budget.
Mr CLARKE: That is a separate issue. The allocation in this case is for demands under
the State legislation.
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Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I realise that.
Mr CLARKE: What may happen past-High Court will not impact on this allocation.
Hon AJG. MacTIERNAN: I understand that. If the High Court found that the
legislation offended the racial discrimination legislation, the legislation would be null and
void. Where would the need for compensation come in then?
Mr CLARKE: If the legislation is null and void, it has no requirement for any
compensation. The legislation ceases to exist.
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: That was exactly my point.
The CHAIRMAN: We could spend that money on electorate offices.
Hon N.F. MOORE: And the Federal Government could budget hundreds of millions of
dollars under its legislation.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I am just making the point that this might be a totally
inadequate sum and theoretically it could cause the budget figures to be quite different
from what they amt now.
Hon TOM HELM: I have been absent from the Chamber~ however, has anyone asked for
an explanation about why this budget allocation has gone up tenfold?
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It is the first year of operation.
Hon TOM HELM: The budget has gone up tenfold. Is that usual? I do not remember
seeing that in the new initiative in other Budget papers. How many lawyers would be
employed within the number of FTEs shown? There is a huge increase in the number of
PIEs. How much of this budget will be used for consultancy work?
Mr CLARKE: This office was established in December last year, initially with three
people, and has expanded as the workload increased. It has to expand further to reach
full capacity. The budget figures simply represent that. This is a comparison of a full
year budget with a partial six monthly budget. The budget does not contain money for
lawyers as such, but it does have an allocation for payment for services from the Crown
Solicitor's Office which are now being charged to agencies.
Hon TOM HELM: Is that the extent of the consultancy that will be required?
Mr CLARKE: Some money is provided for the use of consultants. The office has
already engaged two Aboriginal consultants to assist in particular projects.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I saw a recent newspaper story saying that this office is about to
be integrated into the new super Department of Aboriginal Affairs at State level. What
then becomes the strctural relationship between your position and that of the head of
that new department?
Mr CLARKE: Work is continuing on that. The snructure as identified today will be a
chief executive officer with a series of directors reporting to him, and each of those
directors will be responsible for various programs. The current work of the Office of
Traditional Land Use will be incorporated into a land acquisition management program.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Will that require any changes to the existing Statute under
which the office operates?
Mr CLARKE: Not at this stage. The creation of the new department will result in a new
Statute, but it is envisaged that will simply provide for the chief executive officer of the
new agency to fulfil the functions under the present legislation. The new agency will
take responsibility for the legislation in its present form.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Is the senior officer of the Office of Traditional Land Use the
head of the new department?
Mr CLARKE: No.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Will the head of the new department be able to direct the new
chief executive of the Office of Traditional Land Use?
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Mr CLARKE: The chief executive officer of the new department will be the person
responsible for the administration of the traditional land use legislation.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Will he be able to direct that officer?
Mr CLARKE: It would be a normal CEO-director relationship.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: In the next phase of the High Court proceedings, what are the
contingency plans for your office if the pundits are right and the High Court strikes down
your legislation? What is the role of the Office of Traditional Land Use?
Hon N.F. MOORE: You should not believe all your hear.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: We believe eminent counsel.
Mr CLARKE: I do not think it is reasonable to get into an argument about a hypothetical
situation.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I am looking for information on the contingency plan.
Hon N.F. MOORE: That is a question for the Minister, and I suggest that it be placed on
notice.
The CHAIRMAN: Will the maps of the traditional land use rights include the existing
rights over all of the pastoral leases throughout the State?
Mr CLARKE: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: How will these maps interact with Aboriginal sites under the
Aboriginal Heritage Act? A few of the Aboriginal communities, particularly some of the
Canning Basin area, are very opposed to having their sites marked by the Museum and
shown on maps. They believe it would be one sure way of having people come in and
disturb the sires.
Mr CLARKE: There is no intention to incorporate the site information into anything that
the office does. The heritage Act continues to operate. It will come under the new
department but will operate under a separate Stature.
Hon AJEG. MacTIERNAN: Obviously Aboriginal groups which axe lodging objections
to particular development applications provide your office with a good deal of detail,
including genealogy.
Mr CLARKE: No. The requirements for an objection are fairly minimal. The group is
required to identify who ir is and the area for which it claims responsibility for traditional
use rights. There is no requirement to present any anthropological and genealogy
information as to the relationship.
Hon A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: What factors are taken into account to determine that? Do
the groups say, "We have an interest here" and being physically located in that area is
sufficient to find a statutory right?
Mr CLARKE: We have taken a fairly broad interpretation of traditional association,
which is all the Act requires us to establish. It consists of little more than identifying that
the group has members who have that traditional association with the particular piece of
country.
[4.00 pm]
Hon AJ.G. MacTIERNAN: When you say traditional, how do you establish what is
traditional? Does that mean a person physically being located there and do you have to
get some anthropological or historical date? How do you determine it?
Mr CLARKE: In dealing with the objection we asked questions about people's
relationship to the area The most common evidence of traditional association is
membership of an identified Aboriginal language group or some connection through
family to a language group.
Hon A.JM. MacTIERNAN: Do you provide in any way any of the information you
gather from those objections to other government agencies, which I understand are
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collecting information of that type to help prepared the Government's Hligh Court case?
There was a dispute about confidential material provided to the Crown by flndales.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: It was sought by officers of the Premier's Mabo unit from the
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority.
Hon A.O. MacTIERNAN: We are wondering whether the information you are
collecting is likewise in any way finding its way into other government agencies.
Mr CLARKE: The information is collected on the clear understanding with the group
involved that it will be public information and that our report will be a public document
of which they, the applicant and relevant Ministers will receive a copy. We clearly
cannot make it confidential, and they provide the information on that basis.
The CHAIRMAN: If you were to grant traditional, statutory rights in the Balgo area,
would they apply only to those who have a direct interest in that land or would they apply
to all Aboriginal people?
Mr CLARKE: There have been occasions when we have received objections from
different groups about the same area. We do not attempt to allocate ownership to
particular groups. We use the term "Aboriginal community" wherever possible.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I understand that legislation is in the other place to extinguish
Aboriginal people's traditional rights to fish in the oceans and their means of fishing. Is
that anticipated to impact in any way on the Office of Traditional Land Use, and are there
already implications of that legislation that your office is already having to consider?
Mr CLARKE: We have been involved with the Fisheries Department and have had an
input to the new fisheries legislation, which has had a range of clauses added to it
specifically to address the question of traditional fishing rights.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: To the extinguishing of those rights?
Mr CLARKE: No; they provide the protective mechanisms that apply on land.

Silting suspended from 4.04 to 4.15 pm
Division 9: Treasury, $16 451 000 -
[Hon Mark Nevill, Chairman.]
[Hon Max Evans, Minister for Finance.]
[Mr R.R. Hazell, Assistant Under Treasurer (Budgeting).]
[Mr N.F. Brown, Acting Assistant Under Treasurer (Economic Policy and Services.]
[Mr UtJ Hall, Director, Management Services.]
The CHAIRMAN: Is the government accounting system waning in popularity with a
devolution of control within the Public Service, or is every government agency or
department locked into using the government accounting system?
Hon MAX EVANS: Some agencies have been coming off the government accounting
system over a period of time. It is planned as we develop to devolve responsibility to the
agencies so they can operate separately from the government accounting system.
Mr HAZELL: We obviously must run the government accounting system. T'his will be
at a higher level, capturing the minimum reporting requirements of government. We will
be putting out a document of the requirements shortly. The Chairman is correct in that
the departments and statutory authorities will be developing their own systems rather
thtan relying on the government system.
The CHAIRMAN: Which departments and authorities have moved away from the
system? Mention the more stark cases.
Mr HAZELL: They include the Department of Agriculture, the Department of Marine
and Harbours and the Department of Conservation and Land Management. Most of the
statutory authorities basically operate at the item level and provide information to us
separately. I am not in the accounting area, and I cannot give a definitive answer to that.
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Hon MAX EVANS: The Art Gallery is virtually running a separate account. It Must
report back to Treasury. I amn considering the smaller agencies in this regard as it makes
things easier to operate. A body may warnt to write a quick cheque, so it must draw a
cash order and debit the Treasurer's Advance authorisation account. The reform will
make things far easier with much less paperwork.
The CHAIRMAN: Superimposed on top of that will be the requirement from Treasury to
put together a government purpose classification statistic for the Australian Bureau of
Statistics.
Mr HAZELL: Lt the moment we use that information for that purpose. In large part we
capture the intormation separately from the government accounting system. Some
classifications are different from GAS and the methodology is different from the cash
approach to accounting for expenditure. We must look at the governiment financial
statistic, the government purpose statistic and all the matters relating to financial
reporting. Down the rack we will integrate with agencies to produce documents for the
Budget papers. The government financial statistic is out now with the Budget
documentation, and the government purpose classification should be available some time
next month. Nevertheless, it needs greater integration. We will be looking at this aspect
when the departments are developing the systems.
The CHAIRMAN: It appears to be a trend to become different in part, yet the overriding
need is to have national and state statistics and draw them together at the end of the day.
Hon MAX EVANS: We must be more simplistic. We do not want to be driven by the
government financial statistic. We must do what is good for us. The government
accounting system was good in the old days for keeping control of the total funds and
mnaximising interest. However, with new technology many agencies should be drawing
their own cheques; and keeping up to date accounting. This can be done for better
management It is coming along the line.
The CHAIRMAN: What influence do Moody's and Standard and Poor's have on the
wvay you collect your statistics? Do you look at their requirements, or in essence do you
ignore them and let diem put their own figures together?
Hon MAX EVANS: The Treasurer and I have had general comments on this, but I will
leave the in depth information to the officers.
[4.20 pm]
Mr HAZELL: It was agreed that all States would move to a uniform GFS or national
accounting basis, and basically we are all doing that. We report to the Commonwealth
Government on a government finance statistic basis as part of our Loan Council
arrangements. The information we produce today is in the format that the credit rating
agencies require. It is consistent with what the Federal Government, Moody's and other
credit rating agencies require of us.
Mr BROWN: The credit rating agencies' requirements have not driven what we do, but
they generally take dhe Government finance statistics approach with some adjustments, or
they look at the budget papers we put together. The information put together is generally
appropriate for their needs.
The CHAIRMAN: The' Financial Administration and Audit Act is of some concern to
me, particularly with regard to the size to which it has grown since it was introduced in
1985. At one stage I used to file all the new additions, but it is beyond the capabilities of
my limited staff now. Will it become so complex and big that it will be too difficult for
people to understand? I made a valiant attempt to keep a general track of the provisions,
but I am lost now. Will it continue expanding to the point at which it collapses under its
own weight and it will be necessary to start from scratch?
Hon MAX EVANS: You are referring to a similar situation which occurred with the
income tax Act Last year we moved to a consolidated fund and that required some
changes to dhe Act. I cannot think of many more changes over the past 1.2 months.
Mr HAZELL: I think you are referring to the Treasurer's Instructions, and not exactly
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the FAA Act. I agree with your comment, but these changes are essential with the
changing environment and that is the problem. We are heating into accrual accounting
and morn Treasurer's Instructions are required to indicate the standards, the accounting
arrangements and so forth. I agree that over time these things need to be reviewed, and
that is how the Financial Administration and Audit Act of 1985 evolved. The previous
Act dated from 1904, and it took until 1985 for a review to be carried out.
Hon MAX EVANS: The 71s art too big. Also, in 1985 the public sector accounting
standards board was set up, and accounting standards have become a big thing. That has
resulted in a lot of changes. Neville Smith is always bringing to me changes to standards
in areas such as superannuation and accrual accounting. I made a change recently when I
asked all the authorities to publish their budgets after the year end, as other agencies do.
These changes improve the situation but perhaps we should see what we can cull or
condense.
The CHAIRMAN: Our committee is contemplating a review of that Act. It is yet to be
seen whether we do that, but it is on the agenda.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: On page 64of the Program Statements one of the
major planned achievements for 1994-95 is the provision of policy advice on the
coimmialisatiortcorporatisation of Government trading enterprises and business units.
Will you indicate what Government initiatives an included in those areas, and whether
you have given policy advice to reactivate forms of taxation?
[4.30 pm]
Hon MAX EVANS: When referring to corporatisation or commercialisation, a decision
was made that corporate law, which is Federal Government law, would not be used. We
are looking at broad structurs and how they might be handled. The Federal Government
suggested in the Hilmer report that we charge wholesale tax and company tax to these
commercial bodies and then refund it. At one stage it was suggested that they collect it
and give it back to the States. That is being considered. I do not think it is material at
present. The State Energy Commission at this stage is not competing with any other
entities. Many of our commercial enterprises do not make any profit to pay a tax, but a
wholesale tax could be considered.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: I understand from what has been said that the
Goverrnent is not considering that, bearing in mind the ideas contained in the Hilmer
report or any advantage to the State in ensuring that there is compliance with what is
stated in that report.
Hon MAX EVANS: The difference at the moment is that we take a statutory levy - 5 per
cent - off the gross revenue of the State Energy Commission, the Water Authority and the
port authority. They are the ones that make money. At the moment, 5 per cent off the
top of the Energy Commission is better than 50 per cent of its profits. As profits
improve, that might increase to 50 per cent next year. That 5 per cent brings in good
revenue. Most other States have a statutory levy at the top. The Federal Government has
tal[ked about this tax rate, which was 39 per cent last year and 33 per cent this year, but it
is reay not an issue. One then comes back to dividends. Corporation tax and dividends
must be paid in the private sector. I think most entities around. Australia are paying a
50 per cent imputed tax to the Governent, which is like a company tax and a dividend.
'Mat will be the choice -that is, o make it50Oper cent or 60per cent.
I now deal with wholesale sales tax as a means of putting it on an equal footing. That can
be done. It is not a very big factor. That is being considered as a means of getting
money out of them. We want to commercialist them first so that they are trading better.
With the port authorities, unless the revenue increases, it is very hard to do.
Hon MURRAY MONTGOMERY: In the area of commercialisation and
instrumentalities, such as port authorities, it is one thing to say that we will tax them, but,
when one considers it from a Government point of view, they also provide a service, If
profits are made, those profits will be recycled into ministerial approved projects or
Cabinet approved projects. If reserve funds are built up, those funds will be spent in
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capital works of some description. If taxed, it means they will either have to come to
Treasury and ask for money to do the project or hold onto their own funds and do it
within their own resources.
Hon MAX EVANS: I met with Mr Hilmer face to face last year when he visited the
different States. At present, I agree with you. I would rather leave funds there so these
authorities can reduce their debts, which SECWA has done, to make them more efficient,
and it does provide a better service to the public. That is why we have this statutory levy,
which was 3 per cent, then 4 per cent and is now 5 per cent. One has to consider where
the money can be best used to improve dhe performances of the government trading
enterprise or use the consolidated revenue, depending on the economic conditions at the
time.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Page 69 under major planned achievements for 1994-95
discusses further refinement of the Treasury's annual statements, and the reducing
significance of financial agreement debt as against the other borrowings by the State and
its agencies. Can that be clarified?
Mr BROWN: Part of the information coming out of the Premiers' Conference and Loan
Council meeting a few years ago concerned the Commonwealth handing over the
financial agreement debt to the States; that is, debt borrowed on behalf of the States
previously being handed back to the States to refinance themselves. They are taking that
debt back on themselves to the extent that we pay higher interest than the
Commonwealth. We receive compensation fromn the Commonwealth for that. That is
what is implied in that statement; the debt has effectively been handed back to the States.
Hon MAX EVANS: The first part is consolidated funds.
Hon MARK NEVILL: The performance indicators that have been supplied are very
brief compared with the ones in last year's annual report. Are these incomplete or has
the approach to performance indicators been changed?
Mr BROWN: We have had a fairly fundamental look at our programs and how we
approach the development of our performance indicators to try to come up with more
meaningful performance indicators. For an agency such as Treasury, it is difficult to
come up with a meaningful performance indicator compared with a line agency providing
a service such as education. That is not easy, and it is even more difficult for us. We try
to come up with perhaps fewer but more meaningful indicators. I do not know if we have
been successful yet, but it is something we will be tring to develop over time.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Is it a incentive to reduce tax each year?
Hon MAX EVANS: It comes back to performance indicators. The State Taxation
Department's performance indicators show its cost of staff elections is different from the
other States. It all depends on population and the rate of tax. When the tax rate was
doubled on tobacco, the performance indicator halved or doubled, whichever way it is
looked at. It is based on how taxes are recovered. A lot of these performance indicators
are quite nice. I do not believe they should be subject to audit by the Auditor General.
They are a management tool for management that might change from year to year.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Has accrual accounting lost its gloss a bit or is it still being
pursued with zealous vigour?
Mr HAZELL: It is not in my area; it is Mr Smith's area. It is a critical element in the
new directions of government finance and the adoption of accrual accounting by
government departments. Accrual reporting is the first step in that process, and
departments will then move towards full accrual accounting and develop their systems.
A few stages are involved in that process - that is, staff preparedness - and that has been
attended to by running seminars and keeping people informed, depending on their
qualifications, whether it be accounting or other general bookkeeping.
There is also the issue of looking at accounting standards and departments - developing
charts, accounts and financial statements. As indicated before, accounting systems plus
software and systems need to be developed. There is also the issue of asset
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identification. A whole range of matters is being considered. A set of guidelines has
been prepared by Treasury and issued to all departments. All statutory authorities have
been on accrual accounting for a number of years. It is just a shift for the departments. It
is not an easy task; it is a big task. It is not dealing with a system; it is dealing with
people, a different environment, and it will impact on the budget. Once the accounting
systems are in place, accrual budgeting will change the format of the estimates. We are
looking at developments in other States. New South Wales has changed its approach to
its Budget presentation over recent years and has come up with what is the most
appropriate format for the estimates. We will be looking at that. That step cannot be
taken until we bed down within the departments the full accrual accounting system. We
are moving ahead and it has not lost any of its impetus.
[4.40 pmJ
Hon MAX EVANS: When you asked about the government accounting system, that is
one of the real reasons why we had to break away. At the moment they have interface -
that is, to get the cash reporting of the government accounting system put into individual
agencies. That provides the cash part of it there. How other payments are handled, such
as capital and journal entries, also needs to be considered. That is why each agency must
set up its own PCs and its own programs, which some are now doing. However, many
are frightened of getting involved in it. New South Wales to a large extent was creating
the accrual accounting sheet to the year end, which to me is not even worth doing. We
are alter good financial management accounting. This comes back to splitting up the
Budget 12 monthly to have an accounting system to run the business better. All the
information on die government property register will be brought in soon. Then, for a
number of agencies, it must be worked out whether we bring in the balance sheet for
superannuation liability for former employees, or leave that to the whole of government,
which New Zealand has just done. Matters such as that are still to be considered.
The CHAIRMAN: With which areas have you had the most problems in getting
evaluations, particularly as you moved to accrual accounting in departments?
Hon MAX EVANS: Officers from the department were in the House last week trying to
add up the number of cables and chairs! The government property register, which we
thought would have 100 000 items, has 180 000. It should be pretty well finished by the
end of this month. That is every title in the State. Some work was done by the Building
Management Authority on one of the properties for insurance, so we have a pretty good
idea of all the buildings we have in this State and their approximate value. That
information will be attached to the computer program of the Valuer General. By the end
of this month we will have a good idea of what the Government's property in this State is
worth. It must then be worked out what the equity will be or how we handle the capital
side of a government agency. New Zealand is still trying to work that out, and I do not
know what New South Wales has done.
The CHAIRMAN: How ame you valuing Kings Park or country hospitals, for example?
Mr HAZELL: It is being done on a full cost replacement basis and a document of written
down value. The Valuer General is involved in that process.
The CHAIRMAN: I just want a general idea of how thinlking has developed in that area.
Hon MAX EVANS: A lot of the reserves throughout the State are discounted down as
reserves and cannot be used for anything else.
The CHAIRMAN: Has Treasury provided advice on the BankWest float?
Hon MAX EVANS: The Under Treasurer has been on the board. There have been
advisers to BankWest. The Government has separate advisers to review that in the
intersts of the State per se and against the bank. BankWest is really the responsibility of
the Treasurer. I have only second hand information on that. Treasury, with Ross Bowe,
has worked on those different aspects. Treasury has also done a lot of work in dealing
with the Federal Government on tax relief; in other words, saying that X number of
dollars is the amount of profit that will be made over five years and determining how
much tax the Government will get back. It did that on the State Govermecnt Insurance
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Office. Those figures on die tax benefit to the State when it sells it have been updated a
few ines.
The CHAIRMAN: The forward estimates neatly tail off for three years. How have they
been arrived at? At this stage are they more psychological targets than rigorous figures?
Mr HIAZELL: The figures could be referred to as targets, but they are based on existing
government policies and priorities; in other words, they do not include anything for
growth of service or initiatives. They are based on the cost of maintaining existing
services. In that regard, they are reasonably realistic. No other extraordinary elements
are built in that will be considered during the annual budget process. We are saying that
this is the unit with five people in it today, and that is the cost of operating that unit, and
we have extrapolated that over die next three years. Provision for a strategic directional
change will not be built in until it occurs. The figure is just the ongoing cost of
maintaining government services as at today.
The CHAIRMAN: I imagine they are very sobering figures for chief executive officers.
Hon MAX EVANS: Yes, but at least they kinow roughly where they stand. We had a
discussion in the Cabinet estimates committee this morning. We might spend more time
on some of the agencies, but when we go back to consolidated fund budgeting it will be
built right up again rather than the benchmark of what is in theme. That is what we must
get around to, but we are still a long way from that because Governments carry on the
same services one year after another.
Division 59: Miscellaneous Services, $109 729 000 -
[Hon Murray Montgomery, Chairman.]
[Hon Max Evans, Minister for Finance.]
[Mr N.F. Brown, Acting Assistant Under Treasurer, Economic Policy and Services.]
[Mr G.J. Hail, Director, Management Services.)
[Mr R. Illich, Director.]
[Mr G.J. Rolfe, Director, General Finance Division.]
Hon MAX EVANS: I believe we should take out of this division a number of items that
have been ongoing for a number of years so that miscellaneous services are one-off
special items next year. For example, the item on Commonwealth Games should appear
under the sport and recreation division. It is known that it comes up each four years.
Only one or two items have been taken out this year. I hope to reduce them so that
miscellaneous services is just what it should be - extraordinary items.
[4.50 pm]
Item 86: Refund of taxes to trotting and rading clubs for donations to charitable
organisations -

Hon MARK NEVILL: Can t Minister elaborate on this allocation of $50 000?
Hon MAX EVANS: Donations are made by weotting and racing clubs which hold
meetings in the metropolitan area during the year. Revenue from the TAB is donated.
There have been no claims for refunds in the 1993-94 year. The increase reflects the
1994-95 provision for claims likely to be made. This form of donation has not been quite
as successful as it was some years ago.
Item 95: Regional aerodromes - assistance -

Hon MARX NEVILL: Can the Minister explain this amount, and whether it has been
paid previously?
Hon MAX EVANS: This item makes provision for financial assistance to local
government towards the development of regional aerodromes, including the construction
of an acrudromne in the south west. The $3.5m provisional allocation is largely cenured
on the proposed Bussehton regional aerodrome, which is subject to finalisation of
feasibility and planning studies. The precise level of financial assistance to be provided
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towards die cost of the aerodrorne will be determined by the Government once the
planning study is finalised. I am not aware of any other amounts, except for maintenance
such as at Jerramungup and Geraldton. This amount is being put aside on a policy basis
for areas such as Busselton or Margaret River which require a proper airport to take
tourists to the area.
Hon MARK NBVILL: Has any consideration been given to payments in respect of the
Witrenoom Airport?
Hon MAX EVANS: The reference is to regional airports, so it could be used in that way.
At the moment, the money is being put aside. Bunbury might want plus or minus
$3.5m - there are no limitations.
Hon MARK NEVILL: The former Commonwealth caretaker of Wintenoom Airport was
asked to stay on by the shire and by the Department of Transport. There was supposed to
be some arrangement to pay a caretaker's fee until the matter was sorted out. Six months
later he has not been paid.
Hon MAX EVANS: I suggest that the member put a question to the Minister for
Transport next week. This matter seems to fall within his bailiwick.
Hon MARK NEVILL: I am surprised that this item does not appear under t Transport
portfolio, although I do not suppose he would have an item for aviation.
Hon MAX EVANS: In the past it has been an area for either local government or the
Federal Government. It is a new item.
Mr HAZELL: I think the Department of Transport has made plans for the west and east
Kimiberley aerodrome.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Same of the grants would be under the State Emergency Service,
for along the Nullarbor and Eyre Highways.
Hon MAX EVANS: That may be.
Item 97: Swimming pools - subsidies for oprating costs -

Hon B.K. DONALDSON: The item provides for a government subsidy to a maximum of
$300 000 towards the annual operating losses on public swimming pools. In the previous
year there were 91 pools. I note that this year we have 111 pools; that is, $3 000 per
pool. I did not realise that we had picked up 20 swimming pools, so that surprises me.
This allocation is almost an historic figure: it has been around for so long. The original
allocation of $3 000 per pool must be almost halved by inflation. Can this situation be
reconsidered?
Hon MAX EVANS: Do you mean it should be taken out of the Budget?
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: No, it should be doubled, as a commitment from the
Government to ensure no-one in country areas is disadvantaged. Can you explain the
difference between the actual $273 000 in 1993-94 and the estimate of $333 000 in
1994-95?
Mr ROLFE: Ninety-eight swimming poois are eligible for the grant. Thirteen did not
apply in 1993-94. Some have applied twice this year - that is, for last year and this year.
The year before, the management of seven swimming pools did not apply, and that
accounts for the $333 000. The auditors may have been late in auditing the books,
because statements must be audited before the money can be paid.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Is that money paid retrospectively?
Mr ROLFE: Yes. The management is entitled to apply every year, and we just pay it.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: I hope that the figure will be increased next year.
Item 98: BankWest - Privatisation -

Hon MARK NEVILL: Can the Minister provide a breakdown of the $5.610mi?
Hon MAX EVANS: It will include the -preparation of legislation, prospectus preparation
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and putting it into distribution, broker and handling fees, share register establishment,
taxation advice, issuing and marketing information services, investigating accountants'
reports, and underwriting. It is anticipated that some of the costs will be met against the
proceeds of privatisation by way of a float. and while some costs may be estimated by
reference to like issues, others axe more difficult to determine. The costs for the State
Government Insurance Office were $3.5m. to $4nm, which I thought was a bit low
considering die underwriters' costs and so on. We do an estimate for the amount we
might be facing, if we have a float based on the December 1994 accounts, which will be
available at the end of die month.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Which consultancy group will have the lion's share of the funds?
Will it be SPC?
Hon MAX EVANS: Not necessarily. SPC has provided a report to the board, and we
have used another group to provide a report to the Government. As the previous
Government did with the 5(310, we will probably call for expressions of interest.
Perhaps half a dozen firms will do the underwriting. They will make a proposal on the
float based on what they think they will get for it. That was done with the S010. SPC
may or may not get the job.
Item 101: Fremantle Port Authority - Rebate of statutory contribution -

Hon B.K DONALDSON: This item makes provision for a further rebate to the
Fremantle Port Authority, equivalent to the statutory levy payment, to help alleviate a
cash-flow problem. Will this continue each year?
Hon MAX EVANS: The statutory levy is 3 per cent. In the last couple of years, the levy
was increasing die overdraft of the authority. This is not an incentive to management to
undertake other capital expenditur. That is the reason for die rebate. If this were on a
private commercial footing, it probably would not be repaid.
Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Will the rebate cease during this coming year?
Hon MAX EVANS: It is coming close to that now. It is expected that 1995-96 will be
the last year of the rebate.
Itemn 102: Metropolitan Cemneteries Board -

Hon MARK NEVILL: The Metropolitan Cemeteries Board is in a similar situation to the
previous ktern. T7he Government is assisting with its long term debt. Has the situation
stabilised for the board, which operates both Karrukatta and Pinnarco Cemeteries?
Mr HAZELL: I think the Government did raise funds for some development previousiy
at the cemetery. It agreed to give 75 per cent in the first year on a sliding scale, dropping
to 40 per cent of actual interest payments. The 1994-95 figure reflects 40 per cent of the
interest payments. In 1995-96, assistance will cease. It was a Government agreement to
assist with borrowings. I do not think the board had a cash-flow problem at that time.
They put up a substantial case because they wanted assistance, and the Government
agreed.
Hon MARK NEVILL: So this will be the last allocation?
Mr HAZEILL: Financial assistance is based on interest over four years paid in arrears on
a sliding scale.
[5.00 pm]
Item 104: Officiall Corruption Coninission - Contribution to Trust Fund -

Hon MARK NEVILL: Item 104 refers to a figure of $280 000. The figures for the
Official Corruption Commission are always very small. Is that amount for the total
operation of the commission?
Mr HAZELL: Last year the actual was $166 000. It has been increased by $133000 this
year. It comprises salaries and wages totalling $116 000. The other major item is
accommodation of $40 000 and there is an amount this year for services and contracts of
$106000.
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Hon MARK NEVILL How many staff are in the commission?
Hon MAX EVANS: Very few; two or three. Salaries total only $115 000. 1 think the
judge has to bring in outside legal advice to review much of the information because the
commission does not have the resources. They actually work for the police most of the
time.
Hon MARK NEVILL It is another case of the cost of the activities of that commission
not being reflected in the budgeted amount.
Mr HAZELL: The services and contracts item last year totalled $719. That has
increased to $106 700. The major increase in that provision was so the commission
could get professional advice and reports from outside consultants.
Hon MAX EVANS: When the commission was set up originally, it was not set up to be
a large investigative body. It was meant to be a lean operation. However, it has found
now that it has to have more backup to do the job properly.
Item 107: Western Australian Land Authority -

Hon MARK NEVILL: In relation to item 107, I recall reading somewhere else in the
Treasury documents that miscellaneous services received an unbudgeted dividend of
$4.2m from she Western Australia Land Authority. Is that correct?
Mr HAZELL: Yes.
Hon MARK NEVILL: How come money is coming in on one hand and is being paid out
on the other? I thought an adjustment would be more appropriate.
Mr HAZELL: Under the WA2LA legislation, some of the projects undertaken were not of
a commercial nature. To facilitate that arrangement, the Government made the grant of
$4.2m in 1993-94 for community type projects which it had entered into with the
Western Australia Land Authority. Effectively, while it gives us an extra dividend of
$4.2m to comply with the legalities, we had to appropriate money back to the authority to
enable it to undertake those community type projects. It is part of WALA's total
operations.

Item 109: Western Australian Water Authority - Farm Water Strategy -

The CHAIRMAN (Hon Murray Montgomery): Itemn 109 involves an amount of money
that should have been debited directly to the Water Authority so that it receives funds
frm the consolidated fund. We would then be able to examine that authority at this
time. Is appears to me that this is a way around that happening.
Hon MAX EVANS: This is paid to the Water Authority. Is that not what you wanted?
The CHAIRMAN: Is is paid out of the consolidated fund, but the authority cannot be
brought into this Committee to be examined.
Hon MAX EVANS: Why not?
The CHAIRMAN: Because it is under the heading of Miscellaneous Services.
Hon MAX EVANS: This is part of the consolidated fund.
The CHAIRMAN: Yes, and you are here to answer the questions. We do not have the
Water Authority here.
Mr HAZELL: Mr Chairman, you are saying that, because of the legislation, the
Parliament has already appropriated the revenues to the Water Authority and there is no
need to appropriate money frorm the consolidated fund for the authority's operations.
That is why it is not included in the consolidated fund estimates. You will recall many
years ago we appropriated $1 for the Water Authority, $1 for the SGIO and $1 for
Homeawess to enable the Parliament to debate the estimates of those statutory authorities.
It was decided some years ago that that was not an appropriate way to do it because the
Parliament had already enacted legislation appropriating those revenues and doing that
suggested that Parliament did not know what its business was about if it asked for the
estimates so be brought back to it.
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Ibe CHAIRMAN: However, it is not $1 this time, it is $3.2m. I know that in die overall
operations of the Water Authority, that is not a great deal; but it is significant.
Mr HAZELL: This is a grant to the Water Authoty.
Hon MAX EVANS: You can still bring the authority before the Committee.
The CHAIRNIAN: Yes, but not in this case.
Hon MARK NEVILL: Is there a breakdown of what the $1.5m was allocated to under
item 118?
Mr HAZELL: No, it is a provisional amount at this stage for the operating expenses of
the Commission on Government. We do not have a breakdown.
Item 120: Housing Loan Guarantee Act - Losses on Indemnities -

Hon MURIEL PATTERSON: Will the Minister explain a little more about she Housing
Loan Guarantee Act referred to in item 120?
Hon MAX EVANS: The Housing Loan Guarantee Act provides for terminating building
societies to be indemnified against losses susta~hed on property sales in respect of
members' loan repayments that fall into arrears for three months or more. Sections 7 and
7A of the Housing Loan Guarantee Act empower the Treasurer to give guarantees to
approved lending authorities which provide loans to an approved institution, usually
terminating building societies, to enable these institutions to advance funds to their
members for the purchase of new and established housing. As part of the agreement to
provide a guarantee to the approved lending authority, the approved institution agrees to
execute an undertaking to advance the funds for the purposes in the Act and to comply
with the conditions detailed in the undertaking document and execute a charge to secure
compliance with the undertaking and secure the Treasurer against any liability incurred
under the guarantee.
Some years ago when interest rates were high, building societies were reluctant to lend
money- The Treasurer at the time gave a guarantee to these bodies. T'here was then a
problem with the Bolkus privacy legislation because when one wanted to claim on the
guarantee, one had to advise the Treasurer that so and so had not paid any money.
However, the Bolkus legislation provided that no-one could be named. There was a
standoff in recent times because one particular terminating building society was not
indemnified for loss. T'he Federal Government has now changed that legislation. If
interest rates go up again, there might be more losses.
Ms ROLFE: The Housing Loan Guarantee Act does not operate at the moment. The
Keystart system has taken over and the terminating building societies no longer receive
these guarantees or indemnities. T'hese are loans that have been outstanding for a number
of years and, as the Minister said, the interest rare and people's inability to meet their
repayments depends on the losses that result. Only $146 000 odd was paid out last year.
This year provision was made for $250 000 because there were some outstanding claims
at the end of the year. We also anticipated them would be some shaky clients in the
community.
[5.10 pm]
Item 123: Interest on Public Moneys Held in Participating Trust Fund Accounts -
Hon MARK NEVILL: I would like a list of all the trust fund accounts into which this
money is to be paid, the amount to be paid into each account, the effective rate of return
or interest rate earned by each trust fund account on its invested moneys and the method
by which these moneys are invested. Are they invested under a group scheme or is each
trust fund invested in its own name and by the decision of the body controlling each maust
fund? With which institution are these funds invested and how much has been placed
with each institution?
Ms HAZELL: These am the estimates, rather than actual figures. The following are the
names of, and amounts in, each fund: The miust fund account cattle industry
compensation fund, $59 000; Department of Transport employers' liability
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superannuatio reserve, $702 700; general reserve, $28 400; pig industry compensation
fund, $142 200; plant research and development fund, $54 400; public building insurance
fund, $14 300; CALM fund $368 000; sheriffs' insurance account, $5 000; suiters' fund.
$1 000; and insurance fund, $112 000. These are interest earnings on short term
investment public moneys in a public bank account. I will provide the rest of the
information on notice. It involves total earnings we derive from the public bank account.
It must be done this way because of the legalities in disbursing some of those moneys.
Item 127: Special Investigation - Coal Contract.-
Hon MARK NEVILL: The amount for that investigation seems rather exorbitant. How
was that figure derived?
Hon MAX EVANS: It is a broad figure and covered legal costs such as $118 000 twice,
and $130 000 paid on behalf of former members last year. We do no' have a breakdown.
Item 132;- Telephone and Telex Charges - Central Government Buildings -

Hon B.K. DONALDSON: Why are these charges included in the miscellaneous services
funds?
Mr HAZELL: We have been trying to get the departments responsible to pay these
accounts. It stems from a legacy going back many years when the Treasury was in the
central government buildings. We have asked for that to be examined.

Committee adjourned a: 5.14 pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

Hon JOHN HALDEN asked -

(1) Are there any new policies being introuced or scheduled for introduction this
financial year and, if so, can you describe what they are and how they are to be
funded?

(2) If they are being funded from consolidated revenue, can you identify those funds
in the Estimates?

(3) Of the services to be provided by your department/agencies this financial year -

(a) Are any being considered for discontinuance; that is, the service will be
terminated or progressively discontinued? If so, what are they and how
are they described in the Estimates?

(b,) Is it your intention, or has a decision been wade, to contract out -
"outsource" - any services?

(c) Ifso, can you describe those services and identify them in the Estimates?
Is the figure of the estimates for providing those services based on the
costs of provision by the department or the anticipated costs of contracting
out or, depending on the time frame, a combination of both?

(d) If services are being contracted out, was this as a result of a specific policy
decision by the Government or the Minister, or a departmental decision?

(e) If the decision arose from a policy decision, can you stare when that
decision was made and what it contained?

(0) If the decision was departmental, what factors were taken into account in
making it?

(g) Will contracts be awarded as a result of formal tenders, negotiations with
one or moire suppliers, or by ocher means? If not by tender or formal
negotiations, what means will be used?

(h) Will the department monitor performance under the contract, how will
that be done, and what performance criteria, if any, are or will be specified
in the contract?

(i) Has the department sought legal advice in relation to the contract,
particularly in matters such as performance specifications. prounds for
termination, and whether the contractor might be viewed in law as a
servant or agent of the Crown? What was the nature of the advice, and
has it caused you to alter any provision in the contract?

() Under the contract, who bears the costs of such matters as insurance and
workers' compensation? Does the department agree to indemnify the
contractor against losses?

(k) Will the department need to subsidise contract performance? If so, where
is that provision shown in the Estimates?

ANSWERS -

DIVISION 43: WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEPARTMENT OF TRAINING -

(1) The following information outlines details of "new" policy initiatives which are
being developed and implemented across the State's vocational education and
training system over 1994-95 and beyond. However, it should be noted that these
initiatives constitute some fundamental changes in strategic direction or structure,
which are designed to achieve more effectiveness and efficiency in operations.
They are not strictly new measures of the sort to which additional resource
requirements would normally attach.
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i) New Operating arrangements for the Western Australian Department of
Training -

The department was established under the Public Service Act on
1 December 1993. The creation of the department reflects a change in
focus towards a Policy, strategic planning and resource allocation role.
This change in operating amrngements will result in greater responsibility
being placed with college management for day to day management of
operations. To enable this to occur resources will be transfer4
progressively from the department's central office to the delivery system.

(i) State Employment Assistance Strategy -

On 14 June 1994, the Mnister for Education; Employment and Training
announced the amalgamation of the department's community based
programs under the State employment assistance strategy (SEAS). This
strategy is designed to -

refocus the department's employment programns consistent with
government priorities and emerging economic growth;
ensure complementarity, not duplication, with Commonwealth
labour market programs; and
enhance the efficiency, effectiveness and accountability of
employment programs.

SEAS will form the overarching strategy under which thre subprograms
will operate: Joblink program; Aboriginal economic and employment
development officer program; and enterprise employment initiative. The
SEAS will be funded through the existing budget allocation, as it involves
a refocusing of existing programs.

(i) Restructuring of equity and access program coordination -

T1he department funds a number of units with responsibility for
coordinating the delivery of programs for people in the community who
face disadvantages in accessing employment, vocational education and
training. These include: Aboriginal services; adult migrant education
services; adult literacy services; disability services; and women's
programs. In line with the department's new policy, strategic planning
and resource allocation role, responsibility for the operational
management of special programs across the delivery system will
increasingly reside with specific providers, under contractual
arrangements with the department. Equity and access program
coordination will be funded from within the existing budget allocation.

(iv) Curriculum and custrmised training network -

The TAFE External Studies College and the College of Customised
Training are to be merged to form the Curriculum and Customised
Training Network (CCI'N). The network will become fully operational by
I January 1995 and will ensure that commercial principles are applied to
the management of the department's intellectual property and technology
enhanced delivery systems. The formation of the CCTN will result in a
number of key policy changes. These include -

Changes to curriculum management in TAFE: CCTN will initiate
improvements to the systems supporting the design, development and,
where applicable, commercialisation of curriculum.
Pricing of curriculum: The department has recently developed a policy
for the franchising of Crown curriculum to the provider - public and
private - network. Curriculum franchising fees have been determined
after careful analysis of potential client impact and set at a moderate and
relatively inexpensive level for both public arid private franchisees.
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Devolution of TAFE External Studies College functions: The department
has recently initiated a program of realignment of its major delivery
outlets which will result in the creation of a network of specialist
providem. with appropriate levels of highily skilled and experienced staff.
To complement these strategies, the department has adopted a policy of
devolving the responsibility for the delivery of external studies from the
TAFE External Studies College to other metropolitan and regional
colleges.
The above changes will be accommodated within the existing budgeL with
possible additional support from revenue generated by the franchising
fees.

(v) Competitive tendering -

The department will be substantially increasing the number of training
places put out to competitive tender for 1995. Places will be provided by
private or public training providers through a competitive tendering
process. Training places will be funded through Commonwealth sourced
ANTA growth funds - currently included in the budget - and the
Commonwealth's prevocational places program - funding to be
forthcoming from the Commonwealth and is not yet included in the
budget figures.

(vi) Quality assurance -

A policy framework is being developed for a Western Australian quality
assurance system for the vocational education and training sector. This
framework will be piloted during the 1994-95 financial year, with formal
introduction planned for the 1995-96 financial year.

(vii) Course accreditation and provider registration, student assessment,
recognition of prior learning and assessment of overseas qualifications and
experience -

The department is reviewing its course accreditation and provider
registration arrangements, as well as student assessment processes and
processes for recognising prior learning and assessing overseas
qualifications/experience. This is consistent with its devolution strategies.
Developments will occur progressively and will be funded from the
existing budget.

(viii) Administration of apprenticeship and traineeship training agreements -

There is a move to have industry accept greater responsibility for
administration of apprenticeship and traineeship training agreements.
Initially, the devolved procedures will be assigned to large enterprises and
other industry bodies with extensive experience in training matters. It is
envisaged that there will be no net additional costs incurred in
implementing the revised arrangements.

(ix) Coordination of off-the-job training for traineeships -

Under the new ANiTA arrangements, the department is required to
coordinate and distribute off-the-job training funding. This funding is
allocated to private providers who provide off-the-job training in
conjunction with the Australian traineeship system. Previously private
providers were funded directly by the Commonwealth. Additional
Commonwealth sourced funding for this purpose has been included within
the department's budget.

(x) Industrial relations reforms -
Major areas of industrial policy reform impacting on the department
include the introduction of the Workplace Agreements Act proclaimed in
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December 1993; and the State wage case decision of Ianuary 1992 by the
Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission to formally adopt the
introduction of a framework for enterprise bargaining. Attachments A and
B outline the department's progress in regard to these industrial relations
reforms. [The attachments were tabled.]

(2) (1) Revised arrangements will be funded from within existing funding levels.
(ii) Incorporated within subprogram 2.3 - employment, vocational education

and training services for people with special needs. No additional funding
required.

(iii) Incorporated within subprogram 2.3 - employment, vocational education
and training services for people with special needs. No additional funding
required-

(iv) Incorporated within subprogram 2.2 - vocational education and training
provision. No additional CF funding, but possibly supported by revenue
generated by the franchising fees.

(v) Incorporated within subprogram 2.2 - vocational education and training
provision. An additional $3m in Commonwealth funding for the
prevocational places program is expected in 1994-95, but is not yet
incorporated in the estimates.

(vi) Not applicable. No impact in 1994-95.
(vii) Incorporated within program 1.0 - State employment, vocational education

and training system development and subprogram 2.1 - counselling, career
advice and qualifications recognition. No additional funding required.

(viii) Incorporated within program 4.0 - entry level training. Any costs incurred
in 1994-95 will be funded from the operating budget of the Office of
Industrial Training.

(ix) Incorporated within subprogram 2.3 - employment, vocational education
and training services for people with special needs. No additional funding
required.

(x) These industrial relations reforms will impact across all programs within
the Estimates, and will be funded from within the existing budget
allocation.

(3) (a) The department has identified a number of potential areas for outsourcing
for detailed examination consistent with the Government's competitive
tendering and contracting guidelines. A full assessment of the relative
costs and benefits is needed before an informed decision can be made on
these areas.

(b) Yes.
(c) The estimates report expenditure at a global level only and do not

separately identify the individual services. Funding required for 1994-95
represents a combination of both historical and estimated contract costing
since 1994-95 is a transition year. Future costing will be reflective of
revised arrangements.
(i) Departmental courier service; cleaning services; gardening

services - advanced manufacturing technologies centre already
contracted out; technical support services for information
technology projects; and maintenance of equipment in TAFE
colleges. The maintenance of equipment has been devolved from
the central workshop to colleges, and subsequent outsourcing by
colleges is likely-

(ii) The administration of apprenticeship and traineeship training
agreements will be progressively outsourcedL
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(iii) Provision of selected training places put to competitive tender.
The training put to tender is of two types -

Industry specific training - funded from Commonwealth sourced
ANTA growth funds, to provide additional full time, full year
equivalent training places targeted at specific industry groups,
determined in cooperation with industry employment and raining
councils; and
Prevocational training - to be funded from the Commonwealth's
prevocational places program and focused on young, long term
unemployed and others disadvantaged in the labour market.

(d) (i) The decision to outsource these activities was as a result of a
specific policy decision by the Government.

(ii) The decision to outsource this service reflects a ministerial council
decision in the context of the national raining reform agenda.

(iii) The contracting out of training courses by a public tender process
was a specific policy decision by the Government.

(e) (I) The Premier's circular to Ministers No 46093 dated 25 November
1993 outlined the Government's policy on competitive tendering
and contracting. Competitive tendering and contracting is about
bringing the discipline of competition to the delivery of public
sector services, to ensure that public services are provided with
increased efficiency, improved accountability, improved quality
and increased economic development.

(ii) The decision to outsource this service reflects a ministerial council
decision in the context of the national training reform agenda.

(iii) In the ANTA publication "Priorities for 1994" endorsed at the
1 July 1993 ministerial council meeting, ANTA emphasised the
importance of developing the competitive training market, and
outlined suggested strategies to States, viz "Development of a
more diverse raining market". ANTA has since continued to
place high priority on open training market activities. This is also
consistent with the State Government's competitive tendering and
contracting emphasis.

(f) Not applicable.
(g) (i) Contracts will be awarded in accordance with State Supply

Commission policies.
(ii) Contracts will be awarded through advertising for formal

expressions of interest and negotiation.
(iii) Allocation of training places by tender has already commenced.

Contracts are awarded following a formal process of public tender
administered on behalf of the department by the State Supply
Commission. The contracts are between the State Supply
Commission and the provider and amt supported by resource and
performance agreements between the department and the provider.

(hi) (i) It is proposed that cleaning contracts will be monitored for
performance by a nominated officer following a standards guide
which will form part of the cleaning specifications. College
equipment maintenance will be monitored by maintenance staff in
colleges.

(ii) Yes. The initiative is still at the development stage with details of
monitoring yet to be developed.
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(iii) Yes. Training courses must be accredited and the providers
registered by die Skills Standards and Accreditation Board co
deliver the course. The department requires progress reports at the
commencement, mid point and conclusion of courses and these
reports mrgger payments to the providers. Each course is evaluated
by a student survey, and surveys to determine employment or
further training outcomes as a result of the course are being
developed.

(i) (i) No.
(6i) No. Initiative is still in the development stage.
(iii) Legal advice was sought frm the Crown Law Department prior to

the commencement of the rendering process. The advice received
led to die deparment using the services of the Stare Supply
Commission to administer the tendering process. The contract
used is a standard Stare Supply Commission contract supported by
a resource and performance agreement with detail specifically
concerning training provision.

() (i)-(ii) The contractor will bear the cost of insurance/workers'
compensation premiums. The department does not agree to
indemnify the contractor against losses.

(iii) Workers' compensation and insurance, including public liability
insurance, is the responsibility of the raining provider and not dhe
department. The department does not indemnify the contractor
against losses.

(k) (I) No.
(ii) It is intended that the department will negotiate formal resource

and performance agreements with the successful enterprises.
However, the associated costs will be absorbed within the existing
1994-95 budget allocation.

(iii) No.
DIVIION 44: HEDLAND COLLEGE -
(1)-(2) No.
(3) (a)-(b) No.

(c)-(k) Not applicable.
DIVISION 45: KALGOORLIE COLLEGE -
(1) NO.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a)4() No.

(c)-(k) Not applicable.
DIVIION 46: KARRATHA COLLEGE
(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) (a) No.

(b) Yes.
(c) Two services are contracted out via air-conditioning preventative

maintenance, and cafeteria and residences management These services
cannot be identified in the estimates as the amounts are relatively small.

(d) Decision of college management.
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(e) Not applicable.

(0 The required services were outside the scope of the college's staffing
capabilities. It was considered that specialists could do the work better
and more cost effectively than the college employing staff to perform the
services.

(g) Contracts were let after calling for tenders through the college
mechanical services consultants, in the case of the air-conditioning
maintenance, and by newspaper advertising calling for expressions of
interest followed up by submission of tenders, for the cafeteria and
residences contract.

(h) Performance of specific responsibilities within each contract is closely
monitored by college staff and, in the case of the air-conditioning
contract, reviewed by the college's mechanical serices consultants.

(i) No.
(j) The contractor pays all such costs. The contractor is not indemnified

against losses.
(k) No.

DIVISION 47: PUNDULMURRA COLLEGE -

(1) As Pundulmwm~ College has only recently become an independent college under
the Colleges Act 1978 there are a range of new policies being progressively
implemented to ensure that the college fulfils its obligations under the Financial
Administration and Audit Act, the Colleges Act, and the requirements of the
national training agenda. The obligation to the public of being an efficient and
effective government body is obviously of the utmost importance and a major
consideration in all policy decisions currently under discussion at the college.
Effective development and implementation of these policies requires careful
consideration and a good deal of time. These decisions are currently being dealt
with by the college council. It is not considered that these decisions will result in
a requirement for additional funding from the consolidated fund.

(2) Pundulmurra College will receive $2.28m from the consolidated fund this
financial year, and intends to generate additional funds of $2.5m through fee for
service activity and other specific programs. All policies being considered and
implemented will be funded from the consolidated fund in the course of
developing effective policies for an independent college.

(3) (a) No.
(b) Yes.
(c) It is possible that the college will outsource the management of student

records to a larger TAFE college with economies of scale, and expertise in
this area. Cleaning has already been outsourced to a local contractor. The
original cost of cleaning to the Education Department prior to
independence was approximately $85 000. The current cost is $51 772.
Student record management is currently a manual operation at the college,
and consequently inadequate and unable to satisfy the new national
requirements. Negotiations with other agents to put in place a satisfactory
system are under way; however, no cost has yet been identified.

(d) T1he contracting out of services was a departmental decision based on
economics.

(e) Not applicable.
(f) Cost, quality of service, FrE limitations, time (core business).
(g) Cleaning services have been outsourced by formal tenders. The

outsourcing of student records will be undertaken via negotiations and
possibly formal tendering.
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(h) Yes, performance will be monitored wider both the connrcts. Basic
performance criteria have been identified in the cleaning contract, and will
be identified in any future contrcts.

(i) Legal advice has not been sought in relation to the cleaning contrct;
however, it is a standard contract within State Supply purchasing
guidelines.
*) Te contractor bears all costs of insurance and workers' compensation.
The college will not indemnify the contractor against losses.

(k) No.
DIVIION 98: OFFICE OF TRADITONAL LAND USE -
(1) Yes. It is intended to combine the Office of Traditional Land Use with the

Aboriginal Affairs Plann-ing Authority and the Department of Aboriginal Sites to
form a new Aboriginal Affairs Department as recommended by the Task Force on
Aboriginal Social Justice. Funding is to come from the combination of existing
agency allocations. Some additional funding may be sought for the establishment
of regional offices.

(2) A consolidated budget for the new department is yet to be finalised but it will be
based on the existing CRF allocations made to AAPA, OThU and DAS. Any
additional funds sought for the establishment of regional offices will only involve
the added cost of establishing and operating these offices over and above the
current costs.

(3) (a)-(b) No.
(c)-(k) Not applicable.

a
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Note: Information which is publicly available is not included in the Supplementary

Information.
Division 6: Governor's Establishment
Question: Hon Tom Stephens asked what the revenue was for the ballroom.
Answer: The revenue received during 1993-94 was $31 997.27.
Division 25: Agriculture
Question: Hon Sam Piantadosi asked what proportion of the budget had been allocated
to horticulture.
Answer: Approximately 8 per cent.
Question: Hon Kim Chance asked: Does the department support a segregation of a
Western Australian prime hard pool, and is it actively engaged in including the need for
a Western Australian prime hard variety in its plant breeding priorities?
Answer: The department supports the segregation of a prime hard pool if it is
sustainable. The difficulty in Western Australia will be meeting protein specifications
for prime hard, given the State's law fertility soils. Research is in progress to identify
management systems that will give prowers the best chance of making the level of
protein required. The department's wheat breeding program seeks to identify varieties
adapted to Western Australia that will produce prime hard quality. Those varieties listed
have been, or are being, extensively evaluated.
Question: Hon Kim Chance asked: Are the two new varieties of wheat released recently
covered by plant variety rights?
Answer: The two new varieties released within Western Australia last year were Amery
and Suretton and the department has applied for plant variety protection for both of them
as it has also for Carralup oats. It is department policy to seek plant variety rights
protection for all new crop varieties, where such is possible. Three new wheat and one
oat being released this year will have plant variety rights protection applications lodged
in October 1994.
Question: Hon Murray Montgomery asked: How many trust funds does the department
manage for industry?
Answer: Seven.
Question: Hon B.K. Donaldson asked:
(a) Will the progeny of the Awassi be exported?
(b) What does the departmnrt feel about the dollar potential for Western Australia if

this is successful?
Answer:
(a) The Awassi Producing Company inseminated approximately 70 000 Merino ewes

with Awassi semen over the period December 1993 to April 1994. First cross
ram lambs from this breeding will be exported to the Middle East over the period
November 1994 to May 1995. Numbers exported are expected to increase
progressively over futur years.

(b) Projections for economic potential are provided in the attached extracts from
Awassifat rail sheep - An opportunity for divers jflcarion.
[See pages 2 to 7 of the document]

Division 26: Agriculture Protection Board
Question: Hon Bob Thomas asked why table 33 of the performance indicators showed
spending in 1989-90 dollars was going down. He also asked for an explanation on the
decrease from 1989-90 dollars in 1991-92.
Answer: The 1989-90 funding included a special allocation of $4.9m for the Queensland
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fruit fly programn. The 1990-91 funding included a special allocation of $2.62m for the
locust plague control program.
Question: Hon Doug Wean asked for an explanation of the reduction of $363 000
occurring in 'other' items.
Answer: The 1993-94 figures reflect an increase for that year not expected to be repeated
in 1994-95. Items included the ministerial review of the portfolio $40 000. bait factory
inprovements $50 000, special purchase of poisons $110 000, and 15DM communication
link between Porrestfield and South Perth $50 000.
Question: Hon Doug Wean asked why only 496 of the 500 affected property owners had
comiplied with coding moth req uirements by December 1993.
Answer: The four property owners who had not complied were as follows: Mr Ross,
Mr Strang, Mr Woodacre and Mr Hawksworth. They were issued with requisitions
detailing their requirements under die codling moth protocol and this was followed up by
codling moth staff carrying out the necessary work on each property. Due to the steps
taken by the codling moth staff the program was not compromised in any way.
Question: Hon Bob Thomas asked for the policy on double-gee in the Alanihup area to
be explained and also the situation with herbicide spray draft in relation to neighbouring
properties.
Answer: Double-gees are present on about 50 per cent of properties in the Manjimup
area. Due to the longevity of the seed it is impractical to eradicate it on so many
properties. The APB has a policy of preventing the spread of double-gets to clean areas
by educating the community about the means of spread and advising landholders on
means of control and containment. Situations where the control action by one landholder
appears to be inadequate should be raised with the APB regional officer in Bunbwry for
further investigation. Technical assessment of damage due to alleged drift of herbicide
sprays is carried out by the Department of Agriculture in situations involving litigation or
breach of regulations.

Division 32: Land Administration
Question: Hon Kim Chance asked in relation to answers (1) and (3)(k) of written
responses to question by Hon John Ha/den: Are the flunds allocated for the program
included within the Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No 1) or (No 2)?
Answer: Funds allocated for die answer to questions (1) and (3)(k) of the written
responses to questions by Hon John Halden are included in Appropriation (Consolidated
Fund) Bill (No 1) 1994.
Question:- Hon Kim Chance asked what were the principal capital works involved in the
1993-94 "actual"flgure on page 270 of the Program Statements.
Answer: The principal capital works involved in the 1993-94 actual figures are -

(1) Land development 5 891 000
(2) Purchase of Lemnos site, Shenton Park 5 674 000
(3) Midland Building - DOLA 8000coo
(4) Purchbase of automated disk library - IMAGE 2000 365 000
(5) Purchase of assets - information processing capacity 651 000

Total 13381 000
Question: Hon Kim Chance referred to the major achievements at page 273 of the
Program Statements and to page 16 of Budget paper No 7 and asked whether the $l3-5m
revenue from the sale of the 181 houses at Exmouzh is included in Budget paper No 7,
page 16.
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Answer.,
(1) As die sale of US Navy houses was completed over 1992-93 and 1993-94

financial years, die $13.5m is die total revenue received and credited to town and
suburban loss.
(i) 1992-93 -$8 170 000
(ii) 1993-94 $5 423 000
The amount of $5 423 000 is included in town and suburban lots, page 16 of
Budget paper 7.

(2) Expenditur, appropriated for the US Navy houses under die agreement; for
example, shire rates, electrical conversion and asbestos removal payments are -

Capital $425 000
Recurrent $292 000

(3) Recurrent appropriation for payment so die US Navy - United States Government
are -

1993-94 $1740000
1994-95 $928 000

(4) On page 56 of the 1994-95 consolidated fund estimates, an amount of $3 428 000
was provided for contribution to Exrnouth development trust account. This fund
is no: administiered by die Department of Land Administration. Any further
questions on this miust account should be directed to die Minister for Commerce
and Trade.

Division 34: Main Roads
Question: Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan asked: Have you saken into account in your model
whether it is metropolitan or country, the evidence of the decreasing availability of
perrolewn and the impact that our compliance with the greenhouse gas emission
,protocols may have in regard to vehicle reductions?
Answer: The long-serm availability of fuel for motor vehicles and the environmental
impact of die use of motor fuels are matters that concern all planners. The Main Roads
Department cooperates fully with die Department of Transport which is accountable for
die development of long-term trnsport strategies that address these concerns. As
previously explained to the committee, the Department of Transport is currently
developing regional transport strategies and these strategies will address die issues
identified by the member. If as a result of these whole of transport strategies there is a
need to change the regional rad strategies they wi be changed. In the metropolitan area
die Department of Transport worked with the Transport Strategy Committee for Future
Perth to produce a repot in December 1992 that considers the issues raised by the
member. The report identified that a metropolitan transport strategy would be a crucial
element to make the changes proposed in the report happen. Main Roads has been
working very closely with the Department of Transport since 1992 so ensure that such a
transport strategy is produced. Although die strategy is not yet in place is is clear that all
the works currently planned by Main Roads will conform to the strategy.
The whole economy of our current Western Australian lifestyle is absolutely dependent
upon the use of motor vehicles. This is more so in our extensive rural areas but it is also
true of the Perth metropolitan area All foreasts of future population produced by the
various state agencies indicate continued growth. In addition to this forecasted
population growth, it is the aim of ail governments to try to ensure continued economic
growth, or at leas tso prevent economic decline. It would be irrsponsible of Main Roads
not to plan for this forecasted growth. However, plans are just that they try to ensure that
future options are maintained so that future populations can cater for their needs if the
current forecasts eventuate If the assumptions behind the current plans do significantly
change in time, then new plans would be prepared and the current plans would not be
implemented.
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The current view of most planners is that the mobility offened by the motor vehicle is
vital to our economy and lifestyle and these benefits will continue to be demanded into
the future. The detrimental impact of the use of petroleum products to power motor
vehicles needs to be addressed by appropriate emission standards, which is a
commonwealth responsibility. Alternative fuels for motor vehicles is an area where all
vehicle manufacturers are investing huge sums of money. There is little doubt that the
industry will continue to try to meet the demand for motor vehicles, and if petroleum
products are increasingly scarce then alternatives will be developed.
In summary, the concerns of the members are mom appropriately addressed through
vehicle and emission standards rather than not planning for continued use of motor
vehicles. It should be noted, however, that free flowing traffic results in less vehicle
emissions and that these circumstances arise more frequently on freeways, and where
traffic signal coordination enables freer flowing traffic on other woads.

* Transporting Perth into the 21st Century. Department of Transport, Perth.
December 1992.

Question: Han Kim Chance asked why there is a difference between the $78m and the
$86m shown in table 16 on page 37 of Budge: paper No 7.
Answer: The $86 444 408 shown in table 16 on page 37 of Budget paper No 7 against
the Australian land transport development program consists of two amounts -

Roads $77 282 000
Mainline Rail Projects $9 162 408

The amount provided for roads was paid to Main Roads along with a sum of $783 472
from the interstate road transport fund, makting a total of $78 065 472 as shown in Main
Roads' statements for receipts from Commonwealth grants and advances for 1993-94
(Budget paper No 6). The $9 162 408 was paid to Westrail.
Question: Hon Murray Montgomery asked about the cost to bring it up to the mninirmwn
standard of roads.
Answer: The replacement cost of the state highways and main roads system - excluding
national highways - at 30 June 1994 was $7 250m; however, land and earthworks have
not been treated as depreciating, which leaves $2 703m of asset that is depreciating.
Assuming an avenage life of 50 years for our depreciating asset and a uniform
replacement program, the state needs to recognise that $54m of asset deterioration will
occur each year on state highways and main roads, excluding national highways. The
accumulated depreciation liability at 30 June 1994 for state highways and main roads,
excluding national highways, was $910m, which represents in excess of 16 years of
replacement liability.
Question: Hon Kim Chance: How much was allocated to local councils per se?
Answer: The allocations to local governments for expenditure on local roads totalled
$34.362m and $37.467m for 1993-94 and 1994-95 respectively. This amount is 17.5 per
cent of the sum of the fuel franchise levy allocated to Main Roads and vehicle licence
fees budgeted for each year. The Program Statements also provide for direct expenditure
by Main Roads on local roads in addition to the above for traffic management and road
safety, engineering and technical advice to local governments and special road projects.
These funds are in addition to the normal allocations provided to local governments and
vary from year to ya depending on demand. In 1993-94 and 1994-95 these totalled
$41.233m and $25.889m respectively. The large decrease in these amounts is due mainly
to the expenditure of a carryover of the last of the commonwealth grants for the Black
Spots program, the funds for which were received in 1992-93 but not expended until
1993-94. Also, theme was a drop in the funds provided by other bodies for special
Projects.
Question: Hon Murray Montgomery: When will the piece of road in Mt Barker and
south of Mt Barker be completed?
Answer: Upgrading works on the Albany Hfighway are planned on a number of sections
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between Kojonup and M~bany during the period to the year 2000. These plans include
the deviation at Mt Barker and $1.5m, which is pant of the $2.725m allocation in the
program, has been allocated for part of the cost in 1994-95. The total estimated cost of
the bypass is $2m. and the balance to enable completion of the work will be provided in
1995-96. However, the work will not commence until all the land needed for the project
has been acquired. At present, negotiations are continuing with several landowners and it
is hoped that these will be finalised shortly.
Division 3S: Western Australian Coastal Shipping Conmmission -

Question: Hon Kim Chance asked how many ships sailed from Geraldton during
1993-94.
Arnswer. There were seven calls at Geraldton for cargo by Stateships vessels during
1993-94.
Question: Hon Kim Chance asked for some historical figures on the "Wages, Salaries
and Related Staff Costs" section of the seaborne transport program estimates.
Answer! Since 1993-94, the scabome transport program estimate item WVages. Salaries
and Related Staff Costs" includes estimated costs for other items such as victualling as
well as the wages cost. The estimated costs for other items such as victualling as well as
the wages cost. The estimated costs for the wages and leave component per FIE in this
area for thedtheyearswere -

Estimate 1992-93
106 FIE $4936000 per FrE $46 566

Estimate 1993-94
105 FrE $5085798 per FIE$48 436

Estimate 1994-95
88SFTE $4487220 per FTE$50 991

The increase per PIE between 1992-93 and 1993-94 is due to the inclusion of an
additional fortnightly pay day later in the year
the increase per FIE between 1993-94 and 1994-95 reflects die closure of the
workshops - 17 FrE at an average lower pay rate than seagoing staff - and partly
the provision for an expected wage increase for seagoing employees.

Question: Hon Kim Chance asked whether the expected cost for consuktancy would be
funded front the Appropriation (Consolidated Fund) Bill (No 1) or (No 2).
Answer: The item will be funded via Bill (No 1).
Division 36: Western Australian Government Railways Commission -

Question: Hon Kim Chance: I refer to page 332 of the Program Statements, workshops
services and supply. This item shows a nil balance in the estimates due to the closure of
the workshops. The Minister has said that the closure resulted from losses of around
$20m,. Last year the cost of services and supply was $15.188m. No doubt the lower
figure is due to the cost of the wind-up of operations. In 1992 -93, the last full year of
operations, the actual cost of running the account was $40 4m - a blowout from the
1992 -93 estimate of 328.Sm, following the actualfigure in 1991-92 of $30.414m. What
caused the blowout in 1992-93? Why did the cost of salaries inflate by, $90m over the
estimate when the FTE figure was under the estimate?
Answer: The 1992-93 actuals were compiled on a different basis and so cannot be
directly compared. The $11.9m variance between the 1992-93 workshops and supply
program estimates and actuals consists of $1.Om associated with increases in 'other
operating costs' and $10.9m which merely reflects changes in reporting methodology. It
is suggested the amount of $90m referred to in the second pant of the question is not
correct with the correct amount being $9.7m. This $9.7m is represented by the change
in methodology referred to in die above.
Question: Hon Kim Chance: At page 328, the first dot point under major achievement
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refers to Portmn Mining. What revenue is expected from iron ore haulage this year,
next year, and in 1996-97?
Answer. 1994-95 $11.4m

1995-96 $16.5mn
1996-97 $16.5m

Division 37: Education Department -
Question: Hon Jo/rn Halden asked whether the Minister could provide details of the
term of reference of the Hoffmtan inquiry.
Answer: The terms of reference of the independent assessment group chaired by
Dr Norm Hoffman are -
(1) To promote community discussion and education on issues related to devolution

of educational decision maing responsibilities;
(2) To examine and report on the current situation relating to devolution in

government schools in Western Australia; and
(3) To make recommendations relating to potential future developments in

devolution. The recommendations should recognise the diversity of schools and
communities throughout the State and aim to enhance the educational
effectiveness, flexibility and responsiveness of schools.

Question: Hon B.M. Scott asked whether the Minister could provide details on projected
preprimary enrolments offive and four-year-olds for 1995.
Answer: The estimated number of preprimary enrolments for 1995 is -

18 600 flve-year-olds
4 200 four- year-olds

In addition, the estimated number of community based preschool enrolments for 1995 is -
1 500 five-year-olds
3 800 four-year-olds

Question: Hon Tom Helm asked the Minister about the removal and relocation of the
transportable classroom from Wiluna.
Ans-wer: The Education Department required a home economics transportable unit to
relieve overcrowding at Ocean Reef Senior High School. The home economics unit at
the Wiluna Remote Community School was identified as underutilised, given the
enrolment at the school and the number of other teaching areas available at the school. In
the event, the school negotiated that the home economics unit remain at Wiluna and that
the school give up a general teaching classroom instead. 'This classroom was transported
to Kainbalda which subsequendly provided die home economics classroom to Ocean
Reef. The Wiluna Remote Community School is still well supplied with both general
teaching areas and specialist teaching areas in relation to the number of students at the
school.
Question: Hon J.A. Cowdell asked whether the Minister could provide details on -

(i) The number of police officers appointed to high schools;
(ii) how many it is proposed to appoint.

Answer:
(1) 28 school-based community police officers are appointed to work in high schools

and contributing primaries;
(ii) the number of staff employed is determined by the Police Department. Currently,

die Education Department has a waiting list of schools which have requested a
police officer.

Question: Hon John Ha/den asked the Minister to provide details on the cost of a kit to
be made available to gifted and talented students.
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Answer: The cost of producing 100 copies of the kit for gifted and talented students to
farst draft stage is $19 800. This includes dhe contract for writing and the cost of printing.
The kit is currently on trial. The final cost of the kit will need to take into account the
original cost, the final editing, and printing in bulk for distribution to all schools.
Question: Hon Murray Montgomery asked whether there was ay consideration given in
the department for pooling vehicles, particularly in agricultural colleges, and if not,
why?
Answer: Each school or college is allocated a vehicle to support the nature and scale of
its agricultural education programs. This demonstrates to students the wise use of
resources to achieve the necessary outcomes. For example, trucks are much larger at
Cunderdin and Narrogin Agricultural Colleges where, at different times of the year.
livestock, hay and grain awe transported. By comparison, Northam 5115 and Kojonup
DHS have relatively smaller trucks to support their lesser demands for transporting large
quantities of grain, hay or numbers of stock.
Pooling vehicles between schools does occur in particular situations; for example, the
need for all schools to have every type of vehicle, the larger schools and colleges
frequently transport equipment, feed and livestock to schools with small agricultural
programs. This enables them to offer a program that is representative of the agricultural
enterprises. Distances between the agricultural schools and colleges with farms makes
pooling of essential vehicles an impracticality. To share vehicles between properties in
closer proximity poses a problem of competition for use within similar climatic and,
therefore, production regions.
Question: Hon John Maiden asked the Minister how much time has been allocated in
each senior high school to develop and run programs for gifted and talented students.
Answer: Senior high and high schools throughout the State have each been allocated
0.15 ETE for the purpose of coordinating the identification of and provision for
academically gifted and talented students. The total allocation amounts to 14.5 FTEs.
Division 43: Western Australian Department of Training -

Question: Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan asked what reviews, if anyo, had been undertaken of
the effectiveness of the new enterprise scheme and whether a five-year follow-up study
had been undertaken.
Answer: The State Government funded a review of the new enterprise scheme in
September 1989. This review identified that new enterprise scheme businesses had
considerably lower failure rates, in the first two years, compared to other new businesses.
The Commonwealth Government has funded a number of reviews of the new enterprise
incentive scheme component of the tiES scheme. Reviews were undertaken in October
1988, May 1989 August 1993 and December 1993. The evaluation conducted in
December 1993 concluded that "overall the NEIS was successful in assisting participants
into self-employment. The secondary job creation effects of the scheme were also found
to be fairly significant". To date no longer term studies have been undertaken.
Question: Hon John Malden asked what categories of concession were available for
TAPE fees and what is the concession rate.
Answer: The concession rate of tuition charge for vocational courses applies to a
person -

(a) who holds
(i) a Health Benefit Card;
(ii) a Pensioner Concession Cart-
(iii) a Veterans Health Benefits Card, issued by the Department of Social

Security or the Department of Veterans' Affairs; or
(iv) a State Concession Card issued by the Director of the Department for

Community Development in this State,
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and a dependant of such a person; and
(b) in receipt of a benefit under the Austudy scheme or Abstudy scheme and a

dependant of such a person;
(c) in receipt of Jobsearch or Newstan allowance, and a dependant of such a person;
(d) in receipt of Additional Family Payment or Special Beniefit and a dependant of

such a person;
(e) in receipt of Youth Training Allowance;
(f) who was enrolled in secondary education - that is, senior college, senior campus

or secondary school - on a full time basis at any time during 1993 or 1994;
(g) who is an inmate in an adult or juvenile custodial institution.
The concession rate of tuition charge for community adult education courses applies to -
(a) a person who holds

(i) a Health Benefit Card;,
(ii) a Health Care Card;
(iii) a Pensioner Concession Card,
(iv) a Veterans Health Benefits Card, issued by the Department of Social

Security or the Department of Veterans' Affairs; or
(v) a State Concession Card issued by the Director of the Department for

Community Development in this State
and a dependant of such a person; and

(b) a person who holds a Seniors Card, issued by the Office of Seniors' interests in
this State.

Concession rates are not available for small business courses. The current level of fees
for persons eligible for concession are -

Vocational Courses (Stream 3000 and 4000) - Students eligible for concession and
enrolling in Stream 3000 and 4000 vocational courses are charged -

(a) Tuition charge - a concession rate of 500 per enrolled hour to a maximum of $170
per semester.

(b) Service charge - a maximum charge of $15 per semester full time and $10 per
semester part time.

(c) Materials charge - these charges vary according to the content of the course.
Equity and Access Courses (Stam 2000) - Equity and access courses are exempt from
the tuition charge, but are still liable for service and materials charges, which are charged
on a semester basis. These can be waived or reduced by college directors in cases of
severenfrmancial hardship.
Labour Market Programs - These are exempt fr-om tuition charges. Where program
funding to cover service and materials charges is not provided, students may be liable for
these charges. Labour market programs include -

Jobwrain courses; Landcare and Environmnental
Training for Aborigines Program (TAP); Action Program;
Industry/Labour Market Adjustment Commonwealth funded prievocational

Assistance; courses;
Australian Traineeship System; Special Intervention Programs.
Accredited Training for Youth;
Community Adult Education Courses (Stream 1000) - Students eligible for concession
and enrolling in community adult education courses are charged -

(a) Tuition charge - a concession rate of $1.55 per enrolled hour, to a maximum of
$24.40 per subject
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(b) Service charge - a maximum of $15 per semester or $7.50 per term.
(c) Materials charge - these charges vary according to the content of the course.
Question: Hon Murray Montgomery questioned how the perfiormance indicator "unit
cost" was calculated and whether it included infrastructure costs.
Answer: The performance indicator "unit cost" was calculated using the following
method -
1993-94 Department of Training recurrent expenditure $206 684 357
Deduct employment and labour market services expenditure $9966 515

$196717 842
Divide by 1993-94 student enrolled hours $19 962 601
Avenage cost per student enrolled hour $9.85
The Department of Training's recurrent expenditure was used to calculate the "unit cost".
Infrastructure costs such as curriculum development and information technology
developments funded through the recurrent budget are therefore included, as are central
office costs. Capital works costs are excluded.
Question: Hon B.K. Donaldson asked how the performance indicator 'TAPE-School
Articulation" - proportion of school leavers enrolled in full time TAFE and the
proportion of Year 12 school leavers enrolled in fidl time TAPE - compared with other
States.
Answer: Efforts have been made to obtain comparative figures for other States; however,
comparative figures are not available.
Question: Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan asked whether any evaluative work had been
undertaken on the rate of return for employers taking on apprentices, particularly in the
building industry.
Answer: No evaluative work has been undertaken on the rate of return. However, the
total number of apprentices employed in the building and construction industry has
increased by 22 per cent from July 1993 to June 1994. Over the same period, the number
of new apprenticeships in the building and construction industry increased by 26 per cent.
Question: Hon Murray Montgomery asked how many migrants have been assisted by
having their qualifications recognised and what was the cost involved.
Answer: Over the previous 12 months, the Overseas Qualifications Unit has provided an
advocacy service to approximately 1 500 migrants. Of these migrants, 1 020 have been
issued with letters indicating comparability to Australian qualifications. An additional
3 000 migrants have been assisted indirectly by the unit through the resourcing of outside
agencies. Precise records on staff time and other costs of assisting migrants with
qualifications recognition are not kept. The overall 1993-94 budget allocation for the
unit was $285 000. which included funds for research and development activities.
Question: Hon Cheryl Davenport asked what the terms of reference for the IETC review
were.
Answer: The Training Councils Review Group was established by the State Training
Board to undertake a review of the industry employment and training councils. The
terms of reference for the Training Councils Review Group were to investigate and make
recommendations to the State Training Board on the following -

The functions of training councils;
the number of trining councils and the industry coverage of each;
the registration and constitution of training councils;
the relationships between training councils and the Minister, the State Training

Board, the Department of Training, training providers and the industries they
represent;

financial and other support for training councils; and
the management and operations of training councils.
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Question: Hon Jo/rn Halden asked what was the participaion of women by subject area
in TAFE.
Answer:

FEMALE PARTICIPATION BY FIELD OF STUJDY IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA - 1993
Womnenas % of

% Women total female
Field of Study F M Total by FOS enrolmenis
Lod, Marine Rsue

and Animal Husbandr 1304 2147 3451 37.8 2.0
Architecur and Building 332 4740 5072 6-5 0.5
Ails, Humanities and Social Science 5 158 2 483 7641 67.5 8.2
Business, Admin. Economics 20650 6915 17565 60.6 16.8
Engineering, Surveying 1 804 11090 12894 14.0 2.8
Health, Communty Services 2 777 746 3523 78 4A
Law, Legal Studies 171 351 522 32.7 0.2
Science 2762 4033 6795 40.6 4.3
Veterinary Science. Animal Care 167 16 183 91.2 0.2
Services, Hospitality. Thansportation 2 632 1 667 4299 61.2 4.1
TAFE Mul field Education 35927 24264 60191 59.7 56.5
TOTAL 63684 58452 122136 100

Question: Hon John Ha/den asked what was the budget allocarion for the Aboriginal
enterprise employment development officer program.
Answer: In 1993-94 dhe Aboriginal enterprise employment development officer program
had a budget allocation of $388 000. Thbis program will fit within the new state
employment assistance strategy and funding for the AEEDO component will be
maintained or possibly increased for 1994-95.
Division 49: Sport and Recreation -
Question: Hon Sam Piamadosi asked what funds were allocated to the major football
codes in Western Australia in 1994-9S and how they were distributed in dollar terms.
Answer: Allocawions from die sports lottery fund for 1994-95 to date are -

Australian Rules (Commission) Nil
Australian Rules (The WA Amateur Football League) Nil
Australiani Rules (clubs/associations) $9 958
Rugby Union (The WA Rugby Union) Nil
Rugby Union (clubs/associations) $1 025
Rugby League (The WA Rugby League) Nil
Rugby League (clubs/associations) $75
Soccer (Soccer Administration of WA) Nil
Soccer (clubs/associations) $325
Soccer Indoor (WA Indoor Socce Assoc) Nil
Allocations from the Community Sporting and
Recreation Facilities Fund:
Joondalup and Districts Rugby League Club $30 000

Question: Hon Sam Piantadosi asked about the ratio of funding in dollar terms for those
codes - soccer, rugby and Australian rudes.
Answer: As indicated in the above answer, allocations from the sports lottery fund for
1994-95 are still at an early stage. In terms of the approved sports lottery fund budget for
1994-95, the budget is based on stat sport associations receiving a similar level of
funding as that received in 1993-94. There are expected to be some variations,
predominantly slight increases, however. Funding through the sports lottery fund for
1993-94 for the codes listed were -
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Per capita

Soccer -
(Soccer Adminstration of WA)
(clubs/associations)
Indoor

Rugby League-
(The WA Rugby League)
(clubs/associations)

Rugby Union -
(The WA Rugby Union)
(clubs/associations)

Australan Rules -
(Commission)
(clubs/associations)
(The Amateur Football L.)
(clubs/associations)

* Funding was for a 15 month period.

$95 027 )
$3679)
$2 272

$68 500
Nil

$68000)
$968)

$200 000
$10235
$34 000
$24 156

)
)
)
)

In addition to the sport lottery fund, funding is also provided for facilities. In 1993-94
an amount of $475 000 was provided for the two tier stand at Subiaco Oval as part of an
agreement which expires in 2001. Funding is also provided through the community
sporting and recreation facilities fund.
Question: Hon Sam Piamadosi asked what amount in dollar terms has been allocated
for the soccer development program in 1994-95.
Answer: Nil. Also refer to previous answer.
Question: Hon Graham Edwards asked what financial suppont or assistance is provided
to disabled competitors to enable them to compete at interstate and international events.
Answer: The WA Disabled Sports Association receives funding from the sports lottery
fund for distribution to its associated disabled sports organisations. For 1994-95, funding
assistance approved for the WA Disabled Sports Association for travel to national
championships is $17 524. Funding is not provided for international travel.
Question: Hon Graham Edwards asked how this compared with support or assistance
provided to able -bodied competitors paricipating internationally.
Answer: Able-bodied sports do not receive funding from the State towards travel to
international events, other than through the Western Australian Institute of Sport
Division 51: Ministry of Justice
Questi on: Hon N-D. Griffiths asked for a breakdown of statistics showing the number of
Aboriginal offenders on work and development orders.
Ans-wer:

WESTERN AUSTRALIA MMNSThY OF JUSTICE
Work and Development Orders Issued, Current and Terminated

For the Period 1 July 1993 to 30OJune 1994
Number of Orders

Current as a 1.7.93
Issued between 1.7.93 to

30.6.94 im.
Current between 1.7.93 and

30.6.94 mdl.
Tenninaleepimed between

1.7.93 and 30.6.94 ir.

Aboriginal
M F
254 97

Other
M

79

Unknwn Tooi
F N F
149 6 6 1301

2634 1095 7661 1880 76

2888 1192 8450 2029 82

48 13394

54 14695

916

$6.5

$24.3

$12.5

$5
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Successful Terminaions
By compliance 1389 621 5319 1482 53 37 8903
By paying bulancof rue 28 9 506 87 6 2 638
Total Succiessful Terminations 1417 630 5825 15369 61 39 9541
Unmcccssful Terminations
By canccilaion for re-offending 12 2 6 1 0 0 21
By cancdllazion for non-compliance 1101 429 1 833 281 15 9 3668
Expired -brech pending 3 0 5 2 0 0 10
Total Unsuccessful Tnrinations 1116 431 1844 284 I5 9 3699
Total SuccessfuliUnsuccusdful
Termination 2533 1061 7669 1853 76 48 13240

Other Types of Teiinauion
By death I 0 6 0 0 0 7
By unconditional dshage 18 15 54 20 0 1 108
Expired - innuinado type

amuwwrdbi 32 4 7 2 1 0 46
Total Other Typesuof Termuination 51 19 67 22 1 1 161
Total TerminationsExplrlus 2 584 1 080 7736 1 875 77 49 13 401
Currentasatz3.6.94 304 112 714 154 5 5 1294
Current asran30.6.94 wiab

breachbpending 0 0 2 0 0 0 2
Succesfu Completion Razes 55.9% 59.4% 76.0% 84.7% 80.3% 81.3% 72.1%

QUestion: Hon Chery'l Davenport asked for the policy detai ling the move from a welfare
model to a justice model with respect to juvenile detention centres.
Answer See the document "Coalition Policy on Law and Justice", subtitled "Justice -
Strength and Equality". [The document was tabled])
Question: Hon ND. Oiffiths asked whaos is the daily muster ofiuvenile offenders?
Answer The muster for the detention cents on Thursday, 22 September 1994 was 96.
The daily avenage muster for 1993-94 was 76.
Question: Hon N.D. Griffiths asked for statistics regarding the muster of juvenile
remand prisoners and whether an increase had occurred in those numbers compared to
last year.
Answer The average daily juvenile remand muster for the first three months of this
financial year was 38.08. The daily avenage juvenile remand muster for 1993-94 was
36.51. The very alight increase is most probably due to normal variation.

Division 54: Lega Aid Commnission

Question: Hon BX. Donaldson asked if any cases handled by the Legal Aid Commission
have run into hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Answer: Over recent years there have been no cases which exceeded $ 100 000. In
1990-91 there were eight cases in this category, seven of which were asbestos related
disease claims.

Division 59: Miscellaneous Services
Question: Hon Mark Nevill asked whether the Minister for Finance could provide the
following information on interest on public moneys held in participating trat fund
accounts -

(1) A list of all trust fund accounts into which this money is to be paid.
(2) The anount to be paid into each trust fund account.
(3) The effective rate of return or interest rose earned by each trust fund account on

it invested moneys.
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(4) The method by which these trust flud moneys are invested.
(5) Are they invested wider a group scheme or is each trs Aund invested in its own

name and by the decision of the body controlling each trust flid?
(6) With what institutions are these flunds invested and how much has been placed

with each particular institution?
Answer:,
(1)-(2) The list of accounts receiving interest, and the estimated amount for each

account, from Miscellaneous Services item 123 is as follows - $
Cattle Industry Compensation Fund 59000
Department of Transport Employer's Liability Superannuation Reserve 702 700
Department of Transport General Reserve 28 400
Pig Industry Compensation Fund 142 200
Plant Research and Development Fund 54400
Public Buildings Insurance Fund 14 300
Conservation and Land Management 368 000
Insurance - Sherifirs Assurance Account 5 000
Suitors Fund 1000
The Assurance Fund 112000
Total Estimate 1487000

3. An interest rate of 6.4 per cent has been used for the estimate.
4. The method used is to pool all government and non-government funds held by

Treasury and invest the pool in cash and other securities.
5. The funds are invested as part of one pool.
6. Funds are invested with various institutions in accordance with the investment

provisions of the Financial Administration and Audit Act. As these investments
form part of one pool, it is not possible to separately identify how much of the
balances of each trust fund account has been placed with any particular
institution.

Division 64: Health
Question: Hon Cheryl Davenport asked about the circumsaances surrounding the
treatent and discharge at 3-30 am from Royal Perth Hospital of a 94 year old client of
HACC.
Answer: To investigate the incident the hospital requires the name of the persn and date
of occurrence. The date of birth would also be of assistance. The member has been
contacted to provide the details so that the hospital can investigate. The date of die
incident and some details of the patient have been provided and passed to the hospital for
a response which is expected by Friday, 30 September 1994.
Question: Hon Mark Nevill asked: In relation to risk management procedures,
particularly in hospitals, that have been discussed in evidence in the Committee, has the
Health Department considered doing something like that ro reduce the paper war in the
Health Departmnt?
Answer: In 1992, the Health Department launched a comprehensive risk management
program for non-teaching hospitals and the department's health service providers. The
teaching hospitals make their own arrangements. The risk management program
includes: Critical or serious incident handling protocols, negotiation and mediation of
complaints, litigation support protocols, a customised database for litigation
management, arrangement of settlements and post litigation/post incident debriefing.
The department has also set up protocols for such matters as responding to subpoenas,
warrants and other court orders, interlocutory proceedings, coronial inquiries and
inquests and the release of personal medical records.
The legal administration branch administers the risk minimisation and management
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program, which includes instructing Crown Law and other external providers of legal
services on a wide range of medico legal and health law issues. Legally trained officers
of the branch, wit specialist knowledge of health law and the health industry, offer
ongoing education and training for line managers, together with continual access to
advice, assistance and support when required urgently and/or to avoid or minimise
potential liability.
The emphasis has always been on resolving issues as early as possible to avoid an
escalation in cost, paperwork and the use of other resources. Early and effective
resolution of complaints and critical incidents not only minimises risk and litigation costs
but is seen as part of an overall quality management initiative in patient cam.
Division 72: Conservation and Laud Managermt
Question: Hon AJ.G. MacTiernan asked whether CALM intended so make changes to
native forest resource pricing policies as a result of comments in the McCarrey report.
Answer: The present royalty for hardwood logs is as follows -

Product type Jamba $/m"' Kanri $Im'
Gross royalty Gross royalty

Premiumn sawlogs 79.71 79.46
First grade sawlogs 28.85 37.03
Second grade sawlogs 19.90 26.39
Thirtigrade sawlogs; 13.07 13.07
These royalties compare with royalties as at 30 September 1987 when the present log
grading system was introduced folowing the approval of the 1987 timber strategy -

Product type Jarrah $/in 3  Karri $/m 3

Gross royalty Gross royalty
30 September 1987 30 September 1987

Premium sawlogs 45.54 40.98
Finst grade sawlogs; 23.58 26.46
Second grade sawlogs 15.72 18.86
Third grade sawlogs
The percentage increases since 30 September 1987 are -
Product type Jamba 5/rn 3  Karri $/mn'

* increase * increase
since 30 September 1987 since 30 September 1987

Premium sawlogs 75 93.9
First grade sawlogs 22.3 39.9
Second grade sawlogs; 26.6 39.9
Third grade. sawlogs
(Third grade sawlogs were introduced 1 October 2988.)
Prior to 1987 royalties paid included the cost of supervision and administration by the
Department of Conservation and Land Management. These charges are now levied in
addition to the royalty which covers the value of the timber itself. These additional
charges are approximately $5.50 per cubic metre. The base royalties have been
determined after general reviews of royalties carried out in 1986, 1989 and 1992. At
each review, comiparisons were made wit timber royalties applying in the Eastern States.
Thepriceof imported timber was also considered, as was the costo hetimber indusry
of she government initiated retrcturing of the timber industry, including the significant

However, the Government has reserved the right to carry out fur-ther general reviews of
timber royalties should unusual circumstances occur.
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Question: Hon JAt. Scowt asked what flouting CALM has put into treatment programs
using phosphanate in state forests and conservatdon in the State.
Answer: Total phosphanate spending by CALM has been -

1992-93 $119756
1993-94 $158 876

In 1994-95 CA--M% will spend $134 885 on phosphanate research and applications.
Division 73: Environmental Protection
Question: Hon J.A. Cowdell asked whether the Minister could provide details of the
ministerial grants to conservation groups for the year 1993-94, and what provisions had
been made for the 1994-95 year.
Answer: 1993-94 $

Conservation Council of WA 20 000
Environment Centre of WA 10 000
Greening Western Australia 27 000
Green Skills 36 000
The Tree Society 9000O
Australian Conservation Foundation 8 000
Plus annual contribution to the -
Australian and New Zealand Environment and
Conservation Council 11 177

Total 121 177
The intended allocation of $43 000 for 1994-95 has not yet been decided.
Question: Hon JA. Cowdell asked how comprehensive a program was in place to
encourage the phasing out of landfill rubbish disposal.
Answer: Western Australia does not have a program to phase out landfill rubbish
disposal. Thke Office of Waste Management within the Department of Environmental
Protection has, however, prepared a draft state waste minimisation and recycling policy
aimed at halving solid waste per capita dumped in landfill by the year 2000, which is
currently before industry and local government for cornment. The policy is largely
drawn from the recommendations of the June 1993 state recycling blueprint. The
objectives of the draft policy are to -

conserve resources and energy by minimising waste;
improve environmental quality;
realise economic benefits for the State by adding value to wasted resources
through recovery and reprocessing; and
reduce dependence on landfill as a means of waste disposal.

The policy proposes initiatives including -

a state waste minimisation and recycling promotion and education campaign;
annual waste minimnisation and recycling awards;
industrial waste audits to determine nature, volume and sources of waste;
an industrial waste minimnisation and recycling planning service;
an industrial waste exchange service (operated as a database);
a recycling industries incentives scheme to encourage the greater use of
secondary materials by industry;
the adoption of recycled products purchasing policies by government and industry
which give preference to recycled products;
financial support for local government waste minimnisation and recycling
schemes;
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assistance to local goverrnment and industry to implement household hazardous
waste collection and recycling schemes;
special assistance to rura recycling schemes;
the removal of regulatory impediments to recycling; and
funding for research and development in waste management technologies.

The policy proposes that the waste minimisation and recycling program could be assisted
with funding from several sources, including a levy on waste dumped in metropolitan
landfills, as is the practice in all other Australian states. The waste levy in New South
Wales is $4.20 per tonne; Victoria. $3 per tonne; South Australia, $2.05; Queensland,
$1.25; and Tasmania, 500. The Office of Waste Management has only limited program
funding for the 1994-95 financial yea. Within die constraints of this funding the current
work is towards -

policy development;
encouraging local government to provide recycling services to households and
businesses;
monitoring recycling performance by local government and industry;
cooperating with industry in the development of markets for recycled materials;
cooperating with other agencies over the removal of regulatory impediments to
recycling;
encouraging government and industry to improve markets for secondary materials
by actively buying recycled products; and
some limited analyses and studies of recycling infrastructure and markets for
materials such as construction and demolition wastes - which make up 30 per cent
of waste to landfill.

No serious consideration has yet been made of whether landfill disposal should be phased
out altogether. All studies to date conclude that properly managed landfill should and
will remain the mainstay of waste disposal for decades to come.
Question: Hon JA. Cowdell asked whether the Government would achieve it s target of
halving the amount of rubbish going to landfill by the year 2000.
Answer: The June 1993 state recycling blueprint found that waste to landfill in Western
Australia could be halved if there was success in -

composting green waste on a large scale;
recycling construction and demolition waste;
establishing a major local newsprint recycling industry;
extending kerbside recycling to households throughout Perth and all country
centres;
promoting the waste minimisation ethic and recycling ethic throughout the
community;
ensuring that tip disposal charges accurately reflect all costs of establishment,
operation and post-closure management; and
introducing the principle of "user pays" and "polluter pays" for all solid waste
management services.

Measuring progress towards the goal of halving waste to landfill by the year 2000 is
difficult because -

Western Australia, in common with most of Australia, does not yet have a
common system of quantifying and classifying waste dumped in landfill;
a sizeable proportion of waste - especially construction and demolition waste - is
being dumped in unregulated, inert landfill sites;
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only a few metropolitan landfills have weighbridges - but these are mandatory by
the end of 1995;
the base year for measurement purposes was set nationally at 1990 yet there exists
only a very rough estimate of waste landfilled in that year - a problem shared
around die country; and
there is no compulsion, or incentive, for local government and industry to report
to government on waste minimisation and recycling performance.

Levels of recycling within Western Australia have improved since die decision to halve
waste to landfill was made in 1989. Notable progress includes -

the expansion of kerbside recycling services to over 90 per cent of the Perth
metropolitan area, collecting approximately 36 000 tonnes per annum;
the beginning of large scale green waste mulching and composting by
metropolitan councils; and
the development of expanded industry capacity to recycle paper, plastics and
green wastes.

Offsetting this progress, the State has lost its principal construction and demolition
(C&D) waste recycling business which was processing up to 50 000 tonnes per annum of
building rubble. 'he Office of Waste Management, within the Department of
Environmental Protection, is working towards establishing an improved operating
environment for a C&D waste recycling industry, principally by evaluating suitable sites
for processing and reviewing standards for road base materials with the aim of opening
up a major market (at least 150 000 tonnes per annum) for recycled concrete.
The Office of Waste Management estimates that recycling efforts since 1990 have
resulted in a reduction of metropolitan domestic waste of 12 per cent, which is equivalent
to a reduction of total waste to landfill of three per cent. The green waste recycling
contracts entered into by a number of metropolitan councils should add considerable
volume to die total diverted from landfill. The Office of Waste Management is now
including green waste in its monthly recycling survey so that a clearer indication of the
effect of these contracts will soon be available. Country recycling has made little
headway, a situation compounded by several south west councils cancelling their
kerbside recycling services in June 1994. The chief obstacle to country recycling
remains the cost of getting recovered materials to market.
With regard to commercial and industrial waste, there has been little evidence of
increased recycling since the decision to halve waste to landfill was taken in 1989, albeit
that it continues to remain hig in comparison to recycling of domestic and municipal
wastes. Commercial and industrial wastes - which include C&D waste - make up
approximately 75 per cent of waste landlilled. Recycling of commercial and industrial
wastes continues to be driven solely by market forces, among which the relatively low
cost of dumping remains a significant factor militating against further development of
waste minimisation and recycling.
Question: Hon Murray Montgomery asked in relation to the departments performance
indicators which deal with industry licences. how many of the 239 appeals related to
specific industries.
Answer: The 239 appeals mentioned on page I11 are against -

the level of assessment set by the EPA on proposals referred to it - 59 projects;
the content or recommendations contained in the EPA's reports to the Minister on
projects it has assessed - 19 projects;
works approval conditions - nil;
licence conditions -8 projects; or
pollution abatement notices -4 projects.

The presentation of these data will be modified in next year's report and explained in
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more detail. The only role played by the department in respect of appeals is in meeting
its statutory responsibility under section 106 of the Act by the provision of a report an the
appeal by the CEO. All other administration, assessment and reporting is undertaken by
the office of the appeals convener appointed by the Minister and independent of the
department.
Question: Hon JA. Cowdell asked what Commonwealth funds available for environment
protection projects have been declined by the State in the past financial year.
Answer: The Department of Environmental Protection received an offer to the value of
$33 000 to fund an officer to compile data for the Commonwealth for its proposed State
of Environment report The offer was declined. No other funds have been offered.
Question: Hon Murray Montgomery asked what was the break-up of funds allocated
over the past three years for the southern metropolitan coastal waters study?
Answer: Ile operational funding associated with the study. 1 July 1991 to 31 December
1994 when the study is to finish, provided by the Department of Environmental
Protection, is approximately -

1991-92 $230000
1992-93 $156000
1993-94 $192000
1994-95 $65 000

In addition, staff salaries for people engaged in the study will amount to approximately
$600 000. Administrative costs, excluding office accommodation lease expenses, will
total approximately $56 000. Also a field station at Fremantle has been leased -
approximately $30 000 last financial year and $1 5 000 for six months of this financial
yea. In earlier years the lease was met by the Office of Government Accommodation -
now known as the Government Property Office.
Question: Hon JA. Cowdell asked what were the negative effects upon the Department
of Environmental Protection being unable to participate in the proposed National
Environment Protection Council.
Answer: Currently environmental standards, particularly those for emissions, used in
Western Australia are drawn from the USEPA or the World Health Organisation.
Standards derived for Australian conditions arguably may be more relevant than those
derived elsewhere. However, standards need to take account of local conditions which
relate not only to demography but also to an area's geological, geomorphological,
hydrological and meteorological characteristics. The NEPC is unlikely to provide this
degree: of refinement. The Government has other more fundamental objections.
Question: Hon JA. Cowdell asked whether action is proposed upon a Legislative
Council committee report suggesting the EPA not prevent controlled - prescribed - burn-
offs-
Answer: The Environmental Protection Authority has not been asked to comment upon
this recommendation.
Question: Hon JA. Cowdell asked about the monitoring of nutrients in the Peel-Harvey
Estuary, given the expenditure of $58m for the Dawesville Channel. In particular, has
phosphorus discharge from Wandalup Pig geries been monitored?
Answer: The Waterways Commission is required to monitor the nutrient status of the
Peel-Hanvey estuarine system as part of the environmental conditions by the Minister for
the Environment in 1989 following assessment of the Stage 2 Peel Inlet Harvey Estuary
Environmental Review and Management Strategy.
This management strategy involved three principal elements: Catchment management, to
be undertaken principally by the Department of Agriculture; construction of the
Dawesville Channel, to be coordinated by the Department of Transport; and weed
harvesting, to be coordinated by the Waterways Commission. Environmental conditions
covered a number of issues and included -
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asgig a target phosphorus load for the estuary system, to be reviewed in the
liht o the performance of die system following interpretation of monitoring
data;
controlling phosphorus and nitrogen loadings into the Peel-Harvey system;
constructing the Dawesvifle Channel and monitoring its potential environmental
impacts; and
continuing weed harvesting within the Peel-Harvey.

Construction of the Dawesville Channel was completed in April 1994 at a cost of $58m
to die State Government. Additional funding has been granted by the State Government
to the Waterways Commission and the Department of Transport to monitor die effects on
die estuary and nearshore marine environment as a result of construction of the channel.
This is expected to include the monitoring of increased tide levels; the effectiveness of
nutrient flushing from within the estuary; and the effects on the types of weed growing
within the estuary waterbody as a result of the increase in salinity of estuary waters
following construction of die channel.
The Department of Conservation and Land Management will also be monitoring the
effects on the wacerbird populations adjacent to the estuary; the Health Department will
monitor the impact on mosquito breeding areas; the Fisheries Department will monitor
the impact on estuarine fish; and die Water Authority of Western Australia in
consultation with the Department of Transport will monitor water levels and flooding on
low lying land adjacent to the estuary.
Wandalup Farms' upgraded wastewater treatment system, as completed in June 1994,
appears to be performing well. However, die overall performance of this system
compared to the requirement for a system capable of achieving a discharge of no greater
than 990 kg phosphorus/annum can only be accurately determined upon receipt of
monitoring data covering the period July 1994 to die end of June 1995.
when examining the overall performance of this system, one must consider that as a
result of past disposal practices, there is likely to be a quantity of phosphorus "stored" in
sludges currently contained within the wastewater ponds and also in areas used for
irrigation of pond discharge waters. Even if no further discharge of phosphorus were to
take place from the wastewater treatment system, it is likely that incident rainfall will
result in flushing of the 'stored" phosphorus from the property.
Question: Hon JA. Cowdell asked regarding waste management whether progress had
been made in encouraging the development of comprehensive recycling factories, or
factory, in Western Australia.
Answer: Western Australia does not have a specific program to encourage the
development of recycling industries, other than the usual industry incentive schemes
offered by the Department of Commerce and Trade. The draft state waste minimisation
and recycling policy proposes that a recycling industries incentive scheme, similar to diat
operating in Queensland, be established. The main assistance that has been provided to
recycling industries over the last three years has come from a private source, in the form
of the publishers' national environment bureau fund. This newsprint recycling fund was
administered by the recycling industries unit at the Department of Commerce and Trade.
(The unit has since transferred to the Office of Waste Management within the
Department of Environmental Protection.) Thirty four grants totaling $384 000 were
made to recycling businesses around the State. The fund no longer operates.
In the absence of funding to offer recycling industries financial assistance, the Office of
Waste Management, within the Department of Environmental Protection is acting to
encourage the development of recycling industries by -

seeking the removal of regulatory impediments to recycling;
cooperating with industry in market development projects; and
encouraging government agencies and industry to buy recycled products.

Quesgion: Hon JA. Cowdell asked whether there had been any initiatives by State
Supply to encourage a market for recycled products.
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Answer: The State Supply Commission introduced a recycled products purchasing
policy in February 1993. This policy requires government agencies to buy recycled
products where they are appropriate and price competitive. In July 1994 the Office of
Waste Management, within the Department of Environmental Protection and the State
Supply Commission, conducted a survey to ascertain the degree of compliance with the
policy. The survey showed that few agencies are buying recycled products. To illustrate,
Supply West last financial year supplied its government clients 110 000 reams of virgin
paper and only 584 reamnsof recycled paper - representing only a 0.5 per cent penetration
of the market.
The Office of Waste Management, within the Department of Environmental Protection,
is currently working in conjunction with State Supply on a redraft of the policy. T1he
redrafted policy may make it mandatory for government agencies to use certain types of
recycled products such as recycled paper, recycled tissue paper and recycled plastic
rubbish bins. In response to the ignorance of the availability of recycled products that
was revealed by the survey, the Office of Waste Management, within the Department of
Environmental Protection, and State Supply have produced the first "Buyers' Guide to
Recycled Products" produced in Australia. This has been distributed to all government
agencies, local government and key industries in Western Australia. The guide will be
revised and updated every year.
Division 89: Police
Question: Hon Graham Edwards asked whether the department was considering
expanding its number of Multanova cameras and/or red light cameras in this current
financial year and if there is a priority for Multanova cameras or red light cameras.
Answer: There is no planned expansion in the number of Multanova or red light camneras
this financial year nor is there a priority for Multanova or red light cameras.
Question: Hon AilSG. MacTiernan asked whether there had been a reduction in this
year's Budget in the allocation to other forensic services.
Answer: T1he following table details the allocation and final expenditure for the forensic
branch in the 1993-94 financial year and the allocation for 1994-95 including funds
allocated to the forensic branch for Chemistry Centre charges -

Financial Year Allocation Out-urn

1993-94 919579 932627
1994-95 1 271 800

Division 98: Office of Traditional Land Use
Question: Hon Tom Stephens asked for information about contingency plans in the event
that the High Courtfinds the state legislation to be invalid.
Answer: The Government has established a Cabinet subcommittee to regularly review
the issues arising from the Hligh Court Mabo decisions, the commonwealth and state
legislative responses and the possible outcomes of the respective High Court challenges.
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